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ADDRESS BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE SECTION, E. FLETCHER
INGALS, A. M., M. D.

Gen'tlemen and Colleagues : In calling to order the laryngological section of the

Pan-American Medical Congress I take the opportunity to congratulate you upon
the number and excellence of the papers which have been secured for your consider-

ation. I feel that there is a special reason for felicitation upon the propitious cir-

cumstances under which we have convened, because of our success in spite of many
obstacles. Tlie larjnigologists of this country, as well as those who would have
visited us from abroad, have been called upon for more than the usual amount of

work during the i)ast few months. Early in May the American Laryngological
Asstwiation met in New York and was largely participated in by those who other-
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wise would have been free to aid us. Shortly afterwards the American Climato-

logical Association met in Philadelphia, taxing the energy and taking the time of

many of the laryngologists of this country. And only three weeks subsequently
the American Medical Association met in Milwaukee, with a large attendance upon
the laryngological section. In addition to these, the various State medical societies

called out a considerable number of j^apers upon diseases of the throat and nose.

Besides this, many laryngologists who contemplate going abroad have undertaken

to preimre papers for the International Medical Congress, which was to have met
in Rome shortly after the close of this congress.

When the American Laryngological Association held its first annual meeting
in 1879 there were, all told, less than thirty men in the United States sufficiontly

interested in the subject to be counted laryngologists. But the ranks have been

added to rapidly year by year, until now there are probably not less than four

times that number who are well equipped ;
and in all of the cities and larger

towns throughout the country are others more or less qualified who are doing
considerable work in this special line, and it is probable that to-day 500 men could

be found in the United States who might i^resent something of interest to this

body, though I have been able to discover only about 200 of them.

Nearly a year ago I opened correspondence with the physicians of Central and
South America and the West Indies, hoping to get them to join us in this con-

gress, but I regret to say that in only a few instances have I been able to obtain

replies to my letters, and that only two or three of oiir colleagues in those coun-

tries have promised papers for this occasion. Considering the limited intercourse

which has always existed between the United States and the Latin Americas, this

is not a matter of surprise, but it is hoped that this congress will be a beginning
of a closer alliance and personal friendships, which will, in coming years, bring us

often together, and build up a powerful International Congress in this Western

Hemisphere.
The railroad already projected through Central America, which will connect

with various railroad systems in South America, and increased means of commu-
nication by sea, will, it is believed, ere long, open up to the physicians of the

United States many new and valuable resorts whose climatic influences may be

made subservient to our patients in their search for health. When this has been

brought about it is obvious that oiir acquaintance with the physicians in these

southern climes will be of the greatest advantage to our patrons.
We welcome you one and all to our national capital. We ask of each your

hearty cooperation in the work before us, and we believe the final results vdll

justify the large amount of labor and anxiety which have been expended in this

undertaking.
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PAPERS READ BEFORE THE SECTION.

REFLEX EPILEPSY FROM INTRA-NASAL DISEASE.

By JOHN O. ROE, M.D., of Rochester, N. Y.

The existence of reflex neuroses has been known sine-, iho rarliost prTiod of naod-ical history. In an excellent historical stn.ly on this su),-., r. r.a.l Uf, .v t h. V n^-ican Laryngological Association in iss:. MaHa-n.ie traces the general hisk>ry ofsvich neuroses froxn the time of Plato an.l Aristotle to that of Bastock in theJeeonl decade of this century. Of th,^ neuroses that niav 1,. excited b- peripheralirritation probably epilepsy is the nu,st nuportant : for. as ^Vatson•^ very Jruly says

jnsj^^^d
carries perp^uala^^^^

It was called the "sacred" disease by the ancients-- either is Vmevis s.,v''from Its magnitude (for what is great is sacred) or from the cure not being'inthe power of man, but of God. or from the notion that a demon has entered the
patient, or from all put together."

t^nrerea tne

The earliest conception of the malady was that it is a (liseas,> of the brain -mdmcurab e. Aretaeus seems, however, to have recognized tliat the exc-itin.^ causemay reside in other parts, for he says:

Occasionally the malady is fixed in the head, and that is the startin-^ i., .ii.f , f fi.o

The nose seems to have been the part of the body which was first recognized tobe so vulnerable to external influences as to excite epileptic attacks. Ml-kenzie^
says that among the older writers many cases are recorded in wliich the odor ofvanous substances was known to result in epilepsy ; and Salmuth. in H!48 called
attention to the fact that paroxysms of epilepsy are often relieved by the eruptionof blood from thenose. Since that time, irritation of nearly every part of the bodyhas been observed to be the cause of epileptic convulsi, ms. The first scientific lightwas thrown upon this subject about forty years ago bv Brown-Se„uar.l " wlioshowed by a series of carefully conducted experiments on auin.als that ruUr^.ycould be produced by the artificial irritation of tlie peripheral nerves in almost any
part ot the body The first experimenter, however, to formulate a distinct physio-
logical theory of epilepsy was Marshall Hall '

According to Marshall Hall the seat of epilepsy is in tl>e medulla oblongata.To fully understand his system one must remember that this medulla oblongatathe seat of reflex or excito-motor movements, has the power of receivinir impres-
sions conveyed by the sensory nerves, wliieli act as centripetal ,ondu< tors andalso possesses the power of Itausterring tluMu to the muscular system by the

'Transactions of Am..,'i.;,n Laryri^ulosical A8so<'iat,.,n. Iss; ,, i,i->

"Practice of Physic, Philudelphiu, iKV!. p. mi
'Causes and Sigrns of Chronic Diseases. I.il.cr ],ri,n„s. <;i|, , v
^Transactionsof Ameri(«inLaryii,!,'nl,,t,n,-Hl Ass.iriatinii, Iss; ,, i,„;

•''ObscryjitioTHun
Tnedicarum conturhv t,vs ,»,stlnnn„., I'.run.svi.,^.,, Ms ,.,.„t ,,-„l« f!

p. 6;); luid (.lis, (Ml. 1). s7.
m. 1 1 , <,i>s, d,

«Re.searchcsu,i KjHl.'i.sy: its Artificial Produ.-tinTi in A n>..,al, -, 1!,,sn,„ |sr

F^Jy^t:y,^:"''''
Physiologi,ues do lEp,,.,..,, „. A.vh.vo. .Ou^ral' de M.decine,
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motor nerves, which act as centrifugal condiictors. If the medulla oblongata,

being morbidly excited, experiences a stimulus either from the brain or periphery,
su<;h stimulus will be abnormally transmitted to the muscular system, and reflex

movements of greater or less irregularity and violence will be produced.

Brown-Sequard accepted Marshall Hall's "theory in general, and developed it

with remarkable ability in a large number of papers. Accordingly it was gener-

ally received iintil 1870, when the question assumed another aspect.

It was in that year that Fritsch and Hitzig
'

published their first researches

upon the motor centers of the brain. By them it was demonstrated that mechan-
ical irritation of certain regions of the cerebral cortex caused convulsions similar

to those of epilepsy. Hitherto the most eminent physiologists had unanimously
held that the brainwas functionally homogeneous, and that stimulation of neither

surface nor deeper parts would be followed by any motor reaction . The observa-

tions of Fritsch and Hitzig were, however, soon confirmed by a large number of

experimenters. Without depriving the medulla oblongata of the function attrib-

uted to it by Marshall Hall and Brown-Sefjuard, it is thus clearly established that

it has not the exclusive power of provoking epileptic convulsions. Thus we im-

mediately have the question brought before us, Is there a difference between con-

vulsions of cortical origin and medullary origin, and why are sometimes the for^

mer, sometimes the latter, produced? It is this question that Hughlings Jackson*

endeavors to answer in the Lumleian Lectures for the year 1890. According to

Jackson the central nervous system is composed of three superimposed levels,

representing degrees of evolution more and more advanced. In each of these

levels, the lower, middle, and upper, there is a set of cerebral convolutions. The
lower level consists of the spinal cord, the medulla, and pons, and represents the

simplest movements of all parts of the body. The middle level of the cerebral

system is composed of centers in the Rolandic region (so-called "motor region"
of the cerebral cortex), and possibly of the ganglia of the corpus striatum also.

It represents complex movements of all parts of the body from eyes to perineum.
The upper level of the cerebral system is made up of centers of the prefrontal

lobes. This represents the most complex movements of all parts of the body and

presides over "
epilepsy,'' properly so called. These three levels are all sensori-

motor, and in each of them convulsions are produced by the same mechanism.

To these anatomical classifications there is a corresi^onding classification of con-

vulsions. These convulsions constitute genuine epilepsy only when they are of

cerebral origin; that is, when they originate in the highest level; otherwise minor

convulsive movements are manifested, such as petit mal. In order to explain the

mechanism of the convulsion, Hughlings Jackson adopts Schroeder van der

Kolck's^ idea of comparing the nerve center to a Leyden jar, the convulsion to the

discharge of the jar. He starts with this principle
—that all nervous phenomena

are to be traced to a nervous discharge, or liberation of the energy of the nervous

elements. This discharge takes place in all healthy operations. When produced

abnormally there results a discharge by explosion, and as a result convulsive move-

ments of certain portions of the body that are in direct connection with the por-

tion of the cortex irritated. Hence this form of epileptic manifestations, or hemi-

epilepsy, has been distinctly characterized as " Jacksonian epilepsy." The irrita-

tion in this case may be applied to the brain center'itself ,
or may be reflected to

it from some distant jiart. Hughlings Jackson goes so far as to say that there is

" in every case of epileptic seizure a persistent discharging lesion," and that he

would advise cutting out that lesion, whether it was prodiiced by tumor or not.

• Reichert and Du Bois-Raymond's Archiv, 1870, No. 3.

''British Medical Journal, 1890, Vol. i, p. 703.

= On the Minute Structure and Functions of the Spinal Cord, etc.; translated by W.D. Moore.

London, New Syd. Soc, 1859.
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Hiighlings Jackson's Uwnvy of cortical irritaliou lias since been fully sustained by
the brilliant acliievemen Is iu brain surgery of Victor lloi-slcv and Schiifer.' Mac-
ewen;^ Ferrier,^' Keen,' Lloyd and Dmivei-,-' Mills." Leo.' Bennett and Gould/
Barker/' Park,'" Oliver," Seguin and Weir,'^ and Harrison J^

As the m< )st usual perii^heral causes that may excite c(jrtical irritation, manifested
in epilepsy, may 1)e mentioned diseases of the ear, teeth, eyes, uterine appendages,
and the nose. Disease of the external or middle ear may in some cases be associ-
ated with reflex epilepsy, entirely independent of any direct involvement of the
brain itself. Moos '^

reports a case of middle-ear disease which resulted in epileptic
seizures. A large number of similar instances are recorded elsewhere by various
vsa-iters. Elaborate researches on the relation of epilepsy to ear disease, when the
disease acts as a causative factor, have been made l)y Boucheron '^ and Ormerod.'«
Ormerod tested the cars of 2(1.) epileptic patients, and found that 31 of them had
a previous history of suppurative otitis, past or present. As a counterstudy, 100
patients with ear disease were examined for epilepsy. Seven cases were found.
Brubaker '^ has reported 16 cases of epilepsy due entirely to the presence of decayed
teeth, and an interesting instance has also been reported by Schwartzkopff. "*

Other references to similar cases are given by Hare.'**

G. Sous -'"

reports a case in which relief from epileptic convulsions was oiitained
by the removal of a cataract, and Galezowski'^' records a case of epilepsy that was
due to the reflex irritation produced by inflammation of the stump of an optic
nerve after the eye had been removed. In 1876 Stevens.-'- of Albany, N. Y., said
that in 70 cases of epilepsy examined by him only S were free from refractive
lesions, and in 2 of these deep excavation of the optic nerve existed, a condition
liable to give rise to a most troublesome form of asthenopia. At the same time
he presented a table showing the refractive condition of the eyes in 54 cases of
epileptic insane persons and in only a very small proportion of these cases was
the vision normal.

As far back as 1698 Eickmeycr -

published a work on uterine epilepsy, and two
quartos appeared in 1764 on the same subject, one by Polex -* and the other by
Schneidei-. Tti lN.-,!)Eagon'''« reported a case of epilepsy succeeding the suppression

>Phil. Trans. Royal Soc. of London, Vol. clxxix (1888), B, p. 1. The cases reported by Horsley
individually are to he found in his broc-huro on Brain Surgery, from British Medical Journal,
1886, Vol, n, p. (17(1, .-uifl issr. Vol. I. ]). nm.

^Lancet, Loiidou, Isss, V(j1. ii. ]>. ;i')t.

= Functions of th(i Brain.

^American Joiu-nal of the Medical S.iiiiccs. isss. y,,], .\( vi, p. a-iS).

^Ibid., p. 477.

'Transactions of Congress of American Phy.sicians and Sur^-cens. IS.ss. Vnl, i, p. iS"..

'American Journal of Neurolc^'v and Psychiatry. lss;i. Vol. ii. j). ;iS.

* British Medical Journal, IssT. Vi.l. i. p. ];.>.

»Ibid., 1888, Vol. I, p. 777.

'"Transactions of Congress of American Physicians and SniKC'm.s. 18.88, Vol. i, ]>. 334.
'» British Medical Journal, 1888, Vol. i, ]). 23(>.

'2 American Journal of tlie Medical Sciences, 1888, Vol, xcvi. p. :1V.}.

>3 British Medical Journal, 1888, Vol. i, j). 848.
'• Allgem. Zeitschrift-f. Psychiatrie, Bd. xxxii. S. .">.

'•' Kevue de Ther. M6d. Chir., September 1, Issr,.

»« Brain, 1884, p. 37.

"Medical and Surgical Reporter, Phila., 1888, Vol. r.viii. p. i;7.

"* Deutsches Monatshefte f . Zahnheilk,, Heft;!, Scptcmhci', Iss.").

'i»
Epilepsy, its Pathology and Treatment. Philadelphia, 18!t(», p. l^fi.

2" Journal de Medecine do Bordeaux, Tom. xvii, p. 2(ti.

!" Revue de Ther. Med. Chir., 1886.
22 Medical Record, New York, 1876, Vol. xi, p. m7.
•i^ " De epilepsia uterina.^' Traj. ad Rhcnum. I(i98.

2« " De epilepsia uterina.'' Jenae, 1764.
so "De epilepsia uterina." Erfordiae. 17(14.

"•American Journal of the Medical Sciences, Is.Mi. n.s.. Vol. xxxvni, p.r)69.
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of the menstrual discharge and cured by the restoration of the catamenia. Ciir-

ran ' and Terrillon - have each recorded notes of cases of nterine epilepsy, and

Thomas ''has described a case of ovarian origin. In the instance mentioned by

Engelmann
* the epilepsy was dependent upon erosions of the cervix uteri, and

the convulsions described by Carstens '• were due to uterine stenosis.

Of instances of epilepsy whose origin may be traced to intra-nasal disease, 3

cases have been reported by De Vilbis." In each of these cases the epilepsy was

the result of so-called " nasal catarrh." Fincke '

gives a full and very interesting

report of a case in which the removal of nasal polyps gave complete relief from

epileptic attacks, and Schneider ** has cured 6 cases of epilepsy by the treatment

of nasal disease. In some of the instances mentioned by Schneider, the epilepsy

was comijlicated with attacks of asthma ;
in others there were no complications

of any nature. Erlenmeyer
'^

reports the case of a physician, 25 years old, who
had an attack of infliienza. About a month later he suffered from epileptiform

convulsions, which Erlenmeyer believed to have resulted directly from the attack

of influenza. Abramson '" cured a girl who was suffering from nightly epileptic

attacks by cauterization of hypertrophic rhinitis and enlargement of the tur-

binated bodies. Two cases of a similar nature are reported by Crossfield.'^

Griffin ''^ removed a shoe button from the left nostril of a young girl suffering

from epileptic convulsions, thus affording her instant relief. The button had

become incrusted with the saline portions of the serum, and formed the nucleus

of a rhinolith. The calculus was the size of a hazelniit. No medicine whatever

was administered, nor were there any recurrences of the convulsions. Hinsdale '*

reports a case, given to him by Dr. Weir Mitchell, in which epilepsy was cured

by the removal of a bean from the nose of the patient. In each of 2 cases observed

by me and herewith reported, the epilepsy was the result of turbinated exostosis

and hypertrophy, causing pressure on the septum.

Case 1.—Miss M., aged 28, was brought to me by her family physician, Dr.

Townsend, of Bergen. N. Y., July 30, 1889. Her case presented the following his-

tory : One-morning in February, 1888, she was found just recovering from a convul-
sive attack. Dr. Townsend was immediately summoned. As no one was present
at the time when she was supposed to have fainted, the nature of the attack could
not be made out. She was then well-nourished, had good color; all her functions,
so far as could be ascertained, were normal. Suspecting that Miss M. had had a

convulsion, Dr. Townsend instructed her parents to watch her closely. After the

girl had three similar attacks alone, the fourth attack was observed by her mother,
who described to the doctor the phenomena so well that there remained no doubt
in his mind as to the true natiire of the malady. It appeared that the patient was
aware for many minutes previous that an attack was coming on, and coiild call

her mother, who, in this instance, reached her before any convulsive effort had
taken place. From March, 1888, to January, 1889, her attacks increased in fre-

quency, from one in two weeks to two and sometimes three a week. On consider-

ing the long interval of conscioiTsness after an attack was felt to be coming on
before the stage of rigidity and unconsciousness occurred, the doctor thought that
the case might be one of focal epilepsy. He finally took her to an oculist for an
examination into the condition of her eyes, but nothing abnormal was detected

1 Medical Mirror, London, 1870, Vol. Vii, p. 138.

'' Annales de Gynecologie et d'Obstetrique, Paris, 1881, Tom. xv, p. 401.

3 Medical and Surgical Reporter, Philadelphia, 1879, Vol. xli, p. 206.

4 St. Louis Clinical Record, 1878, Vol. v, p. 28.

« Detroit Lancet, 1879-80, n. s.. Vol. ill, p. 153.

" St. Louis Medical and Surgical Journal, 1884, Vol. XLvr, p. 14.

7 Deutsche Medicinische Wochenschrift, 1885, No. 4, S. 50.

s Berliner Klinische Wochenschrift, 1889, No. 43, S. 934.

9J6td.,1890, No. 13.

'" Proceedings of the Kovno Medical Society, 1889, p. 36.

1 ' .Journal of American Medical Association, 1890, Vol. x i v, p. 1 1 1,

.
12 Medical Record, 188S, Vol. x.xxiv, p. 05.

'2 American Journal of the Medical Sciences, 1889, n. s.. Vol. .xcvi i, p. 587.
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ffvi gtrmetoclresshimselfiwtly hewould^
tiinP dnrin<' iiearlv two months and a dozen seiziires could he discover any

ii«i(ii^y

TanymScle^i^^^^^^^^
nnnviilsimi He therefore, save up the supposition that it was a case oi jacK

Z^n ep k.psy The case ^s.h, therefore, unduestionably one o typical epilepsy,

nHlJ^^-s mended hv nearly all the customary phenomena. There were convul-

a period of unconsciousness, followed by a condition of languor

A complete history of the patient was gone into by the doctor. H«
t;>li

^ ^hat

slithid experienced two falls, one from a horse and one from a step-laddei. He

Pnld not earn however, that there was any interval of iinconsciousness after

eSr. tS rdSoVer any mark or
a^^""^'^'^' ^'^trX'Zd^ffSed

«hihVn anv disease or lesions about her, with one exception-she had sutteiecl

?romn\sS catarrh for quite a long time and there was obstruction to nasal res-

SHioif For the imrpose of investigating the latter condit ()n,.the
doctor brought

; ue t-o^an examfnation. Ther'e was found considerable interior turbinated

hypStr'plwonlU sides, and in the right nostril
.^-/e

was an exostosW
^^^^

iiii7l<lle turbinated bone which pressed hrmly against the septum. iTessuie

«i dnst t 8 Sgion with the probi produced the sensations which she experienced

jiSt pilSs t^ tTe occurrenL of aS einleptic convulsion The
nga

lo
toc^^^^^^

were therefore, removed, together with the exostosis m the middle tuibinatea

^'?or some time previous to the date when I saw her she h.ul
^^^^^^IJl^y^l^^l'

ipi and had much mental depression, particularly tor a time atter each attacK.

TWs condmt'speedily disappeared afte?the removal o
tl--t.-^^^^^^^^^^^

KfoTe the operation, nor has she taken since, any medical or other treatment.

Scept an aSSept^ solution that I gave her to be used m an atomizer for spray-

of'a S-istS headacdi;, asso<-iated with more or 1«-
--^^^^^^^^^^^^^

evSe he^^^ confiLd mainly to the frontal
region^

This wa.
ancTea^l

by

^S£sSr^sr^^:^^:;.J^T:j;;;iir iSiS^!S;ci^^s&
iii^a W?vcle^b^^^^^^^ 1^'^'^ =1 -^loi-t convulsive attack, falling to the ground

frSn his w£el This was followed by a dull pain and a very imcomfortable sen-

Ja?ion conS to the frontal and nail region. This pam
wa^^^^^^

by stooping After tins
fi^.^^^^^^^^ I^^osuTo a^^^^^^were usually excited

}^y.a^;J,^.^f^^.^^^',^|^,^^ about thecondi-

S^S^rSX^u;:i^;;'StinlSn/ihe'nas^^^

?hftu1-b?nated S wL^v^^^^ being pressed firmly against

Ihl ^PT^timThrwhole interior of the nose was very vascular, much congested,

SdvSri"sit5ve to slight irritants, although the patient had not suffered rom

hayflver. Thetreatnientrequired was clearly ndicated;thereinr.vab^

nasal pressure in both the nasal passages-the hypertrophied tissue in
onf; "^^^^^^

h?pertrophied middle turbinate bone in the other. After
the^removal

<

f

t^is pres-S not only did the headaches cease, but there were no further
'^^^'^^'^''1^^'^^

Sntic seizures and the lad has remained entirely free from them since, now

rulftwoyeai^ having elapsed. He has regained the bnghtuess that hepartially

lost, and at the present time enjoys ;icoiiditi.iu ol ]nr\vr\ \\< ,niii.

The richness of the nasal region in scMisitive nerves mak-rs it possible for us to

understand how it is that the nose is on. of the organs tlmt most frequently causes

„euros..s or rrih-s origin. T.y i.o m.-nis. lunvevc-r, Irt us on this acc.mnt attribute

all neuroses to iHtra-i..s:il dis.as.. for it isa fart wln.^h should never be overlooked

that identical nasal h-sions <..!! produce ^vitll different persons different neuroses.
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In one instance we may have epilepsy, in another vertigo, in another chorea, in

another supra-orbital neuralgia, megrim, or persistent headache, and in another

asthma, while in other cases there may be no reflex at all. As I have elsewhere

stated,
' the explanation seems to be that the nervous force is like an electric cur-

rent and travels in the line of least resistance. In one case the line of least resist-

ance may be in one direction and in another case in another direction, and thus

the manifestations vary according to the anatomical or physiological conforma-

tion or variation in different subjects.

As to the influence of the condition of the nervous system in cases of ei3ilepsy, it

can not be denied that the ganglionic centers of persons having a susceptible nerv-

ous organization are more readily affected by local or reflected irritation than

those having a less siisceptible organization ; but it is by no means true that such

natural susceptibility is necessary in carder that the neurosis may be excited by
the peripheral irritant. A long-continued nasal disease may, and in themajority
of cases does, lower the tone of the nervous system and the inhibitory power is

thereby lessened. Thus with the continuance of the affection a neurosis is devel-

oped that is as much secondary to the primary disease in the nose as the nervous

disturbance resulting from an abscess in the ear is secondary to a diseased tooth

that may have been the direct cause of the abscess by the irritation of the otic

ganglion.
In one of the cases reported by Crossfield, referred to above, the patient's habits

were faultless, but he was very much emaciated, with a sallow complexion and
a hacking cough, associated with night sweats. His appetite was varying, but

generally poor. In the se(;ond case the yoTing man was well nourished and fiill-

blooded, rather large for his age, 17. In the second case reported by Schneider,
the young woman, aged 24, was strong and well built, and engaged in active out-

door life, being a haymaker. In the fifth case the man was strongly built, but

suffered from a number of nervous troubles. Fincke says that the man treated

by him was strong and active. The girl cured by Abramson from nightly epileptic

attacks, resulting from hypertroi)hic rhinitis and enlargement of the turbinated

bodies, was the daughter of a hysterical mother. The two cases that have come
under my observation were by no means of a neurotic habit. As might be

inferred then, a severe attach of epilepsy often results from a disx)roportionately
small irritant, owing to the condition of the central nervous system having been

previously lowered. With reference to the siipposition that natural susceptibility
is necessary for a peripheral irritant to producfe a marked neuroses, it may be

interesting to note that in about one-half the cases of epilepsy cited above as

being the result of intra-nasal disease the reporters have mentioned the fact that

their patients were naturally well nourished, strong, and active. The portions of

the nose of which a diseased condition seems most liable to occasion epileptic
attacks are the septiim and the middle and lower turbinated bodies. The etiolog-
ical factors most frequently met with are turbinated hypertrophy, exostosis, and

polyps. In the case reported by Fincke, nasal polyps were found in the right
fossa. Of the cases reported by Schneider, in two there were polypoid growths,
with exostosis of the septum ; in two other cases the lower turbinated bodies were

hypertrox)hied, and in the remaining two cases the affection is described merely by
the indefinite term "swellings on both sides.

"

Chronic hypertrophic rhinitis, with enlargement of the left two lower and right
middle turbinated bodies, occasioned the epilepsy in the case recorded by Abram-
son. In the first case reported by Crossfield there was found on the right side

marked hypertrophy of the inferior turbinated body, causing almost complete

New York Medical Journal, Vol. XLVI, p. 257.
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stenosis. On the left side there was marked deviation and exostosis of the septum,
while the inferior turbinated body was hypertrophied. In case No. 3 there was

absolute nasal stenosis, both the right and left inferior turbinated bodies being

hyi)ertrophied. In both of the cases that I have reported thf- convnlsive disturb-

ance was due to the pressure from turbinated exostosis and enlarged turbinated

bodies against the septum.
From a carefiil study of all the cases of reflex disturbance from nasal disease

coming under my observation, I have come to regard tlir si'])tin)i as the center

froni which these disturbances most often radiate, and not th(! sensitive areas in

the turbinated bodies, as has hitherto been regarded.

Starr ' has recently stated that in all cases where local irritation is sufficient

to cause epilepsy the patient will have his attention sufficiently directed to this

localized disorder to cause the local disturbance to be discovered. In this respect

I do not^agree with him. Many cases of neiirotic disturbance have come under

my observation where it was only by the merest chance that the local cause was

discovered. Hence we can not emphasize too highly the importance of examining
the nose in all cases where the cause of epileptic attacks is at all oliscuic T'liat

epilepsy has other caiises than nasal irritation goes witlu)ut saying. l)ut that nasal

disease is a factor of prime importance in its i)roduction has also been fully proven.

SOME FORMS OF NASAL REFLEXES, WITH REPORTS OF CASES.

By Dr. S. K. MERRICK,

Professor of Diseases of the Nose, Throat, and Client, luill iiimiu Mniicil c nllciic

While a few are still skeptical as to the connection between the treatment of

intranasal diseases and the cure of certain so-called "reflexes," located in some

more or less remote portion of the body, I take it that the great l)o(ly of medical

men, especially among throat specialists, believe the connection lo he close. To

mention the names of all who have contribiited to our fund of knowledge would

lead us far beyond the limits of this paper, but it may not be amiss to rriVr to a

few whose labors have thrown special light upon this interesting subjrct.

Voltilini'^ seems to have been the first writer to bring the question of the nasal

reflex to the attention of the profession when he reported a case of spasmodic

asthma, diie to a nasal polypus, cured by removal of the growth. This observation

has since been verified by others.

Seller," Hack,^ and John N. Mackenzie" siibseqiiently published cases of reflex

cough, due to morbid conditions within the nasal cavities. Hack'' in his mono-

graph rci)orts a large number of reflexes, among them ar(> gastralgia, dyspepsia,

cardiac palpitation, tumefaction and redness of the skin of the nose, salivation,

neuralgia of the first two branches of the triuviiiinns. ((])]ialalgia, migi-aine,

ciliary neuralgia, scotoma, photophobia, vertigo, exophthalmic goitre, and others.

Elsberg,' Salinger,"^ and Bosworth** have reported cases of chorea, due to hyper-

trophic rhinitis. Cases of epilepsy, due to intra-nasal disease, have been reported

• Medical Record, New York, 1890. Vol. x.x.wii. p. 1.

^ " Die Anwendung der Galvano-Kanstik." \ii mia. isV:;.

5 Arch, of Laryngology. Vol. tit, Nd. :>. p. :.'Ki.

•Berlin. Klinischo Woclicnschi-ift. iw,'.'. X". ~5.

6 Anicr. .Tonriial of Mi'dical Sci'imkn-s. -Tuly, 188;J.

"W,.iii. :\ri"l. W..,l„.Tis.-lirilt, iss-i -s::

' 'rniii-., .Aiiii'i-. h..i-yiiirc)l(,Lriral Ass.... Is.s;!.

M'Mly.-liiii.-. lMnl.,.liiiH'. issr.

" Doloriiiit,u-s 111 till' nasal sejituni.N.Y. Med. Itrcoi-d, Jauuary.LsST.
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by Salinger,' Fincke,^ and Bosworth,-' while T. A. McBride-* reports a case of

psychical e]:)ilepsy. Ziem ^
reports a case of nocturnal enuresis, while North •'

thinks most cases of neurastheniia will he found to have intra-nasal disease. Two
cases of salivation of reflex origin are reported by Bosworth'' and one by E.

Frankel, and cited by Rualt '^ and Bosworth, were cured by treatment of intra-

nasal conditions, upon which they were dependent. The question of ocular dis-

turbances of nasal origin was forcibly brought to the attention of the profession

by Dr. Gruenning,^ of New York, in a paper read before the Academy of Medi-

cine, in January, 1886. Beverly Robinson,'" Cheatham," and Bettman'- report

cases of many forms of eye troubles dependent upon intra-nasal conditions. Many
names might be added of those who have reported nasal reflexes affecting divers

organs, but the foregoing, in view of their eminence and respectability, are quite
sufficient to emphasize the fact that nasal reflexes are not uncommon, nor con-

fined to a verj^ limited portion of the economy.
The moral effect has been invoked to explain the action of treatment in effecting

cures. I, however, agree with Bosworth that, while '•
it may have some force,"

it is purely secondary and adventitious in the great majority of cases, but in a

small per cent of them I am constrained to believe it is the chief if not the only
factor in achieving the result. Bosworth believes that the successful results are due

primarily and mainly to the removal of local intra-nasal disease. In this view I

can not fully concur. While this is so in most cas(;s, there remains a small num-
ber which are relieved before the morbid condition in the nose is cured, and must
be explained on the theory of counter-irritation, which was sufficient to excite

healthy action in the nerve centers, presiding over the site of morbid action, before

it effected a cure at the site of application.

There are three prominent or chief views lield as to just how these reflexes are

cured, viz: (1) By moral influence ; (2) by counter-irritation, and (3) by removal

or cure of the morbid causative condition within the nose. That no one of these

theories will adequately explain the modus opercDuli of the curative agent in all

cases, I firmly believe
;
and that all three of them may be necessary to do so, the

following cases will, I think, prove :

Case 1.—Gr. S. ; male ; aged 28 ; native of Baltimore, Md. ; merchant ; parents
living and well

; one brother died of pulmonary tuberculosis, and a sister is suffer-

ing with a chronic cough. Patient consultedme November 5, 1893, complaining of
intense headache and vertigo, which had persisted, m spite of all remedies, for the

past six months, until life hadl)ecome a biirdenand he feared sometimes he would
" lose his mind "

if he did not get relief . As his nose had become more or less

obstructed and a sense of pressure over bridge of same was nearly always pres-
ent, he had concluded that nasal catarrah might have something to do with his

distressing headaches and vertigo, and had accordingly come to consult me. An
examination revealed in both nasal fossae, highly inflamed and senitive turbinates,
which were the seat of both false and true hypertroph3^ At the second visit,

November 7, the inferior turbinate en one side was cauterized, and on the 9th he
told me his headache and vertigo were much imiiroved. On the 14th the cautery
was again used on the other inferior turbinate, and at his next visit, on the 18th,
he told me he was entirely relieved and delighted beyt)nd measure with my treat-

' hoc. cit.

2 Moniteur de la Polyclinique, Juno 7, 188.5.

' Loc. cit.

*N.Y. Record, Vol. XXIX, p. 137.

s Monatsschift fur Ohrenhielkunde, Nos. 8 and 0, 1886.

•s Med. Register, Philadelphia, Mav 14. 1887.

' Dis. of the Nose and Throat, Vol. i, p. 190.

* Loc. cit.

» N. Y. Med. Record, January 30, 188C.

'0 Med. Record, April 3, 1886.

" American Practitioner and News, Louisville, April 3,1887.
'2 Journal of the American Medical Assoc, May 7, 1887.

S.Ex. 36 95
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ment. Beyond a slight shrinking of the inferior turT)inates I conld see little
improvement in the intranasal conditions. The marked relief which my patienthad experienced seemed oiitof all i)roportion to the slight changes effected within
the nose. This, together with the fact that a severe rhinitis was still going on,
forced me to the conclusion that the nerve centers, responsible for the head symp-
toms, had been stimulated into healthy activity by the first cauterization, and that
the marked improvement which took place Avithin two days could not be due to
improvement in the intranasal morbid condition. Avhich was not sufficient to be
noticed on the closest inspection at that date. This ])atii-nt did not return for fur-
ther treatment after Ins hv.ul troubles, verti.^o ar.d licadaclie. were relieved,-
althongh his rhinitis was still uncured.
Case :^.—A. E. M.. male, aged 80, native of Pennsylvania, station agent Penn-

sylvania Eailroad (family history not known), consulted ine June 15, 188.S. The
right nasal fossa was nearly normally patulous, there being slight hypertrophy of
inferior turbinate and chronic rhinitis. The left fossa, however, was nearly com-
pletely obstructed by a deflected septum and an exostosis which rose up from the
inner side of the floor of the nose, half inch from its anterior opening, the two
deformities leaving a small triangular opening for respiration. Both fossa? were
in a high state of intianimation, and after about two weeks of soothing treatment
I operated on the deflection and a week later upon the exostosis. The catarrhal proc-
ess began to improve rapidly after free respiration and dTainagvwei-e established.A few days before I was ready to discharge him, he told mr(nw morning with
evident delight that the cocaine which I had been using in his nose had restored
his eyesight. This was the first intimation I had had that he had defective visitm,
although I had obst>rved that he wore glasses. He had discarded them the night
before, flnding lie could see better without them. I found ui)on inquiry his
was a case of asthenoi)ia of several years' standing. I of course explained to hiin
that the real cause of the restoration of normal and painless vision was the
removal of nasal obstruction and cure of his catarrh, and that the cocaine playedno part in it, except as a local anaesthetic during the operation.

Ca.se <?.—Miss L. C. B., single, aged 27, born in Montgomery Coiuitv, M<\.,
weight 145 pounds, above the medium height. Parents living and healthy ; six
sisters and three brothers, all strong and healtliy. She Avas referred to me l)y Dr.
William P. Chunn, of Baltimore, Md., Avho thought .she had some nose and throat
trouble which needed attention. March 1 , 1 893, 1 made an examination of patient's
nose and found a badly deflected septum of traumatic origin, dating from a fall on
the ice, in girlhood, while skating. The knu<k]<> of deflected cartilage Avas trans-
verse and firmly adherent to the inferior turbinate of tJie left side, involving the
sutural junction between thebony and cartilaginous septum. The middle turbinate
was much hypertrophied and pressing down on the knuckle of deflected cartilage,
but not adherent to it. The left nasal fossa Avas, by these deformities, almost com-
pletely closed. The inferior meatus of the right fossa Avas completely filled AA'ith
an hypertrophied inferior turbinate, which on close examination Avas found tightly
bound down to the flocn* of nose by adhesions, the result of an oiieration done by
a physician in a neighboring Virginia toAvn, just before she had the grip. Both
nasal fossa) were operated on—one Avifh scissors and cautery and the other by
means of the saw and cautery, and free respiration and drainage Avere established.
OAving to haemorrhage from the saAving I found it necessary to plug and replug
daily for three days the fossa with cotton avooI. and an interesting and instructive
feature of the case hangs upon this circumstance, Avlncli Avill l»e referred to pres-
ently.

Twenty-four hours after tlie cotton tanqxm was dispeiised witli my jiatient
returned to my office, telling me I had cur(Ml lier of a most serious and distressing
eye trouble of long standing. I then elicited the following history of her ca.se, as
nearly as possible in her own Avords. Eight years since, she began to have head-
ache and the first disturbance of vision. It became impossible to place a book at
the proi)er distance for reading. When she thought it was right it Avould imme-
diately get Avrong. This difficulty increased, and seeing double and often trijjle,
with blurring, jumbling, ami half blotting out of Avords. constantly harassed her
efforts at reading. 13y the end of six months she could not see well enough to

paste pictures in a blank book for a cliild. and had to desist on account of imper-
fect and i)ainful visioi i . Slie then consulted a prominent oculist of Washington,
D. C, who gaA'e her three ])airs of glasses. Avhich she wore as directed. These
made her condition more tolerable and improved the painful vision, until two
years since when she had the grip, followed by mea.sles, when it became necessary
to again consult an oculist, who was also a distinguished specialist of Washington,
D. C. After some treatment of the eyes, tlie right eye was operated on for slight
external strabismus. Vision after this was easier, somewhat, but reading and
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writing were impossible, and vision at all times remained iiainful, and dread of

light was always present. She was to return after a month or two and have the
other eye operated on for a similar condition, but fell into my hands before the
time arrived for her next visit. I was entirely ignorant of the foregoing history
of her eye trouble until she related it to me, four days after 1 had operated upon
her nose.
As long as the cotton tampon remained in the nasal fossa after the operation

no improvement in her vision took place, but six hours after it was removed she

suddenly discovered that she coiild read by gaslight with perfect comfort, and at

-once seated herself and wrote a letter to her mother, without glasses, telling her
of the '-glad news.'' She had been iinal)le to write for several years. It was the

following morning she informed me of the result of the operation upon her eyes.
She remained under my care for about two weeks, during which time her vision

remained easy and good, and I have a letter dated July 29, 1893 (about four months
after the oi)eration). in which she tells me she has just paid a visit to Dr. M., of

Washington, D. C, and he frankly admits that my treatment of nose has rendered
it unnecessaryto operate f(jr strabismus on the other eye, and that there is not
the least doubt about the benefit which resulted from the operation.
Case 4.

—J. S., male, aged ^l. married, engineer, enjoyed good health until six

weeks previous, when he was compelled to stop work on account of great i)ain in

right thigh and hip. Patient consulted me October 12, 1887 ; at that time he was
walking with a cane and liiiiping badly. It transpired that he had been relating
his case to a neighboring barl)er. wlio was under the impression that nearly all ail-

ments were caused by catarrh, and insisted that my patient should consulta throat

specialist at once. I learned the names of two rei)utable physicians who had been

treating patient since his trouble began, but no relief was realized. The man had
become convinced that all his trouble in leg was dependent upon "nasal catarrh."
and that when the latter was cured he would get well of the former. I frankly
told him that there was no connection between the two affections. I found on
examination a mild chronic rhinitis, most marked in left inferior turbinate, which
I told patient I would operate on, and did with the galvanic cautery. Two days
later patient returned, walking without a cane and with a very slight limp, saying
he began to get better on leaving my office at his previous visit. At his next visit

he declared himself well, and has remained so to this date. No one can convince
him that he was not cu.red by the electro-cautery. I saw little or no change in the
intranasal condition, and it is possible that it had no connection with the sciatica,
with which the man was suffering on his first visit, but that the case was one
similar to that of Bouchard, referred to by Bosworth in his book, volume 1

, page
197, where a case of sciatica was cured by cauterizing the lobe of the ear. The
description which he gave to the barber of the operation, and of his feelings during
the progress of the same, lead me to the con(?lusion that the "moral influence

" was
the chief if not the only factor in effecting thv cure.

This case, however, is reported to invite the opinions of others and some rational

explanation of the connection which exists in such cases between the cauteriza-

tion and the moi'bid action so remotely situated, and not with the view of express-

ing any very definite opinicni of my own. The following deductions, I think, may
be fairly drawn from the foregoing cases, viz : (1) That distressing headaches and

A'ertigoes, apparently dependent on chronic rhinitis, may yield to intra-nasal

cauterization before the catarrhal ])roc(\ss is appreciably improved. (2) That

the most serious ocular disturl)ances may be due to intra-nasal disease, and that

presure irritation may be the chief factor in such conditions, and that removal of

same may yield the mcjst brilliant results. (8) That pathological processes or

symptoms, remotely situated, are, occasionally, xuiexx)ectedly relieved by cauter-

izing the turbinates.

In the preparation of this pai)er I have freely consulted Bosworth (Diseases of

Nose and Throat).
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DISCUSSION.

Dr. Price-Brown. Tor.mtc I mn n..t saytliat iinnvoxporionco I have seen any
cases -f ..iMl.psvtl.at i mnUl xr.u: 1-. n.urusis of Uw na.al cavities, although I
have certainly sp.-u some eArei.ti.aially Jicrvous patients vith neurotic symptomsot that nature tliat nii-ht possil.ly d<>vel..p into an epil<.])tic form. A case of that
character eanio uu.h>r my ol.s.-rvation recently. It was that of a ladv, about 50
years of age. wlio had bei-n trtmbled with sore eyes for several vears. "There was
a good deal of discharge and a constant running of tears over the face, so lliatshe
had. on a num])er of occasions, gone to an opbthalniolo-ist. who liad pas.sed an
instrument down the nasal duct in order to free the -[.assage to tlu' nasal cavity
Although this was (haie repeatedly, slie still liadtliesamo trouble of tears runningover her cheeks, and finally slu^ came to m(>. I examined the nasal passages, the
left one in particidi-.r. and found there was a. large liypertropby of the middle
turbinate of the left side pivssing against the septum. Hiis In-pertrophy, from
which a, discharg(> of pns took place, was very painful. T oj.erated upon U with
the galvano-cautcry. and i-emoving th(> hypertro])hied tissn(> I (bscovcred that the
middle turbinated hone itself was pressing into the septum. I sawed a portion
of it off, with the result that there has been a- complete cessatioii of the eye
symptoms. There is ]io nioi-e running of teai's over the faee. lliere is no tendency
to conjunctivitis, and th;' associated ophtha.hnological neuralgia, has passed away.
Of course, the discharge of pus from tii" antrum still continues. It may be
possible that the pus, not escaping sufficiently, luight give ris(> to the other symp-
toms

; but as the occlusion was ojdy on on(! side, while both were affected, it

seems to me to be hu-gelv a reflex condition.

Another cas(! was that of a. Noiriig lady who had hay fever for fonrteeu years;
she is 25 years old now and she lias bail the <lis(>ase since she was Iv*. Hay fever
hi her case had the pecnharity of commencing in .Tune and ending a]>oiit the 1st
of August. On exann'nation I found the colrinDKn- carlila,-c complel, ly tilling hi
the right nasal cavity, pressing agauist the septum; nf conrse slie could not
breathv" on thai side, lent thr(mgh tlu> mucous membrane and with saw and
scissors cut <jut one-half of the columnar septum and by means of u tampon kept
the nar<'s open. Th(> result was that all the symptr)]]is of hay fever which she had
Avhen slie came to me ]tassed away and slie has had none since. I think the
symi)t(jnis of hay fever in her case arose principally from the j.ressure of the
colimmar cartilage against the ala of the nose.

Dr. S. Solis-('(iiii:n. riiiiadelphia. Pa. I have been much phrased with the mod-
erate tone of the pajier read and the juilicial natni-e (if llie conclnsidn^ arii\c.i at.

I suppose some membei-s of fiie section at least aiv famili-n- wilii tiie pMsilion I

have taken, opjiosin- th'- exfravaganl assert ionsmadeliv men of i)l^n^'i(ien! experi-
ence in describing a hirge variety of diseases as solely due to morbid c-cmditions
of the nasal cdnuubers, it having been my fortune to niei-t witti many cases of
such coiHlitions in conjunction with diseases ni' the na-^al chambers, in which I

purijosely refrained from hical tre.itnieiif in order lo test the dejiendeuce of
so-called retiex symiifoms u])on the !io-e oi- upon constilutional conditions. The
cases siate<l by Dr. Koe are. howe\ I'r. beyond erilieism. The ejjilepsy in these
cases, so fa 1- as 1 am able to judge, must ha\c liei'ii dui' io ilie condition.. .;f the
nose which he reliev, (h | ])ave no criticisms to mahi .f Di-. :\Ierricl<'s cases.

Scaltei-ed Ihi'onghoul the literature here and there are such nndonbted cases, and
there niiist be others unpublished. I am inclined to believe, however, that many
of th(; cases re|)()rtedof n flex disfui'bances dne to nasal ci)nditions are not. deiiend-
able. Some lif the cases appear to have been insnhicieiitly sfudie(l. in others the
conclusions are not justified by the reported facts, and in some instances with
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which I am personally acquainted the reporters have not had sufficient acquaint-
ance with general medicine to be able to exclude the general causes. In this

connection I would like to differ somewhat with Dr. Roe as to the necessity of

the neurotic substratum for these manifestations. I believe such neurotic dis-

position to be essential. It may not, however, give rise to marked phenomena
in the absence of peripheral irritation in the nose or elsewhere. I have recently

investigated a number of cases jjresenting certain neurotic phenomena in the

domain of the vaso-motor system. In some instances there is apjjarently a very

slight departure from normality. It would not attract attention unless sought"

for, yet when the cases come to be studied and investigated from all standpoints
the evidences of instability in the cu'culatory mechanism will be found. I should

not be at all surprised if in many cases of reflex disturbances from nasal irritation

the patients A^'ould, upon investigation, be shown, as some of my hay-fever

patients have, to have this neurotic instability of circulation, which would account,
when mechanical causes are insufficient, for the vertigo and for the disturbance

of vision. In some of my cases ocular disturbances have been quite prominent,
and even epileptic attacks are among the phenomena associated with this condition.

I find the same thing existing in several members of a family, and in some instances

there has been marked heredity. I would ask Dr. Roe and the members of the

section, in future cases of apparent nasal reflex neurosis, to investigate especially

two features of the case. First, whether cardiac action can be disturbed by
slight causes, causes that in a thoroughly normal individual would not be adequate
to effect such disturbances ; and, second, whether the phenomenon called dermo-

grai^hism can be produced. The test is made by writing with a probe upon the

skin of the patient at any point, say on the inner siu'face of the forearm, the

skin having been made tense by clinching the fingers. Light pressure is used.

In a very few moments the device traced will stand out in bright red characters,

and in some patients in a few minutes large welts will appear resembling the

welts of urticaria ; in others deei)er presstire is required to produce this factitious

urticaria, and in some who are still less susceptible the additional aijplication of

cold. I do not know that these conditions are present in nasal reflex, because,

unfortunately, in the 50 cases I have studied there was none in which I was able

to discover any condition in the nasal chambers which I would consider adequate
as a source of peripheral irritation. The cases reported by Dr. Merrick of ocular

disease are certainly interesting ; and conversely to them are. the cases stated by
Gould, in which correction of ocular defects cured nasal catarrh and hay fever.

The question of moral effect, raised by Dr. Merrick, is most surely one which
can not be excluded in considering some of these cases. In Dr. Roe's cases of

epilepsy there was hardly room to suspect merely moral effect. In the cases of

sciatica reported by Dr. Merrick, and in some others, moral effect must, however,

play a large part. I remember having reported to th(3 American Laryngological
Association some years ago a case of obstinate sneezing in a patient who insisted

ui>on having her nose cauterized in order to cure it. I did not cauterize it, but

she did not get well until I said I would apply an electric current. I applied a

constant galvanic current, and thinking it was the cauterization which she had

insisted upon having applied, the jjatient promptly recovered. That surely x^oints

to more tlian a suspicion of moral effect. In conclusion, I would alliide to a class

of cases, one of which has but recently been under my care, in which with

marked mtra-nasal exostosis there coexists headache associated with a sense of

pressure at the root of the nose, and with sensitiveness to pressure over the intra-

orbital and supra-orbital foramina. In about half a dozen such instances I have

seen the headache, which occurred periodically, disappear upon treatment with

quinine hydrobromate, administered four to six hours before the attack in order

^o have its maximum effect at the time of the expected paroxysm. This drug is
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usually administered in C(mjnncti(ni with erj,mt in order to ])revent any bad effect
of the quinin(> n])on the oar. Tii-' conilnnation of (iniiiine livdrobroniate and
ergot having leliev,..! ihese iicadaches while I have left tlie" nasal deformity
untouched, and on the other hand, as in a cas.^ si)(>eial]y reported, skillful treat-
ment of nasal conditions at otlier liands than mine having'- failed to give relief to
headaches lliat afterwards yiehh'd to medication. I am constrained to minimize
the nasal facfoi- in niaiiy cases. I h(^]ieve there nnist i)e (inite a large number of
such cases. ( )thers probably see many more of tliem tlia.n I do. because, being in
general practice, the number of nasal cas.^s 1 sec is not so great as that seen by
otlier members of this section.

Dr. A. W.dkRoaldks. New Orleans. 1 fully agree witli Dr.Cohciiand Dr. Mer-
rick when th<w<"ill attention t.. tlie fact that persons affected with reflex troubles
from intranasal diseas(> are not alwavs to ]).. looked upon as belonging to the con-
stitutionallyneuro])atlnc class of patients. In order to empJiasize'this point allow
me to refer to a case wliicli canu> under my ol)servation a few weeks ago. The
subject was a country girl of al»out sixteen years of a-e. wlio was hrouglit to my
otiice for some aural trouble cni one side. She was a fine sp-cinu'n of conntry life, in
exceedingly good healtli. of strongnerves : conl.l ride a horse, tire a .unn. and feared
nothing. Menstrn.ation was normal. The drum on the affected side was opaque
and somewhat retracted, tlie fiearing liaving diminished considerably on that side
in the last eighteen months. iMouth bicathing was observed. ,bie "to intranasal
obstruction, the result of an osteo-encliondi'onnitous deviation of the septum on
side of the affected ear. I snggested an opei'ation to relie\-e at once the nasal
trouble, which would allow me afterwards to tivat tlie ear. ( ', x aijie was applied,
and the obstruction mostly sawed off. wlien all at once, as tlie insfrnment reached
the upper and posterior part of the bony ridge, tlie girl complained of asevere pain
in the head, especially in tlie su])raor1)ital ivuion. with a marked disturbance of
respiration. The pnlse rose to about 1 is. she was pale and fainting; whisky had
to be administered and the ojieration hurriedly finislied. At the time I attributed
these symptoms to the effect of cocaine, for 1 had used it in a rather strong solu-
tion. All at (mce the patient began to cough and slie coughed for two hours, one
of those harrowing, incessant, short, exi.iratory coughs. Everything was tried to
relieve this pauiful syni].tom. Primary aiKesthesia with chloroform, pushed even
to the point where tlie eyeballs were m.ade insensible to the touch, would but par-
tially relieve the cough. 1 liad finally to ivsoi-t to a liyiHxlerniic injection of
one-third of a grain of morphine. Avhich allowed her ivnioval to her home. Tliat
condition kept up for three days, when to procure r<-st the family physician had
to resort several times to the use of niori)hine hypodermically. .Uter three davs
the cough had mostly disappeared and th(> condition much improved, when she
reiKjrtedto the office in myabsence. >,ly attendant. Dr. Scheppegrell, had scarcely
inspected the i?itra-nasal wound and resorted to a very gentle mojijiini.;- wiien the
girl began to again complain of j.ain in .me side of the head, with irrifat ioii behind
the ear and in the neck. and tliesanie violent cougli returned. Tin ,

linieehctricity
was resorted to. with tem])orary relief. The cou,-h neve,'fheless ivl uriied after she
had reached home, lasted a whole week, -i vin- Die yonn- woman (.nly three or
four hours of .sleej.. depri'ssing her. anil inlerl'ering seriously with nutrition. A
third attemi.t to clean out the nasal i)assa-e. on the eleventh day. hrou-ht about
the same stati' of .affairs, lasting al)out twenty-four hours. After sucli an ex])e-
riencethe parts were left undisturbed and tlieintra-iiasal wound left to iieal up
naturally: henceforth the girl's condition im]>roved, and she has never had a
recurrence of the cou-h. wliicli. as a result of the oi.cration. had for fourteen days
rendered her lib' mis.a-able. The s<'C(,ndand tliird atleni])ts al tivatnieiit weVe
made for tlie sake of (dearin- m jiossibh' donbt without the use of cocaine. This
is as marked an e.\ani|)le as 1 have seen ,,f a nervous trouble, set up evidently
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as a reflex by the traumatic effect of the operation, in a strong and healthy young
woman, devoid of any neuropathic taint. In such cases the reflex troiibles are, I

think, better explained by some direct nervous communication, especially when
developed in the area of innervation of the exciting intra-nasal disease, or in its

immediate vicinity, where nervous anastomoses or continuity of tissue can be

invoked. Suggestion will be of no avail in the relief of such cases. On the other

hand, I am inclined to accept its good effects in cases of neurasthenic patients, in

whom the reflex troubles are developed at a distance.

Dr. F. C. Cobb, Boston. I would like to ask how long relief lasted in these cases,

the epileptic ones especially? I have found in cases of vasomotor rhinitis that when
the obstruction was removed the asthmatic sjauptoms were very much relieved

for a time, but in a year they almost always returned, yet the nose remained

almost clear. It seems to me that time is a great factor in deciding how much is

suggestion and how miich cTire.

Dr. S. K. Merrick, Baltimore. I should like to ask Dr. Cohen in the cases he

referred to with vertigo and headache where there was pressure over the bridge of

the nose similar to one of the cases I reported, what doses of hydrobromate of

quinine he gave, and whether or not the cure in these cases was permanent.
Dr. CofiEN. The dose varied from 10 to 80 grains, the 80 grains being given in

two doses. The cure in two cases was permanent ; in one case the gentleman came
under treatment but a short time ago and I am unable to say what the result will

be ; the other case I have been unable to hear from since.

Dr. Merrick. In the case I reported there was a great deal of sensitiveness and
both false and true hypertrophy were present. It seems to me that anything that

will control the circulation or get possession of the nervous system is desirable, i

think (piinine exercises a great deal of influence in hay fever, and that condition

is simulated in many of these cases such as I related. Ergot also controls the cir-

culation, but it simply emphasizes the fact that if the (drculation is controlled

and the pressure relieved that it will not militate against the idea or assumption
that the case was originally one of reflex origin, reflected from that point of irri-

tation ; simply controlling the circulation by hydrobromate of quinine does not

show that it was not originally caiised by pressure irritation within the nose.

One point I would like to answer that refers more especially to Dr. Roe's paper ;

that is in regard to time. I stated that in one of my cases the man had remained

well since 1887, and he is still well. One of the eye cases I followed for six or

seven months, the case that believed himself cured by the iise of cocaine. In the

last case of ocular distui'bance it has been about four months, and the patient is

now using her eyes as well as ever.

Dr. John O. Roe, Rochester. N. Y. In regard to the points raised by Dr. Cohen
as to the uncertainty of this condition being due to local irritation as a primary
factor, or to a constitutional condition, I think it would be difficult to establish

that fact, as we have no means of estimating exactly how much general disturb-

ance the local irritation has caused. We can not say that the general disturbance

has not been the result of the local irritation or that the general constitutional

impairment of the system has not caused the present susceptibility to this local

irritation. We know that if we have so simple a distitrbance as a toothache for a

short time we become very much depressed, our inhibitory powers are lessened,

and the circulatory system much disturbed. So any local irritation in anj-- por-

tion of the body may manifest itself in a general neurotic condition or a disturbed

condition of the circulatory system. In a great many of these cases we find a

primary weakened condition, caxising a proclivity for these disturbances which

a local irritation readily develops, but we can not say positively that in a great

many cases the local irritation has had a great deal to do with bringing about a

condition that may be the exciting cause of epilepsy. In regard to the general
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treatment of these cases, in whi,-li we hnv. a ,emra] distm-bance inducvd l.v a local
Ciuise. It may 1,<> sai.l that the administration of drugs, such as those that ^v^ll quietthe ii(>rxousexcH ability or will so deaden the afferent nerves that the local irrita-
tion ceases to be communicated to the brain centers, will have the same effect as
It we remove the exciting cau.se. Consequently, the medication has but the effect

1- ^"^T^
the paroxysm for a .ertaiu length of timc^ or during the continuance

of the effect of the drug. It is. l,„w(^ver, of the utmost importance to resort to
restoratn-c^ and supporting measures, for in all of these cases, whether due to a
primary- central disturbance or a local cause, there is always a lowering of the
tone of the general system, in very much the same w;n- as a short-circuited elec-
tric wire will prove a marked drain up.m the main electric current. In re-ard tothe length of time these iKitie^nts were under observation, in case 1, four years have
elapse<l smee the patient was under tr..atment and sli. remains at the presenttime perfectly well. In case J. two years have elapsed since treatment was' dis-
continued, and the patient is in perfect health.

IMPORTANCIA DEL ESTUDIO MICROSCCJPICO DE LAS MUCOSIDADES LARINGEAS. PARA DESCUBRIR OPORTUNAMENTE LA INFEC

Co'wSEN''m
^ LARINGEA E INSTITUIR UN TRATAMIENTO

Por el Dr. ANGEL GAVIN'O,

'^;::;;::;:f;":::i:;":7:::;,:;:;::';;: ;::,,:::;,':;'-::;.-

'-

';-;-•
"•>'— '• «*»,

,/,:,.„„
""J"""'" !/ ^^'<,rtar,u ,/r l<, AnnJrnn,, ,/r Medicinade

Sexokes: Todos vosotros cpie habeis obs,>rvado la laringe en numerosos casos
podreishaber comprob.Hh. e] lieelio de que en general la muc^osa laringea no
l)resenta caracteres esp.dal<.s en el priiudpio de la tulH>rculosis de este SrganoCierto es que la Innc-hazun y la pali-lc^z d(. los cartllagos arit(noides y de la epi-
glotis en la tisis laringea son mi buen signo de presuncion, sobre t;)do cuando
existenenelentermootros del lado de las mucosas 6 d. los pnlm.nes; que los
nntecvdr.ntesdelafannha. que la proximidad d. personas inlK-reulosas, y otros
elementos, pueden ha.er suponer que haya una tnbeirnlosis laringea si el funcio-mnniento del organo se moditica y 1, ,s sintomas d. intlamacion cronica se acentuan.Tambien puede sc.r casi indndal.h. .l diagnostico cMiando se han demostrado
(hg-nrraeioiies

ne(;i-osiras
tuberrnlosas. ulcera.-iones .'lasic.as. en las encias 6 enla iarmge. Estas drgeneracion<.s. ..stas ulc.ra.-i s dt> ]>,.,,nenas dimensioues ymuy numerosas. con t<.nden,-ia a Ja, rennion y a ext.nd.vsr on suporfici,- masbien que en profundidad. s,,n ya nn signo d.mas.ado elorn.nfo para „no .1

climco pongaen duda la iniocion tnb,T<-nlosa do la larin-,.: sin ombai-o aj'nuu.s
practicos muy notal,l(>s ban inmrrido .-n orror ,nan,los,. l,an (i.iado .sohren el
aspecto de las pequonas ulc(-rac-iones y on otros d. l..s sign„s reputados como
casi me<in,vocos, <Menq.lo do olio ... llrinzo. <iui<.n habiendo ol,servado en isro -i 50enloimos ,„ ol Jb.spital .Tacol,. l„s .-uah-s fueron elegidos entre los que presen-taban tn,.o-, i,,s cara.teres de la tubeiruh)sispulmonar, declaro serlas ulceraciones
lai-ingoas nilu'irulosas. ronv^iu-iendose despues de que de estas ulceracion.s snl,,
el s:, por .imto h. eran y ol 1 : por ,i,„to no lo <.rai. Esto significa que ann ..; el
p<'nodo de ulceracion o cuando esto so imeia. .-s algo insognro ol dia-nostico y
MHO on estos casos como en acjuellns do prosun.'ion. v ann >n l,,s ..no si. remitan
.omosnnplos laringitis catarralos cronicas. os noo.^an., „t ro .l.n.on,,. que comoel miorosoopio ayndr u aclarar cuanto antes la naturaleza de la afecci.ai.
Puesbi,.n.on varms <.nf,.nnos quo s,. ni<. lian presentado pidiendo tratamicntodesu larmgitis crumca, y en los <,no solo existia enrojecimiento e hinchazon de
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la mucosa con lijero enronqnecimiento de la voz, he hecho el examen microscopico
de las mucosidades adherentes tomadas con un pincel fine en los repliegues de la

mucosa, ya en la base de la epiglotis, en su cara laringea 6 en los antros de Mor-

gagni, y he encontrado en algunos el bacilo de la tuberculosis, siendo asi que por
el examen laringoscopico no estaba autorizado a dar un diagnostico seguro y no

podia inclinarme a la existencia de una laringitis tuberculosa.

El conocimiento de la naturaleza de una afeccion cuando aiin no se encuentran

comprometidos organos importantes 6 que la infeccion no se ha generalizado, es

de todo punto necesario si se quiere obtener un resultado con los elementos medico-

quirurgicos de que actuahnonte disponemos. Esta idea muy general ha sido

reforzada en su importancia con el iniportante estudio previo de las mucosidades

faringeas de los svipuestos difteriticos, pues ha veni^^lo a enseiiarnos que cuando
el clinico aiin no puede pronimciarse por el diagnostico de la difteria, ya el

microscopio y las culturas en suero, denuncian la presencia del bacilus de Loffier,

y proporcionan al practice un conocimiento de colosal importancia que le permite
combatir la afeccion en sii principio, y por consiguiente multiplicar las proba-
bilidades de exito.

Si en la difteria se alcanzan hoy brillantes resultados, como ijasa en el Hopital
des Eufants Malades de Paris en el servicio del Dr. Simon, ^ porque no aplicar el

mismo medio en todos los casos en que una laringitis comienza a hacerse duradera

y refractariaa los medios terapeiiticos comunes en las afecciones catarrales?

Siempre recuerdo, para ensenanza, de lo que reputo como necesario del examen

microscopico en todos los casos ligeramente sospechosos, a dos enfermos, uno

hombre, el otro mujer, quienes durante algun tiempo fueron tratados como afec-

tados de un catarro cronico simple laringeo, por presentar un lijero edema glotico
con enrojeciniiento de la mucosa y una ronquera y afonia incompleta intermitentes

y que al cabo de nueve anos ban caido en mis manos, y he podido demostrar en el

hombre una necrosis tuberculosa de los cartilago* aritenoides y de la epiglotis y la

destruccion del ligamento ventricular izquierdo y de la cuerda vocal izquierda, y
en la niujer un inflamamiento considerable al nivel de los aritenoides, mas el del lado

derecho, y una ulceracion irregular y granulosa en el repliegue inter-aritenoideo

derecho. En ambos casos la demostracion del bacilus tuberculoso no dejo lugar
a duda respecto al diagnostico. No es indudable que si en estos casos 6 en otros

semejantes, se demuestra con tiempo la naturaleza especifica de las lesiones, se

podran evitar, retardar, 6 disminuir los terribles destrozos (jue pueden sobrevenir

posteriorinente ,

En los enfermos en los que bien temprano he podido demostrar la presencia del

bacilus de Koch he instituido el siguiente tratamiento que me ha dado muy buenos
resultados :

(1) Inyecciones intra-laringeas, tres veces por semana de la siguiente solucion :

Gramos.

Aceite de almendras dulces 100

Creosota de haya 3

Salol 3

Salicilato de bismuto 2

S. Inyeccion intra-laringea.

(2) Afjlicaciones con el pincel en los repliegues de la mucosa laringea de una
solucion de cloruro de zinc y sublimado :

Gramos.

Cloruro de zinc 5. 00

Sublimado 0. 05

Agua destilada 90. 00

Glicerina 10. 00

S. Toques para la laringe.
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(8) Tres plldoras diarias de la siguiente formula :

Gramos.
Creosota de haya _ 1_ qO

CTiiayacd] _ 1.00
Extracto dc ()})i() _ _

_ 0. 15

P. Pildoras No. 50.

Tanto las iiiyecciones de nn cranio, coiuo lo-^ toiine^ laringeos. los enfermos los

toleraii iiiny Inen. y he podido coiitiiuiarles el nso cuotidiano de las pildoras de
ereiisota durante uiuehos uieses siu el lueuor iiiconveuieute.

Periodieauieute lie estndiado las uiucosidades lariugeas al uiici-ii:~c()|»io y lie

podido notar la, dhniiiueiou ])]-ii,i;Tesiva. de los l)a(ilns. Ihi Ires cniiTiiios lian

desaparecido casi eouipletauieute sc ])ni'dc decir. pucs con ti-aliajo se eucuentra
uno que otro en la preparac-iou. y Ins sintmiias se han niejorado en dos de ellos al

grado de no presentar niolesiia y de liabersc rcdiicidM hi In'nehazon laiingea sin

que aparezea el aspecto ]»;'ilido opaco de una nincosa 1 ulicrcnlosa.

Creo por tanto uecesario <'l (|ue en ningiin caso. ]u>v ]nHn siis])('clioso (pie sea., se

deje de recurrir ii este medio (liagnostieo (pie oportunamenre penaitira al especia-
lista iustituir un nu'tixlo cnrath-o tal a'cz efieaz.

THE TREATMENT OF CERTAIN CASES OF CHRONIC CATARRH.
By Dr. ANGEL GAVINO, City ..t M.xi.-.,.

I
Abstract ;,'ivpii Ijy Dr. A. W. ilc liuiihlrs,

i

Dr. Gaviiio wishes to call attention to some eases of a]i[)ai-ently clu-onie catar-

rhal affection of the larynx: tiiose cases which after havin.L;- lifcn i reated prove
rebellious to the treatment. He calls attention to tlie fact that, in liis opinion,
from his exi)eri(>nce. in some of these casesit is advisable to e.\ainine the laryugt^al
secretions microscojncally: that is. in those cases wherenothing ob.iectively in the

larynx or chest would ])ermit one to snsiiect any tubercuhn- alfection. In such
cases he has had the l;iryng(>al seci-etions exami]ie(l and has even u'oiir so far as to

sci-ape the mucous membrane: but only in cases wher(^ tliere is no intiltration

or ulcerati(m that might lead to tln^ suspicion of tuherciilosis. and in su(;h cases

he has found in the secretions or the scra]>ings. Koch's bacillus. This has been a
sufficient reason to him to carry on that i)ractice systeiiial ically and he has been
able in that way to diagnose laryngealtubercular trouble and to institute the proper
treatment in tim(! and long I lefore the objective sym])tonis. either of tlie chest or the

larynx, would have led hiui to belie\-e that he liad to di'a1 with i ubei'cular tnnible.

Accordingly, be suu-.^vsis 1lie advisability in those cases of making a microscopic
examinati(^n of the secretions and (>v(ni scrapings of tlie mucous membrane of cer-

tain parts—the arytenoid cartilages, false folds. vt>ntricular bands, and epiglottis.
The treatment he suggests is laryngeal iniections of an oily substance containing
creosote, salol. and salicylate of bismuth, local application of bichloride of mer-

cury and chloride of zinc, and ci-eosot(> L;i\en internally. His coiiclusi(m is that
even in apparently healthy mucous m<'iii1»rane, wliere notliin;;- attracts the atten-

tion but the rebellious condition of tlic: part to treatment . microscopical examina-
tion of the secretions and scrapings of the mucous membrane will often reveal the
bacillus tuberculosis vlieu we lea>t expect ii . and we are in that way able to insti-

tute early germicidal treatment, especially creosote.
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DISCUSSION.

Dr. D. Bryson Delayan, New York City. This is certainly a most interesting

paper. The plan proposed is a decidedly new departure, different, so far as I am
aware, from any we have heard of before. Tliere are without doubt instances in

which tubercular disease seems to develop primarily in the larynx, more i)robably

than we are aware of, because of the difficulty of the diagnosis. If this means

could be carried out, with reasonable skill on the part of the practitioner, it would

seem, as the writer of the paper has indicated, that in a certain number of cases

at least an early diagnosis might be reached. I hope that the paper may be trans-

lated and we may have the pleasure of reading it in English, as it seems to me to

embody a very valuable suggestion.

ALUMNOL, ITS EXCELLENT PROPERTIES FOR USE IN THROAT AND
NOSE PRACTICE ; A NEW ANTISEPTIC AND ASTRINGENT.

By J. MOUNT BLEYER, M. D., of New York City,

Visiting Laryngologist to the West Side German Clinic, etc.

Following upon the discovery of kairin, the first of the series of synthetical sub-

stitutes for chinin, and that invaluable one, antipyrin, together with naphthol,

resorcin, urethan, methylene blue, benzoinol, and others of the same group intro-

duced to us by those excellent chemists, Meister, Luci^^s & Bruning, of Hoechst,

Germany, comes another of their .i)reparations for which, after careful trial and

investigation, I predict a long career of iisefulness. I refer to alumnol, which

only recently was isolated and prepared by Drs. Heinz and Liebrecht also, those

chemists who first demonstrated the possibility of building up alkaloids in the

laboratory, and were the ones who gave to us the new synthetical medicaments now

passed beyond the stage of exiieriment, whose value as combatants of disease can

not be iinderrated. Kairin, for a long time after its discovery, was regarded as

one of the many curiosities that are born in the chemical laboratory, only to

remain as such ; and so, too, was the early fate of its successor, antipyrin, which,

as we all know, has since become one of the most vahiable therapeutical agents in

our pharmacopoeia. It is only since the days of Dalton, Gay-Lussac, Dulong and

Petit, Mitscherlich, Berzelius, Avogado, Faraday, Wholer, and others that the

chemist sees in the past course and present tendency of organic chemistry the

strongest proofs of the influence and value of the doctrine of Dalton and of these

other scientists. Within the iiast few years many of the new synthetical
' rem-

edies have found their way into our materia medica, and a knowledge of their

natiire, history, and properties is essential to every progressive medical man
whose aim it is to keej) abreast of the rapidly developing pharmacology of the

age. My object is, before entering upon the discourse regarding alumnol, etc.,

which is also one of these synthetical compounds, to trace historically part of the

development of synthetical chemistry, in order to make it clear to those not so

thoroughly versed in this branch of science.

As far back as 1823 Gay-Lussac and Liebig clearly recognized the existence of

isomerism.- It is in the domain of organic chemistry that isomerism finds its

numerous and most striking examples. Isomerism, after its recognition, showed
the fact that the same elements may combine together in the same proportions

and yet give rise to totally distinct compounds, and also that fact that it must

1 Synthesis—meaning in chemistry the uniting of elements into a compound.
2 In chemistry this term means: Identity or close similarity of composition and molecular

weight with difference of physical or of both physical and chemical properties.
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iiltiiimtfly dcpeiKl on difference in the mode ni whieh the ntmus ot tlie constituent
elements are conihined. The discovery of thi' identity hi qiialitativ.' ;ind (jnanti-
tative composition of silver fnlniinate and silver cyanale 'hy tliese clieniists was
in reality one of the most niomentons diseovei-ies <,r llie century. Tiiese were
followed quickly by new discoveries in tliat direction hy olher cliemists. As
these many facts were born and made known 1o the sci.iice of cli-niistry they
profoundly inlluenced cliemical thought by demonstrating that the attribiites of
bodies depend not merely on the nature and number of tht'ir components, but
also on the mode in which these components are arranged and distributed. Chem-
ists for the first time clearly recognized that their business was not only to deter-
mine the quality and quantity of the various atoms in a compound, but also tlie

manner in which those atoms were grouped and held together. This, imleed. is

the great problem of modern chemistry, and e.icli succes.sive tlieory of th.e last
half century may be valued in proportion as it has ministered to liiis end. The
idea of atomic grouping lay at the ])asis of 1ii(> ducirine of radicals. l)y means of
which the chemists of sixty years ago songlit to make evident tliat organic com-
pounds are fundamentally similar to organic substances. It lay. too. at tlie basis
of the unitary view^s. whicli. w-ith the discovery of tlie iirinciple of substitution
by Dumas, began to gain ground in organic ch<>mistry. Tli<> fact of substitution,
indeed, is as inexplicable as the law of multiple proportions, except upon the
atomic hypothesis. The nucleus theory of Laurent and the dilfefent type theo-
ries of the French school, and of their successors in England, all tacitly recog-
nized the existence of atoms.
The limits of this paper preclud the rms^ilnlity of the attempt to show how

these various theories have given i)lace \u more rational modes of viewing the
struciure of organic compoimds. l'n(}uestioniibly tin- iwo most powerful factors
in determining the present character of organic chemislry have been : tirstly, the
recognition ])y Frankland, bs.VJ. of the bict that the atom of e\ery element is

inherently endowed with a specific combining j.ower. varying within certain
limits, whereby it is a,l)le to unite witli a deiinite numbei- of atoms of other ele-
ments : and secondly, the hypothesis of Hekule and ('oii])er. which gi-aft them-
selves directly on Frankland"s discovery, concerning certain ]/ecnli;irilies in the
mode of combinati(m of the element carl)on. theorgairic element iiar excellence.

Although nothing is known as to the real cause o!' \alency. thai is o, ;-ay. of the
cause which enables the atoms of carbon to take to itself and hold in stahle union
four atoms of hydrogen or of chlorine, and no more than four, andwliich forbids
the atom of hydrogen or of chlorine to do the same thing as regards carbon, it

will be obvious that the fundamental idea of valency is es.^entially atomic in con-

cei)tion. From this time the attem]its of chemists to unravel the internal structure
or constitution, to use the term fii'st introduced by Tint ler(tw. of organic compounds,
took a new depai'ture. (Ireat nund x'rs- of compounds hitherto nnkiiowni and
undreamtof were ]»repared because tlieory indicated tlieir existence. The mode
of genesis and tlie nature of tlie transformations of these bodies threw fresh light
on the manner of the gronjnng of the atoms in bodies already known : and the

knowledge tlius gained enabled chemists to conceive the nietliods by which such
bodies might be synthetically ])re])ared. lndeed.it maybe .safel\- asserted that
whenever the constituti(m of an organic substance is clearly made out the synthet-
ical formation of that body comes within the s].her<' of ])ractical chemistrv. It

may not l)e uninteresting in this connection to tai<e ;i short survey of the pi-(.gress
wdiich has lieen mad(^ in synthetical chemistry during the last iifty or si.xt v years.
Such a survey, however rai)id. will falce us into e\-ery dei)iirtment of the organic
world. Duruig the ])ast half century the chemist has succeeded in forming the
active principles or characteristic products of many plants: he builds up sub-
stances which have hitlierto been regarded as made only by the very proct>ss of
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living of an animal
;
and he has formed substances which were thought to be pro-

duced only by changes in organized matter afte?- death.

That particular day in 1828 when Wohler first observed the transformation of

ammonium cyanate into urea should be accounted a red-letter day in the history
of science. This discovery virtually gave the death blow to the notion that the

operations which are concerned in the formation of the chemical products of the

organic world are fundamentally different from those which take place in the

inorganic world. Urea, or the final product of a series of tissue changes, is pre-

eminently a typical product of animal life ; no more characteristic example of a

substance formed by the iaction of the so-called vital force could possibly be

adduced. By demonstrating that urea can be made synthetically by ordinary

laboratory processes and from substances inorganic in their origin, Wohler

proved tiiat vital force is only another name for chemical ciction, and that an ani-

mal is nothing bat a laboratory in which a multitude of chemical changes, similar,

to those which occur in our test-tubes and controlled by essentially the same con-

ditions, is continually taking place. Since the date of Wohler "s discovery, urea

has been synthetically prepared by many reactions. Thus it was obtained by
Natanson and Basarow by the action of ammonia on carbonyl chloride. This and
the other reactions have a special interest from ilie circTimstance that all the sub-

stances taking part in them can be formed directly or indirectly from their ultimate

eleuaents. Associated with urea as a product of the oxidation of the nitrogenous

compounds in the organism are uric acid, xanthin, and sorcin. These bodies are

met with in greater or less (quantity in urine and in certain forms of iirinary cal-

culi, and they are invariably present in the blood and muscle jviice. In chemical

composition they differ from each other snnply in the amount of oxygen they con-

tain. Urea was first artificially transformed into uric acid by Horbaczewski. Its

synthesis has also been effected by Behrend and Roosen. Closely related in chem-
ical composition to these bodies are theobromine and caffeine, the active princi-

ples respectively of cocoa, coffee, and tea. The widespread use of caffeine-con-

taining iiroducts is undoubtedly of great physiological import, and its interest

is enhanced by the intimate relationshii) which is now shown to exist between
caffeine and the i)roducts derived from the pxidati(m of nitrogenous matters

within the organism. Xanthin, indeed, has been recently transformed into theo-

bromine by Emil Fischer.

Of late years much attention has been paid to the study of the putrefaction of

albuminous substances of animal origin with the result that a considerable num-
ber of basic nitrogenous bodies, some of which are highly poisonous, have been
isolated. These compounds were classed by the Italian toxicologist Selmi under
the generic name of ptomaines. They are the products of the vitality of the

micro-organisms which are concerned in setting up the putrefactive change. Their

discovery has greatly modified our views as to the mode of action of pathogenic

organisms, and it is now regarded as not improbable that the disturbances are due
rather to the presence of these poisonous compoiinds. It ought to be stated,

however, that the attemjits hitherto made to isolate the toxic substances which

may be formed by the growth of pathogenic organisms have been attended with

only i)artial success. Thus Nencki was unable to detect any toxic substance among
the products of anthrax and staphylococcus aureus, a common organism in

abscesses which yields only a nonpoisonous base. On the other hand Briegger, to

whom we owe the detection of a large number of these so-called cadaveric; alka-

loids, has foimd that the typhoid bacillus yields a poisonous substance which he

has named typhotoxine ; and he has also discovered that the bacillus of tetanus

forms a base now called tetanine, which gives rise to symptoms which have a strong
resemblance to those occasioned by the inoculation of the bacilli.
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All tlio ptmnahi'.'s hitherto isohited art'couiparntivcly simple in composition and
not very c-oiiiplcx in clK'niica] coiistitntioii. Some of thtiii have been sliown to be
identical with Ixxlit-s already known. Thus choline, a nonpoisonons alkaloid
found in bile hy Streeker. in the brahi anil in tlie yolk of eyg, and now known to
be the product of tlie putrefaction of meat or fish, has been synthesized by Wurtz;
whilst nenrine, a- derivative of brain substance, originally confounded with cho-
line, but differing from it in (composition and in possessing intense poisonous
properties. Jias been artificially produced by Btieyer and Hofniann. Choline and
nenrine are closely related substances, andean l»e readily transformed into each
other. Another of the so-called corpse; alkaloids, cadaverine. has also been syn-
thetically formed by Ladenburg.

In 1870 Schmiedeberg and Koppe isolated the poisonous i)rincip]e of the fungus
Agaricus Muscarius. which they named muscarine. Subsequently muscarine was
ol )tained synthetically. It is, however, among the products of plant life that some
of the most valuable synthes(^s of modern times have been effected. Tartaric acid,
the characteristic acid of unriiie grapes, and <'it]-ic and. the acid which gives
soitrness to liines. lemons, and oranges, liave each been artificially prepared.
Manyattem]»tsha\-e ])een mad(> at various times to effect tlie artificial formation

of vegetable-alkaloids, such as cpiinine, morplnne. str>c]inine. etc.. l)ut as yet with
only partial success. There is httle doul)t. however, tlial sudi synthesis will be
accomi)lished when the constitution of thest^ comi)l<-x substanc<'s is Ijetter under-
stood. Up to the present time only two alkaloids Iiave been synthesized, one
completely, viz, conine. and .diopine. A con.sid-rable nundjer of the odoriferous

princi])les of plants liave l)eeu obtahied artihcially, sucdi. for example, as bitter-
almond oil and oil of mustard. Salicylic acid, vanillin, and alizarin are now also

synthesized. TJie remarkable industrial results whicdi billovN-id ( !ra<'lie"s and
Liebermann's disi-o\-ery from coal-tar derivatives, whicli conii)!ete|y ilestroyed
a staple trade of France, Holland. Italy, and Tni-key. nalnrally rous.'d chemists
to attempt the artificial formation of a. d\estulf 7iu1 less important, viz. indigo.
This has been acc(niii>lislicd. independently. l)y ISaeyer. by Ideumann, and by
Heymann. No synthesis of recent years has crealeii a keener or more widespread
interest than that of the sugars, dextrose and hevnlose. which has l)een recentlv
effected by Emil Fisher. It is interesting not merely as an instance of tlie arti-

ficial production of well-known substances, but also on actoiuit of tlie light it is

calcirlated to throw upon flie origin and mode of formation of the sugars in the

vegetable kingdom. This haslx'i'u accojnplished tiirough the niedinm of glycerin.
The advanc-e in ev<'ry section of cli(>nnstry dui'ing tlie laiici- half of it has

literally been by leaps aii<l bounds. Although pi-actically ;: creation of our own
time, no brancdi has been more fruitful in residt. in suggestidii. or in jiossibility
than that of organic syntfiesis. Tlie mere gain in the knowledge of fact is immeas-
urable ; it is even moi-(> inii)ossil;le to gaugethc ])i-ofoiind elfect of tliat knowledge
on other departments of liuman effort and intellectual activity. Past history
shows only too wed that there is a, tide in the atfaii's of science, as in all other
things, that consiitute affairs of men. There are i.eriods of ebb and flow, of
advance and retrogi'ession. P.ut of this we are certain : in (dieniistr\- tlie flood lias

only just s<'t in. and it is still very far froiii high-water mark.
Alunniol is a, remedy to which I desire to call the attention of my cnll, 'agues,

the laryngoidgists. on account jiart iciilarly of itsaidiseptic. astringent and highly
non-poisonous properties, which, hy the way. are its marked cliaracteristics, and
whicli alone must giveit piduiinence as one of the most useful agents in our branch
of practice. In looking u]) the iiliarmacological literature in relation to the sub-
ject, I find that many different pre])a rations of aluminium have been used as anti-

septics, particularly the acetate and a.eto-tartrate, both of wdiich are freely solu-
ble in water and i)ossess the advantage over the others of being devoid of poison-
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ous effects. But, like all our therapeutical investigations, we continually are

brought to realize that even among good remedies some are decidedly better than

others. It is like the Irishman's whisky. And so it was with solutions of alumin-

ium salts ;
while good in many ways, their demerits far otitweighed their merits.

In the first place, the stability of the solution could not be relied upon, and that,

in conjunction with other chemical disadvantages, such as throwing down a pre-

cipitate of an insoluble base, proved to us that they were not safe agents to employ
in daily practice where an unshaken confidence in the evenness of a preparation
IS absolutely essential. These are among the more important reasons that are

gi\'en us for introducing an aluminium preparation, perfectly stable when in solu-

tion and capable of retaining an evenness of strength, yet possessed of all the

advantageous principles which we look for in aluminium. Such a preparation, I

unhesitatingly say, we find in alumnol.

Chemically speaking, alumnol is the aluminium salt of a napthol-sulphionic acid,

containing l.~) per cent of sulphur in the form of the sulphon group and about .5

per cent of aluminium. It assumes the form of a fine-gi*ained white powder, which

may readily be dissolved in cold water to a strength of 40 per cent, this enabling
us to make any strength of solution without the danger of separation of the salt

from its solvent. It is also soluble in glycerin and hot alcohol. In the latter

solvent it exhibits a beautiful bhie fluorescence. It is insoluble in ether. Heinz
and Liebrecht, its discoverers, tell us that it possesses reducing properties, which

they say is evident from its behavior with nitrate of silver, especially when
warmed. As a result of this fact alumnol undergoes a change by long exposure to

the air, becoming darker. This change, however, does not affect any of its prop-
erties and stabilities. Like all the solutions of aluminium salts it has an acid

reaction. These salts will precipitate albiirnin. but differ in this respect from
other astringents in that the precipitate immediately redissolves in an excess of

albumin. Tliis very behavior of ahimnol makes it doubly valuable, enabling it

to mix with the fluids of the bt)dy rich in albumin and thus enter into the tissue

substance. Ahwnnol will be found to be a most powerful astringent. This prop-

erty I have tested in many ways, viz : If api^lied to the tongue in solutions of 0.01

per cent in strength patients have readily become aware of the astringency of the

the remedy. Much milder solutions, such as 0.0025 to 0.005 in strength, give me
like results. I made several experiments on the vascular membranes of animals,
and in each case the peculiar astringent property of the alumnol became evident.

It was an astringency unlike that of the astringents commonly used by vis. In

solutions U11 to 5 per cent in strength there was not the slightest sign of irritation

to the membranes experimented upon. Let this suffice for a brief description of

the more important chemical features of alumnol; and now a word about its

therapy as I know it.

In speaking clinically of alumnol I shall give, in brief, cases in which 1

found it possessed of advantages above those of other astringents I have used.

One of the first cases in which I had an opportunity to use alumnol was a case of

epistaxis. Here the eiiistaxis was due to an erosion of th(! membrane covering an

arterial twig in the cartilaginous septum, and in one or two other varieties much
like that form which we so often find associated with cirrhosis of the liver in its

early stage, where rupture of the capillaries of the nasal fossa? occur. Here the

ai^plication to the membrane of a solution of 0.25 to 1 per cent in strength con-

trolled the hiemorrliage in short order. A tamponade saturated with a solution

of the same strength is equally efficient, and I have not the slightest doubt that

insufflations of powder in tlie same proportion may be used. I also treated sev-

eral cases of simple and chronic rhinitis of the form that comes under the observa-

tion of the rhinologist almost daily in the following manner, with excei)tionally

good results: First, I carefully cleansed the passages with a wanax solution of
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sodiniu bicarbonate, 1 dram to 1 pint of water. This was followed by the
uijection of one-fourth per cent solution of alunmoL The cases all showed signsof improvement after a few applic"iti( .ns, I also tried the efficiency of alumno? in
cases where I had operated for nasal polypi. For several days after the removal
of the growths I used an alkaline wash, alternating with injections of a one-half
per cent soluti(m of alunmol. In two out of four cases tinis treated no recur-
rence of tlie trouble followed. The other cases passed from niv notice, and hence
I am iu)t able to ac(iuaint you with them. In two cas.s ..f o/ma. uiie of syphilitic
and the other of constitutional origin, both were treated with aluimiol with most
gratifying results. The nostrils were ordered washed twice or tlu-ic-e daily with
a copious application of sodium bicarbonate, one-half teaspoonful to the ounce of
warm water, which was followed by a one-half per cent solution of alumnol.
After the last daily washing, a powder containing one-half ptn- cent of alumnol
was insufflated. Where abrasions of the mucous membrane were discovered theywere covered over with lanolin, containing 5 per cent of alumnol. Often when
the incrustations were extensive I applied a cottonwool tamponade, moistened
with a very weak solution of alumnol, which I left in the situ from two to three
hours, leaving the patient to remove them according to instructions. In these
cases the discharges became less offensive, and if we can hav.e such good results I
can not praise alunmol too highly. In two cases, when I curetted t.^remove post-
nasal adenoids, I used a mild solution of alumnol, froui I to 2 per cent, both as a
disinfectant and astringent. In one case where the luemorrliage was' exc^essive
the flow was immediately controlled by a 1 per cent solution of alumnol. Not long
ago I had occasion to see several cases of syphilis. One was of the bullous variet\''
with laryngeal complication. The ulcernlion implicated a large area of both the
pharynx and the larynx. In these cases J used d(au-lu>s (,f alumnol. 1 per cent,
after cleansing the parts with an alkaline solution. Tlie aiirisei)ti( and healin-'

properties of the alumnol were marked by the fact that the ulcerations healed up
in from eight to ten days. In tonsilitis, where the glands ar(^ inflamed symmet-
rically, and which varies much in severity and should not be confounded with
suppurative (luiiisy due to septic causes, often attacking several members of one
family, and frequently concomitant with scarlatina and diphtheria. In .short-lived
outbreaks of so-called infectious sore throat, occurring tiDiii bad sanitary sur-
roundings, etc., I have secured very good results from gargles and irrigation with
a 2 per cent solution of alumnol.
Alumnol is undoubtedly a nonpoisonous antiseptic and astringent, acting not

only superficially but also upon the deeper tissn(>s. owing to its ready diffusibility.
The tonsils, we know, are absorbant glan<ls. and tlieir function not improbably
may be connected witli tlie absorption of certr.in (>li'nients of these poisonous
bacteria which ent(>r the system tlirough this channel, 'j'lie great advantage of
alumnol in this instanc(! .seemed to 1)e its power to disinfect the channels without
occluding them. This is mainly due to tlie extreme readiness willi wliich alum-
nol disfuses itself . I was not long ago told that one liactcrii)logist who used it

foimd it to be a bactericide of high grade. In must cases df acute and chronic
laryngitis, where we are prone to lay niucli stress on the application of astrin-

gent solutions, alumni)] in 1 per <'ent solutien gave a good account of itself.

especially in those instances wliere theie was a congestion of the vocal bands,
the arytenoid cartilages, or interarytenoid folds. 1 can not conclude this i)aper
without .saying a lew words aboutthe action of alumnol upon mucous plaques of
the tongue of specific inagin. in the treatment of wliicdi we have not liad much to

encourage us until lately. I need not dwell upon the many local a])])lications
that we have been in the habit of using from time immemorial, but ! will say
that none gave me such results as alnniuol or chromic acid. Hy \ i-i .ioii>l v push-
ing the alumnol application I soon found that it suited patients far belter than
chromic acid.
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In conclusion let me say that in alunmol I find a remedy which is soluble

in water, has a penetrating action which makes it specially active, not only

against recent inflammatory affections, bnt against those chronic forms in which

infiltrations'and induration have occurred. For the latter a higher concentration

of the remedy is necessary (from 5 to 10 per cent). Another great advantage is

that it can be worked up into various forms, as with glycerin, lanolin, vaseline,

gelatin, etc. My short experience with alumnol has been very gratifying. I

must ask you to try its efficacy, which Iknow will not disappoint you.

DISCUSSION.

Dr. D. Bryson Delavan, New York City. I have been using alumnol for six

months and find it a remarkably good astringent, although I have not proved in

my own i:)ractice all that has been said of it.

EXHIBITION OF INSTRUMENT FOR FINDING LOST INTUBATION
TUBE.

By Dr. J. MOUNT BLEYER, of New York City.

This IS my first model of an instrument, which I please to call an electrical

probe searcher, fen- the discovery of a lost intubation tube within the lower air

passages. The usefulness of this instrument was practically demonstrated several

months ago upon such a case. This accident has befallen me only once in over

540 of my cases which I had operated on from the year 1S8G to 1893. Nevertheless

such another may happen again to me and others who operate. The diagnosis of

a lost tube can be made by means of this searcher without delay and anxiety,

which I believe is worth the price of its cost.

The apparatus consists, as you see, principally of three parts: (1) The battery;

(2) the alarm ; (3) the bipolar needle-pointed searcher ; contained, with their acces-

sories, in a box 41 inches by 3 inches, and is complete in itself, requiring no

external supplies. The battery is made iip of a carbon cell, with zinc electrode,

S. Ex. 36 96
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ami is charged with bisulphide ,.r iiKivui-y. luadr ivadv in a i.K,iii("ufs notice by
adding a tcaspoonfnl of wat.T lo ..nc-toiutii tcaspooiifiil of tlic mercury powder.
Tlie alan.i is a l,uzzri-. Tlic s.'airli.T is a bipolar electrode, with two fine-pointed
needles ot I iucli long.

Tlie method in using the instruuicnt is v<Ty simple, flie probe or searcher bein^r
handled in the same manner as a i)e]i. It is lield in the right hand, and with the
left the skin over the traclica. or in tlie suspected location of the tube is made
tense by an assistant. The needles uro thrust in het\xven ihe rings of the carti-
lages of tlie trachea, and ex])lored until tli.^ contad is niade bet\v..en the searcher
and the tube. Both points of this needle probe usually touch tlie metal tube at
once, and a bridge of contact is formed, which obtainsa signal from the buzzer.
The location of such a tube is determined beyond a doubt, and preparation for its
removal is next in order. This method of searching does m )t hurt the child.

A CASE OF ELONGATION OF THE EPIGLOTTIS REDUCED BY OPER-
ATIVE MEASURES.

By PRICE BROWN, M. D., of Toronto, Cmada.

In the treatment of the case I now report I am much indebted to Dr. Rice, of
New York, for a paper read by him last year at tli.' annual meeting of the Amer-
ican Laryngological Association, entitled --TIh; troublesome symptcmis caused
by the enlargement of the epiglottis, aiid the advisability of r.Mlucing th(> size of
the cartilage by operative measures." I was much impressed by tlie article
when I read it, as I had on several occasions treated iiatients ioi- laiyn-t-al dis-
ease, in whom the epiglottis presented either an abnormal (h^velojinient or some
unusual feature in reference to position. In no case, liowever, up to the time of
writing, have I found it advisable to operate, except in the one which I have the
honor to report to you to-day. And in this case, owing to its being more one of
malposition than malformation, I was obliged to resort to the method which Dr.
Rice, at the time of the preparation of his paper, considered inadvisable, namely,
the galvano-cautery.

On February 27, 189:}, Miss M.. ret. 2.} years, tall and slight in figure, presentedherself for treatment Family history was not good. Although both parentswere liymg and healthy, yet on the fatber-s side there was exten.-dve tuberculosis1wo ot her brothers likewise ha.l die.l < .f consumi.tion. between the ages of 20 and30 years. The patient herselt had 1 .een delicate from infancv
; and according to thestatement of her family physician the apex of her left lung had already, upon two

distinct occasions, been diseased. During early childhood her respiratimi had beenot a whistling character ; and throughout life she had been subject to throat coldsattended by marked hoarseness, sometimes amounting to complete aphonia, and
lasting for a period of one or two weeks. One other interesting feature was the
difficulty the patient had alwa> s experienced in freeing her throat from mucus
1 wo years prior to consulting me her ])hysician sent her to Colorado Springs forsixinonths She relurned much ini] ,roved in general health, but with little amelio-
ration ot the throat symptoms. When she came for advice she had been free fromcold tor several weeks. Laryngoscopic examination revealed a healthv larynx sotar as could be seen. The epiglottis, however, was long and narrow. With the endturned up, and it occupied a completely horizontal position. During ordinarv
respiration the whole of the free end pressed against the posterior wall of the
pharynx; while during forcible inspiration or expiration it was raised slisrhtlv
seemingly enough to admit tii.- passag<> of a narrow knife blade. The whole
larynx Avas deeply seated, and it re(iuired 2] inches from the right angle of the
laryngeal probe to reach the tip of the epiglottis. Fortunately the patient wastractable. Ihe inanipulation of the parts was tolerably easy : and, as a good view
^°/^ 1^^

obtained, I considered the case a favorable one for operationOn March 1 after applying a 15 per cent .solution of cocaine. I made the first
tentative touch with the galvano-cautery, and for the nest two days watched c-are-
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fully for pseudo-ineinbranoTis inflammation or edema, as the possible results of
the opei'ation. The reaction, however, was slight, and on the 4th, during forcible

breatliing, I slipped the galvauo-cautery blade between the epiglottis and the post-

pharyngeal wall. Then drawing the former forward by means of the instrument
so far as to free the pharyngeal surface, I cauterized the central margin and also

the left side of the tip. The operation was followed by sloughing and acute con-

gestion of a mild type, but no edema. I operated upon the remaining i)ortions
on the 18th and the 29tli. Throughoiit the treatment, simple albolene sprays
were made to the throat sevei-al times a day. At no time was the reaction very
strong ; and owing to the effect of the cocaine the operations were not only pain-
less, but the epiglottis itself remained immobile during the cauterizations, ena-

bling the operator to limit, as he miglit choose, the amoimt of work done. During
the whole course of treatment the deglutiticm of fluids was not interfered with to

any marked degree. Of coxarse solids were interdicted for several days after each

application of the galvano-cautery. The shortening of the epiglottis amoiinted to
about one-quarter of an inch, leaving as a result a permanent niche of about half
that width.
On April 1, as the patient was in need of general recuperation, I allowed her to

return home to a town 100 miles distant. There was still a protruding corner
that I did not like, so I nrranged for her to come for further treatment later on.

Accordingly, she visited my office again on June 6. The epiglottis during the
interval had entirely healed, and although she had sufl'ei'ed once or twice from cold
this had not, as formerly, been attended by hoarseness. I found, however, as I

exjiected, a little jirojecting nodule on the lei't side. This I touched twice with the

galvano-cautery at an interval of three days. The healing was more rapid than
formerly, and in ten days the young lady was well enough to return home. On final

examination before her departure the sloughs had separated, the epiglottis was
uniform in length and regular in outline, and although the organ was still and
probably ever would be in the horizontal i)osition, the vocal cords could both be

distinctly seen, something that was quite ]mi)ossible previous to the cautery opera-
tions. Six weeks later I heard, directly from my patient's mother, that physically
much progress had been made, and that the throat itself was now quite well.

In reference to the advisability of using the galvano-cautery in the treatment of

cases of this kind, it must be said that the exyjerience gained by the history of one

case is not sufficient to establish a rule. Mali)osition to the extent and in the

form described is probably exceedingly rare. It was fortunate that the epiglottis

was both narrow and thin, facilitating operation and reducing to a minimum the

probability of edema. If, on the other hand, the organ had been broad or thick or

hyi)ertrophic, caustic treatment would certainly have been more dangerous in view
of possible ijseudo-membranous inflammation or edema of the inner surfaces of the

larynx. I have, on several occasions, seen severe temporary edema of the palate
and uvula following galvano-cautery operations on the tonsils ; and if a like result

should occur to the ary-epiglottis folds or ventricular bands from similar treat-

ment of a thickened epiglottis, the end would scarcely justify the means. In well

selected cases, however, there are several facts in favor of this method of operat-

ing which would seem well worth considering. First of all, sufficient time for

thorough and careful treatment is in every way essential for a successful result.

Then the operations can be performed bit by bit, and by having the patient under

daily observation the parts can be kept under perfect control. There is no bleed-

ing to interfere with examinations, and when cocaine of sufficient strength is

applied, we have not only immobility of the epiglottis, but likewise freedom from

pain during cauterization. To this might be added that the chiseling may be

done so perfectly as to challenge comparison with the normal epiglottis.

For cases in which, for various reasons, the galvano-cautery might be unsuitable,

I would suggest the construction of a rectangiilar epiglottome, in which the teeth

would merely transfix the epiglottis, without drawing it further into the ring, as

in tonsilotomy. The amount cut oif by the blade would thus be under the com-

plete control of the operator. If trimming of the nrargins was still deemed nec-

essary, this could be accomplished by the galvano-cautery after the healing of the

primary wound.
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DIS( 'T'SSION.

Dr. E. Fletchkr IxciALs. f'hicaLco, I liavc; had i\n experience with the ffal-

VHiio-cautcry in such oiMTatious as this, nor ind<«('(1 with any instrument, but the

thought suggested itself that if tlic tissuf could ho r(>moved hy a eutthig in.stru-

inent, such as is suggested in tli" i>:m'v. or a- punch forceps, tlie treatment could
be carried out much juorc expeditiously and perhaps witli less danger and dis-

comfort to tlie patient. The ga]v;nio-cantery when used "l>y an exjierienced person
lilce iliM snUliur di' tlie paper, is p'Tfertly safe and is of ;.cre-.it A'alue. Init tlie result-

ing reactiuu is always mor(> than if a siiuitle cutting instrument had been employed;
therefore the latter would seem better. I do not know tliat there are any instru-
ments made for the purpose, but it would be easy to devise on.' of ]iriiper aii'_,de

with a cutting punch or scissor blade.

Dr. Price-Brown, Toronto. I do not think it would l)e wise to operate in cases
of this kind without you can have the patient remain constantly under your care.

Then, if the throat was in that condition, you could treat it as vou wished. I

know there is danger in using cautery instruments of rhis sort. Souw years ago I

used the galvano-cautery in removing the tonsils. After operation the patient
went out of tlie city for a week

; when she returned she was comph-tely aphonic,
respiration strong, temperature lOr. I examined the throat and found inside of
the epiglottis a coating of pseudo-membrane, and I thought at the time it was diph-
theria, as tliere were some cases in the neighborhood. The healing of the throat
had gone on continuously ; therewas no pseudo-membrane in the fauces or larynx,
only on the inside of the epiglottis. The vocal cords were congested, also the
ventricular bands, and there was a certain amount of edema. I treated the case
with inhalations of steam and the patient recovered in a few days, but having that
case in mind and believing now that it was traumatic instead of diphtheritic, made
me particularly cautious as to the manner in which I operated upon the case I have

reported. I think you can operate so that there nc^ed not be any danger if you
have sufficient care of your patient afterwards; but if not, I think it would be

dangerotis to operate.

THE SIMPLEST AND MOST PRACTICAL ELECTRIC APPARATUS, ESPE-
CIALLY FOR GALVANO-CAUTERY OPERATIONS.

By ARTHUR G. HOBBS, M. D.. of Atlanta, (ia..

Mciiih, r ,,f Uir Aiinriciii Mrdiral .\.-:snri,,t ini, (mil tin- i 'a n .\ lu, rirn i, M.iliral f V, /,</'''«. K.i-1'nni-

dclltof the Alnrririni !:/i i „o/, ,c,ir,,/ .ts..nri,i I in,, . Mr ,„ l,r , , ./ / /,. ( ;,. ,,</,< I SI,, I, M.ili,;,/ . I.«,,r/,, //->»,

and Fclln,,- ,,J !hr .llhnihl S,,ri, !:, ,,/ .1/. .//r/„,., r/r.

The little a])parutus lliat I ani nsiiiLC es])ecially foi- gjilvano-cautery operations
is the only perfect appliance for that purpose in my ]<nM\vl ('(!:;(. It has been used

in my own and assistants" rooms perha])s a tliousaiid or more times during the

last year, and in no instance has it ever failed us or caused ns any care or tremble.

Indeed. iiM thought of its preseiice is ever suggested until it is needed for actual

use. (pdie unlike any of i1>. ])re(lecessors. even tlie best of whicli recjuinul an occa-

sional charging. It is sjiiall and coiu))acl. containe<l in a nialiogany box N inches

long, 4 inches thick, and 4 iiwhes dee]i. and is securely screw<'d to the wall at a

convenient 4istance fi oni thi' ii])era tor's cliair. The wires ii-oni an altei-nal ing cur-

rent of 5',* \-olts. liie nio-^t L:'e;ierally useil circuit, particularly iii tlie medium and
smaller cities, are brought into tlie oj)ei-aiing i-oom troiu t:;e street wii'es and

attached at each upjier corner of the little lio.v. The conducting wires are simi-

larly attached to tlie lower corners. The aiijiaratus is imw ready to be used for

the cautery, the magnet, or for the small incandescent lamp, and it remains always
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and ever ready. When the moment for using it arrives it is only necessary, first,

to tuni a screw, projecting from its nearer siirface, with the left hand, while the

instrument is held with the right. It thns serves as a gaiTge for measuring out

the exact quantity of electro-motive force in the form of heat, magnet power, or

light by modifying the 52 volts, conducted to it from the nearest street transformer,
to an alternating current of the fractional number of volts that may be required
for the occasion.

As both the force and ampereage in actual use with this transformer are acquired

by induction, and are not in direct contact with the initial current, there can be no

possible danger to either the patient or operator, even if the initial wires should

by accident come in contact with more powerful wires. The electro-motive force

can be gaiiged between 1 and 16 volts by a screw, and the ampereage is determined

by the resistance of the condiicting wire. The cost of the electric supjjly is very
small, perhaps $2 or §.^) per month for all ordinary i)urposes, including the rent of

the meter.

It is quite easy, by modifying the force with a slight turn of the screw, to adapt
it to the forehead lamp in ear operations, and to the still smaller lamp used for

translucent and direct ilhimination in the small cavities, as in antrum diag-
noses. A much smaller cautery handle than the conventional one is more con-

venient for actual use, while in addition to this it may be permanently attached

to the condiicting cord, where it is always at hand, requiring only to change the

point to suit the occasidn. The larger handles are necessary, however, for the

wire loop operations. The needle and a narrow blade are the only cautery points
used in my rooms, and in all cases they are made to enter at the most prominent

part of the hyi^ertrophied tissue, i^enetrate down to the bone with white heat, and
then withdrawTi through the same puncture while the point is hot. In no case is

a wholesale destruction of the mucous membrane ever produced by applying the

flat surface of the blade to the protruding part. The needle and the narrow blade

produce little or no pain when an application of a 10 or 20 per cent solution of

cocaine has been locally applied on a cotton probe ten minutes before the operation.
The annoying constitutional symi)toms, that not infrequently follow even a weak

spray, are rarely encountered when a many times stronger solution is applied to a
limited area of mucmous-embrane surface. Its easy control renders It the most
reliable and certain means for making cautery operations on the cornea, because

of the small amount of electro-motive force required to heat the fine points used for

this purpose. This means of treating corneal ulcers, and, I may also add, of

reducing the corneal part of a pterigium, is not only less painful than any other,

but the resulting cicatrix is more transparent, provided the cautery is not allowed

to touch the healthy cornea. A ptei-igium will in some cases need no further

operative procedure, although it will occasionally be necessary, in addition to the

cautery, to sever the vascular supply, without excising any part of the hypertro-

phied conjunctiva except when it is decidedly thickened. The magnet in general
use is constructed for the continuous current, yet it can be charged for the lighter
uses with the alternating cui-rent. My electrician is now adapting one of these

magnets to the alternating current for this apparatias. The electric motors hereto-

fore xised for fans and drills were supplied with the continuous current only, but
some are now being adapted to the alternating current as applied by the trans-

former. In addition to these varied purposes that this little ai)paratus may be called

upon to serve, the ciirrent that supplies it may be still further utilized before its

entrance. For example, it will light two incandescent lamps, and at the same
time turn two fans or drills where the motors are suitable, and still supply the

transformer with sufficient force. While the volume of the current, or ampereage,
is large, the electro-motive force can be reduced sufficiently for therapeutic uses

where the alternating current is advisable. In short, it is safe
; it is inexpensive ;

'
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it is always T('a('iy : it is rdiahlc: it exacts no iiiii-di- attention: it flispenses its

force and volnnic in many pi-a<-tical ways : it occupies 1)nt little room and is not

unsightly ; it does its work ]iertVctly. and it it <nice u'ains an entrance to the (con-

sultation room of one who resorts to electricity in many of its varied forms it will

become a lixture.

DISCUSSION ON INJUDICIOUS NASAL OPERATIONS.

In opening the discussion Dr. Hobhs said :

If our friends, the gynecoloyists. have their nymphomaniacs, I think we, too, may
have our rhinomaniacs. We have a class (and it is a rajndly increasing class) of

l)atients who cimsult us with the avowed purpose, tou.se their own language,
" of

having their noses burned out." In some respects these two classes are analogous
in that the neurotic factor is often i)resent also in our liiinomaniacs, as it is

always pre.sent in nymphomaniacs. ]My i)oint is that we may, without much
exaggeration, lay the bLime of the injudicious, or at least the unnecessary, opera-
tion, when we make it under sucli circumstances, upon the i)atient himself, unless

we place it upon a higlier plane, and refuse in all such cases even the pretense of

an operation as a placebo or for its moral effect when its necessity is not indi-

cated. While judicious and jn'operly executed rhinal o])erations have done and
are doing an immense amount of good, for this very reason the temptation is

increased in many instances to do ojierations that were better not done, par-

ticularly by the younger men just making their entree iiito this special line of

work. They are loath to allow an opportunity to pass to saw a septum, to drill

an exostosis, or to cauterize a protuberance or an eidaruc 1 mrbinate. The mere

suggestion of a septum spur, or a bony protuberance, or an enlarged turbinate

is too often deemed a sufficient reason for a surgical procedure, even though no

subjective or other objective symptoms may exist. When we are reminded of

the large area of iiasal mucous nu^mbrane its functions should at once be sug-

gested. The nasal sjiace wa.s intended to l)roathe through, and only .seccmdarily

to serve as an olfactory organ. As this gi-eat exjiausion of mucous surface twice

that of the so-called "
throat," is intended 1o pei-form the important functions of

moistening and warming the inspired air, the necessity of its pieseivation should

never be lost sight of. Hence any nasal ojH'ration made without reference to the

mucous mi'Uibrane i)reservation is not only injudieions but harmful, provided
the nature of the case does not necessitate its desf ruction. And again, where

no operation can be made without resulting in a large cicati'ix, the question

may arise. '"W^ould it not be I letter left undoneV In cases where chromic acid

or any other escharotic Avould srem to be more a])pvoiiTiate on account of the

timidity of the piatient. or ior any other reason, tlie toxic se(|uence should always be

considered : otherwise tlie oiieralioii may ])rove to ha\-e been an injudicious one.

Sei)tuni deHectioiis. sjnirs. and exostoses sliotdd always be carefully measured
before any operative jirocedure is resnrttd to. else a. peri'oialioii may result that

would be worse than the ])rimary condition. Tiie drill is, in my opinion, almost

always an injudicious device, ior the reason that it necessarily de.stroys so much
mucous membrane and leaves a rough cicatricial surface, althimgh I find myself

resorting to it in some cases of i)rominent exo.stoses. To attempt to generalize

up(m the injudicious external ojierations Ihat are resort(>d to most frecjuently in

malignant growths, and occasionally in large benign tumors, would recp lire too

much of your time, -^ince each case of so serious a nature is a law unlo il^ell and

should always be so treated.
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AN IMPROVED MOTOR DYNAMO AND ELECTRICAL CABINET FOR
THE ADAPTATION OF THE STREET CURRENT TO OFFICE
PRACTICE.

By A. W DE ROALDES, M. D.,

Surgeon in Chief of the Eye, Ear, Nose, and Throat Hospital, and in Charge of the Ear, Nose, and
Tlirout Department ; Professor of Otology, Rhinology, and Laryngology in the New Orleans

Polyclinic : President of the Orleans Parish Medical Society- Fellow of the American Laryn-
gological Association, etc.

With a view of facilitating the application ol electricity for medical and sur-

gical purposes, and at the same time economizing in the cost of using this agent,
I have had constructed an improved electrical cabinet, for which I claim, after

one year's daily use, the following advantages : Reliability in its action, pre-

cision in its application, convenience in the varied iTses for which it may be

adajjted, and economy in the motive power. Although primarily constructed for

my needs in the treatment and investigation of diseases of the ear, nose, and
throat, it may, without any change in its mechanism, be adapted to all the pres-

ent requirements for which electricity is used in medicine and surgery.
The cabinet contains arrangements for generating the ciirrent required for

heating electro-cauteries of all sizes, for operating the drill motor, for lighting

up small lamps of all kinds, and for applying the various forms of faradic and

galvanic currents. In the application of each of these methods there are new
and si)ecial features, which render the cabinet of more than ordinary importance.
Thecabinet very much facilitates the use of the electro-cautery. Instead of using
the dii'ect current, as is almost universally the case, an alternating current of

low tension is used, as will be explained later, which adds considerably to the

life of the cautery lioint. By means of the rheostat M (fig. 2) the current may
be regulated for cauteries of all sizes, and the heating and cooling of the cautery

points are regulated by pressure on the foot piece. The drill apparatus also has

special features which make it valuable to the surgeon. The capacity of the motor,

being one-quarter horse power, will give sufficient i^ower for operating in all kinds

of surgical work for which the drill and trephine are adapted, and the working of

the motor may be so adjusted that a sjjeed of from l.oOO to 0,000 revolutions per
minute may be attained. Of special value is the power of the foot piece to control

the operations of the drill, as, by means of an automatic brake, the drill may be

instantly started or stopped at the will of the operator by a simple movement of

the foot piece. The current for lighting uj) miniature lamjjs, such as Vohsen's,

Troiivfc''s, Trautman's, and Heryng's, etc., is controlled by a rheostat, so that lamps
of either higher or low resistances may be used. By connecting wires with the

binding posts of the cabinet the current may be conveyed to a specially designed

"darkroom," where it may be controlled by a simple switch. This method I

have adoi^ted in my office, and find very convenient in the examination by trans-

illumination for diseases of the maxillary sintises. The induced currents which

may be obtained from the cabinet are six in number: The primary (induced),

the secondary, the combined primary and secondary, the alternating primary,
the alternating secondary, and the combined primary and secondary alternating.

Any one of these currents may be obtained by a movement of the lever of the

current selector E (fig. 2), the strength of the current being regulated by
means of the lever R in connection with the indicator. The variety of these

currents and their range of strength allow a wide latitude for their adapta-

bility in electro-therapy. The galvanic current supplied by the cabinet con-

tains in its circuit a water-rheostat, a milliamperemeter and polarity-changer.

By means of a special device the current supplied is protected from the danger-

ous influence of high currents potentiality from outside wires, which may acci-
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dentally fall across the wires wliic-li fnniisli the current to the cabinet. This
device also allows of delicate adiustinout ot the cnrrt^nt, so that a strength of
from one- tenth of a nulliain])er(^ to rm iiiillianipeics may be used. The impor-
tant raechamsiii >)f llip lahiiK-t is a liidtor-dynanio. upon the actionof which much
of the capa( !ty m i\\>' i-;[\,\wt depends. As the name implies, a motor-dynamo is

both a motor and a dynamo. Its special fnnction is to transform an available

existing condition of direct electrical i)ressure and volume into aiiotlier ratio of

pressureand volume wliich may iK'reipdred i'oi- s]ieei;i] work. Tliis motor-dynamo
was adopted for .several r(>asons. prominent anion;;- wJiicli is tliat of obtaining cur-
rents of low potential, free from the dangers and cost of using a 1 Ki-volt current
from the Edison mains direct.

There is a great loss of energy to use a. current having a ])()tential of 1 10 volts in

cautery work, when a .')-volt current will do the wta-k. the ratio being 5 to lit);

that is,we are wasting |','f,
of the total energy passing tlirough the circuit, and

utilizing only ,^'„ in tlie luxating (-ffects upon the cautery. The manner in which
we economize energy by means ol' the dynanio-niotor is very sim])le. By its agency
we take, for instance, a curr(nit of two amperes at 110 volts j)ressure. and trans-
form it into mechanical energy 'loss about 10 per cent during conversion) or

rotary motion similar to that of any ordinary motor, which motion, lieiiig ti-ans-

mitted to a shaft carrying another armature of similar construction, but wound
differently, enables us to obtain a corresponding reduction in electrical pressure
and an increase in the volume of currcMits flowing in direct pT-o])ortion to the
decrease of this pressure. On this principle, if we take a current of 2 ami^eres at
110 volts, and reduce this to 5 volts by conversion, we obtain 41 am])eres of cun-ent
at 5 volts, with no greater expenditure of mechanical energy than is represented
in the first case, except such losses caused by friction in tlie ])arts. self-induction,
and eddy currents, which do not exceed 10 per cent for each convt'rsion. making
a total of 20 per cent for the whole apparatus. Although in the construction of

the motor-dynamo 2 independent armatures, 110 and .T volts, respectively, are used,
yet there is but one pair of field magnets, wliich <'nvelop both armatures at the

same time, which is a saving in the first cost of t]i(> ai)i)aratus, and likewise econo-
mizes the amount of current required to excite tlu^n. Tlie side marked A (fig. -3)

represents that part of the field magnet covering the motor armatures, and to tlie

right of this is the commutator, by which the Edison current at 110-volt pressure is

admitted. This causes the motor to revolve and thus gives the shaft a definite rate

of speed. The dynamo armature, being attached to this shaft, is caused to rotate
at the same rate of speed as the motor armature, and also m a field, always of the
same strength. The dynamo armature, by its rotary speed and powcn-. generates
a current of low pressure and great quantity, such as is necessary foj- cautery
work, and this current is delivered to the commutators, B'. B\ and B', the first

two being alternating currents and the last a continuous current, all havingthesame
potential. B- therefore gives a continuous current that is available for operating
the induction coil with the interrupter in circuit, and from the commutators, B' and
B-, we draw an alternating current which is here used to heat the electro-cauteries,
and also to operate the induction coil without the use of the interrupter. It lias

hitherto been the practice of different makers wlien c(mstructing dynamos of

low-tension currents to generate and make use of those currents flowing in one

specific direction called ''continuous;" but in this apparatus this process is

reversed, a current which alternates about (5,000 times per minute being used. This

current, on account of the rapid change of polarity, secures a longer life to the

electrocauteries than when they are heated by a continuous current. It is a well-

known fact tliat the side of any incandescent conductor through which the posi-
tive enters will waste away nioic rapidly than the negative side, and for this

reason it is desirable to equalize this action in using the electro-cauteries. The
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principal reason, however, for employing the alternating current in this connec-
tion is that it enables us to use a commutator having no openings or divisions in

its periphery, thereby excluding the possibility of sparking, a point of great impor-
tance, as it concerns the life and correct working of one of the vital parts of the

apparatus. Sparking is one of the great causes of cutting and destructive wear-

ing of motor and dynamo commutators. For this reason carbon brushes are used

throughout the apparatus to the entire exclusion of copper, experience having
taught that nothing can equal carbon for this purpose in the present state of our

knowledge.
The objection to copper brushes lies in the fact that both the commutators and

the brushes being metallic, the current (especially such a heavy current) has a

tendency to fuse their surfaces together : as the continual rotation will not x^ermit

this, particles are torn off continually, causing what is known as "cutting," which
in some cases may become so great as to wear out a new commutator in a few
hours. Carbon, being nonmetallic, can not be fused to the rotating commutator,
hence its superiority for this jjurpose. There are 14 brushes used in this appara-
tus, and were they of copper there would always be difficulty in getting the

machine to work smoothly and successfully.

The motor-dynamo of this cabinet is capable of furnishing mechanical energy
to the extent of one-qtiarter horse power. At the end of the shaft F (fig. 8) there

is a small apparatus called an " automatic brake," the object of which is to start

and stop the power from the motor-dynamo to the belt G, which operates the drill

engine at the will of the operator, and is controlled bywhat is called a "foot piece."
The aiitomatic brake consists of five essential parts, marked, respectively, 1, 2,

3, 4, 5 (fig. 8), of which 1 and 2 are electro-magnets ; H a keeper actuated by them ;

4 a sleeve carrying a pulley at one end and the keeper 3 at the other and free

to move longitudinally on the shaft F within a limited scope ; 5 is a friction

cone fastened permanently to the shaft F, and therefore rotating with it. H is

an outboard bearing made of hardened and accurately ground tool steel, and is

put there for the purpose of steadying the shaft F and to prevent undue side strain

from the action of the belt G. J is a hardened and ground steel collar and washer

which receives the thrust due to the pressure of the brake magnet (2). On exam-

ining the top board of the apparatus (fig. 2) there will be seen a set of three

binding posts called " foot piece," and marked 2,0,1; they serve for the double

purpose of actuating the brake by means of the foot piece and controlling the

cautery current, both being operated with the same foot piece.

In this connection the current selector is used. This has eight contacts, marked

respectively, "Engine," "Cautery,"
"
Interrupted primary,

"
"Interrupted sec-

ondary," "Interrupted primary and secondary," "Alternating primary," "Alter-

nating secondary," "Alternating secondary and primary." The connections are

so made that when the handle of the current selector is placed over the word

"Engine," the cautery and induction-coil currents will be automatically cut out

and can not be used while the engine is in operation. This provision is necessary
becaiasethe engine may be run at a variable speed by means of the switch K, but

these variations would seriously hamper the use of the cauteries and induction

coil. To illustrate this, suppose two operators desired to use the engine and

cautery at the same time, and let us suppose that the apparatus were so con-

structed as to permit of such use. If, then, the operator using the engine adjusted
the engine at the lowest speed, and the other operator at the same time employed
a small cautery, which he brings to the proper degree of heat by means of the

switch M—if, now, the first operator desiring to increase the capacity of his drill,

increases the speed of his engine by moving the lever at K, the dynamo will

simultaneously increase the strength of the current supplied to the electro-cau-

tery, which would probably be at once burned out. When the apparatus is used
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for cautery purposes it is requisite tlint the starting ^s^^^tcll K should be at full
power on contact 5, and the current selector ^iiust l.r .m contact marked •' Cau-
tery," and when in this position the foot piece attatlud to tlic binding posts 2. 0, 1
will be cut out from operating the brake and the engine belt G, but will simply put
the current on or off the cauteries attached to the cautery binding posts. A forward
motion of the foot will turn on the cuiTent, and a backward motion will cut it off.
The action of the foot piece is the same when the selector handle is on contact
marked "Engine," but instead of operating tlic rani.vv it clutches in or out the
brake pulley or shaft F. causing the cable with its drill to rotate or stop instanta-
neously, according t.. the will of the operator. In the automatic brake this is

accomplished by means of the magnets 1 and 2 (fig. 8). When the current is
turned on the magnet 1 it is at tlie same instant cut off from magnet 2, the
result being that the sleeve carrying the pulley (i is attracted toward magnet 1,
and pressed firmly against its surface with a tension of about 50 pounds. When
the foot piece is pressed forward the current is cut off from magnet 1 aixl is trans-
ferred to that of 2. This causes the sleeve to press forward, but tins thiie it does
not reach tlie fu(v of magnet 2, being arrested by the pulley 6 coiuiiig in cnitact
with the friction cone 5 fastened to the shaft F. This at once causes the pulley to
acquire tire speed of the shaft, to be again checked when the foot piece is depressed
backwards and the keeper 3 is brought in contact with the face of magnet 1 . The
binding post O is conniion to both magnets 1 and 2, and therefore there are but
three wires in the foot piece.

The current which operates the electro-cauteries does not pass through the foot
piece, as this extra resistance would ])e iupportant to a current having a potential
of only 5 volts. Instead of this, the constant cnrrent from the dynamo is passed
to the foot piece, which operates a magnetic eircnit closer, throngli which the
alternating current which heats the cauteries, is i)assed. When the foot piece is

pressed forward the constant current passes to the electro-magnet of the circuit
closer and the switch is drawn down, allowing the alternating i-nrr,'nt to pass to
the cautery. When the foot piece is depressed backward. th<' switch of the cir-
cuit closer is released, and the alternating current no longer i)asses to the cautery.
The foot piece thus serves a double purpose, that of controlling the engine and
the cautery, and either one may be used according to the i>osition of theCurrent
selector E (fig. 2). The cautery can, however, be used at the same time as any
of the induction coil currents, and the cautery may still be used when the sel(rt,a-
handle is over any of these contacts. The only time that the cautery can not be
used is when the engine is used, for the reason already explained.
When the motor dynamo is used to operate the engine, it may ])e used at any

speed within the limits of the rheostat K, but when it is used to oiKiatc the

cautery, or induction currents, it should be used at full s])ee(l. the li'ver of the
rheostat K being on the point ."). The cautery cunx;nts are talven from the bind-

ing posts marked "Cautery" on the top board of the apparatus, and the faradic
currents from the binding posts marked '• Faradic." There are six forms of fara-
dic currents genei-ated in thisaij])arat as, all of which are available from the same
pair of binding ])osts. thus avoiding the inconvenience of seh'cting a new ]iair of

biiHling posts each time that a different current is r(>(inired. The currenl ihat
the ojx'rator desires to use is carried to the binding post by means of the ]r\rv ,,f

the current selector E. which isi)laced over the contact marked "Primary." Sec-

ondary," etc. The indicator for faradic cnrrents (fig. 2) is operated l)y the small
handle, R. in front of th(> appai'atus. and its object is to indicate the relative
immersion of the ]»rimary into the secondary coils of the induction coil ])roi)er,
which is made up of a number of coils so as ti. pcnnit of the use of sinqjleand com-
plex currents. Thisindicator serves for all six .inTrnts, and. hy means of a. handle.

it, the strength of the current can be very accurately graded to suit the require-
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ments of the case. Although the scale is an arbitrary one, still it enables the

operator to keep a record of the number of degrees required to give the best

resiilts to the i)atient, and enabling him to use the same strength that was found

efficient on a former occasion. P is the rheotome, and is so arranged that it can be

adjusted to coarse or fine vibrations by turning the screw of the contact ijoint.

X X are oil cups on the motor-dynamo, which require filling regularly. The com-
mutators should be kept clean, and a little vaseline rubbed on the wearing sur-

faces as a partial liTbricant and to deaden the vibrations of the brushes. The

motor-dynamo is held down to the bottom of the cabinet by its own weight only,

and it rests on six gum washers so as to prevent undue vibrations of the floor and

surroundings. The belt G, after leaving the pulley of the motor-dynamo, travels

upward and passes over the pulleys marked 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, the pulley 5 being the one

attached to the regular S. S. White engine cable and hand i^iece, the general design
of which is shown in the plan ( fig. 2) . The pulleys 2 and 3 are attached to the slid-

ing arm. and serve the double purpose of taking up the slack of the belt when the

arm is slid in or out, thus i)reserving at all times the same degree of tension in the

engine belt G. The engine arm S is capable of turning on a center, from side to

side, and the center of motion is so adapted that the belt is always in its radius, and
thus never suffers any distortion or strain and can not fall off unless it is loose.

Whenever the belt is too loose for proper work the small sliding head, to which
the pulley 4 is attached, may be moved forward until the belt has the in-oper

degree of tension. The engine cable head, marked G, can also be rotated on a com-
mon center to the extent of half of an arc of a circle. The cable itself has all the

movements commonly given to these devices by the S. S. White Dental Company.
V, V. V, V, V are drawers for instruments, electrodes, flexible cords, etc. T is

a quick break-switch which cuts all the current from the apparatus when not in

use. The engine switchK is also fitted with a quick-breaking attachment, so that

as the lever leaves the last contact the circuit is broken with a quick snap, thus

preventing the possibility of arcing and its consequent injury to woodwork and
the metallic contacts forming part of the circuit. The miniature lamp switch U
(fig. 2) receives its current directly from the Edison mains, and is not depend-
ent upon the motor-dynamo for its energy, and the current from this is conveyed
to the binding xwsts marked "Lamp." This lami) circuit is so arranged that the

current is drawn from the Edison mains in shunt, and not in series, as is usually
done. For this jjurpose the current from the Edison mains is passed through Avire

resistance of great length and fastened in coils to the back jiart of the cabinet.

By tapping this wire at different points of the circuit by means of lamp switch

U (fig. 2) we obtain a current of sufficient intensity to produce incandescence

in the miniature lamp connected wath the binding postmarked "Lamp" (fig. 2).

By means of this shunt system we avoid the sparking incident to using tlie cur-

rent when the lamps are placed in series. Z Z are the binding posts, to which are

attached the wires leading to the Edison mains. The action and details of the foot

piece used in this apparatus are shown in the plan (fig. 2), and require no extended

description here. T is the main switch of the galvanic current.

As the tension of the Edison current (110 volts) is too high to make it conven-

ient for the delicate adjustments required forgalvanism, and as, moreover, the direct

current is not free from a certain element of danger, such as the crossing of the

wires with an outside wire carrying a current of high and dangerous potential,
I have introduced into the cabinet an arrangement devised by my assistant, Dr.

Scliei)pegrell (New Orleans Medical and Surgical Journal, January, 1893). In

this arrangement the direct current is passed througli a number of lamps, which
divide up the difference of jjotential, and by means of a volt selector a shunt cur-

rent is taken from the lamp circuit, varying in strength according to the position

of the volt selector. If, for instance, the current be passed through four lamps
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of cqiial resistance the tension of the enrrentwill he divided into four r-inal ])arts,
and hy adjnstinu: the lever of th(^ volt selector we iiiay make nse of a current of
•j; '.. r,:-,. s-}\, or 110 volts, respectively. thnsal!owin--of ]iiore accurate adjustment of
the current. As tlu-re will he less resistance through the lamp than throuf^h the
water rheostat and patient, this slinnt arranf,'ement forms a safeguard to the

patient froi'i extraneous currents. The cnrreiit. after l)ei]ig adjusted ])y the volt
selectoi'. is regulated liy means of a new liailey rlieoslat. the strengtli of the cur-
rent heing siiown hy the milliam]>ei'enu>1er. A ))olaritv changer is used for

reversing the polarity ol' tlie electrodes.

In regard to using th<' niotor-dynanio for heating tJie elect rn-canleries it has
not only the advantage of convenience and economy over using the Edison cur-
rent direct, but also the imi)ortant item of safet\-. Let ris siiijjioseacasewhere the
surgeon has a patient in Ins chair and is operatiitg on any])art of tlie body with
a cautei-y electrode carrying a 1l()-volt current, and while doing so a wire in the
street, carrying a current of from 500 to 2.000 volts, should b.'come accidentally
detached and fall upon the hues leading to the <)flic(.. This would injnre the ])atien't

severelj^ and is an accident that happens qnite ticjuently to all electric-light cir-

cuits, the central-station dyiiamos being sometimes bnrnt out from this cause.

By the use of the motor-dynamo system tlie i»atient is not brought into contact
with the Edison circuit direct, and should any outside wire fall on the wires, as
described above, it can only result in blowing out fusible pings by which the motor-
dynamo is protected from heavy currents. Another element of danger to be con-
sidered lies in the use of a current of such a high potential as 110 volts for cautery
work, outside of any consideration of the question of cost. Supi)ose yon have an
electrode in the circuit that requires a current of 22 amperes : this will, at a pres-
sure of 110, consume an energy of over 3 horse power. Now. should tlie cautery
suddenly break from any cause, while it is being used, there will be formed a heavy
arc, which would destroy all tissue within one-quarter radius of the arc so formed.
A current of 22 amperes at 5 volts, such as is supplied by the motor-dynamo, could
not give rise to an arc that would in any way be dangerous to the pati(^nt. The
engine can be operated at from 1,500 to 6,000 revolutions per miimtc- is adapted
for using all kinds of drills and other attachments, and can be stopped within the
one-tenth part of a second while making 6,000 revolutions per minute.'

DISCUSSION.

Dr. E. Fletcher Ingat.s. Chicago. I would like to ask Dr. d(^ Roahh^s how
much his apparatus costs, and I would put the same (luesiinn to Dr. Hobbs. I

would also like to ask Dr. Hobbs if his apparatus can be applied to the jiowerful
currents we have in the larger cities, as well as to those in the smaller ( .nes. I would
like to ask Dr. Hobbs whether his instrument allows him to use the current for

anything else except the galvano-cautery.
Dr. D. Bryson Dklavax, New York City. This is one of the mo.st important

subjects that could be brought before > us. because one of the newest, and while
I fully sympathize with those who have spoken of the expense and extravagance
of experimentation in electrical matters, I still think we are advancing in that line
and that our troTible in past years has not been thrown away. We seem to have
arrived at this basis, viz : That tlie street current is available for our uses. This
has been shown for several years and every season brings up some new and

' I take great pleasure in thanking publicly the Messr.s. Buclu 1 Kios.. of the Buchel Machine
Works, New Orleans, ^v^lo li,i\-c , xcnised the greatest mechanical skill and technical knowledge
in coustructiug this apjuiratus.
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improved pluii, device, or ajiparatiis by which the street current can be utilized.

The great desideratum in regard to it is, first, that we shall be allowed to use it

with safety ; second, that we shall be able to adai^t it to the widest variety of uses
;

and, third, that in the adaptation of it to this variety of uses we shall not be put to

too great expense. The addition of a single department of electricity, the faradic

current, for instance, will materially increase the cost of such an apparatus as this,

and so with the addition of any other distinct branch. For a man of small means,
who has not a very large practice, it becomes a question whether it would pay to try

to combine all the uses of electricity in one apparatus, or whether, on the other

hand, it would not be more economical to combine several immediate uses in one

instrument, perhaps, and supplement that apparatus by other indep)endent instru-

ments. For instance, if we wish to employ a galvanic current for electrolysis or

tlie simple therapeutic use of galvanism, it might be much better to purchase an

ordinary galvanic battery and use that, depending upon the street current for other

uses. It is extremely difficult to advise others as to what electrical apparatus to

purchase.
In my office, while using the street current for lighting, I have an arrangement

made by the Edison Company, a series of primary cells, the so-called " Edison-

Lalande," whicli work well, are economical and durable, and on the whole are the

most satisfactory of the kind I have ever seen. However, when that happy day
comes, and let us hope it is arriving now, that we can convert the street current

to all uses at not too great an expense, it vnll be a desirable thing to do away with

all subsidiary apparatus and confine ourselves to one source of power. There is only
one serious objection, aside from the expense, to these complicated instruments, and
that is every additional complication, every additional connection, switch, etc., put

upon a given instrument is liable to increase by so much the possible chance of acci-

dent, and imless the instrument is very well constructed and access may be had to

the services of athoroughly competent electrician
,
themore complicatedinstruments

are not so desirable. The others certainly have a place with residents of the smaller

cities and jilaces remote from the centers of electrical information. Although I

have the greatest admiration for the instruments that have been presftnted this

morning, it seems to me that as yet the universal electrical apparatus has not been

presented. By universal I mean adaj^ted to the largest niimber of purposes and

brought within the means and easy handling of the largest number of men. It is

certainly a cheering fact that we have had this morning brought before us two
instruments which suggest so much that is valuable and which have gone so far

toAvard solving the large number (jf difficulties which we encounter. It is to be

hoped that before long, from these ideas and those that have gone before, an instru-

ment may be evolved which will answer all purposes for all men.
Dr. A. W. DE ROALDES, New Orleans. I think Dr. Cohen can rest assured that

from this time on if he wants-to procure either one of the two apparatuses which
have been described here, he will have no cause for investing further in electrical

instruments that will have to be put aside after spending a great deal of money
on them, as has been the experience of all of us for the last ten years. The motor-

dynamo and very complete electrical cabinet which I to-day bring before you
can not be said to be a cheap apparatus, owing to the fact that a good deal of

money was expended on it for experimental woi'k. But now that this experi-

mental stage is over and the mechanical work well defined, this apparatus could,

I believe, be duplicated for much less money, say a sum between four and
five hundred dollars. Such an outlay, made by a specialist who has a large prac-

tice, and consequently reason to make use daily of the different parts of the cabi-

net, will, in the long run, be found to be a profitable investment. The cost of run-

ning is so insignificant that I have found the electrical company which supplies

the direct current for the motor unwilling to furnish me with a special meter. I
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Juid. thrivtdi-t'. to suluiiit to ;i iiiiiiiiiiuiii l.-ii-ili' of s;! a nioutli. wliich. however
includes tlic cinrciit for \\v illmiiiiialioii of sc\f'i-;il rooms. Of course my
apparatus is umcli luore costly tliau tlie oue (lescrihcj hy Dr. Tlobhs : but remem-

ber^
also lliat. besides a. .^alvauo-cautery, it embodies, in a iieal aud compact cabi-

jiet. a (b-ill. as well as all the different lorms of cun-eiits for medical use and for
electrolytic work, hi ailditioii. v.itji tl leiu-ciiious little ai)])ai-atus of our colleagvie,
Doetor T[o])l,s. there is a cousi.l.>rable loss of eiier-v. i-ven when usiii- onTy ;i

curreut of r>-2 \-olts. This has been obviiited in my calniiet by means of the motor-
dynamo, as alri'ady explained. When c<,nsidei'mK the cost of tlie ap])aratus one
must also c'onsider the \vid(> raii-e of electrical api)lications which it furnishes
in a m'at . com])act. reliable, and econojiiical (as to runnini;- ex])ense) form. You
have hrst an electrical drill as a part of the apparatus, with such an nrranq-o-
nient as no other electrical drill offers, an automatic brake that will allow voii to
start or stop the drill almost instantaiMMiusly (within ten seconds). Its ])ower is

e(pial to one-(piarter horse, whichis sufficient todoany kind of snr,i;ical work. The
galvano-cauteryis soarrant;ed as to heat at Mill the smallest cauteries for ear work
to t]i(> heaviest knives, the control of tin' curi-ent Ix-in.i; transferred from the han-
dle to the foot piece. You liave in a(hlition all the varietiesof the faradic current,
with a,n ii)iprove(l scale of measvnx'meid. and a iiii.'ly .n'raduated f,'alvanic (Uirrent
available for nu'dical use or for electrolytic jturposes. This apparatus witli its dif-
ferent conduiialions will allow you to utilize the current of tlu* street for any]mr-
pose in medicine and sur^-ery. and whih- it was originally desi-ned solely for my
special work, it is jtractical foi- the .i^vneral suri'-eon. ]f the different parts coii-

tained in this caliinetwere to be obtained as s(>parale electrical ajjparat uses I doubt
very much whether the a.^-.-re-ate expenditure of moiiey would not be as ijreat.
The runniui,^ expenses would certaiidy be -reater. .Vstothe rdiability of this

motor-dynamo and electrical calunet 1 will oidy say that the -uaranty of one year
has expired without having- to call on the ex])ert electrical engineer who built it.

The apparatus was soAvell constructed that at no time in eighteen months of daily
use has thei-e been a single part out of order. Tlie only attention it recpiires is on
the part of my office nurse, who k(>eps the cu))s j)roperl>- supplied with oil.

Dr. Arthur Hohlis. Atlanta. Ga.. in closing the discussion, said:

Yes. It will charge a. magnet : it will give a light to the small incan<lesceiit

lamps, either for direct or translucent purposes, winch could not be gotten directly
from the street wire. Electrolysis can not be obtained from an alternating cur-

rent; it would neither reduce the electro-motive force nor the ampereage suffi-

ciently for tiiis pur])ose. The cost of t]i(> cautery through this little api^aratus is

practically nothing : possibly as much as 10 cents per month. The only cost is

that of the wire, which you would already have in your office for light and power
before attaching the transformer. I am not sure of the cost of tliis transformer.

My electrician has. however, assured me that il will not cost over s;i(» or s;;:.. 'J'li(.

only transformers now in use ar(> the thi-ee iii my own and assistant's rooms. I

think s;!.") will be its j)roba])le cost. 1 would not sell mine for si. ()()(» if I could not

duplicate them. The current must be alternating. The one best adajited to it is

the 0"2-vo]t. but the TJO-volt will do, or cA-en th(> high i)ower of :)<»(> volts may be
used by first distributing tlie force through five or ten lamps and motors b(>fore

the current is carried through the transforin(U-, ]iro\ided it is tiie altei-nating cur-

rent and the magnet and motors are properly adapted to it.
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SOME OF THE THROAT CONDITIONS OBSERVED IN GOUTY SUBJECTS.

By SOLOMON SOLIS-COHEN, M. D.,

Pi-ofes.sor of Cliniail Medicine and Applied Tlierapeuties in the Phihtdelphin Polyclinic ; one of the

Phi/sicians to the Philadelphia Honpital. etc.

The term ••gouty subject,"' as used in this paper, has perhaps a somewhat wider

range of meaning than can strictly be ascribed to it, if only those are to be termed

gonty who liave suffered with articular inflammation, or who exhibit character-

istic deposits. Hi this country, at least, a much larger number of persons suffer

with other than articular manifestations of the uric-acid diathesis, their symp-
toms being varied, and often obscure, until the cause is discovered upon examina-
tion of the iTrine, which shows more or less constantly an excess of virates and uric

acid, and often contains calcium oxalate and excess of phosphates. In both classes

of i)atients the upper air passages are frequently affected, and while the gouty
diathesis can not be affirmed to be the sole cause of the local manifestations, it

doubtless acts as both a predisposing and a modifying influence.

Harrison Allen' has sharply discriminated between gouty sore throat and the

lithemic throat, and has reported a number of instances of the foiiner condition.

He has also given such references to literature as are of value in this connection.

I am not inclined, however, i)ossibly because of a more limited experience, to make

equally sharp distinction with Allen. Sir William Roberts ' has well shown the

important difference between uric-acid gravel and gout, the oft"ending materials in

the latter case being deposited in combination as urates in the true interior of the

body, while in the former they are deposited as uric acid, on a doubling of the exter-

nal integuments ; yet even headmits that the underlying conditions are virtually the

same. Reasoning upon clinical analogy and without direct histologic evidence,

it seems to me that cases of the class treated of in this communication occupy
what may be termed a middle position, the phenomena depending in large part

upon irritation due to offending materials in the circulation, but in less part upon
actual deposition in the fibrous tissues.

A large number of cases would have to be recorded in detail by different

observers, and a careful analysis made, before characteristic signs of throat gout
could be laid down. Reference should be made to the valuable studies of Hinkle,''

with whom, however, I can not agree in assuming that the cases reported by
Ingals as instances of rheumatic sore throat were of a gouty nature. This paper
does not aim to present more than the general results of personal observation

extending over a number of years, but necessarily dealing with a limited number
of cases. The condition, depending as it does upon a permanent error of metabo-

lism, is probably in most, if not in all, instances a chronic one, with a tendency
to paroxysmal exacerbation, under the influence of extrinsic or intrinsic exciting

causes. Among the most frequent of such exciting causes are exposure to cold or

to wet and indiscretion in diet.

The frequent dependence of chronic sore throat on diathesis has been recognized

by systematic writers. Thus, concerning the causation of "chronic catarrhal

sore throat,"' J. Solis-Cohen says :
^

The disease is not usually a sequel of acute sore throat, but becomes gradually
developed without attracting much attention. It may exist with any diathesis.

Sometimes it is a mere manifestation of disorder in the intestinal tract.

' The Medical News, Philadelphia, .Tune 16, 1888.

2 Sir William Roberts, on the Chemistry and Therapeutics of Uric-acid Gravel and Gout, p.

56. London, 1893.

^ Trans. Am. Laryngological Association for 1889, p. 124. New York, 1890.

* Diseases of the Throat and Nasal Passages. Second edition, p. 178. New York, 1879.
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And Hgain, concerning ti'eatment, he remarks :

As this affection may coexist with a variety of diutliesc^s. the systemic treat-

ment will vary in accordance with the constitutional retpiircmcnts. Alkaline
laxatives are iisiially indicated.

Attention being as a rule first directed to gouty sore throat during a paroxysm,
its diathetic origin maybe overlooked; and the case maybe mistaken for one

of the ordinary fonns of aciite inflammation. Inflammation, however, is not

a necessary feature of the disease, and in my own experience the most prominent

symptoms have been sensory ; pains and perverted sensations of various kinds

being referred to circumscribed regions, often described as "spots,' in which

no structural alteration adequate to exi^lain the symptoms can be discovered. In

one of the most marked cases that has come under my observation, that of a mar-

ried lady, some 45 years of age, who is of a gouty family and has gouty deposits in

the finger joints, the spot most frequently pointed out as the seat of the discomfort

is in the left pharyngeal angle just behind the free border of the soft palate. This,

however, is not the only location of pain, which is variously described as stinging,

burning, pressing, or like that catxsed by the presence of a foreign body. Some-

times the discomfort is referred to the neighborhood of the epiglottis : sometimes

to the side or the base of the tongue ; sometimes to several points ;it oner. These

spots are often painfully sensitive to the touch, and can thiis be accurately local-

ized. The patient has an idiosyncrasy to cocaine, and it could not therefoi'e be

determined whether or not the application of tliis drug would abolish the locali-
'

zation of pain. Similar localization is found in many, l)ut not in all cases,

and usually fails when cocaine has been ai)piied, though this is not iuv;nial>l(\

I have been of the opinion that when sensitiveness persisted after application of

cocaine the troiible was deep-seated in the fibrous structures. In some cases pain

is referred to a part apparently unrelated with the one touched, but the association

is constant, and the impression left upon the mind of the observer is that the error

is in the reference, few persons being able to describe accurately the vxnct s(>at of

a sensation in the throat.

Sometimes, and more especially during an acute ])aroxysni. visil)le uiterations of

structure are manifested at the painful spots. Tlie most usual a[)peai;n!ces are

the presence of dilated bloodvessels: veins or capillaries, several of which may
cross one another at such a spot. Sometimes a single large blood vessel is touud

;

sometimes there is a dusky coloration of the mucous meuibrane: sometimes an

enlarged and reddened follicle. Often, however, there is no app.irent difference

from the surrounding membrane, which sometimes presents general congestion,

and sometimes nothing cmt of the ordinary. When congestion exists it may be

patchy or uniform. Usually the coloration resembles tliat of corned beef; some-

times it is dusky red, or even piirplisli. In the l;n'\nx. tiie epiglotlis and the

arytenoid eminences seem the favoritt* si'ats of morbid sensation, the former

usually exhibiting a network of dilated \essels resembling a \eil. ihe fitt'r a

slight tumefaction and reddening. In two cases, in yonng men. I Innc seen

what appeared to be inflammation limited 1o the neigliboilKn.d nf one eriio-

arytenoid joint There was pain on respiration and phonation, vaguely referred

to this region. I have fi-e(iuently seen similar appearances at the inception

of an attack of aente rluaimatic tonsilitis. In some (as{>s there is daring the

more acute stages a characteristic; diffuse laryngitis, much res<'nil)ling. and

perhaps identical with, the form described by J. Solis-Cohen ^ as ocrm-ring

in young adults addicted to overfeeding and the abuse of condiments. In

these subjects the tongmi is red or reddisli~'i -own. tiiick. i)uif>. with promi-

nent papillse, with a somewhat thick coating at tlie base, exniidin-- i

• sticaks

1 Diseases of the Throat and Nasal Passages. Second edition, p. V.\. Kcw Yorii, IbVU.
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toward the tip. The mucous membrane of the pharynx, palate, and palatine

folds is relaxed, puffy, and usually congested. The mucous membrane of the

larynx, and especially of the arytenoid eminences, and of the ary-epiglottic folds,

is similarly puffy and always congested ; the vocal bands are pink or red, the

color being deepest at their posterior insertions. A pellet of mucus is usually
adherent to the meso-arytenoid fold, and as a rule mucus is found in other por-

tions of the larynx as well. The voice is hoarse ; the hoarseness is greatest in

the morning and after meals. There is a constant desire to clear the throat of

mucus ;
the expectoration is greatest in the morning. The patients often com-

plain of a feeling of fatigue after slight use of the voice. This sensation of tired-

ness may be referred to the larynx or to the pharynx. The conditions described

may pass off in a few days ; they may persist for ten days or a week ; or they

may merge with the chronic symptoms.
In the pharynx, the tonsillar and peri-tonsillar structures and the angles of

junction of the posterior and lateral walls have seemed to be most frequently
affected. There may be enlarged glands. The tongue and its glands are often

involved. The mucous membrane of the tongue or of the cheeks sometimes pre-

sents whitish patches of cornified epithelium (leukoplakia buccalis). When the

distressing sensations are referred to the rhino-pharynx, Luschka's tonsil may be

t^^mefied and reddened. In young patients the pharynx and larynx are often

covered with grayish, tenacious mucus ;
in those past middle life the pharyngeal

and palatal membrane is often dry and pale, exhibiting a network of enlarged and
tortuous vessels, or mottled with livid patches.

Relaxation of the palate is common, and in some subjects paroxysms of nasal

obstruction, with or without coryza, are met with. This was noticeably the case

in a man aged 54 years, a neurasthenic, with gouty deposits in the drum meni'

brane, and in whom at other times nasal respiration was perfectly free; there

being no structural deformity that would impede the passage of air. During
these paroxysms of obstruction the turbinates would be puffy and pasty looking ;

the posterior wall of the pharynx would be apparently bulged forward, and the

soft palate would likewise appear piiffy and pale. There would be an annoying
sensation of a foreign body between the throat and the nose, and efforts at hawk-

ing, though ineffectual, would be continiially repeated. Examination would not

reveal sufficient accumiTlation of mucus in this region to account for the sensa-

tion. In this case the hard and soft palate were occupied almost constantly with
a network of large, bluish vessels, which during the paroxysms referred to became
still more tortuoiis and darker in color. Upon one occasion I proposed scarifica-

tion, but the patient—perhaps wisely—would not consent. In some cases tubal

catarrh exists and sensations of distress are referred to the ear. In a case similar

to the one just cited, pain was referred to a point marked externally by pressing
the finger just behind the angle of the jaw, whence it radiated into the ear. In a

few cases spasmodic choking in swallowing and spasmodic obstruction of respira-

tion, laryngeal and bronchial, have been observed. In one case an attack almost

resembling croui> was followed by an outbreak of articular gout.
The diagnosis in these case?, while suggested by local appearances and symptoms

such as have been described, depends upon recognition of the constitutional con-

dition, and can not be affirmed in the absence of the ordinary evidences of such

constitutional disorder. Urinalysis gives the most important evidence in cases in

which there has been no articular inflammation or deposit.

Local treatment is palliative only and it should be sedative and protective ;
irri-

tating and stimulating applications are counter -indicated. Astringents may be

cautiously employed during exacerbations. For this purpose I have found

the glycerole of tannin applied by cotton wad, or a spray of zinc sulpho-car-
bolate m rose-water (5 grains to the ounce) ,

the most useful. Cocaine is badly

S. Ex. 3C 97
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borne by some patients, inducing- spasmodic phenomena. When well l)orne it is

useful to relieve pain. Applications of fluid extract or concentrated infusion of

coca will at times be feasible and useful in cases in which the alkaloid can not be

employed. I have likewise found aconitine oleate (2 i>vv cent in (jlcic acid, freshly

made and flavored with oil of almond) a useful analgesic applicatii)n. Menthol

(from 3 to 5 per cent in liquid petrolatum, as a spray ; from 5 to 10 per cent topi-

cally by cotton wad) is occasionally of great service ; in some cases, however, it

can not be tolerated. Bromoform (topically by cotton wad) has given relief in

one or two cases in which other applications were inadmissible. In chronic cases

solution of iodine and carbolic acid in glycerin (of each 1 grain to the ounce,

with li grains of potassium iodide to facilitate solution) applied to the spots of

painful sensation, or brushed over the entire i)haryngeal wall, is of service.

Before making any of these topical applications, whether in actite or chronic

cases, the parts should be cleansed by an alkaline and aromatic si)ray. In quite

acute pharyngitis a gargle of hot milk and borax, or of plain hot water, or hot

alkaline solution, often gives great relief. Giiaiac is likewise of benefit. In acute

laryngitis alkaline sprays, followed by the inhalation of the vapor of hot water

impregnated with benzoin and paregoric, are useful. For permanent relief,

of greater or less degree, dependence must be placed on dietetic, hygienic, and
medicinal measures appropriate to the iiric acid diathesis. It is unnecessary to

detail these here, but I would like to record my favorable experience in this con-

nection with strontium bromide.

ILLUSTRATIVE CASES.

Case 1.—Mrs. L., aged 50. for some years has had attacks of tingling and sensa-
tions as of the presence of dust (hardly intense enough to suggest the presence of

a feather) at the left side of the throat. When this feeling is experienced she is

forced to cough, and with the cough comes a sensation of strangling. The cough
is short, at first sharp, afterwards, with the strangling sensation, muffled. There
is never any expectoration. The pharyngeal mucous membrane is irregxilarly
reddened and thickened, and there are a number of prominent follicles, surrounded

by reddish whorls of dilated vessels. The larynx is diffusely congested, the color

being deepest over the arytenoid eminences. There is no mucus in the larynx or

pharynx ;
Luschka's tonsil is reddened and prominent. There is no turbinate

engorgement, and though the septum is slightly deflected to the left, nose breath-

ing is, and has always been, free. The patient has frequent attacks of shooting
pains in the finger joints and about the knees. There are gouty changes in the
last joints of the ring and middle fingers of the left hand. For some years she has
been compelled to rise at night to urinate. The urine at times is burning. The
patient belongs to a family of good livers, some of whom have had articular gout.
She is very stout and has a sallow and flushed complexion. Urinalysis showed the

presence of free uric acid, as well as excess of urates and calcium oxalate. The
specific gravity was high. No sugar or albumin was foiand. A spray of liquid
petrolatum, vdtli 5 per cent of menthol and 2 per cent of cocaine, was prescribed
to be used three times a day and whenever the unpleasant sensations were expe-
rienced. The diet was carefully regulated, outdoor exercise directed, and stron-
tium bromide given in doses of thirty grains three times a day before meals. Under
this treatment the patient rapidly improved, and up to dati- (ten months) there
has been no return of the paroxysms.
Cases.—Mr. M., aged 52, of full habit, sallow and flushed complexion, com-

plains of ringing in the ears, of a pain darting from the ear to the throat, and
from the throat to the ear, sometimes felt externally behind the angle of the jaw.
There is a constant desire to clear the throat, but very little mucus is ejected.
The nose feels stuffed up. At times there is a burning sensation referred to a
definite spot in the pharynx. The palate is relaxed and covered with a network
of bluish vessels. There are a number of enlarged follicles in tho pharjTix, which
is irregularly streaked with red and bluish patches ; between these the interven-

ing membrane is quite white. A sensitive spot is found just beneath one of the

enlarged follicles on the posterior wall. The patient recognizes this as the seat of
the burning. There is considerable tumefaction of the posterior wall of the

pharynx toward the lateral angles. The septum is slightly bent, though not suf&-
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ciently to obstruct respiration, and the lower and middle turbinates are red and
swollen. The tongue is heavily coated, and the papillae are prominent. Some
accumulation of thick, tenacious mucus is seen in the vault of the pharynx. The
mouths of the Eustachian tubes are widely open, and the whole structure appears
much larger than normal. No mucus is detected in the Eustachian tube and air

enters it freely. The drum membranes are opaque and show gouty deposits.
The patient is a dysj^eptic ; his urine shows excess of urates, calcium oxalate, no
albumin, no sugar. A spray of menthol and cocaine in liquid petrolatum was
prescribed, but the strength had to be reduced to 3 per cent of menthol. The
rhino-pharynx was wiped clean every morning with a cotton wad, saturated with
a 2 per cent solution of cocaine. Counter-irritation over the mastoid processes
with tincture of iodine was from time to time employed, and iodine, carbolic acid,
and glycerin solution applied twice a week by a cotton v^^ad to the nasal passages.
Regulation of diet and antilithic treatment internally were kept up. The patient
slowly improved and was dismissed from treatment in the course of three months.
He had become largely rid of his distressing symptoms, though not altogether of

the roaring in the ears. Once in a while he returns for local treatment, which
seems to give him relief.

Case 3.—Mr. C. H., aged 30, a traveling salesman, for a year or more has had
frequent attacks of hoarseness, with a feeling of " rawness "

in the throat. There
is no pain in swallowing. The attacks last about a week. The intervals of free-

dom vary from a month to six weeks. The present attack has lasted longer than
usual—some ten days. There is a slight, hacking cough and a desire to clear the
throat. There is no trouble in breathing, nasal or otherwise. The tongue is

heavily coated, the pharynx congested in streaks, the larynx slightly congested,
the epiglottis flaccid, the arytenoid eminences puffy. There is pain referred to

the upper part of the chest, but no physical sign of pulmonary lesion. The heart
is normal. The patient is a very stout man. He uses tobacco largely and drinks
beer moderately. He is a hearty eater and a gourmet. The urine is 1.034 in spe-
cific gravity, of acid reaction, and contains urates, uric acid, and calcium oxalate
in excess. Diet was regulated. A solution containing strontium bromide and
strontium lactate, 15 grains each, was given in water, before meals. The patient
was ordered to drink hot water one hour before meals. Zinc sulpho-carbolate
spray was applied locally. Relief was reported in four days. There has been no
return of discomfort as yet.

I

DISCUSSION.

Dr. James E. Logan, Kansas City, Mo. I was very much interested in the

paper, as I have given the subject some consideration within the last few years,

and especially the relation the general practitioner should bear toward the throat,

specialist. 1 have found some cases very interesting in their nature that wecej

only remediable through agents of general medication. Where I had tried loeall

treatment, where examination revealed very little, if any, active inflammation ini

the pharyngeal cavity, there were possibly some little inflammatory points, refer-

able to the follicles of the tongue, especially where they come in contact withithe?

anterior and posterior faiicial pillars. That is one of the most aggravating of the>

painful points these patients complain of. There is another, tome, pathognomonic;

symptom in these cases; that is, a complaint of a tired sensation in the throat, and.

especially is this tired feeling exi)erienced after a little excitement. In all these'

cases I have made the urinary analysis the Doctor speaks of and found the condi-

tion as he represents it. Not more than five weeks ago I had an elderly lady in

my office who gave every evidence of this condition from the urinary analysis. I

found her very apprehensive. The pain was so excessive and aggravated thatshe

could hardly realize that it was other than the most malignant type of disease.

I assured her this was not the case, and put her on an antigout treatment and
a mild astringent—the sulphate of copper—for its moral effect more than any-

thing else. The patient was relieved in a little while. She had had one or two

previous attacks, but not so severe, and she and her family got the idea that it was
some malignant disease. I reassured her on this point, and found the case reme-

diable through medicinal and not through local means,
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Dr. J. H. LowMAN, Cleveland. I think the subject of paraesthesia of the i)harynx
and larynx is interesting, because instances of that kind do come under one's obser-
vation where it is impossible to make a diagnosis. The question of paraesthesia of
the pharynx in tuberculosis and paraesthesia of the larynx in gouty conditions may
be distinguished by the color perhaps, but they run into one another so closely
sometimes it is difficult to make a distinction. Not infrequently I have seen people
who have complained of pains in the limbs and of a sensation as of a foreign body
in the throat, where I could find nothing in the throat to explain the phenomena
and could find absolutely nothing in the constitution to explain it, but have been
able to trace it to tuberculosis later, the paraesthesia, by some accident in the career
of the individual, manifesting itself first. It strikes me that paraesthesia in the

gouty subject may be the same ; the system is ready, and by some accident it

appears. I remember an instance where the individual had this congestion and
disease of the pharynx with occasional pains in the limbs and paraesthetic sensa-

tions, and then he had gouty urine, etc., and after any little excess of eating or

drinking he would have most intense edema of the xivula ; it would become as

large as his thumb, and this would last from one to three days, then the throat
would go back to the normal condition again. The edema of the uvula would be
so great that it would have to be clipped ; no remedies would have any effect upon
it. I think the diagnosis is very difficult in paraesthesia.

Dr. S. SoLis-CoHEN, Philadelphia. Of course I did not go into the great subject
of the diagnosis of paraesthesia ; I recognize its difficulty. Nor would I be under-
stood to imply that all cases of paraesthesia of the pharynx or larynx are gouty.
I simply recorded my experience with a number of cases as being related with a
uric-acid diathesis, and have confessed my inability to make a positive diagnosis
by local signs in affirming that it can only be made by a recognition of the
constitutional condition.

A CASE OF ANGIOMA OF THE NASAL SEPTUM.

By FREDERICK C. COBB, M. D.,

Assistant Physician for Diseases of the Throat at the Massachusetts General Hospital and Physician
to the Throat Department of the Boston Dispensary.

The patient, Lizzie B., 15 years of age, came to the Out-Patient Throat Depart-
ment of the Massachusetts General Hospital in October, 1893, complaining of

obstruction of the right nostril and epistaxis from the same side. The duration
of these symptoms was about six months. There had been no sneezing, and only
occasionally a yellow, thick discharge from that nostril. She was anaemic, always
subject to headaches, and exhausted by the least exertion. Her previous history,
with the exception of an attack of scarlet fever six years ago, was negative.
Examination of the anterior nares showed them to be normal on the left side. On
the right side the nostril was wider, the turbinates slightly atrQphic. Hanging
from the septum by a thin pedicle inserted near the junction of tlir skin mid
mucous membrane, above the end of the lower turbinated bone, was a small growth
divided into two lobes by a constriction about its middle. It was soft to the probe,
inoved backward and forward on inspiration and expiration, but was not seen to

pulsate. At its lowest portion were a few small, black blood clots. The posterior
nares. pharynx, and larynx were normal. With the aid of Hooper's snare and
ecrascur the growth was removed with very slight htemorrhage. The base was
not cauterized, the patient was given an alkaline wash, and returned two or three

times until the site of the pedicle was completely healed, which occurred in about
ten days.

She was examined in August, 1893, and has had no recurrence. The gi-owth was
^ubnaitted to Dr. Whitney, the pathologist to the hospital, and the following report
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was received from him : "Growth with large vatitjaLar sinuses with more or less

round cells about; cavernous angioma." In looking over the literature of nasal

angiomata one is struck by the lack of pathological accuracy shown by the

reporters of cases. If we inquire what is the structure of angioma, we find,

according to Bosworth,. that it is composed almost entirely of blood vessels held

together by a slight network of connective tissue. Sutton, Ziegler, Birch-Hirsch-

feld, and other pathologists agree with this definition. Now, if the reported cases

of angiomata be judged by their pathological examinations, we shall find, I think,
that a pure angioma of the nose is very rare. The importance of pathological

accuracy will be evident when we remember that the prognosis may depend
upon it.

Sarcomata and epitheliomata may contain small portions of nearly pure angio-
matous tissue, and if such portions alone are removed for examination they may
lead to very erroneous conclusions. The cases reported are those of Verneuil,'

Wagner,'^ Steinbriigge,-' Seller,
^
Richet,*

'^"'^ '^
Roe,** Jarvis,^ Vanderijoel,^ Burck-

hardt,^ Nelaton,'" Huguier," Panas,'^ Guyon,'-* Dumenil,'* Delavan,"* Luc,
'^ and

Bellows.'* There were in all twenty-one cases.

There was no microscopical examination in 7 cases, viz : Those reported by
Dumesnil, Verneuil, Seller, Panas, Guyon, Vanderpoel, and Burckhardt. In 5 cases

the growths contain myxomatous tissue and are not therefore pure angiomata.
These cases were reported, 2 by Wagner, 2 by Liic, and 1 by Delavan. Three

cases, those of Richet, Huguier, and 1 of Nelaton's reported by Beuf, were prob-

ably fibromata rather than angiomata. We have then left the cases of Richet

(reported by Bazy), Roe, Jarvis, Steinbriigge, and Nelaton's other case.

Roe's case was, by microscopical examination, an angioma, but it subsequently
degenerated into an angio-sarcoma. Nelaton and Richet's pathological descrip- .

tion is not characteristic enough to class their tumors among the angiomata, while )

in the case of Jarvis no pathological description, but only the diagnosis was given;

by the microscopist. Steinbriigge's case was evidently an hypertrophy. Bellows'Js

case was, by the microscopical examination, a pure angioma. i

As a further proof of the rarity of this affection, I would say that in an exami-
nation of 7,429 cases in the Massachusetts General Hospital records I have found
no other case.

With regard to the symptoms the only two of importance are haemorrhage from
and occlusion of one nostril. In all the reported cases a mere examination of the

growth with probe or finger caused extensive haemorrhage.
As regards prognosis it is evident from Roe's case that a pure angioma may

degenerate into a malignant growth.

1 Annal. des Mai. de l"Oreille, Vol. i, p. 169.

'Diseases of the Nose, N. Y., 1884, pp. 149. 150.

"Zeit. fiir Ohrenheilkundo, Vol. viii, p. 110.

American Specialist, Pliila., 1881, Vol. ii, p 7.

'Cited by Debrie, These de Paris, No. 5, 1882.

* Trans, of the Amer. Laryngological Assn., 1885, p. 94.

"InternationalJournal of Antiseptics, Vol. i, p. 1.

* Cited by Jarvis, loc.cit.

' Bericht iiljer die Chirurgische Abtheilung des Ludwigs-Spitals, Charlottenhilfe (1884), 1885, li.

'"Cited by Beuf, Thdse de Paris, No. 69, 1857, pp. 21, 25.

"Bull, de la Soc. de Chir de Paris, 2l> s., i, p. 7 ; Seance of January 4, 1860.
*" Bull, de la Soc. Anat.de Paris, 1872, Vol. XLVii, p. 436.

'3 Bull, de la Soc de Chir. de Paris, 3e s
,
Vol. ll, p. 356 ; Seance of June 25, 1873.

'*
Ibid., p. 339, Seance June 18, 1873.

'* Cited by Debrie, op. cit.

'"Arch, of Laryngology, Vol. ill, p. 174.

"Myxome Telangiectasique, Franco Medical, Paris. 1890, xxxvm, pp. 723, 725.

'*Ophthalmology, Otology, and Laryngology, October, 1892, p. 330.
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The diagnosis of pure angiomata can only be made by carefnl microscopical

examination. In the treatment of these growths we are met witli less ditficulty

since all the recent authors seem to consider the snare, if used slowly, as the safest

instrument. The length of time to be consumed in removal should dei)end upon
the thickness of the pedicle. In Roe's case three hours were consumed in removal

of the growth, the hjemorrhage being very slight. Jarvis and Ltic got no haemor-

rhage with slow snaring, but considerable from more rapid use of the instrument.

The former used his own snare and ecraseur, the latter the galvano-cautery wire.

In my own case I attribute the slight haemorrhage to the thickness of the pedicle.

DISCUSSION.

Dr. John N. Mackenzie, Baltimore. I thoroughly agree with what Dr. Cobb
has said in regard to the rarity of these tumors. They seem to me to be extremely
uncommon. In my experience I have only seen one case ( )f true cavernous angiouxa:

that was a case which occurred last year at ray clinic, at the Johns Hopkins Hos-

pital. It was operated upon by one of my assistants with the snart>. and consider-

able haemorrhage followed. It is singular, but comparatively few <>f our anato-

mists are intimately acquainted with the structure of the nasal mucous nicnibrane,

that is to say, its cavernous structure
;
in a great many works on anatomy it is

entirely overlooked. In the transition stage of simple inflammation to hypertrophy
men have mistaken the large network of cavernous spaces for cavernous angioma
and I think a number of the cases in literature are none other than portions of the

hypertrophied membrane in the stage which represents the transition pciiod fiom

simple inflammation to the hypertrophic stage. There is one condition, too, that

may be mistaken tor true angioma, a condition I described some years ayo l)efore

the Laryngological Association, namely, a pendulous prolapsed condition of the

turbinated bodies. The turbinated body sometimes assumes a penduhnis form

and may even hang out from the exterior of the vestibule, presenting all the appear-

ance of a true angioma, and that might very readily be mistaken for an angioma-

tous tumor.

Dr. F. C. CoDB, Boston. I agree with what Dr. Mackenzie has said, l)ut in this

individual case the tumor grew from the wall of the sr])tuni itst'lf and cont.uned

no glands or any other signs of hypertrophy ;
the pedicle was very tliin and small.

AN INTERESTING CASE OF MYXO-SARCOMA, WITH GENERAL SAR-

COMATOUS INFILTRATION.

By CHARLES S. RICHARDSON, M. D.

Daring the early part of October, 1892, there canu^ under my obr.ervation a

child, 5 years of age, presenting quite an interesting clinical history. This child

had previously been under the care of Dr. Bayne, who referred him to me. The

patient was born to parents of unusually good health and free from any heredi-

tary physical defects or vice. The child was stron- aii<l ai)parently in perfect

health until the end of his second year. At this time his parents noticed that he

sniffled and that his nasal breathing was somewhat impaired. This difficult

nasal breathing became slowly but progressively worse, and was followed by a

train of symptoms due to imperfect nasal respiration. He became restless at

night : snored and caught his breath ; would wake up crying. ;is tliough frightened ;

would breathe with his mouth open ;
and on awakening in tlie morning would be

cross and irritable. About six months before coming under my care the parents
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noticed thafhis voice was muffled and had lost nearly all its nasal quality The
child now began to lose flesh, showing but a slight desire for food. A growth now

developed upon right side of neck, and it Avas also observed that something was

protruding from the left nasal cavity. Discharge from nasal cavity was thin and

watery, never sanious, nor was there ever any free bleeding. Shortly before con-

sulting Dr. Bayne dysphagia w.as added to the child's already pitiable condition.

At this time the inability to ingest food was confined to solids, liquids being taken

with some degree of ease Dr. Bayne removed the mass protruding from the

nose, and then referred the parents to me.

On presentation he was noted to be a well-formed boy of average height ; body
and face extremely emaciated ;

nasal breathing entirely annulled
;
oral breathing

distressingly loud and unpleasant. He was very weak
;
voice almost absent and

unintelligible ;
was drowsy, and if held quiet for a few moments passed into a

deep sleep. Externally his nose was well formed and showed no deformity. On
the right side of neck there was a tumor of about ;] centimetres in diameter. The

mother stated that for about three days the child had found it almost impossible

to ingest food, either liquid or solid, and she feared that he would starve if some-

thing were not done immediately. I found her statement to be absolutely correct,

as the child could not swallow water when offered. Both nasal cavities were

filled with a grayish white mass which protruded slightly. The mouth was in a

horribly offensive condition ; the lips were fissured and covered with dry crusts

and the teeth with sordes. The tongue was dry, horny, and deeply congested

along its free borders. The hard palate was covered with dark brown deposit

and the soft palate pushed forward until the uvula rested on the center of the

dorsum of the tongue. The whole pharynx was filled up with a dirty grayish

white mass that extended to the larynx below and pushed forward the soft palate

until it extended well into the mouth. This mass was more or less lobulated and

its lower borders were hornified. I appointed the next day for operation.

Suspecting that the growth was malignant, I prepared for considerable haemor-

rhage. I operated without the use of an anaesthetic. Dr. Balloch assisted me. I

removed the mass from the nose, first with the cold snare, attended with only

moderate bleeding. The pharynx was cleared with the finger and post-nasal for-

ceps. The haemorrhage from the whole operation was much less than ordinarily

attends the removal of post-adenoid hypertrophies.
The child was greatly improved by the operation and gained strength and flesh

very rapidly. On the fourth day after the operation I observed a large mass of

mottled grayish black tissue in the left nasal cavity, which I removed with the

snare. This mass was slightly necrotic, and I supposed it was a piece that I

detached and failed to remove during my first operation. Four days later, on the

child reporting, I found the cavity again filled out with a mass similar to the one

removed at the i)revious sitting. This mass was about 3 centimetres long by
about 1 centimetre in diameter ;

softer and more pultaceous than the first tissue

removed. Bleeding Was also more active. I was now firmly convinced that the

growth was a myxo-sarcoma. In four days there was a greater reproduction,

extending even into the pharynx. On this day Dr. Balloch confirmed my diagnosis

by telling me that the tissue originally removed was from a myxo-sarcoma. I

now consulted with Dr. Bayne as to the advisability of doing a more formidable

operation. The excision of the superior maxilla met with his approval and the day
was appointed for its removal. The child's condition on the day of the operation,

although only six days since my last interference, was quite as bad as previous to

any operative interference whatever. The attachment of this growth seemed to

be about midway of the vmder surface of the middle turbinated bone. With the

assistance of Drs. Bayne, Van Rennselear, and Luce, I did Billroth s operation for

resection of the superior maxilla. Chloroform was administered. An nicision
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was made from the root of the nose, extendiiii,' in the median line to its top
through the soft tissues and into the nasal cavity, iipon the side to be operated
upon. From the root of the nose an incision was carried outward to the malar
prominence. In making this latter incision caix' was taken in carrying the knife

along themargin of the orbit to avoid the infra-( )rbita 1 foramen from fear of dividing
the artery issuing from this canal and thereby cause troublesome haemorrhage.
An incision parallel to the second incision was carried from the ala of the left

nasal cavity to the border of the masseter muscle. The nasal bones were now dis-

articulated and the flap containing the left nasal bone was rapidly separated from
the left maxilla and thrown outward. Bleeding vessels were taken up as divided
and consequently only a very slight amount of blood was lost. The whole nasal

cavity was now exposed and filling out this space was seen the same character of

growth that had been so often removed. The growth was traced under the middle
turbinated bone, from whence it seemed to have its origin by a broad base. The
body of the superior maxilla was now separated by sawing outward, in the lines

of the skin incisions, and after the mass had been separated it was pried out of its

position and turned outward upon the cheek. As the growth now could be seen
to involve the antrum, probably secondarily rather than primarily, I decided to

remove the bony mass entirely, and therefore separated it from the pterygoid proc-
ess. A part of the palate bone and the pterygoid process were torn away by the

forceps. The whole cavity was now free of growth. Rough edges were curetted

away and the cavity having been packed with iodoform gauze, the skin flap was
brought into position and carefully united. Haemorrhage was quite free, but to

no alarming degree. The patient bore the operation well and rapidly recovered
from the shock. There was no bleeding after reaction set in. The patient was in

good spirits and quite hungry the next morning and had no fever. On the fourth

day the iodoform dressing was removed, coming away quite clean, and new gauze
introduced. On the fifth day all stitches were removed and union found to be

perfect. On the seventh day the gauze was finally removed. There was no fever

throughout. There was only a slight difference to be noticed in the prominence of

the two sides of the face. At the end of the third week, as the child seemed to be
in a perfect condition, I discontinued my visits. Five weeks later the mother

requested me to see the child on account of the rapid increase in size of the tumor
on the right side of the neck, and, if possible, to relieve the child from the great
pain that this rapid increase in size had occasioned. The growth had now assumed
enormous proportions and filled out the whole left cervical region, extending from
the mastoid to the clavicle. I also noticed a smaller growth on the left side, just
above the clavicle. During the following week new growths appeared in lateral

walls of the pharynx and in left cervical region ; there was no recurrence in nasai

cavity. Four months after the operation the child died from inanition and
exhaustion.

In looking over the histories of some 60 cases of nasal and n a so-pharyngeal sar-

comata, many of the latter no doubt having their origin m the nasal cavity, I

find several that correspond in their description very much to the case above

given. In these extensive growths I find that the patients were quite young, but
none so yon lit; as tlie case herein presented. Rapid reproduction is common in

sarcomatous tissue, but the rapidity of regrowth in this case was of a startling
nature. To have all evidences of a growth removed in one day, and within six

days thereafter to have it nearly reproduced in its original magnitude, is sufficient

to excite the admiration of any pathologist. We have all been taught that

haemorrhage is quite a necessary attendant upon malignancy ; especially is this

stated in regard to sarcoma. It therefore appeared to me to be quite remarkable
that this little one had had no trouble of this character, and that the various

operative procedures were attended with so little bleeding. The micro-pathological
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find was that of a most typical and exquisite myxo-sarccftna, and even here we
have an interesting feature to call to your attention. As you will observe, here

and there disseminated throughout this mass of tissue are single fibers of striated

muscular tissue. The section which shows these muscular fibers in the most pro-
nounced manner was obtained from a mass removed from the nasal cavity.

There are several i)oints in connection with the operative interference that

require consideration. In a case of this character where operative interference

was riot so immediately demanded to relieve the iirgent symptoms, I think it

would be wise to first ascertain the character of the growth before resorting to

any instrumental interference. It seems that all interference, excepting that it

be of radical character, intensifies the rapidity of growth and its malignancy.
One well knowing the nature of the growth can consider, from its seat and attach-

ment, whether it is possible to remove it in its entirety and more thoroughly by the

snare, or whether it will be necessary to resort to one of the more formidable

operations. Growths so extensive as the one outlined above should, if any
operation is attempted, be dealt with in a most liberal manner. The reason the

above case was not so treated at first was on account of the desperate condition of

the child and the necessity for immediate action. A positive diagnosis could not

be made out from its clinical history alone. It is also a question whether even the

latter operation would have benefited this patient, as no doubt a general sar-

comatous infiltration had already set in when he was first brought under my
observation.

SARCOMA OF THE NASO-PHARYNX, WITH REPORT OF A CASE.

By J. E. LOGAN, M. D., of Kansas City, Mo.

J. N. T., age 44 years, a teacher by profession, consulted me in June, 1888, pre-

senting the following history: Up to the age of 40 had always been a strong,

healthy man ; in the autumn of 1884 he was taken with a severe attack of typhoid

fever, which lasted for many weeks, convalescence being very slow. Upon recov-

ery, or shortly thereafter, he noticedwhat he termed "quite a fullness in the upper
part of the throat," which was accompanied by considerable secretion of saliva

and some interference in breathing, especially noticeable when in a recumbent

position. This condition grew steadily worse, so much so that within a few
months he was unable to breathe through the nose, could scarcely talk, and had

frequent sensations of impending suffocation. He applied to a local practitioner,

who examined his throat and found a tumor largeenough to be easily seen, low down
in the pharynx. The general health of the patient had now become greatly

impaired, the discharges being very profuse and extremely offensive. The physi-

cian, not feeling himself able to cope with such a disease, and not being properly

equipped to perform the necessary operation, referred the man to a surgeon in our

city. As nearly as I have been able to learn by questioning the patient, this gen-
tleman pronounced the growth a fibroid tumor. He at once removed it, and dis-

missed the patient, leading him to think or at least to hope himself cured. His

general health did improve immediately. He breathed easily, and his appetite

returned. This improvement, however, was of short duration. Very soon there

was a return, and a rapid and aggravated return, of all of his former symptoms.
In six weeks from the time of the operation he was utterly unable to breathe

through the nostrils, the discharges were fetid, the haemorrhages were frequent?
and for the first time there was considerable pain, referable principally to the left

ear. The surgeon again examined him, and found to his great surprise that the

growth had returned. He now gave it a more carefiil examination, though not, I

believe, with a microscope, and pronounced it malignant. A tonic course was
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prescribed in order to build up the patient's general health before venttuiuj^' upon
a second operation ;

but the tumor grew with such rapidity that he was forced to

remove it while the man was still in a very weakened condition. During all

this time there were no glandular coraplications and comparatively little pain.

The second growth was removed by means of a wire ecraseur, and the patient

reports the operation as very bloody, though I am inclined to think that a very
little blood would impress him greatly. He rallied from this second operation very

slowly, but for five UKmths he enjoyed comparative imiii unity from his trouble.

At the expiration of this period the old symptoms reai)peared. but in a modified

form. The discharges were profuse and offensive, but the difficulty in breathing
was not so marked. Profiting by past experience, he lost no time in having the

new gi'owth removed ; but his promptness availed him little. The tumor again

appeared in a few weeks and another operation became necessary. This went on

until he had submitted to nine such operations. The frequency f)f these dis-

couraged him greatly, and he finally concluded to seek the aid of a throat special-

ist. He applied to my friend. Dr. Sc-hanffler. for advice in the selection of a physi-

cian, and Dr. Schauffler brought him to nie for treatim ur. Examination of the

case revealed the presence of a tumor perhaps twice as large as a partridge egg, situ-

ated for the most part upon the roof of tlie pharynx, with attachments along the

post-pharyngeal wall for the distance of one-qiiarter to half an inch. Digital exam-

ination provoked profvise haemorrhage. The tumor appeared slightly lobulated

and was firmly attached to a large base. The patient's general health was much
much below par. He was somewhat cachectic and was suffering considerable pain
in the left ear and in the back of the head. Profiting by the exjierience of the

other operator, I concluded to remove the tumor by another method. Tying back

the soft palate, I applied a 10 per cent solution of cocaine to the growth and the

surrounding tissue until complete anaesthesia was established. My first step in the

operation was to cut the tumor into three sections wnth galvano-cautery knife,

continuing the cautery from the surface to the base. My object in so doing was

to cutoff the blood supply as much as possible. I next insinuated a I'urved, flat

knife under one section and removed it without much diflieulty. Very little

haemorrhage attended this operation. I applied iiersulphate of iron to the cau-

terized base and sent the patient back to the hospital. I saw him each day, but

applied no treatment except a warm spray of Dobell's solution. A week from

the day 1 first operated he came back to my office, and I proceeded to remove the

remainder of the growth. Upon examination 1 foiind this had be (>n much reduced ;

in fact but one section of it remained, the other having sloughed away and been

expectorated by the patient. The remaining portion was hanging by a few attach-

ments to the base. I introduced my curved knife as before and easily severed the

growth. The haemorrhage was hardly perceptible, I continued to keep the patient

in the hospital for a few days, using no application save the warm Dobell spray.

At the end of two weeks the surface had completely healed ; so perfect ly liealed that

scarcely any induration could bedetectedby digital examination. I liad 1 lie growth
examined by several most competent pathologists, and all jimc.d in inonouncing
it a round-cell sarcoma. The patient immediately began to imiunve in health

under the administration of tonics and outdoor exercise, and is living to-day, as

fine a specimen of manhood as one would care to see. Repeated examinations

have failed to reveal the slightest evidence of a return. One of my neighboring

medical friends saw him just a few days since and carefully examined him. with

negative results.

So far as I have been able to find in looking over the literature of this particu-

lar subject, this is about the twentieth case on record and about the second of

well-defined recovery. Some are reported as recovering from llie (iperation and

continuing in good health during the period of observation, such observations
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admitted by the operators to be of limited duration. Dr. Bosworth's case is one

of well-known recovery, since the patient is to-day within the limits of this beau-

tiful city, with no intimation of trouble from the disease. The case reported by
Dr. Lincoln was probably one of recovery, but his period of observation was too

short to enable him to say certainly that there was no return. We see enough
after looking into this matter to prove that sarcoma of the naso-pharynx is a very
rare disease, and in a large majority of cases is fatal. Just why a few of these cases

have recovered while the others have died we can not, of course, explain. But

might it not be well to observe that of all the cases operated upon those removed

by the simplest means have shown the greatest tendency to recover ? In writing

upon this subject Dr. Bosworth says in his monograph in Wood's Medical and

Surgical Monographs, Vol. xi, p. 256:

Various operations were resorted to in these cases, such as the galvano-cautery,
curette, the spoon, and the cold snare manipulated through the natural passages,
while some of the cases were subjected to radical operations, such as excision of

the jaw, etc. There certainly seems to be something of consideration in the fact

that the only successful case was cured by the use of the cold snare operated by
the natural passages; and moreover that in this case the use of the galvano-cau-
tery was attended with most unfortunate effect, indicating here also, as in the
nasal cavity, that this disease is to be treated witla great gentleness and any dan-

ger of injuring neighboring parts avoided.

The truth of his last proposition I think beyond question, but the opinion which

Bosworth expresses of the galvano-cautery is scarcely borne out by the facts pre-

sented by my case nor by those in the one reported by Dr. Lincoln. The inflam-

matory reaction followingmy operation was inconsiderable—so slight indeed that

the Eustachian tubes did not even show any signs of participation, which they
would naturally have done had there been any such condition. Had the growth
been of such a size as to have made necessary the application of the cautery for

an indefinite period, I should probably have resorted to more rapid means; but

when one is able to accurately define its outlines in tlie vault and can apply the

galvano-cautery without danger of injury to other tissue, it seems to me to be

the most simple and effective measure.

DISSCUSSION.

Dr. John O. Roe, Rochester, N. Y. One case of myxo-sarcoma of the nasal cav-

ity came under my observation about six years ago. I was requested by a physi-

cian in Cayuga, N. Y., to go there and remove a growth from the nose of an old

lady. I found a lady about 65 years of age, with the nose so dilated and face

so disfigured as to have a frog-shaped appearance. What annoyed her the most

was the projection of so much of this tumor into the throat as to nearly choke her.

I was not prepared to operate upon such a formidable growth, but with the

instruments I took with me I succeeded in removing the greater portion of it. I

passed a wire loop down through the nostril along one side of the growth, brought
it out of the mouth, and passed it up along the other side of the growth. Then,

with the finger in the mouth, I engaged the greater ijortion of the mass in the loop

and removed it. The amount removed nearly filled an ounce quinine bottle. I did

not remove the whole of it, however, as the base was attached to the ethmoid and

the middle turbinated bones, but the patient was very much relieved by this oper-

ation. As she was much reduced in strength and quite anaemic, we built her up
as best we could, so that in a few weeks she was able to come to Rochester, when
I proceeded to remove the base of the growth as thoroughly as possible. She stood

the operation very well, but in a few days she sank and died from asthenia , The
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portion I removed first showed it to be a myxoma ; but the latter portion that I

removed, the base, showed it to be a sarcoma, so that very likely it started with

the outer portion a myxoma and the base a sarcoma.

Dr. E. Fletcher Ingals, Chicago. I am interestedin this matter, having seen

a number of cases of malignant growth of the nose, though I can not now state

whether they were sarcomas or epitheliomas. I now recall four cases. One, in a

lad twelve or thirteen years old, was shown by careful microscopical examination to

be a mixed sarcoma, and partially fibrous, but with eno ugh of it of the i^arcomatous

element to ensure its malignancy. In that case the reaction following the use of

the galvano-cautery increased the rapidity of growth, and I obtained much bet-

ter results from operations \vith the knife, snare, or forceps. The growth was

carefully removed two or three times, and the boy lived for at least two years
how much longer I do not know, as he passed from my observation. I once saw
such a tumor in a gentleman of advanced age, where the nose was so full, the

patient so debilitated, and his age so great that I could not conscientiously advise

any operation. He lived but a short time. In another case upon which I opei*ated

two or three times with the snare and cautery, the patient was considerably
relieved and lived for five or six months. I saw such a tumor recently in a gentle-

man 63 years of age. The right nasal cavity was distended by the growth, there was
abnormal prominence of the right cheek, and considerable protrusion of the right

eyeball. The patient suffered greatly from pain through the right side of the head.

Some part of this growth, which had baon termed a polypus, had been removed a

little while before. He and his family were very anxious to have another operation.

Believing that extensive ojierations for malignant growths in this locality in

aged people are seldom justifiable, I did not decide upon a surgical procedure
until after consultation with Dr. Senn and weighing all the circumstances in the

patient's history. Removal of the superior ruaxilla was considered inadvisable

in a man of his age, so I decided to remove the growth by the cold wire snare

and a sharp spoon. The patient was given ether and the cold wire snare intro-

duced in a manner I thought likely to remove the attachments of the tumor with-

out causing much bleeding. I was unable to ascertain the exact attachments of

the tumor before operating, therefore I passed a special canula through the upper
and outer part of the nasal cavity, keeping it as far to the right as possible, and

brought it into the naso-pharynx. Through this I passed a small catheter, the

end of which was caught by forceps and brought out of the mouth
; through

this I passed one end of a steel wire 3 to 4 feet long, bringing it out through the

nostril. Another catheter was passed in beside the lower outer part of growth
and the other end of the steel wire was pushed through this until it came out of

the nose. The ends of the wire projecting from the nose were then drawn upon
and at the same time the catheters were removed and the loop drawn in through
the mouth up to the outer side of the tumor, as the upper part of the tumor was

likely to be adherent. Another catheter was passed through the canula, through
which I had returned the end of the first wire ; the end of the catheter was

brought out of the mouth and the end of a second long wire passed through it

and out of the nose. Another catheter was then introduced and brought out the

mouth as high up as possible on the left of the tumor and through it the other

end of the second wire was passed ;
the catheters were then withdrawn, the wires

pulled out, and the loop passed in at the mouth and inclosed the upper attachment

of the tumor.

I put a snare on each of the wires and cut off the growth, which proved softer

than I had anticipated. There was practically no bleeding. My reason for using
the snares was that I expected much bleeding when the growth was attacked and

felt that if I could get out the major part of it without much loss of blood I could

then curette rapidly and pack the nose to stop the haemorrhage. I pulled out the
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piece which had been separated with the forceps and then scooped ont the remain-

der of the growth rapidly with a sharp spoon. There was but little haemor-

rhage. The patient w<as a large man, which made it easy after the removal of part
of the growth to introduce my little finger into the nasal cavity. I could feel the

granular surface of the malignant tissue, and I scraped it out lantil the walls of

the antrum and the vault of the nasal cavity were perfectly smooth. The floor of

the orbit having been absorbed I could feel the under surface of the eyeball, sep-

arated from my finger only by a granular tissue which could not easily be scraped

away and was finally concluded to be adipose tissue. The tumor seemed to have
been as thoroughly removed as it could have been if I had removed the superior
maxilla. The next morning the temperature ran up to 103", and for seven or eight

days the patient complained of pain in the eye, which was much swollen. A large
diffused induration just back of the angle of the jaw was also swollen during this

time. About the eighth day the fever went down, the swelling subsided, the pulse
became nearly natural, and the patient became comfortable ; but before another

day had passed he had a chill, the temperature rose to about 104% and twenty-four
hours later he became paralyzed on one side

;
an extravasation of blood into the

brain had occurred, from which he died three or four days later.

Dr. C. W. Richardson, Washington. The consensus of opinion seems to be in

favor of the milder operations. Of course, when they are attended with the best

results in a nasal case such should be the course to pursue, and such would be the

course I would pursue in many of these cases if the growth was small and did not

infiltrate neighboring tissues, but as the general surgeon deals with sarcomatous
infiltration in other portions of the body in the most liberal manner, so it seems to

me that in many of these cases of sarcomatous infiltrations of the nose and pharyn-
geal cavities that have resulted fatally, when the growth was small if they had
been dealt with in a more liberal manner and the growth removed in its entirety

they would probably have resiilted differently. In the case I reported I do not

think anything was to be done except in the most generous manner. The case was
a good one for such operation if there had not been the probability of secondary
infiltration. It had already involved the antrum and the posterior portion of the

antral cavity. To have attempted to remove this with snares would have been

useless, as five or six operations previous to removing the maxilla proved. Of
course in a case of that kind where the patient is in such an emaciated condition,
and in fact demanding interference to save the life if possible, the particular opera-
tion I did was the one that should be done. The rapid reproduction of the case was

something very startling. Within four days after the removal of the tissue, both

with snare and forceps, the patient returned and I found a great mass filling out

the left nasal cavity. I could hardly believe it was a reprodxiction until after I had

got my snare on it and tore it away. When I removed it the posterior portion was
somewhat necrotic ; that was evidently where the growth had formerly been

removed, and tissue above it had been pushed down as reproduced. There was

reproduction again in four days, which was very remarkable, and each time the

growth was removed the tissue was of a more malignant character. I did not

refer very much to the gland that was situated on the right side ; the growth was
on the left. When I operated upon the case the patient seemed to be in a pretty
fair condition, and I was in favor of removing that gland, or rather the tumor, but

the gentleman who was with me in the case seemed to think it was an enlarged

gland. Within three months that growth had assumed enormous proportions.

Dr. Bayne saw the case before me and thought he detected fluctuation, and opened

it, thinking it was an abscess. I removed some of the tissue from this oj^ening and

found it to be sarcomatous. Before the child died the whole left side was filled out

the same as on the right and the condition was one of the most marked general

sarcomatous infiltration that I had ever seen.
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Dr. Jamks E. Logan, Kansas City, Mo. Abmit three years a.^n I had sent to

me a case of sarcoma of the nasal cavity, wliich was so comijlicated that the patient
was completely depressed and very anseiuic. The sarcomatoijs infiltration extended
into the eyeball socket and upper eyelid, so inncli so tliat tlie lid was thickened and

protrnded out from the man's face. From my luevious experience in oi>ei'ations

upon the superior maxillary. I decided to remove this i^rowth, which I found situ-

ated upon the turbinated bone, filling almost the entire antrum, with the galvano-

cautery by piecemeal, if I could get the patient to live long enough. I was satisfied

the infiltration was so great the patient would die anyway. I removed about one-

third of this growth. This patient while in the army had received a chest woiind

in the right side just above the nipple. He began to sink rapidly after the opera-
tion and died from luemorrhage from the lungs. I made an autopsy and foiind that

this sarcomatous infiltration had gone to the seat of tlie wound ho received some

thirty years previovisly, and from that center had extended over the whole lung
surface. As regards the use of the galvano-cautery in these cases, so far as I have

been able to see, operative .procedures of a severe type have never been followed by
evidences of even partial recovery, and in these cases the only operative procedure
I would recommend would be a partial removal, at repeated sittings. I do not

think anything other than the galvano-cautery or the cold snare should l)e used

under any circumstances ; that the results in these cases do not warrant a more

thorough operation.

DISCUSSION ON TREATMENT OF HAY FEVER.

Dr. D. Bryson Delavan, New York City. No greater task conld be imposed

tipon one than to open a discussion upon the subject of hay fever. It is desirable,

however, to obtain the sense of this meeting on the treatment of hay fever, and I

hope that the discussion will be strictly confined to this department. There are

two conflicting opinions regarding hay fever. One is that it is essentially a local

condition; on the other hand, it is held by a far greater number that however
much local influence may have to do with its })roduction there is, broadly speak-

ing, in the majority of cases at least, an underlying condition of some sort which
tends to the jiroducticm of this disease. Accepting the latter view, it is necessary
that the treatment should he conducted in accordance with it. If it is conceded

that there are general causes underlying hay fever, then reliance can not be

entirely placed upon the treatment of local conditions. The general as well as

the local state of the patient must be attended to. It is necessary therefore, in

order to treat hay fever siiccessfully, to look into the general well being of the

patient and find whether he is suffering from lithemia, malaria, or any serious

disorder of the heart, lungs, or kidneys, and to investigate the condition of his

digestive tract. These, or any other general or diatlietic states wliich could con-

tribute to the local trouble, must, as far as possible, be improved.
The local treatment of hay fever may be broadly summed up under two distinct

heads. Lender the first plan are used various luM-oic therai^eutic and surgical

measures. LTnder the second are employed general therapeutic measures which
are not heroic, the chief ob,]ect of which is to stilxlue local irritation, and there

are also surgical means Avhich have exactly this same end in view, T believe that

where conditions exist in the nose wliidi c-onfribnte (lirectl\- to 1 lir ii-ritation of

the nasal passages, such for instance as dislinct organic oeclnsion uf t lie nnsc tlien

surgical means maybe of great use. ()ntiie otliev hand, nasal snfL;<-ry in this

department has often been carried tno far. It is extremely unwise to interfere in

a case in which we < an discovei- no '^ond canse for interference, simply because

the patient desires to be canterized or to liave a spicula of Ixnie removed which
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he supposes is there. Where there is not present a condition which distinctly calls

for surgical interference it is wrong to advise the removal of apparent obstructions,

and to practice the use of the galvano-cautery as often applied to the nasal mucous

membrane in such cases. It may be unnecessary to state here that wholesale

destruction of the nasal mucous membrane is not a good means of curing the dis-

ease, yet there are some who, in a case of hay fever, will destroy it far and wide, by

means of caustics or the galvano-cautery.

With regard to the use of cocaine ; every good thing seems to have its negative

side. Thus, the most valuable of drugs, opium for instance, may become the

most dangerous ; and so it is with cocaine. This drug is doubtless a great blessing

to persons suffering from hay fever. Its indiscriminate use, however, in this

disease is productive of serious evils ; indeed, in these cases cocaine improperly

used will do vastly more harm than good, and I would like to go on record as dis-

tinctly and vigorously opposing its indiscriminate use in these hyperesthetic

patients.

To recapitulate : If the discussion be confined to a few of the points herewith

raised we shall have enough to do. I would like to call attention especially to the

qiiestion of the recognition and treatment of coexisting conditions. I would also

call attention to the abuse of surgical interference and to the proper and improper

use of cocaine. The discussion should include the best means of treatment ; that is,

the means which are the most practical, the least theoretical, and most successful.

The discussion seems opportune here in view of the fact that this meeting repre-

sents such a wide diversity both of territory, experience, and thought.

Dr. Price-Brown, Toronto. I suppose I am particularly qualified to speak on

hay fever, as I have been siibject to it for the last ten years. I do not know in my
personal history that I have suffered organically any other way ; 1 do not know
that my system has been deteriorated ;

I do not know that my kidneys, or lungs,

or organs generally have been at all out of order, but I know that periodically,

about the middle of August, I have an attack of this disease. I may say, however,

tliat before I ever had hay fever, frequently with the slightest cold I suffered from

closure of the nasal passages to a certain extent. I would find the greatest diffi-

culty in breathing through the nose in cold weather, and this finally developed

mto an attack of hay fever. For two or three years I did nothing special for it;

then I used a little cocaine ; but four years ago the attack I had was most intense.

I remember that it did not seem as if I had the power of thinking or feeling any-

thing, except the intense sensibility produced by the disease, and I determined to

oi^erate upon myself, if I could find the part of the nasal cavity where the thing

originated. I felt the indications in the back part of the left naris. After sneezing
about one hundred times I sprayed the left naris with a 10 per cent solution of

cocaine, and passed a probe into the passage. I found at the back end of what I

assumed was the inferior turbinated bone a sensitive spot, with another about the

middle of the passage. I then passed the cautery blade to the posterior spot and
turned on the electricity and singed it; then to the next spot and singed that.

The result was that for the rest of that year my paroxysms of hay fever were not

so severe. The following year the trouble commenced in the back of the right

nostril, and when most intense I operated in the same way. I might say in pass-

ing, that I have had many cases of hay fever under treatment at different times
;

and one of the prominent symptoms has been exceeding irritation of the palate,

particularly the uvula, the patient desiring to scratch the uvula and rub his

tongue over it. The result is there is great elongation of this organ. The fol-

lowing year I amputated half of my uvula, which resulted in great benefit. Last

year my attack of hay fever was not very severe. This year it has been less than

ever, and I have had no operation. It came on about the 24th, instead of the

14th, and I had no hay fever of any account until I started from Toronto, but on
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my first night in the hot, dusty car coming south the attack became intense. I

got alumnol the moment I heard of it. The treatment I generally use is a light
solution of cocaine, giving it myself. I use the cocaine first, and afterwards men-
thol in albolene. It seems to me the action of menthol in from 5 to 10 or even 20

grains to the ounce has the effect of lengthening the action of the cocaine. Latterly
I use menthol more than I do anything else in my cases

; this j-ear I personally
used no cocaine whatever. I find it more beneficial to apply the menthol to the
throat, and have the patient breathe in through the mouth and out through the
nose. In regard to any occlusion producing hay fever, I mentioned a case this

morning where the columnar cartilage pressing against the wall of the nostril
caused hay fever, and the removal of that cartilage removed the hay fever. From
the effect that alumnol has had upon me to-day I think it will prove a good thing,
and I shall try it in future.

Dr. John O. Roe, Rochester, N. Y. In every case of hay fever there is more or
less disease of the nasal mucous membrane, and the more I see of hay fever the
more I am convinced of the correctness of this assertion. I have yet to see a patient
in whom disease of some portion of the nasal mucous membrane does not exist,
and when I hear a case reported in which the patient suffered intensely from hay
fever but without any local disease in the nose I think that the doctor is in error
and did not discover the local lesion, perhaps on account of making only a cursory
examination. When we consider that the nasal mucous membraiu' in adults
covers a region of about 26 square inches it is not surprising that dis(>;isc may lurk
in some portions and remain there undiscovered unless a most thorough examina-
tion is made. Hay fever may be considered a neurosis (pardon me for an allusion
to the neurotic theory) ,

but we have a great many neurotic people who do not
have hay fever, and there are a great many people who have a great deal of disease
in the nose who do not have hay fever ; but when a person who is intensely neu-
rotic has a great deal of trouble with his nose he is quite siire to have hay fever.
There are a great many, as in Dr. Brown's own case, who have fever when there
is apparently no neurotic element, and in such cases the disease is, I believe, as
much a local disease as any .disease can well be. Disease in the nose that may be
the seat of the irritation is not necessarily confined to any one region, as it has been
believed to be confined to the region of the inferior turbinated bodies, either the
anterior or posterior end. The part that I have found to be most sensitive in these
cases is the nasal septum, and this undue sensitiveness has been usually excited by
an intermittent or constant pressure of the turbinated bodies. The exciting cause
of these neurotic conditions I believe to be in nearly all cases intranasal pressure,
either from intermittent or constant contact between the different portions of the
interior of the nose. It is, however, not necessary for this pressure to exist between
the turbinated bodies and the septum, for it may exist between the turbinated
bodies themselves or the inferior turbinated body and the floor of the nose. In
the latter instances the extreme sensitiveness is confined to these bodies.

The galvano-cautery in the treatment of these cases is frequently the most serv-

iceable agent we have, but there are many conditions of the nose in Avhich its use
is not advisable. It is useful in vascular turgescence, but can not !)( rniploycd to

advantage in firm hypertrophy or osseous excrescences. It is usually not advis-

able to institute treatment during the attack, although in some instances the
abnormal conditions in the nose are emphasized during the attack and should be
attended to at that time.

The beneficial effect of local treatment can not be better illustrated than by the

case of a young lady whom I treated last summer one year ago. She was about

twenty-three years of age, distinctly neurotic and neurasthenic, and her mother was
also neurotic. She had suffered from hay fever severely for seven years, and was

willing to have anything and everythmg done that would relieve her of this distress-
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ing complaint. As it was so near the time of her attack I advised her to have the

nostril in which she had the most diflBculty treated, as she was unable to go

through the necessary treatment for the removal of the difficulty from both sides

at the same time. There was pressure of both the inferior and middle turbinated

bodies against the septum. This I relieved and carefully treated the nose. The

result was that she passed through the summer without any trouble in this her

left nostril, while in the right nostril, which had not been treated, she suffered

from hay fever quite severely, although, the left nostril being free, respiration

remained unobstructed and she did not suffer the distress experienced when both

nostrils were completely blocked up. Later in the season, after the hay-fever

period had passed, I treated the other side carefully, and she has passed through
the hay-fever season this year without any disturbance from hay fever.

In all cases of hay fever, more or less constitutional treatment is advisable, as

the local disturbance has a marked effect in lowering the tone of the system, inde-

pendently of the neurotic troiible with which it is frequently associated. The

tonics proposed by Dr. Mackenzie are excellent and I have found them of great

service. One thing that is of importance is nutriment to build up the system,
and one of the best nutriments I have found to be eggs. By breaking an egg into

a glass and having the patient swallow it whole he will take from five to ten

eggs, or even twenty, a day. Many patients will be very much improved and

their attacks somewhat modified by increasing the resistance of the system to

local irritation, or frequently by the employment of a sedative that will abolish

to a great degree the response of the nervous system to the local irritation, but in

addition to this there is in all cases some localized disease, which should be found

and carefully treated. Therefore, however much you treat the person generally

and build up his nervous system, or however much you may improve the condi-

tion of the vascular system, you must attend to the local condition in the nose,

be it ever so severe or ever so slight, if you wish to relieve your patient positively

and permanently from hay fever.

Dr S. S. KoSER, Williamsport, Pa. I am glad to note on the part of this section

the deprecation of the free and undue use of cocaine. It was only a week ago that

a pharmacist of my city mentioned to me that he had regularly several customers

for cocaine, and added that he was quite sure that the habit was first contracted

in all of them from using the tablet at home, that the market is now flooded with,

for these nasal cases. I believe the position taken this afternoon in the matter of

prescribing cocaine, not permitting the patient to use it at home, is wise. It is a

terrible thing to be the means of establishing cocaine inebriety in any case. In

connection with this discussion I wish to call attention to a couple of articles

that have done me good service as temporizing agents in mitigating the severity of

hay fever. One is terebene. I have certainly found it quite valuable as a mitigat-

ing agent. I would also like to call attention to an old remedy, but one that has

not been referred to in this discussion, and that is the inhalation of a strong solu-

tion of carbolic acid, camphor, and chloroform, in the proportion of about a dram
of the crystals of the acid and 1^ drams of the camphor to 2 or 3 drams of chloro-

form, used in a smelling bottle. In fact, these cases come to us at such a stage
that I rather prefer to palliate them first. I do not believe it is good surgery
to rush into an operation on the nose when the engorgement is so great. That

is, I do not believe proper conditions exist for good surgical repair. I would
rather say it is good practice to first palliate the case and watch for one of those

opportunities which the gentleman from Toronto (Dr. Price-Brown) referred to

as the conditions present prior to developing hay-fever symptoms, and to operate
on the turbinates at some time other than during that attack. Preeminently, in

my experience, the operation that does the most good and which is more perma-
nent is to gently clip the lower ends of the turbinated bone. This, in my hands,

S. Ex. 36 98
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yields the most lasting benefit, and I have frequently preceded an operation with

the use of the cautei-y, so that there might be less tendency to haemorrhage follow-

ing the operation itself. The point, then, I wish to make is that in my experience
I have had better results in operative procedures if I deferred the operation until

the intervals of the attack. I believe, then, that the permanent results are better,

the parts will heal kindlier, and in all respects will do our patient a greater good.
Dr. James E. Looan, Kansas City, Mo. I wish to confirm Dr. Roe's experience

in hay fever. Living in a country wliere hay fever is prevalent, I have seen a

great many cases, but I have yet to see a case uncomplicated with hyi)ertroi)hic

rhinitis or rhinitis in some form. I read an article before one of our medical soci-

eties in 1886 in which I made the statement that I did not believe hay fever could

exist without a previously existing rhinitis of some form, and after years of expe-
rience I am willing to support that statement to a considerable extent, for I have
never seen a case where there has not been some such trouble, either from a

deflected septum, exostosis, hypertrophic rhinitis, or some disease where there was
a soil in which this idiosyncrasy was jiroduced.
The treatment I have used for the last few years has been the cautery. I begin

the cauterizations about a week previous to the first attack and continue them at

intervals through the period of hay fever, and by continuing these cauterizations

after the period has passed, relieving whatever condition, mechanical or otherwise,
that existed there, and in succeeding year continuing a mild course of cauteriza-

tion through the period of hay fever, I have relieved quite a niimber. I have
recorded some cases of very pronounced recovery in this respect.

A lawyer who has an office next to mine, who was a constant sufferer for sixteen

years, suffering the tortures of death almost from hay fever, and who had travelled

the world over seeking relief, is a standing moniiment of the efficacy of the treat-

ment of hay fever as I have suggested it. To-day he has no trouble wliatever
from it, and there are a number of cases of a similar nature. The neurotic ten-

dency, which I believe exists in nearly every one of these cases, whether it be

perceptible to the physician or the patient, is a latent element which must be
corrected by medicinal means preceding the hay fever period. Beginning a week
previous to the attack, I administer a preparation of nitrate of sodium with a
half grain of camphor, continuing that six weeks after the attack lias passed ; I

have found it to be an admirable sedative, and can heartily recommend it. My
mother was a great sufferer from hay fever and asthma, and in 1885 I removed
from her right nostril a large tumor, after which she had no trouble from hay
fever or asthma until two years ago, when I found there was considerable hyper-
trophy existing in the left nostril, also in the right, together with a deflected

septum, that by reason of my position in the family I had to refuse to operate on..

About six weeks ago I removed an exostosis of considerable extent, ai)d she writes,

me she had had no hay fever this season so far, and no asthma. I think there is.

great progress yet to be made and many things to be found oiat in the treatment,
of hay fever.

Dr. F. C. Cobb, Boston, I would like to know whether in hay fever the writer-

includes viiso-motor or hypera'sthetic rhinitis ? I have had some cases of that kind,
and although in a good many of them I could not find any very marked nasal-

obstruction, yet cauterization, not of a very wide area, but usually over the lower
turbinated and points opposite to it on the septum, which seemed to be especially

hypersesthetic, appeared to give great relief, and a year later I heard from these

cases that they had had very little, if any, hay fever. But those cases which
were complicated with asthma still had asthma ; there was A-ery little relief from
that. These were hospital cases operated ui)on year before last and they all had
B great deal of trouble ; some were complicated with polypi, which, of course, were
temoved. But all to whom I wrote reported very little nasal trouble, so I believe

that cauterization, at least to a limited extent, is of considerable value.
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Dv. J. H. Bryan, Washington, D. C. I think there must be two conditions or

else we would not have such diametrically opposite ideas, one of which is due to a

morbid condition of the nose, which of course is relievable, but those cases in

which in the interval of attacks there is no morbid condition I do not believe can

be cured by local treatment, yet the symptoms can be greatly palliated. I think

in this locality we have as much hay fever as anywhere in the country and I have

seen quite a number of cases. Those which have been dependent ujjon exostosis

or pressure of the turbinated bodies have been easily relieved and have not returned,

but those which are entirely neurotic in character, where in the interval of the

hay fever attacks, as far as observation goes, it is impossible to see any mor-

bid condition invariably return, in this part of the country, about the 15th of

August. I can not understand why there should be a discrepancy of opinion.

Dr. Roe and Dr. Logan are jjositive the condition is not due to anything but intra-

nasal dist^^rbance, but I have two cases in which I think it is impossible to find

anything existing in the nose in the interval of the attacks.

Dr. E. Fletcher Ingals, Chicago. I did not intend to say anything upon this

subject, but I am so heartily in accord with the last speaker that I wish to amplify
and support what he has said. I have thought for a long time that where there

is nothing discoverable in the nose during the interval, treatment of the nasal

cavities is useless. Where there is something discoverable that gives the patient

discomfort, treatment of the nasal cavities may be valuable. I have seen several

cases where there was no hypertrophy or other form of obstruction, in which there

was hyperaesthesia, and in these cauterization has been beneficial. As to the time

of cauterization, my plan is to complete it at least two or three weeks before the

attack is expected, so as to allow the mucous membrane to become healed before

thp outset of the disease. The cauterizations are rarely made oftener than once in

five days, and cover an area of not more than a centimeter in diameter. The burn
is superficial, never destroying the mucous membrane. Such cauterization has

an effect similar to that of a blister on the skin, and after the treatment it is

impossil)le to find cicatricial tissue. In some cases where there is much swelling,

deeper linear cauterizations are necessary. I do not favor removal of the turbi-

nated bodies in the way suggested by one of the speakers, believing that it is not
best to destroy so much of the mucous membrane. If I wished to remove the

turbinated bone I would run a trephine or burr through it, beneath the mucous
membrane, thus removing enough of the bone so the soft tissue would fall to the

side and be out of the way.
I have seen one case in which daily soothing treatment alone, carried out by the

patient for a period of two years, i:)revented recurrence of the attacks. I have
seen one case in which no topical or general treatment was employed, in which
the patient, when the attack came on, by force of will never sneezed if he could

possibly avoid it and persistently refrained from blowing or wiping the nose. As
a result of this course he had only a slight attack the first year it was tried, and
the next year practically none. I hope some of the other gentlemen will tell us

what can be done by general treatment. It seems to me that half of the cases

can be relieved, perhaps cured, by local treatment during the interim ; but if the

patient comes to us after the attack has been established local treatment is not

important excepting to soothe the parts. A day or two ago a physician who has

been troubled with hay fever told me that he has a rheumatic diathesis for

which he has recently taken a few grains of sali -ylate of soda, which he feels

confident is preventing him from having hay fever this season. It may be that

the gouty condition causes hay fever in many cases, the rheumatic condition in

others, and I have no doubt that digestive disorders have much to do with it.

For my own part, I rely much upon a general tonic and sedative treatment sim-

ilar to that recommended by the late Morell Mackenzie, consisting of the phos-
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phate of brucia combined with camphor, hyoscamus, salol, and sometimes with
valerianate of quinine. I have used this treatment for two or three years, I think

with much advantage. I begin the treatment three or four weeks before the

attack is expected, and have the patient continue it throughout the season.

Dr. John N. Mackenzie, Baltimore. I have been very much interested in the

discussion and 1 am very much pleased that the word pollen has not occurred in

the remarks made. The day is dawning when we will find a solution of this prob-
lem in the study of pathological law and not in an inquiry into the processes of plant

reproduction. It is difficult to disassociate the pathology of hay fever from its

treatment, because the latter depends upon what is conceived of the former. The

pollen theory I regard as the greatest bar we have had to the march of therapeusis
in this disease, and next to that I am afraid we are having another barrier set up
in the too exclusive theory of the nasal nature of the malady. If we view it from

the higher vantage ground of general pathology and laws of health we may catch

a very much broader glimpse of the protean aspects of the problem and be in a

much better position to relieve our patients than if we follow the beaten track of

the pollen theorists. I certainly see cases in which there is no respiratory lesion

whatever during the interval between the attacks. When I first began to investi-

gate this naatter I was allured by the new theories concerning the disease and

for a long time was completely under their dominion, but further examina-

tion and broader conceptions of the disease have taught me the lesson that in a

goodly proportion of the cases there is no appreciable local resi^iratory lesion what-

ever. Another point : It is not in the nose alone that these lesions are found
;
the

area in which the nerve storm breaks will depend upon the seat of the local patho-

logical process. For example, take a neurasthenic with a polypus in the rectum,

the nervous disturbance produced by the polypus would be referred to the lower

bowel, whereas in the case of a polypus in the nose the impressions would be

referred to the upper respiratory tract. These lesions, when they do exist, as they

undoubtedly do, may exist in the nose, pharynx, retro-pharynx, larynx, bronchial

tubes, and trachea even. The point I wish to make is that the nose alone is not

the only part of the respiratory tract that is responsible for the outbreaks of the

disease falsely called hay fever. A great deal has been said in recent years al^out

pressure irritation, but it seems to me that instead of producing hypertrophy it

is more likely to produce atrophy. Take as an illustration cases to which the

middle turbinated bone is enormously developed; as it gets larger and larger

instead of producing hypertrophy of the septum it produces atrophy, and goes

through to the other side.

Dr. Cobb has brought up the question of the identity of these different forms.

They are all blood relations—coryza, vas-omotor hay fever, rose cold, June cold—

and if we should classify them as one disease it would simplify matters very much.

As to the plan of treatment, my rule has always been to examine the patient,

going over him from head to foot, finding out any peculiarity, any disease, gen-

eral or local, that might be the source of any systemic, local, or remote irritation.

They are all different, like the stars, and in that way you get at a more rational

plan of treatment. Having done that, I look carefully after any disease, either

gross or microscopic, in the respiratory passages, not in the nose alone, but all

through the tract, from the tip of the nose to the bronchial tubes. After having

found the"general condition I treat according to the circumstances of the case.

Dr. Ingals wishes to know about the general tonic treatment. I can not give

any rule. I feed the nervous system: it is always broken down. We do not

always find conspicuous nervous phenomena among hay-fever patients, but there

is always a nervous organization—a screw loose somewliere in the nervous mech-

anism. I generally start out with a pill containing about one-sixteenth of a grain

of phosphide of zinc, about 2 grains of quinine, one-fourth grain of extract of
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nux vomica, to be taken before meals, and after meals 3 to 5 drops of Donovan's

or Fowler's solution in water. Very frequently I have to substitute some other

nerve tonic, biit the main point is that the nervous system must be braced up. If

there be disease of the respiratory organs, remove it if possible. If there be no

apparent disease, and if upon experimental stimulation of different portions of the

tnucous membrane no sensitive areas are to be found, let it severely alone. But if,

on the contrary, as is frequently the case, we can localize these areas I treat them

by cauterization, and for this i^urpose the galvano-cautery transcends all other

methods. We find these sensitive areas not only in the places where I have located

them in the nasal passages, but also in other portions of the respiratory tract, in

the posterioi wall of the pharynx, in the arytenoid commissure, and the posterior
wall of the trachea. Why is it that the removal of a nasal polypus, for example,
will dissipate hay fever permanently? The exjDlanation, it seems to me, is this :

Take an illustrative case ; the patient consults his physician, perhaps suffering
from violent paroxysms of sneezing, obscure cough, and other symptoms referable

to some reflex producing agency. The patient goes on unrelieved day after day.
Asthma is finally added to his symptoms, and finally he blooms out into a regular

hay-fever patient. If it is summer the physician tells him he has hay fever
;
if it

is winter he is told he has asthma. At this stage of the disease a polypus is dis-

covered and removed and the reflex symptoms are dissipated, and the patient gets;

well. What is the explanation of that? No attention has been paid to the cen-

tral nervous apparatus ; simple operative work in the nose has secured the result.

In this class of cases the way in which the nervous system is influenced is through
the constant irritation by the foreign body in the nose

;
the irritation of the nerve'

centers, the weariness they experience at being forever called upon to discharge
theii functions. With the removal of the polypus the irritation is taken away
and physiological rest secured for the centers, and in that way the patient gets welL
If the polypus remains unrecognized the condition goes on for years, other organs
are included in the arc of reflex disturbance, changes occur in different organs
which are impossible of eradication, and local treatment alone will lead to tem-

porary relief, but will not effect a permanent cure. In regard to surgery ; it is

called for when surgery is necessary, and it is only necessary when there is some-

thing pathological to be removed from the respiratory apparatus.
Dr. John N. Mackenzie, Baltimore. I omitted to make an important point, and

that is that hay fever does not exist only at one time of the year. I believe it is

like epilepsy, with you day and night, summer and winter. One of the wolst
cases of hay fever I ever saw was a lady in Baltimore, whom I treated for four suc-

cessive Januarys. She never had it in any other month ; it was a marked case of

hay fever, Math asthma. My plan is not to commence with a tonic at the period
of attack, but I commence from six to eight weeks, sometimes three months, before
the expected attack, and I feed the nervous system for all it is worth during that

time
;
and I not only do that but I treat the patient through the year at certain

intervals, depending upon the patient, the character of the case, etc. I treat them
during the entire year as if they were just on the verge of a paroxysm, and one of

the chief difficulties I have is to follow my patients. They will get apparently
well, and will think "this is all humbug ; I don't feel nervous ; I am not going to

have a paroxysm for six or eight months, and I will let the thing drop."
Dr. D. Bryson Delayan. New York City. The Doctor has referred to one of

the most important points in view in bringing forward this discussion. It can
not be too vigorously emphasized. We so often see patients and physicians put-

ting off treatment of this disease until the attack begins. The golden opportu-
nity for treatment, according to my experience, is the interval between the

attacks, especially in those cases where there is present any nasal or constitu-

tional trouble. I have seen cases in which during the intervals between the
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attacks the nasal condition seemed to be normal, and altlioiigli I liavc used iny
best endeavor to find an abnormality, I have not succeeded. How.vtr. we com-

monly have hypertrophic conditions, catarrh, exostosis, nasal polypus, and various

other deformities present, and these conditions persist, t) a jj;reater or less degree,

throughoiit the year. We can all agree to the following propositions : First, tliat

the general condition of the patient should be kept up to the best possible limit ;

; second, that the best opportunity for relieving the patient will be found between

the attacks, when abnormal conditions of the nose should be treated, whether by
surgical or therapeutical measures to be determined by the nature of a given case ;

and, third, that during the attack the treatment applied should have for its prime

object the alleviation of the existing symptoms.
In regard to treatment during the attack. I think it would not be unwise for

this body to place itself on record as distinctly opposed to the indiscriminate and

careless use of cocaine. What one of the gentlemen said with regard to this mat-

ter in his locality might have been said, I think, by everyone present. We all find

it commonly used and commonly abused. It is a source of a gi-eat deal of injury,

and I wish we might go on record as opposing the evil.

Finally, the fact has not been touched upon, although we all recognize it, that

when our therapeutical and surgical means are exhausted certain relief may be

obtained by placing the patient in a proper climate, where he may enjoy immu-

nity from his attacks. I believe that in this class of gases, where the patient can

be sent away during the time he is having his attack, and where he can be treated

between the periods of expected attack, in time tlie attacks may be entirely done

away with in a fair proportion of instances.

Dr. John N. Mackenzie, Baltimore. I wish to indorse what Dr. Delavan has

said in regard to the use of cocaine. I have long since given it up in the treatment

of this disease except as a purely palliative measure. At a meeting of the Laryngo-

logical Association some years ago in Detroit I called attention to the fact, shortly

after the drug was brought over to this country, that the time came sooner or later

when cocaine dilated the blood vessels in the mucous membrane of the throat and

nasal passages, and I think that point is now perfectly well established, and Dr. Dela-

van's denunciation of its indiscriminate use is correct. But there is another point

not generally known, namely, the evil effect menthol sometimes produces. I know
of two cases in the practice of a fellow practitioner in which menthol has given rise

to brain symptoms similar to those cocaine produces. The patients were both sing-

ers and had learned that a little menthol squirted into the nose with an eye dropper

just before they were going to sing would make their voices more resonant, so it

had become their practice every time they w^ere to sing to drop in a little of this

seemingly harmless thing, and finally the friends of one of them noticed that she

was having hallucinations and that her mind was becoming otherwise affected.

This was spoken of to a physician, and when she ceased taking the menthol all her

bad symptoms disappeared. The other case was affected in the same way and on

discontinuing the use of menthol became well again.

THE ULTIMATE PROGNOSIS IN NEGLECTEDADENOID HYPERTROPHY.

By D. BRYSON DELAVAN, M. D., of X.-w York.

The effects of adenoid hypertrophy upon the general well being of the patient

have been so thoroughly exploited during the past ten years that tin v inc. or

should be, abundantly recognized and understood by all practitioners of medicine.

To discuss the injury to the hearing, the deformities of the jaw, the nasal cavities,

the face and the thorax, the defects of speech, or the impairment of nutrition due
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to adenoid hypertrophy would be to present facts which are already sufficiently

familiar. It will be the object of this paper to avoid the above considerations, and

to invite attention to a series of important conditions which, in the opinion of the

writer, are more or less the result of neglected adenoid enlargement, or of incom-

plete removal of it during attempted operation, but which have not always been

recognized as beaiing direct relation with that disease.

The existence of the conditions which we are about to consider must depend

upon the oft-repeated question; Does adenoid hypertrophy, if left to itself, tend to

disappear, leaving the pharyngeal vault in a normal, healthy state? By a uni-

versal consensus of opinion, founded upon common observation, the reply is nega-
tive. Adenoid hypertrophy, if left to itself, will seldom result in spontaneous

cure, no matter what modifications it may undergo, but will usually leave behind

it local pathological conditions which may continue for life, to the permanent
inconvenience and detriment of the patient. This is proved by the frequency
with which the history of preexisting adenoid hypertrophy is traceable in these

cases. The conditions above alkided to are the direct outcome of the structural

changes which occur in the third tonsil, as elsewhere, as the resvilt of long-con-

tinued inflammation. They may be classified broadly tinder two heads: (1) A
condition of permanent enlargement or thickening. (2) A condition of genuine

atrophy. (3) Finally, as a probable subdivision of class 1, we may have the con-

dition known as " Thornwaldt's disease."

Class 1.—The existence of this class of cases is proved without difficulty, since

they are commonly met with in practice and easily recognized. Belonging to it

are several varieties, which may be summarized briefly as follows :

(1) Cases in which the hypertrophy of childhood remains, with slight diminu-

tion in size, until past middle life. Examples of this form may be found in per-
sons well along in life. Indeed, Dr. J. Solis-Cohen has reported one case occur-

ring in a woman of over seventy years of age. Cases are often met with in singers
and speakers whose voices show distinct evidence of the pharyngeal disease, and
who often fail to obtain satisfactory relief until the offending tissue has been

thoroughly removed. The hypertrophy is seldom as pronounced as in childhood,
but a sufficient amount remains to constitute a well-marked projection from the

pharyngeal vault and a consequent interference with the normal amount of space

required for that region.

(2) Cases in which, with considerable diminution in the size of the original

growth, a moderate enlargement remains, which in some cases is subject to acute

attacks of swelling, during which may be developed, temporarily, a well-marked

pharyngeal tumor. In this condition of the vault there often appears, upon exami-

nation, to be nothing more than a simple thickening of the mucous membrane
without especial significance. In reality, it is the remnant of an early hypertrophy,
and constitutes in itself a morbid state, attended with annoying .symptoms. This

particular class of cases presents several interesting features. Often the usual

appearance of the vault differs little from the normal, excepting that the color

may be darker than usual and the surface of the mucous membrane somewhat
less smooth. The application of the finger tip, however, or of the end of a pi-obe,

will demonstrate the presence of a distinct thickening which may be so slight and
so generally distributed as to be overlooked, although overlying the whole vault.

(3) The so-called " Thornwaldt's disease "
is described as being a chronic inflam-

mation of the "pharyngeal bursa," accompanied with some enlargement, and a

discharge from one or more of the crypts or folds at the pharyngeal vault. It

appears to be nothing more than a chronic condition resulting from long-standing

hypertrophy Certainly it is best treated by the same means which are successful

in cases of ordinary hypertrophy, namely, by the removal of the offending tissue.
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In all of the above varieties of pharyngeal disease there is commonly present a

remarkably persistent catarrhal inflammation, in some cases mnch more severe

than in others, and attended with greater disturbance to adjacent parts, but in

nearly all sufficiently well marked to be the cause of distinct annoyance. It is in

such cases also that progressive loss of hearing is apt to occur. While the habit
of mouth-breathing may have been long ago successfully overcome, the effect upon
the voice of the interference with the normal contour of the vault of the pharynx,
caused by the thickened tissue projecting into it, and of the presence of the unnat-
ural secretions which more or less occlude it, is particularly unfortunate, materi-

ally impairing its richness and tone quality even when it does not interfere with

pronunciation.
The second class of cases is one in which the conditions and symptoms are even

worse than those of class 1. In them the soft parts of the pharyngeal vault

have undergone a distinct atrophy. Their anatomical structures have either

been completely destroyed or else so modified that they are no longer able toper-
form their normal functions and the physiological activity of the parts has thus

been destroyed. Local symptoms of a distressing nature also are set up and a

most unfortunate state of affairs is the final result. It is not claimed, of course, that

all cases of atrophic catarrh of the vault are consecutive to adenoid hypertrophy.
On the contrary, it is not uncommon to find this disease in patients who, to all

appearance, and so far as their histories go, have been remarkably free from lymph-
oid enlargements of all kinds. Nevertheless, severe degrees of dry pharyngeal
catarrh are not seldom found in patients in whom unmistakable evidences of pre-

existing adenoids are present.

If the conditions described under class 1 are objectionable, those last mentioned

are far more so, both vdth regard to the discomfort and annoyance which go with

them and to the extreme difficulty which attends their cure. All, however, are

objectionable in a high degree and eminently calculated to add to the burdens of

life, while detracting from the comfort and general usefulness of the patient.

To sum up, it appears : (1) That there are several pathological conditions of the

upper pharynx found in adult life. (2) That these conditions are common.

(3) That where they are present the history of preexisting adenoid hypertrophy
can often be distinctly traced. (4) That the conditions which are present in

these cases of adult disease are such as would have resulted naturally from the

effects of long-continued inflammatory action upon the i)arts concerned. (5) The

above premises being true, it is impossible to avoid the inference that prompt and

efficient treatment of the original adenoid enlargement would have removed the

chief cause of the subsequent disease, and thus have prevented much injury and

suffering.

The great frequency therefore with which disease of the vault of the pharynx,
due to neglected adenoid hypertrophy, is foimd, the serious character of the con-

ditions resulting from it, and the great difficulty often experienced in overcoming

them, all bear testimony to the fact that, on the whole, adenoid hypertrophy does

not tend to spontaneous cure ;
that when present, in any marked degree, it demands

thorough treatment, and finally that if left to itself in the hope of spontaneous
cure the ultimate prognosis is bad.

The practical application of the above conclusions is obvious. Adenoid hyper-

trophy is a disease which is always likely to be injurious. Its effects are not con-

fined to childhood, but may follow the patient as long as he lives ; and with regard
to its treatment, the greatest amount of evil is to be avoided and a maximum of

good obtained by its early, thorough, and complete removal.
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DISCUSSION.

Dr. Price-Brown, Toronto. I would like to ask whether the Doctor finds a gi eater

proportion of cases of hypertrophy in the adenoids in males or females; also

whether there is any direct hereditary tendency to the disease? As a rule, I have
found a larger number occurring in males than females. In children who have
been brought to me for treatment of adenoids, I have frequently found that where
the father had the disease, the sons had it also. I would like to know whether
there is any connection between the two.

Dr. D. Bryson Delavan, New York City. In answer to Dr. Brown. I have not
observed any distinct preponderance in either sex. There is no question as to

the possibility of heredity. Either the child inherits the adenitis itself or he
inherits tertiary sjT)hilis, or tuberculosis, which may develop adenitis, which
amounts to the same thing. As to nationality, that nation will have the most
adenitis which is the most exposed to damp, changeable, chilly weather, and per-

haps to tubei'culosis and the various diatheses that accompany bad climatic sur-

roundings, although in the healthiest American types adenoid enlargement may
be found. The -subject of the paper is the tendency of neglected adenitis to con-

tinue as a source of irritation and disease during adult life, and it was for that

point alone the paper was presented, because I think sometimes this tendency to

degeneration and permanent pathological results is not sufficiently realized.

THE EFFECTS ON THE VOCAL CORDS OF IMPROPER METHOD IN
SINGING.

By H. HOLBROOK CURTIS, M. D.. of New York.

It would be strange indeed if a laryngologist who was daily in the habit of exam-
ining very many throats of singers did not have his attention particularly attracted
to the difference in the appearance of the glottis as the direct result of different

methods of voice production.
Several years ago, as early as 1884, 1 observed that many pupils of a certain pro-

fessor of singing presented marked peculiarities in regard to the position of the
free borders of the vocal bands. The slightly elliptical shape of the chink of the

glottis, which this class of pupils presented in emitting the usual sounds to allow
the proper view of the larynx, led me to inquire as to the particular method of

teaching which would produce in so many throats a typical appearance. I soon
found out that these pupils were in the habit of taking daily exercises almost

entirely on a single vowel, and that single vowel being the letter " o." The vocal
cords appeared striated, with frequently a congested area at their anterior attach-
ment. Frequently a nodule, more or less defined, would be observed about the
center of the free edges on either cord. This is a picture which every laryngolo-
gist will recognize. Another type of which the study is most interesting is that
of a class of pupils undergoing instruction at a conservatory where that pernicious
French method, the so-called stroke of the glottis {coup de glotte) , is daily prac-
ticed. In this type the writer has observed the middle-third of the cords to be

slightly bulged, the cords presenting a convexity in contradistinction to the con-

cavity exhibited in the last group.
These pupils had been singing chiefly on the vowel "a," pronounced as "ah" in

English, and with the emission of each note the middle portion of the cords would
clash, and by constant attrition become hardened and callous. The cords in this

particular type do not usually show congestion ; their appearance is usually of a
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good pearl color, and healthy looking in every way. The complaint which they
make upon consultation is a difficulty in singing the so-called mezzo voce and a
lack of richness of tone and timbre, with extreme weakness of two or three notes
in the upper medium register. It was these two opposite appearances of vocal

cords, which are every day observed in singers' throats, that led to an investiga-
tion of methods employed by the various schools of singing, and has opened up a
field which I think has been entirely neglected, though of the greatest importance
to every laryngologist who has to do with singers.
Two names are intimately linked with the traditions of method in .singing-

those of the elder Lamperti (that illustrious exponent of the best Italian school),
and Mandl, who, by his ingenious arguments, though founded on a false physio-

logical basis, succeeded in completely overturning the art of voice production
which previously had been taught throughout Europe. He substituted in place
of the so-called Italian school a method of abdominal respiration whicli was at

once adopted in the Paris conservatory, and has obtained to within the last three

years an almost universal recognition in the best schools of the Continent.

It is the writer "s purpose, without going too deeply into the history of singing,
to discuss the various methods of respiration and initial tone production, and to

show by a series of experiments made upon individuals the effects of certain meth-
ods of voice building, hoping to arrive at some definite conclusion as regards the

proper exercise and position of the larynx, and consequently proper tension of the

vocal cords during tone emission. For the brief historical sketch which I shall

give I am indebted almost entirely to the able article of Dr. Joal, of Mont-Dore,
which appeared in the Revue de Laryngologie d'Otologie et de Rhinologie. Nos.8,

9, and 10, 1892, Paris. The position which Dr. Joal occupies at Mont-Dore (the
favorite resort of almost all the European artists) has enabled him to consult freely
for a number of years the most distinguished vocal talent in Europe, and his views

upon voice production .should be carefully read by every instructor who wishes to

profit by the exceptional opportunities which that author has enjoyed. One can
not read his able discourse upon the singing voice withoiit feeling that his every
utterance is ex cathedra. In 1842 Beau and Maissait divided the respiration of

singers into three characteristic types—the supei-ior costal, inferior costal, and
abdominal. The superior costal may be illustrated as the breathing of a woman
tightly laced, the respiratory expansion taking place chiefly in the cone of the

thoracic cavity, the upper ribs, collar bone, and sternum rising and falling during
the respiratory act. In the inferior costal type the inferior ribs (commencing with
the seventh downward) are rotated and elevated, the sternum moving only in its

inferior portion, the abdominal wall being contracted during the inspiratory act.

In the true abdominal type, the thorax is supposed to remain completely fixed, the

diaphragm, taking the ribs as a fixed point, lowering the abdominal viscera, thus

distending the wall of the abdomen i:i inspiration. It is this latter type of breath-

ing which has been taught for the last thirty years in France.

Mengozzi, together with the masters of one of the conservatories, determined

upon the follovnng rules illustrative of the breathing of singers:

The respiratory act in singing differs somewhat from that used in speaking.
In-speaking the abdomen is distended in inspiration and recedes in expiration,
while in singing the abdomen must be drawn in during inspiration, returning
slowly to its natural state as the chest contracts in exi»ration: thus retaining as a

negative force the air which has been introduced into the lungs.

In a revision of this method, published in 1866 by Baptiste, these laws are

repeated with the addition of a note by Dr. Mandl (the apostle of abdominal

resfjiration) who advocates the advancing of the abdomen in inspiration. Mandl
carried his point, and his ideas became generally adopted by the conservatory. M.

Bonheur and Dr. Cheval, of Brussels, advocated the superior costal type of breath-
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ing in contradistinction to the method of Mandl. Mandl in his work states that

the larynx becomes very much depressed and the glottis enlarged in the costal

method of respiration. Joal answers him in these words:

We do not find this depression of the larynx referred to in any of our classical

treatises on physiology, anatomy, nor in any of the numerous works which have

appeared since 1855 on laryngology ; consequently we suppose that writers do not
share the ideas-of Mandl on the subject. Besides we have examined a number of

persons whom we engaged to breathe alternately from the abdomen and from the
shoulders. We ourselves, in singing, have often observed the movement of our

larynx and we have never observed that the clavicular inspiration caused the

thyroid to fall.

Nicaise explains this fact by demonstrating experimentally that during strong

inspiration the trachea contracts and becomes shorter, which draws down the

larynx.*
It is verydiificult for a professional man to take cases of distinguished singers

in his own private practice and hold them up by name as models of perfection of

certain types. Joal made the assertion, in an article published in 1890, that great
artists . especially women ,

used the superior costal method. The distinguished critic

of Le Temps challenged Dr. Joal at once to mention some of these artists. The
Doctor responded :

.
I would be happy to gratify Mr. Weber's desire, but it is very difficult for a

physician to go into personalities and to say that a certain singer is using a vocal
method considered disastrous and execrable by masters of criticism.

Melchissedec, however, offered himself as an example of the superior costal

respiration, saying that it had enabled him to sing constantly for tw^enty-five

years. Both his strength of tone and his tremendous endurance, with an almost

perfect glottis, attest that the method has not been injurious to him.

The abdominal method of breathing has many powerful advocates. M. Obin
and M. Faure, for example, speak most highly of it

; Shakespeare, of London,
Behnke, and Lennox-Brown are also its advocates. The instructors of both

methods are very apt to quote great artists as the exponents of their particular
school. Joal cites the case of Rubini, the celebrated tenor, whom Massini and his

pupils declare originated abdominal respiration. Bonheur, on the contrary, states

that he expanded his upper chest, Walshe even going so far as to say that he frac-

tured his collar bone in making a violent effort to reach " B fiat "in " The Talis-

man of Pacini." Lablache and Laget acknowledged that in spite of long and
attentive observation they had not been able to distinguish in the theater how this

illustrious tenor breathed. Joal goes on to state that the famoias Lamperti is

alternately represented as a partisan or opponent of the abdominal type of breath-

ing ; but I think that, having treated many of the elder Lamperti 's pupils and inter-

rogated them very particularly upon this question, I may unhesitatingly affirm

that the elder Lamperti was a strong advocate of the lower costal respiration,

always arguing that the abdominal wall should remain quiet or be slightly drawn
in during inspiration. The evidence of Campanini, Jean de Reszke and Clara

Heyen is in support of the above. Joal says if we except the works of Laget
and Bonheur, we find nowhere the praise of clavicular breathing in men. The
ancient method of the Paris Conservatory and the works of Maunstein, Caruth,
and Maniiel Garcia all advise thoracic respiration by the elevation of the ribs

and drawing in of the abdomen.
If we take up any work on the voice and study the photographic appearances of

the cords during the emission of certain notes, we remark that the cords are not

vibrating longitudinally, but that their free borders approximate, touch, or over-

lap, and that the posterior opening of the chink is longer or shorter, and different

Revue de Medicin, 1889.
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in appearance for each note. I wish to put on record here my opinion of the abso-

lute impossibility of photographing the vocal cords dui*ing the proper emission of

tone, from the very fact that the laryngoscopic mirror placed in the pharynx
interferes with the right focus of the respiratory attack, and it is only possible to

observe the vocal cords in the photograph when the so-called stroke of the glottis

is used in the emission of a note. The photographs of singers' cords and the deduc-

tions which have been drawn from their appearance during the emission of dif-

ferent notes only demonstrate, in every case that I have ever seen, that the larynx
is elevated by the pulling up of the thyroid, the cords relaxed, and the free borders

more or less approximated.
If we ask a singer who is in the habit of using the so-called "high-chest

method" of costal respiration to take a note (the attack entirely taken from the

cords and focused in the masque, bringing into play the harmonics lent by the

sound waves passing behind the uvula and soft jialate), introducing the smallest

possible size of mirror, so that the color given to the note by nature s resonance

pipes, the antra and nasal cavities, will be as little as possible interfered with, we
are surprised to find that on the emission of every note of the soprano medium

register the cords appear equidistant from each other throughout the entire extent

that it is possible to see them.

The part which the intrinsic muscles of the larjmx play in the tension of the

vocal cords becomes an interesting study. It is very easy for us to see by the

depression of the thyroid how the cords must be elongated, but it is extremely
difficult for us to comprehend the minute differences of tension caused by the

movements of the thyro-arytenoid and crico-arytenoid muscles. I have fretjuently

been surprised, upon examination of the vocal cords with the head held down, the

chin resting upon the chest, to find the cords present a beautiful pearly appear-

ance, entirely homogeneous, but upon attempting to show the x^atient his own
cords by an adjustment of double mirrors, the head being slightly thrown back,

upon the same note the cords suddenly have become dusky, semi-congested, and
striated. How much of this is due to the slight elevation of the thyroid cartilage,

and how much to the intrinsic muscles of the larynx or to the relationship between

the chink of the glottis and the trachea, it is difficult to determine. To a careful

study of these differences of tension am I indebted for the discovery of a fact

which I here write about for the first time, the appreciation of which fact, how-

ever, has entirely changed my treatment of the singing larynx, and has caused

me to institute a system of tone exercises by which certain intrinsic muscles of

the larynx are so strengthened that any medical axjplication through the medmm
of sprays, probangs, and, I may say, instrumentation, has ofttimes been entirely

done away with.

If we take a good-sized laryngoscopic mirror. No. 4, for example, and ask a

patient to sing
" E "

or "
Ah," the cords come into view for two reasons : First, the

epiglottis becomes more perpendicular, allowing a better view of the bands, and

secondly, the cords themselves are on a more elevated plane, owing to a slight ele-

vation of the thyroid cartilage and consequent relaxation of the intrinsic tensors

of the cords. In this position we remark that the free borders of the cords come

together in the anterior and central portions, and we are able to study the initial

tone attack, the membrane separating as the tone bursts through the closed chink.

This picture may be said to be an imitation on a small scale of the so-called stroke of

the glottis. In this method of producing a tone, the initial attack being upon the

cords themselves, the central portions of the cords necessarily touch The peculiar

muscular equilibrium which is employed in this mode of attack invites a reflex

elevation of the soft palate, cutting off the oral from the nasal cavities. As we
look at this picture our minds revert to the singing teacher who commands her

pupils to keep their palates up, sing in the back of their heads and strike the glottis.
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Could ever villainy be more compounded ? Let us take the same patient and require
him to sing the same note, but in an entirely different way. We will first ask him
to expand his upper chest, not necessarily by respiration, biit by elevation of

the superior ribs by a muscular effort, at the same time slightly drawing in the

abdominal wall. We now introduce the smallest mirror and ask our patient to

sing "A," pronounced as in "law" or "maw." With this position of the larjntix

and muscular poise, we observe two things : First, the epiglottis does not assume
its most vertical aspect, not inclining as near the perpendicular, and the soft palate
and uvula do not spring upward and backward to make the partition between the

mouth and the naso-pharynx. Different in every respect is the tone produced by
the cords, which may be assumed to vibrate longitudinally, but never touching
each other in the middle portion, even in making the initial attack. The cords

appear narrower, tenser, lower anteriorly, equidistant from each other, more

homogeneous and whiter in color.

These two pictures should be well considered, as they become the basis of criti-

cism in distinguishing the correct and eliminating incorrect methods, on the one

hand, in singer's voices, and of the greatest assistance to the laryngologist in cor-

recting pathological conditions, the result of bad training. The proper apprecia-
tion of these opposite conditions and their effect on the quality of tone imme-

diately calls our attention to the subject of respiration. Within the past three

years the entire theory of musical education has changed in France. The explana-
tion of this change being that there is at present a better appreciation of the influ-

ences bearing upon the production of tone, and a better understanding of the

physiology of the larynx by reason of the advances made in laryngoscopy. Mod-
ern teaching tends to cultivate tone harmonies and sympatica in the voice at the

expense of brilliancy of execution. The same judgment should be exercised in

the training of an individual who proposes to make singing his or her art as should
be employed in advising the painter that his special forte lies in landscapes, rich

in color, to which he may give expression to his imaginative genius, rather than
to the sterner fac simile of portraiture. How many singers we hear whose tech-

nique and brilliant staccato in the Bell Song of Lakme calls forth our admiration
and amazement, but who are absolutely unable to put any sympatica whatso-
ever into the simplest ballad. We should study color harmonies in music in the
same way that they must.be studied in painting. There is no rule for the palpi-

tating sunlight effects and prismatic play of colors in the school of Claude Monet ;

it is certainly a subtle feeling which is given by an ingenious mingling of pure
spectrum colors.

In the human voice, that added coloring of tone which appeals to the heart as
well as to the ear of the listener must be brought about by the employment of
those harmonies which are added to the original tone by intervibrations within
the accessory cavities of the nasal passages. To sing dans le ynasque, as the French

say, is to give this added richness to the initial tone ; but to sing in this manner
requires the sbft palate and uvula to be lowered in the production of tone. Like-

wise, to make the purest initial tone from the cords we must get the utmost pos-
sible tension, which may only be arrived at when the thyroid is depressed ; for, in

proportion as the thyroid is elevated, the cords tend to assume the base of a right
angle triangle instead of its hypothenuse. Several elements beside this enter into

the question of greatest possible tension, one of the most important of which is,

that the trachea be drawn down to assume the position that it takes when the

apices of the lungs are filled to their greatest extent with air. One of the greatest

singers that the world has ever known told me that the reason that he adopted a
fixed high chest was that he had found, after the removal of a papilloma from one
of his cords, that the only way in which he could be at all sure of his voice while

singing was the maintenance of the so-called "high-chest respiration." This is
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easily explained by the fact that in this position the npper ribs remaining fixed,

the apices of the lungs always remain in contact with the thoracic wall, expanded
to their fullest extent, the cords being kept in their state of greatest possible ten-

sion. In this position the breathing becomes entirely inferior, costal, and dia-

phragmatic. The position of the thorax, as indicated above, permits the lungs to

expand to their fullest extent, thus adding a secondary resonance to the voice from
below—a sort of complementary timbre—the fixed upper thorax allowing of the

least possible change of color during tone production.
It is this combination of facial and thoracic tone fortification which gives the

enormous carrying power to tones produced by this method. For a number of

years, before I made a special study and estimated the great significance of these

factors in singing, I have deluged the throats of singers with sedative and astrin-

gent sprays when their cords appeared congested and swollen, often presenting
nodules in their center which I had never previously recognized as being due

entirely to singing with an improperly poised larynx.

I may cite several cases to show you the difference, from a medical standpoint,
in the treatment of the singer's throat, where I now substitute respiratory and
tone exercise for the amelioration of conditions, that I have always been taught
were only to be cured by rest and the diligent use of drugs. The cases I cite are

typical of a class of singers that I have treated with equally good results since I

have made a particular study of the peculiar value of the proper tone production
in the human roice.

The 1st day of January last I was consulted by Miss R., age 23, who had had a
contralto voice of large power, which she had employed constantly for several years,
and had finally, after a prolonged concert tour with a well-known orchestra, entirely
broken down. Her cords were dark red, with a slight nodule in the middle of
either band. She comi)lained of great pain in producing her notes, and her medium
register had no power in it whatsoever. She had been told by two of the best
authorities on the throat that she must not sing a note for a year, and must have
her cords painted with astringent solutions and tone up litr general health. Upon
testing her voice, I remarked an extremely breathy tone and clavicular respira-
tion. In accordance with the principles which I have attempted to demonstrate,
I forbade her speaking a single word for a week, but placed her at once upon the
so-called

" inferior costal resiiiration," maintaining a high chest, and giving her
direction to take a medium '-C" with the chin almost resting upon the clavicle

singing the word '"ma" for five minutes of each hour of the day, the tone first to
be focused in the face with the mouth closed and the attack to break upon the

lips as much as possible on opening the mouth. At the end of seven days the

cords, instead of presenting an elliptical appearance, were straight, and the nodule
was so far rotated upward on either cord tha*: it did not touch the nodule of the

opposite side in the emission of tone. At the end of the week this young lady,
who considered her voice hopelessly destroyed, having acquired a new method of

respiration, sang in a concert. She has since sung regularly in chiirch, in many
oratorios during the winter, and is at present singing three times a week in grand
opera, learning new rdles continually, apparently perfectly restored. She tells

me her voice is far more powerful than she had ever dreamed of.

Case ^.—Miss P. H. consulted me on March 2, in great distress. She was obliged
to sing in a comic opera on that evening or close the theater. Examination showed
inflamed and bulged cords, with great hoarseness in the speaking voice ; middle

register impossible, but the high notes obtained ^vith great effort. I sent her at

once to my assistant, who gave her exercises to maintain tension, and at the end
of an hour's work with tension exercises and inferior costal breathing the cords

responded and she sang with ease.

Case 3.—Misa H. B. consulted me in May, having lost her position as prima
donna by reasfm of loss of voice. Had been constantly treated. Her cords showed
the nodules of attrition, the result of the employment of the cmip de

qlotte
and

faulty respiration. In this case a week's work cause<l the nodules to disappear.
She adopted a proper laryngeal poise and again assumed the leading role.

Obsei'vation.—In this class of cases rest causes a relaxation of the cords and

singing becomes impossible for some time, whereas constant work with tension of

the cords and nonapproximation of the same gives immediate relief.
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Case ^.—Fratilein K. consulted me in the spring. Her cords appeared swollen

and the membrane was injured but not hypersemic. Had been obliged to cancel

her engagements and return to New York for treatment. I recognized the famil-

iar picture and sent her to my assistant, who cured her in a week without other

treatment than the establishment of a proper laryngeal poise.

With many cases like these which I might cite, may I not be excused in calling

attention to what I consider the most important ground principle of the singer's

art, namely, the proper employment of the muscles of respiration, the poise given

the cords, and the proper use of the intrinsic muscles of the larynx, not forgetting

the bringing into play of the accessory resonance cavities of the face, which lend

so much color to the tone, removing entirely from the cords the deleterious effects

of an improper initial attack ?

To rehearse briefly the deductions which I have attempted to draw from my
argument, I maintain that the best method of respiration is the inferior costal or

diaphragmatic, faithfully maintaining the elevation of the upper ribs without

raising the shoulders. Next in importance is the depression of the thyroid car-

tilage, brought about through the agency of the crico-thyroid muscle, and the

pulling down of the trachea by increasing the capacity of the upper lobes of t*he

lung. Be careful that the initial attack is removed entirely from the cords.

Lower the uvula and soft palate that the sound waves may obtain their inter-

current vibrations or harmonics by partly passing into the nasal cavities from

behind. Let lis not fall into the error that the roof of the mouth alone is the

soianding board of the singing voice, for vdthout that added richness and timbre

to be given by calling into play nature's resonance pipes, the nose and its acces-

sory cavities, we may sing, but the singing is at the expense of the coi-ds and the

life of the voice is necessarily shortened. If I have said enough to arouse a new
interest in what I consider a most necessary accessory to laryngology I shall feel

amply repaid for my endeavors to set the theme before you in a clear and com-

prehensive manner.

DISCUSSION.

Dr. John N. Mackenzie, Baltimore. I have nothing to add to the admirable

paper of Dr. Curtis, except to second what he says concerning the vast impor-
tance of vocal gymnastic exercises in the treatment of affections such as lie

describes. In nis office last May I saw a very striking illustration of its power for

good in the person of the first case he has reported. I think this whole question
of vocal gymnastics is going to play a very important role hereafter in the treat-

ment of minor affections of the vocal apparatus.
Dr. H. HoLBROOK Curtis, New York City. I wish to dwell upon the importance

of this question and the interest it should arouse, because, as Dr. McKenzie has

said, it is in the hypersemic conditions where we encounter chronic affections of

the vocal cords from lack of tension, the cords with nodules in the center, where the

person is hoarse in the morning and hoarse after singing. It is in those cases that

gymnastic exercises of the intrinsic muscles do so much good. I took a choir

singer in New York who had lost her voice from a papilloma on the cord. After

scraping the cord I put her on these exercises, and she recovered her voice with a

brilliancy it had never possessed before. She has since adopted this system of

teaching for a livelihood, and does nothing else except give these exercises to

singers, thereby making a very comfortable income. Professional people who go
to her recommend her to others. This has shown me that we have been groping
around for a long time in this condition of the cords, trying to cure them by
electricity and in various ways, whereas the true principle of treatment should

be the cultivation of the proper poise of the larynx, and ijracticing mild tension
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of the cords, in order that they do not touch when making the initial tones. By
taking these exercises constantly, you pull a cord from a bulging condition into

normal straightness without the loss of a day's work, and this is important to

singers and actors. You can take a man with chronic laryngitis, who has per-

haps been drinking a good deal, and in a couple of days he may be put in good

condition, whereas by the old method it would take a couple of weeks.

ASPERGILLUS MYCOSIS OF THE MAXILLARY ANTRUM.

By Dr. JOHN N. MACKENZIE, of Baltimore, Md.

I was not aware until I arrived in Washington that a paper was expected of me.

This fact, together with the intense heat, compels me to read a paper which I have

not yet written. In the early part of last November I presented a case before the

Johns Hopkins Medical Society which will furnish the text formy remarks to-day.

I wish to call your attention to a new disease of the antriim. As far as 1 can

find from consulting literature the condition was never described until I presented
this case, which was that of a young lady who, in 1883, consulted Pr. Theobald, of

Baltimore, on account of pain in the right ear, which he said was as well marked
a case of pure otalgia as one would ever see. This was the usual symptom that

would bring her to see him from time to time. Often there was nothing wrong
to be seen in the ear, but at other times there would be a swelling of the outer

third of the meatus and tenderness on pressure. March 4, 1889, a threatening
furuncle appeared in the auditory canal ;

in October, 1887, an abscess of the lobe of

the ear, which was opened by Dr. Theobald. There never was at any time asper-

gillus in the ear, nor even a condition which would suggest a probability of its

presence. Dr. Theobald first noticed«a swelling on the right side of the face Jan-

uary 7, 1889, and a week later recognized the presence of a disease of the antrum,
she having had a discharge of pus from the nose Avith relief of pain and diminu-

tion of swelling of the cheek in the meantime. February 27, 1891
,
he noticed some

swelling over the root of the nose, with pain over the right eye, and he feared

there was trouble beginning in the frontal sinuses. These symptoms disappeared
later. Dr. Theobald was disposed to think that the disease in the antrum had

something to do with the ear symptom, and perhaps was the chief cause of the

otalgia which she had from time to time. About two years ago lier dentist brought
her to Baltimore in consultation with Dr. James H. Harris, and from the history
which Dr. Harris got of her antral trouble he seemed to think that the trouble was
due in the first instance to caries of a molar tooth pOssibly originating as a variety
of periodontal inflammation, with subsequent antral trouble. The antrum was

opened at that time (the second molar tooth was extracted, and the floor perfo-

rated by a large drill) and an immense amount of pus washed out with a syringe.
She was seen subsecjuently by several general surgeons who insisted upon scraping
out the antrum. She was a little afraid of the operation and declined it. So things
have been going on for the past two years, the antrum being syringed out daily
with various alterative, astringent, and antiseptic solutions. The only drug which
seemed to give her any relief at all was nitrate of silver in strong solution. This

would stop the discharge for a week or two, and then it would become as bad as

ever.

One of the chief points of interest in this case was the passage from the antrum
of large qtiantities of false membrane. You all know that Ziickerkandl, who, above

all other German investigators, has thrown light upon antral troubles, says that

the structure of the antral mucous membrane is such as to preclude the formation

of false membrane; therefore he denies the possibility of any diphtheritic membrane

forming in the antrum. This case, of course, overthrows this postulate of Zucker-
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kandl's. The membrane was a well-formed false membrane and it was passed from
the antrum in large quantities during weeks and weeks. I obtained some of the

membrane and sent it to Dr. Flexner, assistant pathologist at the Johns Hopkins

University. Dr. Flexner has all my preparations, and as he is in Europe now I am
not able to show you the beautiful work he has done, but shall have to content

myself with a description of the microscopical appearance.
The membrane consists of three layers. The first layer consists of a mass of

round cells with some loose epithelium of the mucous membrane of the sinus.

The second layer is ai^parently one of pure necrosis, which does not stain. Upon
this layer rests a mass of the so-called aspergilli. Dr. Flexner inclines to the belief

that it is the aspergillus fumigatus. The aspergillus sends its spores in two direc-

tions, off from the free surface and down into the deep layers.

The subject of asj^ergilhas infection is receiving some .attention at the present

day. Apparently very little is known about it. Of course we are all familiar

with the fact that the aspergillus frequently infects the auditory canal and is also

found on the cornea. The variety that is found in the audikjry canal and on the

cornea is the aspergillus niger, which is the least infectious of the three main
varieties of aspergillus ; these are the niger, the flavus, and the fiimigatus. There
seems to be more danger connected wdth the fumigatus than with either of its

brethren, the niger or the flavus. Aspergilhis infection is quite common among
some birds, for example, the dove and various other smaller birds. Flugge states

that it is found quite commonly in zoological gardens among the animals, asper-

gillus fumigatus being the variety most often met with ; it is inhaled and sets up
a pneumonia, which differs from ordinary pneumonia in that it proceeds rapidly
to necrosis of the lung tissue.

Aspergilli seem to flourish best on moist soil and on mucous membranes where
the epithelium has become moistened and loosened ; they are sometimes produced
by injections of oily matter. I have very carefully gone into the history of this

case and find no reason to l)elieve that at any period of her trouble was fluid

injected into the antrum wliich might have brought the aspergillus spores. They
may have lain there dormant for months. According to the natural history of

these parasites, they may remain on a membrane a considerable time before evi-

dence of their existence is forthcoming. We rarely see parasites in the nasal pas-

sages or the accessory cavities in our climate ; they are found in southern climates,
as you know. As I have not the sections here to show you, I will read a short

extract from Dr. Flexner's report :

The thickness of the separate layers did not exceed 3 to 4 mm. and the membrane
was found to be very friable. Sections showed on microsci^pical examination sev-
eral layers. The undennost layer was composed of polyniiclear leucocytes. This
varied in thickness in different parts and formed about one-third of the entire
thickness of the false membrane. A few cells of a different type, larger, with
more protoplasm and vesicular nuclei, being sometimes flat and scale-like, and
again narrow, elongated, and columnar, were present in the layer of leucocytic
aggregation. These epithelial cells presented evidences of degeneration in the
staining iiroperties of the protoplasm as well as in the shriveled appearance and
diffuse staining of the nuclei. Above the layer of leucocytes an indefinite sub-
stance was found, composed of granules and fiber-like processes which stained

poorly in haematoxylin and eosine. But in the specimens stained in Weigert's fibrin
stain this layer was seen to be felted and composed in large part of mycelia of a
fungus. The uppermost layer of the membrane is composed of branches from the
mycelia below, bearing on their summits the fruit-bearing heads. The fungus
was recognized as belonging to the aspergilli, and Dr. Lotzy, who examined the
specimen, finds it to be the aspergillus fumigatus.

This subject which I have brought before you is a twice-told tale ;
I have pre-

sented it to the Johns Hopkins Society and the American Laryngological Associa-

tion. As far as I can make out, this is an entirely new disease added to our list

of antral affections.

S. Ex. 3G 99
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DISCUSSION.

Dr. Merrick. Dr. Mackenzie has certainly presented a very interesting paper,
but I should like to know what means of treatment were adopted and with what

degree of success.

Dr. Mackenzie. I only saw the case twice in consultation. The patient lives

at a distance fcom Baltimore, and I have not yet received the final report of her

attending physician. All sorts of things were used—nitrate of silver, zinc, iron,

iodoform packing, and almost everything you could think of. The only thing that

seemed to do any good, and that only temporarily, was the application of a strong
solution of nitrate of silver to the antral cavity. Of course the only way to get
rid of the trouble is to scrape the disease out of the antrum, but that she will not

have done.

HYSTERICAL APHONIA AND DEAFNESS.

By E. FLETCHER INGALS, A. M., M. D., of Chicago. 111.

Hysterical aphonia is so common that little of interest can be said concerning

it, but hysterical deafness is comparatively rare. I find reports of a few cases,

but have never met with it myself, excejiting in a single instance, a brief history
of which I think will be of interest to this congress. The case is that of Miss

P. A. J., aged 23 years, and a teacher by profession, who recently came to

America from Ceylon. She had been annoyed for three years by weakness of

the voice, and occasionally by complete aphonia, and had been slightly deaf.

About two years ago, while making an ocean voyage, she was greatly alai-med by
a rat springing upon her. Immediately thereafter she lost the sense of hearing,
and since that time has been so deaf that she could not hear ordinary conversa-

tion, and could only understand when addressed in very loud tones with the

person's lips close to her ear.

When she came to see me, in the early part of July, 1893, she was still extremely
nervous, and complained of dryness in the throat, inability to speak excepting
in a whisper, and deafness so great as to require shouting to enable her to hear.

Her general health was good ;
there was no history of predisposition to disease ;

pulse 100, temperature 100
°

; no cough or expectoration ; appetite fair, and diges-
tion normal. The hearing, tested by an ordinary watch, showed that no sounds
whatever were appreciated even when the watch was placed in contact with the

ear or temporal bones. The left membrana tympani Avas considerably thickened
;

the right normal. There was no congestion of the larynx, and the cords were
well approximated on attempted phonation ;

but this condition could not be main-

tained. She talked only in a whisper, but upon directing her to sound the letter

"a,"' while examining her larynx, I found that shecould easily produce loudsounds.
The excitation of pulse and elevation of temiierature were temporary. I applied
a mild astringent spray to the larjTix and a solution of menthol, 5 gi-ains to the

ounce of liquid albolene, to the Eustachian tubes, through the naso-pharynx, the

application being made by a long-tipped Davidson's No. 59 atomizer, which was
introduced back of the palate, the spray being driven in A\ath an air pressure of

15 pounds, while the nostrils were tightly closed. She was given internally ber-

berine muriate, 1 grain ; extract of valerian, 2 grains, and strychnine sulphate in

doses of one-twentieth of a grain, which I proposed to increase rapidly to one-

tenth or even one-eighth of a grain. Three days later it was noted that she felt

something better, stating there was a "softening" in the ears, and seven days
after the first treatment her friends stated that she occasionally spoke aloud,

though in a low voice, and that her hearing was decidedly improved. At this time
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the close of strychnine was increased to one-sixteenth of a gi'ain, and three days
later to one-twelfth of a grain, fonr times daily. Four days later it was increased

one-tenth of a grain and combined with extract of valerian, 2 grains, and asafoetida,

3 grains, which she took for five days, when (nineteen days after the beginning)

one-eighth of a grain of strychnine was ordered in the same combination. This

she took four times before the toxic effects of the strychnine became manifest. It

was continued, notwithstanding the spasms, for two days subsequently and then

rediiced to two doses per day for five days. The convulsive movements continued

to occur at evening for a couple of days after diminution of the quantity of strych-

nine, and then disappeared. The following day the friends rei)orted that her hear-

ing was greatly improved. Two days later (one montli after beginning treatment)
her hearing was aj)parently much im]u-oved for ordinary conversation. She talked

aloiid much of the time, but occasionally lapsed into whispers. The dose of strych-
nine was again increased to one-tenth of a grain four times a day and given in com-
bination with extract of valerian, 3 grains. The strychnine will be continued in

sufficient doses to cause slight twitching of the muscles, electricity will be used,
and at the same time some simple topical application containing a small amount
of menthol, for its physical effect. The case is still under treatment.

DISCUSSION.

Dr. S. K. Merrick, Baltimore. This case is certainly one of great interest, the

like of which I have never seen. I have, of course, had cases of hysterical aphonia.
I woulil like to ask whether Dr. Ingals considers this a case of uncomplicated
hysterical deafness? I understood him to say there was some reddening of the

membrane. It occurs to me the length of time in securing results might throw
some doubt upon the question of its being entirely of hysterical origin. Within
the last six months a young girl came to my office, accompanied by her sister as

spokeswoman. *She was unable to speak at all except in a whisper. She said

she felt perfectly well otherwise
; there was no history of hysteria, nothing to indi-

cate that it was a case of hj^sterical aphonia, yet on closer examination I found the

larynx perfectly normal. There is one suggestive point in Dr. Ingals's paper—
one remedy I had never used until I used it in this case. I was satisfied of the

diagnosis and assured the girl that her voice would be instantaneously cured—it had
been three days since she had spoken. It occurred to me menthol would be an
excellent thing to use. She took three inhalations with 20 pounds pressure, and

immediately spoke, talking as well as anybody, and she has never had any subse-

quent trouble. I think we usually get good results very quickly in these cases if

there is no other element standing in a causative relation. ,

Dr. H. HoLBROOK Curtis, New York City. I have had one case of hysterical

aphonia associated with deafness, but it never occurred to me until I heard this

paper that there was an association between the hysteria and the deafness. The
cure was made in the following way: The lady went out sailing, and in going
ashore on a small boat stepped on the rail and went down between the boat and
the yacht. She screamed for help, and from that moment she spoke; and, as I

remember now, her deafness is much better
;
in fact, I have not heard her allude

to it since. In all the cases I have seen of ajjhonia which might be considered

hysterical, I have observed that there was a thickening of the ventricular bands.
Dr. James E. Logan, Kansas City, Mo. For the last two weeks I have been

attending a case, not of hysterical deafness, but of hysterical aphonia, which was
pronounced, but did not recover as I expected it to, and I simply state the case in

order that I may get some information in regard it. 1 have made a close examina-
tion of the case. I can see the condition of the larynx perfectly, and the only thing
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1 can find there is a considerable thickening of the ventricular bands, but no
inflaiuniation. She has spoken in a whisper for six months, but when I ask her to

sound the letter "a,'' or "ah." she speaks it distinctly, and she coughs distinctly.
She was sent to me by physicians in Indian Territory with what they thought was
tubercular laryngitis. There is no evidence of bacilli, no enlargement except of

these bands. I can look down the trachea and can find no evidence of ulceration.

I sjiw a little granulation in the anterior commissiii'e, but with an application of

chromic acid it passed away ;
but it was above the vocal cords and could have given

no trouble in that respect. I can not bring al)out a relief or cure of her condition.

She is now at my home, and I am anxious to find something that will relieve her.

Tliis (question of hysterical deafness is certainly very interesting. I would like

to know the condition of the patient's ear previous to this deafness coming (jn, as

it seems Dr. Ingals foimd considerable thickening of the left membi'ane ; in that

event she certainly could not hear very well out of the left ear, but the right ear

being normal makes up for the deficiency, and being so totally deaf I should think

was due to the hysterical condition. This question of hysterical aphonia is inter-

esting to me, because I have had several cases and have not been able to relieve

them as soon as I thought they ought to be relieved. The patient I si)eak of is a

little Indian woman of nervous temperament, with great vitality ; she makes

every effort to speak, but says it hurts her.

Dr. Mackenzie. I think we cure these cases more by i)sychical impression than

anything else.

Dr. Logan. I woiild like to say that I tried that on my last case : I set a day
for operation, and told the lady when the operation was performed I would have
her speaking. I went down with a long forceps and played around in the larjaix
for awhile. She was very much wrought up about it. I knew I was not accom-

plishing anything, for I had nothing to accomplish. It made no such impression.
When I have her go through the scale the ventricular bands do not move at all,

but the cords act perfectly ; the bands do not seem to obstruct the action of the

cords at all. But the moment she loses sight of my constant effort to have her

speak audibly the sound is but little above a whisper, and the ventricular bands

approximate within two-thirds of their surface.

Dr. Price-Brown, Toronto. I would like to say a word in regard to the treat-

ment of Dr. Ingals's cases. As I understand it, he places much more Stress upon the

importance of strychnine than menthol, but the point I wish to make is the possi-

bility of the cumulative effect in giving strychnine in increasing doses for such a

long period. I should be afraid to give it in that way and still have the spasmodic
effect of the strychnine. I would like to have the experience of others on that

point, because we might be inclined to give strychnine in increasing doses in neu-

rotic cases, and it is a question with me whether it would \>r swlr to do so. I

think in this case the strychnine produced the cure and thai the menthol did not

have much to do with it.

Dr. E.Fletcher Ingals, Chicago. The question asked as to whether the case

I reported was entirely hysterical I think was answered in the paper. There had
been slight deafness before the fright ; there was some thickening of the drum
membrane. The suggestion that the length of time required to obtain relief threw
some doubt upon the hysterical natiireof the affection, reminds me tliat hysterical

patients are not always cured promptly. I recall one case of hysterical aphonia
that I treated for a year and a half before I succeeded in effecting a cure. She had
been aphonic for five years before I saw her. I have seen many patients in whom
the hysterical symptoms have not disappeared promptly that were cured by a few
weeks of treatment I suggested placing reliance upon the sulphate of strychnine,
which I use, and I am glad to speak of it again, because it is, to my mind, the most

important remedy we jiussess in the treatment of hysterical aphonia, and it was
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for that reason I gave it in hysterical deafness. It may be given vpith safety and

benefit for a long time and in large quantities. I have given to various patients

one-eighth of a grain four times a day for weeks, though I begin with about one-

twenty-fourth of a grain and reach the large dose gradually. I do not expect to

obtain any decided benefit from it until I get the muscles to twitching. I

recently saw a patient who had been under my care two years ago for laryngitis,

which appeared to be tubercular. After considerable improvement she went to

her home in Iowa, and when she returned recently her larynx was practically

normal, bxit she could not talk aloud, the aphonia being of only about two weeks'

standing. I placed her upon the sulphate of strychnine, running up the dose to

one-tenth of a grain four times a day before I obtained clonic contraction of the

muscles. A day or two afterwards she had two or three convulsions, which were

(luite frightful to herself and friends, but whi(;h had the desired effect of restoring
her voice. As to the danger in continued use of this drug, we may get what is

called the cunmlative effect, but I think there is no harm from it, so long as we
increase the dose gradually and watch the patient. As soon as convulsive move-

ments occur the dose is diminished or the remedy temporarih' suspended. When
a patient has once been brought fully under its influence we usually find that two-

thirds of the dose that had been taken previously can not be borne afterwards.

My rule is to gradiially increase the dose until I get .the toxic effects of the drug
and then reduce the amount until it causes only slight twitching at times, and to

continue this, if necessary, for three or four weeks. This remedy will accomplish
more for the cure of hysterical aphonia than any other drug or method I have ever

used. A qiiestion was raised regarding phonatory approximation of the ventricii-

lar bands. I am sure that they are closely approximated in some cases, for I well

remember one in which it was impossible to see the tone cords during phonation
because the ventricular bands always closed first.

ELECTRICAL ILLUMINATOR.

By Dr. D. BRYSON DELAVAN, of New York City.

I have been experimenting for several j'ears with the view of evolving a con-

venient and practical electrical illuminator, and have here the product of that

experimentation. It has been in use for a year and a half, and with success. The

disadvantages of illumination by gas of course are obvious. The fact that gas
evolves a large amount of heat and a certain amoimt of smoke and deleterious

vapor, and that we are obliged to stay in our offices many hours each day and may
thus suffer directly from its use, is a matter of common observation. It is desir-

able that electric light should be utilized, not only for the sake of health, but for

the reason that in it we have a light that is manageable, the color of which is

stable and uniform, and which in every respect is vastly more convenient than

gas. The ordinary incandescent lamp with a single horseshoe loop, the ordinary

loop filament, can not be adapted to our purpose by means of any mechanism I

have been able to find. The objection to it is that the shadow or form of the loop
filament is always in sight, no matter throiTgh how many series of reflectors it

may be thrown. The reflection of the incandescent filament is dazzling to the eye
as one looks into the laryngoscopic mirror, while the region in its neighborhood
is in shadow. In order to adapt the light to our purposes it was necessary to

make a new lamp and do away wnth the ordinary loop filaments. Many varieties

of lamp were tried, the object of all being to concentrate the light as nearly as

possible at one point, instead of distributing it through a long loop. The lamp
finally selected is furnished with a single filament which has four convolutions,
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the object being to collect a strong, uniform mass of light at one point. That
mass of light, when the lamp is held horizontally, is distributed with fair uni-

formity in the lamp itself ; not sufficiently so, however, to serve our purpose. In
other words, if this light were to be thrown directly on the head mirror and
reflected into the pharynx of a patient, it would be dazzling and uneven. In order
to overcome this we throw between the light and the head mirror a small plano-
convex lens, such as is used in the ordinary Mackenzie condenser. This materially
distributes the light, takes away its dazzling properties, and causes it to be dis-

tributed pretty evenly over the surface of the reflector. In order to make the
distribution of the rays perfect I used for some time a lamp with a ground-glass
shade. This was expensive, however, about 80 per cent of the ilhtminating power
being lost. Iiistead of this a plain lamp was substituted and the surface of the
lens itself was ground. By this means a sufficient distribution of light is obtained
to throw it evenly over the surface of the head mirror and to secure a perfect
illumination from the latter. In short, a 40-candle-power Edison lamp with a

peculiar filament is set horizontally in a hollow cylinder, the latter being merely
a case to hold the lamp. The plano-convex lens is fastened to one end of the cylin-
der and the electric plug with the lamp to the other end. The current derived
from the street is regulated by means of a common shut-off, the whole is mounted
upon a suitable stand, and the apparatiis is complete. I have used it in one form
or another for the last two years, the last year and a half in the shape it is here-

with presented, for all my examinations, and since using this particular 4-spiral fila-

ment lamp have had no difficulty whatever. One objection to the lamps of other

varieties formerly used was that they qui(^kly burned out. I have two lamps now
which have been in constant use for over six months and which seem as good as

ever, the lights having been in use several hours every day. The apparatus is

made by the Edison Manufacturing Company, No. 110 East Twenty-third street,
New York.

Dr. Ingals. I would ask whether the rays of light leaving the apparatus are

divergent, parallel, or convergent?
Dr. DelayAN. They are convergent.

REPORT UPON CASES OF TUBERCULAR LARYNGITIS TREATED IN
COLORADO SPRINGS.

By S. EDWIN SOLLY, M. D.

I desire to report to you the general features and results of 45 cases of laryngeal
tuberculosis treated by me in Colorado Springs, which i)lace stands at an altitude

of 6,000 feet. I have gathered together "250 cases of pulmonary tuberculosis, and
the 45 cases are all of these in which there was unmistakable evidence of laryngeal
tuberculosis. These 250 cases are not all the cases of pulmonary or laryngeal tuber-

culosis treated by me during the eighteen years of practice in this region, but are

all that I had opportunity to follow out, and watch, and obtain such knowledge of

as would enable me to speak definitely of their progress and results, and in order
to allow a reasonable time to have elapsed before reporting I have takcm no cases

that were seen for the first time in the past two years and only those tliat were
treated by me personally. As far as these conditions allowed the cases were taken
as they happened to come and may be considei-ed a fair sample of what the total

of the cases would probably show if all the records had been complete, and this

opinion as regards the whole 2.50 cases is confirmed by their similarity in (quality
and results to the cases reported by other observers treated in this and similar alti-

tudes. I could obtain no reports of laryngeal cases alone to compare them with;
as to results, reports of cures of laryngeal tuberculosis after treatment are reported,
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but none that I knew of that have been any length of time under observation. It

will be observed that in the duration of the disease there is a relative likeness

to reports of cases in low climates as given by others and also a close resemblance

in the i^ercentage of laryngeal cases among the whole number of those with pul-

monary tuberculosis, while the percentage in whom ulceration was found is close

to that from Schroetter's autopsies though smaller than Willigk's or Mackenzie's.

It is therefore, I believe, fair to infer that the cases are of an average quality, and this

is shown by their resemblance to the reports of pulmonary tuberculosis treated at

an altitude made by other observers. While these results could not have been

obtained without treatment, yet in many of the cases similar treatment previously
used in low climates failed of any such results.

Frequency of lar-yngeal tuberculosis among cases of phthisis.

Larynx involved.

Number
of oases.

Per cent.

Laryngeal ulcera-
tion found.

Number
of cases.

Per cent.

Mackenzie
Louis ---

Heinze -..

Willigk autopsies -

Scliroetter .-

Solly

100
lie

1,226

33
33.6
30.6

250 28

100

1,317
723
250

13

13.8

Twenty-five of the laryngeal cases showed clear signs of tubercular infiltration,

which had not, however, proceeded to ulceration at the time of the first examina-

tion, thongli some of them did subsequently, while 20 cases had ulceration as well

as infiltration when first seen.

The average duration of the nonulcerated cases from the date of their first

symijtoms up to the present time or death was 6 years, while of 17 of these

cases who improved and are living the average duration is 13 years, and of the 8

who are worse or dead it was but 3 years 10 months. Total average duration of

the 20 cases with ulceration was 3 years 2 months ;
of 5 cases that improved

and are living it was 8 years 5 months ; while of the fatal and deteriorated cases

it was 2 years. Of the deteriorated cases, with and without ulceration com-

bined, the average duration was 2 years and 7 months. This is somewhat longer
than the 2-years' limit given by Bosworth for all laryngeal cases.

With regard to position of the ulcers, dividing them by the situation of the first

or most marked ulcer, it was found upon the false cords in 20 per cent, on the com-
missure in 30 per cent, and u^jon the epiglottis in the same proportion ; uj)on the

arytenoids in 45 i^er cent and upon the true cords in 50 per cent.

Of the non-ulcerated cases 40 per cent were in the first stage, 32 per cent in the

second, and 24 per cent in the third. Of those with ulceration 20 per cent were
in the first stage, 30 per cent in the second, and 50 per cent in the third ; thus

showing a close relation between the condition of the lungs and throat.

The results are placed under the following heads: Cured, greatly improved,

improved, and worse. These terms apply to the entire condition and not to the

throat alone. The cured are those from whom all signs of ill health have disap-

peared and who have remained well not less than two years. The greatly improved
are those who are practically well, but yet show some signs of trifling disability,

or have not recovered long enough to be pronotmced cured. The improved are

those who, while they may have suffered and are still sufi'ering from their battle

with disease, yet show a tendency to recovery, but are still on uncertain ground.
The worse include all the fatal cases and the few still living whose tendency is

downward.
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Seventy-eight non-laryngeal cases cured, 36 greatly improved, 30 improved, 57

worse.

Laryngeal cases.—Non-ulcerated : 9 cured, 7 greatly improved, 3 improved, 3

died, 2 worse. Ulcerated: 3 cured, 2 greatly improved, 1 improved, 10 died.

Total laryngeal: Cured It, greatly improved 9, improved 4, died 10, worse 2.

Grotiping together the cured, greatly improved, and improved, under the head
of improved, we find of the whole 250 cases of phthisis 72 per cent improved. But
of the 45 laryngeal cases only 49 i^er cent improved. The non-ulcera,ted cases, how-

ever, showed 08 per cent, and the ulcerated only 25 i)er cent improved. Taking
the condition of the throat without regard to the ultimate fate of the patient, the

results were much better, there being local permanent arrest of disease in 04 per

cent, besides 5 cases which healed temporarily. Among the non-ulcerated cases,

alone, 08 per cent showed a return to normal appearance in the larynx, while

among the ulcerated cases. 50 per cent healed permanently and 3 cases, in addition,

temporarily. Witli regard to the position of the ulceration the results were : Com-
missure, 33.3 per cent improved ;

true cords, 30 per cent; epiglottis, 17 per cent,

while of the arytenoids and falss cords none improved. To recapitulate, it may
be said that of the Avhole number of cases, viz., 250, a little more than 2 out of 3

improved. Of the 45 who had laryngeal disease, 1 out of 2 improved. Of the 25

cases in whom there was laryngeal tubercular infiltration without ulceration, a

little more than 2 out of 8 improved, while of the 20 in whom there was laryn-

geal tubercular ulceration only 1 in 4 improved, but of the 205 cases without laryn-

geal disease there was improvement in nearly 3 out of every 4 cases, tin? exact

reverse of the laryngeal ulcerated cases. This shows, as was to be expected, that

the larj^ngeal complication reduces the chance of improvement, and wlien it has

proceeded to ulceration does so to the extent of 3 to 1. But even then, according
to the opinions expressed by laryngologists practicing in low climates, these are

far better results than have been obtained, and shows, I believe, that similar

beneficial, retarding, and often curative effects which have been demonstrated in

pulmonary tuberculosis treated in Colorado and other high climates are exhibited

in laryngeal tuberculosis. That the results are not quite as good, thougli rela-

tively so, is of course to Ije expected, as in all of these cases, and I have never

seen a laryngeal tuberciilosis without an accompanying pulmonary tuberculosis;

there was the double disease and therefore the double burden to bear. Moreover,
there is little doubt that the laryngeal complication in almost all, if not in all cases,

indicates a tendency to a free dissemination of tubercle and generally an absence of

any self-limiting tendency. There are undoubtedly some cases in which the laryn-

geal tuberculosis is derived from a local inoculation from the sputum from the

tuberculous lung lodging on the abraded mucous membrane, but clinical observa-

tion leads me to believe that in the great majority of the casf's the infection

starts from within and not from without.

Taking the results upon the laryngeal disease alone, irrespective of tlie ultimate

recovery or deterioration of the patient on account of the accompanying lung

disease, we find that in 64.2 per cent there was arrest, and if we consider also the

five in whom there was temporary healing, whicli broke down again under the

strain of the last weeks of fatal pulmonary suppuration, we see that the percent-

age of improvement in the local laryngeal symptoms is not very far short of that

of the simple pulmonary cases.

"While I believe that, contrarj' to what was a common impression, viz., that

high climates are injurious per se to tubercular laryngitis, they are positively

beneficial, speaking as a generality ; yet such results as I report could not be

reached without in the majority, esi>ecially in the ulcerated cases, of careful local

treatment. As Bosworth truly writes, after advocating topical measures, "in no

ulcerative process, probably, are we able to detect in a less degree any reparatory
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effort on the part of nature than in tubercular ulceration," and yet instances of

spontaneous cicatrization have been reported by Bouveret, Virchow, Jarvis, and

others. With regard to tlie nature of the treatment, it must vary according to

the appearance of the parts from day to day, and all routine treatment is wrong.
But in sjjeaking of general principles, it may be said that the first essential is the

toilet of the throat; that is, the removal of mucus, pus, etc., and the vi^ashing of

the membrane, and this is in most cases best procured and with the pleasantest

effects by a free spraying with Dobell's solution. The old injunctions were to use

sedatives and avoid stimiilants to a tubercular larynx. Now, in the majoi'ity of

cases if tlie choice lay only between sedation and stimulation, I would say stimu-

late, while there is, often continuously and generally at the onset, hypersemia and

hyperaesthesia of some of the parts, yet the underlying condition is an anaemic

one, the congestions are chronic, not acute, and the real good of treatment almost

invariably comes from stimulation ranging froiji the mild stimulation of weak
menthol and nitrate of silver solutions, etc., to the cauterization with lactic acid,

and the scraping with the curette of ulcerated surfaces. Cocaine should of course

be used to avoid pain of treatment, while for pain at other times a spray of anti-

pyrine will generally give a more prolonged relief.

I should extend this paper beyond its proper limit were I to enter further into

the details of treatment, but I may mention that astringents, iodoform, etc., are

often of service. I believe in using the cotton applicator, the powder blower, and

the spray, as the case demands; also, I must mention the valuable aid I derived

from the Sass inhaler, particularly with the use of benzoin inhalations.

•To conclude, it may be said that the foregoing facts would indicate that while

tuberciilar laryngitis is always a grave complication at an altitude, as elsewhere,
and when advanced is almost invariably fatal, yet in the earlier and medium cases

high climates, with appropriate treatment, afford relatively, though not actiially,

as good a chance of arrest or delay in laryngeal as in pulmonarj^ tuberculosis.

CLINICAL NOTES OF CASES OF TUBERCULAR ULCERATION OF THE
LARYNX, TREATED BY THE KRAUSE METHOD AT THE THROAT
AND CHEST CLINIC OF THE EMERGENCY HOSPITAL.

By T. MORRIS MURRAY, M. D., of Washington, D. C.

In 1880, Professor Krause read his now famous paper before the laryngological
subsection at the fifty-ninth meeting of German naturalists and physicians at

Berlin, in which he asserted that, when great debility was not present, under
which circumstances he always advised against the treatment, no tubercular

ulceration with which lactic acid comes in direct contact refuses to heal. He
reported 14 cases successfully treated in this manner. To Heryng, of Warsaw,
belongs the distinction of having first employed effective surgical procedure in

the treatment of tubercular ulceration of the larynx. In his book upon the sur-

gical treatment of tubercular ulcerations of the larynx he reports 18 cases success-

fully treated in this manner alone. Kraiise has an article in the May number,
1889, of the Therapeutsche Monatschrift, in which he gives the history of 71 cases

treated with lactic acid and the curette from 188o to 1888, inclusive. Of these, up
to the time of publication, 1889, 38 remained improved in condition, 7 dead, but
not as a result of tubercular laryngitis, 8 the result unknown, 13 still under

treatment, 8 sick when treatment was stopped, 8 died unhealed. At the Berlin

congress in 1890 a day was given to the discussion of the treatment of laryn-

geal tuberculosis, and it was almost unanimously agreed that when properly
treated with the curette and lactic-acid applications the disease was curable.
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The literatiTre upon this subject, particularly in the European journals, is

voluminous. In America articles have been contributed by Delavan, Major.

Weed, and others. One of the most recent publications is that of Dr. Helary, of

Paris, in which he contrasts the medical with the surgical treatment of laryngeal
tuberculosis. The conclf.sions at which he arrives are as follows : First. Laryn-

geal txiberculosis is not benefited by medical treatment. Second. Surgical treat-

ment, on the other hand, ameliorates, in a certain way, dysphagia, dyspnoea,

dysphonia. Third. Curetting Ihe larynx causes the disappearance of the troubles

of respiration and permits the avoidance of tracheotomy in certain forms of tuber-

culous laryngitis. Fourth. The extirpation of the infiltrated arytenoid masses

has the most happy influence upon the dysphagia which it always calms. In per-

mitting the patient to eat who is literally dying of hunger it prolongs his exist-

ence and contributes to the relief of the general condition. Fifth. Endolaryngeal

operations are not followed, save in absolutely exceptional cases, by serious acci-

dent. Sixth. They have a happy action iipon the ulterior evolution of the ]nil-

monary tuberculosis, the jirogress of which seems to be retarded. Seventh. Sur-

gical treatment does not act as a palliative merelj' ; it can also, but in rare cases,

cure laryngeal phthisis, as is proven by pathologic anatomy and in the clinic.

Eighth. Curative treatment can l)e obtained in three ways: (1) By curetting
the larynx, the more ordinary method ; (3) by laryngo fissure, a procedure rarely

employed ; (3) extirpation of the larynx, an operation which has yielded one or

two successes, biit which must be rejected by reason of its too great gravity.
I have given these conclusions in full, because they embody so nearly the results

of my own experience. I can not agree with him however if. as I understand him,
he means to eliminate lactic acid in the treatment of tubercular ulcerations. I

regard it as an indispensable aid in the treatment of many, if not most, of these

lesions. Certainly this is true if the operations are done by any but the most
skilled in such surgical procedure, and under such exceptional circumstances I

think it has its value, producing coagulation upon the cut surfaces. It does away
with reinfection from the pulmonary trouble, which nearly always exists in such
cases.

In reporting the following cases treated under my direction at the Emergencj'
Hospital of this city, I can claim nothing original in their management, scarcely

anything of interest in their history. They are offered as a small contribution to

the existing statistics.

Case 1.—A. S.
, Avhite, female. Father healthy ; mother died of throat trouble of

foiir moTiths' duration, and had cough before this developed; brother died at 1(5

of phthisis ; sister living, asthmatic. Consultedme January 16, 1891. Hadalwaj'S
been subject to colds, and in January, 1890, had grippe which lasted three weeks.
A slight cough remained, from which she never entirely recovered. The following
May the patient was treated by a laryngologist in this city for throat trouble and
bronchitis. There was an ulcer which she could see upon left wall of i)harynx ; the

eiriglottis was said to be affected. In Jiily she went to the country, and pharyngeal
ulceration was healed in three weeks by ai)plication of sulphur. The summer was
silent at Cai)e May. General health much improved ; gained 7 or 8 pounds in

weight. InSeptember,hadanattackof pleurisywhich lasted for .six weeks, and left

her with adistressing coiagh. January 10, 1 891 , had pain for first time and difficulty
in swallowing ; no night sweats or hiBmoptysis ; no evening elevation of tempera-
ture. Appetite and digestion good; sleep disturbed by cough; mcjnstruation
normal ; voice impaired. Examination of pharynx discovered an oval ulceration

upon upper portion of the back wall, on the right; no indication of previous
ulceration upon the left side; epiglottis immovable, indurated and much thick-
ened ; ulcerated nodules over whole of laryngeal surface ; large ulceration on right
ventricular band. Ary-epiglottic folds infiltrated ; tubercule bacilli found in the

pus from the pharynx and in the sputum ; the apices of both lungs are (consolidated
and beginning to soften. Fifty percent solution of lactic acid was applied to the

pharyngeal and laryngeal ulcerations, which relieved the pain. February 23, the

pharyngeal ulceration was curetted ; application of lactic acid continued ; the

pharyngeal ulceration entirely healed in two weeks. The epiglottis and right ven-
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triculai' band were curetted March 22, and acid applied ; the ventricular band
cicatrized, but not the ei>iglottis ; there was no pain on swallowing. In May she
was very much exhausted by a profuse and painful menstruation, and was sent

to the seashore for a week. Uijon her return an ulceration was seen in the

interarytenoid space. This was curetted, and the epiglottis the week follow-

ing; the latter was permanently benefited, the former only temporarily so, and it

was necessary to operate again June 17. Another confinement to the house greatly
weakened the patient and the ulceration increased in extent and activity. Subse-

quent applications again held ulceration in check and relieved pain. The general
exhaustion was increased by rapid softening of pulmonary deposits, and death
ensued September 8, 1891.

Cane 2.—James J. White, age 24. Family history good ; has had a bad cough for

two years ; aphonia for six months ; for two months has been spitting blood ; is

very much emaciated, hectic ; painful deglutition : all of both lungs involved ;

ca\ ity in the leftlung ; ary-aepiglottic folds and epiglottis infiltrated ; ulceration of

vocal cords and ventricular bands ; large gi-anulations in interarytenoid space.
General treatment : Lactic acid applied to larynx, which relieved pain and les-

sened difficulty in swallowing ; owing to extreme debility the patent was unable
to come to hospital regiilarly. He was seen April 7 ; the uvula was then enlarged,
of a firm and nodular api)earance ; this was amputated with snare and the base
healed rapidly. May 7, s"ai)erficial indolent ulceration on the left side of the soft

palate ;
lactic acid applied. May 20, ulceration has spread ; soft palate, dotted

with small spots; whole palate edematous and infiltrated. June 12, soft palate
a mass of broken-down nodular granulations, with tubercule bacilli in the pus;
excruciating pain in swallowing ; left side of palate curetted, followed by applica-
tion of pure acid ;

relief so marked that the right . side was treated in a similar
manner and lactic acid applied every other day, until the ulcerations were entirely
healed. Patient died July 10, 1891.

Ca.se 8.—A. S., colored, widow, age 41. Family history good ; had grippe in the
winter of 1890 ; ccjugh began to be troublesome in January, 1 891 ; hoarseness super-
vened in March : no appreciable loss of flesh during the year and strength well

preserved ; the patient has an annoying cough at night ; occasional night sweats ;

no haemoptysis ; painful and difficult deghitition ; retraction of inferior clavicular

region on left side, dullness of both sides ; also broncho-vesicular respiration ; occa-
sional rales in both inferior clavicular regions, prolonged expiration in left ; voice
reduced to a whisper. Examination of the pharynx and larynx showed a large
ulceration u])on left side of posterior wall of the pharynx extending one-fourth
inch above the level of the soft palate, palatine fold very much swollen and
inflamed ; ulceration in interarytenoid space and upon the right cord ; ventricular
bands thickened and very much inflamed ; tiibercule bacilli found in the pus
from the pharyngeal ulceration and in the spvitum. The jjatient was put upon gen-
eral treatment and fuchsin applied to the larynx for two weeks. At the end of
this time, the granulations having increased in size, it was replaced by a 50 per
cent solution of lactic acid, applied twice a week. October 22 the pharyngeal
ulceration was curetted and the acid applied. At the end of the week the tissue
had again broken down. October 27 the whole of tJie pharyngeal involvement
was again curetted and entirely healed in seven days and has given no trouble
since. December 15, sujjerftcial ulceration appeared upon the siiperior surface of
left arytenoid, and sudden increase in edema of the ventricular bands ; treatment
continued. January 5, ulceration upon the right cord healed ; the ulceration in the

interarytenoid space is the only active pi-ocess remaining. January 13, aj^plica-
tion of acid continued. January 21, sudden edema and involvement of left

A^entricular band, margin of cord, and left arytenoid. February 25, xilceration of
ventricular Ijand and arytenoid cicatrized ; left cord presents raw, lumjTy granu-
lations ; treatment continued. March 31

,
no iilcerations visible in larynx ; voice

much improved ; lungs in about the same condition as wlien first examined ; gen-
eral health improved and gain in weight ; no evening fever. It is now eighteen
months since the last operation. There has been no return of ulceration in the

larynx. The normal weight has been regained and the patient is apparently in

perfect health. The voice, however, is still imi)aired owing to what I think is an
unusual accident in such cases. The vocal cords are united by a thick band of
cicatricial tissue for yearly two-thirds of their entire length. This remains owing
to a disinclination on the part of the patient to submit to the operation necessary
for its relief.

Cane 4.
—S. C, female, colored, age 29. Examined April 25, 1891; pulmonary

tuberculosis ; deposits in the apices of both lungs ; irregular granulations in the

interarytenoid space ; lactic acid, 50 per cent, was applied twice a. week. There
was a gradual disappearance of the granulations and cicatrization of the ulcer.
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During the next month the patient failed rapidly. An ulceration was seen extend-

ing down the posterior wall below the cords. No retnrn of the ulceration in the

interarytenoid space. The i)atient discontinued her visits to the hospital, and, as I

learned subsequently, died. In this case a severe edema, the only instance in my
experience, followed one of the applications of lactic acid. It yielded, however,
promjjtly to scarification.

Case 5.—White, male, age 56. First visit, May 6, 1893. Piilmonary and laryn-
geal tuberculosis with emaciation, anorexia, night sweats, etc.; both lungs M'ere
involved. There was a decided thickening and infiltration of tlie arytenoids and
ulceration of the interarytenoid space. A superficial ulceration was also found
on the upper edge of the left ventricular band. Lactic acid was applied twice a
week from May 6 until June 3. Both ulcers were healed and there was a marked
relief of the subjective symptoms. The patient's voice was strong and clear ; gen-
eral health improved. Last visit June 10.

Case 6.—White, female, age 29. First visit, June 26. Pulmonary phthisis;
areas of softening in both lungs, with small cavities in right apex. There was an
ulceration a quarter of an inch in diameter, witli small granulations springing
from its base, in the interarytenoid space. The voice weak and liusky: degluti-
tion ijainful. Patient was treated with lactic acid twice a week from June 26 to

August 7. On the latter date the ulcer had cicatrized, the voice was clear, and the

patient had no pain in the larynx. Last visit, August 7.

In three of these cases it can scarcely be claimed that life was much prolonged,
but they were spared the terl'ible suffering always attendant upon this disease

under former methods of treatment. In the third case I think it can fairly.be

claimed that the patient is cured. It will be observed that in cases 1 and 3 the

laryngeal and pharyngeal ulcerations appeared practically at the same stage of

the disease. In case 2 the involvement of the uvula and soft palate occurred when
the patient was in the last stage of decline; yet in all the ulcerations which could

be easily reached and thoroughly treated healed readily, while those in the larynx
resisted treatment to a greater or less degree. These o))servations would seem to

indicate that the limitations placed by Kraiise upon his treatment are unnecessary,
and that desirable results in some cases can be obtained even though great debility

should, exist, whenever lactic acid can be brought in direct contact with the gran-
ulations. The management of laryngeal phthisis must always be attended with

embarrassment to the laryngologist, owing to the extreme difficulty, if not impos-

sibility, often, of reaching the whole of the diseased surface. With pharyngeal
and buccal phthisis the case is different. There is now, I think, no reason why
these most painful complications of tuberculosis, conducing, as they always do, to

the speedy and fatal tennination of the disease, should not be completely under

the control of the physician.

PRELIMINARY NOTE ON THE USE OF THE FORMATES IN ULCERA-
TION OF THE PHARYNGEAL AND LARYNGEAL MUCOUS MEM-
BRANE.

By E. L. SHURLY, of Detroit, Mich.

The caustic property of formic acid, whether derived from insects or plants or

manufactured synthetically in the chemical laboratory, has for a long time been

observed, and also antiseptic properties belonging to it have been noted from time

to time, although the literature of the subject is very meager. Theorizing that

this agent or its combinations as existing in animals and plants miglit be a

natural chemical agent, in some way designed to protect their bodies from extrane-

ous deleterious influences, it occurred to me to test the action of the various salts

of formic acid ujion some of the lower animals for the purx)ose of ascertaining

their degree of usefulness in the treatment of general septic diseases, especially

the so-called "tubercular diseases." Accordinglj" in If^Dl. in the laboratory of

Harper Hospital, Dr. P. M. Hickey made formic acid from oxalic acid and glyc-
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erin, according to the ordinary process ; and directly from this made formate of

sodium, formate of calcium, formate of ammonium, formate of barium, formate

of copper, formate of iron, and the iodoformates of iron, sodium, calcium, and

ammonium. We next tested the effects of these various salts upon such of the

lower animals as mice, rats, guinea pigs, and monkeys. The formate and iodo-

formate of copper, sodium, calcium, barium, and iron were all found to be poison-

ous to mice and rats in the proportion of from one-half to 2 grains when intro-

duced by hypodermic injections. They were also fatal, but after a longer lapse of

time, when introduced into the stomach of these animals in somewhat larger

doses. Rabbits and guinea pigs bore from 5 to 10 grains of formate of sodium,

ammonium, and iron, but rapidly succumbed to the same dosage of the copper,

calcium, and barixim salts. The iodoformate of sodium was also borne in 5 to 10

grain doses by the larger animals. The iodoformate of sodium and ammonium

proved to be antitoxic to pus and tubercular sputum in rabbits, as shown by the

experiments of injecting these animals with each of these toxic materials, respect-

ively, and then a short time afterwards injecting them with the above-named

chemicals. One animal only, out of several, died from ordinary septicsemia. An
extract of sputum, obtained by treatment with alcohol and phospho-molybdic

acid, when injected into a mouse produced a convulsive chill, lasting until death,

which occurred after eight hours. The same extract when mixed with an equal

quantity of a 10 per cent solution of iodoformate of soda had no toxic effect.

Pure cultures of the stajjhylococcus pyogenes aureus, when mixed with formate

of soda and injected into the perioneal cavity of a rabbit, did not produce any
toxic effect. Formate of sodium and ammonium only was given to inonkeys by
the mouth and by hypodermic injection. It was found that of all these salts

formate of sodium and formate of ammonium especially were non-poisonous. A
large-sized Rhesus monkey was given GO grains, by the mouth, of formate of

sodium in four doses, during a period of twelve hours, with the effect of redden-

ing the tongue only, causing salivation and an inordinate appetite. From these

preliminary investigations it was decided to turn our attention to the human sub-

ject, confining ourselves to the use of the salts of sodium, ammonium, and iron.

Accordingly these were employed in hospital practice upon various patients, who
were suffering from different forms of phthisis, especially laryngeal phthisis.

These agents were also used upon a few patients who were suffering from epithe-

lioma, lupus, and sarcoma of the throat.

One patient (Mrs. C), who was suffering from general tuberculosis, was given
ammonium formate in froni 1 to 10 grain doses for over a period of two months,

beginning October 28, 1891. It was administered to this woman, both hypodermic-

ally and by the mouth, from three to six times daily. Its effects were quite marked,

being manifest occasionally by increase of appetite and extra salivation. After

awhile its use would have to be discontinued on account of the supervention of

stomatitis, but no sensible effect was observed on the genei-al course of the disease.

The hypersemia of the buccal mucous membrane would soon subside upon the dis-

continuance of the drug. We also administered to this same patient the formate

of iron with decided tonic effects, but its long continuance seemed to produce
irritation of the intestinal tract. The same effect was observed from the use of

the sodium formate.

Another patient (
J. N.) , suffering from severe tubercular ulceration of the larynx,

was treated internally by the administration (as in the former case) of formate of

sodium or ammonium, without very much effect upon the local lesion. Internal

administration was stopped and the drug was used locally by means of spray and
afterwards by insufflation, the insufflatingpowder consisting of sodium formate and

starch, of each equal parts. Under the local treatment there was a marked cica-

trization of the more recent ulceration, but among the deep ulcerations which
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reached the cartilages of the larynx complete granulation and cicatrization couldnot

be brought about. Notwithstanding this was a hopeless case, we observed that at

the time of death the laryngeal ulceration was certainly one-half less than when he

was ' '

put upon
"
this local treatment. In a hopeless case of sarcoina(N'. G. ) , where

the ulceration of the pharynx was very extensive, formate of sodium was used by
insufflation, and sjiraying three or four times daily for the purpose especially
of testing its local action on such extensive ulcerated surfaces. To our surprise,

even in this case we found that cicatrization of the superficial ulcerations here

and there would take place in spite of the rapid breaking down of tlio tissues all

about this region. Besides this, its effects were so marked in giving ease to the

patient that he was constantly besieging th<; nurses to use it. These three cases

cited were treated simply to test, lander the most disadvantageous circumstances,
the effects, if any, which these salts might have locally and not with any hoi)e of

producing permanent benefit. Deriving some encouragement from these observa-

tions, we have since used from 5 to 10 per cent solutions of the ammonium and
sodium formates in a number of cases of laryngeal and jiharyngeal ulceration of a

specific, a tuberculous, and epitheliomatous nature. In the more benign cases cica-

trization has iiromptly occurred from the use of tliese salts, although with many
of them, through the unfavorable general progress of the disease, the effect has not

been permanent. However, in purely benign ulcerations of mucous membrane
these salts have been found very efficacious in ijroducing healthy granulations and

prompt cicatrization. It therefore seems to me that these agents are worthy of

more extended trial in the treatment of pharyngeal and laryngeal ulcerations.

The insufflation of equal parts of fonnate of sodium and starch seems to produce
no direct irritation, unless used more fi'cquently than alx)nt four times daily. In

ulceration of the throat accomijanjang scarlet fever, and in diphtheria, formate of

sodium or ammonium may be used by sjiraying or insufflation as often as once in

two hours, without producing much if any irritation of the surroiinding mem-
brane.

I think foiinate of iron deserves a more extensive trial than it has had, for its

good effects are certainly equal to some of the other salts of iron, especially in the

septic diseases. The application of these salts iindiluted to the mucous membrane

(with the exception of copper) causes little or no pain. But a 10 per cent solution

applied to the larynx, where the membrane is hypergemic fi'om recent disease,

causes a stinging pain for a few minutes. But generally speaking, there is no

smarting as a result of its application in the strength above indicated. However,
in some instances where sodium or ammonium formate is applied directly to the

mucous membrane it causes considerable sharp pain for a period of from five to

ten minutes, but this is not the rule.

I do not c'onsider it necessary to weary my hearers by lengthy details of all the

cases in which these several salts have been used, because I think that further

observation is requisite in order to place a proper value upon them as remedial

agents.

DISCUSSION.

Dr. John N. Mackenzie, Baltimore. I have been very much plefised to hear

these three i^apers. We now no longer regard laryngeal tuberculosis as a neces-

sarily fatal disease ; we are gradually getting to that position where we can tell a

patient that in a case of moderate ulceration of the larynx, and especially of the

pharj'nx, we can cure. I was very much interested to hear from Dr. Solly that

these cases do so well in Colorado, and I am exceedingly glad to learn of his good
results.
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Di". Price-Brown, Toronto. I would like to say a word as to laryngeal opera-

tions in txiberculosis of the larjTix, from my own limited experience. I have in

one case, I think, seen a complete cure of infiltration with ulceration of the larynx

by operative measures. Briefly, this case was that of a lady who came to me first in

June, 1891. She was 27 years of age and unmarried. Her mother died of tubercu-

losis. She had been suffering from hoarseness for a year and a half and during the

lattermonths of this time was almost completely aphonic ; her temperature was 100^ ;

she complained of soreness over the apex of the left lung. On examination I found

solidification, bronchial breathing, and all the evidence of tuberculosis. Examina-

tion of thelarynx revealed a large infiltration between the arytenoids with the ulcer

projecting toward the epiglottis and extending to the level of the vocal cords. The
cords were congested and she could not vocalize because it was impossible to bring
them into juxtaposition. I apx^lied a pretty strong solution of cocaine and made
two operations with the galvano-cautery upon this growth, at an interval of a

week. This did not have as much effect as I desired : there was some sloughing.

During the summer of 1891 I curetted the growth a number of times. I did not

use lactic acid, but what was much preferable to the patient, a sohition of men-

thol in a strength of 5 to 10 per cent in albolene. This was used daily, and about

the end of the year her voice had almost returned, the ulceration had ceased and

showed cicatrization. I have seen her often since, and her voice is now entirely

restored ; there is complete healing of the ulceration; the hmg is what I call fibrous,

there is a creaking sound over it ; there is no fever, but some cough. I saw her

three weeks ago and her voice was clear. I think in this case there was complete
cure by operation, but I sitppose eventually she will die of tuberculosis of the

liTngs.

Dr. S. K. Merrick, Baltimore. I am very glad indeed to hear of cases so near

home as Washington being cured of tubercular laryngitis. One case in par-
tictilar related by Dr. Murray, where he is sure the patient is well, I am
particularly interested in

; also the one to which Dr. Browm has referred. Per-

sonally I have never seen a case of laryngeal ulceration of tubercular origin that

was cured. For some years there was a great deal of skepticism as to the possi-

bility of such a result, but the cases have so multiplied and cases are so

numerous it is now a notable fact that cases of tubercular laryngitis get well,

temporarily, at least. It seems to me it is a distinct gain to know that we can do

anything in these cases. I have a case of laryngeal ulceration that I saw this

morning. When the case presented himself about six months ago there was sim-

ply slight swelling of the arytenoids, and there was a cavity in the right lung.
The patient was sent to Atlantic City and he took on 13 pounds of flesh there in

three weeks ; still the throat trouble did not improve. He has been under treat-

ment from time to time, and I have been sending him to the country a good deal.

I believe to a certain extent, as Osier once said to me he believed, that " the country
will do more for phthisis than any doctor can do,

"'
I believe that is certainly the

case unless there are laryngeal complications. This patient spends most of the

time in the country. All my cases of tubercular laryngitis go on and die. I have
tried lactic acid and nearly every drug that has had a reputation for curing these

cases. I may say that in the last twelve years I have had about 2,000 cases of pulmo-
nary tuberculosis from outdoor clinics and I have never seen a case with tuber-

cular laryngitis that has healed where there was the bacillus tuberculosis in the

sputum, and I am very glad to find, so near home, gentlemen testifying to facts so

favorable that are undoubtedly true. I feel utterly without hope in these cases

when I take them. Any advance along the line of even temporary improvement
is to be accepted with thanks, and it is to be hoped that reports will be even more
favorable in the future as our knowledge increases.
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Dr. H. HoLBROOK Curtis, New York City. I have been extremely interested in

this discussion, especially in the remarks of Dr. Solly. I wonder if he realizes tfte

weight of responsibility resting upon him in his peculiar position in the West and
his gi-eat opportunity for observation in these cases. How excellent ai-e the con-

ditions when the patient goes to a mountain resort free from the cares of his busi-

ness, where he is buoyed up })y the enthtisiasm and hope which must be more or

less inculcated by association with the large ntiinber of patients who are improv-

ing. The statistics of his i)aper are \ery flattering and must of necessity be a lit-

tle more favorable than the statistics we can show. It is very satisfactory to hear

of any hope that can be given in cases of laryngeal tuberculosis. I reported four

cases a year ago at the Academy of Medicine in which I thoiight three had made
absolute recovery, but another year has jiassed and two of these cases liave gone
back; their throats have become reinfected, althougli they have been very careful

in the use of peroxide of hydrogen and kept their throats very well cleansed. The
one case I may still claim as a cure was a most peculiar one. This yoiing man was
19 years of age. When he came to me his left lung was consolidated at the a])ex and
his throat had the appearance of three Malaga grapes. The epiglottiswas infiltrated

and edematous, and both of arytenoids filled up the entire larynx so that I could

only get an obscure view of one cord. I gave no hope whatever in this case ; never-

theless, I scarified and curetted according to the method of Krause, applying
lactic acid thoroughly, and to my surprise there seemed to be an improvement.
As soon as the edema was reduced I saw that there was entire ab.sence of the left

vocal cord. When the thrf)at got a little better he developed a i)erichondrial

abscess, which I opened externally, and nearly one-half of the thyroid cartilage

came through as a sequestrum and was removed. I kept a drainage tulie there

for nearly three months, when the ulceration of the throat entirely disappeared;
afterwards the thyro-arytenoid muscle repaired itself and the vocal cord was repro-

duced as a flabby band on that side. That was eighteen months ago, and he lias

had no return of the throat trouble : but I am told that his other lung is affected

and that he is running down and losing flesh from pulmt)nary tuberciilo.sis. I do
not think we ought to feel too much encouraged by the reports we have heard

read, but we may hope to give patients suffering from tliis disease some relief.

Two years is scarcely enough time in which to decide that these cases are ciired.

If we took five j'ears our statistics of cure would be very much less. I think the

return of the disease is almost inevitable. One per cent would seem to me a very

flattering figure to place as the probability of cure in tubercular ulceration of the

larynx.
Dr. D. Bryson Delavan, New York City. It is not often that three such papers

are brought together at one time. Each is in itself extremely interesting, instruct-

ive, and valuable, the one to a remarkable degree offsetting the others, and each

representing, as it does, a distinct basis of treatment. With regard to tubercular

laryngitis there was formally no hopeful condition. Comparing the i)rognosis

possible in many cases now, and I am not inclined to take a more sanguine view

of recent advances than are others, in the last five years progress has certainly

been made, although the fact remains that even before these new methods of

treatment were i)roposed cases of tubercular laryngitis were known to recover.

I have had several such, in which recovery was due to climatic influences of a

favorable nature. Cases have also been seen, although very rarely, where. tul^er-

cular ulceration has been arrested by persistent local treatment ; I mean strictly

therapeutic treatment. So there were two resources by wliich it was possible in

rare instances to arrest tuberciilar laryngitis. When Prof. Krause and Theodore

Heryng offered their suggestions a new field for research and experimentation
was opened. Unexpected success attended their methods in that these patients
did get well of tubercular laryngitis. That this is a fact I know, for I have seen
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Dr. Krause take a case of advanced tubercular laryngitis in which it seemed that

no help could be given the jjatient, and after performing what seemed to be a

most severe operation have found that in forty-eight hovirs the patient was greatly

relieved. I have operated u])on cases myself where cicatrization has followed the

removal of diseased tissue from the larynx and the standard treatment with lactic

acid emi)loyed. Lactic acid is a good method of treatment, combined with curette-

ment, or the extirpation of the diseased tissiies. It is efficient in some cases where

simple topical treatment would be unavailing. I had the privilege this winter of

stvidying some cases under the care of my friend, Dr. Trudeau, in the Adiron-

dacks, which showed very remarkable results in the healiiig of advanced laryn-

geal disease. I saw in the sanitarium at Saranac five cases in which advanced

ulceration had been arrested. The treatment consisted of the injection of a modi-

fied tubercular lymph, prepared on a totally different principle from the lymph of

Prof. Koch, and practically deprived of the irritating and dangerous qualities of

the original tuberculin. Not only did these laryngeal cases do well under the

injection of tuberculin, but cases of i)ulmonary tuberculosis have done well also.

Since the date of the above observation, a period of ten months, all of the above

cases have done well, and a number of new and successful ones have been added

to the list. Each of these things marks an advance in the treatment of this dis-

ease, cases of which are so often set aside as incurable. It is immaterial whether

the patient lives indefinitely or not ; it is an immense advantage that he should be

left to live out the time allowed him by his tubercular disease without tubercular

laryngitis. If we can relieve the patient for a year, a month, or even a week, we
are fully jiistified in bestowing all possible pains and labor in our power to help

him. It is not necessary for patients who die ultimately from tubercular disease

to have a recurrence of laryngeal symptoms. The reports of Prof. Krause show

that a considerable number of his cases have been cured ; that is, permanently
relieved of laryngeal ulceration and all the attendant symptoms that go with it,

although they have finally died of the pulmonary troiible. That is certainly a

vastly better outlook than we had ten years ago, and it is certainly a subject of

great rejoicing that we can relieve these patients, if only to a limited and very

moderate degree. When it comes to the treatment of special cases. Dr. Murray has

dealt with such as most of us will have to meet with, namely, those who nnist remain

at home. Unfortunately tuberculosis is a disease which should be confined to the

wealthy. The poor man ovight not to have it. Unfortunately, he will have it, and

we shall have to help him ; and anything that will help him is greatly to be desired.

We have the above resources, which can be carried out at home, to the great relief

of the patient. The conditions described by Dr. Solly are truly, on the other hand,

Utopian. They are the happiest ,
best , and most favorable conditions the tuberciilar

patient can be placed in, namely, first, to be able to live in the most beneficial

climate possible ; and, second, in that climate to receive the most skillful and admi-

rable treatment that can be given him. Under this second condition many of our

health resorts are unavailable. We dare not send our patients to them, because

there is no one there to look after them, and, if for no other reason, I think the

writer of the paper deserves gratitude for the fact that he has been one of the

pioneers in establishing the idea that a patient can be sent to a first-class climate

and there receive first-class treatment. It is only a question of time when such

sanitaria will become more widely distributed, and we can then select the climate

most beneficial for a given subject. This experiment, carried out in Colorado

Springs, is certainly one of the most interesting and valuable ever attempted in

this or any other country. One word about the Krause treatment : While it may
not be ai^plicable in every instance, it certainly has a place in our armamentarium,
and the successful work of every man in this direction is a benefit to us all. It

would be very valuable if in discussing the matter with our patients we could

S. Ex. 36 100
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refer to such excellent work as we have just heard of. not only from one but
from a large number of good operators and careful observers in this country.

Dr. E. Fletcher Inoals. Chicago. Years ago I stated at the American Laryn-
gological Association that as a rule laryngeal tuberculosis would get better if the

patient's general condition improved, but the reverse was also true. I think the

rule is correct, but we have been shown to-day that there are a considerable num-
ber of exceptions, more than I had supposed possible. I was ijarticularly struck

with the remark that there seems to be something peculiar to the German people
that enables them to bear severe treatment better than others, and perhaps the

same may be true of negroes. My patients will not usually tolerate such rough
handling, but certainly Dr. Murray's results were most excellent. I confess that

after Dr. Delavan's report I had so little confidence in Krause's method that I did

not try it, though I used the lactic acid without the curette. I did not fully under-

stand whether Dr. Murray meant to fully coincide with the statements he qtioted
from Henry or not, but for fear he did not I want to say that I think they are not
correct. For example, I understood him to say that laryngeal tuberculosis is not
benefited by medical treatment. I am quite satisfied from a very considerable

number of cases that medical treatment, even internal treatment, but particu-

lai'ly topical medical treatment is of very great advantage, and that many cases

recover under this course ; indeed, I believe many more than Avould be Ix'nefited

by any surgical jjrocedure. General treatment I consider of i)rime importance.

Topical treatments have seemed to me of special value in relieving the sufferings
of the patient and thus permitting better nutrition. Dr. Shurley, whose paper
we have heard, sent me some of the formate of soda to try in laryngeal tubercu-

losis. I tried it in two or three cases, but not sufS'jiently to speak of its efficacy.

I have used various other local i-emedies and have tried lactic acid, but have not

used the latter thoroughly. Lately I have been using a remedy which at least in

two cases seems to have been of A^ery gi*eat value. In one of these cases the patient
suffered from extensive tuberculosis of one lung. There were many tulwircle

bacilli in the sputum, but the larynx was not ulcerated, though both larynx
and trachea were congested and there was some infiltration of the larynx.

Under the influence of this remedy, the terchloride of iodine, he improved imme-

diately, and his improvement was so great that the patient, who is a physi-

cian, calls himself well, though he occasionally catches cold and then comes in for

treatment, one or two applications as a rule being sufficient to make him feel all

light for a couple of months. I am satisfied that the terchloride should have the

credit, for he says this is the only remedj' that ever did him any good. The other

case referred to was one in which there was extensive infiltration, an,d ulceration

of the left ventricular band extending d<nvn to the cord. Under tlie use of the

terchloride of iodine the infiltration has largely suT)sided, at least 50 per cent hav-

ing disappeared, and the ulcer appears to be healed. There is a small excavation

still, but it does not seem to be an open ulcer. The terchloride of iodine is specially

valuable for the reason that when applied to a surface on which there is purulent
secretion it becomes decomposed at once, the iodine being set free in a nascent

state which is thought to be more than under other conditions. I use it in the

strength of from 1 to 3A grains to the ounce of distilled water as a spray. Dr.

Curtis's remark that a patient must remain well from two to five years before he

can say he is cured is very true, but if we can cause the ulcer to heal we do the

patient a great good, even though a cure may not be effected.

Dr. Solly. I thank the secticm for the consideration they have given to my
paper. What Dr. Curtis said about responsibility I think I feel very fully. One

thing that particularly strikes me in regard to this disease and tuberculosis gener-

ally is that we have in Colorado Springs the opportunity of observing what may
be termed its natural history. So many ca-ses of tuberculosis die iii low climates so
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much earlier than in high, even the fatal cases are usually more prolonged in

Colorado, and we have the opportunity of seeing the disease in its various phases,
better perhaps than you do at sea level. Also, we are intimate with our imtients,

we observe them on the street, we know how they are living, what they are doing,
and therefore there are many aspects of tuberculosis we see that do not show them-

selves to you. As regards the point of patients being buoyed up by the climate,

that is true. Some are extremely hopeful when they come on the high ground. It

has a marked effect upon jjerhaps 50 per cent, but on the other hand an equal num-
ber are homesick, suffering from the absence of friends and business ; they are

worried and fret and often die. Unquestionably two years is too short a time to

pronounce any case cured, and in my reports no cases are given as cured in two

years although some are reported as greatly improved. I have avoided vising the

term cured unless at least five years have passed, and in many cases longer than

that
;
some observations go back seventeen or eighteen years. I could not bvirden

the paper with fuller details of these cases, but I hope to publish them some time

in extenso.

Dr. Curtis spoke about the return of the ulceration in the larynx. My statistics

cover this point, but what astonished me very much, and Dr. Ingals also referred

to it, is the fact that quite freqviently when the i^atient was running down and dying
of general tuberculosis the larynx remained healed. My observation has been

when the ulceration is treated, getting do'wm to what is called in the West '' bed-

rock," there is seldom a return of ulceration in the same spots, though it may
occur elsewhere if the patient's general condition deteriorates. Of course liealing

the throat is not necessarily curing the i)atient, bvit he is relieved from one of the

most painful deaths, viz., that from tubercular laryngitis. A very interesting

case illvisti'ating the difference between healing and cure of the tuberculosis was
that of a gentleman whose larynx is now in the Army Medical Museum. He
was in the Navy and in good health until he was attacked with an acute laryn-

gitis and bronchitis, which became tuberculous. Aphonia continued and a chronic

laryngitis, but the bronchitis disappeared. He went on the Greely expedition
and improved very much in the dry cold, got strong and vigorous, but his voice

did not come back. On his return, finding himself running down, he went

again on an Arctic expedition, with the same results, and so came to Colorado.

He was brought to ine for examination by another physician. His larynx was

unqiTestionably tuberculous, but no ulceration was then visible, although there

were some few papillomata on the commissure, looking as if an ulcer had healed.

There was consolidation at the apex of one lung ; he was somewhat affected con-

stitutionally. I did not see him again for about six months. In the meantime
he was ru.iining about the country and overtaxing himself, and was brought again to

me complaining of soreness of the throat and contini;ed aphonia. His physician
then i)laced him in my hands for treatment. There were several ulcers, and one

at the base of the epiglottis had i^erforated. Under radical treatment the ulcers

healed, though signs of infiltration remained and the voice was but little improved,
the dullness at the apex of the lung cleared up, and his general health became
excellent. He started to drive from Colorado Springs to Kansas City in an open

gig, and arrived East in fine condition. Dr. Solis-Cohen then examined his larynx
and reported it healed. After six months' residence in Washington general tuber-

culosis of the peritoneum and meninges came on and fresh ulcers appeared in the

larynx, though not in the old spots. This (;ase shows that there maj' be very
marked local results from treatment even when the general tuberculosis is not

ciired. It is i)ossible had this patient remained in Colorado, as advised, that he

might yet be living. However this may be, all my clinical experience warrants

the belief that laryngeal is as well suited as pulmonary tuberculosis for treatment
in high climates.
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Dr. T. Morris Murray, Washington, D. C. It has been a great pleasure to nie to

listen to Dr. Solly's paper. The results of the treatment he gives there are by far

the best published in this country, and suggest to me what I have thouglit was
perhaps one of the reasons why we get such different opinions as to the value of

these methods of treatment in tuberculosis ; that is, that the climatic conditions

under which the treatment is instituted influence very materially the result. As
to the medical treatment of which Dr. Ingals speaks, I must confess that having
carefully followed the history of the medical treatment of laryngeal tuberculosis

it seems to me to be simply a record of disaijpointment and failure. I may i)08sibly
undervalue medical treatment in such cases ; I refer to lo(!al treatment. While

undoubtedly it has its advantages when combined with the removal of the cause

of the disease, I think that time is wasted in their employment when it is pcjssible

with the curette and lactic acid to destroy the cause of the trouble. It is particu-

larly gratifying to me to hear Dr. Delavan speak with enthusiasm upon the surgi-
cal treatment of laryngeal tuberculosis. This is so because he was the first in this

country to call attention to the subject. His continued enthusiasm is a high trib-

ute to the excellency of this method of treatment, which to me certainly appears
far superior to any other heretofore suggested. ^

THE UTILITY OF THE ELECTRO-CAUTERY SNARE.

By HANAU W. LOEB, M. D., of St. Louis, Mo.

Since the introduction of the electro-cautery snare as an agent for removing
neoplasms and hypertrophiod tissues in the nose and throat three facts have been

well established : (1) One may operate without the occurrence of haemorrhage;

(2) one may operate with greater celerity; (3) one may operate with more pre-

cision. The first of these stands without an argument ;
all must recognize the

influence of the red-hot wire in staying the flow of blood. The second, while no
less a fact, still admits of some discussion. For while there is nt) necessity for

wasting time in removing an enlarged tonsil by a knife or a tonsillotome, if it is

desired to be accurate in removal, in other words, if a certain portion is to be

removed, the operation with a snare re(iuires far less time. In removing polypi
the most partisan advocate of the cold snare will admit that it consumes far more
time than the electro cautery snare. But it is in reference to the last of this trinity

of utilities that special stress should be laid, viz.
,
the accuracy of removal. No one

can hope, in face of the circumstances attendant upon jjharyngeal operations, to

be as accurate-with the knife, scissors, or similar instruments as he can with the

snare, which limits so exactly the line of removal. A patient may twist and turn

as much as he pleases, and may indulge in gagging and the like, biit when the snare

has once been placed in proper position the oj^eratormay feel secure as to the amount
of tissue he is going to remove. The cold snare is as accurate an instrument as

the electro-cautery, but it does not rise to its plane of ecjuality in so far as jireven-

tion of haemorrhage and celerity are concerned. To consume half an hour in

biting off a growth is by no means pleasant to the patient and is almost as

annoying to the physician. There are other advantages of somewhat minor

importance, such as greater ease of obtaining patient's consent to a simi)le oper-

ation, less ijain, the d-ecreased danger of injiiring other organs and tissues, and

the ability to perform two operations at the same time, where, under a form

of operating vdthout an absolute control of haemorrhage, a second operation,

on account of the flow of blood, would be precluded. The electro-cautery snai'e

is therefore of utility in the following operations: (1) Removal of nasal polypi

and tumors ; (2) removal of redundant mucous membrane ; (3) removal of tonsils
;

(4) removal of th^ tivnl^,
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Removal of nasal polypi and tumors.—Avciong si^ecialists the removal of polypi

by the forceps has long since been tabooed and to the cold snare has been assigned
the burden of popularity. As between the cold and the electro-cantery snare,

there is to my mind no reason for hesitation in making a choice. The snare prin-

ciple is the same in both, the manner of effecting the removal different. Tedious

and failing to arrest haemorrhage unless the wire be tightened very gradually,
the cold snare is compelled to giveway to the electro-caiitery, which accomplishes
the operation in an instant, occasions absolutely no haemorrhage, and cauterizes

the base of the tumor, thereby exercising an influence which in many cases at

least prevents the return of the neoplasm. The application is as easy in one case

as in the other, though until one is fajniliar with the electro-caiTtery instrument

the wires attached to the handle may sometimes interfere. This objection, too,

will be dismissed by a new handle which will not require the wires to be attached

when applying the snare, a handle which I hope soon to have the pleasure of per-

fecting and of presenting to the profession. Far more polyjii may be removed at

one sitting. The act of removal in the one case requires but an instant, and in

the other case from ten minutes to half an hour, depending upon the operator's

other engagements. Less pain is occasioned by the electro-cau\ery snare, for the

cocaine effect will not have worn away before the operation is completed. Far-

ther application is accordingly obviated. After effects are no more common or

severe than those following other methods of operating. This decision is the out-

come of observation of a large niimber of cases during the past three years. Dur-

ing that time in over a hundred operations for nasal polypi no complication

beyond the natural consequence of any surgical treatment has resulted, save in

one case which was followed by otitis media, with which, however, I can notcharge
the electro-cautery. The operation was performed early in the morning of the

4th of July, 1893, and the patient carelessly stin*ed around all day, notwithstand-

ing the inclement, damp weather. From this attack he very readily recovered. I

do not wish to be understood as advocating the electro-cautery snare operation as

a radical cure for polypi in opposition to the method of removing the diseased

tuilDinate which primarily occasions the disease. I have too often seen the good
effect of the latter operation. The fact still remains that the polyi^i are better

removed by the electro-cautery snare ; the other operation may, if indicated, be

performed later. In all pendant nasal tumors, and in all those where it is possible
to engage a wire around them, the electro-cautery is to be preferred to the cold

snare, the reasons being the same as in the case of polypi, with a stronger argu-
ment in regard to its hemostatic power. Such tumors are often very vascular.

^. Removal of redundant vuicous membrane.—In regard to the removal of

redundant mucoiis membrane a similar condition of things prevails. As there is

greater liability to haemorrhage than in the case of polypi, the arguments urged
before are multiplied. So kindly does the mucous membrane respond to this

method of removal where it is indicated that I am safe in the conclusion that once
tried it is sure to be adopted.

3. Removal of tonsils.—Tonsillar haemorrhages are rare, but they are not so

uncommon as to cause those who operate frequently to lose sight of their possi-

bility. As the tonsillotome and the knife permit bleeding without restraint,

it behooves the operator to lessen the chances if possible. The operation with a
tonsillotome is too thoroughly ingrafted in the practice of the profession to expect
a sudden change in the use of the instrument ; it is too easy of performance to be
cast to the wayside for what to many is an unknown quantity, and yet, after an
experience not inconsiderable, I feel that my earliest expectations have been more
than confirmed ; truly no more thorough a realization could be desired. With
the tonsillotome, in addition to the probability of haemorrhage, no one can be very
accurate

; that is to say, the portion of tissue removed is apt to be greater or less
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than was intended. When the electro-cautery snare, on the other hand, is used,

precision is the rule, for the wire marks effectually the tissue desired to be

removed. There is no danger of wounding the palate ; no necessity of making a hit-

or-miss thrust
;
no sudden action necessary on account of the restlessness of the

patient ; you may remove as much or as little as you wish. The method of opera-
tion is easy ; the loop is placed around a pair of forceps, the tonsil is grasped by
them, the loop engaged around the tonsils and tightened. The operation of

removing adenoids may be performed coincidently with the tonsillotomy, as no

hfemoiThage interferes with the administration of chloroform or ether: a point
of no inconsiderable valtie.

It often happens that a moderately enlarged tonsil is quite impacted between
the two pillars of the fauces. In such a case a small iiortion may be removed with
the electro-cautery snare, which will afford a larger loss of tonsillar substance

than simple caiiterization.

Sequences are qiiite as exceptional as in other methods of tonsillotomy. In the

33 tonsil-removal oi>erations performed last year by this method, no case presented

anything beyond pain in the throat and occasionally slight pain in the ear. As is

usual in most cas6s, a mild pharjnigitis followed the operation. In one case, that

of a young man of 18, otitis media followed eleven days after the operation, which
was attended by no iinusual symptoms, and hence, I think, not responsible for the

otitis.

Ji-. Removal of the uvula.—In the removal of the uvula the snare is convenient of

application, the uvula being permitted to fall into the loop. The removal is soon

accomi)lished, without any slipping, without pulling down the mucous membrane,
and without more or less of the uvula removed than was intended. Of course, as

in all electro-cautery snare operations, no htemorrhage follows. The stump is more
even and heals far more quickly. There is no such pain upon swallowing follow-

ing this operation as after the cutting oj^erations, and, with very few exceptions,

patients were able to eat fairly well upon the day of and the day succeeding the

removal, comparing very favorably to the after effects of operations performed with

a knife, scissors, or uvulatome. Electro-cautery snares which have l)een in iise

are open to objections on account of their uncleanliness, on accoimt of the length
of wire necessary, and because of the occasional short-circuiting of the ciirrent. It

is practicably imi)ossible to perform anything like an aseptic operation with a snare

of the old make, as when tised a single time the discharges so collect upon the

silk and cotton insulation as to render it unfit for subsetpient use. The snare,

however, which I had the honor of presenting before the larj-ngological section of

the American Medical A.ssociation in 1893, and which I have been iising for two

years, negatives these objections. Every portion of the instrument is separable,
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the canulse, the copper wires, the ivory tip. and the rubber insulation. It there-

fore may be sub.iected to the ordinary aseptic procedures, the rubber insulation

being in this respect far superior to the silk or cotton insulation.

By means of the two stout copper wires which are made to pass through the

canulee, and which are sujiplied with an eyelet in the tipper end, a sribstantial loop

may be made. I have of late used steel instead of platinum wire for the reason that

it is firmer and more apt to remain where placed. It is not so lasting as the plati-

num, yet it has never failed to act. For every operation a new piece of wire should

be used, as it becomes brittle after the current has passed through it. As the eye-
lets are very easily rethreaded, this is not a disadvantage.

Very valid objections have been urged against batteries of all kinds, whether

primary or storage, and this condition of things has had no little to do with the

non-adoption of the electro-cautery snare by many practitioners. The great prog-
ress of electrical inventions has come to our relief, for we now have appliances for

changing the current used for lighting i)urposes so that it is available for the cau-

tery. This supplies the missing link of electro-caiitery possibilities, and makes
those who use the electro-caiTtery snare secure in feeling that theyhave a medium
of electric cauterization that is certa,in. I have during the past year been using
for this purpose the converter made by the A. S. Aloe Instrument Company, of St.

Louis, Mo., and I can testify that it has not failed me a single time.

Finally, and in all confidence, I beg to reintroduce the three postulates of electro-

cavitery utility in nose and throat diseases, the three desirable ends in the removal
of all non-osseous projections: (1) No haemorrhage, (2) celerity of operation, and

(.3) precision.
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PROCEEDINGS.

ADDRESS BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE SECTION. C. M. HOBBY, M. D.,

IOWA CITY, IOWA.

GrENTLEMEN OF THE Otological SECTION : 111 opening this otological section of

the First Pan-American Medical Congress we can congratulate ourselves that,

notwithstanding imtoward obstacles, accidents by field and flood, and such finan-

cial stringency as perforce in many parts of our country prevents those that

would greatly enjoy participating in this congress from obtaining for use their

hard-won increment, long kept for this occasion, we have gathered together in

sufficient numbers to assure the permanency of the body, and from a glance behind

the veil I have no hesitation in saying that the character and quality of the papers

to be presented guarantee for the First Pan-American Medical Congress a higher

scientific value than has heretofore been obtained by any general medical assem-

blage on this Western continent.

The opportunity for interchange of opinions between the North and the South,

the more than 100° of latitude that separates our confreres, the plains, table-lands,

and the mountains of the tropics, suggest at once a multitiide of questions that

we of the North look to oiir brethren of the South for solution : but the story of

the mucous membranes is a long one, and we hope tliat hereafter we may fre-

qtiently share in similar opportunities for comparison. Meanwhile we have

assurance of the kindly help of our fellows from the denser populations of Europe;

and I congratulate you uj)on the presence with us of one whom we all reverence

as a master; for whether ve have been pupils at Vienna, or have through litera-

ture gleaned the steps by which otology has advanced since the days of Toynbee,
there is not one of us but who acknowledges a debt of gratitude for the landmarks

established by Prof. Adam Politzer ; and I think I voice the universal sentiment

of felicitation that his genius is still active, and that he is here to speak for him-

self. 1 have sampled some of the good things he has brought to you, and I assure

you that it will hereafter rejoice you to have been present.

I shall detain you biit a short time with the topic of my address, not because I

do not profoundly believe that the methods of diminution of deaf-mutism are not

among the most important considerations to come before you, for I do believe

that in this case prevention must take the place of cure, but because I do not

desire to encumber an address necessarily statistical with a flood of details. The

material I have used, with the exceptions caused by death in the last eight years,

is accessible to all for verification, and the facts are presented with the desire that

you criticize the conclusions.

THE PREVENTION OF DEAF-MUTISM.

It has long seemed to me that in this era of preventive medicine, when our outer

portals are so rigidly guarded against the admission of diseases like smallpox and

yellow fever, which are easily recognized and quickly controlled at least in our

Northern cities, that so little attention has been paid to an internal enemy whose

permanency robs the State, the family, and civilization in a ten-fold ratio to the

infections against which we so wisely and strenuously guard. It is an unfortunate,

but undoubted fact, that census reports and governmental inspections in this

country reveal only part of the truth. People feel that deformity, incompetency,
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disease and the resiilts of disease, carry with them a stain, a disgrace, and, if gen-

erally known, a discount upon the family importance which they desire to conceal.

Especially is this true among the poor and imeducated, and the census eniimer-

ator does well if he gathers all the family names and ages and a small part of the

truth in regard to the defective classes. In my own State, which probablj- contains

the most prosperous agricultural population in the Union, without large cities,

and with the most equal diffusion of education among all the States, I am satisfied

that the censias of 1880 gave less than 70 per cent of the number of blind or mute.

This estimate is confirmed by Dr. Billings's comparison of the rei)orts of deaths

by the enumerators in MassachiTsetts and New Jersey compared with the State

reports. This comparison showed that in 1880 the enumerators were deficient in

Massachusetts to the extent of more than 36 per cent and in New Jersey to more
than 34 per cent, and he remarked that "in no State is the deficiency in the

enumerator's returns less than in Massachttsetts.
"

It is not probable that the

enumerators were more accurate in regard to defective classes than they were in

regard to mortality. We have no means of comparing the two enumerations for

1890, but as the ratio of 68 deaf mutes to the 100,000 population was maintained

in 1890, we can say safely that the census report of 41,283 deaf mutes for 1890

represents an actual 50,000 or ui)ward of this defective class. Taking the defect-

ive classes together we find that the proportion is as follows : Insane, 37 per cent ;

idiotic. 30 per cent ; blind, 19 per cent ; deaf-mutes, 14 per cent.

From the nature of the affliction public attention is seldom directed toward the

mute. In his early years, no means of communication existing between him and

the public, he is not noticed, and the lack of any external mark of his defect leaves

him devoid of the sympathy that the people give to the blind. Later on, after he

returns from the institution for education, he naturally fellowships with those

who talk his language, and is only accidentally recognized by the public as one of

the defective class. He is able to labor, to earn his owti living, and usually suc-

ceeds in so doing ; but without criticising the methods of instruction which are

the results of the formulated experience of those who devote their lives to this

noble work, with a few exc^eptions that surmount in an incomprehensible manner
the barriers that exist, the great majority of mutes reach the age of 20, able only
to converse with their fellows, and those that take the pains to acquire their lan-

guage ; but with such a limited range of tools of ideation as to make them Tinable

to think or reason other than as a child of 10 or 12, or as a savage with small

vocabulary, the mental action dwarfed, the enormoias area of the incomprehen-
sible that surrounds them when they reach out toward the public and converse

with the slate, makes them seek their own kind for association and segregate them
from the world. The mental incompetency so often manifested has in some of

the States, I believe, been recognized as irresponsibility, and I believe thrit a large

proportion of the 50,000 are as irresponsible for the results of emotional acts as

are the insane or idiotic. While fostering every effort and every method that prom-
ises amelioration to this unfortunate class, I believe the duty of the medical pro-

fession goes further ; that upon us rests a responsibility not met by simply iising

our influence to secure early training educationally, but which will only be accom-

plished when we shall have reduced to the minimum the number recjuiring such

training.

Is any considerable proportion of deaf-mutism preventable? In considering
how large a proportion can be so classed, we are met with a professional and pop-
ular opinion, which has so dominated the authors upon diseases of the ear that

nearly all have contented themselves with accei^ting the statement of the teach-

ers, that one-half of the mutes are "bom deaf." A few have indicated that per-

haps the proportion of congenital cases was overestimated, and it was without

other preconceived opinion and against all that I had been taught that I was led,
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after the examination of the admission papers of more than 1,000 cases, to go into

a careful inquiry as to the basis of this general belief that at least one-half of the

cases were congenitally deaf. After discovering that in former times, for educa-

tional purjjoses, teachers had classed all pupils that had never learned to talk as

"born mute," and after finding that all cases in which the parents were unable to

saj' when a child became deaf, or simply said, "He never seemed to understand

what was said to him," that the case was almost invariably classed as congenital,
I entered upon the investigation that led me to say in a paper on ' '

Cerebro-spinal
fever a cause of deafness," read before the Ninth International Medical Congress

(Washington, 1887) :

" With a little care in sifting I have found out of 1.111 cases

in Iowa only 13.3 per cent of congenital mutes, and I believe that a majority of

those who have investigated the siibject practically will agree that even this per-

centage is too large." Since that time a personal and careful examination of 250

cases, followed by corresi)ondence, showed that only 14 -per cent could have been

born deaf, and the probability is strong that many of these cases have acquired
the deafness in early infancy. The analogy existing between the causes of con-

genital deafness and pre-natal blindness would lead us to expect something like a

parity in proportion ; and the absence in statistics of congenital deafness of one

ear points in the same direction. When we come to consider that the percentage of

deaf mutes is only between 10 and 1.") per cent, which is certainly true for the

United States, we have left appealing to our art for relief 85 per cent of deaf mutes
in whom disease of an active natiire has played the devastating part in the early
months and j'ears of childhood. While simple middle-ear diseases unaccompanied
by suppuration and conseqiient destruction of parts may produce deafness of so

high a grade as to prevent the acquisition of vocal language, my examinations would
limit the probability of this to less than 4 per cent. The destructive action of sup-

purative disease plays a more important part, reaching probably 10 per cent, and
the remainder, nearly or quite 70 per cent, result from intra-cranial causes, and

amongst these must be classed many attributed to scarlet fever, for less than half

the cases following scarlet fever, examined by me, have shown marked lesions of

the middle ear upon both sides. We hope that the diffusion of knowledge amongst
general practitioners and the increased skill and thoroughness with which diseases

of the nose and throat are managed by the profession at large will lead to more

prompt and efficient treatment of such diseases when complicating the exanthe-

mata, and so materially lessen destructive sxippurative processes.
There still remain the great majority in whom intracranial, especially labyrin-

thine diseases produce deafness in the early months of life, and for whom there

has seemed no hope. The study of these conditions is surrounded with great diffi-

culty. Pathologically, the opportunity for close comparison of the clinical history
with the morbid anatomy is extremely rare, and the recorded observations have
hitherto given us little of value as to the relation between acute diseases and the

development of extreme deafness. Clinically, we are met with the difficulty that

only a small proportion of the cases are seen and studied by a medical attendant

during the important period when deafness is acquired. A child of a few weeks
or months is indisposed, fretful, its head is thrown back, it may decline nourish-

ment, an eruption may. or may not exist, the symptoms pass away \\dthout any
physician being called, and months may elapse before it is discovered that the
child is deaf. Or the medical attendant being called, the disease recognized and

recovery taking place to the gratification of the physician, the same delay exists

between convalescence and the recognition of deafness
;
such occurrences are

familiar to yoii all, and should lead to no censure of the attendant, for in the first

place it is extremely difficult in infancy to determine whether the hearing is badly
impaired or not, and we are not even certain whether the pathological cause of

deafness is always or even usually developed synchronously with the acute affec-
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tion causing it. The fact shown in my former paper that cerebro-spinal fever

bears a causative relation to deaf-mutism, in the United States in from 30 per cent

to 50 per cent of cases, is now^ w^ell recognized, and while as a riile admission

papers of institutions can be considered of as little except negative value, the

exceptions in which the clinical history is developed by a careful medical attendant

are sufficiently numerous to make certain that other febrile diseases, especially

typhoid fever and mumps, are occasionally followed by deafness from internal

lesion ; and as indicated before, scarlet fever is a more frequent cause of internal

ear deafness than of destructive middle ear disease.

Nothing in statistics or clinical history of the cases personally examined affords

anything satisfactory in regard to the relationship of acute inflammations of the

pia mater, '•leptomeningitis infantum," "basilar meningitis," "purulent menin-

gitis of the convexity,"
" traumatic meningitis,"

" consecutive meningitis,"
" metes-

tatic meningitis," or possibly
" tubercular meningitis," to lesions producing deaf-

ness ; although we may believe that through these imi^erfectly kno\^^l conditions

the results are produced which are attributed to "rheumatism," "fright." "con-

vulsions," "hydrocephalus." "colds," and the fevers generally. It is unfortunate

that the term "epidemic" has been associated with cerebro-spinal fever, because

on the part of the profession an erroneous idea has been developed. This disease

is epidemic as typhoid fever is epidemic, under special circumstances, but like

typhoid it is constantly endemic in all parts of the United States. Its jjrevalence

as a scourge in special localities, and the undoubted fact that in malarial portions
of the country many cases of cerebro-spinal fever were supposed to be remittent

and other fevers, led to failure to appreciate this endemic character. However, it

is in evidence that in Michigan there were reported, in 1873, 812 deaths, and in the

ten years following a mean mortality from this cause of 178 i)er annum, the greatest
number 330, the least 101, in a single year, and these cases scattered through the

various counties and distributed through the twelve months so uniformly as to

show conclusively for this State that the cases could all be considered sporadic.

The same evidence is furnished wherever vital statistics are published in America.

The occasional occurrence of epidemics in restricted locahties among men and
animals does not lessen the importance of the fact that this disease is always with

us. Another important fact in this connection is developed by study of the census

reports of 1880 and 1890, namely, that there exists a remarkable uniformity in the

proportion of deaf-mutes to the total population North and South, East and West,

through all the diversities of climate and elevation of this great country, and that

the proportion remains nearly the same in the white and colored races ; also tliat

while scarlet fever produces its greatest ravages in the densely populated portions
of the country and almost disappears as a causative agent in the production of

deaf mutism in some of the States of the Mississippi Valley, we find cerebro-

spinal fever producing an almost uniform rate of mortality in all parts of the

country.
In thus presenting the conditions that must be met in efforts at prevention of

the deafness of childhood, I wish to reiterate that the conclusions presented in the

foregoing, differing in many respects from the accepted doctrines, have been

arrived at only after careful clinical study of this helpless class, and I am sure the

personal study of these cases in the institutions for education and careful sifting

of the clinical histories of patients, with the assistance of those familiar with the

incidents of early childhood of the victims, will lead to similar conclusions in any
of the United States. Inherited syphilis, which had sparingly marked the features

and teeth of those examined by me, will doubtless in institutions drawing from

large cities appear more frequently, and the same is probably true of the effects

of suppurative process, but I believe not to an extent to produce material change
in the statistics of causation. It is apparent, therefore, that any considerable sue-
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cess in diminishing the frequency of mutism must have its origin in the study

of intra cranial diseases ;
the specific cause of cerebro-spinal fever remains to be

discovered, and with a knowledge of the methods of infection and the reasons for

its extensive dissemination the physician will be better prepared to study its

natural history. To accomplish this desirable end it is necessary that the attention

of the profession at large, the general practitioners of the whole country, be called

to the frequency with which deafness follows apparently slight ailments of chil-

dren, and impress strongly upon their minds fiirther the fact that destruction

of hearing most frequently takes place without symptoms referable to the ear.

Through the public institutions a more accurate history of each individual could

be obtained by correspondence with parents and medical attendants. The amount of

energy that has been wasted in the endeavor to prove that deaf-mutism is largely the

result of consanguineous man-iages would be sufficient to greatly enlarge our

knowledge as to the beginning of deaf-mutism. Public institutions can more

readily than medical societies appeal to the public for cooperation, and through
the public press awaken the people to one of the neglected results of infantile dis-

ease.

I am aware that much that I have said is an old story to most of you, but the

strong impression made ui)on my mind by the conflict between the methods of

causation as described in literature and the history of the cases studied in institu-

tions, and the neglect of writers upon general medicine to afford to the general

practitioner due warning of the dangers of the minor as well as the graver cerebral

lesions, must be my excuse for appealing to you to investigate for yourselves these

important questions, and I feel deeply grateful that I am-enabled to make this

appeal to those interested in the diseases of the ear from so many lands, represent-

ing all habitable latitudes.

PAPERS READ BEFORE THE SECTION.

OTACOUSTIC TREATMENT ; ITS HISTORY AND RESULTS UPON THE
DEAF AND DEAF MUTES.

By J. A. MALONEY, M. D., of Washington, D. C.

Prior to the year 1886 I devoted a great deal of time to experiment in physics
and princijially to its branch acoustics

;
the result of which was the development

of the instrument since known as the otoi)hone, which differed in construction

from anything previously used for the purpose. It had three chief characteristics :

(1) It did not enter the meatus auditorius externus ; (2) it was a tube closed

at one end by a flexible membrane, and tliereby confined a column of air ; (3) it

was free from reverberation so common to the old forms. Its advantages
reached the ears of Drs. S. Wier Mitchell and C. H. Burnett, of Philadelphia, and

through them I was requested by the College of Physicians of that city to lay the

matter before them and demonstrate its advantages. This was done on April

6, 1887. (See Transactions of the College of Physicians, third series. Vol. ix, Phil-

adelphia, 1887.) Subsequently I was invited to make tests upon deaf mutes at

the Pennsylvania Institution for the Deaf and Dumb and a confirmatory test at

the National Deaf Mute College, Washington, D. C, and the results were laid

before the American Otological Society, July 19, 1887, New London, Conn. (See
Transactions American Otological Society, Vol. iv. Part I.) The cases so tested

were classified as follows; (1) Five congenital cases ; (2) five who lost hearing
between the ages of 1 and 5

; (3) five cases of profound hardness of hearing, being
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educated as mutes, but who hear a little, can talk and understand lip reading, and

may be termed " semi-mutes."'

After the tests in Philadelphia (the first made). Dr. Burnett expres.sed surprise
at the demonstration of the hearing power in the five congenitals. The resiilts

attending these experiments suggested the thought of a new field of treatment in

chronic deafness, by means of i)assive motion, and I turned to physiological acous-

tics for light and knowledge, but found the path had been traversed only partially,

until the portals of this domain of science had been opened by Weber, Lucac,
Hemholtz, Politzer, Rieman, Henke, and in our own country by Blake, Burnett,
and Sexton, and the literature ui)on the subject was sparse and not specialized. Up
to this time otology depended upon local api^lications and '"Politzer inflation."

Then came Siegel's otoscope, as a means of passive motion, and later Delstanche's

modification of same, but success in their use was rare, why? Because it pro-
duced a too violent and anti-periodic moti(m, and the ear of the lower as well as

the higher order of animal shrinks from the same.

As before stated, prior to my discovery local treatment and Politzer inflation

were the means most relied upon for success. The aurist in addressing himself to

the external canal had light before him, as far as it related to that i)art. With
Politzer inflation he could render the Eustachian tubes more patuloiis, and by so

doing admit mt)re air to the middle ear m an endeavor to bring about that imi)ortant
factor of audition, i. e., equalization of pressure upon each side of the membrana
tympani ; but should he succeed in getting a normal himen established, any fixation

of the transmitting mechanism prevented fiirther success. This was the status of

treatment in chronic deafness up to the year 1888, when I announced the discovery
that sound, arbitrarily applied to meet conditions of each case, was a therapeutic

agent of importance in chronic deafness.

The indications for scientific passive motion had long been suggested by the

well known phenomenon of "
paracusis Willisiana." Hearing better in a noise is

an acuteness of aiidition made so by motion, but entirely different from the natural

method for the following reason : Hearing better in a noise is a distinct function from

that of normal hearing in that there is an antecedent momentum established by the

noise through mass vibration, esiiecially in a moving vehicle, and the voice as a

superimposed vibration retards or interferes with the existing vibrations. This

interference addresses itself to the sensorum as sound. In the normal ear the mem-
brana tympani and ossicula aiiditus or transmitting mechanism has a direct action

in the translation. Having completed the method and means for a system of aural

massage, I designated it
'• otacoustic treatment," which covei'ed in its meaning any

sound to the ear. In my earlier cases I was struck by the relief afforded as well

as the cessation of tinnitus aurium in many cases, and upon reflection I turned to

my notes of experimentation, in whic;li I tried to produce th()se sounds mechanically
which are set out in my article •• The sphenoid bone ; some of its possible func-

tions," (see New York Medical Journal. August 11. 1888). In speaking of tinnitus

aurium, I said :

I would here state that I have produced the singing sounds by getting a very
loose contact in a Blake telephone transmitter, the contacts of which woiild be for

the pui-pose analagous to the artic-ulations of the malleus and incus, from which I

have concluded that singing sounds are diie to slight disarticulation of the malleo-
incudal joint placed in vibration by some stibjective cause, and continued by reason
of the membrana tympani acting as a retractile spring, thus i)roducijig the same
effect as the "Neff hammer " or make-and-break device upon the induction coil.

Much time was required in formulating the method of treatment in individual

as well as classified cases during the first two years, the work being empirical
because I had no rule of i)rocedure based tipon an experience by others for my
guidance. That partial anchylosis or fixation of ths ossicula auditus could be

relaxed by this form of passive motion was accepted by some of the most eminent
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otologists of our day, and I was encouraged by them to persevere. There were

some, however, who ascribed my success to education of the perceptive tract, and

this alone.

In the year 1890 I treated a patient, who was then dean of the Southern Homoe-

pathic Medical College at Baltimore, Md. At the time of visit he was accom-

panied by a Dr. H. F. Garey, professor of otology in said college. Some time

after this visit I understood that said Garey had applied the doctrine of "similia

similibus curaiitur'' to sound as a therapeutic agent, or, in other words, that the

similar sound of tinnitus applied would cure the tinnitus as well as the deafness.'

Later on I was astonished to find in the lay press such announcements as ' " New
way to cure deafness," "Deaf hear by phonograph, by Dr. H. F. Garey,"

" Sound
waves in the treatment of aural diseases, by Dr. H. F. Garey." Whereupon I

sent a protest to the faculty of said college against the unfair assumption upon
the part of Garey ; they in response indorsed his action.

This party used the phonograph and the similar sound (being a homcei)ath) as

the tinnitus, but has since abandoned said instrument, as I did in my early experi-

ments years ago. Others have since suggested the use of the telephone, but the

use of phonograph and telephone for commercial purposes has jjroduced ear trou-

bles, in the latter case known as "
telephone ear." They are fref^uently met with

by otologists of our large cities. "Telephone ear "was first pointed out by Dr.

Clarence J. Blake, before and during the year 1888 (see Transactions American Oto-

logical Society, Vol. ix, part 2, 1888) and later by M. Gelle abroad.

No man has tised the phonograph more, nor had a greater opportunity of testing

its efficiency in deafness than its inventor, Thomas A Edison, yet he has suffered

for years from progressive deafness, audi was informed lately that he is jn-ofoundly

deaf. The reason for the deleterious effect upon the ear from the use of these instru-

mentalities is the shock necessarily created by their sound-producing mechanism.

The method and means which I employ in otacoiistic treatment are : ( 1 ) The
tube or otophone hereinbefore mentioned closed at one end by a flexible mem-
brane, and confining a column of air ; (3) the method, which consists in the use

of articulate sounds (preferably) by reading, twice or thrice daily for a given

length of time, according to conditions of case ; power of voice also being regiilated.

Such is the history of sound in its application to otology up to this time. The

diagnosis in profound deafness requires a knowledge of the history m each case

and experience in the application of this method of treatment, based upon a

familiarity with physiolt)gical acoustics. Strange as it may seem, otology, as

taught to-day, ignores physiological acoustics, which, to my mind, is a sine qua
non to that special branch of medicine and surgery.

I will now call your attention to the class of cases and degree of success

obtained by otacoustic treatment:

Case 1.—Dr. B. . a busy practitioner of this city, had three or four years pre-
vious, by diagnosis. Meniere's disease. He applied to me for test May 4, 1887.

Right ear only involved. He was very much surprised at being able to hear on
that side. The next day I received a message, asking me to call at his office and
repeat the test. After making the second test he apologized for being skeptical,
and said that three of the most eminent otologists abroad had made an unfavor-
able prognosis in his case. The following day he commenced treatment, and on
July 12 (two months afterwards) could hear unaided voice in a conversational
tone a distance of 15 feet. He asked at this time whathe could do to acknowledge
the result, when I suggested that he communicate the facts to Dr. C. H. Burnett,
of Philadelphia, which he did in a letter which was read at meeting of American
Otological Society, New London, Conn., July 19. 1887.
Case 2.—Ralph G., set. 13; February 13, 1887 ; diphtheria at 6 years. Before

visit to me the boy had been treated in this country and abroad. R. E.
,
destruction

of membrana tymp^ni, save a portion of membrana flaccida ; ossicles absent ; L.
E.

, otitis i)urulenta
; exacerbations frequent from exposure ; pain relieved by dis-

charge ; membrana tympani perforated and sclerotic ;
inflammation vdth sup-
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piiration frequently recurring ; slight naso-pharyngeal catarrh ; excessive hyper-
trophy of tonsils (almost toiiching each other): loud voice; L. E.=t 3 inches, R.
E.= 0. Diagnosis had been made of paralysis of auditory nerve. The boy was
an expert lip reader, and had the "deaf face" well developed. After examina-
tion I found after a five-minute test that he could hear, R. E.. moderate tone at
meatus, and range extended to 13 inches for L. E. I made a favorable prognosis
for development of hearing to serve practical i)urposes through life. The usual
local applications were used upon ears ; naso-pharynx and tonsils and otacoiistic

treatment faithfully followed. On May 30, 1889 (a little ovei three months), the

hearing power had been brought up as follows : With eyes closed ccnild hear
ordinary conversation at 13 feet, and this remained fixed up to time of last visit,

August, 1889, his mother having removed to the far West ; the deaf face had dis-

appeared ; he was ruddy and robust, and I think it would have puzzled an expert
to discover that the boj' had ever been profoundly deaf.

Case,?.—Mrs. W. H. H., set. 46: Jime 1. 1889; atrophic nasal catarrh: R. E.
deaf for fifteen years. W., R. E. = C. L. E. = /„ ; B. C. good : M. T., sclerotic,

opaqiie, retracted ; tinnitus very persistent and varying ; E. T. partly patulous.
Patient was very skeptical of prognosis made after examination and tests, but her
husband, who was present, urged her to proceed with treatment, which she reluc-

tantly did. After thirty days the following results were shown : W. , R. E.
,
= /^ ;

L. E., 15 . Ordinary conversation heard in anyi)art of room with back to speaker ;

tinnitus very much reduced. This patient was a neurotit; and at the menopause.
In November, 1800, she called to inform me that she had been ill with typhoid
fever, but her hearing remained good. At this time tests showed: W., L. E. =
|§, R. E. = Jo ; tinnitus scarcely perceptible, and then only at times.
Case Jf-.

—February 15, 1889, Mr. J. Van S.
,
set. 86 ; lip reader ; atrophicnasal catarrh.

This case was sent by specialist, who was treating him for otorrhcea. Deaf R. E.
three years, L. E. twentv-five years ; had been under treatment for some vears ;

W. , R. E.= J(, ' L. E.=: C. • V. , R. E.=3 feet, L. E. meatus. After four months condi-
tions were W. , R. E. = |g, L. E.=

^.'g ; conversational tone of voice heard in any part
of room (15 by 15) and low voice at 3 feet with L. E. The deaf face in this case
was pronounced at time of first visit. On may 19 patient presented an im])roved
appearance, no deaf face, and was bright and cheerful; V., undertone, 15 feet;
W. , R. E.= %%, L. E. = \%. On May 19 patient presented an improved api)earance,
no deaf face, a bright and cheerful countenance

; V.:=moderate, 15 feet; W., L.
1 R p. 4

Case 5.—Miss A. De L., aet. 34
; January 16, 1890 ; expert lip reader ; post-scarla-

tinal deafness since early childhood : R. E., W.=^(y . L. E., W.^=^^^^ ;
B. C. good ;

chronic muco-purulent discharge from L. E.
; M. T., R. E.. oi>aqtie, retracted, and

full ©f cicatrices, L. E., perforation in inferior posterior, quadrant and tissue
bathed in muco-purulent secretion: E. T., R. closed, L. patiilous; treatment for

discharge of L. was carried out under otologist who sent the case. I directed
otacoustic treatment to development of hearing in R. E. with disuse of Jj. E.
because of sensitiveness (closing meatus with wool) for L. during medication. At
end of thirty days, otacoustic treatment was used on bcjth sides, the purulent dis-

charge from L. having subsided. On May 8. 1890, conditions were, W., R. E.= /j,
L. E.= |g. October 1, 1891, W., R. E.= f g, L. E.= fg.
Case 6.—Mrs. E. R.

, set. 38 ; September 30. 1890, chronic naso-pharyngeal catarrh ;

M. T.
,
L. E. opaque, thickened, retracted ;

E. T. partly patulous ;
M. T.

,
R. E. opaque

upon posterior segment, retracted ; tinnitus aurium both sides ; unfavorable

I)rognosis by several specialists: had been under treatment for vears; W..R.E.
^% L. E.= O ; B. C. good ; V. , R. E.

,
loud^ 6 feet. L. E. . land = nieatus. October

30, tinnitus, R. E. seldom noticed, L. E. very much reduced : V.. R. E. 10 feet, L. E.
10 inches. December 15 W.,R.E.= ;!*'(y,

L.E. ==/„; V., R. E.. conversational tone,
15 feet, L. E.

,
conversational tone, 4 feet. January 33. 1891 , no tinnitus ; W. , R. E.

i^, L. E. s^. May 4, R. E. ^g, L. E. /„ : V. . conversational tone, R. E. 30 feet. L. E.
10 feet ; no tinnitus. Upon first visit this jiatient stated ' ' the deafness is of
minor importance compared to the suffering endured from the tinnitus, and will
be hapi)y if rid of it within two years."
Case 7.—Mrs. G. B. This case was sent by specialist in another city, August 33,

1890 ; W.. R. E. == ^^, L. E. = C. He reported under different dates as follows :

November 19, 1890,
" I have seen Mrs. B. but three times since she commenced your

treatment. On November 13, she heard W., R. E. = 34 inches, L. E. =4 inches ;

compared with R. E. 18 inches, L. E. = ^ inch. October last, she is delighted,
so am I." On February 20, 1891, she again reported, W., R. E. = 36 inches, L. E. =
12 inches.
Case 8.—Mrs. M. H., aet. 40 ; May 4, 1891 ; hypertrophic nasal catarrh ; R. E.. deaf

six months, L. E., deaf eight years ;
M. T., R. slightly retracted, luster and trans-
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parency somewhat diminished ; L. retracted opaque ; W., R. E. = C, L. E. := O ;

V. moderate, R. E. = 6 feet, L. E. = 0; no perception of quality, as patient
expressed it, every sound was '•

whiz, whiz." June 2, W., R. E.= 5%, L. E. =
j.i(y ;

V.mod.,R. E.10±eet,L.E. 4feet. Jxine2(j, W., R. E. = »a,l. E. =:{g; V.mod.,R.
E. = 14f9et, L. E. = 10feet. October 10, W., R. E. = V, L.E. = J§; V.mod.,R.
E.= 20 feet, L. E. = 17 feet.

Case 9.—Mr. W. Gr. P., set. 25; iSovember 27, 1891 ; atrophic nasal catarrh
; lip

reader; M. T.. R. E. = perforated, retracted, opaque, L. E., retracted, opaqu6, E.

L., R. closed, L. partly patulous; W.. R. E =
„J(,,

L. E. f^\ V. Loud, R. E. = 12

inches, L. E. = 30 inches. December 24, W. E. }.^, L. E. = fg : V. mod., R. E. =
6 feet, L. E. =8feet. January 21, W.,R. E. =1*, L. E. = f^; V. low, R. E. = 10

feet, L. E. 10 feet. March 2, W., R. E. = f», L. E. jjo ; V. mod.. R. E. 16 feet,

L. E. rs feet. April 22, W.. R. E. = » +
, L. E. fg; V., R. E. = 18 feet. L. E. = 16

feet. This case was treated otherwise by aurist who sent case to me.
Case 10.—Miss H. R. B., set. 28; January 4, 1892; lip reader: atrophic nasal

catarrh, tinnitus aurium : M. T., R. E. retracted, L. E. retracted, opaque ; E. T., R.

patulous. L. partly patiilous ; W., R. E.==/(f, L. E. || ; V., R. E. 16 inches, L. E.3
inches mod. February 14. W., R.E. = y, L.E.,/^; V.mod., R.E.f) feet, L.E. 3

feet. April 5. W., R. E. H L. E. 4 : V. mod., R. E. 12 feet, L. E. 6 feet. May 7,

W., R. E. =r_.
l*. L. E. 15

; V. mod., R. E. =26 feet, L. E. 20 feet ; no tinnitus except
slightly at period.
Case 71.—Miss K. M., set. 32

; February 18, 1892 ; atrophic nasal catarrh : M. T.,
R. E. retracted, cicatrix, opaque, L.E. retracted : E. T. partly patulous ; W. , R. E.=
P%, L.E.=:|!!; V.mod., R.E.24 inches, L.E. 4 feet. March 28. W., R. E.= ig, L.

E.=|A ;
V. mod.

,
R. E.= 12 feet, L. E. 20 feet. May 9, W., R. E.||, L. E. |g ;

V. mod.,
15 feet, L. E. 30 feet.

Ca.se X2.— Miss M. R., a^t. 15; March 4, 1892; scarlatinal deafness; R. E. only;
had been under treatment for years; W.,R. E. = ^5; V., R. E. 12 inches, mod-
erate; M. T., opaque, retracted ; E. T., patulous. May 27, W., R. E.= ||; V., R.
E. 12 feet, moderate. June 15, W., R. E. || ; V., R. E. 21 feet, moderate.
Case 16'.—Mr. L. S., set. 68; March 14, 1892; chromic atrophic catarrh; M. T.,

K. E., reti-acted, opaque, calcarious deposits, L. E. retracted, opaque deposits;
E. T., partly patulous; V., R.E. = 12 inches, L.E.= 24 inches; W.. R. E. ^"5, L.

E.7O,. April 27, W., R. E.= A, L. E.
,V,f ; V., R.E.= 7 feet, L. E. 13 feet, mod-

erate. May 27, W., R. E.= i^, L. E. ||; V., R. E. = 9 feet, L. E. 21 feet, mod-
erate.

Case 14.
—Katie J., set. 8 ; June 1, 1889 ; scarlatina at 2 yeai;s ; a good lip reader

for one so young ; profoundly deaf ; no supposed hearing ; articulation bad ; M.
T., R. retracted, parchment-like in appearance: L. better appearance; E.T.,R.
slightly patulous ;

L. patulous ; diagnosis by several specialists paralysis of audi-

tory nerve ; after test, V. loud, R. E.= 0, V. loud, L. E.= 1 inch. As this was
an out-of-town case the mother wrote after six months as follows :

' •

I find it has
been the means of great improvement in hearing and articulation." The father

writing later to the physician who sent the case to me said :

• ' We feel satisfied there
is a marked improvement in her hearing ; she now hears with both ears ;

she fre-

(juently asks,
' Which is my good ear?'

"

Case i,'>.—Noma »., set. 6 : Julv 19, 1890 ; scarlatinaat 5 years ; W., R. E. ^%, L.
E.

ft^f,; v., R.E. loud, 5 feet; B.'^C. good; L.E. loud, 2 feet. September 16, 1890,

W., R. E.=
J-g,

L. E.== ^%; V., R. E. 18 feet, moderate tone, L. E. 10 feet, moderate.
Case 1(1.—Miss C. P,, set. 22 . February 12, 1889 ; supposed congenital ; sent by a

New York specialist for determination of hearing power. Had been educated as
a deaf mute by the Bell visible-speech method. Upon examination I found hear-

ing upon both sides, and after ten minutes she covild repeat the test words nat-

urally, conversation upon her part, owing to system of edxication. being in a mon-
otone. For prognosis I gave improvement in audition sufficient for articulation.
I heard nothing from this case until five months had elapsed, when the following
reportwas sent from the person carrying outmy instructions :

' • In lessthan amonth
74 words and 40 sentences had been learned and were recognized upon day of

review (end of month). At end of fifth month she had learned and could repeat
many other words, besides figures up to 100." A physician residing in.' -me city,

becoming interested in the case, reqviested a test in his presence. He selected

figures up to 100 as test. The teacher then selecting figures here and there within
this limit called them to her and they were repeated without a mistake. Her
mother could at this time, with unaided voice, pronounce a word close to meatus
and her daughter would repeat it. This was the first time she ever heard her
mother's voice. I have heard nothing from this case since directly, but under-
stand it was laid before the American Association to Promote Teaching of Speech
to the Deaf in New York, 1890. It was again referred to by the secretary of the said

S. Ex. 36 101
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association in an invitation for me to deliver a lecture before that body upon the
cultivation of hearing at their June meeting, Lake George, N. Y., 189L

'

Said invi-
tation I was forced to decline, owing to affliction in my family at that time.

Case 18.—Bessie B., set. 16; January 10, 1891; scarlatina at 3 years. Her
mother stated that an unfavorable prognosis had been made by several specialists.
Owing to her mental condition she was at this time an inmate of an institution
for feeble-minded children at Font Hill, near Ellicott City, Md. While convers-
ing with the mother the girl sat looking at the ceiling, talking to herself and twirl-

ing her thumbs. She was very submissive to all tests, but would not allow exam-
ination by aural speculum, and never would. I found hearing upon both sides,
and with fork test I found conduction per aerial and bone. F. C., aerial, R. E.
3

" h 3
"

I, L. E. 2
"

'' 8
'

1

; V.. R. E. 2 inches, L. E. loud. I made prognosis for

improvement of hearing sufficient to improve articulation if she was removed
from her environment and taught at home.
Upon consultation with the father, subsequently, she was placed under my care.

On February 31 the mother reported that her daughter called her attention to the

blowing of a distant steam wliistle while on the street. March 30 P. C., aerial,
R. E.= 11

" h 13
"

', L. E.= 10
" h 13

"
1

; V., R. E.= 4 feet, L. E.= 3 feet.

Articulation much improved. Patient now left the city with her mother, and
under date of July 28, 1891 , the latter wrote :

' ' Her health has very much improved,
and the general comment of friends is that she has improved in hearing and speaking.
I teach her regularly." November 12,1893 :

" She has impi'oved in articulation, and
isbeing educated. " At this date the hearing powerwas V. , R. E.= 6 feet. L. E.= 4
feet. I submit the foregoing cases as typical to sliow what can l)e done in many
cases of profound deafness without the radical oi)eration now so much in vogue.

DISCUSSION.

Dr. J. Mount Bleyer. New York. The phonograph undoubtedly can be used

for the purpose of testing deafness as well as of curing such a malady. The trouble

lies not in the phonograph but in the method of handling siich an important tech-

nical instrument. Otacoustic method of treatment of deafness is the proper and

only method of testing and aiding the treatment. Phonograms should be made
in different acoustic grades. Tests by means of the phonograph are most reliable

tests.

Prof. PoLiTZER. Might I ask Dr. Maloney if he uses inflation with catheter in

his cases?

Dr. MAI.ONEY. I will state that I am in the habit of using inflation after Prof.

Politzer's method, and that I use the catheter only when absolutely necessary.

Dr. H. B. Young, Burlington, Iowa, Briefly I wish to add my indorsement to

the views expressed by the president in his address. This has recently been added

to by a ccmsultation (case cited) in which an unrecognized sporadic cerebro-spinal

fever in early infancy was undoubtedly the cause of the deaf-mutism found.

The importance of bringing this matter to the consideration of general practition-

ers can not be overestimated as a prevention of deaf-mutism.

Dr. S. S. Bishop, Chicago. The showing made by Dr. Maloney is certainly a

very favorable one. Respecting the use of the telephone and phonograph, I have

never seen any good results to the hearing from their employment, while I have

observed many cases of diseases of the ear apparently attributable to the use of

the telephone. No cases of diseases of the ear resulting from the use of the phono-

graph have come under my treatment ; but I do not believe it is in any way bene-

ficial to hearing. In my clinics at the Illinois Charitable Eye and Ear Infirmary,

Chicago, as well as in private practice, I have seen chronic non-suppurative inflam-

mation of the middle ear, chronic suppurative inflammation of the same part, and

ulceration of the auricle in persons who constantly use the telephone, either in

the telephone offices or in large commercial houses, that I had every reason to

believe were due to the irritating effects of the constant use of the telephone.

However, I am not prepared to say that this instrument will cause ear disease in
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those who are not predisposed to such trouble, or who have no preexisting affec-

tion of the ear. The gentleman who was for a number of years superintendent
of the Chicago Telephone Company, and whose hearing seemed to be normal,
assured me that although he was in the habit of conversing many times a day
by telephone no unpleasant results were experienced. I have also questioned

quite a large number of peojjle who constantly use the telephone, and who assure

me that it produces no bad effect in their cases. But I believe its use by persons
whose ears are diseased is positively injurious. The injury following its use may
be due to the present imperfections in its construction which allow of the whir-

ring and crackling noises that are irritating in character. If the uses of such i stru-

ments were beneficial to hearing, why should people become progressively deaf

who are constantly subjected to the action of sound waves? They do nothing
more than conduct sound waves to the ear. Notwithstanding the skepticism con-

tained in this question, I sliall give this instrument a fair trial if an opportunity
is afforded.

Dr Maloney. In reply to Dr. Bishop's remark that he did not see why persons
should become progressively deaf while soiind waves were constantly making
impact ui)on the membrana tynipani, it is clear to me why sound waves from
unaided voice do not exert a beneficial influence in progressive deafness, because

under conditions usually found in progi'essive deafness there is a resistance to

transmission by ossicula auditus.

PATHOLOGICAL CONDITIONS FOLLOWING PIERCING OF THE LOB-
ULES OF THE EAR.

By MAX THORNER, A. M., M. I).,

Profensor of Clinical LuryiKjology and Otology, Cincinnati College of Medicine and Surgery
Laryngologist and Aurist, Jewish Hospital ; Consulting Laryngologist and Rhinologist, Oph-
thalmic Hospital, Cincinnati, Ohio.

The custom of piercing the lobules of the ear dates from the remotest historical

antiquity, being first mentioned in the book of Genesis. It was practiced by the

people of the Orient and by those of the West, and was transmitted from the races

of classic antiquity through the middle ages down to our present times. Ear-

rings were held among certain nations in high repute as talismans or amulets.

They were, and I believe are still, superstitiously valued as remedies for eye affec-

tions. But their principal use was at all times, and certainly is now, that of orna-

ments to be worn, generally by women. And thus it happens that mothers, who
who would otherwise protect their little ones from every harm and pain, will not
shrink from subjecting them to an unnecessary, inexcusable, and painful proced-
ure only to adorn them with the coveted jewel. This explains why such a bar-

baric custom as that of piercing the ears could have survived to our present times.

It is, however, barbaric, not only because of its origin, nor on account of the crude

methods by which it is practiced, but more so for the reason that not rarely more
or less troublesome, and even fatal, consequences have been observed after this

procedure. It is my pleasure to report to you to-day a number of such sequelae of

piercing the lobes, some of which seemed to me to be of more than ordinary inter-

est, although there are scattered in literature a goodly number of interesting
cases. Before reporting my own it may be opportune to mention a few of the

observations made by others.

Hufeland saw a child die of trismus following piercing of the lobule of the ear.'

Severe inflammation of the lobe, erysipelas of the ear, large granulations around
the wound, cutting of the ring through the lobule, and hypertrophic thick scars

' Cited from Diefifenbach, Die operative Chirurgie, Vol. ii, p. 78. 1848.
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are some of the possible sequelae mentioned by Dieffenbach.' Fibroids (keloids)
have been observed by many authors and are mentioned by Knapp, Agnew,
Turnbull, Finley. Biirkner, Schwartze, Politzer, Bacon, and others. They occur

up to the size or chicken eggs, and are said to be more common among the colored

than the white race. Politzer says^ they are benign, no recurrence taking place
after total extirpation. He refers, however, to the case of Agnew,'' in which a

tumor originating in a traumatic scar returned again and again. And, according
to some observers, recurrence of these tumors is not at all uncommon. Knapp has

called special attention to the fact that they are liable to recur, and that by fre-

quent recurrence thej^ may become malignant.^ And in all cases of tumors of

the auricle to be reported in this paper recurrence has taken place several times.

Sexton ''

speaks of a cleft lobule from earrings, and saw even a portion of the lobule

slough off. Kirchner "
says that the lobule is not infrequently the seat of an

eczema, originating by preference in the pierced holes. Altschul has reported
a death from gangrene following piercing the lobes in a girl of 9 montlis ;

'

and erysipelas, sometimes fatal, is mentioned recently by Haug** as being occa-

sionally caiised by the reprehensible X)ractice of piercing the lobule.

It would be easy to multiply these cases, but these will be sufficient to show that

there are abundant observations on record to make one reflect why the voices of

l^hysicians or at least of otologists are not raised against this "
truly barbarous

custom," as Roosa calls it. The following cases have come under my observation :

ERYSIPELAS OF THE AURICLE AND FACE.

Case 1.—The lobule 'was pierced in a child 2 yeats old, and this was followed by
a severe attack of erysipelas, involving the whole auricle, auditory canal, and part
of the neck.

Ca.se ^.—A lady 20 years of age, who had not worn ear-rings for some time, was,
on attempting to do so again, obliged to use some force in placing them. Pain,
redness, and swelling soon developed in one ear, and the erysipelatous inflamma-
tion also involved face and scalp.
Cane S.—Also in an adiilt, and very similar to case 2. In this case the general

symptoms were very severe, and the erysipelas, after having spread over the face
and neck, invaded the pharynx. The patient recovered.

DEFORMITIES.

Two cases of cleft lobule were seen, caused by the ear-rings cutting through the

lobe. In the one case both lobtiles were torn. The clefts were readily repaired by
the operation advocated by Knapp,-' by paring the edges and stitching the little flap

left on the posterior lip over the corresponding portion of the anterior lip, thus

avoiding a notch in the lobule. The result of the operation was good. The other

case of cleft lobe was peculiar. It was that of a middle-aged woman, in whom
the earring had torn through the left lobule about ten years ago. Two years later

she got tired of wearing but one earring, and she had the left lobule again pierced

close to the old aperture. In the course of time this ring had also torn through,

parallel to the old slit, and the woman had now a lobule consisting of throe pend-
ants. The narrow central strip was removed, and the edges of the remaining

parts united in the above-described manner. The cosmetic effect was good.

1 J.F.Dieffenhach. Op.cit.

»Lehrb. d. Ohrenheilkunde. 1882, II Bd., p 73(1.

3 Trans. Amer. Otol. Soc. 1882, p. 720.

* Quoted by E. B. Dench, in Burnett's System of Diseases of the Ear, Nose, and Tliroat. Phila.,

\m.\ Vol. I, p. 1.57.

» The Ear and its Diseases. N. Y., 1888, p. 112.

« Schwartze's Handb. d. Ohrenheilk. ISlKi, Vol. ii, p 18.

• Ibid.
8 Arch. f. Ohrenhlk. Bd. a5, p. 142,

» Archiv. of Ophth.and Otol., Vol. in, No. 1.
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One case of enlargement of the opening made for earrings presented a peculiar

and even ridiculous appearance. The hole on one side had gradually enlarged,

from the weight of the ring, to the size of a lead pencil, and repair was desired

by the patient, a young lady of 19 years, for cosmetic pui-poses. The edges were

pared with a cataract knife, united by one suture, and healed readily. (A similar

case is described by Roosa. '

) ^^

ECZEMA OP THE AURICLE.

This has been observed in a number of cases to be caused by the wearing of

earrings, especially when they had accidentally caused small tears of the cutis,

and also after forcible placing of earrings, when the opening had been closed for

some time. It was generally the aciite form which was seen, causing swelling,

excoriation, formation of unsightly crusts, and bleeding, often upon the slightest

touch. This form is, as a rule, very painful. Removal of the cause, and treat-

ment with ointments (for instance the Ung. Diachylon) were sufficient to produce
a speedy cure. In two cases the eczema had reached the chronic stage, in one

involving the larger part of the auricle, and more especially the furrow along the

insertion of the auricle. These cases were more obstinate, but yielded also finally

to treatment.

TUMORS OF THE AURICLE.

Case 1. Fibroma (fibro-chondrovia) of auricle.—The patient, referred to me
in August, 1887, by Dr. Wright, was an unmarried lady, 83 years of age, white.
Had been troubled as a child with painful swellings of both lobules, which (caused

her to discontinue wearing earrings at the age of 17. At the age of 32 she noticed
that the old swelling in the right lobule, which had been pierced higher than is

the custom, and very close to the antitragus. began to grow, until it had reached
the size of a small cherry. Two years thereafter it was removed, but showed
signs of recurrence within a year. Three years ago, and five years after the first

operation, it was again removed, but began soon to reapi)ear, until it had reached
the size of a small chestuTit, involving the whole lobus. Removal was effected by
a V-shaped excision, and the edges brovight together by sutures. The tumor had
not returned two years after the operation, the last time I saw the i)atient. The
microscope showed, within a dense connective tissue formation, the structural
elements of cartilage sparingly intersjiersed. A case of fibro-chondroma of this

region has also been reported hy Strawbridge.'- The appearance of cartilage in a
tumor of the lobule finds its explanation in the fact that the lobule is not entirely
free of cartilage. There is, as W. His^ has shown, an unciform strip of cartilage
below the antitragus called lingua auriculae, which is the cartilaginous support of

the lobule of the auricle.
. Case 2. Fibroma of the auricle.—For the history of the following interesting
case and the specimen I herewith present to you, I am indebted to my friend. Dr.
O. Landman, of Toledo, Ohio. Mrs. C. E. J., white, aet. 35. When 15 years
old her earrings were caught on a pillow and both forcibly torn oiit. The wound
healed, but later on a "

lump began to grow
" on both lobules. Two years after-

wards both lobules were partially amputated. The left tumor has never returned.
The tumor in the right ear returned six times, and reached an operable size about
every three years. There were six operations after the first. Two years ago Dr.
Landman saw the case for the first time, when the tumor had reached the size of
an English walnut, involving the larger part of the auricle. He operated by
amputating the entire auricle. About eight weeks ago the lady was seen again.
There were at that time no signs of recurrence. The microscopic examination
showed the tumor to be a characteristic fibroma, containing possibly a little more
yellow elastic tissue than is usual in this kind of tumors, biit which might be

expected from the structures involved.
I Cases. Keloid of the auricle and face.

—Miss E. P. H., of Indiana, white, 35

years old, was seen one year ago. When 18 years old a small nodule developed in
the right lobule, close to the puncture. This began to grow, was painful, and was
excised. Within the following seventeen years the recurrence of this tumor was

1 A Practical Ti-eatise on the Diseases of the Ear. New York, seventh edition, 1891, p. 104.

" Trans, of the Amer. Otolog. Soc. 1875.

s Arch, f . Anat. u. Physiol. 1889, v and vi.
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the cause of untold misery for the sensitive woman. In the conrs^ of time she was
operated upon six times with the knife, and caustics of every description and in
untold quantities had again and again been used. Electrolysis and hypodermic
medication had been tried in vain. The pain produced by these different thera-

peutic agencies, especially the caiistics, and the freijuently unbearable pain within
the growth had undermined her health. When I saw her, a little over one year ago,
there was a solid sessile tumor, the size of about a silver quarter, extending from
the region below the tragus into the cheek. The lobule and lower posterior half
of the auricle were gone, and from the edge of the rest of the auricle a dense and
unyielding cicatricial tissue extended into the integument below and behind the
ear. The tumor was flat, about one-sixteenth of an inch elevated above the sur-

rounding skin, ordinarily pale, and not sensitive to the touch. At the time of
menstriaation it was usually congested, and slightly more elevated, and caused,
especially at such times, but occasionally also during the intervening period, the
most intense and lancinating pain. The tumor was removed by an elliptical
incision in healthy tissues, care being taken to lift it with a portion of the sub-
cutaneous adipose tissue from its location. After severing, by deep incisions, some
of the cicatricial bands behind and below the tumor. I was enabled to close the
wound by sutures. Primary union. There remained a thin linear scar, the pain
disappeared within a few weeks, and there have been no signs of recurrence as

yet, fourteen months after the operation. On former occasions the tumor showed
signs of reappearance within six months. The microscopic examination made by
Prof. Kramer, of the Cincinnati College of Medicine and Surgery, showed the
removed tumor to be a true keloid. The epidermis was atrophied, and hairs, hair

follicles, and glands were entirely absent. The Malpighian layer was distinctly
preserved, but there were only scanty traces of papillae. Immediately below them,
and arranged in layers i^arallel to the surface, there was a dense maSvS of fibrous

tissue, in which here and there blood vessels, some compressed, appeared. Among
the biTudles of fibrous tissue occasionally elastic fibers were noticed, and also fre-

quently groups of spindle cells. Below this was a looser connective tissue, with
many cellular elements, and a gradual merging into adipose tissue. Of course
it is too early as yet to say whether the last removal will be followed by a recur-
rence. It is true that most authors insist upon the possibility, and even proba-
bility, of a return of these growths after operation. But no treatment has as yet
been devised that will actually give better results; while Erichsen,' though ad-

mitting tlieir liability to return after excision, calls this their only treatment. And
in this case, the almost intolerable sufferings of the patient, whose best years had
been sacrificed in the battle with this baneful disfiguration, compelled me to do
something that gave her at least a slight chance of a permanent cure.

These cases do not demonstrate anything new, but having occurred under my
own observation lead me to believe that they are still more frequent than we
lasually think ; and while in most cases no serious consequences result from the

folly of piercing the ear lobes, yet there occur from time to time cases where a life

is at stake or where the enjoyment of life is serioitsly interfered with. It is time

that this relic of barbarism ought to be relegated where it belongs, to the bygone
follies of superstition and fashion. And the day is, I hope, not far distant when
it will be considered an evidence of brutality to have a tender and unprotected
child subjected to such an unnecessary and miitilating procedure.

DISCUSSION.

Dr. C. R. Holmes. I have seen three cases in colored women, which, however,
were not operated upon. A fourth case, occurring in a white woman 20 years of

age, was operated upon four years ago. The tumor occurred on the left side and
was about the size of a large hazelnut. It was removed by a V-shaped incision,

healing by first intenti(m. There is no recurrence up to date.

Prof. A. PoLiTZER. I desire to ask Dr. Thorner how many cases of tumor of

the auricle, all told, have been seen by him
; whether they were all produced by

ear-rings, and whether there were any colored people among his patients ?

' The Science and Art of Snrgery, Vol. ii, p. 314.
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Dr. Thorner. The total number of cases of tumors of the auricle seen by me
is four. But only in the three reported by me the history of the patients left no

doubt that the piercing of the lobe was responsible for the affection. The fourth

patient was seen but once and, refusing any operation, was lost from observation.

Although these tumors seem to be much more common among the colored race it

was strange that all the patients referred to were white.

ON A PECULIAR AFFECTION OF THE LABYRINTHINE CAPSULE AS
A FREQUENT CAUSE OF DEAFNESS.

By Prof. ADAM POLITZEE, M. D., University of Vienna.

The subject of the writer's i)aper is a peculiar form of deafness, occurring usually
in the aged and due to a pathological alteration of the labyrinth capsule. During
the examination of a number of temporal bones of people who had suffered from

progressive deafness, the author remarked circumscribed bony protuberances in

the neighborhood of the niche of the fenestra ovalis. These protuberances were
of the size of a lentil, rather flattened toward the edges, and contrasted with the

surrounding i)arts by their yellowish color. The mucous membrane of the tym-

panic cavity was generally normal, occasionally somewhat thickened. The fen-

estra ovalis was, in some specimens, of normal appearance, in others narrowed by
protuberances. The stapes was usually immovable ; yet, in very few specimens,

slightly movable.

In the second edition of the author's text-book on Diseases of the Ear, published
in 1887, maybe found a drawing of a case of bony anchylosis of the stapes. Besides

changes in the stapedio-vestibular articulation, the capsule of the labjTinth shows
considerable enlargement of the lacunar medullary spaces. These changes were

interpreted by the author, as well as by others who had observed similar condi-

tions, as being due to chronic interstitial middle-ear catarrh. The study of the

specimens which the author demonstrated to the section showed that this view is

not correct, and that these cases which have usually been grouped under dry,
sclerotic middle-ear catarrh, are in reality diie to a primary lesion in the capsule of

the labyrinth.
The following are the histological changes obsei'ved in the microscopical sections

made from the specimens : The parts surrounding the oval window are transformed

into a uniform mass of newly formed osseous tissue. The normal articxtlations

between the stapes and oval window have entirely disappeared. The plate of the

stapes is frequently thickened, even to five or six times the normal size. The

ossificatory changes begin in the bony labyrinth capsiile and extend toward the

oval window and the plate of the stapes, sometimes even toward the cochlea and
the vestibulum. Sometimes the ossificatory changes only produce partial ossifica-

tion of the stapedio-vestibular articulation, so that in the same section we find

one portion of the articulation completely ossified and another still membranous.
This i)artial anchylosis exiilains why the hearing power for a loud voice is still

retained in some cases. The newly formed osseous tissue stains more deeply with

carmine, and this difference in color enables us to distinguish the pathological
tissue from the normal, even with the naked eye. The number of bone corpuscles
is usually increased, the lacunar and medullary spaces are generally larger and
contain fibrillar tissue, cells, blood-vessels, osteoblasts, and osteoclasts. It maybe
well to assume that the changes are due to a primary inflammc.tory process in the

labyrinth capsule, producing a formation of new and young osseous tissue, which

successively replaces the normal bone, and by extension toward the stapes and
other contiguous parts finally causes the important functional changes due to

anchylosis of the stapes. Tiiese conditions represent one form of progressive deaf-
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ness. That other pathological conditions, entirely different in character, caused

by chronic niiddle-ear catarrh, such as calcifications and ossifications of the sta-

pedio-vestibular ligament, or adhesions between the branches of the stapes and

the lower wall of the niche of the oval window may, and do often, produce similar

clinical symptoms is a well-established fact. Very little could be ascertained

regarding the etiology of this form of progressive deafness, as the disease was
observed in old people from whom it was impossible to obtain an accurate history.

In two cases gout maybe assumed as a possible caiise. That syphilis undoubtedly

may cause such conditions maybe assumed from the investigations made by Moos,
who found hyperostotic changes on the labyrinthine wall of the tympanic cavity.

[Specimens and drawings were exhibited and explained by the author, illustrat-

ing the conditions described.]
In conclusion the writer refers also to the practical bearing of his investigations ;

inasmuch as these conditions demonstrate to us why our therapeutic efforts are

not always crowned with success. An operation can only afff)rd i)ossibilities of

success provided the affection in qiiestion has not yet caused anchylosis ; and that,

even should an operation in some cases bring immediate relief, a permanent result

can hardly be expected if the anatomical changes which were exhibited in the

specimens are only considered, inasmuch as the affection is progressive, and even

the extraction of the stapes would not jirevent an obliteration of the oval window.

ON THE APPLICATION OF STACKES METHOD IN CHRONIC AURAL
CATARRH.

By FELIX COHN, M. D., of New York.

The results obtained by the method usually employed in the excision of the

ossicles have not been very encouraging, so that the author attempted the appli-

cation of Stacke's method of operation, which he calls "
extra-aiiricular," in con-

tradistinction to the ordinary method, the "
intra-auricular,'' in these cases.

Although no cases of its application in chronic aural catarrh have been as yet

reported, a priori, this method appeared to have considerable advantages over the

usual method, chiefly in that the regeneration of the drum membrane might be

prevented if the entire tympanum and the limbus be removed ; that the external

wall of the attic being removed, a larger area for the impact of sound waves on

the stapes and the oval window is provided ; that the intra-auricular method does

not permit of thorough asepsis ;
and that, finally, the field of operation being

larger the siiccessful removal of the ossicles is in all cases certain. As the opera-
tion was experimental in both cases only one ear was operated upon. Two cases

are reported.

Ca.se 1.—Man, aged 21, operated November 21, 1892, on left ear; sTiffered from
severe tinnitus aurium and progressive deafness. On left ear conversation in low
voice not at all audible ; loud whisper, 1 inch. Six weeks after operation tinnitus

entirely disappeared in operated ear
; ordinary conversation, 3 feet ; loud voice, 8

feet.

Case 2.—Girl, aged 16, suffering from sclerosis and of the anchylosis stapes ;

operated December \~>, on left ear. On examination, hears loud voice at 1 foot ;

immediately after operation hears ordinary conversation at H feet: loud voice,
8 feet. Six weeks later, hearing is reduced to condition before operation.

The author does not claim any wide applicability of this operation, or the extra-

auricular method, in the present state of our knowledge of chronic aural catarrh.

Though the success of the experiment has not been brilliant, it has, however,
demonstrated the perfect safety of this method, and its availability in cases in

which the intra-auricular method is not practicable. With improvement in diag-
nosis and careful selection of cases, the author believes that better results will be

obtainable by Stacke's method than by the intra-auricular method.
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OPENING THE MASTOID CELLS IN ACUTE INFLAMMATORY MID-

DLE-EAR DISEASES.

By L. D. BROSE, M. D., Ph. D.,

Oculist and Aurist, St. Manfs Hospital, Evansville, Ind.

Although the indications as laid down in the text-books for opening the mastoid

cells in acute inflammatory middle-ear diseases seem well defined, it has neverthe-

less been my experience to have met with cases where mastoid swelling and

edema were present associated with pain and fever and other symptoms, usually

indicative of mastoid cellular involvement, where, owing to failure to obtain con-

sent of the patient to an operation or through other causes, delay was encountered,

the patients eventually made a perfect recovery under simply local treatment.

Dr. Knapp, of New York, seems to have had a similar experience, for in a recent

report
' of a so-called case of ' ' Bezold mastoiditis with operations," he states that he

is afraid at the present day there is too great a tendency to opening the mastoid and

the skull, and that jjrecision in the determination when to or when not to operate

can only be obtained by a critical comparison of many fatal cases. Asan explora-

tory operation, he thinks mastotomy not yet harmless enough to be justifiable in

many cases. To more minutely bring iip the s>nntomatology of the subject and

describe a method of operation, I will relate several of the cases which, in my
oi)inion, justified opening the mastoid cells.

Mr. J. E., 41 years old, came to me early in July, 1891, with right-sided otorrhoea,

accompanied by pain in the temple and frontal region. The disease was of ten

days duration, and previous to this time he had never had ear trouble. By gentle

syringing with warm water the external auditory canal was freed from pus, show-

ing slight edema and swelling of its walls and middle-ear pulsation. Pressure
over the tragus and mastoid region elicited soreness, but little or no pain. Treat-

ment, three Swedish leeches in front of the ear, hot-water instillations of fifteen

minutes diiration, frequently repeated, and later insufflations of dry powdered
boric acid. July 26, otorrhcea cured and patient passed from under observation,

complaining still of nocturnal pain. In the following October he had an attack of

meningitis, for which he was treated by Dr. A. M. Owen, and finally resumed his

business, that of shoe merchant, in December. During the meningeal attack the
ear pains returned in severity, but unaccompanied with otorrhoea. Patient con-

tinued to complain of earache oft" and on, and finally again consulted me in March,
1892. At this time there was neither swelling nor tenderness in front of or back
of the ear. The drum perforation in the lower and posterior quadrant was almost

wholly closed, with the hearing of ordinary conversation fairly good. April 14,

consent was obtained, and after shaving the scalp around the ear region and care-

fully washing the side of the head with a 5 i)er cent solution of carbolic acid, an
incision was carried down to the bone just upon a line with the ear insertion

some 2 inches in length. Strong retractors were inserted and the wound widely
separated. The bleeding, which was light, yielded to compression. With ham-
mer and chisels a funnel-shaped o^jening was made into the temporal bone uj^on a
line with the upper border of the external hearing canal and parallel to its axis

down to the mastoid cells, and a small quantity of pus liberated. The operation,
which had not required more than ten minutes, was terminated by jjacking iodo-

form gauze into the wound and placing over this a pad of absorbent cotton mois-
tened in sublimate water and a retaining bandage. After the third day the dress-

ings were renewed almost daily until the patient's complete recovery and discharge.

May 24, 1892.

Mr. A. De F., 71 years old and a practicing physician, came to see me about

April 20, 1892, for profuse left-sided otorrhoea, attended with violent pains all over
the side of the head. His history was that he went outdoors the last Sunday in

March, 1892, a cold, raw day, without a hat or head covering, from which he took
severe cold in the head, followed during the night with earache. For several years
previous to this he had been hard of hearing in the right ear through dry chronic

middle-ear catarrh, which in turn followed chronic naso-pharyngeal catarrh, with
which for years he has been afflicted. The present otorrhoea set in five days after

1 Archives Otology, July 9, 1893.
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the earache, mitigating hut little this terrible pain, for the relief of which he has
been daily resorting to powerful narcotics. The region in front of the tragus was
swollen and tender and the patient was mtich annoyed by a "

slushing
"

in the
external auditory canal when he moved the jaws in speaking or eating. The dis-

charge from the ear was ropy, very copious, withoiit odor, and the canal lumen so
encroached upon by its swollen walls that little could be seen of the drumhead. The
mastoid region was not swollen, but tender upon firm pressure. Treatment, hot-
water instillations, followed by a 10 per cent solution of cocaine when there was
severe pain and large doses of chloral hydrate at bedtime. No improvement result-

ing, three Swedish leeches were applied over the tragus, followed by Leiter cold-
water ear coil. During the flow of very cold water the pain would almost cease,

only to gradually return with increased severity after its discontinuance. The
patient, because of his age, was loath to take an anaesthetic and have the mastoid
cells opened. Finally, June 2, he consented, and after the usual antiseptic x>repa-
ration of the field of operation, a long incision along the line of ear insertion was
made, the mastoid cavity opened with chisels, considerable pus evacuated, and a
communication reestablished with the middle ear and through the Eustachian tube
with the pharynx. After each irrigation with a weak solution of sublimate water,
fluid invariably entered the throat. The pain became less, narcotics which had
been used for two and one-half months were disjiensed with, and recovery slowly
followed. July 6, 1892, he returned to his home, the perforation in the drum mem-
brane healed and hearing restored to ordinary conversation.

' Amos W., 28 years old and a farmer, came November 5, 1892, with a history of

having used cold salt water as a snuflf in the September previous for the cure of
chronic catarrh. In a few days left-sided earache resulted, followed by an ear

discharge of bloody serum, which later became purulent. He was treated in a
neighboring village and cured by boric-acid insufilations of the otorrhoea, but
thereupon followed an edematous swelling back of the ear, with at times return
of the ear pain. An ointment of mercury and belladonna was prescribed, with
frequent poulticine. During the next two months the swelling back of the ear
would decrease an^ again increase, with at times slight otorrhoea. December 6,

1892, mastotomy was ijerformed in the manner described in the preceding cases,
and a small quantity of piis found in the mastoid cells. Result, recovery in seven
weeks, with hearing improved to watch at 2 feet.

In reviewing the indications which lead one to determine whether a mastotomy
should or should not be performed in a case of acute middle-ear disease, I can
not too strongly advise against permitting the presence or absence of any one

symptom to determine the point in every and each instance, but rather to make a

study of each individual case in all of its symptomatology, with proper considera-

tion of the resiilt of recognized good previous treatment. Schwartze says,' at the

furthest, after eight days of antiphlogistic treatment, especially ice applications, if

the pain, edema, and fever have not ameliorated, the operation is indicated. Further

along, though he (lualifies this positive assertion somewhat, and says that while in

most cases unbearable sind vmcontroUable jiain in the mastoid region, radiating
from thence into the head region around, urge one to operation, they are, never-

theless, and to a high degree, uncertain in determining suppuration in the mastoid.

Redness, edematoiis swelling, and marked tenderness over the bone on pressure

may be due to localized periostitis, not in anyway connected with middle-ear inflam-

mation. The most reliable symptom of aciite suppurative mastoiditis, in his opin-

ion, is stenosis of the external auditory canal through swelling and bulging of the

posterior and upper wall, with edematous skin inflammation just below the apex
of the mastoid process. Deep-seated fxirunculosis of the external auditor}' c^anal,

however, must be excluded.

In the course of acute i^urulent otitis media wnthout involvement of the mastoid
and without retention of secretion, Dr. Heimann, of Warsaw,'' thinks mastotomy
indicated if the otorrh(Ba remains i)rofuse and does not yield after a certain time

(two or three weeks) to the usual methods of treatment. Where ear drainage,
after perforation of the drum membrane through swelling of the mucous lining
of the middle ear or great stenosis of the external auditory canal, is insufficient,

" Second volume Handbuoli der Ohrenheilkunde, 18JKJ.

"Archives Otology, Vol. xx, No. a.
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tlie operation may be indicated as a i^roiihylactic measure, in the prevention of

death throiigh imperfect disinfection. Cerebral abscess, brought about by acute,

suppurative, middle-ear disease necessitates opening of the mastoid, for without it

the termination is invariably rupture into the ventricles, or fatal meningitis.

We suspect this condition through pressure symptoms on some of the cranial

nerves, speech disturbances, or by ophthalmoscopic eye examination disclosing

changes in the eye ground and vessels, with or without irregular fever, chills,

delirium, stupor, drowsiness, and coma. Suppurative phlebitis with thrombosis

of the lateral sinus as well as extradural suppuration are in many cases not dis-

tinguishable from deeper-seated abscesses and call for operative treatment as well,

even if septic or pyaemic symptoms have occurred. When the thrombosed jugular
vein can be felt as a hard, painful cord along the sterno-cleido-mastoid muscle, we
have all the more reason to suspect involvement of the sinus, but it should not be

forgotten that the vein accompanying the lymphatic plexus may, through inflam-

mation, likewise occasion this tenderness when the sinus and internal jugular are

perfectly healthy. Persistent headache, nausea, vomiting, and dizziness, with

diminished, otorrhoea, may signify meningitis. Still the boundary between

meningeal irritation superinduced by the middle-ear inflammation and meningitis

proper is not at all sharply defined and calls for the exercise at times of unusually
clear judgment. Repeated and obstinate attacks of mastoid neuralgic pains, mias-

sociated with fever, or even loss of hearing, and which resist antineuralgic treat-

ment, can at times be alone cured by mastoid resection.

The region for a mastotomy operation may be defined as just under the linea

temporalis, above and just back of the pc^terior wall of the external auditory
canal in front ; a layer of bone from one-sixteenth to one-eighth of an inch thick

usually separating the mastoid antrum and the inner end of the bony external

auditory canal. Following Hartniann, of Berlin, my first incision is from 1^ to

2 inches long and just back of the insertion of the ear muscle, with the center cor-

responding to the upper edge of the external auditory canal. After thoroughly

scraping away the periosteum a funnel-shaped canal is carefully chiseled out of

the temporal bone, layer by layer, in a direction inward and forward and parallel

to the axis of the auditory canal. Frequent examination with head mirror, ear

si)eculum, and, when in doubt, the ear sound in addition, keep me informed as to

the dex^th of penetration as well as its course. When i^us is reached, and there

has been no reason for suspecting extensive bone involvement, the operation is

terminated with the removal of just enough bone to give good drainage. For
more extensive suppuration and where the attic is largely the seat of the disease

the posterior wall of the inner end of the auditory canal may likewise be removed
and a drainage tube at times carried through the new-formed opening and out of

the external meatus. Iodoform gauze keeps the wound open and serves as a

dressing next to the bone, and over this a layer of absorbent cotton and a bandage
is placed. Good results, however, can be obtained in many cases equally well with

drill, chisel, or trephine, more depending upon the operator and his anatomical

accjuaintance with the neighboring blood vessels, nerves, and cranial contents, with
careful and well-regulated after treatment, than ujion the instruments with which
the operation is i)erformed.

CHRONKJ DISEASE OF THE MIDDLE EAR : ITS PROGNOSIS AND SUR-
GICAL TREATMENT.

By ALBERT H. TUTTLE, S. B., M. D., of Cambridge, Mass.

The treatment of the chronic dry form of aural catarrh has always been an
unsolved jiroblem with the profession, and even to-day adequate means for its pre-

vention or cure are unknown. It was with the hope of relieving the deafness
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resulting from this disease, sclerosis of the tympanum, that Schwartze, for the

first time, removed the meinbrana tympani and malleus in 1873, and by his prece-
dence encouraged others to undertake similar operations. Soon after Schwartze,
Kessel took up the subject, and did much to establish the operation. He removed
all the ossicles and insisted that good results in hearing could only be exjjected
when the stapes was removed. In 1880 Weber-Liel reported a case of dizziness,

following a destruction of the stapes, with loss of labyrinthine fluid. Bishop

operated 14 times by simply removing a small i>iece from the membrana tym-
pani in 1885. In 1886 Rossi in 3 cases disarticulated the stapes from the incus,

and Sexton introduced the operation of removal of the larger ossicles and mem-
brana tymi)ani in certain cases of persistent suppuration of the middle ear. In

1887 Baracz removed the membrana tympani and larger ossicles for tinnitus

aurium, and the following year Burnett performed the operation for a similar

purpose. In 1888 Berthold while operating on the middle ear accidently removed
the stapes complete and observed as the result a great improvement in hearing.
The cases which were operated upon by removing membrana tympani and ossi-

cles now began to increase rapidly in number; Stacke reported 10 cases and
Sexton 29, treated for chronic suppuration of the middle ear in this manner, and
soon after 28 cases were reported by Wetzel, 32 by Liidwig, and 20 by Colles

;

Schwartze, in two and one-half years, operated on 151 cases; Milligan reported
the results of 4 operations. During these later years the operation became lim-

ited almost exclusively to cases of chronic supi^uration, and it was not until the

last (1892) that the operation, in modified form, was revived for its earlier indi-

cation, the relief of chronic deafness by Jack, who operated for the simple removal

of the stapes. Since then the latter operation has been performed by Blake, Bur-

nett, and others. As to the result of these manifold operations, deafness has been

greatly relieved in many cases, in others slightly, whereas some have received no

improvement or even have been made worse ; most of the cases of chronic sup-

puration have been cured or greatly relieved ;
tinnitus aurium and vertigo have

been relieved, as a rule, but the accompanying deafness usually has remained

unchanged.
From this mass of material several facts can be established, viz, that in certain

cases of chronic deafness great improvement in hearing follows the removal of the

ossicles, in part or whole, with and without the membrana tympani ; that, in cer-

tain cases of chronic deafness of apparently middle-ear origin, the complete
removal of the stapes is unattended with improvement in hearing; that the

removal of one or all the ossicles and membrana tympani is not productive by
itself of any great degree of deafness ;

' that incisions in the membrana tympani
heal rapidly by first intention, when the ear is properly prepared and prior to the

operation is free from suppurating processes ; that the operation is attended with

but slight inconvenience to the patient, the total disability lasting, as a rule, not

over twenty-four hours, and with no risk of life of itself ; that the treatment of

chronic suppurative otitis media by removal of the remains of the membrana

tympani and ossicles for the purpose of eliminating causes, such as carious bone,

and establishing free drainage for the discharge of pus is a legitimate and purely

surgical practice, which is just as applicable here and is followed by as good
results as in most other parts of the body ; and, finally, that certain cases of tin-

nitus aurium and vertigo are benefited by releasing the stapes from its attach-

ment to the incus and surrounding adhesions.

With these facts before us it is obvious that in certain cases of chronic deafness

there are surgical measures for relief, but the diflBculty at present lies in the

' Wiirdemann has reported a single instance where total deafness followed the removal of the

ossicute for chronic aural catarrh, which he thought was due to hsemorrhage into the laby-

rinth, with the formation of a clot and its subsequent organization.
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inability to recognize, among those who will not, the cases which will yield good
results from ox>eration. As it is yet impossible in many cases to distingiiish deaf-

ness due to middle ear causes from that of central origin, changes in the nerve or

internal ear, and as the results of operative treatment in the latter classes must

necessarily be of a negative character, it is very important in consideration of the

prognosis to study intimately the minute differences in the symptoms of cases

which yield unlike results and especially after the successful removal of the stapes,

since by this means the contra-indications of the operation can be more clearly

determined.

The number of cases which the writer has had the opportunity of studying is

too small for the basis of a just conclusion, and recourse has been made to a study
of the reports of similar cases in the practice of others

; however, one thing is

very obvious, and it requires very little experience to prove it, i. e., the great dif-

ference in the bond of union between the foot plate of the stapes and the margin
of the oval window. Furthermore, when the stapes is removed with gi-eat diffi-

culty, perhaps only after the foot plate has been broken, and in small pieces, the

improvement in hearing is usually great and, on the contrary, when it is easily

removed, often by simply pulling on the head with a hook inserted between the

crurae, the hearing is usually unchanged by the operation.
It would seem, then, that deafness is an indication for operation only in those

cases where the stapes is firmly fixed in the oval window, and the firm fixation

of the stapes is found especially in chronic dry catarrh of the middle ear, sclerosis

of the tympanum, the principal symptom of which is deafness, of insidious origin,

continiTOus and progressive in character, and the chief pathological changes, that

are recognized late in the disease, are a thinness of the membrana tympani, which
is usually of increased transparency, often retracted and immobile ; a rigidity of

the chain of ossicles ;
an atrophy of the crurae of the stapes, and firm fixation of

the foot i^late, often by osiffic union vdth the margin of the oval window. In

making a diagnosis of this trouble the chief considerations to be borne in mind
are the history of the insidious onset without suppurative changes and the free-

dom of the membrana tjmipani from old scars or adhesions. Complicated cases

can not always be recognized with certainty. In cases of tinnitus aurium,
Meniere's disease, deafness following acute and chronic suppurative otitis media,
also deafness due to senility and calcareous deposits in the membrana tympani,
the stapes is easily removed, but in these cases there will be no great improve-
ment in hearing as a result of its removal ; therefore, the operations should not be
undertaken for the relief of deafness. The condition of the hearing after the

removal of the stapes is better in recent cases of dry catarrh, where it may become

nearly normal, than in the older cases ; this seems to indicate that as a result of the

long-continued fixation of the stapes certain changes occur in the deeper struc-

tures of the ear and gives rise to the qiiestion of early operation for the prevention
and aiTest of the progressive deafness in cases of established dry catarrh, where
the diagnosis is certain, but as yet the hearing is not greatly impaired.
The writer does not wish to convey the impression that this is the only class of

cases where a removal of the ossicles will be followed by an improvement in hear-

ing, but that with our present knowledge it is the only class where the diagnosis
is fairly certain and the patient can be assiired of a reasonable improvement in

hearing from a successful operation. When anchylosis of the ossicles from any
cause is broken up the hearing will be improved if there exists no deeper causes

of deafness, but here the exact state of affairs can only be determined by the opera-

tion, and therefore the result is uncertain. If the stapes is firmly fastened in the

oval window by bony deposits, little improvement in hearing can be expected from
its disarticulation with the incus, a practice that has been followed by some few

operators. In giving a prognosis of an operation for the removal of the stapes
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an important fact to be borne in mind is the great difficulty of extracting the foot

plate in those cases where there is ossific union with the margin of the oval

window : where the external meatus is very narrow or the window is concealed

from view it may l)e impossible to extract the ossicle.

In chronic stipptiration of the tympanum the continued formation of pus

depends chiefly upon the retention of the inflammatory products from want of a

proper outlet, graniilation tissue, caries of the ossiculae, or wails of the middle

ear. cholesteatomata of the attic, aditus, or antrum, and chronic mastoid inflam-

mation, and it is very difficult to determine which of these causes are active in

producing the discharge of a given case. Under these circumstances the treat-

ment of chronic aural suppuration should be governed by a jiroper spirit of con-

servatism, and, except in certain cases, the older and milder means, such as

douches, with the occasional cleansing of the tympanum as well as possible by the

physician, removal or cauterization of granulations, and application of mild anti-

septic solutions or powders, should be persisted in until it becomes obvious that

no result will come from these measures.

Those cases where in the beginning the diagnosis of mastoid disease is clear

form an exception to the above, and as spontaneous cure is rare and c(msiderable

danger of cerebral complications exists so long as the suppuration continiies, an

early operation is advisable. Cases are sometimes presented where the suppura-
tion has persisted for years, and under these circumstances it is reasonably assured

that there are causes present which require immediate surgical treatment. Many
of these cases have only a very small outlet for the discharge, situated in the

upper posterior segment of the membrana tymi^ani, and surrounded by thickened

edges which increase in size with every acute exacerbation, make smaller the nar-

row channel and threaten its complete occlusion. The latter class can be recog-
nized at sight by the pathological appearances of the membrana tympani in con-

sideration with the history of continued suppuration, and demands early opera-
tive treatment. It is the Avriter's opinion that an ear which has healed without

operation, with the formation of dense scar tissue, and strong adhesions between
the remains of the membrana tympani and inner walls of the tympanum, so as to

close off completely the cavity of the middle ear from external and atmospheric

influences, is less liable to recurrent attacks of suppuration than those where
the ossicles and membrana tympani have been removed. Vertigo and tinnitus

aurium when caused by adhesions between the membrana tympani or ossicles

and the inner wall of the tympanum indicate the necessity of surgical interfer-

ence, but when the cause of these symptoms are not manifest on examination of

the i)arts treatment of any kind is experimental.
There remain for consideration two classes, which Kessel has tabulated among

the conditions requiring a removal of the membrana tympani and os.sicles, viz,

entire calcification of the membrana tympani combined with difficult hearing and
a normal acoustic nerve, and cases of incurable occlusion of the Eustachian tube.

In the former class it is impossible to determine that the acoustic nerve is in a

normal condition, and ^vith a rigid membrana tympani there may exist, without

recognition, anchylosis of the ossicles, or even firm fixation of the stapes. The
writer founds considerable absorption of the remains took place after the removal

by excision of one-half of a large horseshoe-shaped calcareous deposit, beginning
at the line of division and developed by the hyperaemia and other changes inci-

dent to the process of repair. Therefore it seems to him that, if the exact condi-

tions set down by Kessel could be determined, milder measures than the removal
of the membrana tympani and ossicles, such as simple incision or the removal of

pieces of the deposit, might be practiced with equally as good results in these cases.

The cases of incurable occlusion of the Eustachian tube are very rare, and none
have come under the writer's experience ; however, he would suggest as a prelimi-
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nary operation the production of a triangular-shaped opening in the membrana

tympani with the base downward, made from an inverted V-shaped flap, which
have been shown by v. Troeltsch and McKeown to remain patent for a long time.

From the above it will be seen that the principles governing the operative treat-

ment of these middle ear affections are of two different types, and the cases have

been divided into two groups accordingly, by Stacke, viz: The first, cases of chronic

suppuration, often imperatively demands surgical interference to save life,

whereas the second class, cases of deafness, tinnitus aurium, etc., resorts to surgi-

cal treatment merely from the hope of improving hearing, relieving the distress-

ing tinnitus, or other conditions of no vital importance. In the first group, imme-

diately after the operation severe and even alarming symptoms sometimes appear
and depend largely on the condition of the diseased ear, the skill of the operator,

the extent to which the parts are removed, and the accidents peculiar to the seat

and circumstances of the operation. Nausea and dizziness are the particular symp-
toms after the surgical treatment of the second group, and the patient experiences
but little discomfort from the operation.
The extent to which the parts have been removed and the method of operating

has been varied considerably by different men, and therefore it is important to

define the exact limits of the operation necessary in a given case to give the best

results with the least inconvenience to the patient. In cases of chronic suppu-
ration most operators have found that an improvement in hearing follows the

removal of the membrana tympani and larger ossicles, and that this improvement
is i)artially lost when the membrana tympani re-forms. It is on this account that

many operators remove the membrana tympani as completely as possible and i)re-

vent its re-formation by such means as the application of caustics or secondary exci-

sion. In the same class of cases there is also under debate the question, what ossicles

shall be removed, and here the argument is concentrated especially upon the extrac-

tion of the incus. Furthermore, when the disease has extended to the antrum,
the simple excision of the membrana tympani and extraction of the larger ossicles

sometimes will not be sufficieht to effect a cure, and therefore Stacke devised his

method for operating in these cases, by which the bony partition between the

malleo-incudal space, the aditus, and antrum and the external meatus is removed
and a free communication established between these cavities.

In the writer's opinion, deafness is of secondary imi)ortance in suppurating cases,
and a re-formation of the membrana tympani, which will shut off the deeper cavi-

ties of the temi)oral bone, is of greater value to the patient than the slight improve-
ment in hearing that attends its non-development. Therefore in the treatment of

this affection it is advised to remove as little as possible of the membrana tympani,
that its re-formation will be better assured; the malleus shoiild be withdrawn after

cutting close around it to free it from adhesions with the membrana tympani, tak-

ing especial care to free the articular head, and the incus should also be extracted
when it can be easily without injuring the neighboring parts. The removal of the
incus brings with it, as a riile, any remnants of the head of the malleus that may
have been left after the latter ossicle has been extracted in the carious condition
and makes a free communication between the lower portion of the tympanum and
the attic, aditus, and antrum. The ossicle is sometimes the seat of carious

changes.
The removal of the incus is therefore desirable, since it enables the operator to

better cleanse the middle ear, prevents the ossicle from becoming a foreign body,
eliminates a possible source of continued suppuration, and liberates the head of

the stapes from part of its attachments. With deep-seated inflammation in the

mastoid, the radical operation proposed by Stacke or some of the various mastoid

operations will often be necessary to effect a cure.
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In the earlier operations for the relief of deafness the removal of all the ossicles

was recommenflecl, bnt later the observations of Jack and Berthold showed con-

clusively that in cases where the stapes is removed the hearing is better after the

opening in the menibrana tympani is closed, and that the removal of the stapes is

the essential part of the operation. In removing the stapes, the incus is frequently
loosened and can be easily extracted without increasing the reaction or time

required for healing. If dislodged during the operations on the typanum it is

liable to become a foreign body unless removed.

Case 1.—Martin F.. aged 23 years, has had chronic otorrhoea of left ear for
twelve years. The membrana tympani and malleus were removed February 8,

1891, and the tympanum treated carefully with antiseptic solutions, but the mem-
brana tympani quickly re-formed, and it became necessary to repeat the operation.
The second excision of the membrana tympani was performed by Stacke's method,
and at the same time sonie carious spots on the posterior wall of the tympanum
were curetted. The latter operation was performed December 9. 1891, was more
thorough than the preceding, was not followed by a re-formation of the mem-
brana tympani, and resulted in an almost cessation of the discharge. At the end
of three months only a slight amount of moisture could be found in the tymjianum
after the patient had been lying down for some hours (a symptom of suppuration
of the antrum). A great improvement in hearing accomjianied the reimrative
changes of the middle ear.

Case 2.—William D.
, aged 35 years, has had dry catarrh of the tympanum with

marked deafness for more than five years. The membrana tympani, malleus, and
incus were easily removed September 11, 1893, and resulted in an improvement in

hearing. The membrana tympani re-formed in a short time and the improvement
in hearing was partially lost.

Cases.—Mr. F., aged 55 years, has had dry catarrh of the middle ear for twenty
years, and at present deafness is very marked. October 24, 1892, the incus was
removed, but in attempting to extract the stapes both crurae broke off short, leav-

. ing the foot plate in the oval window. The incision in the membrana tympani
healed rapidly, but the improvement in hearing was very little and not at all

satisfactory.
Case 4.

—Lydia P., aged 33 years, has had a chronic otorrhisa for ten years, and
when examined there was a mass of polypi in the meatus, excessively sensitive to
the touch ; a large perforation in the membrana tympani ; an entire absence of
the malleiis and a large opening in the posterior iipper wall of the meatus, which
extended through the bony wall, formed a free communication with the antrum,
and showed the existence of mastoid disease, with an attempt on the part of nature
to form a spontaneous cure. The patient was treated in a conservative manner
for two months, but showed no improvement, and it was decided to operate Octo-
ber 26, 1892. The remains of the membrana tympani, a mass of inflammatory
tissue, some carious bone, and several pieces of a cholesteatomatous growth were
removed, and the opening between the antrum, tympanum, and meatus enlarged.
The patient reacted badly, and there were symptoms of severe meningeal irrita-

tion; however, by careful and repeated cleansing and keeping the drainage free,
these symptoms abated at the end of ten days, during which time large masses of
cholesteatoma were discharged from tlie meatiis. The sui^puration entirely ceased
at the end of the sixth week, a clean scar formed over the diseased jilaces, and a
considerable improvement in hearing followed.
Case 6.—Mary C, aged 21 years, has had chronic otorrhcea of both ears for sev-

eral years. After treating the parts in the usual way for several months, the
membrana tympani and remains of the malleus and incus were removed from
the ear which was most diseased November (J, 1893. The incus was found to be
normal but the malleus, which was removed intact, had almost completely ulcer-

ated away, leaving but a small portion of the head about the joint. Suppuration
entirely ceased at the end of eighteen days, the membrana tympani did not
re-form, and the hearing was considerably improved. By continued treatment
the discharge of the opposite ear was stopped, but a large i)erforation remained in
the membrane. The hearing is about the same in both ears. During the past six

months there have been recurrent attacks of supjiuration in both ears.

Case G.—John B.. aged 57 years, has been afflicted with non-suppurating disease
of the middle ear for ten years, and Meniere's disease for five years. The mem-
brana tympani and all the ossicles were removed in December. 1892, and as a
result there were severe dizziness, vomiting, and nausea, for nearly a week, the
noises in the head ceased for twenty-four hours, and then they returned with
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increased force. The vertigo returned in paroxysms and was as bad as before the

operation. The hearing was unchanged. The operation revealed a small exos-

tosis on the inner wall of the tympanum near the round window.
Case 7.—John K., aged 30 years, has had chronic suppuration of the left ear for

three years. When first seen the patient was suffering from an abscess which

pointed in the mouth, on the left side, near the hammular process, and probably
found origin in the middle ear disease, from which it descended along the tissues

forming the Eustachian tube. The membrana tympani was greatly thickened
and contained a large perforation. The abscess healed rapidly after it was freely

incised, but persistent treatment failed to stop the suppuration, and at the end of

three months, January 8, 1893, the remains of the membrana tympani and mal-
leus were removed. Facial paralysis and free suppuration followed the operation
and continued for two months, when the discharge ceased and a recovery from
the paralysis soon occurred. The membrana tympani did not re-form and a con-

siderable improvement in hearing took place.
Case 8.—Samuel J., aged 58 years, has had progressively increasing deafness for

twenty-five years, due to dry aural catarrh. The stapes was removed in pieces
with great difficulty after both crurae had broken off, and. a great improvement in

hearing is the result. Operation January 8, 1893.

Case 9.—George C, aged 60 years, has had marked deafness, the result of

chronic suppurating otitis media, for which the stapes was removed in its totality-

February 12, 1893. The operation was easy, although the membrana tympani
was closely bound to the promotory with old adhesions. The result was entirely

negative.
Case 10.—Sarah C, aged 24 years, has had marked deafness due to dry aural

catarrh, for which the stapes was removed in pieces March 14, 1893, with great
difficulty. The improvement in hearing was very great and brought the ear very
near its normal ability. The deafness had been very bad for three years only.
Case 11.—Mr. B. J. R., age 55 years, has had progressively increasing deafness

for twenty years, which was- apparently due to a large horseshoe-shaped calcare-

ous deposit that partly surrounded the manubrium and occupied nearly the whole
of the membrana tympani. March 18, 1893, one-half of the calcareous plaque was
removed with very little improvement in hearing; and later, April 7, under
cocaine anaesthesia, the stapes was partially removed and followed by consider-
able relief of the deafness.

THE INDICATIONS AND PREFERABLE METHODS FOR MASTOID
OPERATIONS.

By SETH SCOTT BISHOP, M. D., of Chicago, 111.,

Surgeon to the Illinois Charitable Eye and Ear Infirmary, etc.

When and how shall we operate in mastoid disease ? Among American surgeons

there is a wide diversity of opinions, especially as to what symptoms constitute a

positive demand for opening the mastoid process. My observations leave the

impression that the majority of surgeons are too conservative, both as to the time

selected for surgical interference and the extent of the operation. While con-

servatism is an admirable trait in a surgeon, so long as caution is not merged in

timidity, so far as I have seen its influence in this class of cases it has proved det-

rimental to the patients. I have seen fatal results follow (1) refusal to allow

the operation; (2) after operations too long deferred, and (3) after operations that

were performed too timidly to remove all the diseased tissue, but I have never

known death to occur as a direct result of the operation itself. We all appreciate

the gravity of this undertaking, but in view of the fact that the disease demand-

ing it is far more dangerous than the surgical measures for its relief, greater free-

dom of action and boldness of methods will add kister to the records of our work.

When shall we operate ? The weight of experience and the testimony of trust-

worthy authorities favor early operations. If we wait for the very grave symp-
toms; fever, rigors, vomiting, vertigo, widely diffused pains in the head and

neck, thickly furred, tremulous, and indented tongue, delirium, etc.; the chances

of success are discouragingly diminished. I do not believe it is wise to postpone

S. Ex. 3G- 102
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an operation until these symptoms occnr, nnless the patient is stiifering from some
other affection that renders recovery hopeless, or unless the prostration is so great
as to preeliitle the possibility of snr\'ival. There are tentative methods of treat-

ment that are proper and promising in incipient mastoiditis unattended by urgent
or dangerous symptoms. I have often subdued periostitis by the use of coimter

irritation, compresses, and the free extraction of blood by leeches and wet warm
applications. Many cases of mastoid disease may be cut short by this early
active treatment. I have seen very acute attacks with intense i)ain relieved per-

manently in this manner. If there is also acute inflammation of the middle ear,

additional leeches shoiild be applied about the tragus and an opiate given. If

decided relief does not occur within twenty-four or forty-eight hours we should

not hesitate to make "Wilde's incision, or if this does not relieve, open the bone.

This statement, in my opinion, embodies as great conservatism as our duty to

the patient justifies. Obviously, any rules that may be laid down are more or

less elastic. For example : A case recently came under my observation in which
the mastoid had been opened. Another fluctuation swelling appeared above the

auricle. I advised opening it, and pus was liberated. Subsequently the patient
was brought to me with this opening almost closed, biit pus could be pressed from

it. There was severe periostitis involving the whole mastoid, temporal, and

zygomatic regions. I advised free incision extending through the two previous

openings, but one of my assistants, Dr. Holinger. desired to try the effect of pres-

sure with antiseptic compresses. This treatment alone dispelled all the threaten-

ing symptoms in less than two days.

I have formulated the following six rules by which I have been guided in

deciding the perplexing question of an operation : The mastoid process should be

opened (
1 ) when there is acute inflammation of the bone that resists palliative

treatment; (2) when repeated swellings and abscesses occur; (3) when there is

bulging of the posterior and superior wall of the meatus with middle ear sup-

puration ; (4) when there is a fistula ; (5) when there are severe pains in the same

side of the head as the diseased ear, resisting all other treatment (mastoid cell

inflammation); (0) when a foul otorrhoea can not be cured by any other means.

These rules may be said to be conservative, and whatever deviation we may
indulge in ought to be at once favorable to the operation and the welfare of the

patient. Too great teanporizing favors sinus thrombosis, septicsemia, brain abscess,

and meningitis.

Whatmethod of operating shall we pursue ? I have usuallyperformed Schwartze's

operation, but have also used Stacke's method with gratifying results. It is one

of the most difficult, delicate, and dangerous operations in surgery. Since one

can not know the extent of the pathological process before entering the bone, it

does not appear to be advisable to decide upon any special method of procedure
in advance save one : Remove all dead and diseased tissiie. Whoever does this

does best. Stacke's and Bergmann's operations have the advantage of affording

the greatest accessibility of the tympanum, so that if it is necessary to remove

necrosed ossicles or diseased tympanic tissue it can be done with greater facility

and thoroughness. But it is best to guard against collapse of the walls of the

meatus and resulting stenosis by inserting a tube in the canal. Schwartze's oper-

ation is sufiBcient for most cases. It is much simpler and leaves a less extensive

wound. The operations of Wolf and Kuster through the meatus I have never

ventured upon for fear of not possessing sufficient skill to remove all the diseased

tissue through such a narrow field of vision. All these operations are described

in the admirable monograph on the surgery of the ear by Albert H. Tuttle, of

Boston.

There are a few points in this connection worth mentioning, for they are closely

related to a successful issue. The best illumination is gained by the use of light
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reflected from the mirror on the operator's forehead. This affords a decided

advantage over direct illumination. The light is more intense, can be thrown

into the opening of the bone in every direction, and there are no shadows to

obscure the field. It is safer not to close the wound entirely until it has healed

from the bottom. When the interior has filled with cicatricial tissue txp to the

surface of the outer table, it is safe to allow it to close. I have had good results

after closing thewound completely at the time of operation, bvit it is certainly not so

safe a plan. The best dressing is aristol sprinkled over the wound surfaces to cover

them entirely. Then iodoform gauze should be placed lightly in the mouth of that

part of thewound chosen to remain open. It should not be packed down to the bot-

tom of thewound so as to crowd any dischargesinward, but it should extend just far

enough inward to keep the cutaneous tissues from closing over the superficial

opening in the bone until the deep wound is well. Aristol has two excellent

qualities : It is the best cicatrizant we possess, and it has the additional advantage
of being to some extent an anaesthetic. While iodoform is irritant and toxic, and

boracic acid sometimes produces jiain, aristol soothes and heals without any ill

effects. After stitching that part of the wound to be closed and dressing the open
mouth for drainage, the whole is covered with iodoform gauze, absorbent cotton,

and a netbandage. This bandage is made of the common mosquito netting, which ,

as used in the Northern States, is sized with a preparation of glue. The roll of

bandage is dipped in water, just before applying, until it is wet through. Then
the water is squeezed out and the bandage applied as usual. When it dries the

layers adhere together firmly, so as to retain their position for many days in suc-

cession without interference.

But the most pei"plexing question before us is, When shall we open the bone?

My conviction is that the earlier the operation is performed the better our records

will be. We should operate while the condition of the patient favors resolution

instead of dissolution, and all dead and diseased tissue should be removed. The

safest and simplest rule by which I have been generally guided is this: When
there is a fistula, or a group of unyielding symptoms of serious sickness undoubt-

edly due to the ear disease, penetrate the bone. Unlock the vault that holds our

treasure and the sufferer's doom. Give vent to the pent-up furies of disease, as

^olus loosed the struggling winds. A merciless and unrelenting foe has stormed

the fortress of the brain ; the citadel of life. No truce is safe, and now heroic

action only conquers man's great foe.

DISCUSSION.

Dr. C. R. Holmes, Cincinnati, Ohio. I can not agree with Dr. Cohn that the

operation by Stacke's method is more aseptic than when the operation is per-

formed through the external canal. The results from the operation in chronic

catarrh of the middle ear have been anything but satisfactory, and therefore there

is little to justify us in making such an extensive operation as proposed. I do not

think that drills and trephines, as mentioned in Dr. Brose's paper, should even be

considered as a part of the armamentarium of the modern aiiral surgeon. They
are instruments that had their day and defenders, but are, and justly so, relegated

to the past. I am not in favor of using the drainage tube, as described by Dr.

Brose, passing through the opening in the mastoid into the middle ear and out of

the external canal ; because, if the disease warranted such an extensive interference

with the middle ear, the method of operation is not radical enough ; and if only
for the purpose of giving vent to the mastoid cells, it is not good surgery to med-
dle so much with the middle ear and endanger the position of the ossicles. I have

examined cases where the stapes had been removed; Schwartze's and Lucae's

experience have been very unsatisfactory. I read a letter recently received from
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Prof. Schwartze and another from Dr. Stacke, wherein both spoke unfavorably of

the operation ;
and Prof. Schwartze, refeiTing to the reports by Dr. Jack, declared

that the time for judgment upon these cases is entirely too short, and at present
he does not believe the results will be what has been claimed. I agi'ee with Dr.

Bishop that aural surgeons have been too conservative in operating, and it is

especially true that many do operate, but are too timid. If we have once deter-

mined that it is necessary to oj^erate, we shoiild nse the utmost care to guard

against opening into dangerous parts, but we should be bold enough to remove all

the diseased tissue. I beg to call the attention of gentlemen to the fact that

Wilde's incision should not be practiced . Schwartze has omitted it in his lastwork
because it is painful, and, if the disease has advanced far enough to warrant the

operation, the cells in nearly every case are also involved, and the patient can only
be benefited by opening the bony cortex. If the flap is formed from the lining of

the external canal, according to Stacke there can be no collapse after the opera-

tion, and with proper packing stenosis should never occur. In the experience of

the speaker, the canal will admit of the largest-sized speculum being used, and

every part of the cavity can be freely inspected. We do not expect the cavity

formed by the removal of diseased tissue to be refilled with cicatricial tissue ; in

fact this is the most undesirable thing that can happen. What we do want is a

cavity covered with healthy epithelial cells : and this can never be accomplished
unless firm and persistent packing is practiced until all of the cavity is covered

with epithelium.
Prof. N. POLITZER. I never open the antrum in acute cases. The mastoid trouble

is, in acute cases, rarely in communication with the antrum, and it is better simply

to open the mastoid cells. We have thus a clean wotmd, which closes rapidly ; the

suppuration in the middle ear ceases sooner, and hearing returns. Of late I have

tamponed the wound for one or two days with iodoform gauze ; in fact I have

sometimes closed the wound immediately after the operation by sutures, after hav-

ing, of course, scraped away all diseased bone. These patients were able to leave

the hospital after one week. In cases of chronic sclerotic middle-ear catarrh, on

the whole, I do not expect to get good results from the extraction of the ossicles. In

some cases the operation is liable to impair the condition of the ear. In chronic

purulent cases I think that we must expect little from extraction of the ossicles

alone. I have employed Kiister's method of opening the attic and antrum with

good results.

Dr. Felix Cohn. I wish again to state distinctly that I am not an advocate of

the excision of the ossicles and tympanum in aural catarrh, no matter by what

method, be it extra-auricular or intra-auricular. I also claim no originalitj^ even

in the application, as Stacke himself in the first publication of his method at the

International Congress in Berlin mentions as one of the indications its appli-

cability in sclerosis. Biirkner, in his text-book, as well as Schwartze, in his hand-

book, which has .just appeared, both refer to the possibility of excision by this

method. So far, however, to my personal knowledge, no cases have been recorded.

I have reported only two cases, because, not advocating the excision of the ossicles,

after having satisfied myself sufficiently of the applicability of the method, I have

not yet found a case that, according to the indications enumerated in the paper
which I had the honor of reading before you, wan anted success by either method.

I believe that there are only a few chronic conditions in the tympanic cavity in

which excision of the ossicles will produce permanent results; and unless we
decide to operate, not to improve the hearing, but, prophylactically, to prevent a

progression of the disease or for cases of insufferable tinnitus, we are at present

obliged to limit the operations, so that even an otologist commanding a very large

material will not find occasion to operate upon many cases in the course of a limited

length of time. Even, however, from the two cases operated upon and mypersonal

knowledge of thetechnique of Stackers method in cases of suppurative otitis, I claim
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that in suitable cases it would be just as advisable, if not preferable, to operate by

the extra-auricular method instead of by the intra-auricular. It is an antiseptic,

clean, surgical method. It is comparatively easy and it is safe, safer than the extra-

auricular. Although I fully agree with Dr. Holmes that the wholesale excision of

ossicles should be condemned—I have tried to preach restriction of indication in

my article—I can not see that the objection of Dr. Holmes to this method, that it

is painful, can be at all considered. Both methods are surgical operations, and as

long as the operation has been shown to be practically safe, an incision a couple of

inches larger than we have been accustomed to make in the common Wilde's

incision should certainly not deter us from emi)loying a method which may give

better results even if it were more painful. The real fact is that the extra-auricu-

lar method is painless, because the operation must be done in narcosis, and pain-

less in the after-treatment, since the external wound is sewn up, leaving only a

small catgut drain in the lower portion of the wound as a precautionary measure.

Dr. S. S. Bishop. I do not often insert a drainage tube in the wound of the mas-

toid operation. The superficial opening is maintained by the pledget of iodoform

game iintil the wound heals froin the bottom to the opening in the bone. After

Stacke's operation I have been obliged to use a tiibe in the auditory canal for a

short time to prevent stenosis. For this purpose a hard-rubber tube was used for

one day, followed by a soft-rubber tube for a few days. Since the discussion has

turned upon the question of operating for the removal of the drumhead and ossicles

for dry catarrh of the middle ear, 1 will add a few remarks to those which have

already been made. I have investigated this subject sufficiently to make me very

cautious. Foxir cases have come to my knowledge, in all of which the results were

so disastrous as to deter me from operating for this disease. In one instance the

operation was followed by total deafness in the operated ear, suppuration, and ver-

tigo. The suppuration was cured, but the hearing was not regained. Another case

was that of a physician who heard his watch 2 inches with the alfected ear before

the operation, but was troubled with tinnitis. The surgeonwho removed his ossicles

thought the operation would remove the noises and im.prove the hearing. On the

contrary, when the unhappy man came under my observation he had a suppuration
in that ear, seemingly intensified noises, and total deafness. We succeeded in stop-

ping the discharge, and a few weeks ago I found that the drumhead had been entirely

reproduced. He still suffers from absolute deafness in the operated ear, and says

that the tinnitis appears to be worse, for he can hear nothing else. He traveled

about 3,000 miles from home for this operation. Two other cases with similar

unfortunate results have been recently reported to me by Dr. Walker, of Denver,
and a Kansas City physician, both of whom have promised to furnish me with full

reports of these cases. I have had correspondence with other physicians who have

operated for dry catarrh, and their experiences, together with my observations of

the deplorable conditions that have resulted in the only cases I have ever seen after

the procedure, have kept me from trying it. I have often opened the drumhead
and removed it without any unpleasant results and with temporary benefit ; but

the discouraging feature of this operation is the difficulty of preventing a closing

of the perforation and regeneration of the membrane. The same occurs after

removal of the ossicles. A gentleman has lately consulted me for deafness, saying
that an aurist removed his chain of ossicles, but the drumhead would re-form after

such operation. The surgeon instructed his patient to return for operation every
time the drumhead was reproduced. This put him to considerable inconvenience,

as his residence was about 1,000 miles distant from the aurist. But with the hope
of finally regaining his hearing he was willing to take these periodical journeys, for

he happens to be avery wealthy merchant. In the reports of these operations I have

looked to see if such cases were recorded, but they appear to have been overlooked.

In ulceration, suppuration, necrosis, etc., I do not hesitate to do these operations,

and I take it that every surgeon approves of them as good surgery.
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THE PHONOGRAPH IN THE TREATMENT OF DEAFNESS.

By JOHNSON ELIOT, M.D.,of Washington, D. C.

Over a year since my attention was directed to the use of the phonograph as a
means of treating chronic catarrhal otitis. Many years since we were advised to

exercise the uuiscles of the tympannui by means of sound waves. This performed
through the medium of aural tubes i)roved to be tedious and was abandoned. It

was thought that in the i)honograi)h we had an instrument which would yield the

desired results. Though the Edison phonograph had been used for various diagnos-
tic purjioses, the credit of introducing it in deafness belongs to Dr. H. F. Gray,
of Baltimore, Md., who has recorded some Ijeaiitiful results. The most of what
follows is familiar, but I think best to incorporate it.

Sounds are but a succession of falling waves of air capable of affecting the

auditory nerves. Whether they fall regularly or not, they may all be traced to the

vibrations of some material body. When a fork is struck the edges are set into

vibrations
;
this vibratory motion is communicated to the air, in which it spreads in

waves of condensation and rarefaction iiaving the fork in the center. Where the

spherical diffusion is interfered with, as in tubes, the sound is more distinct.

Sounds falling iiijon the diaphragm of a phonograph cause, through its style, a

series of minute depression ui)on a revolving cylinder of wax. Be the sounds

composed of many or few vibrations it is analyzed and markings corresponding
to the nuriiber of vibrations are recorded. From our phonogram thus made we
can reproduce the sound time after time. The style drops into the depressions on

the cylinder and the diaphragm gives back to the air the vibrations whichcomposed
the original sound, though with less intensity. From this we understand that

sotmd is comjjosed of a series of vibrations, and the i^honograph is capable of

reproducing these and conveying them to the ear. For their effect here we must

jook toward massage. The vibrations are but a series of taps (tapotement) on the

membrana tympani, which are carried by means of the ossicles to the internal ear.

The taps cause, as in other parts where massage is used, increase of the venous

circulation, freer absorption, prevents and resolves stiffness and atrophy of mus-

cles, and favors the repair of tissues. From this it would seem that the treatment

would be successful, but I regret to say my clinical experience does not bear out

the claims.

Deafness may be divided generally speaking into two classes, where the middle

ear is affected and where the internal ear is at fault. Those affections of the

auricle and external meatus are omitted as having no bearing. In the middle ear

our most common lesions are catarrhal, generally with a thickened membrana

tympani, a sclerosed lining membrane, anchylosis of the ossicles, and dejjression of

the membrane often by contraction of the tensor tympani muscle
;
the auditory

nerve may be but little affected. In these we have the indications of the massage
treatment as applied by means of the phonogi'aph. Could we but limit our action

to the middle ear or prevent shock to the internal ear, I would fully concur in

this belief. To break the false unions of the ossicles and cause absorption of calhis

thrown out will require sounds of larger volume than the ordinary speaking voice

as recorded by the phonograph ;
in fact these sounds are often not heard by the

patient. To persist in the use of siich phonograms I consider harmful, as in the

endeavor to appreciate the sound one is kept on the qui vive, and fatigue of the

muscles of the tympanum will ensue. This generally passes, but we know per-

manent effects may result. In the endeavor to procure sounds of larger volume
I had various cylinders made, also making use of musical ones. Intense sounds

imply greater amplitude of vibrations, which in the case of the ear means a strong
stroke upon the labyrinthine fluids. Normally the labyrinth is protected from
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blows and concussions, as, in addition to the yielding which the membranous

walls afford, we have a special valve at the fenestra rotunda, the niembrana

tympani secondaria. This idea is based upon the communication existing between

the scala vestibuli and the scala tympani, which is generally admitted,

u Physiology teaches that when an impulse is received upon the menibrg,na tym-

pani it is carried by means of the endolymph to its corresponding organ of Corti,

whicli it stimulates, and sends the impulse to the sensorium. This is true, whatever

theory of auditory nerve stimulation we accept, as we know the terminal filaments

of these nerves are stinmlated by variations in the tension of the fluids of the

internal ear. If the impulse is great, Corti's organs are protected by the valve

action at the round window. This bulging relieves the pressure and prevents over-

stimulaticm of the nerve, but in chronic catarrhal otitis the lining membrane of

the tympanic cavity is thickened or sclerosed. These changes, involving the mem-

brane at the round window, render it less elastic and less capable of yielding.

When this condition is present, we can readily understand that a vibration start-

ing at the footplate of the stapes will fall with augmented force upon the terminal

filaments of the auditory nerve. But little isknown of the pathology of the special

nerve trunks. Overstimulation would cause fatigue and loss of irritability ; the

sensations would be obtunded as in the case of the olfactory nerves in ozsena. That

this is permanent I am unable to say. Wlien deafness depends on labyrinth or

nerve changes, can we hppe to again bring into activity a nerve by means of mas-

sage applied through the ossicles ? I do not think it possible ;
for since phono-

graphic massage will lessen the activity of the auditory nerve, we certainly coiild

not by the same means restore the nerve to its original activity.

In the following cases the deafness depended more especially on changes in the

middle ear, and as many are similar I have selected eight from a series of eighteen,

all however i>roving failures.

Case ;^.—Adult, female ; health good ; applied for relief of tinnitus aurium of

two years' standing, following acute rhinitis; membrane normal but slightly

depressed ;
H. D. R. fg ,

H. D. L.f {| ;
after first treatment tinnitus abated for one day,

then returned ;
ten further treatments given every other day had no influence.

Case 3.—Male, aged 38 years; hearing impaired fourteen years; healthgood; mem-
braneopaque; anchylosis ofmalleusand incus; adhesion of membrane; historynega-
tive; H. D. R.

3*0,
H. D. L.

-^f^-, tinnitus; treatment everyday from June 13 to

July 9, then every other day until August 13 ; the adhesion gave way slightly, but
no change was made in audition.

Case 4.
—Male, 22 years; good health; increasing deafness for four years; mem-

brane opaque ; firm anchylosis ;
nerve in good condition ;

H. D. R. /g. H. D. L.
^'V, ;

under treatment five months, generally three times weekly ;
cause stated as repeated

colds and tobacco ; treatment was of no benefit.

Cases.—Female, aged 40 years; health good; deafness nine years, following
typhoid fever ; tinnitus ;

H. D. R. /q, H. D. L. !^^; membrane lusterless ; bone con-

duction fairly good ; anchylosis; treated every third day for foiir months ;
audition

remained stationary. From a letter received a few days since she states that the

phonograph increased her trouble.

Case 9.—Female, aged 52 years; seven years' duration; commenced \vith abscess

in left ear
; right ear taking on chronic inflammation. There was constant tin-

nitus and post-nasal catarrh ; bone conduction good ; treatment about every other

day for nearly seven months ;
H. D. R. /j, H. D. L. i\ ; no change in the hearing

distance. While under treatment this patient suffered from an attack of ' ' nervous

prostration." As there was no exciting cause, it has been a question with me
whether my treatment could have had any influence in its production. During
the attack the phonograph was not used.
Case 11.—Female, aged 45 years; no cause assigned; duration twenty to twenty-

five years ;
H. D. R. ^, H. D. L. ^"5; tuning fork faintly heard through the bones of

the skull
; two and a half months' treatment was negative.

Case 15.—Male, adult; adhesion of membrane ;
no nasal or pharyngeal trouble ;

bone conduction remarkably acute ; H. D. R. contact, H. D. L. 5%. This case I saw
but three times and can hardly consider him a patient of mine. He stated that he
had been under a five months' treatment in Baltimore just preceding his visit to

me and that his hearing decreased from the beginning of the treatment.
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CaselG.—Adult,male; health good ; H.D.R.|g; H.D.L.f^; post-nasal catarrh ;

Eustachian tubes patent ; membrane normal ; bone conduction good ; applied for
relief of tinnitus ; treatment for nearly three months proved negative.

CLINICAL CONTRIBUTION TO THE STUDY OF AURAL SYPHILIS.

By MAX TOEPLITZ, M. D., of New York.

Aural syphilis may be manifested during the secondary and tertiary stages,

and some rare cases also even of primary induration of the auricle have been

reported. Secondary affections are, as a rule, transmitted through the pharnyx
and naso-pharnyx through the Eustachian tubes into the middle ear, or they

appear in the external meatus as condylomata or ulcers. Tertiary syphilis is

characterized by chronic inflammations of the periosteum of the labyrinth, with

subsequent hyperostosis or exostosis of the petrous bone or of the cavities of the

labyrinth leading to stenosis, or even occlusion of the latter. All cases, however,

exhibiting syi)hilitic affections of the labyrinth are due to hereditary or to

acquired syphilis of long standing.
The case whicli I have but recently observed is remarkable by the fact tliat

the labyrinth was affected primarily in the course of a freshly acquired case of

syphilis, and that the aural affection began simultaneously with the appeai'ance

of roseola.

The patient, a physician, set. 41, married, of excellent repute and standing, pre-
sented himself at the aural department of the New York Ophthalmic and Aural
Institute on August 1, 1892, with the complaint only of deafness in the left ear,
other symptoms being absent. Otoscopy revealed moderate congestion of Shrap-
nell's membrane, which seemed to have disappeared on the following day upon
api^lication of two leeches to the tragus. Politzerization used for diagnostic pur-

poses did not improve the hearing. Hearing power horologium, A. S.= '"^'T

'

A. D.= |f. On Augiist 2, hearing, A. S. =_3V> improved. August 3, hearing worse ;

leeches to the mastoid. On the fourth day of observation the right ear, whicli
had been endowed with very acute hearing, had become affected. The examina-
tion with tuning forks, which did not give any distinct results in the very begin-
ning as to the relation of bone and air conduction and seemed to be leaning more
toward a decrease of -bone conduction, revealed on August 4 positive Rinne in
both ears, but there existed almost as much bone conduction as air conduction,
the former being decidedly decreased. My diagnosis of otitis interna was now
fully justifiable, on account of the sudden development of deafness and the great
difference of the course of the affection from that of middle otitis.

In order to ascertain the etiology, I questioned the patient about former attacks
of syphilis, but with entirely negative result. After repeated inquiries for fresh

lesions, the Doctor presented the middle finger of his left hand, which bore in the
center a round, hard tumor of the size of a large cherry, representing a genuine
primary chancre, contracted during gynecological examinations. Dr. Sigmund
Lustgarten confirmed my diagnosis of syphilis. At the same time pharyngeal
mucous patches and a beginning roseola were found. Energetic treatment with
inunctions of blue ointment were immediately resorted to and injections of

pilocarpine were independently made by the patient. The further course of the
affections ran as follows:

August 10 : Patient experienced a tendency to fall upon rising in the morning,
and especially when awakened out of sleep. The walls of the building seemed
shaking. He felt once or twice, for a minute, as if he would like to put his hands
against the wall, but the phenomenon was not very marked.

August 16: H. P. H. A. U. = ~^. Tuning fork perceived as above. Ordi-

nary conversation is well understood, but the i)atient has to jiay strict attention.

Whisper, A. D. =
|,'„

A. S. ='jf^; conversation, A. D. =^!, A. S. =^',.

August 17: Result of examination with tuning forks unchanged; Weber's
experiment. T. F. perceived in either side equally well ; T. F. ,both high and low,
are perceived when placed upon R. mastoid in A. S., but when R. ear is closed in
A. D.; R. E. does not hear all the high notes of the piano above g' ; R. E. above
last e ; the high notes were perceived as mere taps without the faintest musical
gound.
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October: In the beginning of October the hearing of A. D. was almost normal ;

A. S. somewhat improved-
November 28: Whisper, A. S. ^=}^,: watch, A. S. — 3—,; conversation, =^!;

Rinne, A. S. , negative.
Weber's experiment : Diapason vortex not perceived in either ear : high and low

tuning forks eqnally well perceived; T. F. placed uj)on R. mastoid, best perceived
in A. S. ; hearing for the watch, whisper, tuning fork ; conversation was normal
in A. D. ; musical hearing normal. Miicons i)atclies of the soft palate were not

quite healed.

The special features of this case are as follows: (1) The affection of the laby-

rinth occurred after the appearance of the pharyngeal mucous patches and simul-

taneously with the appearance of roseala ; (2) the aural lesion took place during
the secondary stage without attacking the middle ear

; (3) the diagnosis of

syphilis was made from the ear.

It may be doubted that the affection was located in the labyrinth and in its

stead the outer wall of the labyrinth, and more especially the region around the

oval window, may be preferred for its location. The entire course of the dis-

ease, however, contradicts such an assumption, and. also the suddenness of the

beginning, the well-nigh entire absence of inflammatory signs in the membrana

tympani, the mutual relation of both ears during the attack, the relation of bone

conduction and the attack of vertigo ; all speak in favor of labyrinthine disease.

The pathological changes produced by the syphilitic poison, which entered the

lymphatic and blood current of the labyrinth from the pharynx through the

aqueducts and the blood vessels, probably consisted in inflammatory alterations of

the membranous portion, the periosteum, and the surrounding lymph of the vesti-

bule, and the first turn of the cochlea, with an increase of cellular elements and

haemorrhages. All these changes disappeared after energetic antisyphilitic treat-

ment. I have looked over the literature of the subject and have not found a similar

case of labyrinthine disease due to secondary syphilis in its earliest stage without

implicating the middle ear. Politzer* only mentions in general that in affections

of the middle ear due to syphilis the perception of the tuning fork through the

skull may be lessened or absent (complication with syphilitic disease of the laby-

rinth), a fact which essentially supports the diagnosis of specific aural affection

when other syphilitic symptoms are present.

THE PRESENT CONDITION OF OTOLOGY IN EUROPE AND THE
OPERATION OF EXCISION OF THE OSSICLES IN CHRONIC SUP-
PURATIVE OR NON-SUPPURATIVE DISEASE OF THE MIDDLE EAR
(PROGRESSIVE OR PROLIFEROUS SCLEROSIS), WITH CASES.

By LAWRENCE TURNBULL, M. D., of Philadelphia, Pa.

Having spent the greater part of the years 1892-'93 on the Continent and in Great

Britain, I made it my business, as well as pleasure, to compare the present posi-

tion of otology and note its progress as a special department, as also the character

of the representative men who practice it, with that of twenty years ago. I found
the advance had been made in several directions. First, a more perfect knowl-

edge of the normal, pathologic and microscopic anatomy of the ear both in men
and animals. Second, with this precise knowledge of anatomy there followed a

more rational use of therapeutics both in their local and general application. No
haphazard probing, but definite ojierative and mechanical methods of treatment,
with perfect illumination by gas or electricity. The old empirical use of the syringe

* Text-book, first edition (Gerinaii) , p. 693.
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with hot alkaline solutions, without looking into the ear, has, we are happy to

state, even among general practitioners, entirely disappeared. Almost all are pro-
vided with an anral and nasal speciihim and some form of mirror with a Politzer

air douche. Third, the number of good, scientific, yet practical works on the ear

and its diseases are numeroiis, well illustrated, and can be had at a moderate

price. Among these are the works of Pritchard, S. MacNaughton Jones, and Barr,
of England ; BaratoiTx, of France, and Hartmann, of Germany ; while the more
elaborate works of Politzer, Gruber, and Schwartze are prized by the aurist, as

they are replete with accounts of improvements in this department brought itp to

date, and even the English translation of these works has passed through several

editions, showing the great demand there exists for this kind of knowledge, not

only by the student, but by the active medical man. While in Liverpool we vis-

ited the learned Dr. Stone, who is recognized as an authority in that city, and who
has done himself great credit by his translation of the admirable work of Politzer,

describing the tec^hniciue of the various instruments and apparatus for the proper
dissection both of the normal and pathological ear. Another important union has
taken place between thelaryngologist, the rhinologist. and the otologist, as without
the knowledge of the use of the laryngoscope and the rhinoscope complete diagnosis
would not be possible, as most aural maladies, either directly or indirectly, are

associated with naso-pharyngeal diseases, and are so described and treated in the

more recent works on the ear, throat, and nose. This happy combination was
well illustrated in the recent meeting of the British Laryngological and Rhino-

logical Association, in London, which I attended in June, 1892, when x>apers were
read and discussed on these subjects to the advantage and satisfaction of all con-

cerned.

I was also much pleased to find that the sections of otology and laryngology were
united at the meeting of the British Medical Association at Nottingham, held from

July 26 to 30, 1892, and a large number of interesting papers were read and dis-

cussed. There were present a number of distinguished representative men of

both departments, among them Profs, von Schrotter and Gruber, of Vieima.

Prof. Gruber had the honor of being invited to take a seat on the platform in the

general meetings. Prior to my visiting London, Prof. Politzer had made a visit

and been the recipient of numeroiis attentions from both the throat and ear spe-

cialists.

While in Great Britain I noticed that great attention was paid to the ventila-

tion of the Eustachian tubes, theremoval'of adenoid growths, and the general and

special treatment of naso-pharyngeal diseases as causing deafness, but not a word
was said of operative measures for the relief of chronic suppurative inflammation

of the tympanum, now considered of much importance. It is now recognized in

the United States as a measure which is absolutely necessary. (Described in Part

II of thisimper.) First, in chronic aural discharges, especially those from dis-

eased bone or polypi, first i)roi)osed and jjerformed by Sexton in 1886. Second,
for the relief of vertigo and distressing tinnitus aurium. Third, the cure or relief

of deafness, or the prevention of its increase, i)erformed by Schwartze in 1885.

Often the slightest improvement in the hearing of the human voice is hailed with

delight by the long-suffering deaf person, just as the light admitted by the removal

of the cataract, or an iridectomy, is a source of great joy to a sightless patient.

Gradually we are improving our methods of diagnosis^ the only true method being
to discover by the tuning fork whether the seat of the disease is in the middle ear

or in the nervous apparatus (inner ear) . A series of tuning forks has l)een devised

by Hartmann, of Berlin
; his lowest is a C fork registering 128 vibrations iier sec-

ond ; the highest a C fork, 4 octaves higher, registering 2,048 vibrations per second.

The intervening forks are also tuned to the note C and vary from each other by
an octave in the scale. When not supplied with these refined methods

, having
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only ail ordinary tuning fork with a clamp, it is well to remember that a great

decrease of bone conduction indicates an implication of the internal ear or nervous

apparatus, except in old persons, and in cases of syphilitic bone disease in which

there is deposit with thickening. The thanks of every aural surgeon are due to

Dr. Sexton, of New York, for his devotion to and careful study of operative

measures for the relief of chronic, suppurative, and attic disease, as also non-

supi)urative inflammation of the tympanum, in the face of great opposition, even

in his own city.

Dr. J. Baratoux has performed a few operations in Paris, but in his recent work
Guide Pratique pour le Traitement des Maladies de I'Oreille, 1892, no mention is

made of this mode of treatment. The English have ignored the whole subject,

except the operation through the mastoid, by Lane. Our German confreres, who
first opposed it at the congress, but are now the strongest advocates for its tise,

especially Kretschmann, Ludwig, Reinhardt, Grunert, and Kessel, endeavoring
to show that the credit of the introduction of the operation for the removal

of the malleus and incus from a i^atient suffering from chronic catarrhal inflam-

mation of the tympanum was due to Kessel in 1877. The operation was with-

out satisfactory results, however, until taken \xp by Sexton, who proved it not

only possible, but advocated the measure and published the first satisfactory results

to the world in 1884. It was he who first proposed and performed excision of the

membrana tyinpani and ossicles for the relief and permanent cure of chronic dis-

charges from the ear. I at first was ojii^osed to the operation, but after a consul-

tation and conference with Dr. Sexton I was convinced of its value. At the

Jefferson Medical College I made my first successful oi)eration February 5, 1893
;

since which time I have operated in other cases, and my former assistant, now
lecturer on otology, Dr. S. MacCuen Smith, has oj^erated in a large number of

cases, both public and private, during my absence in Europe. Some forty of these

were clinical cases. In the last edition of the work of Politzer, published in Stutt-

gai't, 1893, on page 276, section 6, "Die Excision des Ganzen Trommelfells uiid die

Extraction des Hammers und Ambouses," he refers to the subject and concludes

with a description of the technique of the operation ,
but gives no opinion of the

operation or his cases, nor even states how often he had performed it. He says:

Simrock states that even after complete extirpation of the membrana tympani
and hammer a membranous cicatrix forms and fills out the whole opening, which
frequently adheres to the opposite wall of the tympanic cavity. Kessel * claims

through the tendinous ring at the posterior circumference of the membrana tym-
pani to have secured a permanent opening. According to the experiments of
Schwartze f the cicatrization of the opening results from leaving the limbus carti-

lage. In the cases operatedupon byhima serous secretion or suppurativeinflamma-
tion followed the operation, the treatment of which required several weeks. The
improvement in hearing seems to depend ui)on whether the vibrating conduction
is impeded by the hammer-anvil joint or by the stapes ; in the latter case no hear-

ing power is secured. The subjective sounds are often lessened, never aggravated.
Lucae removed the membrane and hammer several times ; the anvil in 47 cases,

55 times. The result of the operation was in 9 cases a considerable improvement,
in 19 a lesser improvement, in 18 a negative result, and in 7 cases an aggravation.

Lucae:}; considers the operation in clinical cases as without danger, but the
result so unsatisfactory as to make it advisable to set the procedure aside, pend-
ing the establishment of more precise indications.
The excision of the whole membrana tympani together with the hammer, or

even hammer and anvil, has been more recently advocated by Sexton:]: on the

strength of a considerable niimber of favorable results at his hands. According
to Sexton the operation is indicated in a dry middle-ear catarrh, with a jjrogres-
sive tendency, especially when accompanied by tinnitus and vertigo and when
the previous local treatment (catheterism, etc.) has been fruitless. The earlier

the operation the better the results.

*Oest. Arztl. Vereins-Zeitung, 1879 ; Arch. f. Ohrenh., Bd. 13.

tPie Chir. Krankh. d. Ohres.

t Archiv fur Ohrenheilkunde, Vol.. xxii.
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While in Brussels I called to see Dr. Charles Delstanche, the president of the

recent Otological Congress held in that city. Recontributed by his generous hos-

pitality very much to the happiness and comfort of those who attended it. He
stated that his patients still continue to derive much benefit from the use of the

massage to the auditory canal and membrana tympani, and uses his condensing
syringe and also piire liquid vaseline, or associated with iodoform, especially in

subacute cases of otitis media.*

I returned again to Paris in May, 1893, and visited the distinguished otologist,

Dr. Lowenberg, i^resident of the Paris Otological Society. I found that he held

with great tenacity to the use of the silver Eustachian catheter on account of the

risk of infection. These catheters are of three sizes, and in a pamphlet given to

us he describes a new method of catheterization of the Eustachian tube, as follows :

He states the principal diffictilty diiring the first stage of the operation is the

horizontal deviation of the septum. This he obviates by using half of a nasal spec-

ulum, so as to guide the catheter and press the septum aside. During the second

stage, when the i)oint of the instrument leaves the nasal cavity, it is difficult to

tell when we are in front of the pharyngeal orifice of the Eustachian tube. When
he thinks that his catheter has arrived at the end of the post-nasal cavity he orders

the patient to swallow. If the instrument has not yet passed the nasal cavity the

hand holding the instrument feels no shock, but if the instrument has passed into

the pharyngeal cavity the soft palate when contracting pushes it sometimes into

the tube, or at least displaces it, which movement can be seen and is also felt by
the hand. The correct distance once determined, it will be useful tomark it in the

instrument. He employs a piece of new rubber tubing for each individxial patient

to tip the Politzer bag, and inflates the air charged with chloroform vapor. He
also adheres to the syringe for the removal of epithelium, scales, etc., seldom

employing the probe. He also employs the galvanic cautery for the removal of

the polypi and polypoid-like growths. He seldom employs ointments. In tliis he

differs from Politzer, depending chiefly upon alcohol and boracic acid; and he

still believes in the special microbes to be found in the pus of suppurative otitis

media, as also in furuncles. He seldom operates for diseased mastoid, believing
in the use of local applications in the early stage, leaden tubes for ice water and

subsequent persistent and careful syringing with Hartmann's intertympanic
catheter. He has as yet not employed operative measures for the relief of chronic

suppurative and non-suppurative inflammation of the tympanum, waiting, as he

states, for further trials.

On my visit to Rome I found great activity in preparation for the International

Congress of September, 1893,f and numerous valuable papers will be read in the

section of Otology by the distinguished men of that city, more especially Gadnego
and De Rossii, who have devoted much labor and careful research to the obscure

diseases of the nervous apparatus of the internal ear.

Of the whole number (154) of cases operated upon by my assistant, S. MacCuen

Smith, at several of which I was present and assisted him, the youngest was 4 and

the oldest 81. The number which either had a continuous or recurrent discharge
was 85.

* In pa-ssing it will be interesting to some of my confreres to know that lie has since informed

me by note that the next Otological Congress is postponed iintil 1895.

tWhich has been postponed to April, 1894, on account of the cholera.
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0. C.=Ordinary conversation. L. C.=Loud conversation.
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8. Ex, 36 103
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In the foregoing list of 154 operations it will be found that from cases 15 to 84

inclusive we record OiU patients presenting the non-siippurative variety of middle-

ear disease. Many of these patients suffered from distressing tinnitus; severe

pain, staggering, vertigo, and marked impairment of hearing, while others com-

plained of one or more of these same symptoms in a much less degree. Their ages

range fromSl to81 years. The timein which the x^atients suffered from oneor more
of these symptoms varies from two to forty years, while the time elapsing since the

date of operation is from three months to four years. The improvement in tin-

nitus and vertigo has been in many cases most striking and satisfactory, notwith-

standing the little hope that could be offered for their relief in some of the cases

before operation. The probable improvement of hearing in this class of cases is of

course not marked by so many favorable possibilities as in the suppurative variety
and yet a perusal of the carefully recorded results will, we think, be convincing
that the operation in selected cases is now justifiably demanded.

Part Second.

In chronic suppurative disease of the middle ear, after all ordinary measures

have failed, the excision of the membrana tympani an(. ossicles is resorted to for

relief or ciire of cariovis or necrosed bone or diseased tissues, causing mechanical

obstruction to the entrance of sound, and is now a well-established rule of prac-

tice as well as a decided advance in aural surgery. In non-suppurative or chronic

middle-ear inflammation the operation has received the term "otosclerectomy"

(oyf, uToq, ear; oK/.ripdi-, hard; sKrd/iT), excision), or the surgical removal of all or

part of the sclerosed and anchylosed conductors of sound. The operation has

received the sanction of the majority of the aiirists of the United States and many
in Germany for properly selected cases. Now and then we meet with cases of

such failures as occur with our best surgeons in the best diagnosed and selected

cases. "To err is hiiman," etc., and in our experience of many years in the

practice of the profession we have witnessed some errors and have received authen-

tic reports of sad results in general surgery from others. Not only do tliey occur

in the hands of the tyro, but in those of jjrofessors and hospital surgeons of our

cities. In properly selected cases of non-siTppurative or chronic middle-ear inflam-

mation our success has been good, when we find a patient with the obstriiction

anywhere between the thickening and adhesions of the membrana tympani or

anchylosis of the malleus with the incus. It is almost always necessary to per-

form a ijreliminary operation by a removal of an oval piece of the drum with the

malleus. When we find that this opening improves the hearing or relieves

the tinnitiis and vertigo, we then complete the operation by removing the incus.

If there be any dry, pi-ogressive sclerosis affecting the stapes, it has been advised to

make a long incision in the membrana tympani posterior to the malleus, and to

use traction on the incudo-stapedial joint. If these are not effectual in removing
the annoying symptons, then it will be safe to resort to the fiiU operation, i. e.,

excision of the membrana tympani and ossicles. In our hands even sclerosis has

been stopped by the operation. See case which stood the test of two years, as fol-

lows:

The most recent one was a lady of 38 years. She was profoundly deaf, only
hearing the watch, of 60 inches, on close contact on either ear. There was ])ain
and great tinnitus, with vertigo. Both ears were operated upon May 22, 1892.

The left ear first, the right ear soon after, as at first she did not experience much
benefit. The parts continued so patulous that she breathed through her Eusta(;hian
tube. In May, 1893, her hearing had imi)roved to 8 inches for the watch on the

right and 4h inches on the left. She can hear an ordinary voice, by first calling her
attention to it, at 25 feet, and is no longer considered very deaf by her friends.

The progress in this case was very slow, being almost one year before decided

improvement took place.
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The following is a much more satisfactory case:

Excision of the membrana tympani and handle of malleus in otitis media
catarrhalis chronica, with improvement of hearing and removal of the tinnitus
and vertigo : E. H. K.

, aged 46, a daughter of one of our deceased county judges, was
left dependent upon her own exertions for a livelihood. When she presented her-
self. June 9, 1891, at our office for treatment she was profoundly deaf from otitis

media catarrhalis chronica of many years' duration. She had also suffered from
chronic rhinitis, with nasal hypertrophies, all of which had been removed and
everything done for her without improving her hearing. On testing her hearing
by watch, of (iO inches, it was not heard on close contact on the right ear, and only
;{ inches on he left.

Miss E. H. K., status prceseiiH, June 18, 1891: Right ear, membrana tympani
thickened

;
the short i^rocess prominent: the handle attached to the promontory

and the whole malleus was twisted on its axis (torquirt) Gruber ; the air enters
the tympaaum : H. W. close (pressed contact) ; tuning fork, full C ; Reiner's test
shows the auditory nerve normal ;

bone conduction good ; tinnitis (from i)ressure) ,

escaping steam, hissing, and roaring. Left ear the better looking, taking all

points in topography of the membrana tympani, etc.; conditions the same as in

fellow-ear; air enters the tympanum full and well
; but one section (posterior

and superior) moves from autoinfiation ; H. W.= 3 inches, Reiner's test nega-
tive

;
the auditory canal v/as relaxed and dry, with a general congestive condition ;

bled on rough contact of cotton. A radical operation was i>roposed, excision of
the membrana tympani and malleus

;
and she consented, as she had great difficulty

in being understood in her business.
After suitable preparation the patient was admitted into the woman's surgical

ward at the Jefferson Medical College Hospital on Friday, February 5, 1892. She
was operated upon on Saturday, the 6th. Dr. Eads, one of the surgical assistants,

administering the ether by carefully dropi)ing it on a folded towel imtil there
had been employed some 4 ounces, but she was not ijrofoundly unconscious. We
then directed her to be given a few whiff's of chloroform, which had the desired
effect, but in a few seconds respiration became embarrassed, and the chloroform
was withdrawn ; artificial respiration was performed, and after promj)t recovery
the ether was again resumed and the operation performed. The first difficulty-
was the great relaxation of the lining membrane of the auditory canal, which
was pushed beiore the Gruber specuhim. A bivalve was then tried with no bet-
ter results. A large-sized ordinary Politzer speculum was then employed witli
the illumination of the electric light. Another difficulty in her case was that
after performing the double incision the canal was filled with blood, which was
very much in the way during the whole operation. In cutting around the malleo-
incudal joint found it very firmly anchylosed, so that it could not be removed by
a strong pair of forceps ; so, after using all the force considered justifiable, Dr.
Smith, who assisted me, tried to remove it, but he had no better success, although
he found the section complete all around the membrana tympani, and also the
double incision running up to the membrana flaccida. After removing the mem-
brana and handle and part of the malleus and cleansing the parts and blowing
iodoform powder into the canal, plugging it with iodoform cotton, the patientwas
removed from the operating room to the ward. She had considerable nausea from
the anaesthetic, but had no bad symptoms, and was able to leave the ward on the
ninth day after the operation, greatly improved in hearing, being able to hear with
that ear when the other was closed.
On examination ten days later she stated that everything sounded loud to her.

She also heard the watch half an inch from the ear which before she could not
hear on close contact. The following is her own statement, she being well edu-
cated and intelligent: "Am both pleased and surprised with the result of the
operation, for although I was not very sanguine of deriving much benefit from it,
at least I would not let myself hope too much, fearing a disappointment ; yet I was
willing to try. From the very first day after the operation I found an. improve-
ment. Voices at the other side of the room were loud and iinnatxTral, but I could
not distinguish the words. The footsteps which before seemed to move noiselessly
along the bare floors, now seemed like the tread of heavy shoes. I can now hear
the voice and speech given in an ordinary tone and without being very near the
speaker. The noises of wagons and cars in the street are very loud and sound as if
the ground was hollow. All sounds and voices seem loud and unnatural, except-
ing music, which has lost none of its sweetness. All my friends are surprised and
pleased with the improvement in my hearing, and say it is no effort to make me
hear them now. This is all without my ear being entirely healed, and filled with
cotton wool. I am now waiting to hear what improvement I will find in being
able to hear a sermon or address in public. I have tried to give you a very cor-
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rect account. I have a sound in my ear like puffing of steam, always worse after

coining upstairs, but sometimes it is so faint that I forget it.
"

The patient presented herself on twelfth day, and We removed considerable
dried blood. Tested her hearing and found her progressing most favorably.
Again, on February 17, my patient reported as follows: "Hearing continues good
and the harsh sounds are disappearing.

" Tested her hearing in ordinary conver-

sation, with her face turned from me, and she heard me distinctly at a distance of
13 feet.

Two weeks later she reports : "Yesterday was the first test I have made of my
hearing, since the operation, in church, and it was a complete surprise to me, for
I had never imagined that I should find such great improvement. I had no diffi-

culty in hearing the lessons read, and in fact all of the service, and I was able to

join in myself, and that is what I have not been able to do for a great many years—
fifteen or sixteen I think—and the great volume of sound that came from the

organ almost overwhelmed me, I was going to say—perhaps that is almost too

strong a word—yet I have often been in doubt whether the organ was being played
at all. it would be so indistinct at times, and yesterday the difference was so great.
1 find a great improvement in many ways. I get along much better at work, and
my friends do not have to strain their voices to make me hear."
One month and five daj's after the operation, since her last visit, she reports:

"Have had some pain in the ear, but on blowing the nose forcibly some blood

passed, and the pain disappeared with no return since. Visiteda friend in the coun-

try on Sunday, who stated that it was like a revelation, the restoration of my hear-

ing. At a business meeting I was able to hear all that was going on, when for-

merly I heard not a word."*
Two years after the operation, June, 1893, hearing continues perfect in the ear

operated upon ; new membrane formed has been examined by Dr. S. MacCuen
Smith, Dr. C. S. TurnbuU, and Dr. C. M, Thomas ; all confirm the good results in

her case.

In proliferous disease of the middle ear, and when all ordinary and extraordi-

nary measures, as massage, vaseline. Eustachian bougie and catheter, vibratory

treatment, etc., have failed, we are fully justified in oj^ening the drum, and

excising the head of or the entire malleus, but it has not always been found nec-

essary to remove the incus and stapes. In cases of severe pain in the ear of an

obscure nature, with a dreadful feeling of jiressure, cases of which have been seen

at the aural clinic, much relief of a permanent character has been afforded the

patients by oi)ening the drum and disarticulating the malleus. On examination

there has been found diseased bony structure which giving no other indication on

the surface. We have found similar disease in the mastoid region, where in two
cases an opening was found in the bone large enough to admit the tip of the fore-

finger. We have never, as yet, known of a death from this operation, but cases

have been reported where the hearing power has been made worse. Cases accom-

panied with atrophy or paralysis of the auditory nerve should not be ojierated upon.

Again, great care must be taken not to injure the Fallopian canal with the incus

hook. Children can be operated upon, and even old men have had their hearing
restored for ordinary conversation, also experiencing great relief from tinnitus

and vertigo. As a matter of course, the older the individual, the less chance of

restoration to good hearing. Yet cases aged 60 and even 81 years have been oper-

ated upon with good success.

We are all liable to accidents, yet much can be done to prevent them by great

care in our manipulations in so limited a space as we have to operate. The use

of antisepsis, a good electric light, and a i)roper clip for a lens on the back of the

forehead mirror ; this is necessary for i)resbyopes.

The mobilization and extraction of tiie stapes was first i)roposed by Ricardo

Botey (Berlin Congress, 185)0) and modified and performed by Miot and Bouchoron.

An incision was made on the outer periphery and the stapes was extracted by a

Palet hook. Kessel and Botey employed extraction through the fenestra ovalis in

* Progress of Otology, Annals of Ophthalmology and Otology, April 1, 1898.
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ancliylosed and fixed stapes. Still later, C. L. Jack* reported 16 cases; 5 for

chronic middle-ear catarrh, in which there was a remarkable improvement in a

number of the cases. Thenwe have the synechotomy, or section of the stapes sug-

gested by Schwartze and published in the transactions of the congress at Basle.

(In Politzer's work are figured the instruments for the performance of these opera-

tions, pp. 273-275; Figs. 144,145, and a careful description of the operation.)

The most recent report on the removal of the stapes is by Clarence J. Blake

( Boston) f of 4 cases operated upon under a solution of cocaine. His results have not

been very encouraging ;
2 were slightly improved, and in 2 there was no improve-

ment. The operation for excision of the stapes has only been performed in a very
few cases in Philadelphia, owing to the prolonged staggering vertigo which fol-

lowed them.

Schwartze's contraindications to operation for removal of the drumhead, ham-

mer, and anvil: (1) Excessive deafness so great as to require shouting into the

ear of the patient. (2) When inflammation of the middle ear produces not even

temporary improvement in hearing or tinnitus. (8) When puncture of the drum
head improves neither tinnitus nor hearing, never do a double operation and do

the operation only in the worst ear. Operations should only be performed under

these conditions. Our own conclusions are as follows : When a patient is so deaf

as not to hear the voice close to the ear or a watch of 60 inches applied in contact,

we would reject such as unfitted for the radical operation, but the preliminary one

can be performed. If the suppurative process has continued for a very long period,

especially in a scrofulous or consumptive individual, it is best to give a guarded
opinion of the success of the operation, as structural lesions of the internal ear are

apt to occur.

The demonstrations shown by Prof. Politzer, besides their scientific interest, aid

us in understanding why in many cases our therapeutic efforts are not crowned
with success. You know, gentlemen, that in recent years various attempts have

been made to accomplish the extraction of the stapes for the purpose of diminish-

ing the degree of deafness. As a matter of course, such an operation is only pos-
sible as long as the affection has not produced a condition of anchylosis. When
the plate of the stapes is once fixed to the fenestra ovalis, or even partially fixed,

an operation becomes impossible, for the arch of the stapes would break off under
the least traction. But even should our operation appear to bring immediate
relief we can hardly hope for a permanent result in all cases, if we bear in mind
the anatomical changes which we have observed in the specimens shown by Prof.

Politzer. As we have seen that the osseous proliferation originates in the capsule,
is progressive, and extends toward the oval window, almost invariably producing
comi)lete occlusion of the fenestra, even an early extraction of the stai^es would
hinder the progress of the disease in the form of anchylosis here described.

DISCUSSION.

Dr. M. Thorner. The favorable results obtained by Dr. Tumbull in a number
of cases of removal of the membrana tympani and some of the ossicles are cer-

tainly very remarkable. I am inclined to think that in his eases, as well as in

those reported by some other gentlemen, conditions prevailed more favorable to

obtaining good results than in cases reported by some observers who greatly dis-

favor these operations. I think that we may exjject, in cases of simple adhesions,

* Transactions American Otological Society, 1892.

t Archives of Otology, April, 1893, p. 190.
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better restilts than in those of complete anchylosis. If the malleliis has been

removed, it ap]>eara to be rather risky to leave the incus where it i)ossibly might
do harm, w^hile its i)resence can not aid any longer in the mechanism of the sonnd-

transmitting apparatus. As to the removal of the stapes, there is at present

scarcely enough evidence to formulate distinct indications for this operation.

But it stands to reason, especially if we consider the light thrown upon this ques-

tion by yesterday's demonstrations of Prof. Politzer, that in a great majority of

cases we can not expect to obtain any permanent results by the operation of

stapedectomy. I would like to ask Dr. Turnbxill in what position he places his

patient during the operation. May not the position, either the sitting or half

reclining, have been responsible for the embarrassment of respiration, observed

in the one patient, as soon as chloroform was given ?

Dr. Hobby. Is it not possible that many of the failures in operations upon the

middle ear are due to labyrinthie disease having been previously developed?
Dr. Maloney. I would like to ask Dr. TurnbuU whether the two successful

cases reported in the paper read by him represented the success obtained in the

entire number of operations named by him in the first part of his paper? My
method of treatment compels me to admit the necessity for excision of the mem-
brana and ossicles only in cases showing caries, and not as a means of improving
the hearing. The limited success following this operation for improving aiidition

I think sustains me in my view.

Dr. TuRNBULL. In reply to the question of the secretary, I am not sure of the

removal of the incus, and therefore did not state that it was removed. I always

operate by placing the patient on a bed or lounge on the side. A number of chronic

cases are reported in Dr. Smith's table operated at the clinic of the Jefferson Med-

ical College Hospital.

FOCUSING EAR TRUMPET.

By EDMUND D. SPEAR, M. D.

The large number of cases of incurable diseases of the ear, accompanied by deaf-

ness for conversational tones, makes it necessary for the aurist to prescribe some

form of acoustic apparatus as an aid to hearing. The unsatisfactory character

of the ordinary mechanical aids is, perhaps, the cause of the negligence of aurists

in regard to this matter. In Burnett's recently published System of Diseases of

the Ear, Nose, and Throat an article on "Acoustic aid to the deaf "
will be found,

in which I make suggestions regarding the use of instruments for patients with

defective hearing, and I shall quote some of them in this paper.

The importance of this is not appreciated by aurists as it should be, partly, per-

haps, from the fear that the impression might be given that when artificial aids

are advised the prognosis is no longer favorable and the case likely to be considered
incurable. This fear, together with the general antipathy to the use of instru-

ments, continues to prevent encouragement in their use, and may effectively hin-

der the scientific study of very interesting acoustic phenomena for the develop-
ment of this department of otological research. To paraphrase the words of an
eminent writer,

" If it were not that the science of acoustics is one of the least per-
fect branches of human knowledge, and its practical application certainly the
least understood, it would be easy to explain the principles on which perfect ear

trumpets should be made."
Acousticians and aurists have, up to the present time, failed to furnish any

single instrument to suit all cases, or indeed any satisfactory apparatus or mechan-
ical means (besides the so-called artificial membranes) for restoring the function
of hearing. It is true that a limited number of deaf patients find that some ]iar;
ticular device serves to improve their hearing for certain sounds and individual

voices, but there is no instrument which can be varied in shape so as to change
with the varying character of the sounds desired to be heard.
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A few principles for guidance in the choice of proper instrnnients will be here

given. The size, shape, and length of each tube, as well as the condition of its

interior surfaces, its mouthpiece, and ear tip. are to be first examined and com-

liared with those of all kinds obtainable. The size of the internal bore of a tube
is of jirinie importance, as every aurist knows by experience with his "

otoscope,"
which is usually made of flexible rubber tubing fitted at each end with ear tips.
A comparison of tubes of different caliber, though fitted with the same ear tips
and of equal length, will quickly show that tubes are resonators for the various
tones, and that the same sounds heard through the different tubes appear much-
varied in character. Cone-shaped tubes without breaks or seams v/ithin are best
formed to convey the sound waves to the ear.

Of the score of forms of ear trumpets offered for the use of the deaf by surgical-
instrument dealers, but three or four ajjpear to be constructed with a view to

secure the best results with the least exijenditiire of material. In order to meet
a demand for small instruments makers have been led to sacrifice utility for size,

and on this accoiint have fallen into error.

The ear trumpets which give the most satisfaction are those made on proper
acoustical principles without reference to size. These combine the reflecting par-
abola with the cone-shaped conducting tubes. All the ordinary ear trumpets
consist of large horns with wide extremities, tapering with more or less varied
ciarves or with frvistra of cones to the small ends, which are fitted with ear tips
intended to fit into the auditory canal.

A. cone-shaped tube tapering to a point, and with one of its sides partially cut

away, is the best kind of instrument for the use of those partially deaf. The cut
in the side, as now made, is of service in forming shorter coltunns of air in the
tube, which serve as resonators for tones of high pitch (particals of tones), thus

giving a more serviceable instriiment than one formed from a plain cone.

Research and experiment in applied acoustics will accomplish what I hope to

open the way to by the presentation of instruments which in a measure fulfill indi-

cations, and the aurists, to whom this work belongs, must undoubtedly profit by
the results.

To illustrate my improved manner of condensing sound waves I shall present to

the section two forms of instrument. Strictly speaking the word "focusing" can

be applied as descriptive of the manner in which the sound waves are condensed

in referring to what takes place in one only of these forms, though the result

arrived at is practically the same in both. In the long axis of a metal reflector,

whose sides are parabolic, a short, hollow, metal cone is placed with its large end
directed inward. These are relatively so fitted that the cone can be adjusted for

the various focal points of the parabolic reflector by being moved nearer to or

farther from the apex of the reflector. To a cone-shaped tube tapering to a point
and of a length to correspond with the wave lengths of tones whose pitch is below

C, is fitted a small tube within which another tube is made to slide. To this latter

tube a small hollow cone is fastened at one end
;
a short, curved tube is fitted at

the other end. This comprises the portable form. By varying the length of the

air columns within the cone and adjusting at different points a considerable varia-

tion in i^erceiJtion of tones is produced.

AN IMPROVED MIDDLE-EAR POWDER BLOWER.

By R. D. BARRET, B. S., M. D., of St. Louis, Mo.,

Clinical Assistant to the Department of Diseases of the Ear of the Missouri Medical College.

The little instrument I wish to describe to you as briefly, yet as clearly as

possible, was designed ijrimarily for the purpose of applying directly to the

diseased parts any of the various antiseptic i^owders so often indicated in the

treatment of those cases of chronic supi)urative inflammation of the attic space,

in addition to the inflammatory process going on in the atrium. But it has proved
to be forme the mostconvenient and perfect universal powder blower I have found
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as yet, and I hope it may be equally as useful to others in every respect. Its three

component parts are the canula, the receptacle for the powder, and the rubber

hand bulb. The canula is similar to that of the Blake middle-ear syringe, 3 inches

long, one-sixteenth of an inch in diameter, and has an upward curved extremity to

direct the powder into the attic. A second canula with a straight point vnll add

greatly to the range of usefulness of the instrument. The receptacle for the pow-
der is a metal bulb an inch in diameter. From it projects a tube about three-

fourths of an inch in length, and to the end of this the canula is attached.

At a point directly opposite is a short nipple, over which fits the rubber tube

leading to the air bag. Over the opening of this nipple within the powder recep-

tacle is soldered a wire screen vdth a mesh so fine that the finest powder will not

pass through it unless rubbed, but still it does not interfere materially with the

force of the air current. This screen prevents the powder from falling or being
drawn into the rubber bulb. The powder receptacle is opened for filling by
unscrewing a small segment of it, the center of which is the point of attachment of

the canula. The base of this tube is encircled by a milled-edged band to prevent the

annoying slipping of the fingers so frecjuently experienced with such instruments.

To the under side of the largest part of this receptacle is fastened a handle in the

shape of a loop through which the thumb is slipped in using the blower. The air

bulb is the ordinary rubber bulb used for the same purpose on other instruments.

The tube leading to it should not be over 8 inches long, and for one with a small

hand even that is too long. In using the instrument the thiimb is slipped into

the handle from behind, the powder receptacle resting on the top of the thumb
between the nail and the knuckle, the first finger steadying it by pressing the

handle against the ball of the thumb, the rubber tube passing to the outer side of

the thumb—not between it and the first finger—and the air bxilb then falls natu-

rally into the palm of the hand, when a very slight pressure upon it by the two or

three free fingers puffs out the powder. A too forcible compression of the bulb

simply blows the powder around the receptacle, but the least bit of force will piiff

it out readily. The caniala is bent at an angle of 130° from the body of the instru-

ment, hence it is all that is in the line of vision.

The right hand manages the instrmnent perfectly, leaving the left free to hold

the speculum or for any other manipulation that may be necessary. The cannula

and powder receptacle are nickel-plated, can be easily and quickly separated,

cleaned, etc., and there is nothing about the instrument to break or get out of

order every few days.

My sin(!ere thanks are due to the Mellier Surgical Instrument Company of this

city for the careful and skillful manner in which they cai*ried out my idea and the

perfect instrument they produced.

ADENOIDS A CONTRIBUTIVE FACTOR IN AURAL AFFECTIONS.

By M. D. LEDERMAN, M. D.,

Assistant Surgeon, Manhattan Eye and Ear Hospital ; Instructor in Laryngology and lihi-

nology, New York Polyclinic ; Assistant Laryngologist and Otologist, Mount Sinai Hospital

Dispensary.

Although hesitating before offering an abbreviated paper upon a subject which
has generated such universal discussion, the c;ontinned appearance of neglected
cases permits the expression of pleasant results observed after the removal of this

frequent causation of middle-ear disease, especially in children. Realizing that

this subject has already commanded tlie attention of some of my auditors, I con-

sole myself with the thought that this field of medicine has been so thoroughly
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cultivated it woiild seem impossible to make an absolute discovery. However, I

trust yoii will bear with me, in the hope that there may be a few among those

present who have not given this cause its deserved recognition.

Whenwe consider the percentage of ear diseases prevalent in early life it, behooves

us to carefully investigate the observation of clinical experience and test the vir-

tues of its information. It is indeed gratifying to reecho the statements of others

interested in this topic, and to conscientiously testify to the delightful benefits

derived from the ablation of the hypertrophied lymphoid tissue in the post-nasal

space, especially in cases of suppurative otitis chronica. Although appreciating

the impression prodiiced in offering statistics upon any given subject, I will not

tire you with them, but with your kind indulgence will give later the history of

two or three cases that demonstrate these few remarks.

In attempting to ascertain the immediate influence which the hypertrophied

pharyngeal tonsil has upon ear disease we are confronted with numerous pro-

posed theories.

Before giving any of these in detail, I briefly quote the statements of some
authorities on the disturbing effects of so-called "adenoids" upon the sense of

audition. Woakes *
expresses his experience in these words :

Interference with the organs of hearing, inducing more or less deafness, is the
most frequent and to my mind the most important of the direct lesions resulting
from the disease. Not more than 5 per cent of my cases have escaped this

complication.

Beverly Robinson f mentions the observations of Dr. Swinburne, who states

that "in a large proportion, indeed in all cases, of adenoid vegetations the ears

were found diseased." Again, Dr. Robinson adds that "other observers have

describedthe great freqiiency of aural complicationsm cases of adenoid vegetations.
"

Under the symptomalogy of hypertrophy of the pharyngeal tonsil, Dr. Bos-

worth's
:{: exi^erience is so clearly expressed, I can not offer a more weighty thought

than to quote verbatim from his valuable work :

Probably no symptom of the disease possesses greater importance or requires
more thorough appreciation and study than that of ear complications, occurring,
as they do, early in life and at a time when their prompt recognition only may
save the patient from permanent loss of this important faculty.

In referring to cases of total deafness in children due to this lymphoid swell-

ing, Lavrand, § of Lille, considered the growth to be a cause of deaf-mutism, and

thought that their removal would act as a possible cure of the latter affection.

If we believe that this intiable condition is contingent upon pharyngeal vegeta-

tions, their jiredominating influence is truly amazing. In a very interesting and
instructive brochure

|| upon Lymphoid Growths in the Vaiilt of the Pharynx,
Dr. T. R. French informs us that deafness as a complication of this disease occurs

in more than half the cases. With such statements before us we can not lay too

much stress upon the immediate relationshij) the nose and naso-pharynx bear to

aural disturbances.

My experience in clinical and in'ivate practice certainly proves the immediate
influence this disease has upon the production of deafness, be it a catarrhal or sup-

purative manifestation. I have watched the progress of young patients under the

routine treatment of syringing, peroxide of hydrogen drops, with boric-acid insuf-

flations, and though the suppuration ceases for the time the patients would often

return with another outbreak. These recurring attacks were promptly overcome

by ridding the pharjnix of its irritating occupant. We should never consider an

* Woakes, Post-Nasal Catarrh.

t Beverly Robinson, Treatise on Nasal Catarrh and Allied Diseases.

i Bosworth, Diseases of the Nose and Throat, Vol. 1.

§ Lavrand, Annual of the Universal Medical Sciences, Vol. 4, 1890.

II Paper read before the Kings County Medical Society, August 18, 1893.
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examination of a patient with ear difficulty completed until the nose and naso-

pharynx have been thoroughly inspected. In children we shotild never hesitate to

bring to onr aid the proverbial eye at the end of the finger. It is not exaggerating
to assert that the majority of running ears in children, together with the deprtjssed

condition of their general health, is the consequence of this often-neglected factor.

It is not unusual to diagnose the presence of these growths by the child's facial

expression alone. The senile appearance of the young one, the drooping eyelids,

together with the open mouth, are indicative of the post-nasal obstruction.

As to the theories suggested in the causation of ear disease by these gi-owths,
Bosworth supposes the trouble to be due to an interference with the renewal of air

in the middle chamber. Any cause which interferes with free nasal respiration,
if continued sufficiently long, is liable to i)roduce impaired hearing by creating a

stagnation and rarefication of air in the pharyngeal vault. Tlie free action of the

levator palati muscles is hindered by the hypertrophied tissue, thus preventing
their compensating action. A catarrhal process is incited by this rarefication, an

hyperaeniia and its consequences appearing in prompt succession. Lowenberg con-

cludes that theinflammation is a direct continuation of the i^haryngeal involvement.

Blake reasons the result to be due to a passive hypersemia of the middle ear, by
interference with the return circxilation, owing to the pressure exerted by the post-
nasal growths upon the pharyngeal veins. This seems quite a plausible theory,
and we can readily imagine that some such effect may be the result if the blood

current of the neighboring tissues is materially obstructed.

My views incline toward the supposition of some disturbance of the circula-

tory fiinction. There can be no doubt that the presence of this foreign elemeijt

influences the blood supply, thus exciting a congestion of the local tissues, and

possibly affecting the vasomotor system of the middle ear as well, thereby giving
rise to an inflammatory process. We are yet in the shadow of a revelation which
I earnestly hope will soon illuminate the present obscurity.
In dwelling ujion the immediate relation of this factor in the production of atiral

complication, it would be unpardonable had I omitted mentioning the deleterious

influence that nasal stenosis has upon the organ of hearing. Suffice it to state that

in the majority if not in all cases of otitis media catarrhalis chronica in which
there exist some obstructing lesion in the nose, we may sincerely expect to improve
the patient's hearing by removing the barrier to normal respiration, thus allowing
the necessary aeration of the Eustachian tube and middle ear. The proportion of

children under 10 years of age that are subject to adenoid growths is so large that

I anticipate their presence in almost all cases of middle-ear suppuration, particu-

larly if it be of a chronic nature. The happy results obtained from the thorough
removal of the pharyngeal obstruction in such cases permits me to cheerfully

promise a speedy relief from the offensive discharge and an improvement in the

hearing distance, not overlooking the beneficial effects uiwn the general health of

the patient.

Very briefly I mention the history of a few cases, in one of which the discharge
ceased surprisingly soon after the surgical treatment :

Case 1.—Nettie G.
,
3 years of age, well nourished ; mother noticed that the child

experienced difficulty in breathing ;
was restless at night ; tossing about in sleep,

snoring loudly ; lips were i)arched and covered with a deposit of dried secretion
in the morning ; m short, a mouth-breather. The little one had attacks of fever
off and on, in one of which an acute suppurative otitis media developed. There
was some pain before pus showed itself, but it was not distressing. The ear was
treated by the family physician with hot-water douches and boric-acid insuffla-
tions. The suppuration ceased for two months, then reappeared with acute symp-
toms. The same treatment was continued, with a cessation of the discharge.
With the next appearance of the difficulty the patient came under my care. The
history being so pronounced, and the expression of the child's face being (luite

typical, I immediately examined for adenoids, and found the i)haryngeal vault
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completely filled. The growths were removed under an anaesthetic by means of

the curette. On the fourth day following the operation no sign of suppuration
was visible. Peroxide of hydrogen failed to reveal any pus. Until the i^resent

time (almost a year since the operation) the child has had no reappearance of

her trouble. Her hearing has improved considerably, as shown by the voice test.

At time of operation watch and finger-nail tests were not satisfactory. The child

when last seen affirmed to the watch test at 3 feet and heard the voice in the usual

tone. The parents noticed the improvement in hearing three weeks after the

operative treatment.
Case ^.—The pleasant effect of the surgical treatment in this particular case

makes the history unusually interesting. I am indebted to Dr. Alvarez for the

following history : J. H., aged 7 years. Mother lived in Florida, and while preg-
nant with this child had an attack of chills and fever. The child was born in

New York. Three months after his appearance into the world the infant was
also attacked with chills and fever. This lasted for a week or ten days, and was
treated by the family physician as malaria. Ever since the boy has had jjeriod-

ical fevers every two or three months. Dr. Alvarez first saw the patient in the

spring of 1891. Doubting these attacks to be malarial, yet imable to ascertain

their origin, he recommended a change of climate. The child spent the summer
in the Catsldll Mountains, but no imjjrovement was noticed. The temperature in

these febrile attacks never arose above 101'. In August, 1893, the young lad

became more ill than usual, and Dr. A. discovered that the faucial tonsils were

markedly hypertrophied and adenoid gi-owths were present in abundance. He
then associated the periodical fevers with his discovery. In November following
the little fellow became the victim of an acute otitis media suppurativa of both

ears, which failed to get well under the usual treatment. This ear continued dis-

charging until February, 1893, when I was requested to see the patient. The
removal of both tonsils and adenoids was at once performed. The running ears

ceased to flow at the end of two weeks, and up to the present time the periodical
fevers have not returned.

Through the kindness of Dr. Gruening, I briefly offer the history of an interest-

ing case which proves the direct effect this common affection has upon aural dis-

ease. A boy 5 years of age had two attacks of double-sided suppuration, compli-

cated with mastoid disease, and at each attack the doctor was obliged to operate

upon both mastoids. After the removal of the adenoid vegetations the patient

rapidly recovered, and has had no attack since that time. Dr. Gruening expresses

his experience in the following words:

I have repeatedly observed cases of otitis media purulenta which, though yield-

ing temporarily to local treatment, had a tendency to recur, and that the tendency
ceased when the adenoids had been removed. These and other cases lead me to

believe that adenoid vegetations are a causative factor in purulent disease of the
middle ear and the mastoid.

Such observation is conclusive evidence of the important relation that this exciting
factor bears to middle-ear disease. True, we sometimes find suppurative cases in

children in which the adenoids are wanting, but they are indeed very few. It is

not in the realm of this brief paper to dwell upon the methods employed in the

removal of these growths, but will state that I have found the modified Gottstein's

heart-shaped curette, together with the use of Lowenberg's post-nasal forceps,

improved by Dr. Gleitsman, of most service. The continued employment of a

favorite instrument leads one to become too greatly impressed with its superiority,

and we are apt to overlook the good qualities of others. It is therefore necessary
to test the merits of the modem modifications and by personal experience select

the most serviceable. Dame Natiire has considerately supplied some of my
esteemed colleagues with strong finger nails, which have been cultivated and used

with success in the destruction of the hypertrophied tissue. I doubt, however,
whether this natural instrument is as successful as the manufactured curette or

forceps, especially if the growths have assumed a fibroid character.

The method employed is immaterial so long as the tonsil is completely extir-

pated. A small portion of lymphoid tissue remaining may give rise to further

difficulties. If we follow th^ custom of regularly examining the adjacent parts
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of patients complaining of aural symptoms, we would fre(iuently discover the

origin of their discomfort.

In closing I can not offer a more appropriate thought than the one expressed in

the words of Hamlet :

That we find out the caiise of this effect
;

Or rather say, the cause of this defect,
For this effect defective comes bv cause.

DISCUSSION.

Dr. T, V. FiTZPATRiCK, Cincinnati, Ohio. I most heartily concur in the doctrine
set forth in this paper of the necessity of surgical interference in cases of adenoid

vegetations or hypertrophy of Luschka's tonsil. Since the paper of Meyer, of

Copenhagen, of twenty years ago, but little new has been said in favor of the

necessity of surgical treatment of this hypertrophy. The evidence is only accu-

mulative. What we need most is investigation of the cause or causes of this hyper-
tropliy. My own observations are leading me year after year gradually to the
conclusion that a state of suppuration, nasal or pharj'iigeal, is an essential prece-
dent to the hypertrophy. I think we find a very apt anak)gy in the hypertrophied
lymphatic glands in their attempt to carry off suppurative processes. Most of

these cases will improve under antiseptic treatment, though I doubt if the true

hypertrophy of Luschka's tonsil is ever cured by any antiseptic treatment, cer-

tainly not under many years. Suppurative rhinitis and pharyngitis in children is

very common. Its far-reaching influence is probably due to the absorption of

ptomaines. Recent investigations have shown in ozena that when a suppurative
process is stopped the anaemia so often associated with it is arrested. We often
find cases of adenoid vegetations of the vault of the pharynx anaemic. This can

scarcely be due alone to the obstruction offered respiration by the hypertrophy,
biit is probably due to suppurative process associated with the disease. The theory
of Hill, that this enlargement is due to the arrest of the migration of leucocytes,
merits invest'gation. So far but little light lias been thrown upon the cause, con-

secjuently nothing is done in the way of prevention.
To refer again to the disastrous influence which these lymphoid growths may

and do exercise upon the organ of hearing, I can not too strongly advocate the

course recommended by the essayist. He is right when he says that in purulent
processes of the middle ear the routine treatment is entirely too often carried out.

when an examination of the post-nasal space would readily reveal the cause of the

recurrent attacks of suppurative inflammations. We must not always expect to

find all the typical symptoms of adenoids presented in such children, but we must
look for their presence in all cases where recurrent attacks of suppuration take place
in young persons. I wish to also emphasize the fact that it has been my experience
to find otherwise intractable cases of acute as well as chronic middle-ear catarrh

frequently associated with adenoid hypertrophies ; and we would probably oftener

see speedy and more permanent imurovement in such cases if we would establish

the rule to always examine the post-nasal space.

CRANIOMETRIC MEASUREMENT OF 500 SKULLS IN RELATION TO
AURAL TOPOGRAPHICAL ANATOMY.
By B. ALEXANDER RANDALL, A. M., M. D.,

ProfexHor of Otology in the University of Pennsylvania and the Philadelphia Polyclinic.

Aural anatomy and topography have of late years been the subjects of a member
of interesting and valuable studies, stimulated by the iiicreased specialization of

otological work and the greater employment of bolder surgical procedures. The
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question of the topography of the temporal bone has grown steadily more press-

ing, for the success attained by surgery in many directions is widening the oper-
ative field and urging the surgeon to intervene radically ujion less vital indica-

tions than were formerly regarded as his sole justification. Especially is this the

case in relation to mastoid trephining, which was reintroduced after a century of

discredit, as a life-saving operation in cases of empyaema or caries of the mastoid.

Now it is coming into use in the group of cases where intractability alone marks
the case as dangerous, since the danger to life of skillful operation has come to

be smaller than that of timid temporizing. Everything that tends to further

lessen this peril constitutes a real step in the advance of otology in this and other

directions, and gives promise of making it one of the most successful fields of

medical practice, instead of being one that is now often, however unjustly, ad-

versely criticised. Notable among these anatomical studies are those of Bezold,

Hartmann, Zuckerkandl, Riiedinger, and Leidy, and from each of these we can
claim important teachings, the two first having dealt specially with the operative

aspect of the mastoid process. Bezold was the first to note a relation of aural

topography to the form of the skull, and he pointed out that the lateral sinus was

apt to be more forward and superficial, more vulnerable in ordinary mastoid

trephining, in the short, broad head. He also laid stress upon the larger size of

one lateral sinus, usually the right, because the longitudinal sinus usually passes

almost directly into it, while the other receives only the smaller venous trunks.

Without giving the statistics for its verification, he estimated that the right sinus

is the larger in 70 per cent of instances, although in his 48 pairs of temporal bones

there cited the left was larger 9 times and the right but 13. Schiiltzke gives 40

l)er cent as his finding in this respect, and among my 50 pairs the right sulcus is

larger in 56 per cent. With this larger size there is often a more curved course

of the sinus, which hollows a deeper channel forward and outward; and Zucker-

kandl called attention to the occurrence of bulbous enlargements upon the vessel,

which at times greatly increase its dangerous relations.

O. Koerner, of Frankfort, in an article in The Archives of Otology in 1887 (Vol.

XVI, p. 281), expanded this view as to the influence of skull form upon the topog-

raphy of the temporal bone, finding in his measurement of 60 skulls of various

types and races that the brachycephalic crania, those short for their breadth, were

distinctly the more dangerous. Hence, the mere measurement of the length and

breadth of a patient's head would give strong i)resumptive evidence of the location

of the lateral sinus and the middle cerebral fossa and have important bearing upon
the question of the indications and prognosis of operation. So simple a solution

of a difficult problem challenged attention and called for the further investigation

of the matter, which Koerner invited. Many accepted the clear and plaitsible

showing of his study as conclusive, while others, confirming his results in their

earlier measurements, as I did, made clinical application of his rule with apparent
satisfaction. Politzer, in his text-book, referred to the rule as likely to be valuable

if confirmed by adet^uate statistics, but regarded 60 measurements as wholly insuf-

ficient. Schiiltzke, in the Archiv fuer Ohrenheilkunde, Vol. xxix, p. 201, set forth

a contrary series of results as his finding in a similar series of 60 skulls, pointed
out some fallacies in Koerner's work, and left the problem as complicated as before.

Koerner gave his measurements of 27 more crania as confirming his former results,

and has since sectioned and remeasured some of the temporal bones previously

measured to confirm his results. My studies were begun in 1888
;
but as I desired

a wide basis before attempting any generalization, only a preliminary statement

of my methods has been thus far published, and I much regret that I can now

bring forward the figures of but one-half of the intended thousand.

Craniometry has by no means a settled and fully accepted method of determining
even the fimdamental points of skull dimension, and some of the discrepancies
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between various workers lie in the matter of the primary conception of " skull

index." Following some of the older craniologists, Koerner adopted the parietal

protuberances as the points at which the skull breadth is to be measured, thereby

obtaining figures generally smaller than the maximum breadth of the cranium

and having no definite relation to it. Schiiltzke has followed the more authorita-

tive method of obtaining the very greatest interparietal width, just as he takes the

maximum length, from the glabella rather than the nasion to the occiput at its most

prominent point, wh(;ther this be the inion or not. A greater breadth can at times

be found between points on the s(iuamiB of the temp<irals, but this may be from the

springing of these bones out of place in the process of maceration. This is the

method wliich I have followed, waiving any tlieoretical advantage which might
be gained by measuring in fixed planes precisely at right angles to each other to

obtain the length, breadth, and height. The index given is this maximum length
divided by the maximum breadth, not the less convenient figures used by Koerner,
who divided the breadth into the length. In the classification of the specimens,
instead of assuming a geometrical line at the index 1.30, as does Koerner, as sep-

arating the long from the short crania, I have followed the best authorities in

considering all skulls with indexes from 0.777 to 0.799, inclusive, as mesocephalic
and (xmstituting an intermediary tyi)e. This makes no little difference in the

rating of crania. Thus one of the rare skulls having the transverse breadth at

the parietal protuberances equal to themaximum, IJW mm.
,
and a length of 1 72 mm.

,

would be brachycephalic (with Index 1.28) according to Koerner, while rightly

rated as mesocephalic (index 0.779) in my tables. Another, 154:192, would hardly
be brachycephalic (index 0.802), although markedly so (index 1.19) in Koerner"s

notation.

Yet further, in the more common instances where the width at the protuberances
falls below the true breadth, the rating differs still more widely ; and a skull

loO:18;J, instead of receiving its true brachycephalic index of 0.814, would be held

by Koerner to be dolichocephalic; with index 1.82, becauKC the distance between the

tuberosities was only 138 mm. Besides these distinct differences in viewing the fig-

ures o'otained, Koerner used a method of orthographic projection , rather than direct

mensuration, to obtain the height of the floor of the middle cerebral fossa—a method

possibly more exact for measuring the minimum distance, but only so after the point
of greatest vulnerability has been otherwise determined. It must be admitted

that the mensuration by calipers is almost sure to exaggerate the distances under
the circumstances here met, since it is difficult or inii)ossible to avoid slight

obli(j[uity in the i>osition oi their x)oints. Yet this was fairlj' constant throughout
the similar measiirements of the investigation and usually too minute to l)e worthy
of more than this i^assing mention. Accuracy to a fraction of a millimetre has

not been attempted here ; yet comparison with i)revioias very careful measure-

ments of the same crania has sIkjwu few and minute discrepancies, and only a

very narrow margin of error can be conceded.

In deciding as to the dangerous relations of the sulcus of the lateral sinus,

Koerner lays sti'ess almost solely upon the siiperficial position, holding its forward

position to be closely commensurate with its X)i'oximity to the mastoid convexity.
No statistics are given in supi>ort of this view whicli had l)een set forth by Bezold

and Hartmann ; and he does not, like the latter, state the position of this thinnest

point back of the meatiis. Hence he leaves us wholly uninformed whether the

temporal bones with the most superficially placed sigmoid sulcus, may not have

been absolutely safe, since this portion of the siniis lay far posterior to the field of

mastoid operation.

The orthographic method can be employed only on skulls sagittal ly or otherwise

section(>d, a limitation which Koerner has himself felt ; whereas far larger series

of cranial measurements must be secured before any claim to rules of general
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applicability can be ventured. A method has, therefore, been devised which can
be used with any intact skull, is ready of employment, and yet gives results which
are sufficiently accurate for all surgical piTrposes, for when it becomes a question
of a fraction of a millimeter operative skill, rather than anatomical knowledge,
must be relied upon to jirevent disaster.

My procedure in measuring was as follows : With an ordinary pair of calipers
the cranial length was taken from the most prominent part of the glabella between
the superciliary ridges to the most distant point of the occiput, often above the

protuberance. This length was then read off by applying the points to an accurate
millimeter scale. The extreme breadth was similarly taken between the parietals,
with the calipers held exactly transverse and their points on the same level. The
distance between the parietal protuljerances was also taken as by Koerner. In
like manner was taken the width between the spinae supra meatum and the inter-

mastoid distance at an "operation point
"
5 mm. behind the spina with the ordi-

nary calipers, or the sliding calipers described later. For the maximum width
between the sigmoid sinuses a special instrument was employed through the for-

amen magnum, a pair of inside calipers as figured in the cut. (Fig. I.) A plain

pair of calipers then served to measure the thickness of bone between the sulcus

and the operation point, 5 mm. back of the spina, between the sulcus and the back
wall of the auditory meatus, and at the thinnest point of the mastoid, where the

sinus most nearly approached the surface of the process. The distance of this thin

point posterior to the spina was also noted. To determine the i)osition of the most
vulnerable part of the middle cerebral fossa, a sliding caliper (Fig. II) ,

like a shoe-

maker's measure, was used to take the position and plane of the spinas, and a
detached L scale, as figured (&), was passed through the foramen magnum and

applied to the lowest and most external part of the fossa, as determined by sight
aided by touch. Its external portion was then brought into relation Avith the out-

side calipers, its rectilinear position secured by application of its mortised block
to the lower edge, its relation to the plane of the spinae secured by apposition of

the surfaces (or any deviation from that plane made evident) , and then the posi-
tion of the point read off as to its height and lateral distance within or beyond the

spina. The figure makes clear the manoeuvre, which was really simpler than the

description may suggest. The relative size of the lateral sulcus of each side was
then determined by the eye and similarly that of the jugular caput and foramen.
All the more difficult measurements were made in strong light, generally full sun-

shine ; and the translucency of the bone permitted much more to be seen through
the foramen magnum than might be expected, while it made easy the location of

the most superficial portion of the sulcus, and in the dangeroits bones made the

condition readily manifest.

The crania measured consisted of the Hyrtl and other collections in the Miitter

Museum of the College of Physicians of Philadelphia, the skulls in the Wistar
and Horner Museum of the University of Pennsylvania, about 100 specimens in the

Army Medical Museum in Washington, and lastly a number in the Academy of

Natiiral Sciences in Philadelphia. To the curators of these museums and to others

who have kindly aided me in my researches, I desire here to tender my grateful

acknowledgment. The specimens utilized were unselected in so far that I have pre-
sented here the figures of every measurement completed. Adult Caucasian crania

were preferred when they were at hand ; deformed specimens were excluded, and
a number of partially measured crania have been omitted from this report because
of the incompleteness of the data. At the last, as the 500 was nearly complete,
extreme specimens were sought in the rich collection of the Academy of Natural
Sciences, in order to fill out symmetrically the groups into which I divided the
various types. But no single specimen was introduced or omitted because of any
selecting of specimens to point for or against any hypothesis.

S. Ex. 36 104
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Ill tlu! detailed tables the figures are given i\)r each craiiiuiii, and the width at

the parietal tuberosities is given for the use of anyone who regards that as the

proper position for determining the transverse diameter. Any other employment
which can he made of the studies and any other conclusions which can he elicited

from them will, I hope, be freely made. In the other tables I have summarized
the findings which appear to me to be their most important teachings.

Table I.

OPERATION IIOOM.

Right:
Maximum
Average
Minimum

Left:
Maximum
Average
Minimum

MKATUS TO SULCUS.

Right:
Maximum
Average
Minimum

Left:
Maximum
Average
Minimum ^

THI.N'.NKSr I'OIXT.

Right:
Maximum _ ,

Average -

Minimum
Left:
Maximum
Avei'age
Minimum

FOSSA HEIGHT.

Right:
Maximum
Average
Minimum

Left:
Maximum
A verago
Minimum

210 dolichocephalic
skulls (0.(il to 0.77(5).

20
10.8
0.3

25
11

21

11. -t

1

1.5

(). 19

17
6. 51
0.5

14
6.7

U
5.4

250
'92

251

"124

-•4S

i:i,s

Back of
spina.

30
17

It). 9

Sulcus larger: R. 93;
R. ?15; equall5; L.?
24 ; L. fii.

Jugular fossa larger:
R. 110: R.-rl5:e(inal
13; L.r li: 1. liO.

80 mesocejihalic skulls
(0.777 to 0.799).

19
11.79
(5

11.84

18
12.5
6

20
12.8
6

15
0.17
1

18

0.89

18
6.27

12
5. 94
1

^22
>29

^22
134

MO
'42

41

221
'18

Back of
spina.

30
18.3
4

29
16.6

R.40; R,? 12; equal 0;

L.?5; L. 17.

R. 52; R.? 2; equal 7;

L.?2: L. 17.

210 Lrachycophalic
skulls (0.80(Tto0.97).

18
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Table II.

1G51

OPEKATION ROOM.

Eight:
Maximum
Average
Minimum

Left:
Maximum - .

Average
Minimum. •

MKATUS TO SULCUS

Eight:
Maximum
Average
Minimum

Left:
Maximum
Average
Minimum

TH]NN?:ST POINT.

Eight:
Maximum
Average
Minimum

Left:
Maximum
Average
Minimum

FOSSA HEIGHT.

Right:
Maximum -

Average
Minimum

Left:
Maximum
Average _

Minimum

(50 extreme dolichoce
phalic skulls (0.61
to 0.729).

Average for 500skulls
(0.61 to 0.97).

30
10 4

0.3

35
11.3

30
11.2

35
13.4
0.3

15
6.4
0.3

16
6.8

6.3

118

2]5
"37

'14

m
"33

"17

>38

'30

ni
"10

Hack of
spina.

40
15 6
0.5

35
15.5

Sulcus larger: B. 29;
R.? 3; equal 3; L.?
4; L. ,'22.

Jugular fossa larger:
E.30: E.? 5; equal 5;

L.?];L. 19.

30
11.3
0.3

25
11.8

31
13 1

35
13.5
0.3

30
6.1

18
6.6

18
6.6

15
5.6

R. 335; 45 per cent;
R. ? 53; equal 47; L. ?

47; L. 138; 35.6 per
cent.

R.377;R.?39;equal51;
L.?18;L. 135.

"159
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Still more practical seem the figures indicating the "operation room," that is,

the space intervening between the lateral sinus and the chisel of the operator when
he begins to trephine the bone at a point but 5 mm. back of the spina supra
meatum. This appears to average nearly the same on the two sides, although
more often less on the right ; but it is a millimeter smaller in the long head than

in the short head, and is sometimes only 1 mm. or less, so that careful

inspection wotild probably detect the dark sinus close beneath the bared surface.

Zuckorkandl has described a temporal bone in the Vienna collection which pre-

sented a large dehiscence of the mastoid convexity, where the sinus wall was

exposed ; and this study cites a specimen in the museum of the Philadelphia Col-

lege of Physicians, a Tartar adult male, of 0.68 index, where there were 2 mm. of

bone covering the sinus externally, but a large dehiscence into the upper back wall

of the meatus. No craniometric finding, therefore, can in any way relieve the sur-

geon from the apprehension that, in the case before him, the lateral sinus may be

so superficial and anterior as to preclude operation in the usual way. No plan of

operation and no instrument will insure safety; and Hartmann's rule is fully jus-

tified, always to operate as though the position of the sinus were probably a very

dangerous one. This becomes the more clear by study of the second table, where
the general averages of all the 500 skulls are presented in contrast to those of the

60 crania at each end of the series, which constitute the extreme examples of the

opposed skull forms. Here appears the curious contradiction to Koerner's hypoth-
esis in that the extreme brachycephalic slniUs presented on the right side no
instance of minimum results, gave on the average more operation room than the

dolichocephalic and presented a larger right sulcus and a dangerous relation less

often than the general average and-still less often than the opposite long type of head.

Turning now to the second point of danger to be avoided by the operator, the

relation of the middle cerebral fossa to the operation field, we find another diamet-

rically opposite resiilt from Koerner, in that a precarious position was more com-
mon on the left side than on the right in every type of cranium, and in the

dolichocephalic rather than the brachycephalic, thus confirming the finding of

Schfilzke. The extreme types of skull are seen to be closer to each other than to

the general average in this regard, each showing nearly the maximum height at

times, or again a fossa reaching exactly to the level of the upper margin of the

external meatus. In no instance was the middle cerebral fossa found lower than

this fairly convenient landmark, and in almost all instances the floor was higher
in the operation field farther back

;
so that a trejjhining channel which did not go

above this level woiild seem always sure to avoid all danger. This may be consid-

ered sufficiently accurate for all practical purposes. Where we come to fractions

of a millimeter in dimensions, safety becomes a question of surgical skill, not of

anatomical knowledge.
Some description of the instruments devised and their methods of employment

should accompany the diagrams and make clearer the measurements taken. The
inside calipers (Fig. 1) consist of a crossing pair of slightly curved arms 120 mm.
long, pivoted ?") mm. apart, and centrally slotted through alwut lialf their length
in order to articulate with a gradiiated rod sliding in a vertical mortise through
the center of the base. Movement of this vertical rod forward or backward sym-
metrically separates or approximates the tips of the calipers, and their distance

apart at any moment is accurately shown by the graduation upon the scale. The

points can be broiight close together for easy introduction through the foramen

magnum, there expanded until they meet the sides of the sulcus on each side,

their most external position found and verified by observation through the same

opening, and then the distance read off to a fraction of a millimeter. The plane
of this measurement is easily determined in relation to that of the spinae, the out-

side calipers serving, at need, to demonstrate its exact distance back, and any
lack of symmetry in the height or distance out or behind the spinse.
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The instrumeiit for measuring the relations of the middle cerebral fossa consists

of a sliding caliper scale (a), with curved points, of sufficient length to embrace
the skull from below and close upon the "

si^ina supra meatum
" or the depressions

just behind them, where they are readily held by light pressure. The second part
of the instrumant (b) consists of an L scale with an arm 50 nam. in length and a
mortised block sliding upon it so as to furnish an edge at right angles to its length.
Introduced through the foramen magnum, the tip of its curved arm easily finds

the lowest and most external i)ortion of the middle cerebral fossa or any other

point more exposed to injury by proximity to the trephining track, the surface of

its long arm is brought into apposition with the external scale, so as to show that

the tip is in the plane of the spinas, its sliding block is pressed against the lower

edge of the external scale to secure its vertical position, and then the height of its

tip above the spina can be read off from the graduation. At the same time, its

outer edge, which is just 50 mm. internal to the tip, indicates upon the outside

scale by what amount the measured point lies within or beyond the spina,—e. g.,

in the figure it marks 5:5 less 50=3 mm. within. As the fossa often overhangs
the spina, the reading may be negative by as much as the scale shows less than 50

mm. The same measurements may then be made upon the other dde, without

shifting the outside scale, by taking the difference between the two readings on
the horizontal scale and subtracting 50 mm. The sliding caliper is made of such
size as to serve for taking all the external dimensions of the skull ; but these were

quite generally taken with an ordinary i)air of calipers, graduated in millimeters.

The same were employed, with one branch introduced through the foramen mag-
num, to measure the distance between the sulcus and the mastoid surface or the

back wall of the meatus—tlie latter measurement being rarely possible in a hori-

zontal plane, as the instrument had to be so inclined that the plane of its tips

sloped up and forward about 30". Similarly the thickness of the bone between
the sulcus and the exterior of the mastoid was slightly overestimated through
measuring in a somewhat inclined plane. The small errors thus introduced were
inconsiderable and fairly constant throughout the series.

In the detailed tabulation following, the crania are designated for purposes of

identification by their museum numbers. In (C) College of Physicians, Phila-

delphia; (N) Academy of Natural Sciences, Philadelphia; (U) University of

Pennsylvania; (A) United &)tates Army and Medical Museum, Washington, and
(P) private collections. The age, race, etc., are given as far as known, in the
column of remarks.
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ADDRESS BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE SECTION, DR. A. H. OHMANN-
DUMESNIL.

AMERICAN DERMATOLOGY.

Gentlemen: I have the honor, not to mention the pleasure, of bidding you
welcome to the deliberations of the section on dermatology and syphilography of

the Pan-American Medical Congress. We are assembled here as representatives
of American dermatology and we will be judged by our works. It niay ]ierha])8

seem strange that I speak of American dermatology. Yet the day has come when
we are to be emancipated from the thralldom of the Old World, which has for so

long bound us in its fetters. It is within the memory of almost everyone present
when if any fact or observation did not emanate from Europe it was treated as

either worthless or not deserving of attention. The Western Hemisphei-e was

dependent upon the suffrage of Europe, and as a result nothing but European ideas

dominated us. It took many years of earnest work and independent thought to

establish the position which is slowly gaining ascendancy among us and which

destiny has decreed shall place us in the front rank of investigators.

In following the rise and development of American dermatology it will be noted

that no inconsiderable weight was exercised by the French scliool at its l)eginning.

Ricord in syphilis, aided by the French dermatologists, found manj' enthusiastic

and apt pupils who returned to this country full of the precepts and entliusiasm

of their teachers. There seemed to be little liking and still less denjand for any-

thing which did not emanate from Paris. In fact, the capital of France at that

time was the center of arts and sciences of the civilized world, and what was

beyond was ''
ol fidpfiafioi

"
of the Greeks. And the sway thus establislied did

not last for a few years only, but exercises its influence to this day. For,

although this country has been eniancipated from the yoke, to assume another

one for a space of time, if I mistake not, the Latin-American countries of this

hemisphere still acknowledge the supremacy of the French school.

Following this came a marked revulsion in feeling, due to the influence of

Hebra and the Vienna school. Every one flocked to the school of the celebrated

Austrian teacher and sat at his feet to absorb his precejits and teachings. He had

the art of demonstration which carried conviction to the minds of his hearers, and

he has to-day, i^erhaps, more disciples than any other dermatologist could ever

count among his followers. In fact, he founded a school, that of Vienna, which,

in spite of all the advances made, still makes struggles, far from unsuccessful, to

maintain the supi-emacy which lay in its hands for so long a time. Its influence

may be felt to-day all over tlie world ; and, whilst it could not endure for all time,

the master mind which guided it will l)e felt for many years to come. The

acquired facts of dermatology and the pi*actical applications to l)e derived there-

from were directed into new channels, which immediately became productive of

new ideas and of principles of the highest value. The impetus tluis given has not

ceased to be fruitful and produ(;tive. On every hand we encounter pupils of the

great master and reformer, and they number among the l>est and most prominent

dermatologists of our country. In almost every work we take up we can detect

evidences of th(! influence of the Vienna school, and it must be said in justice to

it that, through this very influence, order has come out of chaos, and deraiatology

has rvssumed its proper place in the art of medicine.

Another factor which has had more than an ordinary influence on American

dermatology is that due to the impetus which has been exercised by the English.

Although conservative, to a fault almost, everything thoy have done has been exe-

cuted with a conscientiousness that bordered upon the hypersensitive, and as a

result we find to-day a large number of practitioners who depend wholly upon
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Erasmus Wilson. Tliis author did more, perhaps, than any other who wrote

upon skin diseases to popularize the study of these affections among the English-

reading portion of our medical population, and it is due to him to state that he

was the pioneer who made the road easier for subsequent British writers on the

same subjects, and their latter-day successes owe much of their popularity to the

indefatigable worker of more than a quarter century ago.
The American is known to be the result of a combination and fusion of differ-

ent peoples, and as a rule the best of the qualities of these have been retained in

the product resulting therefrom. This being the case, there is no cause for sur-

prise at the resultant being a race which is quick, perceptive, and ingenious, not

to mention its inventive faculties. In addition to this, a certain independence in

spirit and in lines of thought has had a far-reaching influence in bringing the

American nation to the position which it occupies to-day. These qualities have
been among the j^rime factors which have placed American dermatology on the

plane which it occupies to-day.

For a long time original investigation, and in consequence original ideas, had no

opportunities in which to develop. Everj'one almost seemed to be satisfied with
the obiter dicta which were sententiously announced ex cathedra. Biit that spirit

of restlessness and inquiry which are the necessary accompaniments of enlarged
views and higher education led to investigation, and the result is plainly indicated

in the achievements which daily adorn the pages of current medical literature and
which are reproduced the world over.

American dermatology has established a position for itself which, in view of the

varioixs disadvantages which it has had to overcome, as well as the preconceived
ideas which had to be and still must be combated, it can well be jiroud of, espe-

cially when we take into consideration its achievements and the great promises
for the future which it holds forth. No '-pent-up Utica"' is sufficient to set

bounds for it. The men who are now prominent in the field are all hard workers,
whose interest in their chosen study did not originate yesterday, nor will it cease

to-morrow. It is ever-i)resent and always progressive. It is destined to be more
and more friiitful, and its promises for the future are most glowing. A charac-

teristic of American dermatology, as it is of all branches of the medical art in this

country, is that much more attention is paid to the clinical and therapeutical

phases of a subject than to the purely ijathological. Of course this does not signify
that pathology has been ignored by any means, but not so much attention has
been paid to it as on the Continent. Despite this, we have contributed some of

the most valuable articles on diseases of the skin, in every particular, that have
been included m accepted dermatological literature.

The independence of thought and originality of investigation spoken of befoie
have had no small influence in the work of laying the foundation for what prom-
ises to be a noteworthy structure, which is destined to attract the attension of the
world. I refer to a distinctively American school of dermatology. Our thera-

peiitic methods have a tendency to simplicity, and in general we trust more to

personal investigation and verification. There is a much greater impulse to

determine the true etiological factors of disease, and as a result greater independ-
ence in the application of therapeutic methods. The formal utterances of authori-

ties have but little weight with the rank and file, whose experiences in many
instances have entirely changed preconceived opinions which were based upon
insufficient data.

Taking all these facts into consideration, there can be no doubt that progress of

a marked and i)ractical character is taking place in America, and a large increment
to the total will be the inevitable result of a gathering such as the present one.

We, and the rest of the world with us, are ignorant of the wealth of material
which lies

" unknown, unhonored, and unsung
"
in the vast recesses of the West
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Indies, Sandwich Islands, and South American States, not to say Mexico and Cen-
tral America. Give its all this wealth of material, for which we will i^ladly

exchange that which lies in oiir hands, and the day will n<jt be far distant when
the Western Hemisphere will be enabled to boast of an American dermatology
which will have arisen to the dignity of a school second to none and respected
above all.

This is otir beginning ; and the fervent prayer t)f him ui)on whom the high honor

has devolved of presiding over yoiir deliberations is, that it will prove the end of

the entering wedge which will lead to those results which the ability and progress-
ive spirit and energy of all Americans are competent to accomplish.

PAPERS READ BEFORE THE SECTION.

THE MILIARIA GROUP.

By S. POLLITZER, A.M.,M.D.,of New York.

Besnier and Doyon,* in a note to their translation of Kaposi's treatise, remark
that our knowledge of the sweat glands, as compared for instance with that

of the sebaceous glands, is very deficient. It is not difficult to account for this

fact when we consider the obstacles which the location of the chief portion of

the gland, deep in the cutis, creates ; that the gi'eat number and close relations of

the glands make it impossible to observe clinically the beginning of a disorder in

a single gland; and. finally, that the early involvement of the neighboring ciitis

in most cases entirely obscures the relation of the sweat gland to the patholog-
ical process. There is no reason, however, to believe that the sweat glands are

favored with any special imnmnity from the disorders to which all glandular
structures are subject. It is nearly thirty years since Hebra f wrote that up to

that time no diseases of the sweat glands involving structural changes had been

described, and since that time not much has been added to our knowledge. The
host of young dermatologists, however, in the great medical centers, who are sub-

jecting all the diseases of the skin, the common not less than the rare, to a rigorous

microscopical study, and the improved methods of examination augur well for

our progress in this special department, not less than in the whole field of der-

matology.
To review for a moment the organic diseases of the sweat glands, which have

already been described, it was my good fortune to be the first to establish as a

disease of the sweat glands,:}: on the sure footing of pathological anatomy, a dis-

order which the keen eye of the great- French clinician Verneuil had led him to

locate in the sweat glands, and which he called, on purely clinical grounds,
"hidrosadenite phlegmoneuse," and the papers of Dul>reuilh have corroborated

my results. At the present time there exists some confusion as to the patholog-

ical relations of adenoma of the sweat glands. Darier and Jacquet's "hydra-
denomes eruptifs" and "adenomes sudoripares," Torok's "syringo cystadenoma,"

Perry's "adenoma of the sweat glands," Quinquand's "cellulome epithelial

6ruptif kystique," etc., describe conditions which have been referred to the sweat

glands, but many of them, we know now, are independent of these structures; in

fact, with the exception of two or three cases in which a true adenomatous

proliferation was found disguised under other clinical conditions,§ no case of this

*
I., p, 185. t Jour. Cut. and Genit. Dis., 1893.

t Sydenham Ed., 1866, Vol. i, p. 71. § ElUot, Jour. Cut. and Gen. Dis., May, 1893.
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form of tumor has been described. These benign epithelial growths of the skin

are being now vigorovisly studied, and we may soon hoi)e for fuller light on the

subject.

It appears certain that malignant (cancerous) growths may originate in the

sweat glands, and when we have added atrophy, hypertrophy, and fatty degener-

ation of these structures we have almost exhausted the brief register of the organic

diseases of the sweat glands. There remains only the group which forms the sub-

ject of this paper.

I propose to group together three disorders of the sweat gland apparatus which

depend on an obstruction to the flow of sweat through the duct. The term milia-

ria is now used to designate an eruption of minute vesicles or papules with clear

or cloudy contents, associated with excessive sweating ; and the various terms

siadamina, M. crystallina, rubra, alba, vesiculosa, i^apulosa, and lichen tropicus

have been applied to two distinct disorders, sometimes indiscriminately.

Miliaria crystallina or sudamina consists of an eruption of perfectly clear trans-

parent vesicles from the size of a pin"s head to that of a split pea, that develop any-

where on the body in the course of some general febrile disease (articular rheuma-

tism, puerperal fever, typhoid, etc. ) . They have been aptly described as resembling

drops of dew scattered over the surface. They ai'e accompanied by no subjective

symptoms whatever, are of brief duration, and their disappearance is followed by
but slight desquamation. The eruption is entirely without diagnostic or prog-
nostic value to the disease with which it is associated.

The anatomy of the vesicle has been studied by Haight, Robinson, and Torok.

They agree that the vesicle is located wholly in the horny layer of the epidermis,
and that a sweat gland duct may generally be demonstrated leading into it. The
vesicle depends on an obstruction to the outflow of sweat, which, unable to escape,

distends the tissues below the point of obstruction. This obstruction must be

located in the uppermost layers of the stratum corneum, if not in the very surface

of the integument. Haight's theory of the catise of the development of this vesicle

was, that in a sudden outflow of sweat the current forces one turn of the spiral

dixct against another, forming a valvular occlusion. This view, it seems to me, is

not tenable. Such an occlusion would naturally take place at the first spiral turn

in the course of the sweat current and not at the last. The vesicle would there-

fore be located at the bottom of the rete and not at the top of the horny layer. A
more reasonable explanation, it appears to me, is that in the neglect to which the

skin is necessarily subjected during the anhydrotic stage of the fever in connection

with which the rash occurs, the orifices of the sweat ducts become blocked up by
epidermic debris, and nutrition changes in the ei)idermis, due to fever, may aid in

producing this effect. The fluid, when the perspiration is restored in the "
critical

sweat," can not pass the obstruction in the surface and distends the tissues just

below the point of occlusion.

In miliaria rubra, called also lichen tropicus, miliaria vesiculosa, miliaria papu-
losa, miliaria alba, eczema sudamen, and prickly heat, the seat of the lesion is

somewhat deeper. The affection is too well known to recjuire more than a few
words as to its clinical appearance. It consists of minute vesicles or papules on
a slightly reddened skin, which itches and prickles intensely. The contents of the

older vesicles are sometimes cloudy or opaque, and they have a whitish appearance ;

hence the term M. alba. Aside from the evidence afforded by the histological

examination, the clinical appearances and the course of the disease alone negative
the view of the Vienna school that M. rubra is an eczema. No eczema will remain
for weeks in the erythematous-vesicular stage without weeping, and no eczema
will disappear, as does prickly heat, sometimes within twenty-four hours, leaving

hardly a trace. I have before me many gentlemen who come from tropical coun-

tries, and who have large experience with prickly heat. It can not be necessary
to dwell on the manifest differences between an eczema and this disease.
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The anatomy of miliaria rubra has been studied by Robinson, Torok, and myself.

Robinson regards the affection as an eczema. Torok looks npon it as due to sweat-

ing, but the vesicles are not, according to him, associated with the sweat ducts'.

My own observations published in the Jt)urnal of Cutaneous and Geuito-Urinary

Diseases. February, 1893, were based on the histological study of eiglit cases in

different stages and from patients ranging in age from the infant to the adult. I

reported in that paper that I had found the vesicles to be always connected with

the sweat ducts, but subse(iuent studies on other cases lead me to modify this state-

ment somewhat. I agree with Torok that the vesicles are sometimes the result of

inflammatory colliquative changes in the epidermis, but believe thisform of vesicle

to be the exception and to occur only in cases attended with a great deal of irrita-

tion. The characteristic vesicles are always found in or below the stratum gran-

ulosum, but the entire sweat canal in the epidermis is distended often with fluid

below this point, forming a funnel-shaped spiral canal.

Serial sections are necessaryinmany cases to enable the observer todetermine with

certainty the relation of the sweat gland to the vesicle. The contents of the vesicles—
which it would be correct in some respects to call cysts

—are at first perfectly

clear ; later they become filled with cellular elements and the spaces are some-

times occupied by a compact mass of granular elements and epithelial detritus.

It is in this stage that they clinically resemble papules, though a minute vesicle

deep in the epidermis will also give the appearance of a papule. Otherwise the

only histological appearance to account for the clinical picture of the minute

papules which have given the name of miliaria psqiulosa or lichen tropicus to

the affection consists in a minute circumscribed thickening of the horny layer

at the orifice of the sweat duct. There is in the cutis only a slight amount of

perivascular infiltration, but here and there the emigration of white blood cor-

puscles in the papillary layer is very considerable, and it is above such patches

that vesicles of colliquative origin sometimes appear. This evidence of inflamma-

tion is only natural when we consider the great strain on the papillary blood

vessels and the vasomotor nerves due to the heat and the added effect of the irrita-

tion from the blocked-up sweat ducts. We have no positive data for an explana-

tion of the blocking up of the ducts while the sweating is so active as in those

who acquire prickly heat. In my publication* on this disease I have advanced a

theory to account for this phenomenon. The horny layer, bathed constantly in

sweat, becomes saturated with watery fluid, and the cells, swelling by imbibi-

tion, occupy more space vertically and laterally and thus spread over the orifices

of the sweat ducts, occluding them at a moment when the flow of sweat is tem-

porarily in abeyance. The next flow of sweat meets tlie obstruction in the horny

layer and, unable to escape, distends the epidermis first of all just below the

point of obstruction ; that is, below the lowest layers of the horny layer, and

later, as the amount of secreted fluid increases, the distention involves the entire

canal in the epidermis. That such a swelling of the cells of the horny layer

actually occurs, I have demonstrated in the paper referred to. The saturation

with fluid may be so great and so constant that the horny layer in the neighborhood

of the sweat pore assumes something of the appearance of that of a mucous mem-
brane : its nuclei are well preserved and take nuclear stains readily. We must still,

however, account for the fact that although all persons sweat in hot weather, not

everybody acquires prickly heat, or, to express it in the terms of my theory of the

pathology of the disease, not every horny layer imbibes the water of the perspiration

and swells. To explain this difference in the behavior of different horny layers

under apparently similar conditions, I have taken into account a factor which we
know differs in different individuals and in different parts of the skin in the same

individual ; that is, the different degrees to which the skin is nonnally suppliedi

* Loc cit.
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with fat. Horny cells impregnated with fat can not absorb water, and therefore

will not swell np and occlude the sweat ducts. Natives of tropical countries

have, we know, particularly well-oiled skins, and are for this reason but little sub-

ject to prickly heat, while the inhabitant of a temperate climate resident in the

tropics, who, perhaps, like the Englishman in India, takes his daily bath or two,

suffers intensely from this affection. No portion in the integument sweats more

abundantly than the face, where prickly heat practically never occurs; the face

is better supplied with fat than any other region. There is a therapeutic hint in

this theory which I should like to suggest to some of my confreres from the South,

It is to prevent the imbibition of water on the part of the homy layer before the

disease develops in those who are subject to it by i)roviding an abundant supply

of fat by means of inunctions with some fatty body. Of course, after the disease

has once developed, soothing applications, especially jiowders, are indicated.

Miliaria profunda is a disease which was first described by Robinson* in 1884,

and which until very recently remained without a name. It is true that Jackson,*

in 1887, described the disease under the name of "dysidrosis of the face," from a

fancied resemblance to the disease of thatname affecting the hands, described by Til-

bury Fox and Hutchinson, but aside from the fact that the existence of Fox's dysid-

rosis as a disease of the sweat apparatus is still suh-jndice the resemblance between

our disease and Fox's is so remote that Jackson's name was generally received with

great reserve. A case of the disease has been described by Rosenberg, of Berlin, and

Hallopeau, of Paris. I have seen several cases, and Robinson, in a recent paper,

says that he has seen i)erhaps forty cases in the last eight or nine years. The rash

consists of nodules of a translticent boiled-sago- grain appearance, from the size of

a pin's head to that of a pea, located in the face, especially around the nose, on the

cheeks and forehead. It is most common in middle-aged women, though I have

seen it in children and adolescents. The nodules undergo no change after they
have once formed, as long as the weather remains warm, but on the approach of

winter they slowly disappear, to recur again the following summer. If they be

incised a drop of perfectly clear watery fluid escapes. They occasion no subjective

symiitoms whatever. The anatomy of the disease has been studied by Robinson

and by myself. The conditions are very simple. There are no changes in the

epidermis, excei)t perhaps those due to pressure. The corium is occupied by a cyst

of clear contents, whose walh. consist of a double layer of epithelial cells on a base-

ment membrane. The coil glands show no changes, except sometimes an increase

in the width of their lumen. The condition is clearly one of cystic dilatation of the

sweat duct, the dilatation occui)ying the corium, and the obstruction on which it

depends must therefore lie below the epidermis. Given such an obstruction, the

secreted sweat must distend the canal, through which it can not escape. With the

approach of cold weather and the cessation of sweating the sweat in the cyst is

absorbed and the lesion apparently disappears. On the reestablishment of the

sweating the following summer, the affected duct is again distended by the secreted

fluid. Since the obstruction lies in the corium, it is not desquamated with the

epidermis, and the condition is therefore permanent.
When this paper was planned the disease had received no name except that of

"
dysidrosis," a term to which there were manifest objections. In the last num-

ber of the Journal of Cutaneous and Genito-UrinaTy Diseases (August, 1893), Dr,

Robinson has a paper on this disease, to which he now gives the name "
hidrocy-

stoma." The name is certainly appropriate in that it conveys a fair idea of the

pathological condition. I see, however, no reason to modify my suggestion as to

the name ' miliaria profunda.'' The aim of this paper is to emphasize the fact

that there is a group of diseases of the sweat glands which have as a common fea-

ture the occlusion of the duct of the gland without injtiry to the secreting coll.

* Jour. Cut. and Genit. Dis.

S. Ex. 3G 106
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There results, therefore, in all a kind of retentior cyst. In the first or superficial

miliaria, M. crystallina, the obstruction is in the uppennost layer of the stratum

corneum; in the second variety, M. media or riibra,the obstruction is in the lower

homy layer, just above the level of the stratum granulosiTni ; in the tliird, M. pro-

funda, hidrocystoma, Robinson, the obstruction is entirely below the epidermis.
To two of these conditions the name miliaria has already been given and is sanc-

tioned by long usage. It seemed but natural, therefore, to apply this name to the

third disease, and thus to include under a common name diseases which are patho-

logically and etiologically so closely related. There is, of course, a well-grouncled

objection to the multiplication of names in dermatology ; but when its purpose
and tendency are the simplification of our knowledge of a groiip of diseases it

seems to me not only justifiable but a.distinct advantage. On this point I should

be glad to hear the views of the section.

DISCUSSION.

Dr. DuHRiNG. The diseases cited by the reader of the paper all belong to the

same group, but in classifying them it is a question whether they should not be

separated, for the reason that some are non-inflammatory and others are distinctly

inflammatory. If a pathological classification be adopted, which seems best at

present, they should be separated, miliaria rubra, or prickly heat, being placed

with the inflammations. The anatomy of the several diseases of the sweat ghmds
has been clearly set forth by the reader, thus elucidating the exact seat of the

affections referred to.

Dr. RAVOGLi. I would not agree exactly with the author to call miliaria any dis-

ease of the sweat glands when we see miliaria where no symptoms of inflammation

are present. For instance, I have seen frequently cases of typhoid fever showing

eruption of miliaria crystallina on the abdomen and on the upper part of the thighs.

In these cases the vesicles of miliaria looked just like drops of water sprinkled on the

skin, and it was difficult to believe that the fluid was contained in the epidermis,

so clear were they. This kind of miliaria scarcely caia be said to depend on

any trouble of the sweat glands, and so any inflammatory symptom sliows

affection of that glandular apparatiis. In the cases of prickly heat there is a

true inflammation of the meatus of the sweat glands, and this c;an be considered as

a form of hidrosadenitis ; the meatus of the glands is surrounded by a vesicle and

appears red and inflamed. In the same way we have inflammation of the sweat

glands in the depth of the corium and of the skin, producing hard and painful

nodules under the skin. Rasori described one of his cases which occurred after

the injection of one-fifth of a grain of pilocarpine, where the patient, after the pro-

fuse perspiration, showed nodules all over the body, which, examined under the

microscope, showed to be inflamed sweat glands. I disagree witli Dr. PoUitzer only

on account of the name, highly appreciating his scientific remarks and observations

of the facts.

Dr. PoLLlTZER, New York. I am very glad to hear Dr. Duhring (;xi)ress himself so

strongly in favor of a classification based on pathology. I am surprised, therefore,

that my classification of this group of diseases, based as it is strictly and solely on

their pathology, does not meet with his approval. I believe that Dr. Duhring's

objection is directed, not toward the real point of my contention that the three

diseases which I have discussed belong together, but rather toward the name
"
miliaria," under which I have grouped them. This name, however, is not of iny

creation ; it is already in common use for two of these affections, M. crystallina and

M. rubra, and rather than invent a new name I have applied this term to the

third member of the miliaria group. When Dr. Duhring objects to the term for
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these three diseases on the ground that miliaria imphes an inflammatory affec-

tion, he forgets that the name has been used for M. crystallina- a disease certainly
not inflanmiatory. Surely Dr. Ravogli has misunderstood me. I sliould be the

last person to confound hidrosadenitis and miliaria. Rasori's case, which was
described at the London International Medical Congress, 1881 , presented no features

which require its mention in this connection. The only lesions present were

small, deep nodules which were thought to be enlarged sweat glomeruli.

RHINOPHYMA.

By WILLIAM S. GOTTHEIL. M. D., of New York City.

Rhinophyma in its advanced stages is not common in this country, and examples
of it come but rarely to the notice of the dermatologist. It is essentially a Euro-

pean disease, being most prevalent in Germany, Hungary, France, etc. , the so-called
' ' wine countries. "' Here the use of water as a beverage is practically unknown ,

the

light red and white wines forming the sole drink of the people. In the beer and

liquor countries, siich as England, North Germany, and Russia, the disease is

much rarer. The cases seen in this country are usually in foreigners, their founda-

tions being laid abroad and their bearers transplanting to and continuing in this

country the habits of their native land. In the lands of its prevalence rhinophyma
enjoys a multiplicity of names. The prominent and unconcealable deformity and
the very general belief in its origin in wine-bibbing have led to a number of popu-
lar nicknames. The French call it "couperose," copperas, though it is more like

the metal itself in color than the green salt. In Germany it is
*

kupfernase
'

(copper nose) and "pfundna.se
"
(pound nose) ; appropriate designations both. Its

delineation forms a staple subject for the caricaturist, and its place in comic opera
is an assured one. Nevertheless, to the patient afflicted with rhinophyma the

deformity is a very tangible and unmitigated misfortune. It must be presented
to strangers with his name when he is introduced ; he must carry it with liim on
the street and in his business ; he must be the perpetual object of the commisera-

tion, open or concealed, of his friends and relatives. Unmannered people jeer at

him, and even those whom education should have taught better manners stop to

take notice of and to marvel at his peculiar appearance. I have seen patients
driven almost to desperation and on the verge of suicide on its account.

Gamberini calls rhinophyma an elephantiasis of the nose. The phrase is a cor-

rect enough one from a descriptive point of view, but is liable to lead to confusion
with other elephantiases, as that of the Arabs and that of the Greeks. The latter,
of course, is an elephantiasis only by mistake ; the Greek writers thus designate a

malady that they knew by hearsay only. Its true name is "lepra" (leprosy).

Elephantiasis arabum, on the other hand, is a pachydermia probably of parasitic

origin. It rarely affects the upper extremity and never the face. The term "
ele-

phantiasis
" should be reserved for it alone, or, better still, it should be dropped

entirely from dermatological nomenclature. Rhinophyma is a chronic hyper-
trophy of the connective tissue of the cutis vera of the nose, the peri-nasal por-
tions of the cheeks and forehead, and the lobes of the ears. All the vascular

structures, the arteries, veins, and capillaries, are thickened, dilated, and increased
in number. The glandular structures of the affected skin are enormously hyper-

trophied and pour a greatly increased amount of altered secretion. In a fully

developed case the increase of all these three elements of the organ is well marked.
The size of the hypertrophied organ varies greatly. It may be so slight as hardly
to attract attention, and it may be so great as to interfere with deglutition and
even with respiration, and to greatly discommode the patient by its weight. In a
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well-developed case the nose is generally enlarged in three distinct portions or

lobes, the central one representing the tip and the lateral ones the two alee. All

three may be symmetrically developed, or the central one may be far the largest

and project well down over the lower lip. In some of the recorded cases the mass

thus formed has been enormous ; those that we see here are not permitted to

become so large. The surface of the tumor may be smooth and rounded, but

more often it is irregularly nodular and marked by deep depressions and furrows

that partially subdivide it into a number of secondary lobules. Thus arise masses

of the most varied and irregular shapes, long-i)ointed excrescences, pear-shaped

I)edunculated lobes, and broad flat tiimors. The vascular dilatation and hjqier-

trophy are largely capillary, and cause a diffuse discoloration that varies in hue

from a reddish pink to a deep purple. The color depends on the comx)arative

involvement of the arterial and the venous radicles, the former causing the

brighter reddish and the latter the darker bluish tones. The organ will be either

hot and sensitive to the touch, or cold and more or less anaesthetic. The larger

blood vessels, whose multiplication in size and number form so prominent a feature

in the early stages of the malady, are not noticeable, the inevitable contraction of

the new-formed connective tissues having largely obliterated them.

The changes in the glandular structures of the affected skin are usually very
marked, and are of the more importance in that they largely affect the prognosis as

to the success of operative procedures for the cure of the deformity. In a certain

number of cases the skin of the tumor is not apparently more oily than is natural;

the moutlis of the sebaceoiis glands are of the usual size, and suppurative glandu-

lar and i)ei-iglandular processes do not occur. These cases, however, are the

exceptions. Most often a thick oily secretion covers the nose or accumulates as

seborrhoeal scales upon the surface ; the mouths ot the ducts of the glands are

wide and patulous, sometimes enormously so. I have seen them measure two lines

and more in diameter. The abundant secretion of the hypertrophied glands dries

up into hard, dark-colored plugs, forming prominent objects in the topogi'aphy

of the surface of the tumor. To this excessive development of the sebum-secreting

organs is due tlie tubercles and jjustules that almost always stud the surface of

the rhinophyma tumors. The sebum at the mouth and in the neck of the excre-

torj' duct dries up and sticks fast ; the acciimulating secretion dilates the gland

ca/vity and forms a retention cyst behind the plug, and the conseciuent irritation

causes an inflammation of the gland and the surrounding connective tissue.

The more of these suppurating glandular and periglandular structures there are,

the better the chance for any fresh surface of the tumor to become infected

with the streptococciis and the les.s chance there is for a good operative result.

In the very latest stage of rhinophyma, a stage rarely reached in this country,

t*he connective tissue new growth in its contracting gradually cuts off a part of

the capillary circulation as well as the larger vessels. The nose then becomes

paler and paler, until finally it may become snow white. Its temperature dimin-

ishes and its sebaceous secretion becomes less abundant, until it is even below the

normal amount. The volume of the tumor diminishes as cicatricial contraction

goes on, and thus to a certain extent the disease in its last stages works its own
cure. This desirable result only occurs after the disease has existed a great num-

ber of years.

As regards the etiology of rhinophyma, it must be noted that whilst by some it

is classified as a distinct disease, it is frequently the sequel to long-continued

rosacea ot the ordinary type. Most cases will give us the history of having long

had red or livid, cold or hot, and oily noses, and in some the periodic occurrence

of acne papules and pustules has been a marked symptom of the early stages. I

was formerly of the opinion that it was simply the last stage of rosacea, a stage

not reached at all in the vast majority of cases
;
but there are undoubtedly cases
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in which there has been absolutely no antecedent rosacea; in which the enlarge-

ment has been the first symptom and long antedates the redness or .the lividity.

My own operative case, to be recounted later, was one of this kind. The hyper-

trophy was the first and for a time the only symptom. Again, rosacea is almost

as common among women as amongst men, yet rhinophyma affects the male sex

alone. So far as I know not a single case has been recorded in a female. It seems

probable, then, that there are two distinct varieties of rhinophyma, undistinguish-

able by us as yet. One is the seqiiel to or the third stage of rosacea. Though
extremely rare in comparison with the frequency of the latter disease, it includes

by far the greatest number of tlie cases of rhinophyma that we meet with. The

other is a connective tissue overgrowth from the beginning, to which the gland-

ular and vascular phenomena are purely secondary. The caiises of the first

variety of the disease are of course those of rosacea, continued tlirough long

periods of time. We maj- leave out of account the rosacea of early womanhood

aggravated at the menstrual epoch, and that not uncommon at the menopause,
since women do not have rhinoi)hyma. All observers agree that the habitual use

of liquors containing alcohol is the active and efficient agent in the vast majority
of cases. Perhaps we would be more exact if we ascribed it to the clironic

gastritis, the anaemia, and the nervous debility that the use of alcohol induces.

The various alcoholics beverages, however, vary greatly in their tendency to pro-

duce the disease in question. Beer is much less hurtful than wine and spirituous

li<luors, and some wines are worse than others in their effects. Hebra thought
that the Austi-ian and the Rhenish wines, which are poor in alcohol, but contain

tartaric acid and the ethereal oils in abundance, were more liable to produce it

than the fiery and spirituous wines of Hungary and Spain. He claimed to be able

to distinguish between the vivid red rhinophyma of the wine drinker, the cya-

notic one of the indulger in beer, and the dark bhie and smooth excrescence of the

brandy drinker. Be that as it may, alcoholic excess and its consequences remain

the chief efficient cause of the malady. But it is not the only one. Exposure to

the weather, as in cab drivers and others, to heat, as in the case of cooks and fire-

men, must be credited with a certain number of cases. Even cold-water cures,

too long continued, have been blamed for some cases. There remain others,

however, and a considerable niimber of them, in which the etiology is absolutely
in the obscure. No satisfactory cause for the hypertroiihy can be found.

The iiathology of the affection is not fully elucidated. All authorities agree in

the presence of increased connective tissue in the coriitm, with dilated vessels and
distended and hypertrophied sebaceous glands. Biesiadecki found a large increase

in the number of blood vessels, both of the superficial layer and those going to

the corium. Bulkley found in the softer parts of the tumor a more or less

abundant cellular infiltration, the denser portions consisting of closely interwoven

connective tissue fibers. The papillae were gone, the stratum corneum was

thinned, the arteries and the veins were enlarged and dilated. Contrary to all other

observers, he found the sebaceous glands only moderately eiilarged. Degenerative

changes of the sebaceous glands and retention cysts from plugging of their ducts

were found in most cases. Ohmann-Dumesnil, in a recent work on the subject,
has laid especial stress on these latter. He foimd the cysts to be filled with cheesy
fat and detritus, the specific characters of the sebaceoiis glands having almost

entirely disappeared. He mentions one cyst of half an inch in diameter. The
condition of the lymphatics has not been especially investigated. This is to be

deplored, since the disease presents certain striking resemblances to elephantiasis
Arabum or bucnemia tropica, a malady in which remarkable changes in these

structures have been observed.

The diagnosis of this condition can present but little difficulty. It carries its

name upon its face. Carcinoma and rhinoscleroma are the only two affections
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which ai'e liable to be mistuken for it, and in the former the ulceration and in

the latter the characteristic microorganism should suffice to prevent all mistakes.

The i)rognosis should be a guarded one. The remedy to be used is a varying one,

but its successful application is often very difficult. Especially should we be

cautious in promising results when the process is extensive, involving the skin at

the root of the nose, the forehead, and the cheeks. Unless we have resort to very
extensive rhinoplastic operations our work must be done almost entirely in dis-

eased tissue and the result must be uncertain. It is to record and to emphasize
these very points that the subjoined history of a case only partly successful is

given.

Treatment is simple, and presents no points for divergence of opinion. Abla-

tion, either simple or with the formation of a flaj) from adjacent parts to fill up
the operative defect, is the only remedy. All other treatment, remedial or pal-

liative, local or general, is entirely useless.

Theobald M., aged 00, Alsatian, resident thirty years in United States. July 2,
1892: Patient first noticed a swelling of the nose some two years ago. He is quite
positive, and his assertion is borne out by his family, that there was no enlarge-
ment of the organ before that time and that he never had a red or inflamed nose in
his life. A very gradual colorless enlargement began to be noticeable in 1890.

The progressive increase continued in 1891, and the organ began to get red.

Scabs began to ajipear on its surface and annoyed him very mucli. He is perpet-
ually ]iicking them off and irritating the skin. The increase in size and redness
is still going on. There has been no medical treatment. The patient is a man of

absolutely steady habits. He has never been a drinker, a single gla.ss of ordinaire
and water to his dinner being the only wine he consumes. He never drinks beer,
and has not touched a drop of liquor for years. Being a shopkeei)er, his occupa-
tion is an indoor one, and he is in no way exposed to the elements or to the heat
of a fire.

Stattis x>rcefiens.
—The patient is a perfectly healthy man and well preserved for

his age. His internal organs are normal. His skin is coarse on face and neck.
The entire nose is swollen and increased in size. Its color is a reddish purple, and
the discoloration extends on to the central portion of the forehead, the adjacent
parts of both cheeks, and the upper lip. The skin of all these parts is bTilbous and
ragged, but the main enlargement affects the tip and alse of the nose. The
mouths of the sebaceous glands are enormously dilated, forming great pits, some
of- which are as large as French peas. Large amounts of sebum can be expressed
from the glands communicating with them, and the patient is in the habit of daily
squeezing them out. Tlie expressed material is wliiter than the normal secretion
of the glands, and api)arently differs from it in constitution. When allowed to
remain in situ in the dilated duct of the gland this sebum dries in to the scabs that

give him much annoyance. In spite of the general redness of the affected skin
there are few visible vessels. A number of inflammatory jiapules and pustules are

present, together with a gi'eat number of large black comedones. The columella is

affected, but the interior of thcmostrilsis apparently perfectly healthy. An impor-
tant i)oint is that the lobes of both ears are enlarged and livid and evidently par-
ticipate in the diseased condition. The nose measTires 5^ inches around the ])ro-

jecting bulb. The overhanging mass interferes with respiration, especially when
any catarrhal condition of the nasal mucous membrane is present. The tumor is

greasy and cold to the touch. His psychic condition is a lamentable one. • Resid-

ing and doing business in a far eastern district of the town, he is continually
exposed to the remarks and the insults of those who see his deformity. He has
the Gallic hastiness of temper, and though generally a mild-mannered man, has
several times been in trouble on account of attacks that he has made upon per-
sons whom he thoTight were ridiculing him. His family live in constant fear of
an outbreak. For several months i^ast he has not ventured out of the house, and
he has made those around him miserable by his deei^ening despondency and con-

stantly recurring threats of suicide. As I was on the point of going away for the
summer when I first saw him, he was put upon indifferent treatment for several

weeks. Among other things he took for some time large doses of ar.senic. Of
course it had no effect upon his disease.

On September 3 I operated upon him. The entire pendxilous central lobe was
ablated and removed down to the cartilages. The incision was a broad, elliptical
one extending to the anterior margin of the ahe on both sides and to the middle
third of the nasal bones and the columella above and below Then the skin of
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the alae was dissected off in a moderatelj' thin layer as far as the naso-buccal fold
on either side, and the connective tissue removed almost to the cartilages below.
The skin flaps were then carefully trimmed and the edges united in the middle
line by 8 catgut sutures. As far as c(ra,ld be judged at the time the result was a
good one. The entire central lobe had been removed ; the very large and spread-
ing alaB were greatly reduced in size, the line of incision was central, and the
flaps were large and sufficient. The operation lasted some two hours, and its

techni(iue was beset with considerable difficulty. The haemorrhage was enor-
moTis for so small an operation. The niTniber of arteries to be twisted was very
great, and many of them in the depths of the lateral flaps very hard to reach. It

was. impossible to prevent the blood running into the anterior nares and the
mouth, and several times work had to be stopped to prevent the patient choking
witli blood. 'Two very small rolls of finger bandage were then placed on either
side of the alae to support the lax side flaps and the whole covered with a moist
antiseptic dressing. On the third day discharge began to appear under the edge
of the dressing, and it was removed. The state of tilings then found was not sat-

isfactory. Tlie flaps were swollen and every sebaceous gland in them was pour-
ing out a purulent secretion. There was suppuration in the track of each suture,
and the uppermost one had already come away. During the next three days all

the other sutures ulcerated their way out, the entire woxind opened up, and all

hope of primary iinion of any part of the operative field was at an end. The
attempt to obtain closure of the wound was most tedious and disappointing. It
took from the 17th of September, 1892, to the 30th of March. 1893, some seven
months, to accomjjlish it. The alar flaps preserved their vitality and healed up
in two or three weeks ; but the central pieces covering thedorsum of the nose simply
melted away, leaving a defect three-fourths of an inch in breadth and 1| inches
long. At the bottom of this defect the exposed cartilages were for along time visible.
All attemi)t8 at granulation seemed to sto]) ; the entire wound became glazed over,
and the secretion from it almost ceased. It is needless for me to recount the many
measures that I took in the long-continued attempt to stimulate the wound to

granulate xip. Months passed, and hardly any progress toward filling ui) was
made. The sebaceous glands continued to i)our out a puriform fluid ; minute sup-
piirative foci continually aj^peared, and more than once I was on the point of
absolute discouragement. Finally, under such vigorous measures as thorough
scraping twice a week with the sharp curette, followed by the application of pure
carbolic acid and a creosote dressing, the wound finallj'^ healed.

The result, from a cosmetic point of view, has been only moderatelj'- successful.

The projecting central lobe has indeed been removed, and the wide-spreading alae

have been much reduced in size. But a depressed scar one-fourth of an inch in

breadth and more than an inch long occupies the dorsum of the nose. And, unfor-

tunately, the malady of the ^kin that first caused the deformity has been progres-
sive. The alae have commenced to hypertrophy again, and the rhinophyma has
increased on the cheeks, the root of the nose, and the lobes of the ears. At best

the operation has been but a partial success, and that at the expense of many
months of pain and effort. Tlie effect upon the patient's morale has, however,
been good. Relieved of the tumor that hung at the end of his nose his hypochon-
driasis has disappeared ;

he goes oiit among men again, and has regained his nat-

ural cheerfulness. Still, I should hesitate to claim that his appearance has been
much improved by the operation.

I fail to find, either in the text-books or in the recorded accounts of such cases,

any reference to any difficulties or sources of failure in these rhinophyma opera-
tions. In every case a simple statement that ablation or enucleation was done,
or will suffice to cure the malady, is all that is said. Of course, the reason for

my own partial faihire is patent. I was dealing with and operating in diseased

tissue. The flaps themselves necessarily contained foci of suppuration and patho-
genic microorganisms. It was out of the question to attempt to remove all the

diseased skin
;
to have done so would have been to remove the integument of the

entire nose, of half the area of the cheeks, and of a portion of the forehead. It is

not surprising that healing, either primary or secondary, failed under such cir-

cumstances. But it is hard to understand why the injured tissues should have
become so sluggish and should have so persistently refused to granulate.
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I shoTilcl not operate in another similar case saA'e by a formal rliinoplasty. I

should remove as much as I could of the diseased skin as well as the tumor, and
take a sufficiently large flap from the forehead, or two flaps from the cheeks, in

order to fill the defect. Or again, 1 might attempt the covering of the nose by
a flap derived from the ami. But the attempt to obtain a satisfactory result by
using the diseased skin for Haps is. in my ostimation, useless. In the cases that
have been successfiilly done in this way the involvement of and change in the

glandular structures of the skin must have been much less ijrofound than in mine.

A CASE OF RHINOPHYMA.

By Dr. A. H. OHMANN-DUMESNIL, of St. Louis, Mo.

Rhinophyma is by no means a rare condition, and from this fact it would be

safe to assume that its successful treatment should b(^ clearly and definitely laid

down. Yet the records do not seem to justify such a contlusion. When you take

into consideration the total number of cases and those which are operated upon,
the percentage of the latter is not so large as we would be led to expect. Further-*

more, those who do operate seem to have either no desire to report their results or

have a reluctance on account of the imperfect c(mdition which follows ; so that,

taken altogether, literature is far from teeming with such reports. This is one of

the reasons why I have ventured to give a brief account of a, case in which the

final outcome was such as to make it worthy of a recital.

In general it may be premised that the foiia ct orir/o of rhinophyma, acne rosa-

cea, is by no means the easy disease to cure which we arc led to believe were we
to be guided by the generalizations of those who have written text-books upon
dermatology. We find cases which are of the most sttiljboru character and char-

acterized by a chronicity wliich is disheartening to the patient and physician
alike. When we have addfnl to this the aggravation produced by the indulgence
in alcoholics, we have a still more complicated state of affairs. The patient,

despairing of ever getting well and clinging to his alcoholic habits, will in a cer-

tain length of time find that he has acquired that peculiar hjijertrophy of the

cutaneous structures of his nose which is known as rhinophyma, the pfundnase of

the Germans, the degree of deformity differing widely in different cases, but being
of such a marked character as to attract the attention of everyone.
The tendency which exists to the formation of dense fibrous tissue does not seem

to be uniform. In some it ceases after a certain length of time, mid ,i sudden
standstill takes place. In others it continues to grow, slowly, it is trne, until a

deformity supervenes which is truly appalling in its dimensions, the pendulons
nose, with its rugous, shining, red surf;ice. gaping orifices and lolmles which have
been so graphically represented. I have never seen this stat(> of nlTairs e\ce])t in

men. and these were past middle lif(^ and known as •
stiff" drinkers, upon whom

the condition had crept unperceived . so i^indnal was tire process in its evolution.

A peculiarit.y I have also noticed is that they are generally averse to any form of

treatment.

I will not attempt to give a description of rhinophyma, for its characteristics

are so well known to dermatologists that it would certainly appear as a work of

supererogation. There is but one point to which I desire to draw attention, which
is that, in general, we may divide the trouble into two varieties, viz., that in which
we find one general hyi)ertrophic mass, and that in which there are distinct lobes

formed which are comparatively widely separated and markedly distinct. This

difference has some little importance as bearing upon the rreatment, and possibly
also upon the pathological evolution of the mass. Not only tins, but it may pos-
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Fig. 2.— RHINOPHYMA.
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sibly have a fiirther bearing upon the histological findings in the different forms,

and there is a possibility of opening up a new field of investigation for pathologists,

as I will endeavor to point out as I get further along in this paper. The entire

subject is one replete with interest to the practicing dermatologist and offers an

interesting field for more extended observation and study, not to mention more

improved methods of treatment for the purpose of attaining final results of a

successful nature.

The case which I am about to describe is one which possesses certain features

of interest, both from a clinical and a pathological point of view. Moreover, the

result of the surgical measures adopted is such as to prove encouraging in the

treatment of future cases. So far as the pathological condition observed is con-

cerned, it is one which has hitherto not been published, so far as I have been able

to determine, and it is one of more than passing interest in regard to the processes

which occTir in the integument, for the anatomical groundwork of the skin itself

is a sine qua noii of the changes which are observed. Without any further pre-

liminary remarks I will proceed to relate the salient features of the case, as well

as to outline the principal steps of the operation which proved so successful in its

final result:

Case J.—Mr. X.. about 72 j'ears of age at the time he sought relief for his

trouble (1890), was of a robust constitution and had always enjoyed the best of

health. He had been in the habit of indulging in alcoholics, this being in a large
measure diie to his occupation, which was that of a saloon keeper. This indial-

gence occasioned an acne rosacea, to which he paid but little attention, as all

those similarly affected are prone to do. He first noticed an enlargement of his

nose in 1884, but did not pay much attention to this, regarding it as a very trivial

matter. This enlargement, however, progressed slowly but steadily, and he was
finally forced to seek relief, not on account of its appearance, but rather for the
inconvenience occasioned, which is one that, to my knowledge, has not been men-
tioned heretofore by any author. The hypertrophy was of such a character, and so
much tissue was developed in conseqiience of it, that its mass became a positive

weight and pressed perceptibly upon the nostrils, forcing all the breathing to he
made by the mouth, a condition which was but uncomfortable at first, but finally
became intolerable.

When the patient was first seen he presented the following appearance: His

general condition was that of good health, with a tendency to be stout. His

complexion was florid and hair gray, a sparse beard occupying the lower part of

his face. He had a look as of one who has lost sleep and is worried. In fact, his

countenance did not express that ease which one would expect to observe in an
individual of his build and in his social condition and circumstances. His nose
was enormously hypertrophied, constituting a veritable tumor. The mass con-
sisted of three "principal lobes, well defined from each other, as shown in Pig. 1.

There were two lateral lobes and one central, attached at their bases by w4iat

appeared to be rather long and narrow pedicles. Each lateral mass was pear-
shaped and the central one had much the appearance of an inverted pyramid.
Taken altogether, the entire growth would make a large handful and the entire

weight was very nearly 2 pounds. The surface of tlie integument appeared
coarse and irregular, the skin being notably thickened and the openings of the
sebaceous ducts patulous. To the touch the mass felt hard and to a certain

degree it was insensitive. The color was of a violaceous tinge, inclining to a red,
and the entire surface had a shining appearance. The iipper lip was completely
hidden by the mass, and even the lower lip was encroachedupon, rendering speech
somewhat indistinct. When breathing was attempted through the nostrils it

almost immediately resulted in the performance of that act through the mouth.
It is self-evident that medical treatment in such a case will never prove of any

avail ; the removal of the entire mass by the knife is the only course to pursue,
as I will endeavor to show further on, and this course was resorted to in this

case. The operation performed was about as follows: The lateral lobes of the
tumor mass were removed, a small flaii of the integument of each being left in
order to cover the denuded surface. In each case this flap vras obtained from the
lower portion and was shaved thin and then turned over and xip so as to bring
the line of stitches at about that portion of the nose which corresponds to the
sulcxis of the ala. In the case of the middle lobe the same course was pursued,
and of course the line of sutures was directly across the nose. The dissection of
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the skin flaps was very carefully done so as lo have as fliiii m) iiitoi^iiment as
woiild he consistent with the proper nutrition of tlic part s. Tlic stiti-hes were fine
and numerous, so as to avoid a scar as much as possible, a result which was pretty
well accomplished, as may be seen in Fig. 2, representing the case after recovery.
Union took place by first intention. This may have been due to the fact that after
the sutures had been made the dressing which was applied consisted of iodoform
collodion. A slight deformity, one, however, Avliich would hardly be noticed,
and which could hardlyhave beenavoided under the circumstances, occurred. This
consists in a very slight tilting up of the openings of the nostrils, due, no doubt, to
the contraction of the tissues during the process of cicatrization. As I have stated,
it amounted to but little, and merely ijoints to the necessity of allowing for contiac-
tion of the integument as well as of scars in thest^ cases as in all other plastic oper-
ations. At best, however, it is (juite a difficult matter to estimate exactly the
amount of skin required in plastic oi)erations of this character, and in such cases
as the one before us the exercise of a little economy is preferable to the exlaibition
ot too much generosity, as any redimdant tissue might bo liable to take on the
hypertrophic process rapidly and lead to a partial, if not a total, reproduction of
the original trouble. The difference not only in the apjiearance of the purely
physical ])ortioii of the face but in the expression indicativeof the patient's morale
is so evident u])ou comparing the two pictures representative of liis state before
and after treatment that comment is superfluous.

Before proceeding to a consideration of the pathologv of the disease I desire to

say a few words in regard to the operative measures employed. In the ordinary
treatment the thermo-cautery is used for the purpose of proA'oking cicatricial con-

traction throughout the mass and thus gi-adually diminish the size of the tumor.
This method is one which is very long ;

it is also very painful and it does not give
a nice, even result.

Di. Dupre speaks of the manner in which he oi^erated upon a patient in the fol-

lowing words .

*

The patient being under an anaesthetic. I removed from the immense tumor
slices of the fleshy mass as one might slice a melon. I then sutured the raw sur-
faces and cauterized them with the thermo-cautery, and I made a sufficient num-
ber of incLsions into the lardaceoias tissue to bring the organ down to its primitive
volume. The sutures were removed the fifth day. Two months after the operation
we see that the mass has continued to diminish nntil scarcely a trace of its former
condition remains.

Oilier f has practiced decortication by means of the therino-cautcry, tlio advan-

tage claimed being the absence of all luemorrhage and a coiiiijaralivcly ra])id

result. Berger % has a preference for tlie knife. He simply removes the lo1)es and
obtains good results. Hicquet $$ claims to have obtained good results by making
punctate cauterizations with the galvano-cautery. Franz Wings ||

describes a

method which consists in removing the entire tumor and leaving only so much as

will insure a growth over the denuded portion. This growth is large and is caused

by the i)ro.iecting portions of the sebaceous glands, their ducts aiding in the pro-
liferation of epithelial tissue.

Of course, these methods, which are but a moiety of those employed, are no
doiibt of value ; but shelling out the tumor is, in my opinion, the procedure that

is most likely to yield the best cosmetic results. Necessarily great caution must
be observed, not only in removing all the hyportropliic tissue l)ut also to avoid cut-

ting away too much from the under surface of the integumentary tissue. Tlie

proper method of accomplishing this is by cutting away a sufficient (luantity so as

to leave the smallest sebaceous .glands intact. In this manner there is much less

liability of a recurrence of the disease, and a condition closely approximating the

normal is retained, so far as the secretion of the glands is concerned.

* La Clinique de Bruxelles, 1801.

t Bull, de la Societe de Chinu'tr-. M.'inli 1 , issi:!.

t Ibid

§ Rov. Int. de Rhinolog., otc, .Tnly. ]S9;i.

|l
Das Rhinophyma und seine Behandlung. Inaug.Diss. Berlin, 1889.
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I will not enter into a consideration of the causes of acne rosacea and rliino-

phyma, as it would make this paper reach an inordinate length, but will rather
consider the pathology of the peculiar process spoken of. and will present some

peculiarities which I had an opportunity of noting in the specimen obtained from
the case which has been described above. Upon ocular examination of the

excised portion it appears distinctly fibrous, its density being quite well marked.
The skin proper covering this hypertrophied part is thin, being more marked in

this respect in the side lobes than in the central one. The openings of the seba-

ceous diicts are large and patulous, more especially in the central lobe. In one lobe
there appears what seems to be a large retention cyst, nearly a half inch in diam-
eter and filled with fatty material somewhat liquefied. A number of smaller

cysts of the same natvire can also be made out in the same lobe, as well as in the
other lateral lobe, but can not be made out in the central one. These are all

clearly sebaceous cysts which were originally sebaceous glands which have become
distended by the pressure exerted upon their excretory ducts. Here and there

may be seen quite plainly enlarged blood vessels in cross section, and some portions
of the structure seem to indicate the presence of some degenerative process.

Upon attempting to cut the tumor it gives the same sensation as when a fibroid

is resected. Such is a brief outline of the microscopic appearance presented.
Before detailing the microscopic findings it may be as well to give a brief sum-

mary of the descriptions furnished by a few competent authorities. Their
accounts seem to differ somewhat in details and it is not unlikely that this dis-

crepancy is due to the fact that each one was necessarily limited to a few speci-
mens in making his observations. In the case which I have related the various

ai)pearances presented agreed pretty well with the descriptions given, so that it

may be safely concliided that the microscopic anatomy, while different in minor
details, is of a pretty imiform character. I propose, however, to call attention

to one exceptional condition which I have failed to note in the published accounts.
Hans Hebra,* who wrote an elaborate paper on rhinophyma, including its

microscopic anatomy, states that the sebaceous glands are very numerous and
quite large, forming a very prominent element in the pathological condition which
is present. It is his opinion that this condition of hypertrophy of the glands is

secondary to the connective tissue hypertrophy, which by its development occludes
and cuts off portions of sebaceous glands, which then go on secreting and thus

produce a retention of sebum, which in turn acts as an irritant, and thus stimu-
lates the tissues to further hypertrophy. Biesiadecki f also found distension of

the sebaceous gland, accompanied by hypertrophy. He further noted the enlarge-
ment and new formation of blood vessels, not only in the superficial tier, but also
in the branches arising from the corium. Piffard I examined a case operated on

by C. "Wagner, and found that the horny layer of the skin was scanty, but the rete

mucosum thick, with well-formed cells. The papillae were enlarged in length and
breadth, and contained round and fusiform cells. Some sebaceous glands were
normal; others were imdergoing degenerative changes. The corium itself was
greatly thickened and presented the appearance of formed tissue. Bulkley, § in

describing a case, states that the tumor is composed of closely woven connective
tissue fibres, embracing relatively large blood vessels ; the rete and epidermis are

unchanged, and in this specimen there appears but a single sebaceoiis gland,
not greatly enlarged. Blood vessels consist of arteries with hypertrophied coats
and dilated veins. There is more or less small-cell infiltration also seen in the

tissue, together with many embryonic cells. In the figure which is given (Fig.

* Vicrteljahresschrift fiir Dermat. una Syph., Heft 4, 1881.

t Patliologie iind Therapie der Hautkrankheiten, von M. Kaposi, 1883.

X Archives of Clinical Surgery, Vol. I, p. 21.

§ Acne and its Treatment. 1885.
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26. p. 210, by Elliot) the papillfe have all disappeared, niimerous enlarged blood

vessels are shown, tlie rete is distinct, and the stratum corneum somewhat thinned.

No sebaceous glands appear, and a small-cell infiltration is shown here and there

throughout the fibrous tissue of the tumor, this tissue appearing to be one with

the corium. Franz Wings* gives a very elaborate account of the microscopic

investigations made by him. He finds that the epidermis undergoes no changes,

nor are there any perceptible alterations to be seen in the suVx-utaneous connective

tissue. It is in the corium that w^e are to find the hyi)ertrophy. It is so great

that in some places he saw the apices of the unaltered papillae flattened by the

pressure exerted hy the fibrous tissiies l^nng underneath. The number as well

as the relative size of the sebaceotis glands ajjpears increased. The blood vessels

are also enlarged and more numerous. The mass is composed of white fibrous

tissue, with a strong infiltration of small, round cells. In many places, through-
out tlie connective tissue, cells and nuclei could be found. He attributes the

formation of the retention cj'sts to the constricting force exerted by the fibrous

hypertrophy, which ciits off the excretory ducts from the acini and at the same
time obliterates the opening by which the contents of the latter escape.

In making a microscopic examination of the parts removed in the case given I

limited my sections to one lateral lobe, and found that almost each one differed

from the other in some particular. All, however, agreed in some general charac-

teristics, which I will proceed to briefly enumerate. The stratum corneum

appeared normal or very slightly thinner than normal, but preserved its charac-

teristics. The stratum mucosum also appeared normal, the papillue being possibly

slightly elongated in some specimens. The cellular structure, however, is quite
marked and distinct, the pigmentary layer being remarkably prominent. The
corium seems to have disajjpeared and merged into a mass of fibrous tissue, which
extends downward for quite a distance until it is lost in the subcutaneous connec-

tive and adipose tissues. Large Vjlood vessels are to be seen throughout the mass,

and cross sections show that a distinct hyi)ertrophj' of their walls has taken place.

The pigment which is marked in the columnar layer of the paijillae and also in the

corium immediately surrounding them is not confined to these localities, but may
be found diffused near the apices of the papillae as well.

The sebaceous glands vary largely in numl^ers in different sections. In some

they can not be made out at all, or are very sparsely distributed. In others again

they are numerous beyond the normal, and in a few I have found them so

abundant that they touched em;h other. In all cases in wiiich they were found

they were well filled ^vith sebaceous material and their ducts o])ened freely upon
the external surface of the skin. The most diligent search failed to reveal the

existence of any in which the duct still existed but had heen occluded. .On
the other hand, however, cystic bodies filled with fatty material could be dis-

tinctly made out. In each instance the characteristic morphology of the seba-

ceous gland had disappeared. A lining membrane of a more or less homogeneous
charsuiter inclosed in a dense fibrous envelope could be seen. Some cellular debris

could be made out clinging to the internal capsule of the cyst, the remains, no

doubt, of the secretory cells, which continued to furnish the material which con-

tributed to the enlargement of the cyst.

The coil glands are well developed in some parts and do not seem to have at ali

failed in their functions, if we are to .judge from their dimensions. A peculiarity
that is to be noted in connection with these organs is that the coil retains its rela-

tive position in the subcutaneous adipose and coimective tissue. The strangest
circumstance in connection with the whole matter is that the duct persists

throughout the entire hypertrophic mass in an apparently uninterrupted and con-

tinuous tube, lined with columnar epithelial cells. This is certainly something

* Lrtr. rtf.
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unusual in view of the fact that the ducts of the sebaceous gland are not spared
and that the pressure of the hypertroiihied tissue has so thoroughly and markedly
flattened the apices of some of the papillae. The subcutaneous fat is about normal

in appearance and (juality, having suffered no apparent change. In the body of

the fibrous mass, however, are to be seen at rare intervals, it is true, fat cells,

each one of which appears to be isolated from its congeners. It was the occur-

rence of this strange sight that first drew my attention more particularly to a

closer examination of the growth. Their appearance is strongly suggestive of a

derivation from the subcutaneous adipose tissue, yet their distance from that

structure is so great that we are forced to one of two conclusions. As has been

mentioned, the gradual formation of the fibrous tissue of the tumor has a certain

strangling effect iipon structures lying in its vicinity. If these striictures have

a sufficient amount of resistance the slow pressure acts in the manner of a stim-

ulus, and the result is a compensating hypertrophy. On the other hand, if not

endowed^ with sufficient resisting power atrophy is produced, and the result

becomes evident. An example of the former is seen in the hypertrophy of tlie blood

vessels
;
of the latter, in the development of the retention cysts which are seen.

To recur to the possible explanations which may be given for the occurrence of

these isolated fat cells, we may assume that in the process of strangulation of the

ducts of the sebaceous glands some of the fat cells of the sebum still contained in

those ducts may have been caught in the meshes of the fibrous tissue. This would
seem to be borne oiit by the fact that the solitary fat cells observed are smaller

than those of the subcutaneous fat. Another appearance which would appear to

lend weight to this view is the occurrence of irregular masses, which, while not

well defined, are very suggestive of sebum, but they are very probably artefacts

produced by the process of cutting sections, the knife possibly dragging some
sebum over the section. This is rendered the more probable by the grumous
appearance which each mass presents. The only other explanation which occurs

to me is that during the progress of the hypertrophy a columna adiposa such as

described by Warren* should have been inmeshed in the fibers of the tibrovis

growth, and in that manner some fat cells might have been isolated. It is trvie

that Warren states that we only find these fat columns where hair exists, but

lanugo hairs are by no means uncommon on the nose, and well-developed hairs

are frequently seen on the tip of the nose in men. This very circumstance of

the connection of these columns of fat with hairs would seem to lend additional

weight on account of the sparse number of those hairs and the correspondingly
small number of isolated fat cells which is noted.

The question which would naturally arise is why these cells do not become
absorbed through the pressure exerted upon them. This is a difficult question to

answer and can only be accounted for on the supposition that some have more

resisting envelopes, and their oily contents rendering them elastic they success-

fully oppose the pressure which is exerted.

The pathological anatomy of rhinophyma is a subject which is far from being

exhausted, and, from my limited observations, I am inclined to believe that it

promises to open up a large and interesting field for further and more elaborate

investigations.

DISCUSSION.

Dr. Ravogli, Cincinnati. Although the essayist must be congratulated for the

excellent results obtained in the referred cases, I believe, however, that m rhino-

phyma we can not establish a method of operating, and we have to adapt ourselves

* J. Collins Warren. ColumnBe adipos8B, etc. Cambridge, 1881.
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according to the features of the cases. In regard to the etiology, I would remark
that rhinophyma is the last stage of acne rosacea, and although I never had to do

with such an advanced case, yet I have had many cases of acne rosacea in differ-

ent stages. The abuse of alcoholic liquors is vvitiiout doubt an efficient cause of

this disease, but yet I have found cases of this disease in ladies and gentlemen
who never had tasted liquor in their lives. In these cases I found that they had
suffered with dyspepsia and catarrh of the stomach, which often is the cause of

the acne rosacea. Seborrhcea is the most i^rominent character of acne rosacea,

with stasis of the blood in the vessels. I think that with a well-directed treat-

ment of acne rosacea we can prevent the progress of the disease and the lost

h}T)ertrophic condition of the tissues, subject of the proper rhinophyma.
Dr. Ohmann-Dumesnil, St. Louis. So far as the occurrence of rhinoi)liyma being

confined to men, it is simply a personal experience. There is certainly no doubt
that it is a consequence of the process whose inception is manifested by acne rosacea.

We find acne rosacea in women, it is true, as well as in men ; but, in the latter,

indulgence in alcoholics brings about the peculiar hypertrophy. Many other

causes operate to produce acne rosacea, but so far as my experience gcxjs alcoholic

indulgence is the active factor in the production of rhinoi)hyma. The operation
which I have described and which proved so successful was one adapted to the

particular case in question. No hard and fast rules can be laid down in these

cases of plastic surgery, and the operative measures must certainly be governed

by the peculiarity of each case.

Dr. GoTTHEiL, of New York. I believe that rhinophyma must be regarded as a

hyi)ertrophy of all the layers of the skin, but more especially of the connective

tissue of the corium. The vessels also are markedly increased in number, and
their walls are thickened ; but the most characteristic; change, next to the connec-

tive-tissiie increase, is the enormous enlargement of the sebaceous glands and the

dilatation of their ducts. These latter are often 2 to 8 lines in diameter at their

mouths, and a soft and altered sebum continually exudes from them. Under the

influence of any irritation these glands become suppurating sacs, and this renders

plastic oi)erations which look to a primary union of the parts so difficult. The
case of which I show you here a moulage, and upon which is based the paper

just read to this body, was by no means as extensive a one as that of Dr. Dumes-
nil. The operation consisted of an elliptical excision by which the entire central

lobe was removed. The skin was th(?n dissected off the enlarged alae, masses

of connective tissue and fat were removed from them, and the fiai)s carefully
unit^Kl in the middle line. Union did not occur, the sutures ulcerated out, and
the entire wound became infected from the sui)purating glands. A large defect

was left that granulated up only with extreme difficulty. Stimulating applications

of the most varied nature were used, and finally, after several months of effort,

the defect ch)sed with a broad scar. Another point that I would call attention to

is the relationship of this hypertrophy of the skin of the nose to lepra Arabum.
The processes are undoubtedly allied ones, and possibly identical in soiue cases,

and it would be intereating to know the condition of the lymphatic system in

rhinophyma.
Drs. Gottheil and Alfred E. Regensburger asked the reader of the paper if the

disease was not an aggravated or exceptionally developed form of acne rosacea.

The reader replied that it was not.

Dr. Regensburger also asked Dr. Ohmann-Dumesnil how long since he had seen

the patient after the operation, and if it was still a good result.

Dr. Ohmann-Dumesnil replied that he saw him a few weeks ago and that the

result was still as perfect as the photograph, which he showed, depicted it to be.
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In the discussion which followed Dr. Regensburger asked Dr. Ravogli if in his

case the patient was suffering from any disturbance of the generative functions or

organs.
Dr. Ravogli answered no ; not as far as he was aware of.

LUPUS; ITS EXTIRPATION, AND REPORT OF CASES.

By B. MERRILL RICKETTS, M. D., of Cincinnati, Ohio.

So much has been said about this disease during the last three years by men
who have spent the gi*eater part of their time, not only in treating it, but in study-

ing its pathology, that it might seem preposterous for one with limited advantages
to offer anything new concerning it. The ravages that it produces and its persist-

ent character have made not only the sufferer but the surgeon desperate. Con-

sidered in the light of experience it is not strange that the treatment of to-day

gives but little relief. Koch has, perhaps, more nearly approached a panacea for

lupus than any other investigator. Whether or not the future treatment and con-

sequent good results are to be obtained by following up his princii)les is yet a ques-
tion. That the disease is both local and constitutional there seems to be no doubt,
and when a lesion is cured the preponderance of evidence is that it was a mistaken

diagnosis ;
that it was not lupus, but some other disease of less virulency. How-

ever this may be, we must necessarily depend to a gi-eat degree iipon the clinical his-

tory and appearance of the lesion. Whilewe depend upon the microscopical inves-

tigation, wemust not accept the picture as one to be recognized at all times. While
I believe that the bacilli when found indicate a certain disease, I can not accept a

statement that it is not that disease because the bacilli can not be found. In otlier

words, I am not ready to accei^t the microscopical investigation as infallible. I

would rather dejiend upon the clinical history and appearance in making a diag-
nosis of lupus than the statement of any microscopist. Neither do I believe in the

infallibility of any diagnostician. Anything may be deceptive ; just so may a

person be deceived.

The rarity of the disease and the few cases which the average practitioner has

the opportunity of seeing, especially outside of the larger cities, is no doubt the

occasion of mistaken diagnoses. It is not supposed that a man who sees a gi'eat

many cases of disease is as likely to be mistaken in his diagnosis as one who sees

but few. Consequently we must rely mostly upon the statement of those with

greatest experience, especially in differentiating lupus from other diseases. My
experience has been somewhat limited. I have seen in public and private prac-
tice aboiat 65 cases, but I was early convinced that treatment of any kind availed

but little. This naturally led me to resort to more desperate means than was

usually employed by those with whom I was associated. Scarification, curetting,
cauterization in the various ways, the application of caustics, such as nitrate of

silver, carbolic acid, etc., all convinced me that the disease, when possible, should

be excised, or that constitutional treatment was necessary. Constitutional treat-

ment havingbeen found useless there was left, tomymind, nothing but total extir-

pation. Unfortunately the disease occurs mostly aboiit the face, eyelids, nose, ears,

and lips, places where extirpation is made with the greatest difficulty and where the

greatest deformity is the result. I believe that the extirpation of lupus is alxjut as

certain, when done in its earliest stages, as some of the forms lof epithelioma and
sarcoma. The question arises, when does it become constitutional, and to what

degree may it become constitutional when extirpation would be useless? It is

also important to determine that degree in any of the malignant growths. If

lupus is found upon the finger we would not hesitate to amputate that finger;
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if lupus were to appear upon the hand we wotild naturally resort to all means
of treatment to save the hand. Would it not be better to remove the hand early
in the progress of the disease ? We know that the removal of a finger affected

with lupus has cut short the disea.se, and that the patient has lived for years with-

out any recurrence. Now, if this is so, why is it not rational surgery to extirjiate

any lesion that may appear upon any part of the body ?

The means thatwe now have at our command in restoring parts with both single

and double pedimculated grafts should encourage both the operator and tlie

patient in resorting to early surgical interference, no matter uijon what part of

the face the disease may be found. The dread of suffering, of taking an anaesthetic,

and of being deformed, I might say, is the occasion of so much procrastination, not

only in the treatment of lupus, but all other diseases. What are we to do with

these unfortunate creatures when they present themselves to us for treatment?

Are we to tell them that nothing can be done
; that it is folly to attempt to relieve

them V Believing as I do, that all diseased tissue should be removed when possi-

ble, I have been led to extii'pate lupus on several occasions with most gratifying

results. So far I have not made any classification of the disease. It is, however,

necessary, in order that we may simplify matters and talk more intelligibly. I

have treated the two forms of lupus (lupus vulgaris and lupus erythematosus) in

the same manner.

Of the former I have seen 43 cases ; of the latter 33.

Case i.—Female, set. 67, single, white, American, poorly nourished, posterior

spinal curvatiire, most excellent habits. There had existed for about eighteen years
a lesion upon the left cheek on a line with the lower edge of the ear. This was red,
and had gradually increased in size, with here and there a tubercular nodule, giv-

ing all the characteristics of lupus vulgaris. There were also cicatrices in the sur-

rounding tissue, showing that some of them had at various times healed and given
place to more recent ones. She consulted me to see if something could not he
done. My diagnosis being that of lupus vulgaris, I offered no suggestions than the
total extirpation of the diseased tissue. This she readily consented to, and under
the influence of cocaine, subcutaneou sly, I removed what I believed to be the entire

amount of tissue involved. Union was primary, and she was discharged at the
end of five days. Within the course of six months it was evident that the dis-

ease had not been entirely removed, and I again excised it under the influence

of cocaine, with the same good result so far as healing was concerned. She was
discharged at the end of six days, and we again felt that we had done all that was
necessary to rid her of the annoyance. At the end of twelve months the disease

again manifested itself, and I concluded to extnse it as before, under the influence

of cocaine, curetting the surface thoroughly and applying arsenious acid in com-
bmation with cinnabar. This was done, and an extensive sloughing was the
result. It required several weeks for the wound to heal by granulation, her
health in the meantime being somewhat im])aired, How^ever, by judicious man-
agement and her ability to take the recpiisite amount of food her recovery was
uninterrupted and she was discharged at the end of eight weeks. There was no

family history of tubercialosis in this case. The spinal curvature was attributed

to an injury. However, I am inclined to believe that the subject was a tubercular

one, without any special manifestations. She <lied three years after from an attack

of acute gastritis, the lupus never having manifested itself again in the slightest

degree.

I report this case to show the importance of persistency in the treatment, not

only of epithelioma and other malignant growths, but that of luinis in any form.

What the result would have been at the end of ten or fifteen years, had she lived, I

am, of course, unable to say.

Co-sei".—Female, aet. 70, widow, white, German: in a most excellent state of health.
This patient consulted me in January, 1889, for a small lesion upon the margin of

the right nasal ala, which had existed for eight years. The disease had been slow
in progress, giving her no special discomfort or annoyance. It had, however,
made inroads upon the wing, involving a surface about one-half of an inch along
the lower margin, extending about three-eighths of an inch upward along the

side of the nose. My diagnosis was lupuS vulgaris, and my suggestion was its

total extirpation, Tliis was consented to, and the operation made under the in-
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fluence of cocaine subcutaneovisly. A sliding flap was taken from the cheek and
l)laced in the intervening space, allowing the lower margin of both remaining
pieces of the ala to form the lower margin of the wing. Primary union was the

result, and the patient is to-day entirely free from the disease. This has now
been fifty-four months. Possibly there may yet be a recurrence, but has not the
result proved that the operation was justified ? There was no indication of tuber-

culosis in this case, nor was there any history of its having existed in her family.
Case 3.—Male, aet. 48, white, Irish, excellent health, weighing about 165 pounds,

laborer, irregular and dissipated habits. He consulted me in July, 1887, for a
lesion upon the left side of the nose, about midway between the inner canthus
of the eye and lower margin of the ala, which had existed for eleven years. The
disease had been slow in its development and there was no special discomfort or

l)ain. It gave all the characteristics of hipus vulgaris. I advised its total extir-

pation, and made the operation on the following day under the influence of cocaine

subcutaneously. I removed a piece of integument about 1 inch wide and 1^ inches

long, cutting through the cartilage into the nasal cavity. A sliding flap was
made, filling the space perfectly and resulting in primary union. This has never
recurred, and I feel siire the man is as exempt from a recurrence of this disease
as if it had been epithelioma. He did not give any history of tuberculosis except
on the father's side, in which case the patient's own luicle died from what was
consideied consumption following ijneumonia.
Case 4.

—Female, set. 63, single, white, American, in good health, weighing 120

pounds, consulted me in 1890 torii lesion upon the left cheek, just in front of the

ear, covering a surface about lA inches in diameter. This answered the descrip-
tion of lupus erythematosus, and it was so classified. It had existed about twelve

years without giving any iiain or discomfort, except a burning sensation, itching,
and extensive exfoliation of the cuticle. It had gradually become larger, and
caused considerable anxiety on the part of the patient and her friends. Extirpa-
tion was suggested and readily consented to. This was done after thoroughly
anaesthetizing the field of oi)eration with subcutaneous injections of cocaine. The
edges of the wound were coapted with silk sutures and primary union secured.

1 cut in this, as in all other cases, far beyond the line of demarcation, and
removed the entire integument and cellular tissue overlying the muscular strtic-

tures. There has not in this case been any return. This is the only case of lupus
erythematosus in which I have been able to make the operation of extirpation,
and I am quite sure thai I would earnestly advise such a course, although my
experience is limited to one case. True, where the disease has been allowed to

progress to an extensive degree over the cheeks or aboiit the eyelids and lips, or

nose, or ears ; in other words, where the disease has been allowed to extend to
such a degree that extirpation would cause great deformity which could not be
prevented or overcome by grafting, one must necessarily hesitate in resorting to
such radical measures.

In conclusion, I wish to say that I would not hesitate to extirpate lupus tissue

in any case where the parts may be restored in any way whatever. Neither

would I hesitate to amputate a finger or toe upon which either one of the two
forms of lupus existed. There are cases, however, where it might be unwise to

extirpate the lesion. Even in cases of multiple lupus I would advise their excision

if the areas aifected are small. Whether this plan of treatment should be
limited is a question with the operator. So far I have seen but three or four

cases of multiple lupus. I am quite sure that in each case good would have
resulted from the extirpation of the various lesions which either one of them pos-
sessed. Would it not be well for us to call a halt in saying that there is nothing
to be done in cases of lupus ? I believe that the pendulum should be swung in

the opijosite direction, and that the preponderance of evidence at the present
time fully justifies this statement. Even though the disease should recur, it is

not until quite a length of time has elapsed. I believe that the end justifies the

means, and that it is humane to subject these unfortunate patients to the opera-
tion of extirpation, even though the relief be but for a short time. This, of

course, requires more judgment in cases of lujius upon the various parts of the

face. I have presented the subject to see if it can not be brought more promi-
nently before the surgeons ; that is, the operation of extirpation. I think the

cases that I have reported and the subsequent good results from extirpation

S. Ex. 36 107
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fully substantiate what I have said. Possibly I am deceived in my diagnosis, but
I am thoroughly convinced in my own mind that I am not. I do not mean to be
understood as saying that the disease will not recur in either one or all of the

cases ; sxirely I could not be so foolish as to say that. I propose to extirpate

lupus, if possible, wherever found. I believe that if this is done a great deal of

suffering, disfigiiration, and I might say loss of life will be prevented.
It would give me great pleasure if those who have been interested in this pro-

cedure would address me upon the subject. By doing this. I hope to tabulate

the various cases in which the operation has been resorted to.

GLYCOSURIA AS AN ADDITIONAL SYMPTOM INDICATING THE NEU-
ROTIC ORIGIN OF DERMATITIS HERPETIFORMIS (DUHRING).

By JAMES McF. WINFIELD. M. D.,

Attending Dermatologist to the Kings County Hospital, the Long Island Hospital, O.P. D., Assist-

ant to the Chair of Skin Disease at the Long-Island College, etc.

Many cases of dermatitis herpetiformis have been reported by Elliot, Brocq,
and others, pointing to some severe nervous shock as the essential etiological fac-

tor in the iiroduction of this interesting cutaneous disease. But in the writings

of each no mention is made of any change in the urinary secretions. In the fol-

lowing cases glycosuria was present to a greater or less extent, and in all of the

cases personally observed, irrespective of those herein reported, the original and
recurrent attacks followed some unusual mental exertion or severe nervous shock,

showing an intimate relationshij) between the advent of the eruption and the

reception of the shock.

Case 1.—Mr. S., aged 29 years ; strong and well-developed man; no history of

any specific taint ; habits temperate ;
skin dark, l)ut perfectly healthy as to tex-

ture, etc. During a severe and prolonged mental strain (endeavoring to abort a
strike at a foundry in which he was a foreman) he noticed a few i)ainful, itchy vesi-
cles over the neck and right ear. These rapidly multiplied until the shoulders,
arms, chest walls, buttocks, and thighs were invaded. At the time of consulta-

tion the following was observed: The parts enumerated were covered with a pro-
fTise eruption of a multiform character, chronic, subacute, and acute. There were
I)apules, vesicles, and pustules scattered throughout the entire i)ortion affected.

Frequently the three woiild be closely groujied together in a circumscribed patch.
In parts the arrangement and distribution closely resembled herpes zoster. The
vesicles were of various sizes, many of them l)eiiig minutely small, while others
were as large as pemphigoid bulla*. The pustules dried into dark-brown scabs.

At first the patient complained of severe biiming in the diseased skin, but after

the eruption had existed for two days this was accompanied with itching, which
grew more intense as the process continued. The treatment was wholly pallia-

tive, bromide and chloral to quiet the nervous irritation and to produce sleep ;

external lotions and ointments containing antipriiritics to allay the itching. All

through the illness there had been polyuria. On account of this symptom, and at
the suggestion of Dr. Sherwell,' who had seen the case in consultation, the urine
was examined, with the following results: Color light; specific gravity, 1.030;

nothing special by microscope ;
test for albumin negative. On testing for sugar it

was found at all times, in varying quantities from a trace to as high as 5 per cent.

With this clew the treatment was directed to the relief of the diabetic ccmdition.

Diet was regulated, mental worry removed, and the administration of codeine and
the bromides, and tonics containing arsenic. The external treatment was sooth-

ing ; the patient rapidly improved, and was dismissed cured in about one month
from the advent of the disease. Fourteen months after he again presented him-
self with the same cutaneous manifestations in a less degree, which had again fol-

lowed mental worry. The urine, being examined, was found to contain about 1

' Dr. Sherwell referred to this case at the twelfth annual meeting of the American Dermato-

logical Association. 1888.
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per cent of sugar. Beneficial results were obtained by about the same line of
treatment as in the preceding attack. Since then the patient has avoided mental
shock and worry and there has been no recurrence of the cutaneous disease, now
nearly six years.
Case ^.—Boy, aged 13. After a severe fright, voided large quantities of urine

which was found to contain traces of sugar. A short time after the reception of

the nervous shock erythematous patches appeared on the neck, buttocks, and inner
side of the arms and thighs. The patches became thickly studded with papules
which rapidly developed into vesicles and pustules, which finally dried into dark-
brown scabs. The treatment was to quiet the distiirbed nerves, soothing applica-
tions to the skin lesion to subdue the intense itching, which was the most annoying
symptom, antipyretics for the fever, and finally tonics. After two or three relapses
the patient became fully convalescent.
Case 3.—Mrs. M., a slight but well-built woman ; mother of three children ; tem-

perament nervous and hysterical ; general health always good. Before the cuta-
neous process began she had been subjected to excessive mental anxietyand shock,
superinduced by the illness and death of her youngest child. The eruption was
principally over the neck, chest, and thighs, presenting the typical picture of der-

matitis herpetiformis, as described by Dr. Duhring. There was no polyuria except
just after the death of her child, which was probably wholly hj^sterical. However,
the urine was found to contain sugar in small (quantities. The treatment was
(juite similar to that of the first case, but in spite of physical improvement the
mental state remained bad. The cutaneous condition would improve for a few
days, followed by a relapse, successive crops of papules and vesicles appearing
at short intervals. The patient was advised to seek change of scene and climate,
when slow but permanent convalescence was established.
Case 4.

—Mr. S., aged 40 years, of a highly nervous and excitable temperament;
worries about the slightest things. Hacl been given to excesses in.early life. The
eruption, which had existed for over a year, consisted of vesicles and papules on
the neck and shoulders. There was also a papulo-vesicular erythematous placque
over right buttock and thigh. Frequently during the course of the disease the
small vesicles would coalesce and large bullae would be the result. There was
itching at all times, being more intense during the acme of the ^eruption than
in the beginning or the ending of the outbreak. The initial attack followed anx-

iety over business difficulties. The urinary secretion was greatly increased in
both the first and subseciuent attacks ; tests for sugar always revealed it in vary-
ing amounts. When the mental disquiet subsided the urine became normal and
the eruption gi'ew less, fresh exacerbations following the slightest anxiety or

worry. The patient being easily discouraged and not receiving rapid results from
treatment, became dissatisfied and consulted another physician, with what results
is unknown.

These cases are intei-esting, inasmuch as they all present a symptom (glyco-

suria) which has not been referred to in any article on this much-discussed

disease. It is not the object of this paper to consider in extenso the other clinical

facts, but it is proper to refer briefly to the bearing of this symptom on the theory of

thedisease. Since the time of Claude Bernard the existence of a sugar center in the

medulla oblongata has been generally recognized. It is further known that not

only after direct puncture of this center, but also in some cases of general brain

shock, and in even more localized sudden lesions in distant parts of the brain,

sugar in the urine has been observed. Beyond the cases of direct injury to the

oblongata, there is so little uniformity in the other cases of cerebral injury that

it is impossible to draw any inferences from them bearing more closely on the

disease under discussion, although the presumption is admissible that in all of

them there is implication of the sugar center. Whether this represents a distinct

mechanical irritation, as by pressure, or whether it be produced indirectly by
inflnences from "the higher centers related to the oblongata, is more properly a

neurological point. It is sufiicient that the facts are established and that they
offer a reasonable explanation of the glycosuria following nervous shock in the

four cases reported. The occurrence of sugar in the urine, coupled with the

neurotic symptoms described by other observers, corroborates the view that the

cutaneous manifestations of dermatitis herpetiformis are of nervous origin
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ON SOME OF THE RARER TROPHIC LESIONS IN LEPROSY.

By BEAVEN RAKE, M. D., of London,

Medical Superintendent of the Trinidad Ijeper Asylum ; late Member of the Indian Leprosy
Commission.

Leprosy is a disease in which, if the xiatient lives long enough, the peripheral

nerves are always found to be more or less infiltrated with new growth, associated

with the presence of leprosy bacilli. Though for the sake of convenience it has

been customary to classify the disease into the three divisions of tuberculated,

anaesthetic, and mixed, a close examination shows that this classification is purely

arbitrary, for, on the one hand, a case of tubercalated leprosy in its late stages

shows infiltration of the peripheral nerves with the leprous growth, thus produc-

ing the mixed form ;
and on the other hand, recent dissections by Gerlach ' show

that in anaesthetic leprosy the primary growth takes place in the skin around the

nerve endings, extending afterwards up the branches to the main trunks. It thus

appears that in both tuberculated and anaesthetic leprosy the skin is first involved,

and that the question of implication of nerves is only one of degree. The nerves

being thus involved sooner or later in all cases of leprosy, it would naturally be

expected that various trophic lesions woiild follow. The more common of these,

such as anaesthesia, ulceration, gangrene, and necrosis of bone, are too well known
to require description ;

but I have thought that a short consideration of some of

the rarer trophic changes may be of interest. I have used the word trophic

advisedly, for though we can hardly regard the existence of trophic nerves as

satisfactorily proven there can be no doubt that the changes about to be consid-

ered are dependent on disturbances of nutrition. Whether they are brought about

directly by changes in special nerves supplying the tissues, or indirectly throug'h

vasomotor lesi(ms, the i>oint at issue is not affected, and the term "trophic
"

is a

convenient and short one for working purposes.
The conditionswhich I propose to discuss to-day are: (1) Raynaud's phenomena;

(2) Charcot's joint disease; (3) symmetrical bedsores; (4) perforating ulcers;

(5) a condition resembling ainhum ; (6) certain ophthalmic lesions
; (7) zona.

(1) Raynaud's Phenomena.

In 1863 Raynaud described a condition which he called "local asphyxia and

symmetrical gangrene of the extremities." He defined it as "a neurosis charac-

terized by enormous exaggeration of the excito-motor energy of the gray parts of

the spinal cord which control the vasomotor innervation." In a second thesis he

maintained the following jn-opositiou : "There actually occurs in this malady

spontaneous vascular si)asm, inap])reciable in the great vessels, l)ut very obvious

in arteries of small caliber." The symmetrical gangrene which sometimes occurs

in leprosy is, as we know, associated with anaesthesia ; indeed, it probably occa-

sionally starts from slight injuries unwittingly inflicted on the anaesthetic extrem-

ities. Quite different is the condition described by Raynaxid as preceding sym-
metrical gangrene, and called by him

' ' arterial anaesthesia.
" The peculiar feature

is that it is limited above by a line drawn on the same level all round the extremity.

In leprosy the anaesthesia follows the distribution of certain nerves in the earlier

stages, though later on it may become general. In the following case local

asphyxia t^ame on four years after the onset of the leprosy, and the two condi-

tions went on side by side. The case has already been published- in full, so it

will lie sufficient to describe it briefly here :

Case 1.—Chevy A., aged 4.5, born in France, was admitted to the Leprosy Home
on May 19, 1883, with anaesthetic leprosy of one year's duration. There were

> Untersuchungen ttber die Unabhangigkeit der Bildung Anasthctischer Hautflecke von der

Erkranknng Zugohoriger Nerven Ixji der Lepra An&sthetica. Dorpat, IbW,
- Lancet, November 12, 1887, p. 958.
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localized areas of anaesthesia on the extremities, but no (contraction or ulceration.

The anaesthetic skin was of exactly the same color as the nnaffected skin. The
disease remained practically stationary till 1886, when, on my return from Eiiroi)e,
I noticed a remarkable change. The following notes show the conditions Octo-
ber 1, 1886: The anaesthetic patches are of the usual white color; all the rest of

the skin is of a dusky red. The skin thiis presents the appearance of a mosaic, or
of a colored map, the white patches being sharply defined against the surrounding
dusky red skin. The congestion disappears under pressure. On drawing the nail

across the skin, the dark color vanishes, then reappears, and afterwards a distinct

bright-red wheal is observed. He says the congestion disappears when he bathes
in the sea. He complains of much pain in the limbs, especially in the palms of
the hands. The fingers are anaesthetic and become stiff. October 25: Guriun
liniment has failed to give relief. He says the fingers are stiffer and more painful.
The left median nerve was therefore stretched under chloroform. On exposure it

was found to be thickened. Some fluid was pressed from the nerve and examined,
but no leprosy bacilli were found. October 29 : He says there is a sleepy feeling
in the palm of the hand, where there was formerly anaesthesia. When tested

with the eyes shut, he refers the impact of a resistance to one side of the point
actually touched. November 12: It is now raining and the color of the skin
between the white j^tches has turned to a dusky reddish blue. He says the fingers
feel cold, and that sometimes the skin is almost black during the rainy season.
The temporary improvement in sensation noticed after stretching the median
nerve has now entirely gone. February 14, 1887 : He has been nibbing the arms
with a 10 per cent solution of ichthyol in olive oil. The skin is a little light in

color, but there is no change in the anaesthesia. March 14 ; The congestion of the
skin is almost gone. He has had dysentery for the last month. April 16 : He has
been losing miich bright blood from the bowel lately. A prolapse of the rectum
was found with a congested ulcerated surface. Under chloroform the lower 3

inches were drawn down, everted, and cauterized linearly in the long axis of -the

bowel with a black hot wire. The mucous membrane was then rubbed over with
fuming nitric acid a'nd tannin applied. April 29 : Since the operation he has passed
a good deal of blood from time to time. This has been checked by enemata of
nitrate of silver and of oi)iiim and by turpentine by the mouth. The violet color
between the patches on the upper extremities have gone, leaving the skin of a
dusky red color. From this time to his death hardly any more blood was passed,
but diarrluea was persistent. The turpentine was continued for some time, but
eventually it caused retention of urine, and the bladder had to be eini)tied with a
catheter. A trace of albumin was found in the urine. Toward the last fever
came on every day at noon, and was somewhat relieved by ammonium picrate.
The hands and feet became edematous. He died on May 19.

The autopsy showed 5 distinct abscesses in the liver, containing from 2 to Sjpints
of i)us. The liver weighed 83 ounces; the spleen weighed 18 ounces, and was
hypertrophied ; kidneys, 9 ounces ; cortices somewhat thinned and graiuilar ; aorta

very atheromatous. No recent haemorrhage or ulceration was found in the rectum ,

the ulcers ajipearing to be cicatrized, but in the rest of the intestine were niimer-
oiTS sharp-cut ulcers. The median nerves were thickened, but no difference was
found between that which had and that which had not been stretched. The
superior cervical ganglion of the sympathetic and the ganglion of the vagus were
dissected out on the right side, but no naked-eye change was observed. Under
the microscope, however, numerous bacilli, both free and in cells, were found in
the sympathetic ganglia and also in the median nerve.

The strange feature in this case was the appearance of the congestion between
the anaesthetic patches four years after the leprosy began. Was this due to a
fresh increase of bacilli in the mixed nerves, leading to invasion of the sympa-
thetic fibers, and so to vasomotor disturbances in the sound skin ? This theory
seems to derive support from the discovery of bacilli in the median, which we
know is a mixed nerve, and also in the superior cervical sympathetic ganglion.
But the question naturally arises. Why is this condition not more frequent? for

thickening associated with the presence of bacilli is common enough in the median
and ulnar nerves in leprosy. I think that the involvement of the superior cervi-

cal ganglion in this case may explain the difference. The leniency of the conges-
tion after prolonged haemorrhage from the bowel was interesting. This may have
been due to reflex contratttion of cutaneous vessels set up by irritation of the

ulcerated intestine, or it may have been the result of simple drain of blood from
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the bowel. Be the explanation of the case what it may. the condition is unique
in my experience of leprosy, and at once impressed me as presenting a remarka-

ble resemblance to the condition described by Raynaud. Strictly speaking, it

ought not, perhaps, to be included under the head of trophic lesions, but had the

patient lived longer it is quite possible that gangrene might haye occurred.

2. Charcot's Joint Disease.

In two lepers I haye noticed a form of arthritis reminding me forcibly of that

described by Charcot as occurring in locomotor ataxia, and called by him
" tabetic

arthritis." The cases are as follows :

Case £•.'—Gopi, Hindu, aged 30, was admitted to the Leper Asylum on Septem-
tember 10, 1883, with anaesthetic leprosy of thirteen years duration. He was
demented, and, though not dangerous to himself or others, caused considerable

annoyance to the other patients from his habit of continually talking and making
a noise. On February 26, 1885, the left wrist was found to be much swollen.
There was effusion of fluid, and the hand was flexed toward the radial side.

Grating was felt in the joint, and thocai'pus coTxld be dislocated on to the anterior
surface of the radius. There was no pain on manipulation. The carpal bones

appeared thickened, and the fingers were shriyeled and contracted. There was no
history of injury, and no other joints were similarly affected. He said this con-
dition of the wrist came on soon after the onset of the leprosy.
On May 7 a cataract of the left eye was successfully removed without chloro-

form or cocaine, the cornea being apparently entirely anaesthetic.

On Jiine 2 it was noted that he walked with a jerky movement, lifting his feet

high from the ground. At a late date the wrist joint became still more swollen.
An incision liberated a considerable (juantity of glairy pus. After this the swell-

ing subsided, the incision healed, and the joint became much smaller than before,

though still larger than normal. Unfortunately, I was absent from the colony
when this patient died some years later, and so 1 had not an opportunity of exam-
ining the joint and spinal cord.

Case 3.—Galalal. Hindu, aged 56, was admitted to the Leper Asylum on Septem-
ber 19, 1888, with anaesthetic leprosy of eight years' duration. On September 31

Dr. Pedrode Montbrun amputated the right leg for gangrene. The patient made
a good recovery, the stump being healed in about a month. On June 8, 1893, the
left hand was found to be very edematous, and there was a brawny swelling extend-

ing up the arm. Several superficial incisions were made but no pus was found.
June 10 : The swelling is less. A deep incision near the thumb liberated blood

and serum. June 17 : The hand is still much swollen and swelling has appeared
above the wrist. More incisions were made. June 34 : A fluctuating swelling
above the left wrist was incised. Blood and serum escaped. July 1: The super-
ficial swelling is le.ss, but there is gi-ating in the joints and much effusion. July
22: The wrist is much swollen. It was punctured, but only blood escaped. July
25: An incision liberated pus and blood. July 27: An abscess has burst on the
back of the wrist. The swelling is much less. September 2- The wrist has

greatly increased in size again. On incising the inner side a jet of several ounces
of foetid pus escaped. September 16: Another abscess has pointed at the inner
side of the wrist. An incision released much thick pus. October 3 : Tliere is

hardly any fluid in the joint, but the cai-pus can be dislocated. March 17, 1893:

There is grating and dislocation of the wrist. The muscles of the hand are much
wasted.

The points especially insisted on by Charcot as characterizing tabetic arthritis

are : ( 1 ) Rapid effusion of fluid ; (3; rapid destruction of the articular ends of bones ;

(3) absence of pain. Hutchinson doubts the nerve origin of Charcot's disea.se,

and thinks that the changes are due to the amvsthetic condition of the joints in

locomotor ataxia, which allows patients to use and move a rheumatically inflamed

joint in a way in which no other inflamed joints are used. This argument of

course applies a fortiori to anaesthetic leprosy, for the joints in this disease are

often far more antfsthetic than in locomotor ataxia. In the two cases now nndc)*'

consideration another (question arises : Were these patients the subjects of tabes

in addition to leprosy? In the first subject there was certainly the jerky gait of

I Lancet, September 25, 188«, p. 581.
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tabes, but this may have been merely due to leprous anaesthesia of the soles of the

feet. In the second case the patient had but one leg, so his walking power could

not be fairly tested ;
moreover neither of the spinal cords has been available for

examination. The first patient died during my absence, and the second is still

living. Clinically, both cases suggested strongly the arthritis of Charcot, for the

effusion of fluid and destruction of the joint seemed too rapid for mere accident.

It is true that in the second case the patient gave a confused history of a sprain

while bathing, but there is so great a tendency in patients of this class to attrib-

ute every disease to some traumatic cause, that statements are naturally accepted
with reserve. There are thus seen to be three ijossible theories as to the causation

of the arthritis in these two cases : (1) That it was the result of some slight injury
to anaesthetic joints ; (3) that it was due to tabes dorsalis occurring in lepers ;

(3) that it resulted from leprous changes in the peripheral nerves supplying the

joint or in the spinal cord, or in both. 1 think that the evidence, as far as it goes,

is somewhat in favor of the last theory.

3. Symmetrical Bedsores.

In 2 cases of lepersy I have seen symmetrical bedsores in the center of the but-

tocks. These closely resemble those described by Charcot under the name of

acute decubitus, as occurring in connection with disease of the nerve centers, but

especially in cases of hemiplegia. They must of course be carefully distinguished
from ordinary bedsores due to pressure and want of cleanliness.

The following are short summaries of the cases :

Cane 4-
—Charles Samuel, white, aged 36, born in Trinidad, was admitted to the

Leper Asylum on August 11, 1859, with anaesthetic leprosy of six years' duration.
Anaestb sia gradually increased until almost the whole body was involved. March
5,1885: A large abscess on the left buttock was incised, and several drams of

very f(jetid pus escaped. March 24 : There are two small sinuses on the right but-
tock discharging thin, unhealthy pus. On October 25 herniotomy was performed
for strangulated right inguinal hernia. In spite of the anaesthetic condition of
his tissues he made an excellent recovery, and there was a firm cicatrix in twenty-
one days. He died o| mixed tubal and interstitial nephritis on February 1, 1887.

There was still a sore on each buttock. The sciatic nerves were normal, but the
median and ulnar nerves were undergoing atrophy.

This patient had been leprous for thirty-four years when he died and for thirty-

two years when the sores on the buttocks formed. It is interesting to notice that

these appeared within a few days of one another. The result of tlie herniotomy
showed that there was good recuperative power in the tissues, so that there was
a probability that the bedsores were due to cerebral changes. I have never yet
found leproiis changes in the brains or spinal cords examined by mo, though
Tschiriew has found degeneration in the anterior cornua and Chassiotes says he

has detected leprosy bacilli in the cord. '

Case 5.—N., Hindu, aged 65, was admitted to the Leper Asylum on March 17,

1893, with mixed leprosy, which she said had lasted one year, but, judging from
the deformity of her fingers, it had been probably much longer. She had gan-
grene of the extremities and numerous ulcers on the body. She died on March
26, nine days after admi-sion. At the autopsy symmetrical circular bedsores
were found in the centers of the buttocks ; the median nerves were thickened ;

the spleen was hypertrophied, but the rest of the viscera were normal.

In both these cases the position of the bedsores in the centers of the btittocks

rendered it very unlikely that they were due to pressure.

» Monatssclirifte ftir Prakt. Dermat., Hamburg, 1887.
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4. Perforating Ulcers.

I have been in some doubt as to whether perforating ulcers can be fairly included

among the rarer trophic lesions of leprosy. When, however, it is remembered how
rare they are in subjects who are not lepers, and also how many other lesions are

more common in leprosy than these ulcers, I think they may be discussed in this

paperwithoutverymuch straining of apoint. Perforating ulcers, as seen in leprosy,

closely resemble the perforating ulcers described as occurring in locomotor ataxia,

in syphilitic or other disease of the posterior tibial artery, or in peripheral neuritis.

It usually begins over the ball of the great toe or over one of the metatarso-pha-

langal articulations. The opening is often small, and surroianded by greatly thick-

ened epidermis, but on passing a probe the point may be felt just under the skin

of the dorsum of the foot. More rarely the ulcer occurs over the heel and bur-

rows into the calcaneum. In some of the cases there has been intense pain, con-

trary to the genera* rule. I have tried various treatments for this condition. In

some cases I have incised the ulcer freely and removed any loose bone there might
be ;

in others I have stretched the great sciatic ; while in some patients 1 have com-
bined nerve stretching with incision of the ulcer. In several cases healing has pro-

gressed very rapidly after stretching of the sciatic. The cavity has rapidly filled

with granulations, the discharge has greatly increased and became tliicker and
more healthy looking, and in a few days a thin white cicatrix has begun to advance

over the surface of the granulations from the edge of the ulcer. The question of

course arises as to how far these changes are the result of the rest in bed which is

necessitated by the stretching of a large nerve like the sciatic. The changes have,

however, often seemed too rapid and vigorous to be accounted for by mere rest.

The immediate relief of pain has been most marked in some cases. The sciatic has

always appeared normal when exposed. Horsley's theory of a shaking of the spinal

centers as a result of the stretching of the sciatic would seem to explain the changes
in these cases, for sometimes after stretching a nerve on one side of the body

improved sensation is noticed on both sides. The shaking of the cord can easily

be shown in the dead body by cutting an opening and exposmg an inch or two of

the lumbar cord and then stretching the sciatic forcibly. In one case, when

stretching of the sciatic gave no relief, amputation of the leg had to be resorted

to, and dissection of the limb after removal showed the posterior tibial nerve to

be greatly swollen, the fibars being separated by gelatinous material. It is not

to be wondered at that stretching of the sciatic was ineffectual with such au

interruption in the conduction lower down.

Nerve stretching, though affording temporary relief in many cases, was on the

whole found to be unsatisfactory. The ulcers had a tendency to break down
when the i^atients began to walk about again, and the pain often recurred. I

therefore devised another method of treatment.' A bistoury is passed throiigh

the ulcer from the sole of the foot and is brought out at a corresponding jmint on

the dorsum. All the tissues are then divided straight forward, the bistoury emei-g-

ing between the toes. The incision is stuffed with lint to arrest haemorrhage and

prevent immediate closure of the wound, which is thus made to granulate from
the bottom. If the ulcer should happen to be near the inner or outer side of the

foot, the knife can be brought out on either of these surfaces, as the case may be.

Dead bone must, of course, be taken away, if any is found in the ulcer ready for

removal. I have now operated in the above way on upward of 24 perforating
ulcers with considerable success. The following case may be cited as an illustra-

tive one :

Case 0.—Sibu, Hindu, aged 42, was admitted to the Leper Asylum on March 1,

1887, with anaesthetic lejjrosy of five years' duration. March 18, 1889 : Perforating

» Brit. Med. Journal, Nov. 8, 1890, p. 1050.
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ulcer of right side incised and fragments of bone removed. Jnnel5: Probe

passed through to dorsum and counter opening made. July 29 : Bistoury passed

through and all tissues slit up forward between toes and incision stuffed with

lint. Augusts: Granulating well; no pain ; another sinus slit up. August IG:

Loose necrosed head of bone removed ; granulations healthy. August 21 : Incision

healing well from the bottom. On May 16, 1892, diffuse suppuration in the tis-

sues of the left forearm set in. This was followed by gangrene of the parts about

the elbow and he died on May 25.

At the necropsy next day the viscera were healthy. The left forearm and arm
were burrowed bv abscesses up to midway between the elbow and shoulder. In

the right foot was a firm linear cicatrix, where the ulcer had been incised. The
cicatrix was equally firm on dorsal and plantar surfaces.

In view of the fact that perforating ulcer is associated with change in the periph-

eral nerves in the main trunks or in the spinal cord, it is difficult to explain the

success of this operation. The ulcer certainly recurs in some cases, but a second

operation, combined with removal of bone if necessary, again affords relief. In

cases of repeated recurrence stretching of the sciatic may well be performed in

additioai to the incision. The procedure is only a modification of the well-known

surgical practice of laying open a sinus and stuffing it so that it may granulate

from the bottom. Haemorrhage is easily controlled, and the only case in which I

ha-tl trouble was one where the patient meddled with the dressings soon after the

operation.

Dr. W. S. Barnes, writing in the British Guiana Medical Annual for 1892, says

that he has adopted the treatment in the Leper Asylum there, and that he finds it

safe^ easy, and sure.

5. A Condition Resembling Ainhum.

One of the best descriptions of ainhum is that given by Crombie, who defines it

as hypertrophy of the skin of the little toe near the digito-plantar fold, and of the

tissues surrounding its middle and distal phalanges, with an attempt at sponta-

neous amputation at or near the first interphalangeal articulation, and in most

advanced cases a conversion of the bony structures of the phalanges into fibrous

tissxie. Ainhum occurs only in negroes and Hindus. Nine times out of ten it is

confined to one or both little toes, but in 5 out of 50 of Silva Lima's cases it

occuiTed in the fourth toe. while Cranford has described it in the great toe,

and Eyles
' has seeii it in a finger. The last observer has studied the histology

of the condition, and l)elieves that it begins as a slight wound or crack in the

digito-plantar fold caused by external and accidental circumstances. The fold

being deep, favors the retention of foreign bodies, such as sand or grit. The irri-

tation of these foreign bodies if continued for any length of time would lead to

hyperplasia, and the fold itself is not only favorable to furrow formation, but

determines the direction, of the fiirrow. Simple hypertrophy is followed by hyper-

plasia, and the papillae are pushed down and strangled. The epithelial cells are

thus removed from the blood supply and undergo horny change. Pressure on
the siibjacent nervi vasorum sets up vascular changes, which in turn bring about

epithelial changes in more distal areas, and the process thus advances anteriorly.

This theory, though it may partly explain the condition when it occurs in the little

toe, will hardly accoiint satisfactorily for the constriction when it affects a finger
or the great toe in which there is no deep digito-plantar fold. I believe that in

ainhum there must be some peripheral neuritis in addition to the action of foreign
bodies. The latter would naturally take effect more rapidly in tissues subject to

nerve disturbance. In leprosy, for example, perforating ulcers are often set up
by the patient treading with his anaesthetic foot on a sharp stone or piece of broken

glass. It is very difficult to obtain anatomical proof of neuritis in ainhum, for

the condition is not a fatal one. and patients are usually lost sight of after ampu-

» Lancet, Sept. 25, 1886, p. 576.
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tation of the affected toe. I have never met with an account of a dissection of the

nerves above the constriction after death. In 1889 Mr. Targett showed for me at

the Pathological Society of London two fingers from anaesthetic lepers, showing
constrictions remarkably like those of ainhiim. The specimens are now in the

College of Surgeons Museum. Since that time I have met with several similar

examples occurring both in fingers and toes. The following are brief notes of

9 cases :

1 . M. W. , negro, aged 46 ; anaesthetic leprosy for eighteen years. The left middle
finger is shortened from absorption of bone. The last phalanx is very small and
placed on a broad baste, composed of the first and the remains of the second pha-
lanx. There is a constriction round the proximal end of the last phalanx, as if a

piece of skin had been tied tightly roxind it. The last phalanx was removed with
scissors. There was no bone at the constriction. The nail at the end of the finger
was intact.

2. M., Hindu, aged 45; anaesthetic leprosy for fourteen years; left forefinger
swollen ; a sinus at the end leads to dead bone. There is a constriction round the
swollen finger like that of ainhum. The finger was amputated. Three years later
a similar constriction was found round another. Through an oversight my notes
do not say at what parts of the fingers these constrictions were.

3. J.C., negro, aged GO; mixed leprosy for fourteen years. One of the smaller toes
of the left foot shows a groove-like ainhum. The toe was amputated. No bone was
found at the site of amputation. It was replaced by thickened fibrous tissue.

4. E. R., negro, aged 31 ; anaesthetic leprosy for six years. Over the last joints
of the right middle finger is a commencing constriction like ainhum. The tip of
the finger was amputated with scissors.

5. I. C, colored Spaniard, aged 47 ; antesthetic leprosy for twenty years. The
right fourth toe hangs by a narrow pedicle. It was amputated with scissors.

6. S. A., negro, aged 42; anaesthetic lepi'osy for nine years. The end of the

right little finger is atrophied and there is a deep constriction separating it from
the rest of the finger. It was amputated with scissors.

7. A., Hindu, aged 26 ; anaesthetic leprosy for nine years. Round the first pha-
lanx of the left great toe is a marked constriction. Patient says the constriction

began after the removal of bone from the plantar surface. The constriction now
passes through the cicatrix. The end of the toe is slightly swollen. The nail is

intact. The constriction went on deepening. Eventually botli the toe and meta-
tarsal bone had to be removed for necrosis. Five years later adeep constriction was
discovered round the right fourth finger of the same patient at the base of the nail.

This constriction also was attributed by the patient to removal of bone. There
was much thickening of the bone just below the constriction.

8. M., Hindii, aged 54; anaesthetic leprosy for ten years. Round the end of the

right middle finger is a deep constriction like ainhum. The bone has disappeared.
The end of the finger was removed.

9. M. X., colored, aged 25, anaesthetic leprosy for six years. Round the great
toe are two constrictions like ainhum. That near the distal end is ulcerated and
bleeding. A sinus was slit up in the toe and a large piece of phalanx was removed.
It was necrosed, loose in the cavity, and had a very t)ffensive odor.

These nine cases have certain points in common. The leprosy had lasted a long

time, there was miicli anaesthesia, and there was a constriction resembling that

sometimes seen in the bark of a tree when the tree has gone on growing while

some substance has been tied round it. In addition to this, there was in several

of the cases either dead bone, or a cicatrix, showing that bone had been removed.

No, 7, a jiatient of considerable intelligence, dated each of his two constrictions

from the removal of bone. The sequence of events, I think, is very probably as

follows: Perijihoral neuritis causes anaesthesia and necrosis of bone. Tliis dead

bone acts as a foreign body, just as the grit or sand mentioned by Eyles in

ainhum. Hyperplasia is thus set up with the consequent changes already described.

A difference in leprosy is that constriction is not always limited to one toe and one

part of the toe, but may occur almost indiscidminately in any finger or toe and over

any joint or phalanx. It is probable that the transverse direction of the furrow

is decided by pressure directed against the weakened end of the finger or toe after

loss f)f bone. This seemed to be shown in case No. 7, in which the patient, having
lost his other fingers, used to hold his spoon and otlier things between the thumb
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and end of the fourth finger. It is conceivable that the movement backward and

forward thus set up would soon increase the hyperplasia and other changes where

the bone had been lost and thus produce a constriction. I think that further

study and dissection of these leprotis constrictions, combined with dissections, if

possible, ot the nerves in ainhum, will probably throw much light on the later

obscure affection.

G. Ophthalmic Lesions.

A volume might be written on the affections of the eye occurring in leprosy,

but space will only permit a very brief allusion to them. In tubercular leprosy

various changes may take place ^'rom the deposit of tubercles in the conjunctiva.

These changes, being associated with the presence of a distinct local growth, do

not answer the yjresent inquiry. In the other forms of leprosy more obscure

lesions occur. Ophthalmia is the most frequent ; it is complicated occasionally

with pannus. Ulcer of the cornea is also by no means uncommon ;
it is some-

times followed by onyx, hypopyon, or other varieties of abscess, by perforation of

the cornea, or by iritis with resulting synechia. In- some cases the ulcer may heal

under treatment, leaving usually some corneal opacity. In other instances, for-

tunately rare, panophthalmitis is set up, and the eye is rapidly lost. In all these

conditions we are at once faced by the old difficulty as to the condition of the eye
and face We know that wiien the trigeminus of a rabbit is divided in the.skull

there is loss ot sensation in the parts of the face receiving its sensory fibers.

Within twenty-tour hours the cornea becOmes cloudy, and an inflammation fol-

lows which may end in total disorganization of the eye. At the same time the

nasal cavities of the same side are inflamed and ulcers often occur on the lips and

gums. Snellen, however, found that the inflammation of the eye might be greatly

lessened or altogether prevented if the organ were carefully protected from the

irritation of foreign bodies. Hence he argues that the changes are due to injuries

l)roduced by these foreign bodies on a surface no longer protected and guided by
sensation. Other observers, on the other hand, have failed to obtain Snellen's

results. In leprosy we have a condition closely resembling the effect of section of

the trigeminus. The cornea is often more or less anaesthetic, sometimes absolutely

so, as in case 3, in which I was able to extract a cataract without any artificial

anaesthetic and without any evidence of pain or sensation on the jjart of the

patient. The (luestion therefore becomes the same as that already discussed in

Charcot's joint disease, "Are the ophthalmic lesions the result of injuries'to eyes

rendered anaesthetic by lej^rous deposit in the sensory nerves, or are they caused

by leprosy of distinct trophic fibers?'' From the frequency with which these

lesions yield more or less to local treatment, and also from the fact that in some

instances they can be traced to the direct impact of foreign bodies, such as white-

wash in the case of patients who clean the ceilings of the wards, it would seem

that the former is the more })robable hypothesis.

7. Zona.

I have observed zona seven times in lepers during a period of six years. When
it is remembered that interstitial neuritis is the most common lesion in zona, it

is somewhat surprising that the latter affection is not more common in leprosy.

Radcliffe Crocker i)oints out that the occurrence of cases in groups suggests the

possibility ot atmospheric influences as an existing cause of the disease. This

almost epidemic occurrence of zona is sometimes noticeable in Trinidad both in

lepers and those free from leprosy. In the asylum I have seen patients in adjoin-

ing beds attacked with zona one after the other, a fact w^hich might l>e seized

, upon by unscientific observers to prove the contagiousness of zona, just as the fact

ot one patient after another becoming leprous has been brought forward to show
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that leprosy is contagious. Amongst the general population of Trinidad it has

occasionally happened that many persons have been atta(;ked almost simultane-

ously with zona. Charcot specially mentions zona as occurring in the course of

locomotor ataxia. Another is thus added to the many points of resemblance
between the trophic lesions of tabes and leprosy.
These imperfect notes may perhaps help to emphasize the fact that some of the

most interesting lesions in leprosy have their prototypes in diseases already
described in Europe or elsewhere, and the complexity of many of the questions
raised may serve to recall the Socratic dogma, that he is a wise man who learns

that he knows nothing.

THE QUESTJON OF THE COMMUNICABILITY OF LEPROSY.

By BEAVEN RAKE, M. D., of London,

Medical Su))erintend,ent of t}w Trinidad Leper Asylum^ late Member of the Indian Leprosy
Commission.

From the earliest times leprosy has been regarded as communicable from one

person to another. Under the Mosaic dispensation and in mediaeval Europe there

were stringent regulations providing for the segregation of those suffering from
the disease. This ancient opinion as to the communicability or contagiousness of

leprosy has not entirely held its ground in this centiiry, and I propose to-day to

briefly discuss some of the modern evidence for and against the theory of con-

tagion. The subject may be conveniently considered under the folloAving six

heads: (1) Bacteriological evidence ; (2) inoculations of animals; (-J) inoculations

in the hTiman subject; (4) vaccination; (5) practical experience; (6) alleged
increase of lei)rosy.

1. Bacteriolooical evidence.

To Hansen, of Bergen, is due the epoch-making discovery of the leprosy

bacillus, and the inauguration of a new and stdentific study of the disease. He
first advocated tlie parasitic theory of leprosy in 18G9. For some j'ears, however,
he was in much doubt on the subject. Writing in 187."),

' he says :

There are to be found in every leprous tubercle, extirpated from a living indi-

vidual, small staff-like T)odies, much resembling bacteria, lying within their cells ;

not in all, but in many of them. Though unable to discover any difference
between these bodies and true bacteria, I will not venture to declare them to be

actually identical.

In 1880'^ he was able definitely to announce the discovery of a specific bacillus

in leprosy, and Neisser,
' in the autumn and winter of the same year, working at

the San Lasaro Leper Hospital, at Granada, Spain, confirmed Hansen's restilts

and applied the anilin-color tests, which have since been recognized as distin-

guishingthe bacilli of leprosyand tuberculosisfrom those of other diseases. Neisser

found bacilli in the cutaneoixs nodules, the mucous membrane of the mouth,

palate, and larynx, the connective tissue of the jjeripheral nerves, in cartilage,

and in the cornea, lymjjhatic glands, s^ileen, liver, and testicle. Since then Han-
sen's discovery has been confirmed by observers in all parts of the world, and it

may now be affirmed that the leprosy bacillus is present in some part or parts of

the body of every leper at some period or other in the course of the disease.

Leprosy being thus associated with the constant presence of a microbe, which is

' Med. -Chi. Review. 187.5, p. 489.

2 Virchow's Archiv, 1880, Band 79, p. 31.

3 Virchow's Archiv, 1881, Band 84, p. 614.
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now believed, though not proved, to be the cause of the disease, there has been

too great a tendency to assume that leprosy is therefore contagious. It is only

necessary to mention malaria and pneumonia as two instances of infectious dis-

eases which are by no means contagious.

It may now be well to examine the results which have attended the attempted
cultivation of the bacillus leprae. Hansen '

kept specimens of leprous blood in a

moist chamber and obtained a mycelial growth, which at that time he called a

leprosy culture. It is, however, probable that the growth was due to contamina-

tion of the specimen, and Hansen has since abandoned his original view. Neisser,"^

when working at Granada, removed an unbroken tubercle with every precaution,

and finely divided it with needles sterilized in a flame. He then inoculated blood

serum in hollow, ground, microscopic slides, in sterile test tubes, and under cover

glasses in a space where evaporation was checked. All the preparations were

kept at 35'' to 39° C. He also kept pus and juice from a leprous nodule in capillary

glass tubes, which contained much air and were sealed. As a result of these culti-

vation experiments he describes three different bacilli. He failed, however, to

cultivate any of them in generations, and it is therefore impossible to be certain

that he got a true culture. Arning •' allowed pieces of leprous tissue to macerate

and decay for several months in water at ordinary temperatures, and described

growths of the leprous bacillus, but he did not regard these as real cultivations.

At the Trinidad Leper Asylum^ I made an extensive series of cultivation experi-

ments extending over about three years. As nutrient media I used blood seriim,

ascitic fluid, hydrocele fluid, all from the bodies of lepers, and various combina-

tions of agar and gelatine with these fluids. Pieces of cutaneous leprous nodules,

of lymphatic glands, and of nerves were used for inoculation, also fragments of

the viscera of lepers and vaccine lymph. Numerous growths of staphylococci of

various kinds were obtained, but no cultures of leprosy bacilli. Inoculations of

animals with the growths were negative. Results obtained by allowing pieces of

tubercle to putrefy in fluids were equally negative ; nor did I observe the abun-

dance of leprosy baccilli described by Arning in the earth in which lepers had been

buried. To test this point, I buried leprous hands and other specimens and dug
them up at varying intervals. Examinations of the surrounding earth failed to

show any 8i)eciflc bacilli.

Delepine and Slater"' made numerous attempts to cultivate the leprosy bacillus

at two different periods during the life of a leper, but without success. In 1887

Bordoin Uffreduzzi,'' of Tunis, announced the cultivation of the bacillus leprae.

Having failed, like other experimenters, to grow the bacillus from pieces of lep-

rous nodules iiniilanted in solid media, he considered that the bacilli in these

nodules are inclosed in cells and are probably dead. He therefore examined other

tissues, and in the bone marrow of a dead leper he found free bacilli. He inocu-

lated tubes of peptoue-glycerin-serum with fragments of this bone marrow and
obtained cultures of a small bacillus, frequently bulbous at the ends and resembling
in form and size the bacillus of the tissues. It, however, took the fuchsin stain

with far more difficulty than the bacillus found in the tissiies of lepers.

When passing through Tunis, in 1891, 1 called on Prof. Bordoin Uffreduzzi, who
very courteously showed me microscopic specimens from his original culture, and

gave me a tube of one of the secondary cultures. I took this tube to London with
all possible care, and inoculated other tubes from it in Dr. Slater "s laboratory,

• Virchow's Archiv, 1881.

2Virchow's Archiv, 1881, 1886.

s.Journ. of Leprosy Investig. Committee, No. 1. p. 40.

« Reports of Trin Lep. Asyl,, 1888, 1889; Brit. Med. Journ., Aug. 4, 1888.

6 Brit. Med. Journ., May 23, 1891, p. 1127.

* Zeitschrift ftir Hygiene, Band iii, p. 178,
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which he kindly placed at my disposal. I fear, however, some contamination mnst
have taken place, for the subcultures which I grew differed entirely from the

growth originally figured by Uffreduzzi. It may be stated here that the Italian

professor made a large number of inociilation experiments on animals, b\it wholly
failed to establish the pathogenic nature of his cultivation. Gianturco,

' at Naples,
has succeeded in obtaining a cultivation which Uffrcnluzzi considers identical

with his own. More recently Campana,' at Genoa, has described a third bacilhis

as cultivated from leprous material. I have seen specimens from the cultures of

Gianturco and Campana, biit could not feel convinced that they were leprosy
bacilli.

A series of culture experiments were carried out at Almora and Simla by Dr.

Buckmaster. Surg. Maj. Thomson, and myself.-' The mode of procedure was sxig-

gested by Dr. Buckmaster. Blisters were raised over cutaneous leprous nodiiles,

and at the same time over areas of normal skin in lepers. Sterilized capillary vac-

cine tul)es were then charged with a minute quantity of the fluid from the blister

over the tubercle, and with seven or eight times as much fluid from tlie blister

over the normal skin. The tubes were then sealed in a flame. In order to secure

a constant temperatiire the tubes were packed with a small thermometer in a

cylindrical box and carried in the axilla. After incubation for one month the tubes

were opened, examined, and resealed. Several bacilli resembling that of lejjrosy

were seen. A tube containing some of these bacilli was now sterilized as much as

was possible without injury to the contents, broken at both ends, dropped into

glycerin bouillon, and shaken. On the third day a slight turbidity appeared and
increased daily. Miniite particles collected on the surface, and, adhering together,
formed a pellicle, which gradually extended from the center to the periphery.
From this original boxiillon glycerin, gelatine and glycerin-agar were inoculated

and vigorous growths were obtained. Similar results were obtained from two
different patients. Under the microscojje these growths showed thick clusters

of bacilli shorter and slightly thicker than the bacilli found in leprous nodules,

but retaining the pink stain after treatment in warm Ziehl's solution for twenty
minutes, and subseqxient decolorizatio'n in 25 per cent solution of nitric acid. Sub-

cultures from the original growths did not resist the action of the acid so well,

though they stained to some extent. Rabbits, dogs, and a monkey were inocu-

lated with small qxiantities of these cultures, but the results were entirely nega-
tive. We are thus unable to assert positively that the growths obtained were

those of the bacillus leprae, but that the bacillus cultivated by us had several

points in common with that in the tissues is undoubted.

In concluding this section I may be pardoned for tjuoting the four well-known

postulates which have been laid d<jwn by Koch, as necessary to show beyond a

doubt that a micro-organism is the cause of a disease : (
I ) The micro-organism

must be found in the blood, lymph, or diseased tissues of the man or other animal

suffering from or dead of the disease. (3) The micro-organism must be isolated

from the blood, lymph, or tissues and cultivated in suitable media outside the

body. These pure cultivations mxast be carried on through successive generations
of the organism. (3) A pure cultivation thus obtained mxxst. when introduced

into the body of a healthy animal, produce the disease in question. (4) In the

inoculated animal the same micro-organism must again be found. Applying these

postulates to the case of leprosy it will be evident, from the experiments of the

various observers whom I have quoted, that the flrst is generally admitted, the

second is doubtful, and the third and fourth have never yet been demonstrated.

> Giova. della Assoz. Nap. di Med. e Nat., 1890.

" Riforma Med., No. 14, 1891.

• Api)endix to Report of Ind. Lepr. Commission, 1893.
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2. Inoculation of Animals.

These may be of two kinds: (1) Inoculations witli cultures. (3) Inoculations

with tubercles or other pieces of leprous tissue. We can not logically speak of

inoculations with cultures of the bacillus leprae, for as was shown in the last sec-

tion, such a cvilture has not yet been demonstrated beyond possible doubt. All

we can say is that cultures of bacilli obtained after inoculation of media with

leprous products have always failed to produce leprosy in animals. This has

already been alluded to in the last section. The other method of inoculation of

animals which has been tried is by means of pieces of leprous nOdule or other lej)-

rous tissue. Neisser ' was one of the first to inoculate animals with leprous tissue.

When working at Granada in 1880, as already mentioned, he experimented on rab-

bits and dogs. Pieces of freshly extirpated leprous tubercle were introduced into

the peritoneal cavity and anterior chamber of the eye of rabbits. The results in

them were absolutely negative. Pieces of leprous tubercle were also placed beneath

the skin of dogs. One of them died after a month, and a small nodule was found

at the site of inoculation. This contained numerous bacilli. Another dog was
killed about three months after inoculation, and a local nodule the size of a bean

was found. This contained characteristic leprous cells, but no bacilli. Neisser was
of opinion that a local leprosy was thus produced, which, however, did not become

general. Damsch* introduced leprous tubercle into the anterior chamber of the eye
of rabbits, and describedan infiltration of the iris, ciliary body, and Descemefsmem-
brane with cells containing leprosy bacilli. Vossius ' obtained sfinilar results, but

neither of these observers found a distribution of bacilli through the body.

Wesener, Leloir, and Campana^ have shown that results identical with those

described by Damsch and Vossius are obtained on imi)lanting leprous material

hardened for years in alcohol. Dead leprous bacilli even after having been so

kept in alcohol retain their structure, shape, and staining reaction. It is there-

fore extremely probable that Damsch and Vossius did not ijroduce a local leprous
lesion. Campana'' inoculated leprous tubercle in the vascular comb and beard of

fowls , and often obtained at the site of inoculation a local tumor containing large cells

produced in the inflammatory process. These took iip leprosy bacilli in the same

way as leucocytes take up inorganic foreign bodies. Kobner" and Hansen'
obtained negative results in monkeys after inoculation. Hillairet and Gaucher**

inoculated a pig with leprous tubercle, but the results were negative. VidaP also

performed a similar experiment, and sections of the skin and subcutaneous tissue

containing the inserted fragment showed a year after the inoculation numbers of

leprosy bacilli in the implanted mass, but none in the surrounding tissue. Thia,'"

Kauria," Avuing,'-' and Leloir '•' have hitherto failed to establish leprosy in animals.

At the Trinidad Leper Asylum ^* I have made a series of experiments extending
over nine years. The animals used have been cats, pigs, rabbits, bats, guinea
pigs, fowls, small birds, a parrot, and a dog. The materials employed have been

' Loc. cit.

" Virchow's Archiv., Band !J(), p. 30.

3 Bericht der 16 Ver. der Ophth. Gesell., Heidelberg, 1884.
4 Brit. Med. Jour., April 29, 18S»3. p. 912.

'^Archiv. suUa Scienza Med., 1883.

« Virchow's Archiv, 1883, vol. 88, p. 383.

' Internat. Med. Congress, Copenhagen, 1884.

" Societe de Biologie, 1881.

" Cornil et Babes. Les Bacteries, p. 761.

"> Impfversuche mit Lepragewebe auf Thiere, 1886.

" Journ. Lepr. Investig. Committee, No. 3, 1891, p. 68.

'^ Report on Leprosy in Hawaii, 1886, p. xlii.

'^ Traite theorique et Pratique de la L6pre, p. 335.

'< Reports on Trinidad Leper Asylum, 1884 to 1893.
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pieces of ctitaneotis nodule, discharge from Tilcers. and vaccine lymph. There

has been no evidence of success. In fowls the inserted nodule becomes encysted
beneath the skin and then becomes disorganized. Dead bacilli can be found in

the debris many months after inociTlation. Bacilli have, however, never been

found in any of the viscera. I fed fowls for long i)eriods with pieces of cutaneous

leprous nodule and enlarged glands and pieces of viscera obtained i)ost-mortem,

but dissection of these fowls after death failed to show any evidence of leprosy.

I have now under observation two pigs, which were inoculated with pieces of

cutaneous leprous nodule nearly four years ago. There is nothing to be seen or

felt at the site of i noculation. In the last year these pigs have been fed with

large masses of viscera and enlarged and caseating glands, obtained from the

bodies of lepers. Up to the present they have seemed in fair health.

The experiments which have attracted most attention of late years are those of

Melchor ' andOrtmann - in Konigsberg. They introduced pieces of freshly extirpated
leprous tubercle into the anterior chamber of the eyes of rabbits, and descrilied

four months afterwards a visceral and lymphatic gland leprae. The autopsies

showed the caecum, spleen, lungs, and lymphatic glands to be infiltrated with

nodules varying in size from that of a x)in"s head to that of a pea. In these nodules

were quantities of bacilli which thej regarded as those of leprosy. Arning'' and

Ruffer. who have examined the specimens of Melchor and Ortmann, are convinced

that the Konigsberg exj^eriments have succeeded in inoculating animals with

leprosy. Weser^r, on the other hand, has carefully gone over the same ground
and critically controlled these experiments, and he concludes that proliferation of

the leprosy bacilli does not occur, but merely a diffusion of the bacilli introduced.

He and Hiippe believe that Melchor and Ortmann, like many others, have sown

leprosy and reaped tuberculosis.

In this connection, I may allude to a series of observations at the Trinidad Leper

Asjdum, some of which I have recently published.
•* In a large proportion of the

bodiesof lepers, I have found either (I) pulmonary phthisis indistinguishable from

that occurring in nonlepers, and characterized by small tiibercles scattered more

or less throughout the lungs, and often agglomerating, caseating. and breaking
down into large cavities at the apices and elsewhere ; or (3) a general diffusion of

small gray or yellow tubercles throughout the viscera, and sometimes on the

serous membranes. The latter condition often appears at the aiitopsy to be of

very recent date, and from the clinical symptoms, siich as fever and wasting, which

come on a few weeks before death, it would seem that the appearance of these

visceral tubercles coincides with the absorption of cxitaneous leprous nodules

which so often precedes tleath. We are therefore led to the conchision that these

visceral tubercles are either leprous, and due to absorption of leprous products
from the skin, or they are tuberculous, and due to accidental absorption of tuber-

culous material quite apart from the leprosy.

I inoculated five guinea pigs beneath the nape of the neck with small pieces of

Ijuhnonary tubercle taken from three different lepers. The five guinea pigs died

or were killed at periods varying from four to six months after inoculation, and in

all of them were found enlargement and caseation of'lymphatic glands, and small

nodules in the lungs, and sometimes in the liver or spleen, or both, varying in

shape, and in size ranging from about one-sixteenth to one-third of an inch in diam-

eter. In the lungs they were translucent, and in the spleen and liver yellow or

dark red in color. Microscopic examination showed bacilli indistinguishable from
tubercle bacilli. As I have frequently inoculated guinea pigs with leprous cuta-

' Berl. Klin. Wochenschrift, 18a5, No. 13.

•^ Ibid.. 1880, No. 0.

".Tourn. of Lepr. Investijf. Committee, No. 2, p. 117.

* Lancet, April 1, 18!«, p. 719.
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neous nodiiles and have alwaya found no change whatever in the viscera after

death, I am led to conchide that the above-described nodules are tuberculous in

nature, and further, that they are derived from the pulmonary tubercles of lepers.
If they were derived from material introduced accidentally during the process of

inoculation, we should expect equally to find them following the inoculation of

leproris material. This is what Wesener claims for Melchor and Ortmann's inoc-

ulations, but in my experiments, as already stated, I have never found such nod-

ules. The obvious inference, then, is that the visceral tuberculosis so common in

lepers is tuberculous, i. e.
,
connected with the presence of the bacillus tubercu-

losis. But if this visceral tuberculosis is due to absorption of cutaneous leprous
tubercles we are faced by a new difficulty, to which there are only two solutions:

(1) There is absorption of independent tuberculous material, presumably tubercle

bacilli, through the open ulcers so common in leprous tubercles. (2) The bacillus

leprfp and the bacillus tuberculosis are varieties of the same bacillus , as suggested

by Danielssen. ' It is obvious that the question is by no means solved yet, but
these recent experiments of mine have an important bearing on Melchor"s and Ort-

mann's results and Wesener's criticism. I may state here that I failed to obtain

cultures of either bacillus leprae or bacillus tuberculosis from the original nodules

in the lungs of the lepers, or from the nodules produced in the viscera of the guinea

pigs after inoculation. From a consideration of all the evidence given in this sec-

tion we are, I think, driven to believe with Besnier that leprosy is an essentially
human disease and can not be transmitted to animals.

3. Inoculations in the Human Subject.

Intentional inoculations i)erformed on man have necessarily been few. Like
those on animals, they may be of two kinds : (1) Inoculations with microorgan-
isms obtained in attempted ciiltures of leprosy bacilli. (2) Inoculations with

pieces of tubercle or other leprous products.
Inoculations of culture products.—Healthy subjects for inoctilation not being

obtainable, I determined to try the effect of inoculation of culture products in

anaesthetic lepers. During the latter half of 1889 I made some cultures onagar and
serum and on solidified hydrocele fluid from a fragment of cutaneous leprous nodule

and from a piece of liver from the body of a tuberculated leper. The microscope
showed this liver to contain numerous leprosy bacilli. The growths obtained from
these tissues showed no leprosy bacilli, but quantities of micrococci. Though
these cultures were thus negative in not containing the si^ecific organisms of

leprosy, I thought it worth while tf) try the effect of injecting them, for it was

quite possible they might contain other products not recognizable by the micro-

scope. I may remark in passing that these experiments were made a year before

Koch brought tuberculin before the world, and an accovmt of them has been pub-
l?shed '

I chose 12 anaesthetic lepers and injected solutions ot the growths above men-
tioned beneath the skin in various parts of the body. The immediate result was in

most cases local swelling, redness, and tenderness, with more or less temi)orary rise

of temperature. These symptoms usually jiassed off in a few days. In one or two

cases, however, an abscess formed at the site of injection. The later history of the

cases was as follows : Four of the patients died within the nexttwo years of intercur-

rent disease. No development of tiibercles was found in them, either locally or else-

where. The eight survivors were examined by me on May 29, 1893, nearly four

' Archiv. Roum. de Med. et Chir., Janu'ary, 1889, p. 16.

2 Report of Trin. Lep. Asyl., 1889; Brit. Med. Jour., January 3, 1891, p. VZ.

S. Ex. 30 108
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years after inoculation. In six of them there was no thickening or any indication

of the site of inoculation, and no tubercles had developed anywhere. In the two

I'einaining patients there were in one case a thick crop of tubercles, and in the

other a diffuse infiltration of the skin, together with tubercular masses on the

face and ears. The following are short summaries of the cases.

Case i.—A., Hindu, aged 38, was admitted to the Trinidad Leper Asylum on
December 31, 1885. with ansesthetic leprosy of one year's duration. There were

pale anaesthetic patches on the front and back of the trunk. The hands and feet

were anaesthetic and the toes were ulcerated. On December 6, 1886, the left great
toe was amputated. On August 29, 1887, it was noted that his condition was
about the same as on admission. On December 16, 1887, a fragment of cutaneous
nodule from R. G. ,

another ])atient, was introduced beneath the skin of the back
of the left forearm. The incision Avas closed with one silk suture. On December
24 there was a long ragged ulcer with thickening round it. On ^larch 11, 1889,

there was a cicatrix at the site of inoculation, but no thickening and no tubercu-
lation. On October 16, 1889, about 10 minims of a solution of some of ttie growth
from the liver of E C. , a tuberciilated leper, was injected into the back of the

right forearm with a hypodermic syringe. The puncture was protected from the

air. On October 18 there was redness, hardness, and tenderness over an area of

about three-fourths of an inch radius from the point of inoculation. On October
23 an abscess about 1 inch in diameter had formed at the site of inoculation. It

was incised and found to contain thick ytllow pus. On July 28, 1890, there was
no change in the patienfs general condition. After this I was absent from the

colony for a year and eight months, and on June 20, 1892, about six weeks after

my return, I found that the patient's lace and ears were tuberculated. The dis-

penser told me they had been so for more than a year. The tuberculation has
since increased, and the following notes were taken on May 29, 1893 : There is

general infiltration of the skin, especially on the trunk, upper extremities, and
face ; there are large masses of tubercle on the face and ears ; on the back of

each forearm is a depressed cicatrix, indicating the site of inoculation ; the skin
is raised and thickened round; the fingers are enlarged and tuberculated. As I

was absent from the colony when these changes began, I am unable to say whether
the infiltration started from either of the sites of inoculation.

Casei\—K., Hindu, aged 35, was admitted to the Trinidad Leper Asylum on
February 20, 1889, with anaesthetic leprosy of five years' duration. There were
pale anaesthetic patches over the greater part of the trunk, face, and extremities.

Some of the fingers and toes were missing, and the remaining ones were anchylosed,
distorted, and anaesthetic. There was no trace of tuberculation anywhere On
October 16, 1889, about 10 minims of a solution of the same growth as in the last

case was injected into the right temple. On October 18 there was a small tender
nodule at the site of injection about the size of a pea, with some swelling round
the eye. On October 23 there was no trace of the inoculation. On April .13, 1890,
there was swelling of the face and a painful nodule above the left eye. The left

hand was also swollen. On October 28, 1892, I found numerous small tubercles
on the nose and forehead, varying in size from that of a small shot to that of a pea.
The ears were thickened and tuberculated. There were also many tubercles on
the hands and feet. There was no thickening or tuberculation in the right tem-

ple at the site of injection. On May 24, 1893, it was noted that there was tuber-
culation of the face, ears, and hands. These X)arts were invaded by many small
discrete tubercles. There were also a few on the front and back of the chest.

In these two cases an eruption of tubercles occurred some time after the injec-

tion in anaesthetic lepers of products derived from the attempted culture of leprosy

bacilli. Whether these eruptions were propter hoc as well as post hoc is a difficult

question. There are two possible fallacies : (1) The anaesthetic lepers might have

developed tubercles independently of any injection. I have never seen a purely
anaesthetic leper develop tubercles, but Leloir '

quotes three cases ; so we must admit
the possibility. (2) The injection of an irritant such as the micrococcus may,

through the febrile disturbance thus set up, have liberated bacilli already present in

the peripheral nerves, and these by their entry into the lymphatics of the skin and

subcutaneous tissue may nave brought aix)ut tuberculation. It is evident that

experiments made on subjects already leprous can only have a partial value, but

> Op. cit, p. a09.
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in view of the extremely rare occurrence of tuberculation in an anaesthetic leper

the trial seemed worth making. Though no leprosy bacilli M'^ere present in the

cultures, it is quite i)ossible that some ill-defined product, such as an albumose, may
have been there and may have produced the leprosis.

hioculation of leprotis tubercle or other products.—The classical example of

inoculation of a healthy man with leprous tubercle is the inoculation by Dr.

Arning' of the Hawaiian convict Kenan in the Oahu jail on September 30,

1884. The case is so well known that I need refer to it only very briefly. A
small piece of leprous nodvile was introduced beneath the skin of the left fore-

arm, and a mouth later the patient suffered from pains in the left shoulder,

elbow, and wrist, accompanied by painful swelling of the ulnar and median
nerves. There was no fever and only very slight constitutional disturbance.

During the next six months the neuritis gradually decreased and a small lep-

rous nodule formed where the inoculation took iilace. Leprosy bacilli could

be detected here sixteen months after the inoculation. In September, 1887, dis-

tinct symptoms of leprosy developed, and a year later the disease was fully estab-

lished. Though at the time Dr. Ai-ning made the experiment he was assured by
Kenau himself and by those who knew him that his family was free from leprosy,

yet it afterwards came out- that his son, nephew, and maternal first cousin were

lepers, either before or after the date of the inoculation. It would thus appear
that in addition to the strong racial predisposition to leprosy which exists in

Hawaiians, there was in Kenan's family a peculiar aptitude for taking the disease.

It is therefore quite possible that he may have had latent leprosy when he was
inoculated. Moreover, as Arning points out, we have at i^resent no criterion of

the living leprosy bacillus, and it is therefore quite possible that the bacilli in the

inoculated nodule may have been dead at the time of the experiment. From
whatever point we look at it. we can by no means regard this inoculation as con-

clusive, and Arning himself freely admits that it is not a crucial test.

Nearly forty years ago a Norwegian physician-' inoculated himself and 20

healthy individuals with blood, fragments of cutaneous nodules, or with blood

or pus from such nodules. All those who were inoculated were watched for

many years, but all remained healthy. Profeta* inoculated himself and 9 other

healthy people. The observations extended over a period of sixteen years, and
were absolutely negative. The materials used were piis from leprous ulcers and
blood froni tubercles and from anaesthetic patches. These were rubbed into the

scarified skin or into raw surfaces produced by blisters or injected beneath the

skin by means of a Pravaz syringe. Similar experiments have also been made by
Danielssen, Hoist, and Titsch,^ all with negative result. Hansen** inoculated

aniBsthetic lepers with material obtained from tuberculated lepers, but no develop-
ment of nodules took place.

In the Trinidad Leper Asylum I inoculated 30 anaesthetic lepers in December,
1887, and January, 1888, with fragments of cutaneous leprous nodules.^ In 1889

3 more anaesthetic lepers were inoculated with pieces of nodule taken dur-

ing acute leprosis (i. e., fever accompanied by an outbreak of tubercles). I

thought that possibly during these acute attacks the cutaneous nodules might
contain living bacilli, and thus their inoculationmi ght be followed by a devel-

opment of the disease. Since the inoculations were performed 9 of the patients

1 Eine Lepra-Impfung beim Menschen. Deutsch. dem. Gesellsch., Prag,
2 Dr. Swift. Occid. Med. Times, April, 1890, p. in.

'Leloir, op. cit.,p. 2.57.

*
Ibid., ip. 23S.

« Brit. Med. Joum., April 29, 1893, p. 913.

"Leloir, op. cti., p. 238.

' Berlin, Klin. Wochensch., January, 1891, p. 25.
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have died and 1 has left the asylimi. In none of them was any development of

tubercles noted. The remaining 23 were examined on May 29, 1898. Twenty-
two of them were then absohitely free from tubercles, though in 1 there had

been, three months after inoculation, a subcutaneous nodiile to the outer side of

the cicatrix about the size of a small shot. This, however, had disappeared in

another month. The twenty-third is the patient already described under case 1

as having been also injected with culture i)roducts. It is, therefore, evident that

we can not say whether he became tuberculated as a result of the leprous nodule

inoculation, of the culture injection, of both of these, or independently of them.

Putting all the inoculations together we find that out of a total of 40 anaesthetic

lepers inoctilated with either tubercles or cultures, or both, two developed tuber-

cles afterwards, but it is impossible to say if this was the result of the inociilation.

Thus the evidence hitherto obtained from experiments performed on man may be

regarded as almost entirely negative, no case being beyond the possibility of doubt.

4. Vaccination.

Of late years the anti-vaccination party, after exhausting every other argument

against vaccination, has endeavored to show that leprosy is often spread in this

way. Probably the case which is most often (quoted is that published by Gaird-

ner ' in 1887. A doctor in a tropical island vaccinated his own child from a native

child who afterwards became leprous. Another white child was vaccinated from

the doctor's child, and both these children also developed leprosy. Though Prof.

Gairdner carefully avoided expressing any opinion, and merely gave a statement

of such facts as were known to him, the case was at once seized iipon by those

anxious to prove the communicability of leprosy by vaccination, A perusal of

the case, however, shows that the details are very few, and insxiflBcient to estab-

lish any conclusion. Moreover, leprosy was endemic in the island, so that the

possibility of deriving it from outside sources was always present. Daubler'^ two

years later published an account of two women on Robben Island, Cape of Good

Hope, T)oth of whom he believed contracted leprosy through vaccination. They
were vaccinated with lymph obtained from a patient who afterwards died of

tuberculated leprosy. In the first patient the site of inoculation swelled a few

days after the puncture and became brown, but no true vaccine vesicle formed.

After the swelling had subsided fever and rigors occurred, and by the eighteenth

week there was a discolored tumefaction of the right frontal eminence. The

second patient two months after the vaccination showed the typical leonine aspect

of a tuberculated leper. These cases are fretjuently quoted, but clinical experi-

ence does not warrant the belief that such a chronic disease as leprosy is produced
so soon after inoculation. More recently a long series of cases by Dr. Roger Chew,
of Calcxitta, has been published. In these cases, also, an attempt was made to show

that leprosy was communicated by vaccination from diseased to healthy perscms.

The details, however, are very scanty, and the cases are open to the same objec-

tion which obtains in those already quoted. In Bengal there are districts where

the i)ercentage of lepers is as high as or higher than in any other part of India,

though, as will readily be seen by a reference to the annual reports on sanitary

measures in India, Bengal is by no means the most vaccinated province.

The proposition may be stated as follows : If vaccine lymph be taken from a

cliild in a locality where leprosy is endemic, and if such lymph be sent to a country

free from leprosy, and a healthy child in such country and who had never quitted

the country, be vaccinated with such lymph, and if this child after vaccination and

without leaving the country, develop leprosy, then it may be taken as proved that

' Brit. Med. Joum., Jnno 11, 1887, p. 1269.

» Monat. fUr Prakt. Dermat., Band vin, 1889, p. laS.
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leprosy is communicable by vaccination. Probably this experiment has never been

tried, for residents in Great Britain or other non-leprous countries would not be

likely to send to the tropics for lymph. An experiment somewhat approaching
the hypothetical one mentioned above has, however, been jierformed in India.

Surg. Maj. Pringle' says that during a period of twenty years, from 1864 to 1884,

when sanitary commissioner in the northwest provinces, he was in the habit of

bringing vaccine lymph down from British Garhwal, a markedly leprous district,

and using it for vaccinating in the plains between the rivers Ganges and Jumna.

The first census return—1867 to 1872—shows that whereas the proportion of lepers

in British Garhwal was 20 to 80 per 10,000, that in the plains between these two

rivers it was only 1 to T) per 1 0.000, with the exception of Etah, which showed 5 to 10

per 10,000. Here, then, we have an approach to a scientific experiment. Children

in a district where leprosy is comparatively rare are vaccinated with lymph from

another district where the disease is manytimes more common. If, then, vaccina-

tion is responsible for spreading lejjrosy wo should exjiect an increase of the dis-

ease in this particular district. As a matter of fact, however, on comparing the

first two census returns for the districts in question we find the follo-wnng state-

ment:

Years.
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when I was in Calcutta my time was fo short that Dr. Simpson and I missed

one another, though we attempted to meet. I thus h)st an opportunity of seeing
his specimens. At the Almora Leper Asylum' iinnsual facilities were offered,

through the kindness of the authorities, for making an exhaAistive study of vaccine

lymph from lepers. Accordingly, Dr. Buckmaster, Surg. Maj. Thomson, and I

caused all the available lepers to be vaccinatiMl. Eighty-seven won' vaccinated,

and 40, 21 males and 19 females, developed v(\-;irles which were examined. Of the

40 cases 84 were anaesthetic, 5 were mixed, and I was tuberculated. The condi-

tion of the skin at the point of vaccination was as follows: In 14 cases it was
normal, in 13 cases there was an anaesthetic patch, in 12 cases sensation was dimin-

ished, and in 1 case th(>re was tuberculation. The condition of the vesicle was
as follows : In SI cases normal, in 2 cases purulent, in 2 cases purulent and mixed
with blood, in 1 case normal on one arm and puralent on the other, in 1 case nor-

mal but mixed with blood in taking, in 1 case immature, in 1 case immature and
mixed with blood in taking, and in 1 case immature and the crust taken. Crusts

were also taken from two vesicles which had been normal. Ninety-three cover

glasses were prepared, and in no case were leprosj' bacilli imdoubtedly found.

Suspicious looking rods taking fuchsin were seen in one case in vesicles raised

over t^^berc^^lated ears, and in another case in vesicles over anaesthetic patches.
Biit even if we were to consider these cases positive, and give them their utmost

value, they would have little or no bearing on the question at issue, for no vacci-

nator would be likely to vaccinate a leper over a tubercle or anaesthetic patch and
use the lymph obtained from such vesicle for vaccinating healthy individuals.

Assuming the presence of bacilli to be necessary to produce leprosy, this series of

observations, the ruost extensive yet made, goes to show that no danger need l)e

apprehended from the vaccine lymph of even an actual leper, provided he is vac-

cinated on apparently normal skin.

From a consideration of the various arguments brought forward in this section

we may therefore conclude that there is no danger of transmitting leprosy by

using as a vaccinifer a child born of a family in which leprosy exists.

5. Practical Experience.

Almost all the alleged instances of communication of leprosy from one xicrson

to another have occurred in countries where the disease is endemic, and are there-

fore open to the objection already referred to under j)revious headings, viz., that

the leprosy may have been derived from outside sources. As an iin])artial observer

I may record the following case wlaich has come under my notice during the i)ast

year. It is a typical example of the histories so often quoted, but it has the addi-

tional merit that to a great extent I was able independently to verify the dates :

J. R., negro, aged 49, consulted me at Diego Martin on July 5, 1892, for a per-
forating ulcer of the foot. On examining him further I discovered anaesthesia of
the upper extremities, and decided that he was an anaesthetic leper. He then told
me that five years ago he was living for six months at Cocoi-ite with M. A. T., a

notoriously bad character, who had previously been discharged from the leper
asylum for misconduct. At that time he said lie was healthy. About two years
after he left the woman ulcers formed on Ins feet, and he lost sensation in his

hands. At that time I had entirely forgotli'u lliat I had ever seen the man before,
but some months later when I was looking througli the register of our patients
for other purijoses I happened to come upon his name under datt; of July 21, 18i»0.

He was entered in the register as a doubtful case of leprosy and as living at

Mucurapo. Thus an unexpected corroboration was afforded of the patient's state-

ment as to dates, for at that time, according to what he told me, he must have had
initial symptoAis for about six months, and it is evident that they were not suffi-

ciently clear to justify more than a doubtful diagnosis.

• Journ. of Lepr. Investig. Com. No. 4, Dec, 1891, p. 32.
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During our investigations in India we were brought in contact with many
cases of supposed contagion of leprosy. As will be seen on reference to the Report
of theXieprosy Commission' all these cases broke down on examination, with the

exception of that of a sweeper at the Calicut Leper Asylum, who had been employed
in dressing the ulcers of the inmates for twenty-three years.. Two years before

our visit he had developed leprosy. Even in this case there was a discrepancy as

to dates, an old inmate of the asykam asserting that the sweeper had stiffered from

leprosy for at least six years, but that he was apparently healthy twenty years

ago. The extreme difficulty in getting any coherent statement as to dates from

an Oriental is, however, so well known that we must concede to this case what-

ever value it possesses. The dates given by the two men are fairly approximate.
The death of Father Damian from leprosy is familiar to all, but here again we
have no evidence that he contracted the disease from a leper. Leprosy is so

prevalent in the Sandwich Islands that it is quite possible that he may have derived

it from outside sources.

The only case which is free from the fallacy of concomitant variations already
mentioned is that reported by Dr. Hawkly Benson,- of Dublin. A man, after

twenty-two years' service in India, returned to Ireland with fully developed lep-

rosy. He was shown by Dr. Benson at a meeting of the Dublin Medical Society in

1872. He died a year and a half later. During this last period of his life his

brother slept in the same bed with him and wore his clothes. This brother, who
had never been out of the United Kingdom, developed leprosy almost three years
after the death of the first patient, and.was shown by Dr. Benson at a meeting of

the Dublin Medical Society in 1877. It is much to be regretted that iihotographs
of the two brothers were not taken, but I am informed on good authority that

there were present at the meetings of the society doctors who had been abroad
and seen leprosy, and who Avere therefore capable of confirming the diagnosis.

Cases of the occtirrence of leprosy in persons living in a leprosy-free country,
and who had never quitted it, are also reported by Dr. Edmund Atkinson,^ in

Maryland, and by Dr. Rees,^ in Stepney. In neither of these cases, however, was
actual contact with a leper established, though in Dr. Atkinson's case there was
a strong suspicion of such contact. In discussing any case occurringm a country
free from endemic leprosy it must also be borne in mind that the diagnosis
between leprosy and syphilis, especially in their early stages, is often extremely
difficult, so that mistakes may quite possibly have occurred.

Assuming, therefore, the diagnosis to be correct. Dr. Benson's case remains as

the only one in which all other possible sources of origin were excluded and in

which practical experience pointed to a communication of the disease from one

person to another.

0. The Alleged Increase of Leprosy.-

If leprosy is commiinicable in any high degree we should expect a rapid increase

all over the world, for segregation is not absolute anywhere. In the Sandwich
Islands the most strenuous efforts have been made to isolate all the lepers. In

1868, according to official retvirns, there were 274 lepers. In 1888^ similar returns

showed 749 lepers at Molokai and 644 at large in the rest of the Kingdom. If

these figures are correct, we mtist conchide that segregation in this part of the

world has been powerless to check the increase of leprosy. We might, therefore,

argue that the increase of the disease depends on other conditions than contact of

1
Op. cit., page 274.

'Dublin Journ. of Med. Sci., June, 1877.

^Leloir, op. cit., p. 309.

* Monro. Leprosy, p. 45.

6 Bienn. Bep. of Pres. of Board of Health. Honolulu, 1890.
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the healthy with the affected. It is, however, only fair to state that segregation
in Hawaii has always been improperly carried out.

In Memel,' according to Dr. R(wenthal, there has been a development of leprosy
in recent years. Before 1882 no case of the disease was known. In that year a

peasant near Memel was attacked and in the next nine years seven new cases

occurred. Dr. Rosenthal has not been able to trace the spread of the disease to

communication of one person with another or to importatiori from Russia. Thus,
even in places where leprosy appears to have increased, we can bj' no means argue
that it has spread from the diseased to the healthy. If we now tiirn to some
countries where for many years little or no trouble has been taken to insure abso-

lute segregation, we shall find that the jiublished figures by no means bear out the

theory of communicability.
Trinidad.—Only three official enumerations of lepers have been made in Trinidad

since the island was ceded to the English. In 1818 Sir Ralph Woodford, wishing to

establish a leper asylum, caused an official inquiry to be made as to the number of

lepers in the island. Seventy-three were then found. In 1815 the question of the

founding of this asylum came before the legislative council, and the same governor
ordered another inciuiry. This time the result was 77. The population of Trini-

dad at that time was given as 32,000. The next and last in(iuiry'^ was ordered by
Sir William Robinson and was completed in 1890. Every effort was made to

obtain full returns, the chief sources of information being the district medical

officer and wardens. The result showed a total, of 414 lepers, of whom 210 were

inmates of the leper asyhani. The censiTS next year showed the poimlation of

Trinidad to be 200,028. Working out the percentages from the above figures, we
find that the percentage of lepers in 1815 was 0.242, while that in 1891 was 0.206.

It must in fairness be stated that the latter figures are not qxiite accurate, for the

lejier enumeration was completed in 1890, while the general census was taken in

the next year. The figures, however, are sufficiently approximate. It is greatly
to be regretted that no leper census was taken in Trinidad in 1891, as was done in

India.

There are several obvious fallacies in any enumeration of lepers : ( 1 ) Cases may be

overlooked or i3nrx)osely concealed. (2) Persons may be returned as lepers who
are suffering from other diseases. Almost every year patients are sent to the

Trinidad Lej^er Asylum who are found on examination not to be lepers. In India

we found that as many as 10 per cent of the cases sent to us were not cases of lep-

rosy. (3) The same case may be reported under two or more names by different

observers. A patient in Trinidad freqxiently has two or three names. (4) There

are often several patients of the same name, especially among natives of India.

Thus two or more cases occurring in patients of the same name may be put down
as one case only. We may regard these different factors as to a great extent

counteracting one another, and look upon the figures obtained as conveying a fair

idea of the truth. The question may be stated in another way : If there were 77

lepers in a population of 32,000 in 1815, how many ought there to be in 1891 with

a population of 200,028? The answer, when worked out, is 481. There is another

aspect of the question. The average percentage of deaths at the Trinidad Leper

Asylum for the i^ast sixteen years is 11.1. Therefore the number of lepers dying
in the whole of Trinidad in a year ought to be between 40 and 50. In 1892, 23

-lepers died in the lej)er asylum, and the registrar general's returns show 27

deaths from leprosy in the rest of the island. The total deaths are thus exactly

50, the number ai-rived at by the previous independent calculation. The query

naturally suggests itself : Do more than 40 or 50 new cases occur in a year? From

' Arning. Die Gcgenwftrtige Verbreitung der Lepra in Europa, 1891, p. 6.

" Report on Trinidad Leper Asylum for 1893.
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what I know of the western end of the island, which includes Port of Spain, and
is the most densely populated and the most infested with lepers, I should very
much doubt it. I see a good many new cases, but not nearly enougli to suggest
a total of 40 or 50 for the whole island. It may be objected that the worst cases

are admitted to the leper asylum, and therefore the mortality is higher there;
but against this must be placed the fact that good food, hygienic surroundings,
and medical and surgical treatment probably prolong life in many patients who
would soon die outside the asylum. This view is borne out by the miserable and

half-dying condition in which patients are often readmitted after they have been
out for some time, and by the rapidity with which they improve again after they
have been back a few weeks. From the above considerations it would axopear
that the available figures for Trinidad show that leprosy has not increased in that

island relatively to the population, but, if anything, has slightly decreased.

India.—The recently published report of Mr. I. A. Baines, the Indian census com-

missioner, shows an absolute decrease in the leper population of India since the

last census. The results of the two last eniimerations are, in 1881, 131.660 lepers ;

in 1891, 127,056 lepers. There is thus an absolute decrease of 4,604 in the last ten

years. Mistakes and omissions no doubt have been made by the native enumera-

tors, but these obtain in both censuses, and the probability is that diagnosis has
been more exact in the last eniimeration. One very important point recpiires com-
ment. In the census of 1881 no lepers were returned from upper Burmah, Rajpoo-
tana, Travancore, and the Central Province States. The census of 1891 shows

3,504, 1,708, 968, and 1,259 lepers, respectively, for these places, or a total of 7,439.

It is, to say the least, extremely unlikely that in 1881 there were no lepers in these

four large tracts of country ; so that we may conclude that most probably the

actual total decrease of lepers in India during the last ten years is very much
greater than that shown in the census retiirns.

Nomvay.—The official returns for the whole of Norway' showed in 1856, 2,900

lepers, and in 1885, 1,195 lepers. During this period of thirty years annual leper
retiirns have been made. These show that the disease has bet;n either stationary
or decreasing every year, except 1859, when a slight rise is shown. Until 1885

there was no law compelling the isolation of lepers. Dr. Kanria,- in a short paper
which he sent me the other day, makes the following remarks :

La loi de 1885 sur I'isolement des lepreux a donne lieu a de vives critiques,
attendu qu'on I'a trouvee trop rigoureiise. La loi i)ermet en effet dans certains
cas. et meme sans I'assentiment des raalades, a hospitaliser tel ou tel lepreux qui
ne pent pas ou ne veut pas vivre dans un isolement suffisamment efficace davec
sa famille ou son entourage ; la loi va jusqu'a permettre la separation de deux
conjoints, apres avis prealable du pasteur et approbation du prefet.

Dr. Kanria goes on to show that during the eight years which have elapsed since

the law was passed 99 lepers have been admitted to the Reknaes Asylum, of whom
only 14 came in by reason of the new law. He does not state what is the present

leper population of Norway, but I think the above figures and dates are sufficient

to show that the decrease of leprosy in Norway has been almost if not entirely

independent of compulsory segregation.

Iceland.—The evidence obtained from Iceland is even more striking than that

from Norway. Mr. Jealpeson,' who visited Iceland last year, writes as follows:

Leprosy, of which I had the good fortune to see a great many cases, is on the
decrease in Iceland. The deaths from leprosy in 1768 were 73 per 1,000, and 1868
were 15.7 per 1,000. In 1888, in the south of Iceland, there were known to be only
148 lepers, and in 1892 only aboiit 35. There seems to have been no attempt at

segregation in Iceland, and the above figures speak foi' themselves.

1 Abraham. Leprosy : a Review of some Facts and Figures, 1889, p. Iti,

" Om Loven af 6te Juni 1885 Angaaende Spedalske Afsondring, p. 9.

a Lancet, May 20, 1893, p. 1223.
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North America.—The parts of North America to which those interested in lep-

rosy first turn their attention are the Northwestern States. Here Norwegian immi-

gration has been going on for the last fifty years. Dr. Charles Hewitt ' makes the

following concise and apposite remarks on an interesting paper by Dr. Gronvald :

It relates, in very conservative language, the experience we have had for the
last forty years with leprosy in Minnesota. In no other State that I know of are
all known lepers registered and kept under observation and all suspected cases-

carefully looked into. The history of these cases has been very thoroughly
studied. No further isolation than the use of their own beds and iitensils is

required, and this their own good sense and that of their relatives, as a rule, secures.
It must be understood that the state board of health and the local boards have
abundant power to enforce the strictest isolation, if found needful ; but up to date
there has not been any occasion for the use of such power, as the disease is limited
to the immigrants, and has never appeared in the descendants of lepers, nor in

anyone born in the State.

Dr. Gronvald '' concludes his paper by the following quotation from Dr. Hansen,
who visited America in 1888 to study leprosy in the immigrated Norwegians and
their descendants :

Of about 160 lepers who have immigrated into the three States named (Wiscon-
sin, Iowa, and Minnesota) 13 are alive, whom I have seen myself, and perhaps 3
or 4 more. All the others are dead. Of all the descendants of lepers (and that
includes the great-grandchildren of some of them) , not a single one has become
leprous.

Comment on these figures is needless. It is evident that the supervision above

referred to only implies a very partial segregation, and in this experience in the

Northwestern States of North America we have, I think, one of the strongest

arguments not only against heredity but also against contagion.

Summing up the evidence derived from the above five coiinti'ies we may draw
the following conclusions: (1) In Trinidad there has been probably not much
change in the proportion of lepers to the general population, but if anything there

has been a slight decrease. (3) In India there has been a marked absolute

decrease. (3) In Norway there was a steady decrease long before compulsory

segregation was thought of. (4) In Iceland there has been a rapid decrease of

late years and the disease is now almost extinct, without any attempt at segrega-

tion havmg been made. (5) In the Northwestern States of North Ainerica. where

leprosy was not endemic, the immigration of Norwegian lepers has not been

fraught with any prejudicial results to the rest of the population, nearly all the

cases having died out, and no new cases having arisen, in spite of the fact that

segregation has only been partial.

From the accumulated evidence detailed in the six sections of this paper I think

we may fairly conclude that the risk of communicability of leprosy is so small

that for practical purposes it may be disregarded, and that for an explanation of

the occurrence of new cases we must look to causes other than association of the

healthy with the leprous.

DISCUSSION.

Dr. Ohmann-Dumesnil, St. Louis. I have had occasion to see cases which perhaps
would support the opinion of the contagionists ; a woman ijhysician, who supposed
that dissecting a leper in San Francisco caused it. I have also seen cases of ai)par-

ently spontaneous leprosy in St. Louis. In some of these cases the period of incu-

bation was remarkably short
;
some two or three years.

Dr. W. S. GoTTHEiL. I believe that in spite of the vast amount of argument
pro and con that had been devoted to the subject, fro m a practical standpoint the

»
Lancet, March 26, 1892, p. 684. » Loc. cit.
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qiiestion of the contagiousness of leprosy is a very simple one, in this coun-

try at least. Isolated, cases do not present the same problems as did those in

localities where larger communities of lepers exist. Even in these latter the

negative evidence of contagiousness is very strong, whilst the jwsitive is very
weak. That individual cases are absolutely harmless has been abundantly dem-
onstrated. Three lepers lived for years in the Charity Hospital of New York,
in the general dermatological ward. They ate and slept \\ath some thirty other

patients, and one of them worked as a deck hand on the island boat. Neverthe-

less, not a single patient or attendant ever contracted the disease. An occasional

leper finds his way into our cutaneous clinics, and undoubtedly others exist in the

Chinese quarter. The Chinese, who know the disease better than we do, are not

afraid of it. In view of these facts such disgraceful exhibitions as we had

recently seen here ought to be frowned upon. To see the Governments of two

great and enlightened countries like Canada and the United States bandying a

poor sick leper from one to the other across the frontier in a carefiilly closed box

car, and finally shunting him off onto a side track and handling him as if he

spread a contagious miasm for a rod around him, is not edifying. And when he

finally found a resting jilace, it was in an isolated tent on the bleakest portion of

Blackwell's Island, where he finally died, probably largely on account of his

exposure and privations. It is not astonishing that the cry of '"leper" in the ten-

ement quarters of the town should cause a iianic worse than that of "mad dog,"
when the ruling and presumably better-educated classes share the absurd

prejudice.
Dr. S. PoLLiTZER, of New York. My own experience of leprosy includes perhaps

a score of cases, which I saw cursorily in London, Paris, etc., and half a dozen
which I had an opportunity of studying more closely while assistant in Dr. Nuna's

clinique in Hamburg. I was much impressed with the admirable presentation of

the facts bearing on the contagiousness of leprosy by the reader of the paper before

us, though I can not agree with what seems to me the tendency of his argument.
The bacilli of leprosy have been found in great numbers in all the affected tissues

in every case of leprosy ever examined
; in patients the most diverse in race and in

geographical position. It is not necessary to dwell on the fact that the germs can
not be a mere accidental concomitant of the disease, or that their presence depends
on the conditions created l»y the disease. They must stand in a causal relation to

the disease
;
and if the bacillus i)roduces the disease, leprosy certainly is. in a strict

sense, communicable, and directly communicable itnless we go back to the theory
of an intermediary host as implied, for instance, in Hutchinson's '• fish hypothesis,"
a theory which has absolutely no facts to support it. The failure attending the

attempts at cultivation and inoculation can not be denied : but the only conclu-

sion warranted is that the specific organisms or the disease require conditions

which have as yet escaped us. The analogy which Dr. Duhring points out in

lupus vulgaris of a disease due to a germ but not transmissible is, I must sub-

mit, not strictly applicable. Thoiigh we can not reproduce the clinical picture of

lupus by inoculation, we can cultivate the germ and produce tuberculosis by its

inoculation, while in leprosy we can neither cultivate the organism nor reproduce
the disease. When Dr. Rake, with his vast experience in this field, has the floor

on the rarer manifestations of nerve or trophic lesions in leprosy, most of us

can not have much to say. I should merely like to ask in regard to his valua-

ble suggestion for the treatment of perforating ulcer, is not the ulcer itself to

be scraped or otherwise treated when the foot is split up ? As to the occurrence
in pseudo-epidemics of herpes zoster, which Dr. Rake refers to, such occurrences

are not uncommon. Epidemics of zona have several times been recorded among
children attending a particular school ;

and we have records of the disease being
especially frequent in certain localities. I have been informed that zona is very
common in the lower Connecticut valley during the early spring months.
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Dr. Alfred E. Regensburger, of San Francisco, Cal. Dr. Beavan Rake is to be

congratulated upon the masterly manner in which he has handled the subject of

which this i^aper treats. Time forbids my discussing it thoroughly, or indeed any
one part of it exhaustively. I will, therefore, only t')uch upon one point and tluit

very superficially. That is with reference to the prevalence of leprosy on the Pacific

Coast of the United States, of which San Francisco, Cal.. wliere I reside and prac-
ticemyprofession, may well serve as an exponent, and to which the Doctor, in speak-

ing of its distribution iii this country, did not allude. Cases of leprosy can always
be found in San Francisco. It is the principal city and metropolis on the Pacific

Coast in the Union, as you all know. It has a xiopulation of about 320,000, of whom
40,000 are Chinese. These Mongolians are often afflicted with the malady; they
are brought into intimate contact with the white population, acting as domestic

servants, doing the washing to a great extent, and f ollowing other occupations
which necessitate their commingling with the Caucasian race. It is necessarj^ to

an intelligent comprehension of the (juestion to state here that they emjiloy phy-
sicians of their own nationality, persons ignorant of the veriest rudiments of

medicine. It follows that if they are suffering from the disease it will escai)e

detection, and if by chance it be recognized, it is more than likely that it will not
be reported to the htialth authorities, as these people are averse to so doing. It is

consequently imi)ossible to obtain reliable statistics regarding the disease. What
is a still more deplorable state of affairs, if the disease be communicable, is that it

is sure to spread. Besides, we are in the direct line o f transit to and from the Sand-

wich Islands, where it prevails endemically, and where, as the Doctor very
truly remarked, it is on the increase, and isolation is not as strictly enforced as

it should be. There are such a number of cases on the islands that it takes over

one-twelfth of the annual revenue to i)ay for the necessary sanitary supervision and

arrangements to care for their lepers. In view of these facts, is it astonishing that

any physician ; yes, any sanitarian or public-spirited citizen, coming from my sec-

tion of tlie country, should be deeply interested in this matter? Still more so, when
I tell you that we have in San Francisco a place designed for the reception and treat-

ment of lepers, formerly known as the "
pest house," but lately called by the more

reassuring name of the Twenty-sixth Street Hospital, where you can always find

a dozen or more cases of leprosy, the majority or frequently all of them being
Chinese. Now and then it has been customary to ship these j^atients back to their

homes and to the places whence they came. As soon as one batch of Chinese is sent

back another lot is there to fill their empty pla ces. Bearing the foregoing facts in

mind, I contend that if leprosy be communicable, which I believe it to be, or if

there be the slightest doubt concerning its non-communicabiliky, it is no more
than right that proper legislative enactments be i)ut upon our statute books and,
when there, strictly enforced, looking toward preventing further immigration
from these leper-infected countries, and that the most stringent sanitary measures
be had recourse to by strict isolation and otherwise to prevent its i^ropagation
from those affected by it who are already in our midst. In the present stage of

our knowledge it is indubitably our duty to regard the disease as communicable,
as that question is sub judice. What role may the bacillus leprae or some other

microorganism, of which we know nothing at present, play in making it commu-
nicable? I know that someone will ask, and that with reason and justice, Why
not do the same, that is, enforce isolation, with phthisis and syphilis ? Are they not
communicable? Certainly they are. Let me ask, in reply. Do two wrongs make
a right? This leads me to ask the question regarding the contagiousness of

leprosy. May not the bacillus lepra? bear some relation to that of phthisis ? Is it

possible to differentiate one from the other by their reactions to coloring agents,

bacteriologically speaking ? These are interesting questions, which we hope may
be elucidated and satisfactorily answered some day, perhaps in our time. Numer-
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ous observers have reported cases which they claim were due to contagion, but they

are not sufficiently convincing to have settled the matter. You may cite any num-

ber of cases where no evidence of communicability can be adduced, yet one affirma-

tive case is of more value than any number of negative ones. To conclude, at the

present time I believe leprosy to be communicable. With more light upon the sub-

ject the future may lead me to change my oi)inion.

Dr. Welch. Having had very little experience in regard to the necrotic lesions

in leprosy referred to in the paper, I have but little if anything to say. I have

seen quite superficial ulceration in one case, but these ulcers have healed (luickly,

to be followed by others. I have also seen ophthalmic lesions. Atrophy of muscles,

flexor muscles generally, is markedly noticeable in one of my cases.

Dr. DuHRiNG. I am inclined to agree with the general conclusions of the reader

of the paper. Leprosy is not necessarily a contagious disease because associated

with a bacillus. Bacilli are found in lupus, but this disease is not, therefore, con-

tagious, at least practically, and the distinction must be made between a disease

being ijractically contagious and one that is only contagious experimentally and

under the most favorable conditions. I have noted in some of the cases which I

have seen a long period of incubation, in some instances extending over many (ten

or twelve) years, that is, from the date the subjects had been in a leprous country
or had Ijeen in contact with lepers to the i)eriod of the first symptoms of the dis-

ease. This is remarkable and difficult to ex^ilain.

Dr. Rake. Dr. Welch's case of a woman in Philadelphia who was attacked with

leprosy without ever having left the country is a most interesting one, and may
be compared with a similar case reported some years ago in Maryland by Dr.

Atkinson. The sporadic cases mentioned by Dr. Ohmann-Dumesuil in St. Louis,

and Dr. Regensburger in California, are also valuable. It is to these apparently
new foci of the disease that we must especially look for information as to the mode
of propagation of the disease. Careful and frequent leper censuses in such new
foci, together with full notes of any cases observed, will help us far more than

observations in countries like India or Hawaii, where the disease has been present
for many years and where it is widely distributed. Dr. Duhring has mentioned

some very long periods of apparent incubation. In the patients who have devel-

oped leprosy in Euroj^e after residence in leprous countries the average x^eriod has

been, I believe, about two years after their return. This, of course, is open to fal-

lacy, for they may very possibly not have been exposed to leprous infection for

several years before returning to Europe.
Dr. Duhring asks what is the general opinion among the other medical men in

Trinidad as to the contagiousness of leprosy. Opinion on this jwint is divided, but

I think the majority do not believe that the disease is contagious, in the ordinary
sense of the word. I have only seen three Euroi^eans in Trinidad who were lepers.

Two were German, and one was a Frenchman. I have heard of one or two more.
Dr. Politzer asks how leprosy is i)roi)agated if not from one individual to another?

I can only suggest the same theory which is believed to be true of tuberculosis.

I believe in certain localities leprosy bacilli are always ijresent outside the body,
and that residents in these localities are constantly taking the bacilli into their

respiratory passages mixed with dust, or into their alimentary canals in food or

water. Bacilli are also constantly settling on their skins. Those who are suscep-

tible, from fevers, intemxjerance, or any other debilitating influence, become lepers,

while those in normal health escape. This is of course merely a theory, for we do
not yet know the conditions of life of the bacillus outside the body, or whether
an intermediate host is necessary for its development before it reaches the human
subject.
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LAS AUTO-INFECCIONES EN LA SfFILIS.

Por el Dr. EDUAEDO R. GARCiA,

Miembro de la Academia Nacional de Medivina, Profesor de Cirugia en la Escuela Prdctica

Medico-Militar, Preparador de Fisiologia en la Escuela Nacional de Aledicina, etc. Represen-
tante del Estado de Tabasco, Mexico, en el Congreso Pan-Americano de Washington.

Durante largo tiempo se ha creido que una gran parte de las afecciones (jue se

presentan en los sifiliticos eran debidas siempre a la sifilis; lo que eciuivaldria a

decir que en un reumatico niuclias de las afecciones que en 61 se presentan debe-

rian reconocer necesariamente un origen reumatismal, lo cual esta luuy lejos de

ser cierto. Los que asi creyeren seguirian un cainino erroneo, sin duda escabroso

para ellos y bien peligroso para el pacdente.

Pasaron ya los tiemi)os en los que en presencia de un caso de sifilis bastaba solo

liacer el diagnostico de la enferniedad. Hoy, gracias a los progi'esos de la patolo-

gia interna, se disponen de nuevos eleinentos que ban entrado en el dominio del

problema patologico. Tan es asi, que el conocimiento de la auto-infeccion ha
venido a damos cuenta de un cierto numero de accidentes que se encuentran

frecuentemente en los sifiliticos, accidentes que la sifilis sola no bastaria a expli-

car, y que el tratamiento antisifilitico es siempre impotente para curar.

En efecto, siiponganios un enferrno que lleva en la garganta grandes placas
mucosas ulceradas, que secretan jjiis y liquidos mas 6 menos descomi)uestos ; estos

productos en lugar de ser arrojados al exterior son ingeridos por la deglucion;
ahora bien, ^ que siicederia en este caso ? Que el enferrno se intoxicara ; que se

produciran en el una serie de fenomenos morbosos evidentemente independientes
de la sifilis que los ha precedido, pero que no ha sido sino la causa ocasional.

Esto es iirecisamente lo que pasa con ciertos accidentes que presentan frecuente-

mente los sifiliticos, tales como la fiebre, los sudores, las perturbaciones gastro-

intestinales y hasta ciertas lesiones faringeas ; se produce pues, en este caso, una

auto-intoxicacion, una infeccion secundaria, y en los lugares en que por cual-

quiera causa se establece una erosion 6 una ulceracion de la mucosa, estas toman
desde luego un mal aspecto, que no es debido a la sifilis sino que generalmente

depende de la auto-inoculacion de los productos septicos que se escurren de las

otras ulceras alii existentes.

Esto es tanto mas cierto cuanto que para hacerlas desaparecer no es necesario

el tratamiento mercurial, el que muy al contrario frecuentemente las pone en

peores circunstancias, y basta solo el esmerado aseo de la cavidad buco-faringea

para conseguir sti desaparicion.

Podria objetarseme, y con alguna justicia, que el que no desaparez:5an estas

lesiones bajo la influencia del tratamiento especifico, no arguye en contra de su

origen sifilltico; es verdad aparentemente, j)ues que hay algunas qtie son muy
rebeldes a dicho tratamiento, mas su rebeldia es ya un dato de presuncion, y si a

este agregamos los que nos suministran los examenes histol6gicos, los analisis

micro-quimicos, y sobre todo la cUnica, tendremos lan conjunto de pruebas cons-

pirando todas ellas a un mismo fin, esto es, la separacion completa de las lesiones

sifiliticas de aquellas que no lo son.

Es tambien un hecho para todo aquel (lue haya querido observar bien a los

sifiliticos en el segundo perlodo, que su temperatura se eleva en las noches, que
Sudan mas 6 menos. y que no pocas veces experimentan un calosfrio precursor,

que en una palabra, todo este sindroma complejo, llamado comunmente fiebre

sifilitica, podra condiicir a un error diagnostico, atribiiyendo a la sifilis lo (jue en

realidad puede reconocer otra causa, como lo diremos luego ; y esto solo porque
6 no se examina atentamente a estos enfermos, 6 se tiene ya una idea preconce-
bida. Las mismas consideraciones podrian aplicarse a las perturbaciones gastro-

intestinales, que reconocen frecuentemente una causa identica, la auto-infeccion.
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Mucho tiempo lia (jue se conocen los fenmneiios inorbosos determinados por la

absorcion -de liqxiidos septicos, tales como los que se enciientrail en esta clase

de enfennos : y si bien es cierto (lue se me podria decir que aqui no hay retencion

de liqnidos, tampoco deja de ser cierto que ellos, al caer en la cavidad bucal, son

tragados con la saliva y con los alinientos, y una vez absorvidos van a producir
los diferentes fenonienos de que he hablado ya. Por que mecanismo se producen
estos accidentes ? Bouchard lo ha dicho de una manera magistral en sus leccio-

nes sobre las auto-intoxicaciones, expresandose en los sigtiientes terminos: "El
organismo es, en el estado normal como en el patologico, un receptaculo y un
laboratorio de venenos ; entre estos, unos son formados por el organismo mismo,
otros por microbios vejetales inferiores, que son, 6 bien los coinensales, los habi-

tantes imturales del tubo digestive, 6 bien i^arasitos advenedizos morbigenos.
Asi el hombre esta constantemente bajo la amenaza de un envenenamiento ; trabaja
a cada instante en su propia destruccion, liace incesantes tentativas de suicidio

por intoxicacion y. sinembargo, estas intoxicaciones no siempre se ijroducen. El

organismo posee recursos multii)les, para escapar de ellas se descarga de substan-

cias toxicas en un recipiente particular, de donde salen en seguida al exterior.

La sangre por otra parte substrae a los organos los venenos a medida que se

forman.
Como es facil supoiier, lo que se acaba de decir podra tener lugar en el supuesto

de un organismo sano, pero en los enfennos de que me ocupo las cosas no pueden
pasar asi. Ciertamente, en un sifilitico, el estado general domina todas las funcio-

nes; en todas ellas se manijS.esta cierta languidez, cierto trastomo, y de consi-

guiente el funcionamiento organico se hace nial, pero principalmente el aparato
gastro-intestinal en donde se i^roduciran descomposiciones, putrefacciones, .etc.; si

a todo esto se reune los productos septicos venidos de la boca y de la garganta,
tendremos el summum de condiciones favorabies para la produccion de la auto-

iiifeccion, la que se revelara por los fenonienos de que he hablado ya, fiebre,

sudores, y i)erturbaciones gastro intestinales, que son todos el resultado de la

lucha del organismo para desembarazarse de estos venenos
; lucha inutil, pues al

fin predomma la accion toxica, y esto jiorque el tubo intestinal encargado de eli-

minar las sustancias nocivas contenidas en el organismo, absorbe al mismo
tiempo una parte de ellas que la sangre recoje sin deniora, de donde por una parte
las deyecciones, por otra los fenomenos de intoxicacion, liebre y sudores.

Asi pues, la fiebre en los sifiliticos no es la expresion constante de la infecci6n

especifica ; reconoce, asi lo creo, en muchos casos un origen septico ; los sudores
son el resultado de la lucha de las celdillas para desembarazarse de estosr produc-
tos, y los trastornos gastro-intestinales reconocen la misma causa.
Mas aun, accidentes todavia irias graves pueden explicarnos suficientemente el

mecanismo de las infecciones que vengo describiendo ; quiero referirme al aparato
renal, que como es bien sabido, es el eliminador por excelencia asi de los venenos
venidos de fuera como de los que nacen en el organismo. La integridad perfecta
del filtro renal, como se le ha llamado, es una condicion esencial de su buen fun-

cionamiento, y desde el momento en que por cualquiera causa falta esa integridad,
el organismo tendra que resentir sus efectos. Muchos casos de muerte repentma
son un exacto ejemplo de esta verdad.

'

Ahora bien, Rayer, el primero, y mas tarde Lancereaux, Cornil y otros, han
demostrado las afecciones renales en los sifiliticos. Estos autores han encontrado
en el periodo secundario la nefritis parenquimatosa 6 epitelial, el verdadero mal
de Bright sifilitico, la nefritis intersticial en foco, la degeneracion amiloide, y en

fin, auiKjue raramente, en el periodo comunmente llamado segundo-terci^rio, la

goma sifiiitica. Todas estas lesiones impidiendo naturalmente la funcion de los

riilones, favorecen la acuiiiulacion de productos patogenos en el organismo,
produciendo su intoxicacion independieutemente del virus especifico.
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A primera vista todas estas cuestiones no parecen merecer toda la importancia

que les damos. Sin embargo, si se reflexiona nn poco se vera que es absoluta-

mente indispensable conocer a fondo la patogenia de los accidentes de que habla-

mos, porque si tal enfermo debe sex* tratado por el mercurio solo, tal otro tendra

necesidad de una desinfeccion previa de las lesionea que hayan dado nacimiento a

ciertos accidentes de auto-intoxicacion. Tan es esto asi que el tratamiento debe

muchas veces comenzar en ciertos enfermos por la curaci6n de lesiones indepen-
dientes de la sifilis, tales son los accidentes gastro-intestinales, que como se sabe

son una contraindicaci6n para el tratamiento mercurial, pues la integiidad de la

mucosa del intestino es indispensable i^ara la absorci6n de las sales de mercurio

administradas al interior.

Estando pues probado el papel de ciertas lesiones de la boca y de la faringe en

la produccion de accidentes graves de auto-infeccion, el deber del medico qiieda

tambien perfectamente establecido. Curar estas lesiones antes que los accidentes

qnae ellas producen tengan el tiempo de desarrollarse. Mas para dirigir contra

ellas un trataraiento eficaz, el m6dico debe familiarizarse con estas lesiones, cuyo
diagnostico, si en la mayor parte de los casos es facil, puede algunas veces presen-
tar muy serias dificultades.

Todos los medicos saben muy bien que una de las primeras manifestaciones del

periodo secundario de la sifilis son las ulceraciones de la garganta, de la lengua y
de la boca ; pero que las mas comunes son las de la region faringea y de preferen-

cia las de las amigdalas, del velo del paladar, y de sus pilares. La regi6n buco-

faringea tiene casi exclusivamente el triste privilegio de las placas mucosas. Son
casi inevitables en la sifilis, a causa de la irritaci6n constante y forzosa a la cual

esta legion esta expuesta por diversos agentes, tales como el tabaco, el alcohol, y
muy jirincipalmente los alimentos, que obran sea por su composici6n, sea por su

accion mecanica. Las placas mucosas asi prodiicidas gozan un gran jjapel en el

diagnostico actual y retrospectivo, como en el tratamiento general de la sifilis.

Muclios sifiliticos, dice Mr. Jullien, suelen escapar de la sifilis grave y de los

accidentes terciarios consecutivos, pero se puede asegurar que no hay uno solo que
escape de la placa mucosa, de las mucosas ; para muchos la sifilis podrla reasumirse

asi: chancro, roseola fugitiva, y a su consecuencia placas mucosas, reincidencia

de placas mucosas, y siempre placas mucosas. Mas es preciso distinguir con el

mayor cuidado estas ulceraciones verdaderamente sifiliticas de aquellas que no
lo son, y que desgraciadamente suelen tomarse con frecuencia como tales, con

gran perjuicio del enfermo. Debemos pues diferenciar las ulceraciones que bien

pudieramos llamar puras (especificas), y las que son producidas por infecciones

secundarias no sifiliticas, y debidas 6 a la acumulacion de bacterias, 6 a irrita-

ciones, 6 en fin a la accion especial del mercurio, que es lo mas frecuente y a las

que de i)referencia quiero referirme.

Las ulceraciones propiamente sifiliticas, las sifilides hiimedas, llamadas taml)ien

placas opalinas, tienen caracteres de tal manera i)ropio8 que en la mayor parte
de los casos, y con un poco de cuidano, es bien facil reconocerlas. En efecto, su

aspecto es caracteristico, y aunque varianun poco segiin el lugar (^ue ocupan, pre-

sentan sinembargo caracteres que les son comunes a todas ellas. Asi por ejemplo,
la angina sifilitica, se caracteriza por una coloracion muy especial, rojo frambuesa,

pero que no es como dice muy bien Gueneau de Mussy , el rojo vivo de la escarlatina,

tampoco es el rojo dorado de la erisipela, ni el rosa subido de los fumadores, sino

un rojo cannin que desde luego llama la atenci6n por su rareza, y cuando se

produce la ulceracion amigdaliana, esta afecta la forma arredondada como si

hubiese sido hecha con sacabocado.

En la region estafilo-amigdaliana, que como ya ho dicho es el sitio de predilec-

cion de las placas mucosas, al principo se distinguirian por un engrosamiento
circunscrito del epitelio y una especie de despulido, una simply ^rpsion ; mas es raro
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observarlas en este estado porque generalmente los enfermos no reclaman nues-

tros cuitlados sino cuando lian avanzado mucho mas. cuando esta ya constituida

la verdadera ulceracion, y entonces se nos presentan con los caracteres siguientes :

Son ovalares y no talladas a pico como se cree comunniente, pues la forma alar-

gada e irregular que presentan a primera vista es debida al plegamiento de ellas

siguiendo el borde palatino. Su fondo es sucit), cubierto de una escara blanqiTizca

que no se le puede desprender ni con el lavado, es mas bien un exudado difteroide ;

son poco 6 nada dolorosas, y el enfermo acusa cuando mas una sensaci6n de

picoteo y de molestia en el momento de la deglucion.
Si la ulceracion es mas vasta y profunda, su coloracion es amarillenta y su

aspecto pultaceo. sus bordes engrosados, y entonces si son dolorosas in situ y a

distancia, propagandose el dolor a los oidos, y aun no es raro que los ganglios
sub-maxilares se infarten.

En cuanto a las ulceraciones de los labios, de las enclas y de los carrillos, son

mas frecuentemente opalinas, y desde el principio se comjDlican de exudaciones

difteroides. Si no se les atiende en su marcha, los estragos que producen son con-

siderables, su aspecto se hace exuberante simulando verdaderas vegetaciones.
Ahora bien, las ulceraciones de la boca 6 de la garganta que mas a menudo son

confundidas con las especificas, sou las mercuriales ; aunque hay otras que pro-
ducidas por distintas causas presentan cierta analogla con las primeras, tales son

por ejemijlo, las ulceraciones de los labios y de los carrillos en los vidrieros, la

placa mucosa lingual simple, la psoriasis lingual dartrosa, las i^lacas de los fuma-

dores, la estomatitis iilcero-membranosa, y por ultimo el chancro sifilitico mismo ;

mas de todas estas lesioneslas primeras son bien raras, la penultima es casi propia
de la infancia, y la ultima tiene su bxibon que la acompaiia fatal y constantes

mente. Asl pues describire solo las mercuriales, que son en mi concepto las ma-

frecuentes, las mas graves, y las que presentan mayores dificultades para su

diagnostico.

En efecto hay casos en los que mas bien jior deduccion que jior conviccion se

supone su naturaleza, y como una prueba de tan inmensa dificultad citare aqui
textualmente el siguiente hecho tornado de la Clinica Medica de Bennette :

Pour moi, j'en suis convaincii, les sujets dont I'organisme est impregne de
mercure, sont frecxuemment affectes d'ulceres que Ton i)rend tons les jours pour
des ulceres syphilitiques. Le cas suivant, dont j'ai ete temoin il y a quelques
annees, est uu des premiers qui out ai^pele mon attention sur ce sujet. tine

petite fille, agee de 7 ans, venait d'entrer a i'hopital chirurgical. Elle avait, sur
la partie moyenne du tibia, un ulcere arrondi ayant tons les caracteres de I'ulcere

venerien, decrit par Hunter. D'apres les renseignements recueillis, il parait que
I'enfant avait souffert des derangements intestinaux, et la mere avait juge bon
d'aller chez un droguiste, demander des poxidres purgatives. On lui remit 12

paquets d'une i)oudre blanche tres fine ; elle en donnait un le matin et un le soir
;

au bout de qiiatre jours survint une salivation abondante ; cependant onn'en con-

tinuapasmoinsdedoTmerlespoudres restantes,ce qui ijroduisit un etat cachectif^ue.
Sur ces entrefaites, I'enfant re§ut un coup violent sur la jambe, et c'est a la suite de
cet accident que se produisit I'ulcere mentionne. Jamais il n'y avait eu de trace
de syphilis dans la famille et tons les parents etaient en parfaite sante. Le
professeur de clinique, le regrette Syme, declara publiquement que si cette enfant
avait eu dix-sept ans au lieu de sept, trompe par les apparences, il aurait cru a
un ulcere syphilitique.'

Como se ve, profesores tan eminentes como el clinico ingles citado por Bennette

se ban encontrado perplejos y embarazados ante el diagnostico de una ulceracion

de origen mercurial, y esto sobre la piel en donde son extremamente raras.

Facilmente se comprendera lo que puede suceder cuando tales ulceraciones

ocupen sitios de iiredilecion como la boca y la garganta, comunes a las dos varie-

dades, esi)ecificas y mercuriales.

' Tomo 2", pag. 0<)9.

S. Ex. 30 109
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Sinembargo, senalare los caracteres cllnicos que he podido observar como dis-

tinguiendo esta especie de tilceraciones y que podran servir en la maj-or parte de

los casos para diferenciarlas y reconocerlas ; comienzan generalmente por iiu

enturbiamiento, digamoslo asi, difuso del epitelio, hay desde luego formacion

de una capa gris sucia que la cubre, no bien circtinscrita, muy seniejante a la

grasa ordinaria, pero que puede desprenderse mas 6 menos por un lavado anti-

septico apropriado. Se nota un inchamiento consideral)le de la mucosa gingival

y faringea, de un color livido y sangrando fsicilmente. Son dolorosas al ai)retar

los dientes 6 en el momento de la deghicion, producen salivacion abundante, y en

fin se exacerban bajo la influencia del tratamiento especlfico, en tanto que las

verdaderamente sifiliticas son siempre modificadas favorablemente por el mismo
tratamiento.

El examen microscopico podria tambien probablemente dar algunos elementos

de diagnostico. Asi, en las tilceraciones sifiliticas se encontraria en los puntos
donde falta la capa purtacea, ademas de celdillas pequenas que forman la base de

toda ulceracion (leucocitos) . las celdillas mas grandes caracteristicas de los procesos

sifiliticos, y quizas el bacilo de Lustgarten contenido en ellas. En cambio, en

las ulceraciones mercuriales, ademas de que el exudado que cubre la ulceracion

no es tan abundante, solo se encontrarian en el las pequenas celdillas antes

citadas.

Por otra parte, raspando una ulceracion sifilitica podria obtenerse algunas
celdillas con el bacilo de Lustgarten, y en este caso el diagnostico seria seguro,

pero como tales celdillas ociipan habititalmente capas relativamente profrindas,

no se pueden obtener siempre en cada examen. Por ultimo, no seria imposible

encontrar el bacilo mismo libre entre las granulaciones del pus.

Debo a la benevolencia y al talento de mi distinguido compaiiero y amigo, el

Dr. M. Toussaint, un medio de diagnostico (lulmico que le pertenece, y que es de

grande utilidad para reconocer las ulceraciones mercuriales : consiste en recojer

la saliva que en abundancia escurre de estas ulceraciones y someterla a las reac-

ciones del mercurio ;
con frecuencia se encuentra este metal en exceso.

Tales son los medios que la ciencia ofrece al practico para reconocer, y por

consiguiente, tratar algunas lesiones de importancia en apariencia secundaria,

pero de donde nacen por el mecanismo de la auto-infeccion cierto numero de

accidentes de una gravedad considerable.

DISCUSSION.

Dr. Ravogli. I am very glad to make a few remarks on the paper of Dr. Garcia,

which I find very scientific and of great practical interest. I will limit myself to

a few points which have attracted my attention. The existence of a syphilitic

fever I am not prepared to deny. I would, hoAvever, have that syphilitic fever not

mixed with any other fever which may arise in a syphilitic by the reabsorption of

the purulent matters from ulcerations. "When the syphilitic virus from the

lymphatics i)asse3 into the system, producing systemic troubles, when the syphilitic

erythema appears, then the patient begins to suffer with headache, backache, loss

of appetite, feels tired, f.nd loses all his ambition, and in this case some intennit-

tent fever appears. I would not be opposed to calling this fever syphilitic fever,

which is nothing else than reaction of the organism to the syphilitic virus. I will

not call, however, a syphilitic fever the fever which is sometimes jiroduced by the

presence of ulcerations, secondary or tertiary, by the absorption of their purulent

and fermentative substances. When the kidneys are concerned. I must say that in

the secondary i)eriod of syphilis I have very seldom met with kidney derangement.
Often I examine the urine of my syphilitic patients, but very seldom find traces
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of albumin. Two syphilitic patients in my practice died with parenchymatous

nephritis, whose origin I must recognize from syphilis, but syphilis was in the

late period. .Mercurial ulcerations I have never seen, and all the ulcers, either on

the mucous membranes or on the skin, were only the result of syphilis. In the

ti'eatment of my patients I am very careful ;
as soon as that slight sign of stomatitis

"happens, I stop the administration of mercury. In all the ulcerations with which

I had to do I saw always the mercurial treatment act very beneficially. In regard

to the disturbances of the gastro-intestinal apparatus, I can say that I very seldom

saw them in my practice, and in pretty nearly all my cases the trouble had its

origin in the way of administering mercurials. When especially protiodide or

biniodide of merciiry is given very often stomach catarrh arises, and. in these cases

on stopping the internal use of mercurial preparations the intestinal and gastric

symptoms disappear. I will not, however, exclude the possibility of the presence
of iTlcerations in the stomach and in the intestines, as we often find ulcerations on

the pharynx. The mucous plaques and the ulcerations of the mouth and of the

throat must be treated locally, carefully washed and touched, but the general

treatment can not be stopped, either in form of subcutaneous injections or by
inunctions, as this is the fundamental therapeutic means for their treatment.

Dr. Louis A. Duhrino, of Philadelphia. I am not disposed to make remarks upon
the paper as a whole, but desire to express my views merely on one point touched

on, namely, the influence of the syphilitic virus upon the pathological processes
that might occur during the life of the individual. I beileve that this virus may
give rise, and in most cases does, to certain distinct so-called syphilitic manifesta-

tions in the various tissues of the body, ])ut that in some other cases it influences,

in a variable measure, other pathological jji'ocesses which may exist, especially

those of a chronic nature. In this case it becomes a question which process is the

more active and virulent on the body. One generally predominates and,holds the

other in submission, at least for a time. The complications which syphilis may
give rise to are not thoroughly appreciated in the works on medicine, whether

general or special. We must recognize the fact that so-called " mixed diseases
"

may and sometimes do occur. They constitute some of the "
unclass.'fiable cases"

that we occasionally meet with.

Dr. Rake. I have seen several cases of syphilis associated with leprosy, and have
often had great difficulty in determining to which disease the various lesions met
with were due. In autopsies I have sometimes found the lesions of the two diseases

side by side. I have seen syphilitic degenerations in the viscera, together with

leprous deposits in the larynx. On the other hand, I have in some cases had great

difficulty in deciding whether caries of the nasal bones and destruction of the

epiglottis are due to syphilis or to the leprous processes which we know occur in

these tissues. During life I have seen gummata develop in a leper and clear iip in

a short time, under mercury and iodide, while the course of the leprosy has been
unaffected. It would thus appear that sometimes one disease may be unaffected

by the other, while in other cases the lesions of leprosy, and those of syi^hilis

become almost fiopelessly mixed. We of course remember that it was formerly
believed that leprosy was a form of syphilis, but this theory has long been entirely
abandoned.

Dr. Welch. I am led by the discussion to make but a single remark, which is

that the existence of syphilis, so far as my experience goes, does not exert any
influence over smallpox. Wliat it may do in chronic disease I can not say, but I

have frequently seen syphilis, in some one of its three stages, exist in smallpox
patients without the one disease, so far as I could see, changing to any degree the

course of the other.

Dr. Ohmann-Dumesnil. I have seen syphilis modify other diseases. As Dr.

Duhring remarked, it is the clironic manifestations which are thus'influenced. I
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have seen a tilirouic eczema of many years' standing disappear after the evohition

of syi)hilis. I have also seen psoriasis disappear, a concltision which was rather

unexpected in view of the fact that squamous syphilides are so i^rone to occur.

On the other hand, the syi)hilitic ijrocess produces lesions, non-specific in char-

acter, although marked, and reqxiiring treatment non-specific in character.

Dr. Garcia. The points more interesting in my paper are lesion gutturale de

la langue, etc., produced by the mucous platines, or by any other irritant, tobacco

smoking, or by the nutritive sul^stances, or from the abuse of mercury, pro-

ducing virulent fluids, which are swallowed into the stomach, and when they

are absorbed they produce an auto-intoxication, the symptoms of which are the

diarrhoea, loss of appetite, etc., and then the fever, which is not the manifesta-

tion of the syphilis, but a reaction of the system to get rid of these poisonous

substances.

Dr. G. Cloture. I do not believe that the fever to which Dr. Ravogli has called

attention has anything to do with the fever to which I call attention. We
have more important diseases of the skin where no fever exists. In the patients

of which I speak no dermatosis is present, they are getting pale, they have fever

at night, etc., and when we lock in the mouth or on the throat we find mucous

plaques, from which a great quantity of purulent matter comes. For these patients

let the merciiry alone and use asepsis of the mouth and of the throat, and in a few

hourswe will see an improvement. In renal affections, Ravogli says that he has not

found albumin in the XTrine. I think that is true, as the albumin does not appear

on account of the mercurial treatment; but diseases of the kidneys have T)een found

at the autopsy. These diseases have been developed by the syphilitic process.

S>i>hilis does not always produce syi)hilitic lesions. In cases of pneiimonia, syphilis

stops until the acute -disease is finished ; the same in cases of travima. During the

process of smallpox syphilis»stops, and. the acute disease continues its course. It

is'difBcult to make the differential, diagnosis, between the mercurial ulcerations

and the syphilitic ones. 'The syphilitic ulcers are sharply cut. The mercurial

ulcerations are of the same aspect. The syphilitic ulcerations are dull red ; the

mercurial ulceration is.covered with a diphtheroid mass which is easily detached.

In the syphilitic ulcers Lustgarten bacilli are found, and not in the mercurial.
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A CASE OF INTERMITTENT PRURITUS.

By A. H. OHMANN-DUMESNIL, of St. Louis.

Pruritus is one of the neurotic disturbances of the skin which has never lost

interest for the stiiclent of cutaneous disorders. As it is embraced in the great
class of diseases whose symptoms are entirely symptomatic and whoso etiological

factors have a greater or less obscurity clouding them we are more or less attracted

to their further study, and this is one of the chief reasons why I desire to place on

record a case which is uniciue in my experience and of which I have not seen a

similar record in mj' reading. To begin with, I will first detail the case, reserving

anJ' observations for further discussion to a later time. I desire to premise that

the patient is still a resident in my city and is occasionally seen and that at latest

accounts the condition which I am about to describe remains unaltered, although
it is but just to remark that no treatment whatever has been attempted up to the

present:

Mrs. W. is a woman of medium height, who is well nourished. She has a good
suit of brown hair, that on the x)ubes and in the axillse being also of good growth.
She is 29 years of age. Her menstruation was always normal and regular previous
to her marriage, which took place when she was 1(5 years old. When 17 years of

age she bore a child, which is now 12 years of age. At this time (that of delivery)
she experienced (juite an extensive laceration ot the cervix uteri. A series of
domestic troubles ciilminated in her taking 4 ounces of tincture of opium on Marcli

(3, 1889. Through the strenuous efforts of the physicians called in to treat her she
was saved, and her next menstrual jjeriod occurred on April 16 of the same year.
It is from this time that her present troiible dates. She has been observed in lier

attacks, and they all resemble each other. Before, during, or immediately after

menstruation she is the subject of an intense i)ruritus, which attacks the entire

integumentary surface. The itching is equally severe everywhere, and no amount
of scra;ching will relieve it. An attack will continiie for twenty-four to thirty-
six hours, although at first the duration was three days. Among the peculiarities
observed during an attack is that the face assumes an intense red color, and in

addition to this the pupils contract to one-third the normal.size. Another ijecul-

iarity is that the most violent scratching produces no lesions whatever. It some-
times happens that an attack of the trouble is missed, yet the patient will continue
to menstruate normally at regular periods. Not long since (July, 1893) she was
successfully operated upcin for her laceration, but the attacks of pruritus have
recurred since. This patient has never taken oi)ium nor any narcotic since the

poisonous dose referred to above, and she was not addicted to their use prior to
that event. In fact, she has never taken medicine of any kind at any time unless
it be a little extract or peppermint or a mild saline cathartic. A fact which has
been observed is that the attacks grow milder every year, despite the circumstance
that she has never been treated for the trouble. This woman is peculiarly nervous
in disposition. She is restless, and when awake has a habit of tearing paper into
small pieces, and has in general destructive impulses of a mild character. She is

of a passionate disposition, and the sexual orgasm is of an intense character in her
case. She is also inclined in a great degree to erotomania, being upon the very
verge of being an erotomaniac, although not suffering from nymphomania.
This case offers some peculiarities which to my mind are not easy of solution.

The etiological factors are far from being clearly defined. The pruritus can not

be said to dejiend upon any iiterine disorder, for it did not occvir before to the

date of the opium poisoning. On the other hand, the ingestion of the narcotic

cannot be directly called upon as-a factor in the production of the itching. Wliilst

we know that opium and some of its alkaloids jjroduce xirui'itus, this subjective

trouble disappears upon the-cessation of the action of the medicament. Of course

it may be said that the ingestion of such a large quantity of oj)ium produced a

certain effect upon the nerve centers and that this was i)erpetuated, but it-is merely

restating facts as they exist. Tbe regularity of the ap])earance of these attacks,

with a possible few exceptions, is analogous to some other conditions which have

been observed in connection with certain cutaneous affections, notably recurrent
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exfoliative erythema, or closely resembling the recurrent attacks at regxilar inter-

vals which are observed in certain diseases which are supposed to be of nervons

origin, such as haj' fever, epilepsy, etc. The fundamental cause of this periodical
recurrence has never been definitely ascertained, and I must perforce be satisfied

in simplj^ recording an interesting condition and confess my inability to account

for it in any manner which would be either adequate or satisfactory.

DISCUSSION.

Dr. PoLLiTZER, of New York. I shotild merely like to lay some stress on the fact

that the case described bj' the author of the paper belongs to the class of reflex

neuroses connectedwith themenstrual function. I have inmind the herpesprogeni-
talis and H. labialis, which recurs sometimes regularly with each menstrual epoch.
I have known a case in which herpes labialis recurred for a period of nearly two

years, during which the patient was under observation every four weeks, at the

end oftliecatemenia. Reflex neiirosis associated with menstruation and pregnancy
are not at all unKommon. though the case of the author is well worth recordingand

is in some respects unique.
Dr. Ohmann-Dumesnil. Dr. Duhring does -not regard the case as unusnal,

because it is known that nervous troubles occur at this time. Yet cases of this

sort have not been reported. So far as secondary lesions are concerned, I have

frequently seen them follow pruritus of the anus, and many cases also did not

show any marks.. But in the case which I have detailed there was evidently some

trouble at the base of the brain, as evidenced by the flushing of the face and con-

traction of the pupil.

A STATISTICAL RECORD OF 5,000 CASES OF SMALLPOX.

By WILLIAM M. WELCH, M. D.,

Physican in charge of the Municipal Hospital for Infectious Diseases, Philadelphia^ Pa.

Recognizing the diificulty of interesting an audience by the narration of statis-

tics simply, I have concluded to present the facts which I have to offer somewhat

after the style of an object lesson. I shall mention but few facts that can not be

seen clearly illustrated in the tables hanging before you. Before calling your
attention to these tables I should say that the opportunity to study and classify

these 5.000 cases of smallpox was afforded me.in the Municipal Hospital for Infec-

tious Diseases, of Philadeli>hia, during the period from 1870 until the early part of

the present year. This period includes several epidemics of the disease, some of

which were of considerable magnitude and great virulence—notably, the epidemic

of 1871-72, which was almost world-wide and everywhere marked by unusual

malignancy. During such visitations of the disease a very large proportion of the

severe and malignant cases were found among the admissions to the hospital

This is owing to two facts : First, since removal of patients to the hospital was

not compulsory, most of the milder cases were treated at their homes ; and, sec-

ondly , that a very large proportion of the patients were receivedfrom the lower class

of society, with constitutions exhausted or depraved by intemperance and other

depressing habits. Even many of these were not received until all hope of recov-

ery had i)assed. During the epidemic of 1871-72 as many as 128 patients died in
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less than forty-eight hours after admission, while, indeed, a few others died in the

ambulance on their way to the hospital, and jdl snch are, of coiirse, inclnded in

the statistics to be submitted. I mention these facts in explanation of the unusu-

ally high death rates to be seen in the tables. But while the death rates are

unusually high there is no disproportion in this respect between the vaccinated and
the unvaccinated cases. That is to say, if the death rate is excessively high in the

one. it is to an equal degree excessively high in the other. There will, therefore,

be no difficulty in measuring by these statistics the value of vaccination as a pro-
tective or modifying agent in smallpox. The first table to which I shall call

attention is one showing the cases classified accordingly as the disease was
unmodified or modified. The former type, of course, is designated variola, and
the latter, varioloid, while the term smallpox, whenever used, must be understood

as including both.

Table 1.—Showing the cases divided into variola and varioloid.

Disease.
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Tables.—ShouHng all the cases classified acconliny tu the color of the ixtticnts.

Color.
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cinated cases had been vaccinated in infancy similar to the others, instead of

1,027 deaths among this class, there would have been only 280, a saving of 738

lives. Vaccination would have accomplished even more than this for these

patients ; it would have so modified the disease in a large proportion of those that

recovered as to have i)reserved them from disfigurement for life.

In examining the cicatrices of a large number of persons it is found that these

scars differ considerably in appearance, and the question naturally arises, can

protection be measured to any degree by the different characteristics which they

present ? There is no doubt that many persons with quite inferior vaccine marks
are fairly well protected or even enjoy immunity from smallpox, while many with

typical marks prove to be susceptible to the disease, and indeed often perish from
it. But such results must, I feel sure, be regarded as exceptions to the rule.

When a large number of patients are examined and the results tabulated, as the

above table shows, the degree of protection, as indicated by the death rates, is

found to bear a very close and direct relation to the character of the vaccine

cicatrices.

All of the patients represented in the tables were carefully examined on their

admission to the hospital, and the number and character of their vaccine scars at

once recorded. At this time it was of course generally imjiossible to foretell the

final result. The scars were divided, according to their quality, into three grades,
which are designated in the tables by the terms "good,"' "fair."' and "poor."
Under the first head I have classified all cases presenting typical vaccine cicatrices ;

that is to say, cicatrices which are distinctly excavated, with well-defined margins,
reticulated or foveolated, and altogether presenting the appearance of having been

stamped into the skin by a sharply cut die. Under the second head I have classi-

fied all cases with scars having the same general characteristics, though much less

distinctly marked. Under the third head have been classified all cases having
scars which were said to have been the result of vaccination, but which in very

many instances were so indistinct or uncharacteristic as to make it difiicult, and
sometimes even impossible, to recognize them as vaccine scars. The cases classi-

fied under the heads of both "good"' and "fair" marks had aU, doubtless, passed

through a well-marked, or reasonably well-marked, course of vaccina in infancy.
The death rates are respectively 8.78 and 14.71 per cent. But 1 am strongly of the

opinion that very many of the cases classified under the head of "
poor cicatrices"

were never successfully vaccinated. Very often I felt fully convinced at the time
of making the examination and recording the vaccine condition that such was the

case, but as the patients insisted that they had been vaccinated I could not reject
their testimony without being considered, especially by the enemies of vaccina-

tion, a partial judge. It certainly does not detract from the reputation of vac-

cination to know that when the vaccine process is irregular, imperfect, or spurious
the protection is diminished or absent. As the mean death rate of the cases show-

ing "good" and "fair" cicatrices is 10.68 per cent, and the death rate of those

showing
' '

poor
"
scars is 27. 10 per cent, it is evident that not only very many of the

latter had been imperfectly vaccinated, but that a large number had never been

subjected at all to the vaccine process.
It is impossible to illustrate in this table the very striking and conclusive evi-

dence of the protective power of vaccination that frequently came under my
notice while observing these 5,000 cases of smallpox. Such, for instance, as wit-

nessing on the one hand an unvaccinated person suffering from the confluent

form of the disease, loathsome and offensive, with the final issue*for several days
uncertain, and on the other hand a vaccinated person tindergoing a modified form
of the disease so mild and innocent in its character as not to excite any appre-
hension for the safety of the patient. In the former case, if recovery took place,
the individual was left disfigured for life, while in the latter, after a few months
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had passed, there was but little, if anything, in the appcara ucc of tlie individual

to indicate that he had ever suffered from the disease at all. Also. T liavc seen

over and over again entire families brought into the hospital when all the nnvac-
cinated childi-on have been suffcn-ing from smallpox and the vaccinated children

unaffected : lune seen the former jjerish and the latter remain exempt from the

disease, although living, eating, and sleeping in the infected atmosphere for several

weeks
; but I have yet to see a single unvaccinated child escape the disease under

similar circumstances. Furthermore, I have more than once seen a vaccinated

infant draw its daily supply of nourishment from a mother suffering from vario-

loid and the infant remain as free from any symptom of the disease as if the

infection were a thousand miles away and the food were received from a most
wholesome source. All this is evidence of the i^rophylactic power of vaccination

that can not be seen in mortality tables.

Under the head of '"unclassified cases" in the last table are included quite a

large number of patients who were vaccinated after exposure to the variolous

infection, and also a few patients who died and were buried before an examina-
tion as to their vaccine condition could be made.
The next table to which I shall direct attention is one illustrating the compara-

tive efficacy of vaccination as performed in various countries, especially in the

United States, Germany, and Ireland.

Table 6.—Shoiving the cases classified as to nationality of the patients and their
vaccine condition.

>
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Perhaps I should explain, in the first place, that the high rate of mortality exhib.

itetl under the head of " unknown" nativity is owing to the fact that many of the

patients therein represented were foreigners apparently, and were received into

the hospital in a moribund state, so that it was imiiossible to learn their nation-

ality. I may add, also, that under the heading of "other nativity"' are included

the patients who were natives of the varioxis countries of the globe not designated
in the table, excepting China and Japan. Referring to the table, it is seen that

under the three nationalitiesjgiven the death rates of the unvaccinated cases of the

United States and Germany do not differ materially, but the death rate of tlie

unvaccinated cases of Ireland is very much higher. A comparison of the post-

vaccinal cases also.shows that the vaccinated patients of Irish birth have iiei'ished

in the largest proportion. This seems to indicate that smallpox is most fatal

among the Irish ; a fact which I believe I have noticed in every epidemic of the

disease that I have witnessed. The difference between the rates of mortality

among the cases showing ''good
"'

marks, as is seen under the three nationalities

mentioned, is not great, and the slight difference that does exist may be entirely
accidental. But the difference between the death rates of those showing "poor"
marks is very great, and decidedly in favor of the patients of German birth. The
vaccinations performed in Germany prove to be more uniformly protective, and
hence the death rate among the iwst-vaccinal cases under this head is the lowest

of any of the nationalities. All this seems to prove that vaccination is most effi-

caciously performed in Germany. The comparative exemption of Germany and
the German army from smallpox is simply a striking example of the brilliant

result of careful and efficient vaccination. When most of the vaccinations repre-
sented in the table were performed it was customary in the United States, and in

Ireland also, I believe, to use humanized crusts
;
but in Germany fresh eight-day

lymph or arm-to-arm vaccination was the means or method employed, and this

is calculated to give the very best results. Hence I think it is not improbable
that the German i^atients owe their better protection to the superior quality of

the vaccine Ij-mjih generally employed in their country. There is another expla-
nation that might be offered to account for the superior protection enjoyed by the

German x^atients, namely, that it is the practice in Germany in performing vacci-

nation to make numerous insertions of the vaccine virus. In examining the arms
of German patients it is quite common to find three distinct scars on each arm,
and even a greater number is frequently met with. I have seen as many as twenty
typical vaccine marks on the arms of a German patient. If multiple insertions of

the vaccine lymph increase the protection against smallpox—and statistics are not

wanting to show that such is the case—surely German-subjects should be well pro-
tected. But, in view of the facts which will appear in the following table, I am
inclined to believe that the Germans owe their superior protection from smallpox
more to the quality of the vaccine virus they use than to the number of insertions

they make.
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Table T.—Shoxohuj the cases classified as to the number ami character of the vac-
cine scars borne by each patient.

Not vaccinated
Claiming to have been vaccinated but no visible mark *

Vaccinated 7 days and less prior to the appoarance.of the variolous
eruption _..

Vaccinated longer than 7 days prior to the appearance of the vario-
lous eruption

Vaccinated in infancy :

One go,od mark
One fair mark
One poor mai'k

Total

Vaccinated in infancy :

Two good marks
Two fair marks
Two poor marks

Total J

Vaccinated in infancy :

Three good marks ,

Three fair marks
Three poor marks

Total

Vaccinated in infancy :

Four or more good marks
Four or more fair marks
Four or more poor marks

Total

Ad-
mitted.
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during that period. But a still greater influence was exerted among the cases

included tinder the succeeding head, where vaccination is represented as having been

performed longer than seven days before the smallpox eruption appeared. The

death rate here is only 20.27 per cent. In regard to the matter of estimating the

efficacy of vaccination by the number of vaccine cicatrices borne by each person,

the table can not be said to support the views of most authors, nor does it accord

with the experience of some other observers. It is indeed in striking contrast with

the evidence on this point collected by Mr. Marson and tabulated by Mr. Simon.

According to these authors, who derived their data from 6.000 post-vaccinal cases

of smalljiox, the mortality rate among patients having 1 vaccine scar was 7^ per

cent ; having 2, i^ per cent ; having 3, If per cent ; having 4 or more, three-fourths

of 1 per cent. Where the vaccine scars were all well-marked or typical, the loss by
death is said to have been even less than is here indicated. The table shows, it is

true, that the highest death rate is among the patients havi:ig but 1 vaccine mark,
but im(iuestionably this is owing to the fact that a very niticli larger proportion of

the x^atients under this head than under any other showed "
poor

"
marks, and, as

already i)ointed out, very many of these patients would be more correctly classi-

fied if counted among the unvaccinated cases. Those having 4 or more "poor"
marks are in a miich smaller ratio to the total number of post-vaccinal cases under

that head than under any other, and the death rate, to be sure, is remarkably low.

It is indeed almost as low as among those showing 4 or more "
good" marks. The

explanation of the low death rate here is that nearly all the patients classified under

this head were natives of Germany, where, as already shown, vaccination is so

efficiently perfonned that if the scars are not in every respect typical there is nev-

ertheless well-marked protection.

Referring again to the table, it is seen that where the vaccine scars are tj^ical

there is no relation between the number of such scars and the degree of protec-

tion conferred against smallpox. Indeed, it so happens in the table that the death

rate among the patients having but one "good" mark is a little lower than

among those having 4 or more "
good" marks. There is no doubt that vaccine,

charactei'ized by a single typical vesicle, destroys in the individual all suscepti-

bility to smallpox, and it would be impossible for multiple vesicles to do more
than that. As a safeguard against failure, however, or when using long-human-
ized virus, it is advisable to make several insertions; but I miist repeat that it is

my positive conviction that the quality of vaccine lymph has far more to do with

securing efficient vaccination than have raultiple insertions.

In the next table is illustrated, first, the efficacy of recent vaccination, as per-

formed in infancy, and, secondly, the gradual loss of vaccine protection as the

individual gi'ows older.
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Table 8.—Showing the cases classified as to age periods of the patients, and also
as to their vaccine condition in each period.

Under 1 year:
Unvaccinated
Vaccinated

1 to "years:
Unvaccinated -

Vaccinated in infancy-
Good mark
Pair mark
Poor mark

Total number vaccinated

7 to 14 years:
Unvaccinated

Vaccinated in infancy—
Good mark
Pair mark
Poor mark

Total number vaccinated

14 years and upward:
Unvaccinated

Vaccinated in infancy-
Good mark . _

Fair-mark
Poor mark

Total number vaccinated

Ad-
mitted.

404

35

137

1,038

1.344

994

2,967

Died.

71

13

681

122
93

280

73.07

51.48

10
6.66

5.70

31.08

3.63
8.6»
15.25

0.48

65.60

9.07
14.78
28.16

16.68

It can not be questioned that in a large city like Philadelphia, where gratuitous

vaccination is provided for the poor and improvident class of the community,
there must be a very much larger numb* of children under 1 year old vaccinated

than unvaccinated, and yet it is seen by the table that 78 of the latter were

admitted to the hospital and only 2 of the former. The unvaccinated perished in

the proportion of 73.07 per cent, while both of the vaccinated cases of course recov-

ered. One of the vaccinated children was 11 months old, had been vaccinated two

months jireviously, showed a good cicatrix, had varioloid in an exceedingly mild

form, the eruption consisting of only six small vesicles, and the child was at no

time ill. The other vaccinated case had the disease so indistinctly marked that

following the diagnosis of varioloid, as recorded in the record book, I find a mark

of interrogation. These facts show that smallpox among unvaccinated children

under 1 year old is very common and fatal, and that among vaccinated children at

this age it is very rare, and when it occurs at all it is no more to be feared, so far

as danger to life is concerned, than ordinary vaccina.

In children between the ages of 1 and 7 years smallpox is, of course, very com-

mon among the unvaccinated, and occasionally it is seen in a very mild form

among the vaccinated
;
but death never results where there is evidence of thorough

vaccination, except occasionally from some complication. It is seen in the table

that one death occurred under the head of "fair " vaccine mark. In this case the

child was about 1 year old, a foundling, badly nourished, having disordered diges-

tion, and was very feeble. The eruption consisted of only a very few small vesi-

cles. Death resulted from sheer debility. Very little need be said of those classified

under the head of "poor'* vaccine scars, as the vaccination in all such cases was

either imperfect or spurious. In the next age period, 7 to 14 years, it is worthy
of note that the death rate among tlie unvaccinated cases is very much lower than

at any of the other age periods. Possibly the explanation of this is that the
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recuperative powers of life are most active at that age, or that some of the depress-

ing habits common in later life, such as intemperance and the like, have not yet
been formed. At this period of life post-vaccinal cases of smallpox increase con-

siderably, and occasionally death occurs from the disease, even after (^uite

thorough infantile vaccination. These facts clearly indicate that the vaccination

of infancy is apt to lose at this period more or less of its protective power.
The last age period noted in the table, 14 years and upward, illustrates, in

in the first place, how large is the number of youths and adults who have never

enjoyed the prophylactic power of vaccination. Among this class, too, the death

rate is seen to be considerably higher than that of the corresponding class iti either

of the two preceding age periods. The table also jiroves in a very indubitable

manner, by the great increase of post-vaccinal cases of smallpox at this age period,
that vaccination in infancy can not be depended upon to confer protection against
the disease in the later life of the individual. There are, therefore, two important
facts prominently brought forward in this table : First, that recent vaccination

confers absolute, or almost absolute, protection against smallpox ; and, secondly,
that when vaccination has been performed in infancy revaccination is required at,

if not before, the age of puberty.

My experience leads me to place implicit confidence in the efficacy of revacci-

nation, although the statistics presented in the following table are somewhat vague
and indefinite and do not fully nor clearly demonstrate the real merits of the

measure. The table simply contains the relevant data as obtained from the

patients who claimed to have been vaccinated in infancy and subseqtiently revac-

cinated, together with the general results.
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In tabulating the cases represented in the above table I have been obliged to

accept the statements of the patients ; first, as to the fact of revaccination ; and

secondly, as to the time when it was performed. Their testimony as to whether

or not it was successful I have found very unreliable. To use their own language,

they often said ' • It took a little,
"
or ' ' The arm was very sore,

" and frequently they

did not remember whether it '"took" at all, but would ]H)int to a mark which they

said they had always believed was the result of revaccination. Not lanfrequently

marks were pointed out as the result of revaccination which were an exact coun-

terpart of one or more other marks present on the arm, and which were known tt)

have resulted from the primary vaccination. It is evident, therefore, that it would

be very difficult to say how many of the cases recorded in the table should be

regarded as authentic examples of smallpox occurring after successful revaccina-

tion. Some, I think, should be so regarded.

The more positive evidence of the efficacy of revaccination is to be found in the

fact that persons recently revaccinated with effect do not take smallpox when

freely exposed to the infection. Dviringmy service of twenty-three years no resi-

dent physician of the hospital, no nurse, latmdress, cook, nor any other emjiloye

who was proi^erly revaccinated before entering on duty has taken smallpox.

Perhaps I should except a female nurse, who was revaccinated on the first day of

her residence in the hospital, with almost typical result. In the course of about

two weeks I noticed on the forehead of this nurse, near the edge of her hair, one

or two variolous vesicles, which were preceded by but little if any febrile disturb-

ance. At any rate, she was at no time disabled from performing her usual diTties.

What vaccination has done for these employes, whose duties have necessarily

brought them in the closest possible contactwith the infection of smallpox, it will

do for any or all who fully avail themselves of its protective influence. I am

firmly of the opinion that if all persons were properly vaccinated in infancy, and

again at the age of puberty, Jenner's prediction as to the power of this agent to

extirpate smallpox from the globe would soon be realized.

In the following and last table which I shall present is contained the principal

data at hand in regard to the cases or alleged cases of second attacks of smallpox.

There is found in it, also, the same element of uncert_ainty as to the authenticity of

many of the cases as existed in the preceding table, though perhaps to a less degi-ee,

and this uncertainty is owing to the same cause, namely, the unreliability of evi-

dence furnished by the patients.
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It is certain that very many of the cases recorded in the foregoing table should

not be regarded as trne cases of recurrent sinalli)ox. For instance, where it is seen

that a smallpox patient has never been vaccinated, shows little or no pitting, and
is suffering from an unmodified form of the disease, it is more than probable that

there has been no previous attack. Slight pitting, when present, is not necessa-

rily proof of such an attack having existed ; for the pitting may have resulted

from chicken pox, which disease, I well know, is often mistaken for smallpox. So

also all those cases having a history of thorough vaccination in infancy, if char-

acteristic pitting of the alleged previous attack is absent, should be regarded as

very doubtful cases of recurrent smallpox. It would be very exceptional, indeed,

for a person first to take vaccina, then smallpox, and siibsequently a second attack

of the disease. There is no doubt that a few of the cases recorded in the table

should be regarded as genuine second attacks of smallijox, but in most such cases

the disease was exceedingly mild—so mild, indeed, in some instances as scarcely to

be recognizable. I have never yet seen an unmodified, or even a severe, case of

smallpox occur in a person who was deeply and characteristically pitted from a

previous attack. Such cases I know may be found on record, but it has not been

my fortune to meet with them. I might say, furthermore, that during my many
years of service no person has been admitted to the hospital twice suffering from

any form of the variolous disease. In view of all these facts I can not but believe

that second attacks of smallpox are much rarer than is generally supposed.

DISCUSSION.

Dr. Valentine. The paper we have just listened to with so mtich pleasiire,

indorsed and corroborated by the statistics Dr. Welch offers, is most opportune.

Particularly now is this the case, when so much agitation is waged against vacci-

nation. Such comments and demonstrations are needed especially to combat the

silly anti-Jennerism now so prevalent in Germany, where, not three months ago, a

petition was sent to the Government praying for the abolition of the " Moloch of

vaccination." The records of this congress, which will go into print, should cer-

tainly give this paper du3 space, and I hope it will reach the general public, lest it

be misled by the clamor which may soon cross the ocean. Let the author's valu-

able paper receive the critical indorsement of this section and of the congress in

general, so that by its influence Jenner's prediction may be fully verified. The
mission of the congress for the good of the public will then be thoroughly done,
even if it accomplishes nothing else.

Dr. Louis A. Duhring, of Philadelphia. I congratulate the author and the con-

gress upon the excellent paper, which introduced so many striking tables, carrying
conviction with them, concerning the great protective value of vaccination. It is

a boon to humanity which the world does not yet sufficiently appreciate, as shovni

by the unwarranted opposition still put forth by the laity in Great Britain and

Germany at the in-esent day. Such statistics, properly presented, must go far to

convince the people of all countries of the great protection which vaccination con-

fers, and it is to be hoped such information may reach the laity everywhere, as well

as the profession. I would ask the reader of the pai^er if he had made any special

observations relating to the amount of eruption as bearing on the disease as a

whole, and especially as to the mortality.
Dr. Ravogli. Dr. Welch deserves to be highly complimented for his interest-

ing paper. Before the power of the ciphers nobody can make many remarks ;
the

ciphers sjjeak for themselves. I fortunately never had occasion to see many cases

of smallpox, as in the city of Cincinnati, since 1881, we were so lucky as not to

have had a single case of the disease. However, in my early experience I had occa-
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sion to see many cases t)f smallpox in the hosi)ital oi" Santo Spirito, in Rome, Italy,

where four large halls were kept piirposely for this disease. At the time of the

government of the priests no comimlsory vaccination had been established, and
so the low, ignorant class was not vaccinated, and those halls were almost con-

stantly filled with patients affected with variola. After the establishment of the

Italian Government compulsory vaccination was ordered, and, gradually increas-

ing the vaccination among the people, the number of the cases of smallpox dimin-

ished to such an extent that the smallpox halls were often kept closed. In the

epidemic which affected Cincinnati in 1881 I saw several patients not only vacci-

nated, but also revaccinated a short time before being attacked, with smalli)ox which

was of a malignant nature. After the third or fourth day potechiae appeared on
the body, with symptoms of collapse, and the patient died. Anyhow, I agi'ee

thoroughly with the essayist in the value of the vaccination as protection against

smallpox. I am an advocate of revaccination, which I believe is a necessity. If I

may make a remark on the pai>er of the essayist, I find that revaccination is not

taken into consideration. I find that every pupil going to the high schools, the

soldiers taking service in the Army, the prisoners, all who come under the rule

of the Government, ovight to be carefully revaccinated and the result watched, so

as to obtain good marks from the efflorescence.

Dr. Rake. I hope Dr. Welch's paper will become known all over the world. It

comes at a most appropriate time. There is a strong antivaccination party in

Great Britain, and much pressure is being brought to bear on the Government to

relax the penalties for breach of vaccination laws. In Trinidad, where vaccina-

tion is being rigorously carried out, there has been no case of smallpox since 1871,

when there was a severe epidemic, and the mortality was so high that compulsory
vaccination was made legal. Though smallpox frequently occurs in the other

West Indian Islands, Trinidad has been quite free since 1871.

Dr. Cobb comiilimented the writer on his learned and conclusive address.

Dr. W. S. GoTTHEiL. I should like to ask Dr. Welch if he can, from his very

large and exceptional experience, answer two practical and important questions :

(1) Is the presence of a large, well-marked scar a guaranty against infection?

(2) Does a failure of revaccination demonstrate unsusceptibility to the variola

poison ?

Dr. Welch. Very much indeed do I appreciate the complimentary remarks on

my paper. In regard to the question of the quantity of the eruption increasing the

danger in smallpox ; there is no doubt that where the eruption is most intensely

confluent the danger to life is greatest. Discrete smallpox is not very dangerous.

Recovery from the ha^morrhagic or malignant type of the disease is very rare

indeed. In reply to the question as to whether a typical vaccine scar indicates

that the individual is protected against both smallpox and revaccination, I would

say that I have frequently seen persons bearing such marks suffer from smallpox,

and even perish from the disease. Of course, if susceptible to smallpox, they

would have taken the vaccine disease if revaccination had been performed.
Failure to succeed vrith revaccination does not necessarily show that the individual

is immune : it may be diie to inert virus. I think that susceptibility to smallpox,

destroyed by infantile vaccination, returns later in life in the great majority of

persons.
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PRIMARY DYSTROPHIES OF THE SKIN ; WITH AN INTRODUCTION
ON THE NOSOLOGY OF DISEASES OF THE SKIN, AND AN APPEN-
DIX ON SECONDARY DYSTROPHIES.

By EDWARD PREBLE, M. D., of Cleveland, Ohio.

All colleagues are agreed that our present modes of grouping skin affections are

far from satisfactory ; and certain writers, in despair of attaining a good working

classification, have taken refuge in a mere alphabetical arrangement of the siib-

ject-matter. The vast number and variety of nosological systems have glutted

our science with names, and synonyms, and have produced a reaction in the shape
of nosological nihilism. Now, for this state of affairs there is no valid exciise.

The truth lies herein, that in the present state of our science the dermatoses are

divisible into two families, namely, those which admit of grouping upon a natural

basis, and those which are properly unclassifiable. Numerous writers (I regret

that I am unable to give each his due) have during the past few years supported
these views in a fragmentary or incidental manner. The present writer has on

several occasions attempted to present this doctrine systematically, and especially

m a paper read before the 1892 session of the American Medical Association. In

this paper attention was called to the fact that our notion of a disease is derived

from the sum of its attributes ; that is to say, its etiology, locality, pathology, evo-

lution and coiirse, termination, symptomatology, reaction to treatment, etc., and
that diseases which have a majority of attributes in common constitute a natural

family of dermatoses. It follows, therefore, that when these attributes are known
as facts of science, the diseases in question are amenable to a classification which

ought to be acceptable to all writers ; and that when a majority of attributes are

yet in doubt any attempt at classification will be futile, and therefore with diseases

of this sort we are quite justified in falling back upon a mere dictionary arrange-
ment of the subject-matter.

There seems to be among many recent writers a consensus of ojunion that cer-

tain dermatoses are sufficiently understood to admit of a classification which

ought to be as nearly perfect and permanent as any in use in any branch of con-

temporary science. These dermatoses include the following natural groups: Pri-

mary dystrophies, acute dermatitides, cutaneous suppurations, poison wounds,

occupation dermatoses, parasitic diseases, and finally the infective granulomata,
which are due to long-lived microorganisms. At the same time the best authori-

ties are constrained to admit that we are as yet ignorant of the chief attributes

and nature of such dermatoses'as eczema, psoriasis, lichen planus, prurigo, pity-

riasis rubra, dysidrosis, lupus erythematosus, etc. The causes are utterly unknown,
and while we may have some conception of anatomical seat and pathology, other

attributes appear under such protean phases that the inductive method can not be

satisfactorily applied.

We have selected the first natural group above mentioned, viz.
, primary dystro-

phies, as an example of dermatoses which are perfectly classifiable, and give further

on an analysis of attributes. But before we undertake this task we wish to say a

word further regarding unclassifiable diseases of the skin. Conditions such as

eczema, psoriasis, and lichen planus are eminently protean in form and therein

rese'ihble the cutaneous Jesions of syi)hilis, lepra, and tubercle, differing, how-

ever, markedly in this, that the former diseases are peculiar to the skin (with the

exception of a few mucosae). These dermatoses are of course due either to local

or systemic causes, or to both. If due to the former, there must surely be some
element of dystrophy in the skin, which serves as a predisposition and upon which

slight and varied irritants are capable of producing a chronic diseased state. That
such a thing is possible in dermatology is best shown in the case of late syphilides,
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where in a skin which has suffered in early syphilis as, for example, the palm,
moderate mechanical irritation, such as come from the tailors' shears or other

tool, may caiise si)ecific lesions corresponding exactly to the area of local irrita-

tion. Other diseases, such as acne and lupus erythematosus, may illustrate the

cooperation of irritants and a dystrophic skin in their production. The science

of the future will detenuine the nature of the soil in which these dermatoses are

able to flourish, and conversely the reaction of the markedly dystrophic skin to

ordinary irritants. If, however, these unclassified dermatoses are due to systemic

causes, then we should be able to detect collateral lesions in other organs of the

body. It is everyday experience that an eczema, for example, will appear, exacer-

bate, spread, relapse, recrudesce, etc., exactly as does a rhinitis, a bronchitis, or an

enteritis, and under precisely the same circumstances, as exposure, indigestion,

etc. ;
so that in certain cases we may speak, figuratively of cou^-se, of a general

catarrhal disposition which elects now one organ, now another, for its expression.

Or again, an eczema will certainly appear in the'same people and under the same
circumstances as does a goiity or rheumatic attack in parts of the locomotor sys-

tem. I have often thoiight in a given case : Here is a man of a certain age and

temperament, a high liver, taking little exercise, and having a family history of

gout, vpith his first attack of eczema ; logically, he should have had instead a

paroxysm of gout, and his eczema gets well imder the antilithic regimen. The
clinical evidence is complete that he has had his gout in the skin. The science of

the future will isolate the irritant in these cases and the path of its action on the

skin. We have said enough to show that before we can classify such dermatoses

as eczema further research into both the predisponent soil, and the nature and

path of various irritants, from within and v/ithout, will be imperative. We now
pass on to a study of primary dystrophies.

ABSTRACT OF A PAPER ON PRIMARY DYSTROPHIES OF THE SKIN.'

Nosology.
—Primary dystrophies form a true family of dermatoses, distinguished

by simple redundancy or defect of the anatomical elements of the skin, or by habit-

ual functional perversity, with a purely physiological type of (respectively)

development or involvement
;
and (negatively) by the absence of all of the exciting

causes and pathological phenomena of other dermatoses. Redundancies are divis-

ible into simple, diffuse hypertrophies, naivi, and benign tumors. The hypertro-

phies are limited to a single superficial tissue, with regional predilection, diffuse

area, and exquisitely hereditary transmissibility per se ; and comprise various dif-

fuse forms of hyperkeratosis, hypertrichosis, hyperchromia, telangiectasis, and
follicular redundancy. Naevi are sharply circumscribed, often composite, redun-

dancies of the superficial tissues, having no regional predilection, and varying

greatly in size, shaxje, number, location, and composition. They comprise the

various so-called moles, and certain sebaceous and corneous formations. Benign
tumors are multiple, disseminate redundancies originating in the deeper cutaneous

layers, and comprise the dermoids, atheromata, and tumors of the connective

tissue series. Occasionally large, isolated forms occur. Defects consist of absent,

tardy, or partial develoinnent, premature involution of the senile type, and patho-

logical involution of certain anatomical elements of the skin. They include cer-

tain forms of atrophoderma, achroma, atrichia, keratolysis, etc., and are often

strikingly hereditary. Functional instead of structural perversity is seen in cer-

tain forms of hyperelasticity, in exaggerated skin-reflex, in the so-called flush

patch and chilblain circulation, and in the production of horny sebum and oily

sweat.

1 The notes of which this is an abstract are not in shape for publication, besides being too volu-

minous for a short paper.
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Etiology.
—Heredity 2^er se is present so often and so exqxiisitely that with nega-

tive history we may often assume either imperfect data or atavism
;
and when

heredity ^;er ne is absent, there is often evidence of a general inherited disposition

to dystrophy of the skin. Heredity must mean iiltimately either atavistic rever-

sion, or tiie transmitted results of miscegenation and inbreeding. Dystrophies
in the site of the original lines of fusion presuppose either fcetal arrest of develop-
ment or the inclusion of latent embryonal remnants.

Pathology.
—Redundancy and defect are but phases of a common dystrophy, and

often coexist. Any distinction between diffuse hypertrophy and homologous
tumor-formation is artificial. The life history of primary dystrophies has its

parallel in the development or involution, respectively, of the temporary physio-

logical organs (hair, teeth, thymus, inammte, etc.).

Course.—Redundancies progress slowly to a maximum, atid then tend to remain

stationary, with occasional siwntaneous involution. Defects are likewise progress-

ive, with occasional arrest and, rarely, regeneration.

Diagnosis.
—Primary dystrophies require differentiation from forms secondary

to local mischief, or to central influence.

Coni2)licatio)is.
—Primary dystrophies tend to coexist in the same skin, often in

great variety ; and high degrees are often associated with dystrophy elsewhere in

the body.

Sequelce.
—Dystrophies are elements of the greatest significance as predisponents

to the establishment and chronicity of skin diseases.

Treatment.—The indications are to produce arrest, and, respectively, involution

or regeneration. This is possible only in a slight degree, although many redun-

dancies may be removed outright by surgical procedure.

APPENDIX ON SECONDAEY DYSTROPHIES.

Probably no one, after due deliberation, will question the propriety of makmg
the dystrophies a separate family of dermatoses. As our abstract has discussed

only the ijrimary forms, a few words may be added in regard to secondary dystro-

phies. A number of redundancies and defects may result from local disease or

injxiry, and these are therefore termed secondary dystrophies of local origin.

Some of these are analogous to the primary forms, such as hyperchromia, while

other forms, such as diffuse hypertrophy of the derma, are probably never pri-

mary, but always due to an increased nutrition of the parts, depending on local

or central causes. So the interstitial atrophy of the derma which follows certain

diseases has no parallel in the primary forms of defect. A still wider departure
is present in cicatrices, although they have a primary analogue in spontaneous
keloid. Turning now to secondary dystrophies of internal origin, we find a still

greater number and variety in the species. Certain redundancies and defects

appear to be due to vascular lesion, particularly in the lymphatic system, as seen

in elephantiasis of all kinds. Another large group is of distinctly nervous origin,

due to lesion of the various members of the nervous system, central or peripheral.

The term dystrophy of the skin was in fact originally'restricted to the so-called

trophic affections of the nerves which siipply the skin. Secondary dystrophies of

nervous origin appear to be defects and never redundancies. Here belong the

cutaneous lesions of wounded nerves,, of lepra nervorum, ataxia, syringo myelia,
etc. A third and extremely interesting group, and one newly studied, is the sec-

ondary dystrophy due to anomalies of the ductless and reproductive glands. The
lesions of the skin are often associated with collateral change elsewhere in the

body. The glands referred to are the thyroid, thymus, hypophysis cerebri, and

possibly the adrenals, and the ovary and testis. It maybe shown eventually that

lesions of the spleen, bone marrow, etc., are capable of modifying the nutrition of

the slrin. Our knowledge of the dystrophies of glandular origin is yet in its
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infancy, and we therefore forbear to enumerate specdal affections beyond a mere
allusion to myxedema, acromegaly, and certain dystrophies of the pigmentary
and pileous systems.
There still remain certain purely artificial conditions which resemble, in some

respects, the natural dystrophies, and should therefore be considered here. We
refer to the various forms of foreign coloring matter introduced into the skin,

intentionally or accidentally, from without or within. Here belong all kinds of

tattooing, powder and coal marks, and all dyes and stains, together with argyria
and analogous discoloration from within.

Briefly recapitulated, dystrophies are primary or secondary to local mischief,

and to vascular, nervous, or glandular influences. Primary dystrophies are either

transmitted by descent or due to errors of development. With dystroi)hies are

placed for convenience certain artificial conditions of the skin of a chromatogenoiis
character.

LAS ENFERMEDADES CARBUNCULOSAS Y SU ESPECIFICO : EL
AMONIACO.i

Por LEONIDAS AVENDAS"0,

Doctor en Medicina, Catedrdi icv etc In Pacultad de Medicina de Lima, y Kcdarinr cv Jefr dr Ln
Cronica Medicu de Lima.

I.

Las enfermedades carbunculosas forman nn grnpo de afecciones microbianas

originarias del ganado vacuno y lanar y trasmisibles al hombre por contagio, rea-

lizandose este ultimo por un microorganismo especial : la bacteridia carbunculosa

{Da\eime) 6 el bacillus-mithrac is (Cohn), estan caracterizadas por una tendencia

marcada a la mortificacion de los tejidos 6 gangrena, qne les ha valido en todo

tiempo el nonibre de carbon 6 carbunculo, acompanada de un estado general mas
6 menos grave.

El bacilo especifico es un ser aerobic que genera la enfermedad con su sintoma-

tologla caracteristica por doble accion : mecaaaica y quimica. Mecanica, multi-

plicandose de un modo prodigioso a tal jjunto que una bact; ridia genera en setenta

y cuatro horas 137.219 353.313, lo que origina obstruccion de los pequeiios vasos

sanguineos y la asfixia consiguiente de los tejidos, quimicamente privando a los

globules sanguineos del oxigeno que necesitan para sit subsistencia y secretando,

una vez vencidos los hematias, una tomalna que produce los sintomas jjropios de

la infeccion.

Las diversas experiencias de laboratorio practicadas para conocer la accion de

los diversos agentes quimicos sobre el bacilo del carbunculo y sus esporos, pueden
reasumirse con el Profesor Perroncito, de Turin, en las siguientes conclusiones :

Mantienen su actividad completa los esporos durante una hora, a 90 y 95°, y por
diez minutes, de 99.5 a 100.4. Ademas el virus resiste mes y medio a la acci6n de

la glicerina, media hora al alcohol absolute, veinte minutes al cloruro de zinc,

veintiuna horas a la solucion saturada de acido salicilico; ^Jjj de acido, de dieci-

siete horas a siete dias, cuatro horas ; al amoniaco debil, veintiima horas, y al

fuerte, media hora
;
doce a cincuenticinco miniitos ii la solucion acuosa de acido

fenico al 5 por ciento. Los esporos murieron : en acido nitrico al 20 por ciento,

a las veintiuna horas; de 105° a 134°, a los cincuentiocho minutos ; y, de 130° a

' El presente trabajo fue leido por su autor en una eonferencia habida en la sociedad m6dica
"Union Fernandina," el 28 de octubre do 1885. Para enviarlo al Congreso Medico Pan-Americano
se ban suprimido los p4rrafos de poca importancia, agregandole los datos nuevos adquiridos
hasta la fecba.
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148", en ouce luinutos ;
de 90

'

a, Or en un tubo de vidrio cerrado a la lampara, una

hora y nueve niinntos. Los bacterios fvieron inactivos y uiurieron : de 48° a 50"

por 25' a 80 ; en soluciones fenicadas, al 1, 2, 8, 4 y 5 por ciento. Los esporos reais-

tieron : al alcohol absohito ciento veinticuatro dias
;
acido fenico, 1 por ciento,

sesentiun dias ; al 5 por ciento, veintiseis dias ; snbliniado al 3 oVu »
tres dias, dieci-

oclio lioras ; -j^lss por ciento, cuarentidos dias ;
el agua hirviendo con ^ de virus

por ^ de agua los altero. El bacilo murio : en sublimado al ^^tt a los veinte

miniitos
;
al -f^^ a los treinticinco minutos ; al yoVo ^ ^^^ ^^^ horas ; al ^y\y„ a los

ochentisiete dias. A las temperaturas de 80° a 107°, durante ocho minutos, y

despues de 107° a 115% por seis minutos. Despues de 13' entre 80° a 90°, y 31'

entre 80" y 90°, 5' entre 91° y 93°, y 6' entre 93° y 94°. Los bacterios murieron : en

3 Jjy de acido tunico, a los cinco minutos
; y a los diez en alcohol absoluto.

Citaremos tambien, tratando de las sustancias que aniqu'dan la vitalidad del

bacillus anthracis, los trabajos de Davaine, en lo que se refieren a la accion del

iodo y del sublimado, de los que resulta que, para neutralizar la accion del bacdlo

se requiere una solucion de y, nViJo (^^ io^^<^ J tWuttit ^^ sublimado. como limite

extreme.

Pero, hare presente que estas observaciones de laboratorio no estan muy acordes

con las enseiianzas de la clinica. y que las dosis necesarias de los diversos antisep-

ticos mencionados, quizas si serian daninas para el organismo del homl)re
; esto,

sin tener en cuenta las transformaciones que se realizan en el seno de la economia.

Como i^rTieba de este aserto, dice Colin lo siguiente : '"El iodo hace maravillas en

los vidrios de reactivos, en ijresencia de una milesima 6 millonesima de gota ; pero,

segun i)arece, en el organismo no obra de igual manera."'

No me ocupo del estudio de las multiples causas que favorecen el desarrollo y

contagio de las enfermedades carbunculosas, por ser muy conocido y poco nece-

sario para el objeto que me propongo. Igtial consideracion hago en lo que se

refiere a la sintomatologla, marcha y pronostico de estas afecciones.

II.

Las formas bajo las que se j^resentan las enfermedades carbunculosas en el

hombre son : la pustula maligna, el edema maligno, y la fiebre carbunculosa.

Las tres reconocen la misina causa, la penetracion del bacillus anthracis en la

economia; sudiversidad es debida a los distintos efectosqiie ocasiona la bacteridia

segiin la via por la que se introduce en el organismo.
Pero antes de pasar adelante debo dejar definitivamente sentado que la bacteridia

es un ser aerobio que necesita oxigeno i^ara su subsistencia. y que su mejor medio

de cultivo en el organismo es la sangre ;
de modo que cualquiera que sea la via por

la que penetra procura llegar hasta el torrente circulatorio, en donde encuentra al

globulo sanguineo, tambien avido de oxigeno, y se establece entre ellos una lucha

por la existencia; cuando el organismo posee suficientes elementos de vitalidad

vence el hematia, se aniquila la bacteridia sin reproducirse y se restablece el estado

normal—es la fuerza medicatriz de los autores antiguos,. que exi)lica la curacion

espontanea de algunos casos de enfermedades carbunculosas—pero, por el con-

trario, cuando el organismo se enciientra debilitado por una causa cualquiera, 6

que el ataque ha sido muy violento, entonces el bacillus anthracis predomina,

repulula y se realiza la infeccion de la economia.

La localizacion del bacillus anthracis en la sviperficie cutanea da margen a la

pustula maligna.
La bacteridia se insiniia por los intersticios de los tejidos de la piel, previa su

solucion de continiiidad, j)riva a estos del oxigeno que contienen, los gangrena,
siendo esta la causa del niicleo negro e indurado que forma el centro de la piistula ;

despues gana los linfaticos para llegar por ellos a los ganglios, produciendo el

edema inflamatorio que rodea a la pustula y el infarto de los ganglios tributarios
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cle los linfaticos del sitio donde radica la afeccion ; del sistenia linfatico pasa al

torrente circulatorio, donde puede aniquilarse 6 rei)roducirse, segiin hemos vlsto

antes, prodticiendose la infeccion en el segundo caso, la que siempre es tardia por
el largo trayecto que tiene que recorrer la bacteridia para Uegar a su mejor medic

de cultivo : la sangre.
Cuando la penetracidn de la bacteridia se realiza por una mucosa pfoxima a las

aberturas naturales, 6 por una soluci6n de continuidad profunda de la i)iel, se

origina el edema maligno. En este caso el gerinen se encuentra en tin medio en

que la circulacion es mas activa, su acceso al torrente circiTlatorio es mas facil, y
sin ocasionar la mortificacion primitiva de los tejidos, los ataca de una manera

violenta, engendra un edema inflaniatorio intenso e infecciona al organismo con

mayor rapidez que en el caso anterior.

Finalniente el organismo puede ser atacado por la mucosa de los organos respi.

ratorios 6 digestives, modo de penetracion que puede asimilarse a la inoculacion

directa por el torrente circulatorio, pues es sabido la rapidez con que las diversas

sustancias introducidas jjor estas vias pasan directamente a la sangre. En este

caso se presenta la fiebre carbunculosa ;
se realiza directamente la infeccion de la

economia sin lesion local, el bacillus anthracis ha encontrado pocos obstaculos

para difundirse rapidamente por la economia y el ataque al organismo es asi mas

energico y seguro.
Se comprende facilmente, segun esto, la gravedad relativa de estas tres formas.

La pustula maligna ocupa el iiltimo lugar en la escala ; su curacion expontanea,
lo mismo que la de las otras formas, no es rara, y la lentitud de su marcha per-

mite destruir al causanto del mal, antes que se apodere por completo del organismo.

Sigue despues el edema maligno, en el que la marcha ya algo rapida del bacillus

anthracis, obliga a combatirlo con mas energla. Por ultimo, en la fiebre carbun-

culosa, el ataque al organismo es rapido, violento ; la bacteridia penetra directa-

mente a la sangre ;
de consiguiente es necesario batirla en el mismo medio en que

mejor se desarrolla : en el llquido nutritivo por excelencia. Felizmente esta

Tiltima forma, algo frecuente en los animales, es algo rara en el hombre, a tal

punto que algunos autores dudan de su existencia ; pero existen hechos positives

que demuestran la realidad de ella.

III.

Prescindiendo de las diversas medicaciones mas 6 menos iniitiles que se han

empleado contra la pustula y el edema malignos, que son, como ya lo he dicho, las

dos fonnas mas comunes de las enfermedades carbunculosas en el hombre, el

tratamientO'Clasico de estas afecciones ha sido, y es, la insicion y la cauterisacion

del sitio primitivo del mal. En los casos en que la piistula es muy extensa, ne

excisan los colgajos que resultan de la insicion, y en la solucion de continuidad quo
resulta se aplica directamente el caustico. El cauterio actual es el que ha gozado
de mas boga, y de los causticos potenciales se han empleado casi todos, hasta cl

nitrato de plata (Gautheret, Tesis de Paris, 1859), cuyo debil poder es de todos

(!onocido; pero el que ha merecido.la preferencia, y es indicado por todos los auto-

res en priinera linea, es el bicloruro de mercurio, sal bastante corrosiva y (|ue

hoy ocupa uno de los primeros lugares en la medicacion antiseptica, La mayoria
de nuestros prticticos ha usado siempre el protocloruro de antimonio (manteca de

antimonio) cuerpo que a su excesivo poder reune la singular ventaja de ejercer

una accion especial sobre los venenos de origen septico, los virus de origen animal

como se les llamaba antes
; y es quiza por esto que las i)ustulas malignas rara vez

llegan entre nosotros a su periodo de i .feccion.

Esta medicacion instituida en los tiempos en que la palabra virus carecia de

significacion precisa, es sin embargo racional, y se encuentra en conformidad con

los descubrimientos modernos. Antes del establecimiento definitivo de la teoria
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parasitaria, se conocian perfectamente los efectos de los virus, pero no podia
encontrarse la explicacion racional de ellos ; a los virus se les concedia una accion

oculta, invisible, impalpable, en una palabra, incomprensible ; necesitaban, si para

ejercer su accion, una via favorable para introducirse a la economia.

La observacion atenta habla demostrado que el virus carbiinculoso ejerce pri-

mero su accion local antes de penetrar al interior del organismo, de consiguiente
lo logico, lo racional es tratar de impedir esa penetracion; y el medio mjis eficaz

para ello destruirlo antes que esta se realizara. A ese fin obedece el empleo de

los causticos, que no puede menos que aprobarse, hoy que se sabe que la bacteri-

dia carbunculosa permanece por algun tiempo en las mallas de la piel antes de

introducirse al torrente circulatorio e inficionar al organismo. Acepto, pues, la

caiiterizacion primitiva del tumor, pero con ciertas reservas respecto a su- manual

operatorio y a la sustancia que debe emplearse, reservas que expondre al final de

este incorrecto trabajo.

Fuera de la cauterizacion, no se ha empleado antes ningtin agente capaz de

atacar directamente al germen de la enfermedad en la profundidad de los tejidos;

pues los demas medicamentos usados, lo son iinicamente para llenar las indica-

ciones que sucesivaniente se presentan, evacuantes al principio de la afeccion,

atemperantes para moderar la elevacion termica, tonicos para levantar 6 sostener

las fuerzas del organismo, tonicos diversos, para favorecer la cicatrizacion de las

heridas resultadas de la aplicacion del caustico, etc.

Cuando Davaine adquirio el pleno convencimiento de que la bacteridia carbun-

culosa era el agente exclusivo de la produccion y trasmision de las enfermedades

carbunculosas, tanto en los animales como en el hombre—convencimiento que
fue robustecido por las ulteriores experiencias de Pasteur, Jobert, Koch, Tous-

saint, Duclaux y otros ; y despues de haber encontrado el medio de atenuar la

virulencia del bacilo, de modo de convertirlo en vacuna preservativa, extendio el

campo de sus experiencias a la investigacion de los agentes capaces de aniquilar
la vitalidad de la bacteridia. En efecto noto que neutralizando la sangre de los

animales atacados de carbuncvilo, por soluciones de diluidas de iodo, de iicido

fenico 6 de amoniaco e inoculandola despues a otros animales, la enfermedad no
se reproducia en estos tiltimos ; quedando asi demostrado que dicho liquido se

habia vuelto inactivo, en una palabra, las bacteridias que contenia habian dejado
de existir.

Estas esperiencias hechas a principios del decenio pasado, y oportunamente
comunicadas a la Academia de Medicina de Paris, hicieron pensar a algunos prac-
ticos si no seria posible aplicarlos como medio curativo tanto en el hombre como
en los animales

; pues si las sustancias antes mencionadas, consideradas, y con

justicia, como antivirulentas, aniquilaban el germen de la enfermedad en la san-

gre extraida de los animales enfermos lo mismo que en los diversos medios de

cultura, su accion tenia que ser la misma en el organismo del hombre 6 de los

animales presa de la bacteridia— habiendo sido Declat el primero que empleo el

acido fenico al interior para combatir el carbunculo en los animales. A este

siguieron muchos qne emplearon el acido fenico y el iodo, convenientemente dilui-

dos, para destruir el microbio, administrandolos en algunos casos por las vias

digestivas y en todos en inyecciones hipodermicas en el sitio del edema inflama-
torio. Asi nacio el metodo que se llamo de las "

inyecciones neutralizantes anti-

virulentas en el tratamiento de las enfermedades carbunculosas."
Los casos tratados de este modo que he podido encontrar en los documentos que

he consultado sobre esta cuestion son los siguientes : Un edema maligno de los

parpados, curado por los Dres. Bienfait y Gentilhome (1872) empleando las

inyecciones de licor de Labarraque. Uno de i)ristula maligna, curado por los

Dres. Jaillot yCollot (1873) por medio de inyecciones iodo-ioduradas. Un edema
maligno de la cara, curado por el Dr. Rainfert (1878) por inyecciones de acido
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fenico. Una piistula maligna, tratada por el Dr. Verdureau (1874) por las inyec-
ciones do acido fenico. Una piistnla maligna, tratada por el Dr. Rainvert (1874)
por las inyecciones de iodo-iodiirado. Un edema maligno de la pierna, cnrado por
el Dr. F. Meplain (1875) por las inj'ecciones de acido fenico. Un caso observado
por el Dr. Baladon (1878) con la solucion iodo-iodurada. Una pristula mali=gna.
tratada por el Dr. Remy y curada con la solncion iodo-iodurada (1878). Un caso
del mismo antor y en el mismo aiio por el acido fenico. Quatro casos del Dr.

Chipault (1880) curados por las inyecciones iodo-ioduradas. Dos casos del Dr.

Rigault, curadas tambien por la solnci6n de iodo (1878). Siete casos del Dr.
Rene Raimbert (1880) tratados por el acido fenico y el iodo, en los que se obtuvie-
ron cuatro curaciones y tres insucesos. Dos casos del Dr. Richet (1880 y 1883)
curados por el iodo. Varios casos del Dr. Serains (1887) curados por el iodo.

Ciento y dos casos recopilados por el Dr. Jarnovsky, curados de 1876 a 1884,

empleando las inyecciones hipodermicas de acido fenico al yg^. Veinte observa-
clones recopiladas por el Dr. Mandiola Gana, de Santiago de Chile (1890), curados
todos, y en los que se empleo el acido fenico en siete casos, el iodo en doce y el

biclornro de mercurio en uno.

Tales son los casos felices que conozco—pues prescindiendo de los no publicados,
se consignan algunos insucesos—del empleo de las sustancias neutralizantes del
bacillus anthracis en el tratamiento de las enfermedades carbunculosas. En todos
ellos los medicamentos empleados lian sido el iodo, el acido fenico y el sublimado,
con exclusion del amoniaco, cuyo poder antivirulento habia sido ya indicado por
Davaine

; la via de administracion lia sido la liipodermica en el sitio proximo al

lugar afecto, en las partes edematosas
; y las inyecciones empleadas han sido algo

numerosas, habiendo llegado en el caso del Dr. Meplain a la cifra de 63, no
liabiendo escaseado en algunos de ellos los accidentes locales.

Este metodo racional, fecundo en resultados practices y llamado a prestar impor-
tantes servicios, no ha dejado de tener sus detractores, entre ellos el Dr. Raphael,
de Provins, que comentando en la Gazette hebdomadaire de medecine et de

chirurgie, Paris, 1875, algunos de los casos que antes cito, los considera a todos
rmicamente como curaciones espontaneas. declarando que se habrian obtenido aun
sin ninguna medicacion. En el aiio de 1880. al dar cuenta Davaine, en la sesion de
la Academia de medicina de Paris del dia 27 de julio, de sus experiencias y de los

heclios practicos que las habian seguido, Collin las considero tambien como casos

de curaciones espontaneas, a lo que Davaine contesto textualmente como sigue :

"
Se. puede siempre liacer la misma objecion a todas las medicaciones. Cuando el

sulfato de quinina cura la fiebre, se puede tambien decir qiie esa fiebre hubiera

podido curarse espontaneamente. La misma respuesta podria darse a todos los

qtie niegan la evidencia de algunos hechos, principalmente en el caso del car-

bunculo, en el que un medico notable, el Dr. Joux, habia dicho en 1858 que la

medicina expectante en el carbunculo equivale casi jiun homicidio involuntario."

(Cavasse, Annuaire general des sciences medicales: Paris, 1859.)

Antes de concluir esta parte quiero dejar constancia deque en ninguno de los casos

curados por las inyecciones neutralizantes de sustancias antivirulentas que se han

publicado, se ha Uevado el agente antiseptico directamente al torrente circulatorio.

El metodo de inyecciones intravenosas en el tratamiento de las enfermedades car-

bunculosas es exclusivamente peruano.
^ Los primeros casos de el, que citare mas adelante, se refieren al aiio de 1882, y en

el ano de 1884 nuestro antiguo catedratico de patologia medica, el Dr. Tomas
Salazar, sin tener conocimiento de los hechos anteriores, y guiado rmicamente por
el convencimiento que tenia de poder atacar al bacillus anthracis en la sangre,

empleo las inyecciones intravenosas de acido fenico en un caso de pustula maligna
que progresaba a pesar de la cauterizacion, obteniendo una curacion completa.
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He aqui la correspondiente historia cHnica: Juan Porsales, de constitncion

robusta, de 29 aiios, se presento a nuestra observacion el 19 del pasado abril ; tenia

seis pustnlas malignas, tres en el antebrazo derecho, una en la niano del mismo
lado, otra en la sien izquierda y la sexta en el cuello. Esta ultima habia i)roducido
una gran tumefaccion de toda la region cervical. El enfermo tenia fiebre alta,

disnea y tin mal estar general.
Referia el que hacia tres semanas habia comido carne de un novillo que habia

muerto en la chacra, que el 14 se le hincharon las glandulas del cuello (adenitis),

que el 17 le dio una fiebre fiierte y se le hincharon tambien el pecho y la cara,
notando entonces las seis pustulas "malignas ya indicadas. El mismo 19 vimos al

enfermo en consulta con el Dr. Iturrizaga, y acordamos incidir todas las pustulas
y cauterizarlas con Jicido nitrico, administrandole una pocion tonica y antiespas-
modica. El 20 se agravo el enfermo ;

la fiebre era mas alta ; la tumefaccion tan
considerable que producia disnea y disfagia ;

la inquietud del paciente era extraor-
dinaria. Visto este estado tan grave y recordando que el exainen microscopico de
la sangre en la afeccion carbunculosa manifiesta la existencia de un microbio

(bacteria.) en ese liquido, no vacile en hacerle inyecciones intravenosas de acido
fenico : se disolvio un gramo de acido fenico en 200 gotas de agua destilada. Se le

inyectaron 50 gotas en tres venas. A las pocas horas note una grande mejoria:
se le repitio la inyeccion dos veces mas al dia. Al siguiente el alivio era mayor y
se le hicieron otras dos inyecciones. Al tercer dia el enfermo estaba apiretico y
la tumefaccion habia disminuido y en los dias siguientes desaparecieron todos los

accidentes, quedando solo un abceso superficial en el cuello. Tambien he sabido

que otras cinco personas que comieron la carne del mencionado novillo murieron,
una de ellas asistida por el Dr. C.
Esta observacion es de grande importancia ; prueba que los microbios de la

sangre pueden destruirse con el acido fenico Uevado directamente al torrente

ciiculatorio, el que hace que cesen todos los accidentes del virus carbunculoso.

La literatura medica no registra ningun caso de enfermedad carbunculosa

tratado por el amoniaco, pues lo unico que se encuentra es una vaga indicacion

de su uso al interior en la pustula maligna en la Tesis de Gautheret, Paris, 1859, y,

sin embargo, las pocas observaciones que mas adelante presento, incompletas
como son, prueban de una manera irrecusable la potencia anticarbunculosa, si se

me permite la frase, del amoniaco, y su superioridad sobre el acido fenico y el

iodo generalmente empleados. Ya antes he indicado que Davaine al hacer sus *

experiencias para descubrir las sustancias que neutralizan la virulencia de la

sangre carbunculosa habia estudiado la accion del amoniaco, y la reconocio muy
poderosa en este sentido.

Sin embargo, su uso no se generalize y siempre se ha considerado el amoniaco

simplemente como sustancia excitante, pero su poder antiseptico no puede descono-

cerse; pruebalo su eficacia ya juzgada en las mordeduras de las serpientes y demas
animales venenosos, y el ocupar el 36" lugar en la escala de Miguel (Bull. gen. de

ther. med. et chir.), apesar de lo que no han faltado autores, como los seiiores

Arloing, Cornevin, y Thomas, que ocupandose de la accion de. los diversos anti-

septicos sobre el virus carbunculoso, colocan al amoniaco entre los cuerpos que
no destruyen la virulencia del bacilo (Duclaux, Chimie biologique, Encyclopedie

chimique de Freniy, Tome ix, Paris, 1883). Por desgracia Duclaux, al citar^este

trabajo, no indica el modo como se han realizado estas experiencias, que estan en

desaciierdo con la ciinica, y con las propiedades bastante conocidas del amoniaco.
En efecto, el amoniaco, como se sabe, es uno de los causticos mas poderosos qne

se conoce ; aplicado directamente sobre la piel la irrita, y si su permanencia es

prolongada la irritacion va hasta la gangrena de los tejidos ;
sus vapores causan

una infiamacion violenta e insoportable de las membranas mucosas. Introducido

al organismo por la via estomacal produce una excitacion, un aumento de la

caloricidad, aceleracion de la circulacion, activa las secreciones urinarias y de

las glandulas de la jiiel ; pero sus efectos son bastante pasajeros porque es una
de las sustancias mas difusibles entre los diversos agentes terapeuticos ;

no bien

se le ha ingerido cuando penetra al torrente circulatorio, lo recorre en toda su

extension y se elimina rapidamente del organismo. Algtmos autores, entre ellos
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Halford (Lo Sperimentale, 1875), creen que el amoniaco se transforma en el

estomago en cloruro de amonia, sal menog antiseptica que el amoniaco en siistan-

cla ; y, teniendo esto en consideracion y deseando utilizar la accion casi especifica
de este cuerpo en las intoxicaciones de origen animal, Halford fue iino de Ids

primeros que lo inyecto directamente en la sangre. Es mas que probable que sea

esta una de las razones por la que no se ha ^eneralizado su uso en el carbunculo,
pues es sabido que las inyecciones intravenosas en el hombre ban side siempre
empleadas con mucha parsimonia. Introdncido al torrente circulatorio por
inyeccion intravenosa sus efectos son mas rapidos y mas marcados, siendo este

uno de los niedios mas poderosos que posee la ciencia para levantar las fuerzas

decaidas del organismo ; destruye la plasticidad de la sangre, impidiendo asl la

obstruccion de las pequeiias radictilas arteriales y venosas
; y, finalmente, tiene la

ventaja, administrado por esta via, de perder su propiedad caustica diluyendose
en la gran masa liquida de la sangre.

Su poder anti-virulento es bastante conocido : el amoniaco mata a los organis-
mos inferiores; el aire por el que ha pasado una corriente de sus vapores se

encuentra libre de todo germen organico ; y, como ya lo he dicho, su eficacia en el

tratamiento de los envenenamientos por las sustancias septicas de origen animal

(mordeduras de serpientes y demas animales venenosos) ,
es cosa ya juzgada por

la ciencia.

Existe una enfermedad mucho mas grave que las afecciones carbunculosas, y

que es originada, segun los estudios de Duclaux, por el vibirion piogenico—me
refiero a la septicemia (infeccion purulenta). Esta afeccion que por muchos aiios

ha sido el oprobio de la cirugia, y contra la que han sido impotentes todas las

medicaciones empleadas, se domino por primera vez el dia que un practico tan

audaz como instruido oso atacar directamente a su agente productor en el torrente

circulatorio. Ninguno de vosotros pitede desconocer las curaciones obtenidas por
nuestro ilustrado profesor de clinica-quirurgica, el Dr. Lino Alarco, por las

inyecciones intravenosas de amoniaco empleadas en el tratamiento de la infeccion

purulenta, muchos aiios antes que se conociera la naturaleza microbiotica de la

afeccion y que se hubiera implantado la curacion antisejjtica de las heridas.

El amoniaco que es uno de los agentes antizimicos mas poderosos que combate

la postracion del organismo, que puede inyectarse directamente en las venas hasta

la dosis de 30 gotas ; que una vez en el torrente circulatorio se difunde rapida-

mente, destruye a las bacterias que en el se encuentran, siendo completamente
inocuo para el globulo, desobstruye los pequefios vasos impidiendo el extasis

circulatorio por disminuir la plasticidad de la sangre; es el medicamento que
llena todas las indicaciones en el tratamiento de las enfermedades carbunculosas.

Voy a exponer los hechos practicos a que he hecho referenda, para despues
establecer las ventajas que tiene el amoniaco sobre las otras sustancias que se han

empleado como neutralizantes.

Observacion I.—En los primeros dias del mes de mayo de 1882, ftie conducida al

Hospital de Santa Ana, y colocada en la cama No. 21, de la sala de la Virgen,
servicio del Dr. Nestor Corpaucho (en el que yo era interno) la enferma Abigail
Balarezo, mestiza, de 18 anos de edad, soltera, temperamento sanguineo, y consti-

tucion fuerte.

Segun los datos que se obtuvieron sobre sus antecedentes, la afecci6n que la

aquejaba se habia iniciado seis dias antes de su ingreso al hospital, dia en que
estando sentada en la tapia de una de las chacaras proximas a Lima, sintio una
picadura en la parte media e interna del muslo derecho. A las pocas horas se

presento un pimto rojo en el sitio de la picadura, empez6 si liincharse el muslo y
sobrevino, al mismo tiempo, un lijero movimiento febril. Trasladada ;i Lima se

desarrollo, segim la relacion del medico (jue la asistio, xina piistnla maligna muy
extensa en la jiarte ya dicha del muslo, la que fue incindida y cauterizada con la

pasta de Viena por dos veces consecutivas. Las cauterizaciones no tuvieron

ningun buen resultado y el mal siguio avanzando de una manera rapida, a tal
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pnnto que al sexto dia, dia de su inj^reso al hospital, se encontraba en pleno
periodo de infeccion, coiiio lo deiuuestra el sigiiiente ciiadro sintoinatico :

Deciibito dorsal, coma profunda con respiracion anlielosa, la enfernia no se
daba cuenta de lo (jue jiasaba a su rededor: cara rt)ja e inyectada, ojos brillantes,
lengua seca y fuliginosa, x>ulso a 120, pecpieno, depresible ; vientre ineteorisado,
(liarreas. El niuslo y todo el iniembro inferior del lado derecho atacados de un
edema duro e intenso

;
no puede darse mejor cuenta de su estado que comparan-

dolo a una botija ; los surcos invisibles que existen en la ]nel y ({ue unen la base
de los follculos pilosos, aparecian como anchas y profundas grietas; en la parte
media e intern "- de dicho inuslo se notaba una gi'an escara negra, de 20 centimetros
de diametro poco mas 6 menos, rodeada de un clrculo rojo y brillante.
Dados los antecedentes del caso y en presencia de un estado tan alarmante, el

diagnostico no podia ser dudoso ; se trataba de "una piistula maligna que liabia

llegado rapidamente al periodo de infeccion," y coino conseciiencia se desprendla
un i)ron6stico gravlsimo ; esa enfernia estaba irremisiblemente condenada a la

muerte, con los medios de que dispcmia entonces la ciencia.
Se le i^rescribio una pocion fuertemente estimulante con extracto blando de

qiiina, cognac y 10 graraos de acetato de amoniaco, y como topico polvos de
alcanfor y cataplasmas emolientes.

Siguio con el inisnio regimen i)or dos dias durante los que no se modifico nada
su estado general, aumentando el edema a tal ])unt(j (pie liubo que practicar dos
insiciones largas y profiindas a los lados de la placa gangrenosa, con el objeto de
desingurgitar un poco los tejidos.
Al tercer dla de sii permanencia en el hospital, noveno de su enferniedad, el jefe

del departamento. Dr. N. Corpanchd, me ordeno le hiciera una inyeccion intra-
venosa de 10 gotas de amoniaco liquido en 1 gotas de agua destilada. La forma
redondeada del brazo, la lentitud de la circulacion causada por la adinamia pro-
funda, hicieron niuy laboriosa la inyeccion, la que pudo practicarse en una de las
venas inferiores de la cara dorsal del antebrazo izquierdo. En el momento mismo
de la inyeccion la enferma manifesto su sufrimento ])or algunos gritos inarticula-

dos, y se noto una notable reaccion. En la tarde del niisino dla se practice una
segunda inyeccion intravenosa con la misma dosis.

Al dla siguicmte i>iido notarse una ligera remislon de los sintomas ; el coma no
era tan j)rofundo ; el pulso se habia levantado y era menos frecuente ; el edema
habia disminuido notableniente. Animados por este resultado se insistio en el uso
del amoniaco, y continuando con la misma hiedicacion interna se le inyectaron
intravenosamente 10 gotas de amoniaco llqiiido en 10 gotas de agua destilada,
con la orden de practicar una segunda en la tarde en caso de persistir el

estado de gTavedad. Esta segunda no la apliqite, por que al visitarla en la tarde
note, con gran satisfacccion, una notable mejoria.
En efecto, la mejoria de los sintomas graves se acentuo mas al dla siguiente, a

pesar de lo que, y como para confirmar la curacion, se le practico otra inyeccion
intravenosa de amoniaco con la misma dosis.
En los dlas subsiguientes continuo la mejoria, persistiendo, si, ladiarrea que fue

combatida con el oxido de zinc, la trementina, etc.; y, continuando con la medi-
cacion adecuada a los sintomas que siicesivamente se fueron presentando, perina-
necio en el hospital mas de 3 meses, tiempo que necesito para repararse la extensa
solucion de continuidad del muslo.
Debo hacer notar que como prueba evidente de la infeccion general, pudo

notarse desde los i)rimeros dias de su restablecimiento una paralisis de la lengua,
analoga a las que sobrevienen en los casos graves de difteria y causada, segun
todas las probabilidades, por alguna pequeSa embolia del bulbo, sitio del orlgen
real del neryio hipogloso, de la que se restablecio lentamente.
Como accidente consecutivo a las inyecciones. aparecieron dos escaras : una en

cada antebrazo, en la parte inferior de su cara dorsal, pero ni el mas lijero sln-
tonia de flebitis.

Observacwu II.—En el mismo ano y-en un dia lunes (no recuerdo precisamente
la feclia) por la manana, ingreso al niimero 12 de la sala de la Virgen, servicio
del Dr. N. Corp^ncho (siendo todavia yo sii interno), una mujer India, de unos 32
alios, de profession chacarera, de temperamento linfatico, constitucion regular.
El sabado anterior, en la tarde, habia estado arreando unos carneros y se acosto
sin ninguna novedad. El domingo por la manana amanecio muy desasosegada,
con los parpados del lado derecho sumamente hinchados, fiebre, pulso llano y fre-

cuente, lengua seca y mucha sed.
Vista ese mismo dla por un facultative que tomo su afeccion por un flemon, le

hizo aplicar doce sanguijuelas, y le adniinistro derivatives intestinales y medica-
inentos temperantes. El resultado de este tratamiento fue completamente nega-
tive, y el edema siguio su marcha progresiva liasta invadir casi toda la mitad
derecha de la cara.

S. Ex. 30—m
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En el momento en que la vi en el hospital presentaba el siguiente sindrome
clinico : iin edema duro y rojo que teniendo por centre a los parpados del lado
dereclio, se extendla a toda la region frontal, la region malar, invadia c!l carrillo
del misnao lado, la mitad correspondiente de la nariz y del labio superior ; pulso
Ueno y frecuente, piel arida, lengua seca, sed y aneroxia; ademas se notaba en el

angulo interno del ojo dos pequeiias'vesiculas llenas de una serosidad sanguino-
lenta.

;La etiologia del presente caso y su marclia excesivamente rapida, no eran
motives suficientes para pensar en Tina enfermedad carbunculosa ? Antes no
habia visto ningun caso de edema maligno, y sin embargo no vacile en establecer
ese diagnostico, pues si alguna duda liubiera existido, halDia bastado para disi-

parla el insuceso de la medicacion poderosamente antiflogistica empleada la

vispera.
Establecido el diagnostico, ^.cual era la medicacion mas adecuada? Los causti-

cos se presentaban naturalmente los primeros ; sin embargo no me atrevi a liacer
una cauterizacion extensa, tal como liubiera sido necesario practicarla, en una
region tan delicada y que habria dejado como consecuencia desordenes gravisi-
mos. Me limite, pues, como tratamiento local, a practicar tres insiciones extensas
y profundas que limitaron los parpados. La serosidad sero-sanguinolenta que
fluyo de las insiciones confirmo mi diagnostico.
Como tratamiento general pense en el amoniaco, y tentado estuve de introdu-

cirlo por las venas, recordando el caso anterior. Pero se vacila, cuando siendo
alumno se carece de la practica suficiente, y se recuerda constantemente los

inmensos peligros que los autores atribuyen a las inyecciones intravenosas.
PrescribI, pues, el amoniaco por la via estomacal a la dosis de 20 gotas en 120

gramos de julepe gomoso, para qiie tomara por cucharadas cada dos horas : y en
el sitio de las insiciones, defensives de agiia alcoliolizada con alcohol alcanforado

y cataplasmas emolientes.
La remision de los sintemas en este caso ftie mas marcada (lue en el anterior.

El misme dia por la tarde pudo notarse una diminucion notable del edema ; dis-

minucion que se acentuo mas al dla siguiente, en el que se reemplazo la pocion
con etra que contenia extracto de quina, alcohol y 5 gramos de acetate de amo-
niaco.
La enferma se hubiera restablecido rapidamente a no haber sobrevenido una

erisipela el jueves de la misma semana que fue facilmente yugulada por el per-
cloruro de hierre, y k los 10 dias de su permanencia en el hospital, salio comple-
tamente curada.

Observacibn III.—Siendo interne del departamente del Dr. Morales, en el Hos-
pital de Santa Ana, en el arte de 1883, fue llevada al No. 11 de la Sala de^ San
Antonio, una mujer, India, de 38 anos pece mas 6 menos, chacarera, temjiera-
mento linftitico, constitucion fuerte. La enfermedad que la conducia al hospital
era una pxistula maligna en el carrillo del lade derecho ; se encontraba en el

octavo dia de la afeccion, y el edema era poco extense. Por orden del jefe del

departamente, practique una incision crucial y la cauterize con el acide nitrico ;

en la tarde de ese misme dia habia reaparecido la zona vesicular, prueba evidente
de la ineficacia del tratamiento : nueva insicion y nueva cauterizacion con el

acide nitrico. Al sigiiiente dia reaparicion de la zona vesiculosa, aumento
notable del edema que se extiende hasta el cuello, pulso lleno y frecuente, sed
intensa, insemnio ; se prolengan nuevamente las insiciones y se la cauteriza con
el pretocloruro de antimenio. En la tarde se noto una ligera remision de los sin-

temas, que desaparecio al dia siguiente en que hubo una exacerbacion marcada ;

aumento el edema hasta impedir la deglucion y amenazo openerse a la respira-
cion ; habia intranquilidad, fiebre, lengua muy seca, en una palabra, se iniciaban
los sintomas de la infeccion.
Se practico una niieva cauterizacion con el nitrate j'lcide de mercurie y uii des

bridamento extense en la region lateral del cuelle, a pesar de le que siguio sii

marcha pregresiva la enfermedad. En este estade la enferma, vista la imi^otencia
de los caustices, y recordando siempre el case de la Abigail Balarezo, prepuse al

Dr. Morales practicar en dicha enferma las inyecciones intravenosas de amoniaco.
El Dr. Morales accedio a mis desees, y con su autorizacion hice una inyeccion
intravenesa en la vena cefalica, con 10 gotas de amoniaco liciuide en 10 getas de

agua destilada. No hubo necesidad de practicar una segunda inyeccion, pues en
la tarde la mejoria era muy notable y esta se fue acentuando mas y mas en los dias

subsiguientes, hasta el dia. en que la mujer deje el hospital con su herida todavia
en via de cicatrizacion, pero con su estade general satisfactorio.

Observaeion TV.—De la i)ractica particular del Dr. Morales, 1883 : En la calle

de Huancavelica ; un hombre con 3 piistulas malignas en un braze, iniitilmente

cauterizadas, y curadas per el amoniaco liquido empleado en inyeccion intra-
venesa.
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Observacion V.—De la practica particular del Dr. N. Corpancho. 1883 : Una intijer

con una pustula maligna en la region luaseterina izquierda que resistio a varias

cauterizaciones energicas y sucesivas, y que se domino completamente por una
inyeccion intravenosa de amoniaco.

Observacion VL—La Sra. Manuela de R., de 34 anos de edad, de estado casada,
multipara, mestiza, temperamento linfatico, constitucion regular y con cintto aiios

de residencia en la Hacienda de Patapo, en el Valle de Chiclayo, sintio el dia 4 de

junio del aiio de 1880, a las 3 horas p. m., la picadura de un insecto en la parte
suxjerior y externa del antebrazo derecho, picadura que fue seguida de la forma-
cion de una ligera manclia rojiza en el lugar indicado.

La noclie del 4 al 5 la paso sin novedad, pero en las priineras horas de la maiiana
del 5 sintio un desasosiego acompaiiado de dolor en la parte afecta, hinchazon y
rubicundez del miembro correspondiente, notando, al mismo tiempo, un levanta-

miento de la manclia que habia quedado en el sitio de la i^icadura. Para calmar
el dolor y creyendo (la enferma) que se trataba de un foriinculo (chupo) inci-

piente, se aplico algunas cataplasmas de harina de linaza. Pero, en vez de encon-
trar el alivio qTie buscaba, el mal siguio progresando, y en la maiiana del dla 6

(en (jue por primera vez vi a la enferma), presentaba el siguiente cuadro sintoma-
tico: 105 pulsaciones por minuto. sed intensa, poco dolor, edema de la parte supe-
rior del antebrazo e inferior del brazo derecho, rubicundez intensa, papula
negruzca en el centro y zona vesicular al rededor.
El diagnostico no era dudoso: la etiologia, la marcha rapida de la enfermedad,

los slntomas locales, todo me autorizaba para diagnosticar lana piistula maligna.
Y, establecido ese diagnostico, tenia que proceder tal como lo habia indicado, pues
se me presentaba la primera ox^ortimidad i)ara confirmar de un niodo practico el

tratamiento que habia seiialado como mas favorable y mas en conformidad con el

caracter microbiotico de la afeccion.

Practiqiie una incision crucial y toque la superficie cl-uenta con un pincel empa-
pado en la solucion oficinal de amoniaco, ordenando, para el resto del dia, cata-

plasmas emolientes y la siguiente pocion :

Gramos.

Mucilago de goma _-- 100

Acetato de amoniaco 6

Tintura de aeonito 2

M. Por cucharadas, una cada 2 horas.
El resultado de este tratamiento fue esplendido. Al dia sigiiiente encontre a la

enferma apiretica, tranquila, el edema casi habia desaparecido, y la curacion

siguio su marcha progresiva sin accidente alguno, a tal punto que veinte dias des-

pues apenas quedaba una pequeiia solucion de continuidad en muy buena via de
cicatrizacion.

Como se ve, pues, en los seis casos de afecciones carbunculosas en que se ha

empleado el amoniaco, se ha obtenido la curacion rapida y casi inmediata.

Estos hechos se encuentrun en desacuerdo, como ya lo hemos visto antes, con

las experiencias de laboratorio, de las que han deducido Arloing, Cornevin y
Thomas, que el amonicico tanto en vapores como lI(iuido no destruye la virulencia

de la bacteridia carbunculosa, pero los mismos autores han reconocido que este

micro-organismo jjuede hacerse inofensivo sin perder su vitalidad, dato que es

importante para la clinica, pues siendo el organismo inhospitalario para el micro-

bio, le bastara una sustancia qixe destruyendo la virulencia del intruso, le permita
utilizar todas sus fiierzas en expulsarlo al exterior.

Por otra parte, no se debe olvidar que al aplicar las experiencias de laboratorio

al hombre hay (lue tener en consideracion al organismo de este, que es el factor

mas importante en la produccion de las enfermedades, explicandose por esto los

desacuerdos bastante notables que han existido y existiran tanto en terapeutica
como en microbiologia, entre los quimicos y los clinicos.

Veamos lo que pasa con el amoniaco y el bacillus anthracis.

La bacteridia carbunculosa una vez en la sangre se reproduce de una manera

prodigiosa, su pululacion activisima ocasiona la obstruccion de las pequenas radi-

culas arteriales, disminucion en la velocidad de la corriente sanguinea, extasis

circulatorio, lentitud en las reacciones quimicas que se realizan en el organismo,

y como tal descenso de la temperatura: es decir, que se realizan las condiciones

favorables para su vitalidad, pues sabemos que el bacillus anthracis se desarroUa
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mejor en las bajas temperatiiras, y en los sitios del organismo en qne la corriente

sanguinea Ueva menos velocidad. Si a esto se agrega qtie siendo la bacteridia un
ser aerobio, priva a los heinatias del oxigeno que necesitan para sostener la

vitalidad del organismo ; se comprendera qxie la muerte en las enfermedades car-

bnncnlosas se realiza por asfixia y por obotruccion de las iiltiinas raniificaciones

del arbol circiUatorio.

El amoniaco introducido en la sangre, disminuye su jjlasticidad, activa los

movimientos circulatorios, eleva la temijeratui'a ;
de tal modo que aun negando-

sele su poder antiseptico, en el caso particular del carbiinculo, siempre sera pro-

vechoso su empleo, porque haciendo desaparecer las circunstancias que favorecen

la pululacion del bacilo, dejara a los globulos en mejor aptitud para veneer en la

lucha que tienen que emprender con el microbio, el que vencido en ella y privado
del oxigeno (iiie necesita para su subsistencia tendra necesariaiiiente que aniqui-
larse. Pero, como ya lo he diclio antes, su jioder antizimico no jjuede negarse, y
como prueba convincente de ello, basta fijarse en la rapidez de su accion. Intro-

ducir el amoniaco al organismo, y detenersela marchadela afeccion carbvmculosa,
todo ha sido uno en los seis casos anteriores.

En los casos en que se ha empleado el iodo 6 el acido fenico, el restablecimiento

ha sido muy lento y se lian necesitado fuertes dosis de medicaraento, lo (^ue no

deja de tener sus i)eligros ; pues i^uede catisarse una intoxicacion antes que se

haya destruido el agente morbifico, lo que no pasa con el amoniaco. Hay, ademas,
otra circunstancia quo debe tenerse presente en los ({ue se reflere al iodo. Este

ocupa un lugar muy elevado en la escala de Miguel : el noveno ; pero, segun H.

de Varigni (Les microbes et leur role pathogenique. Revue Scientiphi(iue, Paris,

1885) . el iodo en virtvid de su poderosa afinidad descompone las materias albumi-

noideas y forma con ellas x^roductos menos antisepticos que el iodo libre; de

modo que, siendo mas antiseptico que el amoniaco, pierde mucho de ese poder,

una vez en la profundidad del organismo. Por lo que hace al acido fenico es mas
toxico que el amoniaco y menos antiseptico (lue el

;
en la escala de Miguel lo

coiTesponde el niiniero 43.

El amoniaco con respecto al bacillus anthracis, reune los requisitos que deber-

exigii'se de un agente antizimico: inocuidad para el organismo, y suficiente i)oder

para destruir el microbio.

De todo lo anteriormente expuesto me creo autorizado para concluir que : el

amoniaco es el especifico de las enfermedades carbunculoeas, y que debe ser el

unico medicamento empleado en su tratamiento, del siguiente modo :

En los casos de iiustula maligna, despues de la incision depositar unas cuantas

gotas de la solucion oficinal de amoniaco en la herida ; alii destruira las bacterias

que existan, y por su proi^iedad eminentemente difusible llegara al torrente

circulatorio antes que el bacilo, y volvera asi la sangre esteril para el microbio.

Esto auxiliado por el uso intemo de alguna sal amoniacal, el acetato por ejemxjlo.

A la menor sospecha de infeccion general, inyeccion intravenosa de amoniaco.

En los casos de edema maligno y de fiebre carbunculosa, deba atacarse directa-

mente al microbio en la sangre, el amoniaco debe introducirse al torrente circula-

torio. El ataque al organismo es energico, y la medicacion debe ser lo mismo.

FRAMBCESIA.

"By GEORGE EDMUND PIEREZ, M. D. and C. M. (Edinburgh), Antigua, "West Indies.

Mr. President and Gentlemen : The following remarks upon frambcesia, or

yaws, which I have the honor to lay before you to-day, are based upon some obser-

vations and a study of the disease extending over a series of years and embodied in

a graduation thesis upon the subject. It was submitted to the medical faculty of
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Edinburgh University in August, 1890. The disease is little known in Europe,

although such renowned dermatologists as Hebra and Kaposi have described a

«' raspberry-like" eruption of tubercles, to which they have given the name of

" frambcBsia ;

" but this disease of theirs is different altogether from that which is

so fre(iuently met with in so many of the West India islands, the west coast of

Africa, and other tropical countries. It is, however, true that the real disease has

been occasionally seen in England and elsewhere in patients who had brought the

disease with them. ' But there has not been much opportunity of studying it either

in its earlier or later stages ;
and it is scarcely necessary to add that the chances

of treatment have been nil. Framboesia is widely diffused throughout the
trogics,

and is very commonly met with in most of the West India islands. Take for

examples the islands of Antigua, Nevis, and Dominica.

Antigua, according to the last census returns, has a population of 34,964, and

the parish of St. Philip, to which I was appointed as Government medical officer

in February, 1882, has a population of ,3,U6.~). From the date of my appointment
to the end of May, 1889, I had treated 96 cases of yaws. The other parts of the

island are also affected, and some of the cases which appear in the appendix to

this paper have been brought to my surgery from neighboring parishes. Full

statistics, however, are not to be got, as there is no hospital in the island for the

isolation and treatment of the disease. I may add that framboesia is supposed to

be extinguished in Antigua.
-

Nevis has a population of 12,000. From a Royal Gazette of the Leeward Islands

I copy the following notes by Dr. C. R. Edwards, medical officer in charge of the

yaws hospital in that island:^

Nximber of .admissions into yaws hospital
Probable number of cases in the island - .-

Number of daily average
Total cost for year - -

1887.
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The compulsory segregation of yaws patients entailed a very heavy expendi-
ture of money, which was provided for by additional taxation, according to the

terms of Section XX of the yaws act. In 1876 the yaws hospitals cost the island

£775, while the extra taxation brought in £1,394. In 1877 the tax amounted to

£1,428, while the hospitals spent £3.058.' The attention of the home office was

already engaged by the importance of the subject, and Dr. Gavin Milroy was com-
missioned to visit the West Indies and to report upon leprosy and yaws.^

Definition.
—Framboesia is a specific and contagious disease, existing endemic-

ally in many tropical countries. It is characterized by an eruption on certain

parts of the skin consisting of solid tubercles covered by brownish-yellow crusts,

and presenting a raspberry-like appearance when the crusts have been removed.

The disease runs a more or less chronic course.

Sy7wny7nii.
—'-Framboesia" (a term introduced into medical literature by Sau-

vages); "i)ian" (of the French colonies); '-lepra fungifera;"' "yaws" (of West
Africa and British West Indies) ;

" toboe "
(a Jamaican term for a certain phase of

the disease—vide infra);
" Scwammformige

"
(a German name for the disease);

"polypapilloma tropicum" (so called by Charlouis. and a very suitable name it

is);^ "buba" or "boba" (of Spanish-Amei-ican and Portuguese colonies and Bra-

zil); "patch" or "bouton d'Amboine" (of the Moluccas); "tonga" or "coko" (of

the Fiji Islands) ;•* "framosi" (of Calabar); "tetia" (of the Congo territory);

"lupani" and "tono" (of Samoa);
" Peruvian wart ;

"
"parangi" (of Ceylon).*

Geographical tUstrHmtion.—In Africa yaws is to be met with on the west coast

from Senegambia in the north, as far south as Angola, together with the westerly

Soudan, where it is especially frequent in Timbuctoo and Borun. It is occasion-

ally seen in the Nile Valley, as well as on the northern and northeastern African

coast line. It is very frequently met with in Madagascar, Mozambique, and the

Comoros. In the East Indies it is chiefly seen in the Moluccas, Java, Sumatra,
and Macassar. It is also endemic in Ceylon, New Caledonia, Fijt, and Saoma ;

and it is met with in the Hindu ijopulation of Pondicherry. In the West Indies

it is endemic in San Domingo, Jamaica, Barbadoes," Martiniqiie, Guadeloupe, St.

Lucia, and Dominica. It is found all over Brazil, and is said to be rather fre-

quent at Punta Arenas, in Central America.^

HiHtory.—The disease, though so widely spread throughout the tropics and pre-

senting slightly different characters in different c(juntries, has been known to

Europeans only since the introduction of negro slaves into the colonies from West

Africa, its original home, whence it has spread so extensively.

Iq 1648 Dr. William Pison described a disease he had met with in Brazil, where
it attacked not only negroes but Portuguese and Belgians as well, called " buba"
or "boba," and considered to be contagious and hereditary.'* In 1718 Bontius

wrote about the -' bouton dAmboine," which he saw in the Moluccas. He says it

resembles sy])hilis, but does not cause necrosis of the bones as easily as the latter

disease, and is amenable to the same treatment as syphilis if taken in hand early

enough. The cause, he thinks, is to be found in the climate and mode of living.

In 1742 a description of yaws, as seen in the French Antilles and there known as

' From the Blue Books at the Colonial office, St. Johns, Antigua.
'"Dr. Milroy's report appeared in the Lancet, Vol. i, p. 878, et sequitur.

sEdin. Med. Journal, Nov., 1882, p. 4(58.

• Vide Dr. Macgregor's Report upon the Coko disease of Fiji in the Transactions of the Epi-

demiological Society, Vol. iv, part I, page .5.5.

^Dr. Kynsey, of Ceylon, thinks parangi and yaws one and the same disease. Vide Dr. Rad-

cliffe Crocker's Diseases of the Skin, p. 531, 1888.

*Yaws is not supposed to be found in Barbadoes. Vide Fox's Skin Diseases, third edition,

p. 1(X).

'Proceedings of the Royal Society of Edin., Vol. xvi, p. 301.

"De Medicina Bra.siliensi, Lit. ii. Cap. xix, fol. 35.
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"plan," was given by Dazille. This writer believes the disease to have been

brought over by the negro slaves from West Africa. He considered it a variety

of syphilis, modified by climate and racial peculiarities. In 1759 mention was

made of yaws by Dr. Hillary, and his ideas upon the subject are the same as those

of Dazille.' Dr. "Winterbottom, in his account of the Native Africans of Sierra

Leone, speaks of the disease, and is about the first to distinguish it from syphilis.^

He says there can only be one attack of the disease, which is sui generis and very

contagious. It can be communicated by coitus, when the genitals become the

seat of the malady, whence arose the error of confounding it with syphilis.

Abotit the same time'* Schilling published a work on yaws and expressed his

views upon the siib.iect. They are similar to those of Winterbottom.

In an interesting old medical treatise, published in 1749 by Dr. R. Shannon, occur

the following remarks:

The yaws is perhaps one of the most remarkable diseases that prevail among
negroes. It is infectious, and like smallpox, never attacks a person a second time.

It is communicated by contact, most commonly the way the venereal disease is.

It is seldom caught without some connection or intimate communication.*

In 1860 Dr. Victor De Rochas published his thesis on the tonga of New Caledonia

and the neighboring archipelago, which, he says, though closely resembling

syphilis, has nothing to do with that disease, bxit is a variety of yaws. Among
numerous others of the older writers who considered framb(Tesia another word for

syphilis, may be mentioned Sydenham, who thought that the peculiar character-

istics of yaws were due to climatic infltiences ; Dr. Copland, who makes the most

astounding remark in his Dictionary of Practical Medicine, that the sj^ihilis of

Europe is derived from and hence identical with African yaws ; the great derma-

tologist, Hebra,
• who denies the existence of yaws as a special disease, believing it to

be due to chronic ulcerations of a syjihilitic, scrofulous, or lupoid origin, acci-

dental to certain places, and proposing to call the disease "
papilloma syphiliti-

cum," or "p. scrofulosum ;'" and Dabny," who mentions that he had met with a dis-

ease in China, having the characteristics of yaws, known as "yang-mey-tchoang,"
which he considered syj^hilitic in origin. Sprengel

'' was of the opinion that pean
and yaws were two separate diseases, and Alibert **

thought yaws was a sort of

mycosis, divisible into the following three varieties: (1) "Mycosis framboise,"
characterized by small granular tumors which commonly attack negroes. (This
is probably true yaws.) (3) Mycosis fungoide, characterized V)y fungoiis oval

excrescences, exuding a foetid discharge. (This is probably the bouton d'Am-
boine of Bontius.) (3) Mycosis syphiloide, characterized by its resemblance to

syphilis in its symptoms. (To this variety probably belonged the "sibbens" or

"siwens" of Scotland.) This disease (sibbens) began with ulceration of the

tonsils and uvula, the ulcerations bearing yaws-like tumors. But true frambcesia

never begins in this way, and^ery rarely, indeed, attacks the soft palate, if at all.

I have never seen such a case as yet myself. Dr. Pollet.'' of Lj^ons, thought sib-

bens a phase of secondary syphilis. The disease used to be met with commonly
in Dtimfriesshire, Galloway, and the west of Scotland, among the dissipated

1 The Epidemic Diseases of Barbadoea.
2 Vol. II, published in 1770.

^ De Morbo in Europa Pene Ignoto quern Americani Vocant Yaws.
^ Practical Observations on the Operation and Effects of Certain Medicines in the Prevention

and Cure of Diseases to which Europeans are Subject in Hot Climates, p. .373.

^ Traite des Malatfies do la Pean, Tom. ii, p. 163.

" La Medicine chez les Chinois, p. 2(i.3.

' Histoire de la Medicine, 181.5.

8 Monographie des Dermatoses, ou Precis des Maladies de la Pean, Tom. ii, p. 413, 1832.
8 Dictionaire Encyclopedique des Sciences Medicales, Vol. iv. Art. : Frambcesia.
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and squalid, and it was acknowledged to be infectious. ' Though many considered
sibbens a venereal disease, others did not, and Dr. Adams thought it a malady
sui generis.'^ Coming to more modern times, it is now generally admitted
that framboesia is a disease by itself, and not in any way allied to syphilis or any
other malady,

•' in spite of the belief expressed by so eminent a surgeon as Mr.
Jonathan Hutchinson that "

yaws is syphilis in the negro,
"^ a syphilis that in

him gives rise to papillomatous growths.

Symptoms.— (a) Stage of inctibation : The period of incubation lasts fromtwo to

ten weeks. During this stage there are no special symptoms to be recorded, except-

ing perhaps slight febricula in children. (/3) Stage of invasion : Here, too, there

is very little febrile disturbance, sometimes so slight that only a feeling of malaise
is produced. Occasionally there are pains in the joints, and sometimes, but rarely,
tenderness and enlargement of lymphatic glands, the latter being noticed only if

the eruption is very extensive and the patient is weak and delicate. The eruption
of tubercles is mature in from two to eight or nine days, and comes out in succes-
sive crops. The disease lasts, in mild cases, from two to four Or six months, and
in severe cases to two years or more.

BesiiUs.—If the disease is mild, as is usually the case in this island, no after

results will follow
;

^ but if it is severe and aggravated by poverty, want of clean-

liness, and improper remedial measures (such as mercurials internally and the
external ax>plication of various unsightly cataplasms ") the ijatients are rendered
anaemic and weak, ulcerations set in, extremely difii(;ult to heal, and death occurs
from diarrhoea, or dysentery, or dropsy, or some other complication. But if

recovery does take place after severe ulcerations, the patient is a cripple for life,

from destruction of muscles and tendons and contractions of joints. The severer

forms of the disease, thoiigh seen in some of the other islands, such as Montserrat
and Dominica (where I have met with several cases myself), are not connnon in

Antigua.

Description and varieties of eruption.^ {a) Plan dartre. Here and there, iiar-

ticularly on the upper and lower extremities and the face, a branny or scurfy
condition of the skin makes its appearance. Sometimes the whole body may be

covered over with this furfuraceous eruption in patches of various sizes. In this

stage the disease is known as "plan dartre" or "yaws caeca," and it is considered

by some as a distinct variety. This, however, is a mistake, for it is but a stage in

the evolution of the true tubercle. The patches, consisting of loose desquamat-
ing epithelical scales, are generally round in shape, and vary in size from that of

a pea to that of half a crown, or larger, their edges being slightly elevated above
the surrounding skin. On close inspection these epithelical scales may be seen to

be lying over numerous, very minute elevations, which are caused by the growth
and gradual protrusion of the papill* of the skin.

Plate I is a photograi)h of Case CXIII (?'/r7c Appendix). Patches of the condi-

tion known as "])ian dartre" are seen on the forearms. Some fully developed
tubercles also exist, below the lower lip, on forehead and neck.

{fi) Theyaws tubercle : It varies in size from that of amillet seed to that of aflorin,

or larger. The greater the protrusion of the papillae of the skin the thinner becomes
the epidermis, till at last, when the tubercles have fully developed, tlie epidermic

'Brit, and Port'iKU :Arc(li(n (
•liii-iii'.s,'. Review, Vol. I, p. 514,1862.

'Whitoliead : TTcrcdiljiry Diseases, p. &5.

=> Lancet, Vol. \,\\. s:\> ; Dr. Crocker's Diseases of the Skin. Art... Framboesia.
* Viilc Brit. Med. .Irnunal, April 16. 1892, p, 815.

"A writer in tlic Edin. Med. and Surg. .Tonrnal for April, ls;i7, li.lieves that elei)liantia.sis is

only a result of yaws!
" For soltenintrnt eallositii's catajjlasnis of cassavaor Avarin cow dun^ liave been used : Op. rit.
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squames have nearly entirely disappeared,' and the surface of the excrescence pre-

sentsminute, separate, but closely aggi-egated pink points. At this stage the tubercle

is not unlike a raspberry in appearance, whence thename of the disease (from French

framboise, a raspberry) . Very soon this reddish granular surface becomes covered

over with a sticky exudation, which dries up and forms a crust. It gets gradiially

thicker and forms the typical yaws crust. At the tubercle stage the body is covered

over in certain parts by greenish-yellow, round or oval
,
raised scabs or crusts. They

look not at all imlike lumps of crude yellow beeswax scattered about the body.

Occasionally, by the gi'owth of the crust in separate layers, a distinctly limpet-

shell shape is produced ; and those who are not properly acquainted with the disease

may easily inistake this appearance, at the first glance, for rupia. The typical

yaws crust is not seen on those jiarts of the body where there is moisture ( vulva,

anus), or where there is friction (inner aspect of thighs, axilla). Often small,

brick-red, irregular spots or streaks are seen in a yaws crust, usually in the center

or most elevated part. These reddish marks are due to haemorrhages from the

papillae beneath. A narrow red edge of congested skin is seen immediately around

each tubercle in patients of light complexion. A certain amount of symmetry in

the distribution of yaws tiibercles is very commonly met with, and branny patches
are not infrequently seen scattered over the body in chronic cases, even when all

traces of tubercles have disappeared. Sometimes two or more tubercles may coa-

lesce, or one may grow to a very large size, while the others may remain small or

disappear altogether. These large excrescences are known as "mama plan." or

''mother yaws." Yaws tubercles give off a peculiar mawkish smell and are itchy

but not very sensitive, except on firm pressxire. This is a characteristic feature

of the disease.

Plate II is a photograph on bromide paper of Case XC (I'/de Appendix). The
tubercles in the axillae have not the typical crust. A large num1)er of small ones

are seen aroiind the larger ones. Those on the abdomen are of greater size and
are covered over by the typical crust. The red patches of papillary haemorrhages
are seen on the crust. There are also visible two or three dark patches (or

"maculae") which indicate the site of former tubercles. Cf. PI. xiii.

Plate III is a photograph of Case CVII. It shows the symmetrical arrangement
of the eruption on the forearms. The dark spots in the center of each tubercle

indicate that the healing process is commencing there. The healing of a tubercle

means the shrinking to their normal level of the overgrown papillae, and this pro-
cess generally takes place in the center of a tubercle, though not invariably so.

This photograph also exhibits four pigmented patches, or maciilae, on the leg,

indicating the presence of former tubercles which have healed.

Plate IV is a i)hotograph of Case CIII in the Appendix, and shows the symmet-
rical distribution of the eriai)tion on the wrists and inner aspect of the elbows.

There is also a yaws tubercle in the neighborhood of the right axilla.

Plate V is a photograph of Case C, and is another instance of the symmetrical
distril)ution of yaws tubercles. One is particularly large on tlie left forearm,

probably from coalescence of smaller tubercles. Two have almost ' • run "
together

on the right forearm. Haemorrhagic patches and congested edges are also notice-

able. The crusts, being freshly formed, are thin in substance.

{y) Pian gratelle : This is a comparatively rare condition, and I Tiave only seen

one case to which this term might be applied. It is looked upon by some as a

distinct variety. It consists of a collection of watery-looking, light purplish
colored tubercles, without any distinct crxist upon them, about the size of a No. 2

' Dr. Kynsey, of Ceylon, describes the epidermis as "splitting: and curling oflf from the center
toward the periphery." (Art. "Frambcesia" in Dr. Crocker's Skin Diseases.) This applies only
to the so-called variety of " crab yaws," but is not seen elsewhere in the body where the skin is

thin
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shot ; sometimes, as in the patient I saw, one or two true yaws tubercles may be
found as well. The name " Guinea-corn yaws" has also been applied to this con-

dition, probably from the size of the tubercles.

(5) Crab yaws : When the disease attacks the sole of the foot it is known as

"crab yaws" or ''crapeaux;" but this is a name applied indiscriminately to any
fissured condition of the soles of the feet, a not uncommon occurrence among the

negroes, and one which is due sometimes to accidental cuts from sharp stones,

etc., or to the ulcerations caused by chigres or chegoes.' In the condition of crab

yaws, a group of jiapillae endeavor to force their way through the thick, horny
layer of the sole, with the result that the skin cracks irregularly around the

growing tiibercle. It is a rawer looking tubercle than that which is found else-

where on the body, and has no crust over it. The epidermis seems as though
eaten out in irregular, more or less circular layers around the excrescence.

Plate VI is a photograph of Case XCVII in the Appendix, and is a good illustra-

rjon of crab yaws. Tlie raw-looking protrusion and the irregularly eaten out

character of the epidermis around it are well exhibited.

(e) Ringworm yaws: This is another so-called variety very frequently met
with. The eruption consists of more or less circular ridges, surmounted byalayer
of the usual "crust," and inclosing patches of sound skin of a distinctly darker hue
than that of the rest of the body. This condition is only met"witli in the case of the

larger "tubercles, and is produced by the manner in winch they heal. This process
consists in the gradual shrinking of the overgrown papillae to their natural size, the

shrinking sometimes beginning in the center of a tubercle and spreading toward

the perijihery, thus producing the ringworm-like appearance, at other times

beginning at one side of a tubercle and gradually spreading across it, giving rise

to yet another variety of yaws, the so-called "
hix^oid

"
of S. Kynsey."^ When the

yaws crusts drop off there is no cicatrfx left to show the site of the tubercles but

only darkly pigmented patches or maculae, the degree or intensity of pigmentation

depending upon the complexion of the person attacked. These maculae, which

may be seen scattered over the body along with other stages of the eruption,^ may
last for two months or more, bvit seldom disappear entirely even then. I have

known them to last over a year.
Duration and teinnination.—It may take from two weeks to four or .six months

or even longer for the first crop of tubercles to disappear. Then fresh eruptions

may come out and fade away in the same way, and a patient may go on thus for

one or two years or longer, and eventually get quite well without any special treat-

ment or any perceptible deterioratioTi of health beyond, perhaps, inability to walk
from the disease having attackedthe feet (crab yaws) . But, on the other hand, from

long continuance of the disease and injudicious treatment the tubercles, instead

of shrinking and disapjiearing, are apt to break down and ulcerate. The inju-

dicious treatment consists in the application of poultices of crtished leaves of vari-

ous kinds to the tiibercles. in which, in spite of their too often seen evil results, the

negroes have an undying faith. This, with neglect of cleanliness and the use of

unwholesome food, impoverishes the system and renders it liable to ulceration.

Yaws ulcers are generally round and vary from the sizeof a 3-pence piece to that

of a half-crown, or more. In Dominica I have seen yaws ulcers on the anterior

aspect of the legs, their commonest position, exposing a raw surface of 3 or 4 square
inches. They are punched-out looking, their edges roTind and hard but not

swollen, and their surface slightly granular and bright red. These ulcers are said

to cause necrosis of bone, but I have; never seen anvthing so severe in Antigua.

• The chigro is the female of pulex penetrans, which burrows beneath the skin and lays its

e^s there. Great irritation and often ulcerations are the result to the host.

^Crocker's Skin Diseases ; Art. " Framboesia."
' Vide Plato ill, where macula? exist on the leg and fully developed tubercles on the forearms.
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The following plate is a very good illustration of the ordinary form of yaws
ulcers :

Plate VII, a bromide print, colored, of Case XCVIII. It will be noticed that there

is symmetry in the site even of the ulcers. The black spots are maculae.

Distribution of eruption.
—The most common seats of the eruption are the upper

and lower extremities, but chiefly the latter. Broadly speaking, those regions are

least attacked that are best protected by clothing. The face, the angles of the

mouth, the root of the nose, and the forehead are other favorite seats ofyaws tuber-

cles and they are frequently seen around the anus and on the genitals.

Plate VIII is a photograph of Case CXIV, showing the eruption at the angle of

the mouth, as well as over the rest of the face. Some tubercles are also seen on
the forearm.

The following is a photograph of Case CVIII in the Appendix. The eruption on
the forehead has a somewhat serpiginous character. There are numerous small

tubercles on the cheek and a large oval one on the side of the neck. Tlie haemor-

rhagic patches on the crust were well marked in this case.

Plate X is a water-color sketch of Case II. This was a mulatto lad. The tuber-

cle on the scrotum was very large. I found no enlargement of the inguinal glands.
The congested border of skin on the edge of the tubercle was well marked, as were
also the hsemorrhagic i^oints in the crust.

Although the eruption is said to occur on the hairy scalp, the interior of the

mouth, and the i^alnis of the hands, I must confess that I have never seen an

example of any of them. '

The following table of 110 cases of yaws treated by me in the island of Antigua
up to the end of May, 1889, will show the relative frequency of the seat of erup-
tion of yaws tubercles :

Cases.

Face 15

Upper extremitie'S 33
Lower extremities 48
Trunk 5

Cases.

Genitals and perineum 7

Universally diffused 9

Total 116

For the sake of comparison I append the following table from Dr. Nicholls's Third

Report of Yaws Hospitals to illustrate the chief seats of distribution of yaws
eruptions :

Cases.

Face and head 49
Trunk 20
Genitals 16
Perineum 20

Cases.

Ujjper extremity 29
Lower extremity 70

Total 204

Dr. Nioholls has seen tubercles on the scalp in only three out of the above cases,

but not once in the axilla. In my own experience I have never seen the eruption on
the scalp, but have often met with tubercles in the axillary region. See Plates

II and IV.

The following plates are front and back views of Case CIV. They are good
illustrations of a diffuse distribution of the yaws eruption. It is to be noticed in

this photograph again that there is a symmetrical arrangement of the eruption.
Plate XIII is a life-size photograph of the yaws tubercles on the trunk of the

young man, Charles Spencer, Case XC in the Appendix. (For another photo-

gi-aph of the same, see PI. ii.) The irregular and pitted condition of the surface

of the crusts is indicative of its age, for when freshly formed it is smooth. ( Vide

PI . V . ) Nvimerous small excrescences are seen around the larger ones. Theselarge
tubercles are sometimes called '* mother yaws."

' The only exception of a palmar site of a yaws tubercle I have seen was in the case of Frances

Bowers, vide Appendix, case No. 134.
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Age and sex.—Both sexes are equally attacked by the disease. Of 116 cases seen

byme 57 were males and 59 females, and of 100 cases referred to by Dr. NichoUs'
58 were males and 42 females. Age, however, has a predisposing inflnence in the

production of yaws, for the young are more easily affected than adults. The fol-

lowing table shows the ages and the relative friequency of attacks in 116 cases:

Cases.Cases.

1 year and imder 7
Between 1 and 5 years 49
Between 5 and 10 years 31
Between 10 and 20 years 16

Over 20 years 13

Total 116

The following analysis of 466 cases is given by Dr. NichoUs :
•

Cases.

Under 5 years 82
5 years and under 10 142
10 years and under 15 . 82
15 years and under 20 37

Cases.

20 years and under 30 49
30 years and upward 74

Total 466

Diagnosis.— (a) psoriasis and the condition known as "
plan dartre :" In the latter

there is no inflammatory thickening of the skin, with redness, such as exists in

psoriasis. Again, the seat of psoriasis patches is typical of that disease, viz., the

elbow and knee below the patella ; there is no such predilection for any particular

spot of the body in the case of plan dartre. Psoriasis patches are itchy and irrita-

ble ; plan dartre is not. Lastly, there often exists with plan dartre other forms or

stages of the yaws eruption (such as tubercles) to indicate the true nature of the

disease.

(fd) Eczema squamosum and pian dartre : In the former disease there are often

other varieties coexisting with the stjuamotTS condition, such as the weeping form,
which will be sufficient to distinguish the two maladies.

(y) Yaws and syphilis : So much doubt has prevailed, even up to recent times,
="

with regard to these two diseases, that a few words must be de^toted to the differ-

ential diagnosis between them. It is now generally held that the two are entirely
distinct

; but there were many, whose names are too familiar in medical literature,

who have been of opinion that yaws was really syphilis modified by climate and
racial peculiarities (Dazille, Sydenham, Copland, Kaposi, and, coming to recent

times, Jonathan Hutchinson). Some of the cliief points of difference between the

two diseases are the following : ( 1 ) Syphilis has a predilection chiefly for mucous
surfaces; yaws chiefly affects the skin. (2) The lymphatic glands are always
enlarged in syphilis ; in yaws this is seldom seen, except in severe cases with debili-

tated constitutions. If the eruption was of syphilitic origin in Case II, vide

PI. X, the inguinal glands would most assuredly have been enlarged ;
but I have

made the remark that these glands were not enlarged. (3) Syphilitic <n'ui)tions

are not itchy ; yaws tubercles are. (4) A coppery color is characteristic of syph-
ilitic eruptions; the crust is distinctive of yaws tubercles. (5) A chancre or

indurated sore always occurs at the spot of inocluation with sji^hilitic virus;

whereas in yaws the eruption breaks out not necessarily at the site of inoculation,

but elsewhere on the body. (6) Syphilis causes necrosis of bones ; yaws never

does, except as a result of chronic ulcerations. (7) A patient suffering from sec-

ondaries can not contract an indurated sore; but a patient with yaws poison

already in his system can have on a healthy part of his skin fresh tubercles by
inoculation of that part with yaws virus. This was found out in 1867 by Dr. (jlama

Lobo, of Brazil.^ (8) Yaws is more common in yoimg children, but not as a con-

genital disease. Very commonly the parents are perfectly healthy and clean

' Third Report of Yaws Hospitals.

^Op. cit.

• Vide Brit. Med. Journal, April 16, 1892, p. 81.5.

* Dictionnaire Encyclopediqtie des Sciences Medicales, Art. " Frambojsia. "
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skinned, while the child may have yaws tubercles. Again, only one child might

be affected in a family of three or four. If yaws was syx)hilis more than one at

least would be diseased. (9) Lastly, and tliis is most positive proof of the non-

identity of the two diseases, if such were really needed, syphilis and yaws have

coexisted together, each running its own course and displajang its own character-

istics. Such a case was seen by Dr. Gavin Milroy in the public hospital of Kings-

ton, Jamaica.' Charlouis,'^ surgeon to the Dutch army in Java, inoculated a

patient suffering from frambcBsia with syphilitic virus. The result was that a

typical case of syphilis was produced, which did not affect the course of the fram-

bcesia.

Prognosis.
—In otherwise healthy children or adults the disease is not grave, and

needs no special treatment beyond cleanliness and wholesom e food. Successive

crops of the eruption may come out from time to time, and the skin may get quite

free from tubercles in from one to six months. So little is thought of the disease

by the negroes themselves, who are the chief sufferers, and who generally use

their own tisanes and cataplasms in the treatment of the disorder, that healthy

children have been known to have been specially inoculated with yaws by their

mothers as a prophylactic measure against other and more serious maladies.

This fact came within the personal knowledge of the late Dr. B. Johnson, of

Montserrat, as having really taken place there ; and the late Sir John Gorrie

informed me that it was a common practice with the natives of the Fiji Islands.

In the older days of slavery mothers used to give their children yaws, not to pro-

tect them against other diseases, but as an excuse from doing work on the estates,

Hie afflicted children needing all maternal care and attendance at home.'* Theprog-
nosis is not, however, so favorable in those who are already of delicate constitution

or the subjects of the scrofulous diathesis. For here the patients become thin and

anaemic, and the "tubercles," instead of gradually shrinking and fading away as

is generally the case, are apt to break down and ulcerate. Deeper structures, as

muscle, tendon, and bone, may then be involved, giving rise to deformities of

various kinds, or death may result from some intercurrent affection, as diarrhoea

or dysentery or dropsy.

Etiology.
—

( ) Predisposing causes : ( 1 ) Race. It is generally believed that yaws
attacks only the negro, or black race. This, however, is an erroneous impression,

although most of the cases met with occur among the negroes ; for to whomsoever

the virus is applied, especially if the cuticle is broken, be he black or white, the

disease will manifest itself in due course. It is chiefly the poorer class of negroes
who are affected, those who are generally dirty in their habits, poorly clad, and

badly fed and housed. They are thus more exposed to the contagion. The mulatto

population of these islands are, as a r ule, better off, and are more cleanly and intel-

ligent ; thus the chances of contagion in their case are gr eatly reduced, while in

the case of the whites the risk of contracting the disease is reduc edto a minimum.
The following is an analysis of 116 cases, and exemplifies the relative frequency
of the disease in different races :

Cases.

Black (negroes) 105

Colored (mulattoes) : 9

White (Portuguese) 3

That the disease was not peculiar to negroes alone was noticed by Dr. Shannon,*

1 Vide Med. Times and Gazette, Vol. ii, p. 515.

2 Edin. Med. and Surg. Journal, November, 1882, p. 468.

^A mention of this dodge having been practiced in St.Kitts is to be found in an old book, pub-
lished in 18()1 (p. 158), called

" Letters on the Cultivation of the Otaheite Cane, the Manufacture
of Sugar and Rum, the Saving of Molasses, the Care and Preservation of Stock, with the

Attention and Anxiety which is due to Negroes," by Clement Caines, Esq.

^Practical Observations on the Operation and Effects of Certain Medicines in the Prevention

and Cure of Diseases to which Eur opeans are Sub,7ect in Hot Climates, p. 380.
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who says:
" Several of the soldiers were affected by it," and further on' "yaws

is frequently contracted by the Euroi^ean sailors in the slave trade.
" A former gov-

ernor of this colony, the late Sir , informed me himself that he had had an
attack of yaws while serving on the west coast of Africa. I may remark that in

my two white patients the erui)tions presented the very same appearances as those

already described as occurring in the negi'o. Mr. Jonathan Hutchinson's syphilitic

origin of yaws, with tendency to ijapillomatous growths, in the negro will hardly
hold in white races. The theory needs remodeling on very different lines.

(3) Food: Some of the older writers believed that yaws arose from the use of

bad food (such as semiputrid meat or fish), and from insanitary surroundings and
dirt. But these conditions act as predisposing causes only by lowering the vitality

of the individual.

(/i) Triae cause: Yaws. is a contagious disease, depending for its spread upon the

presence of a specific virus, a microbe. It is not hereditary or infectious. Inocu-

lation may take i)lace by application of the poison to such thin skin as exists on

the lips or genitals ; hence, it is often spread by sexual intercourse and by diseased

mothers to their childi'en. at the breast.'' It may also be produced in a position

where the skin is thicker. For instance, Dr. Bowerbank, of Jamaica, painted the

inner aspect of the arms, of three young girls for a few minutes during two days
with a feather wet with yaws virus, and the disease ajipeared on them on the

twentieth day.'* But the disease occurs all the more readily and surely if there is

any abrasion of the cuticle, and flies ^ may thus become the medium of infection

and cause the spread of the disease, though there may be no actual ct)ntact of the

healthy with the diseased. Dr. Gavin Milroy, in his Report on Leprosy and Yaws,
submitted to the secretary of' state for the colonies, made a statement to the effect

that he thought yaws under certain conditions contagious, by contact of the healthy
with the diseased, but that he did not believe contagion to be the sole cause of the

spread of the disease amongst a community. He mentions the fact, given by Dr.

Crane, of Trinidad, that patients suffering from yaws were admitted into the gen-
eral hospital of that island and that nevertheless there was no spread of the dis-

ease amongst the inmates of the instittition. On the other hand, however, Dr.

Espinet, also of Trinidad, says that a case of yaws was admitted into the leper

asylum of that island and that several cases had arisen after it.^ But does the

mere fact of there being no spread of yaws in the Trinidad general hospital, after

admission therein of an infected case, either prove or disprove the theory of con-

tagion? Surely not. Unless there be inoculation of the system, either directly

by contact or indirectly by flies, or other means, with the " materies morbi," no
result will follow, and I hold that Dr. Gavin Milroy"s statements are founded upon
insufficient observations. As proof of contagion from nursing mother to child, I

give the following cases from the Appendix:

Case XLIX.—Margaret Henry, set. 35 years, negro, from the village of Willi-

kies, in this island, came to my surgery on Jime 13, 1885, with j-aws eruptions
on forearms, legs, face, and breasts. She had noticed them since the end of the

previous month.
Case XLVIII.—Louisa Thomas, set. 1 year, illegitimate child of the above, was

brought to me on the same day (June 13) by its mother, who said the child
showed the disease on June 8. It had been perfectly healthy before. On exam-
ination I found yaws tubercles at the angles of the mouth and on the cheeks.

'Op. cti.,p. 567.

''Edin. Med. and Surg. Journal. April, 1827. Also compare my cases 48 and 49, infra.
3 Dictionnaire Encyclopedique des Sciences Medicales, Vol. iv., art.: Framboesia
* Vide Crocker's Skin Diseases.
* Dr. Nicholls's paper in Med. Times and Gazette, January 3, 188().
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The following cases from the Appendix are given as exhibiting proofs of con-

tagion by direct contact :

Case LIV.—Mrs. Gilead, set. about 35 years, negro laborer, from the village of

Newfield. Antigua, came to see me on September 24, 1885. She had yaws tubercels
on forehead, arms, and legs, with some macular as well. She had noticed the

eruption about a week previously. She could not say where she had contracted
the disease, but one of her children had had it up to the end of July, 1885.'

Case LVIL—Edward Gilead, vet. 50 years, negro laborer, husband of Case LIV,
from Newfield village, came to my surgery on October 12, 1885, with yaws tubercles
on forehead, angles of the mouth, arms, and legs. He had noticed them on the
5th of October, and is sure he had contracted the disease from his wife.
Case LV.—Edgar George, 10 months, illegitimate son of Mary Adams, negro

laborer, from Willikies village, was brought to me on October 4, 1885, suffering
from yjiws of two days' duration. Mother could not say where her child had got
the disease, though the disease was prevalent in the village at the time. By the third
week of December the child w^as perfectly well, only a few maculte being seen.

Case LXVIII.—Mary Adams, mother of the above, came to me on January 3,

1886, with well-marked yaws erui^tions on arms, legs, and buttocks. She said she
had had them for about two weeks previ( )usly (that is , about the 20th of December ) .

The child had always slept with her and she had been nursing him, and she is

sure she had caught the disorder from him, as she had not seen or come in contact
with anybody else suffering from the disease.

Case LXXII.—Archibald Philo, a^t. 5 years, negro, from Betty's Hope estate,
was brought to my surgery on Axigust 10, 188G, with yaws eruptions on face,
arms, legs, and buttocks. He was all right by the end of the month.
Case LXXIII.—Beatrice Philo, set. 6 years, sister of the above, was brought to

me on Sei)tember (5, 188(>, with yaws tul)ercles on face, arms, legs, and genitals.
She was quite well l)y end of October. She had always slept with her brother,
and the mother did not think there were any other cases of the disease on the
estate.

Case LVIIL—Eleanor Thomas, aet. 3 years, illegitimate child of Sarah Bartley,
from Freetown village, was brought to me on October 18, 1885, with yaws erup-
tion on arms, legs, genitals, and anus. She had had the disease since the middle
of September, 1885. The mother could give no history of contagion. She was
well by the 7th of December, 1885.

Case LIX.—Susanna Thomas, set. 4 years, sister of the above, came to see me
on the same day with an almost identical distribution of the eruption. The
mother had noticed Susanna's spots on the arms and legs at the end of Sep-
tember, and said that the two children always slept together.

Ca.se CVI.—Catherine Richards, set. 16 years, negro, from Liberta Village, came
to me on January 17, 1889, with the disease well-marked on face, arms, and legs.
She had had it four months previously.
Case CXIII.—Henrietta Richards, set. 12 years, a sister of the above, came to

consult me on February 9, 1889. She had had yaws two weeks i^reviously and
had always slept with Catherine, to which fact she attributed her own illness, as
she had not come across anybody else in the village with the disease.
Case CIX.—Lucy Rodisli, set. 10 years, a Portuguese girl of unmixed blood,

from the village of Sweets, was brought to me on February 6, 1889. She had a
typical yaws eruption on arms, shoulders, and legs. Her mother had noticed it a
few days before.
Case CXV.—Caroline Rodish, set. 15 years, sister of the above, came to my

surgery on May 15,1889. The mother had noticed the eruption first upon the
anus about the middle of April. At the time of her visit to me the eruption was
a general one all over the body. The two sisters were always together, and were
in the habit of occupying the same bed. I may mention that the eruption in
these two white cases (as well as in another. Case CXVIII in the Appendix)
presented identically the same characteristics as those observed in negroes.
Case CXVI.—Eliza Bailey, a colored girl (mulatto), set, 8 years, also from the

village of Sweets, was brought to me on May 15, 1889, by her mother, who is a
Government midwife and an intelligent woman. She says Eliza first had the
tubercles toward the end of February, 1889, that she was a great friend of Lucy
Rodish (Case CIX supra), and that she was sure her daughter had contracted the
disease from her playmate.

1 Vide Case XLVI, in the Appendix.
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Immunity from second aiiackn.—A great many writers have expressed the

opinion that there can only be one attack of the disease. Among these may be

mentionedWinterhottom, '

Schilling ;

- and Shannon,^who says
' •

it is infectious, and
like smallpox never attacks a person a second time

"
; Liveing,^ who writes, "One

attack is believed to afford decided protection against a second inoculation, but
the affection is very liable to relapse ;

" Dr. Paulet, who inoculated five times

negroes who had been thoroughly cured of the disease but failed to i)rodace a
second attack in theni;^ the late Dr. Imray, of Dominica; Dr. Rankine,^ and

many others. Others again hold that a second attack may occur after a patient
has had yaws and has gotten qiiite well from it (Drs. Bowerbank, of Jamaica,
and NichoUs, of Dominica).' For myself, I must own that I am somewhat in

doubt as to the absolute correctness of these second attacks ; I am more inclined

to look upon them as relapses. The following are examples from my list of

relapses :

Cofie IX.—Bobby Thwaites, set.. 6 years, from the village of Willikies, was first

brought to me for treatment on^Noyember 10, 1883. He was quite well by end of
December. On April 80, 1883, fresh tubercles, were noticed on his body. He was
well again by the middle of May.

Ca.se LXVI.—Samuel Lawrence, set. 4 years, from the village of Seatons, was
first treated by me for well-marked yaws of three weeks' duration on December
16, 1885. By the end of March, 1880, he was quite well. In the middle of August,
about four and one-half months after his recovery, he was brought back to me
with a fresh attack of the disease.

Cases XXXI and CXXVIII in the Appendix are other cases of relapse. Dr. Nich-

oUs^ gives short summaries of the histories of a few of his cases of reinoculations.

In one of these (case 480) the patient was perfectly well for ten and one-half

months, and then he contracted the disease again ; in another (case 856) eleven

months of health intervened between the fivst and second attacks. While at the

Prince Rupert's Hospital he noticed second attacks coming on a year or two years
after the first attacks were got rid of.** Although I look upon my own cases as

examples of relapses, still the instances given by Dr. Nicholls have the a])pearance
rather of fresh inoculations. I have fotmd it impossible in my own cases to trace

the source of i*einfection, except it lay in the yaws crust. The crust contains the

inoculable virus, and is easily rtibbed off or may fall off when dry, often without

the patient's knowledge. These fresh attacks, then, may arise from the crusts

adhering to the clothes or lying on the dusty, dirty, and too-often unboarded and
uncovered floors of the huts, where the naked negro child is always to be seen

sprawling.

Pathology.
—Whether there are lesions to be found in the internal organs, such

as the liver or spleen, in cases of yaws I am not able to state from personal knowl-

edge, never having had the opportunity of holding i)ost-mortem examinations in

such cases. But VanLeent, of Batavia,'" states that the lymphatics are dilated

and the glands engorged, sometimes containing purulent fluid. He has seen

caseous dejiosits in the lungs, kidneys, liver, and spleen, and also in the muscles,

'Accjount of Native Africans of Sierra Leone, Vol. ii.

''De Morbo in Europa Pane If?noto quern Americani Vocaut Yaws.
^Practical Observations on the Operation and Effects of Certain Medicines in the Prevention

and Cure of Diseases to which Europeans are Subject in Hot Climates, by R. Shannon, M. D.,

published in 1704.

<Skin Diseases, p. 2137, 1878.

* Dictionnaire Encyclopedique des Sciences Medicales. Art. "PramIxBsia."

'Edinburgh Medical Journal, April, 1827.

'Charlouis, of Batavia, is also a Ijeliever in second attack.s, vide Edin. Med. Journal, Noveni

ber, 1882, p. 468.

"Fourth Report on Yaws Hospitals, Appendix B, p. 23.

»O;>.crt.,p.l0.

'"Diction. Encyclop. des Sciences Med., Vol. iv. Art. "Framboesia."
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cartilages, ligaments, and bones. With regard to the miniite structure of a yaws
tubercle, it may be stated that it consists essentially of a dermatitis affecting the

horny and mucous layers and the papillary stratum. The following is a vertical

section of a tubercle as seen under a low power (Leitz, Ocular 3, Obj. 3); it was

stained with alum carmine.

Plate XIV. The papillae are enlarged and elongated. Largenumbers of leucocytes

are finding their way through the epidermis to the surface of the skin. There is

also seen an abundant proliferation of cells and a good deal of organized tissue

spreading upward through the horny layer. This organized tissxie consists of

delicate fibrils issuing from the rete Malpighii, crossing and intercrossing each

other, and often inclosing patches of epithelial sciuamae. This organized new tissue

is highly vascular, and may be seen in two or three places to pierce the epidermis

and to lie over and cover it. (
Vide a in plate.) Several blood vessels seen cut

across (b in plate). Under a high power numeroiis micrococci are seen scattered

throughout the substance of the tiibercle, but chiefly in the upper layers of the

dermis. Along the surface of the epidermis and stretching below it are seen large

numbers of micrococci, many being contained within leucocytes. These coccus

forms are especially aJnindant in the large cells found at the junction of the horny

layer with the rete Malpighii, or the layer of Laugerhaus. Many of these cells are

quite full of micrococci. ( Vide plate. )

Plate XV is a vertical section of a yaws tubercle, stained with methyl bhie, and
decolorized with solution of iodine and iodide of potassium. (Leitz, Oc. 3. Obj . 7. )

(a) leucocytes, (/J) micrococci.

Bacteriology.
—A bit of yaws crust was teased out in distilled water, treated as a

cover-glass specimen, and stained in methyl blue. (See PI. xvi.) Leitz, Oc. 3,

Obj. 7, numerous bacilli seen singly and in twos or threes, the single rods measuring
about 2 jii in length and about 0.5 /i in breadth. Large numbers of leucocytes also

visible, and micrococci and bacteria. On inoculating a tube of sterile beef broth

with the solution of yaws crust in distilled water a cloudiness was produced in

two days, and a film was seen on the surface. They both gradually became of an

amber color. Under the microscope crowds of vigorously motile bacilli were visi-

ble singly, in short chains, and in long leptothrix threads. The single rods were of

the same size as those already referred to in the fresh si)ecimen. A sterile tube of

nutrient jelly was next inoculated from the broth. In two days a cloudiness

appeared in the track of the needle. Microscopically the same appearances were
observed as in the case of the broth. ( Vide i)late. )

Plate XVII is an artificial culture of yaws crust in sterile nutrient jelly, magenta
staining. (Leitz. Oc. 3, Obj. 7.)

I may mention that the jelly was rendered slightly diffluent at the end of three

weeks' growth. On examining the jelly microscopically, four days after plate 17

was painted, I found very few bacilli, but in their stead countless myriads of shining
oval spores, measuring about 1 /i in length and 0.5 /< in breadth. The few bacilli

visible were seen to contain oval, shining spores. These bacilli were never seen

by me in the substance of the tumor; they were absent from yaws crtists that were

protected by clothing. They are only found in old and exposed crusts. I have
therefore come to the conclusion that they are contaminations, and are of the

nature of the ordinary bacillus subtilis. A drop of blood was taken from the

finger of a patient suffering from yaws (not close to any eruption) , the surface of

the finger having been previously sterilized. The specimen was dried on a cover

glass and stained with magenta. Numerous coccus forms were seen scattered

about the field (vide PI. xviii) amongst the red blood corpuscles, some of them

adhering to the cells. These micrococci vary in size from 0.3 ju or 0.4 jn to nearly 1 ju

in diameter.

S. Ex. 30 11;^
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Plate XVIII is a cover-glass specimen of blood of yaws patient, magenta stain-

ing, (a) White corpuscle; (&) red cells; (c) micrococci. (Leitz, Oc. 3; Obj.7.)
With the tisiial antiseptic precautions a tube of sterile beef broth was inocu-

lated with the blood of the same patient. In three days the broth was fouiid tur-

bid ; there was no pellicle formed on the surface. This proved that the growth
belonged to Pasteur's anaerobic group of microorganisms. Under the micro-

scope a luxuriant croD of micrococci was seen, singly, in twos (diplococci), and in

small clusters. They were of the same size as those described in Plate xviii. From
this tube a second of sterile, solidified hydrocele fluid was inoculated. In three

days a cloudiness appeared in the track of the stab, and the jelly was rendered

slightly diffluent on the surface. A week after the jelly was more fliiid on the top.

The grayish-looking opacity that th e microorganisms first presented gradually

gave way to a salmon color. Microscopically, the growth presented the same

appearances as that already described in the broth tube. A scraping from a patch
of plan dartre was next stained and examined. In it were found a large number
of coccus forms, of the same size as those already described, singly, in twos, and
in small clusters, many of them being seen adherent to the epithelial scales of

which the scraping consisted. There were also a few bacilli, which on artificial

culture were found to be identical with those already described (and figured in

Plate XVII ).

Inoculation experiments.—With the artificial culture of the bacilli in the crust

I made several inoculations on animals (fowl, dog, cat) , but without any result

whatever. I also tried it on my own person, without any effect. With the arti-

ficial culture of the micrococci from the blood of my yaws patient, I repeated the

inoculation experiments I had previously tried with the bacilli. There were no
results in the case of the fowl or dog, but there was success with the cat. I used

the inner aspect of the left ear for inoculation. After the expiration of three

weeks I noticed a small swelling on the upper or outer aspect of the right ear,

which daily enlarged and in a few days presented the iinmistakable appearance of

a yaws tubercle. There was also one on the face, over the nose, but none of them
showed any crusts, probably from the hairy nature f)f the site.' I also inoculated

myself with the micrococcus culture, but beyond the fact that the site of inocula-

tion was itchy, red, and slightly swollen for about a fortnight after the opera-

tion, there was no result. From the above-detailed experiments, I have come to

the conclusion that the bacilli found in the crusts are contaminations from with-

out, and allied to bacillus subtilis, and that the true cause of the disease yaws is a

micrococcus, which I took the liberty of christening the micrococcus framboesiie

in my "
graduation thesis," submitted to the medical faculty of Edinburgh Uni-

versity in AiTgust, 1890.

Treatment.—In mild cases of the disease very little need be done. Indeed, the

physician is seldom consulted except when all ho me remedies have failed, and the

patients begin to show signs of debility from long duration of the malady, or when
ulcerations break out too stubborn to be managed by the natives themselves. If

the patient gets a good diet, and if, iiarticularly, he is kept clean, the disease -will

run a course of from two to four months and entirely disappear. Dr. Shannon^

says:

If a negro tJiat has contracted the disorder be i)ut in circumstances favorable to

general health ; if he be not obliged to work ;
if he be allowed a good diet

;
and if

he be kept clean by constant washing it will run its coiarse and after a time disap-
pear entirely.

* * * The African negroes cure yaws and the venereal disease

* I may mention that these tubercles lasted for two weeks, and when they disappeared two
bald patches were left behind.

^ Pract. Observations on the Operations and Effects of Certain Medicines in the Prevention and

(Jure of Diseases to which Europeans are Subject in Hot Climates, by R. Shannon, M. D., p. 380.
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by sea bathing and promoting the perspiration by drinking plentifully of a decoc-

tion of camwood '

sharpened with sour palm wine, and at other times with lime
or lemon juice.

In some of the West India Islands, such as Dominica- and Jamaica-* the negroes
are in the habit of using mercurials internally, up to the point of salivation, with

sarsaparilla. This had the effect of producing anaemia and debility. But in

Antigiia this treatment is not in vogue, the only remedies in use being the external

application to the eruption of blue stone, or verdigris, or Indigo, or lime juice, or

the irritating sap of the "dagger,"-* combined with the internal use of tisaneo, or

decoctions of sour-sop
^
leaves, or vervain," or other equally harmless plants. Before

the abolition of slavery mild cases of yaws were always treated by some of the

old women upon the sugar estates, who were supposed to know the secret of cur-

ing the disease. These sages were known as "yaws grandies." But there was
also great care taken of the slaves by the proprietors in some of the islands, as

Jamaica,'' for instance
;
for many estates had yaws hospitals, where i)atients were

isolated and properly treated and cared for. The following is the treatment I

have pursued in my practice :

(a) Mild cases.—Here I only use the external application of a mild germicide oint-

ment, as the red oxide of mercury (5 grs. to ^i of adeps). The patient should be

well washed with plenty of soap and water, the crusts removed when softened, and
the ointment should be well rubbed over every tubercle. The patients, generally

children, should not be allowed to dabble in dust and dirt, and not be permitted
to play with healthy children. This simple treatment I have found most success-

ful in all mild cases.

(y5) More severe cases.—Here, besides the external application of the same oint-

ment recomnaended in class a, I have been in the iiabit of giving arsenic and iron,

gradually increasing the doses of the former, with great benefit.

(y ) Severe cases.—These patients are always emaciated and anaemic, and have to

be put upon a tonic treatment at once. I generally combine suli^hate of quinine
with the iron and arsenic mixture, and I do not hesitate to increase the arsenic.

I also increase the strength of the ointment I have recommended by using 10 or 15

grains of the red oxide of mercury to ^i of adeps. I sometimes use Tr. iodi. (P. B.)
in this class as an external remedy when I find the ointment inefficacious.

(5) Ulcerations.—These are very stubborn to manage, and if tonics are indicated

in class y they are more so here. If tubercles coexist with ixlcers they should be

treated as suggested in class y. The ulcers are treated by the application to them
once every second day of a solution of chloride of zinc (20 grains to ^i aqua), an
ointment of zinc oxide or iodoform being applied on lint in the intervals. If this

treatment fails the ulcers should be painted once a day with the strong tincture

of iodine (Edin. Ph. ) or the liniment of iodine, and then tightly strapped with

strips of emplastrum resinae in such a manner that the edges of the ulcers may be

approximated.

(e) Crab yaws.—This condition I have known to last longer than any other

form of the disease, simply because of the unfortunate position of the tubercles,
rest and cleanliness being almost impossible of attainment in the particular class

of patients under consideration, except in hospital practice. A strong solution

of zinc chloride (30 grains to the ounce) should be applied with a brush to the

tubercles three times a week, an ointment of zinc oxide, or iodoform, or resorcin

' A leguminous plant, caphia nitida, which produces a red dye.
2 Dr. NichoUs's Third Report of Yaws Hospitals, p. 12.

3 Dr. Bowerbank, quoted by Nicholls, op. cit.

»Art: "Fourcroya."
* Anona muricata.
* Vertena Jamaciensis
^ Report on Leprosy, by the Royal College of Physicians, 1867, p. 12.
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being applied in the intervals. I can confidently recommend this form of treat-

ment, but it, must be remembered that no form of treatment will be of any
avail in these cases unless there are absolute rest and cleanliness of the parts.
The peculiar eaten-out-looking patches on the soles of the feet remain long
after every other trace of the disease has disappeared, and serve as a proof
of an antecedent attack of yaws. In many of my adult cases rheumatic

pains in the joints were complained of after the disappearance of yaws. Here
iodide of potassitim has done good. Besides arsenic and iron as general blood ton-

ics and a good diet, cod-liver oil is of benefit, esi^ecially in weakly children. In

several of my cases I have tried chaulmoogra oil, both externally and internally,
as well as gurjon oil externally, but I have not found them of any use. With
regard to the internal administration of mercurials, I can not say that i can approve
of it, although recommended by several writers. I have never seen any necessity
for its use, all my patients having been easily enough cured by the treatment tliat

I have recommended.

Classification.
—In Fox's Diseases of the Skin,' yaws is placed under the head of

the exanthemata, but somewhat doubtfully; and in the Medical Times and Gazette,*

Dr. Gavin Milroy says that the disease belongs to Cullen's class of cachexiae, or
" those diseases which consist in a depraved state of the whole or of a considera-

ble part of the habit of the body, without any primary pyrexia or neurosis com-

bined with that state." In the Nomenclature of Diseases, by the Royal College
of Physicians, yaws is placed in class D of the following table :

^

General diseases.

(A) Diseases dependent on morbid jjoisons (specific febrile dis-

orders) .

niaoQaaa/ioT%oTi/i f (B) Diseascs dependent ou external agents other than morbid
xjiseases ^epena-

j poi.sons (as animal and vegetable parasite^, etc. ) .

ent on
external^ ^(^^ Developmental diseases,

agents.
y ^-^^ -^^^^ classified (yaws-parangi.)

Dr. Liveing^ thinks it is a general constitutional disease, and classes it with

dermato-sj'philis and elephantiasis Grtecorum ; and one of the recent treatises^ on

skin diseases has yaws classified under neoplasmata, or new growths—a wise clas-

sification, in that it avoids all theories and doubts. With regard to the propriety
of placing frambcesia under the head of "cachexiae,"' I have no doubt in my mind
that there are no just reasons for doing so. A cachectic condition is not charac-

teristic of yaws, and is only seen exceptionally in those patients who have been

ailing very long, or who are the subjects of ulceration. When once frambcesia

has been perfectly cured there occurs no sequelae, and the system is again thor-

oughly restored to health. Besides, there is no suspicion of a hereditary tendency
to the disease. I therefore do not look upon it as a constitutional disease to be

classed with syphilis or leprosy. It is a disease caused by the entrance into the

system of a specific microorganism (the micrococcus framb(esia), which has a

predilection for the cutaneous system, producing by its presence there an irritation

and a growth of the deeper layers. Although pyrexia is a marked feature of all the

exanthemata and although framboesia is ushered in without febrile symptoms of

any consequence, still there is no doubt that there is some rise of temperature in

most cases, even though that be slight. It must not be forgotten that these cases

occur, not in hospital practice where patients can be carefully watched, but

among an ignorant and untrained class of negro laborers.

Taking all the symptoms of yaws into consideration I have been led to the con-

clusion, aided by a not inconsiderable experience of the disease in Dominica,

» Third edit., 1873. * Diagnosis of Skin Diseases, 1878, p. 27.

"Vol. II, p. 515. 6Dr H. Radcliffe Crocker's Skin Diseases, 1888.

•1885, Second edit., p. IC.
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Montserrat, and Antigua, that framboesia belongs properlj^ to the class of exan-

themata, and should be placed under heading A of the table quoted from the

Nomenclature of Diseases.'

FRAMBCESIA IN THE FOWL.

Before concluding this report upon framboesia as.it occurs in man. I have thought
that a few words upon the disease as it occurs in the domestic fowl may not be

unacceptable. The disease occurs as an epidemic among fowls in Ceylon and

the West Indies, and probably in the other tropical countries as well, at certain

seasons of the year,'^ generally from April to July or August. It bears a striking

resemblance to the disease met with in the human subject in maaiy particulars,

but whether there is a causal relation or connection between the two diseases I

am not in a position, to state.

The disease in question consists of an eruption of yaws-like tubercles covered

by a thin seal (resembling in appearance the yaws crust), very often showing

points of haemorrhage on its surface, just as in the case of the- human subject.

These tubercles are situated over the eyes, at the base of the beak, on the head

and neck, around the-ears, on the tips of and along the wings wherever there are

few feathers, and on the legs. Young fowls and turkey chicks are chiefly

affected, and death may occur, not from the disease itself, but from the inability

of the birds to see and pick their food and their consequent starvation.

Plate XIX is a photograph of the head of a chicken with yaws. The eyelid is

occupied by a tubercle ; there is one over the ear and two or three immediately
over the bill.

The points of resemblance to human yaws are the following, and I do not think

I shall be going too far when I say that they are more than mere coincidences :

(1) The tubercles bear a striking resemblance outwardly to those of the human
subject. (3) The disease occurs on the most unprotected parts in both. (3) Young
chickens are chiefly affected. I do not remember having seen the disease in full-

grown fowls. In the human subject children are the principal sufferers. (4)

There is similarity in the site of the eruption in the fowl to that in man. (5) A
micrococcus, such as I have discovered in hiiman yaws tubercles, is also seen

scattered throughout those of the fowl. (0) A yaws tubercle from the lid of a

fowl was excised, and a sterile tube of nutrient jelly was inoculated immediately
with the blood that issued from the cut. In three days a grayish-colored cloudi-

ness was seen in the track of the stab and the jelly was rendered slightly fluid on
the surface. The turbidity was diie to the presence of myriads of coccus forms,

singly, in two's, and in small clusters. Their size was the same as the microbe of

human yaws. About a v/^eek afterwards the growth assumed a pinkish tinge and

> It is worthy of remark that in the parangi disease of Ceylon, which is consid<^re<J to be iden-
tical with yaws, a rise of temperature has been noted to precede an outbreak of the eruption.
I quote from page 75 of the Report upon the Parangi Disease of Ceylon, by Mr. W. Kynsey, prin-

cipal civil medical officer :

" Fever occurs ; in some instances it is very severe in character (the

temperature being 90°, and sometimes rising as high as 1()0° or 1()^° in the evening) ; it is com-
paratively slight in others. The fever is attended with constitutional disturbance

; it remains
for about two or three days, when a crop of eruptions, papular in character, appear about the
different parts of the body beginning at the face and gradually extending downwards ; these

papules vary in size from that of a peppercorn upward." Again, on page 4<j, Mr Garvin says :

" Just as the sore was healing [the sore Mr. Garvin uientions was the seat of inoculation of the
parangi disease] he got what he considers an attack of fever, attended with pain in the large
.ioints and back. This attack went on for about four days and then subsided, but on the third
day following he observed the eruption coming out on the right side of the neck first and then
over the body." The same medical officer observes, on page 45 of the report : "A crop of erup-
tion appeared on the face, preceded by slight fever, loss of appetite, malaise, and pains in the
large joints for a day or two." Vide, also in Appendix, Case CXXVIII, where a febrile condition
is reported as having occurred previous to the appearance of the eruption.

2 The negroes say when the cashew fruit (Anacardium occidentale) is ripe.
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the jelly became more diffliient. These appearances then are identical with those

presented by the microbe of human yaws. (7) Lastly, a vertical section of a

framboesia tubercle in the fowl i)resents the same anatomical appearances as those

already described in the case of man
;
that is to say, enlargement and growth of

papillae, proliferation of cells, and protrusion of new vascular growth upward
through the epidermis.

Plate XX a vertical section of a yaws tubercle from the fowl. Logwood stain-

ing. Leitz,Oc. 2, Obj. 3: (a) Enlarged papilla?; (/3) delicate strands of fibrous

tissue; (y) bloodvessels (cut); (5) protriision of organized tissue externally;

(e) areolar tissue. (The proliferation of cells well marked, but their'outlines are

somewhat overtinted in the diagram.)
The disorder is easily cured by isolation of the affected birds and their careful

feeding, together with the external application to the tiabercles of tincture of iodine.

I may say that an attempt at producing the disease in a chicken by inoculating
it under the wing with the artificial culture of the micrococcus from a diseased

bird proved ineffectual.
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The following table shows the frequency of the disease in the various months of

the year from March, 1882, to June, 1893:

d <zo
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ADDRESS OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE SECTION, C. H. HUGHES,
M. D., ST. LOUIS, MO.

NEUROLOGY AND PSYCHIATRY OF THE FIRST PAN-AMERICAN MEDICAL CONGRESS.

Colleagues of the Continent : I bid you cordial welcome. For the first time

in the history of the world the medical profession of all the Americas meets fra-

ternally for mutual work and words of counsel for the welfare of the North and

South American medical profession and i)eople. In this neurologic and psychiat-

ric section, brothers, we also, for the first time, grasp the hand of fellowship.

We heartily clasp hands with you and in our hearts we embrace you, with the

prayer that nothing shall ever dissever the friendship between the Northern and

Southern American profession now so auspiciously consummated. May the final

hand shake between the ijrofession of the North and South American States never

be permitted to take place. We want your friendship forever. So long as "earth

grows a plant or sea rolls a wave "' we pray that it may endure, growing closer

and closer in ties of inseparable fraternity. In our special departments of med-

ical research and labor we have a common interest, and in every department of

medical investigation and advance our interests are likewise mutual. The sani-

tary welfare of all of the American States is alike. The same hygienic, thera-

peutic and pathologic problems press upon us all for solution ; the medical

discoveries of each one of these States redound to the welfare of all the others.

To this end, therefore, we salute and welcome you, wishing you health and happi-

ness, through a mutuallj^ advanced and glorified medical profession, and in behalf

of the neurological section of this great congress I join you in the sentiment,

^'America laudamus—viva Americana !^^

Before proceeding to the work before us it may prove a source of pleasure and

profit, and it certainly is flattering to our professional pride, to note some of the

neurological advances of our day, and especially the contributions of neurology
to general medicine and the consequent welfare of the world. None of the many
victories in the onward march of American medicine during the century now
nearing its close has contributed, or is destined yet to contribute, more to the

happiness of mankind than the light which has been thrown by our researches on

the nature and treatment of inebriety, dipsomania, and chronic alcohplism and
their neural sequelae, especially multiple neuritis.

To a distinguished American physician, signer of that Declaration which gave
a nation birth, surgeon-general of the Continental Army and teacher of the prac- ,

tice of medicine in the first medical university founded in America, Dr. Benjamin
Rush, the scientific world is indebted for having taught that inebriety is a dis-

ease. His followers, living in the Pan-American States, taking their cue from
this distinguished pioneer medical savant, have pursued the study until the thera-

peutics of inebriety has become as successful as that of any other grave nervous

disorder and its pathology as well understood, while medical philanthropy, fol-

lowing his advice,' has erected hospitals for the cure and care of its unfortunate

victims, though, as yet, no monumental shaft mementoes, as it should, a nation's

grateful memory of Benjamin Rush's noble work.

We record, also, with satisfaction scarcely exceeded by that we enjoy from con-

templating the salvation of the inebriate the successful cure of the opium habit

and other kindred forms of baneful drug enslavement. Yet it has not been long
since that once brilliant litterateur, De Quincey, himself enthralled, proclaimed in

despair the "pangs of opium" and the "Iliad of woes" its enslaved victims hope-

lessly endured. The "opium fiend," as he is with cruel facetiousness so often

called, need not be longer regarded as a hopeless wreck if the hand of charity will

1 Diseases of the Mind, 1813.
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only conduct him within the pale of professional resource. This and alcoholism,
and all similar forms of nervous derangement, are now treated successfully much
like certain forms of mental 'aberration are ; by change of environment, by thera-

peutic repression, ircluding hypnotic support and reconstruction of the damaged
and aberrantly acting neuropsychic centers. This is another jewel medicine offers

for the crown of modern progress.

Notwithstanding the illustrious names which in our own day the world beyond
our geographical boundaries has given to medical science, our American States

have likewise their great physicians whose offerings on the altar of that science

whose special care is the welfare of man are worthy of exalted place beside the

Old World's gods. For the Virchows, Charcots, and Lombrosos, Maraglianos and

Kowalewskys, Gulls and Horsleys, of world-wide fame beyond our shores, we
have given to the world our Brown-Sequard, who went from America to cosmo-

politan fame ; our Hammond, another pioneer Ame rican neurologist, whose books

have been translated into all the languages of civilization; our Seguin likewise,

and our Pepper, president of this congress and the peer of Sir William Gull, of

Great Britain; and Ferran, whose preventive inoculations against cholera Asiatica

called the medical world's attention anew to the grandeur of Spanish medicine.

If Wigan could conjecture the duality of the mind from theoretical considerations

and the general division of the brain into hemispheres, Brown-Sequard later, and
at the time an American, proved it, and even my own feeble contribution on the

"Duality of Action and Vicarious Functions of the Cerebral Lobes and Hemi-

spheres,'" in 1873, might count for something, even though it emanated from a

lunatic asylum in the valley of the Mississippi. If Hitzig, a German, and Ferrier,

an Englishman, demonstrated and located motor centers in the cerebrums of the

lower animals, Bartholow, an American, established by satisfactory physiological

experiment their correspondence in the hiiman brain. '^ If Victor Horsley and
others first clinically applied the discovery of cerebral localization to surgical

therapeutics for brain diseases, Prof. William Fuller, a Canadian anatomist and

surgeon, first trephined the skull in a case of idiocy, an operation which has

recently been heralded from abroad as a new surgical procedxire. The author of

this operation, now residing in this country, in Grand Rapids, Mich., is the

designer from life of a series of brain sections and sectional casts, photographs,
and models, some of which I now show yoit, which have not been excelled in

Europe. Now that this operation of Dr. Fuller has come back to America with

European approval as a European procedure, it is interesting to note the reception
a part at least of the medical i)ress of England gave the novel surgical procedure
at its incei)tion on this continent. The following extract from the London Doctor,

a monthly review of British and foreign medical practice and literature, No. I,

Vol. IX, page 5, January 1, 1878, is appended as evidence that the case reported
in this paper received at the time a wide publication :

Dr. Fuller, of Montreal, has, says the Canada Lancet, conceived the novel idea
of trephining out portions of the skull of an idiot child of 2 years old, so as to

allow the expansion of the brain. The idea is certainly novel, so far as we know,
no surgeon having previously ventured to remove portions of the skull cap so as
to allow the brain to expand. We sincerely hope this brilliant ( ! ) experiment Avill

not be repeated. How does Dr. Fuller propose to protect the exposed portions of

brain should the brain protrude through the apertures he has made ? According
to latest advices Dr. Fuller contemplates removing another piece. We hope not.

Under the name of linear craniotomy, this operation has recently found decided

approval both at home and abroad. Engel speaks enthusiastically of it even for

dementia epileptica.

»American Journal of Insanity. Vol. xxxii, 1875.

" American Journal of the Medical Sciences,
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If European surgery first exsects a stomach or a kidney, or cuts down upon and
removes a stone from the bladder or gall cyst, American surgery, rei^resented in

the person of Ephraim McDowell, with a temerity that startles the conservatism

of Europe, first cuts into that surgical terra incognita, the abdominal cavity and
saves an imperiled human life by successfully removing an abdominal tumor, a

feat common enough now, alas, all too frequently performed by novices lacking
in mature surgical judgment. He and Battey, another American, led the way for

the successful ovariotomies of Lawson Tait and his followers, and Marion Sims—
God bless his gentle, precious memory—lays the foundation, by a peerless [proced-
ure on the female perineum, for the rescue of womanhood from untold misery.
Marion Sims who, when asked to unsex a woman in whom there was other possi-

bility of salvation, could say to Weir Mitchell, "Let us give her a reprieve; I

never unsex a woman without a pang," and the woman got well, as you and I

know hundreds of others would, if permitted, without oophorectomy. God bless

Marion Sims.

As we are justly appreciative of the part which American skill has performed
in the world's surgical advancement ; as the recalling of the names and deeds of

our Motts, Brainards, Popes and Stones, Physics, Grosses and Hodgens gives us

pleasure ;
if we revere our Rushes and Woods as England does her Hunters, Syd-

enhams, and Gulls, so of our f)wn American alienists and neurologists and their

achievements, we are justlj^ proud. The accomplished Isaac Ray and the gifted
Amariah Brigham, Pliny Earle and Tyler, now no longer among us, and Van
Dusen, the son of Michigan and a Kalamazoo asylum superintendent, whose essay
on "Neurasthenia" preceded that of the classical work of Beard on Nervous
Exhaustion—Beard w^ho gave to the world a new disease, and gave it a new name,
although the term " neurasthenia " was borrowed unknowingly from Van Dusen

{vide Alienist and Neurologist, Vol. i.. No. 4, 1880). Since these contributions

appeared the subject of nervous exhaustion has become too common in the litera-

ture of this country and Europe to need further mention here.

There are three works of Dr. Hammond which have had much influence on neu-

rology and medicine generally and these were accomplished during his service as

surgeon-general on the active list of the U. S. Army. (1) The establishment of

the Hospital for Injuries and Diseases of the Nervous System in Philadelijhia,
where the foundation of Dr. Weir Mitchell's most original work, "Wounds and

Injuries of Nerves," was laid. Dr. Mitchell having been placed in charge by Sur-

geon-General Hammond. (2) The establishment of the Army Medical Museum in

Washington. (3) The origination of the Medical and Surgical History of the

War of the Rebellion. These three things give our colleague just claim to distinc-

tion. I think the Hospital for Nervous Diseases was the first of its kind ever

established in the world. Besides, our colleague wrote the first systematic Treatise

on Diseases of the Nervous System in the English language, if not in any lan-

guage.
If we look for new discovery and classification of disease, America has not been

entirely wanting. For a long time Beard's claim was controverted abroad, after-

wards neurasthenia was called "the American disease," then "American nervous-

ness," till finally foreign writers recorded it among their people, even in far-oflf

Russia, where Kowalewsky has written his classic book on the subject and

given us due credit for our discovery. So in regard to Hammond's discovery of

athetosis and mysophobia, and the coinage of these terms ; and in regard to neu-

rasthenia, I believe it is even now conceded that the original American claim ' of

general functional neurotrophia as the foundation of nervous exhaustion is uni-

versally admitted.

J Vide Alienist and Neurologist, Vol. iii, No. 3, 1882,
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Seguin, in his clinical lectures in 1890, first suggested the substitution of a mix-

ture of chloral and bromide for simple bromide, in the treatment of idiopathic

epilepsy, when certain indications are present, chloral being indicated when the

bromides alone produce undue stupor and extremely severe acne ; also in cases

where psychic disorder follows the stoppage of the bromides. This practice has

now become general. He first attempted to subdivide the symptomology of " cere-

bral hyperaemia" (of Hammond and others) into several new groups according to

etiology, e. g. ,
cases due to lithsemia, to feeble or diseased heart, and (a large group)

to eye strain, etc. He also attempted to give the distinguishing clinical signs

(New York Medical Journal, December. 1892) between cases of cerebral pane.s-

thesia due to insuflficiency of the interni and those due to insufficiency of the

externi, and recommended the use of nux vomica and strychnine for weakness of

the intemi, and of belladonna, cannabis indica, and other mydriatics for weakness
of the externi, these drugs to be used as tests for diagnosis, and also for con-

tinuous treatment. He contributed by autoj^sies and clinical cases to confirm the

doctrine of cortical localization of functions, in respect to the visual center (cuneus
in 1880, I think), the speech center (1868), and, in subsequent years, the facial,

brachial, and pedal or crural, centers, and gave absolute jiost-mortem evidence in

support of the idea that such centers exist. Besides Bartholows communication
the whole subject of cerebral localization has received additional light from the

contributions of our Charles K. Mills, of M. Allen Starr, Eskridge, Spitzka, myself,
and nearly every American neurologist, while the contributions of Spitzka to

cerebral pathology, as those of Isaac Ott to cerebral physiology, have been justly

acknowledged abroad. Seguin and Hammond early advocated, before anyone
abroad, I think, the use of large doses of potassiiim iodide in syphilitic or non-

syphilitic diseases of the nervous system, giving historical proof of its American

origin (New York), and called it the "American method." Attempts have been

lately made in Eurojie to ignore our great iniority in this. S. and H. Seguin say

they learned it from Van Buren and Draper in 1865-1867. I adofjted this practice
at the insane hospital at Fulton in 1867-1868.

It falls to the lot of but very few men to discover a really important thing and
to cause a great forward step to be made in medical science. Most of us must be

content with helping the good work of adding new facts of secondary importance,
and trying to apply scientific methods to the treatment of disease. I think that

in this sphere of secondary scientific iisefulness American neurologists have made
and are making good records. The clinical relation of absent patellar reflex to

locomotor ataxia, though first shown by Westphal and Erb, was extensively
studied by Seguin, Gray, myself, and others, and its relation to other diseases and
the possibility of the knee jerk being naturally nil in some persons, was first

shown in this country and acknowledged abroad,' so that the knee-jerk criteria

of tabes dorsalis is a lost reflex, and lateral sclerosis and other states of an exagger-
ated reflex I myself offered the first proof many years ago that it need not be

present in apparently healthy individuals. One of those persons still lives and is

free from any spinal or other nervous disease to this day. What is true as to elucida-

tion of this reflex is e<iually true of the cremasteric and other reflexes. ( Vide writ-

ings of Weir Mitchell and others.) The bulbo-cavernous reflex and the virile

reflex, practically the same thing, were discovered and clinically elucidated about

the same time in Europe and America.

The value of the cremasteric reflex has been studied by Weir Mitchell with the

same thoroughness of elucidation as he has given to lesions of the peripheral
nervous system generally ; and Dr. John Ferguson, of Toronto, Canada, has also

thrown new light upon the patellar reflex. ( Vide
' ' Remarks on some cases of Hemi-

» "Diagnostic Significance of Absent Patellar Reflex." Alienist and Neurologist, January,
1880 ; St. Louis Medical and Surgical Journal, February, 1879.
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plegia," Alienist and Neurologist, January. 1893.) This subject has also lately-

been enriched in this country by Dr. F. X. Dercum, in a paper on "
Optic Neu-

ritis, Blindness, and the Knee Jerk in Cerebellar Disease," read before the Amer-

ican Neurological Society, July 25.

The important subject of rheumatism affecting the nervous system was embodied

in the recent address of Dr. Henry M. Lyman before the American Neurological

Association, and attention called to important clinical facts, especially affections

of the sensory nervous system, not commonly recognized as associated with this

disease. The gastralgias, enteralgias, cutaneous irritations, sensitive feet, and

arthritic and cutaneous neuritides of rheumatism have often attracted my atten-

tion and have been to me an interesting clinical study, and much more is yet to

be written on this important subject.

In the therapeutics of the nervous diseases, as well as in clinical description and

pathology, to America belongs much credit for originality and efficiency of dis-

covery and suggestion. Was it not in this country that the gi-eat Brown-Sequard
first conceived and promulgated his famous treatment for epilepsy, which has

done more than all preceding or' subsequent therapeutics suggested for the alle-

viation of this grave malady ?

All thenow acknowledged virtues of phytoiacca decandra, or poke root, except

the property of phytoline to reduce corpulency, were brought to my attention

through the thesis of a student candidate for graduation of the St. Louis Medical

College, in 1859-; and Dr. Bealle. an ingenious fellow-graduate from Texas, that

same year, told in a thesis, which he entitled "
Ups and Downs of a Texas Doc-

tor," how he made a satisfactory flexible bougie out of green slippery-elm bark,

how he employed a smooth green wheat straw for a catheter and the crushed

potato bug mixed with lard as a satisfactory vessicant in lievi of cantharides,

practices which I imitated myself while doing a general country practice in

Missouri in 1859 and 1860, when I could do no better, and there is nothing much
better for gentle dilatation in certain surgical emergencies than a smooth slii)pery-

elm bougie. I could relate other instances of Westeni American surgical genius

in the use of therapeutic expedients in pressing emergencies of practice were they

strictly germane to our siibject.

It would require the space of many hours to detail the remedial virtues of our

South American flora, beginning with our well-known cinchona. ( Vide paper on

this subject by Dr. J. B. de Lacerda, a colleague of the present congress.) I sug-

gested and used chloral hydrate per rectum iii the treatment of convulsive affec-

tions, a method based on the West Riding Asylum practice in epilepsy, and used

by me for arresting the convulsions of children and of the puerperal state. .

Leonard Coming's method of local anaesthesia is origiiial, and we justly claim

the discovery and therapeutic application of general angesthesia as American, Sir

James Y. Simpson to the contrary notwithstanding. Copioxis ether douching for

cephalo-spinai pain was practiced by myself thirty years ago. I was the "first to

employ capsicum, hot coffee and ammonia enemata to resuscitate from profound

opium narcosis (ride Appendix), after failing with a battery. Kiernan was the

next to follow the practice.

In the department of electrotherapy, especially in diseases of the nervous sys-

tem, America stands well forward in therapeutic suggestion and resource. Beard

and Rockwell and their followers in this country have done much in this line. It

has been fully thirty years since I first employed the constant current for cerebral

and other congestive states, not excepting ovaries and pelvis, and recommended
it in gynecology, based on a prior recommendation of Legros and Onimus that it

would reduce intrapelvic, sanguineous fluxes. It has been more than twenty years

since I began the systematic employment of constant cephalic galvanizations for

the cure of insomnia and the treatment of epilepsy, under the conviction that tha

S. Ex. 36 lia
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prominent symptomatology of both of these affections were dependent upon dis-

order of vasomotor control, which cephalic galvanizations tend to restore as the

bromides do.

Dr. J. B. de Lacerda, of Rio de Janeiro, has offered to this' section a paper on
'• The Condition of Hyperexcitability of the Phrenic Nerve in Beriberi," which is a

real addition to the subject. In this connection I may properly mention Dr. Henry
M. Lyman's book on Artificial Anaesthesia and Anaesthetics, Insomnia, and other

Disorders of Sleep, as a valuable American contril)ution to these subjects.

We have done no markedly original work in hyxmotism, but have some imitat-

ors of Charcot and others, as Charcot and his followers have, with professional

applause, followed Braid, the professionally tabooed Manchester follower of Mes-

mer, the mountebank original.

Cataphoresis in neurotherapy has been considerably advanced in America by
Corning, Peterson, and others, and likewise the hypodermic use of arsenic by
Moyer ;

also the employment of antipyrin, acetanilid, and other coal-tar deriva-

tives, by the last named and many others. ( Vide Appendix. )

The therapeutics, as well as semiology, of insanity has been enriched by Jewell

and Moyer in this country by treatment directed to the colon. ( Vide Appendix.)

Nitroglycerin, or glonoin, was first suggested to the regular profession in 1876

and 1878 by Allen McLane Hamilton, before Murrell or others abroad had used it,

for anaemic cerebral states and spasms of the cerebral arterioles. It was on this

recommendation and the recommendation of nitrite of amyl for a similar purpose
that I first employed the latter for the differential diagnosis of supposed hyperaemic
from anaemic intracranial states. ( Vide editorial in Alienist and Neurologist,

October, 1888.)

A decidedly original and successful procedure in American surgical neuro-

therapy is that of pudic neurectomy as a -remedy for masturbation, reported by
Dr. J. S. Eastman in the Medical News of August 13 of this year. The nerve

being more sensitive on this side, Dr. Eastman cut down upon the left pudic nerve,

which he found hypertroi^hied, and removed 3 inches of it. The patient gained

weight and was freed from this vice which had existed from the sixth to the

twenty-sixth year. She had been previously sntiired in the labia, cauterized,

oophorectomized, and clitoridectomized without benefit.

Veratrum viride, one of the very best remedies I know of for sthenic states of

high cerebral and pulmonary congestion, with full, bounding pulse and violent

cardiac systole, that is better than the lancet in high-grade apoplexy and pneu-
monia; as it is fatal to opposite asthenic states of pulmonary inflammation and
cerebral congestion, is a distinctly American remedy, and the practice of using it,

as well as ofabusing its use, is ofAmerican origin. Itmay sometimes well substitute

the bromides in certain phases of neurotherapy. I have so emj^loyed it. But we
must not further dwell specially on American original contributions to neuro-

therapy. We could not complete the subject in the limits of an ordinary duo-

decimo volume, while another volume of equal .size would not record the real

practical progress and unequaled elegance of American pharmacy as applied to

our therapeutics.

In the direction of neurological originality and-advance the work of our own dis-

tinguished Spanish-speaking secretary. Dr. M. G. Echeverria, must not be over-

looked. Though his modesty has prevented him from i)ublicly claiming his due

reward of merit, his claims have not been overlooked by foreign sources of appre-

ciation. His English publications, notably his gi'eat book on Epilepsy, although

scarcely noticed by American authors, is much and favorably quoted by neurol-

ogists in Germany, England, and France. On their merit he was elected honorary
member of the Medico-Psychological Society, of Paris, and of Great Britain and

Ireland; also vice-president to the first Congres International de Medecine Mentale,
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held in Pcaris in 1878, when he was called upon to preside on motion of the late Prof.

Lasegue, after the sudden illness of Dr. Baillarger, chairman of the congress. So
far as I know, Dr. Echeverria was the first jihysician in this country who, as pro-
fessor of nervous and mental diseases, delivered didactic courses of lectures on this

subject. This was in 1861, in the University Medical College of New York, while

Sequin followed at the College of Physicians and Surgeons, in 1873. On his

removal to New York from the National Hospital for the Paralyzed and Epileptic,
in London, where he had occupied the position of resident assistant physician with
Drs. Brown-Sequard and Ramskill as visiting physicians, he induced the commis-
sioners of public charities and correction to establish the Hospital for Epileptics
and Paralytics on Blackwell's Island, New York, under his chief direction, and to

found a school for idiots on Randall's Island. Dr. E. Seguin, pere, Drs. Kerlin

and Wilmarth, of Elwyn, in their literary and practical works as revealed in the

pagesof the Alienist and Neurologist (ride Appendix), together with Dr. Brown, of

Barre, Mass. , and the Wilburs have certainly done much creditable pioneer work
with this class of defectives.

We may here remark, as facts of historical interest, that Dr. Echeverria was the

first in America to perform excision of a large portion (2 inches) of the ulnar
nerve at the elbow for the radical cure of epilepsy following upon traumatic injury.
This operation was performed in 1865, assisted by Dr. J. H. Douglas. In 1869, in

the presence of Prof. Boeck, of Christiania, and other physicians and students, he

removed, at the hospital on Blackwell's Island, from the base of the second parietal
convolution of an epilejjtic lad, the largest sanguineous clot (If inches long by
three-fourths of an inch wide) ever extracted, to that time. This is another opera-
tion lately originated abroad. The conical fibrinous clot was deeply imbedded
in the cerebral substance, and the patient directly recovered his lost intellectual

faculties upon the successful operation. The case is reported in his " Clinical and

Anatomo-pathological Researches on Epilepsy," and in a subsequent paper pub-
lished in Paris in 1878 (Lesigue's Archives Generale), with the records of five

similar cases from Dr. Echeverria's own practice, and one hundred and forty,

mostly by American and English surgeons. This paper was written mainly to

show how unwarranted was the risk of this procedure then ascribed to it by French

surgeons. This distinguished neurologist, one of our colleagues to-day, and those

I have named before him, vdll not be overlooked when a candid world enumerates
the history of America's neurological benefactors. Worthy of special mention with

the foregoing is our indefatigable coworker and colleague. Prof. Charles K. Mills,
whom the University of Pennsylvania has so lately honored with its chair of men-
tal and medico-legal medicine. His recent studies in ' • Lesions of the Superior Tem-
poral Convolution," accurately locating the auditory center, his presentation of

the siibject of aphasia and other affections of speech in their medico-legal relations,
and lesions of the cauda equina, are real advances that must be universally

acknowledged, as are likewise the complications of multiple neuritis, and other

papers which we present in the Appendix.
And now I name another star which shines in the neurological firmament of New

York—a Starr emphatically spelled by his far-seeing parents wdth a double '•
r.'

Among the numerous recent contributions, besides his book on Brain Surgery
(published by William Wood & Co., New York), he has given us a special study
of ' ' Local Anassthesia as aMeans of Diagnosis of Lesions of the Lower Spinal Cord

"

(American Journal of Medical Science, July, 1892);
" The Cerebral Atrophies of

Childhood, with Special Reference to Imbecility, Epilepsy, and Paralysis (New York
Medical Record, January, 1892); "Trephining for Haemorrhage of the Brain Pro-

ducingAphasia; Recovery" (Brain, 1892); "HemianalgesiaAlternans" (New York
Medical Record, February 11, 1893) ,

and has thrown some new light on the subject
of syringomyelia. ( Vide American Journal of Medical Sciences, May, 1888. ) Hia
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book,
" Familiar Forms of Nervoiis Disease," is a credit to any coxintry. Other

bright iienrological stars are shining, and many have shone longer in the same

scientific and hmnanitarian sky.

It is my impression that Ord"s discovery of myxoedema. received its first clinical

confirmation in this country, and McLane Hamilton, I think, furnished five of the

earliest clinical proofs of its verity as a distinct disease. Hamilton first pointed

otit the neurogenesis of certain meningeal inflammations, and I have maintained

and do yet maintain that haemophilia is a vasomotor neurosis.

The Alienist and Neurologist (April, 1884, ct seq.) early maintained that oopho-

rectomy was too often performed upon the mistaken assumption that the ovary

originated nervous disease, whereas the reverse is the most common clinical fact.

This is not only an original American claim, but it is now becoming a generally

admitted fact both abroad and at home, and the latest and best article on this sub-

ject is by Dr. Hamilton, in a late number of the New York Medical Journal.

Another rising luminary of this field is Dr. Frederick Peterson, a reference to

whose late contribvitions {vide the Appendix) will interest you and show some

good spokes, at least, in the wheel of neurological progress. His recent papers on

"Cataphoresis,"his physiological experiments with magnetism at the Edison labo-

ratory, and his joint papers with Sachs on "The Cerebral Palsies of Early Life"

(Journal of Nervous and Mental Diseases, May, 1890), and other papers to be

found in Appendix, are all valuable.

But the stars of this firmament are too many to be counted. Should we dwell

long enoiigh to attempt it, we should not during our hour get around the circle.

There remains Sachs, who has translated Maynert's Psychiatry for us ; Bert Wilder,

the brain builder of Ithaca ; A. Jacobi, the universal genius ; Corning, already

mentioned, whose book on Brain Exhaustion is a standard. There is also Dana, to

whom we have already alluded, with Carter Gray, whose respective books are

abreast of all neurological advance, and in every way creditable to American neu-

rological science. E. N. Brill, Graeme M. Hammond, and Brown of the Jour-

nal of Nervous and Mental Diseases, also Ambrose L. Ranney and his standard

text-books on Nervous Diseases and Neurological Anatomy, and George I. Stevens

with his Belgian Academy prize essays on the " Occulo-neural Reflexes, and the

Relation of Eye Strain to Nervous Diseases," whose first article on this subject

appeared in the earlier numbers of my journal. Too many stars to classify and

minutely describe, but they make a brilliant constellation. If we look back to

Philadelphia we discover another neiirological star that has escaped our gaze,

Horatio C. Wood, whose treatise stands high, and yet another. Dr. A. H. P. Leuft',

at neuro-anatomical fame, also Harrison Allen, and there is Wormly, too, of Phila-

«. elphia, who is not altogether without the pale, and James Hendrie Lloyd. Far

to the southward are Joseph Jones and Sanford Chaille, of New Orleans, and

Duckley, of the occidental metropolis.

And now, casting our eye to Baltimore, our vision falls on three luminaries,

Miles, Osier, and Hurd, whose light has not shone in vain. There also shine Con-

rod, Reed, Berkley, Welch, and Halstead of Johns Hopkins Hospital. Skirting

the sky northward we come to the Hartford constellation, Stearns and Crothers.

The book of the former is devoted to practical psychiatry, the contributions of the

latter to that important branch of psychiatry which, through Kerr, Mason, Wright,

Crothers. and others, has made such rapid forward strides in the American as well as

in the English study of inebriety. The subject of alcoholic trance has been almost

exclusively an American neurological study, and Dr. Crothers has contributed

more than any other American, perhaps, to make it plain. In the Appendix appears

further evidences of American advance in this direction.

I had almost omitted to note the excellent series of articles by Dr. Frank G.

Baker, professor of anatomy in the medical department of Georgetown University,
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on " Recent Discoveries in the Nervous System," which have appeared in the New-

York Medical Journal during the current year, and which have been copied into

my own journal, from which it appears, in the language of the writer, that all the

ideas we have had concerning the development and interrelation of these struc-

tures must be revised. The entire nervous system must be reexamined, the history

of every ganglionic center must be traced.

As our vision ranges further, Boston, with its neurological and psychological

savants, comes into view—Philip Coombs Knapp and his book on "Intracranial

Tumors and Other Diagnoses," Putnam, Channing, Webber, Folsom, John E.

Tyler, the departed alienist of Sommerville, and Oliver Wendell Holmes, the poet

sage and anatomical and psychological savant of Harvard. The subject of "Arte-

rial Tension in Neurasthenia" received some new light from Boston in 1888 (vide

article on the subject by Webber, Boston Medical and Surgical Journal, May 3,

1888); likewise the subject of " Lead Paralysis as it AJfects the Brain (vide same

source, October 39, 1891); also the "Condition of the Blood in Certain Mental

States" (vide idem, March 24, 1892). The same journal for August 29, 1889, also

contained some additional light on
"
Paramyoclonus Multiplex

" andother peculiar
forms of spasm, and in September of the same year, in same journal, page 277, this

American writer throws additional light on the subject of " Cerebral Tumors and
their Treatment."

As we continue our survey of the neurological heavens, we come to the constel-

lation Chicago, with such bright, particular, neurological stars as Lyman, with
his book on Practice ; Kiernan, the polyglot, who has given us good papers on

nearly every subject in neurology, and who has especially enriched the subject of

morbid erotism in its clinical aspects in the United States ; Moyer, the tireless
;

Paoli, Sanger Brown, Brower, Clevenger, Lydston, and their books ; and Church,

sadly remembering one bright luminary of these heavens now blotted out, whose

light shone for a time upon our particular sky with effulgent luster, Dr. J. S.

Jewell. He was a star of the first magnitude, a neurological Jewell of the first

water, an indefatigable student, painstaking observer, and a writer of the highest

ability. He blotted out his own bright life in the prime of his manhood by over-

zealous work in the cause he loved above his life. He founded and maintained,
while he lived, the Journal of Nervous and Mental Diseases. And this reminds us

that we should not omit most honorable mention, in this connection, of the name
of Dr. Jewell's worthy and industrious coworker. Dr. H. M. Bannister, among
the men o^ might near Chicago who have contributed to brighten her brilliant

neurological sky. Hinde and Moyer have also contributed a paper to ' ' Clonic

Rhythmical Spasm of the Pronator Radii Teres "
(Journal of American Medical

Association, 1887); and Moyer alone has contributed the following additional

papers:
"
Periodically Recurring Oculomotor Paralysis" (The Medical Record,

1887) , being the first case described in this country ; "Akinesia Algeria
"
(Medical

Standard, 1893), being the sixth case reported and the second in this country, and
' ' A Rare Occupation Neurosis "

(Medical News, 1893) . By his works ye shall know
him. (Vide Appendix for much more than we have here noted.) Within almost
a suburban radius of Chicago is McBride, of Milwaukee, and his Review of Insan-

ity and Nervous Diseases, and Bannister, of Kankakee, and till lately Patterson,
of Batavia, now deceased.

Modesty forbids my dwelling at length upon what St Louis has done for the
advancement of neurology. We may recover from our modesty sufficiently to

appear in the printed Appendix ; however, I might briefly intimate that both Dr.

Bremer and myself have within the past few years added something to the litera-

ture of "Astasia Abasia ;" Fry to ' ' Chorea ;" Shaw to the subject of "Trephining
for Brain Disease," and Bauduy to the "Study of Alcoholism and its Treatment."
This is not all thatwe have done, but it were better that someone else, non-resident,
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should record and comment on our work, and I may say again, as I have said

before, vide Appendix.

Now, if we continue our survey, we find the sky of neuriatry and psychiatry is

not dimmed as we approach the region of the apparently setting sun. On the con-

trary, bright stars illuminate the western heavens. See how Eskridge shines.

He has contributed a valuable paper on
" Nervo-Vascular Disturbances in Unaccli-

mated Persons in Colorado" (The Climatologist, March, 1892), the important con-

clusion of which is for persons on going to the high altitudes of Colorado, espe-

cially for those who are nervous or who suffer from pulmonary trouble or car-

diac weakness, to live comparatively quiet until they become accustomed to their

changedenvironments. Likewise another on " Chorea in Relation to Climate, Espe-

cially the Climate of Colorado" (Climatologist, August, 1891). This study of the

effect of the climate of Colorado on chorea shows but little, if any, modifying
influence due to altitudes of 5,000 feet to 6,000 feet. Another exceedingly valu-

able and advance contribution to the literature is
" Retro-Anterograde Amnesia,

with Report of Two Cases" (Alienist and Neurologist, July, 1892). This is an

exceedingly interesting subject, both from a psychological and medico-legal point
of view. This is as far as we can go with Eskridge. But he has written much
from his high standpoint in the Rocky Mountains, and all is in the line of advanced

neurology. {Vide Appendix.) Next comes Howell T. Pershing, of Denver, who
records five cases of "Preataxic Tabes Dorsalis with Optic Nerve Atrophy," in

which there were marked atrophy of the optic nerves with little or no ataxia. He

gives a statistical study of tabes, and shows that (as Walton and Gowers have

recently claimed) the early occurrence of optic atrophy is in some way associated

with an arrested development of the spinal symptoms. This fact modifies the

ordinary riiles of diagnosis and prognosis. He also records a case of " Jacksonian

Epilepsy," with successful operation ; no recurrence of the jjaroxysms more than

a year after operation. Other articles by this writer are: "Language and Brain

Disease" (Popular Science Monthly, October, l892), and "Disseminated Sclerosis

following Syphilis" (International Clinics, July, 1891). But we can not go
further in this manner. If we went hence south to the City of Mexico, thence

across the Gulf to New Orleans, thence north to St. Paul, and crossed the conti-

nent to San Francisco, we should find working neurologists contributing their

quota to the world's neurological and psychological progi'ess.

As I am about to conclude, the proceedings of the July meeting of the American

Neurological Association have just appeared in the weekly medical press, and here

are its notes of American neurological progress: Besides the presidents address

and Dr. Dercum's paper, to which I have referred. Dr. Smith Baker"s paper on
"
Heterogeneous Personality ;

" Matthew Field's, on "
Hospital Detention ;" Frede-

rick Peterson's, on "Temperature in General Paralysis of the Insane;" Joseph

Collin's, on "
Changes in the Spinal Cord in old Cases of Infantile Paralysis ;" G.

M. Hammond's, on "
Progressive Muscular Atrophy ; "C. L. Walton's " New Method

of Reducing Dislocation of the Cervical Vertebrae;
" Dana's "Acromegaly, Gigan-

tism, and Facial Hemihypertrophy ;

"
J. J. Putnam's "

Thyroidectomy in the Treat-

ment of Graves's Disease ;

" B. Sach's ' ' Tabes and Syphilis ;

" Krauss's ' • New Pedo-

dynamometer ;" Drs. Lloyd and Reisman's joint communication on "Infectious

Endocarditis with General Septicaemia and Multiple Neuritis ;

"
C. L. Walton's

"Tumor of the Angular Gyrus ;

" Dr. E. D. Fisher's '

"Autopsy and Report of Con-

genital Cerebral Hemiplegia ;

" C. K. Mills's " Lesion of the Thalamus and Internal

Capsule ;

" Wharton Sinkler's ' ' Tumor of the Optic Thalamus ;

"
George J. Preston's

paper on the
' '

Localizing Value of Aphasia ;" Leonard Weber's, on ' ' Neurasthenia ;

"

Krauss's " Case of Myxoedema, with Observations:" Philip Koombs Knapp's
' 'Simulation in Traum atic Nervous Diseases

;

" and "The Microbic Origin of Chorea,
"

by Dr. C. L. Dana, are all instructive, suggestive, and progressive in our depart-
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ment. The proceedings of this favorite American society are becoming every year
more and more valuable. They are indispensable to neurological advance. The

neurological world would not march on to its manifest destiny to rule paramount
in the world's medical thought mthout the original work of this great American

society of distinguished neurologists. There were also papers read only by title

before this body, the names of whose atithors are also adequate warranty of worth.

Among them, "The Genesis of Hallucination and Illusion," by H. A. Tomlinson,

of St. Peter, Minn. ;

'• The Diagnosis of Greneral Paresis," by L. C. Gray, of New
York; ''Two Cases of Friedreich's Disease," by F. R. Fry, of St. Louis; "The
Metapore or Foramen of Majendie in Man and in the Orang-Outang," by BurtG.
Wilder ;

" The Relations of Chorea to Rheumatism," by C. Eugene Riggs, St. Paul ;

"Experiences in the Use of Testiculine and Cerebrine," by J. J. Putnam, Boston;

"Paralysis after Surgical Operations," by V. P. Gibney, New York; "Trau-
matic Brachial Plexus Paralysis in Infants," by William Leszynsky, New York.

If I should go on enumerating the work, present and recent, of American neu-

rologists, it would develop acute cerebrasthenia. It would make you tired. I

had almost forgotten to note the contributions of our hospitals for the insane

to the pathology of mental diseases. I can not now go entirely over this vast sub-

ject. Besides what has been done at Utica, N. Y., and Middletown, Conn., with

which you are familiar through the Journal of Insanity, you may not know that

it has for a long time been the custom of Dr. J. W. Blackburn, the eminentpathol-

ogist of the Government Hospital for Insane, at Washington, to each year select

a number of cases for special study as a pathological supplement to the annual

reports of the Government Hospital for Insane. This and the making of nearly
one hundred post-mortem examinations yearly, constitutes thework of this hospital,

to which I also invite your attention in the Appendix. I had almost omitted James
Hendrie Lloyd, of Philadelphia, and Theodore Diller, of Pittsburg. You see,

America breeds and develops neurologists as the water breeds and develops
fishes. The pabulum neurology feeds on is in the American people ;

their

hustling, rushing habits, their business, professional, social, and political environ-

ment, and the numerous newspapers they read every morning before breakfast

and every night before they forget to say their prayers ;
this moral, political, social,

and business atmosphere of ambition and bustle tends to develop the strongly

endowed, neurologically and i^sychologically, as it tends in the weakly endowed to

the development of neuropathic conditions. It develops neurologists and psychol-

ogists to care for the neuropaths. It builds and it breaks the nervous system. It

can not yet be said that we are a neuropathic people, though we are tending that

way : but neurology is advancing with equal pace with neuropathic breakdown,
and will, it is hoped, ultimately enlighten and save the people from their neuro-

pathic sins.

Appendix.
Dr. M. Allen Starr :

Diagnosis and Operation for Three Tumors of the Brain (American Journal of Medical

Sciences, April, 1893).

Dr. T. D. Crothers :

Law of Periodicity in Inebriety (vide Alienist and Neurologist, July, 1892), showing a uni-

formity in the drink impulse and the laws which regulate it.

Some New Studies of the Opium Disease, read before the Philadelphia County Medical

Society, January, 1893, pointing out a neurotic diathesis and various conditions favoring
this disease.

Are Inebriates Curable? read before the English Society for the Cure of Inebriety, June,
1892, proving the curability and the periodicity from further study in this direction.

Sanitary Side of the Drink Problem, read before the American Medical Association, June,
1893, discussing the sanitary dangers from neglect of control of inebriates.

Medical Jurisprudence in Inebriety (vide International Magazine, February, 1893) ; an argru-
ment to prove the need of new legislation for inebriates.
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Dr. T. D. Crotliers—Continued.

American Inebriate Asylums, read before the American Medical Association, June, 1893,

being a historical review of asylum treatment for inebriates.

Criminal Inebriates and Treatment, read before the Congress of Criminology, June, 1893.

Dr. Frederick Peterson :

Homonymous Heniiopic Hallucinations (New York Medical Journal, August 30, 1890, and
January 31, 1891); Disturbances of Sense of Taste after Amputations of Tongue (New York
Medical Record, Augu.^ ;30, 1890), and his paper on Gyrospasm of the Head in Infants (Phil-

adelphia Medical News, October 1, 1893), are especially interesting.
Three Cases of Acute Mania from Imbibing Carbon Bisulphide (Boston Medical and Surgi-
cal Journal, October,1893), and upon Physiological Experiments with Magnetism at the
Edison Laboratory (New York Medical Journal, December 31, 1892).

Dr. Harold N. Moyer :

Relation of Insanity to Crime {Chicago Law Journal. 1889) ; The Hypodermic Use of Arsenic

(Therapeutic Gazette, January 15, 1891); Differential Diagnosis of Uraemia and Epilepsy
(Medical Mirror, 1891), and Nervous Sequelae of Influenza (Medical Age, 1891). This and
the papers of Mills and Gowers, and my own contribution (Alienist and Neurologist), all

present new features of this disease and prove it to be a toxic neurosis.

Pathological Work of the Government Hospital for the Insane :

Report of 1887, Supplement, illustrated: Report of post-mortem examinations in thirty-one
cases of paralytic dementia, or general paralysis of the insane.

Report of 1888, Supplement: Table showing the post-mortem appearances of the kidneys in

two hundred and sixty-three cases of mental disease, giving the age, occupation, nativity,
mental disorder, and co-existing physical disease.

Report of 1889, Supplement, illustrated : Report of post-mortem examinations in twenty-
nine cases of mental disease. Part i. Fifteen cases of general paralysis and three cases of

acute organic dementia. Part it. Eight cases of acute mania and three cases of acute

insanity with maniacal symptoms, dependent upon organic brain disease.

Report of 1890, Supplement, illu.strated : Report of post-mortem examinations in thirty-nine
cases of epileptic insanity. Part i, Twenty-two cases of chronic epileptic mania. Part ii,

Seventeen cases of chronic epileptic dementia.

Report of 1891, Supplement, illustrated : A study of nineteen cases of general paralysis of

the insane.

Report of 1893, Supplement, illustrated : I, Synopsis of post-mortem examinations in seventy-
three cases of mental disease in females, with special reference to the condition of the

organs of generation. II, Condensed description of the tumors found in five hundred and
forty-six autopsies in cases of mental disease in males.

Dr. H. M. Lyman :

Treatment of Neuralgia (Western Medical Reporter, 1889).

Insanity Proceeding from the Colon (Alienist and Neurologist, 1889, and Journal American
Medical Association).

Experts and Expert Testimony (Alienist and Neurologist, 1891).

The Neurological portion of Lyman's Text-book on the Practice of Medicine (short papers).
Tetany (Transactions of the Association of American Physicians, Vol. i).

Railway Shock (Transactions of the Chicago Medical Society).
Nervous Dyspepsia (Review of Insanity and Nervous Diseases, June, 1893).

Dr. C. H. Hughes :

A Clinical Inquiry into the Significance of Absent Patellar Tendon Reflex (Alienist and
Neurologist, January, 1880).

The Medico-Legal Aspect of Cerebral Localization and Aphasia (Alienist and Neurologist,

April and July, 1880).

Reflex Cardiac Gangliopathy with Hereditary Diathesis (Alienist and Neurologist, April,

1880).

Notes on Neurasthenia (Alienist and Neurologist, October, 1880).

Impending Periodic Mania (Alienist and Neurologist, October, 1880).

Nitrite of Amyl—Differential Diagnosis of Cerebral Hyperaemia and Anaemia (editorial.

Alienist and Neurologist, October, 1880).

Moral Insanity, Depravity, and the Hypothetical Case (Alienist and Neurologist, January,
1881).

Problems in Psychiatry for the Family Physician (Alienist and Neurologist, January, 1881).

Cliniciil Notes Illustrative of Consciousness of Epilepsia (Alienist and Neurologist, April,

1881).

Illusion, Hallucination, and Delusion—A Differential Study for Forensic Puriwses (Alienist
and Neurologist, July, 1881).

Moral (Affective) Insanity (Alienist and Neurologist, January, 1882).
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Dr. C. H. Hughes—Continued.
The Special Therapeutic Value of Hyuscyamine in Psychiatry (Alienist and Neurologist,

April, 1883).

Note on the Essential Psychic Signs of General Functional Neuratrophia or Neurasthenia

(Alienist and Neurologist, July, 1882).

Psychical Analysis of Guiteau (Alienist and Neurologist, October, 1882).

The Therapeutic Value of Cephalic and Spinal Electrizations (Alienist and Neurolbgist, Jan-

uary, 1883).

The Simulation of Insanity by the Insane (Alienist and Neurologist, July, 1883).

The Opium Psycho-Neurosis—Chronic Meconism or Papaverism (Alienist and Neurologist,

January, 1884).

Borderland Psychiatric Records—Prodromal Symptoms of Psychical Impairment (Alienist
and Neurologist, July, 1884).

Migraine (Alienist and Neurologist, April, 1884).

Moral (Affective) Insanity (Alienist and Neurologist, April and Jxily, 1884).

The Curability of Locomotor Ataxia and the Simulations of Posterior Spinal Sclerosis (Alien-
ist and Neurologist, July, 1884).

Insanity Defined (Alienist and Neurologist, October, 1884).

The Hygiene of the Nervous System and Mind (Alienist and Neurologist, January, 1885).

State Provision for the Insane (Alienist and Neurologist, April, 1885).

A Case of Psycho-Sensory (Affective or Moral) Insanity (Alienist and Neurologist, April,

1885).

An Outline Brief in the Management of Melancholia (Alienist and Neurologist, April, 1886).

Meconeuropathia (Alienist and Neurologist, July, 1886).

The Curability of Epilepsy and Epileptoid Affections by Galvanism and the Phosphated and
Arseniated Bromides (Alienist and Neurologist, January, 1887).

Neuritis Plantaris (a Clinical Record) (Alienist and Neurologist, April, 1887).

The Scientific Rationale of Electrotherapy (Alienist and Neurologist, July, 1887).

The Relation of the Nervous System to Haemophilia, Malarial Haematuria, etc. (Alienist and

Neurologist, July, 1887).

A Unique Case of Bi-Lateral Athetosis (Alienist and Neurologist, July, 1887).

The True Nature and Definition of Insanity (Alienist and Neurologist, October, 1887).

The Neural and Psycho-Neural Factor in Gynseciac Disease (Alienist and Neurologist, April,

1888).

Essential Infantile Paralysis (Alienist and Neurologist, October, 1888).

Persistent Spasm of the Levator Anguli Scapulas Muscle (Alienist and Neurologist, January,
1889).

Neurological Photographs of More or Less Unique Cases Hastily Taken During the Active
Practice of a Busy Neurologist (Alienist and Neurologist, April, 1889).

Over-strain and Under-power of Brain (Alienist and Neurologist, October, 1889).

Memorandum of Examination of a Case of Neuro-Myotonia ("Thomson's Disease"), with
Remarks on its Differential Diagnosis (Alienist and Neurologist, January, 189(3).

Notes on the Legitimate Sphere of Special Medical Practice (Alienist and Neurologist, April,
1890).

Note on Extra-Neural Nervous Disease (Alienist and Neurologist, July, 1890).

Notes on the Facial Expression of Cerebral (Multiple Cerebro-Spinal) Sclerosis (Alienist and
Neurologist, July, 1890).

The Psychopathic Sequences of Hereditary Alcoholic Entailment (Alienist and Neurologist,
October, 1890).

Vii-ile Reflex (Alienist and Neurologist, January, 1891).

Psychical or Physical? (Alienist and Neurologist, April, 1891).

Report on Neurology and Psychiatry (Alienist and Neurologist, July, 1891).

The Work of Medicine for the Weal of the World (Alienist and Neurologist, January, 1892)
Virile and Other Nervous Reflexes (Alienist and Neurologist, January, 1892).

Epidemic Inflammatory Neurosis, or Neurotic Influenza (Alienist and Neurologist, April
1892).

Medical Manhood and Methods of Professional Success (Alienist and Neurologist, July, 1893)

Note on the Hysterical Concomitants of Organic Nervous Disease (Alienist and Neurologist
July, 1892).

Insomnia in an Infant, with Reflections on Pathological Sleeplessness (Alienist and Neurolo
gist, July, 1892).

Note on Nervous Disturbances after Removal and Atrophy of Testicles (Alienist and Neu
rologist, January, 1893).

Remarks on Presentation of Diplomas to the Graduating Class of the Barnes Medical Col

lege (Alienist and Neurologist, April, 1893).

Aphasia or Aphasic Insanity, Which ? A Medico-Legal Study (Journal of Insanity, Janu
ary, 1879).
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Dr. Chas. K. Mills :

Spinal Localization in its Practical Relations (Therapoutic Gazette. May and June, 18*9).

Lesions of the Sacral and Lumbar Plexuses (Medical News, Jnne 15, 1889)

Brain Specimens Chiefly Illustrating Localization (University Medical Magazine, Novem-

ber, 1889).

Lesions of the Cauda Equina (Medical News, March 1, l«9f)).

Hysteria (Keating's Cyclopedia of the Diseases of Children, Vol. i v, 1890).

Myotonia and Athetoid Spasm (International Clinics, April, 1891 ) ; also. Autopsy in a Case of

Athetoid Spasm and Myotonia (Journal of Nervous and Mental Disease, December, 1H91).

Lesions of the Superior Temporal Convolution Accurately Locatmg the Auditory Center

(University Medical Magazine, November, 1891). [This we regard as the most valuable

and recent advance of this important subject.]

Aphasia and Other Affections of Speech in their Medico-Legal Relations (Review of Insanity
and Nervous Disease, September and December, 1891),

Articles on Apoplexy, Brain Tumor, Spinal Tumor, Meningitis, Cerebritis, and Neuritis

(Hare's System of Practical Therapeutics, Vol i, 1891)

The Nervous and Mental Phenomena and Sequelsp of Influenza (Transactions of the Phila-

delphia County Medical Society, January 13, 1893)

Multiple Neuritis and Some of its Complications (International Medical Magazine, Febru-

ary, 1892).

Neuritis and Myelitis and the Forms of Paralysis and Pseudo-Paralysis Following Labor

(University Medical Magazine, May, 1893).

Dr. Peterson has contributed four papers on Electric Cataphoresis (New York Medical Jour-

nal, April 27, 1889, and October 15, 1890; the New York Medical Record, January 31, 1891,

and the Philadelphia Times and Register, March 21, 1891). This subject has received

special elucidation in this country and is receiving more. It is a growing theme

Dr. J. T. Eskridge :

Case of Fracture of the Twelfth Dorsal Vertebra, Followed by Injury to the Spinal and

Sympathetic Nerve Supply of the Bowel in the Region of the Ileo-csecal Valve : Intestinal

Haemorrhage and Death on the Seventh Day (Medical News, October 10 and 17, 1891 ). The

interesting feature of the above case is indicated by the title, and consists in the ac(;urate

localization of the spinal and sympathetic nerve supply to that portion of the bowel in the

region of the ileo-ceecal valve.

Gunshot Wound of the Left Cuneus, with Right Homonymous Hemianopsia (Ibid, October

17, 1891). The case, which was carefully studied during the life of the patient, and the
• lesion accurately examined after death, which occurred a few days after the i-eceipt of the

injury, is another proof, if one were needed, of the relation of the occipital lol>es to vision.

Myelitis in a Case of Incipient Posterior Spinal Sclerosis (International Medical Magazine,

April, 1892). This case is one of posterior spinal sclerosis, which had run a course of sev-

eral years, when typical symptoms of acute myelitis developed, an extremely rare com-

jjlication of this chronic affection of the cord.

Acute Myelitis Preceded by Acute Optic Neuritis (Journal of Nervous and Mental Disease,

September, 1890). In the report of this interesting case the author gives a short abstract

of a number of others somewhat similar to it. One curious feature of the one here

reported and of one of Dreschfleld's cases is, that the optic neuritis reached its height
before the spinal symptoms became manifest.

Poliomyelitis with Perineuritis (New York Medical Journal, December 26, 1891) The chief

interest in this case lies in the fact that neuritis complicates poliomyelitis, and is a more

frequent complication than was formerly supposed.
Tumor of the Brain (Denver Medical Times, January, 1892). The main interest in this case

is in the perverted tactile sense and abolished muscular sense early in the history of the

disease, later in the restoration of tactile sense, but the muscular and localization senses

remaining completely abolished. The author promises an interesting report when the

case is finally put on record in the light of the autopsy.
Some Points in the Diagnosis and Nature of Certain Functional and Organic Nervous
Diseases (Alienist and Neurologist, January, 1892). The first part of this paper is occu-

pied with reports of cases illustrating a point in the differential diagnosis of organic

.spinal lesions from brain and peripheral affections, first brought to the attention of the

medical profession by Dr. C. E. Beevor, of England. These cases support the claim of Dr.

Beevor in that, by the careful study of the associated and isolated actions of the two parts
of the great pectoral muscle, a spinal lesion may be diagnosticated or excluded in doubtful
cases. The second part is taken up in a discussion of the subject of Uric Acidemia, so

prominently and enthusiastically advocated by Dr. Haig, of London. While the author is

far from laying great stress upon this condition in the production of headaches, etc., and
its treatment by acids and salicylates, yet he believes there are a number of cases, which,
if well selected, much good results by following out Haig's method of treatment.
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Dr. J. T. Eskridge—Continued.
Ataxia (International Clinics, January, 1892). The subject which forms the title of this

paper is treated of in a systematic manner, and well illustrated by several cases.

Syringomyelia (International Clinics, Vol. i, second series). This is an elaborate and very

thorough report of a case of this curious disease, and in the light of the report of a recent

case by J. Hendrie Lloyd, of Philadelphia, with an autopsy, including microscopical sec-

tions of the cord, there can be but little doubt that the disease now can be positively

diagnosticated during life.

Report of Cases of Moral Imbecility, of the Opium Habit, and of Feigning, in which Forgery
is the Offense Committed (Medical News, January 14, 1893). The cases form an interesting

medico-legal study.
Traumatic Myelitis (Medical News, March 4, 1893). The report of this case of traumatic

myelitis illustrates how thoroughly the cord may be disorganized by concussion of the

spine without any injury directly to bones, membranes, or cord. The subject of spinal

localization is considered at some length in the report.

Idiopathic Muscular Atrophy (Journal of Nervous and Mental Disease, April. 1893). The

infrequency of this disease gives the report its chief interest. The diagnosis is between

idiopathic muscular atrophy and muscular atrophy of spinal origin.

Chronic Meningo-Myelitis (Denver Medical Times, April, 1893). The case herein described

illustrates the effect of trauma in lighting up latent syphilis.

Dr. Wm. Puller :

Surgical Shock (Medical Record), Montreal, February, 1877; Physiology of Convulsions, June,

1876; Treatment of Meningitis, August, 1877, and A Case of Cerebral Tubercle, December,
1877. The ideas advanced in these papers were not in accordance with the teaching of the

day. In December, 1878, he published a paper in the Detroit Lancet upon Exophthalmic
Goitre, referring all the symptoms to pressure and interference with the function of

important peripheral nerves rather than to centric or sympathetic disease. Trephining
of the Skull in a Case of Idiocy, with Remarks, a paper read before the Medico-Chirurgical

Society of Montreal.

Dr. Rohe :

Dr. Rohe, of Catonsville, Md., in inquiring into the relations existing between pelvic dis-

ease and psychical disturbances in women (Journal American Medical Association, Sep-
tember 24,1890), points out the frequency with which bodily conditions influence mental

states, and shows that a "torpid condition of the intestines, Bright's disease, putrefactive

processes in the intestinal canal, etc., might give rise to melancholia and other disorders of

the mental functions."

Dr. Frank R.Fry:
The Sensory Symptoms of Three Spinal Cord Cases (Alienist and Neurologist, July, 1893).

The Etiology and Treatment of Chorea (1886). An Analysis of New Cases of Chorea (1889).

Chorea in the Aged (1891).

On A Case of Chorea Attended with General Multiple Neuritis (1891).

On The Co-Existence of Chorea and Alien Spasmodic Phenomena (1892).

On A Second Case of Chorea AttendedVith Multiple Neuritis (1893).



PAPERS READ BEFORE THE SECTION.

PARALYSIE SPASTIQUE CAREERALE DES ADULTES.

Par le Docteur M. CARMONA Y VALLE, Mexico.

Messieurs : La paralysie spinale spasmodique de Erb, ou tabes dorsal spasmo-
dique de Charcot, est une affection qui ne figure que depuis peu de temps dans le

cadre nosologique.
C'est en 1875 que ces deux auteurs crurent la decouvrir et la rapporterent a une

sclerose primitive des cordons antero-lateraux de la moelle. Depuis cette epoque
tons les traites speciaux de pathologie la decrivent comme telle et dans toutes les

cliniques on entendit parler de sclerose primitive des cordons ant6ro-lateraux de
la moelle.

Malheureusement, I'anatomie pathologique n'est pas venue sanctionner ces vues

pureinent theoriques, car dans aucune des autopsies faites .jusqu'a ce .jour, on n'a

pu demontrer Texistence de la sclerose isolee du faisceau pyramidal. Tantot on a
trouve de la sclerose en plaques, tantot de la sclerose laterale amyotrophique,
tantot, enfii^, de la myelite transversale ou en foyer.

Charcot lui-meme, dans ses legons de 1880, dit que jusqu'alors on n'avait pu
prouver la degenerescense primitive dans les pretendus cas de tabes dorsal spas-

modiques.
Le Dr. Pierre Marie, dans ses belles legons sur les maladies de la moelle, publi^es

I'an passe, propose de conserver la denomination de tabes dorsal spasmodique
autant pour rester fidele a son maitre Charcot que pour ne pas introduire de con-

fusion dans le langage scientifique actuel
;
mais cette denomination ne s'applique-

rait plus a la sclerose primitive du cordon pyramidal, mais a I'arret de developpe-
ment de ce faisceau, consecutif avec accouchements prematures, ou aux accoii-

chements dystociques lorsque la tete a sejourne longtemps dans I'excavatiou.

De sorte qiie le tabes spasmodique serait toujours une maladie congenitale, ne se

developpant jamais apres la naissance.

Ce fut Heine qui parla le premier, en 1840, de la maladie ainsi comprise : il la

denomma paraplegie spastique cerebrale, et plus tard Little I'etudia avec plus de

soin et Tapjiela rigidite spastique congenitale des jambes. D'autre part, Bene-

dikt decrit riiemiplegie spastique infantile comme wne maladie propre a la pre-
miere enfance, caracterisee par I'apparition de phenomenes aigus d'origine cere-

brale, aiaxquels succede une hemiplegie spastique plus ou moins marquee qui dure

toute la vie. Les membres paralyses subissent lan arret de developpement, et il

est tres frequent de voir ces enfants devenir plus tard epileptiques.

Striimpell incline a croire que cette maladie est due a I'inflammation de la sub-

stance grise des centres psicho-moteurs et Tappelle polio-encephalite par analogic
avec la polio-myelite des cornes anterieures. Hirt rapporte plusieurs cas de cette

affection et lui refuse la denomination proposee par Striimpell en se fondant sur

ce fait que les autopsies ont montre que les lesions morbides ne sont pas limitees

a la substance grise, mais qu'elles s'etendent aussi a la substance blanche. Cette

opinion qui pent paraitre tres rationnelle perd cependant beaiicoup de sa valeur

quand on considere que le faisceau pyramidal (substance blanche) a son centre

1804
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trophique clans les cellules des centres psicho-moteurs. Par consequent, si ces

cellules sont detruites les fibres du faisceau pyramidal doivent s'atrophier et

perdre leurs caracteres nonnaux. En d'autres termes, la lesion de la substance

blanche ne pent pas etre primitive, mais, au contraire, consecutive a I'alteration

de la substance grise.

Quoi qu'il en soit, et pour en revenir a notre historique, nous pouvons admettre :

1° que la science possede actuellement des raisons tres fortes pour mettre fortement

en doute I'existence de la sclerose primitive des cordons antero-lateraux ou du

tabes spasmodique, tels que les decrivirent en 1875 Erb et Charcot ; 2° que Ton

admet aujoiird'hiii que la paralysie spasmodique au sens rigoureux du mot recon-

nait trois origines: (a) Une lesion meduUaire seule, sclerose antero-laterale

amyotrophique ; myelite transverse ou myelite en foyer ; (6) Une lesion purement

cerebrale, paraphlegie spastique cerebrale de Heine ou rigidite spastique conge-

nitale des janibes de Little, et enfin I'hemiplegie spastique infantile de Benedikt.

Comme on le voit, on admet done aujourd'hui que la paralysie spastique d'ori-

gine cerebrale est, ou bien congenitale et due a un arret de developpement du
faisceavi pyramidal, ou bien encore une maladie acquise mais propre a la premiere
enfance.

Je viens demontrer que la paralysie spastique d'origine cerebrale n'est pas tme

affection propre a la premiere enfance, mais quelle pent aussi survenir chez

I'adulte.

Observation 1.—Docteur J. G., ne a Mexico, age de 50 ans, marie, de bonne
constitution et sobre. A la fin de I'annee 1887 il ojierait un malade qui portait
des vegetations sur la verge. Pendant 1 'operation faite sous le chlorofoiine le

malade fit un mouvement brusque et une goutte de sang entra dans I'oeil droit de

Toperateur. II se forma en ce point un ulcere chancreux qui mit assez longtemps
a disparaitre. Le ganglion preauriculaire et ceux de la partie posterieure du cou
devinrent volumineux et douloureux mais ne suppurerent pas. Quelques inois

apres, il survint sur les membres une eruption que le malade qualifia d'ectyma;
mais le Dr. Valenzuela, qui alors le soignait, m'a assure que cette eraj^ion etait

banale et qu'elle n'avait pas les caracteres de syphilides.
Actuellement il n'y a aiicune tache sur les membres, et nulle manifestation

secondaire ne s'est montree depuis.
Trois ans plus tard, en 1890, pendant qu'il se trouvait dans un village de I'Etat

de Michoacan, J. G. eut une attaqtie de cephalalgie extremement intense, accom-
pagnee de nausee et de vomissements freqiients, entierement apyretique et qui
disparut au bout de quinze ou vingt jours sous I'influence d'un traitement iodo-
mercuriel.
Peu de temps apres, et de retour a Mexico, un jour qu'il se trouvait dans son

cabinet de consultation, il remarqua qu'il balbutiait en parlant, que la plume lui

tomba de la main
;

il se sentit faiblir et enfin il perdit connaissance. II n'eut pas
de convulsions, ne poussa pas de cri, ne se mordit pas la langue et au bout de

quelque temps il put reprendre ses occupations ; mais il sentit ses jambes faibles
et eprouva des engourdissements dans les trois derniers doigts de la main droite
et les deux premiers de la gauche. Tous ces symptomes disparurent en qvielques
heures sans laisser de traces. Des attaques semblables se repeterent de temps en
temps, mais il m'a ete impossible de fixer leur nombre non plus que I'intervalle

qui les a separees. Entre les attaques, il eprouva des troubles du gout et de I'olfac-

tion, des diplopies passageres, des sensations de vertige comme s'il etait sur le

point de tomber dans un precipice. Apres une des attaques, il resta momentane-
ment avec la bouche device d'un cote qu'il ne peut preciser. Apres une autre, il

devint hemiplegique du cote gauche, mais le mouvement revint promptement et
le malade revint completement a la sante.

Enfin, le 24 juin 1891 il eprouva I'attaque la plus forte qu'il ait jamais eue,
celle qui la laiss6 dans I'etat ou on le voit aujourd'hui, et qui, il faut le noter, fut
la derniere. La perte de connaissance dura cette fois plus de 24 heures, il y eut

, du trismus, aucun aliment ne peut etre avale. Quand il revint a lui, il etait com-
I pletement paralyse ;

il ne pouvait mouvoir aucun de ses membres et le cou meme
etait comjiletement immobile. La rigidite de son corps etait telle que, parfois, il

I
se croyait atteint de tetanos. Les levres, la langue, et les yeux etaient les seules

fparties du corps qu'il pouvait mouvoir librement
;

la parole et la deglutition
'

etaient normales. La respiration etait difl&cile, mais cette difi&culte ne provenait
!pas de la uaralysie du diaphragme ou des muscles respiratoires du thorax, elle
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etait due a la rigidite, a la contracture des membref? suijerieurs. Les avant-bras
en flexion forcee sur les bras et les mains sur les avant-bras comprimaient si forte-

ment le thorax que souvent il pensait suffoquer. II avait perdu completement la

notion de la position de ses membres ; parfois il croyait avoir ses jambes en I'air

et il fallait qu'une i^ersonne les lui touchat pour qu'il se rendit couipte de leur

veritable position. Malgre cela, il sentait les mains qui le touchaient, les piqures
de puces et les changements de temperature. Au debut, il perdait les urines et les

excrements sans en avoir conscience; mais peu a peu son etat s'est ameliore, le

sentiment de ces besoins naturels est revenu, mais de temps a autre il n'a pas la

force suffisante pour retenir ses urines.

Je vis ce malade au mois de .iuillet 1893, treize mois apres la derniere attaque,
et sa situation n'a pas change sensiblement. Jamais, il est vrai, il n'a voulu
s'astreindre a suivre d"une fagon soutenue un jLraitement rationnel.

Je le trouvai couche dans son lit en position supine, le drap-de-lit le couvrait

jusqu'au cou, les cheveux et la barbe extremement longs, plus gros que je ne
I'avais connu, d'un coloris excellent, la face aniniee, la parole facile, mais se fati-

gant quand il parle beaucoup. II mange admirablement, ses digestions sont nor-

males, il ne souffre aucune douleur, et il affirme que sans sa paralysie il serait

parfaitement bien.

II rend un compte exact de toute sa maladie ; on remarque cependant qu'il n'a

pas note ou qu'il a oublie les dates d"apparition ou le mode de succession de (juel-

ques uns des phenomenes les plus saillants de son mal.
Tout mouvement volontaire du cou, des bras, des jambes est impossible.. En le

decrouvant, on voit qu'il est completement nu, ce qui vient de I'impossibilite ou
Ton est de remuer ses membres. Les bras et les avant-bras sont intimement unis

a la cage thoracique, les avant-bras flechis sur les bras, les mains sur les poignets,
les doigts rapproches sont en flexion legere. non deformes. La pression exageree

qii'au debvit de I'affection les membres superieurs exergalent sur le thorax et qui

genait la respiration n'existe plus, cependant il n'est pas encore possible de separer
les bras du tronc, ni d'etendre I'avant-bras sur le bras.

Le malade croit qu'il commence a mouvoir les doigts de la main droite, mais a

I'examen on remarque un glissement si leger qu'on doiite s'il est reel ou apparent.
En employant une force suffisante, on arrive a vaincre en partie la contracture

sans provoquer de douleixr, mais il est absolument impossible de placer les bras

dans leur position norniale.

Les jambes sont en extension forcee, les pieds completement etendus sur les

jambes et en legere rotation en dedans, les deux jambes rapprochees avec xme
"tendance marquee a I'adduction. II est absolument impossible de flechir le pied
sur la jambe, et par consequent de rechercher lexistence du phenomene du pied.

En deployant une certaine force, on peut flechir la jambe sur la cuisse et celle-ci

sur le bassin. Dans cette position, le malade peut volontairement glisser le pied
sur le matelas et etendre la jambe, mais le mouvement volontaire de flexion est

impossible. Lorsqti'on flechit les deux jambes du malade, il reste quelques
instants dans cette position, mais tout d'un coup elles s'etendent d'une maniere

brusque et energique.
Les muscles sont parfaitement bien developpes et les membres des deux cotes

symetriques. La sensibilite a la douleur et la sensibilite thermique sont normales.

Quant a la sensibilite tactile, il existe quelque chose d'anormal, car bien que le

malade sente parfaitement la main d'une ijersonne qui le touche, cependant, il ne

peut toujours definir si un corps est rude ou lisse et quand on le touche doucement
avec un objet dont la temperature est a peu pres celle de la peau, il ne be rend pas
facilement compte de cette sensation.
La vue, I'ouie, I'odorat et le gout sont parfaitement normaux.
Actuellement, en juin-1893, je sais que ce malade est dans le meme etat qu'il y a

un an au moment oil je I'observai.

Ce cas nous offre un exemple parfait et complet de paralysie spastique, tel que
le decrit P. Marie dans le cas d'arret de developpement du faisceau pyramidal.
De plus, cette paralysie est survenue apres des accidents cerebraux manifestes :

vertiges, troubles de I'olfaction et du gout, diplopies, paralysie du facial, hemi-

plegie, pertes de connaissance, etc.

Observation .?.—Hopital de Jesus, lit N°. 1, departement reserve. Jose Maria

Romero, age de 34 ans, de race indigene, pretre du diocese de Chilapa, de bonne
constitution et d'antecedents irreprochables, entra a I'hopital le 4 mai 1891.

II raconte qu'il n'a eu comme maladies anterieures que les fievres intermittentes

et qu'il y a cinq ans, en 1886, il commenga k remarquer qu'il se fatiguait facile-

ment en marchant et que cette fatigue disparaissait par le repos. Une nuit il

sentit des fourmillements dans le pied gauche, des soubresauts des tendons et de

la rigidite de la jambe en marchant. Le jour suivant il eprouva des phenomenes
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analogues dans la jambe droite. En raarchant il trainait les pieds, les jambes hii
tremblaient et il croj^ait marcher sur de la laine. Tres peu de temps apres 11

reniarqiia qu'il parlait avec difficulte ; dans cet etat 11 souffrit nne violente cepha-
lalgie et ent dn delire, il croit qu'il a eu de la fievre, mais il ne peut I'assurer car
on n"a pas pris la tem])erature. On I'enferma dans une* chambre et il ne recouvra
conscience de lui-meme qu'au bout de quinze jours. II se trouva alors complete-
ment paralyse et dans rimijossibilite de i)rononcer un seul mot. II avait le cou
rigide, il ne pouvait executer un seul mouvement ni avec les bras, ni avec les

jambes ; la deglutition etait difficile au point qu'il ne pouvait avaler les liquides
que tres lentement ;

il perdait ses urines sans s'en apercevoir ; la constipation
6tait tenace.
Peu a peu il recouvre I'usage de la parole, mais il conserva nne fagon de parler

que je decrirai i^lus tard. La perte involontaire de I'urine dura liuit mois et cessa
ensuite definitivement. Les mouvements du bras gauche revinrent peu a peu et
ce meinbre quoique lourd, lui est aujourd'hui assez utile. Le bras droit s'est

ameliore, mais ses mouvements sont tres limites. II y a une impotence complete
des jambes et depuis cinq ans il n'a pu faire un pas. II n'a jamais eu de nystag-
mus, ni de tremblements intentionnels dans son unique membre utile.

C'est un homme moyennement developpe, mais non affaibli ; son visage est
anime et d'un coloris normal

;
il mange avec appetit et digere bien. II passe ses

journees couche dans son lit ou assis dans un fauteuil ; pour changer de place il

faut qu'un homme le porte, car depuis cinq ans il n'a fait que quelques mouve-
ments limites. Les jambes sont en extension forcee, entierement rigides et en
adduction. Tons les muscles adducteiirs sont en contraction et forment un relief
notable. Quand le malade est couche, il peut quoique avec peine flechir la jambe
sur la cuisse et celle-ci sur le bassin, mais quand il veiit se mettre sur pied, il

survient une rigidite si forte qu'il doit y renoncer. Ce phenomene.qui est constant
chaque fois qu'il veut appuyer les pieds par terre siirvient aussi souvent qiiand il

est couche. Plusieurs nuits, il est arrive que ces spasmes ou convulsions toni-

ques sont devenus si violents que, les pieds se trouvant appuyes au mur ou sur le
fer du lit, le tronc a ete repousse avec tant de force qiie plusieurs fois le malade
est tombe du lit.

Le bras droit est tres lourd, sujet k des contractures et secousses frequentes;
les doigts sont en demi-flexion, le malade peut les mouvoir volontairement, mais
avec beaucoup de difficulte. Le bras gauche a des mouvements plus faciles

; bien
qu'il soit legerement rigide, est pourtant le membre le plus utile dont puisse faire

usage ce pauvre malade.
Assis sur son fauteuil, devant une table, il peut ecrire assez bien. Pour ecrire,

il place le bras droit sur la table et avec la main gauche il place la plume dans
les doigts de la main droite qui sont en demi-flexion. II ecrit ainsi lentement
mais assez lisiblement.
Les muscles repondent bion aux courants electriques ; I'exitabilite electrique est

cependant exageree. Les reflexes tendineux sont extremement exageres dans les
deux membres inferieurs et dans le bras droit: ils le sont moins dans le bras
gauche, mais toujours plus marques que dans letat normal.
La sensibilite dans toutes ses form^es est normale.
La maniere de parler de ce majade est tres singuliere. II n'oublie aucune parole

ni aucune nuance de la langue, mais a chaque instant, presque a chaque mot, il

eprouve le besoin de s'arreter et de faire une inspiration forcee ; il ouvre la bouche
et contracte energiquement les muscles du cou et les inspirateurs thoraciques.
Ces mouvements ressemblent tout a fait aux inspirations ultimes des moribonds.
On dirait que les muscles inspirateurs participent aii spasme si marqiie des
muscles des membres. Cette maniere de parler rend les reponses du malade
extremement lentes et causent de langoise a la personne qui les ecoute. Peu a
peu apparurent les phenomenes du decubitus ; il se forma des escarres dans tons
les points saillants du corps. Le malade alia s'epuisant jusqu'a la mort qui sur-
vint au mois d'avril 1893, apres 6 ans de souffrances.
Malheureusement quand ce pretre mourut, j'etais malade, incapable de me

rendre a riiopital ; ses parents s'opposerent a rautoj)sie et Ton perdit ainsi une
occasion de faire progresser quelque peu I'anatomie pathologique.

Ce travail deviendrait trop long, si je voulais, apres chaque observation, me
livrer a toutes les considerations que chaque cas comporterait. Qu'il me suffise

pour cette fois de signaler le fait qu'apres quelques phenomenes prodromiques,
tels qiie, faiblesse des jambes, soubresauts des tendons, fourmillements, etc., et

peu apres difficulte de la parole, tout a coup il survint des accidents cerebraux
bien nets : cephalalgie intense, perte de connaissance, delire et peut-etre de la

fievre.
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Puis, le tableau change, et il reste une paralysie spastique petit-etre plus
etendue que celle de la precedente observation, car a la paralysie des quatre mem-
bres vint s'ajoiiter de la disphagie et des troubles de la parole. En revanche, la

paralysie du Dr. G a ete plus complete et plus durable que dans le cas present

puisque ce pretre recouvra en grande partie le mouvement d\i T)ras gaiiche et que
le droit lui permettait, mais difficilement, decrire.

Les observations suivantes, recueillies a Fhopital de Saint-Andre par nies eleves

de la clinique de cinquieme annee, sont des cas ou les malades plus heureux ont

recouvre une grande partie de leurs mouvements. J'abregerai ces observations

pourne pas sortir des limites de ce travail.

Observation 3.—Hopital de Saint-Andre. Joseph Barragan, age de 28 ans, de
constitution vigoureuse. entra a I'hopital le !«•' tevrier 1893. Pas d'antecedents
hereditaires ; il a deux fils bien portants ; il en a eu deux autres mort-nes ; il a eu
les fievres eruptives propres a I'enfance et des fievres intermittentes. II avait 19
ans quand il devint soldat; un an ajires, il eut les premiers accidents de la

syphilis, suivis de manifestations buccales et pharyngiees; de douleurs rhuma-
toides et plus tard d'une exostose de la clavicule droite.

En 1888, a I'age de 23 ans, il fit une chiite do cheval, il tomba de cote et il assure

que sans avoir regu de coup a la tete, il resta cependant un peu etourdi ; mais au
bout de peu de temps, il put se relever et se remettre a cheval.
Huit jours apres cet accident, il eut une grande dispute avec tin de ses cama-

rades et la nuit suivante en faisant son service il eut a supporter le froid et la

pluie.
Cette nuit-la il eprouva une forte douleur dans toute la tete, qui, augmentant

de plus en plus, Tobligea a se coucher. Le lendemain, aux premieres heures du
jour, il nota que sa jambe droite etait tres lourde, agitee de secousses et que peu
a peiT la paresie envahit le bras du meme cote. Ensuite le mal gagna la face, la

bouche se devia, les yeux se tournerent produisant de la diplopie. Le jour sui-

vant I'hemiplegie etait complete, il perdit la parole, mais pendant quelques heures
seulement. Peu de temps apres il jjut parler, mais la parole resta lente et difficile.

C'est dans cet etat qu'il fut apporte a I'hopital militaire ou il resta deux mois
soumis au traitement iodure. II en sortit parfaitement gueri.

II quitta letat militaire et prit le metier de charcutier qu'il exerga pendant deux
ans et demi en parfait etat de sante. II y a sept mois, sans cause connue, I'attaque
revint avec les memes caracteres que la premiere fois. Mais cette fois il resta
chez lui sans se soigner et le mal empira. La paralysie du cote droit devint plus
complete et rapidement la jambe gaxiche fut envahie, la sensibilite restant com-
plete. Des le commencement les membres paralyses furent pris par des spasmes,
et des rigidites musculaires apparurent a la partie interne des cuisses et posterieure
des jambes. Les seuls symptomes qui ne tarderent pas a disparaitre, furent le

strabisme et la deviation de la boiiche ; la parole est restee lente.

C'est dans cet etat qu'il entra a Thopital Saint-Andre a la date mentionnee

plus haiit.

Quand nous I'examinames, il avait la paralysie spastique la
mieux caract6ris6e des

deux membres inferieurs et superieurs droits. La paralysie etait plus marquee aux
membres inferieurs qu'aux superieurs. II ne pouvait se mettre sur pied, parce que
lors qu'il voulait le faire, ses jambes devenaient rigides et tremblantes. Le bras
droit etait impotent, rigide et en demi-flexion : les doigts moitie flechis etaient

peu mobiles. II ne pouvait saisir un objet qu'avec difficulte et alors le bras etait

pris de secousses. L'eleve qtii prenait cette observation qualifiait ces mouvements
de tremblement intentionnel de la sclerose en plaques. Mais apres examen il fut
demontre que ces mouvements n'avaient pas le caractere de ce tremblement, mais
que cetait plutot la trepidation qui s'observe dans le cas d'exageration des reflexes

tendineux. Pour ne pas me repeter je ne m'attarde pas a signaler les contractures

exagerees des muscles adducteurs des extremites inferieures, ni la position de ses

extremites, ni a detailler I'exageration de tous les reflexes tendineux dans chacun
des membres affectes. Je dois cependant rapporter que le bras gauche, quoique
un peu faible, jouissait de tous ses mouvements et que c'etait le seul membre utile

de ce pauvre malade.
Dans tous les membres malades I'excitabilit^ 61ectrique etait manifestement

exageree.
La sensibilite tactile, a la douleur, a la temperature etait conservee ; mais la

sensibilite muscialaire etait quelque peu pervertie. . II avait une conscience par-
faite de la position de ses membres, mais il avait perdu la notion du poids et il lui

etait impossible de distinguer les poids plus ou moins lourds qu'ou lui faisait

supporter.
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•Ce malade resta a I'hopital presque iin an. Bien que legerement ameliore, puis
qu'il pouvait faire quelques pas avec beaucoup de difficulte, il sortit presque dans
le meme etat on il etait entre.

Observation 4-
—Hopital de Saint-Andr^. Jean Caravantes, age de 30 ans,

employe de chemin de fer, sans antecedents hereditaires, de condition moyenne,
n'a jamais abuse des boissons alcooliques, n"a jamais eti d'affections veneriennes
tju Byphilitiques.

II a eu une pneumonie et quelques autres maladies febriles qu'il ne peut
specifier.
Le 24 avril 1890 il eprouva tout-a-coup une sensation de pesanteur dans I'epaule

gauclie qui Tobiigea a s'incliner de ce cote et ensuite a s'assoir. Ne se trouvant
pas bien dans cette position, il dut se coucher. Ce malaise dura peu, mais depuis
lors cet accident se repetait plusieurs fois par jour, et de plus il nota qu'a ces

moments-la, la jambe gauche, extremement rigide, se plagait en extension ce qui
rendait la marche impossible. II passa ainsi six jours avec ces attaqties qui pas-
feaient et revenaient plusieurs fois par jour ; le septieme il sentit la meme pesanteur
a lepaule droite, mais la jambe de ce cote ne devint pas raide. Le 4 mai il eut
dans la matinee un frisson intense qvii fut suivi d'une forte fievre et de delire. II

passa ainsi tout le jour et toute la nuit, et en se reveillant le matin du 5, il se
sentit si frais qti'il voulut se lever, mais a sa grande surprise, il ne put y arriver

parce qu'il se trouva completement paralyse des qnatre membres. Non seulement
il ne put s'assoir, mais on dut le faire manger parce qu'il ne jiouvait faire aucun
mouvement. Trois jours apres, il commenga a sentir dans la jambe gauclie des

picotements qui etaient suivis de mouvements involontaires. Ces memes symptomes
apparurent rapidement dans la jambe droite. Les bras qui etaient aussi le siege
de mouvements involontaires les premiers jours, recouvrerent rapidement leurs
mouvements volontaires, mais les jambes resterent impotentes. Quinze jours
apres I'attaque, il quitta le lit, et pour faire quelques pas il fut necessaire que
deux personnes le soutinssent ; les jambes etaient rigides, et il trainait beaucoup
les pieds en marchant. La sensibilite etait normale.
n resta dans cet etat sans changement notable jusqu'au mois d'aotit, il perdit

alors completement le sommeil et eut dix joiirs d'insomnie absolue. Alors sur-

vinrent des convulsions generales et une perte absolue de la parole. Les convul-
sions gen^rales s'arretaient de temps en temps, mais revenaient chaque demi-lieure
ou cliaque heure au plus. II resta dans cet etat deux jours ;

le troisieme, il perdit
completement connaissance et resta ainsi un certain nombre d'heures. II revint a
lui et peu a peu il recouvra Tusage de la parole de sorte que quinze jours apres il

se retrouva avec sa paralysie comme avant.
Au mois de septembre il eut unenouvelle attaquede convulsions generales, mais

cette fois elles durerent moins de temps et il n'eut ni troubles de la parole, ni perte
de connaissance. II resta chez lui sans autre accident que I'impossibilite de la

marche et en fevrier 1891 il entra a Thopital Saint-Andre. Nous pumes alors

observer la paralysie spastique la plus complete. Les jambes etaient rigides.et en
adduction. Si on levait une de ses jambes et si on la laissait tomber, elle se

croisait avec celle du cote oppose; les reflexes tendmeux etaient tres exageres;
I'excitabilite electrique augmentee, les sphincters normaux ;

il existait un pheno-
mene curieux qui revelait I'exageration de quelques reflexes ciitanes. Si pendant
la miction une des cuisses venait a toucher le vase, la sensation de froid provocait
I'arret de I'ecoulement de I'urine et la miction ne pouvait continuer qu'au bout dun
certain temps et avec de grands efforts. En dehors de cet accident la miction
s'executait bien. Quand le malade aide de deux personnes se mettait sur pied, les

jambes devenaient plus rigides et s'agitaient en mouvements trepidatoires ;
il

trainait les pieds, faisait des pas tres courts et le pied qu'il voulait avancer se

croisait devant 1'autre.

Les membres superieurs jouissaient de tous leurs mouvements, et la sensibilite

sous toutes ses formes etait physiologique sur toute I'etendue de la peau.
On le soumit a I'usage de l"iodurede potassium et son etat sameliora peu a peu.

II commenga a marcher a I'aide de roulettes, puis avec des bequilles et ensuite en

s'appiiyant sur une canne. II sortit dans cet etat de I'hopital au mois d'aotit de la

meme annee, et il resta ainsi jusqu'au 17 Janvier 1892. Ce 3our il eut des frissons

intenses, suivis de fievre et de douleurs aigiies dans la region lombaire. La fievre

dura quelques heures et.cessa ensuite pour revenir le lendemain a 7 heures du
matin et disparaitre all heures du matin.
Pour ce motif il revint a I'hopital Saint-Andre. On lui donna un peu de quinine

et la fievre disparut rapidement. II marchait alors avec un peu plus de difficulte

que. lorsqu'il sortit au mois d'aotit. On le soumit de nouveau au traitement

iodure, on lui donna du calomel jusqua production de gengivite legere, on lui

mit des vesicatoires a la nuque.

S. Ex. 36 lU
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r A I'aide de ce traitement, il s'ameliora pen a peu, jiisqua pouvoir marcher sans
canne ; mais il contiiiua a ne pouvoir faire que des pas trea courts, et il garda les

.iambes raides. C'est dans cet etat qu'il sortit de I'hopital Saint-Andre en
novembre 1892.

En Janvier 1893 il entra a I'liopital de Jesus presque dans le meme etat que
lorsqu'il etait sorti de I'hopital de Saint-Andre. II suivit le nieme traitement que
celui qu'on lui avait administre dans cet hopital. Caravantes s'ameliora im peu
I)lus. Ses pas etaient un peu plus grands, mais les jambes resterent rigides et en
marchant c'est a peine s'il flechissait les articulations du genou.
Au mois d'avril il sortit de I'hopital de Jesus et depuis lors on le jierdit de vue.
Observation 5.—Hopital Saint-Andre. Augustin Barron, ne a Veta-Grande,

Zacatecas, age de 80 ans, commergant. Pas daffection du systeme nerveux chez
ses ascendants. De bonne sante habituelle, mais a tin peu abuse de I'alcool et des
relations sexuelles. II y a eu des accidents veneriens, mais pas de manifestations
generales, et en effet on ne trouve ni pleiade ganglibnnaire, ni vestiges dans la

gorge ou sur la peau.
A la fin de decembre 1881, apres un repas assez copieux, il se sentit indispose de

Testomac, mais il y fit peu d'attention et se coucha. II ne sait si dans la nuit il

exit quelque attaque, mais le lendemain quand il se reveilla, il eprouva une douleur
de tete extremement forte et vomit les aliments de la veille. De plus il etait com-
pletement paralyse et il ne pouvait mouvoir aucun de ses quatre membres. La
bouche etait deviee du cote droit. I'intelligence et la parole etaient norniales. 11

a ete impossible d'obtenir des dates precises sur la marche qu'ont suivi ces acci-
dents ;

le malade assure cependant que les inouvements reparurent rapidement
dans le cote droit et que le cote gauche resta paralyse plus longtemps, jusqu'^ la
moitie de fevrier, ou il se trotiva bien portant et reprit ses occiapations.
n continua a abuser de I'alcool et du coit, quand en 1883 il eut une nouvelle

attaque semblable a la precedente. Cette fois, cependant la cephalalgia fut beau-

coup plus intense et durable
;
les vomissements plus tenaces. La bouche ne fut

pas deviee, mais la paralysie fut generale.
On le porta en voiture a Zacatecas et il se rappelle qu'en route il voyait les

objets doubles. Arrive a la ville, il reconnut les personnes qui le regurent, mais
quelques heures apres il perdit entierement conscience et ne revint a lui qiie deux
mois apres. Sa famille ne lui dit rien de ce qui setait passe durant ce temps. U
sait seulement qii'on lui mit un vesicatoire sur le ventre et qu'on lui coupa les

cheyeux parce qu'il lui etait venu une eruption a la tete. ^uinze jours apres
avoir recouvre connaissance. il put cominencer a se lever aide de quelques per-
sonnes, car la perte absolue de mouvement dans la jambe gauche le mettait dans
I'impossibilite absolue de marcher. La jambe et le bras droits jouissaient de totis

leurs mouvements ; le bras gauche etait faible mais les mouvements y etaient
assez faciles; seule la jambe de ce cote etait completement immobile.
Notre malade revint en voiture a sa ville natale et peu a peu les mouvements

de la jambe gauche revinrent, jiisqu'a la guerison comi)lete.
Trois ans apres, en 1886, il eiit une autre attaque pareille aux pr6c§dentes, mais

d'intensite et de duree moindres. Depuis cette date jusqu'en 1890, il eut quelques
petites attaques, comme il les appelle, et qui consistent en une subite lourdeur de
la jambe et du bras droits accomx)agnee de sensation de chaleur ou de froid, dei

fourmillements et surtout de rigidite et de soubresauts de tendons dans la jambe.
Ces symptomes duraient un ou deux jours et disparaissaient completement.

. Un jour de I'annee 1890, il nota en se levant que ses mouvements etaient tres
difiiciles et alors il resolut de se faire transporter a Aguas-Calientes pour y pren-
dre les bains. 11 y resta 8 jours et remarquant que son etat ne s'ameliorait pas, il

revint a Veta-Grande, ou un matin il se trouva completement paralyse, ne pou-
vant mouvoir meme la tete. Il resta dans cet etat 8 jours, au bout desquels il

recouvra pexi a peu les mouvements du cou et des membres du cote droit. Plus:
tard il recouvra les mouvements du bras gauche, mais depuis lors jusqu'a la date
du 20 avril 1892 il n'a pu marcher a cause de I'impotence complete de la jambe*
gauche. II a note que depuis lors ce membre est reste completement rigide ; que
cette rigidite diminue beaucoup quand il est couche ; dans cette position il peut
flechir la jambe et la mouvoir avec une certaine facilite; mais aussitot qu'il

essaye de l'api)uyer sur le sol, elle s'etend fortement, avec des secousses, et il 'lui

est impossible de faire un seul pas. Frequemment ces spasmes surviennent meme
lorsqu'il est couche.
Le bras gauche jouit de tons ses mouvements ; mais de temps en temps il

devient rigide ; et quelquefois I'avant-bras s'est place en extension forcee sur le

bras ; le premier en pronation, le pouee en adduction et flexion, les autres doigts
flechis sur les precedents.
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Le 20 avril 1892, jour de I'entree de ce inalade a I'hopital, on constata qu'il jouit
de toutes ses facultes. II parle parfaitement bien. et il meut ses deux membres
superieurs et Tinferieur droit comme une personne bien portante.

Couclie en position supine, il a la jainbe gauche rigide et en extension et adduc-
tion; le pied en legere extension et les orteils flechis

;
les tendons extenseurs des

orteils font un grand relief sur le dos du pied. Les muscles de la partie interne
de la cuisse sont en contraction et forment une saillie notable. Aucun mouve-
ment anormal.

Si Ton demande au malade de flechir la jambe, il peut le faire mais avec grande
difficulte parce qu'il avait a lutter contre la contraction des muscles extenseurs de
la jambe sur la cuisse. L'execution du mouvement comniande permit de noter
la preponderance daction des muscles adducteurs et du tibia anterieur, car le

membre est porte en adduction et le bord externe du pied est plus eleve que le

bord interne. L'experience ne peut pas etre recommencee, car le malade ne peat
repeter le mouvement, la contracture des muscles extenseurs s'y opposant.
Apres quelques moments de repos, Barron peut flechir la jambe, letendre et la

porter sans grande dif&culte dans la direction (ju'on lui indique. Mais on peut
noter un phenomene bien curieux qui se repeta plusieurs fois. Si on lui demande
de lever la jambe de dessus le matelas, il le fait facilement la premiere fois

;
mais

si Ton fait repeter le mouvement plusieurs fois, I'elevation est chaque fois plus
faible, jusqu'a I'impossibilite d'executer le mouvement.

Si on le fait mettre sur un pied, la jambe gauche se fixe en extension, devient

rigide comme si elle etait en bois
;
le malade se leve d'une piece, incline le bassin

vers la droite, traine la plante du pied, fait un pas tres court et dirige la pointe
du pied en dedans. La contracture de cette jambe est si genante pendant la

marche que malgre que la paralysie soit limitee a ce membre, le malade a garde
le lit constamment pendant tout le temps qu'il est reste a Thopital.
Pour en finir avec ce malade, je dirai que la sensibilite au contact, a la douleur,

a la chaleur, au froid, la sensibilite speciale des organes des sens sont normales.
L'excitabilite electrique dans le membre paralyse est exageree. les reflexes tendi-
neux sont augnientes, et enfin la sensibilite musculaire est legerement diminuee
(juant a la notion du i)oids.
Ce malade est reste a Thopital pres d'un an, et il a ete impossible de modifier la

;paralysie de la jambe gaiTche. Plusieurs fois de legeres contractures sont surve-
nues dans la jambe droite avec exageration des reflexes tendineux. Ce dernier

symptome s'est presente aussi au bras gauche. Trois ou quatre fois le malade
s'est plaint d'une sensation de pesanteur dans I'epaule gauche, semblable a ce symp-
tome initial que presenta le malade de la precedente observation.

Ces cinq observations demontrent jusqu'a I'evidence: 1° Que chez I'adulte la

paralysie spastique peut se presenter consecutivement a des phenomenes cere-

braux plus ou moins graves ;
2° Qu'habituellement apres la disparition des pheno-

menes cerebraux, la paralysie apparait plus etendue, mais qu'avec le temps un
ou plusieurs membres peuvent reprendre leur integrite ; 3° Que la parole peut
rester plus ou moins compromise, mais qu'en beaucoup de cas les malades par-
lent normalement, et qu'enfin les malades peuvent rester monoplegiques, diplegi-

ques, triplegiques ou paralyses des quatre membres, tout a fait semblables alors

aux enfants dont les faisceaux pyramidaux ont subi un arret de developpement.
On pourrait largement discuter le siege, la nature et la pathogenie de cette

affection, mais je ne le ferai pas pour ne pas allonger ce travail, et parce que ces

questions seront facilement resolues quand on connaitra I'anatomie pathologique
de cette entite morbide.

ON THE PROGNOSIS OF "RAILWAY SPINE."

By F. X. DERCUM, M. D., of Philadelphia, Pa.,

Clinical Professor of Diseases of tlie Nervous System, Jefferson Medical College ; Neurologist to

Philadelphia Hospital.

A question invariably asked the expert in suits for damages in cases of railway
injuries is, "Will this patient recover? and, if so, how long in your judgment will

it be before recovery takes place V
"

I know of no question jjut to expert witnesses
which is, as a rule, more difficult to answer, and regarding which there is often
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such a variance of opinions. My experience does not accord with those wno claim

that the symptoms in a given case disappear with the award for damages. That

, buoyancy and exaltation sometimes follow a successful issue of the trial, and that

the symi)toms ot mental depression, so frequently present, disappear for a time at

least, can not be denied. However, if the case be watched, it will be found that

long after the trial, when its excitement has passed away, the ordinary symp-
toms of the case persist. I have often been asked as to what treatment I would
recommend for a given case, and have merely been able to answer in a general

way that rest, tonics, freedom from care, would prodtice favorable results in time ;

that if the patient could be submitted to a prolonged rest-cure possibly recovery

might be assured, or might take place more rapidly. A lack of opportunity to

test the latter method of treatment has heretofore prevented me from giving a

more definite answer. Recently, however, the opportunity presented itself. In

order that there should be no question regarding the character of the case ; in

order that there should be no doubt or quibble regarding simulation, or improper
motives of any kind, I selected for the experiment a case typical in character and
in which there was no suit for damages. Before relating it in detail I will pass

briefly over the method of diagnosis pursued by myself in cases of this kind, and
which I have already published in a paper upon "The Back in Railway Spine."'
The underlying i)rinciple of the method is to exclude as far as possible simulation

or exaggeration of symptoms by the patient.

As is well known, the vast majority of these cases suffer from injuries to the

trunk, more especially to the back. It is the back to which our attention is

almost always called, even when there are injuries to the head or injuries to the

limbs. With the patient standing or, if too weak, seated with the trunk exposed
and the back turned toward the physician, the following tests are applied: After

a rapid glance at the position in which the back is held, at the relative ainountof

curvature, at the differences in level of the two shoulders, at the presence or

absence of muscular tremors, the following tests are performed : First, palpation :

The hand being placed slightly upon the back the patient may or may not shrink.

This symptom of itself counts for very little. It may indicate either the presence
of a genuine hypersesthesia or of a disposition ta simtilation. If hyperaesthesia

be present, it is probable that we will find hysteroid symptoms as we proceed to

study the case. The symptom by itself, however, as already stated, is of little value.

The second test is by pressure. This I divide into superficial and deep pressure.

My method of applying superficial pressure is as follows : I pass the finger tip3,

or the palmar aspect of the thumb, gently down over the spinal column, being
careful to exert but a slight degree of pressure. As is well known, this test elicits

in certain cases a flinching or other reaction as though pain were exx^erienced,

especially when we i)ress over an area in the lower cervical or mid-dorsal region,over

the dorso-lumbar juncture, the lumbar region itself, or over the end of the coccyx.

The significance of this symjjtom I will not dwell upon now, but it is one which

we all know is very commonly found in neurasthenia, especially in that form
known as spinal irritation, and also in hysteria when the latter affection com-

plicates neurasthenia. The next test is deep pressure. I now press the palmar

aspect of the thumb with some degree of force upon various regions of the spine,

and also over the adjacent muscles and various other portions of the back. If

deep-seated soreness be present, as I have before pointed out, the patient is apt to

react less suddenly than he does if simply a tender spot is touched by superficial

pressure, or if there be general hypersesthenia of the back. The soreness, if present,

elicited by deep pressure is also more diffuse, and instead of being found directly

over the spine of the vertebrae is apt to be found diffiised for some little distance

over one or both sides, or it may be found over the muscles in various other por-

1 American Journal of the Medical Sciences for September, 1891.
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tions of the back. Another test which I occasionally eirrploy is the test by"percus-
sion. It is one of the tests that I employ when no reaction results from deep or

superficial pressure, and is performed by striking with a small rubber hammer, the

patient lying upon his face, a number of very rapid, though not hard, blows over the

spines of the vertebrae, the idea being to elicit pain not by force of the blows, but by
the faint but decided jarring produced. We now come to the test by motion. This

also consists of two portions ; first, the test by voluntary motion ; and second, the

test by passive motion. The patient is first directed to bend forward, his back

being toward the observer. The manner in which the act is performed, the amount
of the motion, the stage in the act of which the patient complains of pain, the area

to which this pain is referred, and finally the occurrence of miiscular spasm or

rigidity should be noted. Next the patient is requested to flex the trunk to the

right or to the left, and here again the character of the motion and the action of the

muscles is studied. If no symptoms be elicited, or if they be of doubtful charac-

ter, the operator may forcibly flex the trunk to the right or to the left, the patifent

not being warned beforehand of what the operator is about to do. As a rule this test

is unnecessary. However, the following test I regard as veryimportant in certain

cases. This is the test by forcible rotation. An assistant, kneeling before the

patient, should firmly grasp the hips, while the operator, seizing the shoulders,
should gentlybut firmly rotate the upper half of the trunk. If there be deep-seated
soreness the patient will at once give signs of suffering. As I have before pointed

out, this method of searching for pain is a powerful one and is only required in

exceptional instances. Its special application and significance I will not pause to

point out. Next comes the test by transmitted shock. This I have also previously
described. It may be practiced in various ways. The patient standing as erect as

possible, the operator places both hands with fingers interlocked upon the head of

the patient, and then by a siadden downward pull sends an impulse through the spine.
The amount of force exerted must be guided by the reaction of the patient. The
spine may be so very sore that the reaction to even a slignt impulse is excessive

and needless suffering caused ; a gentle pull should at first be given, and if no

response is elicited a more forcible one may be made. If it be desired to elimi-

nate the cervical portion of the spine from the problem, the patient maybe seated

and the impulse be transmitted through the shoulders. A third method is to direct

the patient, if standing, to raise himself upon the toes and tlien to let himself fall

back heavily upon the heels. This method is less valuable than tiie others, for a
man with a very sore back can absolutely not be made to execute this test properly.
At most it should be used as a confirmation of pain doubtfully elicited by other
means. I will not spend time in alluding tathe various expedients ,

like the ' ' double

touch," for detecting malingering, nor will I recite the general methods pursued
in studying the various subjective symptoms present in tliese cases.

The above tests that I have rehearsed apply of course to the physical condition
of the back only, and help us in the formation of an opinion as to whether there

is oris not an injury to the vertebral column, ligaments, the muscles, or other

structiires. It is not, of course, necessary to detail here the methods pursued in

searching for actual lesions of the spinal contents. In my own experience lesions

of the spinal contents in '

railway spine
" are rare, and, furthermore, they were

not present in the case which I am about to detail. The case is as follows (its

early history was in part reported in the paper already alluded to):

B. W., aged 42, married, carpenter and builder by trade, presented himself at
the University Hospital December 5, 1890. On the 17th of June of the same year,
while erecting a barn, he had been struck by a large rafter in the middle of the
back, knocking him down and pinning him to the earth. He was unconscious for
a few minutes and later he was sick at his stomach. Vomiting recurred repeat-
edly during the next four days, the vomit occasionally containing blood. During
this time he was not confined to the house, but continued outside directing his
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men at their work. He said, however, that he felt giddy and was afraid to climb
to a height. His back, too, felt quite sore. Abont a week after the accident he
began to be troubled with iieadache, while the giddiness became more and more
marked. The soreness now spread all along his spine. His physician, who
accompanied him to the hospital, said that pressure ui)on the spine now made him
sick at the stomach and also caused his face to flush. He. was obliged to remain
indoors ; he was unable to collect his thoughts ; could not concentrate his atten-
tion upon anything ; slept badly at night ; was restless and delirious. He; had
also become very weak. On stripping the man it was noticed that he held his
back very stifl&y, and. further, that there was a marked tremor ax)parently of all

the muscles of the back. Lightly placing the hand upon the back caused flinching.
Superficial pressure was now made over the vertebral spines. It was found that
the patient flinched slightly as the thumb passed over the upper and the mid-
dorsal regions. Deep and persistent pressure was next made on either side of the

spinal gutter over the muscles of the small of the back and adjacent regions.
The patient now reacted in such a manner as to convince us that these muscles
were exquisitely sore. Tested by motion, it was found that the forward flexion,
in fact movement in any direction, was accompanied by excessive pain ; and,
further, by an objective symptom of great value, namely, excessive spasm of the
muscles. In conseqxience the movements were limited in extent. On attempting
forcible flexion, spasm and i>ain were both grossly exaggerated. Transmitted
shock elicited jiain in the upper and mid-dorsal regions. The knee jerks were
excessively exaggerated. Ankle clonus was present on both sides. There was
also paroxysmal contraction of the tibialis anticus, sweating so excessive that it

saturated his clothing, and there was also occasional flushing of the face. In
addition, the patient presented various subjective nervous and mental symptoms
suggestive both of hysteria and of neurasthenia. I learned afterwards from his
wife that in August of 1890, some two months after the accident, he had had a
convulsion. He had been growing steadily worse and less and less able to attend
to his business. The convulsions came on at night and was repeated for a number
of nights consecutively. They are described by the wife as follows :

' ' The convul-
sions usually came on at midnight, lasting until about 6 o'clock the next morn-
ing. They consisted of a series of paroxysms which followed each other at inter-

vals of from five to ten miniites. The patient seemed to he entirely conscious

during them. He would throw out his arms, throw back his head, roll up his

eyes, jin-d stiffen his limbs. Toward morning he would fall asleep and would wake
up all right again. He finally grew so bad that he remained in bed continuously
for about two and a half weeks, and then went to bed, oft' and on, until his visit

to the University. He was delirious nearly every night during this time. He
would have spasms, talk very much about the accident, and seemed to be
constantly afraid of falling and of being hurt."
From the physical examination it was evident that the man had had a severe

injury to the back. This doubtless consisted of a bruising and wrenching of the
muscles and the muscular insertions. From the excessive pain jjresent upon
flexion and also upon transmitted shock it is very probable that the ligaments of
the spinal column had also been strained. In addition he was excessively neuras-

thenic, and beyond a doubt the convulsions so ably described by his wife were
hysterical in character. The case was thus a mixture of jihysical and subjective
or psychic symptoms, and it may be looked upon as an exact counterpart of cases
which every day appear as claimants for damages from railway accidents. It

therefore suggested itself as an excellent one in which to test the resources of the
rest cure. However, neither opportunity nor the patient s means permitted the

carrying ou-t of my suggestion at this time. The man went home and spent his

time in and out of bed, improving a little now and then in proportion as he
remained in bed, and jiresenting at the end of another year little or no change.
He was now. January 12, 1893, admitted under my care to the wards of the

Orthopedic Hospital and Infirmary for Nervous Disease (Dr. Weir-Mitchell hav-

ing kindly granted me the privilege of one of his beds). His condition at that
time was as follows : General fibrillary tremor of the muscles of the back and to
some extent of the muscles of the arms. This tremor slightly increased on volun-

tary motion. There was also present excessive sweating, the surface of the trunk

being decidedly wet. The back was exceedingly sensitive to jpressure in the upper
and mid-dorsal regions. The muscles to either side the spinal gutter were very
sore. Forward flexion of the trtmk provoked muscular spasm most marked in

erector spinas group. Lateral flexion produced a similar spasm. Transmitted
shock elicited pain in the upper and mid-dorsal regions. All reflexes were exag-
gerated. Station fairly good ; no bladder or bowel symptoms. In addition there
was present tremor of the hands and of the tongue. The hands were livid, moist.
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and colli. His weight at the time of the accident was 147 pounds ; he now weighed
129 pounds. He was, further, exceedingly weak, nervous, and depressed, and
suffered greatly from insomnia. He complained also of dreaming of the accident
over and over again, and dreamed constantly of falling off of buildings. His wife
now told us that in September of 1891 he had a return of his convulsions, and it

took at times several men to hold him
; that he was conscious as tlie attacks

were coming on and as they were passing off : that he talked a great deal about •

having lost a piece from his forehead, asking each person who came to see him to

try to find it, as his mind would never be right again until it was found; that
he also cried a great deal, complained greatly of headache, and talked continu-

ously about putting himself out of the way.
At the time of liis admission to the Orthopedic Hospital no symptoms of delirium

presented themselves. The man was placed in bed absolutely at rest and abso-
lute seclusion was practiced as regards his relatives and friends. Systematic diet,
in which milk played a large jjart, was now adopted and massage instituted.

Later on the slowly interrupted faradic current was also used. Improvement was
very slow at first, no change being perceptible for several weeks. However, little

by little, a gain in weight was observed, and hand-in-hand with this also an
improvement in the neurasthenic and hysterical symptoms. The back, however,
remained painful to a very great degree. In the first few weeks following his

admission he had several hysterical convulsions ; later on these ceased altogether.
His general condition continued steadily to improve, but the deep-seated pain and
soreness in the back persisting, the treatment was prolonged week after week
and month after month, in the hope of finally subduing it. At length it began to

yield, but did not leave him entirely. However, on June 25, 1892, after over five

and a half months of rest in bed, he was discharged almost but not entirely well.

His weight had increased from 129 pounds to 157^ pounds. At the time of dis-

charge his condition was briefly as follows : No fibrillary tremors present any-
where, no tremors of the arms or hands or any part of the body. Could flex the

trunk, but it was still somewhat stiff and slight pain was still present. Any
attempt at marked flexion still evoked slight spasm of the muscles. Did not
sweat while standing still, but slight exertion or even mental excitement brought
it on. His nervousness had practically all disappeared. He slept well and no
longer dreamed at night. He said that he felt now as though he could work ; in

fact, that he felt now for the first time since the accident like
"
pitching in."

This certainly suggested a marked return of energy. I impressed upon him, how-
ever, the imi)ortance of not doing a full amount of work at once, but of keeping
up a partial rest cure at home. He did so, but notwithstanding had a return of
a number of mild hystero-epileptic seizures this spring. However, a letter, dated
June 22, 1893, tells me that he is well, with the exception of a slight soreness in
his back.

The above case I believe to be extremely valuable from a medico-legal point of

view, not only because of the absence of all elements of litigation, but because it

throws considerable light upon the prognosis in this class of cases. It will be

observed that before the patient was placed under systematic treatment he failed

to improve. He remained practically in an unchanged condition, and it was not

until systematic and an imusually prolonged course of '• rest-cure' treatment was
instituted that improvement finally took place. This man, further, had every

possible motive to ge4 well. His business and family suffered greatly by his

absence. His worry from this sovirce was very great. However, he now tells me
that he is again actively at work at his occupation of builder. I should add, though,
that none of the manual work is done by himself.

In previous papers
' I have described cases without litigation, in which little or

no improvement occurred even after the lapse of years. The only case in which I

have had an opportunity of testing the effects of treatment was one in which the

back symptoms were similar though the hysterical symptoms were absent. In

this case, although rest in bed, massage, and even a plaster jacket were at various

times instituted, and the treatment extended variously over two years, little or no

improvement ensued.

'"Remarks on Spinal Injuries," Therapeutic Gazette, May 1.5, 1889. "The Back in Railway
Spine," American Journal of Medical Sciences, September, 1891.
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However, it must be admitted that it had not been possible at any time to insti-

tute a systematic course of rest cure. I am strongly inclined, however, to believe

that in this instance it would have availed but little, and would not have influ-

enced the chronic character of the ease.' There are, of course, many cases in

which tremor and si)asm of the muscles of the back are not present or are con-

cealed by the superficial fat. In these flexion, deep pressure, and transmitted

shock, nevertheless, demonstrate the injury to the muscle insertions, ligaments,
and other structures.

We now consider in how far are we assisted by the experience I have detailer'

in answering the question,
" Will the claimant recover ; and, if so, how long wiL

it be before he recovers ?
"

I have sometimes answered this question by saying

frankly that I did not know. I was then asked by the court to use my best judg-
ment and say how long it would take under the most favorable conditions for the

patient to recover. Under the most favorable conditions generally implies a

method of treatment which is not in vogue in general hospitals, which is rarely

carried out as it should be in private practice, and which it is difficult to obtain

except at special hosi^itals. This, I think, should be made clear in the answer of

the expert when he answers that under the most favorable conditions, that is, by
prolonged rest cure, the patient will markedly improve in about six months, but

that complete recovery, if it takes place at all, will not ensue for several years. It

must be borne in mind, further, that there are some cases of such great severity

that probably no improvement will take place under any conditions, and also that

there are others again very much milder in whom improvement takes place rapidly.

Of course the answers must be adapted to each case.

JUDICIAL RECOGNITION OF IRRESPONSIBILITY IN ALCOHOLIC
MENTAL DISEASE.

By NORMAN KERR, M. D., F. L. S.,

Chairman of the British Medical Association Inebriates'' Legislation Committee ; President of the

(British) Society for the Study of Inebriety ; Consulting Physician to the Dairymple Home.

There was a time, not very long ago, when the plea on behalf of an accused that

he was "mad through drink " when he committed the crime with which he was

charged would have had a curt reception from a judge. Nor could this be won-
dered at. In the belief that drunkards were but willful sinners, delighting to get

drunk, voluntarily drinking only to become intoxicated and glorying in their shame,

nearly everyone agreed. Judges are made of the same clay as is ordinary human-

kind, and it could not be expected that members of the legal profession would
detect disease of the mind where even doctors saw only a moral vice. This state

of things prevailed in every community as well as in Britain. In those "
good old

times
"
short and sharp was the shrift of the murderer, though he had previously

been drunk for days or weeks or years, and had never had any intention of hurt-

ing anyone. The Grecian law was merciless in its dealing with this class of

criminals, the convicted drunkard receiving, in Mitylene, under the law of Pitta-

cus. a double punishment—one for the crime, another for the drunkenness. Prob-

ably because imbued with this tradition the great Sir Edward Coke declared that

drunkenness aggravates a crime (Coke upon Littleton, 547 a). Since Coke's day
there has gradually been effected a remarkable change in criminal practice. Hale

in former times and Hawkins in our own day lay down that equal punishment
follows a criminal act whether done in a state of sobriety or insobriety. (Hawkins,
Pleas of the Crown, Chap. I, Section vi.)

' For a detailed report of this case reader is referred to the paper, "A Case of Railway Back,"
Journal of Narvous and Mental Diseases, ISV'Z.
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This drop from double to equal punishment was only one step forward in the

improved and more humane as well as just advance in criminal jurisprudence.

My highly esteemed friend, Mr. Clark Bell, has pointed out in that valuable

magazine, the Medico-Legal Journal, and in the Proceedings of the (English)

Society for the Study of Inebriety the striking development in this direction of

American law and practice, a progress which has not been left far behind by the

rulings of English judges and the pleadings by members of the British bar. Evi-

dence is now freely received on the accused's state as to sobriety to determine the

presence or absence, for example, of malice. In the case, tried before Lord Low
at Glasgow in May, 1892, of a discharged army pensioner, who had with atrocious

violence killed his female paramour, his lordship said that there had been no malice

or deliberation, the intoxication having maddened the prisoner, which at once took

the case out of the category of murder. A plea of guilty of culpable homicide

was tendered and accepted, and the sentence of fifteen years' imprisonment passedr

At the same circiiit court a young girl was convicted of murdering her mother

with a hatchet and other articles, both mother and daughter being drunk. A
similar plea was allowed. Lord Young sentencing the drunken child-murderer to

one year's imprisonment.

Among other advances has been the ruling of Mr. Justice Stephen (Regina v.

Davis, Newcastle, April 27, 1881) that, though the immediate frenzy of intoxica-

tion does not absolve, any secondary disease producing mental unsoundness and

resulting therefrom does. Accordingly we find that in many cases delirium

tremens, characterized by Mr. Justice Stephen as a distinct and formed disease

caused by drunkenness, has been held to be a valid plea for ixnaccountability.

Let me refer just to a case or two. Lord Young (Regina v. Short, Glasgow high

court, Augiist, 1889) declined to send the case of a woman charged with killing

her child by starvation and neglect while laboring under deliriuAi tremens to the

jury, on the ground that delirium tremens was a disease, and discharged the pris-

oner. Baron Pollock (Regina v. Mountain, Leeds, April, 1888) told the jury that

heredity as affecting the capacity of a man to drink like other people around him,
and inciting him while intoxicated to commit acts of violence, must be taken into

account, as the last person to know his own weakness was the person himself.

The prisoner was acquitted as insane. Chief Baron Palles (Regina r. Mary R. Gal-

way, summer assizes, 1887) ruled that exhaustion through loss of sleep as a nurse,
which in her enfeebled state caused alcohol to make her insane and was the cause

of her killing the patient under the delusion that he was the devil, entitled her to

acquittal. The prisoner was acquitted on the plea of insanity.
These eminent judges all thus recognized certain jihysically diseased mental

states, affecting the power to drink with impunity as to the capacity to reason and
know the nature of an act, as absolving from accountability. Biit Mr. Justice

Day (Regina v. Baines, Lancaster, January, 18G6) went still further when he laid

down that ' ' whatever the cause of the unconsciousness, a person not knowing the

nature and quality of his acts is irresponsible for them."
In a recent case, that of a highly respected man with a history of paternal sui-

cide after a drinking bout and a personal history of occasional epileptic fits, who
had killed his daughter after a drinking paroxysm extending over four days,

though he appeared to be sober at the time, the accused was acquitted as of

unsound mind. The presiding judge, Mr. Justice Wright, held that though the

immediate effect of intoxication had passed away there was evidently no criminal

motive. The prisoner was on good terms with his daiighter, and insanity seemed
the only conceivable cause of the tragedy. This case was clearly a case of the

post-paroxysmal mania of periodic inebriety. A still more recent case was that of

a man tried before Lord Young at Glasgow on July 14, 1893, for shooting and kill-

ing another man, who happened to be in his room, while the former was laboring
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under delusions due to alcohol. He had been drinking to excess for six months,
but became sane after he had been kept from drink in prison for a week. He was

acquitted on a successful plea of insanity, and ordered to be detained during Hef

Majesty's pleasure.

These with other cases show that the trend of modern criminal jurisprudence is

in the direction of giving fair consideration to the mental state of accused inebriate

persons, with a view to ascertaining how far they may have been responsible for

their acts. Modem medical and pathological scientific investigation is day by day
throwing a new and clearer light on many diseased brain conditions antecedent to,

concurrent with, and consequent on inebriate indulgence of various kinds, grad-

ually revealing that many intemperate criminals, who were formerly condemned
as voluntarily guilty of deeds of violence and other breaches of the law, were really

involuntary offenders. When skilled and reliable medical inquirers have come
to a general conclusion as to these mind-clouding, consciousness-eclipsing brain

states, the legal history of the past affords ample warrant for the hope that the

bench and the bar will be found to be ready for the judicial recognition, in dealing
with accused inebriates, of the latest discoveries of sound pathological and psycho-

logical research.

TREATMENT OF NERVOUS DISEASES IN SANITARIUMS.

By JAMES K. KING, M. D., Ph. D., of Glen Springs Sanitarium, Watkins, N. Y.

The purpose of this paper is not so much to advance neAV principles as to make
clear and emphasize those already known, but not usually within the reach of the

general or private practitioner. It is an established fact that chronic nervous dis-

eases are the most difficult class to manage in private practice. I except in this

statement, of course, mental diseases for which suitable institutions are now suc-

cessfully established. If I am able to throw any new light on this complex sub-

ject, the object of this paper will be fully realized. It may be well at the very

beginning of this discussion to say that in order to make clear some of the methods
and combinations of treatment, as well as to explain some of the cases refen-ed to

hereafter, it will be necessary to make some personal references. Twenty years

ago I began the study of nervous diseases under one of the most distinguished

superintendents of the Northampton Asylum. The first ten years of my study and

practice were chiefly given to brain and nervous diseases. A large majority of the

cases that came under my care were women. In so many cases the real causes of

the mental and nervous disturbances were found to be reflex that I was led to

search deeply for the original as well as the exciting conditions, and to try many
experiments for the relief of symptoms varying in their severity ,

all the way from
mania and profound melancholia and malnutrition to insomnia, headache, and

hysterical excitement. In the grosser i^athological changes of the litems, bladder,
and liver the connections are easy to trace, but when the deviation from the nor-

mal condition is slight it requires a close study to detect the relaxation of reflex

symptoms. From these studies and experiments, these failures and successes, I

gradually evolved the idea that it would be wise to combine two dei>endent special-

ties, neurology and gynecology. I could get no light on the question of this dual-

ity of specialties, so I made an experimental trip to Europe. Convinced of its

real and practical value, I gave up my work at the end of ten years and went
abroad for two years of study, devoting my time to the development of the union

of these two specialties, and since my return I have carried them along together
with much satisfaction. I am free to admit, however, gentlemen, that I believe

this system can be carried out much easier in a medical institution than outside

in private practice.
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Specialties can not be to highly esteemed and zealously encouraged. Special-

ties have elevated the practice of medicine from the routine and drudgery of

empiricism up into the character and dignity of a science. While all this and
much more is true, yet there is need for caution. Humanity is like the penduhim
of a great clock

;
we swing to one extreme or the other, never stopping in the

middle ground. I have often thought of this in watching and thinking of Gal-

lileos Great Bronze Lamp as it swings to and fro in the majestic duomo at Pisa.

It was and has been and will be so in all professions. It has been so in medicine.

When the literature and lines of investigation became too extensive for the indi-

vidiTal mind and time to master, then, born of necessity, specialties blossomed into

life. There is now danger of going to the other extreme. There is danger that

specialties will become too special. In the last three decades specialties have been

like trees grafted into the old stock, and had their root and vitality in the training
of the general practitioner, who became specialists afterwards. In other words,

they were grafted in the top. The danger is now that men want to be specialists

without any general training or experience. There are men who rather pride
themselves on not knowing anything outside of their specialty.

Gentlemen, would it seem immodest or presuming for me, before proceeding
further to speak of the appliances, methods, and treatment of nervous diseases, to

make a suggestion ? I will venture. I would suggest that we have swung too

far ; that specialists are too much divorced and should be brought into more inti-

mate and vital relations with each other. I would advise that specialists become

partners or have adjacent offices, or, where practical, combine certain special linei

of work, that they may examine cases and study symptoms and watch closely
results and methods of treatment together. I wovild have the neurologist and

gynecologist, the abdominal and general surgeon, the obstetrician and pediatrist,
etc.

,
side by side. I am satisfied from the experience born of a busy practice,

covering a period of eighteen years in the treatment of nervous diseases and dis-

eases of women^ that men will be far more successful in jiroportion as they work
together along these lines. A carefully prepared record of 4,000 cases bears wit-

ness to the truthfulness of this statement. A long list of cases come up to illus-

trate these facts
; cases that had gone to the best nerve specialists, and had .the most

thorough and scientific treatment for their nerve troubles, and had not improved.
Why ? Because most of the difficulties were reflex. These same cases had gone to

the oculist, and by him had been sent to the gynecologist. At his skillful hands

they had been thoroughly treated for the troubles which he found, were they
extra or intramural, para or periuterine, ovarian or tubal. But still the patients
did not improve. Why? The treatment stirred up the already overwrought
brain and hyperaesthetic nervous system, and the headaches, insomnia, irritability ,

and other symptoms grew worse. Finally these patients become discouraged
and go home. What is the trouble ? Were not all these men skillful ? No one
will question that fact ; there are none better. Where, then, is the defect ? I

venture to assert from clinical experience that if these same men could have been
combined in one, or could have treated these patients' nerves, eyes, and pelvic
troubles conjointly, and each watched the effect of the other's treatment from day
to day, instead of having them by installments, every one of them would have

gone home well. I will only cite one case, as time is limited.

Mrs. B. J.
, aged 42, mother of four children, youngest 10 years. Marked neuras-

thenia with melancholia, insomnia, gasti'ic irritation, and severe headaches; uter-
ine hyperpemia and prolapsus. She had been skillfully treated by the best neurol-

ogists and gynecologists abroad and at home, and had been through the hands of
the best oculists. She had been treated separately by some of our best men in
New York for two years continuously, and all the symptoms had increased. The
melancholia had deepened until it had assumed a suicidal type. At this stage
she came under my care. It was an almost hopeless case, for she had tried nearly
everything in the way of remedies and rest, and had had a good deal of sanitarium
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treatment. I undertook the case without much prospect of success. At first I
shared the responsibility with a lady physician, but finally took entire charge.
After some weeks of a carefully modified course of systematic treatment, during
which I followed closely all the details, she improved to a certain point, and
seemed to hold only what she had gained. Then came the question of repairing a
very slight laceration, which every one had thought of little or no consequence. I
had noticed, however, that pressure on the cicatrix produced some of the nervous
symptoms. I determined to try the experiment. I repaired the laceration, and,
although it was impossible to keep her quiet or even in bed, the result was good.
'Everything seemed to aid in her improvement, and she entirely recovered.

4 In this paper I will endeavor to state clearly the reasons why we believe that

nervous diseases can be more successfully treated in sanitariums than in private

practice.

First. "We all recognize without demonstration that one of the most valuable

remedial measures in the management of nervous troubles is change of location,

even though the surrounding conditions be not materially improved, and the value

of this change is increased in proportion to the merits of the environments. In

the city of Philadelphia Dr. William B. Atkinson has found that convalescent

patients receive great benefit in being moved from one part of the city to another.

This is often practicable when their means and circumstances do not permit of

a more decided change. I have made it a practice for years when patients were

recovering from a severe illness to change them as soon as it was safe to another

part of the house with conditions as different as possible ;
also when a patient has

been very ill in a room to change the location and surroundings. I have always
found benefit follow these changes. There are always, in our widely diversified

climate, resorts where we can send our patients and secure satisfactory climatic

conditions, but very often many of the elements necessary to success are wanting.
Second. In these days of improvement and progress in every line there is no

department of science and knowledge pertaining to health and happiness that has

made more solid advances than that which we might call medical hygiene. Able
bodies of distinguished men are devoting their best energies to the advancement
of the foundation principles upon which the preservation as well as the restoration

of health, nay, even of life itself, rests, and their combined labors are being richly
rewarded. When our Surgeon-General, backed by our Federal Government, estab-

lishes a post-gi"aduate school largely to advance the study of military hygiene ;

when such men as Mr. Ernest Hart can unfold with mathematical precision the

hygienic principles that hold the secrets of controlling the dreaded ravages of

cholera ; when hygiene is made a special feature of a distinguished medical gath-

ering like this, and a publishing house like the University of Pennsylvania Press

embodies among its journals one on hygiene we can not fail to be deeply impressed
with the importance of the subject. In this day a sanitarium to be worthy of the

name must not only be situated in a healthful and bracing climate, surrounded

by beautiful and varied scenery, possessing a variety of woodland shade and sun-

shine and a diversity of entertainment, but in addition it must possess that, with-

out which no sanitarium or private hospital is worthy of i)atronage, a system of

drainage that is as near perfect as human skill can make it. Elevated situation is

an essential feature in the accomplishment of this end. We do not yet begin to

know how much disease has its root back in the mysterious and secret laboratories

of sewer gas, and to have a real sanitary institution it must be free from these nox-

ious influences.

Third. A sanitarium that will command our confidence must not only be pleasant
in its surroundings, bracing in its atmosphere, diversified in its entertainments,
and free from any taint of sewage poison, but it must also have a good table.

By a good table I mean a generous, wholesome, well-cooked dietary. This is an
absolute essential to the successful treatment of most diseases, and especially

is it true of nervous diseases. How many of us have been disappointed in the
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results we hoped for in sending our patients a vvay for improvement. The location,

the air and climate, the surroundings, and even the sanitary arrangements gener-

ally may have been good, but with food poorly selected, badly cooked, and

unwholesome in every way, we find our patients have lost instead of gained. I

need not waste time in telling this able body of physicians how necessary in treat-

ing nervous diseases is the question of nourishment. Many cases would recover

with pleasant and healthful surroiindings and proper nourishment without much
medication, while the same cases would not improve materially, however favor-

able the other conditions might be, if the table was unwholesome.

Fourth. A fully equipped sanitarium should have good mineral springs for both

internal and external use when possible, the reasons for which will appear later

in this paper.
Fifth. A remedial institution of this kind, in order to do its best, should not

only have pure and mineral waters, but it must have a complete system of baths,

which can be readily adapted by skilled assistants to any pathological conditions

that may arise. It must also be furnished with apparatus for giving every

variety of electrical currents ;
also it must be provided with skilled assistants and

machinery for giving all the forms of manipulations and movements, active and

passive.

Sixth. A sanitarium may have all the many<advantages we have mentioned,

and yet be successful only in the class of cases likely to be improved by change and

general hygienic surroundings. To be complete it must have something more.

Sanitariums and health or sanitary resorts are often confounded. A sanitarium,

to be worthy of the name and to maintain a high standard and hold the confi-

dence of the profession and the patronage of the laity, must have, in addition to

these sanitary appliances, an able corps of medical men.

I have thus far briefly stated the chief distinguishing features of a scientific

sanitarium. There are many less important points that will occur to jon from

your own experience. Having reviewed the eqiiipments necessary to a remedial

institution doing the best work in the treatment of nervous diseases, we will now
consider the methods of treatment.

In this list of methods of treatment I unhesitatingly place, first of all, oppor-

tunity. The opportunity of having constant supervision of the patient can hardly

be overestimated. No one can begin to realize the value of this privilege who has

not tried both private and institiition methods of treatment. It is valuable in

diagnosis. This would imply that in this age of scientific knowledge there were

mistakes made. Yes, that is true. It is true in all diseases, but particularly in

functional nervous diseases. We do not yet know or agree on the exact nature of

hysteria. Many cases of hysteria have been treated for organic disease, and many
cases of organic disease have been treated for hysteria. I recall a case in point :

Mrs. I. J. H., case diagnosed by several of our best nerve specialists as hysteria,

and was treated for years as hysteria. She finally died, and the autopsy re-

vealed organic brain disease. We need all the help we can get in many obscure

nervous diseases, not only to diagnose the disease sufficiently to name it, but what
is often far more important, to be able to study closely and note the differences in

individuality and idiosyncrasy and treat it successfully. Again this access to the

patient frequently enables the i^hysician and attendants to study the treatment and

its effects clearly, and decide many points which could be settled in no other way.
This opportunity of frequent observation not only enables the physician to employ
a great variety and degree of intensity of treatments, remedies, etc.

,
with perfect

safety, but also to note carefully the beneficial results, and the changes needed.

It may be said that the trained nurse, to a certain extent, supplies this deficiency.

A moment's reflection shows that both the means and the opportunity for observa-

tion in this latter instance are very limited.
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Electricity, subtle, mysterious, powerful, and yet of great utility as a remedial

agent, needs no champion. It speaks for itself in the thunder and lightning. It

whispers in a million voices at once over the nation. It breathes its messages
beneath the ocean. It purifies vast bodies of water for human consumption. It

makes wholesale slaughter of germs, the enemies of our race. It lights our homes,
runs our trains, propels our street cars, lifts our elevators, in short, vitalizes our
entire lives. Why should it be less potent in restoring degenerated bodies? It is

not. Electricity, galvanic, faradic, and static, in all the variety of currents has
taken its place in the front rank of therapeutic measures. No nerve specialist,

gynecologist, or even general practitioner can afford to ignore its merits, or sac-

rifice its therapeutic value. That it must be a potent factor in the treatment of

nervous diseases in sanitariums will be taken for granted. There are, however,
three serious difficulties in the general use of electricity. (1) Expensiveness of

the apparatus. (2) The difficulty of obtaining thoroughly trained assistants; for

I take it that there are few gentlemen here who have time to apply it to more than
some of the most important cases in their practice. I have had any amount of

trouble in training physicians, both male and female, in the use of electric batteries

and the Apostoli method of treatment. It requires a certain amount of practical
skill. I know a non-professional woman who has acquired great skill and success.

( 3 ) Constant supervision. Two apparently identical cases with the same disease
,
be

it hysteria, eczema, locomotor ataxia, or neurasthenia, are not affected in the same

way by the same bath or treatment. Neither is an individual affected in the same

way on different days. Constant supervision is the price of success.

The general consensus of opinion is strongly in favor of all the various methods
of imjiroving niitrition, the circulation, and the tone of the nervous system by
massage, Swedish movements, and the endless variety of machinery for exercising,

toning, and improving the nutrition of the whole body. Here again we are met

by the same difficulties ; we find in the use of electro-therapy the need of expert
assistants and vigilant supervision. For instance, these measures are very effectual

in relieving rheumatism, circulatory defects, and nervous troubles; and yet they
must be most carefully administered, for if overdone they are liable to cause

nervous excitement, insomnia, or an acute attack of rheumatism. While it is not

necessary in the employment of drugs to have this constant observation, yet it is

of special benefit in the use of many of the newer and more powerful drugs. No
one will dispute the fact that these same lines of argument on the value of con-

stant observation apply to the question of the remedial benefits to be derived from
rest treatment. Originating in Sweden, or perhaps in the far East in remote times,

it has had many modifications, and experience has furnished abundant proof that

each case should be studied by itself and treated on its own merits, adapting the

amount of rest, seclusion, and exercise to the strength and condition of each

patient rather than following some routine system.
All I have said about the great value of and the difficulties in the way of the sci-

entific and successful employment of these special remedial measures applies with

equal or even greater force when we come to the use of hydro-therapy. I have pur-

posely left this until the last that I might consider it more fully. Though long
known and its real merits understood by a few, yet the general appreciation of

the value of hydro-therapy has only been realized in the past few years. It is like

the operation known as "
sjonphyseotomy," which was highly esteemed and prac-

ticed in Italy for twenty years before other nations began to appreciate its value.

It is the popular operation now. Such classic works as Dr. Baruch's on hydro-

therapy put it on a scientific basis. In hydro-therapeutics we have a mighty
power for good or harm, and to be used successfully it requires (1) extensive and

complete apparatus; (3) skilled assistants; (3) careful and continuous super-
vision.
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This opportunity to note closely the effect on each individual ease multiplies

greatly the exceptions to many of the established rules of practice. I have

recently had two cases of eczema extending over more or less of the body. The
established rule is • to avoid water in most cases of eczema, at least in the acute

form. These seemed to me to be suitable cases for baths. I tried them cautiously
with frequent modifications. Both cases entirely recovered. One of the cases

was complicated with diabetes and the amount of sugar was 21 grains to the

ounce. The ordinary remedies were used in connection with baths. This latter

case had been for months under two of the best physicians in Canada, who had

applied the same line of remedies and applications without success. The other

case had been in New York, In both I recognized a distinctly nervous element.

I have said that a thoroughly equipped sanitarium or private hospital should

have, if possible, some good mineral springs to supply the water both for external

and internal use. The positive value of spring waters of merit is becoming more

apparent to the profession every year. The relation of hydro-therapy to disease,

more i)articularly nervous diseases, is a subject still in its infancy. There should

be pure spring water free from any possible source of contamination. There

should be, when possible, water for internal purposes, that is alterative, laxative,

and diuretic. There is also great advantage in having an alkaline water for bath-

ing to neutralize the acidity so often found in connection with nervous diseases

and acting as an exciting cause. While these waters for bathing are an imjjortant
element in treatment, yet an equally vital one is the use of them internally. In

the successfiil management of nervous diseases a free use of water is an essential

remedy. I would emphasize this statement. England's distinguished therapeu-

tist, T. Lander Brunton, has dignified water with the title of a "remedy."
Savants in other countries have recognized its value as a remedy. There are also

eminent men in America who appreciate the high position it occupies in the treat-

ment of this class of diseases. I might mention the illustrious names of Meigs,

Seguin, Ranney. Leuf, and Salisbury. These and others have referred to the

value of water in the treatment of nervous diseases, but, like many great truths,

important discoveries, or beneficial operations, the facts have not been generally

accepted or applied. I am under the strongest conviction that this fundamental

principle in the treatment of a large class of nervous as well as other diseases is

not understood by the general profession, and not at all appreciated by the laity.

You may ask what have the laity to do with this subject. I answer, the laity are

the subjects and they do the drinking, and unless we can impress upon their minds

clearly the rationale of its use and value they will not employ it faithfully.

Water is such a common remedy they will follow it for a little while and then

drop it. And here is one of the special advantages of treating these cases in san-

itariums and private hospitals where the means are at hand, where the importance
can be impressed upon the patient frequently, and where constant supervision
will detect any marked variation from directions. When we remember that over

70 per cent of the human body is composed of water, it is easy to see that with
a deficiency of this element health can not be maintained, and without this essen-

tial element in sufficient quantity any deviation from health can not be corrected.

We might as well expect to run an engine without steam, a fire without fuel, or a

water-wheel withovit a mill race, as to expect the skin, the glands, the kidneys, in

short, the human economy, to go on performing its daily functions, and either

maintaining health or restoring it when defective, without an abundant supply
of pure water, the largest constituent of the body. It is an established fact that

the better the nerves are coated, other things being equal, the less irritable and
more natural is the whole nervous system. I have been making experiments
in chronic nervous diseases with the object of testing the remedial value of the
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internal li§6 of water, either pure or medicinal, according to the associated con-

editions. These experiments include 400 carefully tabulated cases, aside from

toany more cases of which no complete record was kept. These experiments
extend over a period of ten years. My plan was to take two sets of ten patients

each, as nearly alike as possible, then to give each set of cases the most careful

and approved care, making no change in the amount of water used by one set,

but prescribing a marked increase in the amount of water drunk by the other

set, and knowing that it was faithfully taken. The average increase in weight
and general improvement in the set which used water freely was very much above

that of the other set. These experiments were repeated so many times and
with fiuch care and close observation that there, could be no question as to their

scientific and intrinsic value. Definiteness and precision in prescribing and con-

stant watchfulness in seeing that directions are carried out are essential to success.

In the mystery of the value of water often lies the unexplained secret of the

decided benefit frequently derived in nervous diseases, cystitis, and constipation
from a sojourn at mineral springs, and during a course of rest treatment, in which

large quantities of milk are employed. If you will describe to me a person who
is nervous, who is irritable and out of sorts with the world generally, has dys-

pepsia and constipation, is sallow and has a bad taste in the mouth, has headache

and does not sleep well, is troubled with bad dreams, often occupied in disposing
of his relatives, has depression of spirits, is thin and has a hungry look, I will

prove to you that such a man is a deficient water drinker. On the other hand,
describe to me another man who is not nervous or irritable, who is in harmony
with his environments, is good-natured and not a pessimist, has good digestion,

does not have headache or constipation, who sleeps well and dreams little, and, if

80, chiefly of angels and banquets, who is in good flesh and has the appearance of

l)eing Well-fed
;
showme such a person and I can assure you, without further evi-

dence, that he is a good water drinker.

1 need not remind the members of this scientific body how often they have cases

under their care which they know they could cure if they had the time and facil-

ities for employing, under their own eye by trained assistants, more or less of the

various means I have described in this paper, but it is quite impracticable in pri-

vate practice. "We all know what valuable aids to the efficacy of drugs, in the

relief and cure of disease, are all these assistants
;
electro-therapy, hydro-therapy,

massage manipulations, and mechanical appliances, rest and nutrition adapted to

the needs of each individual case; but how are we to obtain them and, under what

hygeinic conditions are they calculated to insure satisfactory results ? It seems to

me, as the result of many years' experience, that it can only be done by combining
in one plant all the necessary means, as in a private hospital or sanitarium. If the

length of this paper permitted, it would be gratifying to add many clinical reports

in support of the jirinciples herein set forth, but as it is riot I will close with one

more point, viz: The value of moral treatment in nervous diseases in an institu-

tion with the facilities described. It is a settled fact that it is difficult and often

impossible to say where nervousness ends and mental aberration begins. Dr. Ham-
mond puts the per cent at five out of six in ordinary life. These border cases are

most successfully treated in these institutions. This moral treatment is essential

to recovery. It is necessary to prevent nervous persons from introspection, to

provide occupation and diversion, to avoid their dwelling on and discussing their

troubles, and to prevent their forming incorrect and exaggerated notions about

themselves, and the relative value of their symptoms and treatment. I am cer-

tain, gentlemen, that these patients can be keiit better balanced, can be lifted out

of their fancies, and make much more rapid and permanent improvement when
under these combined influences of occupation, variety of treatment, moral disci-

pline and support, and constant supervision in a cheerful, home-like institution. I
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have frequently tested these principles in private practice and under this coni'

bined method, and I fully believe that the day is not far distant when the private

practitioner, the specialist, and the sanitarium staffs will be mutually helpful each

to the other.

ESTUDIO DE LAS CAUSAS, SINTOMAS Y TRATAMIENTO DE LA
EPILEPSIA PARCIAL.

Por el Dr. ROQUE MACOUZET, de Mexico.

Midico del Hospital del Divino Salvador para Mujeres Dementes ; del Consultorio de Benefi-

cencia Publica, Segundo Secretario de la Sociedad Medica Pedro Escobedo, y miembro de la

Sociedad Cientifica Antonio Alzate.

Voy a ocupar un momento la atencion de las respetables personas que forman
la seccion 18 del Congreso Pan Americano en algunas consideraciones a proposito
de las causas, sintomas y tratamiento de la epilepsia parcial, deducidas de mis
observaciones de algunos aiios en el Hospital del Divino Salvador para mujeres
dementes del cual soy medico. Me concreto unicamente al estudio de la epilepsia

parcial 6 Jacksoniana, pues no obstante que las opiniones de las autoridades en la

neuropatologla no'estan enteramente de acuerdo en comprender en este groupo
tales y cuales casos, yaen el transcurso de esta memoria se vera cual es mi opinion

personal a este respecto, haciendo esto mejor que dar una definicion dificil de

qtie sea buena en asuntos de medicina y mas dificil aun cuando de este ramo
se trata.

De la estadistica que nemos formado podemos deducir que las causas mas fre-

cuentes de epilepsia Jacksoniana son los tumores cerebrales (gliomas, sarcomas

neuroglicos 6 angiocoliticos, psamomas, carcinomas, y mixomas). Viene despues
la sifilis (gomas, osteomas etc. ) ; los reblandecimientos inflamatorios, la meningitis,
los traumatismos craneanos, los abscesos y hemorragias corticales, los tumores

meningeos y craneanos, los tuberculos, y la atrofia cerebral. Estos resultados los

hemos obtenido tanto de las autopsias que hemos verificado, asl como del estudio

que varios medicos mexicanos han emprendido, en la capital y en los Estados, de
los cadaveres de individuos que presentaban esta enfermedad.

SINTOMAS.

Para hacer un estudio metodico de los sintomas de la epilepsia Jacksoniana los

dividiremos en dos grandes grupos : 1°, los de acceso, y 2", los de los intervalos.
Comenzaremos por estos ultimos. Los sintomas que presenta el enfermo en log
intervalos de los accesos son muy variados y los podemos clasificar en psiquicos
sensitives, motores, y troficos.

Psiquicos.—Una de las cosas que mas llaman la atencion al hacer el estudio de
esta clase de enfermos es la apatia intelectual. En casi todos los que hemos tenido

oportuiiidad de observar, la memoria casi nula, al grado de olvidar algunos hasta
su propio nonibre, la atencion excesivaniente debilitada, lo mismo que la com-
prensidn; otro tantq pudieramos decir con respecto a las facultades afectivas.

Este entorpecimiento intelectual se acentua mas despues de los ataques. Gene-
ralmente son de caracter irascible. Algunas veces despues del acceso les viene
un sub-delirio tranquilo, aunque no es raro que les venga un verdadero acceso de
mania aguda, como hemos observado en un caso. No son raras las alucinaciones
de la vista y del oido

;
en algunos la aparicion de figuras extravagantes, mons-

truos, fieras, etc., les animcia el ataque, y en otros un ruido confuso y mal
definido, un zumbido vago, una voz que balbucea frases incomprensibles en lengua
extrana, un silbido. Tambien hay alucinaciones del olfato, ya es el pe -fume de
las flores, ya olores causticos 6 pestilentes. Tambien se suelen observar ilusiones.

S. Ex. 36 115
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La afasia en sus distintas forinas se presenta 4 veces. Hemos observado un
caso de sordera verbal representativa, en una Jacksoniana. A veces hay la

ceguera verbal, pero esto es mucho mas raro
; otro tanto pudieramos decir de la

agrafia.

El vertigo es uno de los sintomas mas constantes. Unas veces es el primero que
se presenta y otras acompana a los demas, 6 aparece despues que se hayan
presentado.
Se observa en condiciones mtiy diferentes : ya se necesita que el enfemio haga

movimientos muy fuertes y rapidos para que se produzca, 6 bien basta el solo

hecho de incorporarse en la cama, ponerse en pie, 6 girar la cabeza ; hay que
notar que algunas veces este es el unico slntoma de la enfermedad, sobre todo, el

que se llama vertigo apopletico, en que el enfermo cae sin conocimiento, levantan-

dose casi inmediatamente.

Sensitivos.—La cefalalgia es un slntoma tan frecuente como molesto. Es aguda,
lancinante, persistiendo semanas enteras sin remision

;
la impresion de la luz, los

movimientos de la cabeza, el ruido, la inclinacion del cuerpo, el simple esfuerzo

de expiracion, la exacerban y es tan fuerte, que a excepcion de la uremia y de la

meningitis, nunca se presenta. con tal intensidad. Otras veces no es dolor propia-
mente dicho, sino una sensacion de plenitud 6 de vaclo

; ya les parece que traen

en el interior del craneo un cuerpo extrano que se les- desaloja con los movimien-
tos ; ya que es un liquido viscoso que recorre lentamente toda la cavidad, ya al

contrario muy fluido desalojandose entonces con rapidez ; algunos se quejan de

que les va a estallar la cabeza.; tal es la sensacion que experimentan.
No siempre esta en relacion el sitio del dolor con el de la lesion que lo produce ;

hay casos en que ocupa toda la cabeza ; otras en sitio enteramente opuesto al que
segun los otros sintomas tiene la lesion, y no es raro que cambie de lugar. Sin

embargo bien se comprende que haya casos en que coincida el lugar del tumor con

el de la cefalalgia ;
asi por ejemplo, un dolor tenazmente fijo en la region occipi-

tal, nos inclinaria a creer que el cerebelo fuera el sitio del padecimiento.
Por parte de la vista podemos serialar los moscas volantes, escotomas, conges-

tiones, conjuntivitis muy tenaces, fusion purulenta del ojo, estrabismo, neuritis

6ptica, amaurosis lenta 6 rapida en su produccion, edema de la pai)ila, hemorragia

y atrofia de la misma. Ya se comprende ciial deba ser el sitio de la lesion para

que estos trastornos produzca, pero lo que no dejaremos pasar desapercibido es

que estos son casi siempre bilaterales, no obstante que aquella generalmente sea

unilateral. La explicacion de esta paradoja es la siguiente : la decusaci6n de los

nervios 6pticos no es completa en el quiasma, de manera que cada nervio tiene

entre su origen y el puntb de entrecruzamiento filetes que van a dar a los ojos, de

suerte que basta que la lesion interese al nervio en este trayecto, aun dejando
intactos los tuberculos cuadrigeminos y aun el mismo quiasma, para que los sin-

tomas oculares sean simetricos ; ahora, si aquella esta entre el quiasma y el ojo,

entonces forzosamente que las perturbaciones tienen que ser unilaterales.

Los trastornos del oldo consisten en debilitamiento, rara vez sordera completa ;

hay casos en que, al contrario, hay una hiperacusia muy pronunciada. Suelen

venir dolores muy fuertes en el oido, 6 bien zumbidos li otras molestias que pueden
traer consigo el vertigo de Meniere.

El olfato y el gusto generalmente se conservan integros, pues son raros los casos

que se seiialan de anosmia y mas raros aun los de desaparicion del sentido del

gusto. Otro tanto pudieramos decir con respecto a su exageracion. Suele haber

alfalgesia de Pitres en el mismo lado. La sensibilidad general sufre algunas
modificaciones

;
unas veces hay anestesia principalmente en el lado paralizado ;

otras, al contrario, hay una verdadera hiperestesia de manera que el enfermo no

soporta ni el contacto de la ropa ;
la sensibilidad al calor y la electrica sufren

tambien trastornos muy variados.
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Motores.—Las paralisis de los mieinbros son muy frecuentes, pero muy rara vez

completas, contrario a lo que pasa en las hemorragias, embolias, etc. Muy a

menudo ocupan los miembros de un solo lado comenzando por un grupo muscular,

para irse estableciendo asl lentamente en todo el miembro y pasar al otro del

mismo lado ; pero no es raro que ataquen a todos los miembros ;
en este caso, una

hemiplegia simple precede -k la i)aralisis del otro lado. Esto se presenta 6 bien

cuando hay multiplicidad de tumores, por ejemplo, 6 bien cuando habiendo uno

solo esta situado de tal manera (sobre los dos pediinculos, sobre las regiones

medias del mesocefalo) que produzca la eompresion de los haces quinesodicos de

todos los miembros. Es excepcional el hecho de una lesion localizada de modo

que produzca una paraplegia. Los esfinteres generalmente conservan su libra

funcionamiento. Estas paralisis unas veces son persistentes y otras no, sino que
6 desaparecen enteramente 6 se atenuan de tal manera que quedan simples pare-

sias. La razon de esta diferencia estriba en la causa (lue las origina. Unas para-

lisis se producen por la eompresion que directamente ejerce un neoplasma, y estas

natural y necesariamente tienen que ser constantes, y hay otras producidas por
trastorno circulatorio, congestion, edema y aun flegmasia, variables como variable

es la causa que las motiva.

La perdida del equilibrio es otro sintoma que se xjresenta, haciendose notar sobre

todo cuando el enfermo se levanta rapidamente 6 haciendolo marchar con los ojos

cerrados.

La atetosis de Hammond se observa con bastante frecuencia, sobre todo en los

casos en que es una paresia mas que paralisis, 6 que si existe esta no es constante

y se ha observacTo que son los dedos por los que principia la convulsion en el ata-

qtie, los que ejecutan mfc esos movimientos vermiformes que caracterizan este

sintoma

Las contracturas de los miisculos de los miembros se presentan aunque muy
tardiamente, excepto en el caso de epilepsia Jacksoniana, de orlgen atrofico,

puee en este caso son precoces y la Anatomia Patologica ha senalado degenera-
ciones secundarias de origen cortical en el pedunculo, la protuberancia, el bulbo

y el cord6n medular antero-lateral. En estos casos existe la reaccion de degene-
racion.

Las pariilisis craneanas ge leralmente estan del mismo lado de la lesi6n. En
cuanto a la relacion topogr^fica de estas y la de los miembros, es muy variable.

Unas veces ocupan el mismo lado del cuerpo, otras son alternas ocupando lados

contrarios, lo que sucede cuando el tumor obra sobre la porcion periferica (celu-

las originales y cordon intracraneano) del nervio y no sobre su porcion cerebral.

En este caso y tomando como punto de partida los hemisferios cerebrales, el oJQ
esta atacado despues de su decusacion, los haces motores de los miembros anteg
de su decusacion y por consiguiente la paralisis debe residir por necesidad en dos

puntos diferentes ; del lado del tumor : para los nervios craneanos y del opuesto

para los miembros. Si este es el caso, que mas freciientemente se observa, es por

que los tumores generalmente est^n situados en la base 6 regiones proximas,
estando de esta manera en las mejores condiciones de ejercer una doble accion :

directa sobre los nervios craneanos y cruzada sobre los de los miembros ; por

ejemplo. tumor que comprima el pedunculo cerebral derecho, al nivel de la emer-

gencia del motor ocular comun ; como este nervio no experimenta miis decusacion,

y como los haces nerviosos de los miembros se entrecruzan antes de Uegar H los

pedunculos, los contenidos en el derecho iriin al lado izquierdo, de suerte que ten-

dremos la paralisis alterna de Gubler que es un buen sintoma para el diagnostico
de los turnores de la base. Ahora supongamos un tumor situado en el hemisferio

derecho, por encima de los cuerpos estriados y de los tSlamos opticos ;
la paralisis

del ojo residira 6, la izquierda como la de los miembros, porque los nervios del

tercer par estiin ya decusados a este jiivel de tal manera que la porcion hemisf^r
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rica del nervio del ojo izquierdo ociipa el lado derecho
;
de siierte (lue podemos

reasiimir diciendo que las compresiones de Ips nervios craneanos dan higar d

paralisis directas. si es en la porcion i)eriferica, y cruzadas si es en la porcion cen-

tral. Los reflejos generahnente se conservan 6 estan exagerados. En la mayor
parte de las enfermas que liemos estudiado, los liemos encontrado exagerados

principalmente en el lado paretico. En una de las enfermas cuya observacioii va
al final de este insignificante trabajo, al buscarle el reflejo rotuliano provocamos
convulsiones cl6nicas que le empezaron por el pie, propagjindosele ^ la pierna y

luego al muslo hasta donde quedaron limitadas, y en otra, al estarle percutiendo
los tendones de la cara anterior del puno, observamos que le vino un verdadero

ata(iue de convulsiones generalizadas con perdida de conocimiento, siendo mucho
mils energicas las del lado que percutimos, que era el que estaba mas entorpecido
en sus movimientos y atrofiado.

Troficos.
—Las ijerturbaciones vasomotrices son inuy frecuentes

; algunas veces

sienten los enfernios un frio glacial en los miembros entorpecidos 6 i^aralizados y
a la simple vista se notan muy ptilidos ;

otras por el contrario, estan excesiva-

mente rojos y el enfermo experimenta una sensacion de calor ardiente ; pero no

es esto todo. sino que hay una verdadera atrofia de los miembros del lado enfermo ;

en las medidas que hemos jiracticado hemos encontrado una diferencia de volu-

men de algunos centimetros entre los miembros correspondientes. La secrecion

sudoral unas veces disminuida y otras aumentada ; igual cosa podemos decir con

respecto fi la sebacea
; hay casos en que cae con mucha facilidad el vello de la

piel. Las uiias it veces se adelgazan notablemente en el lado enfermo. Ya se

comprende que a consecuencia de la pariilisis de algunos musculos, predomina la

accion de los contrarios ; de aqui la diferencia de actitud que toma la mano por

ejemplo, pero en esta generalmente persiste la accion de los flexores ; de aqui que
cuando son constantes estas pariilisis la articulacion del puiio experimenta una
sub-luxacion liacia la cara dorsal, hecho que hemos podido comprobar en algunos
de los casos que estudiamos. Otro tanto diremos del miembro iiiferior, de donde

resulta (^ue el pie toma una actitud muy distinta segiin los musculos afectados

(pied bot, variis, valgus, etc.) Por este hecho y por las jiaresias la claudicacion

es tan frecuente en estos enfermos.

El estado general es por lo comiin satisfactorio excepto cuando el vomito es

tenjiz y periodico, porque entonces se compromete la nutricion. Hay casos en

que viene una gordura notable hasta la polisarcia. Con respecto al vomito tenemos

que aiiadir que tiene todos los caracteres del vomito de origen cerebral ; no hay
nauseas ni perturbaciones giistricas ; es sin esfuerzo alguno y falta la hipersecre-

ci6n salivar que le precede generalmente cuando es de otro origen. La i)osici6n

de la cabeza influye mucho sobre la aparicion de este sintoma, de till mimera (jue

basta muchas veces que el enfermo se coloque en el deciibito supino para ({ue cese,

reapareciendo cuando deja pronto esta actitud. Hay tambien descaraaciones y

gangrena siiperficiales, asi como gangrena inminente vasomotriz, asfixia local de

las extremidades de Reynaud.
Pasemos ahora ii estudiar los sintomas del acceso propiamente dicho.

i". Aura.—Puede ser sensitiva, motriz, y vaso-motriz. Muy frecuentemente el

medico eye de los labios del enfermo la descripcion detallada y exiicta de las sen-

saciones (jue experimenta antes del ataque, porcjue hasta estos momentos su

inteligencia se conserva perfectamente. Del primer gruiK), las de caracter anes-

tesico y analgesico, son las que con mas frecuencia se observan ; es rara la hipe-

restesia ; entre las vaso-motrices las sensaciones de frio 6 de calor intensas, con

acentuacion del color de la piel 6 i)alidez de la misma ; el enfermo compara esto a

la impresion qxie le causara si su mano fuese rapidamente sumergida eh un bano

helado 6 hirviendo. Hay casos en que una abundante sudoracion acompaiia a

estas sensaciones.
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Ell cuanto alas motrices, ya es uii temblor localizado en uiio 6 dos dedos
; ya es

la atetosis de Hammond, los dedos se doblan y se extienden alternativamente

sin orden ninguno, exajerandose estos luovimiento si el enfermo se obstina en

dominarselos 6 si fija mucho la atencion en ellos
;

se les ha comparado a los

movimientos que ejecuta nn puipo con sns palpas, ya es tin solo dedo (jne se dobla

y se extiende con movimientos ritmicos. ; ya se aplican los dedos de la mano unos

contra otros de tal iiianera que a primera vista parecen sindactilos; ya es el

antebrazo que se dobla energicamente sobre el brazo, dirigiendo su cara interna

liacia afuera ; ya, como en una enfenna cuya observacion va al fin de este trabajo,

se levanta todo el miembro como amenazante, 6 ya -en fin los ojos entran en

nistagmus, fijandose hacia arriba y del lado paralitico, aunque sin estrabismo.

Estas auras siempre tienen por caracter comiin el ser constantes
; siempre se pre-

sentan con las mismas particularidades y el enfermo puede anunciar con mate-

matica precision el inomento de su ataque. Su sitio y extension estan subordinados

a los de la causa irritante.

^o. Ataque.—Segun Rolland, en la mayor jjarte de los casos se encuentra una
contractura inicial, seguida muy pronto de convulsiones clonicas mas 6 menos

violentas, que quedan localizadas algunas veces al miembro en que principian,

pero siendo mucho mas comiin que se propaguen siguiendo un ciclo perfecto.

Efectivamente nuestras observaciones estan enteramente de acuerdo con las

ideas de Rolland, habiendo notado que cuando las convulsiones empiezan por el

miembro superior, invaden en seguida la cara y despues el inferior ; si principian por
el miembro inferior, ganan el superior y luego se extienden, y si empiezan por la

cara, siguen el miembro superior y luego el inferior.

Los tipos mas comunmente observados son el facial, el braquial, y el crural

(este es el mas raro) .

Cuando habiendo empezado las convulsiones por un miembro se propagan,

siempre predominan en intensidad las del miembro por donde empezaron. La
duracion del ataque es tanto menor cuanto mas intensas y generalizadas son las

convulsiones.

No es constante la perdida del conocimiento. Durante las convulsiones la

temperatura se conserva normal
;
el pulso y la respiracion se aceleran.

En algunos enfermos la apatia intelectual se acentua mas despues de los accesos,

Uno de los enfermos que hemos observado se golpeaba fuertemente los carrillos

despues del acceso, y otro corria violentamente hasta agotar sus fuerzas. No
todas las enfermas caen al suelo sino que, como el aura les da tiempo suficiente i^ara

acomodarse, hay muchas que se sientan para pasar su acceso en esta actitud. La
duracion media de este es de tres minutos.

TRATAMIENTO.

Cuando no se conocia la naturaleza de las lesiones, causa de la epilepsia Jack-

soniana, se hacia uso para su tratamiento de los medios mas variados, racionales

unos, extravagantes otros, empiricos los mas. Procuraremos exponer rapida-
mente los que mas en boga han estado. Partiendo de una teoria falsa, antigua-
mente haclan abortar el acceso por medio de la ligadura energica del miembro
por donde empezaban las convulsiones. De esta manera evitaban algunas veces

que estas se generalizaran, pero una vez conseguido este objeto le quedaba al

enfermo tal depresion, tal malestar, y tantos vertigos que muy pronto se oponia
abiertamente a tal medio, prefiriendo las convulsiones francas.

Mas tarde Bravais recomendo con entusiasino la vesicacion continua, de manera
que se aplicaban al enfermo uno tras de otro, innumerables vegigatorios en
todo el miembro que era el sitio de las primeras convulsiones. Este metodo
fue muy detenidamente estudiado por Bentley y Todd, y riltimamente, en 1861,

por Brown-Sequard. Todos han convenido en que es incierto en sus resultados y
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muy molesta sn aplicacion. Despues estnvieron de moda las fuentes con cuentas
de oro en el miembro enfermo, con identicos resultados. Igual cosa pudieramos
decir de los sedales, moxas y cauterios que vinieron mas tarde. Tambien se reco-
mendaban otras muchas snstancias al interior, como la belladona, el beleno, el

6xido de zinc, el sulfato de cobre, el nitrate de plata, el cloruro de oro, el opio, el

alcanfor y los bromuros ; la hidroterapia, la electricidad, los imanes, etc,
; pero

enelestado actiial de la ciencia pudieramos sentar este ijrincipio general : "El
tratamiento verdaderamente eficaz de la epilepsia Jacksoniana es la intervencion

quirtirgica." Con respecto & los accidentes sifillticos, gomas cerebrales y otros, el

tratamiento mixto estii. indicado; y aiin cuando no se ha podido averiguar
la naturaleza de la lesion, se debe hacer uso de este como piedra de toque.
En el Congreso de Berlin de 1890, se expreso Horsley a este respecto de la

siguiente manera: " Muchos clinicos admiten que el ti-atamiento mercurial y
yodurado, resuelve siempre las gomas cerebrales y la paquimeningitis sifilitica.

Ya Gowers, reconociendo que se obtiene con este tratamiento notable mejoria,
ha protestado energicamente contra la opinion que acepta una regresion total.

En cuanto si mi, estoy cierto que la paquimeningitis, cuya tendencia a reprodu-
cirse es tan grande aun despues de la ablacion, es unicamente mejorada y nunca
curada por el tratamiento especifico, y en cuanto ii las gomas cerebrales debo

decir, fundtlndome en la observacion de varias autopsias, que muy poco debe

esperarse de ese tratamiento, y que el tinico recurso para curarlas es la ablacion

por medio de la trepanacion. Tengo exitos. El mismo cirujano protesta contra
la prolongacion del tiempo en que se hace el tratamiento mixto como ensayo.
' '

bpino que es muy sensible que no se marque un limite preciso a. este ensayo,

pues esta pr^ctica nos obliga a operar algunas veces demasiado tarde. Segun mi
criterio el limite son seis semanas ; si en este periodo no hay mejoria notable, no se

debe vacilar y se debe practicar la trepanacion exploradora.
" Como se ve, no se

debe admitir en todos casos esta opinidn absoluta en demasia de Horsley, y queda
al buen tacto del clinico, y de la apreciacion cuidadosa de los sintomas que pre-
sente el enfermo, seguir tal 6 cual conducta.

Diremos pues, que los adelantos de la cirugia, debidos en gran parte a los tra-

bajos interesantisimos de Demons, de Horsley, de Pitres, de Ferrier, de Champio-
nier y de tantos otros, ayudados poderosamente en la ejecucion por la prfictica de

la antisepsia, qiie hacen que la trepanaci6n sea una operaci^n cuya mortalidad es

relativamente muy reducida, han contribuido & aliviar 6, estos desgraciados enfer-

TOOs, condenados ^ llevar una vida miserable, que paulatinamente se extinguiria
en medio de los atroces sufrimientos de los ataques epilepticos.

En Mexico, las operaciones que se han hecho para curar H estos enfermos han
dado felices resultados.

EROTOPATHIA: MORBID EROTISM.

By C. H. HUGHES, M..D., of St. Louis, Mo.,

President, and Professor of Neurology and Psychiatry, Barnes Medical College.

Within the past few years the neurologist and the alienist have become familiar

with so many strange morbid perversions and reversions of the erotic sentiments

and sexual passion that they must be considered and classified in their relation to

society, to morals, and to law. Science must severally classify these perversions
of proper and nattiral human passion, as they may be found to be purely psycho-

logical moral perversities or to belong among the neuroses or the neuro-jpsychoses,
and determine in them, respectively, the resistless or resistable involvement of

the will. It must separate the psychoses of sexual aberration from the simple
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neuroses of perverse sexual sensation and impulsion, without overwhelming

impairment of volition, and these from simple moral vice, uninfluenced or unex-

tenuated by neural disease. The sexually insane must be differentiated from such

of these perverts as are not damaged in mind to the degree of insanity ;
a difficult

task, yet one now imperatively demanded by psychiatry.

Westphal, Moll, Krafft-Ebing, and many others have presented instances of

sexual perversion under the titles of ''

Urninge und Contrare Sexualempfindung,"

psychopathia-sexualis, homosexuality, etc., the anima muliebris in corpore virili

inclusa, according to Ulrichs, himself a sexual pervert, and reasserted by Magnan,
Kiernan, Gley, and Lydston.

' Others have written upon frotteurs, sadists,

necrophiliacs, anthropophagists (jack-the-rippers) , sexual hermaphroditism, and
other titles, all referring to the subject of perverted sexuality and morbid erotism.

Joseph "Workman, of Toronto (American Journal of Insanity, Vol. xxvi,No. 1),

in a paper read before the Association of Superintendents of American Hospitals
for the Insane, June 6, 1879, has recognized among the insane, cases of the religious

emotional type of insanity in whom exalted sexual feeling alternated with relig-

ious frenzy; and Schroeder Van der Kolk before this time called attention to

the intimate relation discoverable between religious melancholia and an abnormal

condition of the generative organs. We also have paranoiac, paretic, and

lypemaniac forms and every possible intervening shade of mental aberration in

morbid erotism, as well as simple erotic neuropathia without mental disease.

This subject had not escaped the observation of Esqiiirol, who, describing erotic

delirium, and referring to historic records, reminds us that the case of Heloiseand

Abelard presented an example of the association of erotomania with the prevailing

religious sentiments of their time, and he thus draws the line between this morbid

perversion of the passion of love and nymphomania and satyriasis. He also says:

Erotomania is to nymphomania and satyriasis what the ardent affections of the

heart, when chaste and honorable, are in comparison with frightful libertinism ;

while proposals the most obscene and actions the most shameful and humiliating
betray both nymphomania and satyriasis.

The records of lunatic asyhims give us many examples of the delusion of sexual

reversion and subsidiary dehisions in harmony with this dominant morbid idea.

Dr. C. B. Burr, of Pontiac, Mich. (Medical Standard, August, 1893) , reported to

the American Medico-Psychological Association the case of a paranoiac female

who imagined herself to be a man, and announced that her title was Lord George.
She assumed the stride of a man in walking and the attitude of one while sitting.

After six years" confinement the patient was relieved of a tumor, and now again

recognizes the fact that she is a woman. Dr. Burr has noticed that of late years
dehisions as to change of sex are becoming more frequent. Marriages between
females also occiir of late more frequently ;

the "husband "
usually being a crim-

inal in male attire, who leads a double life ; honest with the "wife," but criminal

with a gang at a different time of the year. These latter, which are simply
immoral cases, are to be differentiated from the pathological, though they may
be both, thus complicating our subject.

Respecting the evolution of normal and natural love we may remark, as Thomp-
son and Geddes have stated, that in most of the emotions and in the simpler intel-

lectual processes there is common ground between animals and man. This is

especially true of the emotions associated with sex and reproduction. The love

of mates has its root in physical sexual attractions, but has been greatly enhanced

by psychical sympathies. The means of sexual attraction rise from the crude
and physical to the subtle and psychical with growth of love. The intellectual

and emotional differences between the sexes are correlated with the deep consti-

tutional differences, and are the natural divergences of normal variations in the

1 Vide Psychopathia-Sexualis.
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organism, Male and female are complementary, and each in its own way. The
love for offspring has grown as gradually as the love for mates. Even lactation

and maternal care may be in part egoistic except in a few precociously tender

animals. Genuine love for offspring is only emphatic in birds and mammals,
where the rei^roductive sacrifice of the mother has also been greatly increased.

The cuckoo illustrates the evolution of a criminal habit mainly due to constitu-

tional conditions. Egoism and altruism have their roots in the primary or nutri-

tive, and love in the reproductive activity. The divergent streams of emotion
and activity have a common origin, subtly mingled at various turning points, and

ought to blend more and more in one. ' When we ascend from the lower animals

tip to man, and still further from the lowest human substratum of savage and
semi-civilized man to the higher type of civilized and cultiired manhood, we
observe so refined and delicate a blending of passion and love that the two seem

really separate and separable from each other, and in fact are so in the earlier and
later years of human life, i. e.

,
before puberty and after the decline of virility in

man or the passage of the climacteric in woman. Abelard, emasculated, jeal-

ously coerces Heloise into cloistered celibacy. These facts may have some bearing

upon our subject. That function of love, jealousy, intimately allied in the lower
animals and the lower order of man with the sextial life, has passed in jirocess of

the organic evolution of our species from an instinct of the lower organism to a

place in the higher mind, regulated, restrained, inflxienced and influencing the

sovereignty that resides in the intellectual centers of the cerebrum. Obeying the

sovereign mind, its properly regulated indulgence gives health, vigor, and tran-

quillity ; perverted by wrong volitions unrestrained, or by disease weakening the

mind in its dominion, disquietude, diseases, disturbances, and tragedies follow.

Morbid jealousy has helped to fill the world with woe. Its varieties'^ are: Jeal-

ousy of the senses (mere animal) ;
moral or sentimental jealousy (heart jealousy) ;

social or conjugal (which may or n;iay not include the preceding).
Other facts of observation may aid us in solving problems of criminal responsi-

bility in a class of cases germane to our subject, which we sometimes have to

consider, viz, normal love. Normal love cherishes the loved one. Abnormal

passion, solely selfish in desire and aspiration, considers not the welfare of its

object so much as the wishes of self, but for the accomplishment of its end wounds

body or mind and destroj^s both if necessary. Passion unrequited, vengefully
breaks down all barriers. The mutual odi et amo of Catullus and Lesbia belong
rather to lust than love. Love is tender, passion is violent. Love considers the

loved one, passion regards only self and its instincts, impulses, and wishes.

We make no plea here in extenuation of genesic perversity, lust, rapine, pede-

rasty, homoprostitution, etc. Disease does not ordinarily originate them. It only
sometimes exceptionally excuses them. Salacity and sexual perversity may be

solely immoral with no excuse in disease or pre-natal organic-perversion. Sexual

orgies the most revolting may coexist with erotic disease on the part of some and
without disease on the part of others who participate in them, as the London orgies

of 1885, the Man-haters' dance in Berlin, and the floral festivals honoring the pros-

titute Flora of Ancient Rome, after Rome had, iinder the athlete and martial

vigor of private and civic virtue, conquered the world and then had fallen a self-

slain victim to her own unbridled luxury and lust. Normal love, too, has immoral

perversities as abnormal love has its morbid perversions. Though there were Catos,

who blushed at the shameless lasciviousness of these shocking floral games of the

Roman arena played by nudity decorated with flowers, it must not be forgotten
that the depraved populace of the amphitheater, neurotic and neuropathic alike,

deliriously applauded this nude exhibition of men and women in lascivious atti-

tude and public sexual commerce. Julius Caesar was not, like his chaste wife,

' Evolution of Sex, p. 260. " Paul Bourget, La Physiologie de I'Amour Moderne.
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above suspicion, for does not Suetonius, the historian, say of the conquerer of all

the Gauls, that he was " omnium muUerum virum, et omnium, virorum mulierem "f

Morals and civilization have advanced beyond those of Rome. There are now no

amphitheaters and no temples dedicated to Isis, no Gardens of Priapus (at least

no public ones). Venus Voluptia and Venus Salacia have fled from the public

courts. Neither religion nor law nor the general morals now countenance the

open rendezvous of the lecherous and debauched, and no Catullus sings in soiled

Latin verse of lascivioiis perversion, though we still have the lascivious contor-

tions of the jardin mobile and certain obscene forms of the modem ballet and

certain modern love novels, suggestive, without the open consummations, of the

festival of Flora.

We can not enter into the motives of a Tiberius, who, under the limitless license

of the imperial jjrerogative, commits acts of monstrosity unlit for print, or of a

Nero emasculating and ptiblicly wedding a Sporus, but we understand Hilioga-

balus better. He loved the male slave who enslaved him and whom he made his

wife and did not harm him. This was morbid erotism, and so appears the act of

Nero above referred to ;
likewise the wedded union of Callistratus and Afer of

Roman history. Certain we are that the lascivious libertinism and perverted sex-

ual vices of antiquity, intermingled then, as now, in both neurotically sound and

unsound organism, have not been obliterated from mankind. It has been passed

along through the centuries. And we are confronted in this, as in all other

studies of perverted functions of the nervous system and superimposed mind,
with facts that belong alike to psychology and psychiatry", to neurology and neu-

riatry, namely, atavic descent and direct here ditary transmission. To solve aright

the problems of morbid erotism and psychopathia-sexualis we shall have often to

go back in a given case, if not to ancient history, at any rate to the ancestral rec-

ords of character, so far at least as the grandparents, as we have to do in rightly

determining other questions in psychiatry.
The trend and piirpose of this paper is to further emphasize the fact that there

is a neuro-psychical instability of the organism dominating individuals to the

extent of developing resistless aberrations of thought and conduct connected with

the genesic sense, now attested by abundant clinical observation in the field of

practical psychiatry, aberrations entitled to be classed among the insanities. The
recent example of Alice Mitchell, the sexual pervert of Memphis, Tenn., who
murdered her fiancee, Freda Ward, whom she so ardently loved that she wished to

flee with her, marry her, maintain her, and live with her as a man would live

with his wife, wearing a mustache and the clothing of a man, murdered her

because she feared that Freda would be lost to her love, intending to cut her own
throat at the same time, because without her life was no longer worth living,

brings this and kindred subjects once more forcibly to the minds of alienists and

recalls the records of history and of the writers we have just quoted.
It is not strange that in these days of overstrain and overindulgence of all the

emotions, the propensities, and the passions of the mind inherent tendencies to

neuropathic instability should display themselves, under the heightened pres-

sure of favoring environment, in peculiar forms of failure of inhibition and in exal-

tation and perversion of the erotic feelings and the sexual powers, as well as in

the other familiar forms of neuropathic involution with which neurology and
alienism are now so familiar. There is as certainly a morbid erotism, or propen-

sity to excessively and perversely indulge the love passion, as there is an alcohol-

ism or alcoholic disease dependent upon an organic and inherited neuropathic or

self- acquired instability. This instability is deeply laid in the molecular movement
of the nerve centers which underlie the expression, emotion, impulse, thought, and

action, by which the individual—the ego—acts upon feelings, suggestions, and
inclinations originating within him in a manner different from what would have
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been normal to him or natural to civilized mankind in general. And these feel-

ings arise from external impressions which would not excite the same or similar

emotions, thoughts, or deeds in those who are normally constituted. This is the

true morbid erofism of the neuropathic, and it is, of course, a nervous disease of

erotic instability. Neurology and alienism must grapple with it, place it, and

classify it among the psychoses or the neuroses. The older writers have long ago
recognized and described it in its aggravated forms as erotomania. Every now
and then it forces itself on public and professional attention, as in the case just
mentioned and other similar historic instances, and in its other forms, as in

nymphomania, satyriasis, and in the manustupros that tenant our penal institu-

tions and the homes of the imbeciles and the hospitals for the insane. Besides

the well-known illusional and delusional forms of perverted sexual feeling, among
females the modem Madonnas who bear anew the immaculate Christ and the

modern masculine insane who, in transformed madness, imagine themselves the

sinless sons of God, there are the sexual hypochondriacs among both male and

female neuropaths and the opposite mental states of psychical and physio-

psychical neuropathic perversion. To the latter class belong many of the modern

perambulating insane prophetesses of the Lord portending and proclaiming good
or evil to the world according to the melancholic or paretic bias given to their dis-

torted ideations by exalted or depressed cerebral activities; the under or over

nourished state of morbidly acting ganglion cells in the cerebral cortex. Such,
and many other varieties of perverted eroto-religious feeling and thought, are to

be found in varying forms not here indicated both within and without the asylums.
The paranoiacs are. as yet, mostly outside of these institutions. The public and

the general profession, which knows little more of the delicate shades and intricate

features of mental aberration than the people in general, have not yet sufficiently

recognized it to secure the jiroper and timely sequestration of these pestilent cranks

who are so pernicious to our personal weal and to the public welfare.

There are lypemaniacs and exalted erotics and those in whom shades of depres-

sion mingle with their exalted erotism and vice versa, and many intermediate

grades of aberrant mental feeling, thought, and action. There are eroto-neuropaths

andthere are eroto-psycho-neuropaths, or more properly speaking, there are neuro-

erotics who have reached the stage of sufficiently marked mental derangement to

be classed as insane. There are many such. They are not markedly psycho-

neuropathic in their erotism, but mainly unstably neuropathic. That is, though

they have somewhat unstable nervoiis organisms in which a morbid erotism occu-

pies and influences mind more than it ought, the mind in them has not yet become so

weakened or disordered as that it sees not that the perverted erotic feeling is wrong,
or sees not the propriety and necessity of resisting it. The mind does not succumb

to, or become lost in, the morbid erotism. 'It is yet resistive, combative, and regu-

lative. Still sanely balanced, though often assaulted by the morbid erotic feeling.

The higher inhibitory centers of the supreme psychic area of the cerebrum still

retain their physiological regulation and control. These erotics feel abnormally,

but still act rightly. They yet belong to the domain of neurology, or neuriatry, if

you will allow the coinage. Later, if their malady progresses, they may claim the

attention of the alienist. They may pass into the domain of psychiatry. They
are liable to become, at any time, under environment favoring the development of

their disease, psychopathic, as well as neiaropathic, and to need from without the

restraint they can not exert from within upon themselves, over their erratic, per-

verse, and destructive erotic inclinations—the restraint and seclusion from the

world which a properly organized asylum for the insane alone affords these unfor-

tunates. The tendency of the age is to mitigate, if not to abolish, moral restraint.

Freedom—physical, political, moral, mental—is the shibboleth of the people, and

hordes of neuropaths, in whom impulses to moral degradation, entailed or acquired,
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are unresisted, now come m the surface, that, in other ages, when laws were more

rigid, were suppressed. The retrograde changes that have been going on in the

morals of this country, as Esquirol said of France,
" have produced more insanity

than our political troubles." Neither did the revolution in France nor the rebel-

lion in this country prodiice so much insanity as the sentiment of moral non-

restraint or relaxation of self-control have done and are doing among those whose
nervous organisms are inherently unstable. Sexual sensualism, to which those of

neuropathic heredity are often congenitally predisposed, yielded to, brings on neu-

ropathic excess and perversion of the genital instinct. When religion becomes

simply a usage and a rite rather than a regulation of moral conduct ; when the

ambition of the age is to shine and scintillate rather than to grow in moral worth
and in the grandness of self-control

;
when i^osition and not self-equipoise is the

purpose of the ambitious, and self-gratification of the pleasing propensities and

passions and the indulgence of agreeable vices the aim of the many ; when through

pursuit of pleasure, without prudent restraints, unstable neurotics become still

more unstable under the exhausting, irritating pressure of such adverse environ-

ment and pass from simple neuropaths, a little abnormal in their feelings, to fully-

developed psycho-neuropaths, if love or the sexual passion be ascendant in the

nature (and it is the dominant passion of mankind) ,
the individual becomes start-

lingly deformed in mental feeling to the astonishment even of psychiatrists, accus-

tomed as they are to seeing unique forms of diseased distortions of the mind. He
or she develops into an erotic pervert or an erratic lover of his own sex—an
"
urning," a ''maedchen schmecker," a sadist, fetichist, tribadist, etc.—an unnat-

ural libidinous lover of a fellow-being organized like himself or herself, an eroto-

path (if you will accept this expression), and one of the momentous questions for

psychiatry to now settle is when this morbid erotism, or erotopathy, is simply a

neurosis, and when and where does it pass from simple neurosis into that degree
of psychopathy which entitles it to be classified as insanity, uncontrollable, irre-

sponsible insanity?
If WQ interrogate the records of this neurotic disease (vide Appendix, Work-

man's cases of alternating eroto-religious insanity and some cases from Krafft-

Ebing) , and from them endeavor to discover how much of grave psychosis and how
much of simple neurosis we may find in them, we shall see by applying the accepted
tests of alienism that the first five of Krafft-Ebing's cases epitomized in the Appen-
dix show disease and perversion of sexual instinct, but they could not be classed

as irresponsibly insane. The sixth case seems to have progres^d to a mono-delusive

stage as to her change of organism, with melancholia and suspicions of infidelity

regarding the woman whom she loved.

We now invite your attention to the following, of which I have been personally

cognizant :

A venerable and really good clergyman fell into disgrace from an act of exhibi-

tionism, after the restraints of the higher intellectual centers over the lower and

perverted instinctive impulsions had weakened the once well-trained volitional

powers of the reverend old man and caused him to go into retirement and profes-
sional obscurity. A lawyer of my acquaintance, of ability, but of lowly heritage
he never cared to disclose, acknowledged to perverted homosexual instincts and

impulsions, and finally, under mortification and chagrin, and fear of disclosure of

his perverted instincts, committed suicide. Cases like these are common.
In February of the past year (1892) a quiet, cultured, and gentlemanly appear-

ing young man committed suicide by shooting himself at his room in a hotel in St.

Louis. A combination of causes probably led to the despondency which ended in

the rash act. Pecuniary embarrassment may have been one of them, but the chief

cause, as elicited at the coroner's inquest, as testified by the male friend of whom
he was enamored was that he had a morbid attachment for that friend. He wrote
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long letters to him, teeming with endearing words. They had roomed together,
but at the time of the tragedy they were rooming apart. This was his second

attempt at suicide. At the time of his death he carried a locket about his neck

containing the picture of the man he loved. He was an educated professional man,
kind-hearted and of good address. The following letters, written in a neat liand

shortly prior to and about the time of his death, serve to show the erotopathic con-

dition of this young man's mind. They reveal the ardent feeling of the anxious,

disappointed lover, much the same feeling as one madly in love might normally
have for his heart's idol of the other sex, but never except imnaturally and abnor-

mally for one's own sex, with homicidal and suicidal impulses of maddened des-

peration added :

My Dear Friend : Are you ill, angry, or merely careless ? I looked for my
usual Thursday's letter Saturday morning. It came not. I then felt sure you
would write me on Sunday. I watched for the postman. No letter. He has been
here this A. M., and still no letter. It makes me not only unhappy, but very anx-
ious—unhappy since I am deprived of all that is left mo to care for or look forward
to ; unhappy in the thought that 1 have displeased you ;

in suspense and anxiety
lest some bodily ailment has seized that goodly frame and rendered you unable to
communicate with me. If I do not hear from you in a day or so I shall be frantic
and unfit for anything. I sent the stud on Thursday, which mu.st have reached
you Saturday, and not later than Monday, in which case I should have heard from
you by this time.
My Dear Friend : I have just returned from the Cathedral, where Bishop

Tuttle preached. My mind is not in a very receptive frame, so I can hardly tell

anything he said. The pass was all a myth. The only pass I have is one into

eternity. I even sold my dress suit and my old clothes to raise the funds to get here
on. I came, intending to first kill you, then myself. I shall only make an end of

my own miserable existence. My love for you has been my ruin. I can no more
live a life apart from you than I can fly. The past month has been the test, and I

can not do it. There is but one thing which could save me, and that is to pass the
remainder of my life in your presence. I shall do that anyhow, for to die in your
anns relieves death of half its terrors. I wish it would come to me naturally
and you would have nothing to dishonor or grieve you. It is cruel in me to do
this act, for it will blight your life. I should be more cruel to myself to try and
live without you. You have done all but the one right and effective thing to save
and make me. but it has all failed. I would gladly beg, steal, do anything—forego
riches, forget friends, home, kindred, but for a life of blissful association with you.
My office and outfit are all intact, and you can realize something on those things.
Mr. C. H., X16 M. avenue, will see to the things. I appreciate all you did, and the
effort and sacrifice you made for me. It was not in the right direction.

This letter to you is all I leave behind. I can not write anything to my parents.
The blow will probably kill my mother. I shudder to think of it. We might
have been happy together had it not been for W. The W., your brother's family,
your other rich friends, your high social and business standing, your high ideas of

morality, which you never filled—but 'tis too late ; the end must come. I don't see

why God did not let me die that Saturday night. I sux^pose there was some pur-
pose waiting till you had made the outlay and sacrificed so much. You see, the
end is all the same. Good-bye. dear I. ,

I won't wish you happiness ; you will never
have that again and you will follow in my footsteps some time. Men of our natures
and sins must have their punishment, and ours comes in a terrible shape. You
are mine in the light of heaven, and no family ties can claim you from me in death.
I pity you, but oh, to be free from all this agony of separation, suspense, doubt,
is so welcome. May God deal with me according to my weakness. Keep my stud
as long as you live ; send my watch and ring to my mother. Let my last rites be
attended by as little expense as possible. A pauper can not expect to repose in a
metallic casket. I am going to bed, to sleep and gain nerve to face my fate. I

have felt it must be. and since I have known you I knew you were to be the last

straw. I have loved you better than you have ever been loved or will ever be
loved again. Think kindly of that love sometimes. I am unworthy, but my
love for you is worth a thought. Pray for my soul. Amen.

Much more than a sentiment of warm friendship for one's benefactor is breathed

in these epistles of passion, desj^eration, and love, with its sequel of chagrin and

suicide, without remorse for or full appreciation of the unnatural character of his
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perverted love, though his Christian training had taught him to regard his unnat-

ural passion as a sin.

The next record I have to make (from the proceedings of a recent public trial) is

one in vs^hich this form of erotopathy developed into clearly defined insanity, w^ith

the murder of the loved object as its sequel. This girl was pronounced insane, on

the witness stand, by Dr. John H. Callender, superintendent of the Nashville

(Tenn.) Asylum ; also by Dr. Michael Campbell, of the asylum at Knoxville, Tenn..

and by Drs. F. L. Sim and B. F. Turner, of Memphis, and other physicians,

including the family physician who attended the lady's mother through several

attacks of puerperal insanity, at one of these confinements the lady under consid-

eration having been born. Expert depositions sustaining the view of insanity in

this case were taken of Dr. Charcot, Dr. Hammond, of Washington, and also that

of the former family physician. The history of this case may serve to throw some

light on the probable cause of the condition under consideration, for while there

existed undoubted love and passion for one of her own sex, leading to jealousy,

the victim of this form of sexual perversion was i^roven to have indulged in a very

promiscuous kind of flirtation with the other sex as well, and the murdered girl,

also infatuated with her murderer, was not always averse to the attention of men.
How much may not mutual masturbation have had to do with the development of

a morbid and perverse erotism in both ? May not premature genital irritation,

coupled with heredity, be a neurotic source of this baneful neuropathic perver-
sion of the noble passion of .love? Libidinousness, impurity, and lascivious sen-

suality are developed in this way, and by early bad companionshiii and salacious

literature.

CASE OF ALICE MITCHELL AND INCIDENTALLY FREDA WARD.

Alice Mitchell and Freda Ward, two young women, loved each other,
' ' not wisely,

but too well." Their love culminated in a matrimonial engagement as between
man and woman. The engagement ring was procured by Alice and placed on the

finger of Freda. An elopement was mutually planned, and the clergyman to per-
form the ceremony was decided upon. Alice was to dre js as a man, with a false
mustache. "She knew she could marry Freda; she did not expect to have chil-

dren," was her response to a physician's interrogatory (Dr. Turner's, after the

murder) as to the impossibility of one woman marrying another, and '* she could
not be reasoned out of her idea that there was nothing preposterous in her marry-
ing Freda." The eslopement was prevented through intercepted letters and the

vigilance of the relative vnth whom Alice was stopping on the very night it was
to have taken place, while the steamer that was to have carried them away was at
the landing (at Memphis, Tenn.). An enforced separation follows this discovery,
some estrangement on the part of Freda, an attachment for a young man, which
she later gives tip and returns to Alice's love and embraces. They become again
separated, have the usual lovers' misunderstanding, then jealousy succeeds on the

part of Alice and its often seqaiel, vengeance. Alice goes in search of her recreant
lover with her father's razor concealed about her person, finds her on the public
roadside and remorselessly cuts her throat in the presence of the victim's sister

and with her own sister in the buggy from which she leaps to do the murderous
deed. She intended to kill herself, too, she says, but forgot it, because the mur-
dered girl's sister belabored her with an umbrella. After the deed slie went home,
said she had cut Freda, and then began laughing and talking about other things.
When the chief of police came to arrest her and asked how badly her victim was
cut, she laughed and said. "Well, she bled mightily." She had had a whitlow and
a thumb stall on her finger. At the time of the assault on Freda she had cut her
own hand and blood was on the thumb stall. She put the thimib stall carefully
away among her keepsakes, "because it contained the blood of both," she said.

The next day, in a state of morbid mental exaltation, she read the account of her
deed and of the death of her late beloved. She laiighed over it and remarked upon
it (so says the testimony)

" as though she was not concerned in it."

And now we will let the unfortunate girl speak for herself as she testified, when
summoned by the prosecution in the trial, the question being as to her mental con-

dition. When placed on the witness stand in the court before which she was tried
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as to her present mental status, this young lady detwrted herself and answered as

follows to the questions of Attorney-General Peters:

Q. How long had you known Freda Ward (her victim)?—A. As long as I can
remember.

The Attorney-General then asked about her visit to Golddust (a neighboring

town) and she told in substance the facts of the tragedy. When asked if she met

any young men at Golddust, she said she met two, Will. B. and Ashley R. Freda,
she said, was engaged to R. Freda told her that Ashley had proi^osed to her

(Freda) to run away and get married.

Q. Did you want her to marry Ashley?—A. No.

Q. Why not ?—A. Because I wanted her myself. (Here witness broke down and
wept briefly.)

Q. Did any words pass between you and Freda .iust before the killing?—A. No,
sir ; she only winked her right eye at me as she passed in front of the custom-house.

Q. Did that mean anything in particular ?—A. Freda always told me that wink-
ing the right eye meant

" I iove you."
Q. Why did you follow Freda down the stone walk?—A. To cut her. (The

girl's mouth sliut down like a vise when she had spoken. )

Q. Why did you want to cut her ?—A. Because I knew I couldn't have her, and
I did not want anybody else to have her. I knew Harry Bilger loved Freda and
I thought Ashley Roselle did, and I was afraid one of them would persuade her
to marry him.

At first she intended to follow Freda down to the boat and kill her there, as.it

was a better i)lace than the street. She could not explain why she determined to

do the deed on the stone walk.

The witness, continuing, told her story of the killing, which coincided in every
material point with the testimony of the preceding eyewitnesses. While every-

body else in the coxirt room, says the reporter of this trial, waited on her words
with breathless interest, she settled.herself comfortably in the- chair and described

the tragedy with infinite coolness.

As we carefully read this narrative and critically study all the facts, we dis-

cover the absence of ordinary motives which actuate the sane murderer. She

gratifies neither malice nor revenge nor cupidity, in the ordinary sense of these

terms, in the doing of the desperate deed. The natural womanly timidity in the

face of such a crime, of one of her station and rearing, does not influence or deter

her from its perpetration. She does not contemplate it with horror. Neither the

self-interests of her heart, her-jjocket, or her passion are satisfied in the act. She

does not gloat over it as one of just revenge, or lament it as one of unjust violence

toward the one of all others nearest to her heart, as Freda Ward undoubtedly
was. In her weak and insane mind she tliinks it an adequate justification and

thoroughly good reason for destroying the woman she so intensely and morbidly
loved, that she "loved her and might lose her." This is the reasoning of love

merged into madness. After the deed she confesses to no anger, makes no special

plea in justification of it, admits no mistreatment, says she "would like to see

Freda now,"
" she was beautiful and attractive," and she " loved her more than

anybody else," and does not discern the incongruity of such an unnatural love, the

impropriety of such a damaging admission, nor realize, as a sane person would on

trial for her life, the horrible nature of the crime she is charged with committing.
She had deluded herself into the belief that Freda, her heart's idol, was lost to

her. This was enough. Fresh from a spell of despairing, insane grief, of love

which imagined itself hurt, and with the very razor she had bought for the unnat-

ural purpose of developing on her upper lip the manly attribute of a mustache,

that she might in man's apparel pass for a man, she coolly cuts the throat of her

affianced of her own sex without sign of regret. Now, let her speak on, and note

the words and manner of insanity in her utterances.
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As I started down the hill I took the razor out of my pocket, and when I over-
took her I cut her with the razor. I slashed her throat with the first stroke. She
pulled away a little and said, "Oh, Alice !

" or something like that. Then came a
scream from Jo Ward or Christina Parnell, I don't know which. I let go of
Freda and turned around and Jo Ward smashed me with an umbrella, sajdng," You dirty dog, what are you doing to my sister?" I said, "I am doing what I

came here to do, and I don't care if I hang for it.
" Jo raised the umbrella to strike

me again and I cut her on the chin, I think. I did not want to hurt Jo, but when
she called me that name it made me mad and I did not know what I was doing.
I had intended to cut Freda's throat and then cut my own, but Jo bothered me
and so I ran after Freda and cut her again. I did not want to butcher her up
that way. All I wanted to do was to kill her. Somehow, I forgot to kill myself.
Q. (By General Peters.) Were you mad at Freda for any reason ?—A. No.

Q. Had she mistreated you?—A. No, she had not.

Q. What person did you love better than anybody else?—A. Freda Ward.
Q. Didn't you love your relatives?—A. Yes, but not as well as I loved Freda.

Q. Why did you write to young men ?—A. Because I did not have Freda to

wi'ite to any more (and here another gush of tears came, but were quickly dried as

before).

Q. Would you like to see Freda now?—A. Of course I would.

Q. Would you cut her throat again?—A. I don't know what I'd do.

Q. Why did you love Freda Ward ?—A. I don't know.
. Q. Did you think she was beautiful and attractive ?—A. I did.

Q. What were you doing in your room at home ?—A. Crying, mostly.
Q. Where did you write those letters?—A. In my buggy.
Q. What were you crying about so much in your room?—A. Because I could

not have Freda with me.

Q. You loved her like a sister, didn't you ?—A. More than that (and once more
the vsdtness' voice shook and tears sprung to her eyes) .

Q. Did you take laudanum once?—A. Yes, sir.

Q. Why ?—A. Because Freda told me she was going to marry Ashley Roselle,
and that she loved another girl besides me.

Q. Did you arrange to marry Freda?—A. Yes, sir ; Dr. Patterson was to marry
us. If he refused, some justice of the peace, or somebody else would do it.

Q. Did you not know it would not be right for one girl to marry another?—A.
Yes, but I was going to dress like a man and I thought nobody would find out that
I was a girl. I intended to take Freda to St. Louis and work for her.

Witness said she liked Jo Ward till Jo went on the stand and told stories about
her ; still she felt sorry for Jo since Freda was dead.

Q. Do you remember telling Freda in a letter that you would send a certain kind
of rose to her ?—A. Yes, sir.

Q. What kind of a rose did you mean ?—A. I don't know now.
Then Gen. Wright took the witness in hand. To him she said she was to go

under the name of Alvin J. Ward and Freda was to be Mrs. Alvin J. Ward.
Q. (By General Wright.) Were you going to have a ruustacho"?—A. Yes, sir.

Freda wanted me to have one. I didn't care for mustaches myself.
Q. How were you going to get one?—A. By shaving.

She said she first got the razor on the 1st of November last. Freda had told her

that she and Jo woaid be down from Golddust some time in November. She had
come near cutting Freda's throat on the 7th of January, when the latter passed her

in front of a photographer's on Hernando street.
' ' But Lillie Johnson was with

me," said the witness, with something like a sigh, "and I could not get the razor

without her seeing me. I did not want Lil to know what I was going to do."

Referring to her proposition to Freda Ward that they should both commit sui-

cide by taking laudanum, witness said :

I told Freda when she refused that if she would go to sleep I wouldn't take the
stuff

;
I didn't intend to take it, anyway. I intended to put the laudanum in her

mouth while she was sleeping so she would swallow it when she awoke. She
would not take it. so I concluded to take it myself.

Q. (By Major Fleece, a member of the jury.) Do you still want to kill your-
self '?

—A. I have wanted to die ever since Freda did (said the witness sadly).

Q. Do you intend to try to kill yourself again?—A. 1 don't know, but I want
to die.

Q. That thiimb stall with the blood on it, do you want to preserve it as a keep-
sake?—A. Yes, sir.

Q. Do you think it will do you good to look at it ?—A. Yes, sir ; I'm sure it will.
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During the examination of the defendant her father and brother watched her
with ill-suppressed emotion. Tears coursed down the oldman's cheeks, andwhen it

was all over he w^as totally unstrung. Indeed, there was but one person in the large

assemblage who did not feel the relaxation of the severe tension of that half hour,
and that was the unfortunate prisoner herself. She was very cool. She seated

herself so as not to crumple her dress and immediately entered into conversation

with those around her, talking in an animated way and laughing at times in a

gay manner entirely out of hannony with her surroundings.
The case was submitted without argument by both prosecution and defense,

and within eight hours thereafter, the jury having retired, brought in a verdict

of "Not guilty, by reason of insanity," and recommended her commitment to the

State Asylum for the Insane at Bolivar, Tenn., where she now is.

It will be noted in the above case that this girls insanity was decided not alone

on the very apparent fact of sexual perversion, thoiigh she was not averse to the

society of young men, but had recklessly flirted with a number of them at Grold-

dust while visiting the Ward girls there (testimony of Mrs. Volkman), and
admitted corresponding with them, but also and mainly on her often-proven
insane improprieties, the evidences of insanity in the crime itself, and the general
conduct and speech of the fair defendant herself, so evidently out of harmony
with the natural character and surroiindings of a sane woman reared and
environed as was this unfortunate girl. The public estimate of this case may be

gleaned from the following reportorial record made at the time in public prints:

If any doubt of her mental unbalance had lingered in the minds of the jury it

must have been effectually dispelled by the manner and testimony of this witness.
She ascended the stand with a steady step and seated herself carefully, arranging
her drapery so as to set off her plump figure to advantage, and faced the arbiters
of her fate with the unflinching unconsciousness of a child. She spoke in an easy,
conversational tone, enunciating every word distinctly, and giving ready answers
to questions put to her. There was not the slightest suggestion of bravado, but
rather the frankness of one fully prepared and one perfectly willing to impart
information of no special interest to the informant. She lost her serene self-

possession only when speaking of the mutual love that had existed between Freda
Ward and herself. At these passages she would cry a little, then brace up and go
ahead as before. At first it seemed that the State had made no mistake in plac-

ing her on the stand, for she talked for awhile in a perfectly rational manner, but
when she began describing the tragedy itself, and iiroceeded to tell how she cut
and slashed her victim, and all vdthout the slightest trace of emotion, every hearer
felt that it was no sane being who spoke.

The jury at once saw the insanity of motive and deed. And so it must be with

the psychological expert in making up his judgment in these cases. Sexual per-

version is not necessarily insanity, though it may be and often is a part of it.

It may be the beginning and may lead to it, and it may be and is often the end of

it. It is a ])erversion of the natural feeling, of the sexual sense or instinct. It is

neuropathic perversion, dependent on neurotic degeneracy, involving the brain,

and the psychopathic instability of insanity may follow the morbid perversion

of feeling, passing into delusive speech and conduct based upon it, disharmonizing
the individual with his normal nature and surroundings. Then he or she is insane.

The perverted feeling then becomes more than a mere morbid perception. It

passes into a wrong conception of the mind, which is delusion. It biases and con-

trols speech and conduct so that the individual no longer adapts himself or her-

self to the restraints and demands of propriety, or harmonizes with healthy nature

or natural and proper environment. The victim is then insane. His perverted

feelings and impulsions dominate his mind and will. The perversion reaches the

ego. The insane motive of this murder is apparent.
That sexual perversion is not necessarily mental disease may be proven not only

by analysis of the numerous cases wherein the perverted feeling is accompanied

^ith psychical resistance, shame and regret, but instances of the pervert practices
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among whole tribes like those of the Pueblo Indians with their "
mujerados,"

described by Hammond, and the "botes" and "burdachs" of the Montana and

Washington Indians, as described by Dr. A. B. Holder, cited by Kiernan (' Respon-

sibility in Sexual Perversion," in a paper before the Chicago Medical Societyj

March, 1892).

In the study of this subject mere perversities of the sexual act practiced from
various rational but debased motives must not be confounded with organic pei-

versity of impulse and conduct. The latter only is real disease
; the other is only

vice. The individuality of the person, the family and personal history, the viola-

tion of the proprieties, the existence of a diseased state of the brain and nervous

system, the impulsion or deliberation, the motives and the question of disease are

always to be studied in every question of perversity or perversion. A change of

character may often be noted m true neuropathic perverts. Impulsions long
fought against and resisted come finally to dominate the character, and the unfor-

tunate individual becomes, like other insane persons, out of harmony with his sur-

roundings and natural character, whereas the vicious pervert has learned his dirty

tricks, has rational motives in their performance (filthy lucre often), and has ever

been a willing victim. He neither loves nor dies for, nor kills, the object of his

love. Depravity may make a business of vice and religion, as in the Temples of

Venus and the Gardens of Phallus.

Hammond's description of the Zuni "raujerado" and the practices connected
vdth this sexual pervert may be x^roperly placed here :

•

The Pueblo Indians are in the habit of selecting some one male from among those
living in a village and rendering him sexually impotent, reserving him at the same
time for pederastic purposes. This person is called a mujerado, a corruption prob-
ably of the Spanish word raujeriego, which signifies feminine or womanish. There
is no such word in Spanish as mujerado; but if there were, it would, according
to the construction of the language, mean " womaned," or "made like a woman."
A mujerado is an essential person in the saturnalia or orgies in which these Indians,
like the ancient Greeks, Egyptians, and other nations, indulge. He is the chief pas-
sive agent in the pederastic ceremonies, which form soimportant a part in the per-
formance. * * * For the making of the mujerado one of the most virile men
is selected, and the act of masturbation is performed upon him many times every
day ; at the same time he is made to ride almost continuously on horseback. From
overexcitement comes abolition of the orgasm, the organs atrophy, the tempera-
ture changes, and he becomes assimilated with the female sex, perhaps at first

with reluctance, but finally with entire complaisance and assent.

Sanity in a savage may be lunacy in a civilized being.
On this and kindred practices Kiernan remarks :

The influence of old religious practices long persists after the basis of these has
disappeared. Such practices reappear at the seats of old Greco-Roman and Greek
colonies in France, Germany, Italy, and elsewhere. The Zuni "mujerado" is

hence not the evidence of either immorality or insanity it would be in an Anglo-
Saxon race.

The Scythian Enares of Herodotus or the anandrii of Hippocrates, whose con-

dition was so well explained by the skeptic Father of Physic, were sexual perverts
whose impotency was caused by similar natural cause to that which weakened and

destroyed the power of their legs. They were sexually weak and womanly, not
from the retributive vengeance of Veniis, whose temple they had pillaged at

Ascalon, but from the long and uni*emitting marches in the saddle with their legs

unstirruped. According to Hippocrates these Scythians,wore breeches and passed
the quarter part of their time on horseback with their limbs hanging without sup-

port, and "the disease attacked the- rich and not the lower classes." The noble
and powerful were its chief victims,

" because they go much on horseback, while
the poor -do not." " These infirmities are widespread among the Scythians, who

k

^ Journal of Nervous an(J Mental Diseases, 188^.

S. Ex. 36 IIG
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are not the most impotent of men." Hippocrates himself, however, drew a wrong
conclnsion respecting the influence of the cutting of the veins behind the ear in

causing this sexual impotency.
The changes in character that take place in these perverts are the physiological

results of lost virility, and the lost virility results from natural causes. The
orgies and tribal rites associated with these sexual perverts were in some instances
the result of delusive misconceptions as to the significance of the fact, but not the
insane delusion of diseaseieither on the part of the individual or tribe. The same
is probably the true raison d'etre for the conduct of the nomadic Nogays or Mon-
gutays of Carxasus who, as they become old or sick, lose their beard and their

sexual feeling, don the-dress of women, and thereafter live apart from their own
sex and in the society o; women exclusively.
We have given the public opinion on the subject of Alice Mitchell's mental con-

dition. The following summary by Dr. A. B. Holder, of Memphis, Tenn.
, gives

the points on which the medical experts based their opinion that this erotic or

sexual pervert was insane :
'

( 1 ) Puerperal insanity of the mother before and at

the birth of Alice (she was several months in an asylum) and insanity of uncles.

(3) Her boyish tendencies in girlhood, indijfference to young men's company, and
general peculiarities, headache, etc. ; her lack of mental development, seeming
five years younger than her true age. (3) Her intense and peculiar affection for

Freda Ward and her earnestness in the irrational idea that she could marry Freda.

(4) Her murder of Freda, its cause, and manner. (5) Her words and manner
when speaking of Freda and of the murder. These points are all presented in the

history we have given of" this remarkable case.

Per contra, we give an editorial extract from the New York Medical Record, in

which the distinguished editor boldly cuts the Gordian neurotic knot, which
alienists have so long been seeking to untie, with a temerity that settles the sub-

ject for him, perhaps, but not for the writer of this paper. It is a judicial find-

ing, not an editorial fiat, that we now want. It is to unravel, not simply to sum-

marily crit through with the scalpel of medical editorial dictum that this inquiry
into these singular cases is made. All are peculiar ! Some are insane ! We would
know who among the number, and when they are insane, and who simply are

peculiar, yet responsible. To the alienist the question, as in moral insanity and
other forms of affective mental aberration of differentiation of disease and
depravity, often causes profound hesitation and sends him in search of the true

data of alienism for sometimes even an uncertain decision. Dr. Shrady says :
*

The young woman was afflicted with an affection which Science, with a big S,
calls psychopathia sexualis, and jironounces the subject a victim of a perverted
sexual instinct. The pervert in this case attached herself to a Sapphic friend,
whom she killed one day in a fit of jealous fury. On trial, the defense of insanity
was made. The medical experts were, we believe, unanimous in pronouncing the
case one of a primary degenerative insanity, and the jury brought in a verdict of

insanity.
We do not wish to contradict the combined testimony of so many alienists with

reputations evidently very high in Memphis. Technically, perhaps, the girl was
best considered insane

; but we can not avoid believing that if this alleged lunatic
had been treated for worms, leucorrhea, constipation, or some other of the fre-

quent mechanical excitants of unhealthy sexual desire, or if she had been taken
in hand early by those in authority and received a course of bread and water and,
perhaps, some strong corporeal applications, she would not have become a Lesbian
lover or a murderess. (Possibly, but this girl did become so and she was insane.)
There is no function easier to control or to corrupt than the sexual. While

some sexual perverts are born so, the majority are not, but form their habits
through gradual vicious 'indulgence. Nearly all are amenable to moral influ-
ences

; that is to say, to rewards and punishments. The sexual pervert may be

' Vide Medical Fortnightly, August 15, 1892.

•' New York Medical Record, August 13, 1892.
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technically insane, but he or she is legally responsible, and should be so held.

(Not if the motive of murder proves, as in this case, the insanity of the deed.)

Alienism does not say that all psychopathia sexualis is insanity. It modestly
and cautiously inquires how much of insanity there may be in any given case of

sexual aberration, and in determining the question applies the datum of alienism—
the rule of departure from natural thought, feeling, or action, based iipon disease

perverting the brain and mind.

In Kiernan's contribution to our subject, to which we have already referred,

another homicide resulting from this perverted passion is cited in the person of

Miss D.
, a'young lady of masculine taste, who, in 1878,

' ' loved another young lady
of Pocomoke City, Md. An attempt was made to break, off the relationship, and
an engagement was entered into with a young man, whereupon Miss D. shot her

lover dead. She was tried and found guilty of '

manslaughter in heat of passion.
' "

Parent-Duchatelet, in his work on Prostitution, gives at least one example of

female love, jealousy, and bloody violence toward another female, somewhat like

the case just cited, and Krausshold records the instance of another violent Lesbian

lover whose passion passed into the insane delusion of being with child by the

woman she loved, while Mantagazza gives several instances of actual marriage as

man and wife between women.
Scattered through the literature, especially through that of legal medicine, and

psychiatry are tobefound instances of themost singular forms of this insanity of jjas-

sion.bvit the true psychology of love and lust and the psycho-pathology and psy-

chiatry of the sexual passion have yet to be WTitten. Many inexplicable features

of erotic perversion and psychopathia sexualis remain to the student of mental

and moral sciencet

As we are about to conclude this paper, a case which maj' yet prove another

eas celebre is recorded in the public prints :

Two girls are arrested in the streets of a "Western city (Indianapolis, June 27),
whose erotopathia simulates that of Alice Mitchell and Freda Ward, without,
thus far, the tragic ending of the latter. Their names are given as Delia Perkins
and Ida Preston. They had rtm away from home together because of their love
for each other. Delia had cut off her hair and_offered it for sale in order that she

might obtain money on which to help defray the joint expenses of herself and the
loved Ida. When Delia's stepfather was summoned by the chief of police to come
for his runaway daughter, she threatened to kill him, and when he came treated
him coldly. To her stepfather's importunities to go back home with him she only
finally agreed on i^romise of being permitted to see Idawhenever she should desire

to, imprinting burning kisses upon the cheeks and lips of the paramour of her
own sex on parting. These two devoted girls had been together almost con-

stantly since their departure from home and they had not been in the company
of gentlemen. The intense and active passion seemed to be on the part of Delia,
Ida being reported as regarding the matter ''as a huge joke." When Delia was
returned home the following colloquy took place vnth her mother (now Mrs.
Mendenhall) :

Mother. You will not riin away again, will you?
Delia. Not if you let me go with Ida.
Mother.

.
That I will not do.

Delia. Then I will kill myself and you will be responsible.
Mother. Don't say that. We will try to make you happy and you must try

to forget all about Ida. I can't understand why you do not forget this foolish

fancy and fall.in love with a man and.marry him.
Delia. I do not care for the best man that ever walked, and never will. Ida is

the only one I ever loved and I will continue to love her until 1 die, and if we are
not,allowed to go together I icill kill myself and her, too.
Miss Perkins told the reporter that she had not left home because she had been

mistreated, but because of her love for Ida Preston. " My parents refused to let
me go with Ida," said she,

" and I decided to be with Ida, let the consequences be
what they might."
. Miss Preston stated that she had been met in the street by Miss Perkins ; that
the latter said she was tired of staying at home and said she was going to leave.
"I didn't want to leave home," said Miss Preston, "but Delia told me she loved
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me so dearly that if I did not consent to go with her she would kill herself and
me, too. I like the girl, but don't believe I care as much for her as she does for
me."

It is obvious that the limits of an essay forbid us to introduce the many special

forms of sexual vice or disease or to engage in specific disctission. A diligent

search for cases in the writings of Moreau, Tardien, Marc, Caspar, Cullerre,

Cof&gnon, Tarnowsky, and others mentioned in the taxt and Appendix, would
sufi&ce to show how futile any such attempt would be. However, as we are only
here concerned in finding the correct principle of mensuration and analysis for

these singular psychical freaks, a mere reference to a few typical cases suffices

our purpose. A feature of most of the undoubtedly insane is the threat to kill

the loved one or attempted murder, and threatened or attempted suicide. Having
thus as delicately dealt with this indelicate subject as its nature would permit, a

subject which the perversity of neuropathic organism has projected upon the

field of scientific adjudication, I offer for your distinguished consideration the

following pr opositions as legitimate conclusions from the facts set forth in this

paper and in all other literature germane to our subject, in concliision, we think

the following are sustained or are sustainable from the present or more extensive

study of this subject :

(1) Morbid erotism presents both normal and abn<jrmal ijsychological aspects.

It therefore presents a voluntary deviation from the ordinary and natural

indulgence of the genesic instinct—the normal, but immoral psychology of the

eroto-sexual propensity, and instinctive, inherent, organic, dominant, and often

resistless involuntary perversions of this passion, the latter being the true

abnormal and organically unnatural sexual perversion, the reverse, or contrary

sexual instinct. This is the psychiatrical aspect of the subject, the one that most

concerns us as alienists and neurologists.

(2) Love and the genesic sense are not one, as is shown in the antedating of

love to the appearance of the sexual feeling, in the developmental period up to

puberty and its survival beyond the menstrual climacteric in women. In the

organic evolution of the individual, love antedates the birth and survives the

decay of the sexual feeling, though it is intensified or diminished or other^vise

modified or influenced by sexual states.

(8) The duty of the hour is to search oiit the complicating neurological and

neuropathic factors, and the predetermining neuropathic conditions, the neurol-

ogy and neuriatry, immediate and ancestral, of these unique morbid and unnat-

ural eroto-genesic perversions; to weigh in conjunction the potentialities of

physical or psychical environment, and determine as satisfactorily as we may, in

the light of clinical and historic facts and physiological and pathological states,

the true mental status of the eroto-sexual ijervert with regard to :

(a) Responsibility to law with reference to specific perversions and ordinary

crimes growing oixt of the eroto-genesic passion.

(b) Social status of sexual perverts.

(c) Substitutive acts, manustupration, body contact, incest, bestiality, etc., are

not always to be classed as morbid perversions, but as purely immoral acts.

(d) In every inquiry the line should be drawn between morbid erotism, which

is.either an eroto-genesic perversion of pure Platonic love without genesiac con-

comitants and perverted lusts, or pure organic unrestrained, unregulated licen-

tiousness, dissociated from love, or in which love is abeyant or insignificant and

secondary.

(e) The conclusion of the matter is, that we are confronted in the study of this

subject with conditions which are morbid, organically neiiropathic and beyond
the governing influence of volition, and,2>er contra, with other conditions which,

while they may in a certain sense be organic impulsions, are yet vnthin the range

of normal volitional control.
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To the latter class ordinarly belong rape, incest, bestiality, and other unnatural

crimes, the so-called " fetiches and mannstiiprates," while to the former belong the

true morbid erotics, the urnings, the masochists, sadists, etc.

Medical science must study to determine for society and for the state what is

restrainable and vicious, and what are the morbidand resistless organic impulsions
of these bizarre eroto-sexual states, viz. : the true sexual insanities or psychoneu-

ropathic perversions.

(4) This inquiry involves a study of hystero-erotic attachments and aversions,
erotic trances, ecstasies, beatitudes, divine amours, immaculate conceptions, etc.,

as well as the true contrdre sexual empfindung or psychopathia sexualis. It in-

volves also certain morbid erotic perversions sometimes observed in epileptically
insane females, such as vaginal mutilation with glass, pins, and needles inter

vaginum, etc., epileptic and neurasthenic exhibitions, etc., daring a psychical

eqiiivalent. We include all under erotopathia.
In every study of morbid erotism the distinction between love and lust should

be sharply drawn, as between healthy erotism and perverted or debased sexual

passion. This is necessary to a proper understanding of those historical and every-

day recorded instances of pure but perverted Platonic affection and those oft-

recurring and startlingireversions of sexual love into murderous hate and passion,
so often chronicled in the public press. The excesses of Heliogabuhas and Hiero-

cles, the Lesbian love, the ocli et amo of Catullus, the Grecian youth defiling the

statute of cuiiid in the temple of Delphi, and those horrible Artusian libidos of

later date, whose morbid m"ta sexualis feeds, like the tiger's rage, on blood, require
of us critical psychological analysis. These are to be compared and differentiated

from the unrestrained but restrainable excesses of satyriacs and courtesans.

There are Theodoras and male satyrs in human form m our day, as in the days
of ancient Rome, whose excesses can not be extenuated on the charitable plea of

•disease. While science should cast the mantle of charity over morbid impulsions

yielded to in resistless psychopathic states, it must draw the line between similar

impulsions (depraved and but slightly, if at all, morbid) cultivated and gratified
in normal psychical conditions. It must separate disease from depravity of mind,
and herein lies the difficulty of our subject. The question of crime and insanity,
often difficult to solve, devolves upon us as medico-jurists to determine from
known and yet to be acquired psychologic and psychiatric data. The subject is

primarily neither one of sentiment nor morals exclusively, but mainly one of

psychiatry, to the study of which the data of alienism and psychology should be

rigidly applied in all questions of medical, moral, and forensic inquiry.

Finally and fortunately, something, and in some instances much, may be done
for these victims of libido morbosus by treatment. Sexual and psychical eroto-

erethism may be subdued, the mind and feelings turned back into noranal chan-

nels, the homo and hetero sexual changed into beings of natural erotic inclination,
with normal impulsions and regulated restraint, by a siiitableihygiene and therapy;
medical, hypnotic, and in some cases surgical remedial treatment is hopeful of

curative results in acquired sexual perversion, biit only of repressive results in

hereditary sexual perverts. Society, organized into government for the better

security of person and property and personal and collective happiness, is specially
concerned in the maintenance of chastity and morals. Personal and collective

happiness depend upon this. The state, therefore, as Krafft-Ebing insists, can not
be too careful as a protector of morality in the struggle against immorality ; for

sexual crimes are on the increase in our modern civilization, as shown by the sta-

tistics of Lombroso and Caspar, to which Krafft-Ebing refers, and by the startling
records of the public press. Considerations of psychical sanitation demand alert

attcmtion to this subject from physicist, moralist, and jurist. The moral pestilence
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is in our midst. Sodom and Gomoi'rah arerevived and sui-passed. Law, ignoring

psychiatry and dealing violently with some flagrant forms of sexual vice, punishes
the criminal as a wholly responsible being (but temporarily), and allows him to

retitrn and pollute society ; whereas psychiatric science, knowing how deeply
laid these sexual perversions may be in degenerate nerve element, which law can

not correct, asks for their victim's perpetual sequestration from society and a

radical asexualizing surgical procedure, such as the father of Heloise visited on

Abelard. Inspired only by the spirit of vengeance, law protects society by punish-

ing the criminal, while medicine would mercifully protect both society and the

maimed victim of a sexually and mentally degenerate organism, whose acts are often

as resistless as the mandates of a tyrant, because they spring from the despotically

perverted cell life of a nervous system as badly endowed by pathological heritage
as that of the average epileptic, andwhose life is often etjually as explosive. Never-

theless, as Krafft-Ebing truly states', the nature of these acts can never in them-

selves determine a decision as to whether they lie within the limits of mental

pathology or mental physiology, and while most of these cases, to the honor of our

humanity, fall within the scope of disease, we must here state again, in the lan-

guage of the author just quoted, that ' '

it devolves on psychiatry to show in any
given case before the law that the perverse expression of the sexual feeling is

founded in a pathological condition of the organism.
*'

Appendix.

While it has not been deemed necessary for our purpose to go into further detail

of the varieties of sexual perversion, some of them being disgusting even to the

cold vision of the scientific student of psychic perversion, j'^et the physician and
the jurist can not ignore them any more than they can refiise to become familiar

with the clinical features of foul disease or the details of revolting crime. Follow-

ing are Workman's cases :

Co.se I.—A sfnall and handsome woman, aged 39, of delicate structure, the
mother of four children, was admitted into the asylum in 18C0. Her insanitywas
of a very fervid religious type. She had escaped from home and was found after
considerable search, with her younger child, in the church to which she belonged.
She manifested well-marked hysterical aberration. I found hev always too desir-

ous of i)rolonging conversation and I took care to preserve a duly cool demeanor
toward her. In four and a half months she had apparently regained mental integ-

rity and was taken home by her husband. She continued well for nearly two
years, when her insanity recurred in a very aggravated form. She evinced very
warm, and I believe sincere, religious feeling. She was a constant and devout
reader of the Scriptures and of select religious books, and so long as she continued
able to attend she never missed divine service. The same tendency to prolonged
and rather close conversation was again presented ; she was the subject of intense

hysteric seizures, in which the somatic movements clearly indicated that the
uterine system was deeply implicated. At the end of four years this poorwoman
was released from her infirmities. The post-mortem examination gave revelations

of serious morbid changes in the chest, abdomen, and pelvis, while the brain was
found unaffected. Tiie lungs contained numerous cheesy nodules, and showed
old, firm costal adhesions. The abdomen contained^ about a gallon of greenish
lltiid. The peritoneum was thickened and coated with a green, cheesy deposit.
Theintestineswere similarly coated and were glued together in an inextricable mass.
Both ovaries were much enlarged and were transformed into cheesy matter. The
uterus was covered with the general cheesy coating .and its texture was much
changed.

It might be difficult to decide in what part diseased action had had its commence-

ment in this case. The uterus and ovaries may have been the primary seat or

they may have been but simultaneous sharers in the general deterioration : but

from their abnormal condition we may regard the salient manifestations of the

insanity as having sprung. I was informed by her former medical attendant that*

he had found the erotic»tendency a serious difficulty to deal with.
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Case II.—Sometime previous to the preceding case another, of similar but
more aggravated character came under my care. The patient was 44 years old
and had borne eleven children. She w^as spoken of by her religious pastor in the

highest terms of commendation. Her medical attendant designated her malady
as nymphomania, and it may suffice for me to say here that the manifestations

justified the designation. This woman's religious sentiment, notwithstanding her
indomitable sexual tendency, was not obliterated. It was indeed painful to wit-
ness the incongruous coincidence. She died three years and a quarter after her
admission.
The most remarkable facts exhibited by the post-mortem were the following :

Hepatization to some extent of both lungs and numerous j^leuritic adhesions.
Several tubercles beneath the peritoneal coat of the ileum. An unusual fullness
and rotundity were observed at the promontory of the sacrum. On removing the
vessels and cellular tissue the enlargement was found to extend upward along the
sides of the fifth, fourth, and third lumbar vertebrae. Fluctuation was quite per-
ceptible. On opening the dilated membranes a. quantity of creamy pus flowed out.
The inter-vertebral cartilages appeared completely dissolved away and the bony
structure was so softened that the scalpel easily penetrated it. The uterus was
retroverted so fixedly, that when forced into the normal position it instantly, on
being let go, retook its retroverted state.

Case III.—An interesting and pious young lady was very assiduously, if not
skillfully, treated by her ftiedical attendant, who had the misfortune to be very
attractive. He diagnosed, perhaps correctly, uterine trouble, and being a special-
ist in that line of practice, he adopted the treatment which he considered indicated.
It had, however, been necessary in order to arrive at exact knowledge of the state of
the affected organ that a certain process of examination, not very compatible with
virgin delicacy, should be instituted, and a repetition of this process was called for
at each appliance of the topical remedy employed. All this must or should have
been very irksome to the physician and very distressing to the patient, but custom
reconciles us to many inconveniences. Had he better understood the peculiar
susceptibility of women of fine-toned nervous temperament and religious emotion-
ality, suffering under uterine disturbance, he would have made his visits as short
and unfrequent as at all possible. Instead of so doing, he came often and remained
long, cheering his patient with lively and kind conversation. She had religious
anxieties, and doubtless he assumed the supplementary function of spiritual com-
forter. The actual state of affairs was, she was drifting into insanity, and he did
not soon enough make the discovery. She had, despite the topical annoyances,
fallen grievously in love with him and a severance had to take place. I was sub-

sequently consulted. There was no doubt of her insanity, but her friends ascribed
the malady to disappointed affection, and the unlucky uterine specialist now rests
under their strong displeasure. I have since seen a case in which, from similar

inadvertency, the same gentleman, in the management of a religious young lady,
got into a similar predicament, but withoiit the interposition of specular manipu-
lation. A few more mistakes may bring him light.
Case IV.—The next case was that of a preacher, who, at the time of the devel-

opment of his insanity, was very actively engaged in the work of a revival. He
was newly married, and had for several weeks preached, in different places, three
times daily.
He was brought to the asylum in a state of utter frenzy, and continued so for

three weeks. The fact of sexual excitation was too patent to be overlooked, and
it required not the information given me by his friends to satisfy me of the asso-
ciation which had subsisted between his religious fervor and excessive sexual

indulgence. He made a good recovery and became a moderate man.

Complements of these cases in the females are doubtless well known to our

gynecologic friends, and doubtless too well and too painfully so to some of the

younger and less cautious and experienced wielders of the speculum. But gyne-

cology, like psychiatry, lives and learns.

The following cases, abstracted from an article on "Perversion of the Sexual
Instinct" (Report of Cases, by Prof, von Krafft-Ebing, which appears in the

Alienist and Neurologist, Vol. ix, No. 4) ,
will serve as sample records. His book,

Psychopathia Sexua.lis, which has since been well translated by Dr. Chaddock, of

St. Louis, has a far greater number and in far greater variety :

_

Case I.—Mr. X. . merchant, 38 years old ; residing at the time in America ; disposi-
tion feminine

;
fond of music and literature ; hates noise, disturbance, and obscenity.

As a child he associated constantly with girls and played with dolls and toy
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kitchens. Liked to dress in girl's clothing ; when a student took no part in the

gyiunasiiini ; delighted to help his mother with her household duties. At the age
of 18 acquired a fondness for one of his own sex. At school he always had a lover
and was horribly jealous of any girl or schoolmate toward whom his lover
showed any preference. His delight was to kiss him. Had desire toward him,
but propriety overcame it. Until he was 28 years of age was free from onanism,

f)ederasty.

or involuntary emissions. While still a young man he had a serious

ove affair with a sophomore, who returned his love with the enthusiastic friend-

ship of a boy only, would kiss him and have erections with him. He raved over

poetry and literature, and grieved when forced to be absent from him. The young
ladies of the house where he lived had no such effect on him. He associated with
them only in a friendly but entirely dispassionate manner.
Other Platonic love affairs with young men followed, but he realized his unnat-

ural condition and was depressed over the knowledge of it. He never found in
the society of I ^autiful women that invigoration of the mental powers which is

commcaily the case, but did find it among fascinating young men. He preferred
to associate with married women or entirely innocent and disingenuous young
ladies. Every attempt to draw him into the matrimonial net disgusted him. He
sought the companionship of others like himself. One evening in the castle garden
at X. , where those constituted like himself were accustomed to seek and find each
other, he met a man who powerfulTy excited his sexual feelings.

* * * He
would go often to the park and sought similar places ift other cities. He formed
an acquaintance with a young man who was eccentric, romantic, frivolous, and
without means, who obtained complete control over him and held him as if he
were his legal wife. He was obliged to take him into business. Scenes of jealousy
followed. Repeated attempts at suicide were made by this new acquaintance.
He suffered terribly by reason of the jealousy, tyranny, obstinacy, and* brutality
of his new acquaintance. When jealous he would be beaten and threatened with
betrayal of his secret to the authorities. After this new-made lover had cost him
10,000 francs and a new attempt at extortion had failed, he was denounced to the

police, arrested, and charged with having sexual relations with his accuser, who
was equally guilty, ana condemned to imprisonment. This destroyed his social

position, brought his family to sorrow and shame, and the friends who had here-
tofore held him in high esteem now abandoned him with horror and disgust.
* * * The manner of satisfying his sexual desires was not buggery, but a sort
of onanism, produced by handling the genitals of another, whereby a healthy but
not extremely exciting flow of semen would take place, after which he would feel

refreshed and relieved. A bright, fun-loving young lady, who, as a woman, made
no erotic impression on him, dressed herself in the uniform of an officer, with
mustache, etc.

, and thus excited a sexual^passion toward herself. A friend once
advised him to marry and dress his wife in male attire. This pervert knew of a
case in Geneva where an admirable attachment between two men like himself had
existed for seven years. X. confesses that their "loves bear as fair and noble
flowers, incite to as praiseworthy efforts as does the love of any man for tlie woman
of his affections. There are the same sacrifices, the same joy in abnegation, even
to the laying down of life, the same pain, the same sorrow and happiness as with
men of ordinary natures." X. is described as of perfect jihysical build, with noth-

ing remarkable' as regards his sexual organs. His walk and voice are masculine.
Case II.—Count Y., 34 years of age, German, bachelor, consulted with Krafft-

Ebing, in 1882, for nervous debility and abnormal sexual impulses. He was of

muscular, masculine appearance, and,
" with the exception of neuropathic eyes,"

was in no way outwardly remarkable. His mother was a woman of a highly organ-
ized, nervous, passionate nature, whose mother was extremely eccentric. His
father was somewhat mentally deficient. Two sisters are apparently of normal
intellectual (jualities and of an entirelynormal physical organization. The patient
appears as an average man, somewhat overstrung, poetically inclined, and of fine

feeling. As far back as he can remember he has had erections and sexual desires.
in childhood he was attrficted as much toward boys as girls, but toward the latter in
an entirely Platonic manner, while toward the former he was sensually excited.
He played soldier and preferred the company of boys. In his youth his sexual
desires tended still more toward males, and he preferred to dance with boys. At
31 years of age the itching of a flea bite led to masturbation, which he practiced for
several years and became highly nervous in consequence, but later abandoned the
vice. At 22 he made an attempt at copulation, which disgusted him. He made no
further attempts. A woman's breast seemed to him lacking in symmetry, and
reminded him of the udder of a cow. Masturbation performed on him, however, by
a woman aroused lively erections and sensual gratification. Afterwards his per-
verse sexual desires toward the other sex took a new turn, through voluptuous
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dreams in which the woman would beat him. and thns excite sexual desires. He
hired a courtesan toward whom he felt no tpsthetic or intellectual interest, who
must stamp on him with her feet and strike him with a whip to arouse his pas-
sions to the highest degree. Then he would lick the woman's foot. The foot of a
woman or of a boy is the only thing that sexually excited him. With that his

sexual excitement would reach its height, and an emission would take place, fol-

lowed by a sense of degradation, sexual satisfaction, and disgust. His genuine
sexual feeling, however, attracts hira to those of his own sex. This patient does
not feel unhappy in his perverted sexual instincts, but deplores the fact that social

customs deny him the highest sexual enjoyment. His practices with women are
but unsatisfactory makeshifts. His erotic dreams are of intercourse with boys
and sometimes relate to beatings at the hands of women. The patient is hypo-
spadiacal. His nervous affections are the common form of cerebral and spinal
neurasthenia with agoraphobia, fearfulness, headache, spinal irritation with
hypochondriacal fjaroxysms. This sexual pervert married a lady who attracted
him through her qualities of mind and who on account of female troubles and
probably weakened sexual instincts made no demand on his sexual qualities.
Patient married, as he says, "to satisfy society," tho mental qualities of the lady
being congenial, but he wishes for a childless marriage that his pathological
peculiarities may die with him and not be a curse upon future generations.
Case III.—Mr. Z., 36 years of age, bachelor, of high social standing; father was

neuropathic and eccentric ; mother nervous ;
brother showed signs of sexual per-

version. Of ten brothers and sisters one sister is psychologically abnormal, two
others dislikemen and love women. As a child, was weak-limbed and of a nervous
organization, fond of feminine work and play, no fondness for boys', games or

hunting, and was laughed at and scolded for his feminine ways. At the institute
he acquired the practice of onanism. At the age of 13 he formed a burning attach-
ment for an elderly officer. From that timeon he only cared for those of his own
sex and then not for the young, but for those of riper years and robust form. Such
men fascinated him ;

" women were nomore to him than porcelain pictures." He
' ' could see no beauty save in the male form and thought the bosoms and wide hips
of women were unaesthetic and ungainly." At the galleries it was only male
statues that pleased him ; at the circus, male performers. AtlGhebecamedesiroiis
of looking at male genitals. After he was grown up his comrades took him to a
brothel. He could not perform the act of coition from sheer disgust. Manus-
tupration by woman producedej aculation accompanied by sexual gratification. He
felt immeasurably unhappy and melancholic when his family tried to draw him
into a marriage, and felt as relieved from imprisonment when the ladj- married
another. He only finds happiness by association with men. For many years he
had suffered from neurasthenia, with severe headache, sleeplessness, genital irrita-

tion, hypochondriacal symptoms, etc., all of which he ascribed to the fact that he
had been unable to satisfy his sexual desires, and to onanism, which he had prac-
ticed as a substitute. Sexual satisfaction was obtained by kisses and embraces
with a man, especially if the man lay on him. Every ten or twelve days he would
experience these desires, and if he could not satisfy them he became nervous and
irritable and had all sorts of nervous derangements. He felt in fact like a woman
in the sexual act. His highest idea of pleasure was passive pederasty, and in Italy
he once attempted it, but disgust prevented him from completing it; it reminded
him too much of coition. His highest happiness would be a sort of marriage with
a beloved being of the male sex. The few erotic dreams which he experienced had
for their subject men. He was unhappy, not only because of his abnormal sexual

position and the resultant nervous disorder, but because he fearedinsanity as aresult
of his troubles. The constant fear that his secret will be discovered and his
social position thereby destroyed makes his whole life miserable. He dare not be
a father lest he should bequeath to his children his own abnormal nature. Patient
is an intellectual-appearing man. of strong masculine build, with heavy beard,
showing no abnormal ai)pearance and having nothing feminine about him, either
in his manner or his dress. An expert would remark the extremely neuropathic
eye. The nose is unusually large. The upper teeth are somewhat decayed. The
skull measures 53 centimeters. The pelvis and genitals are normal.
Case IV.—Herr von Z., a Pole, age 51, neurasthenic since 17. Mother was not

mentally normal. She hated her children and loved her dogs. At cadet school
he acquired the practice of onanism. He developed normally, sexually and other-
wise ; enjoyed sexual intercourse with women untilhe was 25 years of age ;

married
a congenial lady ; acquired at 26 serious nervous complaints, and developed a fond-
ness for those of his own sex. He was comx)romised in a treasonable plot and sen-
tenced to five years in Siberia. There his condition was aggravated as the result
of continued masturbation. When released at the age of 35 he was suffering from
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cerebral and spinal asthenia, dyspepsia, hj^iocliondria, trembling, morbid anxietj',
spinal irritation, nocturnal emissions, etc. He then sought relief at the watering
places and medicinal springs, but failed to obtain it. His abnormal sexual feelings
were in no way changed. He lived mostly separate from his wife, for whose men-
tal qualities he had a high regard, but toward whom, as a woman, he was as indif-
ferent as toward all other women. His otherwise pronounced fondness for those
of his own sex was entirely Platonic. He was satisfied with their friendship and
with hearty kisses and.embraces. Whatever lascivious dreams he had, had those
of his own sex for their subjects. While awake, too, the sight of well-foi-med
handsome men would cause erections and ejaculations, while the most beautiful
women had no effect upon him. At times of great excitement he would have erec-
tions at the sight of even male statues. At the circus or in the ballet it was only
the men who interested him. He considered his perverted taste as a physical mal-
ady, withoiit being rendered unhappy by it. A course of common faradization
restored this raan to his normal sexual condition.
Case V.—Herr Y. Z., 29 years old, a real estate owner in Russian Poland.

Grandfather had melancholia and died suddenly at 47 ; mother neuropathic, of a

neuropathic family ; brother committed suicide ; a cousin showed perverted sexual
instincts. For generations the family has intermarried. The patient has had
scrofula and headache, and a cerebral injury. At 13 he began onanism. A few
years later he acquired severe cerebro-spinal neurasthenia, with irritable genital
weakness and frequent pollutions. His nervous troubles have increased and hypo-
chondriacal symptoms have appeared, with delusions of persecution. Has since
childhood had. a Platonic fondness toward males, and since the age of 9 years had
frequently been in love with them. At the age of 30 he began to feel a longing
for sexual connection with men ; old men of about sixty. The female sex had no
attractions for liim; never realized any i)assion for sexual commerce with them.
In order to alleviate the effects of self-pollution, he had at times attempted, under
medical advice, to hold sexual intercourse, but he found himself impotent. His

pleasure was. only in intimacy with men. In his weak sexual condition a kiss or
an embrace was sufficient to produce an erection and ejaculation ; later he had
become- so excitable that the sympathetic pressiare of a man's hand was followed

by an emission. He found himself, therefore, compelled to withdraw from the soci-

ety of men. At Gratz he formed a Platonic attachment for a student and a bath
attendant. At Venice he fell in love with a 19-year-old youth and made him his

mistress. Their sexual intimacy consisted in kisses, embraces, and the handling
of the other's genitals. He never went as far as pederasty. He formed other
similar attachments, caused a scandal in the hotel, and was obliged to leave Italy.
So long as he could satisfy his sexual desires the neurasthenic symptoms disap-
peared entirely and the delusions regarding persecutions remained dormant.
When, he returned home, where he could not satisfy his sexual desires, there was a
recurrence of neurasthenia and delusions, which finally obliged his removal to an
insane asylum. Herr Z. is of a muscular and wholly masculine appearance. The
left testicle is not descended. Otherwise the genitals are well developed ; hair and
beard abundant ; voice manly ;

demeanor shy, but in no way offensive.

Case VI.—Miss X., 38 years old
;
had severe spinal irritation and chronic insom-

nia. Her mother was of a nervous organization; the rest of the family appar-
ently healthy. Her sufferings dated from a fall upon her backreceived in 1872,
which caused the patient a severe shock. In connection therewith there developed
neurasthenic and hysterical symptoms, with severe spinal irritations and insom-
nia. Episodically there was hysterical paraplegia of eight months' duration, and
instances of hysterical hallucinatory delirium with convulsions. In addition there
were symptoms of morphinism. The patient attracted attention by her clothing
features, man's hat, short hair, spectacles, gentleman's cravat, and a sort of coat
of male cut covering her woman's dress. She had coarse male features, a rough
and very deep voice, and, with the exception of the bosom of a female and contour
of the pelvis, looked more like a man in woman's clothing than like a woman.
During all the time I had her under observation there were no signs of eroticism.
As a child she had fondness for horses and masculine pastimes, but never took any
interest in feminine occupations. She later developed a taste for literature, and
sought to fit herself for a teacher. She never enjoyed dancing, and the ballet had
no interest for her. Her highest enjoyment was to go to the circus. Up to the
time of her sickness, in 1872, she had no particular fondness for persons of either

sex. After this there developed in her an attachment toward women, especially

young women. She was never passionately aroused in her intimacy with them,
but her friendship and self-sacrifices toward those she loved was boundless, while
from that time on she had an abhon-ence for men and male society. She had an
offer of marriage in 1872, but refused it. She took a trip to a watering place and
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returned entirely changed sexually, and made use of expressions which implied
that she would only associate with women, had love affairs with them, and let fall

insinuations that she was a man. While she was at the baths, in 1874, a young
woman fell in love with her, thinking she was a man in woman's clothing. When
this young lady afterwards married. Miss X. became very melancholy and com-
plained of faithlessness. Her friends noticed that after her sickness she evinced
a decided preference for male clothing and a masculine appearance, while before
her illness sho had been in nowise other than a womanly character, at least as

regards her sexual feelings. The patient was carrying on a purely Platonic love
affair with a young woman and wrote her tender love letters.

The following additional references to the literature may also aid the jurist and
the medico-legal, neurological, and psychiatric expert in the study of particular

forms of this moral pestilence : Hoffman ' states that tribadism in places of

imprisonment for prostitutes is frequent. Andronico - found tribadism frequent
in similar institutions in Italy. Kiernan •* found it relatively frequent among the

female insane in the overcrowded (five patients to two beds) female wards of the

Cook County Insane Hospital. Lombroso* states that tribadism has been far

from infrequently observed in Italian insane hospitals. It is often introduced by
nymphomaniacs, sexual perverts, pubescent lunatics, hysterics, and imbeciles.

The clitoiis is often found enlarged in the degenerate and the pubescent. Tri-

badism is frequent in the Turkish harems. Sometimes it originates in the delecta-

ble tastes of the male owner. Moll points out that tribadism may develop into

sexual perversion through the association of the manipulator or manipulated with

the orgasm. Kern * takes the ground that the forensic relations of perverse sexual

instincts should be determined by the iTidividual in whom these are found rather

than the perversion itself. Lord Audley (Howels State Trials, 8, 401), found

guilty of pederastic rape on his wife, was executed. He was a sexual pervert, but

exhibited no other evidence of insanity. Legrave^ has reported a lad of degen-
erated parentage addicted from an early age to masturbation. At school peder-

asty was learned. He liked to dress in girl's clothing and play with dolls. He
had at the age of 16 his first attack of grand mal. He was sent to an insane hosx)ital

at 17. Nana, of Zola's romance of that name, was a tribadist and far more jeal-

ous of Saten's relationship to other women than of any of her lovers. Dr. L. B.

Allen,' of Humboldt, Nebr.. reports the case of a donkey kept for breeding pur-

poses, which was unable to copulate unless a can were present. Dr. Caton** has

reported similar cases among animals.

P. S.—I might have included in the context a record of a mild form of inter-
mediate perversion in the person of one of my servants, a colored male creole,
who has more womanly than manly attributes,- He is 5 feet tall, slenderly built,
has large, full eyes, round, symmetrical head, and rather broad hips. Though
his mouth is encircled with a growth of short hair which he never disturbs with
a razor, he delights in wearing his hair as long as it will grow, and it is several
inches long behind and not curly, as it is in front. He wears by preference a
woman's high-heeled gaiter button shoe, size 5^, and in the discharge of his house-
hold work, waiting on table, etc., he prefers a woman's long white apron, extend-
ing clear round his body, to any other form of apron, and wears a white jacket
under it. He looks for all the world, when fixed up to his taste, like a woman
from the chin downwards. His face is effeminate; his tastes for work are all that

way ; likewise his voice, though when strained in trying to sing it is often falsetto.
He has a special fondness for ribbons, flowers, and kid gloves, admiration for

queensware and woman's dresses, keeps a picture of himself and a male friend
but no female friend in his room, decorates the rocking-chair in his room with

1 Lehrbuch der Gericht Medizen.
'^Arch. di Psich., Vol. iii.

3 Jour, of Nerv. and Ment. Dis., 1888.

* Archivio di Psichiatria, vi.
6 IJber die Klinisch Forensic Bedeutung des Perversen Sexual Triebes.
« Arch, de Neur., XI.. 1886.

' Medical Standard, Vol. xiv.
8 American Naturalist, 18815.
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ribbon, is fond of perfumery, parts his hair in the middle, keeps his wife's cloth-

ing and has many things in his possession which are peculiar to women, and makes
the impression of a woman about the house in his walk, his talk, and his ways ;

has been married, but says women are frauds, yet in strange incongruity shows
plainly in so many of his actions that he would have been a woman if he could.
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ADDRESS OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE SECTION, M. H. FLETCHER,
M. D., CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Ladies and Gentlemen : In behalf of the officers of this section of the Pan-
American Medical Congress I tender each and every one of you a hearty welcome.

To our foreign giiests I would say. that in consequence of the recent amicable

arrangements between all American nations we claim you as brothers and greet

you as s-uch. This initial meeting of the Pan-American Medical Congress is an
era in dentistry which finds it on a thoroughly founded footing as a profession,

fully selt-suf&cient in many respects ; at the same time not differing from other
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sciences, in that it depends largely upon several others for its existence, for the
attainments of one science makes others possible. After mechanics, dentistry

depends upon nothing else so largely as upon medicine and its specialties. The
greatest advancements known to medicine have been brought about through rev-

elations by the microscope, and advancements from the same cause have been
known to dentistry. Either of these sciences (according to the standard of

to-day) would be quite primitive without the recent scientific iiniirovement
in the microscope. What would dentistry be to-day without delicate and

accurately made instruments with which to carry out its conceptions ? Will any
dentist dare toisay he can treat his patients intelligently without a scientific knowl-

edge of mechanics or of physiology and pathology. He can no more justly say
this than other specialists in medicine, for the object of each and every specialty
is to repair or restore to usefulness some impaired or lost organ. When dentistry
can be separated from the hiaman anatomy then it can be called an independent
science ; but until then it must be a si^ecialty of medicine, for these two i)rofes-

sions only exist in consequence of the diseases of mankind. If it were possible
for one to attain to the utmost limits of recorded knowledge and to add to this

the experience of a long life of accurate observation, with a memory to retain it

all, he would still have made only a beginning in that great school of truth by
which we are surrounded. Now, if we divide even recorded truths into various

branches of science, are we not culpable when we offer advice and administer rem-

edies for the ills of ovir fellow-beings if we fall short of our iitmost endeavor in

gaining knowledge in one small branch ? Dr. Hunter McGuire, in his jiresidential

address at'the last meeting of the American Medical Association, said :

'• No physi-
cian is fairly discharging his duty who fails to seek information on all these sub-

jects and to take advantage of the knowledge offered him, and he is criminally

negligent if he fails to act upon these foundation principles when the occasion

arises. The eye can not say unto the hand, I have no need of thee ; nor again the

head to thefoot, I have no need of thee." No more can medicine say unto one of

her specialties, I have no need of thee
;
nor the specialties to medicine, I have no

need of thee. What constitutes medicine or the science of medicine ? It is knowl-

edge of the truths relating to the health and disease of mankind and the admin-

istration of appropriate remedies when disease is present. Then is not surgery a

part of medicine and the amputation of a limb or the opening of the peritoneal

cavil}^ for the removal of a pathological growth an appropriate remedy ? Is not

the removal of a tooth a part of surgery and the treatment of diseased teeth com-

parable to the treatment of the eye. When it comes to the supplying of an artificial

limb, is it any more prosthetic surgery than the supplying of an artificial tooth ?

These questions seem too self-evident for discussion, and would not be presented
here but for the fact that some of our profession have taken that position, that

dentistry is not a specialty of medicine. But has dentistry attained the position

of a sdience? Let us see : Science is
" truth ascertained," and dentistry, in order

to be a science, must be able to show to others some truths peculiar to itself, dis-

covered by virtue of the laws governing its demands : and we think it has done

this for the following reasons : (1) The loss of a part of the human anatomy can

be artificially restored and made useful by its being retained in i)osition by atmos-

j)heric pressure. (2) That in other cases lost organs are imitated and i)laced per-

manently in position by being fastened to a part of the human anatomy. (3)

That the loss of a part of an organ can be permanently restored with indestruc-

tible material. These three discoveries are peculiar to dentistry, and demand for

it recognition as a science. But tliese three things can not exist without follow-

ing the laws of mechanics, or be practiced intelligently without a knowledge of

physiology, pathology, and anatomy. Here is a demand on tour different branches

of science.
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The discovery by a member of our profession that caries of teeth is due to bac-

teria marks a great stride in the science of bacteriology, but as yet no germ has

been discovered peculiar to the decay of teeth. These germs can all be found in

other parts of the body and may thrive equally v^^ell in other places , but the dis-

covery of the part they play in the loss of the teeth enables us the more intelli-

gently to battle against their ravages. The same enemies and the same methods
of their destruction obtain in other diseases and other parts of the body as are

adapted in the teeth. The same principles of pathology and physiology obtain

about the teeth as to other parts of the human frame, and can we say that den-

tistry has no part -with, medicine when these facts are before us? If so, a surgeon
or dermatologist coiald as well take the same position. The principles involved

in the loss of the teeth are identical with those by which other organs of the body
are impaired or lost, and the only novelty about dentistry is the manner in which
these organs are repaired or replaced ; but it must adapt many principles from
other sciences, the same as do other sciences and branches of medicine. The

grinding and adjusting of lenses for the various forms of astigmatism require

equal if not superior skill to that of fitting an artificial denture. Every oculist is

supposed to know how to direct the optician in the principles of adjusting a lens

to his patients' needs, but how many oculists are educated in the art of lens mak-

ing? On the other hand, ev«ry dentist is supposed not only to know what his

patients need, but also to know how to manufacture the article itself. Many
people go to an optician to buy a pair of glasses which remedy the defects of sight
to a certain degree, yet no optician pretends lo call himself an oculist or a special-
ist of medicine because he can fit glasses to distorted sight ; no more should a man
be called a dentist simply because he can make and adjust a set of teeth. The
word dentist should imply more knowledge even than the word oculist or gyne-
cologist, for the reason that a dentist should first have an equal medical knowledge
to that of any other specialist ; and in addition to this he should be a skilled

mechanic, capable of manufacturing and adjusting any device demanded by his

patients' needs ; and there being no two cases identical, he should be versatile

enough to adapt foundation principles to any variety of combinations ; and, lastly,
he should be an artist of sufficient taste and skill to reproduce nature in his

specialty in her most attractive forms, for in the teeth and lips we read much of

character ; we are either attracted or repulsed-by the expression of the mouth, and
read strength or weakness in the teeth. Now, when these points are in the hand
of man to be reproduced, he must needs be an artist, an anatomist, and a mechanic
who can suit the new anatomy to the old with perfect harmony. Does any other

specialty of medicine demand so much ? As a profession we are dignified by hav-

ing special legislation governing our practice ;
and these laws are looked after by

examining boards in most of our States. We also have numerous colleges scat-

tered through our land for the education of persons intending to practice this

specialty. Why are we thus guarded ? Because all our operations are upon and
deal with the life, health, and comfort of our fellow-men. Does general medicine
or any of its specialties demand more ? The facts of the matter are that, whether
we will or not, or whether the medical world will or not, dentistry is one of the

greatest and most important specialties of medicine, and this too without having
mentioned oral surgery as surgery, which many of the members of our special
branch practice with unsurpassed skill.

The diseases of the mouth are seldom epidemic, but is not this cavity the vesti-

bule through which many of our most dreaded diseases enter the body ? The
mouth is constantly inhabited by a number of varieties of bacteria, and is a most
perfect incubator for many disease germs, furnishing them proper food and environ-

ment for their rapid increase. The condition of the mouth and teeth certainly has
a great effect upon the general health in many ways. Hence the need of skillful
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and intelligent specialists in dental surgery. The highest skill of the medical
world to-day is exerted in efforts to prevent disease, which is eciually true in the

specialty of dentistry ; but with high skill and the greatest of care many mistakes

are made. A physician may mistake in diagnosis and he entirely at fault with
his treatment ; nevertheless, the patient may recover in conseqiience of nature's

tendency to follow natural laws. On the other hand, however, by far the largest

l^r cent of the operations of a dentist are as apparent in their result to the i)atient

as to the practitioner, so that we must be conscientious, careful, and accurate, for

there are few excuses for mistakes in dentistry like there may be in the treatment
of obsctire diseases of hidden organs in other parts of the body.

Dentistry having reached its highest attainments in the United States, we, as

an association of practitioners, represent dental opinion from all sections of the

world; so let us be careful to take no position which does not represent good j iidg-

ment and careful thought, supported by scientific truth. As to examining boards
in all branches of medicine. I hope to see the United States in the near future in

the same position with some Euroi^ean countries, in that the colleges educate,
while independent and imi)artial examining boards pass on the attainments of a
student.

Before closing this address I wish to speak of my appreciation of the honor
shown me by having been selected to be your presiding officer, and to render my
thanks to my fellow-members for the honor and for their loyal support. When I

recall the high standing and attainments of so many of my confreres and associates

I feel keenlymy own unworthiness and beg your indulgence for my shortcomings.

Lastly, in the questions proposed, the papers to be read, and the discussion to follow

at this meeting, let us so condiTct ourselves that the world may see our main

object is to ascertain the truth, and that we are free from bigotry and conceit, for

these latter traits are not accompaniments of true scientific research. We do
not have to argue the question as to our position, but naturally take our proper

place both in the scientific and medical world, and are classed among the people
of greatest usefulness and highest intelligence.

DISCUSSION.

In response to requests for the members to discuss the points touched upon by
the chairman's opening address, Dr. J. Taft said that he was glad that such a

paper had been i^resented on the opening of the section. He approved the views
of Dr. Fletcher as to the status of the dentists with relation to the medical profes-

sion, and he was glad to note that it was becoming more and more generally held

that dentistry was a branch of the great healing art. The feeling is expressed
more frequently than ever before that dentistry is a specialty of medicine, but
still there are many, including even some of our teachers, who hold that it is a
mere mechanical art, or if not this, that it is a profession of itself, apart from that

of medicine. It seemed to him that nothing could be plainer than that in all

material points dentistry is a part of the practice of medicine. The principles that

govern in dentistry are the same as those which underlie medicine in general.

Ignoring of this fact ministers to the egotism £ind self-aggrandizement of those

who hold that dentistry is a great profession of itself, which they claim they them-
selves have created. How does it differ from general medicine ? It treats diseases

of the same human body, and for the means of alleviating these diseases it depends
upon the same courses of treatment in general governed by the same science, the

same knowledge, and the same principles of nattire. It seems that the day is quite

past when this question should be disputed. There is nothing to be gained by
having it a separate profession

—
everything to be gained by considering it a part
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of the great profession of medicine and making tributary to oui success all the

Investigations, science, and resources of medicine.

Dr. Jacob L. Williams, of Boston, expressed his satisfaction with the views of

Dr. Taft. He felt that dentistry, or as he preferred it should be called,
"
oristry,"

expressing the best comprehensive practice, was a specialty of medical science.

Perhaps this view was partially because he had originally been educated in den-

tistry as a specialty of medicine. He said that if we look back we will find that its

origin was from medical men, and the science on which it is based we owe to medical

practitioners. The facility with which many of the operations may be taken up
and performed by the aid of mere mechanical skill and aptitude, and the applause
with which mechanical success had at times been received, gave rise to the feeling
that it was rather a mechanical pursuit than worthy to be classed as a learned

profession.

Dr. S. B. Brown, of Fort Wayne, Ind.
,
said that it seemed proper that we, in a sec-

tion of the Pan-American Congress, have assumed that dentistry was a specialty
in medicine, but, nevertheless, we stand as dentists and take pride in the advance
the profession of dentistry has made.

S. Ex. 36 117



PAPERS READ BEFORE THE SECTION.

PULPLESS TEETH AND THEIR TREATMENT.

By GEOEOE EVANS, of New York.

It is doubtful if dental literature presents another subject on which so much
has Ixjen written with so great diversity of dissenting views as that of pulpless

teeth. This is erjually true whether as regards the description of the conduct of

operations for the prevention of i)ossible lesions or the prescription of remedial

treatment for the cure of existing troubles. As almost universally accepted prin-

ciples govern these matters it is in the details of methods of procedure and

therapeutics that these diverse opinions are found to exist. That admitted uncer-

tainty or (questionable positi^'eness to some extent characterize their discussion in

almost every case is evidenced by the text-books of our in-ofession and by its

periodical literature and clinical rei)orts. A general contemplation of tlie subject

under those circumstances is at times apt to be somewhat confusing as well as sur-

I)rising when we see sucli exx)ressed divergence of opinion coming frcnn tliose most

eminent as practitioners. In view of these facts, therefore, in presenting before

a body stich as this a i)aper on i)ulpless teeth, which must necessarily discuss so

many disputed points, I feel conscious that I have undertaken a difficult task, and
one which might be deemed presumptuous should I assume to be able to enlighten

you in an extraordinary degree or to entirely harmonize your opinions. I shall

endeavor to present for your consideration, discussion, and criticism an intelli-

gible concejjtion of the subject, embodying a liberal valuation of points in treat-

ment, based as much as possible.on science instead oi empiricism, and practical

exi)erience rather than theory. I shall hope thus to assist in arriving at con-

clusions which will be ultimately universally recognized as correct in surgical

procedures and most suitable in therapeutic treatment.

A puli)less tooth is understood to l)e a tooth with a non-vital pulp, or one from

which the pulp has l«3en removed with consequent Iohs of vitality of the dentine.

Resx)ecting the remaining structures of such teeth we have one of two conditions

presented, the first where the vitality of the entire cementum is retained, the

other with non-vitality of a part of the cementum on the 8id(i of the root, or of

the i)orti(m constituting the ai)ex, through the action of devitalizing agents or the

presence of some lesion. Independent of other jjatliological (-onditions itresent,

according to the d(;gree of existing vitality as contributed by the connective tissue,

the pericementum, favorable effects of treatment may be expected and permanent
results assured. The treatment of pulpless teeth or roots for the prevention of

fiiture trouble or in connection with the cure of existing lesions consists in as

thorough a performance as possible of the following operations: (1) Removal of

the contents of the root canals ; (2) disinfection of the root canals and dentine,

and the establishment of permanent aseptic conditi(jns by mummification of the

contents of the tubuli ; (8) closure of the apical foramen.

PREPARATION OF ROOT CANALS.

A knowledge of the iisual positions, forms, and variations of the roots and

canals in tlie different tf^eth is (iHsential for a gc-nerally successful performance of

this operation, which is greatly facilitated Ijy oMaining direct access to the root
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canal by a proper removal of the tooth structure. This in a lower molar is illus-

trated in section in fig. 2, a. The slot in the occluding surface, it will be seen, is

sufficiently extended to give direct access to the canals of both roots ; an approxi-
mal decay requires similar extension (b) . In the incisors enough of the palato-

aijproximal wall should be removed to allow instruments to be used with the least

possible curve, as shown at c, fig. 2, in a central incisor. Should this, in the opin-

ion of the operator, involve too great a loss of tooth structure, a small hole can

be drilled in the palatal side, as seen in fig. 3, and direct access to the canal thus

obtained. The drilling of holes such as these is best confined to centrals, as if they
are made in laterals and both ai^proximal sides should, at some future time, decay,
the palatal wall is seriously weakened by the loss of so much of its structure, as

shown in fig. 8. In molars, when cervical decay of moderate extent involves the

vitality of the pulp and the contour of the coronal section is only slightly
encroached upon, an independent entrance to the pulp cavity had best be made in

the center of the occluding surface for the treatment of the root canals, the cervi-

cal cavity being filled separately. The principles here outlined can also be applied
to cusjjids and bicuspids. In crown work on the anterior teeth the removal of

the coronal section directly exposes the pulp cavity.

In preparing bicuspids and molars for all-gold crowns the leveling of the occlud-

ing surface and removal of a portion of the side most involved by decay shovild be

preliminary. A proper opening having been made, any remaining portion of the

pulp is removed with broaches. A few fibers of cotton should be twisted around
the serrated i)ortion of the broach to allow of easy removal in case of breakage.
The c;anals are then, guided by frequent explorations with a fine probe, carefully

enlarged with Gates Glidden drills. At least three sizes of drills, large, medium,
small, are required, each for the right angle and the direct hand piece. Very
little, if any, pressure should be put iipon them when in motion, as they will move
forward sufficiently of themselves. Under pressure the formation of a false pas-

sage in a curved root is possible, or the small drill might be broken off or forced

through the ai^ical foramen with disastrous consequences where alveolar abscess

did not exist. Neither should drills be forced into a canal closed by calcification,

nor into'the canal beyond the line of the apical cementum, nor through a constric-

tion which a fine flexible probe can not enter, nor around a curve sharp enough to

be unsafe to pass. A slight pain, of which the patient should be instructed to

notify the operator, is experienced when they enter the zone of cementum which

com])oses the end of the root, if its vitality has not been impaired by improper use

of arsenic in devitalization of the pulp or by alveolar abscess. The probe-like

points of these drills do not cut, but simply guide the drills and confine them to

the line of the canal. They should be gently given a constant slight forward and
backward motion in the canal, and treated more as reamers than drills. Unless

thus usetf the coarse serrations of the head of the drill may fasten in the canal,
when the head is liable to be broken off. The occasional quick withdrawal of the

drill from the canal during the process of drilling wiU aid removal of the debris.

The depth to which a canal may be enlarged or reamed is regulated by its actual

length and previously ascertained condition, and the diameter of the enlargement
by the shape and dimensions of the root. The use of these drills is condemned by
some operators for reasons properly attributable to their careless or improper
employment, but they are indorsed, in experienced hands, for their adaptability to

the work under consideration. They should be frequently sharpened with a suit-

ably shaped Arkansas stone. The shank just back of the head should be large

enovigh to assure strength. The temper should be such that the steel might be
bent but not broken, even though the edges of the serrations become sooner dulled

in consequence. The Palmer root-canal excavators also will be found serviceable

to open up a canal and enlarge it in accordance with its original shape. The
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reaming of a canal not only simplifies the operation of filling, but also opens up
the ends of the tubuli, and facilitates the permeation of the dentine by antiseptic

agents, the advantage of which must be admitted when a septic condition is

present. Under favorable circumstances the line of the zone of cementum at the

end of the root is a safe i)oint to ream to and stop at.

I am aware that some few operators state that they do not ream out root canals,
but claim to treat and fill them as well as those who do. Careful investigation
of the subject seems to demonstrate that the majority even of these, in obtaining
an entrance to a canal, enlarge the orifice and to some extent really ream out the

canal. The reaming, then, is with them only a matter of extent. I also find, as

a rule, that in proportion as root canals are properly, I do not mean excessively,
reamed and opened up, so are subsequent operations on them satisfactorily

performed.
In the treatment of alveolar abscess the canal should be enlarged as already

described and the foramen, if possible, opened up with a smooth broach instead

of a drill. Drilling through the end of a root or extensively into the cementum
at the apex is to be condemned, except when it is desirable to afford immediate
relief to the patient in cases of acute abscess. In chronic alveolar abscess the

immediate or more prolonged action of agents sealed in the canal for a day or

more, for the purpose of disinfection, will usually facilitate the passage of a

broach or permit peroxide of hydrogen to be forced through. When this is not

the case, a fractional part of a drop of aromatic sulphuric acid, held in position in

the end of the canal on a few shreds of cotton for twenty-four hours, will usually
effect an opening unless exostosis exists. My objection to attempting to drill

through a foramen is that although the main line of the canal may be straight or

nearh- so, the extremity of the root to some extent curves in a large proportion of

cases, a condition impossible to always determine, and as a sharp-pointed drill has

to be used, it will move rather in a straight line than a curve, so that a passage
to one side instead of throiigh the foramen is likely to be made. This leaves the

apex in a form not conducive to successful treatment unless a burr is siabsequently

introduced externally into the region of the abscess, and that part of the apical

section of the root removed. (Fig. 4.)

THERAPEUTIC TREATMENT OF THE ROOT CANALS.

Pulpless teeth are presented for treatment in either of the four following condi-

tions: (1) Where a healthy or non-putrescent pulp has been extirpated from the

canals ; (2) where on opening into the pulp chamber it is found empty and dry,

with the pulp mummified, or the root canal calcified and the root externally in a

healthy condition ; (3) where a pulp is found in diseased or putrescent condition ;

(4) where alveolar abscess is present and a septic condition of the ca,nals and
dentine exists. ,

In the first and second classes the treatment should be directed to assuring a

continuance of the existing aseptic condition and as immediate as possible filling

of the canal ; in the third and fourth classes to bringing about an aseptic condi-

tion by disinfection and sterilization and making certain of its future mainte-

nance, including incidentally the cure of any existing disease of the external mem-
brane or of the alveolus. In cases of the first and second classes water and saliva

should be excluded from the pulp chamber and canals during their entire prep-

aration and filling. The instruments should be sterilized, and the broaches, if

serrated, had better be new. In the third or fourth classes exclusion of saliva or

water is not necessary in the preliminary work on the canal ; water may be freely

used until the process of disinfection and sterilization is commenced. Then and

thereafter its entrance must be prevented. To this end the rubber dam should he

applied if practicable. When it is not, as frequently occurs with roots and teeth
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badly affected with cervical decay, other means of keeping out moisture should be

resorted to. In such cases, during each interruption in the operation, the entrance

to the canal should be filled with absorbent cotton saturated with a suitable essen-

tial oil or antiseptic fluid, and saliva thus excluded. After the canal has been

properly opened up and its contents removed, it may be washed out with peroxide

of hydrogen and wiped out with absorbent cotton.

The next point in the conduct of the operation is to secure as thorough a state

of dryness in the pulp chamber by the use of air at a temperature higher, as it

leaves tiie nozzle of the ordinary or the A. S. Richmond hot-air syringe, than is

comfortable for the finger. A root-canal dryer, with the end tapered as fine as a

broach at the point, is then introduced into the canal. I prefer the form in which

the point is made of silver and the bulb portion of copper. As silver possesses

remarkable properties as a thermal conductor, the heat is transmitted to the point

of the probe very rapidly. The probe being inserted as far as possible up the canal,

the patient is directed to raise the hand as a signal should the heat cause pain,

when the probe must be moved up and down or withdrawn for a moment. This

procedure, following the previous application of the hot air with the syringe,

evaporates the moisture and aids the escape of any gases present in the root canals

and the open ends of the tubuli. The point of the root-canal dryer acts as a steril-

izer and may be applied so hot as to carbonize any organic matter it reaches in the

end of the canal, a portion of which can each time be removed on its point. As
the silver point can be tapered as small as the finest broach, canal contents which

it has been impossible to remove may be reached or rendered inert. In cases of

the third or fourth classes, sepsis being present, the heat is very serviceable, as it

aids the escape of gases from the canal and dentine and acts as a germicide. When
in this dry and heated condition the dentine is in the best possible state for the

application of antiseptic agents.

The suitability of various antiseptics m the treatment of tooth structures,

their effectiveness and permanency when so used, singly or in combination, are

siibjects on which great diversity of opinion exists, and which have of late been

made the object of clinical study and scientific investigation and discussion.

Many antiseptics in common use, being coagulants of albumin, obstruct the den-

tal tubvili, and consequently limit or retard diffusibility throughout the dentine.

This is the objection to the use of carbolic acid, creosote, and like agents, addi-

tionally to which may be named their inefficiency to accomplish in certain condi-

tions the end sought, and as well their eventual absorption from the dentine.

Recent investigations seem to give i)reference to such antiseptics as are non-coagu-
lative in their action. Of this character are the essential oils, many of which,

according to Miller, Harlan, and others, possess antiseptic power much greater
than has been commonly attributed to them. Acidulated solutions of bichloride

of mercury, peroxide of hydrogen, the new agent sodium peroxide, especially in

preliminary treatment, and various preparations of iodine, which exert chemical

action and retain antiseptic properties for a great length of time.

The selection of antiseptic agents is important and is indicated by the conditions

presented in apulpless tooth . Cases in which a healthy pulphas just been extracted,
or in which the canal is aseptic, are different from those with septic dentine or dis-

eased or putrescent pulps. In the first-mentioned condition, with or without anti-

sei)tic treatment, favorable results usually follow root filling, the advantage of a

reliable antiseptic agent in the canal being only to better insure the continuance of

a state oi asepsis. In the second condition the state of the dentine, and consequently
the treatment to be effected, are entirely different. We need the action of agents
that will not only destroy i)tomaines, but exert a chemical action on sulphuretted

hydrogen and other ethereal ammoniacal gases, the products of jiutrefaction, and

entirely eliminate them. On this depends the successful treatment of such cases,
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as the pressure and exi)ansion of these gases are a certain caxise for constant peri-

dental imflammation, and so long as they are present in the slightest degree in a

canal it is in an unsuitable condition to be closed. Carbolic acid, creosote, or the

essential oils in such a condition exert no chemical action on these gases, merely

disguising their odor, though by repeated dressings of cotton saturated with these

agents the gases are absorbed by the cotton and to an extent slowly eliminated.

What is required is the action of agents whose elements possess an affinity for

these gases and will immediately decompose them, forming new combinations and

entirely destroying the character of the gases.

Regarding the use of agents in the treatment of septic dentine of pulpless teeth,

Dr. W. F. Litch, in a paper published in the Dental Cosmos. February, 1882, says :

In this respect a careful discrimination must be made between the powers,
respectively, of such antiseptics as carbolic acid, creosote, oil of cloves, oil of thyme,
etc., and such other antiseptics as chlorine, bromine, and iodine, which, in addition
to their antizymotic ijower. are true chemical antagonists of those sulphuretted
hydrogen compounds of which putrefactive gases are constitiited, such gases being
immediately decomposed by them ; their hydrogen element going either to chlo-

rine, bromine, or iodine, to form, respectively, hydrochloric, hydrobromic, or hydri-
odic acids, the sulphur being in each case precix>itated.

* * * An antiseptic
agent, as carbolic acid, can not be said to be a true disinfectant in the sense that all

the products of puti'efaction are decomposed by its presence. No matter how
thoroughly the odor of putrefactive gases in a room or in a tooth may be masked
or disguised by the characteristic odor of carbolic acid, creosote, oil of cloves, or,

indeed, any antiseptic oil, the gases are none the less present, although their odor
is neutralized

;
the disinfection is only apparent, not real. The furtlier formation

of putrefactive gases may be prevented, biit the decomposition of those already
formed must be accomplished by those chemical agents already cited.

I bring the facts respecting these agents emphatically to your notice, as I am
conscious that a large proportion of practitioners at the present time still entirely

adhere to and depend on carbolic acid or creosote exclusively for the treatment of

the conditions presented in pulpless teeth. In accordance -with these principles

the use of iodine is indicated, and preference is given to its use in practice to that

of the other agents mentioned. Its effects are best obtained from some one of the

preparations now in use ; aristol, for instance, its odor being entirely unobjection-

able, in a strong solution in one of the essential oils. In my practice I favor the

oil of cloves, cassia, and eucalyptus. I consider the oil of cloves more sedative in

action than the others. I make it a point to flood the canal with the solution,

thereby to some extent saturating the heated, dried dentine as well as the cementum

at the apex. A more effective saturation can be accomplished by again drying
and heating the dentine and applying the solution, or by filling the canal with

cotton saturated with the solution, hermetically inclosing it and letting it so remain

for a day or two.

I do not claim that coagulants, such as creosote or carbolic acid, are entirely

non-diffusible in devitalized dentine or cementum, as decomposition or putrefac-

tion effects elementary changes in the contents of the tubuli, but that their action

is slow and limited compared to that of the essential oils. They have also the

objectionable feature of being irritants and unsuitable where acute or chronic

inflammation of the peridental membranes is present. I wish to mention this

forcibly, for there are prominent men in the profession who advocate carbolic

acid as the most suitable and in the treatment of alveolar abscess as the best

remedial agent, declaring with great positiveness that the use of all otiier agents

IS useless and a waste ot time. The history of the indiscriminate use of carbolic

acid and creosote, in the practice of others and of myself, has convinced me that

they are not in all cases and at all times suitable therapeutic agents to use. When
a healthy pulp has just been extirpated and "immediate root filling" is practiced,

the use of carbolic acid, creosote, or solution of chloride of zinc is best indicated,

the condition then presented being entirely different from that where the pulp is
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diseased or putrescent or the canal is in a septic state. When a healthy pulp has

been removed, its minute fibrous connections with the walls of the canal and the

vessels at the apical foramen are severed, and the action of an escharotic anti-

septic agent, such as carbolic acid, is in fact then indicated, as it acts as a coagu- .

lant and instantly seals up the ends of the tiibuli. If "'immediate root filling
"

is not to be practiced, then the presciption of such agents as the essential oils,

with aristol or iodoform, seems more suitable, as a slow but certain mummi-
fication of the non-vital organic matter it reaches follows. Mo/eover, the oils

possess advantages over the coagulants mentioned in not being miscible with

water, and thus being elinainated, so that by their use the antiseptic action is per-

petuated.
From these statements it might be asked what special advantage is there in the

much-discussed method of ' ' immediate root filling
"
beyond that of the time gained

by the operator ? I would answer, that in the iiroper conduct of treatment there

is none. A canal with an antiseptic dressing, with the orifice of the canal and

cavity hermetically sealed securely with gutta-percha or oxyphosphate of zinc, is

free from the danger of inroads of microorganisms or of the supervention of sepsis

for a reasonable interval of time. The disadvantage of immediate root filling is

that should some fragment of the pulp remain in the extremity of the canal it

fails to receive the benefit accruing from the reapplication of antiseptics, which

would better assure inertness by mummification.

In brief my conclusions are that in cases of pulpless teeth, where an aseptic con-

dition of root canals and dentine exists and immediate root filling is to be practiced,

the use of coagulants such as carbolic acid or creosote, alone or in combination

with other suitable agents, is i)ermissible ; but when sepsis exists their use is con-

traindicated in favor of non-coagulants ;
that treatment with such agents should

be followed and the filling of the root be temporarily deferred ; that if alveolar

abscess exist treatment through the apical foramen by injection should be restricted

to the use of non-coagulants until disinfection of the dentine is effected.

There is such a thing as overtreatment, an unnecessarily frequent renewal of

antiseptic dressing in root canals, thereby aggravating or producing irritation of

the pericementum at the apex of the root. Such cases may be relieved by washing
out the canal with alcohol, and applying the alcohol on the dressing instead of the

agents previously employed.

CLOSURE OF THE APICAL FORAMEN AND FILLING OF THE CANAL.

The object of root-canal filling is to i)revent the entrance of the fluids through
the foramen and avert, in case of the formation of gases, irritation of the peridental

membranes by their pressure or presence. Respecting this branch of treatment,
I might say that there is no difference of opinion as to what ought to be done,

but preferences exist as to the method of procedure and the materials to be used.

Gutta-percha or oxychloride of zinc are generally accepted as the most suitable.

Either gutta-percha in the form of chloro gutta-percha or the oxychloride of zinc,

mixed thin, can be pumped or placed in the extreme end of the canal with the aid

of a broach or fine-pointed probe. -This is one of the advantages that commends
the use of these materials. When the chloro gutta-percha has been placed in the

apex the remainder of the canal can be filled with the prepared cones of solid gutta-

percha until no more can be inserted. A current of hot air should then be thrown
on the protruding ends of the cones at a temperature sufficient to soften them and

warm the dentine, when they shoiild be gently pressed but not suddenly pushed up
in the canal. A slight twinge to the patient will usually be the signal of their

complete impactment in the canal. The solid gutta-percha absorbs what little

chloroform was present in the chloro gutta-percha and the heat also aids its evap-

oration, so that the shrinkage, so often urged as an objection against the use of
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chloro gutta-percha, is reduced to a minimum. An advantage possessed by
oxychloride of zinc over other materials is its antiseptic qualities ; its disadvantage,
the diflficulty attending its removal from the extremity of the canal should super-

vening conditions require it. I frequently use it in combination with gutta-percha,

filling the extremity and part of the canal with gutta-percha and then the orifice and

pulp chamber with the oxychloride. Wood and metal shaped to fit the canal are

alsomuch used to fill root canals, but unless a small quantity of chloro gutta-percha
or oxychloride of zinc is placed in the extremity or on the point used the entire

closure of the canal is doubtfiil. The use of cotton as a filling in root canals is to

be condemned unless it is sterilized or iodoformized and saturated with chloro

gutta-percha previous to insertion. Asbestus by some is given preference to cotton .

Tin or gold foil is difficult to insert without vacuoles. Paraffin in combination
with a small quantity of aristol, as a material to fill root canals, has been sug-

gested by Dr. Kirk, especially after the use of sodium peroxide. Sodium peroxide,

being a most active solvent of albuminous matter, in a measure frees the ends of

the tubuli or a canal of their organic contents, a condition favorable for the use of

paraffin. Paraffin is aseptic and melts at a low temperature, and can, with a

heated root-canal dryer, be flowed into the ends of the tubuli or a minute canal

that was not considered safe to open up. Ordinary gutta-percha should be used

to close a foramen when an abscess has just been treated by injecting through it.

The length of the canal should be measured with a probe and gauged with a small

perforated disk of riibber dam slipped upon the instrument. The gutta-percha
should then be carried to position on the point and an allowance made for the

displacement of the instrument. As oil of eucalyptus is a solvent of gutta-percha,
the application of this oil alone or in combination with iodoform or aristol is recom-

mended in the final treatment when chloro gutta-percha is not used, as better

adhesion of the gutta-percha to the walls of the canal is thus obtained. In a case

of chronic alveolar abscess, where amputation of the apical section of the root is

to be practiced, oxychloride of zinc makes, a most suitable filling.

It is not ray intention to discuss the subject of alveolar abscess more than to say
that, it matters not what form it may present, treatment primarily should consist

in a thorough disinfection of the canal and dentine of the affected root, and finally

the adoption of such measures as will maintain a state of asepsis.

I feel that I can not well close the paper without some comment on the method

proclaimed by Dr. Herbst of treating pulps in teeth ordinarily classed as pulpless,

and which has of late been given considerable prominence. The idea of this

method is to devitalize with cobalt only the section of the pulp in the pulp cham-

ber, remove it, and seal up the portion in the canal, adopting measures during the

operation to maintain asepsis, as the pulp will then probably remain inert in case

of non-vitality supervening. The object is to simplify and lessen the work on

such teeth and retain some circulation in the dentine from the remaining vital

pulp in the roots.

The objections to this method, briefly stated, are: (1) The action of cobalt or

arsenic in the devitalization of a piilp is not controllable. (2) Even though the

vitality of the pulp left in the root canals is retained an atrophied and then a

non-vital condition is liable to follow
; also, as a large percentage of exposed pulps

are diseased, in such cases sepsis will supervene. (3) The method in result is

similar to the operation commonly performed in which antiseptic measures are

adopted, but lacks thoroughness respecting the treatment of root canals. (4)

Its performance in detail, as described, would require in many instances as much
time as the recognized method in practice. (5) Present recognized methods
show an exceedingly low percentage of failures, and the practice of Dr. Herbst's

method would commence an era of doubt and uncertainty respecting operations
on pulpless teeth. (6) The introduction of such a method in the teachings of
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the schools and elsewhere would have a tendency to encourage a lack of thorough-
ness in operations on pulpless teeth, I make this criticism with due deference to

the investigations and statements of Dr. Herbst and respect to the gentlemen in

this country who have advocated his method.

Having presented to you my conception of what I consider should be the treat-

ment of pulpless teeth in accordance with correct scientific and rational principles,

and as dictated by modern methods of practice, I might ask the question, Are

these described operations always possible *of perfect performance? We work at

times under great difficulties, in places unseen, and we can not assert what is

unknown. I consider it far preferable to suspend efforts to effect thoroughness in

a root canal than to risk penetrating foramen or wall
;
better to fail to thoroughly

impact the filling than force it through the foramen into the apical space. The
former would be designated a failure; the latter would be a malperformance.
Sound judgment counsels caution, which, with knowledge and skill, will, as a rule,

insure present and future satisfactory results in these operations. To the educated,

skilled dentist of the present day few pathological conditions of the teeth are

uncontrollable, and in mechanical operations extraordinary results are possible of

attainment. Treatment of pulpless teeth in accordance with the principles and

.methods advocated I believe will be classed among his greatest successes.

DISCUSSION.

Dr. Knapp, being called upon to open the discussion, said that he could commend
the paper highly, though in some points his practice differed \vith that of the

author.

Dr. Brown said that the subject of pulp-canal treatment and filling was one of

great importance in practice, and we can not talk and think about it too much.

Drilling out and enlarging the canal he thought not good practice ;
the better

treatment was to take the canal as we find it. He had not much confidence in fill-

ing root canals with gutta-percha alone
; but preferred gutta-percha with chloro-

form, as it could more surely be got to the apex of the canal. He had ceased to

use gutta-percha points, as the solvent used in making the points was liable to

soften it so as to make the filling imperfect. He preferred the use of copper or tin

points, as with them he felt that he could make more reliable filling.

Dr. Noble said that in the main the paper agreed with his own notions in regard
to the preparation of pulp canals, and certainly where the author deprecated the

use of creosote and carbolic acid. The time was when these two drugs were con-

sidered a necessary part of the outfit of every dental office, when in truth one could

not enter a dental office without being aware of their presence. He did not think

the office should be saturated with these unpleasant odors
;
but thought that the

essential oils with the peroxide of hydrogen and other well-known germicides were

much to be preferred in use and lauch pleasanter. Of course, we still have iodo-

form, but with care, annoyance from its odor is not serious. He used aristol and

eucalyptol oil in the preparation of root canals with success. He thinks oxychlo-
ride of zinc the best filling for canals ; upon a shred of cotton it can be carried

quite to the end of and thoroughly fill the minute crooked canals. He has but

little faith in any filling in a canal so placed that it could be removed. He feels

that the removal of any filling would cause irritation enotigh to make trouble and
set up inflammation. He would sooner depend upon treatment from the outside

rather than open up through the canal.

Dr. Jacob L. Williams, of Boston, did not agree with the paper in regard to the

best material for filling the root canals. He thought that no matter how

thoroughly or .carefully a root canal is treated and filled, there was always a pos-

sibility of trouble some time in the future, which would necessitate the removal
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for relief and treatment. It might be all right for a long time, even six, eignt, or

ten years, but then perhaps on account of a low state of health in the patient, an
inflammation would set up, and it would be desirable to remove the filling for treat-

ment. It was so nearly impossible to get out gutta-percha fillings that he did

not feel it wise to insert them. His practice was to take rods of lead, zinc, tin, or

copper, and having shaped them to fit the cavity, embed them in a mixture of

tincture of benzoin with oxide of zinc. This paste will make a tight permanent
fillinp-. He allows the end of the rod to extend into the piilp chamber and turns

it over after it is set in the canal and fills over it with gutta-percha. In case of

necessity, it is easy to remove the giitta-percha, and then get hold of the end of

the rod and draw it out of the canal. In regard to the oxychloride of zinc and the

condition in which it should be used : The antiseptic qualities of oxychloride of

zinc used to be depended upon for the preservation of the teeth whose pulps were

endangered, but in many cases the teeth became discolored and upon removing
the fillings the oxychloride was found not to be solid, but simply a mass saturated

with septic matter. For this reason he had lost confidence in it as a permanent
antiseptic, and uses oil of cassia or eucalyptol, or liquid paraffin, which is a vehicle

for such antiseptics.

Dr. J. Taft spoke of the desirability of preserving the vitality of the pulps of

the teeth, and the necessity of impressing both dentists and their patients with

the importance of preserving their vitality. Our iiatients are very careless in this

regard. It is difficult to make many of them understand that a living tooth is

better than one with a devitalized pulp. If they would appreciate this as they
should we would have fewer devitalized pulps to deal with. He had patients who
had been under his care for years and years, who had not a devitalized pulp in

their mouths, becaiTse they saw the necessity of watching their teeth and having
them i)roperly cared for in time. He would emphasize to all dentists the neces-

sity of preserving the vitality of the pulps, and teaching their patients the

importance of these organs. When a person has anything the matter with his eye
he needs no promptings as to the necessity of having it promptly and skillfully

cared for. as everyone feels the importance of sight ; but a tooth is neglected till

the suffering becomes unendurable, and then if it can only be relieved by the

death of the pulp it is sacrificed, when, if treated in time, it might easily have

been saved. It would be much better for the interest of both patient and dentist

if the treatment was had in time. But do what we will, these pulpless teeth will

come to us. The question is. What shall we do with them? Beyond and

beneath the detail of management lie the conditions of each case, which must be

studied. A tooth is presented to be put in the best possible condition. What
shall be done with it? Deal with it as with a piece of metal ? Not at all. The

teeth are subject to different conditions, which must be understood. Some teeth

are deteriorating, but will go on for years and years, and at last will be lost ;

others more rapidly will go from bad to worse and soon develop active disease.

We should give attention to these varying conditions, because they affect the

treatment which depends upon the susceptibilities of the living tissues. Some
teeth may be very troublesome, and yet, because of strength and power of the

system, they will recover and remain quiet. All these conditions will modify
the treatment. Wlien we have a dead pulp to deal with we must first free the

canals and the tissues contiguous of everything that will cause disease. Remove

mechanically all that is possible; what may remain neutralize and destroy with

chemical or antiseptic means. Then close up the space with something that

will not be an irritant to the tissues beyond. Keej) out all that will produce

poisonous gases and cause the trouble to recur. This should be so well done

that there should not be any thoiight of removing the filling for re-treatment.

If trouble should ensue afterwards, it will be because the operation was not
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thoroughly done at first and an irritant was left, which will have given rise to

abscesses. The better way, then, will be to penetrate to the root from the outside

and cure the abscess so. The general principle in treating a pulpless root is to fill

it up completely with metal, wood, or anything else that will accomplish the pur-

pose. He spoke of his new preparation, pyrozone, and recommended the dentists

to use it.

Dr. Williams said that the chief characteristics of a root filling were that it

must be antiseptic and that it must completely fill the root canal. He spoke of

operations of a surgical nature where, in after years, owing to a low vital state,

trouble occurred at the seat of operation, and said that such trouble, under like

conditions, was liable to occur in a tooth that had been devitalized and the canals

filled.

Dr. Fletcher said that he realized that the subject had been pretty thoroughly

gone over, especially as far as the treatment was concerned, but he wanted to

speak of another difificiilty with these cases. In surgery we have a definite treat-

ment i)lainly indicated. If there is a sarcoma, or a tiimor in the abdomen, we
know they must be removed. And so in medicine there is a recognized lesion and

a definite theory of treatment. Is this true in dentistry ? Do we first diagnose

the case correctly? Has anyone so defined these conditions that we can say this

is periostits or there is pus at the end of this tooth, and can we tell what is the

cause of the trouble? He did not think it had been so well defined that we can

discuss it as we should. When we know what is the matter we know what to

do, but we do not have such perfect definitions as to understand how to discuss it.

He hoped someone would take up the subject and systematically name the con-

ditions so they would better know what they were talking about.

Dr. Taft said it would be difficult^to do that, because the conditions were so

various. It would be necessary to go to the very dei^ths of the pathological con-

ditions and the physiological conditions, and then it would be impossible to define

them so that any other man would recognize them. It requires thorough knowl-

edge of the conditions for each man.
Dr. Evans said that his paper, he thought, answered some of the questions

brought vip in the discussion . He had stated that a metallic fillingwould not, except

in connection with some soft material like oxychloride of zinc or clilora percha,

successftilly fill the foramen. In regard to removing the filling, it is all right to

fill so that it can not be removed if you could be sure it would not be necessary to

remove it. If one coxild be quite sure of this, the plan of Dr. Morrison, which was
to gauge a piece of wire the shape and length of the canal and mark the length with

a notch cut in the wire, which would enable the operator to break the wire off at

the notch, would be a good plan ; but in case it was necessary to remove such a fill-

ing, it would be found almost impossible to do it. He thought the new prepara-

tion for clearing oiTt pulp canals, sodium peroxide, an agent that will surpass

anything we have heretofore had. It is a solvent, and opens up the canals and

tubules in a wonderful manner. He thought with Dr. Fletcher, that the subject

of the pathological conditions of the teeth had not been studied up as it should,

and it would be well if the books described it better.
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PREPAIIATORY KNOWLEDGE FOR THE STUDY AND QUALIFYING
EDUCATION IN THE APPLICATION OF PRINCIPLES FOR THE PRAC-
TICE OF SPECIALTIES IN MEDICINE AND SURGERY.

By JACOB L. WILLIAMS, M. D., of Boston, Mass.

A highly encoWaging indication of progress in general professional education,
as well as in our special department, is the increasing appreciation of the impor-
tance of such i)reliminary knowledge and training on the part of the student as

will enable him to comprehend accurately and readily the instruction given him
in his professional pupilage. That this is essential to the best progress in study
no one disputes, and it requires no argument. But there is another need which
seems too much neglected, or too often only casually implied, in the course of the

professional study intended to tit the student to practice. This need is in the mat-
ter of direct education in the general principles of medicine and surgery: that is,

in the laws that govern the vital economy in health and disease, the knowledge of

whioh, with the trained ability to apply it, is the only basis of the soundest prac-
tice. I say trained ability ;

for it is not common for the average student to recog-
nize readily the correct relations and application of those general principles to

the cases he may see in practice. It is only the few with special natural intuition

that can do so withoutbeing constantly reminded of those relations bj' their teachers,

by which constant training they may in time acquire a habit of such application.
That skill in operation-and manipulation is one essential no one questions ; but if

that is all to the neglect of knowing how and when to properly apply that skill,

the student is only half fitted for practice, and that only by rote, as it were, as his

skill is qiiite liable to be misdirected ; and the axiom in engineering holds good
here, too, that "the greater the skill misapplied the greater the blunder." This

ability to discern principles in the application of skill distinguishes the professional

practitioner from the simple mechanic, and those possessing it. with an ethical

basis of character, may have no doubt that they belong to the great profession of

ministers of nature in treating human ills.

When, in response to invitations, I sent to the secretary the synopsis of a paper
that I hoped, but could not promise, to write out in full, I apprehended the pres-
sure of affairs which has justified me in that provision. But I will say a few
words that niay perhaps make plainer the idea I wished to present. In regard
to education as preliminary to the study of medicine and surgery, it is generally
conceded that with the presumed mental training the more liberally equipped the

student is in all knowledge having any bearing on hisproposed professionalstudy the

more satisfactorj- will be his progress in that study. But with the best preliminary

training we often find that the medical pupil needs reminding of the facts and

principles the knowledge of which is supposed to be a part of his preliminary

acquirements. So also when he comes to the learning of facts and principles that

underlie the laws of health and disease, the average student most especially needs

constant training in the relation of those principles to clinical or actual cases.

This is what may be called qualifying education for practice of general or special

medicine and surgery. Perhaps this qualifying need is at present most observable

in regard to the practice of specialties, of which that of oristry is by no means an

exception. With the ambition, laudable in itself, to excel in manipulative skill,

how often do we see the unfortunate results of forgetfulness or ignorance of the

principles that should direct or restrain that skill. To illustrate : It is well known
that a heavy blow on the head is apt to produce paralysis of a longer or shorter

duration. It is also known, I think first proved by the elder Agassiz, that from

continuous lighter blows, the jarring irritation of the peripheral membranes of the

brain, a similar result may follow. Ignorant of this fact or principle, a dental

operator who prided himself on his skill in building up gold fillings with a heavy
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mallet once subjected his patient, a man of fine nervous organization, to sessions

of several hours a day for five consecutive days in building dovs^n the six upper
front teeth, with the result of paralysis of the patient, from which he-only partially

recovered , and from which he died in about two years. Take anothenactual case : It

is well known as a surgical principle that tissues of low organization, like ligaments
and cartilage and the gums, when wounded, draw more largely in healing on the

constitutional vitality of the patient than do the more highly organized tissues of

the body. Ignorance of that principle resulted fatally in the case of a lady of a

moderate degree of health and strength that required constant care, whose dental

attendant extracted sixteen teeth at one sitting. On going home she took to her

bed and died from vital exhaustion in a fortnight. Now, no doubt these opera-

tions were skillfully done, bu.t the skill was misapplied ; and you know the axiom :

"The greater the skill misapplied the greater the blunder." Many less serious

cases might be mentioned. Now, what I would urge, as from my observation for

some years in our own specialty, is the greatest need of more and constant attention,

in the schools and with practitioners, to what a zealous doctor, now deceased,

used to call the "underlying principles as the basis of correct practice."

With a knowledge of those principles, and how to apply them, one need have no

question in what domain he is properly working.

DISCUSSION.

Dr. William Carr asked Dr. Williams where he thought the fault lay for the

lack of the preliminary knowledge needed as the basis of dental professional

education.

Dr. Williams answered that it lay in the fact that the dental schools did not

teach the principles of medicine and general surgery to the students, and did not

impress the necessity of the application of these principles upon them. The high-
est ambition of many is to do skillful operations. Any jeweler could do these

operations. Unless the dentist has a thorough knowledge of the fundamental

principles of medicine and surgery, he will never be sure to practice his profes-

sion worthily. He related an instance of a pupil who was about to graduate
from one of the schools in Boston, who showed by his questions that he was

wofully ignorant of the plainest principles which govern the treatment of dis-

eased teeth. Under the present system of teaching students are too^much taught
to do things by rote.

Dr. Carr said that the fault lay in the want of a rule insisting upon a prelimi-

nary fitness before a student was admitted to a dental school. In New York State

before a student can be admitted to the study of law or medicine he must have a

degree from some reputable institution of learning, either the bachelor of arts or

master of arts, or at least a certificate of fitness from the regent of the university.
He thought the day was not far distant when the dentist would be really as much
a specialist of medicine as the oculist, when it would be required of him to first

get the M. D. degree, and then his dental degree as a specialist. There is a move-
ment on foot now to accomplish this result in New York.

Dr. Noble asked if they looked up the history of students before matriculation,
to learn whether they were possessed of these qualifications.

Dr. Carr said they did not now, but they intended, or at least hoped, to have it

so in the future. At present the preliminary examination is of the most trifling

character. This thing will never be righted till we take it out of the hands of the

colleges. It is too much of a temptation to the officers of a college when a young
man says that he can not afford to study so as to pass a reasonable examination,
and who promises to do his best during the course. He did not mean that the fee
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was the temptation, but that the sympathies of the faci;lty were worked on. They
make a mistake, for it would be better for the student to be held back for two years,
if necessary, till he has had time, by study, to train his mind for the reception of

the knowledge he must master in order to practice dentistry intelligently. The
fault, too, often laid with the preceptors of the students or the dentist who is asked
to advise the young man about the study of dentistry. In every case he insisted"

upon his students possessing a good general education jireliminary to their going
to a dental college.

Dr. Noble agreed that the preliminary examinations in the dental colleges were

generally very trifling, and that every dentist should refuse to receive any student

till he has fitted himself by study to enter the college.

Dr. Carr related an instance of a young man who, having failed entirely in the

effort to go through the course in the dental college, set up an office, called it a
dental association, and began the practice. Having been arrested for practicing

illegally, he promised not to practice in the State if he was released. He was
released and came to Dr. Carr and asked him what he was to do ; said he could not

go into any other kind of business, but could make a living if allowed to practice

dentistry. Dr. Carr told him to go to the college. He said he could not, as he was
on bad terms with the professors. He opened another office, was arrested, and fined

$100. He then applied to the college, but failed completely in his preliminary
examination. This was in March. In October he passed the preliminary exami-

nation, got into the college, and in the course of five months passed the junior,

senior, arid final examinations, got his diploma, and is now practicing, and no one

can hinder him. This is an example of how an ignorant fellow can get through
the college without getting well grounded in the fundamental knowledge of med-
icine and surgery.

Dr. J. F. Thompson said it was gratifying to compare the dentists of to-day with
those of forty years ago, and see how much higher is their present status, in com-

parison -with their medical profession, than it was then. At that time the med-
ical profession did not look upon dentists with much favor ; now we meet as a

section of the first Pan-American Medical Congress, and we must sustain ourselves

on that high plane. We must educate our young men so that they will h(mor the

profession, and the preliminary education is of the utmost importance. "When we
look around and find that almost every State has passed laws to protect the profes-

sion and the i)eople from illegal practitioners, we realize that the profession of den-

tistry is one worthy of being a member of, and we shoiild see that as far as we can
control it, everyone shall be fit for the profession before he is allowed to enter it.

Dr. Fletcher was in accord with any movement intended to raise the standard

of preliminary fitness for students. He said there was no exciise for anyone to

try to enter the profession unless his mind had been so trained that he could rea-

son and think of things in an abstract way. The mind was like the muscles of the

body in its need of training before it could do any important work. He hoped tlie

day would come when no student of a dental school would receive a diploma until

he was examined by some board of undoubted qualification and disinterestedness,

and his knowledge and fitness passed upon.
Dr. E. S. Talbot said that in the State of Illinois dental matters were in a bad

way. Any man who wished to practice dentistry there could do so, and there was
no one to prosecute him if he was not qualified. He spoke of the ease with which

a dental college could be established in Chicago ; said that some twenty-eight Jiad

already taken out charters. He did not know how many were now running, but

thought six or eight. In some instances, the professors in these colleges are men
who themselves never had a degree, but received them at the close of the course.

The consequence is that no place in the world is so overrun with incomi)etent

dentists as Chicago. He felt safe to say that over half his new patients for the
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last five years were those who had their mouths mistreated by these incompe-
tents. The legislature will not pass a satisfactory law, for the colleges do not

want such a law. The thing to look forward to and to work for is to get a uniform

law in every State. The laws passed by the States of Massachusetts, Minnesota,

and New Jersey are good. A man going to any of these States to practice would
have to pass an examination, and if he failed it would throw discredit on the insti-

tution from which he had graduated. If there were such a law in all the States

it would enable us to regulate the colleges.

Dr. Carr said that three years ago students from two or three colleges had failed

to pass the examination before the New York State board. Soon afterwards repre-

sentatives from the faculties came to us and wanted to know just how high our

standard was to be, so they would know what their students would have to be

able to pass. It would soon bring a college into discredit if their students did not

pass the examination of a fair and honorable State board of dental examiners.

Dr. Noble said that by the law of the District of Columbia a man who comes

here to practice miTst have a diploma from a college that gives three full years of

instruction.

Dr. Williams Donally said that he thought the only way to remedy the present

evil of insuflRcient education among the dentists was for the profession, or some

branch of the profession, to take hold of it. Probably the best way is by means of

the State boards. Congress can not pass an interstate law regulating dentistry,

but if we could get the State boards of the different States to work together the

States might be got to do it. The colleges would see that their interests are

favored by a strong law requiring a high edu.cational qualification.

Dr. J. F. Thompson said the only way such a state of affairs as Dr. Talbot

described as existing in Illinois could be remedied was by concerted action

on the part of the best men in the profession. By this the status of dentistry

could be placed on as high a plane there as in any other State. In Virginia they
had an excellent law, which required an examination by the State board of every-
one who desired to practice in the State, and the examination was of such a char-

acter that it made the students who had graduated from the colleges tremble

when they returned to practice in Virginia. It took twenty-five years of effort to

get this law passed, and he thought that the same effort would get the same result

in Illinois.

Dr. W. H. Potter, of Boston, thought that the examining boards were not the

best means to bring up the standard, but that the schools must do it. Iij Massa-

chusetts the examining board is far more lax than the schools. The trouble is

that the board is more or less influenced by politics. A good preliminary educa-

tion is of the utmost importance. Without this foundation it is folly to expect a

fine superstructure. The profession needs educated men ; not only professionally

educated, but generally educated.

Dr. Williams, in closing the discussion, said he was glad to have heard such a

unanimous expression of the belief in the necessity of the preliminary examina-

tion. The knowledge of the principles of medicine and surgery was important
for orists, but it was very discouraging for a teacher to try to get such knowledge
into the head of a student who did not have a good preliminary knowledge and

education. What should be exacted of the schools was the teaching of the prin-

ciples of medicine and surgery, and impressing on the minds of the students the

value of these principles in their application to the practice of oristry. Forty

years or more ago it had been ijupossible for one to get an opportunity to study

dentistry in a reputable office unless he agreed to take a full course of medicine.

This, it seemed to him, was as it should be always.
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EVIDENCES OF PREHISTORIC DENTISTRY IN CENTRAL AMERICA,

By R. R. ANDREWS, A. M.,D.D.S., of Cambridge, Mass.

Mr. President and Gentlemen : Perhaps one of the most interesting exhibi-

tions of prehistoric dental work that the world has ever known may be seen within

a few raonths in the Central American exhibit of the Peabody Miaseum, at Cam-

bridge, the result of a recent exploring expedition at Copan, Hondura,s. This col-

lection is being fast put in order and will soon be on exhibition. It seems partic-

ularly fitting that a brief description of this work should be given at this meeting,
the dental section of the first Pan-American Medical Congress, showing, as it does,

the skill of the workmen of Central America, who did the work over a thousand

years ago. In the report of Mr. M. H. Seville, one of the explorers, it is stated that

the party found forests growing over the site of their exploration, that workmen
had to cut down these forests, and then the excavations began. A very large temple
was unearthed, and near this the homes of the former occujiants. Tombs were

found under the floors of what appeared to be the living rooms, and it would seem

that these tombs were built in the foundation, before the house was built, for the

purpose of burying the dead. The contents of some of these tombs, with the

exception of the curious small ornaments that were found within, consisted of

only particles of the former skeleton and only the crowns of the teeth covered by
enamel. All the rest had turned to dust from age. In some of them the teeth,

roots and all, were fairly perfect. Many of these teeth were found to be filed on

the cvitting surface, from the center toward the mesial surface, forming a notch

as though a shoulder had been cut in the teeth. And this was qiiite deep, running
one-third up the length of the crown. This was found also in the lateral incisors

and cuspids, but not in the bicuspids or molars. It would seem that the teeth of

the men were filed in this way, while the women's teeth were filed in three points,

deeply filed and beautifully polished. In the teeth of the men, as a mark of dis-

tinction, pferhaps, a hole was drilled and a piece of green jade inlaid. This piece

was circular and beautifully polished, and inlaid in the hole that had been drilled

or bored in the front surface of the enamel. These inlays varied from one-eighth

to three-eighths of an inch in diameter. In one of the teeth, the left upper canine,

there was a circular i:»iece bored out of the enamel, making a hole three-sixteenths

of an inch in diameter and one-sixteenth of an inch in depth. It has no setting,

but there are traces of a dark-red cement material still adhering to the sides of the

hole, and this material may have been hardened and used as an ornament instead

of jade. These teeth are all more or less covered with a deposit of tartar, showing
that after taking all the trouble to ornament them they were apparently never

cleaned.

In this collection of jade inlays there are perhaps a dozen in i^erfect condition,

and although they were put in over a thousand years ago, and with the rudest

implements, the work would be considered a credit to the most skillful work-

man to-day, with all the modern appliances for this kind of work. I carefully

examined these specimens vnth a magnifying glass, and the fitting was very per-

fect. In most of these the cement had kept the setting in place in the most perfect

manner. In two or three of them the piece of green jade was loose, so that it and

the cavity in which it fitted could be carefuUy examined, and one could see how

perfectly one fitted in the other, only a little film of some kind of a white cement

separating the tooth. In no cases could I find any trace of decay around the inlays,

although some of them had* been in place a long time during life, as is clearly

shown by a thin film of tartar covering the surface of the enamel. Is not this the

first record of an inlay, having been placed there over a thousand years ago ?

With the description of one other specimen, I have done. This is by all means

the most interesting of all these specimens from Copan. It is a left lateral supe-
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rior incisor, made from some kind of a fine, dark stone, taken with other teeth

which had inlays from one of the skulls found in a grave there, and Mr. Seville,

who found it, assures me that it was taken from the socket of the left superior lat-

eral incisor, where it had been implanted for over a thousand years. There were

no bands or anything ofthe kind to hold it in place, but that it had been in place
and in use is clearly shown by a considerable deposition of tartar upon it. But for

its color it would be a very fair representation of a lateral incisor tooth, the root

being smooth and rounded like the root of a tooth. I have no doubt that this is

the earliest case of implantation on record. The entire collection from this explor-

ing expedition in Central America is one of very rare beauty, and it would well

repay a visit to the Peabody Museum in Cambridge.

THE DISCOVERY OF THE ANAESTHETIC POWER OF ETHER.

By WILLIAM H. POTTER, D. M. D.

The progress of modern dentistry has been so rapid and its attainments so

notable that there is danger that we, at least those of this generation, forget the

important services rendered by those in our profession working nearly fifty years

ago. A wonderful stimulus was given to surgery by the discovery of the ames-

thetic power of ether in 1846. This discovery was made by a dentist. Dr. W. T.

G. Morton, of Boston. Though others have claimed this discovery as their own,
and have in many ways taken from Dr. Morton the honor due his most brilliant

and useful work, there are few to-day who would deny his claim to having first

established the fact that surgical anaesthesia could be produced and maintained

by the use of sulphuric ether. In order to fully appreciate the honor which this

discovery casts upon the dental profession it is well to revieWthe circumstances

under which it was made.

Fifty years ago tlie dental jjrofession was largely occupied in furnishing good
substitutes for the natural teeth. Vulcanite was not in use, and all dentures were

mounted upon gold plates. On account of the pain accompanying the extraction

of teeth, it was then the custom (at least in many cases) to leave roots in the

mouth and fit plates over them. It was also the custom to iise a very lov/-grade

solder in attaching teeth to the plate. This solder, fj-om its admixture of base

metal, was unpleasant to the taste, and the method of fitting plates over remaining
roots was uncleanly, and resulted in an ill-adjusted denture. In order to remedy
these defects. Dr. Morton betook himself to careful study and experiment. He
soon discovered the possibility of using a high-grade solder, and thus abolished

the disagreeable effects connected with the solder heretofore in common use. But

how to get rid of the roots which interfered with the fit of a plate was a question

not so easily solved. It was Dr. Morton's experience that patients who had been

accustomed to the insertion of plates without the removal of roots would not

readily submit to their removal, even though it assured in the end a far more sat-

isfactory result. It was the difficulty which Dr. Morton experienced in persuad-

ing his patients to submit to the pain of tooth extraction which incited him to

find some way in which that pain could be abolished. His desire to perfect a

process in mechanical dentistry, originated his efforts in behalf of anaesthesia.

Doubtless, as time went on, the extended applicability of an anaesthetic agent was

constantly before his mind. But it is interesting to note just what necessity

started his inventive mind in coiirses destined to accomplish a widespread good.

Although complete surgical anaesthesia was unknown before Dr. Morton's dis-

covery, a partial insensibility had in various ways been produced. The virtues of

alcohol were known, and its power to diminish pain when given in extreme doses.

Opium was often used in large quantities before a severe operation. Nitrous oxide

S. Ex. 36^ 118
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gas had been experimented with, but mainly in order to produce an interesting
state of excitability. Hoi)es were entertained that it might be a reliable means of

abolishing pain. Ether had for a long time been used by inhalation in cases of

spasmodic asthma, chronic catarrh, whooping cough, and to relieve the effects

produced by the accidental inhalation of chlorine gas. It had also been used, as

had nitrous oxide gas, to produce exhilaration or intoxication. There was, how-

ever, no agent which could be relied upon even to greatly diminish the pain of

surgical operations. Dr. Morton's zeal in the pursuit of anaesthesia soon led him
to realize that he lacked the knowledge necessary for the investigation of a sub-

ject so intimately connected with medical science, and in order to fit himself for

the work in hand he entered the Harvard medical school in the fall of 1844. It

was in attendance upon the exercises of this school that he first met the men before

whom he was destined soon to appear with his claim as the discoverer of surgical
anaesthesia. In the wards of the Massachusetts General Hospital and at its oj^er-

ating theater Dr. Morton received renewed incentives for the work constantly in

his mind. While the pain of dental operations needed relief, it was insignifi-

cant to that attending the operations of general surgery.

The history of Dr. Morton's experiments with ether is as follows : As early as

July, 1844, at the suggestion of Dr. Charles T. Jackson, he used chloric ether

locally to allay the pain of an aching tooth, and produced not only an allevia-

tion of pain in the tooth, but a numbing of the surrounding parts. If ether

could act locally as an anaesthetic, why could it not act generally and with

profounder impressions ? Such was the train of thought started in Dr. Morton's

mind by the use of ether in the aching tooth. About this time Dr. Horace Wells,

of Hartford, Conn., was experimenting with nitrous oxide gas, having become

interested in its properties by the public exhibitions of Colton. In these exhibi-

tions various stages of excitability and hallucination were produced which served

to amuse a public audience. It occurred to Dr. Wells that nitrous oxide gas might
be used to produce insensibility during tooth extraction. And he submitted to

the infliience of the gas while Dr. Riggs, of Hartford, Conn., extracted for him a

tooth. The operation was declared to be without pain, and Dr. Wells believed

that a new era in tooth extraction had arrived. His subseqiient experiments,

however, were unsatisfactory, and the idea of producing anaesthesia by nitrous

oxide gas was abandoned for several years. But, though the experiments with

nitrous oxide were unsatisfactory, yet they served to stimulate Dr. Morton in his

efforts to produce a complete anaesthesia with ether.

His first experiments were with animals, a hen, a goldfish, and a pet spaniel

having served as subjects. The effect of the drug was evident in these cases, a

stupefaction and a certain degree of insensibility being produced. Dr. Morton also

took ether himself, and produced a state of unconsciousness which seemed to offer

immunity from pain. The best method of administering ether was an important

question in Dr. Morton's mind, and a complicated apparatiis, such as was used

for nitrous oxide gas, was taken into consideration. In pursuing this detail of the

subject. Dr. Morton sought the advice of his friends and acquaintances whose

knov/ledge seemed likely to be of benefit. Among others he consulted his former

instructor. Dr. Charles T. Jackson, a professor of chemistry in the Harvard

medical school. Dr. Jackson gave him the benefit of his knowledge as to appa-

ratus, and also gave him very valuable advice as to the necessity of using pure

sulphuric ether, and as to where it could be obtained. On September 30, 1840, Dr.

Morton administered ether to a patient in his office, and extracted a tooth with-

out giving the slightest pain. The ether was administered on a handkerchief,

and the result was so satisfactory that this operation can be considered as estab-

lishing the anaesthetic power of ether in a minor operation. In order to show the

efficacy of ether in the full range of surgery. Dr. Morton applied to Dr. J. C.

Warren, of the Massachusetts General Hospital, for permission to administer
his^
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anaesthetic to a patient about to undergo a surgical operation. Dr. "Warren enter-

tained the proposition at once, and although not acquainted with the true nature

of the anaesthetic, agreed to try to furnish an opportunity for putting it to

proof. The readiness with which Dr. Warren granted the request of Dr. Morton

is significant as showing that Dr. Morton had established for himself a reputation,

not only in the profession, but as a student in the medical school. If this had not

been the case, it is inconceivable that Dr. Warren should have so quickly lent his

ear to a proposition which was at once bold and surrounded with danger.

The first surgical operation under ether was performed at the Massachusetts

General Hospital by Dr. Warren, October 16, 1846. It consisted in the removal

of a tumor from the underside of the lower jaw. The patient declared that he

had exi^erienced no pain, but only a sensation as if the part had been scraped
with a blunt instrument. It was evidently a case of incomplete etherization, and

this can not be wondered at when we consider the method of its administration.

The inhaler consisted of a glass globe large enough to hold a fair-sized sponge.

The globe had an opening at the top, through which the sponge was introduced

and by which it was moistened with ether. To another opening at the side was

attached a short tiibe which led to the patient's mouth. Subsequently a valve

was introduced into the mouthpiece in order to regulate the supply of outside air.

Although the success of this notable etherization was not complete, it was still

so pronounced as to convince all present that a useful discovery was at hand. No
such removal of pain had ever before been accomplished. Though every sensa-

tion had not been removed, practical anaesthesia had been produced. But would
ether suffice to prevent pain in a capital operation V This was a crucial test, and

one which Dr. Morton was eager to try. It was not imtil the 7th of November,

1846, that an opportunity was given. On that day the thigh of Alice Mohan was

amputated at the Massachusetts General Hospital without i)ain through the influ-

ence of ether, and its anaesthetic power was established to the complete satisfac-

tion of the surgeons who witnessed the operation. A new era was thus ushered

in by the advent of painless surgery.
It is not probable that the dental profession will ever again bring forth a dis-

covery which will so advance the welfare of« humanity as did Dr. Morton's. In

his distinguished career several important points deserve attention. In the first

place, it is to be noted that when Dr. Morton wished to make a decided advance

in the dental profession he at once felt the need of a more thorough study of

general medicine, and only by devoting himself heartily to its stixdy was he able

to arrive at the desired results ; and to-day advance in our profession must be

looked for along the same lines. We can not be true specialists without being

thorough generalists, and in asserting that a thorough knowledge of medicine

and surgery are necessary for a dentist, I do not mean a mere theoretical knowl-

edge of these subjects. We should walk the hospitals and see the cases as did

Dr. Morton. How else can we know what disease and its remedies really

are? How else can we get the broad views which are necessary if we are to

be wise and competent operators in the oral cavity? However much theoret-

ical medicine the dental student of to-day may know, he does not know the cases

as does the medical student. Is it not probable that one reason why Dr. Morton
was so readily accorded the opportunity to test his new discovery in the Massa-

chusetts General Hospital was his having been present there as a student ? He
was known by the surgeons as an earnest worker, and his efforts for the advance-

ment of medical science were not despised. Because mere manipulative skill

without a broad and thorough medical education can do so much in establish-

ing a dental practice, there is danger that the profession will rest content with
the training up of mere artisans, having just enough medical knowledge to save

them froin ^^rious errors, It is from a union of broad medical education and
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great manipulative skill that we are to expect notable advances in the dental

profession. From constant vs^ork in the oral cavity the dentist acquires a
mechanical skill which is beyond what the general surgeon can hope to attain in

the same territory. Let thorough medical education be joined to the dentist's

highly trained mechanical skill, and brilliant work can be looked for in many of

the operations in the oral cavity which are now performed by the general sur-

geon. Our dental schools should have clinics for the practice of oral surgery,
this to include not only operations on the teeth, but also on any and all the

tissues in the oral cavity. I do not argue that every dentist should practice the

full range of oral surgery, but I do claim that every dentist should have sufficient

medical instruction to readily adopt the more enlarged sphere of action should

his tastes and opportunity favor such work.

Another teaching from Dr. Morton's life is that mechanical dentistry should

not be despised. His rei^utation was fii'st gained as a maker of artificial plates
and as a skillful adjuster of artificial vela and appliances for restoring impaired
facial members. His skill in the latter direction gave him much reputation, inas-

much as the work was of a more unusual nature than that of making plates and

required a gi-eater degree of maniijulative skill. Who would imagine that from
a desire to perfect the details of an artificial plate experiments would be under-

taken which would result in the comi)lete removal of pain from surgical opera-
tions':* Yet such was the case, and the dental laboratory must evermore be hon-

ored as the birthplace of an idea which ranks with the greatest discoveries of the

age. Although Dr. Morton's claim as the discoverer of the anaesthetic i)ower

of ether is now quite generally allowed, there were times when rival claimants

tried to take from him the honor which should have been his. Dr. Morton had
little uninterrui^ted satisfaction or substantial profit to reward his work, but this

was largely due to the mistake which he made when he decided to patent his dis-

covery, llad the discovery at the first been given to the public, its reception by
the medical profession would have been with much less suspicion and with much

greater honor.

Such were the apparent profits to be realized from the discovery that the grant-

ing of a patent conveying exclusiv§ right to the discoverer stirred up endless con-

troversy as to originality and resulted in great financial loss. From this experi-

ence of Dr. Morton can be learned the final lesson of this paper. Whatever

important inventions may originate in our minds, let us never take them to the

Patent Office. Let it be the pride of our profession to give our best endeavors

freely for the good of humanity, knowing that they will receive in the end a just

reward.

DISCUSSION.

H. B. Noble said, while listening to the paper and remembering the inaugural

address by Dr. Shepard before the Columbian Dental Congress, it occurred to him

to wonder why two such papers, reviewing an old issue which he thought had

been entirely and satisfactorily settled long ago, should have been written. He
said that from a close personal acquaintance with Dr. Morton and the knowledge
he had gained from his brother. Dr. Lester Noble, who was a student (and at pres-

ent in the Massachusetts General Hospital) at the time Morton administered the

ether for Dr. Warren's operation, and a good general knowledge of all that had

been said and written upon the subject, he was convinced that while Morton

deserved the credit of introducing ether anaesthesia into dental and surgical prac-

tice, his claim to having discovered its anaesthetic qualities was not founded upon
the truth. The fact that he included Dr. Jackson with himself as a coinventor

proved that he could not claim to be the sole inventor.
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Dr. Potter said that the credit for the original invention of many very valuable

ideas was and always would be in dispute, but he thought the undisputed fact that

Morton made the use of ether known and introduced and pushed its use in den-

tistry and surgery entitled him to great credit. We know that ether had been

made previous to his use of it, but it had never been used as an anaesthetic in

surgical operations.

STATEMENT OF SOME FACTS IN REGARD TO THE ORIGIN OF THE
PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF ANESTHESIA IN SURGERY.

By JACOB L. WILLIAMS, M. D., of Boston, Mass.

That sulphuric ether was repeatedly used as an anaesthetic by Dr. Long, of

Athens, Ga., in his surgical practice about 1840, seems indisputable from the reli-

able evidence collected and published by the late Dr. Marion Sims, of New York,
but a few years ago. The fact that Dr. Long did not publish its use to the world

does not affect its priority. Next comes, about four or five years later, the experi-

mental discovery and practical application, by Dr. Wells, of Hartford, Conn., of

the anaesthetic effects of nitrous oxide gas. Then, some facts (known to me, as I

was behind the scenes): About a year later Dr. Morton, remembering vaguely that
Dr. Wells had faith in anaesthesia by inhalation of something, applied to Dr. Jack-

son, who informed him that from his (Dr. Jackson's) personal exx^erience sul-

phuric ether had relieved his STiffering from the accidental breathing of chlorine

gas, adding a caution in regard to its use. Dr. Morton finding Dr. Jackson's

information correct in regard to the "lethal "
effects of sulphuric ether, by per-

suasion induced Dr. Jackson to unite with him in procuring a patent to control its

use. Dr. Jackson's medical friends reminding him of the breach of ethics in get-

ting such a patent, he withdrew from the patent. It was then that Dr. Morton
claimed the sole discovery of ether anaesthesia, and wishing to have some respect-

able backing, he went to Dr. John C. Warren, the head of the surgical staff of the

Massachusetts General Hospital, and said in his persuasive way that he had dis-

covered a "
compound," he called '•

letheon," that would prevent pains in surgical

operations, and would be pleased to show its effect on some hospital patient. Dr.

Warren consented to the trial, which x>roved successful, but he, with the rest of

the staff, declined to indorse or adoi)t it unless they knew what it actually was.

Of course Dr. Morton had to tell them that it was sulphuric ether. They then

began its use, and it was their indorsement which gave it the successful start in

the siirgical world, without which it is very probable it might have fallen into the

list of emijirical fancies.

The summing up of these facts seems like this : Dr. Long's successful private

practice, followed after several years by Dr. Wells's success, which his diffident

nature hindered him from pushing to notoriety, then Dr. Jackson's information

to Dr. Morton, which he. Morton, followed out and brought to the notice of the

surgical staff of the Massachusetts General Hospital. These surgeons, having
eliminated its elements of quackery, tried the substance effectually and with their

substantial indorsement gave it to the world. To that indorsement, it surely

seems, is due the permanent consideration that anaesthesia has since received.

DISCUSSION.

Dr. Taft said he had been personally acquainted with Morton, had seen him
administer ether frequently, and usually successfully. Had also rnade himself

familiar with all the literature of the subject, and that the statement of Drs. Wil-

liams and Donnally agreed with what was generally accepted as truth at the time.
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.
PRINCIPLES UNDERLYING THE REGULATION OF THE HUMAN

TEETH.

Dr. E. A. BOGQE, of New York.

In the great majority of cases irregularities in the position of teeth arise from

the dental arch being too small. The causes which produce this diminution of

size are often obscure. We say heredity ;
we see the roots of pulpless deciduoiis

teeth remaining too long in their places and deflecting the crowns of permanent
teeth away from their proper positions. This deflection is generally, though not

always, inward toward the center of the mouth. "We guess that the failure to

masticate properly may in some way, as yet unknown to us, produce these results,

as we see them most frequently in those classes where the food is carefiilly pre-

pared by cooking and made fine for eating. But be the causes what they may, the

effects are certainly present, and the problem tefore us is so to correct irregulari-

ties in the position of the teeth as to produce the nearest approach to the normal

arch which will, through its own perfections, remain where it is put. It is only

through obedience to the laws governing the growth and development of the

child that we can hope to obtain permanence in our results. What, then, are

these laws, obedience to which means successand transgression failure ? The first

one to be borne in mind is that the child continues to grow up to 18 years of age

or later, according to the age at which the wisdom teeth erupt. Eighteen is men-

tioned because that is the age at which the wisdom teeth generally appear, and

yet several cases have lately com,e to my knowledge in which practitioners have

advised the removal of the retaining fixtures which maintained an expanded ai'ch

before even the cuspid teeth were fully erupted, thus losing all that had been

gained by months of previous effort. The second law is that the crowns of the

permanent teeth that are packed away in the jaws of the child of 6 years of age,

awaiting their time of eruption, are as large as they ever will be. A fact in con-

nection with this law is that at this age these crowns have no roots. Another fact

is that the central incisors lie outside of and anterior to tlie lateral incisors, while

the cusi)ids which develop much later are almost alongside of the central incisors,

being at the same time much higher up in the alveolus. As the roots develop the

crowns push through the gum, and at this period a very slight obstacle is enough
to deflect these crowns from the position which they should normally occupy
into abnormal, or as we say, irregular positions. The normal development is

of the lower central incisors first, the upper central incisors next, these latter

often standing quite apart until the lateral incisors make their appearance, causing
a slight approximation. At from 13 to 14 years of age the cuspids make their

appearance, the lower ones some anonths, oftentimes a year, previous to the upper.

These four cuspids, when fully grown, have the longest roots of any of the teeth

and are the firmest in their positions ;
so firm, indeed, that if teeth posterior to

them are extracted the remaining back teeth move forward toward the cuspids.

If any of the four incisors are extracted the remaining incisors drop back toward

the cuspids, but the ctispids remain more nearly stationary than any of the teeth

in the mouth, and this through life. This is the third law that we need to bear

in mind. It will perhaps be well in passing to recall the fact that the cuspid teeth

are, in the lower animals, esi^ecially the carnivorse, the prehensile teeth. Hence

it was that they should l)e the strongest and firmest teeth in the mouth and the

longest to endure
;
otherwise these animals could neither catch nor hold the prey

upon which their existence depends. A fourth law to be borne in mind is that the

lower molars.incline inward toward the tongue, while the upper molars incline out-

ward toward the cheek. The lower molars develop first, the upper molars after-

wards, being directed in their course, if normally developed, by their contact with
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the cusps of the lower molars. This results in the upper molars and bicusijids

sitting astride of the outer row of cusps of the corresponding lower teeth. Igno-
rance or neglect of this law not infrequently has cavised the extraction of a bicuspid
or a molar during the period of development, the result of which is beautifully-

illustrated in two cases which I herewith jjresent. In one of these cases the extrac-

tion of a lower bicuspid took place. In the other, non-development of the corre-

sponding tooth on the other side of the mouth brought about practically the same
result. It will be seen that the failure of the molars to properly interlock the

cusps as they developed incapacitated the left side of the mouth, in the case of non-

development, completely, so that the patient never masticated on that side, and
the development of the facial muscles was hindered, irregularity of the lateral

incisors was produced, and thus the left side of the face of an otherwise pretty
woman was sufficiently unlike the right for her to apply for professional assist-

ance, although at that time she was totally unaware of the cause of the defect or

of the fact that mastication had never been performed on. the defective side of the

mouth. A sixth law is that the lower incisors normally lean forward, forming a

low arch, with the cuspids acting as abutments, while the upper incisors, over-

lapping the lower, are drawn inward continually by the action of the upper lip

and normally form their arch by resting against the onter edges of the lower

incisors. Hence we see in the great majority of cases that the regularity of the

upper incisors, which are so apparent, is controlled by the position of the lower

incisors, which are generally scarcely visible, so that if the lower incisors and

cuspids are regular, the upper ones are sure to be if they close outside the lower.

This is true whether the upper teeth stand closely enough together to touch one

another or not. This position is illustrated by the drawing of the jaws of a savage,
which I herewith present, showing the upper incisors perfectly regular, notwith-

standing the space existing between the lateral incisors and the ciaspids.

Allow me, in closing, to recapitulate these six laws: (1) The child continues to

grow up to 18 years, or the time for the development of the wisdom teeth. (2)

The crowns of pennanent teeth are as large in circumference at 6 years of age as

they ever will be, and they are packed away in the alveolus with regular irregu-

larity, the central mcisors lying in front of the laterals and the cuspids almost over

them. (3) The cuspids are the firmest and least movable of all the teeth in the

mouth, so that all the other teeth incline toward them. (4) The lower molars

incline inward and the upper molars outward. (5) Each class of lower teeth

develops before the corresponding upper teeth, and thus guides, or ought to guide,
the upper teeth into a right position. (6) The lower incisors normally lean for-

ward to form an arch with the cuspids, and so support the arch of upper incisors,

which, closing outside of the lower ones, are constantly drawn toward them by
the action of the lips.

DISCUSSION.

Dr. E. S. Talbot said that when irregtilarities of the teeth were caused by the

fact that the teeth were too large for the jaws the reason of the smallness of

the jaws could generally be ascribed
; first, to heredity, where the jaw seemed

to be derived from one parent and the teeth from the other ; second, to a neurotic

temperament in one or the other of the parents. The child inherits this neu-

rotic condition and, because of the faulty nutrition consequent upon it, at the

age of 6 or 7 years the jaw ceases to grow. We all know that the brain does not

increase in bulk much, if any, after this time, and in these cases the jaw ceases to

grow at the same time. The third cause is constitutional disease in the child,

such as scarlet or other fever. The interruption in nutrition caused bj' such sick-

ness will cause the jawbones to cease growth. In regard to the teeth standing
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inward, as shown in the illnstration, this is because, while the lower jaw is devel-

oped normally, the development of the upper jaw was retarded by some canse

and the teeth as they came through were crowded out of line. It is not true, as

the ijaper says, that a man's growth is comi)leted by the eighteenth year. Growth
usually continues until the twenty-second and frequently till the twenty-sixth or

twenty-seventh year, and in exceptional cases till as late as the thirty-sixth year.

He spoke of the regulating systems of Drs. Farrar, Patrick, and Angle, condemn-

ing them because they used the molar teeth as anchorage to move the cuspids
back to fill up the space made by extracting the first molar. He said that the

ciispid has such a long root and is so firmly fixed that the posterior teeth will

move forward instead of the cuspid backward. He described a case of a gentle-
man who was at the clinics in Chicago at the Columbian Dental Congress to have
the cuspid and bicusi)id implanted. Upon preparing for the operation the bicus-

pid was found unerupted and the implantation had to be abandoned. Subse-

quentlj' an attempt had been made to move the a'nterior teeth, which were badly
crowded and projected from their proper position, back to fill the vacant space
and into their proper positif)n. The molars were used as points of resistance, and
the conseqiience of the force applied had been to move them quite inside the arch ;

so they did not touch the corresponding teeth in the upper jaw. This is an
instance showing the futility of trying to move the cuspid by anchoring on the

molars. The only sure way to accomplish the movement of these teeth is to use

the back of the head for resistance.

Dr. William Carr asked Dr. Talbot if adenoid tumors, nasal polypi, and other

growths which caused mouth breathing were the cause of irregularities in the

teeth.

Dr. Talbot answered that these diseases came together and did not sustain the

relation of cause and effect one to the other, except that anything which caused

mouth breathing by bringing about the habitually open mouth would, by destroy-

ing the effect of support ])}' the lower teeth upon the upper, allow the tipper teeth

and alveoli to grow down and the teeth to i)rotrude.

Dr. M. H. Fletcher said that one fact usually left out of discussions on the

cause of irregularities of tlie teeth is that bone will be absorbed by pressure of

the teeth if force is applied to move it, thus removing the bone from in front of

the tooth, and that will grow around it to hold it firmly in its new position.

From this it follows that in cases of overcrowded teeth, if they are treated in

time, the shape and size of the jaw can be corrected by bringing pressure to bear

upon the teeth.

Dr. Carr asked Dr. Talbot if mastication had an effect iipon the development and

shape of the jaw and the regularity of the teeth.

Dr. Talbot said yes ;
that both the lo vver and upper jaw were developed by use and

friction, and that if children were taught to masticate their food properly the jaws
would be better developed.

Dr. J. Taft asked Dr. Talbot if he had said that the jaws were fully grown at

the age of 6 or 7 years.

Dr. Talbot answered that he had said that in children wlio had inherited a neu-

rotic temperament they were ; not in the case of normally healthy children.

Dr. Taft spoke of the influence of i)roperly masticating the food upon the growth
of the jaws and the general health of the system. He insisted upon the great

importance of teaching the parents of children the necess'ty of using the teeth.

He said too much of the food given to children is prepared so as to give no exercise

to the jaws, and that not only do irregularities and lessened development of the

bones of the face occur in consequence of this, but the structure of the teeth is less

dense than it would be if the children should use their teeth habitually in masti-

cating hard substances. To teach people to use their teeth, and thus prevent irreg-
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tilarities, would be better service than to correct irregularities. This lack of prop-

erly masticating the food is much more general than is usually supposed, and

should receive more attention. The teeth, as we know, do not all erupt at once,

and if they are used those which are erupted will by reason of the shape of the

cusps bring the latter ones into proper occlusion. This emphasizes the necessity of

early teaching the facts in regard to properly masticating food.

Dr. S. B. Brown said that in his town. Fort Wayne, Ind.,they had had a teacher

who was so impressed with the fact that the jaws and teeth needed exercise to

insure their well-being that he advised the parents to have the children eat parched
corn.

Dr. Taft said that it was easy to see how the proper use would increase the size

and strength of both jaws and the teeth. The act of masticating caused pressure

which would expel the blood from the capillaries acted upon, new blood would

flow in, carrying new material, which would enlarge and strengthen the parts.

Thus the bones would be larger and stronger, the teeth more dense, and the gums
firmer in structure and in their hold upon the teeth. He said that tobacco chew-

ers usually had gums which extended well down upon the teeth, of good color and

healthy. On account of the food they use the jaws of aborigines are usually broad

and strong and the teeth large and good.
Dr. Finlay Hunt spoke of a report made by Dr. Winder of the resiilt of the

examination of about 1,000 crania of the Indians in the northwestern part of the

United States. Aboutonefourthof these skullshadlower jaws ; thusthey contained

in all about 20,000 teeth. In all these there were less than 50 showing any trace of

caries. In one cranium, belonging to a half-breed, however, there was decay in both

upper and lower jaws. In Dr. Hunt's view, the preservation of the teeth depended

upon the preservation of the whole physical system. Civilization, by cultivation

of the mind and brain, tends to expand the upper head and contract the lower part.

Disregard of the laws governing the development of the whole body was the cause

of the lack of development of the jaws. At birth the maxillae of a child are

almost perfect semicircles ; as the teeth erupt the jaws elongate ; when there are

20 teeth the jaws are full. They extend clear back to the articulation of the jaw,
and after- this the jaw elongates enough to receive three more on each side of each

jaw. The jaw is elongated and alveolus is formed to contain the whole 32 teeth

of the complete denture. The constant pressure of the tongue upon the lower
teeth tends to expand the lower jaw, and as these teeth are erupted first they
have a controlling influence upon the upper teeth as they appear and regulate
their position. All the miiscles of the face which come into contact with the

teeth tend to determine their position.

HYGIENE OF THE MOUTH.

By CHARLES E. FRANCIS, D.D.S., M.D.S., of New York.

The specialty which we have chosen for our field of professional practice is one

fraught with great responsibilities, demanding of its members a very considerable

degree of intelligence, good judgment, skill, and faithful manipvilation if its bene-
fits to the human family are to be fiilly realized. Perhaps no other branch of
medicine can reach and benefit mankind to a greater extent than the department
of dentistry. The health, comfort, happiness, and length of life of members of all

communities depend greatly upon the condition of their organs of mastication.
If neglected, decayed, and broken they are unfit for the proper comminution of

food for nourishing the animal tissues. Imperfectly prepared pabulum forced into

the stomach overtaxes and irritates this much-abused receptacle, deranging its
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function, causing indigestion and attendant evils to which so many human mor-
tals are subjected. And furthermore, when the teeth become diseased and painful

they wear heavily upon the nerve forces, cause loss of restful sleep, and unfit their

unfortunate possessors for the duties of the day. They also taint the breath, cor-

rupt oral secretions, impair speech, and often make life well nigh miserable.

And where the dental arches are contracted, the teeth irregular and crowded out

of proper position, the face is bereft of its natural rounded contour and the fea-

tures become more or less distorted. This, together with surfaces of the teeth

clouded with dark stains and loaded with offensive accumulations, are often a

source of dire mortification to their possessors, and objects unsightly and repul-
sive to whoever beholds them.

To allay pain occasioned by a diseased condition of the calcific organs within the

oral cavity and restore them as far as possible to a state of health and usefulness is

one of the chief duties of the dental surgeon. To remo^^^e such as are beyond the

power of restoration and are a source of continued irritation ; to insert artificial sub-

stitutes for filling vacant spaces caused by these removals, constitutes also a large
share of the dentist's occupation. For the performance of these manifold and often

complicated duties the student of dentistry is trained and fitted in our excellent

institutions for dental instriiction. For the better fulfillment of these duties, and
to keep alive and fresh all matters pertaining to practice, dental societies have been

organized and are in active existence all over the country, where members of our

specialty from time to time convene to coTisider and discuss all matters of profes-

sional interest. And every month in the year there comes to us our favorite jour-
nals exhibiting pages teeming with writings of earnest workers, who thus impart
whatever new they have discovered or have gathered by experience, observation,
or experiment; and so do the members of our fraternity endeavor to increase their

usefulness and to render better service to commumties that look to them for such

attentions as they need. But however earnest may be the efforts of the dentist to

benefit his patients in the way of repairing, restoring, or otherwise treatingbroken or

diseased dentures, and however satisfactory may appear the immediate results of

his manipulations, he can not be sure that his excellent skilled labor will withstand

the encroachments of time or his fond hopes for the durability of his operations
be fully realized.

Diseases of the teeth and gums are, as a rule, due to habitiial carelessness or a

neglect to give them such attention as they need. Everybody must or should

know that decalcification of the lime salts in the tooth structure is caused by a

chemical action of acidulated accutnulations remaining too long in contact with

the teeth, and that diseases of the gums are, as a rule, occasioned by collections ofi

food and salivary calculus, which are permitted to gather about their cervical bor-

ders and fill the dental interstices. The mucous membrane, from this unwelcome

intrusion, becomes irritated and naturally recedes. Collections of calculus follow

and become attached to the denuded surfaces ; the alveolar territory is invaded

and absorption induced, and where any idiopathic tendency to socket disease exists

this disagreeable malady is sure to be developed.

According to the old aphorism, that "like causes produce like results," condi-

tions wdthin the buccal cavity which are productive of mischief, if allowed to con-

tinue or afterwards exist, are almost certain to witness a reproduction of similar

forms of mischief. If, then, oiir patients expect to be permanently benefited by
operations on their teeth, it is essential that they do their part in efforts to make
them lasting. As "prevention is better than cure," the theory of prevention is a

matter worthy their earnest consideration. In order to secure good dentures care

is requisite at an early period of life. The decidiious teeth should be retained

in the mouth and kept in a healthy conditioti vmtil supplanted Ijy their more dura-

ble successors, extraction being resorted to only in cases of extreme necessity.
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Premature loss of the deciduous teeth means not only a loss of their useful serv-

ices, btit in a measure it interrupts or checks the full or perfect development of

the dental arches. The permanent teeth also need frequent examination during
the period of their erT5ption and to be kept free from stains or extraneous collections.

Any suggestion of cariey or decalcification should receive immediate attention, and

all suspicious points be examined with the utmost care. Finely pointed searching

instruments and magnifying glasses are essential for this purpose, and waxed floss

»silk passed between the teeth will also aid in disclosing defects. Cases of irregu-

larity should invariably be corrected, certainly as miich so as possible, in order

that well-formed arches and perfect articulations may be secured ;
and when in

regular order the daily task of cleansing them is much less difficult.

It has been said that "cleanliness is next to Godliness," and nowhere can this

excellent law be observed to greater advantage than within the precincts of the

oral cavity. Our patients should be made to understand the importance of giv-

ing due consideration to their organs of mastication, and instructions or advice on

the part of the dentist impressively imparted. Our patients should also know the

advantages they gain by having their teeth examined at frequent intervals—at

least twice a year. I have reason to believe that many of our fraternity are remiss

in this matter, and even where they give advice or warning their words are not

sufficiently emphatic or comprehensive to become effective. People should be

taught the use of a toothbrush and how to manipiilate it to the best advantage,
and the proper time for using it. They should also be instructed regarding the

use of floss silk, toothpicks, dentifrices, etc. , and the benefits to be derived from

frequent and thorough rinsings of themouth with water. Antiseptic mouth washes
have also their benefits, especially where the gums are congested and receding
from the teeth. The disgusting disease known as "pyorrhoea alveolaris" may
often be held in check, and i)erhaps prevented, if proper attention is given in the

way of keeping the teeth in good condition.

To the dentist who does all in his power to perfect his operations, it is certainly

disheartening when at some subsequent period he discovers that his labors have

availed but little. The best impacted fillings, if constantly menaced by agents of

decalcification, are likely to become undermined and prove valueless. The dentist

may cleanse the teeth of his patient with the gi'eatest degree of thoroughness, treat

diseased gums and alveolar borders until restored to health, and dismiss the patient

with the feeling that the teeth of the latter are in perfect order, yet what mate-

rial benefit may be expected if they are again permitted to become neglected and

coated with vicious accumulations ? It is a lamentable fact that so many individ-

uals are habitually and inexcusably careless in this respect. Comparatively few

give them such attention as they need, and many give them little or no care what-

ever, and perhaps never visit a dentist until some unbearable pain drives them
thither for relief. Even then some of them seem to entertain the idea that their

half-ruined dentures can be made almost as perfect as ever, and so insured from

giving annoyance for all future time without further care or trouble on their part.

So far as the dentist is concerned, he can never be too thorough in his examina-

tions or in his operations of cleansing. Either is quite essential. Nor can the

dentist be too particular in imparting hygienic instructions to his patients.

Anticii)ation, or timely attention, and prevention constitute strong points in

securing the preservation of the natural teeth.
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DEVELOPMENT OF THE VAULT ; HISTORY OF DEFORMED VAULTS.

By EUGENE S. TALBOT, M. D., D. D. S., of Chicago, 111.

It is a singular fact that depressed palates and irregularities of the teeth were
first observed and described by medical men. Langdon Down called the attention
of the medical profession to the fact that high vaults, as well as irregular-shaped

jaws, were very common among idiots and congenital imbeciles. In a paper
read before the Odontological Society of Great Britain he says, among other things,

speaking of idiots in the Earlswood Asylum :

Of the most significant value, however, is the condition of the palate. I have
made a very large number of careful measiarements of the mouths of the congen-
itally feeble-minded and of intelligent persons of the same age, with the result of

indicating, with some few exceptions, a markedly diminished width between the
posterior bicuspids of the two sides. One result, or rather one accompaniment of
this narrowing, is the inordinate vaulting of the palate. The palate assumes a
roof-like form. The vaulting is not simply apparent from the approximation of
the two sides ; it is absolute, the line of juncture between the palatal bone occu-

pying a higher plane. Often there is an antero-posterior sulcus corresponding
to the line of approximation of the two bones. An appeal to the condition of the
mouth is an important aid in determining whether the lesion on which the mental
weakness depends is of intra-uterine or post -uterine origin. In the event of the
mouth being abnormal it indicates a congenital origin, while if the mouth is

well formed and the teeth are in a healthy condition it woiild lead to the opinion
that the calamity had occurred subsequently to embryonic life.

Indeed, he went so far as to state that these conditions when observed in yoimg
children were pathognomonic of idiocy. Upon further observation, however, it

was found that many idiots and feeble-minded individuals possessed low, narrow
vaults. It was also observed that many sane persons possessed high vaults and
V and saddle shaped arches. My own studies prior to the year 1887 not only show

high and contracted arches among sane individuals as well as idiots, but that they
are also very frequently observed among the deaf, dumb, blind, insane, criminals,

drunkards, extreme tobacco users, extreme egotists, in neurotics and degenerates

generally. It will be noticed, therefore, that no particiilar class of individuals

is exempt from these deformities. The frequency with which they are observed in

each class will be studied later. The fact that the high vatiltand contracted arch

are not confined to any one class of individuals would prove conclusively that the

high vault is not due to mental weakness. Dr. Clay Shaw (Journal of Mental

Science, July, 1876) made extensive observations and accurate measurements of

the mouths of idiots, and decided that "there is no necessary connection between

ahigh palate and the degree of mental capacity of the individual." These deform-

ities are never observed in connection with the first set of teeth. (I shall show
later that they always form between the eighth and twelfth year. ) The fact that

they are developed in utero, or are of congenital origin, or a forerunner of idiocy,

as advanced by Dr. Down, is entirely out of the question. Dr. Clay'Shaw believed

that a high palate is invariably associated with narrow pterygoid width and a

narrow skull ; but this theory is of little value. By a close examination of the

vaults of the dolichocephalic heads it will be seen that siich is not the case, but

that they are also to be seen among the bi'achycephalic and mesocephalic heads.

DESCRIPTION OF THE VAULT.

The roof of the mouth has received different names from different aiithors. One

speaks of it as the arch, another the dome, still a third the palate. The word arch,

although used in its proper place, is so often liable to be confounded with the dental

arch that one is apt to become confused. Thus we frequently read of the v or

saddle shaped arch, and we are quite unable to decide whether the writer intended
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to refer to the dental arch or the roof of the mouth. The author has in former

papers used the term vault to distinguish it from the dental arch, and we shall

therefore continue its use in the present paper. The vault of the mouth is made

up of the hard palate, the soft palate, and the alveolar process. The hard palate
consists of two horizontal plates of bone extending from the superior maxillary
bone upon either side and uniting at the median line, and from the anterior alveo-

lar process in front it extends back on an average of 2 inches, when it unites with

the soft palate. The hard palate is composed of six distinct parts, two incisive

bones, two palate plates of the superior maxillae, and two horizontal i)lates of the

palate bones. The incisive bone;:, however, become so firmly united to the max-

illary plate of bone so early in life that the suture becomes obliterated. The period
of ossification of the median suture varies in different individuals, sometimes as

early as the third and fourth years, and again as late as the fifteenth and sixteenth

years. The author, in widening the arch by means of a jackscrew, has opened
the suture of the medium line in 14 different cases in children from 12 to 16

years of age. This was accomplished by very little i)ressure, showing that union

had not taken place. As a whole, the hard palate may be described as a hori-

zontal partition or floor separating the nasal cavity from the mouth. The ante-

rior part of the palate bone unites and becomes a part of the alveolar process.
The iipper surface of the hard jjalate joins the floor of the nasal passages, which
are divided in the center by the union of the vomer. This bone, which is quite
thin at its middle portion and cartilaginous at the anterior part, begins to thicken

as it reaches the floor of the nose, at which place it gradually produces a smooth

appearance, dividing- the nostril into two rounded arches. Upon the palatal sur-

face it is very uneven. Along the median line we frequently find a rough ridge
of bone resembling a section of rope, running its entire length, about the size of

a slate pencil. Such a condition is freciuently observed in Peruvian skulls. Out of

228 examined at the Peabody Museum, Harvard College, 16 had this peculiar

appearance. In more modern skulls we find knots or rough lumps of bone at

intervals along the suture. Again, we will observe a thick band of bone, from
0.25 to 0.50 of an inch in width, extending part way or the entire length of the

suture. This thickness or prominence commences at the alveolar border, and
becomes the widest at the becond bicuspid and. first permanent molar, where it

gradually narrows to a mere point at a line drawn across the vault at the posterior
surface of the second molar. The hard x>alate varies in thickness in different

localities and differs in thickness in different individuals. Around the edge, where
it unites with the maxillary bone and alveolar process, it is quite thick, and also at

the median line, while about midway between these two parts the bone is as thin

as tissue paper. I have also observed it from 0.12 to 0.18 of an inch in thickness.

At the median line and just back of the incisors we find a fossa, which transmits

the anterior palatine vessels and the naso-palatine nerves. At the posterior surface,

upon either side, is a groove and an opening for the transmittance of the posterior

palatine vessels and nerves. Both the upper and lower surfaces of the hard palate
are covered with miicous membrane, which extends backward and unites to form
the soft palate. Between the two folds of mucous membrane are muscular fibers

for the purpose of moving the soft jialate in different directions. The shape and

length of the soft palate depend upon the distance between the oesophagus and
the edge of the hard palate. If the head of the individual is dolichocephalic, or

long, the soft palate will curve slowly backward, thus producing quite a long

space between the incisor teeth and the uvula. On the other hand, if the person

possesses a brachycephalic, or short head, the soft palate will curve abruptly, thus

allowing only a short distance in the vault of the mouth. I have observed mouths
where the head was so short from front to back that the soft palate descended

nearly straight down without the slightest curve.
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The alveolar process has already been described. The above description of the

anatomy of the vault is quite sufficient for the purpose of the student. Should he

require further details, refer to the standard text-books. The vault, taken as a

whole, presents different shapes in different individuals.

NORMAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE ROOF OF THE VAULT.

If we examine the moiith of a child at the fourth or fifth year we find a well-

developed jaw. The curves are all graceful m outline, and the contour of the
dental arch is well formed. This could hardly be otherwise, for the reason that
the jaw is growing rapidly for the purpose of accommodating the permanent
teeth, and the circle of the alveolar process is larger than that of the teeth. Spaces
exist between the teeth, and therefore crowding can not take place. We could not

expect to find two vaults alike in height, width, or contour, although each is normal
in itself. In the development of the jaws we have two structures, the hard, dense
boneof the maxilla and hard palate, and the soft, spongy bone, the alveolar process.
The maxillary bones develop and unite at the median line. The contour of the

top of the vault is now established. It is held in position on the sides by the walls
of the antrum, supported by the malar process and by the anterior alveolarprocess
and maxillary bone. In this manner the vault is held in its natural position. The
maxillary bones, like all the other bones of the head, develop in every direction in

a general way until the growth is established. Between the ages of 4, wlien g,ll the

temporary teeth are in place, and 12 and 14 years, when all the permanent teeth

are in position, great changes take place in the shape of the jaw.
In the face of a girl 3 years of age all the bones, together with those of the

cranium, are undeveloped. The bridge of the nose is sunken, the upper lip is

short, as well as the distance from the lower lip to the chin. In same girl at 13,

while the width from cheek to cheek has not changed to any great extent, the

length of the face from the chin to the top of the head is very marked. No part
of the face has changed more than the lower part from the nose down. This

change is due partly to the change in the angle of the lower jaw and partly to

the development downward of the superior alveolar process. In young life the

lower jaw presents an obtuse angle; this gradually changes, until at middle life

it assumes a right angle. In order that the alveolar process and teeth may com-

pensate for this change as the second set comes into position, the alveolar process

lengthens with the eruption of the teeth. This is proved by the location of the

mental foramen, which is situated at the superior border of the lower jaw ea'rly
in life, and at middle life just midway between the upper and lower border of

the bone. The same changes take place in the upper jaw. This is quite notice-

able on the sides of the alveolar process at the roots of the first permanent molar
soon after it has erupted. Upon examination we shall observe what seems to

be a depression, but by careful examination we find that it is a lengthening of

the alveolar process. When the crowns of the bicuspids are ready to advance and

absorption of the roots of the temporary molars takes jilace, there is some irrita-

tion in the alveolar process. The first permanent molar coming into position
advances farther than the line of articulation of the temporary molars, and the

pre.ssure of the jaws rests upon the first permanent molars. This fact, together
with the irritation already mentioned, has a tendency to lengthen the alveolar

process, so that when the bicuspids come into place there is a difference in the

height of the vault. There are plenty of illustrations to show this development
of the alveolar process, and every practitioner of dentistry has observed it.

One of the most common illustrations is that when the molar teeth upon the
lower jaw have been extracted the molars upon the upper jaw (for want of

an antagonist) drop down by the lengthening of the alveolar process. In
this manner we obtain the difference in the length of the face. In those cases

where the vault is very high the alveolar process is always very long and thin.
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The depth of vault is also governed by the angle of the jaw. Thus, if from
inherited constitutional disease, such as consumption, syphilis, etc., arrest of

development of the maxillae should ensue, the angle would not change from an

obtuse to a right angle. It will be noticed that when the mouth is opened the

anterior part has to travel a greater distance than the posterior part, hence either

the anterior inferior alveolar process will elongate so that the lower incisor will

articulate with the upper, or the anterior superior alveolar process will elongate to

meet the lower incisor and bicuspid. Occasionally this will take place in both

jaws. In either case the superior alveolar process becomes long and thin and the

vault is quite high. In cases of arrest of development of the bones of the nose

and when adenoid growths renders it impossible for the child to breathe through
the nose; mouth breathing becomes a necessity, the jaws are separated, and the

teeth not having a resting place the alveolar process elongates and a high vault

is almost always noticed. This is the reason why imbeciles and all degenerates
who keep the mouth open, as a rule, have high vaults. On the other hand,
we occasionally notice the jaws brought closely together. This is due (1)

to short rami ; (2) to right angles of the rami to the body of the jaw ; (3) to

arrest of development of the alveolar process, and (4) to teeth with short

crowns or teeth not fully emitted. In such cases the vault is low, the alveolar

process thick, and usually the lower jaw is quite broad ; the lips pout, the face

is short and broad. Frequently the upper jaw is arrested in its develop-

ment; the muscles of mastication are very set and rigid. The height of the

vault, then, is not due to the roof's being pushed or pulled up by a pressure
exerted through the vomer by the development of the sphenoid bone, nor does

the shape of the base of the skull in any way affect it. as I have ati'eady

explained. The height is due entirely to a growth downward of the alveolar proc-
ess and teeth. The extent of the development of the alveolar process depends

upon nature's becoming satisfied with her architectural figures, and harmonizing
the jaws, alveolar process, and length of teeth. That the distance in height is

changed from a child to a person of middle life is demonstrated -by the following

figures: Thus in 317 children under 5 years of age, before the development of the

first permanent molar and alveolar process, the lowest vault measured 0.17, the

highest 0.62, with an average of 0.42. If now we notice the height of vaults in

children at different ages, we find, with two exceptions, a gradual advance in the

height of the vaults, until in 4,614 adult vaults we have lowest 0.31, highest 0.84,

with an average of 0.58. It will therefore be observed that the height of vault

develops about 0.33 to 0.35 in depth after the permanent teeth commence to erupt.
In 908 measurements of the vaults of ancient and modern Romans, Peruvians,
Sandwich Islanders, Mound Builders, American Indians, Negroes, etc., the mini-

mum height of vault was 0.25, while the maximum height was 0.88 ; average 0.53.

By comparing these figures with those obtained from the examination of modern
individuals, the lowest vault of the ancients is a little higher (0.04) than of the

moderns, and the highest a little'higher (0.04). The average, however, is a little

lower than in the modern vaults of 0.t)5, thiis showing that the ancient and pure
races of individuals possess more uniform and lower vaults than modern. We
would conclude, therefore, that the height of the vault depends upon the length
of the face from the chin to the top of the head. So far as the height of the

vault is concerned, no race, type, sect, or intellect can lay claim to high, medium,
or low vaults. They permeate through all classes of individuals.

NORMAL VAULT.

What constitutes a normal vaiilt would be a difficult question to answer. I

possess six skulls, obtained under difficulties from a medical college, and not

selected for any particular purpose. The lateral measurement was made between
the roots of the second bicuspids and the antero-posterior measurement from
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between the central incisors to the posterior border of the palate bone at a point

intersecting a vertical line dropped from the posterior nasal spine. The height of

vault was measured along a horizontal line extending from the alveolar process
on one side to the alveolar process on the opposite side just back of the second

bicuspid teeth. The following are the figures :

Lateral. Antero-
posterior.

Height of
vault.

No. 1
No. 3
No. 3
No. 4
No. 5
No. 6

In. mm.
1.31=33.22
1.25= 31.75
1.37= 34.79
1.56= 39.51
1.62= 41.12
1.25= 31.75

In. mm.
2 =50.80
2.12= 5:^.84

2 =50.80
2.37= 60.17
2.25= 57.15
2.12= 53.84

In. mm..
0.37= 9.42
.62= 15.74
.43=10.92
.75= 19.(6
.50= 15.24
.31= 7.87

Nos. 1 and 5 possess very much the same contour of the dental arch, while Nos.

4 and 6 are very broad, with square dental arches. The heights of the vaults are

all different, although two are flat, while the others are more or less rounding.
If I were to hand you any one of these skulls and ask if it was a normal vault,

you would most likely answer, yes. Yet all are normal as I view them, while

no two are alike. I have examined hundreds of plaster casts where the teeth

were all in a fairly normal position with similar results. Of 372 skulls of Peru-

vians, California Indians, Mound Builders, and American Indians, the lateral

measurement varied from 1.12 to 1.75, and the antero-posterior from 1.75 to 2.75,

while the height of the vault varied from 0.24 to 0.75. Oakley Cole made careful

measurement of a number of skulls, chiefly in the museum of the College of Sur-

geons, London, England. The skulls examined fall into two series, viz.
,
those of

European origin and those of mixed races, and the results were as follows :
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The teeth will crowd against each other as they come into place, and a normal
width of arch will be produced. If the brain is defective, as a result of some of

the constitutional diseases and the jaw should become.arrested in its development
just before sufficient room had been secured for the teeth, they will crowd against
each other, the arch will become broken, and the V or saddle arch, or some of their

modifications, will be formed, hence a narrow, contracted vault. The amount of

contraction depends upon the size of the jawbone proper ;
if the bone has become

arrested early, the jaw being small, the contraction is iisually very great. The
alveolar process depends entirely upon the location of the teeth for its shape and
size. Occasionally the teeth, which are small, are inherited from one parent, and
the jawbone proper, which is large, from the other parent. In such cases the

alveolar process will contract until all the teeth antagonize, when a small arch will

be produced.
It has already been shown that the V and saddle shape arches and their modi-

fications are observed as often among low vaults as among high ones, just as we
have seen high and low vaults in normal jaws. The contraction is due to arrest

of development of the jaw at the time of the eruption of the permanent teeth
; the

vault may be high or low. What appears to be a high vault is not in the height
of the vault, but in the width. Having now explained the true cause of what

appears to be a high vault, if we will refer to Clouston's classification we will find

what he calls neurotic and deformed are both one and the same. Both are neu-

rotic, but one is more contracted than the other. Both are due to arrest of develop-
ment of the maxillary bones. In summing up our observation , we find that there

are high and low vaults among the ignorant as well as the intellectual, among the

colored as the white, among the brachycephalic and mesocephalic as the dolicho-

cephalic, among the deformed or contracted as the normal. The width of vaiilt

depends iipon the development of the maxillary bones ;
if they develop to a size suf-

ficient to accommodate all the permanent teeth, there will be a normal vault regard-
less of height. On the other hand, if arrest of development of the jaw takes place
these deformities result in a V or saddle arch or some of its modifications. How
then shall we classify vaults? In the measurement of the height of vaults of 8,654
ancient and modern skulls in this country and Europe the highest was 0.88, the

lowest 0.35, with an average 0.58. In tlie measurement of 6,387 mouths of living

people over 20 years of age, the highest is 0.84, the lowest 0.21, with an average of

0.58. In the measurement of 616 insane people at the Eastern Illinois Insane

Asylum, the highest is 1
; lowest, 0.12, with an average of 0.54. Taking these fig-

ures into consideration, it is safe to average the height at 0,55. Allowing 0.15 an
inch in each direction, we can call vaults which measure below 0.40 low vaults ;

those between 0.40 and 0.70, medium vaults
; those above 0.70, high vaults. We

could still classify those below 0.35 very low vaults, and those above 0.85 very high
vaults.

The width of vault between second bicuspids in 8,654 ancient and modern skulls,

maximum, 1.68
; minimum, 1.13 : average, 1.36. In 6,387 moiiths of living people,

over 20 years of age, maximum, 1.50; minimum, 0.93
; average, 1.19. In 616

insane people, maximum, 1.87; minimum, 0.75 ; average, 1.16,

The vast difference between the ancient and modern skulls of this country and

Europe and those of living individuals shows conclusively that the jaws are dimin-

ishing in size. We must therefore arrange a standard by which we are to compare
the width of the vault as we find them to-day, excluding measurements of ancient

andmodern skulls. Taking the 1 . 19 as the average width of vault, we will say that

any jaw below 1.10 is a narrow jaw ;
one between 1.10 and 1.40, medium width

;

and one which measures above 1.40, a wide jaw.
S. Ex.36 119
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DISCUSSION.

Dr. M. H. Fletcher said that he considered the work that Dr. Talbot was
engaged in as not second in importance to that of any scientific man in the United
States, and that it was a real factor in the elevation of the profession.

Dr. J. L. Williams was glad to have heard Dr. Talbot's paper, and thoroughly
approved the scientifically correct basis upon which he built up his conclusions.

Dr. Florentine Aguilar said there was great medico-legal importance in the

studies prosecuted by Dr. Talbot, and it would be necessary to determine whether
a high vault was or was not indicative of a disordered brain. He related a case

which occurred some years since in Madrid. A priest who murdered the Bishop of

Madrid w^as saved from death by his lawyer proving him insane, and it was brought
out at the trial that a very high vault was a proof or an indication of insanity.
Dr. Daniel Guiterrez said that he had examined the mouths of many of the

civilized Indians in South America. He found that they had unusually flat roofs

to their mouths and good teeth, pyorrhoea alveolaris is unknown among them,
and they are very rarely any of them insane.

THE RELATIONS OF SYPHILIS TO DENTISTRY.

By Q. FEANK LYDSTON, M.D., of Chicago, lU.,

Professor of the Surgical Diseases of the Genito- Urinary Organs and Syphilology in the Chicago
College of Physicians and Surgeons ; Attending Surgeon Cook Ccnmty Hospital, etc.

It is not my intention to endeavor to present the comprehensive subject indi-

cated by the title of mj^ paper in all of its bearings upon the practice of dentistry.
An entire book might be written upon this subject, and yet withoiit doing it full

justice. I will confine myself almost exclusively to generalities, but to such gen-
eralities as have a practical clinical iaearing upon everyday dental practice. I will

classify my subject as (I) the specific relation of syphilis to dentistry; (II) the

nutritional relation of syphilis to dentistry. By the term specific I mean the rela-

tion of infectious secretion-bearing lesions about the mouth to dentistry. The sec-

ond class embraces those disturbances of the teeth and jaws which are the result,

not of the action of infectioiis syphilitic i^rocesses in loco, but of secondary nutri-

tional abeiTations incidental to the impression of syphilis directly upon the parts
affected and indirectly upon these parts through the medium of the nerves and
vascular supply.

I. It has appeared to me that the average dentist is inclined to overlook the pos-

sibilities of danger of transmitting syphilis to a healthy jjerson through the medium
of dental instruments and manipulations. . A clean instrument from the stand-

point of the dentist is not always a clean instrument from the standpoint of the

surgeon. There are many men who consider that washing andwiping of instru-

ments before and after manipulations about the mouth are all sufficient to prevent
the possibility of the conveyance of infection.

I would at this juncture impress upon the dental profession the facts : (1) That
an apparently healthy mouth may contain the poison-bearing secretion of syphilis.

(2) That nothing short of the application of extreme heat, dry or moist, or the

application of pure carbolic acid will make instruments surgically clean. It is by
no means infrequent in my experience that syphilitic patients will submit them-

selves to dental manipulations Avithout informing the dentist of their constitu-

tional infection. In such i^atients an innocent so-called ai^hthous ulcer or ' ' canker

sore," as they are very frequently termed by the laity and by a certain class of
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physicians, may be a poison-bearing syphilitic lesion. Operators who are brought
in contact with the more aristocratic class of patients are rather loth to attribute

lesions of the mucous membranes to syphilis, especially when such lesions resemble

those innocent aphthous ulcers that frequently result from simple local irritation or

from digestive disturbance. It is to be remembered also that a small mucoxis

patch, syphilitic erosion or ulceration, or perhaps a small fissure, may exist at the

bottom of some fold or reduplication of the miicous membrane and be overlooked,

the mouth appearing on a superficial examination quite healthy. The poison-

bearing lesion may appear and disappear very rapidly, yet the saliva and mucous
secretion of the mouth may be none the less contaminated and remain so for some

days after the complete disappearance of the lesion. It is by no means unusual

for small syphilitic ulcerations to exist in the irregularities of the tonsils' or folds

of the fauces. A frequent location is between the pillars of the fauces, where only
careful inspection can detect them. A superficial examination of the mouth and
throat under such circumstances will disclose an apparently healthy oro-pharyngeal
cavity. A small syphilitic ulcer or mucous patch may exist beneath the tongue
or on the floor of the mouth, where it is concealed from ordinary inspection.

Mucous patches far back upon the base of the tongue are frequently overlooked.

From what has been said, it is evident that from the standpoint of the possibility

of infection, no mouth should be considered free from suspicion, and only by such

suspicion can the dentist protect himself from the danger of infection of innocent

patients. Several cases have come under my observation in which, while it would
be difficult to positively prove that infection resulted from dental manipulations,

my conscientious opinion is that infection resulted in this manner. I would warn
the dentist particularly against the innocent-looking fissures and erosions of the

lips and tongue which the patient usually fondly terms " cold sores." A benign-

appearing fissure at the angle of the mouth may contain the contagium of syphilis.

Oftentimes the patient himself is unconscious of the existence of syphilis in his or

her system, but this innocence on the part of the patient is no safeguard against

the infection of healthy persons. A very frequent lesion seen in the mouths of

sj'philitic patients is a superficial thickening of the mucous membrane, producing
the so-called " milk spots.'' Here we have a pearly-gray infiltration of the mucous
membrane with the syphilitic neoplasm, the secretion of which is highly infectious.

I might remark that the secretions of the lesions of the moutli seen in secondary

syphilis are the most infectious of all the manifold lesions of this disease, not even

excepting a primary chancre. The frequency of the primary lesion of syphilis

about the moiith is very much greater than is usually supposed. I have seen some

thirty-odd cases of this kind. I have seen several cases in which patients pre-

sented themselves to me for diagnosis and treatment of primary syphilitic lesions

of the tongue and lips, having been, at the time of my inspection, under the care

of a dentist. The inference as to the danger of infection of healthy patients is at

once obvious.

The safeguard of the dentist is: (1) To regard all lesions of the mucous mem-
branes of the mouth, tongue, and throat as possible elements of danger of infec-

tion, no matter how innocent looking the lesions may be ; (3) to remember that

the healthiest appearing mouth may possibly contain in some obscure situation

the poison-bearing syphilitic lesion
; (3) that the secretions of lesions upon the

mucous membrane in this location, certain tertiary lesions possibly excepted,

invariably contain the contagium of syphilis in a highly active and virulent form ;

(4) nothing short of the application of prolonged dry or moist heat or immersion

in pure carbolic acid can be depended upon to destroy this contagium.
II. Nutritional changes of the tissues which come within the immedate province

of the dentist may be classified as (a) those due to hereditary non-contagious

syphilis ; (6) those due to congenital, active, and contagious syphilis ; (c) those
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due to the constitutional influence of acqiiired active syphilis ; (d) those due to

acquired syphilis that is no longer active, i. e., certain tertiary forms of the

disease; (e) those due to nutritional disturbances produced by the remedies
used for the cure of the disease. These varieties, of nutritional disturbances

require some special consideration. It is to be remembered that syphilis in the

parents may manifest itself in the child in two ways : (1) As unequivocal syphilis ;

(2) in the form of what may be termed attenuated syphilis, which, properly speak-
ing, is not syphilis at all, but comprises certain nutritive derangements incidental
to a faulty constitution of the child due to the impression of constitutional syphilis
upon one or the other or both parents. This has been generally overlooked, inas-
much as the physician is prone to classify such conditions under the more or less

indefinite term of struma or rickets.

Parrot was not so far from the mark when he attributed rickets to hereditary
syphilis. He, however, was inclined to term rickets "

hereditary syphilis.
" As

far as the relation of rickets to hereditary syphilis is concerned, I would say briefly
that it consists merely of malnutrition incidental to a faulty constitution, which
constitution is hereditary, and is due to malnutrition of the parents due to the

syphilitic impression. It is not syphilis at all, and is not susceptible to the same
treatment as true hereditary or congenital syphilis, but should be treated essen-

tially upon the same therapeutical principles as rickets due to other causes of

nutritional aberration. The same influence which syi^hilisis capable of imparting
to the child through heredity may give rise to a faulty conformation of the jaws
ana a low grade of vitality of the structures of the teeth themselves, as a conse-

quence of which irregularity of development, maxillary deformities, and prema-
ture decay may result. There is nothing specific about this relation of syphilis to

dental pathology. On the contrary, this relation is a general and nutritional one.

The impression has been made tipon me by the study of this stibject that the

rationale of the causation of these internal disturbances in the child is (1) a

tropho-neurotic disturbance in the parents ; (2) the transmission of this tropho-
neurotic aberration to the child. The relation of tropho-neurotic disturbances to

various manifestations of so-called "hereditary syphilis
"

is much more important
than is generally believed. In fact, I have for some years held the opinion that

many of the late lesions, and possibly some of the earlier ones, of acquired syphilis
are due, not to the action of the specific virus in loco, but to nutritional perver-
sions of a local character incidental to theimpression of the syphilitic poison upon
the sympathetic nervous system, the function of which is largely trophic.

(5) The lesions due to congenital and active contagious syphilis are in no wise

different in their relations in dental practice from those of the acquired form of

the disease. There is usually a clear history of the presence of the disease in the

active form at an early period after birth, or perhaps at birth. Fortunately by
far the majority of cases of congenital syphilis die during the first year, and those

who eventually do come under the care of the dentist present lesions due to nutri-

tional aberration rather than specific and active lesions. There are cases reported
of hereditary syphilis in which the osseoits lesions, particularly about the maxillae

and other bones of the face, have come at a very late period, but there is an ele-

ment of doubt concerning a certain proportion of these, and in by far the majority
of them previous lesions might have been detected had the cases been under care-

ful and continuoiis observation.

(c) Active syphilis in the acquired form may produce a great variety of lesions

of the mouth, jaws, and throat, mucous patches, ulcers, fissures, caries, and
necrosis being the chief lesions. These are all contagium-bearing, and the dentist

can not be too cautious in handling such patients.

(d) Under this head are certain carious and necrotic processes of the jaws and

palate incidental to the tropho-neurotic influence of active syphilis. These lesions
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are generally of a tertiary character, i. e., they belong, properly speaking, to the

period of sequelae. They are not supposed by many to be productive of contagion,

although clinically they should always be regarded as possible contagium-bearing,
inasmuch as it is impossible to tell positively at what time the active form merges
into the period of sequelae. They are always to be regarded, however, as septic.

Necrosis of the palatal processes, nasal bones, and of greater or less areas of the

superior and inferior maxillae proper is frequent. It is generally supposed that

these lesions are due to the pressure of the syphilitic deposit. By some they are

attributed to the corrosive or local destructive action of the syphilitic poison. I

regard these views as incorrect. The entire palate may be destroyed without any
preexisting pain, swelling, or any local disturbance which would be consistent

with the view of pressure destruction of the bone. It will be found also that these

lesions are limited by certain anatomical areas supplied bycertain nerve filaments.

The bone under these circumstances will be dissected out by the disease as cleanly
as it could be done by the knife. A sufficient amount of cell deposit or local

inflammatory action to produce complete destruction of one or both palatal proc-
esses of the superior maxilla could rationally be expected to be productive of

great pain, locarl swelling, and other manifestations of the local destrxictive process.
Per contra, very often the patient will present himself to us with a history of a

small ulceration in the hard palate. The .introduction of the probe will disclose,

much to the patient's surprise, the presence of a sequestrum, involving, i)erhap8,
the entire osseous tissues of the palate on one or both sides. 1 can not explain this

peculiar condition upon any other theory than the existence of a tropho-neurotic
disturbance which has so cut off the nutritional activity of the bone that death has

resulted.

(e) It must be remembered that mercury used in excess or in special cases of

idiosyncrasy is liable to produce inflammation or ulcerations of the mucous mem-
branes, or carious and necrotic osseous processes that are in no wise different

clinically from those produced by the disease per se. A fallacious notion exists in

the minds of the laity, and I was about to say of the medical profession as well,

that syphilis is a specific poison for which the natural antidote is mercury. As a

corollary of this fallacious notion it is supposed that the larger the amount of the

antidote short of killing the patient the sooner and more effectively the syphilis

may be stamped out. As a result of this fallacious notion much damage has been

done. If the nutrition of the patient be seriously impaired by mercury and iodide

of potassium during the active stage of syphilis, it is a noticeable fact that as soon

as the immediate effect of the remedies has passed away the syphilitic processes,

favored by the constitutional debility induced by the remedies, not only break

out afresh, but with renewed vigor.

I am aware that there are many deficiencies in the foregoing paper, but I trust

that I have given this section food for reflection, and I rely upon the disciission to

bring up many points which I could not well present in a paper of so general a

scope. .

DENTAL MEDICATION AND EXPERIMENTS WITH CASES.

By V. A. LATHAM, F. S. S.. P. R. M. S., D. D. S.,

Northwestern University Woman\s Medical School, Chicago, III.

To-day we stand on the threshold of scientific investigation, more particularly,

perhaps, in dental surgery and pathology than in any of the medical sciences, for

so far this department has had to stand behind its fellows, shall we say by reason

of its low position in the minds of both the public and the medical profession?

Happily is it that Profs. Mills and Underwood came forward and gave their ele-
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mentary work in the Transactions of the International Medical Congress in 1881,
and Black in this country, and since then Prof, W. B. Miller, to whom the entire

dental profession owe many obligations for his increasing and beneficial results in

therfield of bacteriology as allied to the dental profession. As yet few of our dental

schools teach the sciences of histology , pathology and bacteriology as they should be

taught, or even require their students to learn these subjects in the medical depart-
ment. Is it not true that the dental surgeon has to deal with the body in almost
the same character as the general surgeon ? Can general and dental surgery be

separated from one another at all when we consider the meaning of anatomy,
sepsis, pathology, etc. ? I think not, for who knows what disease has in store for

him who decides to treat an abscessed tooth? Does he not have to consider his-

tology, anatomy, and the relation of the tooth, tlie cause and condition of the tissues,

the changes going o» at the time, and the effects likely to be produced on them?
Must he not also consider the dangers of sepsis, all its resultants, leading to per-

haps deformity, loss of structure, and xiossibly of life? Under these conditions

can we.not urge that the students of to-day be more thoroughly taught if they
intend to save and repair diseased organs ? Does not the public understand the

vast»strides lately made in all scientific investigation and demaiwj such training?
How many of the students of this period realize the fact that scientific medication

is needed, and not the empiric use of one remedy in every case simply because his

trawning has been derived from some respected and eminent teacher who prefers

creosote to cloves-for all conditions, and who to save himself the exjiense and trouble

is content with it. We see how difficult it is to know what remedy to use when
we are-not thoroughly acqiiainted with the physiology and histology, to say noth-

ing of the pathology, of an organ. In dental science the question comes, how can

we obtain the necessary amount of dryness without coagulation first being pro-

duced ? The common agents all more or less belong to this group of coagulat-

ing substances, as, for example, alcohol, ether, air-heated chloroform, and many
of the essential oils. This is a difficult subject to answer, the best and only true

way being constant drying with absorbent paper, wool, and spunk ; a thorough

washing of the tooth m sterilized cold or warm water ; then choosing an agent
suited for the case, either deodorant, disinfectant, antiseptic, or germicide, pro-

vided it does not coagulate and so place a most formidable barrier to its own

penetration by coagulating the albumin, as do carbolic acid, bichloride of mercury,
etc. These agents must not be used, but one that has such a mixing and diffusing

power that it is able to penetrate to a considerable distance and so permeate

through all the substance likely to be dangerous, and at the same time not dis-

turb or irritate the surrounding tissues in any degree sufficient to cause any
molecular change, so producing a pathological condition. Therefore, to be thor-

ough we must learn what drug is capable of miscibility in water, saliva, or

mucus ;
m fact, what agent is readily diffusible through water, for in this locality

we can hardly make an aqueous emulsion as we understand the term in i)harmacy,

agitation being impossible, the nearest approach being to saturate the cavity of the

tooth with some essential oil not much, if any, heavier or lighter than water, which

by application in such a degree will soon become almost, if not quite, a mixed

solution on account of concentration^ and so become a graded-strength solution

exactly on the principle used in hardening material in graded strengths of alco-

hol. "When we have done this it is clear we«are approaching our object of having
an antiseptic action which can be followed by a germicidal agent. When we
have succeeded in destroying the microbes in the tissues, then, and not till then,

is the time to use agents which haVe stronger actions and coagtilating properties.

Because at this point we can use coagulants most readily and these substances

act as embalmers and protect the tissues from contact with the air and fluids of

the mouth. They thus act as a safeguard against further inoculation of aerobic
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germs and at the same time prevent the origin and growth of anaerobic germs.
From this, then, we gather that the most critical time in treating is during
the withdrawal of water and the satiaration by an antiseptic and germicidal non-

coagulating agent. To find those remedies which are satisfactory is the i^resent duty
of experimenters in this line. Mechanical means, as capillary attraction, will do

much to aid in the removal of water. No substance is of any value as an absorbent

unless it can take up at least 5 centimeters in height of liquid, and so wood-wool,

wood-cotton, and cellulose-cotton offer the greatest promise. Then thorough wash-

ing with listerine and peroxide of hydrogen, when the softened dentine can be

cut away. Eucalyptus (Sanders's) will mix with listerine and gradually permeate
the teeth. If we use some remedy which liberates oxygen we find it penetrates
the tubuli and acts as an antiseptic . as a deodorizer, and as a bleaching agent. Then
the tooth should be soaked thoroughly by a dressing of eucalyptus or some other

non-coagulant and non-irritating oil, and the final cutting away of the dentille.

I find the best plan is to permeate the tooth substance wnth some antiseptic oil for

a few days, then to change the dressing and place a paste of aristol or iodol in

eucalyptus or other oil over the dentine, then a plug of cotton, followed by a

sandrach plug, and lastly a temporary stopping of gutta-percha or oxyphosphate.
When this is removed the tooth can be dried by using warm, not hot, air, then

chloroform or ether, followed by eucalyptus, and then if a stronger agent is

desired carbolic acid will answer nicely, i^rovided it is used strong, if the cavity
extends to any depth and the pulp in danger of being reached. In superficial cavi-

ties a 1 to 40 solution can be used, but it must always be borne in mind that the

weaker the acid the more it will penetrate, and judgment must be used in all the

cases. Bichloride of mercury, if preferred, can be used in place of the carbolic

acid, for they are both germicides and coagulants.

Another question of great importance is the testing of our coagulating albiimin

agents, by using antiseptics and germicides to see if they are able to penetrate this

coaghlum, for if this is possible we need not fear that we shall not be able to kill

the Uiajority of microorganisms present in any cavity. We can permeate the

tubuli everywhere ; yes, and even the pulp, and so produce a thoroughly asei)tic

tooth. In cases where we have large cavities, for example, in molars, where we
wish to leave some softened dentine over the pulp in i^reference to exposing it,

this will be one of the greatest gains in dental pathology, for sterilized dentine is

unquestionably the best capping we can find
; and if the agents used do not prove

irritants to the delicate pulp the danger may be considered as past. In such

cases as the above I have had great encotiragement by the leaving of a paste of

aristol and eucalyptus over the softened dentine, and capping over it, and tem-

porary filling on that. Aristol combined with stearate of zinc, iodol, and iodoform

can be used in the same manner by those who prefer them, using as an adjunct

any of the volatile or essential oils which may be suited to the case. It must be

remembered that the oils vary considerably in their chemical action, some being
more diffusible, others said to be more powerful germicides, though this property is

doubtful among them in the true sense of the word. Others, on account of the

tannin they possess, coagulate quickly ;
others are stimulants to a great degree and

even become irritants and vesicants. Oil of turpentine and terpinol, of Merck,
are hydrocarbons, but myrtoi and cassia are more potent as antiseptics than the

other oils, but they are more stimulating and so irritating and must be used with

caution near the pulp, or irritation or inflammation is liable to be produced.
The oils are useful to mix with carbolic acid to diminish its escharotic power ;

they will also dissolve iodiife compounds, hence their value in mixing with aristol,

iodol, etc. They combine nicely with glycerin and some can be formed into

emulsions, as they have a very slight solubility in water. There is no danger -of

discoloration of a tooth when a volatile oil is sealed in a cavity, for they all absorb
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oxygen, and its power of bleaching is so well known as to need no comment; but
the cavity must be thoroughly dried before introducing the oil. If we can dilute

the fluids of the tooth, as the quantity is small, we can then use our coagulants
with some degree of safety, for we can combine agents with diluted blood, albu-

min, etc., which will not produce quite such a heavy and impenetrable coagulum.
In teeth where the pulp has been freshly removed immediate root filling is not

safe as a general rule. In almost every case where surgical treatment has been

required we have a wound, from which we have exudate, and this is almost

always inflammatory. This secretion is liable to form a coagulum, and as blood

serum is an excellent medium for bacterial growth we must watch and treat it

most carefully. If the pulp has just been removed it is well to use some normal

fluid, as salt solution, to wash out the root, in preference to water, as the exudate

will be kept in a fresh state and not coagulated, and it can be more readily washed

away and leave no deposit at the apex. When this is got rid of, soak with eucalyp-
tus for a day, then treatwith a mixture(E. E.G.) R. eucalyptus (Sander's) , 3 parts :

Ol. cassia, 2 parts ; eugenol, 1 part ; mix. Carbolic acid, cloves, or any other agent
can be used in place of the cassia if desired, and it forms a safe and pleasant

antiseptic. Then after a day or two or a week the root can be dried thoroughly
with chloroform, ether, or warm air, then bichloride of mercury, provided it con-

tains tartaric or citric acid, which not only keeps the sohition but aids somewhat

against coagulation or, if preferred, crystals of carbolic acid may be placed in the

root and a hot probe j)assed down. The heat melts the acid and cauterizes at the

same time. Then fill the root with gutta-percha, dissolved in equal parts of eucalyp-
tus and chloroform, the pulp chamber with cement, and then finish with gold.

Naphthol and napthaline are excellent antiseptics and are useful for pulpless

teeth, as they do not become stained. As antiseptics they are very valuable where
a dressing is reqiiired for exposed pulps, as is also the mixture given above. It is

cheap, simple to use, deodorant, and induces a rapid growth of healthy granula-
tions.

In microcidine, a compound of naphthol and sodium hydrate, we have a germi-
cide and inhibitor of germ growth. It is ten times as powerful as boric acid. In

a solution of
xtrffTy> which is the strength for general use, it is a most excellent wash

where there is a free discharge of pus and produces no irritation of the mucous
membrane. It also prevents fluids from becoming putrescent, especially urine, for

thirty-six hours. It has a gaeat advantage by being very soluble in water
;
neither

does it corrode instruments, nor stain clothing or tissue. Iodine water is a most
excellent antiseptic fluid for irrigation of suppurating wounds, as it is for fresh

wounds, and as it is a normal fluid its effect on the blood and jras is simply to keep
them liquid. It is of especial value in dying or suppurating teeth.

What do we mean by permanent antiseptic dressings of wounds, and what are

their desired qualities ? We mean a dressing applied immediately after an opera-

tion and left till the wound is healed. The qiialities we should try to obtain are :

(1) As perfect haemostasis as possible. (3) Absolute asepsis of the wound or part.

(3) Perfect drainage. (4) Sanguineoiis oozing reduced to a minimum, rapid

absorption of any liquid by the dressing, and especially if in deep cavities.

(5) Antiseptic action to be exercised by the latter upon the liquids which impreg-
nate them, and so preventing decomposition, fermentation, and putrefaction.

(6) Coagulating agents must be avoided until the tissues are antiseptic, and then

and not till then can such germicidal agents as carbolic acid or bichloride of mer-

cury be used. (7) The absorption even in small quantities must be watched, and

especially in iodofonn and mercury, from both of which poisoning and irritation

are liable to result. (8) Mechanical and chemical indifference (irritability) to

the edges of the wound.
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Aseptol (sulpho-carbo-ortho-oxyphenyl-sulphurousacid) is a syrupy, rose-colored,
"

volatile liquid, with a strong odor, and is non-irritant. It has the following good

qualities as proven by numerous experiments. (1) Aseptol readily dissolves in

every proportion of water, alcohol, and glycerin. (2) It is more acid, but at the

same time less caustic than carbolic acid, and it directly combines with bases.

(8) It is perfectly harmless. (4) Its anti-fermenting, anti-putrid, and disinfectant

properties are more energetic than those of carbolic and salicylic acids, and so it

recommends itself as a substitute for carbolic acid, and is a valuable hygienic agent.

(5) It can be combined readily with essential oils. A mixture of carbolic acid 67

parts with resorcin 38 i)arts, to which 10 parts of water have been added gives a

liquid mixture which will remain so, and is soluble in all proportions with water,

and its use as an efficient and convenient antiseptic preparation is readily seen.

Sulpho-carbolate is a useful agent for dental work, as it is readily soluble in distilled

water or alcohol. A solution of 10 to 15 per cent destroys microorganisms entirely,

while a 5 per cent solution only arrests their movements. Wool and dressings are

readily impregnated with the salt, and in consequence of its trifling volatility the

antiseptic power is retained for a long time. It is non-poisonous, non-irritant, does

not produce local anaesthesia or eruptions even if applied to the mucous membrane.
It is useful as a powder and can be combined with other agents. Some consterna-

tion was caused to members of the professionwhen Dr. R. B. Miller's paper on Iodo-

form appeared in the Dental Cosmos. If these experiments are true, why is the drug
so much used in hospital and medical practice in spite of its disagreeable and dan-

gerous qualities ? Has not the preparation of the drug, its solutions, and methods

of application a great deal to do with these bad results ? I think if the drugs can

be prepared in a sterile way such trouble and misunderstandings could be obvi-

ated to a large extent. Iodoform may be used in several ways : (1) In very fine

powder ; (2) pencils either made with gelatin which is elastic
;
cocoa butter, wax,

etc.
, which are rigid ; or pencils of 5 to 10 grains of the drug are excellent, and can be

made like the nerve-filling points.; (8) iodoform gauze (10 to 50 per cent solution

in either) for wounds, drainage, etc.; (4) as emiiisions, iodoform 10 to 50 per cent,

glycerin and Vv^ater equal parts, and tragacanth O. 25 per cent or with oil, for

wounds of joints, abscesses, etc. ; (5) iodoform 1, benzole 9, zanoiin or vaseline

11, and oil eucalyptus 2 nrinims, injected in lymphadenitis. So far no trouble has

occurred in the use of iodoform when sterilized. I use olive oil sterilized by boil-

ing, or some of the essential oils. The iodoform is added after cooling the oil, 10

per cent by weight. The vessel in which the oil is received is previously sterilized

by washing and followed by sublimate solution, the bichloride being washed out

bj' ether cr alcohol, the former being preferable. The best preparation of iodoform

is that prepared bymeans of electrolytic action according to the method of Schering.
The inflammatory reaction so often noticed is not seen after thorough sterilization.

Even when used as an emulsion in tuberculosis, etc., the results are excellent. A
useful antiseptic mixture is that recommended by C. Cavazzini, composed of iodo-

form 55 parts, salicylic acid 20 parts, subnitrate of bismuth 20 parts, camphor 5

parts, or I prefer to add an essential oil in place of the camphor, for then we get

both the oil and camphor effect. For indolent granulations in sinuses it quietly
stimulates them, and suppuration rapidly disappears. Iodoform, either pure or in

strong solution, hasa very striking effect upon the nerve endings. It is more pow-
erful in this respect than carbolic acid, its effects are more lasting, and it is of

great value in suppurating pulps and where sensitiveness still exists through the

odontoblast cells being irritated or dying after removal of pulps by arsenic or by
nerve extractors. A drug which so far is fighting for its existence in the vast field

of materia niedica, and which is so closely allied to iodoform, is dermatol. As

yet it is upheld and condemned by many in the profession, but in my hands it has

shown itself worthy of considerable further trial. It was first discovered by Heintz
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and Liebrecht, who convinced themselves of its freedom from poisonous properties

by experiments on animals. Doses up to 45 grams, rejieated for several days,

proved entirely harmless to rabbits, while 1^ drams pro dosi was given by stomach
tube to dogs and rabbits and no toxic effects seen. As an antiseptic agent it jire-

vents putrefaction, and also the development of bacteria when used as a 1.10 per
cent solution. Poisoning by internal administration of bismuth salts has been very

rarely seen, as they are not readily absorbed from the alimentary canal ; yet they
can be absorbed from the siirfaces of wounds, ulcers, and lead to severe poisoning
with symptoms similar to those of mercury. (Dermatol introduced in amounts of

30 to 45 grains into subcutaneous tissue i)ockets in animals, and also when placed
in contact with the peritoneum, produced no symjjtoms of illness nor were any
pathological phenomena foiand after killing the animals. ) Experiments on human
beings in surgical, medical, obstetrical, and gynecological cases showed it also to

be harmless.

The harmlessness of demiatol in contrast to such bismuth salts as the sub-

nitrate of salicylate seems to be due to its insolubility and constancy. Bacteri-

ological experiments made under conditions as closely as possible similar to that

which obtains in the living body, at a temperatureof 37° C. under exchision of light
and in the presence of moistiire, after first sterilizing the dermatol by steam and
control experiments made, the- results were negative, except where the drug was
scattered in very thick layers over the inoculated areas. This effect is also seen

wlien iodoform, iodol, or aristol are used in the same way. Dermatol is chem-

ically a basic gallate of bismuth, is an exceedingly fine saffron yellow powder,
closely resembling iodoform, which is not hygroscopic nor shows any effect by
the action of air, light, or heat, and in this manner is superior to all the above-

named agents. It is tasteless and odorless, innocuous, in a high degree exsiccant,

and promotive of granulation. The subgallate of bismuth will stand a tempera-
ture of 213° F. It is relatively insoluble and has a fatal action upon bacteria

when in immediate contact with the substance to be acted upon. Dermatol is

rapidly absorbed, and aids healing by its. drying' influence on a wound, since by
withholding from the bacteria the fluid which is essential to their growth, it

brings about their destruction, and also, by virtue of its kolyseptic action, viz,

its restraining influence upon the development of bacteria, it is destined to take a

permanent position among the drying antiseptics. What are the advantages ?

(1) It can be rubbed into gauze, then sterilized by heat or steam without altering

the chemical nature of the drug or destroying its properties. (2) It saves the

unpleasant necessity of changing dressings so often and is of especial value in

freshly sewed bowel wounds and in perineoplasty. (3) It protects the wound as

no other remedy can, and enables the surgeon to remove sutures much earlier

than where other applications are used. (4) Gauze impregnated with dermatol and
usedas tampons is of great value in the treatment of vaginal catarrh. (5) Dermatol

suppresses secretions, whilst iodoform increases them. Glaesar thinks iodoform

is better applied to putrid wounds and suppurating tracts than dermatol, the last

being used only when the wound is already antiseptic. (6) For diarrhoeal affec-

tions, in typhoid lever, dysentery, phthisis, etc., it has no equal. Dose, ss., in 4

doses. (7) For burns from either fuming nitric acid, hot water, or hot fat it is

excellent when applied as a salve. (8) In diseases of children, as 10 i^er cent with

vaseline or lanolin on lint, gauze, etc. In otitis media, as a powder blown in. In

skin diseases the drying properties are especially useful. (9) In surgery, strongly

secreting woiinds, ulcers, abscesses, etc. .Methods of use : As powder, through

insufflator, on gauze, diasting ; as liquids and pastes, in emulsion of collodion,

glycerin, essential oils ; as ointment, with lanolin, wax, zinc oxide, or paraffin,

(10) Wounds always heal without local reaction, febrile symptoms, or suppu-

ration, and by the absorbing power it abstracts the moisture and so deteriorates
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the nutritive value of the tissues. Iij dental surgery dermatol gave excellent

results in chronic alveolar abscesses, both with and without fistulous openings,

suppurating pulps, inflauimation of the gums, and jiyorrhoea alveolaris.

Co.se /.—In one case, which will do for a type of all, I found the patient, a lady,
age 18, had u large abscess on the buccal siirface, extending over the second

siiperior bicuspid and first superior molar of the left side. A large cavity in the

coronal, jiroximal, distal side, which, after applying the rubber, I washed out with
warm sterilized water and cut down and beveled the enamel walls. Then dry-
ing the tooth as well as I could witli bibulous paper, spunk, etc., I applied a

liledget of wool with pure listerine (Lambettes), soaked the cavity, then ciitting
the debris and softened dentine I soon opened up the pulp chamber and root,
and then reached a quantity of greenish-yellow pus. This I washed out with
listerine and then cleansed with a rough probe and a smooth one with bibulous

paper on it in preference to wool. I then washed out with listerine in preference
to peroxide of hydrogen, as an accumulation of free oxygen is not good unless a
direct outlet is present. I then introduced eucalyptiis and left it in contact, but
loose, followed, by a dry plug of wool and then another dipped in sandrach varnish.
After removing the rubber I opened the pus sac freely, after first touching it with
carbolic acid to render it painless and antiseptic, well washing out the sac with
sterilized warm water, peroxide of hydrogen, and finally packing with gaiize

dipped in the mixture E. E. C.
,
above given. The patient had allowed this condition

to become chronic, and a good deal of chronic inflammatory tissue was present
throughtheoccurrenceofcontinualcicatricial openings. IntheR. S. firstmolarwas
a large cavity and tjiree small abscess sacs over the buccal surface, and a fistulous

opening from the palatine root ; also a long-standing case. This was treated in a
similar manner, and the patient told to come the next day, when the canals were
well cleansed, oil of cassia in the left bicusxnd and eucalyptus in the right molar,
the woimd cleansed, and fresh gauze inserted. Good results followed until aboiit

two weeks after, when an increased discharge showed in the left bicuspid, which
seemed difficult to get rid of, as it was apical and the abscess was still well oi)en. I

then washed it thoroughly and made a x)aste of eucalyptus v^ith dermatol, and with
fine nerve probes, etc., forced up all I could, and even through the aijex, covered
the paste, and put in a temporary gutta-percha filling, as the patient wished to

go away for a while. After two weeks, on removing the stopping, I found consid-
erable of the drug absorbed, what was left being a fine dry jjowder. This I wiped
out thoroughly with eucalyptus on bibulous paper, and then dried with chlo-

roform and finally etlier ; inserted dry cotton, plugged temporarily, and after a

week, as no bad results showed, 1 filled the roots and crowned, and so far have had
no further trouble. The right side gave much trouble, and as a finaU-esort I used
dermatol in it with excellent results.

Case 2.—A young boy with a cut in the sole of the foot, which had been very
badly neglected for two weeks

; pus xiresent in great quantity ; much odor and
pain. The foot was carefully washed in sterifized water, the necrotic epidermis,
etc., cut away, and the wound covered with dermatol in a thin, layer. This

improved the condition. At the next dressing the drug was dusted over in a large
qiiantity, covered with oil silk to prevent adherence of the dressing to thewounded
surface, the whole bandaged, and as the boy would not keep quiet the case seemed
likely to require some time to heal. But after a few days, the dressing being left

undisturbed, the result was most gratifying ; suppuration ceased, the remaining
necrotic tissue was thrown off, under which the granulating surface was rapidly
formed, and without irritation covered with epithelium.

In experiments with cultures of staphylococcus the growth stopped on applying
dermatol. Bacteria (13 different varieties) were cultivated on agar jelly. Three

tubes were in each case inoculated, one of which for control purposes was left

free from the agent. Over the surface of the second, dermatol was very lightly

scattered by a spray apparatus, while the third was thickly covered with derma-

tol. One species of staphylococcus showed the most flourishing growth after

three days in the control tube, while in both the others, where dermatol was scat-

tered, not a trace of the development could be discovered. On the fifth day the

surface of the two latter was scattered with a needle and fresh inoculations were

made ; neither here did any growth occur. Agar, colored with indigo-carmine,
1 per cent, and 2 per cent of dermatol, added in each of two tubes, A and B,

well mixing the liquid and pouring out in cold Petri dishes. In a third tube. C,
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no dermatol, staphylococci introduced, and the whole jjlaced in the incubator. In
C decoloration after three days, while in A the same stage was not reached in the
dish till the tenth day ;

in B not till the fifteenth day. Vibrio Finkleri, Vibrio
cholerae Asiatica. Bac. Sj^jhi. Abdom. showed difficult and limited growth under
the influence of dermatol; while with M. Tetragenus and Bac. sabtilis anthracis

the cultures remained quite sterile.

These few points show that dermatol is likely to prove very advantageous in

dentistry and in medical work, but it requires a good deal more careful examina-
tion to prove its exact position. A fact to be remembered is that for the dose of a

drug to act antiseptically it is not necessary that the dose of the drug employed be
able to kill the microbe

; it is sufficient that such a dose enables the leucocytes to

triumph over the germs in question. Often the same amount of, say, the mercuric
salt diminishes the power of both kinds of bodies, but it is important that the

action exercised be such as to enable the leucocytes to conquer, as it were, the

microorganisms. The aim, as we all know, is rather asepsis than antisepsis, the

prevention of germs from gaining access to wounds instead of attacking them only
after they had got there. The more rapidly wounds and other lesions can be

closed up and repaired, by so much is the risk of bacterial infection reduced.

Hence the demand for wound-healing agents in practical surgery and dentistry ;

and so long as we must use them, it behooves all who have these agents in active

work to contribute their results from time to time with carefully recorded cases

for or against these agents, so that after a time many unreliable and needless drugs
could be set aside.

,
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BREVE NOTICIA SOBRE A ARTE DO DENTISTA NO BRAZIL.

POR ARISTIDES BENICIO.

Ate o anno de 1881 nao havia nas faculdades de medicina do Brazil curso de

cirurgia dentaria nem tao pouco instituto particular onde se podesse preparar o

aspirante a proflssao do cirurgiao dentista. A aprendisagem era feita extra-

officialmente.

O individuo que pretendia exercer essa profissao requeria a faculdade de medi-

cina exame de habilitagao para o referido exercicio. Esse exame constava da

descripgao anatomica de um dos maxilares. do modo porque se obturava um dente

e como se fasia uma dentadura ;
d'isto constava a prova oral. A prova pratica

era... a extracgao do dente no cadaver! Erao examinadores os lentes da facul-

dade em numero-de- tres.

Nao era exigido nem um s6 preparatorio, razao porque encontra-se no Brazil

dentistas quasi analphabetos, alguns olior bons praticos.

Em 1882, reformando-se o regiilamento das referidas faculdades, creou-se um
logar de preparado'- de cirurgia dentaria, logar que so pode ser exercido por um
cirurgiao dentista. Creou-se mais nessa mesma epocha os cadeiros de anatomia,

phisiologia, pathologia e therapeutica dentarias, professados, porem, pelos lentes
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substitutos dos respectivos cadeiros (doctores eiii inedicina). Ao preparador com-

petia exi)licar prothese e trabalhos de gabinete. Exigio-se de entao para ca as tres

provas
—

escripta, pratica e oral. Coine§ou d'aKi a cirurgia dentaria a progredir

entre nos.

Hoje, depois desubsequentes reformas, ja temosum institutoodontologico annexo

as faculdades de medicina com um curso senao completo. pelo menos regular, pois

alem dos cadeiros acima temos mais a de clinica odontologica e a de prothese den-

taria, que tern por i^rofessores cirurgioes dentistas.

Ja se ve que pelo andamento que tem tornado nestes dez ultimos annos a cirurgia

dentaria no Brazil, sera de progressiva senda e brilhante fvituro neste paiz a pro-

fissao do dentista.

Ha dez annos nao se cogitava do exercicio do dentista nos estabelecimentos

publicos, nena nos hospitaes ; hoje contamos no primeiro estabelecimento de cari-

dade brazileiro—o Hospital da Santa Casa da Misericordia—(um dos primeiros do

mundo) um excellente gabinete de cirurgia dentaria, onde fiinccionao efiPectiva e

diariamente doixs dentistas, o director do consultorio e o seu adjuncto. O Reco-

Ihimento dos Orphoes, a Casa dos Expostos, o Hospicio de Alienados tein bem
montados servigos de cirurgia dentaria dirigidos pelo mesmo profissional que se

acha a testa do referido servigo no Hospital da Santa Casa. A Beneficencia Por-

tugueza tem tambem, no seu hospital montado, o servigo dentario. A Brigada
Policial conta no seu corpo sanitario um cirurgiao dentista, bem como o Collegio

Militar, alem de outros estabelecimentos e corporagoes publicos e particiilares que
sustentao servigo identico.

Referindo-me ao instituto odontologico esquicia-me mencionar os cadeiros da

hygiene e hystologia, e declarar que para a matricula no instituto o candidato

tem apresentar certidao de exame das materias preparatorias : portuguez, inglez

ou francez, arithmetica, geometria, phisica e chimica.

Tudo isto prova que a arte do dentista progride a passos largos nos Estados

Unidos do Brasil.

Junto remetto algumas estatisticas do servigo a meu cargo no Hospital da Casa

Santa. Nao e um trabalho completo, ao contrario esta longe d'isso, e, porena, o

inicio de futuros estudos e observagoes, quiga, proveitosos.
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Mappa estatistico do Gabinete Dentario do Hospital geral da Santa Casa da Mis-
ericordia.

ANNO COMPROMISSAL DE 1880 A 1887.

Mezes.

Consultas a.

Homens.

Julho
Agosto
Setembro .

Outubro...
Novembro
Dezembro .

Janeiro
Fevereiro .

Marco
Abril
Maio
Junho

Total

105<
107
103
137
148
143
160
146
150
144
125
138

1,607

Mul-
heres.

Cre-
angas.

198
205
335
203
3:^9

219
180
175
216
228
218
223

2,528

79
79
93
168
123
130
112
115
134
141
135

1,356

OperagSes.

Extrac-
gSes.

461
508
496
590
743
536
565
555
547
543
li31

455

6,619

Obtu-
ragSes.

109
87
133
147
137
95
104
76
80
107
90
113

1,286

Cauteri-
sac3es.

Resec-
Coes.

383
mi
389
213
213
127
107
148
187
141
193

2,516

Re-
ceitas.

53
94
85
70
73
68
52
U
75
71
53
57

791
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ANNO COMPROMISSAL DE 1887 A 1888.

1903
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ANNO COMPEOMISSAL DE 1888 A 1889.
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ANNO COMPROMISSAL DE 1889 A 1890.

1905

Mezes.

Julho
Agosto
Setembro .

Outubro . -

Novembro
Dezembro
Janeiro .-.

Fevereiro.
Margo
Abril
Maio
Junho.

Total

Consultas a.

Homens.

133
169
133
135
149
147
137
147
153
117
141)

119

1,658

Mul-
heres.

295
210
172
263
248
186
243
189
269
200
232
148

2,655

Cre-
angas.

195
176
143
188
142
179
180
168
185
i;33

127
122

Total.

613
555
447
576
539
512
5()0

aoi
607
4.50

499
389

6,251

Operagoes.

Extrac-
55es.

590
557
573
601
580
669
657
583
649
519
582
645

7,395

Obtu-
ragoes.

660

Cauteri-

243
151
58

153
141
72

128
101
169
119
147
31

1,511

Re-
Resec- ceitas.

gSes.

59
93
53
44
45
42
39
56
63
37
37
31

598
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ADDRESS BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE SECTION, ALBERT L. GIHON,
A. M., M. D.,

Medical Director, U. S. Navy.

SANITARY MOTES AND BEAMS.

And why beholdest thou the mote that is in thy brother's eye, but perceivest
not the beam that is in thine own eye? (St. Luke, vi, 41.)

These words of the Teacher of Humanity, which
" the beloved physician

" of the

first century has recorded, are an appropriate text for the opening address in the

important section with whose conduct I have been charged in this congress. Time

was, and that no long time , when Hygeia, the neglected Cinderella of the medi-

cal family, slunk unnoticed among menials
;
now that she graces the salon, her

proud sisters caress her and suitors court her favor. As an old admirer of this

fair mistress, whose colors I have worn through youth and manhood, I may be

pardoned the personal exultation that I have lived to see her suzerain. The

ascendency of hygiene has greatened and glorified medicine, without dimming the

luster of any other branch ; but though her cult is established, her mission has not

ended with the recognition of her supremacy and the faithful following of her own
ilk. To-day she turns to the people and their rulers, outside the medical fold, and

demands the^ place in their councils that is hers of right. A makeshift share in

the administration of the sanitary interests of the country has been grudgingly

allowed, but the inexorable demands of modern enlightenment can not be satisfied

until the conservator* of the iiublic health shall sit a peer among the rulers. The

minister of war may build mighty engines for destruction and defense and muster

vast armies and navies, which disease can disperse with a weapon so tiny that

the eye can not discover and no mere military expedient antagonize. The min-

ister of finance may fill his treasure houses with gold and silver by the ton, which

can buy human souls, honor, virtue, independence, everything but the boon of

health, God's free gift to man, through which ahme he can be like His own glorious

image. Commerce, agriculture, "manufacture, fishery, mining, and all the indus-

trial occupations of the human race, which are now the objects of the intelligent

supervision of cabinet ministers, who are grand masters of political economy and
social science, can not thrive without vigorof human blood and brains and brawn,
which are the machinery of these occupations ; yet until this decade it has not

been thought that the intelligent supervision of a grand master of the divine

science of medicine was necessary to preserve this vigorous health of the com-

munity, without which even these other ministers can themselves only imperfectly

perform their own offices of administration.

When I entered the service of the Government of the United States as an officer

in the medical department of the Navy, nearly forty years ago, with a minimum
of experience and a maximum of enthusiasm.and an exalted opinion of the dignity
and responsibility of my charge which a lifetime has only intensified, I was
astounded at the total ignorement of sanitary i^rovision then i^revailing in the

naval service. Medical officers were curtly reminded that their opinions and
advice would be asked when desired ; their protests at acts that filled the hospitals

and mortiiary lists were contemptuously unheeded
; they were reproved for offl-

ciousness and pimished as insubordinate. Disabled sailors and marines were dis.

charged, and their places and those of the dead were filled without regret or

remorse, but with the shameless boast that "
if men die we can ship others," like

the Netherlands commodore, some of whose crew had been killed, by the careless

firing of a shotted saluting gun, who accepted the apology for the accident with the
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nonchalant remark, "Dere are plenty more Dutchmens in Holland."' The battle

ships and cruisers of modem navies are not more unlike the brigs and sloops of
war of forty years ago than are the cleanly, well-fed, comfortably clad, and cared-
for enlisted men, who go on shore daily, subscribe for newspapers, and write let-

ters, a different race from the begrimed and degraded "shell backs," who were
ordered to their work with curses and punished with brutality for offenses which
neglect and ill treatment had incited. The naval and military establishments
have considered the beam in their own eyes, but civil authorities are still ptirblind
to the necessity for organized intelligent sanitary supervision and direction, and
grope for succor only under the flash-light of a pestilential visitation. The fol-

lowing from a recent editorial in an influential journal is pertinent :

Whether cholera has or has not made its appearance at Chester, which is practi-
cally one of the suburbs of Philadelphia, it is certain that the conditions reported
to exist there are in the highest degree favorable for the introduction and spread
of that disease. All accounts represent the neighborhood in which the alleged
cases occurred as filthy beyond description and occupied l)y a class of persons who
pay no attention whatever to the laws of health or personal cleanliness. Of course
the country now has the pleasant assurance that the place is to be thoroughly
cleaned and effectively quarantined ; but why were not the steps necessary for the
protection of the public health taken before the resulting disease, whether cholera
or not, had gained such a footing that already five persons have died from it? The
time to lock the stable door is before the horses housed therein are stolen, and the
way to treat contagious diseases is to prevent their appearance, and not wait for
them to gain a foothold and then try to stamp them out.

The secretary-general has announced that the proceedings of this section and its

congener, the Section in Marine Hygiene and Quarantine, will constitute a special
feature of this congress. It is therefore incumbent upon us before adjourning, to

declare very positively the opinion of the members of this section, composed of

experienced practical sanitarians from every country of the Western Hemisphere,
that the interests of the public health must be intrusted to a department of the
Government especially charged with their administration, with equal independent
executive authority as given to other national departments. Temporizing legisla-
tion under the spur of emergencies does not befit this age. As the enlightened
physician seeks to prevent his charges becoming ill, so should the guardian of the

public health be able to forestall these emergencies, whose pecuniary cost, in money
expended and wasted, in trade paralyzed and diverted, in labor and its wages lost

by the sick and terrified and dead, in a single epidemic, exceeds that of maintain-

ing an efficient sanitary service for the whole country for a whole year. The fault

of the medical profession has always been its lack of bold assertion of its rights ;

but it can no longer hesitate to declare to trade and commerce and agriculture
and manufacture that the health and vigor which are essential to prosperity can
not be secured by their own unskilled, uninformed efforts. They must learn, as

the military services have learned, that powerful armies and navies are the results

of able and untrammeled medical departments. It is as unwise to confide the

care of the national health to a financier, however astute, as to expect a postmaster-

general to understandingly control a bureau of agriculture, or a fishery commis-
sioner to best administer the affairs of the public schools, and an attorney-general
to direct the mining industries. The health of a nation is a national consideration

involving international cooperation. There should be no priority nor clash of

sectional interests. State lines are not respected by epidemic intruders. No State

barrier can be so defensive and impenetrable that the toxiferous germ can not pass

through. The precise form of administration may be left to legislation, the indis-

pensable requisites being that it shall be national, that it shall have parity of voice

and influence in the national councils, that it shall have independent executive

authority under the limitationa common to othei departments, and that it shall
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be intrusted to educated and experienced medical men, who alone are competent
to assume its responsibilities.

'

I have not wandered from my text in thus pleading for a national public health

establishment. Spasmodic tentative provisions in emergencies are nothing but

attempts to discover motes from abroad when the beams at home should first

receive consideration. To parallel further and in another sense, the scientific

tendency of the day is literally toward mote hunting through microscopes instead

of using oiTr human eyes upon visible abominations. The sanitarian, official or

amateur, need only look about him to be appalled at the spectacle of indifference

of rich and poor, high and low, to dangers far greater than any from cholera

microbes which confront them every hour, and it maybe worth our while to indi-

cate some,of these beams in our own eyes, which we complacently refuse to see,

while we magnify the motes on our horizon. The preventable disease, which kills

more of thehuman race than choleraand yellow fever together, and in its ordinarily

slow process of killing lessens the productive power of a community, directly by
the enfeeblement of its victims ana indirectly by its demands upon members of

households and eleemosynary institutions for the care of these chronic invalids ;

tuberculosis is tolerated with as little concern as the Mongolian exhibits for small-

pox or the Creole for yellow fever and malaria. The consumptive, whose traits no

professional acumen is required to recognize, frequ.ents our crowded thorough-

fares, sits beside us in unventilated street cars and at the hotel table, occupies
Pullman sleeping births, and shares the steamship stateroom, wholly unre-

strained and innocently ignorant that he or she may be sowing the seeds of disease

among delicate women and children. Anyone may verify this who uses his eyes
for the purpose along the railway and coastwise steamer routes to our invalid

resorts. Within a twelve month, on my way to Mexico by rail, I was fellow-pas-

senger with two invalids in the advanced stage of phthisis, en route for San

Antonio, one of whom occupied the opposite berth and the other one diagonally
across the car, so that I could see and hear them coughing and expectorating, with

only such attention as well-intending but unskilled relatives could render. They
had no vessels for receiving their sputa, which were discharged in their jjocket

handkerchiefs to be scattered over pillows, coverlets, and blankets. They left the

car in the morning, and T saw those same berths ; it is true with change of linen,

sheets, and pillowcases, but with no change of blankets, mattresses, or pillows ;

occupied that very night by other travelers, who were thus subjected to contact

with a pathogenic microbe far more tenacious of life and power of evil-doing than

the dreaded cholera spirillum. One has only to sit in a crowded street car on a

winter day and watch the clouds of respiratory steam circling from the mouths and
nostrils of the unclean and diseased into the mouths and nostrils of the clean and

healthy, as the expiratory effort of the one corresponds with the inspiratory act

of the other. The road is short but straight and sure from vomica and mucous

patch to the receptive nidus in another's body. Who that has ever had forced

upon him an aerial feast of cabbage, onions, garlic, alcohol, tobacco, and the gastric

effluvia of an old debauchee can doubt that aqueoiis vapor can transport microscopic

germs by the same route ? Not long ago I traveled by sea from New York to

Charleston, and for two nights was cabined with some twenty consumptives going
to Florida. The air was chilly and they huddled around the stoves and fearfully

and fearlessly closed doors and windows until the atmosphere became stifling and

1 These propositions were unanimously adopted in the form of a resolution in these terms by
the conjoined Sections in Hygiene, Climatology, and Demography, and in Marine Hygiene and

Quarantine, and reported to the general session of the congress, by which it was referred to the

international executive committee, which returned it with its indorsement and direction that it

be transmitted as the voice of the congress to the executives of aU. the countries represented
therein.
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surcharged with their emanations ami the dried spiita, which they ejected on every
side. It was comparatively easy to escape during the day by staying on deck, and
I slept with my stateroom windows wide open, but the curtains, carpets, pillows,
and mattresses had been saturated by I know not how many expectorating prede-
cessors. I have visited fifty smallpox cases a day, have gone through yellow-fever
wards, and stood by cholera bedsides with far less apprehension than I experienced
on that trip ; yet it was one taken by many thousands of people who would have
been terrified to know that there had been a case of cholera within a mile to leeward
of their homes. Recall in your several experiences the instances of members of a

family who have occupied the same chamber and bed with a gentle and beloved
aunt or sister, and those of tuberculous husbands or wives, who have become ill

like them with pulmonary phthisis attributed to everything but the manifest cause.

In former years I preached a crusade against another virulent communicable

disease, in the interest especially of innocent and heli^less women and children, and
for a time I was gi-atified to find that husbands and fathers began to realize, from
the numeroiis indisputable instances of innocent infection I was able to report,
that syphilis might be, as it had been, contracted from combs and brushes and

rough-edged drinking vessels in hotels, sleeping cars, and boarding houses, from

pens, pencils, and paint brushes that had been held between diseased lips, from dirty
old bank notes, from street-venders' toys, from a lover's kiss, a stranger's caress,

or a nurse's ministrations. Supported by an array of cases of infected children,

young girls, and elderly men and women, the committee of the American Public

Health Association, of which I was chairman, advocated the enactment of a law

placing venereal disease in the category of other communicable affections and

punishing its transmission as a misdemeanor ; but there were too many of the self-

righteous blind to these beams in their eyes, who thought it wiser to seek to exter-

minate by ignoring its existence and never uttering the name of a disease that has

done more harm to mankind than all the diphtheria, typhoid, smallpox, measles,
and scarlet fever which are so carefully isolated and their statistics so regularly
collected and promulgated ; a disease that travels with the missionary to Asia,

Africa, and the Pacific, and decimates bodies faster than he can whiten souls.

I do not expect that all who have eyes will see as I do, or, having ears, hearken
to what I say. The idle and perverse generation of the first century will have its

following in the twentieth, and men and women will continue to do the insanitary

things they ought not to do, and leave undone the sanitary precautions they oiight

to take, despite our warning, our imploring, our advice, or our denunciation.

However benevolent and beneficent the hygienist's aim, his unappreciated, unre-

quited, and often unprofitable labor is enough to deter him from what has been

derisively described as only an effort to procure the survival of the unfit, and
thus thwart Nature's own attempt to rid the world of them. He encounters

another obstacle to success as aggravating as the disbelief in the necessity for his

work. The authorities listen to his warnings, and then employ their own per-

functory and superficial methods of protection. Told that absolute cleanliness

is the fundamental fact of sanitation, street cleaners are set at work brushing the

siirface dirt into little heaps, which passing vehicles again distribute, or the winds

carry into the open windows of adjacent residences. The refuse of the household

is deposited in vessels on the sidewalks of crowded thoroiighfares, to be emptied
after a time into collecting carts, from which clouds of dust envelop passers and
circulate back into the houses ; living dust, for Manfredi found an average of

701,521,000 microbes to the gram of the street dust of Naples, from which he

cultivated pus, malignant edema, tetanus, tubercle, and septicaemia. Swarms
of flies feed on the decomposing contents of exposed garbage pans and bucikets,

and carry their tiny germ-laden booty into the butcher shop of the poor and the

kitchen of the millionaire. Who can dispute that if the hair of a Newfoundland
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dog could transport yellow fever to a distant Mississippi town, and a newspai^er

printed in an Ohio village where smallpox was raging could fatally infect a

United States consul in a foreign port where the disease did not exist, that a cloud

of dust, a swarm of flies, or a single fly, as Sawtschenko, Simmonds, and Stern-

berg demonstrate, can disseminate cholera and become a focus of infection, which
would have been impossible had ordinary care been exercised in preventing the

exposure and promptly destroying the discharges and excreta of those already
sick? Cities are reported clean whose sanitary inspectors have merely walked

through crowded tenements, a hundred or more a day, and been satisfied with

external evidences of brush and broom, leaving carpets and rugs unlifted; pieces

of heavy furniture, with the fluff of years behind and beneath, unmoved ; and

closets, cux)boards, pantries, storerooms, attics, and cellars undisturbed. The
cellars of our great cities, and I speak with personal knowledge of many in New
York, Brooklyn, and Philadelphia, are greater abominations than even filthy liv-

ing apartments. The New York Herald of the 8th of August, narrating the death

of two children by falling from a window on the fourth floor of a tenement at 204

West Sixty-first street, said •

To get at the bodies of her children the frantic mother had to go through the
cellar of the house. There she waded through indescribable filtli. almost knee-

deep, to where her children lay, when the foul odors overcame her and she
fainted.

It added :

The sanitary superintendent issued an order that the cellar must be cleaned oiit

within twenty-four hours.

Do you believe that it was the only one of its kind that needed cleaning ? No
city can be accounted clean until its ordinances require every cellar door to be widely

opened to sun and air, that royal pair of germicides ; every cellar to be emptied
of its refuse ; every cellar wall and ceiling to be scrax)ed and whitewashed

; every
cellar floor to be taken up if rotted, and si^rinkled with lime if uncovered, a tedi-

ous and expensive process but effective sanitation, costly as it must need be, is

cheap beside the outlay of a single epidemic. There are underground foulnesses

in all our great cities of which they should be rid at any cost, as where ragpickers
and bone gatherers collect their filthy stores and Italian street-corner fruit sellers

keep their decomposing bananas, grapes, and oranges, till, rubbed off by dirty

pocket handkerchiefs, they are exposed for sale, glistening after their repulsive

polish with impure saliva. If some mote hunter, loath to see so huge a beam,
chooses to find solace in disbelief, I might be able to shock him by declaring that

I have seen the figs he munches unconcernedly flattened in their pretty boxes,

in a country' where syphilis reigns, by questionable thumbs moistened by equally

suspicious saliva. Shall I, while revealing insanitary horrors, dare lift the sweep"^

ing train of the fair promenader, fashioned after that of women in other countries

who never walk upon the streets, and show the nasty mess of spittle, excreta, mud,
and dust she gathers from the sidewalks upon her white skirts and silk stockings?
She will not believe me

;
but the bacteriologist who scoops the mud from between

the cobblestones of the streets to find it swarming with microscopic life can

gather as rich a harvest of microbes from these same dainty undergarments. Nor
are these the only beams we overlook in our search for motes. Dr. Grraham, bac-

teriologist of Starling Medical College, in response to an official inquiry by a member
of Congress, reported that he was able to obtain thirteen colonies of two kinds of

bacteria from one dirty, worn bank note, and the Medical Record of January 21 of

this year states that a British bacteriologist discovered 19,000 microbes, including
those of tuberculosis, diphtheria, and scarlatina, vegetating upon a single note.

Otherharborers of morbific germs are the textile fabrics employed in the furnishings
of streetcars and stages, which the chairman of the sanitary committee of the New
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York board of health reports as •' a menace to i^nblic health by reason of their con-

tinual exposure to uncleanness and infection from the clothing of diseased and filthy

passengers,
"
which, like their grimy bodies, may be foul with the sputa of diphtheria,

tuberculosis, or syphilis, the desquamations of scarlatina, measles, or erysipelas,

the emanations of typhus, or the alvine discharges of cholera or dysentery. A
commendable league of zealous ladies, who are seeking to prevent the abominable

practice of expectorating in public vehicles, induced a few car companies to dis-

play placards to the effect that " Gentlemen are requested not to spit on the floor,"

but these appeals, intended for beasts who were never gentlemen, were hung in

inconspicuous places or covered by other notices, and the spitters continue to

discharge their sj^philitic and tubercular sputa on the floor mats, to be taken up
on ladies' petticoats and carried to their homes. The spitter and the other beast

who void^ his impure nasal secretions where it suits him are largely responsible

for the spread of influenza, for, according to Pfeiffer, the discoverer of its bacillus,

"its contagium is found in the moist secretions of acute cases in the discharges

from the nasal and bronchial mucous membranes. "

Further detail would be out of place in an introductory address to this section.

Let it suffice to point to the fragile spirillum of cholera which we are exorcising

by "bell, book, and candle," as illustrating the dreaded motes of my text, and to

the sturdy, robust bacilhis of tubercle as the beam we will not consider. "Cholera,"

says Ernest Hart,
' ' can only be drunk and eaten . It can notbe caiight andbreathed ;

"

but the tubercular mischief-maker, who finds the ever-open door of the respiratory

passages his readiest approach, may also enter at any or all the orifices of the body.

Among 1,000 autopsies, Osier found 275 with tuberculosis; among 8,873 patients

in the surgical clinic at Wiirzburg, one-seventh (1,2S7) were tuberculous; the

necroscopic statistics of Harris and others " show that one-third, jperhaps over one-

half, of the people who live to middle age have some form of tubercular infection ;

"

and Dr. Williams, of Johns Hopkins Hospital, estimates that tuberculosis of the

female generative organs is four times more frequent than generally supposed

(Medical Record, March 18). Can any more obvious method of direct infection

in these cases be imagined than the trailing skirts of women gathering tubercular

sputa from the pavements ?

The sanitary inspector is destined to become the most important agent of future

civic administration. The perfunctory burning of a pan of sulphur in a diphthe-

ritic chamber, the sprinkling here and there of a solution of corrosive sublimate,

or the substitution of the sweeter scent of thymol, innol, or some newer "ol" for

the foul odor of the i)rivy, will not then be the tolerated limit of his interference.

All that science teaches and all that intelligence can devise will be exacted of him.

A sanitary inspection will be a deliberate, painstaking, critical examination of

nooks and corners and their disinfection, the flooding of the lairs of microscopic

motes, and the deluging of unsightly beams with those unstoppled, unpatented,

inexhaustible germicides ; air and sunshine.

Coincident with the approaching Eleventh International Medical Congress at

Rome and its fitting complement there is to be an exposition of medicine and

hygiene, and significant of the share accorded sanitary science in a medical congress

representing the highest modern professional attainment, it Avill be noticed that of

the ten classes which, in their ennemble, make up the exposition, five are exclusively

hygienic, to wit, (4) plans, models, and materiel bearing on school management
and sanitary civic organization (riordinamento urbano) ; (6) plans, models, and

materiel for hygienic constructions ; (7) apparatus and furniture for hygienic uses

in the interior of common dwelling houses and public offices on every scale ; (8

materiel, appliances, and accommodations for the practice of personal hygiene ,

and (9) plajis, models, and appliances for the hygiene of the working classes.

Three are partly hygienic, to wit, (1) apparatus, materiel, and plans of buildings
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for scientific and technical investigation in therapeutics, biology, and hygiene ;

(3) articles and appurtenances requisite in salvage service and in assistance pub-

lique; and (10) books, atlases, photographs, and such like recently published and

having reference to the medical, biologic, and hygienic sciences. Two only of the

ten are exclusively medical and surgical, to wit, (2) apparatus, instruments, and

materiel therapeutiqtie in the various departments of medicine, and (5) plans,

apparatus, and furniture for the purposes of the divisional surgeon in pities.

Additional to these, special classes are devoted to hydrology and balneo-therapy,

and to the Italian Red Cross Society, both of which are practical outcomes of san-

itary endeavor.

I do not forget that climatology and demography, as well as hygiene, are within

the purview of this section ; but what are climatology and climatotherapy but

applied hygiene, and what is demography but the demonstration of the results

of sanitary or insanitary conditions among masses of people ? The climatologist

is of necessity a hygiologist. The materia medica and pharmacopoeia are not his

text-books. Physical geography, meteorology, hydrology, balneology are his

scriptures and gospels ; the vivifying light, invigorating air, and healing springs

and waters his armamenta—his anodj'nes and hypnotics, his roborants and eutro-

phics, his alterants and excernents. The high professional standing of the Ameri-

can Climatological Association, one of the constituent bodies of the Congress of

American Physicians and Surgeons, and the distinguished climatologists who are

with us to-day and who are conspicuous in every international congress of hygiene,
are evidences of the place in medicine of climatotherapy, the practical end of

medical climatology—that broad specialty which robs so many graves of untimely
victims and makes so many, heretofore without hope, able, if not to take up their

beds, at least to get out of them and walk. The field of the climatologist is as

broad as the habitable surface of the globe—in the high altitudes of Colorado and
the Alps ; in the odorous pine forests of Norway and the Carolinas ; on the sea-

shore or upoii the wide waste of waters and their islet oases swept by ocean

breezes.

Our American vital statistics are not yet piled high enough to form the founda-

tion for a substantial superstructure of demography. The great cauldron in which
we are mixing Celts and Saxons, Semites and Aryans, wdth a seasoning of syphilis,

tuberculosis, and insanity, is simmering with what ultimate homogeneity can only
be conjectured. When immigration was a tiny stream, however muddy and

noisome, poured into a rapid river of pure water, it was soon lost in the crystal

fluid ;
but now that huge sewers are discharging their foetid pestilential torrents

into a placid lake that has no outlet, the lake itself becomes turbid and unclean.

Already in the culs de.sac, which are nearest the open mouths of these foul sewers

and receive their floating scum—the prisons, reformatories, almshouses, insane

asylums, and hospitals
—this filthy, debased, and diseased foreign element is ascend-

ant, and our demographers have a simple task in representing its volume by
numerical statistics. Dr. Frederick H. Wines, the distingiiished compiler of this

portion of the census of the United States for 1890, demonstrates by the indispu-

table evidence of figures that while the foreign born constitute only 17 per cent of

our total white population—in round numbers about one-sixth—yet they furnish

over half of all the i)aui)ers in the almshouses of the country. It is evident that

the traits of the Saxon are disappearing from our national complexion, and if the

proper solution of the negro question be, as suggested by certain prominent Afro-

Americans, to bleach it out by admixture, we may expect the hue of our descend-

ants to be decidedly tawny.
The most zealous demographers of this decade are the French, who have been

spurred in their statistical researches to discover the causes of the too evident

depopulation of France of its native races
;
but are we not again refusing to
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consider the beana in our own eyes in not giving heed to the operation of similar

conditions in onr own country ? Dr. Billings announces that our birth rate has

fallen from 36 in 1,000 inhabitants in 1880 to 81 in 1,000 in 1890. The 20 to 30

children of our ancestors, the dozen or more of our great-grandmothers, have
dwindled progressively to 5 or 6, then to 3 or 4, until to-day 1 or 2 or none repre-
sents the fecundity of the educated classes. The Independent, referring to New
England Puritan life, says :

Large families abounded. According to Cotton Mather, one woman had 22
children and another 23 by one husband, and a third was mother to seven and
twenty. Sir William Phipps was one of 26 children of the same mother. Printer
Green had 30. The Rev. John Sherman, of Watertown, had 26 children by
two wives, the second spouse the mother of 20. The Rev. Samuel Willard,
first minister of Groton, had 20 children, being himself one of 17, as was Benjamin
Franklin.

The'paragraphist who can now record the case of the woman of 31, at Cold

Spring, who has become the mother of 17 children in nine years, or that of the

Georgia matron of 25 who rejoices in 13, has, in newspaper parlance, "a great
find." The spectacle of impending maternity among our better classes is becom-

ing more and raore rare, and still more rare that of an infant nursing at its

mother's breast. Only in the squalid quarters and hanlieues of our great cities,

where the English language is not spoken among imported lazzaroni and the over-

flow of European ghettos, does the i^rocess of human incubation go on as God and
nature intended. The laws of creation are immutable, and one has only to look

beneath the disfigurement of female dress to recognize the evidences of imperfect

physical development—in stooping, unsymmetrical shoulders, in meager limbs,
in narrow pelves, and flattened busts.

Dr. Otis exhibited at the recent meeting of the American Climatological Asso-

ciation, in illustration of diametric measurements of the thorax, the profiles of a

number of female chests, which were supposed to be those of little girls, until he

explained that they were the contours of nubile young women in Boston normal

schools, like her whom Solomon bewailed in the song of songs,
" We have a little

sister, and she hath no breasts. What shall we do for our little sister in the day
when she shall be spoken for?"' My friend Dr. Robert T. Morris, of New York,
has significantly called attention to the fact that 80 per cent of all Aryan Ameri-

can women have rudimentary clitorides, and he asks if evolution is trying to do

away with this organ in the degenerative changes characteristic of highly civilized

varieties of the Homo sapiens, of which early falling hair, decaying teeth, weak

mammary glands, and badly balanced eye muscles are other examples. Is the

sexual instinct losing its potency as a maternal factor ? Is marriage only a social

office for the display of finery on the brides and bridesmaids and the entertain-

ment of crowds of gajjing strangers ? Is the virgin wife best preijared for con-

ception by months of preliminary surexcitation- and feverish anxiety, and is a

fatiguing railroad journey the best prelude to an act which should lead to the

inception of a human being—the incarnation of a human soul? Has the function

of reproduction come to be regarded only as a bestial and undesirable concomitant

of matrimony and lactation its vulgar, indecent supplement, and is all this attrib-

utable to physical deterioration shown by the undeveloped or imprisoned mentnla

muliebris and atrophied mammae, and how far is this the explanation of the dimin-

ished fecundity of the Aryan American woman ? These are problems as interest-

ing to our demographers as the depopulation of France, the disappearance of

South Sea Islanders, the migration of Semitic and Mongolian races, and the effects

of malnutrition of indigenes of Ireland and Russia.

But, gentlemen, I shall no longer trench upon time that belongs to you. I am
highly gratified at your presence, and thank you most cordially for your kind

attention.
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The remainder of the address was delivered in Spanish, of which the following
is a translation :

Gentlemen, our Friends and Colleagues from Abroad: Permit me, on

the part of the members of this section from the United States of America, to ten-

der yon a most hearty welcome to onr capital. Your long travel to this city

bespeaks your interest in the occasion. It is no light boast that here, for the tirst

time in its history, the medical profession of all America finds itself united in one

great congress. It was about nine years ago that a number of Canadian sanita-

rians claimed the right as Americans to become members of the American Public

Health Association, and it was my i^rivilege as president of that body to receive

them as such. The siibsequent transactions of that association show how loyal

they have been to its traditions, how zealously they have participated in its work,

and with what dignity they have filled its highest offices. Two years later they

carried the association into their own territory at Toronto. In 1890 two distin-

guished representatives of the superior council of health of our sister Republic
of Mexico came to Charleston and, as Americans, likewise knocked at the door of

the American Public Health Association, retxirning the following year in such

numbers and with such a hearty welcome from their Government to meet in their

own capital that the invitation was accepted, and the most successful meeting of

that association, the twentieth in its history, was held in the ancient city of the

Toltecs. To-day the roll of States represented in the advisory council shows Illi-

nois, Massachusetts, and Tennessee ; Ontario, Quebec, and Manitoba
; Guanajuato,

Queretaro, and Zacatecas in one fraternal union. What sanitarians have done in

that association, which bears the escutcheons of its three con;^tituent countries

side by side, this congress aims to accomplish for the whole profession of medicine

in the Western Hemisphere, uniting its members in one brotherhood, whatever

their race or langiiage, and whether their homes be on the frozen shores of the

Arctic or the hillsides of Terra del Fuego, among Greenland's icy mountains, in

the archipelago of the West Indies, or amid the perennial gardens of Hawaii.

Physicians and brothers from the United States of all America, welcome to this

your capital, which, in that sweetest language spoken by human tongues, ponemos
a viiestra disposicidn.
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. PROCEEDINGS.

FIRST SESSION.

Tuesday, September 5, 1S9S.

The proceedings of the section were opened promptly by the president, Albert

L. Gihon, medical director. United States Navy.
Dr. A. Nelson Bell, of Brooklyn, the senior honorary president of the section,

then took the chair, while the president delivered his. opening address.

On motion, the address was referred to the committee on publication.

Dr. Walter Wyman, Supervising Surgeon-General Marine-Hospital Service,

being absent, the paper of Prof. Cornelius G. Oomegys, of Cincinnati, Ohio,
" On

the proper status of the medical profession in the government of nations," was
read.

After the reading of the paper. Dr. Atkinson, of Philadelphia, offered a resolu-

tion looking to the organization of a national department of health, which was
seconded by Dr. Davis, of Philadelphia, and subsequently modified, with the

mover's sanction, by the i)resident, in the terms of his address, as follows :

Resolved, That in the opinion of the Section of Hygiene, Climatology, and
Demography of the Pan-American Medical Congress the interests of the public
health in every country should be and must be intrusted to a department of the
Government especially charged with their administration, and that, while the

precise form of administration may be left to legislation, the indispensable requi-
sites are that it shall be national, that it shall have parity of voice and influ-

ence in the national council, that it shall have independent execvitive authority
under the limitations common to other departments, and that it shall be intrusted
to educated and experienced medical men, who alone are competent to assume its

responsibilities.

Discussion on the resolution was opened by Dr. James F. Hibberd, of Rich-

mond, Ind.
, president of the American Medical Association, who said: All the

results of all activity in physics are the product of laws, God's laws ;
and we shall

not be able to modify these results and direct them to the happiness of the human

family until we study and Tinderstand these laws. Science is nothing more, noth-

ing less, than an investigation of the laws of nature, and while we may stiTmble

on knowledge that will be useful to us, the only way we can j^rogress rapidly and

profitably is to devote ourselves earnestly and continiiously to scientific investiga-

tions. Much has been done by individual pursuit of science ;
more has been done

by aggregations of people organized to further this investigation, and it must be

an axiomatic proposition that the more persons and the more completely they are

organized, and the better equipped with both power and means to juish siich inves-

tigations, the more speedy and the more valuable will be the results. Certainly in

the United States there is no organization that approximates the ijower or the

means of the Government itself to carry on these measures, and, coTisequently,
there can be no question that it is the privilege, if not the duty, of this section to

urge upon the Government of the United States to inaugurate an organization
clothed with authority and supplied with means to make exhaustive cultivation

of sanitary science and apply the result to the welfare and happiness of the peo-

ple, which is the very highest fiinction of government.
Dr. Felix Formento, of New Orleans, La.

, president of the State board of health

of Louisiana, said: I suppose I am called upon by our honorable chairman because,

in a spirit of justice and fairness, he wishes all the sides of the question to be pre-

sented. I can not indorse in toto the adoption of the resolution just presented.

I am in favor of a bureau or department of health, provided the creation of this
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btireaii does not carry with it all the possible consequences implied and under-

stood. As a delegate of the State of Louisiana and a representative of the Louisi-

ana board of health I can hardly be expected to indorse such a resolution. I am in

favor of abureau of health the duties of which will be well defined. By means of the

representatives of the Government abroad and the powerful means at their com-

mand it should be informed of the exact sanitary condition of every State in the

Union and every country in the world, and keep all sanitary authorities in the

United States fully informed of the same. It should gather vital statistics and
make a thorough study, through its experts, of epidemic diseases, demography,
etc. But it should not interfere in those States having a good system of quaran-
tine and which have demonstrated by years of exx^erience that they are fully

able to protect themselves, and, in protecting themselves, protect the neighboring
States. Louisiana, my native State, has fully demonstrated that she is entirely

able to protect her citizens. She has the best system of quarantine in existence—
a system which has been copied by the Federal Government and by other States.

We have proved that yellow fever does not belong to our soil. It is a foreign

disease, which an efficient system of quarantine will keej) out of our country.
For the last fourteen years yellow fever, which existed every year in our city, has

not made its api^earance in New Orleans, while there has not passed a single sum-
mer without cases of yellow fever occurring at our quarantine station. Louisiana

has shown what she could do in this matter, and that without any assistance from
the General Government. If each State protected itself as well, as it should do,

there would be no necessity for any interference on the part of the Government.
I am afraid that politics will greatly influence the formation of any such biireau.

There might be possible discrimination between cities and cities, determined by
commercial interests and influences. Besides, the same rules and regulations will

not apply to all parts of the country. Those best qualified and able to protect

themselves and their citizens are those who live and own all they iiossess in the

threatened localities. I believe the Louisiana State board of health will better

protect their people than any bureau in Washington. They are personally inter-

ested in this question. In addition to the scientific duties to be performed by it,

this bureau of health might establish a standard which willgovern the establishment

of quarantine in those States which do not now have an efficient system. The
resolution offered might {(o further than we wish to go.

Dr. John W. Trader, of Sedalia, Mo.
,
said : I would like, Mr. Chairman, to

have this resolution lay over until some hour on to-morrow. I would like to

speak upon this subject, and, on account of the importance of the question, would
like to have more time. I believe that we should have well-organized health laws

that would have a uniform action over the whole country. To have a variety of

laws enacted in the various States without a national uniformity would operate

something like our divorce laws. What one State binds together another State

divorces. We have had some experience in this clashing of authority. The fear

expressed by some of establishing a Cabinet officer to preside over all sanitary
matters in all the States can be removed by making this office appointive by the

medical associations and scientific bodies, and not by Presidents or governors or

judges who are not medical men. Whatever action is taken should look to a uni-

formity of all sanitary laws, operating alike in all States, cities, or municipalities.

Dr. S. F. Davis, president of the State board of health of Pennsylvania, said :

Object lessons are used by the most notable educators to imx^ress upon their pupils

most readily and permanently important facts. I have no better argument to

offer than to call your attention to the work done by Surg. Gen. Walter Wyman, of

the Marine-Hospital Service. A better and more complete quarantine cordon could

hardly be organized than now exists, showing, satisfactorily to my mind, that a

national head, assisted by the various State boards, is the proper and only perfect

plan to further the interest of preventive medicine.
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Dr. Grant (Bey), of Cairo, Egypt, favored the idea of having the public health

department represen^ted in Congress. He said that England was feeling its way
toward having a public health minister. For many years she has had a local

government (sanitary) board which has furnished the information necessary to min-
isters ignorant of sanitary science when commercial and sanitary questions are on
the carpet and laws dealing with these questions have to be passed. Much better

would it be for ministers to have one of their number to guide them in these mat-

ters, and if the United States carries such a measure it will have dethroned

England from the high position she now holds in all sanitary matters.

Dr. Charles O. Probst, of Columbus, Ohio, secretary of the State board of

health of Ohio, said : Ohio desires to place herself on record as in favor of a
national de^mrtment of health. A resolution to this effect was adopted by our
State board of health, which was indorsed by nearly every municipal board of

health in the State. These resolutions were furnished to our members of Congress,
and they were urged to support a bill for a national board of health. In estab-

lishing this department vdth a Cabinet officer at the head, we should keep in mind
the fact that this officer vdll be subject to change every four years. This, in my
jiidgment, makes it inadvisable to have its head in the Cabinet. Such an officer

should be as little subject to political removal as possible.

Dr. Benjamin Lee, secretary of the State board of health of Pennsylvania, said:

This question has been discussed from several points of view. It is a many-.sided
one. We have had it treated from the point of view of the traveller. I wish to say
that, notwithstanding the perils depicted by one of the speakers, I i)ropose to go
home, and to do it without fear, and yet I am not sorry that my home is so near
that I shall not be compelled to occupy that abomination, a sleeping car. On the

kissing question I decline to commit myself too strongly. As regards seacoast

qiiarantine, while there are, of course, objections on the part of those who are inter-

ested in local quarantine to any interference with their work on the part of the

National Government, I am willing to say that for the sake of having a national

health department, so far as the State board of health of Pennsylvania is con-

cerned, we should be willing to be somewhat shoi*n of our own prerogatives. The

question seems to be not,
" Shall we have a national health authority?"—this we

are all agreed would be desirable—but, "Shall this authority be a department or a

board ?
" We have had a board and it has failed. From conditions of weakness

inherent in itself it has fallen to pieces. Whether from local jealousies or outside

influences it matters not. Now, let us try the other alternative and have a

department, equal in power and respectability to any other Department of the

Government.
Dr. Edward O. Shakespeare, of Philadelphia, Pa., said: I am in full accord with

the broad principle expressed by this resolution, however I may doubt the policy at

the present moment of recommending some details. Some of the objections raised

by the representative of the Louisiana State board of health to national control of

sanitation, it seems to me, are not founded upon a tenable basis. While local,

municipal, and State governments have undoubtedly the inherent right to protect
their own local territory against the causes of disease localized within their own
limits, they have also equally the right to insist that their safety -sluiU be secured

against the dangers assailing from without. This is tantamount to denying the

right of any municijjality or State to so regulate or neglect to regulate its local

sanitation in such a manner as that neighboring or even distant governments may
be jeopardized. The State of Louisiana, fortunately for herself and for the whole

country, has at the jjresent time one of the most perfect sanitary organizations and

establishments in the whole world so far as concerns quarantine against introduc-

tion of contagious disease by sea. But this gratifying state of affairs in Louisiana

has not always existed. In fact, the present perfection and efficiency of the quar-
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antine at New Orleans have sprung up within a few years, thanks to the wise,

energetic labors of Dr. Holt, spurred on by the constant demands of the inhabit-

ants of the whole Mississippi Valley beyond that State. I can not agree with the

claim that no one outside of Louisiana, namely, the whole jjeople of the United

States, has a right to interfere with the right of that State in matters of quaran-

tining. How the New Orleans quarantine is now regulated or may be in the

future is something which this whole North American population has an inherent

right to so supervise and control that whatever else may be done at the quaran-
tine establishments at the mouth of the Mississippi, they shall, by their national

laws, administered by their national officers, see to it that the rest of the country
shall be efficiently and always protected. The operations of a national department
of health need no more interfere with or abrogate the rights and duties of the

State boards of health to effectively guard the citizens within the State than any

department of the General Government now existing interferes with the local

enactment and local administration of local laws or the existence of a national

department of agriculture and a national department of law abrogates or inter-

feres with the existence or functions of a State board of agriculture or of a State

<iode of laws.

Dr. J. G. Hopkins, of Thomasville, Ga., said : As the representative of Georgia I

tvish to say that I think I voice the sentiment of that State when I say that I am in

favor of this resolution. I blush to state that our legislative halls are annually
filled with "hayseeds" who do not appreciate the importance of such; hence we
have no State board of health. It is necessary that we have protection, and we
think it but right that it come from the National Government.
Dr. Lawrence F. Flick, of Philadelphia, Pa., said: The question of sanitary

science is a complicated one, and ought to be carefully studied before any practical

measures are considered or recommended. The question implies legislation as well

as execution. In our American system of government we have United States,

State, city, and borough legislation. We accordingly ought to have United States,

State, city, and borough executive officers. We mtist have legislation on medical

matters not only in the United States but in States, cities, and boroughs, and we
ought to have executive officers representing these various governments to enforce

them. We should have a Cabinet officer for the United States, but we should also

have State
, city, and borouf:h executive officers. The resolution recommends action

on the part of the United States, which is a good beginning, and it ought to be

adopted.
Dr. W. O. Daniel, of Georgia, said : I think we ought to have a national health

dei)artment. In the absence of a State board of health in Georgia we have more
than once been compelled to call upon the Federal Government to aid us in stamp-
ing out infectiovTS and contagious diseases in Georgia. I think, too, that each

State shou.ld control her department, except in general coast quarantine, as per-

haps a standard that would be suitable for Pennsylvania would not be suitable

for Louisiana. We are very proud of our State, but ashamed to acknowledge
that we have no board of health. We are delighted, however, to be able to fur-

nish to the United States the i)resent Speaker of the House of Representatives.
We hope soon to be able to thoroughly sanitate our State through the efforts of a

State board of health.

Dr. L, P. Mullineux, of Astoria. Oreg., said : Sir, I favor this resolution because

I believe it is the duty of this Government to care for the public health. If the

I)eople should care for the health of the country, it does not follow that the States

will cease to care for its citizens. But, sir, it will strengthen the hands of the

States, and where there is no State law it will be the cause of having law. Go,

sir, to the Weather Bureau and see the detail work they have there. All parts of
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the country are reached in a few hours. Then, sir. it will take the public health

out of politics, and where they have trouble the Government will then have the

power to settle all disputes. Now, sir, the health officers of almost all cities are

the creatures of politics, and often, sir, they are unfit for the positions. Then, sir,

we have parts of the country where State laws can not reach. I do hope, sir, that

this section will favor this resolution.

Dr. J. S. Kelley, health commissioner, of Minneapolis, Minn., said: Represent-

ing, as I do, the great North Star State, the State of Minnesota, which is more
interested in a national quarantine system than any other section of our country,

receiving yearly thousands of immigrants, and located upon the great northern rail-

road systems carrying them farther into the interior, I therefore desire to be placed

upon record as favoring the resolution.

Dr. William P. Lawler, of Lowell, Mass., said: I ^vish to add my approval to

the resolution offered by the learned gentleman of Philadelphia. Much has been
said about the importance of the preservation of public health. I will not dwell

any longer on that point, but I look upon the establishment of a national depart-
ment of health as a matter of real necessity. Under the present state of affairs

there is always a danger of clashing between municipal boards of health and State

sanitary commissions. In some States there are no boards of health ; in others

the rules and regulations are very meager and very imperfectly carried out. Now,
by the establishment of a national health department we shall establish a body hav-

ing such an executive authority that it will be able not only to arbitrate but dictate

and command on all occasions where the public health and safety demand. The
action of different departments.of New York and the friction that occurred between
them on the subject of quarantine are too recent to require any fiirther mention.

Some of the gentlemen who preceded me, and who appear to be a little conserva-

tive, seem to be inclined to regard this resohition as too radical. Well, Mr. Chair-

man, it is radical ; and it is necessary that it should be radical. This subject has

got to be treated from the very root. There is no half-way method about it. Let

an epidemic of smallpox or yellow fever break out in one city or State and spread
to a neighboring city or State, and.no rules nor regulations can be mutually agreed
upon between the health authorities of these respective localities

;
think of the irre-

parable losses that might follow while the conflicting sanitary officers would be

parleying over questions of isolation, disinfection, and quarantine. The result is

but too evident. The resolution now before the house does away with the-possi-

bility of any such peril. Another speaker is inclined to think that it would be

inexpedient to bring such a sweeping resolution before Congress. Gentlemen, I

hold that it is our duty to bring this question to a focus. It is our duty in con-

gress here assembled to seek legislation on this subject, and to have laws passed
that will cover the regulations of sanitation in all sections of the country. With

yellow fever threatening us on the one side, and cholera staring us in the face on

the other, I can not see how the National Government could disregard the appeal
of this representative body. However, gentlemen, should Congress repudiate our

request, then the responsibility will not be ours, and we shall have the consolation

of knowing that we did our duty.
After the above discussion, Dr. Frederick Montizambert, of Quebec, Canada,

honorary president of the section, being in the chair. Dr. Gihon offered the sub-

stitute as above given for the resolution of Dr. Atkinson, which was accepted by
the latter and unanimously adopted by the section.

On adoption the resolution was referred to the congi-ess in general session;

was reported to the congress Wednesday, September 6, and referred to the inter-

national executive committee, and reported back approved, with instructions to

communicate it to the executives of all the countries represented in the congress.
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Dr. J. G. Hopkins, of Thomasville, Ga., moved the following resolution, sec-

onded by Dr. Flick, of Philadelphia :

That it is the sense of this body that it is the duty of every State not already
provided with exact laws providing for the establishment of a State board of

health to provide the same.

Carried.

The following paper was tlien read : "Ojeada Retrospectiva Sobre la Organiza-
cion de la Sanidad de los Ejercitos Espaiioles—Primeros Albores de la Medicina

Militar en America," by Dr. Felix Estrada y Catoyra del Ejercito de la Isla de

Cuba.

The section adjourned.

SECOND SESSION.

Wednesday, Sejitemher 6, 1893.

The meeting opened at 11:15 A. M., Dr. Frederick Montizambert, of Quebec,

honorary i^resident of the section, in the chair.

Dr. James Cecil Phillippo, of Kingston, Jamaica, British West Indies, read a

paper on " The Climate, Hygiene, and Demography of Jamaica."

The paper by Dr. James H. Clarke, of Jamaica, on " The Climate of Santa Cruz
Mountains " was thereafter read by title, and ordered to be printed.

Dr. Wolfred Nelson, of the city of New York, read a paper on " The Three Cli-

mates of Jamaica; its Coast or Tropical, Temperate, and Moderate Climates;
Jamaica Regarded as a Winter Island for Health."

"Les Mesures Prophylactiques contre les Epidemies," by Dr. J. B. Lacerda, of

Rio do Janeiro, Brazil, was read by title.

This was followed by Dr. Eduardo Liceaga, Presidente del Consejo Superior de

Salubridad del Distrito Federal de Mexico
j
on "Que Bases Generales Podian Pro-

ponerse a los Diversos Gobiernos del Continente Americano Para Hacer Uniforme

y Eficaz la Policia Sanitaria Maritima Internacional."

Dr. J. A. S. Grant (Bey), of Cairo, Egypt, read a paper on "The Climate of

Egypt in Geological, Prehistoric, and Ancient Historic Times."

The paper by John C. Sundberg, consul for the United States of America at

Bagdad, Asiatic Turkey, on "The Climatology and Demography of Mesopotamia"
was read by title, and ordered to be printed, as were also the following : "Hygiene
de Monterey

"
by Dr. Fermin Martinez, Monterey, Mexico ;

' '

Apuntes Sobre la

Patologia del Departemento Fluvial de Loreto," by Dr. Leonidas Avendano, Lima,
Peru.

The section then adjourned.

THIRD SESSION.

Wednesday, September 6, 1893.

The section met at 3 P. M., the president in the chair.

Dr. George Homan, commissioner of health of St. Louis, Mo., read a paper on

"Municipal Sanitation in St. Louis." It was followed by a paper by Dr. Domingo
Orvaiianos, secretary of the superior board of health of Mexico, on "Causas y
Modos de la Propagacion de la Neumonia Lobar Aguda."
Discussion on the papers already read being opened, Dr. John H. Ranch, Illinois,

presented a resolution recommending that on account of Asiatic cholera in Europe
immigration be restricted.

S. Ex. 36 121
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Discussion on the resolution took place and was participated in by Dr. James A.

Stewart, health officer of Baltimore ; Dr. Shakespeare, Philadelphia ;
Dr. Kelley,

of Minneapolis, Minn. ,
and others. Amongst these :

Dr. Lee, secretary State board of health of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, said:

I desire to go on record as in favor of restricting immigration from places or ports
in which cholera prevails. At the same time it occurs to me that the resolution

needs modification. We should specify a little more definitely what we mean by
the prevalence of cholera. Shall we say that because during the past two weeks
there have been several cases of cholera in England cholera is prevalent in that

country, and we shall therefore suspend immigration from Great Britain? Fur-

ther, the resolution is based ui)on economic as well as sanitary grounds. Now, I

take it that neither this section of hygiene, nor the congress of which it forms a

part, has anything to do with economic questions. Whatever we may think as

individuals as to the exj^ediency of limiting immigration, from a financial stand-

point, especially diiring our present pertvirbed condition commercially, we as a

sanitary body should be going entirely out of oiar province in making sugges-
tions on that ground.
Dr. Lawrence F. Flick, Philadelphia, said : The resolution as offered is objection-

able for the two reasons called attention to by Dr. Lee. The principle employed,
however, namely, that immigration from countries in which cholera prevails
should be stopped, will meet with the approval of all. We might adopt the reso-

lution so amended as to leave otit the objectionable features.

Dr. Cyrus Edson, commissioner of health of the city of New York, said: I hope
this resolution will receive the indorsement of this section and of the Pan-American
Medical Congress. I believe that an expression of opinion on the subject in ques-

tion, in the manner that this is expressed, will certainly result in stopjjage of a

traffic that is in the highest degree dangerous to the well being of the various

countries represented in this gathering. In my opinion it is not possible to main-

tain a quarantine against Asiatic cholera that will be certain and sure of successful

results. I say this Avith all respect and deference to my colleague, Dr. Jenkins,
the health officer of'the port of New York, who, I know, does not agree with my
opinion. I believe, and no one has had closer opportunity for forming judgment,
that Dr. Jenkins's quarantine is as ably administered as that of any other jiort in

the world. His work this year in connection with the cholera steamship Kara-
mania is worthy of our highest commendation ; nevertheless, neither Dr. Jenkins

nor any other man can to a certainty keep cholera out of this country when the

disease is on shipboard within one of our ports. Our experience of last year has

led me, and it must also lead others, to this conclusion. Last year cholera appeared
in the lower bay of New York Harbor, and within fourteen days nine authen-

ticated cases of the disease were in the city of New York. This year, following
the arrival of a cholera-infected ship, a case declared to be cholera by such men
as Biggs, Kinyoun, Park, and Prudden appears in Jersey City. I believe that the

disease in these instances can be accounted for in only one way, and that is through
the medium of fly infection. Careful experiments have proven that the house fly

can carry on his feet and in his body the spirillum of cholera, and that the spirilli

thus carried will remain active for several days. A fly is a most rapid flyer, and
can traverse the entire length of Manhattan Island within fifteen minutes. A fly

may infect itself by contact with cholera dejecta in the lower bay and carry his

load to a fertile soil in the heart of the city within a short time. I believe in this

theory of fly infection, because it has been proven ; believing it, I can not believe

that cholera can be successfully quarantined. The temporary stoppage of emi-

gration from infected countries will work no harm to any interests at this time

except those of the steamship companies. *It is the safest and best course for the

welfare of the many. We may not be able to agree upon the ground of expe-
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diency or science in this matter, but there can be no two opinions concerning the

efficiency of the ijroposition to the end that cholera be kept out. The consequences
that will follow should it gain a foothold in our small towns will be so disastrous

that if we err at all in our fight against it, our mistake should be on the side of

public safety. It has been said that this measure is a political one, and that it

has no place in a scientific gathering of the character of the Pan-American Med-

ical Congress. This is not the view for lis tf) take. Science, religion, and politics

are to-day so closely interlocked that they can not be considered separately. The

section on hygiene is the connecting link between the Pan-American Medical Con-

gress and the body politic. We hygienists are and must be in touch with public

questions that affect the lives and health of communities. We must be in the

highest sense of the word politicians. If you refuse to consider this great public

question through fear of politics, then your fear of politics should lead you to

banish public hygiene from the sections of your congress.

After a very full discussion the resolution of Dr. Rauch, amended by a commit-

tee appointed by the president and consisting of Dr. Edson, New York
; Dr.

Shakespeare, Philadelphia; and Dr. Lee, Philadelphia, was unanimously adopted

by the section.

The resolution is as follows :

Resolved, That it Is the sense of the section on hygiene, climatology, and demog-
raphy that in view of the prevalence of Asiatic cholera in Europe at the present
time and the constantly increasing number of foci of infection, immigration from
European countries in which cholera exists should be temporarily suspended, as
this action affords, in our opinion, the only certain means of averting a threat-
ened invasion of the disease of the countries of the American continent.
Be itfurther resolved, That this resolution be reported to the general session of

the Pan-American Medical Congress with a request for its adoption and speedy
transmittal to the executives of the several countries officially represented therein.

It was further moved by Dr. Ruggles, president of the State board of health of

California, seconded by Dr. Flick, of Philadelphia, and resolved by the section on

hygiene, climatology, and demography that " the Congress of the United States of

America be most earnestly requested to cause a large edition of the very valuable

report of Dr. Edward O. Shakesi^eare, of Philadelphia, of his researches in cholera

to be printed for distribution among the several countries represented in the Pan-
American Medical Congress."

Carried.

Dr. James M. Postle, Hinckley, 111.
,
then read a paper "On the Need of Research

in Preventive Medicine. " This was followed by apaper
' • On Schools in Relation to

the Spread of Diphtheria," by Peter H. Bryce, M. A., m. d., of Toronto, secretary

provincial board of health of Ontario, Canada.

The meeting then adjourned.

FOURTH SESSION.

Thursday, September 7, 1893.

The section met at 11 A.M., the president in the chair. *'

A paper was read by Dr. Jesiis E. Monjaras, of San Luis Potosi, Mexico, entitled

"Medidas que Deben Tomarse para Impedir el Desarrollo de las Enfermedades
Transmisibles en las Ciudades."

The next paper which was read by title was "On the Early Detection of Phthisis,

Including the Arithor's Contributions to Diagnostic Means : with a few Considera-

tions of a Possible Pretubercular Stage," by Charles Denison, a.m., m.d., of

Denver, Colo.

Thereafter Dr. LawTence F. Flick, of Philadelphia, Pa., read a paper
" On Prac-

tical Measures for the Prevention of Tuberculosis."
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A paper by K. von Ruck, Asheville, N. C, on "The Climate of Western North

Carolina, with a Consideration of the Relative "Values of High and Medium Alti-

tudes on the Treatment of Pulmonary Tuberculosis," was read by title. This was
followed by a paper by Dr. G. Farrar Patton, New Orleans, La., on "Suggestions
for a Plan to Enable the Masters of Merchant Vessels to Properly Care for Those
Attacked at Sea with Yellow Fever," and by a paper

" On Isthmian Practices with

Regard to Burial of Dead," by Dr. Wolfred Nelson, of New York.
Dr. Juan J. Ulloa, of Costa Rica, read a paper on " Observations on the Con-

venience of Establishing a Uniform American International System of Quarantine
and American Hygiene.

"

The following resolution was then adopted :

Resolved, That the Pan-American Medical Congress considers of the utmost
importance as gi-eat a uniformity as practicable of laws and regulations concern-
ing maritime hygiene and quarantine for all countries of America ; and hopes
that the United States Government will initiate a movement in this direction by
calling a meeting at some early date of delegates sufficiently aiithorized by che
several American countries, whose object would be the study of the whole ques-
tion of maritime hygiene and quarantine, as well as international sanitation as

they are especially related to the conditions prevailing over the American Hemi-
sphere and adjacent isles.

Resolved, That the foregoing resolution be reported to the general session of the
Pan-American Medical Congress, with a request for its adoption, and, in such
case, thereafter transmitted to the executives of the several countries represented
in this congress.

Dr. Benjamin Lee, of Philadelphia, secretary State board of health, Pennsyl-
vania, then read a paper entitled "Does the Presence of Leprosy in the United
States of America, Canada, and Mexico Call for the Supervision of their Several

Federal Governments ?
"

The session then adjourned.

FIFTH SESSION.

Thursday, September 7, J893.

The section met at 8 P. M., Dr. Formento, of New Orleans, honorary president,

in the chair.

A paper was read by Dr. Beaven Rake, medical superintendent of the Leper

Asylum, island of Trinidad, British West Indies, late member of the Indian Lep-

rosy Commission, "On the Communicability of leprosy."

A discussion on these papers was participated in by Dr. Nelson, of New York ;

Dr. Shakespeare, of Philadelphia, and Dr. Carter.

Dr. Lee replied in the discussion and moved the following resolution, which
was lost :

Resolved, That it is the sense of the section on hygiene, climatology, and demog-
raphy that the prevalence of leprosy in British America, the United States of

America, and the Republic of Mexico is such as to make it a proper subject for

the attention of the federal governments of these countries.

Resolved, That this resolution be transmitted to the general session of the con-

gress for its consideration.

The following papers were then presented by Dr. Prosper de Pietra Santa, de

St. Cloud, France, Redacteur du Journal D'Hygiene de Paris, on " L'eau de Seltz

a Paris—Historique du Siphon—Gazeification par I'Acide Carbonique Liquide ;

"

and on "El Bocio en la America del Sud," by Dr. Samuel Gache, of Buenos Ayres,

Republica Argentina.
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Th3 following resolution, moved by Dr. Charles A. Probst, secretary of the State

board of health of Ohio, seconded by Dr. Ruggles, president of the State board of

health of Cahfornia, was offered :

Resolved, That it is the belief of the section on hygiene, cUmatology, and demog-
raphy that owing to the facts (1) that tuberculosis causes more deaths than any
other disease ; (2) that it is now known to be communicable, especially to persons
living in houses and shops with consumptives, that the attention of national.

State, and municipal authorities be directed to the necessity for controlling the

dissemination of the disease by (1) notification by physicians and householders;

(2) regulation of the residences of the tuberculized ; (3) controlling, as far as

necessary, their movements; (4) establishing of hospitals and homes for the
infected poor.

Discussion on the resolution, which was finally adopted, was carried on by the

following :

Dr. J. G Hopkins, of Thomasville, Ga., said; Now that my object has been

accomplished, I rise to explain my purpose in opposing the adoption of the resolu-

tion. It was to induce discussion upon a resolution on a subject of vital impor-

tance, which seemed clet r to my mind was about to pass with a word. Now that

that object has been accomplished, I arise to say that I am in favor of it except so

far as it applies to hospitals. I am in full symjiathy with the gentleman who

proposed the resolution. I have been upon that platform a long time, and I

believe those who are not are persons who have not investigated the subject with

sufficient thoroughness. I oppose hospitals for consumptives or crowding them
in any manner. The proper manner to dispose of them would be to isolate them
in the cottage system. What I might say further would be but repetition and do

violence to the intelligence of this congress, as most that has been said in this dis-

cussion so far is embodied in an article I read before the Georgia Medical Associa-

tion last May, and published in the Journal of the American Medical Association

in July, and of course has been read by*you all.

Dr. Peter D. Keyser, of Philadelphia, Pa., said; I rise to sustain the resolution

as presented in relation to tuberculosis, and say that it is necessary to educate

the mass of the peoi^le by compulsion in the matter of prevention of contagious
diseases. The great body of the people do not really think in these matters, but

are governed by ignorance as well as sympathy. Many do not read any circulars

that may be sent by the health officer to the houses ; others can not read, and
therefore take no notice of the same ; and therefore for their benefit, as well as for

the benefit of the people, is it necessary to educate in this matter compulsorily.
I therefore hope that the resohition will be adopted. Many people will do nothing

except under law, and therefore if a law to regulate this question of tuberculosis

be adopted it will be respected and this disease no doubt abated.

Dr. William E. Driscoll, of Muncie, Ind., said: I differ from the gentleman
from Oregon. It is far from my purpose to impute to any gentleman or lady in

this presence that they are tainted with syphilis, and I do feel sure that everyone
present is in danger of contracting consumption. There has not been a day since

we began to live that all of us have not breathed into our lungs the seeds of this

dreadful disease ; and the only reason we are not suffering from consumption
to-day is because we have not ftirnished a suitable soil for the lodgment and

growth of these germs. We are in danger at all times, especially when brought
repeatedly in close proximity to this infection. Of course syphilis, scrofula, and
kindred diseases render the subject more easily infected and less powerful to

resist this disease. It is folly to claim that syphilis is intimately connected with
this disease any more than fever, pneumonia, or any other malady. I am in favor

of educating the people and legislating on this subject. It is time we were taking
national and State legislative steps in the direction of removing the danger to

the uninfected.
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Dr. Lawrence F. Flick, of Philadelphia, Pa., said : I wish to set the discussion right
in a few things that it has gone wrong in. The resolutions do not ('ontemplate

enacting law. The boards of health have power to place a disease on the list of

returnable diseases. The recommendation of the establishment of hospitals is

simplyrecommending a measure to our Government for consideration. Two state-

ments I wish to protest against.
•

First, that there is any relation between syphilis

and tuberculosis. No one acquainted ^vitll the facts would make such a statement

at present. Secondly, that we inhale tubercle bacilli all the time and every-

where. This erroneous idea has done more harm and has done more to prevent
the progress of jireventive medicine than aught that has ever been said and done.

I would say in connection with this matter that very few of us have probably
inhaled tubercle bacilli. It requires special environment to convey tiiberculo-

sis. It requires exposures by social relations, and continued exposure, to contract

the disease. No man, no matter what history of heredi+y he may have, what his

physical condition may be, or how moral he may be, will withstand exposure to

tuberculosis if the exposure is great and long enough.
Dr. William Tillman, of La Crosse, Wis., said: The resolution is good and if

enforced will be a blessing to the country. I am afraid, however, that the public
will fight against it for two reasons. In the first place, the public will not under-

stand why siich rigorous laws should be enacted, because they do not know that

tuberculosis is contagious. Secondly, the public, and even our Government, will

probably not be in favor of these laws, as the expense of disinfection, if carried

oiit successfully, will be very great. In many instances it will be necessary not

to disinfect but to destroy property (even houses) . The public will surely fight

this, and the Government will have to bear all the expenses. If these objections

to this resolution could be overcome, I believe that the enforcement of these laws

would be followed by the best of results.

Dr. Charles A. Lindsley, of New Haven, Conn., secretary of the State board of

health of Connectictit, said that he thought the present discussion was one of the

most profitable that he had listened to ; that we would all go back to our homes

with acquired information derived from this very instructive exchange of opin-

ions. Bat there appears to be a remarkable persistence in misunderstanding the

purport of the resolution under discussion. Gentlemen insist upon debating the

expediency of legislating upon the means of controlling the spread of this disease.

The resolution, as I remember it, does not call for legislation, but sim])ly directs

attention of State and local boards of health to the practical means of restricting

the disease, to be used in the best manner that their discretion and powers maj'
indicate. Dr. Bell has very emphatically insisted upon the registration of all

deaths from tuberculosis. That is a very essential thing to do. But mere regis-

tration of such events, it is quite evident, is not sufficient, because in Massachu-

setts, Connecticut, Hhode Island, and many other States such registration has been

practiced for many years without perceptible abatement of the disease. Some-

thing more than that is necessary.

Dr. Bell said the cases must be followed up.

Dr. Lindsley said : Yes, sir ; that is the point exactly, and, to my mind, is just

exactly what this resolution aims at—to have the State and local health authorities

follow up such cases, guided by the present light of science upon the subject. I

fully agree in all that has been said about educating the public, and I regard the

operation of this resolution an important factor in such educational process.

Dr. William P. Lawler. of Lowell, Mass., said: Before putting the question to

the house I wish to add my approbation to the resolution in its original form

without any alteration or any further amending. It seems to me that some of

the members are laying too much stress on the subject of law, which in reality

does not exist in the resolution. By the passage of the resolution we do not bind
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ourselves down by any legal obligations. The importance of this subject can

not be overestimated. When we consider the terrible death rate that prevails

in our midst year after year from the tubercle bacillus, we can not, in duty

bound, sit here in silence and allow this resolution to pass unnoticed From my
earliest boyhood I can readily call to mind whole families that have been swept

away by this deadly enemy. On looking back to my college days I see some of the

strongest and most jjerfect specimens of physical manhood fall victims to this

unseen foe in the very prime and vigor of life. And in our own daily experience,

gentlemen, in the practice of our profession, do we not witness the fairest and

most beautiful of the hiiman family sink into early graves from the very same

cause, when youth, wealth, and medical skill prove to be of no avail? These are

cold, hard facts, gentlemen, that can not be overlooked. But thanks to the recent

discoveries and developments that have been made in regard to the pathology of

tuberculosis, we have within our power, in the way of prophylaxis, more effectual

means with which to combat this mortal disease, and, fortunately, we can see

much brighter days in store for the whole human race. Gentlemen, there is no

other disease about which the people at large are so densely ignorant, and at the

same time so sadly negligent, as txTberculosis. Even many jjhysicians, I am sorry

to say, do not give it the attention that their duty requires. But the time has

come, gentlemen, when the medical i^rofession of the present day has got upon
its hands a duty to perform that can be accomplished only by constant zeal and

harmony of action. The substance of this resolution is only the beginning of a

series of more stupendous and radical enactments that must necessarily follow

from it ; but it will establish a criterion on which we can act, and at the same
time serve as a guide to medical and scientific associations that can develop it

more fully in the not far distant future.

Dr. Peter H. Bryce, of Toronto, Canada, said that the statistics which he quoted
seemed to him to be sufficient reason for urging the passage of such a resolution

by the section. These figures showed its constant distribution in families, and
hence attending physicians who have diagnosed the disease would report cases

in order that the health authorities may aid them in further regulations of the

sick. In the case of careless physicians, it is more desirable that the local boards

of health have knowledge of cases in order that they may enforce sanitary

regulations, and the facts referred to in the president's address on the danger to

travellers from tuberculized travellers in the common apartments of railways and

steamboats, indicate the absolute necessity for national and State attention to the

making of special provision for the carriage of tuberculized persons to sanitariums,

etc., while the presence of the tuberculized in work rooms, etc., demands that the

regulation of this class be enforced, and in order that no hardship occur, it is

desirable that the hospitals and homes to which they can go be established.

Dr. G. F. Patton, vice-president of the Louisiana State board of health and chair-

man of qiiarantine committee, moved the following resolution, which was seconded

by Dr. Hopkins, of Georgia :

Whereas it is known that many of those stricken with yellow fever on merchant
vessels at sea die from want of proper care and treatment at the hands of the
masters of such vessels.
Be it resolved. That this section, impressed with the wide scope and humani-

tarian objects of the work undertaken by the Pan-American Medical Congress,
hereby recommends that this congress shall ask of the various governments therein

represented, and of all enlightened nations, that it be made part of the duty of
consuls at ports infected with yellow fever to furnish every shipmaster clearing
from such ports with a printed memorandum of instructions, to be issued by
competent medical aiithority under Government supervision, and setting forth in

simple language the principal points as to diagnosis, nursing, and treatment;
these instructions to make it incumbent upon every such shipmaster to provide
his vessel with a clinical thermometer, and with such articles of diet, stimulants,
and medicines as may be therein specified.
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The paper of Dr. Jolin C. Wise, siirgeon, U.S. Navy, entitled "A Brief Con-
sideration of Elephantiasis Arabum as Observed in the Sauioan Islands," vv^as

read by title. Also the paper by Medical Inspector George W. Woods, U. S.

Navy, "On Some Peculiar Diseases Encountered in Naval Cruising, and Recent
Observations on Hawaiian Leprosy."
The section then adjourned.

THE SIXTH SESSION.

Fkiday, September S, 1S9S.

The section met at 9 A.M., the president in the chair.

A paper entitled " On Pestilential Conditions," was read by Dr. A.Nelson Bell,

of Brooklyn, N. Y., editor of The Sanitarian. This was followed by a paper
entitled "Responsibility for Spreading Disease," by Dr. Wolfred Nelson, of New
York City.

Dr. Edward O.Shakespeare, of Philadelphia, Pa., thereafter offered the follow-

ing resolutions, which, after discussion by Dr. Carter, U. S. Marine-Hospital
Service ; Dr. Austin, U. S. Marine-Hospital Service

;
Dr. Thomas S. Scales, Mobile,

Ala.
; Dr. Charles O. Probst, Columbus, Ohio

;
Dr. Henry B. Baker, Lansing,

Mich. ;
Dr. G. Farrar Patton, New Orleans, La. ; Dr. Elijah S. Kelley, Minneapo-

lis, Minn. ,
were unanimously adopted and directed to be referred to the congress

in general session :

Resolved, That the following resolutions be added to the resolutions already
adopted and reported to the general session, relative to temporary suspension of

immigration, to wit :

Resolved, That in the opinion of this section the thorough disinfection, without
discrimination, of every piece of baggage, dunnage, or article of personal effects

belonging to the immigi'ant classes and to crews of immigrant ships, and the exac-
tion of scrupulous cleanliness of all vessels arriving at Pan-American ports should
be rigidly enforced at American ports, supplementing and enhancing the pro-
tective value of similar treatment at the ports of departure, especially at times
when cholera exists in Europe, as a sanitary precaution, second only in efficiency
and imjjortance to the temporary suspension of immigration.

Resolved, That it is also the opinion of this section that the habitiial and thor-

ough disinfection of all personal effects liable to carry contagion of immigrants to
the American Hemisphere, and of dimnage of crews of vessels carrying immigrants
from any quarter of the globe, and the exaction of scrupulous cleanliness of all

vessels arriving at American ports should be enforced at all times as the most
efficient means of greatly lessening the introduction into this hemisphere of the
seeds of various contagious diseases, which are now and have been in the past
almost constantly conveyed by the immigrant classes and distributed widely
among the population of this hemisphere.

Among other remarks. Dr. Bell said, with reference to Dr. Nelson's characteriza-

tion of an ideal quarantine, that, in his jiidgment, an ideal quarantine is that which

implies the maintenance of such scrupulous cleanliness at the port of arrival as to

require no quarantine except the exaction of equally scriipulous cleanliness of all

vessels, merchandise, persons, and personal baggage purposing to enter such port.

A paper was thereafter read "On Demographic Statistics of Disease in the State

of Michigan for Fifteen Years Consecutively," by Dr. Henry B. Baker, secretary
of the State board of health of Michigan.

Dr. Charles A. Ruggles, president of the State board of health of California,

opened a discussion on the subject of the prevention of the spread of diphtheria,

which was participated in by Dr. A. Nelson Bell, of New York ; Dr. A. B. Baker,
of Michigan ; Dr. John S. Arwine, of Indiana ; Dr. Lewis, of North Carolina; and
Dr. Samuel Garlick, of Connecticut.

Dr. Arwine, of Columbus, Ind., said: I regard the paper on diphtheria an able

resume of the consensus of medical opinion. As I understand it, the majority of
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the profession entertain tlie opinion that Loefflers bacillus is the specific cause of

the disease. If my memory serves me correctly, some observers claim the presence

of the bacillus necessary to establish the identity of diphtheria. This may be the

true theory, but I am not prepared to accept it as such. I am of the opinion diph-

theria is the result of a specific poison more subtle and dangerous to human life

than the bacillus, though not recognized. It operates upon those who come in con-

tact with it insidiously, causing them to become weak and anemic with irritable

fauces, whose mucous membranes are denuded of much epithelium by the action

of this subtle poison, which has prepared the fauces to throw out the diphtheritic

deposit, probably nature's effort to repair the mucous membrane ; but as the sys-

tem is poisoned or depraved, nature fails, and the exudate forms a nidus for the

bacillus, which is secondary and in no way causative. The inhabitants of that

beautiful little city, Columbus, Ind. , which I have the honor to represent, quite

recently experienced an enderaic of diphtheria, which hovered over the city from

June, 1892, to January, 1893. The outbreak occurred in a tenement located on a

low lot, where the ground water stood from 3 to 5 feet below the surface. Storm
water frequently forms a pond on the back lot. Consequently the hygienic condi-

tion of the place is bad, and as therewas no suspicious case to refer to as the possible

cause of the outbreak, it is quite probable the poison causing it was generated on

the lot, or in the tenement, where it became a focus that spread among the people,

increasing in virulence until in September there were reported 60 cases ; October,

40 ; November, 50
; December, 10—a total of 160 cases, of which 30 died. It is

probable that nine-tenths of those who suffered with the disease were occupants
of tenements where the hygienic surroundings were anything but good. (Land-
lords with us are not noted for making hygienic improvements for their tenantry. )

While this is true, I must not omit mentioning the fact that quarantining was
neither enforced nor observed as it should have been ; consequently the disease

lingered with us. To sustain the idea of diphtheria being due to a subtle poison,

I will mention the fact that some six or eight weeks since an outbreak occurred

some 25 miles southwest of Columbus, Ind., in a sparsely settled, broken district,

some 15 or 20 miles from railways, through which no well-used thoroughfare

passes. In this neighborhood most of the dwellings are found along the nar-

row valleys of the small streams on the foothills. The inhabitants obtain water
for family use from shallow wells, which yield surface water and shale scrai)ings ;

the hills being underlaid with blue shale, which is covered with sandstone and

clay. The streams in this part of the country are, in the latter part of summer,
usually found to contain no water save an occasional pool, about which stock

gather, causing them to become quite filthy, and in case of extreme drought, such

as is now upon us, one can better imagine the character of the water drawn from
the shallow wells than describe it. Certainly it can be nothing but the scraping
from cesspools and shale beds surcharged with mineral, vegetable, and animal

poisons of sufficient virulence to destroy the nutrition of those who habitually use

it. I imagine the continued use of water thus drugged will not only destroy nutri-

tion, but irritate the fauces, destroy much of the epithelium of the mucous mem-
brane, which causes them to throw out a deposit that frequently becomes diph-

theritic, with all its attendant consequences. As the aforementioned outbreak

could be referred to no suspicions case, there is every reason to believe it sprang
from the poisoned water. I know of no reason that can be adduced why a disease

thus started may not assume the form of a contagion or infection and spread as

such among those who are ex^iosed to the action of the same or a similar poison.
Dr. William P. Lawler, city physician of Lowell, Mass., said : The report of Dr.

Baker on the summary statement of the Michigan State board of health, contain-

ing as it does such thorough yet simple diagrams and tables, are so complete in all

its details that I consider it the duty of this section to confer upon the honorable
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gentleman of the Northwest a xinanimous vote of thanks and an expression of our
sincere congratulations. The matter and form of this report are so replete wdth

practical information, all tabulated before the eye in the simplest manner possible,
that I regard it as a document of much value. Without going into any discussion

as to whether diphtheria, primarily, is a local or a constitutional disease, it can
not be denied, from the numei-ous recent experiments and microscopic examina-
tions of pathologists, that there are many cases in which the origin of this dis-

ease is purelj'^ local. We know that diphtheria is extremely contagious ; we know
that it is ijreeminently a disease of childhood, and, ever bearing these facts in mind,
we can not attach too much importance to its prophylaxis. Prevention is always
easier than cure. This rule holds good in all diseases, and in diphtheria it is but
too clearly demonstrated. The physician in these cases can not act alone. He
requires the cooperation of the local and State authorities. And, here, gentle-

men, comes in the duty of local boards of health. In the city- of Lowell, Mass.,

which, by the way, I have the honor of representing at this congress, the board of

health has done much during the past few years in curtailing the spreading of

diphtheria and other contagious diseases. In oiir city every physician is required

by law to report to the board of health each and every case of contagious disease

as soon as discovered. An officer of the health dexiartment is immediately sent to

the infected premises, and the house is placarded. A printed pamphlet is given
to the inmates of the house describing the danger of the contagion and the grave

necessity of isolation and disinfection. The disinfection is always conducted by
a health officer. Notice of the disease is also immediately sent to the school board

so that no children living in the infected house will be jjermitted to go to school

until the danger of contagion has passed. The importance of thorough cleanli-

ness, good ventilation, and plenty of sunlight is ever kept before the minds of the

people in all cases where contagious disease exists. Gentlemen, when every man,
woman, and child can be convinced of the importance of isolation and disinfec-

tion in all contagious diseases
;
when each and every man can be brought to real-

ize the fact that it is his conscientious duty toward his neighbor, his city, and
his country to do all in his power to prevent the propagation of these deadly dis-

eases, and that he will exercise this duty by prohibiting any of his family, when-
ever there is a case of contagious disease in his household, to enter a school,

church, public library, theater, ballroom, railroad station, or any public convey-
ance— then, gentlemen, when that time comes, when every citizen becomes a

sanitarian, we can look for a remarkable abatement of diphtheria and all other

contagious diseases, far greater, indeed, than the combined action of all the

drugs and medicines contained in the pharmacopoeia.
A discussion on the subject of the identification of immigrants and their bag-

gage after examination and disinfection in
, transport to other localities was

opened by Dr. Henry B. Baker, of Micliigan, and participated in by Dr. Monti-

zambert, of Quebec ;
Dr. Austin, of the U. S. Marine-Hospital Service, and Dr.

Elijah S. Kelley, the commissioner of health of Minneapolis, Minn., the latter

gentleman warmly commending and indorsing the system in practice at the

Grosse Isle Station on the St. Lawrence River, near Quebec, under the superin-
tendence of Dr. Montizambert.

Dr. Kelley said : During the cholera scare of 1892 I had the honor of being a

representative of the great State of Minnesota, sent to investigate the processes

of fumigation and disinfection in active operation at the various quarantine
stations upon our Atlantic coast. At Sault Ste. Marie we investigated the quar-
antine system adopted by the State board of Michigan and the apparatus for

disinfection of immigrants, baggage, and clothing. This consisted of a box car,

side-tracked, connected with a stationary engine by 100 feet of rubber garden

hose, running under the iron rails or tracks. The clothing of the immigrants
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was hung on wire ropes inside this car and the steam admitted through an open-

ing in the bottom of the car. The steam, passing through the hose, became cooled

to such an extent that the clothing in the car was simply saturated with moisture

and was far below any temperature calculated to destroy bacilli of any kind. In

my opinion, it was better adapted for the prolific generation of bacilli, and

markedly inferior to sunlight and air as a germicide. What prompted such a

travesty upon the intelligence of our citizens can iierhai)s be explained by Dr.

Baker, of Michigan. Twenty-seven immigrants detained for twenty days without

water-closet accommodations, the faecal deposits accumulating beneath the car

in which they were kept ;
no means afforded for cooking food or for bathing. In

many instances the immigrants wandered all over the city without restraint.

This was a condition of affairs as inhuman and barbarous as the culpa])le ignor-

ance which prompted it. In B(jston we were royally entertained. We were

taken down the harbor to an island which nature had provided for (iuarantine

purposes. Hospitals for contagious diseases were ample, but the apparatus for

the disinfection of immigrants was a farce. A box made of rough boards, 7 feet

wide, 8 feet high, and 10 feet long, with a door and hole in the side for the intro-

duction of a I'ubber hose to convey the steam from the steamer, was the whole

quarantine outfit for fumigation and disinfecting in sight. That very morning
immigrants from questionable jioints in Europe had passed through Boston Quar-
antine, destined for the Northwest, and in Boston Harbor were two vessels, one

loaded with beet siigar in sacks, direct from Hamburg for Boston sugar refineries,

the other loaded with baled rags, direct from cholera-infected regions of Euro^ie.

Let silence on my part express the feeling of indignation which words can not, as

to the inefficiency of such a quarantine and its protection to the people of Minne-

sota. Our visit to Grosse Isle, Quebec, Canada, was a surprise. There we found

a quarantine in reality and a health officer discharging his duties manfully to his

own country and the whole Northwest. A boat sijecially fitted with sulphur apjia-

raratus and corrosive-sublimate solution for the disinfection of the vessels, a ster-

ilizer of larger size was in oj)eration, where clothing could be readily placed in

this iron cylinder and air exhavisted, then steam heated to 230^ admitted, insuring
certain destruction to any form of bacillus. Detention hospitals, cooking estab-

lishments, bathing roome, water-closets, for male and female, wash rooms, police

patrol, and ambulances for the removal of the sick. Telegrams warned the officer

in charge hours before infected vessels reached the quarantine line. The ashes of

cholera-infected baled rags whitened the rocks and the smoke darkened the air

above them, while military exactness, honesty of purpose, and intelligent work

everywhere indicated that a master mind familiar with every detail and phase of

quarantine service, directs and controls, and deserves the gTatitude of the whole
Northwest.

The following papers were read by title: "Movimiento Demografico de Buenos

Aires," by Dr. Samuel Gache, of Buenos Ayres, Republica Argentina; "On the

Methods Employed for the Prevention of Disease and Preservation of the Lives of

the Inhabitants of the District of Columbia," by Dr. Charles M. Hammett, of the

city of Washington, health officer of the District of Columbia
;

" La Embriaguez :

Sus Causas, sus Efectos, Urgente Necesidad de Disminuirlos. ^Caules Serian los

Medios mas Adecuados Para Obtenerlo?" by Dr. Salvador Garciadiego, of Gua-

dalajara, Mexico; "The Study of Type in Relation to Suicide," by Dr. Roland G.

rtin, of Philadelphia, Pa., ex-president of the American Climatological Associ-

ation.

After a few closing remarks in English and Spanish by the president, to whom
a vote of thanks was then tendered, the section adjourned at 11 A. M. to meet in

general session with the Congress.
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PAPERS READ BEFORE THE SECTION.

ON THE PROPER STATUS OF THE MEDICAL PROFESSION IN THE
GOVERNMENT OF NATIONS.

By CORNELIUS G. COMEGYS, M. D., of Cincinnati, Ohio,

President of the Academy of Medicine.

Mr. President: In the presence of this august assembly of representative men
of both continents of the Western Hemisphere, it seems to me an auspicious
moment for the consideration of the relations which should exist between our pro-
fession and the executive departments of governments. Some are startled at the

proposition that a physician should be made a minister of state, holding a position
and exercising functions in regard to public affairs on a parity with the heads of

other departments in the cabinet of a nation. In 'the history of governments the
medical profession has not only been tolerated, but in those that stand on the high-
est plane of civilization it has been fostered by subventions of the state, and in

order that the people could receive the full benefit of our beneficent art, liberal

provision was made for the construction of edifices, libraries, laboratories, and
museums for scientific culture, and free access given to hospitals for the observa-

tion and treatment of diseases and injuries. In this magnificent capital of the

United States, the Government through the operations of the Surgeons-General of

the Army, Navy, and Marine Hospital, has made liberal expenditures for the

establishment of a national medical library and museum, the iiublication of an
index catalogue and the army medical records of the civil war, and for researches

at home and abroad on the origin and nature of epidemic diseases likely to be

brought to our shores by immigrant and other ships, but beyond these sanitary

provisions our central Government does not go. There is no office here for the col-

lection of facts in demography and hygiene ;
no means provided for the exploita-

tion of measures that could direct (iontiuTious scientific research in regard to

endemic and epidemic diseases in every jiart of the nation. Nevertheless, through
the influence of the American Medical Association, State boards of health have
been organized in most of the States, but no central office exists in Washington,
in which data can be brought into a uniform expression that will present the con-

ditions in demography and hygiene that have been attained in English and Con-
tinental States in Europe. On this account an active movement is now in progress

by the American Medical Association to obtain an act of Congress to establish a

department and a secretary of public health.

In primitive history we find that Hygeia and Therapy formed so conservative a

feature in the afflictions of people that wise men, instead of seeking laboriously
in the known arts and sciences for an explanation of the success of medical treat-

ment, attributed it to the beneficence of the heavens, and so precious were the

discoveries of preventive and practical medicine that the documentary testimony
was carefully preserved in the temples of religion ;

indeed in theocratic govern-
ments they became a part of the instruction of the priesthood. We can not read

without admiration of the wisdom and forethought which made sanitary measures

a part of the religious code of the people. The hygienic laws of Moses, which

undoubtedly embodied fragments of his Egyptian training both as a priest and

physician, and the moral code, the Ten Commandments, received from the hands

of God, have been kept together by the Jews in the structure of their holy books,

and sacredly prM^iced for thousands of years, which clearly accounts for their
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existence physically and mentally as one of the strongest races among the mnl-

titudes of the earth. A glance at the past shows that the course and development
of h»ygiene on one hand and the progress of the sciences and growth of the mind
on the other, have constituted great factors in the evolution of humanity ; never-

theless, in modern times medicine has not held the rank and dignity in the execu-

tive department of governments that have been allotted to jurisprudence, diplo-

macy, arms, and finance, notwithstanding the maxim which has descended from

the remotest ages, "The health of the people is the supreme law." An enlight-

ened and liberal investigation of the medical office shows that it appertains to a

most important function in a commonwealth. There are no evils in society that

physicians have not a large ability to restrain ; there are no foes of human happi-

ness so widespread, miserable, and despairing as those which undermine public

health. An English physician of great distinction said a score of years ago, in a

public address,
"

I think it will be well for the State when the profession to which

we belong is represented in the councils of the nation as weightily as can be

assured by official places and conferred dignities." It is impossible to exaggerate
the value to a State of the medical profession ; it envelopes and penetrates not

only the individual but the social and political fabric as well. It is productive
and conservative in its ministrations. We are pledged to alleviate suffering and
contend against death. We also are teachers of the laws of health and walk as

sentinels about the encampment of the multitude. In war we go with armies to

care for the fevered soldier and follow him through the thickest of the fire not to

aid destruction in her work but to staunch the wounds she makes. It is not the

bugle call nor the roar of battle that arouses our activity, but the cries of the

wounded and dying, the appalling ruin of the field. In our civil practice, on

every hand is infirmity, despair, death ; hoping to strengthen or to avert, our

days are occupied ; in the effort to sustain the hopes, the agonies, the distress of

society our burdens are often too heavy to be borne. These are not overdrawn

statements ; there are many in this audience who can verify them. It is certainly
a remarkable spectacle, the constant effort of physicians to save the people from
disease when success will limit to the smallest dimensions the practice of medi-

cine. But this grows out of the natiire of their stiidies, the tendency of which

gives the highest naotive for unselfish service to humanity. The physician is

bound to render service to the poor and rich alike. The amount of gratuitous

service, especially in great cities, constitutes one-third of their practice. The most

distinguished and experienced of the profession form the staffs of all of our hos-

pitals and without salary. If there were cruelty to prisoners on either side in our

civil war, it was not perpetrated by the surgeons of the opposing armies ; and
when the strife ceased they were the first to extend the fraternal hand across the

field of conflict. Prompted by the most noble instincts, physicians in their efforts

to enlighten the lowest races have distinguished themselves in geographical

discovery. Dr. Mungo Park whilst traveling among the barbarous Africans

discovered the great Niger ; Dr. David Livingston in our times, actuated by the

same motives, foiand the Congo and the vast lakes which are the sources of the

Nile ; Drs. Kane and Hayes, of Philadelphia, in their search for the lost voyager,

Franklin, penetrated into the Arctic Ocean farther than any former travelers.

A multitude of physicians have gone with religious missionaries in their efforts

to shed the light of our civilization on barbarous and semicivilized peoples in

every part of the globe. Success in missionary efforts is only made possible by
the culture and works of beneficence displayed by medical men and women.
Until physicians entered China there existed no scientific knowledge of anatomy
and physiology. Surgical science was not known sufficiently to lead the doc-

tors there to tie a bleeding artery, and there was no relief for women in the

cruel adversities of parturition, nor was there any knowledge 4t practice of
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hygiene, nor any measures for staying infections diseases. In 1834 Dr. Peter

Parker, under the patronage of the Presbyterian Church in this country, estab-

lished the first hospital in the city of Canton. Since then five other ports have

been opened to missionary work, and there now exist 60 hospitals and dispensaries,

and several hundred physicians are constantly practicing among the people. In

Parker's hospital there have been xierformed l.fiOO operations for stone and with

marvelous success ;
and during the year 1892 there were saved over 100 women in

childbed, who would have perished in the hands of native practitioners. In India

the British Government has established 1,000 hosi^itals and dispensaries, and

besides these Christian missionaries have created a large number. Medical schools

have also been opened under the English patronage, and thousands of natives have

been instructed systematically in medicine, and incalculable relief has been fur-

nished to the people in sickness. The superiority of the equipment and training of

the English army led to the conquest of India, but the great skill and success in the

practice of medecinehas won the confidence of the people and helped them to become

reconciled to their conquerors. Civilization can not be established permanently
withotit the science and practice of medicine. A great race of men is slowly per-

ishing within the Government of the United States, which might long since have

been made j^roductive, intelligent, and peaceable citizens if certain numbers of

their youth had been separated from the wild, warlike life of the wigwam and

trained in the common, technological, and professional schools of civilization.

Instead of this they have been preyed upon and demoralized by the agents and

the post traders of their reservations. It is reasonable to believe that medical

capacity and its humane influences would have been a powerful factor in their

regeneration if it had had more influence in the executive department of the Gov-

ernment. It is not too late to save the temnant from the impending destruction.

The medical profession holds itself ready, as it always has, not only to diminish

the destruction by disease, but tiltimately to destroy the contagions that cause it.

It is well understood that infectioits diseases and toxic elements are disseminated

as food; that diseases in the family of a dairyman, or among his cattle, may be

as widely diffused as his distribution of milk. The pollution of rivers, streams,

and wells in towns, villages, and farmers' homes sub.iect families to tedious and

fatal diseases which a wise sanitation could avert. It is so absolutely demon-

strated that by a rigid application of hygienic laws the ravages of a pestilence

may be arrested, that medical scientists speak of such destruction as a self-imposed

cause of dying in the prime of life. The progress of medicine in saving life in

times of great distress is shown in the practice of midwifery and surgery. In a

maternity hospital in Philadelphia not a single death has occurred in 1,.500 succes-

sive cases, and in the maternityhospital in Paris over 2,000 successive deliveries have

occurred without a fatal case. The deaths in capital surgery have become so rare

that surgeons undertake with great confidence the most formidable operations and

expect recovery without a drop of pus. Inflammations and fevers are now known
to depend upon the presence of pathogenic germs : in the former the pernicious

action is prevented by asepsis ;
in the latter by a treatment that will eliminate the

toxic elements in the blood as rapidly as they are formed. On the other hand,

one-half of the children in our crowded cities die under 5 years of age. This fear-

ful mortality can be reduced one-half under the operation of sanitary laws

directed by physicians. In the census reports of the United States for 1890, more

than 500,000 deaths are enumerated in the different States. It is the medical

belief that preventive medicine would have saved one-third of the lives.

Another subject, and one of the highest importance to the working classes, who

are, so to speak, wards of the medical profession, has recently been developed by

Sir James Crichton Browne, m. d., of England, which shows how much responsi-

bility rests upon us to carefully investigate the wear and tear of the neuro-
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muscular system by overwork. He proves incontestably that, owing to the

strain in what is called "piece work," a workman who at 30 years of age can

make 45 shillings a week and should be able to continue it for thirty years, finds

that, strive as he may, he can not at 45 earn over 38 shillings, and at 55 he can

earn no more tlian 28 shillings. A knife maker, who, by striking 38,000 blows

a day with his hammer, can earn a good living, can not continue to earn half

that much at fifty years of age. In all of these cases the failure is shown to be in

the neuro-musciilar systems of the arm and shoulder. Is not this a high example
of cruelty to animals? Must not the medical profession enter its protest? Does

not this concern statesmanship ? But Sir James has"carried his statistical investi-

gations into the study of the limitations of life in the upper classes. For example,

he says that while there is a marked decline of 17.6 per thousand in the death rate

in all ages under 35, owing to the improved sanitation in the whole country, there

is only a decline of 2.7 per thousand above 55 years ; while between 65 and 75 the

death rate is increasing. He adds that it is not very satisfactory to learn that

while in babies and young people there is an enormous increase in longevity, the

increased loss is alarming among those eminent in experience and judgment.
He next shows that this decay in the mature element of society is found in a few

groups of degenerative affections, thus : In cancer, in a period of thirty years, the

increase is 134 per cent; in nervous diseases, "32 per cent; in kidney diseases, 164

per cent ;
in heart diseases, 143 per cent. He believes that this increased mortality

is due to the increasing hixuriousness in our advancing civilization. He also

refers to the alarming increase of insanity. In the United States we have no

registrar-general, so it is impossible to make such demographic investigations.

Are not the above researches a function of statesmanship ? The importance of

higher medical education is conceded now by all true physicians, and our best

schools have undertaken to accomplish it. The gi-eat hindrance to its achieve-

ment lies in the lack of a central office in Washington of sufficient rank to exert

an influence for a concerted action to that end, among the one hundred schools

in the States. The American Medical Association has by its efforts secured

annual meetings of the college authorities to consider the subject, and much
progress has been made. Entrance examinations are now the rule, and the period
of study is being lengthened to four years in several schools. All true physicians
desire that all graduates s aall command the respect and confidence of the people
as thoroughly trained scientificmen ;

in fact, ranking amongthe best educated men,
in all respects, in a community.
There is another value that will be an outcome of higher practical education.

It will be possible for physicians to undertake the instruction of the agricultural
classes in the elements, at least, of chemical, physical, and biological science, by
organizing in country towns courses of instruction in the winter season, wherein,

by means of lectures and experiments, illustration and simple text-books, primers
in science, they will be able to impart extensive instruction to this great but sadly

neglected portion of our population and by which their practical power as pro-
ducers will become greatly augmented and their social happiness increased. The
freshest and strongest minds are found among farmers. This is an elevated and

legitimate work for doctors. The organism called "medicine," like every other

product of man's constructive genius, is striving to attain perfection, and to

accomplish this it must be sustained in all its scientific undertakings by the coop-
eration of national and State legislation and by the people. Medicine has never
been cultivated in the highest degree where it has had imperfect recognition as an
element of the State. In the British and continental governments in Europe it

has always had the watchful care of the state, and eminent practitioners are fre-

qviently receiving titles of distinction both from universities and chiefs of states.

The degrees of ll. d. and d. c. l. are given to eminent medical men not only
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here but by monarchs of Euroi>e. These titles indicate their competency in states-

manship. Our methods of research are the same as those employed by lawyers,

engineers, machinists, and by learned men in the whole range of the natural sci-

ences ; and the opinions of well-trained physicians are as certain as those gjven by
judges, statesmen, architects, engineers, divines, bankers, and merchants.

Let me speak briefly on the increased light which physiology and pathology have
shed on the relations of the brain and the mind. For a long time the brain has

been known as the center of sensation and motion, but only within a few years
have they been located in the special areas of that organ ; but now we know the

very seat, not only of sensation and motion and of their coordination for the exe-

cution of instinctive and purposive movements, but we can put our fingers on the

exact region where sensations are shaped into concepts, where ideas are symbol-
ized in language,where memory has its seat, and the imagination disx)lays its mar-

velous powers. All the apparatus of respiration, of digestion, of circulation, of the

vast neuro-muscular system, is merely to sustain a certain definite area in the

brain which we can cover with our two hands
;
it is the realm of consciousness—

the plane where spirit and matter greet each other, so that a man can say, "I
know that I know ;

"' "I feel that I feel ;

" "I think that I think
;

"
it is where the

consciousness is in equipoise with the immensity of the cosmos. Gravitation is

instantaneous ; consciousness just as rapidly reaches from the center to the cir-

cumference of the universe. Who has the right to supervise this dread region
but the physician? Closer than the minister of religion, or the ties of blood, he

is the guardian of its illimitable faculties. Through physiological and patholog-
ical research, psychology has been lifted above the subtle reasoning of the school-

men into thelight of a new day, and it is now comprehended as never before. Meta-

physics is no longer a jugglery with words, but is a function of consciousness

existing only in the healthy brain. It is the purest and highest expression of rea-

son and a free will, and can not be disi)layed but by the healthy brain. It is a

psychological systemization of terms under the regulative faculty, the will,

whereby the intuitional phenomena of thought and the phenomena derived

through the senses from external objects—the ideal and the real, the subject and
the object—are brought into accord, and the mind is freed from baleful illusions,

hallucinations, and delusions. The imperfect state of consciousness in unsound

sleep wherein ideas flow, regulated only by their automatic association, represents

the abeyance of the metaphysical function. We are led everywhere by the most

grotesqiie, absurd, and fearful ideation without self-control. There is no meta-

physics in dreams, nor is there any resi)onsibility for the actions or thoughts of a

person in dreams, because his consciousness is not under the regulation of will.

He may know right from wrong in dreams, but he is irresponsible.

Physicians, because of theirl^nowledge of the brain and the mind, possess abilities

for broad and useful services in the social and political state, and no man in the

Cabinet would serve better as a counselor to a ruler than an exx^ert i)hysician.

I have shown that the regulative faculty of the mind—the will—is not a tran-

scendental entity to be considered apart from physical existence, but, so to speak,

is the correlative of the total organic power of the brain, and is therefore amena-

ble to sound hygienic laws, without the operation of which this magnificent
endowment of man can not be displayed. Let the fine physical organization of

the brain suffer deterioration from any cause and the man no longer controls his

ideas, but on the contrary he is led by them and too often driven. We warn men,
but they do not heed us. They mock our solicitude and boast of their capacious

powers, but sooner or later the wear and tear shows itself—the pilot is losing his

keen eye and firm grasp of the helm. The stupendous ventures in stocks and prod-
uce in the great centers of commerce are frequently manifestations of intelle(;tual

perversion, superinduced by the constant excitement attending these operations.
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Every faculty of the dealer's mind, intellectual and emotional, is urged without
restraint beyond normal capacity ; his reason is in abeyance ; his actions are

impulsive and dangerous to his environment. To grasp, to conquer, to accumu-
late, to control, to hate, to lust, any or all of the terrible elements of evil, may
arise and govern the life of a man. His reason is subrogated to his passions, which
like ferocious beasts are ready to leap upon and destroy his existence. The morbid
drama now being enacted in our financial world is simply the outcome of the delir-

ious specvilation that has raged for years past. Luxury and vice have clung
together and formed the deadly moral dynamite whose destructive force is seen in

every direction. These catastrophies have been predicted by medical psycholo-

gists for years past. History furnishes fearful examples of the ruin of states and

empires because of the licentiousness, tyranny, and an inappeasable thirst for

conquest of men whose early characters exhibited self-denial, justice, and peace.
I have not the time for an elaboration of these important questions, which

include the physical, moral, and intellectual culture of the rising generation of a
State. It was a subject that deeply concerned the eminent statesman and physi-
cian of our revolutionary era. Dr. Benjamin Rush. I will briefly add that there

are no fortuitous conditions that concur for the best political circumstances of

the State
;
the whole is purposive intelligence existing in the individual and com-

bmed for the exigencies of society. Wherever the highest development of physical
health exists there will be found the surest basis of the best mental faculties.

These are not mere abstract themes of philosophy, but the most practical ques-
tions of the daj% interesting not only to the people at large, but especially to those

who control the destinies of nations.

The question may arise whether the proposed department of public health would
subserve the interests of any par ticular school . I reply no ; that amid all the appar-
ent disparity in medical practice there is one true severe unity, and to attain this

all true physicians are continually striving. With the advance in the way of higher
education the differences in modes of treatment will gradually disappear. There
is no disputation in medical science in regard to anatomy, physiology, pathology,

chemistry, physics, or preventive medicine. The general modes of practice will

become gradually unified.

I now insert an extract of the bill which was introduced in both Houses of the
last Congress of the United States, and which still remains on the files of the com-
mittees to which it was referred, in order to show its intent.

A BILL to establish a department of public health.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled, That there shall be established a department of
public health. There shall be appointed from civil life by the President, by and
with the advice and consent of the Senate, a secretary of public health, who shall
be intrusted with the management of the department herein established. He shall
be paid an annual salary of . He shall, with the approval of the President,
provide suitable oflfices for the department, and shall employ such assistants and
clerks as may be necessary.

Sec. 2. That it shall be the duty of the Department of State to obtain from con-
sular officers at foreign ports and places all available information in regard to

sanitary conditions of such ports and places, and transmit the same to the depart-
ment of public health ; and the secretary of public health shall also obtain, through
all sources accessible, including State and municipal authorities throughout tlie

United States, weekly reports of the sanitary condition of ports and places within
the United States, and shall prepare, publish, and transmit to the medical ofiicers
of the Marine-Hospital Service, to collectors of customs, and to State and munici-
pal health officers and authorities weekly abstracts of the consular sanitary reports
and other pertinent information received by said department. The said department
also shall, as far as it may be able, by means of the voluntary cooperation of State
and mimicipal authorities, of various general and special hospitals and sanitari-

ums, of public associations, and of private persons, procure and tabulate statistics

S. Ex. 36 122
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relating to marriages, births, deaths, the existence of epidemic, endemic, and other
diseases, especially those of a degenerative character, such as malignant growths
and aifections of the circulatory, resjjiratory, secretory, and reproductive organs,
and data concerning the fruit of incongruoiis marriage and transmissibility of

insane, alcoholic, syphilitic, nervous, and malignant types of constitution. He
shall also procure information relating to climatic and other conditions affecting
public health, especially in reference to the most favorable regions in the United
States for the cure or relief of the chronic diseases of the several organs of the

body, especially of consumption. He shall also obtain information in a sanitary
l)oint of vievv^ of the health and comfort of the laboring classes. He shall seek

through the State boards of health information in regard to the healthiness and
comfort of public schoolhouses. He shall, so far as he can, further collective

investigations in regard to the common diseases of an inflammatory and febrile
character that prevail among the peoi)le. He shall cooperate with State boards of
health, the Signal Service, the medical departments of the Army, Navy, and
Marine-Hospital Service, and unify and utilize their work so as to make the depart-
ment of public health a repository of the most important sanitary facts that con-
cern the public comfort. Besides the reports of the state of piiblic health, which
he shall make from time to time, the secretary of public health shall make an
annual report to Congress, with such recommendations as he may deem impor-
tant to the public interests ; and said report, if ordered printed by Congress, shall

be done under the direction of the department.

The question I submit is this : Have we qualifications, through the oj^erations of

our profession, to contribute to the progress of Governments, increasing happiness,

intelligence, and public virtue ? If we affirm that we have, then shall we not

claim the rank and dignity in the State that will give us the highest opportunity
for their exercise ?

OJEADA RETROSPECTIVA SOBRE LA ORGANIZACION DE LA SANI-
DAD EN LOS EJERCITOS ESPANGLES. PRIMEROS ALBORES DE LA
MEDICINA MILITAR EN AMERICA.'

Por el Doctor FELIX ESTRADA CATOGRA,

M,-<li<<> ilrl Id" r!(itiilh)il Artillcrid ilrl /jriyila lie hi IkIii (Ir Ciihd.

No es posible separar la historia de la medicina militar de la de los ejercitos en

campana, por lo que hace a niiestra patria, pues doquiera acxidieron las troiias

espanolas, fueron acompanadas de flsicos y cirujanos que en medio de las batallas,

en los rigores del combate, restanaron la sangre de los heridos. curaron las enfer-

medades de los combatientes, sufriendo las penalidades del soldado, participando

de todas las calamidades de la guerra. Y no solo ha pasado asi desde el invento

de la polvora, desde la aplicacion de la artilleria, sino desde los primitivos tiempos
de nuestra historia, como es facil comprobar por la lectura de los codices mas

antiguos.
No es extraiio que asi sucediese, si se tiene en cuenta que la medicina vulneraria

ha sido una de las primeras conquistas hechas a la naturaleza en las primeras
edades del mundo, como dice un galano cscritor ({ue tuvimos por maestro.*

"Alll donde por primera vez lucho el hombre de un modo material"—dice un

historiador de nuestros dias—"por defender su derecho, 6 por dar amplitud a sus

deseos y aspiraciones, y hasta satisfaccion a sus vicios y malos pensamientos, alii

empezo la medicina militar. Primero la lucha, despues el modo de remediar sus

estragos, esto es logico ; en todos los palses ha tenido que suceder asi y por consi-

guiente en Espaiia.""

1 Esto traltajo coiistituye el jirimei- capitulo de una niei)i(iri;i iiieditu ^nl,i-e el origen, organL-^a-

cion y servicios de la .sanidad militar en Cuba que peiisaiiios publicai-.
"
Vieisitudes y progresos de la medicina como cieiicia y arte en relacion cdii los di'mas .onoci

mientos. Discurso del catedrAtico de patologla de Santiago, D. Ramon Otero.

3 Historia de la Medicina Militar Espaiiola, por D. Antonio Poblacion.
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Recorramos la Iliada y la Odisea, que podemos considerar como primitivos

anales de las ciencias medicas, y alii veremos al hijo de Apolo, al gran Esculapio,

descendiendo a la tierra para ensenar a los mortales el arte de curar y evitar la fria

segur de las inflexibles Parcas. Tambien Homero canta en inraortales versos el

valor de Podaliro y Chiron, y de otros principes qne en los campos de batalla

alcanzan gran renombre, no solo por sus heroicos combates, sino tambien por la

habilidad que muestran al restaiiar la sangre de los lieridos.

Probado esta por las investigaciones de literatos y medicos, que los ejercitos

griegos y romanos contaban con medicos y cirujanos que los acompanaban en las

guerras. Simpson,' Kiihn- y Aubertin'* han demostrado la existencia de medi-

cos militares en las legiones egipcias, griegas y romanas, y en todos los ejercitos

de la antigiiedad.

Nuestra patria, teatro de grandes acontecimientos militares desde los jjrimeros

conquistadores, centro de luchas y discordias intestinas al constituirse la monar-

quia goda, en combate con los arabes durante algunos cientos de aiios para recon-

quistar el territorio, fue sin duda una de las naciones en que mas predomino el

espiritu guerrero en que mas necesarios se hicieron los servicios humanitarios

para asistir a los combatientes lieridos en las frecuentes luchas ; asi no es extraSo

que los servicios medico-castrenses tengan en nosostros un origen mas antiguo que
en las demas naciones de Eiiropa, y asi tambien que durante muchos anos Espaiia

marchase a la cabeza en cuanto se refiere a la organizacion sanitaria de los

ejercitos.

En casi toda la Edad Media, asi en Espana como en otros paises, la medicina era

estudiada y practicada muy especialmente por los judios, tan numerosos en las

naciones cristianas y muy i)articularmente en la nuestra, ciianto que las leyes que
contra ellos x>romulgaron varias veces los reyes godos i)osteriores a Recaredo, eran

inspiradas por el tniedo 'que hubo de que llegaren a formar de Espaiia un estado

judaico, atribuyendoseles tambien gran participacion en la conquista arabe. El

Fuero Juzgo contiene leyes expresamente aplicables y referentes a los medicos

judios, por cierto bien crueles y absurdas, pues eiitre estos hubo verdaderos sabios

que hicieron progresar la medicina, como el famoso Yzdrag, medico del rey D.

Alonso VII de Castilla y otros muchos que cita Hernandez Morejon, como habiles

cirujanos que contribuyeron al adelanto de la medicina i:)atria.

El establecimiento de hospitales en Espaiia es tambien de remotos tiempos, y

atmque faltan datos anteriores al siglo doce, no seria dificil encontrar noticias

aisladas aqui y alia, no tanto en las cronicas ( que estas eran demasiado secas y
concisas en los principios de la Edad Media) pero si en los archivos monacales y
otros de villas, ciudades e iglesias del reino, en que se habla de fundaciones de

hospitales por nuestros reyes, en particular para leprosos, desde los primeros

tiempos de la monarquia asturiana ; pndiendo decir otro tanto de los demas
estados en que se hallaba dividida la peninsula.
Consta si que en el siglo doce existian hospitales para curar los heridos de la

guerra, siendo fiindado uno en Toledo por D. Pedro Fernandez de Fuentecalada,
maestre de la orden de Santiago. En el castillo de Q-uadalherza lo establecio la

orden de Calatrava, y otros varios citan los historiadores en distintos pueblos de

la peninsula, demostrandose que esta institucion sanitaria .para los ejercitos es

mas antigua entre nosotros que en otras naciones de Europa. Quizas la influencia

que la dominacion romana ejercio en Espaiia, fuese la causa de existir hospitales

para la tropa en nuestro suelo desde muy antiguo, pues sabemos por Higinio el

' Was the Roman army provided with any medical officers ? By J. Y. Simpson, president of

the Royal College of Physicians of Edinburgh, professor of midwifery in the University, etc. , 1851.

'^ De medicine militaris apud veteres Graecos Romanesque conditione. D. Carolus Kiihn, etc.,

1824 a 1827. Dissertations.
' Del servicio medico en los ejercitos de la antigiledad, por Ch. Aiibertin, profesor de letras dc

la Universidad de Dijon, publicado en la Revue des medecins des armees.
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Agrimensor, qxie los romanos en sus campos de guerra establecian el valetudina-

rium 6 enfermeria para sus soldados.

Las ordenes militares tuvieron tambien gran inflnencia en la creacion de los

hospitales, asi coino Instituciones derivadas de ellas para la asistencia de los enfer-

mos y peregrinos, no dejando de tener nna gi"an participacion en estas fnndaciones

las expediciones de los caballeros castellanos, aragoneses y navarros al Egipto y
Palestina formando jiarte de las cruzadas en la conquista de Jerusalem.

Pero no vamos a seguir en este orden de ideas y volvamos a la fundacion de ver-

daderos establecimientos dedicados a. la hosintalidad de nuestras tropas. Los

primeros hospitales de campaiia organizados en todos sus servicios fueron los esta-

blecidos en Espana por Isabel la Catolica. Hernan Perez del Pulgar, al escribir

sobre la conquista de Granada, dice: "E para curar los feridos e los dolientes, la

reina enviaba siempre a los reales seis tiendas grandes, e las canias e ropa necesa-

ria, e homes que les sirviesen, e mandaba que no llevaren precio alguno, porque
ella lo mandaba pagar ; e estas tiendas con todo este aparejo se Uamaba en los

reales el hospital de la reina.
" '

Pedro Martir de Angleria, que formaba en el ejercito espanol el ano 1489, escribid

desde el sitio de Baza al cardenal arzobispo de Milan sobre este hospital, elocuentes

frases que demuestran deben su origen los hospitales de campaiia a la munificencia

de la egregia Isabel, a quien tanta gloria debe Espaiia y la causa de la civilizacion.'^

Pero si existian hospitales en nuestra patria y si la historia nos ilustra respecto
a los que para la conquista de Granada establecio la reina catolica que podemos
considerar como verdaderas ambulancias de campaiia, si la legislaci^n medico-

militar la encontramos en las leyes de partida del sabio D. Alonso, si es facil

demostrar que a los ejercitos acompanaban medicos y cirujanos, no es tan facil

comprobar la organizacion dada a estos j)ara el cumplimiento de sus servicios.

No podemos dejar de estar conformes con el historiador medico-militar Sr. Pobla-

cion que dice sobre este particular :

Pero es indisputable que los medicos, cirujanos, farmaceuticos, practicantes y
enfermeros socorrieron con organizacion ; que no podemos determinar los desastres

propios de la guerra ; que hubo dotacion de efectos quirurgicos y de medicamentos
y que el personal fue recompensado mas 6 menos ampliamente por el dinero parti-
cular de la reina Isabel.

Esta falta de datos que encontramos en el servicio de la sanidad militar del

periodo de la historia patria hastalos reyes catolicos, corresponde a la vez a la falta

de una organizacion para el ejercito, que hasta esta fecha no jiuede considerarse

como un verdadero organismo para la defensa del territorio segtin aquellos monar-

cas establecieron despues en sus pragmaticas. En 1505 vemos ya aparecer un ciru-

jano en cada una de las corapanias Uamadas guardas de Castilla que sustituyeron
a las hermandades de Castilla organizadas por D. Alfonso el Sabio.

Al terminarse el glorioso reinado de los reyes catolicos, el ejercito estaba nece-

sitado de grandes reformas, que acometio el ilustre cardinal Ximenez de Cisneros,

a quien se debe mirar como uno de los mas sabios generales, pues su espiritu

militar se hizo patente en mas de una ocasion.^' Dicho gobernante, al hacerse cargo
de la.Regencia en enero de 1516 trato, de formar un ejercito respetable, oyendo la

opinion autorizada de los militares mas ilustres y conocedores de la guerra, entre

1 Hern&ndez Morejon : Historia de la medicina, f. 1, p&g. 256.

* Clemencin : Eloglo de la Reina Cat61ica, Da. Isaliel la de Castilla, p4g. 176.

8 Conocida es la anecdota historica de haber enviado los grandes una diputacion para preguntar
al Cardinal Cisneros en virtud de que poderes gobernaba, y la contestacion quo dio k esta,

llevandolos hacia el balcon de palacio y niostr&ndoles un cuerpo de tropas de artillerla que
estaban maniobrando con canones, les dijo: "Esos son mis poderes," ante cuyo argumento diguo
de un gran general, los nobles comprendieron que bajo aquellos h^bitos se ocultaba un alma

energica, un corazon de guerrero. Podr4 no ser cierta esta anecdota desmentida lioy por auto-

ridades competentes, como la de la oapa de D. Enrique el Doliente y otras quo ban corrido como
vMidas en nuestras historias, pero no decae por ello ol morito que, como orgiinizador del ejercito

de Espana, tuvo Cisneros.
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ellos el Coronel Rengifo que ya habia presentado una memoria al Rey Fernando

y cuyo trabajo aprobo Cisneros, dictando ordenes para su ejecucion.

Dicho trabajo, que teniendo en cuenta su epoca es notable, comprende ordenan-

zas militares, sistema de alistaniiento, vestuario, etc., se dicto a los pueblos y
vecindades en 27 de inayo de 1516, forinandose segun las instrucciones ' un cuerpo

especial de 400 hombres Uamados pardos, esjiecie de guardia real, independiente
de los lansquenetes venidos de Alemania con D. Felipe, reformandose las companias

y tercios asi como los mandos,'- no echando en olvido en esta organizacion los

servicios tan necesarios de los medicos, cirujanos y farmaceuticos,
^ asi que al

fonnarse los primeros tercios que fueron los de Lombardia, Napoles y Sicilia

figuran en la plana mayor estos destinos en el aiio 1534.^

Pasa para el cuerpo de sanidad militar el reinado de Carlos I sin modificaciones

en el servicio que prestaba en las tropas, pero figurando medicos distinguidos en

el ejercito y en las campafias del ilustre emperador. Cuando Felipe II recogio la

rica herencia de su padre, trato de corregir defectos que liabla en sus tropas, empe-
zando por reformar el ejercito de Italia y en las instrucciones que dicto en Toledo

a 24 de diciembre de 1560,^ figura en presupuesto un medico con 15 escudos y un

cirujano con 12, afectando al servicio de la sanidad militar algunas de estas ins-

trucciones, pues se disponia fueran dados de baja todos los inutiles," sufriendo

modificaciones el traje militar con arreglo a la higieiie de aquellos tiempos.'

No estaba tampoco desatendido el servicio de hospitales militares de campana,

pues en el presupuesto, como diriamos hoy, formado en 6 de septiembre de 1591,*

aparece la partida siguiente :

Para el gasto del hospital se descuenta a cada soldado un real cada mes, y a los

' Estos documentos, tan notables por la idea que dan del espiritu de la epoca, exlsten en el

archivo general de Finanzas. (Estado, Secretarias provinciales, legajo No. 317), y los copio

integros el Conde de Clonard en su Historia Organica del Ejercito.
^Em tiempo de los reyes catolicos la unidad fue en un principio la compania, despues la colu-

nela 6 coronelia distribuida en 20 companias. Luego vinieron los tercios, compuestos cada uno
de tres coronelias y cada una de estas con 13 compaiiias. Cada tercio lo mandaba un maestre de

campo. (Clonard, f . 3, pag. 150.) Sin embargo, el nombre de tercios es tan autiguo en Castilla, que
ya en mil setenta y tantos, en el reinado de D. Alonso VI, se dice que Dia Sauz y Pernan Garcia

mandaban en la conquista de Madrid los tercios de Segovia.
^La existenciade los farmaceuticos enlosejercitos data en Espana del tiempo de los arabes.

Bn Prancia tambien.bajo el reinado de Enrique II, tenian farmaceuticos militares los hospitales
de Metz y Thionville ; Sully, ministro de Enrique IV, nombro im farmaceutico militar para el

hospital do Amiens, siendo Richelieu el que aumento el numero de farmaceuticos en los hospi-

tales militares. (Ver Mallaina: Historia de la Farmacia.)
^La plana mayor de cada tercio comprendia : 1 maestro de campo con 40 escudos mensuales ;

1 sargento mayor, 30
;
1 furriel mayor, 30 ; 1 municiouero, 10 ; 1 tambor general, 10

;
1 capitan

barrachel de compania con 13 ; 1 teniente de idem, 6 ; 1 medico doctor, 13 ; 1 cirujano, 10 ; 1 boti-

cario, 10 ; 1 capellan, 13 ; 8 alabarderos de la guardia de honor del maestre de campo a 4 escu-

dos, 33 ; total, 194 escudos.

'Relacion de lo que montara el sueldo de un mes de tres mil infantes espanoles con diez capi-

tanes y sus oflciales y ventajas. (Clonard, f. 3, pag. 438.)
* Vease un trabajo del Sr. Montejo Robledo sobre el servicio de declaracion de intitiles publi-

cado en la Gaceta de sanidad militan.
' Sabido es que el uso de verdaderos uniformes data del pasado siglo y despues del adveni-

rc iento de la casa de Borbon. En Francia tampoco son m4s antiguos que Luis XIV. Anterior-

mente usaban libreas uniformes solo algunos pequenisimos cuerpos mas palatinos que guerreroa,
mmediatos k las personas reales como la guardia amarilla, la tudesca, etc. Nuestros soldados de
Italia y Flandes vestianse si de colores vivos, con plumajes, cadenas y joyeles, pero a capricho
de cada uno, haciendo expresa mencion las numerosas leyes suntuarias de no quedar sometidos 4
ellos los soldados a quienes se dejaba en completa libertad de vestirse y adornarse & su antojo,

libertad de que usaban y aun abusaban por la profusion de encajes, colores y zarandajas que se

echaban sobre sus personas, en cuyo fausto se les distmguia a la legua de la poblacion civil.

Vease en apoyo de esto las comedias y novelas d« la epoca.
** RelaK'ion de lo que montar&el sueldo y gasto de cada mes de un ejercito, en que baya dos mil

y cie« caballos y quince mil infantes, llevando doce piezas do artiUeria con los pertrechos y
municiones necesarios, que todo suma ciento treinta y siete mil y cuarenta y cuatro escudos de

k diez reales castellanos cada uno. (Clonard, op. cit.)
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oficiales a mas, y hereda algo de los que eii el se imieren, y por lo que se ha de
gastar agora de presente de golpe y se ira gastando adelante de mas de lo que se

contase, se poiien mil escudof^ al mes y atiii se entiende que es poco.

Este dato arroja mucha luz sobre iiuestra organizacion sanitario-castrense de

aquellos tlempos.
La historia del cuerpo de sanidad militar marcha unida a la del cuerpo de sani-

dad de la armada en estos tiempos primitivos de organizacion. Como auxiliares y
al servicio de los reyes y prlncipes, vemos indistintamente a los medicos y ciruja-
nos figurando en el ejercito y en la marina, siendo fieles comijaneros y amigos de

los monarcas, como Diego del Villar lo fue de D. Alonso VIII, a quien euro de sus

heridas en la desgraciada batalla de Alarcos, como Dionisio Daza Chacon, Luis

Labera de Avila, Antonio de Guevara y Cristobal Perez de Herrera, que tan

brillantes servicios prestaron en las campanas de mar y tierra de su epoca, y, por
iiltimo, como el ilustre Pedro Virgilii, que siendo cirujano del rey Fernando VI
fundo el colegio de San Fernando de Cadiz, origen de la restauracion de los estu-

dios quirurgicos en EspaSa, oyendo del monarca aquella memorable respuesta a

su peticion :

"
Reparador de la salud de Espana, a tu voz van a abrirse mis tesoros,

y esa obra fundada por tus manos, dirigida por tl, ha de guardar tus leyes y esta-

tutos." Al colegio de Cadiz fundado en 1748 para el servicio de la armada, siguio
el colegio de Barcelona en 1764 para el ejercito, de cuyos dos colegios, segiin algu-
nos historiadores, fue director el mismo Pedro Virgilii ; pudiendo estos datos y
otros mas que seria facil recojer, corrc^borar la intima union que existia en su

principio en los cuerpos de sanidad militar y de la armada, union justificada por
la semejanza de sus servicios.'

No debemos pasar tampoco por alto sin citar como predecesores de esta organi-
zacion en los servicios sanitarios, los (lue prestaron las ordenes militares de San-

tiago y Calatrava, asi como la hermandad de San Juan de Dios que flgura
asistiendo a los heridos y enfermos de las tropas, no solo en las guerras contra los

moriscos de Granada, sino en la expedicion a Tiinez, en la conquista de Portugal,
en la de las Islas Terceras por el almirante Bazan, y en cuantas campaiias de mar

y tierra emprendieron nuestros comi)atriotas en los siglos diez y seis, diez y siete

y diez y ocho.-'

Indudablemente (jiae estos servicios prestados por las instituciones religiosas,

que los hospitales fundados en Toledo. Cuenca, Granada y otras ciudades, no

revelan una organizacion perfecta del cuerpo de sanidad militar, pero manifiestan

lo que fueron sus primitivos tiempos, confirmando lo (jiie decimos al empezar este

trabajo. que la historia del ejercito es la de nuestro cuerpo.
No parecera pues estrario que al intentar bosquejar el origen, organizacion, y

servicios en la Isla de Cuba del Institute) de Sanidad Militar a que nos honramos
en pertenecer, tratemos de remontarnos a xma epoca tan lejana cual es el descu-

brimiento de America. Aunque la flota (jue condujo al ilustre navegante en su

primer vlaje no tenia una organizacion militar verdadera, es indudable que

> El colegio de Sail Carlos de Madrid fiindose on 1787 por el cirujano militar D. Antonio Giin-

bernat en vista de los brillantes resiiltados quo en el ejercito y en la marina producian los de

C&diz y Barcelona.
' Los hermanos Obregones, institute fundado ])or Bernardino de Obregon.caballerodel Mbito

de Santiago, establecieron varios hospitales en Espana, extendiendo sus servicios poi- el Oriente

y las Indias, dejando escritos entre otras una Instruccion de enfermos y modo de aplicar los

remedies, de gran utUidad para la practica de los servicios hospitalarios. La hermandad de San
Juan de Dios tuvo su origen en 1543, fundando su primer hospital en Granada de donde se distri-

buyeron por varios pueblos de la Peninsula, y la buena acojida que le dispensaron los grandes

senores, les hizo fundar otras casas en America. Tanto los Obregones como los Juanmos, Uega-
ron 4 alcanzar gran preponderancia, pues no solo Servian en los hospitales, sino que Uevados de

su celo religiose y amor a la humanidad, acompanal)an a nuestras tropas en sus campaiias. Ank-

loga Institucion & la de San Juan de Dios fundo en Mexico, en 1501, Bernardino Alv&rez, con el

nembre de Hermanos de San Hipolito por radicar en su hospital de este nombre. Se aument6
bastante esta congregacion fundando varias casas hospitales en Nueva-Esparia.
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aquellas caravelas (lue senalarou la rxita de los mas graiidiosos rlesctibrimientos,

no iban htierfanas de ausilios medicos: entre aqiiellos hombres intrepidos y

avezados en las luclias, Uenos de fe en las palabras del insigne descubridor, no

podlan faltar algunos maestros en la ciencia de curar. Tanto mas debe creerse

que asl sucediere, cuanto en aquellos tiempos, debido a nuestras guerras con los

moriscos, no faltaban maestros cirujanos y medicos en la Peninsula ; la medicina

era seguida por muchos que sin estudios teoricos obtenian sn priictica en los

campos de batalla, en las epidemias de los encampamentos, en los sitios de las

villas y ciudades.

Al genio previsor de Colon (lue dispuso sus bajeles. pertrechandolos para tan

largo viaje de exploracion,' no pudo pasai' desapercibida la falta de cirujanos que

curasen los heridos que era de pensar habia de tener en sus conquistas, y que

asistiesen en las enfermedades de la mar que tan frecuentes eran en aquellas

fechas en las tripulaciones, y de que tan terrible memoria quedo despues en otras

expediciones, como en la de Vascode Gama, la de Magallanes, y otras varias.

Tanto mas de presumir es que llevasen en sus caravelas medios de atender a sus

enfermos, cuando Colon fue aconsejado para emprender su viaje por los padres de

la Rabida, a cuyo talento no podian escaparse las necesidades de una empresa tan

arriesgada. No es posible fuese desprovista de recursos sanitarios una expedicion

tan estudiada, cuando la niedicina habla tornado ya parte en otras anteriores.

Por la historia sabemos que en el siglo trece el cirujano Juan Pittard accompano
a San Luis a Tierra Santa ; y si bien de la epoca de que hablamos no se sabe como

se prestaba la asistencia facultativa en las naves, ni el origen, modo, y forma de

los nombramientos, se sabe que no faltaban a los expedicionarios de mar y tierra

estos servicios humanitarios.-

Tampoco podemos considerar a Colon menos jn-evisor que a su competidor Ame-
rico Vespucio, que con Alonso de Ojeda y Juan de la Cosa, arribaron en 1499 a

Venezuela, y que segun Pacheco, "en esta expedicion iban provisiones de todas

especies, harina, legumbres, objetos de farmacia, artilleria, de todo se habia reu-

nido en abundancia.'

En efecto, corroborando nuestras suposiciones, se sabe (jue en la Santa Maria

estaba, en 1493, el Maestre Alonso. flsico' de Mogiier, el que sin duda se alisto

voluntariamente para aquella expedicion, coinpuesta en su mayor parte de los

valientes hijos del famoso puerto de salida. En la lista de tripulantes de la Santa

Maria figura el Maestre Alonso despues de los dos pilotos, Juan de la Cosa y San-

clio Ruiz, lo que confirma su destino de medico de la embarcacion, de la misma
manera que en nuestros buques actiiales forma el oficial de sanidad despues de los

oficiales de mar.

Que la primera expedicion de Colon no iba liuerfana de servicios medicos es tan

seguro. cuanto que, entre los 38 hombres que al mando de Rodrigo de Arana dej6

el descubridor en el fuerte de Navidad cuando volvio a Espana inmediatamente

despues del descubrimiento, habla un Maestre Juan, cirujano, buena persona,

dice Gonzalo Fernandez de Ovledo,'* al que mas adelante le llama hombre de bien,

gentil cirujano.'' Herrera tambien lo refiere en sus Decadas,** aiiadiendo que dejo

ademas entre aquellos hombres un carpintero de rivera, un sastre, un tonelero,

un calafate, y un artillero.

1 Se sabe que Uevaban viveres para un ano.
2 Los reyes y grandes senores fueron siempre acompanados de fisicos, medicos, y cirujanos.

Vemos en 1625 a Andres Tamayo nombrado medico de la armada que Uevo a D. Fadriquede Toledo

& la recuperacion del Brasil. Alejo Abreu acompano a Hurtado de Mendoza en su expedicion al

Congo y Angola, y otras muchas citas podriamos hacer que creemos innecesarias-
s Ya en las siete partidas se llama fisico al medico de la hueste.
* Historia General de las Indias, Libro u, Cap. vi.
s Libro II, Cap. xii.
8 Decada la, Libro lo.
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Muchas veces omiten los liistoriadores tales poririenores, pero debe entenderse

que en todas aqtiellas memorables expediciones de los conquistadores espaiioles

llevaban medicos y cirujanos, maxime cuando no olvidaban ni los mas insignifi-

cantes detalles en otros pnntos de menor interes.

Por otra parte no es posible suponer que aqiiellos ilustres monarcas de CastiUa,

tan interesados por la sahid de stis troi)as qne organizaron liosi)itales militares

para la conquista de Granada, dejasen marchar sin asistencia facultativa una

expedicion a la que contribuyeron tan poderosamente para lionra imperecedera ile

Espaiia, e inolvidable memoria de sus preclaros nombres ; y efectivamente en la

condicion decima de las capitulaciones acordadas y firmadas el 17 de abril de 1492

entre Fernando e Isabel y Cristobal Colon,' aparece el acuerdo de que hubiese

medicos, siendo el primero que obtuvo nombramiento real el Dr. Diego Alvarez

Chanca en 1493, que era medico dela princesa primogenita de los Reyes Catolicos.'^

No consta que este ilustre medico acompanare a Colon en su primer viaje, pero si

esta probado que le siguio en sii segundo viaje a America, escribiendo a su regreso
una carta al cabildo de la catedral de Sevilla en la que describe las costumbres de

los habitantes de la Isla Espaiiola 6 Santo Domingo, que puede verse en las bio-

grafias de este medico, asi como en la obra de Fernandez Navarrete,
" Colecci6n

de viajes y descubrimientos de los Espaiioles."

Por Real Orden, 6 de Enero de 1501, dada en Sevilla, se previene al Almirante

Colon nombrase los facultativos para su escuadra, asi como en loGO, por Real

Orden 20 de Febrero, se autorizo al Capitan-General del Oceano D. Alvaro de

Bazan, primer Marques de Santa Cruz, para expedir los nombramientos delos pi"o-

fesores de los buques de guerra en representacion de Su Magestad.
Como digimos antenormente, estaban unidos los cuerpos de sanidad del ejercito

y la armada, prestando servicios de mar y tierra, ilustrados medicos y cirujanos

que acompaiiaron las expediciones de Colon, Hernan Cortes,
•' Pizarro y demas

intrepidos navegantes, lionra de Espaiia y admiracion de las generaciones poste-

riores. Por desgracia, la mayoria de los medicos y cirujanos que prestaron sus

servicios en aqtiellas conquistas, ban pasado sin dejar rastro en los anales de la

historia y solo algunos cuyos escritos se estiman y conservan, como el citado de

Alvarez Chanca, pasaron a la posteridad para lionra de la medicina militar.-*

Bien sentimos no poder seguir la historia medica de la primera expedicion

salida el Viernes, 3 de Agosto de 1492, del puerto de Palos, e indicar las enferme-

dades y asistencia que tuvieron aquel pviiiado de aventureros, valientes tripu-

lantes de las fragiles caravelas. Consignaremos sin embargo que la salud de los

navegantes debio ser excelente, a juzar por lo que reflere Colon en su diario, pues
dice con fecha 27 de Noviembre: " Loado sea Dios Nuestro Seiior, liasta hoy de

mi gente no ha habido persona que le haya mal la cabeza, ni estado en cama con

dolencia, saber un viejo de dolor de piedra, de que el estaba toda su vida apasio-

nado y luego sano al cabo de dos dias. Esto que digo es en todos tres navios. Asi

que placera a Dios que vuestras altezas enviaran aca e venran hombres doctos y
veran despues la verdad de todo.

"

Poco sabemos mas que esto para ilustrar la historia medico-militar de aquellos

tiempos, y si hemos citado el liecho de acompaiiar 4 Colon en su primer viaje el

' Segtin hace constar el
" Estado general de la Armada " existe este documento en el Archive

Real de Indias de Sevilla.

2 Cartas autografas de D. Fernando y Da. Isabel a dicho medico.
3 Este ilustre conquistador tenia el mayor cuidado con sus heridos como puede comprobarse

leyendo k Soils (Conquista de Mejico). Como es sabido acompanaba a Cortes Fr ^ Bartolome
Olmedo que poseia la medicina, siendo tal la aficion & curar entre la tropa que Solis> Herrera y
Bernal Diaz del Castillo hablan de un soldado, Juan Cathalan, que liac-ia curas maravillosas en
los heridos, citando tarabien hasta una muger, Isabel Rodriguez, que obro curas admirables.

* Hernandez Morejon se estiende sobre el merito de Alvarez Chanca, primer medico que esta-

dio las costumbres y enfermedades de los Indies.
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fisico de Moguer Maestre Alonso asi como el Maestre Juan, y en el segundo el

Dr. Alvarez Clianca, ha sido para corroborar nuestras primeras palabras, que

doqulera han ido tropas espanolas nu ha faltado asistencia medica, generosa y
humanitaria.

Las condiciones estipuladas por los Reyes Catolicoa y el Almirante, las sabias

disposiciones que se siguieron encomendando a los generales del oceano los nom-
bramientos de medicos y cirujanos, senalan los iirimeros albores de la medicina

militar en America, y annque sin la organizacion perfecta de los ejercitos del dia,

se niostraba a la altnra de aquella epoca.

No dejaremos de consignar que al regresar Colon a la Esi)anola en su segundo

viaje, habia perecido casi toda la guarnicion (jue dejara en el fuerte de Navidad,

figurando entre los muertos el Maestre Jtian, que podemos considerar como el

primer medico nailitar que rindio su tributo al clima Americano, pues segun his-

toriadores de credito, puede deducirse que aquella guarnicion fue diezmada por
la fiebre amarilla endemica desde antes del descubrimiento.

Para terminar, conviene no echemos en olvido la gran parte mas 6 menos directa

que tuvieron los medicos en el descubrimiento del Nuevo Mundo. Sabido es que
el ilustre genoves consulto su grandiosa empresa con el fisico florentino Paolo

Toscanelli, el que le dirigio varias cartas sobre el particular
" dando causa en

gran parte a que el Almirante emjirendiere el viaje con mas animo," segiin dice

su hijo, Dr. Fernando.

Cuando Colon propuso a D. Juan de Portugal la empresa gloriosa que estaba

reservada a la corona de Castilla, aquel monarca encomendo el estudio del negocio
a D. Diego Ortiz de Calzadilla, Obispo de Ceuta, gran cosmografo, y a Maestre

Rodrigo y Maestre Jusepe, medicos judios k quienes el daba credito en cosas de

descubrimiento y cosmografia.'

Cuando despues de varios anos de iniitiles i^asos cerca de la reina catolica,

Colon se aloja descorazonado con animo de proponer el descubrimiento al rej^ de

Francia, el guardian de la Rabida, Fr. Juan Perez, que de ninguna manera quiso

que los reyes perdiesen la ocasion de aumentar sus dommios, detuvo al navegante
en su convento y celebro junta con el fisico Garci-Hernandez, de la que resiilto el

armamento de las caravelas, siendo este modesto medico de Palos quien decidio

por sus conocimientos cosmograficos al memorable Fr. Juan Perez que conocla a

la reina, para que la augusta senora prestase su cooperaci6n a la mas grandiosa

empresa que consignara la historia del mimdo.
Mucho se ha escrito sobre estos acontecimientos con motivo del reciente Centena-

rio de Colon. En folletos, conferencias y libros se han tratado y discutido las

personalidades mas prominentes que han figurado en aquel perlodo de la historia

de Espafia, que son paginas de la historia de la humanidad entera, pero de lamen-

tar es que no hayan sido ensalzados como se debiera, y colocados en su verdadero

lugar los medicos que x:)restaron su cooperacion al gran navegante.
Los nombres de los maestres Juan, Alonso, Rodrigo, Jusepe, y Garci-Hernan-

dez suenan de pasada en todos los escritos historicos de esta epoca, pero de la

biografia de estos medicos apenas se ha ocupado la posteridad. teniendo pendiente
esta deuda de honor nuestros historiadores medicos contemporaneos.
Al evocar ante el gran Congreso Pan-Americano los nombres de los primeros

medicos que pisaron las tierras del Nuevo Mundo, mi animo es que olvideis el poco
merito de mi disertacion, pues necesariamente tendreis que abstraeros pensando

que si merito contrajo Colon al atravesar desconocidos mares en las fragiles cara-

velas cuyos disenos contemplamos hoy en las aguas del lago Michigan, no menor
merito debemos conceder a los Maestros Juan y Alonso, y al Dr. Diego Alvarez

1 Estos dos fisicos eran medicos de la corte del Rey D. Juan II, y tomaron gran parte en la

reforma del astrolabio, sin cuyo instrumento nautico no hubiera podido intentarse atravesar el

oceano.
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C^hanca Al Alinirante le guiaba la fe y confianza en su estndiada empresa, y la

aspiracion a una gloria cierta ; y nuestros medicos iban impuLsados tan solo por
la generosidad en prestai- sus hnmanitarios s«rvicios. Saludenios pues sus noni-

bres. Honremos la memoria de los qtie nos precedieron en el ejercicio de la

medicina en America.

(IHE CLIMATE OF JAMAICA, WEST INDIES.

By JAMES CECIL PHILLIPPO, M. D.

Jamaica is an island in the Caribbean Sea, situated south of the islands of Cuba
and Hayti, between and in sight of which vessels from the United States and
Canada must pass in order to reach it, and is about six days' voyage by sea from
New York and three from Tampa Bay or St. Augustine, in Florida. It is about
140 miles long and 49 at its greatest breadth, having safe and convenient harbors

all round it, to which two or three coasting steamers make weekly visits and
which fruit steamers from New York, Boston, and Baltimore are continually vis-

iting for cargoes of bananas, oranges, pineapples, cocoanuts, sugar, rum, and cof-

fee, dyewoods, pimento, and other tropical products. A strix) of level land, several

miles in breadth in some parts, lies along the coast, which is jjartially cultivated

as sugar estates and banana and grazing properties ; while the interior is exceed-

ingly mountainous, with deep gorges and fertile valleys. The higher mountains

are covered to their summits with evergreen woods and occasional coffee prop-

erties, and the lower with grazing farms, pimento walks, orange groves, and

cocoa, tobacco, and ginger plantations. In fact, vegetable productions of all

kinds are to be found in this island according to the altitu.de in which they best

thrive, for while the cocoanut, sugar cane, and pineapple thrive best in the low-

lands, oranges, limes, lemons, mangoes, and breadfruit do better at higher alti-

tudes, and coffee, onions, potatoes, ginger, nutmegs, and cinnamon on higher
altitudes still. Cinchona, peach, and apple trees do best on the highest lands, and

the strawberries run wild as weeds. According t(j Mr. Harrison, the late Gov-

ernment surveyor, there are about 2,000 sqiiare miles of land lying along
the coast, and rising to 1,000 feet of altitude; 1,451 .square miles between l.OOO

and 2,000 feet ; 400 miles between 2,000 and 3,000 feet
;
74 miles between 3,000 and

4,000 feet ;
39 miles between 4,000 and 5.000 feet, and 24 miles between 5.000 and

7,000 feet ; and plantations for the growth of various products are to be found in

all these districts. The temperature varies with the altitude, as in all other

countries, but snow is never seen even at the greatest altitude, and although ice

has been found and the temperature has been at the freezing point at the highest

peak, no one has been there at the time to feel it. Though the temperature varies

to some extent, the daily variation is never great. The inhabitants can change
their temperature environment according to their inclination or their necessities,

but are not obliged to adapt themselves to the changes of temperature. Even in

the highest mountains fires in the house are not really necessary. Throughout
the year the variation is not greater than 17°, on an average, in the lowlands,

being in the winter months aboiit 10° lower than in the summer. Kingston is

the chief town and port on the island, and is the hottest place on it. The weather

reports from 1880 to 1889 give the mean daily average taken at 7 a. m. and 3 p. m.

in the shade at 78°, the highest mean temperature during these years being 86'

and the lowest 68°. Of course there are times when the thermometer goes up
to even 94°, but such a rise is rare and lasts but a short time. On the north side

of the island the thermometer oji the seaboard is generally lower even than on

the south, and the nights are always cooler than the days. This moderate heat
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will seem strange to those who experience the intensely hot days in liie Northern

States, where not iinfrequently the heat is mnch greater ; but it is explained by the

fact that Jamaica, being an island, is subject to the influence of the sea and land

breezes. The cooler air from the sea rushes in to take the place of the hotter and

rarefied air which rises from the heated land during the day, and the cool air

from the land, which cools more rapidly than the surrounding sea, rushes down
to take the place of the warmer and more rarefied air which arises from it at

night. Thus the greater the heat of the land in dry weather the stronger are

both the sea and land breezes. On an average taken for over twenty years it is

found that there are not more than fifteen calm days in the year, the sea breeze

generally rising at about 10 or 11 a. m., keeping up at a velocity of from 2.6 to 8.4

miles per hour luitil 5 or G p. m.. when it ceases generally until the land breeze

comes down at about 8 p. m. with somewhat less velocity and lasts until 7 a. m.,

3 to 4 a. m. being the coolest period. The temperature decreases, too, with the eleva-

tion, a few hundred feet making a considerable difference, the barometric pres-

sure being less. Thus within 5 miles of Kingston we find at an elevation of 300

feet a marked difference in the temperature. Ice, which is almost a necessity in

the town, is by no means so there, porous jars being sufficient to make the water

passably cool. At the botanical gardens, situated at Castleton, about 19 miles

from Kingston on the north side of the Central Mountain range, where there is

a rainfall of over 100 inches per annum and an altitude of about 1,200 feet, Amer-
ican tourists have not found an ulster uncomfortable in January, our driest

month, and in our winter months the European troops at the military camp of

New Castle at an altitude of 3,800 feet are glad to make use of two or three

blankets at night. The rainfall varies considerably in different years, in different

months of the year, and in different parts of the island. The northern slojjes of

the central chain of mountains have a raiich greater rainfall than the southern,

the months of May, June, and October having the largest, and January, Feb-

ruary, and March the smallest rainfall ; and as tropical fevers and other diseases

are most prevalent immediately after the heavy spring and autumnal rains, these

latter months are the healthiest, coolest, and most pleasant of our seasons,

though, as I have already shown, it can not be said that any part of the year is

very hot or unpleasant, nor. as I shall presently show, very unhealthy. A refer-

ence to the observations and tables annexed taken from the last report of oiir

Government meteorologist will, however, give in a more concise degree than I

can a clear idea of these matters

The name of the island is derived from two Indian words, Xay-mahica, meaning
the land of wood and water, in both of which it truly abounds, for not only are

the pastures covered with indigenous pimento and exotic mangoes and breadfruit,

but its river courses, roads, and mountain sides are clothed with bamboos and

palms and undergrowth of all kinds; but ferns, from the tiniest maidenhair to

forests of tree ferns, are to be seen on the higher slopes of the mountains, and

springs are to be found in all directions on some parts of the island, though absent

in others. Of these there are several which jiossess valuable medicinal properties.
There are hot sulphiiro-calcic, warm sodic calcic, cold sulphur, cold chloride of

calcium, and ferro-aluminous saline springs. Only four of these, however, are of

established reputation. Of these, two are supported by the Government and

managed by local boards, and one, the alumino-ferric saline, though owned by
the Government, is in but small request. The one most used and most esteemed

is situated under a hill near the banks of the Milk River, and is about 7 miles, by
a good driving road, from a railway station about 36 miles from Kingston, and,
therefore tolerably easy of access. It is a thermo-calcic saline spring, with a

temperature of 92° F., and has been found especially useful in the cure of gout,

rheumatism, neuralgia, and some forms of paralysis and peripheral neuritis, and is
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very similar to the waters of Carlsbad and Kissengen. I have known persons

suffering from gout and chronic rheumatism, unable to move from their chairs,

who have been carried into the bath, and who have after three or four baths not

only been able to walk and get into it, but have been able even to go and dine out

with friends in the neighborhood within a week. The accommodation at this

place is not very grand and the diet is not very varied, though it is good and
nutritious. The bath of St. Thomas, in the east, is truly a hot sulphuro-c^alcic

water, similar to the waters of the Eaux-Bonnes, and superior to those of the

Eaux-Chaudes, in the Pyrenees, described by Pajot as being so useful in the early

stages of phthisis. These springs have a temperature of 128 at their soTirce, the

steam rising from them as they run down the valley, while quite near them are

cold springs, with which the hot waters are diluted for the baths. The bath-

house is small but clean and comfortable, and the baths, four in number, are kept
in good order, though with none of the apparatus or skilled attendance necessary
to develop its healing qualities to their greatest extent. They have, however,
proved wonderfully useful in the cure of gout, rheumatism, neuralgia, and cuta-

neous diseases, especially of a specific character, and have been and still are much
esteemed. They are not so easily reached as the others and, therefore, are less

visited; but as they are situated in a singularly beautiful tropic gorge, surrounded

by wooded mountains, they will well repay a visitor, and he will find simple

lodgings in a modest little village, with its grove of otaheite apples and spathodias
near it. Begonias and ferns line the road from the village to the springs, and

mango trees, breadfruit, bananas, and palms overhang it. while two nutmeg trees

form the portals of the baths. The ferro-aluminoiis saline spring is situated at an
altitude of 3,500 feet, not far from the military encampment at New Castle, the

road to which lies through the far-famed fern walk. It is well worthy of atten-

tion, having a larger quantity of iron in it than some of the springs of Harrowgate,
in England, which are highly esteemed, but contain no alum, and are very simi-

lar to those of a like character in Virginia. Unfortunately, they can be reached

only on horseback, and there are no buildings about them for the use of travelers

or patients.

In such a climate as this the wonder is that it has had such a bad reputation
for fevers, but this is easily explained by recalling to mind the facts of its early

history, which show a total want of ordinary care and attention to the simplest

hygienic laws. In this, however, Jamaica is not singular, for older communities
have suffered from the plagues, sweating fever and cholera, and many of the

cities of these States, not even excepting New York, have not so very long ago
suffered from epidemics of yellow fever from like causes.

Jamaica in its earliest dayswas colonized by troops and settlers of the worst classes

of Great Britain, and was visited by the buccaneers, who spent their unlawful gains
in rioting and drunkenness. The European troops were moreover located in what
were at the time good strategical positions, generally in malarious and unhealthy
localities, and were overcrowded in unventilated barracks ; and the sailors were for

months located in harbors suiTounded by marshes near the embouchures of riv-

ers, which supplied them with impure water, which they mixed with the new rum
of the country. They were exposed in open boats to the heat of the noonday sun

and slept after a hard day's work on the decks of their ships, or, if too drunk to get
on board, on the malarious shore. The European mechanics and overseers, too, on

the sugar estates were worked day and night in the fields and in the boiling and still

house, had bad food and poor lodgings, and drank freely of the rum they manufac-

tured, for they had nodomestic ties and no comforts, nor care in sickness, and fell

victims in large numbers to their bad habits and sun-oundings. But within the last

fifty years great changes have taken place for the better. Yellow fever is no longer
an epidemic and can scarcely be called an endemic disease in Jamaica, for a due
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attention to hygienic law has led to the improvement of the towns. There are no

large unacclimatized European populations, no tenement houses, closes, or wynds
in which yellow fever may, by concentration, become infectious

; the streets and

courtyards are kept clean ; and the water supi^ly is brought down from clear moun-
tain springs, the banks and sources of which are under police supervision. The

European soldiers have been moved to higher and healthier localities and are out

of the reach of low rum shops and other places of dissipation, and the sailors are

better cared for than in former days. The old sailing ships which used to remain

months in the ports have been sujjplanted by steam vessels which remain but for

a few days, and the hard work of loading and unloading sugar, rum, and other

articles of import or export is performed by steam winches and negroes, while

the harbors and towns are kept under strict sanitary supervision.

Half a century ago, according to Brigade Surg. Maj. Maimsell, who has lately

given us a brief account of his researches in the medico-military statistics of tlie

colony, 3 soldiers out of 4 stationed in Jamaica were twice a year in the hos-

pital, and 12 per cent died, five-sixths of them of fever ; while in the last two
decades we find that from 1870 to 1879 there was an average of 5 deaths per 1,000

and 13.79 admissions into hospital ;
from 1880 to 1889, 4 deaths and 11 admissions,

and in 1889 the deaths from all causes amounted to 4, from fever none, and admis-

sions but 11.36. In the civil population there has been the same improvement, for

whereas in the early part of this century yellow fever was constantly occurring,
it is now comparatively rare. During the last ten years there have been but 96

cases, of whom but 3 were passing strangers out of 16 civilians who died of it,

the rest being soldiers and sailors, most of whom brought it with them or took it

from those arriving from foreign ports. A strict quarantine is now maintained,
and other provisions are made to prevent the introduction of epidemic diseases.

Should any be introduced by any means, they can be easily isolated, and thus

rendered innocuous to the community, for the acclimatized negroes, Hindoos, and
Chinese are not amenable to yellow fever, nor even the white population, who,
moreover, live in separate houses and are not of the class that live massed together.

Phthisis of course is present, as it is in even the most favored localities in Europe
and America to which its victims resort. It is not uncommon in Nice and Men-
tone among those who are brought up in those places. But in Jamaica it

exists principally among the poorer classes, who live in unventilated and over-

crowded towns, and is rare among the upper classes. The' annual mortality from

this disease during the last twenty years was 1.7 per 1,000 for the whole island.

Kingston, which is the chief town and resort of a great number of the weak and
destitute and idle from all parts of the coiintry, supplies the largest number,
while one parish which comprises a good stretch of both low and mountain lands

gives a death rate from this disease of 0.8
;
Santa Cruz, which lies in its moun-

tain district, having had per 1,000 for several years. There are other diseases,

but the mortality on the whole has not been more than 22 per 1.000 for the last

few years, and but 21 in the last year and in this, 44 per cent of these being chil-

dren under 5 years.

A residence from childhood in Jamaica enables me to speak with some authority
on both its climate and its health, and I may therefore say in conclusion and with

confidence that it offers greater inducements to the American in search of a win-

ter resort than can be found in any other part of the world
;
for not only is the

voyage shorter and easier, but invalids can obtain, within a radius of a few miles

and of a few hours' journey from their arrival at their landing place, dry mountain
situations with cheerful aspects, extensive views of tropical scenery, an invigor-

ating, stimulating atmosphere suitable to the hypochondriac and dyspeptic, and
moist mountain situations for the nervous and those who suffer from a dry and
irritable condition of the air passages ; dry inland and seaside situations for the
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leuco-phlegmatic and those who suffer from copious Inonchial discharges ; saline

and sulphurous baths for the rheumatic and gouty, and chalybeate springs at high
elevations for the anaemic ; and above all and everyw^here he can, Avhile his friends

at home are shivering in close chambers, lead an outdoor life, inhaling the free

air of the mountains under a cloudless sky.

Meteorological resvlts, etc., (it Kingston, for tlie ten years from June, 1S80. to

May, Jkif).

! By Maxwell Hall, M. A,, F. H. A. »., F. K. M. S.]
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The following are some of the relations existing among the different columns :

Pressure and rainfall : If the barometric pressure be compared, not with the

Kingston rainfall on accoant of its highly local character, but with the general

island rainfall, it will be seen that a certain relation exists : Rainfall= 50 (30. 100—
pressure) , or, in other words, if the pressure dtiring any month be subtracted from

30.100, and if the difference be multiplied by 50, the product will not be far from the

rainfall in inches. This remarkable relation requires much further consideration,

for which we have at present neither space nor time.

Temperatures : The mean temperature does not greatly differ from half the sum
of the maximum and minimum temperatures. In order to make the agreement
closer we miist take into account the range, or difference between the maximum
and minimum, the humidity, and the amount of cloud which covers the sky. The

maximaand minima given in the table were deduced from daily readings, and their

differences give the daily range ; but by picking out of the original record or reg-

ister the highest and lowest temperatures for each month we get the absolute max-
imum and miniuium. To prevent confusion the absolute maximum and minimum
were not inserted in the table ; their averages are, however, 4° above and below the
maximum and minimum deduced from daily readings. Again, in the interval

between June, 1880, and May. 1890, the highest temperature was 96.1'', recorded on
the 12th September, 1880, and the lowest temperature was 56. 7\ recorded on the 4th

December, 1887. And lastly the mean daily temperature is here given for each com-

plete year: 1881,78'; 1882,78.3": 1883,78.2°: 1884,77.8"; 1885,78.9"; 1886,78.2°; 1887,

77.2°; 1888, 78.5"; 1889.78.5".

Vapor : The humidity of the air is the ratio of the amount of vapor present to the

amount necessary for saturation—saturatioii being taken as 100
; so that humidity

indirectly meastires the drying power of the air. ' By comparing the dew-jjoint
with the minimum temperature we see that there is an almost constant difference

of about half a degree. The nights in Kingston, therefore, cool down until the

temperature ofthe air 4 or 5 feet above the ground is a little above the dew-point ;

but on the ground the temperature is below the dew-point, dew is precipitated,
latent heat given out. and the further fall of temperature arrested. We must now
consider the connections between these meteorological results and the number of

deaths in Kingston.

Infantile diseases : Under this heading is given the number of deaths in Kingston
each month of the year from infantile diseases not otherwise specified in the books
of the registrar-general. By comparing the niimbers in this column with the total

monthly numbers in the last column, it will be seen that the former are fairly

proportional to the latter, although, indeed, their variation from their mean or

average is larger. Consecjuently, whatever cause systematically affects the total

monthly niimbers, the same cause affects yotmg children rather than adults.

Total monthly numhers : The total number of deaths vary on the average with
considerable regiilarity from month to month ; themaximxim, 139, occurs in March ;

the minimum. 79, occurs in September. This variation is intimately connected with
the temperature ; and remembering that there must always be a considerable inter-

val of time between siich a cause and such an effect, it appears that the maximum
occurs after the lower temperatures, and that the minimum occurs after the higher
temperatures : or. in other words, the death rate greatly increases after our cool sea-

son, and greatly diminishes after our warm season. As in the year 1881 there were
in Kingston only 5,000 white people out of a total population of 38,566, it is to the
black and colored people that the above result chiefly applies ; and again, as the
fall of temperature during the cooler months is really very small, the large increase
in the number of deaths must be chiefly due to the lives led by many of the poorest

1 If the drying power of tlje air were measured from to 1(X), humidity plus drying power,
would always be 100,
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people
—to their sleeping under open sheds and dilapidated roofs

;
and it would

therefore seem possible to reduce the Kingston death rate in the course of time.

Fever: There are but few deaths from this cause, and they are distributed

throughout the year with considerable iiniformity. One maximum occurs in July
after the May rains, and another occurs in November, December, and January after

the October rains. These maxima are due to malaria set free by the drying-up of

the ground after heavy rains. In many countries in the tropical parts of the earth

it is dangerous to disturb the soil—as, for instance, in the Gold Coast Colony in

Africa—because the soil teems with malaria ; and so it must have been in the

earlier days of Jamaica when the land was first cleared of forests and when the soil

was first ttirned up for the cultivation of the sugar cane ; but now, we, for the

most part, only feel the effect of water returning upward from considerable depths
below the surface of the ground ;

for with the water ascend those specific disease

germs which produce malarial fever when they can secure a footing in the blood

and develop specific organisms.

The germs of these organisms float about in the air from place to place and gain
positions enablingthem to enter the blood of some animal organism, say man, where
they can grow and flourish, provided they are able to successfully encounter their

mortal foes, the white corpiiscles of the blood. If these white corpuscles are strong
and vigorous, they will overpower the foreign growth and kill it. If, on the other

hand, they are weak and feeble, and the germs very numerous, the foreign growth
may get a secure footing and spread luxiiriantly , changing the character of the fluids

of the body, coagulating, it may be, the albumin, and otherwise setting-up the
unnatural and abnormal display of functions which we call disease. '

We have thus dwelt upon the cause of malaria in places which may be far

removed from swamps and morasses,' not on account of its importance to Kings-

ton, but because of its widely spread influence in Jamaica.

Lung diseases: The number of deaths from this cause is tolerably constant

throughout the year. A maximum occui'S in January, and another in July ; but

after both these maxima there seems to be a small reaction, amd the minima

speedily follow.

Dysentery and diarrhcea : Deaths from these diseases are intimately connected

with the minimum temperature ; a few cold nights in Kingston are certain to

produce either or both these diseases ;
and their virulence depends upon the extent

to which the temperature falls. But some allusion must be made to predisposing

causes, of which rain seems to be the most important in Jamaica ; the people get

wet and do not change their clothes, a cold night sets in, and disease is the imme-

diate consequence. Thus there were rains in December, 1880, which produced

dysentery and diarrhoea in January, 1881 ; but it was not until the-cold nights of

January that these diseases became serious and caused the death of 73 persons

during the three following months. Again in December, 1881, and the early part
of 1882 there were no rains and very little dysentery and diarrhoea. We must not

expect to find complete agreement between our meteorological returns and those

of the registrar-general ; but we hope that the outlines of the agreement have

been correctly sketched, and that the importance of the subject has been duly

pointed oiit.

7'Ae island rainfall : The rainfall is now fairly well registered in Jamaica, almost

entirely by voluntary observers : but unfortunately the gauges are very une(iually

distributed over the island. To meet this difficulty the island is divided into four

divisions, and month by month the rainfall is deduced for each division, the island

rainfall being simply the mean of the four divisions. It appears that while the

May and October rains are everywhere strongly marked, the northern part of the

island has winter rains in November, December, and January, the southern part

has summer rains in August and September, and each part is further divided by
the amount of rainfall, thus giving the four divisions. The northeastern division

'Nature, vol. 31, p. 267.
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is cut off by a straight line drawn from Port Morant to St. Ann's Bay ;
it includes

the lofty range of the Blue Mountains, and their continuation as the hills of St.

Mary ; it faces the rain-bringing winds of ^\dnter, and it has a large rainfall in

November, December, and January, as well as in May and October. This division

has the greatest annual rainfall. The northern division includes the parishes of

St. Ann, Trelawny, and St. James. It is that part of the island which lies to the

north of those broken ranges of hills which run through the center of the island

in a direction more or less parallel to the Blue Mountain range. The annual rain-

fall is less than in the first division, biit it has the same characteristics. The west

central division stretches in the same direction from Chapelton to Green Island.

It is deprived of the greater part of the winter rains by the two former divisions,

whose hills precipitate the abundant vapor in the east-northeasterly wdnds ; but

it has well-marked summer rains in August and September, as well as the usual

rains in May and October. It has a larger annual rainfall than the northern divi-

sion. The last and southern division has the same characteristics as the third, but

the annual rainfall is much smaller. i

In the preface to Sir Hans Sloane's Natural History of Jamaica we find that he

alluded to the May and October rains
;
to the winter rains on the north side, to

tlie summer rains on the central hills, and to the small rainfall on the southern

plains. Consequently the characteristics of the rainfall have not altered for at

least two hundred years. This leads us to the consideration of the constancy of

the amount of rainfall, and at length we are able to give some information on
this important subject. According to the two following tables the average rain-

fall over the island was about 67^ inches for the first decennial period from 1870

to 1879, while for the second decennial period from 1880 to 1889 the average rain-

fall over the island was 66i inches, or one inch less. But as these results are

greatly effected by "flood" rains, the only wonder is that they are so nearly

equal. Again, it will be seen that there has been a curious increase in the rain-

fall in the second decennial period in the west central and southern divisions,

while there has been a larger decrease in the northeastern and northern divisions,
as though the whole rainfall system had been shifted more to the south. All

such variations are for the most part temporary, and the present decennial period

may show just the opposite.

The rainfall over each division from 1870 to 1889.

V

Year.
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The island monthly rainfall from 1870 to 1889.

Year.
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Kingston, Jamaica, mean results for the year 1891—Continued.

[Elevation 60 feet.]
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blood on two occasions before leaving England, in 1844 ; he is still living, and
attributes this to climate and care. One year I had on my visiting list seven

Europeans and two natives, whose ages added together amounted to 751. Yellow
fever is unknown, and typhoid has only occurred in two cases during the last

twenty years. The roads are excellent. A post and telegraph office is accessible

from 7 a. m. to 5 p. m., daily. Three churches are opened on Sundays. There.is
a first-class school for boys, the head master of which is a Cambridge master of

arts (classical honors). There is also a school for girls. It will thus be seen that

unusual educational advantages are to be found in addition to climate. The

scenery is grand and the beauties of nature abound on every side. There is a large
market twice a week where the delicious fruits of this country can be procured,
with good beef, mutton, poultry, and fish. A sanitarium is wanted, with a resident

physician, a farm, and livery stables, before patients in any numbers can be sent

here. This matter is now engaging attention. I shall be glad to supply any
information wanted at any and all times.

THE THREE CLIMATES OF JAMAICA, BRITISH WEST INDIES; ITS
COAST OR TROPICAL, TEMPERATE, AND MOUNTAIN CLIMATES;
JAMAICA REGARDED AS A WINTER ISLAND FOR HEALTH.

By Dr. WOLFRED NELSON, of New York.

In this brief sketch of the three climates of Jamaica I shall follow the division

laid down by the Spanish discoverers, not forgetting that although Jamaica is

English now, the country was Spanish once. All who have lived or traveled in

Spanish America or the West Indies will recall the old-time division of climates

into, first, the tierra caliente, a coast, or tropical, climate ; second, the tierra

templada, or temperate climate, and, third, the tierra fria, or climate of the lofty

mountains. Several of us have lived and practiced in the tropics, and I do not

see where we moderns can improve on the old division. As in the case of all truths,

improvement is impossible. M. Paul Biolley, in a recent work, refers to the three

climates as three vertical zones. He calls the coast country "the hot lands,"

their mean annual temperature varying from 72" to 83". The central or second

region he styles ''the temperate lands," since they have a mild, healthful climate,

with a temperature varying from 57° to 68° ; and his third zone he calls "the
cold lands," including the lofty mountains, or all the land above 7,500 feet eleva-

tion, where the difference between the temperature by day and by night is great,

making a climate, of course, wholly unfitted for invalids. So much may be said

by way of introducing the Spanish past and the English present and future of

the beautiful " Isle of Streams." We must assume that our patients are of the

well-to-do classes of the coast and inland cities of America, on or near the Atlan-

tic Seaboard, the people who are ordered off by city practitioners to avoid the

long and trying winter of the north. Medical men to-day are deemed little less

than walking encyclopedias. Patients must be told to take summer and winter

clothing ; they must be informed which are the best steamer lines, and they miist

be furnished with a letter of introduction to some physician in the winter resort.

In speaking of Jamaica I am not dealing with the unknown. From Panama and

from New York I have sent patients thither, and the excellent resialts in selected

cases have been alike gratifying to me and satisfactory to the health seekers.

A brief glimpse of the trip from New York City may be apropos. The Atlas

Line lands passengers in about five and a half days at Kingston, the capital of

Jamaica. Kingston has one of the finest harbors in the West Indies. There the

patient is in the coast or tropical climate ; the tierra caliente of the Spaniards, or
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the "hot lands" of M. Biolley. When he has gone ashore, a hotel or pension
will be in order. Both exist. The means of the patient will determine his selec-

tion. Kingston, thanks to its far-seeing mayor, Dr. Ogilvie, is one of the best-

kept and cleanest of West Indian cities. I speak after experience gained in

extended travel in the islands of the various groups. The weather and climate

are the things next to be considered. The mornings are cool . It is hot at noon.

Soon after midday a delightful sea breeze sweeps in from the Atlantic, a life-

giving breeze, Dame Nature's own champagne. The evenings are pleasant and
the nights are cool enough for restful sleep. Kindly bear in mind that I am deal-

ing with the period recommended to the health seeker, from November to April,

or the months so trying in these latitudes to all in impaired health. I assume, as

a matter of course, that no seeker for health will visit any health resort, be it

where it may, unless under medical advice. Many without skilled advice simply
hasten the end, and rush off to^ie amid strangers. What are our patients to do

in Kingston? Mental recreation they must have while the climatic cure is in

order. Kingston has an estimated population of 60,000 people. There are four

ably-edited daily papers furnished by cable with the news of the world. Public

buildings, churches, and all that we moderns deem so essential to our artistic

existence are to be found within the city. Lovers of nature .will find her delight-

ful pages open and ready for interpretation at every turn in any of Jamaica's

three clinaates. Those of a scientific turn of mind and lovers of books can both

satisfy their respective longings ; all can easily find the mental distraction requi-
site while mind and body are obtaining needed rest.

Those who are to make a stay in the city will naturally like a change occasion-

ally. What shall it be? Delightful and instructive trips may be made around the

coasts of Jamaica by steamer, a journey of some 500 miles, the voyager visiting

more than twenty ports and enjoying a succession of tropical vistas. Carriage
tours may be made on the coast levels. Jamaica is famous for her perfect roads.

To those from the north all will be new and highly attractive. A stay at the Con-

stant Springs Hotel, some 800 feet above sea level, will be a pleasant change. The
hotel is situated on a fine plateau some 6 miles out of Kingston, beyond the vil-

lage of Hay-Way Tree. It is a large building, especially made for winter visitors,

and substantially built of stone. It has the all-around galleries that are so com-
fortable and pleasant, offering a magnificent view as well as restful shade. There

one can sit and feast his eyes on the varied tropical scenery made possible by the

three climates of Jamaica. Below is the city of Kingston ; beyond it stands old-

time Fort Augusta, a Spanish souvenir. Close at hand are the foothills ; above

them Newcastle, a mountain camp, nearly 3,000 feet above sea level, and towering
over all are the lofty Blue Mountains, whose peaks rise for 7,000 and 8,000 feet

above the sea. Many delightful outings may be devised for pastime, such as pic-

nics to the hills or trips to the city or to the Government Gardens. In the cool

of the morning exercise may be taken on foot. With horses and carriages there

will be no lack of variety. At the Constant Springs Hotel the guests are in a land

of sunshine, with an average temperature of say 80°. Leaving there, let us go into

Kingston and take the railway to the mountains, going there by carriage to the

hotel at Moneague, built and opened m 1891 as a "hill resort;" a locale, in a cli-

matic sense, midway between the coast and the mountain level at Mandeville (of

which more anon) . I fotmd the hotel there good, suited to its purpose, with rooms
well ventilated. The building has lower and Tipper balconies, delightful lounging

places where the weary can rest body and mind and be content. The drive from
the hotel to the railway, when it is taken early in the morning, is a wonderful

experience. In the early hours the peaks pierce the masses of fleecy clouds that

hide the scenery below. Looking down from the upper levels of the "divide." a

Canadian will fancy the cloud masses to be a huge snow-covered plain. I have
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made two trips to Jamaica. Limitations of time prevented me from visiting Man-
deville. For my information regarding it I am indebted to the Hon. George Sol-

omon, with whom Mandeville and the Santa Cruz Mountains are favorite themes.

Mandeville is a mountain village some 2,000 feet above the sea level and just vsdthin

Jamaica's second, or temijerate, climate. On a clear day the view from Mandeville

is wonderftally fine. The distant ocean can be seen, a vast sheet of blue, closed in

by the horizon. Mandeville is within easy reach of Kingston, part of the way by
rail and the remaining 6 miles by carriage. There are a number of boarding
houses and a hotel. Arrangements for Mandeville should be made in advance.

Jamaica represents a wealth of tropical scenery. Its variety gives it a special

charm. Many patients require so much distraction that a suitable climate alone

is not sufficient for them. Many of the nervous class must think of other matters

and be forced into exercise and recreation. Exercise withoiit fatigue should be

the order. To the medical mind such exercise means much ; tissue change, rest,

repair, new strength, increased appetite, sounder sleep, and a greater capacity for

enjoyment. Such a course in neurasthenia generally means cure, or what Dr. Linn

in his book terms the ' ' climatic cure.
"

I have referred to two of the three climates

of Jamaica. Those who are sufficiently well can investigate the third and "do"
the lofty mountains. A day may come when sanitaria will be found in them, but

for the purposes of our patients we must be content with two climates, leaving the

third for convalescents and totirists.

M. Stern, m.r. C.S., England, l. R. c. P., London, in an excellent article on the

climate of Jamaica,' refers to the seasons of the island as " two rainy and two dry

seasons, one in May and one in October, lasting for about two months, the inter-

vening periods being known as the dry season. From December to the end of

April the weather is fine and dry." He adds :

In estimating the fitness of this or that climate, where it becomes a question of

choice of residence for an invalid, barometric pressure and amoimfc of moisture
are also important factors in the calculation. The more eqiiable the temperature,
the lighter the air, the less the barometric pressure (always, of course, with cer-

tain limits), the clearer the sky, the more favorable are the climatic influences.

Dr. Stern quotes Dr. Lincoln, an American writer, thus :

It is now admitted that the most general test of the value of a climate consists

in its sTiitability to be lived in, or, if this seems like tautology, the best climate is

that in which a delicate person can be out of doors with comfort and safety for

the greatest nutnber of hours and days in the month. This requirement can be
fulfilled in most cases only by the combinations of clear sky (sianlight). warmth
(not of the rays of the sun but of the lower level of atmosphere), and eqiiability
or freedom from violent changes of temperature and chilling winds.

To quote further from Dr. Stem's extended experience as a practitioner in

Jamaica :

Now, here, sunlight is abundant, equability is unquestioned, and in the higher
lands there is the element of stimulus (which is, perhaps, somewhat wanting at

the lower levels) . Air stimulus is important in association with equability. The
moisture, besides not being excessive, has this advantage, that it interposes a pro-
tective screen from the intense solar rays. Thus, sunstroke, so common an occur-

rence in New York, is. even in the hottest and most sultry day of exceptionally
severe seasons, almost unknown. Exposure to the midday sun is, nevertheless,

always to be avoided, especially by newcomers.

Dr. Stem rightly classes the climate as a sedative one, and while noting that

such a climate may not be the best for all pulmonary cases, he adds :

For the catarrhal variety (of consumption) so common in England and America,
such a climate is eminently beneficent, and we believe it will be found that it is

mostly this form which has so wonderfully improved here. The genial warmth,
the free ventilation, the light, the freedom from close rooms, the little chances of

' Handbook of Jamaica, 1881.
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getting chilled, all contribiite to this end. Perhaps we might venture to say that
for all cases of incipient phthisis it is all that could be wished, arrest of the pro-
gressive symptoms being most marked.

Dr. Stern then passes on to review the springs of Jamaica, the curative waters

of which are historic:

There are several mineral springs on the island. The two principal are, one in

Vere, 50 miles from Kingston, the other in the pretty village of Bath in St. Thomas.
The waters of the first are tiseful in gout and rheumatism. In this respect they
will rival most if not all of the famed thermal waters of the Continent or even
Buxton in Derbyshire, which we believe to be even more beneficial than Aix les

Bains in Savoy, Baden Baden, or Wiesbaden.

The results of analyses of the waters in Jamaica have been published recently in

a book issued by the Government of the island. The title of the book is,
' ' Jamaica

at the Columbian Exposition." The article referred to describes the springs, the

climate, etc., and is from the pen of Dr. Thomas L. Stedman, of New York City.

It appears also in Buck's Reference Handbook of the Medical Sciences. On
page 84 of the book first mentioned Dr. Stedman mentions the following springs :

(1) Milk River Bath, (2) St. Thomas the Apostle, (3) Jamaica Spa, (4) Silver Hill

Spring, (5) Manatee Bay Spring. The first of these is a thermal sulphur spring,

the second chalybeate, and the third a thermal saline spring.

Dr. William Osier, in his book,' describing a suitable climate, fully indorses the

views held and advanced by Dr. Stern in 1881. Dr. Osier epitomizes the matter

thus:

The requirements of a suitable climate are a pure atmosphere, an equable tem-
perature, not subject to rapid variations and a maximum amount of sunshine.
Given these three factors, it makes little difference where a patient goes, so long as
he lives an outdoor life.

Dr. T. M. Coan, of New York, in his introduction to Dr. Linn's work. The
Health Resorts of Exirope,'- summarizes the subject in happy phrase, as follows:

The very pleasurableness of health resorts, in fact, conspires with the scientific

methods of therapeutics. The happy mind and the healthy body are correlatives.

Watering places combine in a measure heretofore unknown the strictly curative
arts with the means and appliances which go to make up cheerful daily existence.
Whether in the beauty of the moimtain solitudes or the stir of a crowded and
sociable resort the philosophy of cure is the same, to combine the most approved
methods of science with agreeable social and spiritual conditions. Under such
conditions the tour and the cure are coincident.

In closing I can only reiterate a statement of my own, made some months ago :

Jamaica's greatest wealth is her perfect winter climate. A visit will reveal her
grand and classic scenery, and her climatic advantages as a winter island for
health are of the highest order.

LES MESURES PROPHYLACTIQUES CONTRE LES EPIDEMIES

Par le Dr. J. B. DA LACERDA de Rio de Janeiro, Bresil.

Voila un sujet, qui, je le sais bien, va attirer beaucoup I'attention du Congres.
Le Bresil et les Etats-Unis sont si rapproches maintenant par une communaute
d'interets economiques et sociales, que ces deux grandes republiques americaines

ont le devoir d'accorder des mesures serieuses dans le but de se defendre contre

I'importation de certaines maladies pestilentielles.

A mon point de vue, la question est assez difficile et complexe : elle exige une

longue discussion et beaucoup de reflexion. Au milieu des opinions diverses, sou-

tenues par les representants de tous les pays de I'Amerique, envoyes au Congres,

' Practice of Medicine, New York, 1893. ^ nq^ York, August, 1893.
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il sera surement difficile, dans un delai tres court marque aux reunions, d'arriver

a des conclusions precises, tout-a-fait pratiques, concemant les mesures prophy-
lactiques contre I'importation du cholera et de la fievre jaune.

Malgre tout, nous sommes encore aujourd'hui en faveur des quarantaines.
Seulement il faut bien s'entendre sur Tapplication pratique de cette mesure, aussi

bien que sur les details. Ceux-ci ont une importance assez considerable, et c'est

parce qu'ils ont ete souvent meprises que les quarantaines ont ete accusees

d'inutiles.

Au Bresil ou la fievre jaune s'est fixee depuislongtemps, nous n'avons qu'a nous
defendre contre le cholera.

Eh bien
; grace aux mesures de defense bien prises et rigoureusement executees

ici par une autorite sanitaire energique et consciente de leurs devoirs, nous avons

eu, il y a huit ans, le bonheur d'echapper aux ravages du cholera.

Du sein du Congres Pan-Americain on pourrait bien faire sortir les bases d'une

convention sanitaire, dont les prescriptions fussent respectees par toutes les nations

<ie TAmerique.
Ce serait, a mon avis, un des plus grands services qu'on aurait le droit d'attendre

d'une si remarquable assemblee de medecins eminents.

BASES GENERALES QUE PODRIAN PROPONERSE A LOS DIVERSOS
GOBIERNOS DEL CONTINENTE AMERICANO, PARA HACER UNI-
FORME Y EFICAZ LA POLICIA SANITARIA MARITIMA INTERNA-
CIONAL.

Por el Dr. EDUARDO LICEAGA,

Presidente del Consejo Superior de Salubridad del Distrito Federal de Mexico.

El continente americano baiiado en toda su longitud por los dos oceanos, tiene

que comunicarse con las otras partes del mundo por la via maritima. Si por ella

reciben millares de pobladores todos los productos de la industria y de las artes

que han llegado a un alto grado de perfeccion en el Viejo Mundo, tambien ha reci-

bido ya las enfermedades que transportan los hombres y las mercancias 6 los ger-
menes que las originan y que de tiempo en tiempo han sembrado en los pueblos
del nuevo continente el luto, la desolacion y la ruina.

El sentimiento de la conservacion obligo a cada una de las naciones americanas

a rechazar las epidemias ; inspirados unos pueblos en el terror y otros en la expe-
riencia adquirida en los del antiguo continente, 6 cerraron sus puertas a proce-

dencias de los lugares infectados, 6 impusieron prolongadas cuarentenas y severas

restricciones a los buques que procedlan de aquellos.

Para la adopcion de estas medidas, no se yo que haya habido mas acuerdo espe-

cial que la convencion de Lima del aiio de 1888 y el Congreso Panamericano de

1889. Pero los incesantes progresos de la ciencia nos imponen la obligacion de

proponer nuevas bases para los convenios futuros y nunca seha presentado ocasion

mas propicia para estudiarlos, que la presente en que se reune xiin congreso for-

mado por los representantes de las naciones del continente americano interesadas

en la resolucion de esas cuestiones.

El acuerdo sobre este punto es enteramente necesario para atender a los intereses

de la salubridad y del comercio : cuando no se ha llegado ji el, como en el ano pa-

sado, que el colera amenazo invadir el continente, Nueva York establecio una

cuarentena de veinte dias, Panama la extendio a un mes y alguna de las Republicas
sudamericanas hasta seis semanas, en tanto que Mexico habia reducido la suya a

cinco dias. De esta desigualdad, resulto que los buques se retiraron de los puertos

en donde se les esperaba larga demora 6 ti'ansportaban sus pasajeros y mercancias
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tal vez infectadas, a otr6s buqnes que venian de puertos indemnes y que ampa-
rados por su patente limpia, podian llevar el contagio a naciones, que como la

nuestra, habian disrninuido el rigor de stis restricciones en beneficio del comercio.

El modo de proteger el continente americano, es que cada una de las naciones

que le componen, en obediencia de sus propios intereses, procure la defensa de su

territorio.

Un conocimiente mas exacto de la duracion que ordinariamente tiene el periodo

de incubacion del colera, permite reducir a cinco dias la observacion de las per-

sonas que se sospeclie puedan llevar el germen de la enfermedad; esta observaci6n

ha permitido confirmar, una vez mas, qiie las deyecciones de los enfermos y las

ropas y objetos que ban mancillado, son los propagadores de la enfermedad, pero

que no lo son las ropas limpias, ni la correspondencia escrita, ni los periodicos, ni

los libros, ni las mercancias que ifo se hayan contaminado. La experiencia ha con-

firmado que el agua es un vector de los germenes de la epidemia. Estos datos de la

experiencia permiten proporcionar a sus verdaderos fines el aislamiente de los

enfermos, la desinfeccion de los objetos contaminados y la purificacion del agua,

poderosos recursos con que cuenta la ciencia sanitaria actual para impedir la intro-

duccion de una enfermedad transmisible 6 detener su desarrollo.

El aislamiento de los enfermos ha de ser complete a fin de que este sea un medio

eficaz de impedir la transmision de la enfermedad. La desinfeccion, para llenar

este mismo fin, ha de destruir los germenes que se encuentren en los objetos man-
cillados por las deyecciones de los enfermos. Estos son los principios ; la manera
de aplicarlos es variable.

Asi por ejemplo, una nacion realizara el aislamiento en un lazareto modelo, la

otra en un hospital que ha apropiado a este uso, la de mas alia en barracas jjrovi-

sionales y alguna ha bra que establezca en un ponton su hospital de colericos;

I)ero todas haran el aislamiento completo y lo prolongaran el tiempo necesario

para qtxe sea eficaz.

Perfeccionadas como lo estan ahora las reglas para hacer la desinfeccion, bien

definidos los objetos a los cuales se ha de aplicar, y muy reducido su numero,

podran ser convenientemente utilizadas por todos los paises de America. En unos

se hara con la amplitud con que se hacen en Charleston y Nueva Orleans, en

grandes instalaciones que pueden tomarse como modelo
; otros, como Mexico y la

Republic^a Argentina, lo harcxn por medio de estufas de menores dimensiones, en

las qvie se utilizan, para la destruccion de los germenes, a la vez el calor y la pre-

sion ; en algiinos se emplearan las camaras en donde se produce el acido sulfuroso

por la combustion del azufre, y otros emplearan los aparatos portatiles que pulve-

rizan la solucion de bicloruro de mercurio, para impregnar con ella los objetos

infectados ; pero todos inspirados en los mismos principios cientificos y aplicandolos

con las reglas que ha establecido la experimentacion, llegaran al fin deseado—
destruir los germenes que propagan las enfermedades.

Un personal instruido en las operaciones de desinfeccion y convencido de su

eticacia y de la del aislamiento para evitar la importacion de las enfermedades

transmisibles, sera el ejecutor de las disposiciones sanitarias. Conforme a las

instituciones de cada nacion, ese servicio dependera del Gobierno General, como
sucede en Mexico y como comienza a verificarse en los Estados Unidos del Norte, 6

dependera da los Estados que forman una republica, 6 de los municipios.

Mas para obrar en armonia, no basta estar de acuerdo con los principios cien-

tificos y las reglas de su aplicacion ; se hace ademas necesario convenir de una

manera general, en la clasificacion que se haya de dar a los buques, segim su estado

sanitario y a las mercancias segiin se encuentren 6 no mancilladas. Desearia

entrar en los detalles de esta clasificacion para exponeros las razones en que se

funda su conveniencia y para demostraros sus ventajas, pero temiendo ocupar

demasiado el precioso tiempo que destinais a tantos estudios de importancia, me
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limito a pedir que las naciones americanas propusieran ii sns gobiernos la aplica"
cion de medidas precatitorias contra el colera, que son ya uniformes en el conti-

nente Europeo, merced a la sancion que han recibido de los Gobiernos las con-

clusiones aceptadas en la Convencion de Dresde.

Las proposiciones que tengo la honra de someter a la deliberacion del Congreso,
son las siguientes : (1) Uniformar la duracion de la ciiarentena, proponiendo que
sea de cinco a siete dias despues del iiltimo caso de colera liabido ji bordo. (2)

Seiialar en el litoral de cada nacion cual 6 cuales puertos se consideran apropiados

para hacer el aislamiento de los enfermos. (3) Establecer en esos puertos, lazare-

tos, hospitales 6 casas de asilo destinados al aislamiento. (4) Indicar en cada pais

y en cada puerto de su litoral, cuales son los procedimentos de desinfeccion que
acepta y en que forma los aplicara, para que las demas naciones sepan si pueden
contar con una perfecta desinfeccion en esos jiaises. (5) Hacer la declaracion de

que existe uno 6 mas focos de epidemia en una nacion, dandolo (i conocer a las

demas por medio de sus agentes diplomaticos 6 consulares. (Los casos aislados no
se consideran como focos de infeccion.) (6) Indicar en la declaracion de que
manera comenzo la epidemia, la marcha que ha seguido, el numero de casos com-

probados clinicamente y el de defunciones, y por ultimo, las medidas que se han
tomado para impedir la extension de la ei^idemia. (

7 ) Declarar las medidas que un
Estado va a adoptar respecto a las procedencias de un territorio contaminado.

(Este es uno de los objetos capitales de la unifonnidad en los procedimientos. )

(8) Se debe entender por territorio contaminado, aquel en que existan focos de

epidemia colerica y solo a el se referiran las medidas de precaucion. Se con-

siderara como sano aquel territorio que no tenga actualmente foco epidemico aiin

cuando haya existido, siempre que hayan trascurrido cinco dias despues del iiltimo

fallecimiento de que se tenga constancia oficial y a condicion de que se hayan
ejecutado las medidas appropiadas de desinfeci6n. (9) Conforme a las Con-
ferencias de Venecia y de Dresde, dividir los buques, segiin su estado sanitario,

en tres clases, como sigue: Infectados, Sospechosos e Indemnes; considerando

como infectado al buque que al llegar al puerto lleva enfermos a bordo 6 los ha
tenido en los iiltimos siete dias de navegacion : como sospechoso al que ha tenido

casos de colera en el momento de la partida 6 durante la travesia, pero en el cual

no se ha presentado ningiin caso nuevo durante los tiltimos siete dias de navega-
cion ; indemnes, aquellos que no han tenido defunciones por causa del colera 6

casos de la misma enfermedad al salir del puerto, durante la travesia 6 a su llegada,

aun cuando procedan de puerto infectado ; pero siempre que la travesia haya sido

de mas de siete dias. (10) Adoptar para el tratamiento de estas tres clases de

buqiies las medidas aceptadas por la Convencion firmada en Dresde el 15 de Abril

del presente aiio. (11) Adoptar las clausulas de ese mismo Convenio Intemacional

en lo que se refiere a las mercancias ii objetos susceptibles, bajo el punto de vista

de su desinfeccion, de su transito por territorios sanos 6 contaminados y de la

prohibicion de iinportarlos a los paises que se trata de defender. (12) Las cartas,

correspondencias, impresos, periodicos, papeles de negocios y libros no se somete-

ran a ninguna restriccion cuarentenaria ni a desinfeccion.
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ON THE CLIMATE OF EGYPT IN GEOLOGICAL, PREHISTORIC, AND
ANCIENT HISTORIC TIME.

By J. A. S. GRANT (BEY), A. M., M. D., LL. D., of Cairo, Egypt.

CLIMATE OF KGYPT IX GEOLOGICAL TIME.

In treating of the climate of Egypt in geological time very naturally you will

expect me to take you back along the thread of geological history to that period
when the nebulous mass of this globe (thrown off during the formation of the solar

system) took on somewhat of a definite shape and had already laid the foundation

of its present crust. It would seem that the primitive waters of ancient mythology
and tradition, during the contraction of this shapeless, nebuloiis mass, formed a

universal sea of water with a universal sea of steamy, vaporous atmosphere above

it, which entirely obscured the sun, although it was much larger and nearer then

than now. At this period darkness covered the face of the deep and the climate

must have been very hot and very damp, but there was nothing as yet to make it

malarious, for no vegetation could have existed at this period. As the cooling

process continued the misty steam that filled the atmosphere would in time take

on more of the nature of clouds suspended in the air, thus permitting the direct

rays of the sun to penetrate here and there so as to light up the primitive waters
that now enveloped the central mass of this globe. During the formation of these

waters the excessive heat had caused to be dissolved in them many of the primitive
elements of our earth, which, as the water cooled, were slowly deposited in crystal-
line form and made a solid bottom for this primitive and still comparatively hot

and shallow sea. In the upper stratum of this deposit Sir William Dawson has
discovered the fossil remains of a species of Foraminifera, showing thatthe climate
had so far changed as to allow of the existence of at least a low type of ani nal and

vegetable life. The origin of such life does not come within the scope of this

paper, as we have only to deal with things as we find them and draw our infer-

ences as to the kind of climate that would allow of their existence, modification,
or extinction. As shrinkage went on, owing to the continuance of the cooling
process, the rocky bed of the sea would become crumpled up here and there from
the external pressure, causing the shell of the earth to fall in. Thus projections
of crystalline rocks would appear above the surface of the water and form the
first dry land as islands, or even continents, in this vast sea. Sir William Thomp-
son says the past age of the sun can not have exceeded twenty million years.
This reduces the whole geological time of this earth since the formation of the

crystalline (Laurentian) rocks to a period of about six million years. No doubt
at diffei;ent places in the inside of the crust of the earth we should also find at

this early epoch pressure from within caused by igneous action, forcing up the

crystalline shell at some places and even bursting it at others, causing geysers,

burning mountains, and granite formations.

The first appearance of Egypt, some six million years ago, was in the neighbor-
hood of Assouan, where we have both the above geological formations peering
through the Nubian sandstone, viz, the primitive crystalline rocks intersected by
igneous formations or granite. These rocks, now exposed, were being continu-

ally washed by a hot, shallow sea, while they were acted on at the same time by
drenching rains, thus causing their slow disintegration, the debris of which set-

tled at the bottom of the sea and formed the geological stratum known in our

day as the Nubian sandstone. After a period of geological time the Egyptian
part of the crust of the earth was still more upheaved, exposing a larger surface
above water and laying bare a great deal of the Nubian sandstone that had been

deposited at the bottom of the sea. The climate was still damp and very hot. All

through the rest of the primary formations, and extending to nearly the end of the
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secondary geological period. Egypt lost in area instead of gaining, for the more
than tropical rains continued to disintegrate the rocks and washed the gi'eater

part of the Nubian sandstone into a sea, which was becoming more and more
animated by animals that were rising in the scale of existence, and which was

depositing, layer upon layer, at its bottom an illustrated history of its inhabitants

and its work. Toward the end of the secondary geological period Egypt, Arabia,
and Palestine appear as three rocky islands with fringing belts of sand. At this

time the eastern part of the island that represented Egypt became svibmerged, and
on it, at the bottom of a still very warm sea, a Cretaceous deposit took x^lace,

inclosing in its substance the remains of animals of a much higher type of organ-
ization than we have yet met with. Some of these animals were amphibious, so

that they could come out of the water and bask in the sun on the sandy shore of

the sea. They are all representatives of animals of a warm climate. The Tertiary

period was ushered in by a general, though unequal, submergence of all that is

known of the Egypt of the present day, except the region about Assouan, which
continued to appear as a rocky island in the Tertiary sea just as it had done in the

primary and secondary seas. During the deposit of the lowest stratum, called

"Eocene" (nummulitic), of the Tertiary geological formation the geographical

position of Egypt was still occupied by a comparatively warm sea, as shown by
the fossils • that are now found in what must have been its bed. In due tinae the

crust of the earth was pushed up oiit of the water by volcanic action ' and became

dry land. After a space of geological time alluviiim was formed on the now
exposed Eocene stratum and vast forests grew^ that must have been well watered
in the ordinary way by the rains of heaven. Naturally there would be a water-

shed somewhere, and therefore a river. This condition of things must have lasted

many thoiisands of years, when another volcanic disturbance or natural shrink-

age took place and a portion of this part of the globe became again the sea bottom.
The alluvium was all washed away, leaving only sand and fallen, decaying treea,

water-logged in a silicious sea, which was rendered all the more silicious by the

presence in it of geysers. As the sea cooled down the trees became silicified, and

lay like rocks embedded in the sand^ at the bottom of the sea, while in the imme-
diate vicinity of the geysers themselves the loose sand became solidified into a

heterogeneous mass, containing Tiianyof the silicified trees in the lowest part of its

structure. Some of the trees are palms,
'
showing that Egypt continued to have

a tropical climate similar to that of the Soudan of our time. This new stratum

formed what is called the Miocene," and when it in turn was upheaved' and

1 One of these fossils was presented by me to the late Prof. Sir Richard Owen, who described
it fully in the Quarterly Journal of the Geological Society for February 7, 1875. It proved to be
the fossil brain of an Eocene Sirenian mammal, of the same type as the dugong which^till exists

in the Red Sea.
* There is abundant evidence of volcanic action in various parts of Egypt. Near Cairo, at the

cataracts, and along the Red Sea coast Plutonic rocks are met with.
3 These forests contained exogenous and endogenous trees. Several species of the exogenous

ones have been classified, and a species of the endogenous tree has also been discovered. It has

been described by the late Sir Richard Owen as being
"
undoubtedly palm," but it has not yet

been fiirther classified.

"The sand was formed ultimately from the crystalline rocks of the interior and proximately
from the waste of the Nubian sandstone and the sandy upper Eocene beds. The thickness of

the Miocene sandstone stratum would be about KK) feet. (Dawson.)
*These forests contained exogenous and endogenous trees. Several species of the exogenous

ones have been classified, and a species of the endogenous tree has also been discovered. It has

been described by the late Sir Richard Owen as being
"
u:idoubtedly palm," but it has not yet

been further classified.

•The sand was formed ultimately from the crystalline rocks of the interior and proximately
from the waste of the Nubian sandstone and the sandy upper Eo<jene lieds. The thickness of

the Miocene sandstone stratum would be about 100 feet. (Dawson. )

''The igneous rocks at Aboo Zabel, about 11 miles north of Cairo, belong to this period, or per-

haps even a little later. (Dawson.)
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became dry land all its loose sand was gradually blown away, leaving the Eocene

towering up at places to the height of 600 feet, as the Mokattana range at Cairo,

while the petrified trees were exposed lying on the'- surface of the Eocene. Of
course where the sand itself was glued together by silica it remained as sandstone

hills, such as "Gebel Ahmar" near Cairo, where traces of two geysers may still

be seen and petrified wood embedded in its lower stratum, thus showing, as if it

were written on the pages of a book, the exact position in geological history to

which the petrified trees belong and the climatic conditions of that period when

these natviral forests existed. The areas of marine Miocene, however, in Egypt are

rare, indicating that this region had already assumed in a great measure a con-

tinental character.

According to Sir William Dawson, at the close of the Eocene period the Gulf of

Akabah, which had been iip till then in communication with the Mediterranean,
was closed, but the Gulf of Suez continued to be a strait, and the Mediterranean,

which washed the base of the Mokattam range, extended even to the east of Gebel

Attaka on the Red Sea. This remained so all through the Miocene period, so that

there was free communication between the Red Sea and Mediterranean, and the

disconnection could scarcely have taken place till the first continental period of

the Pliocene, when the Blue Nile lost itself in a lagoon of the isthmus on the Red
Sea side and contributed considerably to the enlargement of that isthmus. This

was the first separation of the waters of the Red Sea and Mediterranean in geo-

logical history. The climate was then a little warmer than now, as may be

gathered from the shells and animal remains of the Pliocene formation. The
Pliocene age was probably more continental than the Miocene period. After this

came the great Pleistocene submergence (about twenty thousand years ago) , when
the Red Sea and Mediterranean again intermixed freely for a short geological

period, while the present valley of the Nile (without any Nile) was a long fiord

of the sea stretching as far inland as the rocky barrier at Assouan and being

gradually deepened by the erosive action of the sea. The raised beaches ' near

Cairo belong to this period, and the scattering of bowlders from the eastern crys-

talline mountains over the Libyan Desert seems to imply the action of floating ice'^

in some part of the Pleistocene period. The softer parts of the Miocene sandstone

must also have been wasted away at this time. This was succeeded not long after

by a reelevation, partially restoring the conditions of the first continental period
and finally connecting Asia and Africa by a permanent isthmus.' A divergence is

now manifested between the fauna ^ of the Mediterranean and Red Sea, the fauna
of the Mediterranean taking the type of the Atlantic and that of the Red Sea the

type of the Indian Ocean, shovsdng a complete change between the climates of these

two regions. The oldest part of the isthmus is the Miocene bed at Shaloof
, about

13 miles from Suez and only 6 to 9 feet above the level of the Red Sea. This bed

is covered in part by the old Blue Nile deposit of the Pliocene, or, as some geologists

contend, of the later Pleistocene, both these having the continental periods, with an

abundant rainfall. The highest parts of the isthmus are at El Gisr to the north

and at Serapeimi to the south of Lake Timsah. These elevnted portions of the

isthmus are composed of the old Nile deposits. Thus the ancient Blue Nile built

up a considerable portion of the isthmus at a time when the climate was warmer
than at present, for this limestony stratiim, extending from El Gisr to Shaloof and

stretching east and west, contains fresh-water shells that are now confined to the

1 At Het el-Qorab hill, a little to the south of the Great Pyramid and at an elevation of 40 feet

above the plain, there is an old sea beach of the Pleistocene period.
2 Sir William Dawson inclines, however, to the water rather than the ice agency. In fact, there

IS no trace in the geological history of Egypt of there ever having been the cool summers neces-

sary for the formation and continuance of a glacial period.
"At the present day the shell fish of the Red Sea are quite distinct from those of the Mediter-

ranean.
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Upper Nile and that have somewhat of a modern character as compared with what
we might expect in a Pliocene bed. In the later Pleistocene it would appear that

the Blue Nile and Jordan debouched into the same lagoon of the isthmus, which
at that time of continental elevation was much more extensive than now. It is to

this period that we must ascribe the Sahara Sea and the large inland sea ' of Geikie

which included the Black Sea and Caspian and a large tract of country to the west

of the Ural Mountains. As long as these large bodies of water existed the rain-

fall in Egj'pt and Arabia must have been excessive, and this accounts for the man-
ner in which the surfaces of the anorthosite gneiss or diorite and schist show such
an amount of wasting and disintegration. Prof. Hull has also found evidences of

a chain of ancient lakes in the Sinaitic Peninsula that must date from this period,
and that disappeared when these inland seas dried up and the rainfall ceased. At
the close of the Pleistocene elevation, or, in other words, in the early modern geo-

logical epoch, we find the Red Sea shells at the Bitter Lakes quite like the recent

shells. The ridge at Shaloof must have been at this time under water, as we may
judge by the shells now to be seen in its upper layer. Its elevation,'^ therefore, is

quite modern, geologically speaking, and the elevating process continues, though
slowly as measured by the geological clock. At a date more immediately preced-

ing the prehistoric
^
period the land of Egypt was higher than at present, but

owing to the earth's shrinkage the whole country sank considerably, thereby

causing two fractures that are evident, one along the Mokattaia range from Cairo

to Suez and the other along the present valley of the Nile, whereby a depression of

upward of 150. feet on the Libyan side took place. This convulsion of nature was
so extensive as to divert the White Nile from being a confluent of the Congo and
the Blue Nile from flowing into the Red Sea

;
and it caused these two rivers to

unite to form the present Nile and flow down its present bed to debouch in a shal-

low gulf of the Mediterranean Sea, which had already retired from Assouan to a

little above Memphis. Even at the present day, were the Nile to dry uj), the sea

would again reach this ancient limit (Memphis) along the empty bed of the river.

CLIMATE OF EGYPT IN PREHISTORIC TIME.

The prehistoric period of Egypt was ushered in by the formation of the present
Nile and the fluviatile deposits that have made the country rich and habitable.

This took place only about 8,000 or 9,000 years ago.* The Nile, however, did not

find its way to the Mediterranean without encountering formidable obstacles in

the shape of crystalline rocks, granite and sandstone dikes, and calcareous beds,

which one by one were either swei)t before it at once or else the pent up water

formed large lake districts and overflowed the obstacles as cataracts. Most of

these have become gradually rubbed down ^ and form now only rapids. Some
of them, however, were broken through suddenly, causing a regular deluge in the

lower country ; and several of these floods must have taken i)lace in historic

times, for when Solon visited Egypt, about 600 B. C, and asked the Egj^ptian

priests if they had in their history any mention of the universal flood, such as is

> It must have been during the existence of this sea that it was possible for the Mammoth
to live in Siberia, as such a large sea must have modified the climate in its vicinity and thus

made Siberia more habitable than it is to-day.

''In Strabo's time, 34 B. C, the Red Sea extended to the north end of the Bitter Lakes, and that

only by means of a canal, originally dug by Darius Hystaspis (520 B. C.) from south end of Bitter

Lakes to Red Sea, about 10 miles in length.

^iPrehistoric as far as Egypt is .concerned.

<The depth of the Nile deposit across the delta in the latitude of Zagazig was ascertained, by
means of a series of borings.in 1883, to be between 30 and 40 feet; and as authorities are agreed
that the rate of deposit is between 4} and .5 inches in a century we thus find that the convulsion

of nature referred to in the text must have taken place about the time stated.
* In the whole of the Nile valley from Edfore northward the geological formation is calcareous

(Eocene), which the Nile has scooped out to the depth of 300 feet.
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recorded in the Greek history,' they replied that they had records of several

floods, no doubt referring to the sudden giving way of cataract barricades. The
first obstacle to yield to the ever-conquering w^ater in the prehistoric period was
the sandstone dike at Silsilis, a few miles (40) to the north of Assouan. At this

time the ancient Ethiopia, commencing at Assouan, was, in a great measure, under

water, as the cataracts at Assouan and Semneh (near Wady Haifa) had not yet

been worn down, nor had they given way. The same, no doubt, may be said of

many of the other cataracts that simply made the Nile valley a series of lakes,

while at the same time there was a, large inland sea where the Sahara is now.
These vast sheets of water, under a tropical sun, must have made the neighboring
countries quite rainy, and amply account for the abundant evidences we have

that the Nile at this time had a larger volume of water than it has now, and was
fed by local rains and streams that rushed into it like so many Niagaras.

(Petrie's Ten Years Digging in Egypt.) Prof. Sayce tells us (Ancient Empires
in the East) that the wadys and cliflPs on each side of the Nile valley are water

worn and covered with bowlders and pebbles which bear witness to the former

existence of mountain torrents and a considerable rainfall ; and the discovery of

Palaeolithic implements near the little petrified forests and in other places makes
it clear that some of the geographical and climatic changes the country has under-

gone have taken place since it was first inhabited by man.

THE CLIMATE OF EGYPT IN ANCIENT HISTORIC TIME.

As we advance to the historic period which has been characterized by the depo-
sition of much fluviatile sediment, especially in the Delta, and probably by a

slight depression
2 of the Mediterranean coast, accompanied by a slight elevation

from the latitude of El Gisr southward, we find that the primitive prehistoric

immigrant tribes that had come from a northern region and had settled as inde-

pendent colonies all along the valley of the Nile were in time subjugated by another

and a stronger race ^ coming from the east, or land of Poun-t .* It is only now
that we find anything like a concentrated government and the establishment of

a monarchy. The first historic dynasty began about 4800 B.C., and Manetho

gives the name of the first king as Mena, the word itself meaning the establisher.

The name may have been given to him in recognition of the power and ability he

displayed in bringing all these different colonies under the rule of a central gov-
ernment. The exploits of Mena, as recorded by Manetho, throw considerable

light on the physical condition and climate of Egypt at this early date, and clearly

1 The Flood of Deucalion and Pyrrha.
^ All areas of great deposition tend to be areas of subsidence ; hence the highland of El Gisr

has in modern geological time been the axis on which the Isthmus has revolved, the south side

rising and the north side sinking.
3 These two races had not yet amalgamated at the beginning of the Fourth Dynasty (4034 B.

C), as in the tombs of this period Prof. Dr. Flinders Petrie noticed that the bodies of those he

judged were the subservient race were desiccated in a doubled-up form like the ancient Inca

Indians, lying with their heads to the north and their faces to the east, while those he judged
were the ruling race were buried full length. The skeletons of these two primitive divergent
human types are now being studied at the museum of the Royal College of Surgeons, London,
and before long we may hope to have more light thrown on the subject.

» " Poun," according to Brugsch, means "east," but according to others it means "red." The
name was applied in later times to the southern part of Arabia and the Somali country, and no

doubt, as the ancient Egyptian tradition was that their forefathers came in this way to settle in

Egypt, Arabia was always referred to in the hieroglyphic text as the Ta-Nuter (the Holy Land).
For there is no doubt now that Mena and his followers brought with them a purer worship of

the sun thanthey foundamong the primitive dark skinned colonies, who, besides the sun, that all of

them revered, had each a distinctive totem of its own. At a later period in man's history another

race followed in the footsteps of Mena, passed through Arabia and crossed the Red Sea, and
after lingering in Egypt for some time viltimately-concentrated their government on the north-

ern coast of Syria and at Carthage. They were called Pounians, Phounians, or, as we have it

now, Phoenicians,
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show that in order to carry out great sanitary measures that are to benefit a
whole country the central government must take the thing in hand and employ
experts. The cataract at Silsilis had either broken through or had become grad-

ually worn away, thus liberating the large body of water which had been

impounded above it, and so diminishing the rainfall in the vicinity. Before this

water was liberated a large amount of alluvium was deposited for probably 1,000

to 1,400 years, and it may be mentioned as an interesting fact that these large
tracts of land, then left high and dry, now only await the magic touch of irriga-

tion to become highly productive. The cataract (granite) at Assouan was still

high (100 feet higher than now), and a branch of the river swept round by the

present ancient quarries and reentered the main channel a little to the north of

Assouan, making Assouan an island. The cataract at Semneh was also intact,

making Ethiopia an extensive lake district. Many of the other cataracts, how-

ever, had given way and were now only rapids. Notwithstanding the emptying of

many of these inland lakes, and consequent destruction of vegetation, the rain-

fall must still have been considerable in those regions that are now rainless.

Mena, with his followers, seems to have entered the valley of the Nile by way of

Arabia and the Red Sea. His first seat of government was at This or Abydos,
situated between Assiout and Luxor. At this time, even as now, Abydos was on
the border of an extensive fertile plain that required no great skill for its irriga-

tion. Mena no doubt visited Silsilis, and could see at a glance how much was to

be gained even by a partial restoration of the cataract there ; but for some reason

or other he did not attempt it, although he had no mean engineers in those days,

they having already built the Temple of the Sphinx and hewn the Sphinx itself in

the native rock at Gizeh (Maspero). No ! Mena's exploits were carried out in the

northern Egypt of that day. In the region between Heliopolis and the Temple of

the Sphinx he saw a battle going on among the watery elements, the sea and
the river striving for the mastery. The river was throwing its mud in the teeth

of the sea, and wherever there was a sand island there the mud was thrown up
and rank vegetation soon appeared. The sea, little by little, had to retire, leav-

ing swampy morasses behind it, where the crocodile and hippopotamus were at

home, but making the whole of this region malarious and unhealthy to man.
Mena set liimself to remedy this state of affairs. He was the grand sanitarian

of those early days. He caused a gi'eat dike to be raised about 30 miles to the

south of Cairo and directed the channel of the river into the center of the valley,

as it was then flowing by the foot of the Mokattam range on the east side of the

valley. This he followed up by raising other dikes as he reqitired, so as to get the

control of the river and drain off the marshes. This was evidently the beginning
of reclaiming the delta from being a morass ; which would no doubt change the

climate considerably and make it much less malarious. On part of this reclaimed

land Memphis was built, which continued to be a city of some considerable

importance down to mediaeval times. While Mena was directing his irrigation

schemes he was attacked by a hippopotamus and killed, after a reign of sixty-two

years. The presence of the hippopotamus would indicate a warm climate, but not

necessarilymuch different from what we have now, for Dr. Abd-el-Lateef, writing
at the beginning of the thirteenth century of our era, has recounted that hippo-

potami were very common in the Damietta branch of the Nile at that time, and
even so late as Mohammed Aly's time' (1811 to 1848) a hippopotamus was killed

near Mansoura in the delta.

• Within my own memory there was a rendezvous of crocodiles at Gebel-Abu-Fadah, about 200

miles to the south of Cairo. I saw a whole family of them in 1867. Thoy have since been exter-

minated by travelers. And as crocodiles and hippopotami live in the same climate the disap-

pearance of these animals from Lower Egypt has not occurred from any change of climate, but
from the presence of hostile man. The same may be said with respect to the lion, which used
to be hunted by the Pharaohs in the vicinity of the pyramids of Gizet, and by the Emperor
Hadrian near Alexandria. This animal has now retired to the Soudan and equatorial regions,
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No doubt the good example set by King Mena was followed by his successors,
so that the river was guided in its course and land was reclaimed whenever pos-
sible. By the time of the fourth dynasty (4034 B. C.) Bubastis, near Zagazig, was
founded and inhabited. The vast proportion of the present delta, however, was
still a gulf of the sea, with the muddy Nile running into it and gradually forming
the delta. By the sixth dynasty (3500 B. C.) some of the sand islands in the gulf
had become inhabitable through the pioneers reclaiming the morass around them.
On one of these islands Tanis or Zoan was founded, which played an important
part in the history of Egypt in later dynasties. When we reach the twelfth

dynasty (2500 B. C), Amenemhat III, the sixth king of that dynasty, took great
interest in reclaiming the swamps and in the proper watering of the land already
reclaimed. He is celebrated for having conferred great benefits on his country by
the construction of dikes and reservoirs for controlling the water supply.' He
caused a nilometer to be chiseled on the rocks at Semneh, a few miles south of

Wady Haifa, and in connection with it a series of hieroglyphic inscriptions, record-

ing the rise of the Nile during his reign; from which we learn that the waters of

the inundation rose on one occasion 27 feet, and on an average 11^ feet, above the

greatest rise of the Nile at the present day. At that time, therefore, the cataract

at Semneh had not yet broken down, and Ethiopia miist therefore have been a well-

watered country. The rock inscriptions also show that the Nile below Semneh
rose some 10 feet above the highest Nile of our day, proving that the cataract at

Assouan was only being slowly rubbed down; the island of Philse being of course

then under water.'- The climate of Upper Egypt would still be somewhat rainy,

although by this time the Sahara inland sea would be very much contracted from
what it used to be. The great.dam at Silsilis had broken through its barrier in pre-

historic time and apparently no attempt- had been made to restore it, unless perhaps
on paper, as has been done in more modern times. This Pharaoh (viz, Amen-
emhat III) has rendered himself immortal by having created an inland fresh-water

sea in a natural depression in the Libyan desert not far from the Nile and quite
near Memphis. Suffice it to say here that water was conveyed to it from the Nile

by means of a canal (the Bahr Yousif of our day), and when the basin was filled

it was said to be 450 miles in circumference and at parts 350 feet deep. It was
called by the Greeks Lake Moeris,^ but in the hieroglyphic language it was called

Ta-She—the lake country. It continued to act as a reservoir for the Nile surplus
of water, and to irrigate the country around till the Roman period, when the

dikes were neglected, the sluices fell out of repair, and the water thus ran to

waste; so that in the time of Pliny (70 A. D.) it was already dry, with the excep-
tion of what still remains under the name of Birket-el-Qoroon, or Lake of the

Horns, so named from the form of the lake being like the shape of a pair of horns.

' It may be incidentally mentioned here, although it has no direct bearing on the climate of

Egpyt, that under this Pharaoh the embalming of bodies (which in itself is a gri'eat sanitary
measure) was more carefully done, as is proved by an examination of the mummies, from this

period downward; and besides, the sacredness of the Nile was more insisted on, so that the

Egyptians of those days had a purer water supply than the Egyptians of to-day.
'•^ It was in connection with the twelfth dynasty that Prof. Flinders Petrie found in Upper

Egypt traces of an Ionian colony of workmen that had been employed by one of the Usertesens.

At a very early date there were direct commercial relations between Egypt and India, and
indirect through Mesopotamia, so that Egypt was jften exposed, then as now, to the importation
of Indian and Mesopotamian communicable diseases; and notwithstanding the extraordinary
attention given to sanitary science by the ancient Egyptians we find from history that every
now and again fatal plagues among men and beasts that were not indigenous to the soil devas-

tated the country, showing that the climate was favorable to the propagation of such diseases,
and that the country itself was not more sanitary than it ought to have been.

3 The Greeks, who never acquired any intelligent knowledge of the ancient Egyptian language,
would often hear the natives call this lake "

Meri," which simply means "lake," and they evi-

dently concluded that it was the name of the Pharaoh who had created it, hence the erroneous

appellation—Lake Moeris—has teen handed down through the Greek historians.

S. Ex.36 124
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Very naturally this depression in the desert, after having been constantly filled

with the muddy Nile water and partially emptied for irrigation ?purposes year
after year for a period of nearly 2,400 years is, now that it is dry, one of the richest

provinces of Egypt. Its present name,
"
Faioum," is simply the Coptic name

"
phiom

" or " the sea," carrying us back to the time when, instead of the 281,283
acres of rich arable and cultivated land of to-day, this was a veritable sea. This

large body of water must have modified considerably the climatic conditions in its

neighborhood; for we must not forget that where we have fresh water to deal with
in a warm climate we have always an abundance of trees ' and vegetation that

materially and sensibly affect the temperature and rainfall. The Faioum now is a

malarious district, but more especially in the vicinity of Lake Qoroon,'^ which is

brackish; and the rainfall is almost nil throughout the whole of this region.

Amenemhat III died about 2266 B. C, and was succeeded by a number of kings
of little account as far as this paper is concerned. Still, about 2200 B. C, the

fourth Pharaoh of the thirteenth dynasty made a record on the nilometer at

Semneh, showing that the cataract there was still holding out ; yet, under the sixth

Pharaoh of this dynasty, monuments Avere erected on the island of Argo consid-

erably to the south of Semneh, but below the level of the formerly dammed back-

waters of the cataract. Some time, therefore, between these two reigns, a period of

only sixty-six years, the Semneh Cataract must have rather suddenly given way
and caused a destructive flood from all along the course of the Nile to the sea, and
famine^ would have been the natural result of such a sudden catastrophe. Ethi-

opia was now left high and dry, and became more or less a barren waste, even as

it is to-day. It is with great labor that the natives now raise the water from the

Nile to irrigate their little patches of ground, simply to grow sufficient to keep
them alive, and I fear that famine is not uncommon among them. Here, then,

another rainless district has been produced and.it remains so. We may now say
that the whole stretch of country from Assiout to Berber, which had an abundant
rainfall in ancient times, is now almost without rain. No doubt this would be

reversed if the cataracts were restored, a new Lake Moeris created at the border

of the ancient one, the Sahara^ refilled with sea water, and the Eurasian Sea

restored, for under these circum -stances the rainfall would again be excessive. As
far as the restoration of the cataract and Lake McBris is concerned, this has been

studied by the Egyptian Grovernment* for several years past, and the study is

still being pushed forward by American," French,' and English
»

engineers.

When we go up the Nile as far as Berber, 17i° north latitude, we enter the region
of the tropical rains that, following the course of the sim, and falling in torrents

• The ancient Egyptians were much more fond of arboriculture than the modern Egyptians.
The sculptures tell us that Ramses III, twentieth dynasty, about 1280 B. C, "over the whole
land of Egypt planted trees and shrubs to give the inhabitants rest under their cool shade."

''Lake Qoroon is now about 35 miles long and 7 miles broad, and is on an average 38 feet deep.

It rises and falls with the Nile, although it is always many feet below the level of the Mediter-

ranean.
3A very interestmg hieroglyphic Inscription on one of the rocks near Assouan records a famine

of seven years under an early Pharaoh. Another 7-year famine is recorded as having com-
menced in 1064 A. D.

* M. de Lesseps projected a scheme for letting the Mediterranean into the Sahara depression,

by cutting a wide canal to the south of Tunis, commencing in the Gulf of Gabes.
fi Vide 4.

• W. Cope Whitehouse, an American engineer, has for years been very enthusiastic over a new
Lake Moeris nest or depression he thinks he has discovered in the Faioum district, which would
act admirably as a reservoir for the surplus water at high Nile and be a source of water supply
at low Nile.

' M. de la Motte, a French physician, has been for years advo<Miting the restoration of the Sil-

silir) Cataract.
" The English engineers of the Egyptian Government have proposed to <;onstruct a dam at the

first cataract, but to the south of the island of Philte, so as to save that island fi-om submergence.
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on the Abyssinian mountains, and in the equatorial regions, create the Blue and

White Nile, which, uniting at Khartoum, form the river that makes Egypt a habit-

able country. These rains are periodical and produce the annual rise of the Nile,

to which we in Egypt are so accustomed that we often forget that a few feet

above the annual rise or a few feet below the average fall means famine and dis-

ease. The usual difference between high.and low Nile may be taken as 40 feet at

Assouan, 25 feet at Cairo, and only 4 feet at Eamietta and Rosetta; but in ancient

times, with a greater rainfall and a fuller river, these figures would have to be

nearly doubled. We have seen that reclaiming the delta was a very gradvial

process ;
and even at the present time the Government is draining the swamps and

lakes to make the districts around them more healthy, as well as to have the land

available for cultivation; and such reclamation must proceed so long as the Nile

continues to bring down such large deposits of alluvium from Abyssinia and

Central Africa. Formerly the delta swamps formed an inaccessible hiding place

for culprits, refugee kings, and their followers; and they were also the home of

the plague, pestilence, and other serious forms of disease recorded in history, or at

least favored their propagation when imported. The rainfall in the delta for

30 miles inland is now as much as 10 to 13 inches annually, influenced in some

measiire, no doubt, by the large salt marshes and lakes lying across the 160 miles

of Mediterranean front, viz, Mareotis, near Alexandria, covering 250,000 acres;

Edko, 100,000 acres; Burlos, 300,000 acres; Aboukir, 50,000 acres; Menzaleh,

500,000 acres, and Sirbonis, near Palestine, 100,000 acres. Most of the lakes did

not exist in comparatively ancient times, but the districts now covered by them
were richly cultivated and supported a numerous population.
Lake Menzaleh was formerly a district celebrated for its fertility, but in 535

A. D. the sea broke through and submerged the eastern portion, and by 540 A. D.

the whole of this region was totally under water. All the towns on the low levels

were destroyed by submergence and only those that were built on high ground
escaped, but they became so malarious and unhealthy that after a time they were
deserted and even the country around that was not submerged became swampy,
unhealthy, and ruined for agricultural purposes, just as it is to-day, so that the

population in this region has always remained scanty.
The present Lake Mareotis was originally a small sweet-water lake surrounded

by a famous vine-growing district, celebrated in ancient times for its fertility and

salubrity; but in 1801 A. D. the sea was intentionally let in for military purposes,
and this entirely destroyed the whole district and converted it into a malarious

environment of Alexandria, which otherwise would be a much healthier city than
it has been ever since this regrettable event. About the beginning of the Christian

era Lake Sirbonis was 125 miles in circumference, and more anciently was much
larger, and is said to have engulfed a whole wing of the army of Ochus, King of

Persia. It is now an insignificant lake, having little or no perceptible effect on
the climate in its neighborhood.
Lake Abookeer has recently been drained and is now being cultivated. This

wnll do away with the malarious swamps in its vicinity and render this part of

the country once more healthy.
I can not close this paper without saying something about the influence of the

condition of the Isthmus of Suez on the climate of Lower Egypt. In even late

geological time ^ve have seen that Africa was an island, so that the Isthmus of

Suez is of recent formation. While "the tongue" of the Red Sea still came as

far north as El Gisr, it increased the rainfall in Lower Egypt and modified the

climate in its vicinity considerably. When it dried np, naturally the rainfall

depending on it ceased. This is proved by the fact that since the refilling of the

Bitter Lakes and opening of the Suez Maritime Canal, in 1869, we are having a
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greater rainfall again in Lower Egypt, aided, no doubt, by a more extensive irri-

gation and planting of trees, which the Government is wisely encouraging. This,

however, brings me to speak of the climate of modem Egypt, which I have dis-

cussed elsewhere.'

THE CARE OF THE PUBLIC HEALTH A NATIONAL DUTY.

A NATIONAL BUREAU OF HEALTH.

By P. B. ARMSTRONG.

The United States Q-overnment everywhere typifies all that is good and thought-
ful for the welfare of the masses. Yet, strange to say, it has made little or no
determined effort looking to the preservation of the public health, the protection
of its citizens from the ravages of disease, or the prolongation of the lives of its

people. Good health is so universally sought, is such an absolute necessity to

material and financial success, that its possession should be labored for before

everything else. There is no man who has accumiilated wealth and lost health

who would not gladly exchange the former for the latter. In 1879 a National

Board of Health was established, and for a time was quite active. In 1883 Con-

gress stopped appropriations for its support, and it vanished. It is believed that

the abandonment of such a wise project was due to the influence of men who held

executive positions in State quarantine or other public health bodies. We sug-

gest the establishment of a national bureau of health on the broadest basis, and

conducted, under the control of the Government, by expert sanitarians, believing
that it would accomplish more during the first fifteen years of its existence toward
the suppression or the modification of disease than has been accomplished in the

whole history of man. We realize that its establishment would constitute a vast

undertaking, and to perfect it would not be the work of a day or a year. What
we seek is to absolutely banish all contagious and infectious diseases, and until

that can be done to modify their virulency.

The diseases which carry off the vast majority of the human race are those

which can be very greatly restricted in severity and volume or completely exter-

minated. Among the deadly list are tuberculosis, pneumonia, diphtheria, small-

pox, measles, scarlet fever and typhus fever, cholera, and yellowfever. Ifthese most
virulent forms of disease can be controlled is it not reasonable to assume that all

diseases of a contagious or infectious character can be "? An eminent physician

says : "They may be largely limited, or almost wholly blotted out, by intelligence

and care." Antidotes have been found for every class of poison, and specific

remedies are now administered for quite every form of disease. This leads ixs to

believe that by a concert of action on the part of the National Government with

the great life insurance companies methods for prevention or for the modifica-

tion of the severity thereof can be provided for all contagious and infectious dis-

eases which will prove as effectual as inoculation for smallpox and hydrophobia.

Upon page 13 of the Transactions of the Seventh International Congress of

Hygiene and Demography, held at London (England) August 10 to 17, 1891, we
find the following brief inquiry made by one of its learned members : "Why, if

diseases are preventable, are they not prevented?
" The answer to this was :

That while an instructed minority may understand the importance of observ-

ing hygienic laws, a very large section of the ('ommunity is careless of and indif-

ferent to their observance, and consequently the portions of those laws which a,re

individual and personal in their application are left a dead letter. Acts of Parlia-

ment are of little avail so long as the people they are framed to guide do not real-

> At the Medico-Climatological Congress, Chicago, in connection with the auxiliary congresses
of the World's Fair.
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ize their value or importance, and it is quite certain that the only way to stamp
out preventable disease is to educate every member of the community to feel the

importance of the law^of health.

The discovery of the principle of inoculation as evolved by Jenner and Pasteur,
the many discoveries in remedial agents, and the use of antiseptics in surgery show
not only what has been already accomplished for the prolongation of human life,

but what is likely to be accomplished in every branch of medical and surgical

science in the future. We learn, very recently, that Dr. Haffkine has inoculated

over 200 persons at Simla, India, for cholera, including many medical men, high
officials and ladies. Several native Indian States have taken up his system of

inoculation, and it is used at Agra, Delphi, and Lucknow. In one British regi-

ment over 400 men have been inoculated. How successful this experiment may
prove is yet matter for conjecture, but it is in line with the theory which we
advance as to the eventual discovery of means for the prevention of all forms of

disease.

Sanitary science as a humane study is of .comparatively recent date. In the

history of medicine it has been a question of treatment of disease rather than its

prevention. Improved surroundings, a thorough education in sanitary matters,
and training of the public mind will be necessary before our people will accept
and adoi)t the required measures in full. Even in England, where within the

last thirty years not only the medical i^rofession, but the laity, clergy, and busi-

ness men, have given some attention to the matter, the work is but in progress,
and sanitary arrangements are still far from satisfactory. In the United States,

where, by virtue of our form of government, each village, town, city and State,

exercises a much greater degree of self-government, that unity of action necessary
to the maintaining of the public health can hardly be expected without a thorough
education of its citizens. Strange as it may appear, and greatly to their honor, it

can truthfully be stated that about the only practical work, from a sanitary stand-

point, accomplished in the United States has been by physicians, the stability of

whose profession dei)ends upon the occurrence of disease. The great life insurance

companies of this country, which have to-day nearly $13,000,000,000 of insurance
in force, covering over 10,000,000 of lives, certainly have a primary interest in the

prolongation of 'human life, and yet they have done absolutely nothing toward

encouraging this great reform.

Dr. MacDonald, of Canada; Dr. T. Mitchell Prudden, of New York, and others

have written of the possibility of controlling disease, but so far as we have been
able to ascertain, the only materialized plan for its 'accomplishment has been

recently suggested through the New York Academy of Medicine and is embodied
in a draft of a proposed bill to establish a bureau of public health, which it intends
to submit to the next session of Congress. Their proposition as now before us
contains one vital defect ; it would make the bureau an adjtmct of and subservient
to the Treasury Department, instead of a department standing as clearly alone as

the Treasury Department itself. Unless stringent measures are used in establish-

ing this blireau, it will become a part of the political machine of the party in

power, thus destroying in a large measure its usefulness. The proposition of the

Academy of Medicine requires the members of the bureau to attend to this duty
only upon occasion, and pay them a per diem. This would not attain the end in

view. How much more rapid would be the advance of science in suppressing or

preventing disease should such bureau devote its whole time, knowledge, and
influence to that one subject? The question of saving a few dollars should not
enter into so important an undertaking. The object should be to prevent disease

and to prolong life, regardless of cost. The first steps taken by the National Gov-
ernment should be the passage of stringent laws regulating the health of immi-

grants, the sanitary condition of goods imported, and the sanitary condition of
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every city, town, and village throughont the country. Do away with noxious

surroundings, polluted atmosphere, and impure water ; prohibit the sale of articles

of food deleterious to public health, and a great and important preliminary work
will have been accomplished. What can be accomplished toward the prevention
of disease will be better understood when it is known what has been done with one
disease in one State. A conservative comparison and estimate shows that in the
State of Michigan alone, during the three years, 1886-*88, at least 10,000 cases of

diphtheria were probably prevented and more than 1,700 lives saved by intelligent
isolation and disinfection. If that was accomplished in one State in three years,
with but local industry and power, think what might be done in the entire Union
if the mighty arm of the G-overnraent, controlled by the highest medical and
scientific skill, was directed toward the extirpation of disease.

The medical associations of the United States at the present time have no power
to compel the adoption of valuable sanitary suggestions, as their recommendations
are viewed with jealousy and are uniformly regarded as gratuitous by the health

authorities, whose appointments are habitually made on the ground of political

service or political preferment. Such bodies as are now working in the interests

of the public health should become a part of the prox)osed organization, as also the

Surgeons-General of the Army, Navy, and Marine-Hospital Service. By the estab-

lishment of such a bureau sanitary science would be advanced by the practical

application of sanitary laws, by educating and preparing sanitary men through-
out the entire country, and by the appointment of scientific men instead of, as

now, men of no particular training in their specialty.

Our proposition for the remetly of this evil is substantially as follows : That the

sanitary service throughout this countrybe divided into local. State, and national ;

that an arbitrary supervision over each department be exercised by the Federal

Government ;
that all appointments shall be free from political vicissitudes

; that

the management of each branch shall be in the hands of paid officers, who shall

gather and classify statistics and present measures to Congress in the interests of

public health ; that such officers shall be in correspondence with representatives

of boards of health in every State in the Union ; that the residence of the sanitary

representatives shall be in the State of which each it a legal resident; that one or

more laboratories shall be established in each State for the analysis of all material

concerned in the production and propagation of disease, and for the discovery of

the conditions favorable to its growth, and that the internal and coast quarantine
shall be under the control of the national bureau. "We further suggest that the

education and care of children and an examination of the condition of children in

schools, workshops, and elsewhere be carried out upon a fixed i)lan
—a compre-

hensive and systematic inquiry into the caxises of diphtheria, children's diseases,

such as scarlet fever, whooping cough, etc. ;
the habits of childrenm school, and their

cramped position at desk; their time and methods of open-air exercise during
school hours ; a careful and sj^stematic inspection of all public and private schools ;

the instruction of girls and women in domestic hygiene as part of their education ;

special regulation for the control of block dwellings for the industrial classes ;

special examination and registration of architects ; instruction, examination, and

registration of plumbers ; the cremation of such as die from infectious diseases ;

the compiling of statistics as regards sick insurance—the results to be classified as to

sex, age, conjugal relationships, and occupation ; the actual occupation, how long

engaged in same, hours of work, previous occupation, and duration of illness; in

diseases that terminate fatally, the predisposing cause, the dtiration of illness, and

the cause of death, all with a view of destroying, if i)ossible, the causes of sickness

or delays in restoration to health. The difficulties in effecting such organi-

zation will be ; first, from the opposition of those now in power, who, under the

new organization, may be replaced in course of time by trained sanitarians; and
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second, from the prejudice which exists in some States against the centralization

of sanitary power. Let the public, however, become educated to the fact that all

contagions diseases can be kept out of our cities and homes by the rigid observance

of simple sanitary laws, as cholera has been kei)t out of New York for the past

two years by quarantine, and any official who opposes the progress of a bureau of

public sanitation will be immediately swept out of official life. No political party
or politician dare suggest, at the present day, the withdrawal of the protection of

quarantine or the abandonment of hospitals for the isolation of contagious dis-

eases. Let the public once appreciate that these are but a few steps that the

general or local government have taken toward the improvement of the health

and physical condition of its citizens, and the demand will go up from all parts of

the land that the General Government go forward in the line of its duty. Who
are the proper parties to educate the public as to the duties of the Government,
and their rights in this important matter ? We believe a combined movement on

the part of the great life insurance companies, assessment associations, and fra-

ternal organizations, representing over 10,000,000 policy holders, headed by the

officers of these companies and associations, could bring to bear upon Congress a

power that woiild result in the prompt establishment of a national bureau of

health, and thereby benefit mankind, prolong life, and give to our citizens the

blessing of health which is above and beyond all other gifts or benefits that it is

within the power of Government to confer xipon its citizens.

MUNICIPAL SANITATION IN ST. LOUIS.

By GEORGE HOMAN, M. D., Health Commissioner.

The practical application of the principles of sanitation in a new or compara-
tively new country is, from the conditions presented, largely experimental ,

and
therefore lacks the precision and completeness which may be seen in older com-
munities having more settled characteristics and where the necessity for thor-

oughness in this respect is more fully recognized and understood. And this aspect
of the question must of course be considered in rightly judging whether a given

community has or has not lived up to its responsibilities in respect of sanitary
work. In St. Louis the progress of municipal hygiene has been hampered in

divers ways, and the full realization of the possibilities of preventive sanitation in

the field there presented delayed through various adverse causes. The naturally

good facilities for surface drainage existing there have exercised a beneficial influ-

ence on local health, and this advantage has been reenforced by artificial means
to. no small degree, so that the removal of rainfall, and the delivery by sewerage
of the liquid waste of a large portion of the city into the Mississippi River goes on

rapidly and efficiently. The public drainage system is placed in charge of a spe-
cial branch of the city government, termed the sewer department, and the same
is true of the public water service, and also the cleaning and maintenance of public
streets and alleys ; so that it is only secondarily that the health department figures
in connection with questions having a sanitary bearing coming under the imme-
diate jurisdiction of these several departments. Rapid growth in population and

expansion of closely peopled territory beyond present attainable sewerage bounds
have raised many difficult questions and offer knotty problems demanding prompt
solution aside from the mere matter of drainage, although that of course is always
one of prime sanitary interest and importance.
The plan upon which the health department of St. Louis was projected and

created has many good features, and others not so good. Upon assuming charge
of it about the end of last May I presented to the board of health, as the advisory
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power therein, a plan of reorganization for sanitary work, the main features of

which plan will presently appear. The sanitary division of the health department
has immediate charge"of the city's health, and is the direct agency by means of

which complaints are investigated, inspections made, nuisances abated, offenders

against sanitary law brought into court, etc. For the effective j^erformance of

this service the distribution of the work must be arranged for with reference to

systematic cooperation by the entire force conc;erned in its accomplishment. In

order to meet the foregoing requirement the force available for sanitary work
was assigned as follows: (1) A corps of intelligent, active men was detailed for

the diity of making sanitary inspections and house-to-house visitations, this force

being divided into squads, each in charge of an experienced man and held respon-
sible for the good condition of certain prescribed districts. (2) A corps of ditch-

ers and drain layers for the abatement of pond nuisances on public property and
other work of like kind. An important part of the work performed by this force

is the laying of sanitary house drains in suburban localities that are beyond the

reach of the regular system of sewers. (3) A house-posting and disinfecting corps
for the work of public notification and suppression of communicable diseases.

This branch of the division contains a number of physicians who come in contact

with those members of the medical jjrofession reporting cases of such diseases.

The others attached to this force do the routine disinfection work. It is in

present contemplation to reorganize this corps, uniting with it the public vacci-

nation service, and constitute it a separate division under expert medical direc-

tion, equipped with all the latest api)roved means of attacking infection lodged in

human habitations, fomites, etc. (4) A corps of men for the disinfection of pub-
lic alleys, rear yards, and other offensive conditions by means of chemical solu-

tions applied by sprinkling carts or other suitable means. This to be a temporary
service only, intended for use in hot weather when putrefaction goes on most

rapidly, and to be applied in closely built and thickly populated districts. (5) A
corps of men for the inspection of meat, fish, poiiltry, and game in meat shops and

butcher stalls, and the condemnation and seizure of all market supplies of this

kind found to be of bad quality. Besides this duty they inspect slatighter-houses,

yards, and pens where butchers' stock is kept, sausage factories, etc., cooperating
with the men of the corps first mentioned, and doing such other work as may be

assigned them. (6) A small cori^s of men appointed under the law authorizing

the reduction of garbage by the Merz process, a company organized for that pur-

pose having a ten-years contract with the city for the disposal of all garbage and
dead animals delivered to them. The collection and removal from the streets and

alleys of slops and garbage to be thus reduced is done under a sej)arate contract

with the health department, the latter, together with the police department, being

charged with the duty of seeing that the terms of the contract for garbage
removal are enforced. (7) The office of city chemist was revived with provision

for competent assistance and ample laboratory facilities, and this addition to the

working force of the department has proved of great value. While by law this

branch of the department is placed directly under the supervision of the board of

health, and not the health commissioner, still the sanitary division receives great

assistance from it in its work, inasmuch as a part of the duty of the city chemist

is to make analyses of all suspected food substances, water sujiplies, ice, etc., and

as the number of surface wells in St. Louis is large, the condemnation of which

must be preceded by chemical test, an extensive field for work is opened in this

direction.

Another important service confided by me to this office is the work of photo-

graphing the various establishments and conditions complained of as nuisances,

the parties responsible for which are summoned in due coiarse before the board of

health for a hearing on the question of condemnation. These concerns are of
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various character, comprising bone-boiling and bone-drying places, fertilizer

works, rendering establishments, candle factories, dairies, slaughter-houses, and

many other kinds. In some of them large property interests are involved and, in

addition to the oral testimony given at the hearing, the evidence afforded by the

camera is a very valuable aid in obtaining a clear understanding of the situation

and in reaching a just conclusion in the matter. And, further, when it is found

necessary to carry cases into court the photographic evidence is still useful. This

agency has been adopted as a permanent feature of sanitary work, and its appli-

cation and development in this line has thus far abundantly proved its value.

The health department has an auxiliary in the office of the dairy and milk inspec-

tor, the officials of which, however, are not subject to direction by the depart-

ment, but cooperate in its work upon request.

The projected plan of work as herein outlined has been in successful operation
all summer with the exception of the fourth corps, lack of time and money for its

proper organization having prevented its being placed in the field. At the outset of

the sanitary campaign thus undertaken the proper points of attack were ascertained

by a pin-and-map method; that is, the records of the department showing reports
received of dangerous diseases were consulted, reaching back for a year or more,
and the location of all such cases were indicated on a city map by means of pins.

Of course wherever the pins clustered most thickly a local disease center was

indicated, where sanitary work was most urgently needed; and this method has

been found to serve other department ends in a very effective way. The sanitary
division in its preventive work is necessarily in close relation with that other divi-

sion to which is assigned the duty of treating the indigent sick in their homes,

securing their isolation, if need be, and, if necessary, removing them to hospital.

In this work, when cases of communicable diseases are to be handled, the manner
in which it can be done with a minimum amount of danger to the iiublic has to be

considered; also the speed of its accomplishment, consistent with the comfort and

safety of the patient. To meet these requirements, and in view of the especially
favorable conditions presented therefor in St. Louis, a system of electric railway
ambulances has been projected and is now in course of accomplishment whereby
the delivery of sick and injured persons, the dependent insane, and the indigent

coming vmder the municipal charge may all be transported to their appropriate
destination with a far greater degree of speed and comfort, and of safety both to

themselves and the public, than by the horse ambulances which they will replace.
An important municipal step in the direction of increased public comfort and

health was effected some years ago, when a general system of street sprinkling was

begun, the cost of which is assessed against the abutting property ; and this, fol-

lowing the general replacement by granite, asphalt, and wood-block pavements of

the soft, broken limestone previously used as paving material, has most markedly
abated the dust nuisance formerly so grievous when this work was done piecemeal
and the street surface was easily pulverized.
There is no reason to doubt that a decided decrease in the number of cases of

respiratory affections due to atmospheric causes, and alleviation of such troubles,

has followed these two innovations. The city atmosphere is still impure in that it

ordinarily contains palpable matter in suspension ; this manifest impurity consisting
of soot and smoke due to the imperfect combustion of the soft coal almost univer-

sally used. But energetic measures are now being taken to remove this drawback

through the compulsory use of smoke-prevention devices, with very good prospect of

ultimate success, and thus bring relief from that which is an evil in a cosmetic as

well as sanitary sense. In close connection with the consideration of the purity of air

must be ranged the question of the freedom of the public water supply from con-

tamination by suspended or dissolved impurities ; and the unsightly appearance
of St. Louis water as commonly presented, due to admixture of mud and clay,
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has tended no little to her discredit, even though the organic taint fonnd in it be
inconsiderable. But this reproach is also in course of removal through the con-

struction and near completion of new pumping vp^orks and settling basins 7 miles

above the present intake, the tax on the capacity of the present works being so

constantly great as to not afford time for the sedimentation of the daily supply.
The chief avenues by which disease may enter the human body are three in num-
ber ; namely, the respiratory tract, the alimentary tract, and the cutaneous sur-

face ; and if the vehicles carrying the organisms of disease are searched and
sterilized before entrance is gained the development of forms of communicable
diseases within the body may not occur. This, of course, requires that the air

shall be free from mechanical irritants and living pathogenic germs, so that no
morbid process may be set up in the air passages and that ingested food and
drink shall not contain the elements of bacterial infection. It also implies that

no foe to health and life be introduced by ciTtaneous or mucous inoculation, for

with all these portals securely guarded the citadel of the body is quite safe against
attack. To assure this immunity to every inhabitant is the aim of all municipal
sanitation, and St. Louis has made provision, it may be in all respects not fully

systematized and complete as yet, to bring this within reach of her people, and
with fair assurance of success.

The school of experience is sometimes the only one in which either cities or indi-

viduals can learn, and the price of tuition is often high, but the lessons thus

learned are usually not forgotten. St. Louis has not been exempt from instruct-

ive lessons of this kind, and has profited wisely in the main by her mistakes, so

that it may be said now that the cause of i)ublic health rests on a sure foundation

and that progress is steady in the right direction. And while, perhaps, it may not

be claimed that on her site the ideal city of health will rear its halls and towers,
still her people, through vigilant, wise sanitation and advancing knowledge, will

assuredly enjoy a freedom from all forms of preventable diseases equal to any,
and superior to very many, of her.sister municipalities of near or equal size.

CAUSAS Y MODO DE PROPAGACION DE LA NEUMONfA LOBAR
AGUDA.

Por el Doctor DOMINGO AVANAMO, Mexico.

La neumonia es la enfermedad que produce mayor mortalidad en la Repviblica

Mexicana, despues de las fiebres, jmes pasa de la cifra de 100 por mil defuncioues

en varias localidades de la Mesa Central. La enfermedad ataca mayor numero de

distritos en la parte de la Repiiblica comprendida entre los 17° y 24" de latitud.

Invade particularmente la parte alta del pais 6 tierra fria, notandose sin embargo,

que se presenta en muchos distritos de la tierra templada y en algunos de la tierra

caliente, en jjarticular en la costa del Golfo. La zona mas invadida comienza en

el norte de los Estados de San Luis j' Zacatecas
; sigue por todo el Estado de

Jalisco y la parte occidental de Michoacan, en donde disminuye algo en el distrito

de Tacambaro ; continua en toda la parte oriental de todo el Estado de Michoacan,
todo el Estado de Queretaro, exceptuando el distrito de San Pedro Tollman, y

sigiie despues exceptuando muy pocos distritos por todos los Estados de Mexico,

Hidalgo, Tlaxcala, Distrito Federal, la mayor parte del Estado de Morelos y casi

toda la parte norte del Estado de Guerrero. Fuera de esta zona de mayor inva-

sion hay otras varias pequeiias, diseminadas en toda la Repiiblica, haciendose

notar muy particularmente la que ocupa toda la parte oriental del Estado de

Campeche y una pequeiia del de Yucatan.
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Se ptiede decir de una manera general, que el mimero de casos de neumoniaque
se observa en las poblaciones esta en razon directa de la altura ; asi es (jue las

ciudades de Zacatecas y Tolaca, de los Estados de Zaeatecas y de Mexico, respec-

tivamente, y la pequena poblacion del Gviarda en el de Morelos, cuyas pobla-
ciones son de las mas elevadas de la Repiiblica, son aquellas tanibien en que son

mas numerosos los casos de esa enferniedad.

El fin del invierno y principio de la jjrimavera, es la epoca del aiio en que se

observa mas frecuentemente y con el caracter mas grave. Las principales condi-

ciones meteorologicas qxie nos ban parecido coincidir con la exacerbacion de la

enferniedad, son la disminucion de la presion atmosferica y de la humedad del aire,

el aumento en la velocidad del viento y la mayor extension de las oscilaciones

divirnas de la temperatura.
Durante los meses de marzo y abril es comiin observar en varias poblaciones que

algunos puntos son invadidos con mayor intensidad. Respecto de la ciudad de

Mexico, se lia notado que en aquellas habitaciones expuestas hacia el norte y en

todas aquellas que se hallan a lo largo del canal de la Viga, que es el que conduce

principalmente los desechos de la ciudad, es donde el numero de casos es mas fre-

cuente. Por lo comun hay varios casos a la vez, sucesivamente en cada habita-

cion, y se ha notado varias veces por muchos medicos que ejercen en la ciudad,

que las personas que estan en contacto mas inmediato con los enfermos son tam-
bien las que con mas frecuencia sufren despues la invasion de la enfermedad.

Pudiera citar muchos hechos recientes que confirman el contagio de la neumonia,

pero esto alargaria demasiado este escrito, y por lo tanto solamente indicare lo

siguiente : Primero, que es comun observar (jue varios individuos que habiten' la

misma casa sean atacados sucesivamente con diferencia de pocos dias ; segundo,

que se han notado otras, qvie un individuo de fuera de la poblacion que va a

visitar a alguno de sus parientes atacado de neumonia, no es raro que contraiga
la enfermedad y que regresando despvies a su x)oblaci6n trasmita la enfermedad a

las personas que habitan con el ; tercero, que se ha observado algunas veces en
los hospitales la presencia de numerosos casos de la enferniedad y esto de ordinario

en la misma sala y no raras veces en enfermos que estaban mas cercanos uno a

otro ; cuarto, que tambien se ha observado la invasion simultanea de la enferme-

dad en varios miembros que habitan la misma casa.

Todos estos hechos agregados a los que se han observado ya en otros paises no
hacen sino confirmar la creencia, casi general ahora, de la contagiosidad de la

neumonia. Pero al mismo tiempo que confirman esta creencia nos indican la

manera como la transmision se verifica. Indican que lo mismo (^ue el tifo, la

neumonia se transmite por el contacto directo del enfermo 6 de sus ropas y tam-
bien por el aire, aunque a distancias muy cortas, de pocos metros. Otra clase

de hechos se han observado tambien en la ciudad de Mexico que parecen demostrar

que los germenes que produce la enfermedad se conservan y propagan en las

atargeas y albaiiales. Ademas del heclio seiialado al principio de que la enferme-
dad es mas comun a la orilla del canal de la Viga, hay este otro hecho de observa-

cion, que al ir descubriendo las atargeas en diversas calles de la ciudad, con el

objeto de hacerla limpia de ellas, lo que se verifica todavia, por desgracia, de una
manera enteramente primitiva e inconveniente a pesar de las advertencias del

consejo de sanidad, se va observando que la neumonia se desarolla en algunas
calles del trayecto, al mismo tiempo que el tifo y .igunas fiebres de forma inter-

mitente.

En otros paises se han observado hechos semejantes. Bauti atribuyo una epide-
mia de pulmonia que hubo en Florencia liace pocos aiios a los efluvios que se des-

prendian de los detritus del Arno, (j^ue se habia desecado y a dond^ van a dar los

desechos de los albaiiales de la ciudad. De la misma manera en Dublin,Grinshau

y More han notado varias veces que la neumonia se desarolla en aquellos indivi-
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duos cuyos alojamientos se hallan invadidos por las emanaciones de I03 albanales.
El aSo 1883 en Paris se desarollo una epideniia de pulmonia en el hospital de la

Salpetriere deSpues de la linipia y reparaciones que se liicieron en los albaiiales.

Pero una de las epidemias que compruebaa nuestro juicio de una manera mas evi-

dente la influencia nociva de los gases de los albanales, es la que tuvo lugar en la

pequena ciudad de East Sheen el aiio 1874. En frente de la ventana de una eseuela

habia una boca de albaiial
; la inunicipalidad mando colocar un obturadoi', dis-

puesto de tal manera que se pudiese ventilar el albaiial del exterior al interior,

pero no al contrario ; algunos dias despues, habiendo aumentado siibita y consi-

derablemente la presion del aire del albanal despues de una fuerte marea, se pro-

dujo una corriente en sentido inverso, saliendo los gases al exterior y proyectandose
hacia la fachada de la eseuela. En la tarde de ese dia los criados del estableci-

miento, que tenian sus cuartos en el frente del edificio, no podian soportar el mal
olor y al dia siguiente uno de ellos fue atacado de pulmonia, despties otros dos, y
por iiltimo dos alumnos ; todos estos enfermos tenian sus habitaciones con ventana
a la calle. Se mando clausurar la eseuela, se tapo la abertura del albanal y ya no
volvio a presentarse ningim caso nuevo. El aiio 1887 recuerdo haber sido llamado

para asistir a unos enfermos en el numero 9 de la calle de Venero en la ciudad de
Mexico ; me encontre con cuatro enfermos graves, tres de neumonia y uno de una
fiebre perniciosa perfectamente caracterizada que subio a 41° C. La iinica caxasa

a la que se pudo referir estas enfermedades fue a la limpia de la atargea de la

calle, la cual no se habia limpiado hacia seis aiios
;
se hallaba azolvada, y al quitar

las tapas que la cubrian, los gases fetidos contenidos alii inundaron la habitacion

de que se trata, produciendo una extraordinaria fetidez y originando desde luego
dolor de cabeza, desvanecimientos y nauseas en todos los habitantes. Casi al

mismo tiempo tuvo lugar la invasion de la enfermedad en los cuatro enfermos de

que se ha hablado. La translacion del de fiebre perniciosa a otro lugar impidi6

que se repitiera otro acceso, y respecto de los otros tres enfermos de i)ulmonia,
sanaron dos y murio el otro, un ninio de ocho meses.

He oido referir a algunos compaiieros de la profesi6n de casos de neumonia y de

tifo que han estallado 11 la vez en una misma habitacion y cuya caiisa no jjodia ser

otra que las emanaciones de los albanales. Tambien he sabido de varios casos de

nifios en el periodo de lactancia (pie han sido invadidos ya de neumonia 6 bien

de tifo, estando sana la persona que los criaba lo mismo que las demas de la casa,

no habiendose puesto en contacto directo ni indirecto con algiin enfermo, y no

pudiendose, por ultimo, encontrar otra causa sino las emanaciones de los alba-

nales. Estos ultimos hechos que acabamos de referir demuestran la naturaleza

infecciosa de la neumonia, asi como los que referimos antes, demuestran su natu-

raleza contagiosa. Pero a los casos de contagio inmediato que se han citado en

gran numero desde hace ya tiempo, se han aiiadido hace poco otros casos de con-

tagio mediate, perfectamente comprobados. La ropa de los enfermos, tanto inte-

riores como de cama, han sido los principales agentes del contagio. Entre varios

otros podre citar los dos siguientes^ referidos por Flint:' Un hombre murio de

neumonia el 9 de mayo de 1883; la hermana de este hombre, que vivia en una
casa distante dos kilometros, presto el dia del fallecimifento algunas sabanas y un
cobertor de lana a su cuiiada

;
un mes despues mando a traer estos objetos, de los

que algunos habian servido para cubrir el ciierpo del difunto. Estas ropas, sin

haber sido lavadas, fueron empleadas para el uso de la cama de un niiio de cinco

arios. El 10 de junio este niiio, que no liabia salido de la habitacion ya hacia tres

semanas, fue atacado de pulmonia. El hijo de un tapicero que llevo a su casa un
sillon perteneciente a una x)«rsona que estaba en la convalescencia de la pulmonia,
fue atacado por la enfermedad tres dias despues. Por tiltiino, una criada cuya

> La pneumonie lobaire aigu6, par le Dr. M, Boulay : Paris, Tome I.
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ama estaba atacada de pulmonla fue a ver a su madre a una ciudad distante y
durmio una noche en la casa. La madre de esta criada fue atacada de pulmonia.

Las habitaciones son tambien un vehlculo frecuente de transmision de la enfer-

medad ; se lia visto, en algunas ocasiones, que cuando ocupa una famiiia una

habitacion en la que ha liabido un enfermo de neumonia, alguno de sus miembros

es invadido poco tiempo despues por la misma enfermedad, y por lo coinrin es la

persona que ocupa la pieza en donde antes habia estado el enfermo de neumonia.

Varios autores han citado liltimamente el heclio de la frecuencia de las pulmonlas
en algunas habitaciones. Schroeder ' ha observado en una sola casa, en que los

inquilinos se habian cambiado muchas ocasiones, 31 casos de neumonia de 18G8 a

1882. Yo he visto en una habitacion de los medicos del hospital de Jesiis, de la

ciudad de Mexico, que han tenido lugar ocho casos de neumonia durante un

periodo de diez aiios.

Esto parece demostrar la resistencia de los agentes que producen la enfermedad,

a los medios ordinarios que originan la destruccion de la mayor parte de los

microbios.

El neumococo, que tiene por vehiculo los esputos de los neumonicos, se ha visto

que puede resistir a una desecacion de estos esputos, verificada hacia cuatro meses.

La resistencia para el frio de este microorganismo tambien es notable, pues no

muere, colocandosele en el hielo durante muchos dias. La luz solar directa que

produce la muerte del bacilo de la tubercolosis en pocos minutos, y la luz difusa

que tiene el mismo efecto despues de algunas horas, no produce el mismo resul-

tado en el nevimococo, sino despues de un tiempo mucho mayor.
No se que se haga uso todavia de las practicas de la desinfeccion en ningun pais

tratandose de la neumonia. Por lo que toca a Mexico no se que hasta ahora se

haya pensado en recurrir a dichos medios, pero el mimero de casos tan considera-

ble de neumonia que se observa todos los aiios y la reflexion acerca de los hechos

que he mencionado y de otros muchos que se pudieran citar, es seguro que han de

obligar muy pronto a las autoridades sanitarias a colocar la neumonia entre las

enfermedades que exigen las providencias dictadas para las otras afecciones

8im6ticas.

THE NEED OF RESEARCH IN PREVENTIVE MEDICINE.

By JAMES M. POSTTE, M. D., of Hinckley, Ala.

During the hours passed in meditation upon a subject for the Pan-American
Medical Congress there was none which came so vividly to mind as the need of

research in preventive medicine. We realize the pressing need of the subject
in hand when we see our country threatened by the various epidemic diseases

which come to our shores from foreign lands. Also the appeals of our people to

the quarantine officials and board of health to stamp out any and all contagious
diseases which rise within our borders. In the perspective of the past we see the

cloTjds of superstition and ignorance gently rolling backward and giving way to

the brilliant sunshine of advancing knowledge. We are nearing the point, and

rapidly, where the old saying, "An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of

exxre," will be fully understood, even by the laity. It is not many years since the

physicians began to inquire more deeply into the etiology of disease, and to the

tireless efforts of the scientific investigator we are indebted for our present knowl-

edge of bacteriology. Beginning with comparatively no knowledge upon the sub-

ject aiid with the simplest possible methods at hand they have evolved the present

> Loc. cit.
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system of research, which is of so much importance to us as physicians and sur-

geons. And when we consider the valuable service rendered by Lister. Virchow,
Billroth, Pasteur, and others, we are led to wonder how they have accomplished
so much. Sanitary science and hygiene play a most important part in the sub-

ject under consideration, and of them it is only necessary to say that a careful

perusal of the latest and best works will bring convincing proof.

After thirty years of patient investigation Jenner was able to give us the valua-

ble knowledge that there was one disease which could be ameliorated, and in many
cases complete immunity obtained therefrom, by the process of vaccination. If

one, why not many? If many, why not the vast majority of diseases with which

we are afflicted V With the single proof our conception carries us on until we are

lost in contemi>lation of its jTossibilities. The identification by Nicolaier of the

bacillus of tetanus or lock-jaw, and the absorption of its ptomaines, the ehacidation

of its preventive treatment by Kitasato, marks a most important point in our

history. He has shown that by the introduction of iodoform ^vithin an hour or

two after the production of a wound it will destroy the baccilli and prevent the

formation of their ptomaines and the resulting absorption. Koch, by the recogni-

tion of the bacillus tuberculosis and the comma bacillus of cholera, or the spirillum,

as we now know it to be, has conferred a lasting benefit upon mankind. As a

result of his research we are taught to destroy all tuberculous sputum and to i)re-

vent the contamination of healthy individuals with those who have either of the

diseases. The chemical discovery of tyrotoxicon and its clinical manifestations

by our honored president of this section. Dr. V. C. Vatighn, with the sources of

contamination ; the discoveries in the etiology of erysipelas, anthrax, and many
skin diseases; the valuable contribvition of Dr. Roswell Park in regard to the

bacillus coli communis, which was read before the American Surgical Association,

June 1, 1893, and which is given to us in the last number of the Annals of Surgery ;

the great impetus given the study of surgical bacteriology by Drs. R. Park, of

Buffalo, Nicholas Senn, of Chicago, and many other noted surgeons of the past and

present ; to those mentioned, and the countless number unnamed, humanity owes

a debt of gi-atitude which it never can repay, and this Pan-American Medical Con-

gress should return to them their sincere love, honor, and veneration.

With this reference to a few of the points which are leading us to the position

of preventive medicine, it is not necessary to enumerate further, for the outcome

is obvious. And there comes a further thought, combined with a desire to see

America represented in the first ranks of medical science, and that is, that this

congress petition our Government to establish on a permanent basis a laboratory

in which to carry on bacteriological research, the investigators to be chosen from

among the leading bacteriologists of the United States, and the position not to

depend on political influence; that the results of the research, combined with

that proven in other lands, be published in book form and distributed to the physi-

cians of all lands who desire them at enough above cost to assist materially in

maintaining the laboratory, our Government to assume control of all examina-

tions to practice medicine in the United States and place us on a level with other

nations. It is only by a careful study of sanitary science, hygiene, and bacteri-

ology, as they develop, that we can hope to arrive at the goal, "positive preve'ht-

ive medicine," where we can say that it is 'Not for ourselves alone" that we are

laboring, but for all mankind.
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SCHOOLS IN RELATION TO THE SPREAD OF DIPHTHERIA.

By PETER H. BRYCE, A. M., M. D., of Toronto, Canada,

Sea-etary of the Provincial Board of Health of Ontario, English Secretai-y of the Section, etc.

It is only the supreme importance of this subject that furnishes me with an

excuse for drawing the attention of the members of this section to that which

mast seem to many, an old song. According to the returns of the registrar-gen-

eral, almost exactly 25 per cent of the total population of England is between

and 10 years of age, in the proportion of 13.5 per cent between to 5 years;

11.8 per cent between 5 to 10 years. Of the total school population in Ontario

children between 5 and 10 years form almost 55 per cent; and I find that

81.6 per cent of the total deaths from diphtheria in Ontario occur within this

period. These statistics further indicate the fact that the school population

between these ages represents, at any rate in Ontario cities, nearly 18 per cent of

the total population, and that the percentage of deaths of diphtheria amounts not

only to more than 30 per cent of the total from this cause, biit that it represents

more than 2.3 per cent of the mortality from all causes in a city like Toronto.

When it is further remembered that over 13 jjer cent of the total population is

younger than 5 years, and that in almost every home whence come children of

school age there are younger members at home^ it will not be difficult for us to

explain how it happens that nearly 90 per cent of the victims of diphtheria occur

in about 25 per cent of the total population. These facts premised, and the state-

ment of Bourges in the most recent book on diphtheria, "II est aujourd'hui sans

conteste que la cause unique de la diplitherie n'est autre que la bacille de Klebs-

Loffler,"' it will be proper for us to examine some of the reasons for the special

incidence of diphtheria among school children, especially of the age referred to,

and why it is that this percentage of deaths to the whole is higher than it should

be, if we remember that the deaths in 100 sick children between and 5 years is

39 per cent, compared with that among those between 5 and 10, viz, 20 per cent,

or much greater than the proportion of actual deaths in the first period, as com-

pared with that in the latter. Among these reasons is the character of the

bacillus. Observers have long noticed the tendency of diphtheria to develop in

those houses in which organic decay was notably jiresent, either as accumulated

filth in cellars or having dark, damp, and ill-ventilated spaces under them, with

decaying wood present. It has by experiment been further demonstrated that the

germs will live a long time in unclean, dark, and ill-ventilated rooms, and on

cloths, clothing, etc.
,
when not exposed to fresh air and siinlight. On the other

hand, it has been shown that in light, clean, and well-ventilated rooms the virus

of diphtheria within a few weeks becomes largely inert or destroyed. The air

likewise from sewers, whether from manholes or by defective plumbing, has, espe-

cially in the latter case, frequently been the cause of outbreaks of the disease. In

all these ways diphtheria outbreaks have been produced ; but the very conditions

under which these outbreaks occur best illustrate how the living air of rooms,
either from a patient or from the clothing of persons exposed in the sick room or

other infected apartment, is daily being shown to be, of all agencies, the one which

plays the most important role in spreading the disease. Ever since the statis-

tics of deaths have been registered with care, as in England during the last fifty

years, the incidence of what are called "communicable diseases," in the months

extending from November to May, has been noticed ;
but it has not been until bac-

teriology has taught that the microbes of these various diseases can grow and

multiply only in warm temperatures that the explanation of how house atmos-

pheres, during the period of the year when ventilation is least and when children

are kept indoors, have become the conditions under which infection has been most
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frequent. This is due not only to the fact of the increased number of germs pres-
ent in house atmospheres, but also to the fact that the conditions most favorable

for producing a congested mucous membrane, thereby making inoculation possible,

prevail especially in cold weather. Such are the immediate conditions favorable

to the propagation and spread of diphtheria, as of other contagious diseases; but,

stated broadly, the special condition is one of density of population. This, in the

study of vital statistics, has formed the subject of extended inquiry by many
vpriters. In the stiidy of English statistics the late Dr. Farr was able to lay down
a formula by which he was able from the known number of persons per acre or

per square mile in any district to calculate the general death rate, which was
found to conform very closely to the number of deaths from the mortality returns.

Thus death rates calcxilated gave 18.90, 19.16, 20.87, 25.02, 28.08, 37.50, 38.74; reg-

istered gave 16.75, 19.16, 21.88, 24.90, 28.08, 32.49, 38.62. These studies were of

course made where sewerage and water supply and other sanitary conditions were

largely the same. The ill effects of increased aggregation of population have

further been found to be much greater in the earlier years of life. Thus, from the

thirty-fifth English annual report, persons to a square mile, 16.6, 379, 4,939, 65,823;

death rate at all ages per 1,000, 16.94, 21.90, 28.02, 38.67 ; death rate under 5 years,

37.80, 47.53, 82.10, 139.52. The last figures in the list refer to the Liverpool district.

In a remarkable paper published in 1888 by Dr. J. B. Rxissell, medical health

ofificer for Glasgow, this law has been illustrated and refined in a most remarka-

ble manner by applying it to the relation between the size of the house and the

general death rate. He compared the twenty-four districts into which Glasgow
is divided and obtained the folloAving results :

Size of house.
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These remarkable statistics, from the standpoint of causation, are further illus-

trated by the exi)eriments of professors of Carnelley and Haldane, published in the

Transactions of the Royal Philosophical Society :

Persons per
house (per
room in last
class)

Space per per-
son

Temperature
(°F.)

Carbonic acid..

Organic matter
Total microor-
ganisms
Bacteria
Molds

One-roomed houses.

Cases.
Low-
est.

104

43
6.3
7.8

High-
est.

10

528

61
;ia.i

38.1

240
120
5

Aver-
age.

6.6

212

55
11.2
15.7

58
1.2

Two-roomed houses.

Cases.
Low-
est.

4

148

50
7.1
5

8

6
0.

High-
est.

10

3V»5

59
13.2
30.2

128
118
10

6.8

249

53.5
9.9
10.1

46
43
2.2

Houses of four rooms and
upward.

Cases.
Low-
est.

391

42
4.5
1.1

.5

.5

High-
est.

Aver-

4,206

03
11.

12

22
16
1

.54.5

7.7
4.5

9
8.5
.4

Per cent of windows open
Number present, including staff.

Space per person
Temperature (°P. )

Carbonic acid
Organic matter
Total microorganisms

Bacteria
Molds

Or above outside air:

Temperature (°F.)
Carbonic acid
Organic matter

Schools.

^Naturally ventilated.

Cases.

35

Low-
est.

27
56
44
7.9
5

3
4.4
0.

High-
est.

191
427
65
37.8
40.3

600
600

4

34
34.3
31.4

Aver-
age.

Mechanically ventilated.

Aver-
age.

22 3
92 64
168 il64
55.6 I 63
18.6
16.2
152
151

1.1

16.8
15.1
7.8

12.3
10.1
16.58
16

,58

24
8.9
11

Low- High-L
est. est. i^asea

20
119
58
7
3.4
0.

0.

0.

22
3.5
0.

170
228
69
19.

19
58
56

26
16.1

,513

Of course it is hardly necessary to remark that the sanitary conditions in cer-

tain tenement houses, even where population is dense, may be much better, and
the mortality in them even be lower than in the small crowded houses in coun-

try places ; but on the whole the broad principles already enumerated are found
to hold good, judged by results. Keeping these facts fully in view we may now
turn to the examination of the spread of zymotic diseases by means of the public
schools in Ontario. From time to time examinations of the public schools of some
of the Canadian cities have been made, notably at times when diphtheria has been

prevalent in them. 1 am not in possession of the statistics relative to the cubic air

space of all Ontario public schools ; but statistics published several years ago gave
the following figures for Hamilton schools, viz :

jPZooj" s/jace.—Minimum legal space: 12.33 square feet, 120 cubic feet. Actual

space from seat space : 10.7 square feet, 107 cubic feet. Floor space from actual

attendance : 12.7 square feet, 127 cubic feet.

These latter facts showed that the influences deciding the number of organisms
were not those of temporary cleanliness, but that the influences at work have a

gradually cumulative effect These influences have been fully investigated by
Emmerich, of Leipzig, who made a large number of analyses of the materials in

the space between the floor of a room and the ceiling of the one below. To use

his own words, he showed " there exists nowhere in nature, not even in the neigh-
borhood of human dwellings, a soil so highly contaminated with nitrogenous

organic substances and their decomposition products as the damping material

S. Ex. 36 125
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under the floor of dwelling rooms." He showed further that the carbonic acid

resulting from organic decomposition iix the air of empty rooms actually increased,

although all other sources of carbonic acid were excluded. He further examined
these materials in a i)rison at Amberg, in which had occurred persistently for

years epidemics of croupous pneumonia which had attacked every seventh person
and killed every twentieth prisoner. He not only found this material full of

organic matter as usual, but also discovered Friedlander's pneumococcus in enor-

mous numbers. The effect of this filth in i)neumonia increases from 8.5 per 1,000

in the better houses t(^ G.6 in the three-roomed and 13.5 in the one and two roomed
hoiises. The laws, which both from statistics and experiment are thus shown to

govern mortality rates, are evidently dependent for their operation upon the fact

that a house atmosphere, even at its best, is different from that of the external

air in (1) its normal constituents, (3) its contained microbes, (3) its gases of

decomposition, whether arising from the waste products of animal life or of dead

organic matter, (4) its relative humidity, (5) its unequal distribution of tempera-

ture, thereby producing especially drafts. In this table the relative purity of

the air in the better class of houses is admirably illustrated. It is of still more
interest for the purposes of our siibject to compare the carbonic acid and number
of bacteria in the rooms with their amounts in the air of public schools. To make
the difference still more evident it must be remembered that schools are occupied
but six hours, while the houses are constantly occupied. Still greater differences

are seen in the two classes of schools, the one being naturally ventilated by means
of fireplaces, open windows, and ventilators in the ceilings, while the others were
ventilated by means of fans over hot pipes. Thus, referring to the tables, it will

be seen that while the number of bacteria in a liter of air in one-roomed houses

averaged 60, that in naturally ventilated schools averaged 152, or two and one-

half times as many, while that in the best ventilated schools was 18, or twice the

number in four-roomed houses and upward. Further investigations were made
into the source of the bacteria, and it was found that the bacteria in the air of a

room were not materially increased by the presence of a large number of persons
in a crowded room during a single lecture ; neither did they come from the outer

air introduced, it being relatively free from germs during these winter experi-

ments. It was therefore concluded that the microbes came from the floor and
other parts of the rooms. This was shown to be the case, and that their numbers

largely depended on the cleanliness of the rooms. The schools were classified

according to their length of time since construction, with the following results :

Opened before 18G6

Opened before 1875-188() .

Opened before 1884-1885 .

Number
of cases.

Micro-
organisms
per liter.

211

I was recently called in to examine the sanitary condition of the public schools

of one of our cities, and found the cubic air space on the average to not exceed 200

cubic feet per pupil, and this in two-story buildings. What this means in the

matter of density of population is seen in the following figures : In a square acre

there are 48,560 square feet. In a square mile there are 27,878,400 square feet. In

a room 10 feet high, and allowing 200 cubic feet space to a pupil, the floor space for

each pupil is 20 square feet. In the most densely jiopulated Liveriiool district,

already referred to as having a death rate per 1,000 of 88.67, and of children under

five years of 189.53, the population per square mile was 65,828, or that of these

schoolrooms is twenty-one times as great. But it is practically double this in

buildings of two stories, for without special ventilation the air of the two floors
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is common to all the children. Without, however, pursuing this calculation any
further, it becomes abundantly plain that in the limited amount of air of a school-

room we have present a condition wholly opposed to the process of infinite dilu-

tion which is constantly going on in the outer atmosphere, and that any deleterious

materials present in the air of schoolrooms has an opportunity for producing most

certainly their evil effects. We have first of all, in naturally ventilated and
crowded schools, a great increase of carbonic acid, amounting, even in rooms with

an air space of 800 cubic feet, to 15 parts in 10,000, with a proportionate increase

of organic matter. Extended most recent experiments by Merkel in Germany and

by Haldane in England, referring to the effect i^roduced by such air, force the con-

clusion that they are on the one hand due directly to the poisonous effects of an
excess of carbonic acid and on the other to the absence of the normal amount of

nascent oxygen necessary for oxidization of the blood. That these poisonous
effects by directly depressing the system leave it an easier prey to specific bacterial

poisons may naturally be inferred
;
but we now are in possession of experiments

on animals which give direct proof of the fact. Roger has shown that the rabbit,

which is natvirally immune to symptomatic anthrax, quickly succiimbs to the dis-

ease if at the same time there is injected a sterilized culture of bacillus prodigiosus.

Chantmesse and Widal have found that a laboratory culture of the typhoid bacil-

lus, which had lost all its virulence and was entirely without effect upon guinea-

pigs, proved to be extremely fatal when the vital tone of the animal was lowered

by a previous injection of a culture of proteus vulgaris. The virulence thus

acquired became exceedingly intensified by further passage through animals. It

has been shown, also, that physical conditions affect the power of resistance in

animals. White rats, which are naturally immiTne to anthrax, easily contracted

the disease when previously exhausted by being compelled to turn a revolving
wheel. Sheei), which are naturally immune to anthrax, contract it when they
have been artificially chilled. Anaesthetics have been found to act in a similar

way. Platania produced anthrax in naturally immune animals (dogs, frogs, and

pigeons) by inoculating them when under the influence of curare, chloral, or

alcohol. In the altered relative humidity of the air of rooms in winter we have,

however, what I believe to be a potent factor in the inoculation of children with

the germs of diphtheria and other diseases of the res^jiratory mucous membrane.

Everyone is familiar with the disagreeable sensations exiierienced in rooms heated

by hot-air furnaces where no means is provided for the supply of moisture. I am
not aware of any extended experiments on the subject, but the following is suf-

ficient for purposes of ilhistration :

In a paper on the ventilation of schools, by Dr. J. J. Cassidy, presented several

years ago to the Ontario Health Officers' Association, I find the following condition

given of one of the best constructed, ventilated, and heated schools in Toronto :

January 26, 1887, 3:45 p. m.: Examination of the ventilation of Brock avenue
school. Upper room (girls), cubic measurement, 10,786 feet; persons usually
present, 59 ; cubic space per head^ 183 feet ; temperature, 67°; hygrometer, D. B.

67", W. B. 53A°; R. H. 4H anemometer ; size of inlet, 4 square feet ;
air entering per

minute, 266 linear feet ; air entering per hour, 16.560 linear feet ; cubic feet of air

entering per hoiir, 66,240 ; niimber of changes per hour, 6,1 ; door closed and found
windows closed

; test of air by the senses, not close.

• The mere amount of relative dryness in a schoolroom occupied by children is,

however, no index of the evil influences of the air on the mucous membrane, since

the exhaled moisture produced in a room filled with little children notably increases

that of the room, but only by a process of drying out of the mucous membrane
similar to that by which the evaporating pan is emptied of its water ;

the dry air,

constantly inhaled, passes over the mucous membrane and abstracts an amount of

vapor equivalent to about one-fiftieth of its volume, the air always being saturated

when exhaled from the lungs. If 500 cubic feet of air be taken as the average
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amount exjnred by a person in 24 hours, it is apparent that 10 cubic feet of an

atmosphere consisting wholly of a<j[ueou8 vai)or is exhaled. It can readily be

understTKxl, therefore, how, in a schoolroom with ryi) pupils, having an average air

space iK;r capita of 200 cubic feet, an enormous evaporation is constantly going on

from mucous surfaces, when with this a<ldition the air of the room, as in the exam-

ination given, has less than 50 i)er cent of saturation. It is manifest that if the

normal air of the r<xjm has an average humidity of 75 per cent, or is three-fourths

of saturation, it will extract very much less moisture than if at only 25 jjer cent of

saturation. We have, however, to look tf> the contamination of the air with the

specific virus of disease if we desire to explain the real and immediate cause of

the 8i)read of dii>htheria and similar diseases by means of schools. I have already
referred to the relative x)urity of external air as compared with that of house atmos-

pheres. This may be illustrated by a comparison of the results obtained by Percy

Frankland, F. c. s.
,
in a suburb of London. Taking several days' average, he

found 9,800 microorganisms i)er cubic meter of air which were mostly molds.

From the experiments on the air of houses and schools already given I take the

figure of the numl>er of microorganisms in the air of a school of average cleanli-

ness, naturally v(mtilated, and find it to l>e 124,000, and m the cleanest of mechan-

ically ventilated schools, taken from 22 in all thus ventilated, there were 3,000

microbes i>er cubic meter. Where there are no such enormous number of microbes

in school air as comi)ared with outside air, the relative dangers would be proiwr-

tionately great in the case of the s(;hool, from the fact that the same air is breathed

again and again, if not by the same i)erson, then by others, the ratio of change,

even with good ventilation, as comjjared with the slightest breeze, being as 1 to

2,500.

But I need not multiply by illustration the dangers to which I have referred .

Only one word need be said with regard to the conclusions to be drawn from them,

which may l)e summed up as follows: ( I ) Diphtheria in houses is an intensely infec-

tious disease. (2) It is a disease capable of a very mild character in some cases, while

still retaining for several weeks in such X'atients the ability to transmit the infec-

tion and produce cases of extreme malignity. (3) It is a disease si)ecially influenced,

as r<5gards its infectiousness, by the character and thoroughness of local treatment,

and })y the fr(!(inency with which the air of a sick room is changed. How this

latter is trncs is shown by the effects on the nuinber of microbes in mechanically

v(!ntilat<;d schools. (4) It is a disease peculiarly liable to attack with malignity

children under 10 years of age, but causes relatively fewer deaths than scarlatina

among childnm under ii years. (5) It is a disease the germs of which have, when
liidden away in dainp, dark spaces, where dead organic matter is i)resent, a capac-

ity for i)rolonged resistance to destructive influences. (0) It is a disease whose

germs are w<!Hken(}d in their virulence by free exposure to sunlight, moisture, and

free air, and these may Ixi completely destroyed within a few days. (7) It is a

disease which does not i)roduce epidemics through the medium of public; water sup-

l)li<;s. (8) It is a dis(!ase which may be introduced into houses from defective

sewers and bad i)lumbing; Imt epidemics in a series of houses <m a street, or in a

town or city, are never i)roduced except by direct communication and direct infec-

tion; and this method of propagation has fresh scojx! and produces its most potent

influfjnces through the medium of public schools, and by persons and children vis-

iting infect(!d hous(!S, and by ixjrsons from infected houses visiting in healthy'

homes. (D) It is a disease pecnliarily fn^iuent and fatal in the latitudes lying

between the (Jhio River and the nortlutrn limits of s(!ttl(im(!nt in Canada. (10) It

has no special habitat except that it is peculifirly a house disease, and finds its gn^at-

est opi)()rtunities for s])reading in dainp and cold climates, wIkto the temperature

makes i)eople close their houses to natural ventilation, and where artificial heating

is specially resorted to.
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MEDIDAS QUE DEBEN TOMARSE PARA IMPEDIR EL DESARROLLO
DE LAS ENFERMEDADES TRANSMISIBLES EN LAS CIUDADES.

Por el Dr. J. E. MONJARAS,

Inspector General de Salubridad Publica en el Estado de San Luin Potest.

El aislamiento, la desinfeccion, el saneamiento y la energia de la policia sani-

taria, son los mejores medios para iinpedir la propagacion de las enferinedades

infecciosas en las ciudades.

La primera providencia que las atitoridades deben tomar para mejorar el estado

de insalnbridad de una ciudad, es el aislamiento de las enfermedades infecciosas.

El aislamiento puede ser individual, el que se dirige sobre el individuo solo colo-

cado entre su familia
;
6 bien es colectivo, reuniendo en un mismo local, hospital

de aislamiento, a los enfermos atacados de la misma enfermedad contagiosa.
El aislamiento en la familia se obtiene colocando al enfermo en la i^ieza mas am-

plia de la casa, mejor ventilada, y alumbrada por el sol
;
dedicando al enfermo el

numero de personas extrictamente necesario para su asistencia, escogiendolas, si

fuere posible, entre las que hayan tenido un ataque anterior de la misma enfer-

medad; prohibiendo el contacto mediate 6 immediato de las demas personas

que no esten comprendidas en estas indicaciones
;
dedicando para la asistencia del

enfermo los objetos necesarios para su servicio, que solo entren en contacto con
el y con las personas que le sirvan

;
desinfectando en tin en la pieza misma del

enfermo 6 en otra contigua dedicada tambien a su servicio, todo lo que tenga que
salir 6 ser sacado fuera de estas piezas, tanto las personas conio los objetos. La ropa

que ha servido al enfermo y en general todo lo que sea susceptible de lavarse sera

empapado en una solucion al 1 por mil de bicloruro de mercurio, hervido durante

media hora y en seguida enjabonado con 20 gramos de jabon de potasa por 10 litres

de agua.
Para cumplir con todas estas medidas basta la autoridad del medico asistente y

la buena voluntad de la familia. .

Despues de haber obtenido el aislamiento individual, las autoridades deben pre-

ocuparse del colectivo reservado a aquellos desgraciados que en sus casas no tienen

ciertas condiciones higienicas para efectuar el individual. El colectivo esta enco-

mendado a las autoridades y por el debe comenzar la activa intervencion que la

autoridad debe tomar para sofocar cualquier epidemia y prevenir en lo future el

desarrollo de otras.

Demostrado esta hasta la evidencia : 1'', que el aislamiento colectivo no aumenta
la inortalidad entre los aislades, y 2*^, que empleando ciertas precauciones de desin-

feccion, las celectividades de enfermos infecciosos en hospitales de contagiosos, no
crian feces de infeccion nocivos a los vecinos come se pudiera supener.
Demostrado lo esta igualmente hasta la evidencia, tanto por la experiencia come

per la estadistica, que los enfermos infecciosos atendidos en casas reducidas sin

buenas condiciones higienicas en medio de sus familias, en la necesidad de llevar

vida comiin con elles, constituyen muy actives feces de infeccion que propagan
rapidamente una enfermedad epidemica. Se impone pues desde luego la necesidad

de destinar un local con condiciones a proposito para aislar a todo individuo que
atacado por una enfermedad trasmisible, no pueda aislarse cenvenientemente ni

de su familia ni de los vecinos, empleando, si es necesario, lafuerza dela autoridad

para verificar su aislamiento, y haciendolo con las precauciones que para el case

se indican.

Una vez esttidiada la cuestion del aislamiento individual, debemos resolver la

mejor manera de practicar el colectivo, por pertenecer exclusivamente a las auto-

ridades, pues el primere aunque pertenece tambien a ellas, solo los seiieres me-
dicos pueden hacer que se realicen, empleando en cada familia todes los medios
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imaginables para persxiadirlas de los beneficios que resultan de su practica, a, la

higiene privada y aun a, la higiene piiblica, y esto es tan cierto, que en caso de

resistencia podria ponerlo en conocimiento de las autoridades y aiiu recurrir al

apoyo de la fuerza publica.
Las autoridades deben dedicarse pues a resolver esta cuesti6n : ^Como se debe

proceder al aislamiento colectivo ? (1") ;,
Es precise crear un hospital dedicado

exclusivamentea abrigar a los enferinos infecciosos? (2") i Es precise destinar en

un hospital general pabellones especiales ? (3°) ^Donde se pueden colocar estos

hospitales especiales ?

Dujardin Beaumetz, dice a este respecto :

En la larga y notable discusion hecha ppr Jauvel y Vallln en el Congreso Inter-
nacional de Higiene de 1878, encontramos las conclusiones siguientes queresponden
absolutamente a las diversas cuestiones que se acaban de i)roponer : (

1 ) El aisla-

miento que mas se acerca a la perfeccion, es el obtenido por medio de im hospital
dedicado a una sola enfermedad 6 a varias enfermedades infecciosas, perotratadas
en pabellones separados. Es tambien el mas costoso y el mas dificil da organizar.
(2) Un pabellon distinto y perfectamente aislado de un hospital general, da una
seguridad menor, pero aun suficiente. (3) La instalacion es notablemente mas
facil : Conservicios especiales sin comunicacion con el resto de los edificios en medio
de los cuales estan colocados. (4) En cuanto al aislamiento en salas reservadas

simplemente, contiguaa ii los servicios generales, es mejor sin duda que la promis-
cuidad, pero es de ordinario ilusorio y da iina seguridad engaiiosa.
Sera preciso pues, en cuanto sea posible, crear hospitales para las princii)ales

enfermedades infecciosas ; a estas conclusiones llega Chantemps en su memoria
presentada al Consejo municipal relative a hospitales de aislamiento.

Queda per tratar un ultimo punto practice, relative al aislamiento de los

enfermos contagiosos, y es la manera de trasportarlos de sus casas al hospital.

No basta destinar jiara los enfermos contagiosos un hospital de aislamiento, es

precise aun trasportar estos enfermos ii los hospitales e impedir que por su tras-

porte el enfermo se convierta en un agente active para la prepagacion de la enfer-

medad infecciosa que padece.
Para ebviar tede inconveniente es preciso crear un servicio de trasporte para los

enfermos que se hara en ceches especiales destinades exclusivamente a este objeto;

dos son stificientes.

Estos coches deben ser de^infectados despues de cada viaje y estar siempre a la

disposicion de cualquiera persona atacada de enfermedad infecciosa 6 contagiosa.

Cualquier coche puede servir para el objeto ; pero los modelos que se han adop-
tado per Jancenus en Bruselas, y de los cuales acempaiio una fetografia, satisfacen

perfectamente las exigencias higienicas y economicas que demanda este servicio.

DESINFECCION.

Una enfermedad infecciosa puede propagarse : (1), por el enfermo mismo y sus

deyecciones ; (2) , per los cadaveres ; (3) , par los alimentes y ebjetos que han ser-

vide .ll enfermo; (4), por las personas en contacto con el ; (5), per la pieza y casa

del enfermo.

Para la desinfeccion se deben tener en cuenta todas esas consideraciones y las

inedidas deben referirse a, 1", cuidados minuciosos de limpieza en el enfermo, en

su pieza y en los ebjetos que se encuentren en contacto con el ; 2", frecuente

renovainiento del aire de la pieza ; 3", la destruccion de les germenes infecciosos.

Los cuidados de limpieza consisten en lavar varias veces en el dia al enfermo,
cambiarle de repa cada vez 6 lo mas frecuentemente posible. Limpiar las piezas

con jergasmejadas en seluciones antisepticas al 5 por ciente de sulfate de cobre

per ejemplo, teniendo cuidado de liervii'las en seguida en agua diirante media hora.

La destruccion de les germenes constituye la desinfeccion prepiamente dicha en

un enfermo, esta puede ser externa 6 interna.
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Desinfeccion externa del enfenno. Siempre que el estado del enfermo lo permita,
se deben ministrar banos generales 6 abluciones con esponja, empleando la solu-

cion de 1 por mil de bicloruro de mercurio 6 la de 2 por ciento de acido fenico,

etc. Los cabellos deben sei cortados asi como las barbas y el bigote, teniendo cui-

dado de mandarlos quemar. Ningiin enfermo curado debera volver a la vida

comun antes de haber tomado a lo menos tres banos jabonosos.

DESINFECCION INTERNA.

Cualesquiera que sean las ideas que dominen con respecto a la naturaleza de las

enfermedades infecciosas, todos estan de acuerdo en que es preciso evitar las indi-

gestiones y fermentaciones del tubo digestivo que predisponen y favorecen pode-
rosamente el desarrollo de lodas las enfermedades trasmisibles.

Desde qtie por los trabajos de Pasteiir, de Chamean, Toussaint, se sabe a que
punto las diferencias de medio de cultiiras modifican la actividad y vitalidad de

los microbios patogenos, se esta autqrizado a buscar que sustancias producen la

antisepsia del tubo intestinal sin perjudicar a la economia.

La boca es la puerta de entrada y el foco de cultura de casi todos los germenes
que existen en el aire. Es dificil que estos germenes penetren directamente en las

ramificaciones bronquicas ; se les encuentra sin embargo, pero casi todos son dete-

nidos por la estrecba abertura de la laringe y aim antes de la laringe por las mucosi-

dades que tapizan las fosasnasales, la boca, las amigdalas y la faringe.
Gran mimero de estos germenes son tragados con la saliva y destruidos por el

jugo gastrico cuando esta normal ; algunas veces sin embargo, la infeccion de la

economia tiene lugar por las vias digestivas ; pero frecuentemente encuentran en

la boca misma, sobre todo cuando esta mal cuidada, a la vez un medio de cultura

y una estufa de incubacion. En ella se desarrollan entonces esperando que haya
una puerta de entrada directa 6 una disminucion de resistencia local 6 general,

para invadir el organo mtis facil y propagarse por toda la economia.
.'- Basta recordar que Roux y Yercin en sus bellos estudios sobre la difteria, ban
examinado las mucosidades bucales de 45 enfermos de un hospital y atacados de

de otro mal que la difteria ; en quince 6 viente ban encontrado la forma atenuada
del microbio difterico que piiede tomar de nuevo su virulencia en condiciones mas
favorables. Anuque en este hospital, los diftericos estan aislados en un pabellon

especial, se comprende que algunos germenes se encuentran en el aire. Los mis-

mos autores ban examinado la boca de sesenta niiios de la Normandia en la playa
del mar, en una localidad donde hacia largo tiempo no habia habido difteria, y
veinteicinco presentaban en la boca el bacilo seudo-difterico.
- El papel de estas infecciones secundarias de origen bucal en el curso de enfer-

medades ya graves por si mismas (fiebre tifoidea, tifo-pneumonia, pleuresia aguda)
es ciertamente considerable y la cuestion merece ciertas investigaciones. Ya que
esta infeccion sea secundaria 6 i)rimitiva, la indicacion profilatica es la misma; es

preciso practicar la antisepsia de las fosas nasales, de la boca y del fondo de la

gai'ganta en sus pliegues por medio de lavados repetidos y prolongados, asl como
en los dientes por el cepillo.

r
- Estos lavados pueden ser hechos con el agua adicionada de tinturas aromaticas

donde predominen las esencias de canela, limon, badiana, etc.,- de los cnales Cham-
berland, Codeas y Meunier. demostraron hace poco tiempo las propiedades anti-

septicas. Seria preciso aiiadir en ellas naftol, salol 6 acido fenico que no son

sustancias t6xicas ni capaces de alterar el esmalte de los dientes, y si pueden con-

tribuir a la destruccion de los germenes.
La siguiente formula que ha recomendado Dujardin-Beaumetz, me ha dado

muy buen resultado: Agua destilada, 1,000 gramos ; acido borico, 12.50 gramos;
timol, 0.25 gramo; acido fenico, 1 gramo; tintura de menta, XX.
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Para las narices nada es superior a la solucion de acido borico al tres por ciento,

aspirado de manera (iiie penetre hasta la faringe nasal.

Es evidente que para hacer eficaces tales lavados en la forma de gargarismos,
deben ser repetidos varias veces por dia de preferencia con llquidos calientes y
ser bastante prolongados, para que el contacto con los ptintos sospecliosos dure

cinco minutos 6 mas. Si estos cuidados no pueden ser tenidos todos los dias

rigurosamente por las i^ersonas sanas, particularmente al despertarse y al acos-

tarse, lo que es muy facil, a lo menos imponganse il los primeros sintonias de cual-

quiora enfermedad febril 6 cuando haya catarro.

En cuanto a la desinfeccion intestinal, se puede obtener empleando diariamente

de 25 a 50 centlgramos de salol, sustancia que no perjudica al organismo aunque
se use por largo tiempo.
Todas las secreciones de los enfermos deberan recibirse en una vasija (bacinilla

6 escupidera) llena hasta el cuarto de su capacidad con una solucion de sulfato de

cobre al 5 y 1 por ciento de acido clorhldrico ; en seguida se les vertera en las

letrinas.

Tamtien es necesario desodorizar y desinfectar estas evacuaciones que son una
causa de contaminacion del aire, del agua, y en general de todo lo que tocan; asi

es indispensable neutralizarlas antes de arrojarias a los inodoros 6 a los albaiiales,

donde sus germenes podrian gerniinar. Si es verdad como lo ha dicho Biidd que
una sola evacuacion tifoidea puede afectar la red de albanales de una gran cuidad.

I No es necesario destruir los germenes patogenos que ellas contienen antes de

arrojarlos a los inodoros 6 a ! s albaiiales de la calle?

La desodorizaciou y desinfeccion de las evacuaciones es algunas veces muy
diflcil sobre todo en ciertas enfermedades donde su putrefacci6n alcanza en el

intestine un grado exti*aordinario; basta citar como ejemplo la fiebre tifoidea, la

disenteria cronica, etc.

La desodorizacion mas activa es la qiie produce el cloruro de zinc a la dosis de

cinco partes por mil; hace desaparecer inmediatamente el olor; es al mismo

tiempo a esa dosis un verdadero desinfectante; pero su manejo es algunas veces

delicado, por eso aconsejamos de preferencia la solucion de sulfato de cobre que
indicamos y que produce el mismo efecto.

DESINFECCION DE LOS VESTIDOS, DE LA ROPA Y DEMAS OBJETOS EN CONTACTO
CON LOS ENFERMOS INFECCIOSOS.

De nada sirve aislar los enfermcs sospechosos, purificar loslugares que habiten,

impedir que el aire contaminado se esparsa al exterior, si no se disinfecta minu-

ciosamente la ropa y los vestidos que ha ensu'?iado. Todo el mundo conoce la

frecuencia de los casos de viruela, de escarlatina, de difteria, de fiebre tifoidea, de

tifo, de colera, observados en las personas que lavan la ropa sucia que proviene de

los hospitales donde reinan estas enfermedades.

En muchos hospitales ingleses se destruyen por el fuego los vestidos y ropa
llevados al hospital por un enfermo atacado de una enfermedad transmisible.

En Londres se ha propuesto cerrar momentaneamente, mediante indemnizacion,
los talleres de ropa 6 despedir a las costureras atacadas de enfermedades conta-

giosas 6 asistiendo en su domicilio un caso de este genero. En el Congreso de

higiene de Paris en 1878, el Dr. Smith seiialaba un caso de fiebre tifoidea, trans-

mitida a un nirio de ilustre nacimiento, por un vestido de baile que el olwero habia

cocido y ajustado en la pieza, y casi sobre el lecho donde dormia lano de sus niiios

atacado de esa enfermedad.

Dos medios nos parecen tener una superioridad incontestable para la desinfec-

cion : el calor y las fumigaciones de acido sulfuroso ; el cloruro de cal, el cloruro

de zinc, las fumigaciones de cloro, de cinabrio, etc.
, quedan en un lugar inferior.
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Estudiaremos en seguida cada uno de estos medios de desinfeccion bajo el punto
de vista de sus aplicaciones y de sii modo de empleo.
Insistiremos aqui sobre la diferencia de accion del calor, segtin que es seco 6

humedo.
He aqui los resultados que los experimentadores han obtenido, segun que hayan

empleado el calor seco 6 hiiniedo : (1) Las bacterias desprovistas de esporos no

pueden soportar durante una hora y media la exposicion a un aire caliente de 100^

centigrados. (2) Los esporos de la podredunibre no son matados sino por la

exposicion durante una hora y media al aire calentado a 110° 6 115° centigrados.

(3) Los esporos de bacilus no son destruidos sino por la permanencia de tres

horas en una atmosfera de 140° centigrados. (4) El calor humedo bajo i)resi6n

destruye a 115° centigrados las bacterias y esporos mas resistentes.

Haciendo aplicaciones en la practica de estos datos, se hace preciso la resolucion

de las dos cuestiones siguientes :

(1) ^ Que temperatura pueden soportar impunemente las materias de los ves-

tidos y los tejidos?

(2) iCuales son los aparatos que permiten hacer la desinfeccion por el calor?

ACCION DEL CALOR SOBRE LOS TEJIDOS.

De una manera general los tejidos de lana se alteran mas rapidamente que los

de algodon. Es casi iinposible conserA'ar a los tejidos de lana la blancura que
tenian cuando nuevos ; pero una exposicion durante dos horas a 110° no les da un
tinte mas amarillo que el que adquieren despues del primer lavado por el agua
caliente.

Esto es tan cierto que sometiendo a. 110° durante tres horas una pieza de franela

que ha sido ya lavada con precaiicion, es imposible encontrar una diferencia de

tinte con una pieza identica que no ha sido sometida a este temperatura. Sin

embargo, partiendo de 115° y sobre todo de 120°, la diferencia se hace sensible

cuando la temperatura ha sido mantenida a lo menos dos horas.

Es pues solamente a temperatura de cerca de 150° que los tejidos de lana comien-

zan a perder su resistencia.

ACCION DEL CALOR HUMEDO.

La inmersion en el agua hirviendo y el mantenimiento de la ebullicion durante

una hora, es un medio eficaz y de facil aplicacion del calor a la desinfeccion. Este

medio excelente y de uso diario para la ropa blanca y de cama, cesa de ser aplicado

para los vestidos de paiio y de algodon; la lana seca muy lentamente, muchos
vestidos serian deformados y deteriorados por el agua caliente; la ebullicion en el

agua quita toda su elasticidad a la lana y a la cerda ; en fin, algunos objetos, como

pieles, no pueden ser sumergidas en el agua.
Es pues indispensable reciirrir a ai^aratos, estufas de desinfeccion, en los cuales

se emplea el vapor de agua con presion a 115° centigrados, que no altera los tejidos

y produce una destruccion segura, eficaz, y rapida (media hora es suficiente) de

los germenes mas resistentes. El mejor modelo es el que acompaiia esta memoria,
marcado con el ntimero 2; puede desinfectar grandes cantidades de objetos en muy
poco tiempo.

Hay otro modelo movil que puede ser empleado de casa en casa 6 trasportarse a

otros lugares donde se desarrolla una epidemia.
Mas como no siempre es posible tener esta clase de aparatos por el precio subido

de ellos, aunque constituyen una verdadera economia tanto ijor lo barato que sale

la desinfeccion, cuanto por el poco tiempo empleado, se puede recurrir al empleo
del acido sulfuroso.
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ACCION DEL ACIDO SULFUROSO SOBRE LOS TEJIDOS.

La combustion de treinta gramos de azufre en flor, diez de clorato de potasa y
un poco de alcohol por cada metro cubico, bastan para destruir los germenes mas
sospechosos. Lo mismo que hicimos con el estudio del calor, debemos hacerlo con
el de este gas. Debemos buscar aqui i Cual es la accion del acido sulfuroso pro-
ducido por la combustion del azufre, en los tejidos y las partes accesorias de los

vestidos, asi como los objetos metalicos y otros ?

Tenemos en este punto una grande experiencia, pues algunos miles de desinfec-

ciones hemos practicadoypodemosdecir de una manera segura que en dosis de 30

gramos el azufre quemado por metro cubico no produce las mas veces ningun cam-
bio en la consistencia de lostegidos de lana y de algodon, ya esten 6 no mojados.
No es dudoso que empleando mayores dosis, se llegara a destruir la solidez de los

tegidos.

Con respecto a la coloracion es un poco diferente : casi todos los colores claros

son desteiiidos, asi es que muy pocos quedan fijos despues de la accion del acido

sulfuroso.

A los metales los hace tomar un color mas subido que desaparece frotandolos.

LA DESINFECCION DE LAS HABITACIONES COLECTIVAS Y PRIVADAS DEBE PRAC
TICARSE INMEDIATAMENTE QUE LA ENFERMBDAD HAYA TERMINADO.'

Tenemos como ejemplo un cuartel, una pieza, un dormitorio de colegio ; hay
que desinfectar los muros, los techos ylos suelos

; los mejores procedimientos son

los que hacen uso de la lechada de cal recientemente preparada, 6 la solucion del

bicloruro de mercurio al y/oc7 adicionando acido clorhidrico al
yj^;, ; para ello se

debe emplear cepillos que permitan poner en intimo contacto las paredes con el

llquido, las bombas de Qeneste y Herscher dan un resultado segaro en teoria, pero
en la practica casi siempre el resultado es dudoso.

La pintura con la cal, muy en boga en otro tiempo como medio de purificacion
de las paredes, cayo en descredito por largo tiempo.
Los higienistas, hace poco todavia, la consideraban como un medio bastante

grosero de blanquear las paredes ; pensabanque no destruiria los germenes nocivos

depositados sobre las paredes de los locales habitados
; jnzgaban indispensable, en

las casas donde por economia se conservara la pintura hacerla preceder de una

pulverizacion con una solucion de sublimado al milesimo.

En fin, desde hace largo tiempo, las capasantiguasde pinttiras eran consideradas

como un receptficulo, casi como un foco de germenes antiguos, y la mayor jjarte

de las administraciones civiles y militares han prescrito en sus reglamentos, ras-

par precisamente las capas antiguas de i>intura.

Las recientes investigaciones de Richard y Chamtemesse, las de Libornis, Pfuhl,
de Giasa, confirmando las observaciones ya viejas de Pettenkofer sobre la accion

desinfectante y microbicida del agua de cal, han venido a modificar mas adelante

aquellas opiniones.

La pintura con lechada de cal ha dado los resultados mas satisfactorios para la

esterilizacion, no solamente de los polvos superficiales, sino tambien de las capas
de pintura subyacentes penetrados por el liquido empleado.
La lechada de cal se prepara con 2 kilogramos de cal recientemente apagada. bien

mezclada 6 deshecha en diez litros de agua decantada solamente un cuarto de hora

despues, ctiando todas las particulas gruesas se quedan depositadas en el fondo

del vaso, de tal manera. que la lechada de cal obtenida no contiene en suspension
sino x>articiilas extremadamente finas.

' Proscribimos el xiso del cloro jwr ser su manejo muy dificil y por que altera m48 que otras

subtancias los tcKidos y colores de los objetos.
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Esta lechada de cal se manifiesta siempre esteril atinque el agua empleada no lo

haya sido absolutamente y la pared en que se lia experimentado contenga un
nuinero de germenes muj' considerable ; siempre se lia encontrado esterilizada al

cabo de 24 lioras.

La ablticion per solnciones de snblirnado desde el 1 per mil hasta el 1 por cietito,

adicionados de 1 por eiento de acido clorhidrico, ha permitido comprobar a Mr.

Lapanet de una manera bien clara, los resultados obtenidos por MM. Gnttman y
Merke y M. Bardoni Uffreduzzi, a saber qiie las soliicions al 1 y 2 por mil son del

todo ineficaces ; que las del 3 y 4 por mil no dan sino una esterilizacion relativa

poco segura, y que se necesita una proporcion del 5 por mil para destruir de una
manera cierta los germenes contenidos en la pared.

Despues de varios ensayos nos proponemos emplear el siguiente modo de preparar

pintura : Agua simple fria, 5 litros ; cal recientemente apagada, 1 kilogramo. Se

disuelve esta niezcla, se agita, despues se deja reposar un cuarto de hora. Todas

las partes pesadas como la arena que recubre la porcion de cal apagada, las piedras

calcareas contenidas en esta se depositan. Es inutil aiiadir creta, la cal es bas-

tante. Se decanta entonces, vaciandose en un cubo el liquido que sobrenada. En
cuanto.a las capas antiguas de pintura no contienen sino una cantidad insignifi-

cante de germenes inofensivos en las condiciones ordinarias.

Los germenes contenidos en los polvos adherentes a la superficie, son destruidos

por la aplicacion de una nueva pintura con lechada de cal bien preparada.
La operacion costosa e insuficiente del raspado de la pintura vieja, es pues

inutil.

El modo actual de preparacion de la pintura es irracional. Ligeras modifica-

ciones hacen su empleo mas eficaz, bajo el punto de vista de la disinfeccion mas

simple y menos costosa.

Para la desinfeccion de los inodoros hay que tener en cuenta las tres formas 6

sistemas queen las ciudades se emplean. (1) Inodoro en comunicacion con los

albanales. (2) Inodoro de fosa movil. (3) Inodoro de fosa fija.

Para los primeros, se debera emplear el agua abundantemente y una solucion

de 5 por ciento de sulfato de cobre y 2 por ciento de acido clorhidrico.

Con los segundos y los tefceros se practicara lo mismo, pero con menos agua y
mas sustancias desinfectantes por ser reducidas las fosas que los forman.

SANEAMIENTO.

La primera necesidad que hay que llenar al ocuparse del saneamiento de las

ciudades es la de proveerse de agua potable ; notoria es la escasez de este'precioso

liquido en muchas ciudades, y sin embargo, aun en estas circunstancias, una
intervencion rapida y eficaz podrla aumentar su cantidad.

Las autoridades se deben preociipar mucho de la instalacion de pozos artesianos

que debido a los progresos de la ciencia y de las artes se Uevan ahora a cabo en

poco tiempo. Dicho sea esto sin perjuicio de la construccion de presas u obras

especiales a cada localidad, pero (^ue aseguren 150 a 200 litros por persona cuando
menos.

Es preciso entubar el agua desde su origen para evitar todo contacto prolongado
del agiia con el aire, pues si bien es ciertoqueesteelementonocontieneenlas capas

siiperiores gran cantidad de germenes zaprofitos 6 patogenos, lo es tambien, que
existen en las inferiores, sobre todo despues del barrido de las calles, y que ellos con-

taminan de una manera energica el agua de las fuentes 6 de los tubos que estan a
s\i alcance. Evitar tambien y a todo precio, que las materias de los albaiiales ensu-

cien estas aguas, sea accidentalmente, sea de una manera constante como sucede

en las ciudades que hacen uso de agua de rio 6 lago i)ara alimentacion. y que a la

rez dirigen a estos lugares los albanales. El agua potable cuando sea sospechosa
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debera inmediatamente esterilizarse mezclandole 40 centigramos por litro de la

siguiente formula para las que no tengan 6 tengan pocas sales calcareas : Polvo
de cal viva, 9 partes ; polvo de carbonato de sosa, 5 partes : polvo de alumbre, 1

parte : polvo de sulfato de fierro, 1 parte. Mezclese bien y guardese del contacto

del aire.

Para las aguas que contengan sales calcareas, se empleara la misma formula y
la misma dosis sin el sulfato de fierro.

En sequida viene la necesidad de resolver higienicamente el alejamiento de las

inmtindicias
; para estoel agua hace tambien mucha falta, principalmente paralos

inodoros que estan en relacion con los albanales y que forman el sistema de Tout
a I'Egoiit.

Para los que tienen el sistema de fosa movil, so proveera la autoridad de uno 6

mas carros que a cierta hora recojan las inmundicias de los inodoros, y los tras-

porten al local conveniente.

Lo mismo se hara con los que tienen el sistema de fosa fija, procurando substi-

tuir estos con aquellos.

\
Los canos piiblicos deben ser desinfectados 6n tiempo de epidemia mediante

grandes cantidades de sulfato de cobre (5 kilogramos por metro ciibico de materia

por disinfectar vertidos en soluciones al 5 por ciento, por la boca superior, y
mediante fumigaciones de azufre hechas por su boca inferior) .

Para la limpia de las calles, se debera emplear el mimero de carros necesarios,

de tal manera que i^uedan pasar tres veces por cada esquina, y obligar a los habi-

tantes de la ciiidad a que guarden la basura en sus casas, hasta que el carro pase

por frente de ellas.

Se formaran cuadrillas de hombres para que limpien con frequencia las calles,

poniendo lechada de cal en la tierra donde haya materia fecal humana 6 de animal.

Tanto las basuras como las inmundicias deberan ser Uevadas si un lugar situado

a dos kilometros distantes de la ciudad y ser quemadas las primeras y revueltas

las segundas con tierra para utilizarlas como abono.

POLICfA SANITARIA.

La primera providencia que se debe tomar es aplicar con todo rigor todos y cada

uno de los articulos de los reglamentos relatives a las enfermedades trasmisibles ;

en el caso que no existan, dar disposiciones que variaran en cada ciudad pero que
tendran por base los cuatro puntos que tenemos recomendados.

Se nombrarapara cada cuartel de la ciudad un subinspector, medico titulado ; y

para cada manzana, un manzanero encargado de la desinfeccion de las casas y de

tomar noticiasdiarias de los casos de enfermedades infecciosas queocurran, marcha
dela enfermedad, condiciones higienicas delacasa donde tal degi'acia haya, elemen-

tos de la familia del paciente, y demas informes conducentes. Diariamente los man-
zaneros daran cuenta de lo ocurrido en su respectiva manzana al subinspector del

cuartel, para que este reuniendo los datos que le trasmite el manzanero, los aprecie

debidamente, rectificandolos 6 ratificandolos, y de cuenta diaria a la oficina ge-

neral de higiene.

Los manzaneros son los directamente designados para la desinfecci6n. Las sus-

tancias con que esta deba hacerse, estaran bajo la vigilancia y distribucion de

los subinspectores, en un deposito que se construira en cada cuartel y de donde se

repartiran a los manzaneros, con un vale de los manzaneros conforme las necesi-

dades que indique su papeleta. Los manzaneros recorreran diariamente su man-

zana, informandose de lo que en cada casaocurra acerca de la enfermedad infecciosa.

En caso de que en una familia se encuentre un enfermo de tifo y la casa no preste

comodidades para aislarlo 6 no lo haga la familia, dara parte inmediatamente al

subinspector, quien por medio de la policia hara que se cumpla con lo prevenido
en el reglamento resi)ectivo.
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Cuando los elementos de la familia no permitan atender al enferino convenien-

temente, los subinspectores lo haran trasportar en el acto al hospital de aisla-

miento.

Mas si solo le faltan recursos para pagar un medico y la compra de medicinas,

el subinspector se prestara gratuitamente a curarlo, ministrandole por cuenta de

la inspeccion los medicamentos nece&arios.

Se redoblara la vigilancia de los inspectores de bebidas y comestibles, para

eliminar del consume publico las substancias alimenticias sospecliosas.

CONCLUSIONES.

(1) El aislamiento individual debera i)ermitirse solo a aquellos enfermos (lue

tienen los elementos necesarios para practicar las medidas que evitan el contagio.

(2) El aislamiento colectivo de los enfermos atacados de males transmisibles debe

ser obtenido en hospitales destinados exclusivamente a cada una de estas enferme-

dades 6 cuando menos a un grupo de ellas ; deben estar perfectamente aislados uno

de otro los pabellones que contengan enfermedades distintas. (3) Ambos deben

ser vigilados por la autoridad sanitaria y a su satisfaccion. (4) La desinfeccion

para que sea eficaz debera practicarse en las secreciones de las personas, ropas, y

objetos, que tuvieron contacto con el, y en la pieza y casa que habitaren. (5) La
desinfeccion de los muros puede hacerse 6 con bicloruro de mercurio 6 con lechada

de cal 6 acido sulfuroso. (6) Para que el sublimado desinfecte las i^aredes, suelo,

y techo de las piezas, es preciso usarlo en soluciones al 5 por mil, adicionadas de

acido clorhidrico al 1 por ciento. (7) Para que el agua de cal sea eficaz se necesita

que este recientemente apagada, y que sea en la proporcion de 1 por cinco

partes. (8) El acido sulfuroso es infinitamente menos eficaz que los dos medios

anteriores y exige que el local este precisamente cerrado hermeticamente. (9) El

saneamiento de las ciudades se arregla segun las circunstancias de cada localidad,

pero tiene por base : proveerla de agua i)otable en cantidad de 200 litros por habi-

tante y por dia, cuando menos ; asear las calles y las casas ; alojar de las ciudades

por conductos impermeables las inmundicias antes que entren en fermentacion.

(10) La policia sanitaria para que sea eficaz debe tener por base la aplicacion

inmediata de las medidas sanitarias por agentes suficientemente instruidos, en

numero bastante segun las necesidades y con facultades autoritativas que les per-

mitan hacerse obedecer por todos. (11) Por ultimo, solo los empleados sanitarios

deberan practicar el aislamiento, la desinfeccion, el saneamiento y lo relativo a

policia sanitaria.

THE EARLY DETECTION OF PHTHISIS, INCLUDING THE AUTHOR'S
CONTRIBUTIONS TO DIAGNOSTIC MEANS. WITH AFTER CONSID-
ERATIONS OF A POSSIBLE PRETUBERCULAR STAGE.

By CHARLES DENISON, A. M.. M. D., of Denver, Colo.,

Professor of Diseases of the Chest and of Climatology^ Medical College, University of Denver ; ex-

President American Climatological Association ; Author of Climates of the Rocky Mountain
Health Resorts.

It is very generally claimed by the enthusiastic friends and reviewers of various

health resorts, where consumptives are invited to seek relief through climatic

influence, that the resorts are favorable if the invalid comes in the incipiency of

his disease. No matter what various and questionable combinations of climatic

attributes exist in a given locality, the fact of an invalid coming too late, when
the progress of his disease had advanced too far for recovery, is always held in

reserve as a possible excuse for the death which is to take place. So everywhere
is seen the importance of the early detection of phthisis, making the diagnosti-
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cian's lot at the same time most imi)ortant and difficult. Undoubtedly the exist-

ence of Softening in lung tissue and the positive evidence of tuberculosis afforded

by tubercler bacilli being found in the patient's sputum are too generally

depended upon for a positive diagnosis. It ought to be the rule that conclusive

evidence is generally reached and i)roper remedial measures, climatic and other-

wise, settled upon before such serious symptoms become prominent. Thus the

mastery of the disease would be much simplified. It is with a hope that my i)er-

sonal studies of this important problem have added something to our diagnostic
resources that I am emboldened to present theiuiin lieii of a comprehensive essay
on diagnosis. The limit of time at my disposal will be my excuse for this frag-

mentary method of treating this subject "by i)resenting the following means of

diagnosis which I have devised or experimented with, namely, (1) the binaural

stethoscope, (2) the spirometer, (8) the manometer, (4) the diagnosis by tuber-

culin (Koch's).

THE STETHOSCOPE.

The instrument which bears my name is so well siiited, when j^rojierly made,
to illustrate what I consider the essentials of a perfect stethoscope that I will not

apologize for enumerating here its good (qualities.

TJie smooth inner caliber.—Large size and gradually decreasing from the bell

to the ear ending, in imitation of the speaking tubes used for deaf persons. The

law of sound is like that of light transmission, i. e., the angles of incidence and

reflection are equal, and this transmission is aided by the triimpet-shaped bell and

gradually decreasing size of the smooth inner surface of the tubes.

TJie continuous transmission of sound.—This must be natural ; so hard rubber

or celluloid are preferable to metal for the tubes, as the latter gives a high pitch

and metallic quality to the sounds heard. The joints between the bells and the

main tube, and between the arms and the flexible tubes, are made by the even

and perfect fitting of slightly conical tubes into «ach other, making the whole

instrument as if of one piece as far as the transmission of sound is concerned.

Probably a larger part of the sound is transmitted throaigh the stethoscopic sub-

stance than through the hollow cavity.

The construction of the flexible tubes.—The coiled wire for these tubes, which

lines the usual rubL^er tubes and is itself lined with smooth, soft rubber, is made
to imxiinge at each end of each tube against the gutta-percha, so that a nearly

perfect transmission of sound is obtained. This is the part that Tiemann & Co. , of

New York, alone have succeeded in rightly making, and it is an important feature

of my stethoscope. The cheapening of the instrument by substituting symmet-
rical sized in place of the original conical flexible tubes, as in the instrument now
sold by Charles Truax, Green & Co., of Chicago, seems to be accomplished with

the loss of a very little only of sound-transmitting power.
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The ear endings as lately made are acorn shaped, with openings so turned as to

be directed toward the drnms of the ears. This is a compromise from what I

wanted, which was to have the lower and forward side of these ear tips hnlge so

as to fill the space behind the tragus and leave the hole above and back immedi-

ately in front of the aiiditory canal. The difficulty of fitting variously shaped
ears with perfectly adapted ear tips is considerable with any other than the even,

conical pattern, but I think ought to be overcome.

The spring attachment to pull together the arms is purposely excessive and also

adjustable, so that all the i^ressure of the ear tips can be obtained that the listener

can stand with comfort. This much pressure is desirable for perfect transmission

of sound.

Tlie ordinary hell endings are as follows : The stationary bell, with slightly

flaring rim 1
J^ inches in diameter, which is large enough to use in examination of

infants and in the detection of valvular lesions. The medium-sized bell, which

has a rim of l|-inch diameter, and siiflBciently flaring to give a good impinging
surface against the chest, is the size ordinarily used. The soft-rubber bell, rather

thin and flexible, is intended to crowd into the medium-sized bell, giving a one-

fourth-inch projecting rim of soft riibber for use on uneven surfaces, as in much
emaciated consumptives.
The large bell for HtetliOHCopie 2)ereussion.

—This is not, as has been assumed,
for use lield against the chest wall, but for gathering the waves of sound emitted

from the mouth during expiration while forcible i^ercussion is being made over

portions of the lung, where softening, bronchiectasis, or excavation is suspected.
The concussion of the air contained in the thorax carries with it the succession,

the cavernous, or the cracked-metal sounds which accompany the three above-

named conditions, and by holding this large bell 1 or 2 inches from the patient's

mouth, and percussing during expiration, they are distinguished better than can
be done in any other way. Indeed, in thin-chested i)ersons, with superficial exca-

vations connected with a main bronchus, the finger-nail percussion will nicely and

accurately outline the limits of the excavation. The cracked-pot or hollow sounds
are altered in various ways ;

a slushy or succussion quality being sometimes

imparted to either, according to the amount of moisture or breaking down which
complicates the condition. I believe that the importance of the (question of the

first breaking down of lung tissue elevates this stethoscojjic percussion to a first

place in the art of physical diagnosis. It is certainly coequal with any ordinary
percussion, and only second, if inferior at all, to auscultation.

The test which I suggest for determining the relative perfection in transmitting
power of a stethoscope is to put a watch on a show case or table, cover it with the

palm of the hand
,
and then press the bell against the back of the hand. The clearness

with which the working of the machinery is heard is the criterion of perfection
in the instrument. By this test seven-eighths of the other stethoscopes sold fall

short of their proper utility. The importance of depending upon an instrument
as nearly perfect as possible in sound-transmitting power makes this test of a

stethoscope especially valuable.

THE SPIROMETER.

The spirometer here described is recommended for its simplicity of construction
and the ease with which the vital capacity of a child, a woman, or a strong man may
be shown by it. With this instrument there is not resistance enough to the

expired breath to hinder its use by anyone, and it is gauged for the accurate
measurement in cubic inches of the vital capacity. It is made of a light elastic

closed bag in the form of a bellows, with a top and bottom attached so that they
move parallel to each other within a frame of nickel rods, each inch movement of the
center recording rod being about equal to 50 cubic inches of air in the expanding
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bellows. The accompanying cut gives the form of the instrument, and the

annexed table gives the best records at hand for comparison of vital capacities,

according to sex and height. It is to be noted (see table) that the greater capacity
of the college men for increasing heights above 5 feet 7 inches simi)ly illustrates

the advantage training gives for the advanced students in such an institution.

Standard vital capacity table.

[Coraputed by Hutchinson from 5,00() observations.]

As far as my own experience goes I believe the diagnostic value of the spirom-
eter in chronic lung diseases has never yet been duly appreciated by the medical

profession. It is either because spirometers have been too expensive and fatilty

in construction, or because the mechanical conditions due to disease and affecting

the air pressure and volume within the thorax are not understood, especially the

contracting or shrinkage of affected lung tissue due to nature's effort in healing,
or the natural process of arrest or encapsulation of tubercular affected portions.

This shrinkage or impaired movement pnpe accurately measured by separately
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taking the movements of the two sides of the chest (from the center of a dorsal

spinal vertebra to the marked center of the sternum), and the proportionate data

are furnished, including the spirometrical record of the individual, for computing
the comparative amoimt of work the two lungs are doing. Thus I have formu-

lated the following, which is submitted as a rule for determining lung ventilation:

Suppose the normal spirometrical record of a patient is only half what it should

be for his height, and the expansions of the two sides are as 1 to 2, then, if no

defect or disease exists in the better lung, it is well to assume that the lack of venti-

lation in the other lung is almost complete. It is practically as bad as if there

were no expansion at all of the affected side, which would surely indicate that all of

the spirometrical record in that case came from the unaffected lung. With both

lungs differently affected, however, the feebler lung could be said to be doing from

a little up to, say, about one-third of one lung's share or one-sixth of what the two

lungs together ought to do in health. In view of the various mental impressions

which the physical signs of dullness and diminished movement may cause in differ-

ent observers, such a means of positive measurement of lung impairment or inac-

tivity as the above rule and method afford shoiild certainly be appreciated as an

invaluable guide with which every physical diagnosis ought to harmonize or due

explanation be afforded why it does not. The spirometer may not indicate the

disease, but its use is so important that the physical examination must make clear

the spirometrical record of a given patient, or that examination is untrustworthy.

How important, then, that every physician, when examining a chronic lung case,

should know what the vital capacity of his patient is, that he may be satisfied him-

self that his conclusions are correct, as well as that he may do his patient full

justice.
THE MANOMETER.

As a means of determining the strength of the elastic lung tissue, the amount

of which the spirometer has given ; as a proof of the fibroid healing, which is

nature's method of arrest in most lung infarctions, and in the encapsulation of

tubercle bacilli, the manometer is a vahiable adjunct to the physician's armament-

arium. Many persons, too, with a tendency to fibroid lung shrinkage will find the

S. Ex. ;3G 12G
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manometer to afford a means of resi>iratory gymnastics, which will be the better

appreciated when one sees how nicely the loss or gain in resi)iratory vigor which
is the result of any given method of treatment can be kept track of.

Direction for using.
—After a moderate inspiration blow in the tiibe steadily

with increasing force, same as in using a trumijet, nntil your full expulsive

power is realized. Tiie manometer records the elastic tension which the air cells

will stand under a forced and sustained expulsion of air from the chest, as com-

pared with the average of a healthy man. This strength is indicated on the index,
i. e., the point to which the top of the mercurial column is pushed down in any
instance. This is exi)ressed in millimetres of mercury, the average for a healthy,

strong man being 100 millimetres, or about 2 pounds pressure ; and for women
about 75 millimetres. A deficiency of, say, 30 per cent from these standards for

healthy persons needs to be explained by a careful physical examination, exclud-

ing an occasional inability to appreciate how to breathe in this instrument, and it

can be concluded that such deficiency indicates weakness and perhaps latent dis-

ease, especially if there is also inequality of movement of the two sides of the

chest or the spirometrical record is likewise defective.

The manometer record is sometimes good in old cases of deep-seated bronchiec-

tasis, in which the spirometer, previously described, is peculiarly diagnostic. It

seems to happen this way : Toward the end of a full expiration into the spirometer,
there being no resistance to the outgoing breath, such a contraction or spasm of

the protective fibroid tissue around the cavity is excited that the foul contents are

regularly thrown out in expectoration when that particular exhaustion of the air

in the lungs is reached. Of course emphysematous persons, for whom, if the con-

dition is recent, the manometric record is usually deficient, should not use this

instrument, except simply for diagnostic purposes.

THE DIAGNOSIS BY TUBERCULIN.

It is not my purpose to throw undue discredit upon our means of diagnosis of

phthisis in its incipiency. Theoretically, so far as our text-books go, the profes-

sion may seem to be well fortified for the work, but practically, whether due to

defective means, method, or conception on the jjart of the physician, there are too

often cases of evident tuberculosis unrecognized till such a time that the most

favorable season for arresting the i)rocess has already passed. Without here going
into the details of the early physical signs of phthisis, it is sufficient for oTir present

puri)ose to show that in these uncertain and doubtfvil cases Koch's new discovery,

tuberculin, has the power to bring to owe knowledge their true nature and extent

vnth precision and gratifying certainty. For the proper appreciation of this won-

derful power sbme familiarity with or knowledge of the local reaction of the

remedy in tubercular lung tissue is necessary. In my report on " Tuberculin and

the Living Cell" to the American Climatological Association, in 1893, I reiterated

what I believed I had been the first to discover the ijrevious year, that this reac-

tionary effect "consists mainly in a harsh, puerile, or an exaggerated broncho-

vesicular breath sound, as heard with the stethoscope over the affected area.

This is an exaggeration of what was heard beft)re the tiiberculin reaction, or it is

heard in localities in which the breath sound was previously inaudible or very

different. It is not an evanescent effect, but usually continuous, though in a

lessened or lessening degree during the whole course of treatment." Sometimes

this local lung reaction is very feeble, while the systemic reaction, as shown by

tempferature, pulse, etc., is (luite marked and characteristic. The following is an

excellent illustration of tuberculin diagnosis in a case where neither the physical

signs nor a microscopic examination of sputum could satisfymy decided suspicion

that the case was of a tubercular nature.
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Case 1.—Mrs. K., Chicago, aged 24, married four years, height 5 feet 4 inches.

No hereditary tendency to consumption. Seen one week after arrival in Colorado.

Weight, 1 02
;
nsiial weight ,

1 30. Gradual loss of weight since a miscarriagetwo years
previously, after which she had influenza. While atschool, aged 16, had dry cough
and irritation in throat thereafter. Free from this two years in Europe, and then
worse in 1889. Lately a wheezing and stufEed-up condition toward evening, some-
times had to sit up all night and frequently had to go to an open window at night
during the past year. This was evidently a case of complicated asthma, for there
was a considerable relief of the hard breathing on arrival in Colorado. Expec-
toration, dark yellow ; cough, spasmodic ; circulation, poor ; patient, pale but
catamenia regular ; pulse, 94 : respiration, 20

; temperature, normal 10 a. m.
;

spirometrical record, 125 ; manometer, 45 millimetres ; chest expansion, 2 inches,

evenly proportioned to the two sides. The physical signs were not very marked.
The expiration was generally prolonged. There was tympanetic resonance over
left main bronchus, and cog-wheeled respiration and blowing expiration left

mammary region. JFeeble voice sound and broncho-vesicular respiration left apex
rear. On the right there was slight dullness and broncho-vesicular breathing
front and rear at apex and the voice was somewhat exaggerated in the rear. There
were no bacilli in the sputum. The diagnosis was asthma and probably bron-

cho-tuberculosis, and it was decided to test the case with tuberculin. The
accompanying diagrams show the characteristic tuberculosis reaction to tubercu-

lin, so far as the pulse and temperature are concerned, taken four times a day,
according to the method I have employed for three years.
The local lung reactions were first manifest, after the 2i-milligram dose, in the

left mammary region, where the cogwheeled breathingwas before, and on the right
side, at the junction of the third rib and its costal cartilage. After the 4-milligram
dose these stethoscopic signs were also noted above in both first interspace^.. These
sounds were accompanied , when the temjoerature risewasgreat , with decidedgeneral
reactionary symptoms of slight chill, fever, malaise, and headache. The sounds,
however, at first dry, became softer and less pronounced as reactionary signs sub-

sided, till they were about gone at the 60-milligram dose, when the patient,much
imijroved in weight, strength, feelings, and freedom from the old spasmodic
coughing spells, did not react, though a rise of 10 milligrams every third day was
given thereafter. Note that the dose can be increased much more rapidly in such
a case than in one in which there are any advanced tubercular lesions in the lungs.
In the latter condition, of course, such marked temperature reactions should not
be tolerated. Note also that the general reactions, as indicated by the temperature
rise, reached their maximum on the day following the injections. From this fact
alone it is reasonable to conclude the general dysceosia exceeds any existing local

lung lesion. I conceive that the more rapid capillary circulation in lung tissue,
five times more than in the periphery of the body, may account for some of the

quick reactions (in three t j five hours) in tubercular lung tissue.

In my considerable experience with Koch's tuberculin, and lately with Kleb's

tuberculo-cidin, this gratifying diagnosis and result has been exceeded for cer-

tainty of effect by only two cases, which are worthy of more extended mention
than we can give them here.

Case 2.—Dr. G. , of Vermont
; aged 38. Positive inheritance, his mother and

five sisters, out of seven in family, having died of consumption. His wife had
died of tubercular meningitis three years previously, from whom he may have
been infected, as the disease was general in her. He had had a seton i)ut in the
back of his own neck twelve years ago for meningitis, which seemed to be relieved,
and eight years ago had suffered fracture of the ribs, with septicaemia resulting.
Three years ago had la grippe and double pneumonia, more severe on the right side,
and was sick six months ; came then to Colorado, and gained 17 pounds in as many
days. November 20, 1892, after a cough in Vermont, had what was termed basal

meningitis and has been sick ever since. Headache continuous, and lately very
severe up to April 20, 1893, when in Colorado the following described relief came :

There was no expectoration to examine, and onlj^ slight dullness, lessened move-
ment, increased fremitus, exaggerated voice sounds, and broncho-vesicular breath
sounds on the right side. The temperature, pulse, and respiration were found
to be regular for two days—98.5^ F.,60, and 20, respectively

—when 1 milligram
of tuberculin was injected. The genuine diagnostic reaction did not start till

twenty-two hours afterwards, and then was chiefly general and not local in the
lung. It was manifest by temperature, 100.5° F. , and pulse, 82 to 90, and continued
more or less for about fifteen hours, during which at one time he vomited. The
day following its cessation a slight increase in dose of tuberculin was given, which
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was followed, in fonr to six hours, by a slighter reaction than before. By that
time the headache had entirely ceased, and the patient, who had been confined in
bed for fonr weeks, Avas enabled to be daily out of doors with comfort. The con-
striction about the base of the brain, which was marked with the first reaction,

gradually disappeared. In less than four weeks, after reaching a dose of 13 milli-

grams, and feeling well able to do so, the doctor returned to his Vermont home,
where he has been engaged in practice since, enjoying, so he says, good health.
This remarkable case is given as possibly the first diagnosis of tubercular menin-

gitis by tuberculin on record.

Case 3.—A case of tubercular arthritis in both knee joints in a young lady of 38,

who was taken thus while nursing a sister in an Eastern sanitarium who died of

tuberculosis of the bones of the jielvis and spine. Three years afterwards, after

having tried in hospital several kinds of surgical treatment, the patient referred
to submitted to a test with tuberculin at my suggestion. She had lost the use of
her limbs and was compelled to use a wheel chair for locomotion. The reaction at

the 3. 6, 7, and 9 milligram doses of tuberculin were both general, i. e., headache,
malaise, some fever, and general distress, and somewhat local in the lefthing, where
at age of 16 she had suffered some slight disease. Seven months after this diagnosis
an attack of la grippe seemed to center the tubercular poison in glands on the left

side of the neck, which, being removed, showed tubercle bacilli in giant cells in the
center. This confirmation of the previous diagnosis led to a continuance of the
tuberculin treatment in Colorado, from October, 1892, to May, 1893. The result

has been successful, for the young lady, now in Vermont, enjoys excellent health
and walks considerable distances without her cratches.

Other instances of decided diagnosis of tuberculosis, if cited, would include two

cases of tubercular ulceration of the colon ; lymph-adenoma, with general glandular
involvement ; scrofulous cases (glandular) ,

and supjiosed pulmonary fibroses. An
important consideration to be drawn from some of the above and other of my cases

is that there is an active tubercular stage, pretubercular, if you wish to call it so,

before the bacillvis of tubercle makes its appearance as a factor in the case, so far

as we are able to judge. I do not refer to such manifestly tubercular cases as

where the full clinical picture of an acute phthisis is given, although the bacillus of

tuberculosis can not be microscopically demonstrated in the sputum ; perhaps as

with a young lady patient I have in mind, whose expectoration was loaded with

spores one week and the next gave 50 bacilli to the field, the first found in her case.

Nor is reference intended to be made to other cases where active tuberculosis can be

inferred as going on away from the bronchial tract, and themore acuteand septic on

that account ; i.e., because the bacilli are not thrown off. But reference is intended

to those intricate, slowly acting blood changes, which come under the classification

of dyscrasiae, which may be, for all that we know, the Hine qua nan of the existence

of the bacillus of tuberculosis, that state which may indicate the more or less com-

plete annihilation of the body's natural antagonism to this particular foe. If our

judgment and means of knowing the first appearance of the bacillus are not wholly

at fault, then there is certainly enough in this idea of a definite pretubercular state

to bring great credit upon him who will elucidate this interesting and important

problem.

Among the phases of this subject to be solved the following appear to me to be

urgent: (1) Miniite explanations, on pathological grounds, of the adenoid growths

in the region of the third tonsil, such as have been known to be removed ad infini-

tum by specialists. No microscopic evidence of bacilli is found either in the flesh

removed or in the patient's expectoration and yet the patient goes on to die of laryn-

geal tuberciilosis, as the gi-adually increasing peribronchial and apical infiltration

and consolidation, immediately following the surgical interference in the throat,

indicated. Such a case is just now very distinct in my memory, and will recur to

the mind of the distinguished physician who kindly recommended the case to me,

butvery unkindly, and I think unwisely, prevented my afterwards using tuberculin

in the case, the only means I know of which wouldhave compassed a cure, however

incomplete that would have been. The prejudice in the minds of some of our best
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physicians against even the advanced and enlightened use of tuberculin is as unrea-

sonable as it is alarming. (2) An understanding of the absence of tubercle bacilli,

or their tardy and very infrequent appearance, compared with the amount of

glandulargrowth, in so-called scrofulous glands, with or without a coincident active

tubercular process in some partof the body. (3) An understanding of the growth of

tubercles, the
" nodules " which have come down to us, previous to the discovery of

the bacillus
,
as the essential feature of phthisis . As elsewhere explained in the essay

on tuberculin, etc., previously referred to, I have myself a strong belief thatthese are

thenatural prison vaults built for the encapsulation of the tubercle bacilli, in which
condition the germs, if not strangulated, are held so much in quiescence that they
are incapable of propagation or further harm. This is a condition of arrest while it

lasts, while the natural resistance of the system is maintained, which is perhaps
about all nature can do in the direction of a cure. But the natural effort to main-

tain the integrity of the living cell is all the time active, and its mention here is

made solely with the hope that some more worthy investigator will by its means,
i. e., on natural grounds, elucidate for the medical profession the intricate prob-

lems here suggested.

PRACTICAL MEASURES IN THE PREVENTION OF TUBERCULOSIS.

By LAWRENCE F. FLICK, M. D., of Philadelphia, Pa.

The history of tuberculosis in all times and in all countries in which any his-

tory of it is recorded is a broad demonstration of its contagiousness and, by infer-

ence, of its preventability. So insiduous, however, is its contagiousness, that

although it has been recognized by the greatest minds of every age and has at

times taken strong enough hold of the lay as well as of the medical mind to beget
successful measures of prevention, at no time in the history of medicine prior to

the present age had it been recognized and understood by the medical profession
as a body. The contagious theory of tuberculosis is now sofar accepted by the

profession that it is being taught in our medical schools ; so that the medical pro-

fession is committed to it at least through its teaching faculty. The prevention
of the disease has, moreover, had sufficient practical testing to remove it from the

category of experiments and place it upon the list of sanitary expedients deserv-

ing of the most earnest attention of sanitarians. Spain, by teaching its people
the contagious nature of consumption and by jiracticing crude and unscientific

but nevertheless successful methods of prevention, avoided carrying the disease

into its new colonies in America
; Italy, by similar methods, reduced the mortality

rate from the disease in its midst from that of a most virulent epidemic to a com-

paratively rare disease in less than a century : England, by establishing special

hospitals for the treatment of consumption and the consequent isolation of its

consumptive poor, reduced its mortality 50 per cent in forty years ;
and Philadel-

phia, by preaching the doctrine of contagion and teaching its people methods of

avoidance and prevention, has reduced the mortality rate from the disease about

20 per cent in eight years. With these facts before us, and with our profession
committed to the theory of contagion, we can not, without failing in our duty,
remain inactive while this disease carries off hundreds of thousands of human
beings to a premature grave and inflicts indescribable suffering and loss upon
hundreds of thousands of others. A comprehensive scheme for the prevention of

tuberculosis implies: (1) Registration of all cases of the disease which have
arrived at the breaking down or infectious stage ; (2) the education of the public
at large and of the people immediately concerned as to the contagioiis nature of

the disease, and upon how to avoid contracting it, and how to avoid giving it to

others ; (3) the careful and thorough disinfection of all infected houses, penal and
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reformatory institutions, conveyances, and public places ; (4) the establishment

of special hospitals for the treatment of the poor suffering from the disease ; (5)

the retirement of all consumptives in the infectious stage from occupations in

which they can infect others and the pensioning of those who can not be main-

tained in hospitals ; (6) Government inspection and regulation of dairies and

slaughter-houses ; (7) the enactment of laws and ordinances against practices
which are liable to infect others ; (8) the restriction and regulation of interstate

and international emigration of persons suffering from the disease. The enforce-

ment of such a scheme in every particular would completely wipe out tubercu-

losis in a very few years. Of this there can be no doubt, whether our conclusions

be evolved from our present knowledge of the etiology of the disease or from
what history records of the past attempts at prevention. As regards the respec-

tive merits of the measures named there will iirobably be a difference of opinion.

I have enumerated them i^artly in the order of their importance as I rate them
and partly in their nattiral order of sequence. The feasibility of their enforcement

necessarily varies, and ought to determine which shall be adopted when all can

not be adopted. At the present stage of sanitary science, and as Governments
are now equipped for the prevention of disease, there is probably no country in

which the entire scheme could be put into operation ;
nor is it likely that any

Government is at present in a position to thoroughly enforce any of the measures.

The prevention of tiiberculosis is, however, so easily accomplished that even the

incomplete enforcement of some of the measures wovild bring about a marked
reduction in the mortality from the disease.

(1) Registration of all cases which have arrived at the hreaking-doum or infec-

tious stage.
—Registration is necessarily the foimdation stone of all orderly, sys-

tematic effort at jirevention. To be able to fight an enemy one must first know
where he is. Even individual effort at self-protect!on is futile without it. Regis-

tration should not only record the residence, but also the movements of infectious

persons, such as removals from one house to another or from one city to another
;

for a temporary residence in a house or even a transitory occupancy of a convey-

ance may infect it sufficiently to convey the disease to others. One consumjjtive,

by frequent change of residence, may infect many hoiises during the continiiance

of the disease. Registration will be objected to on the ground that it will impose
additional suffering upon those who are already sorely afflicted. In a matter of

such great importance to the well-being of the majority of those now living and

of all of those yet to be born, the greatest good to the largest number ought to be

our motto. Moreover, the registration of infectious cases of tiiberciilosis need

inflict no stiffering on anyone that would not be fully compensated for by a knowl-

edge that the near and dear ones can thereby be protected against tlic disease.

Objections based upon commercial groimds have no foimdation in fact. Peopl*^

are too familiar with consumption to take fright at it even when they believe it

to be contagious. The registration of cases would have no depressing effect upoi

the community as a body, and whatever care-inspiring influence it might have

upon individuals would be a benefit. Private business might, in certain cases, be

injured because people would not buy at a place attended by a consumptive ; bi

this would be a benefit to the community, and the individual concerned couh.

easily rid himself of the injury by removing the attendant from a position in

which he jeopardizes the health of others. Interference with the value of real

estate would be prevented by Government disinfection^ of infected houses. As

most countries are now equipped for carrying out sanitary measures registration

would have to be accomplished through boards of health with the aid of practicing

physicians. This is already being done with such diseases as smallpox, scarlet

fever, typhoid fever, diphtheria, and some other contagious diseases. Many phy-

sicians object to being burdened with the labor of making out reports and to being
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placed in the embarrassing position of having to make public the ailments of their

patients. But with properly prepared blanks for the making out of rejiorts it can
be termed neither a labor nor a burden, and could easily be attended to by the

busiest practitioner. As regards the making public the ailments of patients, it is

under the circumstances not only a privileged communication, but one which the

public has a right to insist shall be made. The physician has no reason to

complain of such duties, because they belong to the profession which he has

espoused. There can be no practical difficulty in the way of registering tubercu-

losis because of the obscurity of the disease or inability on the part of the physi-

cian to make a diagnosis. Tuberculosis is never contagious until broken tissue is

given off, and when this occurs a diagnosis can always be positively made. There

is no occasion for making a report until this stage has been reached.

(2) Tlie education of the public at large and of the people immediately concerned

as to the contagious nature of the disease, and ujjon how to avoid contracting it, and
how to avoid giving it to others.—Of all contagious diseases the most easilyprevented
is tuberculosis. Its contagion is strictly confined to broken-down tissue, aird this

broken-down tissue, when given off, is readily recognizable—is indeed apt to

attract attention. Efficient sterilization of all broken-down tissue must absolutely

prevent the spread of the disease, and as this tissue is always within reach when
it is a source of danger to others, and is never a source of danger to others unle^ss

it is within reach, sterilization is always feasible and is within the power of every-

one. The proi)er education upon this subject of the public and the people who
either have tuberculosis or are exposed to it would go a long way toward pre-

venting the disease. The public at large ought to be educated upon the question

of contagion. This can best bo done through the public press, which has already

accomplished a great deal in this direction. The people>who have consumption

ought to be taught how to avoid giving it to others, and the people who nurse con-

sumptives or whose duties require them to be about those who have the disease

should be taught how to avoid contracting it. Special literature ought to be pre-

pared for such persons and placed within their reach. This can be accomi)lished

through boards of health, and letter still through the organized efforts of kumane

persons who have given the subject special thought. Societies for the prevention
of tuberciilosis will find in this work not only a legitimate cause for springing into

existence, b^it a field of labor worthy of their most earnest efforts. Such societies

ought to be organized everywhere, and a concerted effort should be made the

world over to edxicate the people on methods of avoidance and prevention. The

Pennsylvania Society for the Prevention of Tuberculosis was organized in Phila-

delphia about two years ago, and during its brief existence has printed and dis-

tributed al)out 30,000 tracts on How to Avoid Contracting Tuberculosis and How
Persons Suffering from Tuberculosis can Avoid Giving the Disease to Others.

There is reason to believe that its efforts are already bearing good fruit in an

increased reduction in the mortality rate from the disease in Philadelphia. The

greatest obstacle in the way of performing its work .has been non-registration of

the disease. Were every case of tuberculosis registered it would be an easy mat-

ter to i)lacediterature where it would do the most good.

(3) The careful and tlioroiigh disinfection of all infected houses, penal and refor-

matory institutions, conveyances, and j)uhHc places.
—Were it possible to indvice

every person suffering from tuberculosis to sterilize every particle of broken-down

tubercular tissue immediately upon its being given off it would not be necessary to

institute any other measures for the prevention of the disease. Unfortunately, it

is not possible. The majority of consumptives, even when they have been informed

of the infectious character of the sputa, will spit where it is most convenient, and

thus contaminate everything aboiit them. Infected houses play a most important
role in the spread of the disease. In my topographical study of tuberculosis in the
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Fifth ward of the city of Philadelphia I found that at least 50 per cent of all cases

were.contracted in such houses. Dr. Chapin, of Springfield, Mass. ,
and Dr. Louis S.

De Forrest, of New Haven, Conn., have since made similar studies in their respec-
tive towns with identically the same results. Dr. Cornet, of Berlin, has produced
tuberculosis in animals by inoculating them with the scrapings from walls of

rooms which had been occupied by consumptives. Penal and reformatory insti-

tutions have been so scourged by tuberculosis that commitment to them is fre-

quently tantamount to a death sentence. In Germany, Baer and Cornet have
made statistical studies of this subjecjt, and have found that from 45 to 70 per cent
of all deaths in penal institutions are due to tuberculosis. Conveyances, such as

steamboats, railway cars, streetcars, carriages, etc.. and public places, such as

churches, public halls, public squares, and streets, are constantly being contami-
nated with the expectorations of consumptives. Fortiinately, however, they are

not prolific soxirces of infection, because most people retiuire prolonged and con-

tinuous exposure to contract tuberculosis. But persons who are greatly predis-

posed to the disease or who are in a weakened, depressed condition will contract

the disease upon slight exposure and to such, infected conveyances and public

places are a real source of danger. With the clear knowledge that we have ujion
these various methods of spreading the disease it is incumbent on the Government
to see that every place which has become contaminated with broken-down tuber-

cular tissue be carefully disinfected. When a death from tuberculosis has
occurred in a house the board of health should see that the rooms occupied by the

deceased and the furniture and clothing which could in any way have been con-

taminated be properly disinfected. When a house has been disinfected it should

be so recorded in an open record of easy access to the public, so that persons seek-

ing residences can first inform themselves as to whether or not a house is free from

contagion. In penal and reformatory institutions every cell or room which has

been occupied by a consumptive should be thoroughly disinfected before being

assigned to a new occupant. Here the authorities have absolute power, and there

ought to be no difficulty about enforcing the most rigid rules in regard to preven-
tion and securing the raost thorough disinfection after contamination. The disin-

fection of conveyances and public places will have to be left largely to the sense

of justice and propriety of those w^ho have charge of them, as it is practically

impossible to make and enforce rules covering such cases. Much can, no doubt,
be accomplished by education. Most people are well disposed to do what they can

to prevent the spread of disease, X'rovided they have the proper knowledge and the

necessary means. The -demands of an enlightened public will probably be the

most powerful lever that can be brought to play upon both individuals and cor-

porations who have charge of any and all kinds of conveyances and places of

public resort to induce them to keep them free from contagion.

(4) The establishment of special liospitalsfor the treatment of those sufferingfrom
the disease.—Among the very poor, preventive measures in their homes are so

difficult of execution that they are practically impossible. Families who can

barely make a living during health, and of which every member has to contribute

toward a common fund for sustenance, are so badly upset by a prolonged illness

such as tuberculosis that they are not capable of either understanding or putting
into operation any systematic sanitary measure. Everything is made subservient

to the happiness, comfort, and freedom from worriment of the sick one. The
room that serves as the family kitchen and dining room is turned into a sick

room, and spitting all over it, into the coal scuttle or into the front of the cooking
stove, anywhere, indeed, that is convenient, is a i^rivilege that is freely accorded.

Such habits in such places mean extension of the disease to the weakest member
of the family until, in turn, everyone has taken on the role of victim and propa-

gator of the disease. Among this class of people the most efficient measure for
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the prevention of the disease is the establishment of special hospitals for the

treatment of those who are stricken down. Removal of the patient to a hospital

removes the source of infection and at the same time relieves the pressure of

worry, want, and care which is so strongly predisposing the remaining members
of the family for the disease. Special hospitals for the treatment of tuberculosis

have existed in Europe, and especially in England, for many years. In England
the motive for their establishment was not prevention, but extending charity to

the deserving poor. Now that it has been demonstrated that segregation will

prevent the disease, and we still have the inspiring motive that England had, we
ought to move more rapidly in the matter than is possible on the slow wheels of

charity. While every effort to establish special hospitals on the basis of chari-

table support should be encouraged by generous aid, the Government should

promptly establish such hospitals on its own account. The only legitimate ground
upon which the Government can appropriate money for the support of hospitpls
is that of protecting the public against disease and death. In as much as tuber-

culosis has been demonstrated to be a preventable disease, and it has been proven

by experience that segregation will prevent it, the establishment of consumption
hospitals becomes as much a Government function as the maintenance of a police

force. The truth of this proposition must sooner or later force itself upon every

enlightened Government. In considering the matter of special hospitals for the

treatment of tuberculosis as a preventive measure the question of forcible segre-

gation, with its horrible features, need not have any deterring influence. In the

first place, there is no necessity for it. Were hosi^ital doors thrown open for such
cases there would be more applicants for admission than could be accommodated.
With all its present capacity, which is very large indeed, England can not accom-
modate the poor consumptives who appeal for admission into its special hospitals.
In the next place, an alternative can always be given withoiit jeopardizing public
health. In a given case of tuberculosis in which the question of forcible segrega-
tion might come up, the sick person and the family could be given a choice to

either have the patient go to a hospital or practice certain preventive measures at

home. Such measures could then be enforced by the board of health, as there

would be a penalty at hand to support the order. In our American system of

government the taxation for the support of such hosx)itals ought to be as direct as

possible, and for this reason they ought to be established and maintained largely

by cities and States. Every large city should have such hospitals under the

supervision and support of the city government, and every State should have at

least one such hospital under its supervision. It would be a step in the right
direction of jtidicious bestowal of charity if some of the general hospitals of our

large cities would take up this subject and devote themselves entirely to the care

of the consumptive poor. It is a well-known fact that the unfortunate victims of

this disease are turned away from general hospitals because of the disease from
which they suffer. As general hospitals have grown so numerous of late that

there is at times a lively competition for patients, it would no doubt prove a wise
deviation from the beaten path for some of them to take up this specialty.

(5) Government inspection and regulation of dairies and slaughter-houses.—
Ever since it became known that tuberculosis affects animals as well as man, and
that it is identically the same disease in both, there has been miich speculation as

to which was attacked first, and what part they respectively play in infecting each
other. Some who have given the subject much thought and study, and notably
among them Dr. E. F. Brush, of Mount Vernon, N. Y., claim that the disease is

primarily a bovine disease, and that huuian beings and animals other than the

cow are infected from this source. I have myself never been able to accept this

theory, but whether we accept it or not so much is certain that human beings
and domestic animals can and constantly are infecting each other. The mediums
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through which the cow infects human beings are milk and meat. Much study has
been given to this subject both in this country and in Europe, and we now have a

pretty clear idea as to what constitute:? infectious milk and meat. The milk of a
tuberculous cow is not apt to be infectious unless the udders are diseased so

that the secretion becomes mixed with broken-down tubercular tissue. At all

events it is necessary that the bacilli gain entrance into the milk to make it capa-
ble of conveying the disease. The meat of a tuberculous animal is only infectious

when the deposit exists in the parts that are consumed or when those parts have
become contaminated in slaughtering and preparing for the market. It is impor-
tant that these facts be kept clearly in mind because of the important positions
which meat and milk occupy as food stuffs, and the great injury that can be done

by exaggerating the danger from using them. Clinically we have very little evi-

dence of the conveyance of the disease through these mediums. I have never seen
an authenticated case recorded in literature

, and personally I have never seen a case

which I cf uld trace to the use of meat, and have seen but a few cases in which
there was satisfactory evidence that they were contracted from the use of milk.

But while scientific investigations and clinical observations both point to the con-

clusion tliat in practical life the use of milk and meat, are not prolific sources of

infection of tul)erculosis it nevertheless can not be denied that they are sources of

sufficient imi)ortance to demand the most earnest attention of the Government.
Ati effort should be made to stamp out tuberculosis among cattle. To accomjjlish
this the cooperation of Federal, State, and city governments will be needed. The
Federal Government should prohibit and prevent the importation of tuberculous

cattle. State governments should carefully examine every herd within their bor-

ders, and condemn every head that is in the; slightest degree affected by the disease.

Cities should condemn and forbid the sale of every carcass that shows tlie slightest
evidence of taint in the slaughter-house, and permit no one to sell milk within its

limits exc-ept such as draw their supply from dairies of which the herds have been

officially examined. Such concerted effort woiild soon stamp out the disease

among cattle, for it would no longer be commercially profitable to keep anything
but healthy herds. Actual loss to individuals ought, of course, to be made good by
the Government.

((») The enactment of laivs and ordinances against practices uiliich are liable to

infect of/icrs.- -Civilized man, in spite of his civilization, retains many of his primi-
tive habits. Among these is the horrible custom of si)itting anywhere and every-
where that is convenient. There are a great many diseases the contagion of

which resides in expectoration, all of which put p(!ople to a great deal of incon-

venience, but none of which ai"e so serious in their results as tuberculosis. How
miicli would 1m! added to the comfort and happiness of the human family were it

possible to put a stop to this filthy custom. The promiilgation of knowledge about

the danger of promiscuous spitting would no doubt contribute something toward

breaking up the custom. It is, however, so mtich easier and more convenient to

spit out than into a cuspidor or handkerchief, that with the majority of people it

will re(piire more than education toinduce them to change their habitsin this regard.
The necessity of washing handkerchiefs no doiibt contributes something toward
the custom and its continuance after people know the danger. The introduction

of cheap paper handkerchiefs which could be burned after using would do away
with this excuse for the habit. The enactment of State laws and city and borough
ordinances against spitting in public (conveyances, in public places, or upon the

streets would, however, be the most powerful lever that could be brought to bear

upon the custom with the masses. It woiild be difficult to enforce such laws and

ordinances, and they probably could not be enforced to the letter. Their exist-

ence and attempted enforcement would, however, do much good, even as a means
of education. Many street-car companies now have notices up in the cars warn-
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jng passengers not to spit iipon the floor, but they do not attempt to enforce the

order, probably because they have no warrant of law to support them should the

matter be brought to an issue. The disposal of clothing and furniture either by

gift or sale without previous disinfection is another ijractice fraught with great

danger. The Spaniards and Italians recognized this source of infection a cen-

tury ago, and took the most careful precautions against it. Their method was

cumbersome and would not do as a model, but it was effective, and serves to illus-

trate what can be accomplished by a determined effort. The simplest way of

stopping this mode of spreading the disease would be to make it a misdemeanor

to dispose of anything, whether by sale or gift, that had been u.sed by a consump-
tive or had been in his room during his occripancy, without first thoroughly disin-

fecting it. Here again would of course come up the difficulty of enforcing the

law, but the existence of such a law would at least enable individuals to protect

themselves.

(7) The restriction and regulation of interstate and international emigration

of x)crsons snffering from the disease.—History teaches that one of the most potent
factors in the spread of tuberculosis has been the migrations of consumptives.
The will-o"-the-wisi) of a climate which would cure consumi:)tion has been indi-

rectly the means of infecting the world. There is scarcely a country which
has not at one time been free from the diseas9 and for that reason become a resort

for those suffering from it. In turn the place became a place of exodus and

a source of infection to some newer country. All of America was virgin soil

for the disease when Europeans came here. New York, Pennsylvania, in fact

every State and Territory, has in tiirn been a resort for the consumjitive and was
at one time believed to i)ossess a curative climate. Unfortunately this seductive

method of si^reading the disease is still in active -operation, and with our modern
facilities for travel has become more prolific than ever. It probably furnishes the

most frequent source of infection to the wealthier class, those who can change
their place of abode with every change of season. It infects our hotels, owy sleep-

ing cars, and our staterooms. It has made tuberculosis as rampant under the

simny sky of California as in the changeable climate of the Atlantic Slope. What
is the remedy ? International emigi-ation of persons suffering from tuberculosis

should be entirely stopped. This is a matter for the Federal Government, and in

the United States is, I believe, through the efforts of Surg. Gen. Wyman, already

receiving attention. Foreign travel of persons in the early stage of the disease

before there is any breaking down need not be interfered with. Interstate emigra-
tion should be restricted and regulated. This would of course be a matter for the

States and in certain cases for cities to take charge of. Persons in the infectious

stage of the disease should be discouraged as much as jiossible from changing their

lilaces of residence, and when they do make changes it should be with the consent

and under the supervision of the health officer. Some of the Territories and newer
States which are as yet comparatively free from tuberculosis wotild probably find it

to their advantage to shut out from their borders all consumptives in the infec-

tious stage who seek admission for climatic reasons. Such an embargo would of

course not need to be applied to those in whom the disease has not yet reached the

breaking-down stage, and to those that have, it would be more of a benefit than

an injury as they can no longer be saved by a change of climate and are frequently

seriously injured by it. »

(8) The retirement of all consumptives in the infectious stage from occupations
in ivhieh they can infect others, and the pensioning of those u'ho are dependent on

their own labor for a living and ivho can not he maintained in hospitals.
—Because

of the prolonged duration of tuberculosis it is necessary for the poor to follow

their callings in life during the infectious period of the disease. We consequently
have consumptives for cooks, waiters, barbers, fruiterers, grocers, butchers, dairy-
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men, nurses ;
in short, we have themJin every walk of life. To ask these people to

give up their j^ositions is a gi'eat hardship unless some provision is made for their

support and that of the destitute families depending upon them. As the giving

up of their positions would be in the interest of the public good, they ought to be
retired at public expense. Every case of tuberculosis which has arrived at the infec-

tious stage ought to be retired from any position where it could infect others, and
either be given admission into a hospital or paid a pension sufficient for mainte-

nance. For the destitute family depending upon the labor of the i^erson affected

there would be ample provision in the eleemosynary institutions already in exist-

ence. Retiring and pensioning persons suffering from a disease which is a menace
to others will no doubt be considered too advanced ground in preventive medi-

cine to be considered seriously at present. It will, however, force itself upon our

attention in the near future. The justness of the principle involved has already
been admitted in the -compensation allowed for'diseased cattle slaughtered by
direction of the Government. By the establishment of special hospitals for the

treatment of persons suffering from consvimption, the consumptive poor of the

country could be maintained at a quite reasonable expense. The taxation which
would have to be imposed upon the individual to ehable the Government to carry
out such a plan would be returned.an hundredfold in the jirotection afforded against
the disease. Tuberculosis carries off at least 100,000 people annually in the United

States. It iias been estimated that this entails a loss in public wealth of about

$500,000,000 a year. A small fraction of this great loss well expended would go a

long way toward wiping out the disease.

THE CLIMATE OF WESTERN NORTH CAROLINA, WITH A CON-
SIDERATION OF THE RELATIVE VALUES OF HIGH AND MEDIUM
ALTITUDES IN THE TREATMENT OF PULMONARY TUBERCULOSIS.

By KARL VON RUCK, M. D., of Asheville, N. C.

In speaking of North Carolina, and especially its mountainous part in the west-

ern portion of the State, which is already widely and favorably known on account

of its climate, I shall necessarily have to repeat what I have stated elsewhere at

various times and occasions, and what has been stated by others before my time.

That part of western North Carolina known as the Asheville plateau has, in the

parlance of climatologists, only a medium elevation of some 2,500 feet above sea

level. There are, however, within a radius of 30 miles of Asheville and encir-

cling the plateau, both higher and lower levels,.and within a few hours' journeywe
can reach elevations varying from 1,200 to nearly 7,000 feet. If it should appear
desirable these elevations can be made use of in the*climatic treatment of phthisis

and other diseases. Some writers, and especially such as i)ractice at much greater

elevations than that of the Asheville i)lateau, convey to us the impression that

only the higher levels are really curative in the climatic treatment of phthisis, and

that such levels as the one to which I am now-calling your attention are a sort of

medium, ' ' neither good nor bad. "
They therefore almost deny to the medium and

lower level resorts the right of existence, as being of use only as a makeshift at

best, whereby the chances for the patients' ultimate recovery are liable to be trifled

away. .If this view is really warranted by the facts, a prompt recognition of it

by all who have occasion to send away phthisical patients for climatic treatment

would be most desirable. The inconsistency of the position is, however, manifest,

apart from the fact that clinical experien(;e disproves the assertion. If elevation

is beneficial at all, and no one experienced in phthiso-therapy denies that, the most
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that could be claimed theoretically would be that it is relatively so, according to

the degree obtained, for it would be strange indeed that 2,500 feet should count

for nothing, whereas 6,930 feet are aiispicious. I hope, however, to show you that

a golden mean is not to be ignored any more in this than in many other of our

endeavors, and that, other things being equal, a medium elevation presents advan-

tages over high levels like Colorado and other portions of the Rocky Motmtain

system by which we find ourselves clearly the gainers. At a medium elevation

of from 2,000 to 3,000 feet, like the one of the Asheville plateau, the heart action

is not disturbed to such a degree as is the case at elevations much higher and, while

the influence of the change is perceptible at lower levels also, patients do not suf-

fer on accovint of shortness of breath and palpitation of the heart so frequently

complained of by consumptives in going to high altitudes. The shortness of

breath is in part induced by the rarefied atmosphere, of which a proportionally

larger volume is required to convey to the blood an adequate amount of oxygen.
In health this is to a degree compensated by deeper respiration, but the patient

who has his respiratory capacity perceptibly decreased on account of the changes
which have occurred in the lung can make up the deficiency for the most part

only by increased frequency, or- not at all if the elevation has reached a consider-

able degree. To this comes the additional disadvantage that the degree of possi-

ble lung expansion is less in proportion as we decrease the atmospheric pressure,

which was demonstrated as long ago as 1850 by Pravaz, and subsequently by Lange
and others ; and I have recently repeated their experiments, both under increased

and decreased atmospheric pressure in the pneumatic cabinet. I find, as they did,

that if under ordinary air pressure a healthy person performs complete expira-

tion and tliereupon attempts forcible inspiration through a tube connected with a

mercury manometer the mercury is raised 4^ to 5 cubic centimeters. If now the

air chamber is closed and the pressure in it increased, upon a repetition of the

experiment the mercury rises higher in proportion to the increased pressure. If

the pressure in the chamber is diminished the result is reversed and lesser values

are obtained than under ordinary pressure, corresponding again to the degree of

rarefaction. By practice higher values are obtained in either case, but the relation

of the rise of the mercury in the manometer to pressure and rarefaction remains
constant. The same experiments carried out with patients suffering from pulmo-
nary tuberculosis showed identical results, but it was noted that the inspiratoryand

expiratory forces were always below the normal, and even in cases in comparatively

early stages a diminution of 15 to 25 per cent was the rule. It is therefore erro-

neous to believe that the respiratory capacity of the lungs is greater under dimin-

ished air pressure. On the contrary, it is proportionally less, as is also the degree
of oxygenation of the blood, which is dependent upon it and upon the density of

the atmosphere. If, in addition, we observe the effects of greatly diminished air

pressure upon the circulation of the phthisical patients, and especially of such as

have advanced beyond the very early stages, we find that it is not borne as well

as it is in the cases of persons having no lung disease, while in all cases the

peripheral circulation is increased as the surface pressure is diminished. In

health the veins can empty themselves freely into the right auricle and ventricle,

whence under increased frequency of respiration, with unobstructed lung tissue,

the flow through the pulmonic system to the left heart is equally free, and in this

manner an equilibrium between the greater and lesser circulation is maintained.

If, however, the lung can not fully expand from the too great rarefaction of the

air, and if the lung suffers in addition in its expansion by the presence of pleu-
ritic adhesions, thickening, or exudates, or if the parenchyma of the lung is itself

the seat of inflammatory changes, infiltrations, or consolidations, then there is a
mechanical obstriiction placed in the king to the free flow of blood from the right
ventricle through the lung to the left auricle, and the equilibrimn between the
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lesser pnlmonic and the greater systemic circulation is easily disturbed or lost.

The heart is now called upon to compensate the disturbance by increased power
and frequency of contraction, and imder rest, or with a strong heart muscle,
when the obstruction is not too formidable, this equilibrium may be obtained or

reestablished. If the conditions for perfect equalization of the circulation are not

present, then passive pulmonary congestion and heart strain are the inevitable

results. In some cases, at great elevations, this can be only avoided by absolute
rest in the recumbent i)osition, while with others it is impossible tinder all cir-

cumstances, and the patient, unless quickly removed to a lower level, soon dies,

either from pulmonary haemorrhage, edema, or heart failure. In still others the

congestion leads to renewed or increased active, possibly destructive, changes and
their consequences, and in all this equalization of circulation is more readily dis-

tiirbed by comparatively slight causes, which at lower levels are inoperative.
The greater the elevation the greater is the liability for these undesirable effects.

At high altitudes much less exercise is therefore possible without resulting in i)ul-

monary congestion and heart fatigue—conditions which cause shipwreck in the

jovirney for health of the consumptive more frequently than all other preventable
causes combined.

Consumptives are more liable than others to pulmonary congestion and heart

fatigue at any level, first, because of the obstruction to the circulation produced
by the lung disease, and second, because of the accompanying nutritive disturb-

ances and aniBmia. The heart in most cases is already damaged, weak, and irritable

and seldom in a condition which justifies us to make great or unusual demands

upon it, and this is often true even in the early stages of the disease. It follows,

therefore, that we can not employ altitude in the treatment of phthisis on the

principle that
' ' the greater the elevation, the better for the patient," and I find from

practical experience that even at a medium elevation of 3,350 feet the tendency to

heart fatigue is more manifest than I have found it to be at places Avith lower
elevations. I have thus had occasion to advise the removal of patients to lower
levels because of circiilatory disturbances, in the absence of actual heart disease,

which were unquestionably due to the reduced atmosi)heric pressure, inasmuch
as they did not exist before leaving home, and promptly subsided when my advice

was complied with. Any unusual demand upon the heart, be that on account of

change in the atmospheric pressure, physical exercise and labor, or other strain,

must therefore have our careful consideration and be avoided unless in cases

where we are reasonably sure that the heart is adequate to the demand and that

our patient will be benefited thereby. The liability of consumptives to heart

strain with its consequences exists also when going from high altitudes to con-

siderably lower levels and, other things being equal, the effects are in proportioa
to the degree of change in the atmospheric pressure and the rapidity with which

the change is made. At a medium elevation these effects are better borne,

because the strain is less and patients still in a condition where improvement and

cure can reasonably be looked for can come to and return from lower levels with

greater safety.

The danger to patients of returning to seacoast localities who were considered

ctired at the high elevations of Colorado and New Mexico is recognized even by
the laity and physicians both at the elevated stations and at home recognize the

fact by advising against it, so that it practically means exile from home and

friends and from former associations for life to send consumptives to very high

elevations, to say nothing of the dangers and disadvantages to which they woTild

be thereby exposed. If it were true that by these means only a relative cure can

be accomplished, the sacrifice and risk would be imperative, although regrettable.

There are still other disadvantages of high-level resorts, among which I may men-

tion the great ranges of temperature. Extremes, not only in altitude but also in
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temperature, are undesirable for the consumptive. If he is to live out of doors as

much as possible he must avoid great degrees of cold, against which he finds it

difficult to protect himself, especially when not taking active exercise, and against

the enervating extremes of heat he can not protect himself at all. With these

extremes occur great and sudden variations in temperature, and these the 'con-

sumptive feels tc his detriment in any stage of the disease.

According to Dr. J. W. Gleitsmann, who made temperature comparisons between

some high altitude resorts of Colorado and the medium elevation of Asheville, N.

C, in 1874, a temperature of 90' F., with a maximum of 102° F., occurred in

Denver, Colo., fifty times, and at Colorado Springs thirty-nine times during the

same summer, when in Asheville, N. C, only once a temperature as high as 88' F.

was observed. He also found similar, only reversed, extremes for the winter

months, during which, owing to its geographical position and lower altitude, the

Asheville plateau, with an average of 46" F. for the winter months, is free from
severe cold weather ; snow rarely falls, and when it does the sun usually melts it

away on the same day. That a happy medium is best is also true as to a " com-

paratively dry climate," which constitutes another desirable factor in the climatic

treatment of phthisis. Too great dryness of the air is, however, undesirable,

becoming frequently a source of irritation to the lungs and throat, and Dr. Rudi,
of Denver, recognizing the disadvantage, advises the generation of steam in the

patient's sleeping apartment.
Great dryness of the air is associated with prolonged dry sjiells and the absence

of rain, which means a large amount of dust floating in the air, the inhalation of

which shotild be avoided in all lung and throat affections. At lower levels the air

contains relatively more moisture, and upon the Asheville i)lateau the average

hiimidity for the entire year is G.5 i)8r cent, while at some points in Colorado and
New Mexico it is no doubt much lower. Sixty-five per cent is, however, relatively

dry, and compares favorably with the lowlands, where the average is in the neigh-
borhood of 80 per cent. The number of clear and fair days at a given climatic

resort is also important, as upon them dej^ends largely the patients' ability to

derive the full benefit of climatic treatment in living out of doors as mucli as

possible. Many of the localities with medium or lower elevations can compare in

this respect with the higher levels, and the Asheville plateau has averaged twenty-
five clear and fair days for each month in the five years since the establishment of

the U. S. Weather Bureau in 1888. In the jiast year there have not been more than

three or four days on which my jiatients did not have the advantage of out-of-door

life on account of unfavorable weather. The Asheville plateau can therefore

claim freedom from all extremes in elevation, temperature, or humidity; it has

every condition favorable to out-of-door life
;
it is an all-year favorable locality

where in the residence of the invalid no change is required ^vith change of season.'

It is easily accessible, being within twelve to twenty-four hours' travel of the

Eastern, Middle, and Soiithern States, obviating the more serious and frequently
detrimental fatigue from days of travel to localities of greater elevation and

greater distance. That such resorts of medium elevation deserve consideration is

apparent from the estimation in which they are held by the profession, and much
lower levels than the Asheville i)lateau have shown excellent records in improve-
ments and recoveries obtained, and the facts presented regarding the disadvan-

tages of high aititixdes oiitweigh in my judgment any supposed advantage claimed

for them
; but apart from the foregoing considerations we must consider as our

best guide the clinical results obtained and compare them.

Speaking for western North Carolina, and the Asheville plateau in particular,

I am able to record equally as good results, if not better, as have ever been shown

' For more particulars reference is made to the meteorological table from the records of the

U S. Weather Bureau for the years 1888 to 1893, attached at the end of this paper.
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for the high-level resorts, and, without gcnng into details, I can say that in the

truly early stage I have for several years past obtained 100 i^er cent of recoveries

in all cases who remained a sufficient length of time to justify the expectation,
while not a single early-stage case has failed to show improvement from even a

comparatively short season of residence. The high-level resorts can not possibly
do better, and with these results the plea for more than medium elevation must
fall to the ground. I have now records of 518 cases treated and discharged more
than two years and as long as five years ago. The permanency of the results in

these cases was inquired into this past winter by correspondence with patients,

their relatives, or their physicians. With but few excei)tions, they have all

returned to their previous places of residence and the answers received show that

a cure or permanent arrestment of the disease continues in 181, or 35 per cent ;

296 others, or 56 per cent, continue still improved as compared with the time of

their arrival at Asheville ; and only 70 patients have grown worse or have died.

Not until better results and of equal duration can be shown for the high-altitude

resorts need the profession seriously consider any jjossible advantage they may
claim over lower or medium levels.

In conclusion, I desire to say that I am not unmindful of excellent results

obtained in high altitudes, especially in the early stage, nor of the fact that the

statistics of the high-level resorts are seriously clouded by the unfavorable course

and bad results in cases at all advanced in the disease and who were erroneously
sent to them. I claim, however, that such early-stage cases could have derived

the same benefits at lower levels without subjecting them to the dangers pointed

out in the earlier part of this paper, and that many of the advanced cases who fail

to improve or gi'ow worse at high altitudes could derive benefit at places having

only a medium elevation.

Summary of meteorological records for the years from 1888 to 1892, inclusive.

[The United States Weather Bureau meteorological observatory at the Winyah Sanitarium,
Ashevillo, N. C. Elevation, 3,3o() feet ; Lat., 35° 36' N.; Long., 82° 26' W. Hour.s of observation,
7 a. m., 2 p. m., and 9 p. m.]
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Summary of meteorological records, etc.—Continued.

Years.
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diseases which should not jjroduce so much harm nowadays, but from others which,

according to the achievements of modern science, should be stamped out almost

completely. This state of affairs is not only harmful to the interests of the country
in which so little attention is jmid to hygienic i)recei)ts, bat imperils all the other

countries with which it has commercial relations, and which at any moment may
receive the contagion. At present, when medical science has progressed so much,
and when clinical observation, together with the microscope and chemical •inaiyses,

has made so many conijiiests, carrying light into the darkness, which involved

all the aveniies which lead to the knowledge of the productive causes of the ail-

ments of mankind, it is necessary that we as apostles of health should aelp to the

utmost of our capability the establishment in our respective countries of a hygienic
service which shall correspond to modern reciuireinents. It seems to me that this

subject suggests, on our part, a very important diity to our several countries, and

that we must work diligently until we succeed in bringing our peoples as near as

possible to the position occupied by those nations which are the standard bearers

of pi'ogress, and which, convinced of the importance of hygiene give to 't a prom-
inent place in their public administration. Unfortunately, in the great majonty
of our Spanish-American countries hygiene does not receive the attention it

deserves, and we generally have only imijerfect hygienic services in charge of

incompetent jjersons, who very often ignore even the most rudimentary principles

of the branch to which they are dedicated. If we refer to our seaports we find

that, generally speaking, they lack the indispensable sanitary service, endangering
not only their local interests, but those of the countries with which they are in

contact. The official physicians are badly compensated, and in consequence we

rarely have able men in charge of the important iiositions of health officers.

In the great majority of the ports of Spanish-America they do not have quaran-

tine structures properly situated and with the necessary requirements. In one

word, we do not have the organization nor the complete hospital conveniences to

isolate cases of contagious diseases as they may appear, and besides we are not

prepared to properly enforce quarantine among the passengers and vessels which

may come from infected ports. To this deficienc^y in what appertains to prophy-
lactic medicine in our ports are due the extraordinary measures taken by our Gov-

ernments in cases of probable danger, as, for example, from the importation of

Asiatic cholera. In these cases our Governments dictate extreme measures which

should not be tolerated nowadays, when the character of contagious diseases,

their periods of incubation, and their methods of propagation are known. Last

year on account of the menace of cholera in Central America. Colombia, Brazil,

and other countries of South America, the ports were entirely closed to all

vessels arriving from infected or suspected ports. Now, this measure, it matters

not in what light we may consider it, is extremely inhuman, and this considera-

tion is in itself sufficient to admonish us to prepare ourselves so that we may
receive those vessels without any danger, attend those who may be unavoidably

ill, and do in due form all that may be required for the disinfection of baggage,

merchandise, etc. Not only the dictates of humanity, but the commercial inter-

ests of our countries, demand the establishment of a good system of quarantine

which will interfere as little as possible with traffic, so as to injure oiir commercial

prosperity to the smallest extent. All these considerations have induced me to

propose to the high judgment of this distinguished assemblage a project for the

establishment of an international system of quarantine and maritime hygiene

obligatory upon all the different sections which form the world of Columbus. As

this subject would have to be a matter of necessary legislation in our respective

coujitries, I think that we might confine ourselves for the present to discussing its

imi)ortance. and if my illustrio is compeers should be of my opinion a commission

might be appointed by the Pan-American Medical Congress to study the matter
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properly, and to propose whenever and wherever the congress may designate the

best plan to carry out the project. Recapitulating, I would say : I propose the

establishment of a system which might be called "the Pan-American system of

(luarantme and maritime hygiene." The foundation of the whole system should

rest on a general code, which should comprise all that is accepted to-day by science

in this matter. This code should be adopted by all the nations of the American

continent and adjacent islands. Each constituent country should have a national

board of health residing in its capital, and also auxiliary boards in other cities,

and principally in the seaports, all subordinate to the national board of health.

Each national board of health should be the central medical authority for each

country, and all the national boards should be under the general direction of a

central international board of health, which should be the head of the whole sys-

tem. The central board should be established in an important city well situated

for communication with all the countries which constitute the system. I propose
as the desired point for the central board of health the city of Washington, D. C,
not only because it is the capital of our eldest and most advanced sister, but on

account of its especial position, which best adapts it to serve as a center to the

entire system. The details of organization of the several boards, officers, etc., and

the by-laws, general and special, it seems to me, should not be entered into here,

because they must be taken into consideration by the commission , to whose ajipoint-

ment I referred before. To carry to a happy solution the project which I have

the honor to initiate, I believe it would be advisable that, having accepted the idea,

the Pan-American Medical Congress should ask the Government of the United

States to propose to the governments of the countries which form the continent

and adjacent islands to appoint delegates with full powers to discuss and act upon
the subject in question at the meeting which should take place as soon as i)ossible

in accordance with the resolutions adopted by the Pan-American Medical Con-

gress. Once established, the Pan-American system of uniform quarantine and
maritime hygiene might enter into an understanding with the systems prevailing
in the Old World, and we might ultimately come to an agreement in the matter

that would lead to the adoption of universal quarantine regulations. The impor-
tance of the system which I propose can hardly escape the approval of my able

fellow-members whose attention I hope to interest. The establishment of a hygi-
enic organization of this class will not only serve to protect the health of our

respective countrymen, but it will be of immense service to the commercial trans-

actions which signify so much to the material prosperity of all, but more espe-

cially to that of our new countries. Moreover, the strict observance of fixed pre-

cepts, scientifically based, obligatory on all our countries, "will be of service also to

prevent those countries which might be unfortunately visited by an epidemic from

communicating it to all the others with which it is connected by travel and trans-

portation. As amatter of course, once the system is well established, all the appoint-
ments of medical officers will be properly made by the national boards of health,
which will also see to it that all the quarantine requirements shall be such as to

give complete satisfaction. A quarantine system well established will make it. if

not impossible, at least very improbable for the United States and Europe to send
Asiatic cholera to our Spanish-American countries, and at the same time will pro-
tect them from receiving yellow fever from us.

I will conclude, hoping that my incoordinate ideas will serve as a starting point
to a thorough study ot the subject in question, which will have as a happy conse-

(juence the establishment of the system which I have had the honor of proposing
to your consideration. If we should succeed in carrying it through, I am fully
convinced that it would become a great blessing to our countries especially and a
benefit to the world at large; and unless surh measures be adopted we can never

aspire to be looked upon as progressive in medicine or in commerce.
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HISTORIQUE DU SIPHON. GAZ^IFICATION PAR L'ACIDE CARBONI-
QUE LIQUIDE.

Par le Dr. PROSPER DE PIETRA SANTA, do Paris.

Parmi les qiiestions d'actualite les plxis etudiees et les inieux elucidees par la

Society frangaise ct'hygiene, an triple point de vue technique, industriel et sani-

taire, je n'hesite pas a placer celle de Teati de Seltz a Paris. Effectivement, elle a

etei'objet: (1) De communications importantes faites en seance par MM. Mon-
dollot, Durand-Fardel. Gantrelet et Peyrand, communications qui ont donne lieu

a d'interessantes discussions. (2) D'analyses chimiques et bacteriologiques entre-

prises dans le laboratoire d'analyses de la Societe par MM. Lebaigne, Dupre et en
dernier lieu par MM. Ferdinand-Jean et Bruhat. (3) DVxperiences et de cons-

tatations varices instituees par I'une de vos commissions sous la presidence de

M. Fichet, alors que s'est pose le probleme de la gazeiftcation possible des eaux

par Tacide carboniqiie liquide. Dans ces diverses circonstances, la Societe restait

bien dans son programme d'applications pratiques puisqu'il s'agissait d'etablir les

meilleui'es conditions de fabrication d'une boisson hygienique par excellence, et

pouvant en outre etre fournie aux consommateurs a des prix des plus abordables

pour les petites bourses.

D'autres sentiments non moins respectables avaient stimule le zele de plusieurs
de nos chers collegues, en portant la lumiere et la verite dans une question

d'hygiene indtistrielle intentionnellement obscurcie : d'une part, par la concur-

rence deloyale des proprietaires de Teau anglo-allemande d'Apollinaris ; de I'autre

par les craintes, les apprehensions, voire meme les accusations formelles de

savants chimistes qui semblent s'etre fait une specialite de la plombopliobie.

Si, en ma qualite d'inspecteur des etablissements d'eaux minerales du departe-
ment de la Seine, j'ai du prendre une part assez active dans cette levee de bou-

cliers contre des precedes peu corrects et inconsideres, c'estque j 'avals k coeur de

defendre une corporation honnete, dans laquelle nous comptons i)lusieurs colle-

gues devoues. A aucun moment, du reste. je n'ai hesite k me departir des instruc-

tions souvent prime-sautieres de I'administration prefectorale, que je me suis tou-

Jours efforce de representer dans ses attributs de surveillance, de controle et de

protection. J'avais devant moi un syndicat des fabricants d'eaiix gazeuses, dans

lequel figuraient des industriels, les premiers interesses a 1'amelioration et au

perfectionuement de leurs produits. En faisant pour ainsi dire cause commune
avec eux, j'arrivais au seul but desirable, celui dii respect le plus absolu des jjre-

ceptes de I'hygiene, des exigences legitimes de la sante publique.

Lorsque je suis entre dans I'inspection, en 1874, j'ai trouve I'mdastrie des eaux

gazeiises en face d'objections, de reserves, d'accusations meme, d'une certaine

gravite. Au moment de la quitter, en 1893, par suite du rattachement du service

au laboratoire municipal d'analyses, je puis affirmer ici hautement, comme je I'ai

fait naguere devant I'Academie des sciences, qu'a Paris, a I'heure presente :

L'eati de Seltz, boisson hygienique de premier ordre, pent etre desormais livr6e
a toutes les classes de la population dans des conditions irr^prochables de purete,
d'agrement et de salubrite.

J'ai done le droit de feliciter la Societe franyaise d'hygiene de son intelligente

initiative et du succes de cette campagne sanitaire, en remerciant vivement ceux
de ses membres qui se sont constitues de zeles collaborateurs.

MM. Marie-Davy, Mondollot, Pellet. Lebaigne, Dupre, Gautrelet, Peyrand,
Ferdinand-Jean, Bruhat, Fichet et Cerckel.
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II.

Je me propose maintenant d'exposer brievement, iion pas toutes les phases de la

question, inais bien les deux principales relatives aux progres realises : (1) Dans
la construction du siphon. (2) Dans le mode actuel de gazeification. Pour mettre

les uns et les autres en pleine lumiere, et dans line pensee d'impartialite, je com-

mencerai par rappeler les opinions soutenues dans des pixblications recentes par
deux menibres autorises a I'Academie de medecine, un chimiste, M. Armand Gau-

tier, et un medecin therapeute, M. Constantin Paul.

Dans le chapitre, Eaux potables, de I'Encyclopedie d'hygiene et de medecine

publique (Dr. J. Rochard, tome II, 8*^ fasc.
, p. ^04, Paris, 1890), M. A. Gautier

s'exprime en ces termes :

Les eaux gazeuses artificielles, dites a tort eaux de Seltz, s'obtiennent en char-

geant Teau potable, enfemiee dans des appareils metalliques generalement en
cuivre etame, d'acide carbonique comprime dans ces recipients sous une pression
de 8 a4 atmospheres.' Ces eaux artificielles ont plusieurs inconvenients : Le prin-
cipal pourrait etre evite si les fabricants pouvaient s'astreindre ji n'employer que
de bonnes eaux potables ou filtrees a travers des vases de porcelaine ou meme de

gres. Mais il suffit dexaminer ces appareils, dits siphons, apres les avoir garde
quelques jours a la cave, pour y constater, le plus souvent, des parcelles ou flocons
de niatiere organique en suspension ou accumulee au fond du recipient. De telles

boissons presentent les inconvenients des eaux potables non filtrees, boissons peu
agreablea qui deviennent dangereuses en temps d'epidemie.

"^

Un second desavantage de ces eaux dites de seltz, c'est qu'elles contiennent

souvent, comme je I'ai demontre ailleurs,^ et comme je m'en suis assure de
nouveau depuis en maintes occasions, du plomb dissous ou en suspension a I'etat

d'hydrocarbonate.
Ce dangereux metal est emprunte aux appareils metalliques en cuivre etame

souvent a I'etain plombifere, ou Ton a charge ces eaux d'acide carbonique sous

pression, condition qui favorise I'attaque du metal.
Cette dissolution du plomb d'etamage est activee a la fois par les matieres orga-

niques de I'eau et par le gaz carbonique dissoiis. Dans tous les cas, il est necessaire
de se preoccuper du danger que fait courir I'usage de boissons si repandues, car
chacun connait les coliques, les cephalalgies, et les autres desordres nerveux (jui
sont la consequence de Tabsorption continue de ce metal veneneux meme'a faibles

doses. ^

Ces eaux ont enfin un dernier inconvenient. Le gaz carboniqiie n'y est tenu que
mecaniquement en dissolution, contrairement a ce qui a lieu dans les eaux ga-
zeuses naturelles, ou ce gaz est pour ainsi dire attire i)ar les carbonates calcaires,

magnesien ou alcalin, qu'. entrent dans leur composition. Aussi le gaz carbonique
fortement comprime des eaux gazeuses artificielles se degage-t-il violemment des

qu'il arrive dans Testomac a une temperature un peu elevee, et par sa masse et sa
tension fatigue ou excite outre mesure cet organe.

Comme on le voit par cette longue citation, Temiment professeur de chimie de

la Faculte de medecine de Paris, n'est pas partisan de I'eau de Seltz, et ce^iendant
il renonce cette fois a incriminer la teneur en plomb des armatures, ou tetes de

siphon dont I'alliage metallique contenait autrefois une iireparation de 20 et 25

pour cent de plomb "(le degre de tolerance administrative n'etant que de 10 pour

cent) ,
mais qui aujourd'hui ne renferme plus qu"une quantite minime de 4 ou 5

'C est la une lourde erreur. car ^ cette pressiou la vidange compldto du siphon deviendrait

impossible. Dans toutes les fabriques, au moment de I'emplissage le manometre place sur le

ballon gazeiflcateur marque 10, 13 et 14 atmospheres.
' Actuellement toutes les fabriques de Paris sont abonnees aux eaux de source (Dhuys,

Vanne), et pouivues de filtres bien conditionnes (filtres Bourgeoise, flltres Maille, filtres

Pasteur-Chamberland, filtres Maignen, etc.

3 Le cuivre et le plomb dans I'alimentation et I'industrie. Vol. in 8°, Paris, 1881.

^Dans une note inseree aux comptes rendus hebdomadaires de TAcadSmie des sciences

(novembrel892), de Gautier ecrit : "J'aimontre qu'ala dosedeOgr. 014 de plomb, par jour, pris
ROUS diverses formes, en particulier par les eaux potables, 34 personnes sur 100 seulement ont

presente des phenomSnes notoires d'intoxication saturnine. A une dose plus faible, le pour
cent tombe necessairement au-dessous A la dose de gr. 0005 k 0.000J3, par jour, il semble n'y
avoii- plus d'intoxication possible.
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pour cent de plomb. D'une maniere generale, on pent dire (pie les grands fabri-

cants d'appareils (Mondollot. Gneret, Dnrafort, etc.) ne livrentplnsanxfabricants
d'eaux gazenses qne des siphons en etain pnr et regnle avec absence totalo de

plomb.

Qnant a M. Constantin Paxil, dans nn volnme, Les eanx de table, pnl)lie ces

jours derniers en collaboration de M. le Dr. Rodet de Vittel, 11 ne semble i)as con-

naitre Tontillage et le fonctionnement de Fusine.

Apres avoir rappele les experiences faites a Munich par M. le Dr. Leone dans

le laboratoire de M. Pettenkoffer, il ajoute :

Cela prouve qne I'acide carboniqne est tin manvais milieu de culture, et qu'il

n'y aurait pas d'inconvenient de boire de I'eau de Seltz si elle ne contenait pas
trop souvent nn poison (lui tue bien plus surement que des centaines de mille de
bacteries, je veux parler de d'hydrocarbonate de plomb (pii s'y trouve dissous, ou
en suspension, ainsi que Ta montre A. Gauthier.
Ce plomb provient de letamage des tetes de siphon [sic]

' et est dissous avec

d'autantplus d'energie, que I'eau contientdes materiaux organiques, etqueTacide
carbonique y est dissous sous pression.
Ces eaux ont encore un inconvenient, c'est que I'acide carbonique s'y trouve en

dissolution mecaniquement et sous une forte pression ; aussi lorsqu'il arrive dans
I'estomac s'y degage-t-il violemment en distendant I'organe ce qui le fatigue et

I'excite inutilement.
En outre, lean de seltz artificielle etant generalement fabriquee avec le bicar-

bonate de chaux et I'acide sulfurique contient souvent une certaine proportion de
ce dernier entrainee mecaniquement dans le degagement gazeux plus ou moins
tumultueux de la reaction."^

Cette proportion atteint rarement 500 milligrammes par litre ; generalement elle

est inferieure a 250 milligrammes. La presence de cet acide n'en est pas moins
facheuse, car elle pent amener des troubles gastriques chez des sujets delicats.

Voila done bien etabli le bilan des accusations portees contre les eaux de Seltz

p^r deux savants academiciens qui les ont formulees dans le silence de leur cabinet

de travail, sans meme s'etre donne la peine de visiter une fabrique actuelle d'eaux

gazeuses, a I'effet de controler les faits nouveaux qui reduisent a neant de vieilles

assertions passees pour ainsi dire a I'etat de legende.

III.

Sans m'attarder a des demonstrations inopportunes pour ceux qui aiment h

conserver leur antipathie pour les eaux minerales artificielles, et toute leur sym-

l^athie pour les proprietaires des eanx minerales naturelles, j'entre au cteur meme
du sujet en exposant le bilan des progres obtenus.

Ces progres comprennent : d'une part la construction de siphons i)erfeQtionnes,

faisant disparaitre d'une maniere absolue la cause i^athogene, le plomb ;
de

I'autre, la gazeification des eauxde Seltz par I'acide carbonique liquide, chimique-
ment pur, qui a pour effet immediat de rendre le liquide antiseptique, antipara-

sitaide, et d'annihiler Taction des matieres premieres suspectes (bicarbonates de

commerce, blancs de Meudon, acides muriatique ou sulfurique).

L'historiquo du siphon pendant cette deuxieme luoitie du siecle montre une serie

successive d'ameliorations et de perfectionnements. A Torigine de la fabrication

des eaux de seltz, on se servait de bouteilles en verre, i)lus ou moins resistantes,

mais sujettes a ruptures et a, explosions.

En 1837 I'invention du siphon par Savaresse a dote I'industrie d'un rec^ipient

aussi pratique que commode.

» C'est assurement do I'alliago mcHalliquo de la tote dd siphon, et plus spofialemont du bee en

metal oCl se fait la vidango qii'a voulu parler I'auteur. C'est en somme I'uno des anciennes

objections de M. Gantier k laquello il a dfl renoncer i)ar suites d'analyses chimiques des plus

precises entreprises par ses contradicteurs.
* L'apparoil imagine depuis plusicurs annees par Mondollot, dit distributour autf>matique

do I'acido sulfurique, aasure tout h la fois le melange complet de Tatido et du airbonato torreux

et une production reguliere d'acide (»rlx)nique.
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Le siphon se compose, comme cliacmn sait. de trois jjarties essentielles : (1) La

carafe, jadis de forme ovoide, luaintenant cyliiidri(iiie, en verre blanc on colorie,

portant graves sur ses parois le nom et I'adresse du fabricant. (2) La tige, on

tube central, (jiii traverse la carafe de liaut en bas, et par on s'effectne la vidange
du liquide carboniqiie. Cette tige etait a I'origine tout en metal (alliage de plomb
et detain). Plus tard, au grand ijrofit de I'hygiene, elle a ete remplacee par un
tube en cristal, portant a sa partie superieure un petit support metallique, espece

debagueou d'anneau. 11 y a deux ou trois ans, M. Durafort a remplaceavantageuse-
ment la tige centrale par une tige en cristal evasee a sa partie superieure en forme

de petit entonnoir, le tout reconvert d'une rondelle en caoutchouc, ce qui permet
la sujipression de la bague ou anneau metallique. (3) La tete de siphon, ou

armature, toxite en metal, autrefois formee par un alliage d'etain et de plomb (ce

dernier dans les proportions de 15.25 pour cent) actuellement en etainpur etregule

(sulfure d'antimoine).

La partie superieure de la tete de siphon contient un ressort a boudin, en cuivre

rouge, qui facilite le jeu du levier. Le levier est dit petit levier, ou grand levier,

selon que le bouchage interieur de la carafe se fait en dessus ou en dessous du point

OTi lean gazeuse sort du siphon, pour s'engager dans le petit bee metallique de

petit diametre place sur le cote du recipient et par lequel s'opere la vidange.

Malgre ses petites dimensions, cette partie de la tete du siphon a ete longtemps
incriminee comme pouvant donner lieu a la production, sur place, d'un oxyde ou
d"un sous carbonate de plomb, forme au fur et amesure du passage de I'eau gazei-

fiee sur les parois metalliques du dit bee.

Si, theoriquement, le fait est possible, I'observation et I'experience demontrent

que la rapidite meme du passage de I'eau gazeifiee a 10, 12 et 14 atmospheres de

rinterieur du siphon dans le verre du consommateur, contrarie ou empeche meme
la production d'un sel plombique sur cette minime surface de contact.

L'analyse chimique vient, a son tour, mettre a neant ces apprehensions de la

plombophomanie.
Dans le laboratoire d'analyses de la societe, M. Lebaigue a pris de I'eau de seltz

contenue dans deux siphons a armatiires metalliques, contenant dans I'alliage : la

premiere un alliage de 30 pour cent de plomb, et la seconde une fraction d'unite

0.37 de plomb.
En analysant les deux produits, apres vidange complete mais moderee et inter-

rompue, M. Lebaigue a trouve ala 4<' decimale une tres-Yninime difference, a savoir :

0.0007 potu- le siphon contenant 30 pour cent de plomb, et 0.0007 pour celui qui en

contenait moins de 1 pour cent. II ne faut pas perdre de vue que ces deux proi)nr-

tions de plomb pouvaient provenir de la canalisation en plomb amenant dans le

laboratoire les eaux de la ville. Du reste, sur ce point special, M. Durafort a

realise un perfectionnement important enrecouvrant d'une mince couche deporce-
laine fine de Limoges les parois interieures du bee du siphon. Cette couche de

porcelaine se continue a I'interiear et remplit toiites les parties vides autour de la

tige centrale. et autour du piston en ebonite qui, actionne par le levier, assure le

jeu du sii)hon.

Comme on le voit par la figure ci-jointe du premier coup d'oeil, et d'une maniere

plus claire que par une description, avec ces ingenieuses dispositions, I'eau car-

bonique passe du sijihon dans le verre du consommateur, sans qiie sur auc an point
du trajet on ait a constater de contact avec I'alliage metallique de la tete de

siphon. (Fig. i.)

Potar completer cet historique, et sans me preoccuper des questions des brevets

d'inventions qui sont la legitime propriete des inventeurs. et qxi'ils defendront par
tons les moyens de droit, je signalerai deux perfectionnements recents: I'un d'eux

nous arrive d'Angleterre, I'autre est d'origine frangaise.
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Dans le new patent : Glass-lined throughout siphon head, la couche de porce-
laine du siphon Durafort est remplace par une tige en cristal d'une seule piece
dont Touverture interieure se trouve a la hauteur du disque piston en ebonite qui
en sabaissant assure le ieu du siphon. (Fig. ii.)

Le resultat final est le meme ; couche de porcelaine, ou tube de cristal, c'est en
somme le passage de I'eau gazeuse sans contact possible avec le metal.

Dans le siphon de Bordeaux Tarinature metallique, ou tete de siphon, est rem-

placee par une tete en verre, tout en cristal et d'une seule piece. Les seules parties

metalliques (en etain pur) sont des larges bagues a I'exterieiir, indispensables pour
fixer la tete du siphon sur le recipient en cristal. (Fig. iii.)

Le jeu du siphon se fait dans ce systeme par un levier agissant de haut en bas,
et actionnant le disque piston qui par son abaissement favorise le passage de I'eau

de Seltz sans le bee de vidanges tout en cristal.

IV.

MODES DE PRODUCTION DU GAZ ACIDE CARBONIQUE.

J'arrive a cette question speciale ; d'une maniere generale, le gaz acide carbo-

nique CO"^ pour la gazeification de lean de Seltz s'obtient, soit par la reaction d'un

acide sulfurique ou hydro-chlorique sur des carbonates alcalins ou terreux (craie,

blanc de Meudon, marbre, carbonates de sonde, de chaux), soit par la desagi-ega-
tion des carbonates et bicarbonates de sonde au moyen de la chaleur (haute tem-

perature). Les grandes fabriques utilisent le blanc de Meudon ; celles qui sont

outillees avec les appareils a production demi-continue oil continue de MM. Mon-

dollot, Herman-Lachapelle, Gueret, Durafort, etc., utilisent le carbonate de sonde

du commerce traite par I'acide sulfurique ou miiriatique.

En 1868, Ozouf trouvait dans la combustion du coke une source i)lus directe de

CO'^. Le gaz i^roduit etait engage dans une combinaison alcaline laquelle decom-

posee a son tour par une temperature elevee, lassait degager le gaz CO'^ Dans le

systeme hoUandais Bens, le CO'^ est tire du bicarbonate de sonde au moyen de la

chaleur elevee d'un fort bee de Bunsen.

Le gaz produit passe a travers un refrigerant Liebig pour se rendre dans des *

condensateurs en fer garnis de charbon. L'embouteillage se fait dans de petites

bouteilles a billes du systeme Codd.

Dans les appareils domestiques dits gazogenes Briett-Mondollot, le CO^ est

demande a Taction de lean sur I'acide tartrique et le bicarbonate de sonde.

Dans ces derniers temps, M. Taquet a cherche a utiliser I'acide carbonique
recueilli dans la fabrication des vins de raisin sec. Le gaz arrive dans des

chambres ad hoc, ou il vient saturer des carbonates du commerce.

Les bicarbonates qui resultent de cette saturation sont alors traites dans I'usine

par la chaleur et fournissent un gaz tres-pur.

Quelque soit le mode de production du CO*', le gaz une fois produit et convena-

blement epure est refoule a I'aide de pompes en meme temps que I'eau (prealable-

ment filtree) dans de recipients en ciiivre, etames a I'etain fin, ous'opere la satura-

tion de I'eau par I'acide carbonique.
Le degre de compression est indique par le manometre exterieur qui surmonte

le saturateur et porte a 10, 12 et meme 14 atmospheres selon le degre de la tem-

perature ambiante.
V.

Les specimens d'appareils pour fabrication des eaux gazeuses exposes dans la

grande galerie des machines (du chami) de Mars) pendant I'Exposition Universelle

de 1889, ne laissent plus aucun doute sur la possibilite, et I'opiwrtunite, d'utiliser

pour la fabrication des eaux de Seltz et des limonades gazeuses, Tacide carbonique

liquide.



Fig. I.—SystSme Duraford.

Fig. II.—Systfime-lined Fig. III.—Systfime Delormc.
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Depuis les travaiix et experiences de Faraday, de Pouillet et surtoiit de Thilorier,

sur la lic^uefaction des gaz, Tacide carbonique liquide dont la jireparation etait

restee longtemps dans le domaine de la science et s'execntait seulement, et non sans

dangers, dans les laboratoires, est devenu un prodnit industriel a applications aussi

nombreuses que varices.

L'outillage de Tiisine est considerablenient reduit, et la fabrication plus prompte
des produits exige moins de main d'oeuvre. Ceux-ci sont du reste plus agreables

et plus sains puisqu'on se debarrasse, du meme coup, du blanc de Meudon qui avec

ses incriistations de micro-organismes donne parfois a I'eau de Seltz un gout desa-

greable ou nauseeux, et de Tacide sulfurique, qxii malgre ses lavages repetes i^eut

laisser a I'arriere gorge une sensation d'acrete.

L'acide carbonique liqiiide est incolore, mobile et remarcjuable par sa grande
dilatabilite ; son coefficient de dilatation est jjlus grand que celui des gaz, ce qui
lui donne une force considerable, bien superieure a celle de la vapeur d'eau.

Le litre d'acide carbonique gazeux pese 1 gr. 529, et le litre d'acide carbonique
liquide pese kil. 838. Par consequent un litre d'acide carbonique liquide pese
autant que ~AS litres 75 d'acide carbonique gazeux.
D'apres ces chiffres, on voit qu'il y a grand avantage, dans la fabrication des aux

gazeuses a employer sous un petit volume une quantite d'acide carbonique repon-
dant a un volume 548 fois plus grand que celui qu'on emploie actuellement.

(Dupre. )

L'acide carbonique liquide pent devenir solide lorsqu'il est projete sur une boite

metallique a parois minces, une grande partie se volatilise en enlevant la chaleur

necessaire a son changement d'etat aux parois du vase et a la portion de l'acide

restee liquide. La temperature s'abaisse peu a pen. Quand elle est descendue a

70° au dessous de zero, l'acide carbonique restant se solidifie etprendl'aspectd'une

neige blanche fioconneuse qui a 80" au dessous de zero.

C'est par le fait de cette propriete de l'acide carbonique liquide de se solidifier

par Taction meme du calorique em])runte a la partie restante par la partie qui se

solidifie, que pendant le fonctionnement des bouteilles ou canons, on constate la

formation de petits glagons qui viennent obstruer I'ouverture du degagement du

gaz, surtout si I'on ne prend pas la precaution d'ouvrir petit a petit le robinet a

frein qui la termine.

Ce refroidissement, au fur et a mesure que la bouteille d'acide carbonique liquide

se vide, se manifeste sur les parois de la bouteille elle meme par une epaisse couche

de neige.

La premiere application de l'acide carbonique liquide a la fabrication des eaux

gazeuses a ete faite a Hanotre en 1870. Petit a petit ce systeme s'est generalise
en Allemagne, en Autriche et en Russie.

En France, c'est seulement vers 1884 que l'acide carbonique liquide a ete utilise,

en lieu et place de I'air comprime, pour le fonctionnement des pompes a biere.

Le procede est des plus ingenieux : on commence par degager l'acide carbonique

liquide dans un tambour jusqu'a ce qu'il y ait atteint une pression de 2 atmos-

pheres, et c'est ce tambour ainsi charge et mis, au moyen d'un tuyau, en com-
munication avec le tonneavi a biere qui donne la pression.

II en resulte que, durant toute la vidange, la biere est soustraite au contact de

I'air exterieur ; de plus, tandis qu'avec les pompes, l'acide carbonique contenu

dans la biere se diffuse dans I'air comprime contenu dans le tonneau, avec le

nouveau systeme l'acide carbonique, que fait la pression, se dissout dans la biere,

et lui donne un gout piquant en la rendant plus agreable.
Pendant les premiers temps ce produit (acide carbonique liquide) etait fourni

par I'usine Krupp a Essen. II arrivait a Paris dans de forts cylindres en fer

forge dits bouteilles ou canons, de la contenance de 8 kilogrammes d'acide car-

bonique liquide comprime a 70 et 80 atmospheres.
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C'est a la seance de la Societo frangaise d'hygienc dii (i avril 1 SSfi, ot a propos
(Vinie ititercssaiite communication de M. Mondollot snr I'Industrie den e<iii,v de Seltz

que M. Fichet I'un de ces vice-presidents, posa, le premier, ce point d'interroeca-

tion : Est-il ijossible d'utiliser lacide carboni(xue licjuide pour la fabrication des

eaux gazeusesV
Cette fabrication etait possible, puisqu'elle se faisait depuis plusieurs annees

en Allemague. Toutefois, M. Mondollot formulait, seance tenante, trois objec-

tions serieuses : (1 ) "II n'est pas logique, d'employer une force pour condenser un

gaz que Ton est obligee de detendre ensuite. (2) II est dangereux, de raanier des

appareils remplis a la pression de 70 a 80 atmosi)heres, pression indispensable pour

liquefier le gaz acide carbonique. (8) La cherte du produit le rend inabordable

aux fabriques x^arisiennes, i)uisque le prix de revient d'un siphon d'eau de Seltz

obtenu par I'acide carbonique liciuide serait 7 a 8 fois phas eleve que le prix de

revient des matieres premieres d'usage courant."

Malgre le bien fonde de ces objections, M. le Secretaire General proposa de

nommer une commission chargee d'etudier la question au double point de vue theo-

rique et pratique.
Cette etude, ajoutait-il, formerait d'ailleurs le complement logique de la ques-

tion relative aux proprietes antiseptiques du gaz acide carbonique.
La commission composee de MM. Brillie, Dupre, Ficliet, Moreau de Tours et de

Pietra Santa se mit immediatement a I'oeuvre, et quelques joiirs apres elle assistait

a des premiers essais dans I'une des grandes fabriques de la capitale.

Ces essais furent des plus satisfaisants. Le canon de 8 kilogrammes d'acide car-

bonique liquide fourni par la maison Krupp fut mis en communication avec ie

gazometre de I'usine ; le tirage des siphons s'effectua comme a I'ordinaire et le

chiffre des siphons s'eleva a 800.

De I'avis iinanime des membres de la commission, I'eau de Seltz etait plus agr6-

able au gout que celle obtenue par le blanc de Meudon et I'acide sulfurique.

Le second essai dans une fabrique moins importante porta ijIus specialement sur

les limonades gazeuses. Cette fois la gazeification s'effectua directement du canon

d'acide carbonique liquide (surmonte d'un manometre et muni de robinets speciaux

I)ar I'ouverture et la fermeture. La fabrication fut tres-prompte, et les diverses

boissons gazeuses furent jugeesdebeaucoupsupeneures aux produits similaires de

I'usine.

Toiitefois, cette double experience, ne resolvait pas les objections de la cherte

du produit, et du tribut k payer a I'industrie allemande.

Pendant que la commission se demandait, s'il n'y aurait pas moyen de'i'ecueillir

le gaz acide carbonique naturel aux sources thermales de Vichy, ou de Royat, en

I'emmenant, sur place et par un outillage special, ii I'etat liquide. MM. Cerckel

et Fichet (de la Societe des produits antiseirtiques) nous annoncerent (ju'ils etaient

en mesure, dans leur usine de Villers, de fournir un gaz acide carboni(iiie liquide,

chimiquement pur, produit par la combustion du coke, et vendu aux fabriques

d'eati de Seltz au prix de 10 francs le canon.

Je ne saurais dissimuler la satisfaction que nous avons tons eprotivee a .ce

moment. En possession d'un produit avec marque de fabrique frangaise et livre

a un prix tres-abordable, nous avons poursuivi avec perseverance notre propa-

gande, toute de persuasion, en faveur de la reforme industrielle, qui representait

a nos yeux un progres hygienique tres-notable.
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VT.

II lie ine parait i)as superfiu do passer en revue les divers modes de production
de Tacide carbonique licjuide employes A, Tetranger

' et en Prance '^

A Berlin, la maison Kunheim a construit un etablissement du ineme genre dont
la vente journaliere pour I'Allemagne senlement est de 900 bouteilles ou canons
de 8 kilogrammes chaqne.
A Vienne, cette noiivelle fabrication des eanx gazeuses par I'acide carbonique

liqnide y a ete introdiiite par I'ingenieur Haseword. Son procede consiste a faire

reagir Tacide sulfiiricxne etendu d'eau,et debarrasse de tontes traces d'arsenic sur

le carbonate de magnesie pur. II permet d'obteniv 450 kilogrammes de li(]uidepar

jonrnee de 13 heures.

On applique egalement a Vienne le principe des comjjressions siiccessives, de

maniere a obtenir une pression de 50 a 60 atmospheres.
L'acide carbonique liquide est alors emmagasine dans des reservoirs en tole dont

les fonds sont sondes a leur partie cylindrique. Ces reservoirs prealablement

eprouves a 250 atmospheres contiennent chacun 20 kilogrammes du produit.
En Belgique, la Societe La Carbonique de Louvain prepare en grand l'acide

carbonique liquide en refoulant l'acide carbonique gazeux dans des bouteilles en
fonte oil il se liquefie sous sa i:)ropre pression. Chaqne bouteille renferme environ

10 litres d'acide carbonique liquide qui a la pression ordinaire fournissent 4,500

litres d'acide carbonique gazeux.
La preparation en grand de l'acide carbonique liquide permet de le produire

chimiquement pur.

Les gaz provenant de la combustion de I'oxide de carbone d'un gazogene Len-
cauchez au coke sont laves soigneusement i)our en eliminer l'acide sulfureux et
refoules daHs des ai)pareils pourvus d'agitateurs convenables, et renfermant des
solutions de carbonate de sonde ou de potasse.

L'acide carbonique est absorM, tandis que I'azote et Toxygene en leger exces
s'echappent dans latmosphere. La solution de bicarbonate alcalin est introduite
dans une chaudiere et soumise a I'ebullition par la chaleur resultant de la combus-
tion des gaz du gazogene qui servent a la prodiiction de l'acide carbonique dilue.
L'acide carbonique se degage a I'etat de grande purete, tandis que le monocarbo-
nate sert a une nouvelle absorption.
Le gaz carbonique est reciieilli dans un gazometre, d'ou il est aspire pour etre

comprime dans un appareil a plusieurs cylindres, et amene ainsi successivement
a 25 et 60 atmospheres. II est refroidi soigneusement au sortir de chaque cylindre.
Ainsi produit, l'acide carbonique liquide est emmagasine dans des cylindres en fer

forge (bouteilles ou canons) timbres par une pression de 250 atmospheres, de la

capacite de 12 litres environ et de la contenance de 10 kilogrammes.
Un appareil detendeur invente par M. Froideral, ingenieur a St.-Quentin, per-

rnet de laisser echapper le gaz des bouteilles, sous une pression reduite et facile a
regler. (Bulletin de la Societe d'encouragement pour I'industrie nationale, seance
du 22 fevrier 1889.)

Le contenu de ces bouteilles d'acide carbonique liquide est livre aux fabricants

d'eaux gazeuses a un prix qiii est descendu successivement de 30 francs a 10 et

meme a 8 francs. Dix kilogrammes du produit suffisent a la preparation de 1,200

siphons d'eau de Seltz. Le jour ou les dits fabricants auront un materiel de bou-

teilles, a eux appartenant, l'acide carbonique liquide pourra leur etre livre a un
prix beaucoup moindre.

'Le procede employe a Hanovre consiste a pomper le gaz CO''^ lave et desseche dans line seiie

de recipients de pluf en plus petits jusqn'aii moment ou Ton obtient la liquefaction h 0° etsous
une pression de 3()atmosph6res.

^Pour les usines fran^aises j'indiquerai senlement ici celui qui s'est le plus vito generalise en
raison meme de sa superiority. Dans I'usine de Villers, pr6s Hernies (Oise), (Societe des pro-
duits antiseptiques), l'acide carbonique liquide est prepare par la compression directe du gaz car-

bonique ti'es pur obtenu d'une faQon toute originale k Taide d'un appareil base sur les indications
de MM. Orouf et Moisson et perfectioune par M. Gall.
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CONCLUSIONS.

En resume, voici misesen parallele pour la fabrication a Paris des eaux gazeuses
(eaii de seltz, limonades gazeuses, soda-water, etc.), la situation d'autrefois et la

situation d'aujoiird'hui.

Dans le passe : (1 ) Eaux de fabrication suspectes. imparfaitement filtr^es ou plus
on nioins contaminees. (2) Presence du plomb sans les armatures ou tetes de

siphons ;
et etamage defectueux des grands appareils en cuivre de I'usine. (3)

Matieres premieres de la fabrication plus ou moins sujettes a caution an point de
vue sanitaire.

Dans le present: (1) Eaux de source ayant sejoiarne prealablement dans des

filtres perfectionnes. (1) Alliage metallique des tetes de siphon, exempt de toutes

traces de plomb. (3) Recipients ou carafes dans lesquels, par d'ingenieuses dispo-

sitions, il n'existe plus aucun contact metallivjue entre le contenu (eau chargee
d'acide carbonique), et le contenant (siphon en cristal). (4) Gazeification par
Tacide carbonique liquide, gaz chimiquement pur, et offrant par cela meme toutes

les garanties desirables pour I'hygiene privee et pour la sante publique.

EL BOCIO (GOITRE) EN LA AMERICA DEL SUD.

Por el Dr. SAMUEL GACHE.

Medalla de oro'cn el Concurso Sud-Americano de Medicina celebrndu jmr <l Circulo Medico

Argentino en 1893 ; Miembro de la Societe Frangaise d'Hygiene de Paris ; ojiciul de Academia •

Delegado d«?l Gobiei-no Argentino en el Congreso Internacional de JJigieue y Demografia, de

Paris, en 188'J ; Medico del Hospital Ravoson, de Buenos Aires, etc.

•
Entre las endemias de la America del Sud, el bocio es una de las mas oxtendidas.

Se ha incriminado k la naturaleza geol6gica de los terrenes la causa de esta

deformidad, pero se ha desistido de tal inctilpaci6n en vista de los resultados

negativos que inuestran a aquella desarrollandose en suelos de distinto origen, y
se ha buscado con mas serio fundamento en la composicion de las aguas, la etio-

logia de mal tan generalizado, y asi mismo su estudio en tal sentido no ha satis-

fecho a todos. Se ha atribuido a la falta de oxlgeno, iodo y bromo en el agua ; se

ha pensado en las aguas en las cuales la magnesia forma el 25 por ciento del total

de las sales ; se ha achacado al fluoruro de calcio, etc.
, pero no es posible con-

siderar estas opiniones sino como ax^reciaciones particulares de hechos aislados y
que ponen de manifiesto resultados contradictorios, puesto que el mismo fenomeno—
el bocio—se observa en condiciones esencialmente distintas.

Las agiias de nieve derretidas, dice Boussingault, se consideran por algunos
como causas de coto en los que tienen que hacer uso de ellas

; y efectivamente,
en la Nueva Granada se observa esta enfermedad en los lugares cuyos habitantes

beben de ordinario estas aguas, como sucede con los habitantes de la ciudad de

Mariquita, situada en las orillas del Guali, que sale del nevado de Ruiz, con los

de Ybaque que viven en las margenes del Combeina que desciende del Toluna ;

pero la mayor parte de los pueblos en donde el coto es endemico estan sin embargo
muy distante de los novados, y las aguas que en ellos se beben no provienen de la

nieve derretida. El autor antes citado, refiriendose a sus observaciones verifi-

cadas en acjuel pais, dice que no conoce bien alii sino dos lugares donde los habi-

tantes beben exclusivamente agua de manantial, y son Nemocon en la provincia
de Bogota, que posee un abundante manantial qiie brota de la piedra arenisca, y
la ciudad del Socorro, cuyos liabitantes beben aguas de manantiales qxae salen de

la roca caliza. En esta ultima los cotos son muy comunes y voluminosos, y en

Nemocon no observo uno solo.
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Tenemos pues dos heclios: las aguas que corren por rocas de cuarzo msolubles

no ejercen accion ninguna sobre la glandula tiroides, y los individuos que beben

el agua que sale de una roca caliza, soluble en parte por el acido carbonicoque con-

tiene, ven esta glandula hipertrofiarse y llegar a un desarroUo enorme. Y de aqui
nace el proislema de si la naturaleza de los terrenos que las aguas cruzan tiene 6 no,

influencia en el aumento de la tiroides
; problema que muchos autores hdn resuelto,

estableciendo despues de serios estudios que, con escepcion de las rocas calizas, la

naturaleza del suelo no parece ejercer influencia alguna sobre la frecuencia de los

cotos, y que esta influencia, si efectivamente la hay, no se estenderia sino a los

lugares en donde existen las rocas calizas secundarias, siendo asi que en la mayor
parte de los lugares en donde el coto es endemioo no hay rocas calizas.

La suposicion de que el agua al salir de los nevados 6 de las altas uiontarias produce
cotos en los que las injieren, y que esta propiedad la pierde cuando se aleja de las

fuentes y gana el aire qiie.necesita, se rebate con el hecho de que en lugares bajos y
en donde no se emplean las aguas procedentes de las montaiias, el coto es, sin

embargo, constante, y hasta muy comiin
; pudiendo mencionarse poblaciones

importantes en las que se beben agtias que por su origen contienen poco aire, y en las

que solo por excepcion se encuentra el bocio. Boussingault refiere que estos ulti-

mos hechos han sido comprobados en lugares poblados por Indios, raza que parece
exenta de cotos en donde quiera en America ; por lo menos, dice, yo nunca he

visto indio de raza pura con coto.

En Coloya, en Piedras y en las orillas del Combeyma, abundan los cotos entre
los negros, mulatos y mestizos, y los Indios estan exentos aunque usan de las mis-
mas aguas. Antes que yo, un celebre viajero habia hecho la misma observacion.
Los indigenas de tez bronceada gozan (dice M. Humboldt) de una ventaja fisica

qxae depende sin duda de la sencillez del genero de vida de sus antepasados por
millares de anos. Jamas he visto Indios corcobados, y raramente se ven Indios

bizcos, cojos 6 mancos. En los lugares en donde los habitantes estan sujetos a
cotos, los Indios carecen absolutamente de esta enfermedad, (jue se ve pocas veces
aun en los mestizos. '

En concepto de Bordier, los Indios estan en los Andes sujetos al bocio ; los mes-

tizos lo son menos ; vienen en seguida los blancos, en fin los negros ; y como, se ve,

estos datos difieren de los anteriores. La observacion local nos demuestra lo mismo

qiie ya Boussingault habia notado. Los Indios Quichuas de lujuy permanecen
inmunes

; y esto esta en oposicion con lo aseverado por Bordier. Los estudios de

Grange ilustraron en su epoca este punto oscuro de la etiologia de la endemia de

que hablamos, y llamaron la atencion sobre la circunstancia de que en todos los

valles en donde ella reina, las aguas potables, sea cual fuere el terreno por donde

corren, contienen una fiierte cantidad de cloruro, sulfato, y carbonate de magne-
sia. A su modo de ver, es la falta de cal en las aguas abundantes de magnesia lo

que causa el coto y propone hacer pasar las aguas nocivas i)or filtros 6 depositos
llenos de cal carbonatada 6 de una capa delgada de cal. El estudio quimico de las

tierras de las regiones bociogenas, parece igualmente, segiin autores varios, no dar

mucho fundamento a una teoria para encontrar en sus componentes el origen de

la enfermedad en cuestion, pero, a nuestro modo de ver, este estudio merece reco-

menzar, y tal vez algun dia se le llegue a asignar mayor influencia de la que hasta

hoy se le da. En la accion de alguh elemento especial de estas tierras sobre las

aguas que las criizan, ^ no podria fundarse xma sospecha que contribuyeraa exi)licar

Id genesis de los trastornos que nos ocupan ? El examen bacteriologico de dichas

tierras prodria iluminar el punto, determinando la clase de germen que obra en

estas condiciones.

Rechazadas las teorias qua se han dado para fundar mas 6 menos cientificamente

la etiologia que buscamos, y reconocido con Baillarger que existe un agente toxico,

especial, unico, siempre el mismo, que afecta los organismos vivos y les imprime

1 Boussingault, Viajes, etc.
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un sello do tlegeiieracioii sieiupre identico, cayo primer grado es el bocio y el ultimo

el cretinismc), debia irse a la investigacion de este ageiite i^ara comprobar la

manera de pensar de Arnould sobre si six causa reside en alguuos de lo.s eleiuentos

conocidos del agua 6 en algiin otro desconocido aim. Podrii tal vez, segt'in este

autor, referii'se al parasitismo, y entonces se reconocera en aquella la bacteria

bociosa. Y asl ha sut'(Mlido, en efecto. Poco tiempo despues de las previsiones del

sabio frances, los Dres. Lustig y Carle publicaban los resultados de sus estudios

hechos con aguas del Valle de A(jsta, donde el bocio es endemico y establecian las

siguientes conclusiones : ( 1 ) Todas las aguas exaniinadas (jue sirven para beber y

para los empleos domesticos a los habitantes afectados de bocio endemico, son muy
ricas en bacterios. (2) Presencia constaute en cantidad variable de un bacilo que
licua la gelatina con caracteres morfologicos y biologicos especiales. (;}) Los

experimentos de liacer beber esta agua, en un territorio exento de bocio, a los

caballos y a los perros sanos lian demostrado que el agua tiene el poder incontesta-

ble de i^rodiacir un aumento del cuerijo tiroides. (4) No esta atin probado que la

eliminacion de los niicrobios quite la i)roi)iedad bociogena.
La etiologia del bocio viene asi a ({uedar bien establecidu y confirmada la pre-

vision de Arnould , por la aplicacion de la teoria microbiana. La bacteria se enciien-

tra ciertamente en el agua, pero hay que averiguar si esta agua se limita sim-

plemente al rol de vehiculo, arrastrando al germen que toma del suelo, 6 si la

bacteria reconoce otra procedencia. Muy posible es que la verdad se encuentra

en la primera de estas suposiciones. ^No es en el suelo donde germina el bacilus

malarise? ^Porque no podria tambien originarse en el el uiicrobio del bocio? Y
decimos que probaDlemente la bacteria se originaen el suelo

,
fundados en este hecho

;

las aguas bociogenas no lo son en toda la extension de su curso ; y puede estable-

cerse el principio y el fin de su accion. En otro tiemjio se atribuia gran valor

etiologico a la herencia en primer lugar, la genitalidad, la altitud, etc. Muy posi-

ble 68 que todas estas circunstancias coadyuven a despertar la enfermedad, prepa-
rando el terreno que la bacteria mas tarda ha de fecundar ; pero ante todo hay

que reconocer la accion directa de esta ultima, cualquiera que sea su punto de

origen. Bordier que ha estudiado especialmente estas cuestiones de geogi'afia

medica, dice que el bocio se encuentra sobretodo en las montaiias y en los paises

frios como en los paises calidos, siendo la condicion dominante, la permanencia en

las montaiias. Tal proposicion no es del todo exacta por lo que se refiere a la

Rejiiiblica Argentina, jnies vemos el bocio desarrollarse tan pronto en comarcas

montanosas como las Provincias de Cuyo y las de Tucuman, Salta y Jujuy, como
en la de Corrientes, imponente por su Uanura, cubierta de vegetacion. Si el reina

en las primeras a titulo de ser en ellas montanoso el terreno, i cual razon se invo-

caria jjara justificar su j)resencia en la otra, situada lejos, muy lejos de las mon-

taiias ?

No puede argumentarse que la menor frecuencia de su invasion en Corrientes

probaria la influencia de la altitud, porciiie si bien hoy alii ataca un mimero rela-

tivamente reducido, en cambio antes de ahora ha hecho miichas victimas. En
ciertos pequenos pueblos de Corrientes, sobre el rio Uruguay, se han encontrado

en otro tiempo muchos bociosos que parece habian contraido su afeccion a causa

de beber agua del pozo, en lugar de usar de aquel rio, infinitaraente superior. Es

evidente su disminuci6n en esta provincia, y no es posible atribuirla a modifica-

ciones operadas en las condiciones generales del terreno, ni en la vegetacion, ni en

las aguas. ^Esquealgun foco ignorado se habra destruido ? Mas aceptable nos

parece la accion del intercanibio de las razas qne snifren nuestros pueblos del lito-

ral, a los (lue el ostranjero acude con preferencia llevando con su sangre nuevas

fuerzas, mayores aptitudes para la lucha y hasta mas vigor para resistir al ultraje

del clima y a las vicisitudes propias de cada pais. ;.
Y por (lue ISan Juan, rodt^ado

com(i Mendoza por los Andes, ha desterrado el bocio ? Y San Ldiis, en las mismas
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condiciones, ipor que tampoco lo tiene, mientras que aquella le paga tributoabun-

dante ? Es que hay algo uias que la influencia de la altitud en la produccion de

estos hechos. Y ni siciuiera puede invocarse aqui la falta de aereaciou del agua i>ov

que ciiando llega a ingerirse ha recorrido trayectos de muchas decenas de leguas.

Su condicion mas favorable es sin dtida alguna la pernianencia en pais de mon-

taiia, siendo elementos que entran en esta condicion las distintas circiinstancias y

agentes cliniatericos, debiendo recordarse la influencia de la vegetacion, la del suelo

considerado en sus comiionentes especiales, y niuy princii>aliuente la de las aguas

que cruzan terrenos de diversa constitucion, que tienen en disoliKdon 6 en suspen-
sion principios minerales tornados de ellos y ({ue conviene estudiar en cada punto.
En nuestro pais no se origina iinicaniente en las provincias cuyo territorio esta

cruzado por montaiias, y asi es que se presenta en pobiaciones muy distintas de

ellas y en las (pie no hay que toinar en cuenta la altitud, que es insignificante y
sin valor alguno. Esta condicion no es primordial inies en la produccion del bocio,

si bien ella actua y se le reconoce en los i)arajes donde la endemia ataca. Veamos
entro tanto cual es su frecuencia en nuestro pais. En Mendoza abunda el bocio ;

y su mayor numero se encuentra en las mujeres. En 1879 habia en la ciudad 245

de estas con bocio y 65 hombres. Existe en esta provincia, a corta distancia de su

capital, un paraje denominado San Vicente, donde esta enfermedad es tan comun

que entre los habitantes del resto de la misma ha llegado a ser proverbial la cali-

dad de Yicentino 6 cotudo, sinonimos para muchos. Cualquiera que haya pasado

por diclio punto ha podido cerciorarse de la enorme cantidad de estos infelices. En
todas las secciones de su territorio se encuentran de ellos, y su relacion oscila,

segun el Dr. A. Lemos, entre 8 por cada 100 habitantes como en San Vicente, y 1

por cada 100 como en Lujan, correspondiendo como termino medio a San Martin

y la ciudad, 3 por 100. Talvez sea exagerada dicha proporcion por lo que respecta
a esta ultima ; pero no lo es seguramente para los departamentos nombrados. Asi

pues, Mendoza vendria a estar en igualdad de condiciones que muchos departa-
mentos de Francia, donde la proporcion de bociosos es de 7.3 por 100 habitantes, y
en otros es de 3 por 1. En todo este pais (Francia) se estima en 500,000 los que

padecen dicha deformidad. En San Juan va desapareciendo al extreme de ser raro

encontrar de estos individuos. En San Luis se le ve escepcionalmente. El con-

traste que ofrecen las Provincias de Cuyo es notable
; muy frecuente la endemia en

Mendoza, casi nula en una y nula en la otra, siendo asi que en todas ellas se

encuentra la influencia de la altitud, la vegetacion, las aguas abundantes y hasta la

ausencia de elementos extranjeros en una poblacion, cuya mezcla con el nacional

daria por resultado una modificacion en el tipo, que sera favorable a la extincion

de la enfermedad, por cuanto produciria enjendros menos a])tos parasu desarrollo.

En cambio, al norte de la republica el bocio asume proporciones alarmantes, y en

Guachipas ni el cura ha escapado a su invasion. En Tucuman se le encuentra pre-

ferentemente en la capital (al sur) y en sus alrededores : Tafi, San Javier, Yerba

Buena. Ademas se le ve en Lules, Faimalla, Monteros con frecuencia, como asi

mismo en Trancas, San Pedro de Colalao, Graneros, Chicligasta y Rio Chico.

En la zona correspondiente a los valles Calchaquies no se ha observado la enfer-

medad. La Provincia de Salta tiene regiones donde el bocio constituye un verda-

dero azote ysu mayor contingente lo smninistran los dei^artamentos de la Capital,

Cerrillos. Caldera, Chicoana, Rosario de Lerma, Guachipas y Campo Santo, es

decir (jue es la comarca comprendida en el Valle de Lerma la que mas tributo paga
a la endemia, existiendo algunas de estas pobiaciones donde la mitad de sus habi-

tantes la padecen como Calderilla, por ejemplo. Giiemes y Santa Rosa son fuerte-

mente atacados.

La ciudad ofrece numerosos ejemplares diseminados en todas las esferas socia-

les ; y a estar a lo referido por el Dr. Nirio, esta enfermedad no remonta aciui a

epocas lejanas, sino que es de data reciente comparada con la antigiiedad que ella
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tiene en el resto del territorio. Y en su cdncepto hay que buscar la explicacion
en raodificaciones qne se han producido en las agiias del Rio Arias, de las que se

surte la poblacion. Segun el Dr. Nirio, este rio, a conseciiencia decrecientesante-

riores, ha engrosado sn caudal con las agnas del de la Silleta, que, abandonando
su cauce vino a confundirse con el anterior ; desde entonces el coto hizo su apari-
cion en la capital. No hay duda al respecto, pues en la epidemia de colera de
1886-87 se pudo comprobar que, con motivo de usar los habitantes el agua hervida,
los bocios disminuyeron de vohimen, al mismo tiempo que las fiebres interm i-

tentes dieron tregua a sus invasiones. De esto se deduce facilmente que el iiltimo

de estos rios contiene algun principio 6 germen morbido que por su accion sobre

el organisino produce la endemia. Y damas valor a esta hipotesis el hecho averi-

guado de que los mas acabados ejemplares de bocio los produce la seccion de la

Silleta. Corresponde piies averiguar la composicion de las aguas del rio de este

nombre, hacer su examen bacteriologico i^ara encontrar en ellas el origen 6 causa
de la endemia. Si el hecho anotado es evidente, como lo suponemos, y si es cierto

que antes de confundir sus aguas los mencionados rios no se conocia en la ciudad
de Salta la enfermedad en cuestion, resalta la urgente necesidad de buscar en las

del primero y en las tierras que cruzan, las causas del mal.

La bacteriologia tiene que ilustrar el pimto, y es ella la iinica que podra decidir

en iiltima instancia con verdadero criterio fundado en la demostracion practica,
la verdad de estas apreciaciones que hoy por hoy tienen para nosotros mucho de

positivo. En la Provincia de Jujuy se encuentra el bocio en los departamentos
siguientes : San Pedro, Perico, parte meridional del Valle Grande y Ledesma, siendo

el ultimo el mas atacado. Resulta que la enfermedad reina en las poblaciones
inmediatas al Rio Grande. Se ha comprobado unamarcada tendencia a disminuir.

En la Provincia de Catamarca, la region bociosa, la componen la capital, Piedra

Blanca y Poman, en el ultimo de los cuales desaparece el rio Belen. Los otros

dos departamentos estan regados por el rio del Valle que muere en Capallan.

Andalgala y Belen son tambien muy visitados por la endemia. El Dr. de la Vega
piensa que la consanguinidad es un factor importante (lue entra en la etiologla del

bocio en esta Provincia (Catamarca).
La proporcion entre hombres y mujeres bociosas es de 1 de los i)rimeros por 10

de las segundas. En la mujer que no ha tenido hijos su marcha es lenta, en tanto

que en la multipara es bastante rapida.

Se ha notado hacia el sur del Valle de Catamarca, en el borde del gran Rio

Salinas, que en varias estancias existen pozos cuyas aguas, ligeramente saladas,

tienen la propiedad de hacer desaparecer la hipertrofia de la glandula tiroides des-

pues de algunos meses de uso, y con tal de que esta no sea muy considerable. Se

supone que estas aguas contienen iodo y bromo, pero ningiin analisis seriamente

practicado ha puesto de manifiesto la jiresencia de estos metaloides. En la Pro-

vincia de la Rioja, solo en un peqtieno pueblo del Departaniento de Chilecito, en

un fondo de valle y cuyas aguas son como la mayor parte como las de la regi6n

calcarea, se ve el coto y con frecuencia. Existen en ese punto familias enteras de

cotiidos qiie se entrelazan con individuos de otras tambien cotudos, dando frutos

de la misma clase. Hay que agregar que familias que han ido a vivir en ese paraje
han permanecido inmunes y lo mismo siis hijos, lo que podria ser un argumento
en favor de la herencia, si hechos bien comprobados no demostrasen que individuos

libres de toda herencia son victimas de la endemia, lo que es de observacion

corriente. La disminticion de la hii)ertrofia de la glandula tiroides con la salida

del paciente del punto y sxi nuevo aumento con el regreso a dicho paraje, ha side

igualmente objeto de serias investigaciones (jue asi lo han demostrado.

El bocio ataca a los animales ; y asi se ha visto en Tucuman perros y caballos

con esta deformidad. Reduciendo su frecuencia en la Repiiblica Argentina bajo

la forma de un cuadro, segiin los datos del censo de 1869, resulta :
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Provincias.

Buenos Aires
Sante Fe.
Entre Rios --.

Corrientes
C6rdoba
Santiago del Estero
San Luis.-

Altura
sobre el
nivel del
mar.

15
20
63
56
416
162
766

Numero
de

bociosos.

18
69

244
ia5
47
58

Provincias.

Altura
sobre el

nivel del
mar.

Mendoza ..

San Juan - .

Rioja
Catamarca
Tucuman .

Salta
Jujuy

777
704
784
531
450

1,115
1,227

Nlimero
de

bociosos.

L712
64
136
223
605

1,150
535

Del total de bociosos corresponden: 1,701 al sexo masculino y 3,500 al femenino.

Tales son los datos en que se fundan nuestras apreciaciones ; pero hay que hacer

constar que hoy el bocio desaparece notablemente en muchas provincias, si bien

se conserva en otras. En Tucuman, donde en epocas anteriores era acompanado
de cretinismo y que obligo a la poblacion a abandonar su asiento sobre el rio del

Pueblo Viejo por el que actualinente ocuim, se coniprueba su disminucion. En

Jujuy disminuye igualmente, y esto es debido en mucha parte a las epidemias de

virixelas que azotan ameiiudo a los indios. Ademas, influyen para producir este

buen resultado el mayor cuidado que la gente pone en el aseo corporal, en la difu-

sion de los conocimientos higienicos que previenen las enfermedades y tambien en

la mezcla de la poblacion con individuos llegados de diferentes regiones.

Faltan observaciones que demuestren el tierapo necesario para el desarroUo del

bocio en nuestro pais pero se sabe que algunas fuentes del viejo mundo lo dan en

15 dias, y que la residencia en puntos frecuentados por la endemia puede produ-
cirlo en algunas semanas particularmente en individuos no aclimatados. Y a

este respecto cita Bordier los heclios siguientes : En Clermont, en 1851 sobre 5,635

soldados hubo 180 bociosos ; en 1874 en Saint Etienne, sobre 1,400 hombres, 280 la

contrajeron ;
en Colmar en 1864 sobre 600 individuos 107 fueron atacados, y en

Annecy hubo 128 sobre 683 personas.
Haremos ahora algunas consideraciones sobre ese estado que acompaiia frecuen-

temente al bocio, el cretinismo, verdadera degeneracion de la especie, ultimo

termino adonde llegan las consecuencias de la endemia. Etiolojicamente consi-

derada, la degeneracion reconoce como factores principales el clima, el suelo, la

alimentacion, las enfermedades, y se deben citar tambien las causas sociales, los

niatrimonios consanguineos, la falta de intercambio con individuos de otros pue-
blos y otras razas, para producir la renovacion del tipo y darle nuevas aptitudes.

Todas estas causas son bien conocidas y stis efectos bien determinados para que las

exi)ongamos detenidamente. Pero conviene recordar que los climas obran distin-

tamente sobre el organismo, lo impresionan de manera desfavorable muchas veces,

y lo predisponen a los padecimientos. El brasilero se queja de frio en el verano de

Buenos Aires, con nuestra elevada temperatura ; y mientras el invierno es aqui

muy crudo, el Paraguay ofrece agradable y templada atmosfera. El invierno en

Chile es tan fuerte que obliga a los individiTOS a hacer uso excesivo de los alcoholi-

cos, y de ahi la crecida cantidad de hepjiticos que ofrece la patologia de nuestros

vecinos. El clima del norte de la Repviblica Argentina impresiona mal al foras-

tero, y le invade el chucho ; y si tenemos localidades como Rosario de la Frontera

y Puente del Inca muy apropiadas para la cura del reumatismo, y Cosquin, Men-
doza y Lujan,' puntos especiales para residencia de tuberculosos, lo cual se dice

tambien de Corrientes, en cambio Buenos Aires ofrece ancho campo a estas enfer-

medades y ataca gran numero, sin olvidar por eso la fiebre tifoidea, la difteria y
otras qiTC estan radicadas en nuestra capital.

Hemos dicho que el bocio y el cretinismo tienen estrechas relaciones, como que
el segundo es un estado que obedece a causas de degeneraci6n que obran crono-

S. Ex, 30-

' Lujan, Proviucia de Buenos Aires,
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logicamente encadenando sus desastrosos efectos que se trasmiten por hei'encia, y
cuyo comienzo se encuentra en el primero de aqnellos como uianifestacion pato-

logica. Y esa relacion es tan evidente que no escapa a la observacion vulgar. La
Provincia de Mendoza, con su enorme cantidad de bociosos, ofrece crecido numero
de cretinos (talvez 100) , particularmente en San Vicente. Y si bien en las regiones
donde el bocio reina entre nosotros se comprueban todas las forinas, es la

benigna la mas comun. Es absolutamente imposible presentar datos exactos,
siendo el censo de 1869 el ultimo que se practico, se comprende que hoy se carece

de base fija para apreciar los heclios. Sin embargo, liemos querido dar una idea

al respecto, consignando lo que se sabe sobre el particular. .
En Bolivia abunda el

bocio. La region oriental es la que mas favorecida es por la endemia, especial-
mente la parte comprendida entre el Rio Grande y Santa Cruz. En el Sud, es

Tarija la mas atacada, al extremo de que en los puntos elevados que ocupan con-

siderable extension de la zona mas poblada del pais como son Potosi, Sucre, La
Paz, Cocbabamba, etc. , el califlcativo de tarijeno es sinonimo de cotudo, lo mismo
que hemos visto que ocurre entre nosotros con los cotudos de San Vicente (Men-
doza) llamados por equivalente vicentinos. Todos los valles son centros de pro-
duccion de la endemia ; en las mecetas 6 altiplanicies es desconocida. pero la con-

traen los individuos que habitando en ellas descienden a las vegas. Los naturales

del pais atribuyen el origen de la enfermedad a un arbol denominado Alizo, que
crece en las orillas de los rios, y es comiin entre los indios y gentes del pueblo la

suposicion de que ciiando se inclinan para beber en dichos rios, si el arbol les

dirije la palabra, quedan ya condenados a arrostrar las consecuencias de la

afeccion.

Se ha observado que en la ciudad de Sucre, adonde antes no habia coto se le

encuentra hoy, y su presencia ha coincididocon un estado particular de las caiierias

de barro por donde corren las aguas de consumo. Estas caiierias se han encontrado

sucias, con deposito de materia organica. En el Peru, en la hoya de Vilcamayo,
es endemico el bocio ; y el cretinismo lo acompaiia amenudo. En el Pai'aguay es

frecuente igualmente el coto, sobretodo en Villa Rica; y en la Asuncion se le

encuentra en todas las clases sociales, siendo de advertir que tal vez estos cotudos

procedan de la canipana. En Mexico existe en el Pueblo de Santiago Tuxtla,

Huichapan, Huejutla, Michoacan, Guerrero y Sinaloa.

No queremos terminar sin hacer mencion de las opiniones manifestadas liltima-

mente en el Congreso de la "Association franc^aise pour I'avancement des sciences"

(session de Pau, 31 septembre 1892) en el que Chopinet (de Lerouville) haexpuesto
sus ideas sobre esta cuestion y presentado las siguientes conclusiones:

(1 ) Es en el fondo de los valles, en la proximidad de los arroyos que se observan

casi esclusivamente estos dos sintomas de una misma enferaiedad (bocio y creti-

nismo). (2) La endemia crece de intensidad, desde el origen de los valles a los

ultimos contrafuertes de la cadena. (Pirineos.) (3) La endemia tiende a ate-

nuarse de una manera general ;
ha desaparecido de varias localidades enotro tiempo

muy afectadas. Este retroceso de la enfermedad no puede atribuirse a un cambio

en la naturaleza de las aguas de bebida, sino a los progresos del confort y de la

higiene general. (4) En la constitucion geologica del suelo, los sitios esquistosos

gozan incontestablemente un rol periiidicial. (5) Las causas muy numerosas del

cretinismo y del bocio son en los Pirineos, la humedad y la suciedad de las casas,

la falta de aereacion y de luz solar, la mala alimentacion. (6) En los Pirineos, no

hay sino la doctrina de las causas multiples del bocio, que no sea desmentida por
los hechos.

En el mismo congreso, Gils ha referido el origen de esta enfermedad a un micro-

organismo, diciendo que puesto que ella. ha podido aparecer momentaneamente

y desaparecer en seguida en medios en a Tie antes era desconocida, es logico atribuir

su causa a un principio viviente, susceptible de adquirir y de perder su caracter
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nocivo ; con lo que el bocio entraria asi en la clase general de enfermedades pro-

ducidas por micro-organismos y podria bajo ciertas influencias extenderse y

propagarse por la invasion de estos.

Las cuestiones de terreno 6 de composicion de las figuas en los paises de bocio se

reducirian segnn Gils a una cuestion de medio de cultura, propio al desarrollo del

micro-organismo ; y en estas condiciones la afercion no aparece mas como fatal-

mente inherente a una region, y que solo piiede modificar una revolucion geologica

sine mas bien una infeccion de medio, de la cual la higiene debe triunfar. La
teoria microbiana aplicada a la etiologia del bocio gana terreno y se confirman asi

las previsiones de Arnould.
REStJMEN.

(1) El bocio es endemico en miichos paises de la America del Sud. (2) La causa

de la enderaia .es un micro-organismo, segun las ultimas investigaciones. (3)

Los elementos del suelo en las regiones de bocio, deben ser convenientemente estu-

diados. (4) En la Repiiblica Argentina, el bocio es endemico en las provincias

montariosas pero en algunas de estas mismas va desapareciendo. (5) En la

provincia de Corrientes, en la parte sobre el alto Uruguay, regiones de llanura,

tambien se le enciientra entre los naturales, aunque no es abundante. (6) En las

Provincias de San Luis y San Juan, disminuye notablemente ; y en Mendoza, en

las mismas condiciones que estas, su frecuencia es muy crecida. (7) En Salta

tambien es muy frecuente. (8) Hay fundamento para suponer que en la

Reptiblica Argentina el bocio tiende a extinguirse en los focos donde hoy la

poblacion se mezcla con otras razas y otros tipos. La influencia del intercambio

de la sangre parece evidente.

A BRIEF CONSIDERATION OF ELEPHANTIASIS ARABUM AS
OBSERVED IN THE SAMOAN ISLANDS.

By JOHN C. WISE, M. D., Surgeon U. S. Navy.

While this disease does not present itself for the practical study of the medical

profession from a scientific and humanitarian standpoint, it must claim our atten-

tion. The nomenclature and etiology are involved in a myth of terms and theo-

ries insomuch that any contribution in that direction would seem desirable. Aitkeu

long ago deplored the tendency to give to the same pathological condition names

varying with the locality or based on some anatomical feature. Much of this is

unavoidable, much might be obviated, but until pathology is more exact patho-

logical conditions will continue to be inexactly named. The disease under consid-

eration has been known as " Barbadoes leg,"
''

Egyptian sarcocele,"
"
lepra tiiber-

caleuse elephantine," "hernie charnue," "elephas pachydermia," "bucnemia,"
"
hypersarcosis,"

" febris erysipelato^a," and "
elephantiasis crusis." The earlier

name is probably the best, having at least the negative advantage of giving no

erroneous theory as to the nature of the malady. Elephantiasis Arabum is a con-

stitutional disease characterized by paroxysmal fever, erysipelatous and hyper-

trophic inflammation of the skin ; at first local, livit invariably progressive. The
condition is attended by the jjresence of a nematoid in the blood, probably the

filaria sanguinis hominis. The etiology of elephantiasis is still sub judice. It is

par excellence a disease of hotand damp climates
; humidityand heatbeing the most

important factors in its production. The inhabitants of islandsand the seacoast are

the chief sufferers, and it has been argued from this that a fish diet causes elephan-
tiasis. Inasmuch as themajority of the insvilar population donot sufifer, this proposi-
tion can not be accepted. Furthermore , the Samoan islanders are inexpert fishermen ,

and fish forms a small part of the diet, yet the number of cases in the islands is unu-
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sually large. Common toboth sexes, the disease occursmuch more frequently in the

male, and is unusual in interiors. The dark races are its victims, and it has been

asserted that no case occurrin.t'- in a person of unmixed white blood has been

noted. This statement is an error. At Samoa a Swede, resident of the islands

since the American civil war, had well-marked initial hypertrophic disease; but

most of the whites attacked have a strain of native blood. The white race escapes
in virtue of non-heredity and an entire difference in the mode of life. The strong-

est evidence of race and climatic influence is afforded by the fact that the disease

in its earlier stages can be eradicated by removal from the endemic locality. There

is an undoubted hereditary influence, and mildly contagious characters are prob-
able. Of 737 cases reported by Richardson, 2;36 had one or both parents affected.

Ot two families living under the same conditions and in proximity, one has the

disease and the other is immune. If we consider the manner of Samoan life, many
persons sleeping on the same mat, and all eating from one bowl, and further, if

we reflect on the prevalence of ulcers other than elephantine, and the secretions

from the skin of those who do suffer, we must conclude that most facile condi-

tions for contagion exist. The most diverse evidence is offered as to the influence

of malaria. Osgood (Foochow) states that in 57 cases a malarial history was
traced in all. Heffinger (U. S. Navy), on the other hand, calls attention to the

fact that in Samoa, where elephantiasis is endemic, malarial fevers are never seen,

and his observations are sustained by other naval medical writers. There can be

no doubt that secondary and local causes are more important than has hitherto

been supposed. Heffinger (U. S. Navy) attributes much influence to the custom

of sitting and sleeping on the damp floors of the native houses. The writer

observed in all cases occurring in the lower extremities that the soles of the

feet were deeply cracked and ulcerated, the result of walking barefoot along
the stony shores and pathways. Over .50 per cent of the islanders are so afflicted,

and it is in their belief a cause of hypertrophic disease. A Swiss resident in the

islands since the American civil war had well-marked evidence of commencing
disease, which he felt assured he could combat successfully if furnished with

shoes. A half-caste ( Tahitian-English ) informed me that his case commenced with

wounds of the feet. It is probably not in the remote future when scientific meth-

ods applied to the study of this disease will reveal its triie nature. Richardson

(British India), 1877, discovered two living specimens of filariae in the diseased

tissue of a Bengalese suffering from scrotal elephantiasis. Bancroft (England)
later found filariae in the lymphatic abscess of the arm associated with embryonic
filaria in the blood. There is an unascertained relation between these discoveries

and those of Bilharz (at Cairo) in 18.51, of Wacherer (Bahia) in 1861, and of Cre-

vaux (French Navy) in 1870, who foiand nematoidea in the urine of a creole suffer-

ing from chylous haematuria. Lewis has traced the filariae to the blood in fifteen

instances, each suffering from chyluria or some kindred affection. It is i)robable

that the non-venereal adenitis of Samoa is of this origin. These nematoidea enter-

ing the blood and later the lymphatics, predispose to inflammatory changes in the

latter system. Agnew {op. cit.) observes that the most i)iausible view of the dis-

ease is that which regards it as a lymphangeitis. Authorities have variously

attributed the diseased condition to an inflammation of the arteries, veins, lym-

phatics, and skin. In an advanced case there is an involvement of all these parts.

Observations of 100 cases ia Samoa affecting the lower extremitit;s showed lesions

of the feet followed by inflammation of the lymphatic vessels. Virchow has called

attention to the lymphatic vessels especially, and considers the hypertrophy due to

this vascular hyperplasia; the veins and arteries become involved secondarily, the

lymph spaces are engorged, the meshes of the areolar tissiie are filled with plastic

exudates, the normal elements of the part take on increased acjtivity, a dermatitis

is set up, and the absorbents unable to remove the extensive deposits, enormous
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edema and hypertrophy result. In the earlier cases in many instances the red

line of the inflamed vessel may be noted, while later they become knotted and

corded. Clinically, the following features are noted: There is pain, heat, redness,

and all the signs of inflammation : often this condition is found along the course

of the lymphatics. Preceding or accompanying this local manifestation there are

fever and general disturbance, varying greatly in severity. Elephantiasis as

observed in Samoa is peculiar in the absence in a majority of cases of general

symptoms, the local condition being painless, though rax)idly progressive. In

cases where it occurs the fever and general symptom-^ subside to return again and

again, leaving the tissues more swollen and indurated after each attack ; eventually

ji chronic inflammation of the skin and cellular tissue results, and hypertrophic

changes iirogress rapidly. The skin, enormously infiltrated, disposes itself in over-

lapping folds, the i^apillae are enormously enlarged, forming a verrticose variety,

or eminences of a tubsr-like shape, elephantiasis tuberculosa ; the vascular coats

being involved, a nievoid variety results. The overcharged skin is in a moist or

weei)ing condition and a lymph-like fliiid escapes. Pain is not a late symptom,
anaesthetic symptoms then prevailing. Often the inflamed lymphatic glands

enlarge and break down in ulcerous masses. A systemic condition followed by
local irritation, affecting primarily and principally the lymphatics, are thus the

essential features of this disease. Little of value can be said as to treatment. The
natives practice a rude massage, and are aware of the benefits arising from pro-

tection of the feet and the uses of compression. In an intelligent half-caste good
results quickly followed the use of an iodiiie liniment and compression by a roller

where the i^art affected was in the lower extremities.

The Samoan Islands have been considered a center of dispersion for the i>opula-

tion of the Pacific, and inasmuch as the natural disposition is to the contrary the

theory seems well founded. We are aware that the strongest arguments in favor

of the descent of our American Indian from Asiatic ancestors rests on the fact of

Japanese canoes having been found on the west coast of North America, carried

thither by the ' ' Kiiro-Siwo "
or Black Stream of Japan. Now, in the region we

are considering, that is, from 30"^ south to 80° north of the equator, the conditions

are all unfavorable to migration from east to west. Not only does a strong

equatorial current prevail, but the ti'ade winds are a powerful impediment to even

steam navigation. Winds do change for a period, a kona or southeast wind pre-

vailing at times for weeks, alternating with calms, and it must have been in these

intermissions that migrations from the eastern to western islands were feasible.

Canoes have recently been found wrecked in Kauii, a northern island of the

Hawaiian grouj). The Samoan belongs to the Maori branch of the Malayan fam-

ily, the islands having probably been peojjled from Australia, and from Samoa the

islands to windward have received their earliest settlers. It is easy to establish a

I'elation between the Samoan and Hawaiian from the language and customs alone,

which are closely allied. The life history of these two groups, the Samoan and
Sandwich (Hawaiian) islands, is a most interesting problem. Of the same origin,

inhabiting insular homes, miich alike in climate and production, why has the one
maintained itself apd the other almost perished V It would seem to be but an illus-

tration of the law that when the white and dark races are in continued contact the

latter sooner or later succumbs. Cook estimated the Hawaiian people at 300,000,

a rude estimate, of course. But those who till the uplands of Hawaii to-day to

plant their coft'ee come upon the foundations of what were extensive villages.
The censiis of 1832 gives a population of 130,315; the last one gives 47,508, while

to-day it is believed there are not over 25,000 islanders. It is believed that in

another quarter of a century this people will have entirely disaiii)eared. Cook's
crews and those of successive voyagers implanted syphilis ; leprosy was brought in

from China
; later, epidemics of smallpox and measles of unusual virulence rav-
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Hgecl the islands. The introduction of alcoholic li(inors was a serious canse of

national decay. From all accounts the Hawaiians were at all times highly
immoral ; polygamy, polyandry, abortion, and infanticide were natural vices.

But these factors were more than counterbalanced by the vigor of the race in

Cook's time. He foiand them of fine physical proportions, amiable, but given to

war and gymnastic sport. The Samoan i)eople were fortunate in being out of the

route of trade. Unlike the Hawaiian islands, the Samoan group was rarely vis-

ited, and only in our day is a knowledge of the people being obtained. These

facts and an unusual chastity observed by the women in their relation to for-

eigners has so far i^reserved them. Yet about Apia, where the whites are increas-

ing, the natives are, on the contrary, diminishing. Statistics of the grouji are

wholly iinreliable. In 1840 the population was given as 58,000; in 1870, B"),000: in

1880, 30,000. There can be no doubt that the constant tribal warfai-e, fomented
and continued by foreign interference, has prevented a growth which the vigor of

the race would justify. The tax-gatherers of King Laupepa, sent from Opoha to the

other islands, had no knowledge of the number of the King's debtors. The birth

rate is high and there is a great love of children among the Samoans. With peace
and non-interference the race would be physically a i)rosperous one.

ON SOME PECULIAR DISEASES ENCOUNTERED IN NAVAL CRUISING
AND RECENT OBSERVATIONS ON HAWAIIAN LEPROSY.

By GEORGE W. WOODS, M. D.,

Medical Inspector, U. S. Navy, in charge of U. S. Naval Hospital, Mare Island, Cat.

In these days of almost perfect hygienic surroundings on board an American
man-of-war—the issuing of rations which could scarcely be improved, embracing
fresh provisions, either canned or supplied from local markets, furnished in abun-

dance and variety, the use of distilled water or that of undoubted potability, the

careful medical supervision of our crews both ashore and afloat with reference to

diet, clothing, and climatic or morbific exposure—we have few diseases introduced

on board ship, and those which are embraced under the title of strictly demo-

graphic diseases and distinct from climatic are practically unknown as affecting

our officers and enlisted men. But though thus defended from contagion or the

action of demographic influences, the diseases peculiar to the countries visited by
our ships on foreign stations have been made a subject of earnest study by the

medical officers of our own and other navies, while their investigation and prac-
tice have been productive of marked results by adding to the sum of knowledge of

obscure and recondite disease and in the extension of philanthropic care to suf-

ferers in the far-away coasts and islands reached by our ships, where no intelli-

gent and skillful attention is otherwise to be obtained. Notably is this the case

in the matter of elephantiasis, so common in many of the Pacific islands, where
hundreds have obtained relief through operations performed by naval surgeons.
I propose in this brief paper to describe two curious affections peculiar to the

Asiatic continent and islands, being rarely, if ever, encountered on our own con-

tinent or in Europe—and, if so, having an exotic origin
—to which will be added

some notes on leprosy, the knowledge of which is sufficiently universal not to

demand a didactic description. All of these diseases have their origin or persist-

ent existence in local conditions, so that, though we may not clearly determine

their etiology the term demographic seems to be applied with distinct i)ropriety.

The first of these diseases is the so-called "
i)arangi,"' or Spanish pox, which is only

known in Ceylon, and has been most carefully studied and reported on by Dr.

Kynsey, of the civil service, and came under my observation during a cruise in
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the U. S. S. Juniata in the year 1888, this description having been embodied in

my report of that cruise. The second is iisilosis, or sprue, observed on the same

cruise in the ports of China.

THE PARANGI DISEASE.

The Spanish pox is a disease found in every district of Ceylon, but more espe-

cially in the southern districts, where, in 1879, 6,758 cases existed, and throughout
the island 10,305. In the vicinity of Colombo it is not often encoimtered. Parangi
seems to have been known from ancient times, but after the introduction of

syphilis and other foreign affections characterized by eruption its diagnosis

became confused. It bears a striking resemblance to yaws, is not unlike pellagra,

and is easily confounded with the syphilitic eruptions, yet it seems to have dis-

tinctive diagnostic signs. The etiology of the disease is by no means established,

but official inquiry points to insufficient and innutritioits food, the absence of

meat, the substitution forrice of a i)oor grain known as kurrakan, filthy habits

and surroundings, and the drinking of impure water from nearly exhausted

tanks—artificial lakes—where cattle wallow through the day. Microscopic exam-

ination has thus far discovered no bacillus or determined any peculiar condition

of the blood or secretions. The disease is undoubtedly contagious, and the weight
of evidence seems to prove that it is not hereditary or transmitted through natural

secretions. All are subject to the disease, but absolute contact of discharges is

reqiiired, not necessarily an abraded siirface, for its propagation. It is only,

however, in the debilitated that its worst forms are manifested, and only in those

cases does it seem to affect longevity or even the general health. Once cured,

a recurrence of the disease is doubtful. Parangi is divided by Dr. Kynsey
into three varieties and four stages. The symptoms are thus described by Mr.

Garwin, M. B. :

Primarily there is a stage varying from two weeks to three months, during
which period an ulcer forms over some bony prominence, generally caused by
scratching the part. While this ulcer is healing the second stage declares itself

as a slight pyrexia, accompanied by a feeling of debility and general malaise, with

articular pains of a dull, shooting character, lasting from two to eight days and

terminating in the third stage, that of eruption. The eruption occurs in siicces-

sive crops, first on the face, then on the trunk and extremities, and not infre-

quently on the fauces, soft palate, and tongue. It is quite characteristic, though
sometimes it becomes confluent in the axilla, nates, and groin, when its distinct

features are lost. A papule similar to that of acne first appears, and undergoes
various changes which serve to diagnosticate its varieties. In the first and mild-

est variety of tlie disease the j)apule assumes a yellow tinge, loses its prominence,
and heals in one direction while extending in the other. In this there is no loss of

substance, no discharge, and only a slight desquamation in healing. In the sec-

ond and third varieties the papule increases to the size of a pea, or larger, becomes

very prominent, and its apex roughened from degeneration of epithelium. A
gluey matter exudes, forming a crust. The papule shrinks and acquires a brown-

ish-yellow hue, a crack or fissure surrounding its base. It resembles rupia, but

the crust is less conical, cockle-shaped and sti'atified. The third variety is a sequel
of this, in those patients who are greatly debilitated, or where the parts have been

submitted to friction. Then the exudation is excessive, the papule becomes greatly

enlarged, pus forms abundantly and oozes out from beneath the dirty, yellow, soft

crust, which is constantly being removed as quickly as it is formed, presenting a

condition not unlike that of condylomata. When about to heal the rupial crusts

fall off, leaving a clean, granulating surface, appearing like a ripe raspberry, or

the crusts may dry up and fall off, exposing a surface already healed. In the

condylomatous form healing takes place as in ordinary ulcerations, and in all
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cases the resulting cicatrix is invariably deeply pigmented, the natural hue of the
skin not l)eing acquired for many months. In rare cases parangi goes on to a
fourth stage, which has been attributed to the abuse of mercury. This is char-

acterized by great debility and emaciation, anorexia, extension of the ei'uption,

unhealthy ulceration, with profuse discharge, destruction of the true skin, and
excessive deformity, if the patient recovers, throiigh the contraction of cicatrices.

When the eruption occurs on the soles of the feet it is termed dumas. In those

cases the hard cuticle is distended until it bursts, the pain being excessive, and
the eruption appears as a fungous growth, covered with a yellow scab. Early
writers on parangi have considered the disease to be a form of syphilis, but this

has been completely disproved by the careful consideration lately given to the

subject, and the same investigation has proven that it is not a form of leprosy,

pellagra, or yaws, but a disease sui generis. From syphilis it is distingiiished by
the absence of the ordinary signs of that affection when it is a disease of inheri-

tance ;
and where the osseous system is affected in parangi it is always due to the

abuse of mercury and does not properly belong to the history of the disease. The
character of the eruj^tion sufficiently distinguishes it from hipus ; from leprosy it

is easily diagnosticated by the absence of the enlarged ear lobes and the charac-

teristic anaesthesia. To framboesia or yaws it bears a striking resemblance, and
in the condition known as dumas the same raspberry-like growth is produced.

Many still think it to be frambcesia modified by climatic influences. The prog-
nosis is always favorable, save in cases which are in the fourth stage. Conva-
lescence is readily established in the first variety, while in the more chronic cases

there is little suffering, trifling disturbance of the general health, and ultimate

recovery. The treatment is dietetic and medicinal. Under the first head good,

nitrogenous food, milk, cod-liver oil, and ferruginoiis preparations should be

ordered in all cases indicating malnutrition. Under the second head the treat-

ment varies with the stage of the disease. In the febrile stage warm baths, diuretics

and diaphoretics, saline cathartics, as sulphur and potass, bitart., are ordered.

In the eruptive stage mercury is of use, but must be carefully administered, pref-

erably in combination with potass, iodid. Much harm has been done by this drug
in the hands of the native vedaralas. For the flying pains the iodide and bromide

of potassium in combination are recommended. In this stage arsenic is of use,

and the potass, bitart. and sulphur should be continued. Locally, ointment of

acid carbolic is applied, and the fungus growth of dumas is destroyed with nitric

acid. The warm bath, with soap, should be used daily. The more extensive and
intractable ulcerations, lesions of the bones, and abscesses, due to the abuse of mer-

cury in the hands of the native quacks, are best treated by potass, iodid. Locally,

stimulating applications are found useful, sucli as strong tincture of iodine, carbolic-

acid lotions, turpentine liniment, etc. If the cicatrix is dense it may be separated

by an incision, or even excised. Other conditions are treated on general principles.

Hospitals have been established throughout the districts where parangi prevails,

and every attention is given to the afflicted. The disease, however, must exist so

long as there is poverty, defective agriculture, water tanks of insufficient capacity,

and general hygienic surroundings of the worst character. As regards inocula-

tion, which is employed to acquire yaws in the West Indies, no reports have as

yet been made by the medical officers of Ceylon, though instructed to employ it.

In the reports for the year 1871, however, Mr. W. D. Wright makes the following
allusion to a custom prevalent in remote parts of the Vanori district. This cus-

tom is—
To make children, when they are about 1 year old, partake of rice off a leaf or

plate on which a jierson suffering from the disease has eaten. In a short time

pustules appear, resembling itch, (m the child's body, and then medicines contain-

ing a minute portion of mercury are administered, which cause the pustules to
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flry up in seven days, tlie scales to fall off, leaving deep marks, which, in course
of time, disappear. It is said that this is an almost certain prophylactic, and that

thon^'h the disease may attack one v^^ho has been so guarded, the effects are never
serious.

PSILOSIS, OR SPRUE.

The term "
psilosis

"
is one of recent application to this remarkable disease, but

under the name of sprue it has been recognized and observed by all travelers in

India, especially in the highlands, in China, its adjacent southern territory, and

Java, for a considerable period, being especially studied in the latter island by phy-
sicians in the service of the Dutch East India Company, and more recently by
those in the Chinese customs, as well as the medical officers of the. English diplo-

matic service, resident in the Chinese ports. In all these countries it has been

frequently confused with tropical diarrhoea, muco-enteritis and other forms of

intestinal disorder, hepatic irregularity, and stomatitis, but more careful and

extended observation has determined it to be a disease sin generis, having dis-

tinctive diagnostic features and a specific origin, though not traceable to any spe-

cially demonstrated microorganism though with our present tendency to interpret

the etiology of disease, this is naturally assumed to be the case.

Deflnition, etiology, and pathology.—Psilosis is a disease of tropical or semi-

tropical coimtries, affecting foreigners rather than natives, of insidious approach
and chronic remittent continuance, characterized by superficial ulceration of the

buccal cavity, tongixe, and alimentary canal, salivation, diarrhcBa, or irregularity

of the bowels, anaemia, and profound debility, disproportionate to the amount
and character of the discharges, and atrophy of the muscular and fibrous tissues,

which, with the anaemic pallor, gives to the skin a shrunken, aged, deathly appear-
ance—a disease which is at once favorably influenced by change of climate, but,

when apparently cured, has a tendency to recur, even in other lands, after the

lapse of years, when the patient is exposed to unfavorable climatic and hygienic
conditions. As regards cause, we can not as yet go beyond the predisposing con-

dition, which is the want of adaptability of certain constituted foreigners to pecu-
liar climatic surroundings, and the prolonged high temperature of southern A.siatic

countries, which, with-many observers, is assumed to be the entire pathology of

the disease, and, as an exciting cause, accidental, operative, and traumatic con-

ditions, especially those involving the alimentary canal, have been recorded. It

is, however, a disease so distinct in its character, that it is more likely to have its

origin in some special microbe or parasite which has thus far eluded microscoiric

investigation. The soft, colorless masses of which the stools are frequently com-

posed are found crowded with bacilli and various forms of cell life, which have
been submitted to study, but the special association of any one of these with

this disease alone has not been determined. The few necropsies that have been

carefully made report an atrophy and ulceration of the mucous membrane of

the intestines, but especially the ileum, with a generally normal condition of the

liver and pancreas, though the liver is sometimes atrophied, and the pancreas
has been found in a state of degeneration, and even with abscess. Beyond these

no important changes have been revealed by autopsic observation. The most
marked pathological features are the peculiar stomatitis, the salivation, acidity
of the stomach and alimentary canal, feeble gastric digestion, with a special acid

condition of the contents of the ileum—where the reaction is usually alkaline—
and it is here that the coloring matter of the faeces is supposed to be destroyed by
bacterial action, or it may be due to the state of hyper-acidity. The stools show
some absorption of the fat of milk, which is the most usual form of food in this

disease, but most of it is passad from the bowels, the foecal mass being highly
acid. One remarkable effect of the intestinal condition is the effect upon any
preparation of iron which may be administered, tlie metal appearing in fine par-

ticles, and the faeces not blackened.
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Clinical cleHcription.
—

Psilosis, or sprue, appears as a stomatitis, or inflammation
of the alimentary canal, and its starting point may l)e the mouth, stomach, or
intestines. The disease has a chronic course, is generally of a remittent character,
with periods of almost complete convalescence through a prolonged state of malaise
and general debility. The tongue is generally clean, hut may be slightly furred,

very red, and fissured, the papillae enlarged and highly sensitive, especially at the

tip and edges. The whole buccal mucous surface is swollen and congested, often

raw and tender, generally covered with excoriations, perhaps ulcerated, with the

gums swollen and bleeding. The salivation is often so profuse as to overflow the

lips, creating great discomfort by the constant necessity of swallowing, and degluti-
tion is very difficult and painful, from the condition of the mucous membrane of

the mouth being extended into the fauces, oesophagus, and stomach, highly sea-

soned food and condiments causing absolute agony, while only the Talandest food

can be ingested. Diarrhoea, with frothy acid evacuations and even choleraic

discharges, is usually present, though this may not be the case; but all stools are

characterized by l)eing clay-colored or entirely colorless. There is commonly
a constant sense of emptiness in the epigastrium. At intervals of several days
tliese symptoms usually abate, when the tongue contracts, the papillae diminish,

its upper siirface appearing clean and glazed, as though varnished, the overse-

cretion of saliva diminishes or ceases, while the diarrhoea is modified, through
the condition of the discharge is not greatly changed, and thus a fair con-

valescence may be established. To this an exacerbation succeeds, and may
come on with regularity every two or three weeks, and sometimes at intervals of

a few days, the lingual, buccal, and salivary symptoms returning, and now the

superficial tilceration recurs or becomes more extensive, with increased difficulty in

deglutition and articulation. The disease thus marches rapidly toward the end, with

increasing anaemia, the skin appearing ex-sanguine, the conjunctivae and tongue

assuming a yellow pallor. Emaciation also progresses, the muscular being more
affected than the adipose tissue, the body becomes withered in appearance, the

face is expressive of advanced age, and the debility is extreme. This condition

attained, the disease must soon terminate fatally, iinless the patient is rescued from
his surroundings, his demograjihic involvement, and transferred to a different

clime.

Diagnosis.
—From thrush it is distinguished by the occurrence of the latter in

infantile life, or as an intercurrent condition in wasting diseases of the adult and
the grayish-white deposit upon the buccal and pharyngeal mucous membrane,
which, under the microscope, displays the easily recognized mycoderma fungus
characteristic of thrush, which is a disease responding immediately, in most

instances, to proper treatment. The foul tongiae and offensive breath (especially

marked in the mercurial form) are diagnostic signs of ulcerative stomatitis, and

there is iisually but slight difficulty in tracing this inflammation to some adequate

cause, while in psilosis the tongue is generally clean, fetor of the breath is not

common, and neither bones nor teeth are involved. Lastly, it may be confused

with tropical diarrhoea, but the absence of all color from the stools, with the pro-

nounced acidity of the faeces, the ulcerative condition of the mouth and fauces,

and the specially marked languor in sprue, with the remittent character of the

disease, should be sufficient to determine the diagnosis.

Treatment.—Every therapeutic measure has been applied in jisilosis, and much
relief given by the ordinary remedies addressed to stomatitis and morbid condi-

tions of the organs concerned in digestion, the emollient vegetable oils, such as

olive, almond, and cotton-seed oil. being found especially valuable. These, how-

ever, have not been curative, but we seem to have in santonin a remedy of great

promise, for which we are indebted to George Thin. M. d. He first used it as a

vermicide, and discovered that in 5-grain doses, once daily, it has in his practice
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controlled the evacuations of psilosis, causing a speedy convalescence, and is

apparently curative. Milk, koumiss, rice and other cereals cooked in milk, bou-

illon without condiments, barley and rice water, flaxseed tea, and similar bland

substances must be the form of nourishment, to be given frequently, in small

quantities. In a disease so fatal, and one so entirely dependent on the entourage,

we should, however, remove the patient at once to a radically different climate,

where we have the right to expect an immediate change for the better and rapid
convalescence.

Of recent writers on this subject the most prominent are C. Begg, m. d.
,
and

George Thin, M. d., in the Lancet for 1892, who give an interesting and lucid

description of this remarkable disease ; and in the Medical Report of the Chinese

Customs Service for 1880 Patrick Manson, M. D., presents a valuable paper detail-

ing his personal experience with sprue.

For a long period leprosy, as observed in the Western Hemisphere, was confined

to certain widely separated districts of South America, to the West Indies and

Mexico, to a small area of the State of Louisiana, and the eastern possessions of

Great Britain in North America. But within recent years it has seemed to

acquire a new impetus throughout the world. The Chinese nearly sixty years

ago brought it to the Hawaiian Islands, the Norwegian colonists have carried it

to the great Northwest, and the extension of oriental emigration to the United

States has broixght vith it this dread disease, so that in almost every State and

Territory into which the Chinese have penetrated as laborers and servants there

are reports of isolated cases which have caused the most intense apxirehension
lest these should prove centers of infection and leprosy become permanently
established in our midst. The facts and the reports of independent observers in

all lands where leprosy exists, demonstrating that we are in a period of extension

of this disease, calls upon the medical profession in all lands to arouse the people
and work with the Governments for its repression. To do this an accurate esti-

mate of our existing knowledge on this subject is of paramount necessity, that

we may approach as nearly as possible to a determination of its etiology, mode of

extension, prophylaxis, and treatment. The views entertained on this subject by
students of the disease have been so viddely at variance that for the personal

investigation of the leper and the collecting and sifting of evidence, under the

important headings above enumerated, a British leprosy commission was organ-
ized and sent to India in 1890, which has but recently reported the result of its

labors and its conclusions. The commission was composed of members of the

colleges of physicians and of surgeons of London, Indian medical officers, and

representatives of the "English leprosy fiind." A year was spent in the investi-

gation, 2,000 lepers were examined, and answers to carefully prepared interroga-
tories were received from a majority of the medical of&cers of the Indian civil

service and the medical officers of the army. A wider or a more complete field

for a harvest of knowledge can not be conceived, extended by interrogatories
addressed to the other colonies and countries similarly affected, and the conclu-

sions of the commission are thus summarized :
(
1 ) Leprosy is a disease sui generis ;

it is not a form of syphilis or tuberculosis, but has striking etiological analogies
with the latter. (2) Leprosy is not diffused by hereditary transmission, and for

this reason, and the established amount of sterility among lepers, the disease

has a natural tendency to die out. (3) Though in a scientific classification of

diseases leprosy miist be regarded as contagious, and also inoculable, yet the
extent to which it is propagated by these means is exceedingly small. (4) Leprosy
is not directly originated by the use of any particular article of food, nor by any
climatic or telluric conditions, nor by insanitary surroundings ; neither does it
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peculiarly affect any race or caste. (5) Leprosy is indirectly influenced by unsan-

itary surroundings, such as poverty, bad food, or deficient drainage or ventilation,

for these, by causing a predisposition, increase the susceptibility of the individual

to the disease. (6) Leprosy in the great majority of cases originates de novo; that

is, from a sequence or concurrence of causes and conditions, dealt with in the

report, and virhicli are related to each other in w^ays at iiresent imperfectly known.
In 1876 I sjjent a considerable period at the leper settlement of Molokai, when

I made a si^ecial study of the disease imder the guidance of the lamented Father

Damien, who presents the most positive evidence of its contagious character under

circumstances of ordinary intercourse, his deathbed confessions to a layman that

"he had never known woman" outweighing the cahimnioxis assertions of his

enemies that his licentious life was the cause of his becoming a leper. Since that

I have seen and studied the disease in almost every land, returning recently to

Hawaii to renewmy interest in leprosy as manifested in this island Kingdom. And
I maintain that here it is to be studied to better advantage than in any other land

similarly afflicted, its history as related to the Hawaiian people; its clinical

records completely written ;
the question of cause, heredity, and contagion fully

discussed ;
and segregation, with all therapeusis practiced through a long period

of years by local physicians of the highest attainments and foreign physicians of

eminence, including the widely celebrated Dr. Arning, of Hamburg, who have

given the subject their most earnest application. Therefore the considerations

of this British lei^rosy commission can be responded to more satisfactorily from

the i)osition of intelligent experience of those employed in the cT-are of the leper

and the strong effort that is being made to eradicate the disease in the islands of

Hawaii than in any other portion of the globe where it exists, not excepting India,

which was chosen for the special work of this commission. Thus preiiared, it is

in this manner they respond to the six paragraphs summarizing the report of the

commission by six other paragraphs presenting the Hawaiian view of leprosy.

First. It is a disease sui generis. It is not a form of syphilis or tuberculosis,

these diseases being often coexistent with leprosy.

Second. It is not diffused by hereditary transmission, though the contrary was

long maintained, and there is apparently much evidence to sustain this view
; but

we have to accept the opinion of Dr. Hansen, of Norway, that, being a disease

dependent on the presence of a special bacillus, it can not be classed any longer as

hereditary, and further, that if segregation can be properly enforced the sterility

of the leper will cause the disease to die out. Segregation, however, is difficult of

attainment with such a social j^eople as the natives of Hawaii, against which they
are continually arrayed, requiring the strong arm of the law, and even, as recently,

the military i^ower to enforce the law in this regard. And when collected at

Molokai, the colony is invaded by Kokuas, or friendly attendants, who come and

go as they please, while Kamaainas, the holders of Kuleanas, or private estates

within the limits of the leper settlement, receive the lepers, and here ct)ntact takes

place with the outside world, as the Kamaainas can not be disturbed lawfully, and

are privileged to go where they please.

Third. It is contagious and inoculable ; but Hawaiian experience compels an

entire dissent to the statement that "its projjagation by these means is exceedingly

small," for there is every evidence that it has thus spread over the island. To

quote from my own report of 1876, this has been owing mainly to the social habits

of the peoi)le, viz., large families crowded together in small houses and having the

same mats and blankets ; the eating of poi with their fingers, all seated around and

helping themselves from the same calabash ;
the drinking of ava in the Hawaiian

manner, infused by mastication, and passing the pipe from mouth to mouth, a

common Hawaiian custom. To this we may add absohite fearlessness and absence

of any disgust for the disease in its worst form and the licentiotis habits of the race.
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Finally, we may add that very rarely do we find a leper who has not acknowledged
intercourse with the leprous. To sustain this position there are volumes of

evidence.

Fourth. The conclusion, undoubtedly not to be controverted, that leprosy has

not its origin in any particular article of food or in any climatic, telluric, or insan-

itary surroundings, or that it is confined to any race or caste, with the exception

that a dry situation with a high temperature is favorable to staying the progress
of the disease, is sustained.

Fifth. That leprosy is indirectly influenced by insanitary surroundings, poverty,
and bad food is a matter of special observation in Hawaii. Dr. Trousseau states

as a caiise of the rapid propagation of leprosy so soon after its importation in 1840

the widespread syphilitic and scrofulous cachexia then so common in the Hawaiian

race, and since then these have been the victims, as well as the very poor, and
those weakened by acute or epidemic diseases, or some shock to the system under

these circumstances, as by sea bathing. In all, the disease is latent for many years,

it has in other countries been known to so exist for forty years, and these condi-

tions cause its development.
Sixth. That leprosy arises de novo, according to the commissioners, has ojily to

be mentioned to arouse a smile of derision, and is a most impotent conclusion to

valuable work, which has rather sustained previously expressed opinions of emi-

nent students of this disease rather than added to knowledge of the subject.

As regards prophylaxis, the commission recommended perfect hygiene and seg-

regation, which is all that Hawaiian medical men have found from experience to

be worthy of consideration ; and with reference to therapeusis the same conclu-

sion has been reached, viz., no cure ; that the various oils recommended, especially

chaulmoogra oil and arsenic, are palliatives, and all the other proposed remedies

have proved utter failures.

My most recent notes on Hawaiian leprosy were made in the years 1890, 1891, and

1892, during which period I visited the leper settlement for the second time. And I

will conclude this paper with extracts from a report then made to the bureau of med-
icine and surgery covering the therapeutic experiments of D. O. Lutz, M. D., of San

Paula, Brazil, a former associate of Unna, of Hamburg, and a physician of large

experience as a dermatologisb, who was commissioned January 12, 1890, as Govern-

ment physician for the study and treatment of leprosy. After consideration of the

matter, he concluded to confine his woi'k principally to Kalihi receiving station,

exercising only a general supervision over medical affairs at Molokai, where Dr.

Swift was in charge. At Kalihi he was to constitute one of the members of the

examining board, that advantage might be had of his diagnostic ability in mat-
ters of dermatology, and he was to be permitted to retain 20 lepers for purposes of

treatment and experiment. The work of Dr. Lutz really commenced November
26, 1889, and terminated October 12, 1890, when, dissensions having arisen between
himself and the board, he was forced to resign. During the continuance of this

service ,at Kalihi he had associated with him, in the care of the lepers and suspects,
a competent trained nurse in the person of Sister Rose Gertrude, a young and
enthusiastic English girl, whose duty was admirably performed. The period of

Dr. Lutz's stay at Kalihi was but eleven months, yet several valuable quarterly

reports were made by him to the board of health, and from the first and last I

condense the following information : In April, after four months' experience, he

speaks encouragingly, and thinks that treatment had suppressed development,

especially in tuberculous cases, and, in many, absorption of tubercles, even that of

the ear lobes, and disappearance of cutaneous pigmentations, so prominent a
feature of the dorsal surfaces, had taken place. Syphilis was found in many cases

distinctly separated from the leprous condition and yielding to specific treatment.

In several anaesthetic cases, even in very unpromising ones, a partial restitution
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of feeling and a diminution of contraction had been noticed, which he credits to
treatment. This treatment was chauhnoogra oil and gyiiocardic acid, its essen-

tial constituent, with which he had had previous success in Brazil and Paris.

Saiol, however, was his chief remedy, first introduced by liim in the treatment of

leprosy several years ago. It would seem, to judge from Dr. Liitz's observations,
that the progress of leprosy was associated with inflammatory conditions and
febrile excitement always, and that the salol, acting as an antiphlogistic and febri-

fuge, stayed the morbid processes. Creosote and guaiacol, its active pi'inciple,

were given in cases where there was neuralgic pain. Arsenious acid was found
not to act favorably, contrary to common experience, and antisyphilitic remedies,

esi^ecially potassium iodide, were not clearly beneficial in uncomplicated cases.

For external use chrysarobin or chrysophanic acid was used and acted favorably
in causing the absorption of tubercles and the disappearance of maciilo-nervous

and psoriasis-like eruptions. It also quickly improved extensive conditions of

paraesthesia. Chrj'sarobin was employed in five-tenths per cent ointments, or in

solution with either benzine, chloroform, or similar solvents , always being cov-

ered with elastic collodion. Pyrogallic acid was found to act like chrysarobin,
but more slowly, and was only employed on the face and hands to avoid toxic

symptoms, which are manifested as pernicious anaemia. Ichthyol is praised as

combating inflammatory symptoms, and was used both internally and externally.

Dr. Lutz considered infection as furnishing the largest number of patients ;

heredity, if it really exists at all, as quite secondary, and vaccination as a most
doubtful cause in the i^ropagation of the disease ; opinions corresponding to those

of most dermatologists now engaged in the study of leprosy. In concluding his

first report the following important conclusions are presented by Dr. Lutz, after

many years of study and experience : Leprosy is a chronic disease and therefore

recjuires a chronic treatment, like syphilis and tuberculosis. While in the latter

disease we can not do anything more than help the natural tendency to cure, and
all the methods tried in late years have led no further, still the hope survives that

specifics may be found, as for syphilis. This latter disease is perfectly curable,

although the moment when the cure is accomplished may never be ascertained.

But we know that by watching the patient from the first, and curing every fresh

outbreak by immediate treatment, we may finally come to a real cure. The sta-

tionary tubercles and nerve affections of leprosy do not endanger life, and their

removal, which is often possible, does not warrant cure. It is probable that most
of the microbes in the tumors are dead, and that the effect of our remedies is only
to hasten the reabsorption of the dead material. This may be obtained, perhaps,
without a specific action, by an artificial irritation, and hyperaemia. But at the

same time we may again throw into the circulation a few surviving organisms
and thus promote new outbreaks. We must therefore direct our principal atten-

tion to the general treatment. If we learn to recognize the very first outbreak (as I

have done during the last years with several patients in my private practice) ; if we
can check it, as seems to be possible, by the use of salol and salicylate of soda ; if

we treat in the same way every feverish and eruptive period, giving in the

intermediate time other remedies which have a favorable influence, and finally

slowly remove the morbid deposits where they already exist, we do more to pro-

long the life of the patient than is done in all the sanitaria for tuberculosis. At

the same time we may avoid at least a good deal of the consequences of the

untreated cases, and make leprosy, as it htis proved with most of my private

patients, a rather benignant disease. I believe we shall then see cures which may
be attributed, not to extraordinary fortunate chance, but to our methods of

treatment.

In his final report, dated October 1, 1890, satisfaction is expressed with the effects

of salol, chrysarobin, and pyrogallic acid, and reference is made to cresalol as a
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substitute for salol and some experiments with siilfonal. Several patients are

referred to as having improved under treatment, and five are mentioned by name
as recommended for transfer from the leper to the suspect side of the hospital,

presumably because they were considered to be cured of their leprosy. In Octo-

ber, 1890, Dr. Lutz abruptly closed his connection with Kalihi Hospital and ter-

minated his contract with the Board of Health, Dr. Henry McGrrew taking his

place. On account of the confidence evinced in Dr. Lutz's course of treatment by
the natives, all of his therapeutic measures were continued up to the period when
the Charleston left Honolulu in February, 1891. At this time I was informed by
Dr. McGrew that, in his opinion and that of his associates on the board, Dr. Lutz's

course of treatment was not curative, and that all patients supposed to have been

cured had been committed to Molokai. The Kalihi Hospital, or receiving station,

vhere Dr. Lutz was located, is sitiiated 8 miles from Honoluhi. near the seashore

and beyond the boundaries of the harbor. Here all suspects are brought, and,

after inspection by the board of health, are either declared lei^ers and sent to the

Molokai, detained for observation, or discharged. At Molokai the settlement

occupies broad lands, bounded by the sea on one side and a ijrecipitous cliff or

pali oi\ the other, and it is inconceivable how exiles could be better cared for phys-

ically, medically, morally, and mentally. Comfortable cottages have been built

for all ; there is a well-appointed hospital, a bountiful supply of provisions and

clothing is issued to all, and for the young there are two excellent sciiools for boys
and girls, the Bishop Home for the former and the Damien Home for the latter,

both under the control of the Franciscan Sisters. There are two Catholic churches

with two resident priests, successors to the lamented Father Damien, and those

of other religions receive appropriate ministrations in four special places of wor-

ship. Over the settlement a resident governor rules, and a resident jihysician,

Sidney Bourne Swift, M. d., who is a man of superior attainments and close

observation, has general medical charge. But the stvidy of the disease and of the

bacillus leprae has tliiis far been productive of no worthy results. The treatment

employed by Dr. Lutz represents the best therapeusis of the day, and yet as good
results have been obtained from careful housing, good nourishment, and the treat-

ment of lesions and symptoms according to the principles of good jiathology,

which will, as jirevioiisly pointed out, keep the disease in abeyance, and if earn-

estly pursued prevents it in most cases from shortening life
;
but the relaxation

of vigilance will be followed by rapid and fatal developments. Leprosy in conse-

quence of the opposing infliiences to the successful operation of the law of segre-

gation maintains its status in Hawaii. The biennial report of 1892 shows that

there were 1,123 lepers collected at the leper settlement, the previous report giving
the number as 1,159.

MEMORANDA.
(1) Dr. Morwitz says:

If 100 Hawaiians (sexes mixed) had continuous contact with leprosy for a period
of years, say five to fifteen, at the expiration of that period no less than 82 would
have become lepers, the remaining 18 would be clean, and these latter are the
class who are illiTstrations of leprosy being a noncontagious disease. I have come
to the conclusion that about 18 per cent of the Hawaiian race resist the contagion.

(2) Dr. Arning studied the bacillus leprae for a considerable period in the years
1884 and 1885 at Molokai. He says :

In the so-called anaesthetic cases the bacillus is not found in the anaesthetic

patches, in the chronic sores of neurotic parts of the skin, tissue, and bone, biit,
as nerve excisions have proved to me, in the nerves supplying these mutilated
parts with vitality.

Dr. Arning failed in his cultivation of the bacillus in an artificial soil, as did

Dr. Lutz, and also in the inoculation of the lower animals, biit apparently suc-

ceeded wdth a criminal, Kenau by name, whose sentence of death was commuted
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to penal servitude in consideration of his consenting to experimental inoculation
with the bacillus. Dr. Arning's experiments established the wonderfiil vitality
of the bacillus leprae, and its extraordinary pow^er of resisting piitrefaction, an
examination of the dead showing the germs to be in a state of activity after three

months of interment. This observation maybe of great importance in an inquiry
into the etiology of leprosy. As regards the case of Kenau, he was inoculated

Sei^tember 80, 1884, and in March, 1885, microscopic examination revealed the

bacillus in large numbers near the spot of inoculation, and again fourteen months

afterwards, though there were no evidences of leprosy. Later, and after Dr.

Arning's deiiarture, Kenau became a developed leper and subsequently died of

the disease. This case promised to be one of great importance as establishing the

contagion or inoculability of leprosy, but investigation, made subsequent to Dr.

Arning's departure, seems to prove that Kenau came from a leper family and by
heredity, if that is admitted as a factor, or like exposure to cause, if we wish

to exclude contagion—may have been affected with the disease. No such experi-

ment, however, was necessary to an tmprejudiced observer of Hawaiian leprosy
to prove the truth of contagion.

DOES THE PRESENCE OF LEPROSY IN THE UNITED STATES.
CANADA, AND MEXICO CALL FOR THE SUPERVISION OF THEIR
SEVERAL FEDERAL GOVERNMENTS?

By BENJAMIN LEE, A. M.. M. D., Ph. D.. of Philadelphia, Pa.,

fiecretary of the. State Board of Health of Pennsylvania

At the meeting of the American Public Health Association, which took place in

the city of Brooklyn in the year 1889, I had the honor to present a paper in which

attention was called to the constantly increasing opportunities for the introduc-

tion of leprosy into the United States from outside, through our seaboard ports,

and the consequent expediency of making that disease the subject of maritime

quarantine or exclusion. A resolution was then adopted calling the attention of

the United States Government to the subject and suggesting that definite action

be taken to prevent the further introduction of the disease. The recommendation

received immediate attention from the national authorities and a regulation was

adopted by the Treasury Department ordering that any person affected with

leprosy discovered attempting to enter the United States at any port of entry
should be returned to the country whence he or she came. Under this regulation

a number of lepers have thus been denied entrance to the country. So easy is

concealment of the disease, however, in its earlier .stages, so insidious is its

approach, and so numerovis are the avenues through which it may gain an entrance

from the British possessions on the north, from the West Indies on the southeast,

and from Mexico and Central America on the south, quite independently of our

seacoast quarantines, that we may reasonably look for a very considerable aug-
mentation of the number of persons suffering from this infection already Avithin

our borders. I therefore venture to solicit the attention of the section for a few

moments to the ({uestion of the domestic quarantine or segregation of lepers.

In order to obtain data of a somewhat reliable character on which to arrive at a

conclusion, circular letters have been addressed to the various State and provin-

cial boards of health and to physicians especially engaged in the study and treat-

ment of skin disease containing certain inquiries. The replies to that addressed

to official bodies, taken in connection with the published observations of well-

known si)ecialists, indicates that within comparatively recent times, since 1858,

for instance, between five and six hundred lepers have had official recognition in
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this country and Canada, and that at the present time 117 cases of the disease are

known to the authorities. It also appears that there is an entire absence of

uniformity in the methods of dealing with these unfortunates, and that in the

majority of the States they are entirely ignored. As Mexico had not at the time

that I began this investigation taken part in the deliberations of the American

Public Health Association, I unfortunately have no original data from that Gov-

ernment. This is the more to be regretted, inasmuch as they would undoubtedly

prove of great intrinsic interest, and also as the rapidly increasing intercourse

between the two nations makes the question one of practical importance. The
disease is well known, however, in the western regions of that country. There

are usually about thirty under treatment in hospital in the City of Mexico, sepa-

rate wards being assigned them, but segregation is not insisted on. This much
for cases of which official cognizance has been taken and most of which have been

treated and maintained by governments, whether national, State, county, or

municipal. There remain to be considered those which have been under the care

of private practitioners. Believing that all such cases would have been seen, in

consultation at least, by those who had made diseases of the skin a specialty, and

feeling also that the opinions of such men were entitled to especial consideration

in regard to the mode of propagation of this affection, and to the necessity, if any,

for the adoption of measures for its restriction, I addressed the following series of

interrogatories to 34 prominent dermatologists, representing all sections of the

country from Canada to California :

Dear Doctor : Believing from the nature of your specialty that ^ou must have
met with cases of leprosy, and desiring to obtain reliable data as to its occurrence
in this country, I make bold to request the favor of a reply to the following inter-

rogatories: 1. How many cases of that disease have you met with in the course

of your practice? 2. How many cases have you at present under treatment?

3. What have been the ages, sexes, and nationalities of your cases? 4. Does your
experience lead you to think that there are concealed cases in your city ? 5. What,
in your opinion, would be the best means of caring for lepers in this country:

(a) The establishment of a national leper colony, (&) the establishment of State

or city leper houses, or (o) the assignment of special wards in general hospitals to

lepers? 6. What are, briefly, your views as to the mode of propagation of the dis-

ease, and the expediency of isolation of those infected with it? An answer to the

above inquiries, which, if you so desire, wiU be considered confidential, will be

sincerely appreciated by
Yours, very truly,

Benjamin Lee.

Twenty-one replies have been received, the results of which may be summed

up as follows : Number of cases treated, 90
;
of which 7 are stated to have been

in hospital. Number at present under treatment, 3. In some instances the

respondents decline to state. This is only what was to have been expected and

can excite no surprise. The ages of the patients have ranged from 9 years to 70.

Of 76 cases iii which the sex was reported 67 were males and 9 females. Of 33

cases in which the nationality was given 10 were natives of the United States, 6

were Chinese, 12 were South American or West Indian, 2 were Swedes, 1 was

Irish, and 1 Canadian. Eight of those reporting consider it probablethat there are

concealed or unrecognized cases in the large cities in which they themselves reside.

Of course the larger the city the greater the opportunity for hiding and therefore

the greater the probability of this course being pursued. The case which recently

occurred in my own city, in which a leper in the ulcerous stage was discovered

employed as cook in a hotel and had been kept carefully out of sight by the pro-

prietor, is fresh in everyone's mind. Nearly all of the cases which the authorities

of our large towns have had to take care of have been lurking in secret places,

fully aware of the nature of their affliction. As to the best means of caring for

lepers—the three suggestions of the circular having been, as will be recalled, the

S. Ex. 36 129
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establishment t)f a national leper colony, the establishment of State or city leper

houses, or the assignment of special wards in general hospitals ; fourteen replies
were in favor of the assumption of the care of these unfortunates by the National

Government in a leper colony or colonies, on the score of humanity to the victim

and of benefit to science as well as of protection to the public. The suggestion
was made by one that in every large city a ward in a general hospital should be
set apart for the observation of suspects before they were removed to the central

colony or hospital. Two were of the opinion that the several States or cities should
establish leper houses. Ten were convinced that the treatment of lepers in special
wards of a general hospital or at their own homes even, under i)roper environ-

ment and police surveillance, would not be attended with risk to the public, but five

of these considered that, all things taken into account, the General Government
was the proper authority to assume this burden, and that better results would thus

be obtained than in any other way. As to the mode of propagation no doubt was

expressed by any of the twenty-one as to the communicability of the disease.

Nine took strong ground as to its conveyance by inoculation alone, either mediate
or immediate, considering its manner of communication almost identical with
that of syphilis, while nine others were not inclined so to restrict it, preferring to

say that the precise mode of infection was to them unknown. Only two referred

to heredity as a possibility. It is quite safe to say that this latter doctrine is now
entirely without scientific adherents among those who have enjoyed a large field

of observation. Now, I am quite willing to admit that there is overlapping in

these reports ;
that some cases which have been seen in consultation by two phy-

sicians have been reported by both
;
also that many of the cases reported by physi-

cians are included among those reported by boards of health. From this exception,

however, we may exclude almost entirely the cases officially reported from New
Brunswick, British Columbia, California, Louisiana, Wisconsin, Minnesota, and
Iowa. Making all due allowances for duplication, it must be allowed that whether

we consider the extent of geographical distribution, the differing nationalities, the

various ages, or simply the number of victims of this most horrible of all diseases,

the general resultant is s>uch as to render the question worthy the attention of the

national legislatures of all the countries represented in this congress.

THE COMMUNICABILITY OF LEPROSY:

By Dr. BEAVEN RAKE,

Medical Superintendent of the Trinidad {British West Indies) Lepers'' Asylum, Late Member of the-

Indian Lejyrosy Commission.

A brief statement of my views regarding leprosy may be divided under six head-

ings, as follows :

1. Bacteriological evidence.—It is now admitted that leprosy is associated with

the presence of a specific bacillus. This ought to be found at some period or other

in the course of the disease. If this bacillus is not foiind it is due either to imper-
fect examination or to the fact that in some old and long established cases of lep-

rosy the bacillus may die and disappear from the tissues. Numerous attempts

have been made to cultivate this bacillus by Hansen, Neisser, Bordosi, Uffre-

duzzi, Giantuico, Campana, Arning, and the members of the Indian Leprosy Com-

mission, but in no instance has success been certain. Uffreduzzi's culture was

accepted by Baumgarten, biit neither his culture nor that of any of the others pro-

duces leprosy when injected into animals. Thus only the first of Koch's iowc postu-

lates as to the dependence of a disease on a specific microorganism has been ful-

filled in the case of leprosy, and though from analogy with other diseases we are
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driven to the conclusion that the disease is due to a bacillus we are still without

proof of the assumption.
3. Inoculations of animals.

—Many different kinds of animalshave been inoculated

with leprous products by Neisser, Damsch, Vossius, Kobuer, Hansen, Campana,
Thia, Kansic, Arning, Leloir, Bordoni, Uffrediizzi, and many other observers in

various parts of the world, but hitherto without success. Neisser described a

local growth in a dog, but there was no general development of leprous tubercles.

I have made experimental inoculations of animals in the Trinidad Leper Asylura,

extending over about nine years, but the results have been negative. Some of the

animals have been under observation upward of four years, one as long as eight

years from the date of inoculation to that of death, and no development of lep-

rosy has taken place. I have also fed fowls and pigs with leprous material for

periods of one or two years and the results in these animals have been equally

negative. Melchen and Ortman have described dissemination of nodules in the

viscera of rabbits after inoculations of leprous tubercle. But Wesener and

Hiippe believe these nodules to be those of tuberculosis, though Arning and Ruffer

accept them as leprous. On the whole we must regard the evidence derived from
inoculations of animals as negative, and this seems to support Beriner's view that

leprosy is an essentially human disease and can not be transmitted to animals.

3. Inoculations in the human subject.
—Arning inoculated Kenau, a convict in

the Sandwich Islands, with leprosy, and the man developed leprosy three years
afterwards. But leprosy is extremely prevalent in these islands, and Kenau may
have derived it from other sources. It was also discovered later that three of his

relatives were lepers, so that it would seem that in his family there was a peculiar

aptitude for taking the disease. If a criminal in a country such as England
where leprosy is not endemic could be inoculated with the disease, and if such

criminal after inoculation developed leprosy, we should have a scientific proof of

the inoculability of leprosy. Profeta, in Italy, inoculated himself and several

healthy individuals with leprosy, but none of them developed the disease. A
physician in Norway performed a similar experiment on himself and several other

healthy people, but here again the evidence was negative. Hoist and litsch also

failed to inoculate healthy individuals. Hansen inoculated anaesthetic lepers
with material from tubercvilated leprosy, but without success. I have inoculated

40 anaesthetic lepers in the Trinidad Asylum with material from tuberculated

lepers, 2 of the 40 have developed tubercles, but this evidence is not of absolute

value, for anaesthetic lepers have been described by Leloir as occasionally becom-

ing tuberculated. Thus the evidence obtained from inoculations in the human
subject may be regarded as negative with the exception of Arning's case, and this

is open to grave doubt.

4. Vaccination.—Hardner, in 1887, reported a case in a tropical island where a
child became leprous after being vaccinated with lymph from another child who
afterwards developed the disease. Danbler, at the Cape of G-ood Hope, also

recorded 2 cases in which he believed that leprosy was conveyed by vaccination.

More recently Chew, in Calcutta, has brought forward a number of cases in which
he believes that leprosy was invaccinated. But all these cases occurred in dis-

tricts where leprosy was endemic, and are, therefore, open to the objection brought
forward in the case of the convict, Kenau, viz., that the disease may have been
derived from other sources. If a child in a country free from leprosy were inoc-

ulated with lymph from a country where leprosy is prevalent and after such vac-

cination developed leprosy we might consider that the proposition had been

scientifically proved. An experiment which somewhat approaches the above

hypothetical one hasbeen performed in India, where during a period of some twenty
years Surg. Maj. Pringle was in the habit of bringing vaccine lymph down from
the hill districts of British Garhwal, a locality in which the percentage of lei)rosy
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is very high, and vaccinating children in the plains between the Ganges and
Jviinna, where leprosy is far less common. Census returns taken at intervals of

ten years in these districts showed ni^t only a decrease of leprosy in British Garhwal,
but also in the vaccinated districts in the plains. If vaccine lymph were an effi-

cient mode of conveying leprosy we should have expected an increase of the dis-

ease in the plains. Arning and Simpson have described leprosy bacilli in the

vaccine lymph of lepers, but examinations of nearly 40 specimens in the Trinidad

Asylum and of nearly 100 by the leprosy commission in India were negative. We
may therefore conclude that in no case has it been proved that the leprosy has
been conveyed by vaccination.

5. Practical experience.
—By this I mean histories of contagion given to us by

patients, or cases reported by others. While in India we examined some 2,000

lepers, and many histories of contagion were given, but on close examination all

these broke down with the exception of one case, that of an attendant at the Leper
Asylum at Calicut, who contracted the disease after he had been for some years
at the asylum. Father Damien's case is often quoted as an example of contagion,
but this, like the Calicut case just mentioned, and like all cases reported from

leprosy-infested countries, is open to the objection that the disease may have been
derived from other outside sources. To eliminate this fallacy of concomitant
variations we must look to cases of contagion in countries free from lei)rosy. Two
such cases seem free from doubt. One was reported by Dr. Hawley Benson in

Dublin. A manreturned from service in Indiaand developed leprosy. His brother,
who had never been out of the United Kingdom, slept in the same bed with him,
and about two years afterwards this brother also became a leper. The cases were
shovsTi at the Dublin Medical Society, and there seems to have been no doubt as to

the diagnosis, for doctors were present who had seen lei)rosy abroad. The second
case occurred in Maryland, and was reported by Dr. Atkinson. A woman who
had not been out of the country became leprous some years after contact with a

lej^er. In Maryland we know that leprosy is not endemic. Thus we may, per-

haps, admit two positive cases against a very large number of negative ones, for

it must be remembered that there are hundreds of doctors, nurses, and attendants

in constant contact with lepers, but these never develop the disease.

6. Alleged increase of lejjrosy.
—It has been said that leprosy has largely increased

of late years. Published figures show this statement to be incorrect in most parts
of the world where annual leper censuses are taken. In Norway there has been
an almost uninterrupted downward curve for the last thirty years, in spite of the

fact that in that country segregation has never been absolute. Until 1883 there

was no law comijelling the isolation of lepers, and even then it only enacted that

they should be separated from the rest of the family to the satisfaction of the

sanitary inspector. Failing this they were to go to an asylum. Dr. Ransia, of

Molde, states that only 14 have come into the asylum since 1885 by reason of

the new law. In Iceland, also, there has been an enormous decrease in the last

hundred years. Tiiere has been no segregation. In India the censuses of 1881 and
1891 showed an absolute decrease of over 4,000 lepers, and this in spite of the fact

that in Burmah, Rajpootana, Travancore, and the central province states no

leper census was taken in 1881, while in 1891 a full census was taken, showing
many thousands suffering from the disease. It is therefore almost certain that

the decrease in India is much greater than that shown in the official census return.

In India hardly any attempt is made to isolate lepers. In the Northwestern
States of North America about 160 Norwegian lepers came over many years ago.

Only about 13 lepers now remain. There has been no development of the disease

in their descendants nor in any Norwegian or others in contact with them in this

country ; segregation is not strictly carried out among them. In Trinidad the

ratio of lepers to the x)opulation has remained almost stationary ; there is no
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compulsory isolation. In the Sandwich Islands segi-egatlon is compulsory, but in

spite of this the official returns show that in the last twenty years the number of

diseased has almost quadrvipled. In Meinel, on the Russian border, there has

been a small increase of leprosy in late years ;
no contact has been traced with

lepers. It would thus aiipear that in Norway, Iceland, India, and the Northwest-

ern States of North America there has been a large absolute decrease of leprosy

apart from the segi-egation ;
that in Trinidad the ratio of lepers to the general

population has remained practically stationary, while in the Sandwich Islands,

where compulsory segregation has been enforced for many years, there has been

an enormous increase. It seems that in certain districts the disease may increase

by reason of certain local factors of which we are ignorant, as, for example, in

Meniel.

Conclusion.—We believe that leprosy is due to a specific bacillus, and therefore

we must admit the possibility of its communicability. Evidence, however, derived

from the sources mentioned above shows that if it is communicable at all it is in

such rare instances and with such difficulty that for practical purposes we may
disregard the possibility. I would place leprosy and tuberculosis in one class. I

believe that the bacilli of both are present in the dust of certain localities and that

dwellers in such localities are constantly coming in contact with the bacilli. Only
in those who are weakened from various causes do the bacilli find suitable soil for

development, and these individuals become the subject of leprosy, or tuberculosis.

The accumulated evidence goes to show that leprosy is rather less communicable

than tuberculosis, and that if we isolate lepers, we ought a fortiori to shut up
those suffering from tuberculosis.

SUGGESTIONS FOR A PLAN TO ENABLE THE MASTERS OF MER-
CHANT VESSELS TO PROPERLY CARE FOR THOSE ATTACKED AT
SEA WITH YELLOW FEVER.

By G. FARRAR PATTON, M. D., of New Orleans, La.

It is a fact well established by the experience of quarantine physicians whose
duties have brought them into contact with vessels upon which yellow fever has

appeared while at sea that of those attacked with the disease a great many die

from the obvious want of jiroper care and treatment. From a careful comparison
of statistics it would appear that the mortality from yellow fever on shipboard

ranges from 50 to 70 per cent, against a death rate of from 15 to 30 per cent in the

great epidemics that have visited our American cities in this century. This is

easily explained by taking into consideration the want of experience, and conse-

quent excusable ignorance, of the average shipmaster as regards the management
of yellow-fever cases. Unfortunately our science, far reaching as it is, does not

as yet enable us to offer to the unacclimated any reliable measure of protection
in the face of exposure to this disease. Certain measures have been brought to

the notice of the public as tending to guarantee immunity against the special
infection of yellow fever ; biit without reviewing these in detail, it is safe to say
that the medical profession and the public alike refuse to put any faith in them.

It would seem that the only safeguard against yellow fever is the avoidance of

exposure. If non-intercourse with infected places could be maintained, the spread
of the dreaded pestilence would cease, but as long as the requirements of com-

merce call for the sacrifice the hardy seaman will continue to risk his own life

and endanger the safety of healthy communities by traffic with the fever-infected

ports of the Tropics. We know that by a rigid system of quarantine we can pro-

tect ourselves, but we are practically powerless to protect these wanderers of the
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sea against the insidious and deadly infection to which the exercise of their call-

ing exposes them. We are bound, however, as members of a great and humane
profession, to consider the question of extending to them, when they may be
stricken with pestilence upon the lonely seas, such aid and guidance as may be

possible. Therefore, while we are assembled in council to devise and perfect
schemes for the protection of our homes and families against imported pestilence,
shall we not also give some thought to these iinfortvinates whose fate it is thus to
suffer hardship, privation, and disease, far from the reach of medical aid or other
human help, save that of rough though kindly shipmates? These considerations

have forced themselves upon the attention of the writer during a long experience
with quarantine work, dating back to 1877, and an almost daily observation of

the habits and needs of seafaring people since that time. It is with the firm con-

viction that something can be done, and easily done, in the way of enabling the
masters of merchant vessels to supply rational and fairly successful treatment to

such of their people as may develop yellow fever at sea, that the plan hfere pro-

posed for indorsement by the Pan-American Medical Congress is presented. It

frequently happens that no cases of fever occur among the crew of a vessel until

after sailing from an infected port. It would almost seem as if breathing the
fresh air of the open sea develops the latent poison in the patient's system. The

captain, congratulating himself upon getting away from Havana or Rio de
Janeiro without losing any of his men, soon finds himself in command of a float-

ing hospital as case after case of fever develops among his crew
; and with no

knowledge or experience as to the care and treatment of the sick, he is confronted
with the grave responsibility of attending them. Now, while the treatment of

yellow fever, as regards the mere giving of medicine, is comparatively simple,
there is perhaps no disease in which an early diagnosis, with reference to expect-
ant treatment and the enforcement of absolute rest in a horizontal position, is of

greater importance. In fact, it may be said that upon this enforced repose, espe-

cially during the fatally delusive "stage of calm," and upon the withholding of

unsuitable articles of diet, the patient's life hangs as upon a thread. Among men
so little accustomed to illness as sailors these vitally important conditions are

difficult to secure. The writer calls to mind an instance in which, the cook of a
vessel being ill, the steward, also ill but feeling better, arose on the fourth day of

his fever and crawled to the galley to cook dinner, only to faint from weakness
and die within twenty-four hours. On the same vessel the first victim, a sturdy
seaman, refused to yield to the attack, and stood his watch of four hours at the

wheel, from which, when relieved, he had to be carried to the forecastle. The

captain of that vessel was by no means a hard master to his men, but he simply
did not know what to do. It might easily happen that a panic would spread

among the crew of a ship, the timid imagining themselves sick, while others,

really ill, but actuated by a stern devotion to duty, would sacrifice their lives by
continuing at work. To guard against this, and in view of the known disposi-
tion of mates to suspect alleged sick men of malingering, it is important that the

master of every merchant vessel should possess a clinical thermometer and be

familiar with its use, a requirement so suepie that no man capable of navigating
a ship need hesitate about compljdng with it. Since circumstances force the ship-

master, in addition to his other duties, to assume the grave responsibility of super-

intending the care of his men when attacked with yellow fever at sea, those who
have it in their power to supply him with information that will better fit him for

the task should come to his aid
;
and this is what is contemplated in the plan

here proposed. This plan, briefly stated, is as follows : Let it be made part of the

duty of consiils in yellow-fever ports to furnish the master of every vessel clear-

ing from such ports with a printed memorandum of instructions, to be issued ])y

competent medical authority under Government supervision, and setting forth in
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simple language the principal points which it may be deemed necessary to impress

upon the shipmaster for his future guidance. Among these points the one demand-

ing the first consideration is perhaps that of placing the vessel in the best possible

sanitary condition by thoroughly cleaning and disinfecting, after approved meth-

ods, every article of clothing, bedding, etc., on board, fumigating rooms and

cabins, washing out and disinfecting bilges, and in every way striving to destroy

any germs of disease that may be present. The crew should be officially notified

that as they value their lives they must report promptly the first symptoms of

illness. In this connection the instructions should describe the method of using

the thermometer as being the only reliable guide in discovering at the very out-

set the existence of fever, thus furnishing an invaluable means of detecting

malingerers. In the opinion of the writer an expectant plan of treatment should

be pursued in every case, however mild the symptoms. The details of this treat-

ment need not be enumerated here
;
but over and above all ot'ier directions that

of forcing the patient, after the disease is established, to remain absolutely at rest

in a horizontal position should be rigidly insisted upon. With hardy men like

sailors it often requires the exercise of positive authority to compel obedience in

this particular, especially where attention to the wants of nature is concerned.

Due stress must be laid upon the delusive feeling of comfort experienced during
the so-called "state of calm," for it is here that the greatest vigilance is required
to prevent the jiatient from exerting himself in some way that will prove fatal.

Seafaring people are hearty eaters, and it is often difficult to prevent the patient

on shipboard from taking unsuitable food under the mistaken impression that he

needs something substantial to sustain his strength. This point deserves especial

emphasis, and no schedule of instructions would be complete that did not give

explicit directions as to the proper nourishment of yellow-fever patients, as well

as the rules for the administration of stimulants. The consul charged with deliv-

ering the instructions should require every caj^tain not already provided with a

thermometer and the several articles of diet enumerated in the printed list to sup-

ply the deficiency before sailing. To secure faithful nursing, which in yellow
fever is recogni";ed as being the most important requirement, two intelligent and

trusty men should be detailed as attendants upon the sick, and it should be

impressed upon them that, in the opinion of a raajority of exj^erts, the patient him-

self does not diffuse the poison which causes the disease, but that it may be retained

by his clothing. Therefore, if all the clothing and bedding has been previously
disinfected and the rooms fumigated, the attendants need feel no special appre-
hension beyond that of the i)03sibility of their already having the germs of the

disease in their own systems. If these varioxis points be forced upon the atten-

tion of an intelligent shipmaster just prior to sailing, his crew will certainly have
a far better chance of being successfully treated should yellow fever appear among
them than is at present the case. From a long and intimate association with sea-

faring people the wjiter is firmly convinced that the majority of shipmasters will

not only receive such instructions gladly, but, as a rule, they can be depended
upon for the faithful execution of every detail. In 1880, while on duty at the quar-
antine station below New Orleans, the author of this paper published one of

similar purport in two of the great English newspapers in the hope that the lead-

ing maritime nation of the world might be induced to take the initiative in such a

measure. However, beyond some gratifj'ing editorial comments, one of which

appeared in the London Lancet, no special notice seems to have been taken of the

matter. Now that the opportunity presents itself to put forth another appeal,
under the auspices of a great international congress such as this, it is earnestly

hoped that a more effectual impression may be produced.
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THE QUARANTINE LAW OF JAMAICA.

fey JAMES CECIL PHILLIPPO, M. D., of Kingston, Jamaica, British West Indies

Whereas it is desirable to consolidate and amend the laws relating to

quarantine :

Be it enacted hy the governor and legislative council of Jamaica, as follows:

1. The quarantine law, 1869 (law 37 of 1869), and the laws amending the same

(law 32 of 1872 and law 10 of 1892), shall be, and the same are hereby, repealed:

Provided, That notwithstanding such repeal any penalties incurred under the

said laws, or either of them, prior to such repeal may be recovered and enforced

as if this law had not been passed.
2. In this law the term "infected place "means any port or place or country

or definite portion of a country, as hereinafter provided, where yellow fever, the

plague, cholera, or any epidemic disease of a contagious or infectious character,
in fact prevails, or which the governor in privy coiancil may declare to be an
infected port or place. An infectious or contagious disease shall be deemed to

"prevail" in a place, within the meaning of this law, when such disease has been

communicated to one person, or more than one person, through the medium of a

person sick of such disease arriving in such place, or of goods, personal effects, or

other things, introduced into such place ; but it shall not be said to prevail in a

place merely because a single case, or a small number of cases of disease as afore-

said, has been imported into such place, where the disease has not been com-
municated to others. The word ' ' vessel

" means any ship, vessel, or boat ; and the

word "master" means the master, officer, or other ijerson for the time being in

charge or command of such vessel, and the term "
visiting officer" means a person

appointed at any port of the island by the governor for the purpose of carrying
out the provisions of this law. ' ' Lazaretto "

shall mean any vessel moored in any
quarantine ground, or any jjlace on shore contiguous to a quarantine groxand,

appointed by the governor in privy council under the provisions of this law,

within which any person arriving on any vessel that shall be put into quarantine

may stay diiring the continuance of such vessel in quarantine, or if such vessel

leaves the island instead of going into and remaining in quarantine, during such

period as such vessel would have had to continue in quarantine if she had not so

left the island.

3. The governor is hereby authorized to appoint not less than three, or more
than five, persons to be a board, to be called " the quarantine board," to hold their

offices during pleasure, and from time to time to fill up the vacancies in such

board ; and also, in case any member of the board appointed as aforesaid shall be

tejnporarily absent from the island, or be ill or otherwise unable to act, to appoint
some person to act as a member of the board during the absence or inability to

act of such member. Such board, of whom two shall be ai,quorum, shall have
full power and authority to superintend and enforce the carrying out of the laws,

rules, and regulations, for the time being in force relating to quarantine: Pro-

vided, That the board heretofore aiipointed under the provisions of law 37 of 1869

shall be deemed to be the Taoard appointed under the provisions of this law, with-

out further or other appointment.
4. The governor is hereby authorized from time to time to appoint such officers

as may appear to him to be necessary to carry out. under the direction of the said

board, this law, and the rules end regulations made thereunder, and all such

officers shall hold their offices during pleasure.

5. It shall be lawful for the governor in privy cotmcil from time to time to

make such rujes and regulations as to him shall seem fit for the more effectual

carrying out the provisions of this law and to secure the due performance of
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onarantine; and for the government of all vessels, persons, animals, and cargo

put into quarantine under the provisions of this law
;
and for prescribing, in each

port of the island, a point beyond which no vessel shall come, and from which no

person shall land, or cargo or luggage shall be discharged, until such vessel shall

have been visited by the visiting officer
;
and for prescribing, subject to any excep-

tions mentioned in such rules, a distance from vessels in quarantine within which
it shall be unlawful for any person to come, and within which it shall be unlawful
to send or permit to be sent any person or thing ;

and also, from time to time, to

make rules and regulations respecting the disinfection of vessels and their contents

liable, xmder any of the ijrovisions of this law, to be disinfected before such ves-

sels shall be allowed to discharge cargo. Such rules and regulations may extend

not only to the mode of disinfection to be adopted and the extent of siich disinfec-

tion and the sum of money to be paid by the master of the vessel as the cost of

the same, but they may also prescribe any port or ports to which all vessels arriv-

ing in this island, having goods, merchandise, animals, passengers, or passengers'

luggage on board, liable as aforesaid to be disinfected, shall repair for the purpose
of being disinfected before landing any of such goods, merchandise, animals, or

luggage. The governor in privy council may, from time to time, alter or amend
any such rules and regulations ; such rules and regulations, and altered or

amended rules and regulations, shall be published in the Jamaica Gazette, and,
after such publication, shall have the same force and effect as -if the same had been
herein particularly specified.

6. Whenever the governor in privy council shall have reason to believe that any
disease of a contagious or infectious character prevails at any port or place, or in

any covintry, or definite portion of a country, or that it is probable that any such
disease may be brought into the island from any port or place, or country or por-
tion of a country as aforesaid, it shall be lawful for him to declare, by notification

in the Jamaica Gazette, that such port, place, or country is an infected place :

Provided, That when the governor in privy council shall, imder the provisions of

this law, declare any port or place to be infected, he shall specify the disease or

diseases with which such port or place is infected. It shall be lawful for the gov-
ernor in privy council, by a notification as aforesaid, to withdraw, and to declare

to be no longer in force, any such public notification as aforesaid.

7. Every vessel arriving at any of the ports of this island shall, immediately on

arrival, and before having any communication with the shore, or passing the point

prescribed under rules or regulations made in that behalf, be visited by the visit-

ing officer of the port to which such vessel shall come, who is hereby authorized
and required, at a convenient distance from such vessel, to put the following
questions, or such of them as may be necessary, and any other questions which
he may consider desirable : (1 ) What is the name of the vessel, and of the master ?

(2) To what port or place does she belong? (3) From whence do you come?
(4) To what port or place are you bound? (5) At what ports or places have you
touched in the course of the voyage? (6) What vessels have you had any inter-

course or communication with during your voyage, and from whence did they
come? (i) Have you any and what bill of health? Produce it. (8) Did you carry
any bill of health with you to the port or place where yoii took in the cargo or

passengers you now have on board? From what place? Were the said bills of

health clean, unclean, or suspected ? (9) Did any contagious or infectious disease

prevail in any degree at the port or place from which you sailed, or at any of the

ports or places at which you touched ? If yes, say what disease prevailed, and at
which port or place. (10) What number of officers, crew, passengers, or other

persons have you on board? (11) Were any of these taken on board at any port
or place during the voyage to this island

;
if yes, who were so taken on board,

and at what port or place, and on what day or days? (12) Are any persons on
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board your ship suffering under any contagious or infectioiis disease ; or have any
persons died or been ill of any disease of that nature in yoiir passage to this

island ; and, if any, what number ? (13) If any have died or been ill of any such

disease, have their bedding and clothes been destroyed? (14) In the course of

your voyage have any jiersons on board suffered from sickness of any kind? What
vpas the nature of the sickness and when did it prevail? How many persons were
affected by it? (15) How had the persons attacked been employed before they
came on board ; had they been emi^loyed in loading or unloading the vessel ?

(16) Did the persons who were ill fall sick nearly about the same time, or within

a few days of each other ; or did the disorder spread successively from one to

another and increase considerably ? (17) What is the number of persons now ill

on board your vessel ? Are the convalescents able to be on deck ? If so, parade
them on the gangway. (18) Have there been any deaths on board during the

voyage ; if yes, what were the causes of the deaths, and when did such deaths

take place? (19) Have you any person on board who has left (name of infected

port or place) within fourteen days ? (20) Where did you take in the cargo now
on board, and when ? If at more than one place, state the places. (21) Was any
cargo, or were anj^ letters, parcels, or articles of any kind put on board at (name
of infected port or place) ? If yes, state what was put on board, and when, and
whether any special precaution was taken with respect to such thing.

8. The said visiting officer may, if he thinks it necessary, go on board any such

vessel and examine the master, officers, crew, and passengers thereof respectively,
as to their state of health then and during the voyage, and may examine the jour-
nal or log and ship's papers of such vessel, and put any of the questions set forth

in the preceding section, or any other question which he shall think desirable.

9. Any master or other person who shall conceal from any visiting officer the

true state of the health of the crew or other persons on board such vessel, or who
shall give an untrue answer to any inquiry made by such visiting officer under
the authority of this law, shall be liable to a penalty not less than £5 and not

exceeding £100.

10. No master or other person belonging to or on board of such vessel, and no

pilot or pilot's assistant who shall have proceeded on board such vessel, shall quit

the same, for the purpose of landing or communicating with the shore, before

such vessel shall have been visited by the visiting officer, unless permission to do

so be granted in writing by the visiting officer.

11. No person, the pilot or his assistant excepted, shall proceed on board such

vessel before she shall have been visited by the visiting officer, unless permission
to do so be granted to him in writing by the visiting officer.

12. Any person offending against the provisions of either of the two last pre-

ceding sections shall be liable to a j^enalty of not less than £5 and not exceeding £50.

13. The quarantine board shall, with the approval of the governor, appoint

suitable places for qiiarantine grounds, and shall have power, with the like

approval, from time to time to change such places.

14. If any vessel shall have arrived from or touched at any infected place, or

shall have on board any person who has come from such place, or on board which

any person may have died during the passage to this island, or may be ill of any

contagious or infectious disease, or shall arrive without a clean bill of health from

her port of departure, or if the visiting officer shall have good grounds to suspect

that such vessel has arrived from or touched at any such place as aforesaid, or has

on board any such person as aforesaid, or that any person has died or is ill as afore-

said, the said visiting officer is required to put the said vessel into quarantine.

15. Notwithstanding that any vessel arriving at any port of the island shall not

be liable, under any of the foregoing provisions of this law, to be put into quar-

antine, it shall be lawful for the visiting officer at the port of arrival, in case any
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such vessel shall have on board any goods or merchandise that the visiting officer

shall have reason to believe are in direct transit from an infected place, so as to

make such ship and her cargo a possible source of infection, in his discretion to

put such vessel into quarantine for the i)urpose of there unlergoing a process of

disinfection : Provided, That it shall be the duty of any visiting officer exercising
the powers vested in him by this section to at once report the cases to the quaran-
tine board, who may in their discretion support or overrule his decision

; save as

aforesaid, such discretion shall be absolute, and shall not be subject to be ques-
tioned in any court of law : Provided, That when any vessel arriving at any port
of this island, not being liable under any other jirovisions of this law to be put
into quarantine, shall be put into quarantine under the provisions of this section

for the i^urpose of her being disinfected, such order shall not prevent the landing
of any passengers arriving by such vessel, together with such of their luggage as

has not been in the hold of such vessel, provided that such passengers leave such
vessel with such of their luggage as aforesaid within twelve hours after her arrival,

and before such vessel has anchored in the quarantine ground. After the expira-
tion, however, of the above period, or the anchoring of such vessel as aforesaid,
all the iirovisions of this law applicable to vessels put into quarantine shall apply
to such vessel, and every person and thing on board her, until the disinfection of

such vessel and goods and cargo shall have been completed. Goods or merchan-
dise shall be deemed to be in "direct transit

" from an infected place when such

place shall have been the place from which their transmission to this island com-

menced, notwithstanding the fact that in the course of such transmission they
may have passed through places not infected, or that the port or place at which

they have been piit on board the ship bringing them to this island shall not be
infected.

16. When the visiting officer shall have allowed any vessel arriving at the port
of which he is visiting officer to conimunicate with the shore without being put
into qtiarantine, and within fourteen days of the arrival of such vessel at such

port any person on board such vessel shall fall sick of any contagious or infec-

tious disease, or any fact or circumstance is brought to the knowledge of the

visiting officer which, had the same been brought to his knowledge on the arrival

of the vessel, would have led him to put such vessel into quarantine, it shall be
lawful for such officer, and it shall be his duty, to put such vessel into quarantine.

Thereupon the master, officers, and crew of such vessel shall accompany the
same to the quarantine ground : Provided, That if, before such vessel shall have
been put into quarantine as aforesaid, the master, officers, or crew, or any of them,
shaU have landed and shall be ill on shore, and his medical attendant shall certify
that it would be dangerous to his life to send him back to the said vessel, it shall

be lawful for the visiting officer to excuse such person from accompanying the
said vessel : Provided also. That it shall be the duty of tjie said visiting officer to

report to the local board of health of the port any action taken by him under this

or the preceding section.

17. Subject to any provisions of this law to the contrary, when any vessel has
been put into quarantine by the visiting officer of any port under the provisions
of this law, the following rules shall apply, that is to say: (1) Such vessel shall,
between sunrise and sunset, hoist a yellow flag on the top of the mainmast, and
keep the same there displayed, and shall, during the night, keep displayed such

light as may be prescribed by rules made under this law. (2) Subject to the

proviso hereinafter contained, she shall, with all persons, animals, goods, mer-

chandise, and other things on board her at the time of her being put into quaran-
tine, proceed to, and anchor at and remain in, the quarantine ground appointed
for such port, until duly released from quarantine under the provisions of this

law. (3) Until such release as aforesaid, no person on board of or belonging to
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such vessel, or any part of the cargo, stores or lading of the same, or any article or

thing belonging to the passengers, master, officers, or crew thereof shall be per-
mitted to leave, or be removed or taken from such vessel, either to go or be put on
shore (except at a lazaretto as hereinafter provided), or on board of any other

vessel in any port of this island, unless by the direction of the governor in privy
council, or of the (quarantine board, or of some person diily authorized by him or

it, and every such vessel, and all goods, persons, and merchandise thereon, and all

vessels and persons having communication with the same, shall be subject to such
rules and regulations as may be made by the Governor in privy council. (4) Until

such release as aforesaid, no person except the visiting officer, or such other person
as may be authorized by the quarantine board, shall go on board such vessel ; and
no article or thing shall be taken or received on board siich vessel, excei)t by the

direction of the quarantine board, or of the said visiting officer. (5) Notwith-

standing that any vessel, with all j»ersons on board her, shall be entitled to be

released from quarantine, no jiassenger on board such vessel shall be entitled to

land in this island until he shall have given to the visiting officer an account of

his intended movements in the island, so as, in the opinion of the visiting officer,

to enable the several district medical officers of the island and the poli(;e to rei)ort

to the governor if any infectious or contagious disease has shown itself among
any of them : Provided, That nothing herein contained shall make it unlawful for

any vessel, ordered into quarantine under the jirovisions of this law, to piit to sea

and again enter the same or any other port of the island, instead of going into

quarantine : Provided, That any such vessel ijroceeding to sea as aforesaid shall,

while at sea, be deemed to be in quarantine to all intents and purposes, and sub-

ject to all the rules ajiplicable to a vessel in quarantine until, on again entering the

same or entering any other i^ort of the island, she shall be released from quaran-
tine by the visiting officer of such port.

18. No vessel arriving at any harbor of the island, having on board any ballast

composed wholly or in part of earth, sand, or mud, as defined by section 2 of law
36 of 1873, shall be allowed, so long as she has any such ballast on board, and for

such period as may in the jiidgment of the visiting officer be necessary, after dis-

charge of the same, for the ptirification of the vessel, and retaining her under

observation, to enter such harbor; but the visiting officer shall, so long as such

vessel has any siich ballast on board and for such period as aforesaid, treat such

vessel in all respects as he would treat her if she had on ^)oard a person ill of some

contagious or infectious disease : Provided, That in any harbor where the place set

apart for the deposit of ballast, under the provisions of section 26 of law 36 of

1873, is within the limits of such harbor, if such place is certified by tne quarantine
board to be a place where such ballast as aforesaid may be thrown without preju-
dice to the public health, it shall be lawful for the said visiting officer, under such

conditions as he shall see fit, to allow such vessel to proceed to the place aforesaid,

although such place may be within the limits of the harbor : Provided, That,
while proceeding to such place, and while lying there, such vessel shall be deemed
to be in quarantine to all intents and purposes, save as to the obligation to anchor

at the quarantine grotmd ; after the discharge of such ballast as aforesaid, such
vessel shall return to the quarantine ground, and there undergo such purifica-
tion and be under observation for such period as the visiting officer may consider

necessary.
19. All vessels put into (juarantine shall, together with all goods, merchandise,

animals, and passengers, and passengers' luggage thereon, be disinfected before

being released from quarantine.
20. It shall be lawful for the governor in privy council from time to time, by

order published in the Jamaica Gazette, absolutely to prohibit the importation
from an infected place of such articles or things (to be named in such order) as
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the governor in privy council may consider to be specially calculated to carry
infection, when the same are the produce of an infected place, or have been, in the

course of their direct transit to this island within the meaning of this law from
the place of production, on board any vessel having on board a i)erson ill of any
contagious or infectious disease. Such article or thing shall thereupon be deemed
to be a prohibited article or thing within the meaning of section 37 of the cus-

toms consolidation law, 1887, and all the provisions of the said law shall apply to

the same accordingly.
21. Subject to any special rules and regulations of the governor in privy council,

and to the proviso hereinafter contained, the following rules as to the duration of

quarantine shall be observed : ( 1 ) All vessels on board of which any person shall

be sick, or shall have been sick, of any contagioixs or infectious disease, or shall

have died of such disease within fourteen days before her arrival at this island,

shall remain in quarantine until the exi^iration of fourteen days from the day
when such sickness shall cease, or shall have ceased, or from the day when such
death occurred. (3) All vessels that shall have sailed from or touched at any
infected place, or shall have any person on board who shall have come from any
such place, shall remain in quarantine for such time, not exceeding fourteen days,
as shall be directed by the quarantine board on a due investigation of all the cir-

cumstances of the case. (3) If, during the continuance of a vessel in (luarantine,

any jierson on board such vessel falls sick of any contagious or infectious disease,
such vessel shall be liable to remain in quarantine for a further period of fourteen

days from the day when such sickness shall cease : Provided, That no vessel shall,
lander the provisions of this law, be liable to be put into quarantine by reason only
of her coming from an infected place, or of her having on board any person
who has come from an infected place, unless such vessel or person shall have been
in such place within the times herein limited ; that is to say : (a) In case such
infected place is infected with cholera, six days ; (6) with yellow fever, ten

days, or (c) with smallpox, fourteen days previously to her arrival in this island.

In case any place shall be or be declared to be infected by reason of the prevalence
therein of some infectious or contagious disease other than those above named, it

shall be lawful for the governor in privy council to fix the period before arrival
in this island which must have elapsed to entitle any ship to the benefit of this

proviso.

32. Any master of a vessel ordered into quarantine who shall not, forthwith
after receiving such order, cause such vessel to proceed to the quarantine ground,
shall be liable to a penalty not less than £100 and not exceeding £400

; and it shall

be lawful for the visiting officer, or any person called to his assistance, to enforce
the removal of any such vessel to the quarantine ground, and to use all necessary
means for that purpose.

23. The master of any vessel put into quarantine who shall omit during the day
to hoist and keep flying a yellow flag as required by this law, or, during the night,
to hoist and keep alight a signal lantern, shall be liable to a penalty not less than
£5 and not exceeding £50 : Provided, That any such flag or signal lantern shall,

on demand, be furnished by the quarantine board.

34. Any person offending against the provisions of subsections 3 or 4 of section

17 of this law shall be liable to a penalty not less than £5 and not exceeding £50.

35. If, during the time that any vessel is in quarantine, the master thereof shall,

without the permission of the quarantine board or of the visiting officer, quit, or

knowingly suffer any passenger, seaman, or other person on board to quit, such

vessel, or any goods, articles, or things whatsoever, to be taken from such vessel,
he shall be liable to a penalty not less than £10 and not exceeding £100.

26. Any person who, during the continuance of quarantine, leaves the vessel

without proper permission in that behalf, may, in addition to the penalty herein-
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before mentioned, be apprehended by any constable or other person, and compelled
to return to the said vessel, or be taken before a jiistice, who may order that

such person be returned to the said vessel, or be confined in some lazaretto or

other suitable place of confinement, for such period, not less than two days nor

exceeding fourteen, as he may think fit.

27. Any person who shall go on board a vessel in the performance of quarantine
without permission as aforesaid may be compelled to remain on board the said

vessel, and be subject to the rules and regulations thereof, during the continuance

of the quarantine, or until such time as to the qtiarantine board shall seem fit.

28. The governor in privy council is hereby authorized, whenever it shall be

thought necessary, to provide, at the public expense, one or more vessel or vessels

moored within any quarantine ground, or any buildings on shore contiguous to

any quarantine ground, as a lazaretto for the purposes of this law, and to cause

the same to be fitted up as a lazaretto for such use and purposes as the quarantine
board shall, with the ai)proval of the governor, from time to time order and
direct.

29. The governor in privy council is authorized from time to time to frame such

rules and regulations as may be deemed expedient for the government and direc-

tion of any such lazaretto, and of such persons as may belong thereto or be placed

therein, and to alter or amend such rules. And it shall be lawful for the governor
in and by such rules to require that, before any person shall be allowed to enter

any svich lazaretto, such sum as shall be fixed by such rules for the maintenance
of each person while in such lazaretto shall be prepaid, or secured to the satisfac-

tion of the visiting officer.

30. Any person, except the visiting officer, who enters or leaves any lazaretto

without permission from the quarantine board, or from the said visiting officer,

may be dealt with in the manner hereinbefore provided in the case of a i)erson

without permission going on board or leaving the vessel when put into quaran-

tine, and shall be liable to the like penalties.

31. Any officer or person appointed to enforce the performance of quarantine
who shall desert from duty, or shall infringe, or knowingly suffer or permit any
person to infringe, the provisions of this law, or of any rules and regulations in

force concerning quarantine, shall be liable to a penalty of not less than £5 and
not exceeding £50, and shall be subject to immediate dismissal.

32. Any person who shall knowingly conceal, or clandestinely convey, any let-

ters, goods, wares, or merchandise from any vessel liable to or in the performance
of quarantine, or from any vessel, house, or other place where any persons or

goods shall be subjected to quarantine, shall be liable to a penalty of not less than

£10 and not exceeding £50.

33. As soon as any quarantine shall have been fully performed by any vessel or

person, the visiting officer or other person appointed by the governor in that

behalf shall grant a certificate to that effect ; whereupon every such vessel, or

person, and all cargo and goods on board such vessel, shall be liberated from all

detention on the ground of (luarantine.

34. It shall be lawful for the governor in privy council to enforce any rule or

regulation to be made in pursuance of this law by a fine or penalty not exceeding,
in any one case, the sum of £10.

35. All penalties incurred under this law, or the rules and regulations to be

made in pursuance thereof, may be recovered before any two justices, who, in

default of payment, are hereby authorized to commit the offender to the nearest

jail for any period not exceeding six months : Provided alirays. That upon pay-
ment by the offender of the penalties and qpsts, after commitment, his imprison-
ment shall cease.
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86. All penalties which shall be recovered and paid under this law, or the rules

and regulations aforesaid, shall be paid to Her Majesty, her heirs and successors,
for the public use of this island.

37. Any visiting officer or other officer appointed to carry out the provisions of

the quarantine law, and any person who shall have preferred any charge against

any person of an offense under this law, shall, if such charge be dismissed, be

deemed to be a "party aggrieved" by such judgment of dismissal within the

meaning of the appeal regulation act, 1857.

38. For the protection of persons acting in the execution of this law, all actions

and prosecutions against any person for anything done in jjursuance of this law
shall be commenced within three calendar months after the act committed, and
not otherwise; and notice in writing of such action, and the cause thereof, shall

be given to the defendant one calendar month at least before the commencement
of the action, and in any such action the defendant may jjlead the general issue,

and give this law and the special matter in evidence at any trial to be had there-

upon ;
and no plaintiff shall recover in any such action, if sufficient amends shall

have been tendered or paid into court by or on behalf of the defendant
; and if a

verdict shall pass for the defendant, or the plaintiff shall become nonsuit, or dis-

continue any such action after isstie joined, or if, upon demurrer or otherwise,

judgment shall be given against the plaintiff, the defendant shall recover his full

costs as between attorney and client, and shall have the like remedy for the same
as any defendant hath by law in other cases

;
and although a verdict shall be

given for the plaintiff in any such action, such plaintiff shall not have costs

against the defendant unless the judge before whom the trial shall be shall certify
his approbation of the action and verdict obtained thereon.

39. It shall be lawful for the governor to authorize, by warrant upon the treas-

urer, payment of any expenses incidental to the execution of this law.

40. Nothing in this law contained shall extend, or be construed to extend, to

prevent the delivery, by the officers in charge of Her Majesty's mails, of any
mails that may from time to time be on board of any steam vessel, under such
rules and regulations for the prevention of the introduction of any of the before-

mentioned diseases as may from time to time be made by the governor in privy
council, who is hereby empowered to make such rules and regulations with regard
to the landing and receipt of the said mails, and in regard to the coaling of the

said steamers in any port within this island.

41. It shall be lawful for the governor in privy council from time to time to sus-

pend the operation of this law, or any part thereof, and for svich period of time
as may be thought expedient, and again to revive the same, or any part thereof.

42. All rtiles and regulations existing and in force in relation to quarantine at

the time of the passing of this law, so far as such rules and regulations are not

inconsistent with, and might have been made under, the provisions of this law,
shall be and remain in force until other rules and regulations shall be made under
this law.
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THE DISTRIBUTION OF DISEASE BY ISTHMIAN PRACTICES ; OR THE
DIRECT RESPONSIBILITY OF COLOMBIA, SOUTH AMERICA, ON
ACCOUNT OF THE INTERMENT AND DISINTERMENT OF THE DEAD
ON THE ISTHMUS OF PANAMA.

By WOLFRED NELSON, M. D., of New York City.

The title of my i^aper may excite some surprise, but that which follows, I

believe, will justify it ; and if this contribution shall lead to an investigation and
verification of my statements my efforts will not have been made in vain. When
I reached Panama, in May, 1880, during an epidemic of yellow fever^ the burial

of the masses in the Campo Santo and the regular disinterment of them were

practices sanctioned by forty years of uncriticised freedom. Apart from the old-

time bovedas (of which more anon) ,
the small Campo Santo, or "God's acre," was

on the left of the road leading to the Boca del Rio Grande. For fully forty years

previous to the time referred to the masses, after death, were buried in that small

enclosure. It was less than an English acre in extent ; nearer three-quarters of

an acre, I should say. Year after year the same ground was dug over and over

again to make way for new tenants. Coffins were seldom used. A coffin at

Panama is deemed a positive luxury by the masses. In the few instances where
coffins were used they were turned out when the ground they occupied was

needed, together with their contents, under a fierce tropical sun. The practice

then was, and is now, to rent a coffin, called by the French, in happy phrase, cer*

cetiil (Toccasion. The coffin was carried by friends to the Campo Santo. There

the body was taken out and lowered into the grave, wrapped in its winding sheet.

The coffin, having earned dos soles, or $2, was taken back to the undertaker's in

the city of Panama, to spread new disease. The soil of that cemetery had my
close attention. It was largely argillaceous, or clayey, mixed with sand, a soil

the absorbent power of which is of the lowest. To repeat, for fully forty years a

highly remunerative business had been done in burying and disinterring bodies

there. Having, with the late Mr. John Stiven, of Panama, faced an epidemic
of smallpox and yellow fever, I joined him in denouncing the practice in the

Star and Herald, of Panama, in English, and in La Estrella de Panama, in

Spanish, each of us making a plain statement of the facts over our respective

signatiires. The articles created a i)rofound sensation. The i^resident of what
was then the sovereign State of Panama, it has since been dejirived of its sov-

ereignty, and to-day is a federal department ruled from the national capital, or

Santa Fe de Bogota, was Don Damaso Cervera. He promised the board of health

of the State, from which I had resigned, in common with Drs. Iturraldi and

Nouel, that the i)ractice of disinterring the dead should stop. In the meantime
the very large mortality incident to the work on the Panama Canal, directed by
the leading undertaker of the century. Count Ferdinand de Lesseps, had made

necessary the opening of a new cemetery. This new burial place was vnthin 150

feet of a narrow glen or valley in which were two old-timo Spanish wells, dug
down for ~)Q or 60 feet below the level of the five cemeteries there, called, respec-

tively, the "Campo Santo," the "New Cemetery," the "Jewish Cemetery," the

"Foreign Cemetery," and the " Chinese Cemetery," situated beyond the new one.

Incredible as it may seem, water, literally cemetery drainage, was taken from
these two wells and sold by aquadores in the city of Panama for drinking pur-

poses. In our i)ublished articles we denounced the wells. The president prom-
ised that the selling of the water taken from them should cease. For a time the

disinterment of the dead was discontinued, since there was ample room in the new
cemetery, but the water from the wells was sold as formerly. The old-time ceme-

tery, after four decades of fertilization by thousands of bodies, became green with

grass, and forgotten, as far as the lay mind was concerned. Soon the aew ceme-
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tery, in spite of its great size, was wholly filled
; row after row of graves, each

marked by a plain cross bearing a number and a date. The concessionaire, Don
Nicanor Obarrio then and now—he owned the wells and had a money-making
undertaking establishment near by them—began burying bodies in a large field

just back of a line of new bovedas in the new cemetery, these bovedas being a line

of vaults or niches running parallel with the main road, or that already referred

to as leading to the Boca. The constriiction of the bovedas I shall refer to later.

Midway in the section of bovedas was an opening in the masonry and a gateway
leading to the field in question. Therein the energetic and enterprising Seiior Don
Nicanor Obarrio placed the new cemetery's overflow. But here pray pardon a

glance backward. Adjoining the Campo Santo was a vast quadrangle in stone,

the old-time bovedas. It had an entrance on the main road, and one directly

opposite leading into a field lying toward the Bay of Panama. Within that stone

enclosure were four sides of a square, all in masonry, or three tiers of openings,
each large enough to admit the coffin of an adult. When the coffin had been placed

within, the aperture externally was closed by brickwork and cement, or by a slab

of marble, on which was the usual inscription,
" To Fulano de Ted" or " Tb Dona

Anita," as the case might be. Rent for these burial niches had to be paid in

advance for eighteen months. At the end of that time if new rent was not forth-

coming a Colombian eviction was in order. The coffin and its contents were
taken out of the gate leading to the field, and there dumped. Occasionally, when
the pile became too large, it was burned. The bovedas system is used by the best

classes of the Isthmus. In the Foreign Cemetery, the fifth in that locality, bodies

are buried in the earth, there to stay. In some instances, in the case of bodies

laid away in the niches of the bovedas, the rent recjuired was renewed, and a very
few of the dead in that quadrangle were left in peace. But eviction was the rule.

The majority, like their poorer brethren over the way, were transients. So much
for the bovedas system as it is operated at Panama to this present day and hour.

To return briefly to the new cemetery: It was opened in July, 1884. The
gi'ound was consecrated with impressive formalities. A military guard and a
band of the Zapadores were present, as were also prominent Government officials

and members of the consular corps. It was a half holiday in the city. The affair

took on an air of festivity that I had hitherto failed to observe in cemeteries
; the

joyousness of a graveyard had failed to impress me in the past. Between July,

1884, and the 12th of April, 188G, that new cemetery had received for burial in the

earth 3,884 bodies, quite apart from the hundreds buried in the bovedas or niches.

Not only had the cemetery been filled, but work was going on in the field in the

rear. As a faithful historian, I may say, intei' alia, that the opening of the annex
was unattended by any ceremonial. Panama was making a new record for her-

self as a i)estiiential center.

Mr. President and members of this section, this is not the " tale of a traveler."

What I have described continues to this very day and hour. I have official

authority formy statement. I have made reference to the crosses over the graves,
the first of which was numbered "

1 ," with the date and " 1884." The crosses bore
no names. A ledger gave the name of tenant No. 1. Pray note the paper cross

that I hold in my hand. Its center bears the number "2,558 ;

" above is the date
" 1886 ;

"
below, the date "1887 ;

"
to the left is the date "

1889," and to the right,
the date " 1891." What may that mean? Simply that the number of the grave
is 2,558, a ijermanent distinction ; in addition, that said grave had four successive

tenants from 1886 to 1891. In other words, that the new and large cemetery was
diig over four times in five years. In conclusion, I can but add in the words of

a distinguished American, a statesman admired at home and respected abroad,
that the st«tfc ^2 things in Panama "

is a condition and not a theory." It remains
now for this body of Pan-American sanitarians and scientists to say what the

world is going to do about it.

S. Ex. 36 130
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RESPONSIBILITY IN SPREADING DISEASES AND DEATH.

By Dr. WOLFRED NELSON, of New York City.

An individual is amenable to the laws of the country to which he owes alle-

giance. When he violates the law of a country other than that of his birth or

adoption the laws of that country deal with him. Common sense is common law,

and common sense, we are told, is genius in working attire. Nations are mere

collections of individuals ; they have a responsibility to neighboring nations and

to the great family of nations. When a nation is a peace disturber or a law-

breaker, international law is called into play to correct mischievous tendencies

and prevent undue aggressiveness. Under Anglo-American auspices arbitration

offers a remedy equal to all emergencies ;
a peaceful and friendly way of adjust-

ing all differences, be they what they may. As health laws take or should take

precedence, let us as sanitarians try and apply some of the foregoing reasoning to

the important themes to be here discussed.

The Isthmus of Panama has been rightly called the "
gate to the Pacific." It

is a narrow strip of land, a trifle under 40 miles in width, and by rail 47yV miles.

It unites Central and South America, its location being at the extreme northern

end of South America. That strip connects two mighty oceans, and the Panama
Railroad is the link that binds Colon on the Atlantic to Panama on the Pacific.

For rough purposes of geographical comparison, place before your mental vision

an hourglass in a horizontal position. Let the bulb to the right represent South

America, the constriction or neck in the middle the Isthmus of Panama, and' the

bulb to the left Central America. So much for a crude idea of the three Americas

from a geographical standpoint, two of them being vast continents whose litto-

rals are washed by two oceans. Steamer lines converge at Panama and Colon,

landing and receiving passengers and cargo. Those making Colon hail from

ports in France, Spain, England, Germany, the West Indies, and the United States,

Several of the lines named have a coast service for Central and South America.

Their cargoes and passengers cross the Isthmus of Panama, there to take any of

the lines making the Gulf and the Bay of Panama. They run south from Panama
for South American ports ;

north from Panama for Central American, Mexican,

and Californian ports. At San Francisco they connect with transpacific steam-

ers. All of these return to Panama with passengers and cargo for Atlantic and

transatlantic ports. The Isthmus of Panama is one of the world's highways, a

veritable gate to two oceans.

The water-borne diseases in the Tropics, with which a number of us are most

familiar, are yellow fever and smallpox. Many close students of yellow fever

deem it a disease of seaports, pure and simple. Of course where introduced during

hot weather, under favorable conditions, epidemics result. The sunny South is

indebted for its epidemics to the West Indies and Spanish main, I make this

statement boldly. Some of us who have studied and traced epidemics both of

smallpox and yellow fever Avithin the Tropics will recall ships as their carriers.

So much for yellow fever and smallpox. Cholera is the third of the water-borne

diseases. The last epidemic was traced to a vessel from Ireland which landed her

passengers at New York City. From New York the disease was carried to Pan-

ama. At the time the late President Grant was a (captain in the United States

Army and on the Isthmus with troops en route to California. Steamers from

Panama for California left the disease in every port of Central America and Mexico

at which they called, and from the coast it extended inland and upland, making
fearful havoc. In view of my statements in a paper on the " Burial and Unburial

of the Dead on the Isthmus of Panama," and the consequent liberation of millions

of germs of yellow fever and smallpox, one must recognize the pernicious results
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of such practices and Colombia's responsil)ility in spreading disease. She is a dis-

ease producing and distributing Republic. I beg to emphasize my views as a

former practitioner at Panama by quoting Dr. Quijano Wallis. He was vice-

president of the Panama board of health and a Colombian. In an official com-

munication he said, in reply to an inquiry made by the board of health of the State

of Louisiana :

Comuniqueles que el estado sanitario actual en los puertos de Panama y Colon
es por lo general bueno, pues no existe al presente epidemia reinante ninguna,
siendo como es conocido que la viruela, la fiebre araarilla y las fiebres palustres,
en sus infinitas variedades y formas, nunca faltan en estas regiones intertropicales
en donde son verdaderamente endemicas.

I communicate that the actual sanitary condition of the ports of Panama and
Colon is in general good, as at present no epidemic disease reigns, it being well
known that smallpox, yellow fever, and the paludal fevers, in their infinite varie-

ties and forms, never are absent in these intertropical regions, where they are truly
endemic.

Yellow fever is yellow fever. I have seen it at Panama, Mexico (west coast),

Cuba, and in Tampa, Fla. The disinterring of the dead of yellow fever is not

allowed in the British West Indian Islands. To my mind (and I make the state-

ment as a student of the disease) Isthmian practices are directly responsible for

an endless supply of yellow-fever germs. As we know, they always find a soil in

newcomers. They die and the germs are committed to the earth, to be unburied

de novo, ana again are sent on their death-dealing mission. The heat, soil, and

moisture of the Isthmus are ample to keep np an uninterrupted supx)ly.

Dr. Domingo Freire, the distinguished Brazilian physician, has made jirophy-

lactic vaccinations or inoculations against yellow fever a success. As far back as

1882 he discovered in the earth of the cemetery at Sta. Isabel, in Brazil, a specific

germ in the soil over the graves of yellow-fever victims. All who are familiar with

that classic, "The Formation of Vegetable Mold through the Action of Worms," by
the late Dr. Charles Darwin, know full well the agency of worms in bringing disease

germs to the surface. Many of the germs are almost indestructible. Students of

yellow fever are aware that it reached the Isthmus of Panama from the West
Indies. From the Isthmus it spread up and down the coast of Central and South

America and Mexico, in which it is endemic. Pray recall Dr. Quijano Wallis'

official statement regarding Colombia. From the endemic centers epidemics have

their origin and are further spread by steam carriers. Both coasts of Central and

South America and Mexico have been swept by them. I include Costa Rica,

Nicaragua, and Guatemala.

I have referred to water-borne diseases. To-day we know only too well that

cholera is spread largely by water carrying the bacillus. Here pray permit me to

state that during the five months that I spent in Santiago de Cuba, the oldest city

in the West Indies, Dr. Urbano Guimera was conducting extensive researches,

making cultures of the yellow-fever germ, etc. He found that sea water made an
excellent culture fluid. In Havana I had the pleasvire of examining the cultures

of Drs. Carlos Findlay and Delgado. At Panama I was familiar with the excellent

work done by Dr. Girerd. I am a firm believer in the protection afforded by yellow-
fever inoculation ; a statement made by me to Surg. Gen. Wyman in this city
five years ago. My faith now as then remains unshaken. Dr. Domingo Freire

has been and is a public benefactor. The unburial of the dead is not peculiar to

Panama. It seems to be a Spanish-American and Spanish West Indian custom.
In Santiago de Cuba the dead are taken from the bovedas. While there I photo-

graphed a number of metallic coffins that had been evicted with their contents.

The quadrangle or bovedas of the city of Leon, in Nicaragua, is a large, wide
and deep, well-like structure. In it were bones from evicted coffins. Such prac-
tices are vastly perilous to the human family and the world, and in the interest of

humanity and common decency should end. In Cuba yellow fever is a permanent
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quantity. Year by year, for nearly one hundred years, it has been deadly in

Havana. It is domiciled all over that beautiful island. There are parts of

Havana where the atmosphere reeks day and night with the faecal odor. Cuba is

f source of constant danger to the South. In the future, as in the past, that fair,

fertile land will suffer from yellow fever. She will pay for trading with West
Indian ports, where disease is generated, buried, and unburied, and liberated

broadcast. The several diseases referred to are preventable diseases. Their

prevalence is a blot on our scientific attainments and a disgrace to fin de siecle

civilization.

What measures will shut out smallpox, cholera, and yellow fever? I take the

liberty of answering ray own question by replying, "An ideal quarantine station,

or the Holt system as it exists below New Orleans on the Lower Mississippi."

Therein is an effective remedy. The creation of Dr. Joseph Holt, of New Orleans, is

a quarantine with whose actualworkings I am familiar. It standsand ever willbe a

monument to the skill and clear foresight of an American sanitarian, whose name
and fame are world-wide. The same system obtains at Galveston, Tex. I like-

wise paid it a special visit. The press of this great country has expressed much
solicitude for Canada, fearing that cholera may reach the United States by that

channel. As a Canadian, I may state that an ideal quarantine exists on Grosse

Isle in the Gulf of St. Lawrence. Dr. Montizambert is in charge of it. It, with

the Holt system, can not be improved upon. Canada will look to herself. All that

care and science have indicated has been done.

While I have attempted to set forth the responsibility of Spanish America and

Cuba in propagating disease, I have not forgotten cholera. For it and its pestilen-

tial centers the Far East should be called to the bar of nations. I have stated the

case from my standpoint. Let us hope that measures will be devised by this Pan-

American Congress to blot out these preventable diseases. Energetic action of

an international character failing, the future will be but a repetition of the past

and the present
—disease and death !

PESTILENTIAL CONDITIONS.

By A. N. BELL, A. M., M. D.

Modfern sanitation, as undertaken in England fifty-five years ago, wasbase&

upon the recognition of the relation of local conditions to the death rate of the

people ;
and the coincidence of its practice and the progressive reduction of the

death rate ever since is the unanswerable argument for the establishment of san-

itary methods everywhere. Indeed, the scientific investigation of preventive med-

icine essentially depends upon the registration of the causes of death. The year

1838 was the first complete registration of births, marriages, and deaths, including
the registration of the diseases which were the causes of death, in England. It was
the beginning of the sanitary movement in that coimtry. Hitherto it had been

the almost universal practice there, as elsewhere, when and wherever a pesti-

lential disease broke out in a community to attribute it to a foreign source. Dur-

ing the most devastating epidemic of which we have any reliable history that ever

prevailed—that which swept through Europe and northern Asia about the middle

of the fourteenth century—the people were content and even encouraged to live

without regard to personal cleanlipess ; to dwell in unventilated houses, on swampy
groimd bestrewn with putrescible material of all kinds ; and to consume tainted

food and drink foul water, while the communities severally berated one another

and instituted quarantines for protection from pestilences which they all alike

cultivated. "Plague" had been universally identified with Egypt up to that

period, as it was for several centuries thereafter ; and, though not always of the
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same type, it was scarcely less common in England and in several European coun-

tries than it was in Egypt. The descriptions of the pestilential condition of Lon-

don, by Erasmus, early in the sixteenth century, and of Cairo, by Volney, nearly
.two centiiries later, are here incorporated as illustrative examples of conditions

whose record should never be lost, and which may well be held up as object les-

sons to some commiinities in the present generation. Erasmus, of Holland, during
a temporary residence in London, wrote to Dr. Francis, the physician of Cardinal

Wolsey, minister to Henry VIII, as follows :

I often wonder, and not without concern, whence it comes to pass that England
for so many years hath been continually afflicted with pestilence, and, above all,

with the sweating sickness, which seems in a manner peculiar to the country.
We read of a city which was delivered of a plagiie of long continuance by altering
the buildings according to the advice of a certain philosopher. I am much mis-
taken if England, by the same method, might not find a ciire. First of all, they are

totally regardless concerning the aspect of their doors and windows to the east,

north, etc.; then they build their chambers so as not to admit a thorough air,
which yet, in Galen's opinion, is very necessary. They glaze a great part of the
sides with small panes, designed to admit the light and exclude the wind, biit

these windows are full of chinks, through which enters a percolated air, which,
stagnating in the room, is more noxious than the wind. As to the floors, they ai*e

usually made of clay, covered with rushes that grew in fens, which are so slightly
removed now and then that the lower part remains sometimes for twenty years
together, and in it a collection of spittle, vomit, urine of dogs and men, beer, scrajis
of fish, and other filthiness not to be named. Hence, upon change of weather a
vapor is exhaled very pernicious, in my opinion, to the hiiman body. Add to this

that England is not only surrounded by the sea, but in many parts is fenny and
intersected with streams of brackish water, and that salt fish is the common and
favorite food of the poor. I am persuaded that the island would be far more
healthy if the use of these rushes were quite laid aside and the chambers so built
as to let in the air on two or three sides with such glass windows as might be either
thrown quite open, or kejit quite shut, without small crevices to let in the wind;
for as it is useful sometimes to admit a free air, so it is sometimes to exclude it.

The common peoi)le laugh at a man who complains that he is affected by the

changeable and cloudy weather; but for my part, for these thirty years past, if I

ever entered into a room which had been uninhabited for some months, immedi-
ately I grew feverish. It would also be of great benefit if the lower people could
be i)ersuaded to eat less of their salt fish, and if public ofiflcers were appointed to
see that the streets were kept free from miid, and that not only in the city,
but in the suburbs. You will smile, perhaps, and think that my time lies upon
my hands, since I employ it in such speculations, but I have great affection for a
country which received me so hospitably for a considerable time, and I shall be
glad to end the remainder of my diiys in it if it be possible. Though I know you
to be far better skilled in these things than I pretend to be, yet I could not for-
bear from giving you my thoughts, that, if we are both of a mind, you may
propose the project to men in authority, since even princes have not thoiight such
regulations to be beneath their inspection.'

Though England was at that period among the most advanced of civilized

nations, the admonition was of no, or at most of but little, avail. Some nominal
" sewers" were constructed, but with a prohibition of all connection with them by
house drains, or drains from water-closets or cesspools, under severe penalties.
Concessions were provided for, however, as special privileges, so that if a man
wished to take measures for the protection of the health of himself and family, he
could do so only under special favor. Moreover, every builder built according to

his own fancy, and houses continued to be '"run up
" without the slightest regard

to drainage or decency, and under the restriction of a tax on light. That pestilential
diseases continued under such conditions, and even until nearly two centuries later,

to rival those of the Middle Ages in other centers of population, is perfectly consist-

ent with the abundance of such material as they are now known to depend upon.
The description of the conditions of plague by Volney, as witnessed by him at Cairo
in 1783, more than a century subsequent to the great plague of London, is good for

'

Malcolm's London, p. 459
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all time. The people were crowded in close, small, damp dens, thick with the odors

of their own imiiurities and those of the heated marshes. Their food was scanty
and unwholesome, cooked over fires With dried manure for fuel. Ignorance, des-

potism, and poverty combined to make them in every respect a degraded jjeople ;

but one good custom obtained, which the practice of better conditioned Oriental

nations had communicated to them ; this was the burial of their dead outside their

towns. It was thus that, when the pestilence raged, he was able to count the

removal of 1,500 corpses daily out of Cairo. The attack was accompanied by a

famine, from a deficient inundation of the Nile, and the European was shocked as

he passed through the streets by the dead lying here and there
; and the living, who

had scarcely life enough to be distinguished from the dead, imploring the passer-by
for relief.' The conditions of cholera in India at the present time, and as they
seem to have been maintained from our first practical knowledge of them—gained

by the commercial relations of that country with other countries which were and

still are found to maintain approximate conditions—rival the conditions of the

sweating sickness in London and of the plague in Cairo. According to the official

reports of Dr. M. C. Furnell, sanitary commissioner at Madras:

In all India there died during 1879 5,000,000 people, of whom fever killed

3,500,000 ; cholera killed off 265,000. In some years it is much worse than this. A
good deal of this mortality is preventable, and the use of impure water is, I feel

persuaded", answerable for much of it. When the cholera was making its way down
from the northwest to our presidency at the end of 1881 and the commencement
of 1882, 1 was asked by an energetic collector to send him a few simple rules on
sanitation of villages, that he might publish them in his district Gazette. Subse-

quently I found myself inspecting a municipality in the north, and the manager
showed me a resolution calling attention to my circular, and resolving that two
important tanks, which I will call tanks A and B, should be strictly set aside for

drinking purposes, and a policeman set over each to prevent people washing their

bodies and clothes therein. I confess I felt very pleased and proud when I read
this ;

I felt that we were getting on. Next morning I was going round the town,
when the manager pointed out in the distance a tank, which he said was the bund
of tank A. one of the tanks in which washing of clothes and bodies was strictly

prohibited. "Oh,'" I said, "letiisgo and look at it." We went. The doctor of

the station and the manager of the municipality were with me. We were soon

there, and it was certainly a magnificent tank. There were crowds of people at

all foxir sides, and all or nearly all busily engaged washing their clothes, and those

that were not doing that were bathing their bodies ! The expression on the face

of my friend, the manager, when he saw all this, was slightly ludicrous. Jiast

where we had reached the tank was an old man washing a not very clean cloth,
and when he had done he washed himself and spat repeatedly in the water. He
then went away, and within a minute a woman came there, stood almost in the
identical spot the old man had stood a minute before, and filled two bright chatties

with the water and took them home for drinking and cooking. She must of

necessity have taken home some of the filth from the old man's clothes and a por-
tion of his spittle to drink and cook with ! What a repulsive idea ! Now, what
we have just seen passing under our eyes was taking place at various times of the

day all round the tank, and not only all round this tank, but around the hundreds
and thousands of tanks which are scattered over this fair continent of India. And
this being the case, can we wonder for a moment at the rapidity with which an

epidemic of cholera spreads through a community when once it makes its appear-
ance in their midst ? And yet how simple is the remedy !

* * * I do not by any
means maintain water is the only means by which cholera is spread.

* * *

I believe the air, clothes, food, especially drink of all sorts, besides water, may and
do spread it ;

but I also believe that water is the chief means by which it is spread,

especially in India, and that it is on account of the peculiar treatment water
obtains in this country that India is the only country in the world subject to such

frequently recurring and such terrible epidemics of this dread scourge.'^

All the literature of good observers on cholera in India, and the leading condi-

tions of its introduction into other countries during the ten years' interval since

> Voyage en Syria et en Egypte, Vol. i, p. 17.5.

* Cholera and Water in India, by M. C. Furnell, M. d., f. r. c. s.. Companion of the Indian

Empire; Fellow of Madras University; late Surgeon-General and Sanitary Commiaaioner,

Madras, etc. London, J. & A.Churchill, 1887.
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the report of Dr. Furnell, confirm his observations. But besides cholera, the rela-

tion of the same conditions to other pestilential diseases should be kept in view.

The report of the Madras municipality for 1891-'92 affords equally striking evi-

dence of this relation. The death rate of the city of Madras for the year 1891 was

52.6 per 1,000 of the population. Of the 23,808 deaths which occurred that year,

66 were due to smallpox, 372 to measles, 6,731 to fevers, 4,573 to bowel complaints,

and 1,916 to cholera, making a total of 13,658 from these causes, or 57 per cent of

the whole; 5,843 were of infants under 1 year, being 437 per 1,000 of the popu-

lation, or 30. 19 of the children bom alive. The explanation of these terrible figures

is given in the report as follows :

An indifferent water supply, defective drainage, and over a considerable portion
of the municipality no drainage at all, a porous soil loaded with organic impurity,
a putrid and fluctuating subsoil water rising comparatively near the surface, want
of open spaces in some parts of the town, crowded parcherries (villages) for the

poor, overcrowded and ill-ventilated houses for the middle class (in many cases

directly connected with the subsoil), water by wells in their interior, burial

grounds and slaughter-houses in the city, and, lastly, the general social, conjugal,
and religious habits and customs of the people.

In the district of the town in which the mortality was highest the unsanitary

conditions are described as ghastly. "The first division, vidth a mortality of 72.8

per 1,000. contains some of the largest parcherries in the municipality, with

wretched huts huddled together, in some cases on a soil that after a shower of

rain forms a slough of liquid filth." The third division, with a death rate of 56.7,

"has narrow streets of overcrowded and badly ventilated houses, most of which

have wells in their interior connecting them with the subsoil water, which is here

very putrid." It is in these divisions that the highest death rate from cholera

occurred. The conditions of yellow fever are well known to comprise a high tem-

peratiTre, 70° F. and upward, in addition to the conditions common to pestilen-

tial diseases. As comprising these conditions in a concentrated degree, cor-

responding, more or less, with my own observations at Vera Cruz and other Mex-

ican ports, several Central American and West Indian ports, seaports on the west

coast of Africa, and at Memphis and New Orleans, in the United States, I quote
a description of Havana in 1892, by Dr. Erastus "Wilson, who has been a resident

of that city for a number o:: years :

Havana occupies a peninsula formed by the Giilf of Mexico on the north and
injutting of our bay or harbor on the east and south, terminating on that side in
various lagoons and lowlands, through which several creeks meander and enter
the bay in its shallow margins. Our slaughter-houses on one of these iiours its

blood and offal into these sloughs. In its topography its streets have not been
constructed to regular grades, but have followed the original surface in various
altitudes. A large proportion of our streets are yet unpaved, and in the poorer
wards it is a common custom to throw slop water into the streets, where it fre-

quently forms stagnant pools that fester in the sun and exhale noxious vapors. A
clayey subsoil underlies its surface, and its habitations, without cellars, are in
direct contact with its undrained, humid soil, without dami)-proof courses to pro-
tect their walls from moisture, and these are regularly saturated and discolored
with it 5 or 6 feet above the ground floors. The city has no system of sewers, and
the night soil is almost universally accumulated within the rear part of the houses
in the old midden closet, which is simply a hole in the ground, mostly without
lining, and consequently its bottom and sides are permeable by the filth, and
which, dissolved by the house slops and other domestic waters, soaks into the

ground farther and farther, until the entire foundations of the houses are reeking
and pestilent with these organic infusions, undergoing putrid fermentations and
exhaling their death-dealing gases and microbes within all the habitations. More-
over these pestilential closets are usually adjoining the kitchens, and in near prox-
imity to the sleeping apartments, which, in the houses of the poorer classes, are

very imperfectly ventilated ; and it is an inveterate custom of the people to close

them persistently on the first approach of sickness, and particularly of febrile

symptoms, heedless of professional advice to the contrary. Along the harbor side
of the city wooden wharves are built upon piles, and several of the streets that
descend to the bay have, loosely constructed with flat stones or bricks and lime
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mortar, square drains of 1 foot, more or less, in size, and connecting their houses
with them by similar conduits of smaller size, have set water-closets, and in
this way, during many years, these conduits—by many called "sewers"—have
been accumulating deposits of sewage, less than 8 feet under the surface of the

streets, distributing their infiltrations, and pouring out some portions of them into
the bay, which accumulate as pestilential mud under the wharves. Thiis our

population, familiarized with this state of uncleanliness, are exceedingly careless
in their methods of collecting their garbage, and possessing no public urinals, all

these organic materials are spread aboiit, and our abundant rains, at certain sea-

sons, wash them into the low belt along the harbor. I have copied brief mortuary
statistics of some of the affections that produce the highest death rates here, as fol-

lows : Out of oiar population of 200,000, I select the statistics of ten diseases that

produced highest death rates in Havana in 1890 and 1891, in the order of their
death rates, respectively: Pulmonary tuberculosis, 1,37.5, 1,384; lesions of heart
and aorta, 633, 654; enteritis, 784, .579; pneumonia and bronchitis, 451, 439; yel-
low fever, 340, 349

;
cerebral congestion and haemorrhage, 306, 291 : meningitis, 298,

238; liver affections, 215, 197; pernicious fever, 164, 185; typhoid fever, 223, 172;

smallpox, 12, 151.'

Typhus fever finds its conditions in dirt, privation, overcrowding, and cool or

cold weather ; conditions, excepting the last named, nearly identical with Ori-

ental plague, of which disease, intleed, some observers regard it as being only a

different type.
" Jail fever," "hospital fever," "putrid fever," and "ship fever"

are its synonyms, and each one of these names suggests the conditions of its devel-

opment, to which is added contagiousness proportional with their concentration.

It would be an easy matter to multiply quotations from the history of pestilential

diseases, with which all sanitarians are familiar, and to adduce numerous examples
of approximate conditions when and wherever such diseases have jirevailed in the

United States, as elsewhere ; particularly of the relations of a dirty soil and pol-

luted water to the prevalence of typhoid fever and other intestinal diseases, not

considered pestilential ;
but which, if estimated by their only true standard, the

mortality from them in communities habitually subject to such conditions, is

really more pestilential than any of the diseases against which quarantine restric-

tions are exercised, while the conditions wiiich sustain them are those above

all others most favorable to the introduction of cholera. It has been observed

that in the several visitations of cholera to England
' '

it has generally attacked

those towns and houses which offered to it the best indvicements to visit them in

their filth, decaying refuse, crowded and dirty population, bad water, damj), pol-

luted subsoil, or any other of those conditions which lead to bad health in a popu-

lation, and which, when cholera is absent, afford an evidence of their existence

by the jirevalence of scarlet fever, smallpox, typhoid, and other fevers, measles,

"whooping cough," etc.,^ to which diphtheria should be added as one of the most

devastating of the group. Yet there are many communities that habituallyindulge
the conditions of these constantly recurring pestilential diseases, with which they
have grown familiar, with never a thought apjiarently that the same conditions

are a perpetual menace to the introduction, or it may be the revival, of the less

common and exceptionally devastating pestilences. At the very time of writing
this paper, my attention was arrested by a press announcement of an official

report of the governor-general of Turkestan, which has recently been irablished

in St. Petersburg, that that province has been severely visited by an epidemic of
" black death," which followed on the footsteps of cholera. It appeared suddenly
at Askabad, and in six days killed 1,303 persons in a population of 30,000.

" Black

death" has long been known historically as a once common, deadly pestilence,

which, like some other pestilences, superficial students have been wont to con-

sider extinct. But the more attentively pestilential diseases are studied from the

earliest records of them to the present time, the more evident it appears that not

a single one of them has ceased to exist. The same and all exist to-day that ever

' Florida State Medical Society Transactions, 1892.

' Douglas Galton, c. b., d. c. l., etc., Journal of the Society of Arts, November 19, 1386.
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have existed, and they are equally liable to occur again and again under favoring

conditions.

My purpose in the foregoing quotations and interjections has been to emphasize
the relation of pestilential diseases to the putrefaction of organic matter, the con-

ditions which arrest, nourish, and propagate bacteria. Every student knows that

the first bacterium ever discovered was in a drop of putrid water by Leeuwen-

hoeck, in 1675 ; but il was the discovery of no new thing. In the progress of bac-

teriological knowledge we have learned that bacteria are essential to the putrefac-

tion of organic matter
;
that the existence of bacteria, therefore, is coextensive

with putrefying material in time and place from the beginning, and that wherever

putrescible matter exists ; on the surface of the earth, in the soil or water, or in

the air ; there bacteria abound. But -notwithstanding this beneficent function of

bacteria, putrefaction, the process by which dead organic matter containing nitro-

gen is converted into food for plants, diligent investigation of their nature under

divers circumstances has shown them to be, like other great tribes of plants, divisi-

ble into genera and species more or less antagonistic to each other, and that some
of them are parasites dangerous to mankind and animals ; these are the pathogenic

germs of pestilential diseases ; but, like the rest, they depend upon putrescible

material for support and propagation. Like all living things, bacteria grow only
at the expense of the food which they consume. Their viability depends more or

less upon the presence of oxygen, though some can do without it
; the presence or

absence of moisture ; the degree of temperature ;
the presence or absence of other

agencies; antiseptics, germicides, etc.; and doubtless some conditions beyond our

conception. But the spores of bacteria, the seeds, are, of all things viable, the

most persistent. Indeed, so long as they do not germinate, do not encounter con-

genial conditions for develoj^ment, so far as time is concerned, in the absence of

destructive agencies, the spores of bacteria are practically immortal. They every-
where abide putrescible matter containing nitrogen, as their condition of devel-

opment, maturity, and propagation. Hence, however true it may be that the adult

microbe of cholera or that of any other disease may be destroyed by desiccation,

or by sprinkling with some disinfecting solution, or that it is portable only by
means of moist material, and not liable to be conveyed by clothing or rags, or

borne on the wings of the Artdnd
;
all such conditions are void when applied to the

spores. I am aware that the cholera bacilli and some other pathogenic bacteria

are devoid of spores, that they projiagate exclusively by fission ; yet even these

are endowed with singularly enduring qualities, depending upon favorable condi-

tions for vegetation. Moreover, as other vegetable organisms have their seasonal

adaptations and favorable climates, so certainly have bacteria ; and so, too, their

spores or seeds, like the germs or seeds of other plants, may be quickened in unusual

places under exceptional seasons. For example, typhus fever never prevails in

warm climates, nor yellow fever in cold
; yet all observers are familiar with the

occasional occurrence of these diseases contrary to their habitats. Typhoid fever

is well known to be a late summer and autumnal .disease in temperate climates,

yet the artificial climate of the dwelling often proves suitable to its development,
when the germs are present. Moreover, of this disease in particular, like cholera,
foul water is very far from being the only means of its distribution. The dust of

dried excreta is ever liable to be carried in the air, to lodge in food or drink, and
to be swallowed

; and, with regard to the viability of the germ in the soil, Dr. S.

Monckton Copeman cites the following case:

A man who had acquired enteric fever elsewhere brought it to a village. His
evacuations were buried in the dung heap. Some weeks later five persons engaged
in removing some of the dung were attacked by the disease. Their discharges
were sunk deep in the heap. At the end of nine months it was completely cleared
out by two workmen, one of whom fell ill of enteric fever and died.^

> Treatise on Hygiene, Stevenson and Murphy, Vol. i, p. 334.
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Enormous numbers of bacteria have been foiind in the soil liy various observers.

Infusions made from manural, field, and garden earth, even though diluted a hun-
dred times or more, still contain thousands of bacteria in every drop ; and the soil

and dust of streets always contain large numbers. Naegeli and Buckner demon-
strated several years ago that the porous soil of the earth will yield germs exist-

ing in it to ascending currents of the air even when wet ; which fact has a strong

bearing upon the significance of the soil in the spreading of infectious diseases

generally.'

Beumer, in experimental researches for bacteria in the soil, in 1886, obtained
from a specimen of sandy humus taken from the depth of 3 meters, 45,000,000
to the gram ; at 4 meters, 10,000,000 ; at 6 meters, 5,000,000. These specimens
were obtained from the vicinity of hospitals at Greifswald. In a churchyard,
at a depth of 4 meters, the number in one experiment was 1 ,152,000, and in another,
1,278,000.-^

Frankel also has given special attention to the examination of undisturbed soil

not in the immediate vicinity of dwellings.
The most important fact developed by Frankel's researches is that in virgin soil

there is a dividing line at a depth of from three-quarters to one and one-half meters,
below which very few bacteria are found, and that consequently the "ground-
water region" is free from microorganisms, or nearly so, notwithstanding the

immense niimbers present.'^

But neither of these investigators say anything about the kind of bacteria they
found.

Manfredi has recently (1892) published the results of his extended investigations
relating to the dust in the streets of Naples. The number of bacteria varied

greatly in different parts of the city. In streets where the traffic was least and
hygienic conditions the best the average number was 10,000,000 per gram. In

dirty and busy thoroughfares the average was 1,000,000,000, and in cei'tain locali-

ties the number was even five times as great as this. Injections into giiinea pigs
gave a positive result in 73 per cent of the animals experimented iipon. Among
the known pathogenic bacteria obtained in this way were the pus cocci (in eight) ,

the bacillus tuberculosis (in three) ,
the bacillus of malignant edema, and the teta-

nus bacillus.^

According to the investigations of Grancher and Richard, in 1889—
The stiperficial strata of the earth are exceedingly rich in pathogenic germs ; at

a certain depth there is a limit beyond which the number of germs rapidly dimin-

ishes, until they cease altogether. In the deep strata of the bacilliferous zone

pathogenic species do not exist. Grancher and Deschamps have observed the
arrest of the typhus bacillus at a depth of 50 centimeters. In the cultivated super-
ficial strata there are fewer micrococci than bacilli. The bacilli exist in the soil

chiefly as spores. Under this form they best resist destructive agents and remain
latent for years, retaining their virulence. It is probable that the pathogenic
bacilli germinate in the soil.

The cholera bacilli form numerous colonies at a depth of 3 meters diiring the
months from August to October ;

from April to June, at a depth of 2 meters,
there is no development, while at a depth of 1^ meters the bacillus vegetates. At
least 2 per cent of humidity is necessary for the development of the germs. Soil

rich in organic material is most favorable to this development. Causes of death of

the pathogenic germs exist in the soil. The principal cause is desiccation. Koch
and Duclaux have demonstrated that this is especially hurtful to the micrococci,
and here, according to Koch, is the explanation of the fact that micrococci are rel-

atively rare on the superficies of the soil. The cholera bacillus dies rapidly under
exsiccation. Netter fixes three weeks as the extreme limit at which the exsiccated

pneumococcus preserves its virulence.
The two most potent causes of destruction which the microbes encounter are the

saprophytic bacilli and solar light. The saprophytic bacilli are in continual strife

with the pathogenic microbes, and have generally the advantage. The bacillus of

tetanias is exceptional, and may develoi) favorably in the presence of other species.
Solar light is injurious to very many bacilli. According to Duclaux it is the

' Centralblatt f. d. Med. Wissenschaften, No. 29, 1883.

^ Treaties on Hygiene. Stevenson and Murphy, Vol. i, p. 334.

3 Manual of Bacteriology, by George M, Sternberg, Colonel and Surgeon U. S. Army, etc., pp.

570, 571.
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*
Indicating what per cent of all reports received stated the presence of the iliseases

named then under the observation of the physicians reportini;.
Relative to each disease over 63,000 weekly reports are represented m tliis diagram.

No. 2.—WARM-WEATHER DISEASES IN MICHIGAN.
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Curves representing by .nonths. during the period of . s (t) vears ( 1877-91 ), the sickne
in Michigan troni diseases coincident with or following cold weath-r

Indicating what per cent of all reports received stated the presence of each disease
then under the observation of the physicians reporting. Relative to bronchitis, pneu-
monia, membranous croup, diphtheria, influenza, scarlatina, and rheumatism, over
63,000 weekly reports; relative to neuralgia and tonsillitis over 57,000; relative to con-

sumption over 60,000, and relative to plcuritis over 19,000 weekly reports of sickness
are represented in this diagram.

t Consumption for only 14 years, tonsillitis and neuralgia for only 13 years, pleuritis
for only 4 yenrs.

No. 3.—COLD-WEATHER DISEASES IN MICHIGAN.
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By months, for a period of 14 years (1877-90), the relation between sickness in

Michigan from diarrhea and the average temperature of the atmosphere.

Sickness from diarrhea Average temperature .

*
Indicating what per cent of all reports received stated the presence of diarrhea then

under the observation of the physicians reporting.
Over 59,000 weekly reports of sickness and over 256,000 observations of the atmos-

pheric temperature are represented in this diagram.

No. 4.—ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE AND SICKNESS FROM DIARRHEA IN MICHIGAN.
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By montlis, for a period of 14 yenv^ (1S77-90), the relation between sickness
in Michigan from pneumonia and the avenige temperature of the atmosphere.
(Temperature curve reversed, the scale increases down\v;^r(i.)

Sickness from pneumonia . Average temperature
•
Indicating what per cent of all reports received stated the presence of pneumonia

then under the observation of the physician* reporting.
Over 59,000 weekly reports of sickness and over 256,000 observations of the atmos-

pheric temperature are represented in this diagram.

No. 9.—ATMOSPHERIC TEMPERATURE AND SICKNESS FROM PNEUMONIA IN MICHIGAN.
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B^' months, tor a period of 13 years (1S7S-90), the relation between sickness in

Michigan from consumption and the average atmospheric ozone during the day.

Sickness from consumption,, ,. . ,
. •• Atmospheric ozone, dav_

Indicatmg what per cent of all reports received stated the presence of consumptionthen under the observation of the physicians reporting.Over 56,000 weekly reports of sickness and over 69,000 observations of atmosphericozone are represented in this diagram.
'

No. 13.—ATMOSPHERIC OZONE AND SICKNESS FROM CONSUMPTION IN MICHIGAN.
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Sickness from typhoid fever
•
Indicating what per cent of all reports received stated the presence of typljoid fever

then under the observation of the physicians reporting.
Over S3,ooo weekly reports of sickness and over 500 observations of the depth of

water in wells are represented in this diagram.
Note.—The danger from typhoid fever appears to be greatest in October, when the

water in wells is lowest; that is, when there are the most "Inches of earth above the
ground water." The danger is least in May, when the water in wells is highest.

No. 14.—LOW WATER IN WELLS AND SICKNESS FROM TYPHOID FEVER IN MICHIGAN.
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most universal means of sanitation, and the most economical and potent to which
public or private hygiene can have recoiirse. The turning up of the soil liberates

pathogenic germs, but when the soil is not disturbed for a long time a colossal

germination frequently goes on. Exhumation frees the bacteria long latent in the
soil; hence the epidemics that follow the turning up of the ground. Pathogenic
germs leave the earth in many ways to attack men and animals. The soil which
adheres to the body, to the feet of animals, and that which is carried by insects dis-

seminates pathogenic germs. Currents of air transport superficial dust and so prop-
agate the spores which resist exsiccation. Water also carries germs. Ordinarily
subterranean waters are on a level with the bacteriological zone. Sometimes the
zone is exposed by fissures or by openings made in the earth. The walls of a well
are a prolongation of the superficies, and are favorable to the life of germs.'

The practical application of this summary is local sanitation. The more precise

knowledge, acquired during recent years, of the specific entities of preventable
diseases

;
of the part played by earth, air, and water in their dissemination, and

of their essential dependence upon putrescible matter for their reception and

growth, should not fail to stimulate sanitary effort everywhere against the condi-

tions of their existence.

DEMOGRAPHIC STATISTICS OF DISEASES FOR FIFTEEN CONSECU-
TIVE YEARS IN THE STATE OF MICHIGAN.

By HENRY B. BAKER, M. D., of Lansing, Midi.,

Secretai-y of the State Board of Health of Michigan ; ex-President of the American Public Health
Association ; member of the American Climatological Association, etc.

DISEASES WHICH CAUSE MOST SICKNESS IN MICHIGAN.

Order ofprevalence of twenty-eight diseases in Michigan in the period of ten years,
1881 to 1890, and in each of those years, judging from the "per cent of reports

"

which stated the presence of each of the diseases, in connection with the reported
" order of prevalences^ when and wliere each disease was present.

Diseases arranged in order of

greatest prevalence.

Rheumatism
Neuralgia
Bronchitis _

Internaittent fever _

Consumption, pulmonai-y . .

Diarrhoea
Tonsillitis
Influenza
Remittent fever
(The average disease)
Pneumonia
Erysipelas
Inflammation of the kidney
Cholera morbus
Dysentery
Typho-malarial fever
Whooping cough
Measles
Pleuritis
Cholera infantum
Diphtheria -__ _..

Inflammation of bowels
Scarlet fever
Typhoid fever (enteric)
Puerperal fever
Inflammation of brain
Membranous croup _

Cerebro-spinal meningitis. .

Smallpox

Aver-
age

order,
1881-'90.

1890. 1889. 1887. 1886. il885. 1884. 1883. 1882. 1881.

16
12
21
20
18
24
35
23
22

In the years 1881-1883 intermittent fever, in the years 1884-'85 neuralgia, and in the years 1886-

1890 rheumatism, caused most sickness. This does not imply that there was any increase in

rheumatism, because, as indicated by this table, and as is proved in the diagram on that subject.

• La Revista Internationale d'Igiene, of Naples, January, 1890.
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intermittent fever decreased groatly. The "average di.sease " of these reported is included in

this table as a standard by which to judge the fluctuations. In 1890 it may be seen that the

"average disease" was higher than usual by about one-tenth. This was due to the unusual
prevalence of "

influenza," which, it may be seen, was twice as prevalent in 1890 as in the average
year, the order in the average year being 8, while in 1890 it was 4. Pneumonia does not show
apy increase in 1890, nor any apparent change during the ten years.

MOVIMIENTO DEMOGRAFICO DE BUENOS AIRES.

Por el Dr. SAMUEL GACHE,

Presidcnte del Circulo Medico Argentino ; Medalla de Ch'o en el Concurso Sud-Americano de Medi
cina Celebrcido en Buenos Aires en 1893 ; Delegado del Gobierno de la Republica Argentina en

el Congreso Internacional de Higiene y Demografia, reunido en Paris, en 1889 ; Miembro de

la Societe Frangaise d''Hygiene de Paris ; Oficial de Academia ; Medico del Hospital Bavoson.

La ciudad de Buenos Aires, capital de la Republica Argentina, cuenta hoy
560,000 habitantes, sobre una extension de 13,023,572 metros cuadrados, que es la

del territorio del municipio. Remontando a los primeros tiempos del pais y bus-

cando hasta en la epoca de la fundacion, encontramos que su poblacion en el aSo

1580 era de 300 almas, y que en 1602 Uego ti 500, para aumentar a 4,000 en 1664. Un
siglo mas tarde era de 24,205 ;

en 1810 alcanzo a 46,000 ; en 1822, a 55,416, y a 76,000

en 1852. En 1864 era de 140,000 ; el censo de 1869 le dio 177,787 ; surbio a 195,262

en 1871 ;
la epidemia de fiebre amarilla ocurrida en este ano no detuvo el desarroUo

de este movimiento progresivo, y la cifra total de habitantes era de 204,634 en

1872, es decir, arrojaba un aumento de 9,372 sobre la anterior, constituyendo un
crecimiento relativo de 4.7. En 1875 tenia la ciudad 230,000 almas.

Poblacion.

1879 3.57,440
1880 - 270,000
1881 -- --- 289,935
1887..- 433,375
1888.. 455,167

PobIaci6n.

1889 523,452
1890 547,144
1891 535,060
1893 (diciembre) 554,713
1893(junio) 560,000

La disminucion que se observa en el ano 1891 se explica por las causas de orden

financiero que produjeron intensa crisis, y que obligaron a muchos a emigrar en

busca de mejores condiciones de trabajo y economia que las que entonces ofrecia

Buenos Aires. En 1892 la poblacion ha aunientado meramente, y lo mismo se

observa en 1893. El mas poderoso factor con que hemos contado ha sido la inmi-

graci6n que ha venido al pais, y de la cual algunabuena parte se ha establecido en

la ciudad, incorijorandose a ella como fuerza y como elemento de produccion y
consumo. .

El siguiente cuadro relativo al descenso de 1882-'91 hara comprender mejor el

movimiento de entradas y salidas :

Ano.
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nemos el movimiento demografico de esta ciudad, y hagamos las comparaciones

y deducciones a que se presten los datos que vamos a estudiar.

La natalidad en Buenos Aires nos ofrece la oportunidad de hacer algunas con-

sideraciones sobre la fecundidad de la mujer argentina. Los matrimonios en

nuestro pais producen por lo general cinco hijos ; y ha sido en virtud de esta

abundante reproduccion y de la grande inmigracion que siempre ha acudido aqui,

como ha podido la republica ofrecer el aumento de su poblacion que, siendo de

1,877,490 habitantes en 1869, ha llegado en 1893 a 4,500,000. Y por lo que se refiere

a Buenos Aires, sabemos ya que en 18G9 tenia 177,787 almas, y que hoy su mimero

asciende a 560,000. Los nacimientos en los pueblos argentinos han alcanzado

cifras elevadisimas ; y para no citar sino dos casos nos referiremos a las ciudades

de Buenos Aires y La Plata, que con sus respectivas proporciones ocupan los dos

primeros rangos en la natalidad de todo el mundo, exceptuando el Cairo. Pero

debemos observar que si en el Cairo, segun la estadistica de 1891, la natalidad es

mayor que en las dos ciudades referidas, siendo asi el punto mas favorecido al

respecto, en cambio tambien tenemos alii una grandisima mortalidad, y resulta

que si ocurren 51 nacimientos sobre 1,000 almas, mueren 50.6 individuos sobre

1,000, lo que da un aumento vegetativo sumamento pobre : 0.4 por 1,000, mientras

que dicho aumento vegetativo en La Plata es de 28.85 (ano 1890) y en Buenos

Aires de 31.6. Este ultimo dato resulta de los siguientes elementos :

Natalidad en 1891 - 24,591

Natalidad por 1,000 habitantes -- - 45.95

Mortalidad absoluta
^-

- - 13, 041

Mortalidad por 1,000 habitantes.
'

- -- -- 24.33

Aumento vegetativo absolute --- - 11, 577

Aumento vegetativo por 1,000 habitantes.. 21.6

Estas cifras revelan muy crecida cantidad de nacimientos, y exceptuando la de

118 por 1,000 habida en Buenos Aires en 1872, despues de la epideraia de fiebre

amarilla, jamas se ha visto proporcion tan satisfactoria. La Plata, capital del

Estado de Buenos Aires, ha dado en los ultimos aiios :

Afios.
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Dividiendo estas cifras en dos periodoa de cinco anos, tenemos : De 1882 a 1886,

naciinientos, 59,733, siendo de estos 4,443 ilegitimos; de 1887 a 1891, nacimientos,

104,703, de los cuales 13,488 son ilegitimos. Se ve por estas cifras que la ilegitimi-

dad en el quinquenio de 1887 a 91 fue mas de tres veces superior a la de 1882-86.

Creemos encontrar las causas de esto en el hecho de las circunstancias excepcio-
nales del pais, con motivo de la gran crisis que lo ha conmovido y que hoy mas que
nunca se siente. La ilegitiuiidad esta actuahnente sostenida en Buenos Aires por
la falta de dinero que actua sobre todas las clases sociales y en especial las mas
bajas que son las que suministran el mayor contingente de este elemento.

La natalidad con relacion a la poblacion, y segiin sexos, de los nacidos, esta

expresada en el siguiente cuadro :

Aiios.
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En cambio, las ciudades cuya mortalidad supero a la natalidad en el aSo 1891

son:
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Vemos que en 1892 han disminuido los matrimonios, y debemos encontrar en esto

una consecuencia logica de la crisis que dificulta los gastos y aumenta la emi-

graci6n.

La mortalidad en Buenos Aires en el quinquenio de 1887-1891 ha sido esta:

Anos.
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Debilidad congenita
Apoplegia (cerebral..
Tetano infantil

Crup -

Congestion cerebi-iil . _

Consuncion
Peritonitis

Sarampion
Entero-colitis _ _ _

Nefritis
Eclampsia infantil
Senectud
Colera*..-
Heridas diversas..
Anenrismade la aorta
Sifilis infantil _

Heridas por arma de fuego
Asflxia por snmcrsion
Enfermedades puerperales
Cancer
Hepatitis
Alcoholismo
Coqueluche _

Oclusion intestinal
Uremia
Disenteria
Congestion pulmonar
Esclerosis del higado .

Pleuro-neumonia
Pli'uresia
Fracturas
Inanicion _ _

Meningo-encefaiitis.
Ustion _

Gangrena
Anemia ._

Laringitis
Heniorragia
Endocarditis
Infeccion purulenta
Encefalitis . ,

Mielitis
Cirrosis hep&tica _ .

Aneurismas diversas
Escarlatina _ .

Angina de ijecho
Anemia cerebral
Hidrocefalia
Erisipela
Traumatismos di ver.-j> i

Reumatismo
Marasmo

1887.

291
214
212
242
168
118
89
141

80
64

lfJ3

102
530
106
42
98
29
51
50
77
68
64
a5
»)
91
51
39
81
39
a5
39
70
42
44
34

20

1888.

289
266
272
192
179
128
99
84
67
101
102

116
59
91
3!)

71
71

77
70
60
67
43
45
72
ti5

77
45
40
52
43
34
65
38
35
44
29
32
53
31

28

30

1889.

413
m)
403
2.59

203
243
141
261
188
101
126
127

78
92

33
90
m
86
73
92
a5
62
64
69
66
24
43
54
70
49
49
36
39
52
25
41
27
21
25
43
48
43
17
36
17
37
23
46
29
9

1890.

420
401
a52
2a5
240
195
169
80
125
no
117
100

100
122
68

26(i

102
75
88
67
68
.57

79
63
42
57
.52

69
68
64
31
56
49
67
31
56
61
57
50
38
31
58
31
26
26
47
24
22
47
18
36

1891.

367
392
319
143
199
134
142
54
156
134
144
102

99
133

50
78
68
65
67
54
93
78
75
58
53
54
59
.58

17
43
53
39
38
36
51
31
46
25
24

47
20
11

24
29
19
23
18
12
60

Totals.

1,789
1,696
I,.552
1.1.51

l,fXI2
869
669
635
633
.591

591
5:J3

5;«J

499
448
42<i

400
392
349
393
345
mi
337
298
298
292
280
268
255
2.55

243
2;J6

234
2:$3

216
206
2a}
182
179
175
157
1.53

1.5:3

145
laj
129
12!»

119
118
111
109
105

* En 1886 se produjeron 530 muertes por el colera.

Durante los aiics transcurridos de 1886 al 1891 inclusive, la mortalidad por enfer-
medades infecto-contagiosas ha sido ;
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Veamos ahora el cuanto por cieiito tie la luortalidad general (iiie represeiitan
estas clfras divididas por aSos :

Tuberculosis ...

Fiebre tifoidea .

Difteria y crup .

Viruelas
Escarlatina
Saranipion
Coqueluche

1886.

Por ciento.
8.03
3.72
4.53
5.36

10. 70

1887.

Pur cieiito.

s.m
2.38
8.94
10.70

.52
1.19
.29

1888.

Por ciento.
8.79
3 22
1L49
5.39
.13
.82
.56

1889.

Por ciento.
8.57
3.55
6.33
1.26
.11

1.82
.59

1890.

Por ciento.
7.]'.)

3.93
6. 49

13. ;J8

.Hi

..50

.36

La uiortalidad general del ano 1892 llego a 14,612, y distribuida segtin Ids princi-

pales y mas Irecuentes diagnosticos, resiilta :

Tulxsrculosis 1, 022

Bronquitis 497

Bronco-pneumonia 936
Neumonia.. 1,144
Pleuro-neumonia 80
Pleuresia 57
Enfermodades cardio-vasculares 952

Anemia, congestion y hemorragia cere-
bral - 460

Menigitis ...,. 74«
Tetanos infantil 365
Gastro-enteritis 712

Atropsia 4<t2

Enteritis 4(i3

Debilidad congenita 316
Nacido-muertos 1 , 271
Cancer 369
Fiebre tifoidea 314

Predominan las enferniedades infecciosas ; y si es satisfactorio hoy coniprobar

que algunos han disininUido en frecnencia, es desconsolador decir que otras

aumentan. Por lo que respecta a la tviberculosis, los siguientes cuadros revelan

su inarcha en los ultimos 22 anos :

Afios.
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recojen nifios que, sin los cuidados (iiie alii se prodigan, seiian candidates Ji la

enfennedad ; y hasta puede atribuirse a la mayor instruccion que hoy tiene el

publico respecto de muchas cosas.

Pero de todas las circunstancias favorables que ban producido estos resultados,

es ciertamente la primera el drenage. El Dr. Buchanan, observando los efectos

de las obras de drenage en veinte y cinco ciudades de Inglaterra, inforniaba que en

todas ellas la niortalidad general ha disminnido, en particular la causada por la

fiebre tifoidea y la diar^ea ; pero en aquellas que habian sido provistas de grandes

desagiies. sin darseles un sistenia eficaz de drenage subsolar, ni la consuncion pul-

nionar, ni las afecciones catarrales habian disininuido. El efecto inmediato del

drenage subterraneo es secar el suelo perniitiendo que el aire penetre y ocupe el

higar del agua al travez de la capa de tierra seca, acelerando asi la oxigenacion de

las sustancias infectas que estaban en solucion y poniendo el suelo en condiciones

saludables. Adenias, este procediiniento secante ejerce una poderosa infiuencia

sobre las capas atmosfericas inniediataniente contiguas al suelo y que fornian el

aire respirado X)!)r los habitantes. Se ha observado como regla invariable de facil

explicacion jjor las leyes fisicas, que las nieblas desaparecen 6 disTninuyeu de un
modo notable en las ciudades u otras partes doquiera que la tierra ha silo secada

por el drenage. De los dos hechos iirecedentes debe deducirse que el aumento de

los tviberculosos corresponde al aumento de la humedad subsolar, unida ji otras

influencias depresivas, y que si deseamos poner limite a esta grave enfermedad, en
la que lo que miis debe temerse es el caracter hereditario, es necesario que forme

parte de las obras que se i^rosiguen ahora, un sistema mas completo de drenage
subsolar, no solo i)ara prevenir la invasion de nuevas masas de agua, sino para secar

las que ahora contiene la tierra, y remover asi la infeccion actual.' Otra conside-

racion qne hay que teuer en cuenta, en favor de la positiva rebaja de la cifra de
defunciones por tuberculosis, es la epideniia de influenza que en 1890-91 y '92 ataco

a la problacion de Buenos Aires haciendo innumerables victimas y despertando la

irrupcion de aquella.

Asi, piles, de la cifra correspondiente ii esos aiios. deberian deducirse muchos
cases que han sido determinados por la accion de la grippe, haciendo estallar a

aquella. Comimrando la mortalidad de tuberculosis en Buenos Aires y en las inas

importantes ciudades del globo, se tiene el convencimiento de que es nuestra

capital la que ofrece al respecto mas favorable estadistica
; y para esto no hay mas

que recordar que mientras que a esta enfermedad corresponde el 6.3-3 por ciento
de defunciones en Buenos Aix-es, segtin datos del aiio 1890, representa en el

mismo aiio el 18.41 por ciento en Bruselas: el 13.30 por ciento en Berlin; el 12.35

por ciento en Baltimore; el 9.85 por ciento en Londres; el 32.10 por ciento en
Madrid; el 19.51 jwr ciento en Paris; el 9.36 por ciento en Roma; el 17.51 per
ciento en San Petersburgo; el 23.19 por ciento en Viena; el 14.83 por ciento gn
Copenhague.
La difteria ha sido muchas voces el azote de esta ciudad.

Basta dirigir la mirada sobre el siguiente cuadro para comprender la marcha
que ella ha seguido entre nosotros :

Anos.
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El auiiiento de la inortalidad por difteria es considerable ;i partir del aiio 1884

en que fue de 258. En 188G la veiuos casi diiplicar y llega a. 4!);5, para snbir liasta

975 en 1887, y alcanzar en 1888 (i 13S1 que es la mayor liasta hoy. En 188!) dis-

miniiye una cuarta parte y vuelve a subir en 1890, para descender otra vez en 1891

y mas arm en 1892.

Las cifras que venimos de examinar manifiestan malas condiciones en niiestra

salubridad, y es sensible que a este respecto ofrezcamos estadistica tan desfavo-

rable. Ella se modificara, es seguro, con las medidas de desinfeccion j'l domicilio

que hoy se adoptan, y con los consejos y prevenciones que se dirigen al publico,

pero mientras subsistan los conventillos, los tainbos, las caballerizas, etc., en para-

ges centrales, tendremos encima siempre el peligro comun.

Con todo, podemos esperar que conio disminuyo en 1891 y en 1892 por la accion

de los niedios higienicos empleados, asi continuara reduciendo sus estragos hasta

colocarnos en posicion imis ventajosa. Los barrios donde mayor niimero de vic-

tiraas hace son los de los parroquias de San Cristobal, Balvanera, Santa Lucia y

Pilar, los mas favorecidos por una abundante poblacion menesterosa y falta de

comodidades. Por las inmediaciones de la plaza "Once de Setiembre,"'Constitu-

cion y Cementerio del Sur, ella ha sido frecuente, y es en esos parajes donde se

encuentran muclias de las condiciones propicias al desarrollo de la enfermedad.

El otoilo y el invierno son las estaciones en (pie recrudece con marcada intensi-

dad. Si hacemos comparaciones entre la mortalidad difterica de Buenos Aires y
otras ciudades de las que mas alta la presentase, tenemos sobre 100 defunciones

generales en los aiios 1886-90:

Buenos Aires. -

Berlin
Brooklyn
Filadelfla

1886.
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El sigiiiente cuadro es bien eloenente :

Vacv7iacidn y vimelas.

2085

Alios.
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de tifoideos fallecidos solo llega a, 214, esto es, 1.47 per ciento de la mortalidad

general. En los iiltimos aiios, los barrios mas visitados por esta enfennedad lian

sido los ininediatos al i^iierto entonces en constriiccion, diirsena siir, Boca, y en

general toda la ribera y la parte sudoeste de la cindad, sin descuidar los arrabales

donde liabita gente pobre y desaseada.

Las estaciones en que mayor niimero de individnos atiica son el otono y el verano ;

si bien en invierno tambien invade como lo hemos visto en 1891-S2. En esta

predileccion por ciertas estaciones podemos referir verdadera inflnencia a las

Ihivias de la primavera, las que favoreciendo la accion del verano preparan el

terreno para que la enfermedad estalle. Esto se comprobo con ocasion de la epi-

deniia tifoidea del aiio 1809, sobrevenida en dicha estacion despnes de grandes
lluvias.

En la " Casa de aislainiento
"
se asisten los individnos atacados de enferraedades

int'ecciosas, y alii son trasladados los tifoideos qne no j^neden asistirse en sns

domicilios. En el iiltimo aiio entraron en dicho hospital 1 80 de estos enfermos

(tifoideos) y mnriel'on 33. La mortalidad prodiicida por estos represento el 14

por ciento en el afio 1890 sobre lo general, y en 1891 el 18 por ciento.

La nenmonia ha sido en 1893 desastrosa en intensidad y frecnencia. Sobre 14,013

defunciones generales le corresponden 1,144 (18 por ciento). Ha sido miicho i^eor

qne la tuberculosis (1,033) que siempre ha constituido nn factor importante en la

mortalidad.

Si a los 1,144 neumonicos agregamos los 986 fallecidos por bronco-neumonia. la

proporcion sube considerablemente. Y aqui entra de una manera positiva la inflnen-

cia de la grippe que ha dominado especialmente en 1893 como en 1891, compli-
cando mnchos estados morbidos, determinando las bronco-neumonias infecciosas

y haciendo estallar la tuberculosis 6 poniendo al organismo en eondiciones Ae tVicil

receptividad.
Las cifras relativas a laneumonia y a la bronco-neumonia que acabamos de dar,

son las mas altas hasta ahora anotadas entre nosotros, y asi vemos que en los

ultimos aiios ban sido :
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Las modalidades injis raras se lian presentado a. la observacion clinica, y despues

de las complicaciones pulmonares que lian sido las mas comunes, las nerviosas han

asiTinido un caracter acentuado de tenacidad y persistencia. En algunos casos

se ha visto la fiebre tifoidea declararse y definirse bien en el curso de 1» enfer-

medad en cnestion.

En el invierno actual (1893) ella ha atacado muchas personas, pero todo hace

presumir que no tendra ni la marcha ni la fuerza de anos anteriores.

La esearlatina disminuye notablemente al punto de qxie durante el aiio 1892 su

niortalidad fue solo de 12.

El sarampion en cambio se ha mantonido elevado algunos anos, y en 1892 su

cifra no ha dejado de ser crecida. Conipareinos la mortalidad de estas dos enfer-

medades :
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La proporcion de mortalitlad para los niSos de menos de 1 ano estaT)lece qtie ella

es de 17 por ciento entre liosotros, en tanto que en muchos paises do Europa llega
hasta 34, m&s de la tercera parte de los nacidos. El siguiente cnadro revela el

tiiimero de nacimiehtos, niSos muertos de a 2 aiios, y sobrevivientes desde 1875
4 1800 :

Anos,
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Las del sistema nervioso abarcan 8,104 (15 por ciento) y son las siguientes:

Meningitis 5,248
Congestion y derrame cerebral 1 , 173

Eclampsia 978

Hidrocefalia
Meningo-encefalitis-
Encefalitis

232
172
143

De los c6mputos mensuales se deduce que la mortalidad infantil entre nosotros

ha llegado hasta 52 por ciento de la general, pero oscila al derredor de 44 y 46 por
ciento. Estos datos son jior demas alarmantes, y deben llamar la atencion de las

autoridades. En nuestra opinion las causas (jne obran para producir la gran
cifra de mortalidad inf,intil en Bnenos Aires son i)rincipalmente dos: el poco
cuidado qne niuclias gentes tienen en la aliinentacion de los niiios, y la ignorancia
de parte de los encargados de adniinistrarla. Coni (de Bnenos Aires) dice que si

el abandono de la lactancia materna ejerce una poderosa influencia sobre la mor-

talidad infantil, la aiimentacion prematura—causa de un gran niimero de enfer-

medades—suministra tainbien a la mortalidad un contingente igual.

Las familias y especialmente las de las clases pobres tienen la perniciosa costum-

bre de dar a los niiios en la primera edad alimentos de toda naturaleza, sin preo-

ctaparse si estos son poco 6 no son nada asimilables. De alii, alteraciones profundas
en el aparato digestivo (vomitos, diarreas, etc. ), alteraciones consideradas de poca

importancia y encerrando a menudo el principle de graves enfermedades. Las
niadres que recurren a la lactancia artificial, medida justificada 6 no, ignoran
casi siempre ciertos preceptos, tan sencillos como indispensables, para que esta

manera de aiimentacion no ocasione malos resultados.'

Un hecho averiguado en el dominio de la patologia infantil es la influencia de la

aiimentacion, cuando esta se liace insuficiente 6 defectuosa ; y para salvar en lo

posible este inconveniente se ban establecido en Paris, Loussane, Berlin, y Stock-

olmo servicios especiales, habiendose comprobado en la jmrnera una disminucion

de las enfermedades del aparato digestivo en la iirimera infancia, desde que se

cuida prolijamente de evitar la falsificacion de la leche, sin que por lo que respecta
a las dos iiltimas ciudades se pueda afinnar nada en absoluto, si bien hay que
esperar bnenos resultados de las medidas adoptadas.
En Francia existe una practica que seria muy benefica si las madres de familia

se dieran el trabajo de obedecerla. Consiste ella en distribuir en las oficinas del

registro civil, a los padres de los niiios cuyos iiacimientos se inscriben, un folleto

conteniendo instrucciones sobre la higiene de la jirimera infancia ; pero a menudo
sucede que tales instrucciones no son leidas, y por consiguiente quedan ignoradas.
En cuanto a las estaciones en que mueren mas niiios, tenemos que las 53,321

defunciones de a 2 aiios, producidas de 1875 a 1890, han ocurrido asi :

Verano 14,808
Primavera 14,088

Invierno. _ 12, 761
Otono.. 11,504

Es el verano la estacion en que mayor numero de muertes tieiie lugar y acjui

hay que considerar la accion del calor, la leche muchas veces alterada, las frutas,

las malas aguas, los cambios de temperatura, y en muchos casos la falta de cuidado

y de aseo. No hay mas que penetrar en un conventillo para ver el triste espec-
taculo que ofrecen los niiios, y comprender asi la causa de la enorme mortalidad de

la primera infancia. La ignorancia y el abandono de los padres son los elementos

que mas intervienen en este lugubre cuadro.

En el mismo termino (1885-1890) han niuerto 3,858 niiios de 5 a 10 anos, asi clasi-

ficados :

Apai'ato digestivo 222

Aparato respiratorio 385

Ai)arato circiilatorio 5(5

Enfermedades del sistema nervioso ...... 398
Infecciones a localizaciones tipicas 92(5

Infecciones a localizaciones variables 1,547
Enfermedades de la nutricion 13

Enfermedades genito-urinarias.
Enferniedades de la piel
Enfermedades de la sangre
Sin clasificacion

87
6
11

207

Total 3,858

1 Coni: Causes de la morbidite et de la mortalite de la premiere enfance k Buenos Aires, 1886.
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Aiin cuando el examen comparativo con otros paises nos sea favorable, debenlos
reconocer qne estamos lejos aiin de presentar datos que scan (^onsoladores, y es satis-

factorio decir qne en este sentido se comprueba un movimiento que mas tarde
dara excelentes resultados.

El Patronato de la Infancia, lnstituci6n creada a semejanza de algunas que
existen en Europa, tiende en sus fines primordiales a disminuir los estragos de las

enfennedades infantiles, fundando niaternidades y asilos, consultorios medicos,
vigilando la lactancia mercenaria, las fabricas donde los inenf)res trabajan. y tra-

tando por todos los medios posibles de poner la salud de estos en buenas condi-

ciones i)ara qxie se desarrollen fnertes de cuerpo y con el esjiiritu de trabajo qne
necesitamos para prosperar. No seran inutiles algunas consideraoiones sobre el

tetano infantil, muy frecuente en otro tiempo en Biienos Aires, ycuya disminucion

se acentiia hoy felizmente. Los datos del siguiente cuadro liasta 1890 pertenecen
al Dr. Coni, y revelan la cifra de mortalidad t\ne ella prodlice:

1875.
1H76.
1877.
1878-
1879.
1880.

mi
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aparate digestivo, 432 ; enfermedad(;s genito-tirinarias. 02 ; enfermedades de la

nuti-icimi, 62; aparato circulatorio, 23; enfermedades de la sangre, 10; enferme-

dades de la piel, 6 ; sin clasificacion, 195 ; total, 5,384.

En los iiltlmos anos nuestra mortalidad infantil de a 1 ano ha oscilado entre 24

y 28 por ciento de la general. Comparemos los datos que a este respecto ofrece

Pans, segun Landoiizy y Naplas, y veremos lo siguiente :

Anns.

1881
1883
1883
1884
1885

Mortali-
dad total.

.'')7,066

58, 703

56, 707

56,970
54,616

Mortali-
dad infan-
til de 1 dia
a 1 alio.

10.180

10,283
•9,970
8, 897

Mortali-
dad infan-
til de 1 ano
a 3 anos.

3,415
3,;i3()

3,555
3,80;}

3,367

Asl pues la mortalidad en los nirios de a 2 aiios en la capital de Francia, varia

entre 23 y 25 por ciento de la total.

Los nacido-muertos en Buenos Aires han llegado a ofrecer mny hignbre estadis-

tica, pues no solo interviene en ello el accidente natural de la muerte, sino que

muy frecuentemente esta es el resultado del crimen.

Las casas jiarticulares de partos, que liasta liace muy poco escapaban a la vigi-

lancia de la asistencia piiblica, lian sido en muchos casos los principales contribu-

yentes de esta entidad que la moral, la buena policia y la conveniente inspeccion

haran disminuir. Otro factor qiie obra ]ioderosamente para aumentar esta cifra

es la ilegitimidad y con esta la miseria. El cuadro que sigue revela la proporcion

que los nacido-miiertos representan en lOOdefuucioiics generales en Buenos Aires:

Afio.
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Y hacienflo la misma c<)mi)ai-aci6n con algnnas ciwlades enrnpeas, resiilta .
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Figures such as these, showing a gradual decrease in the iiuiuber of deaths as

compared with the increase in the population with the great finality of 196 less

deaths during the month of July this year than last, is a most important evidence

that house-to-house inspections, vigorously and faithfully carried out, as have

been done here, with a competent force of inspectors, is one of the vital agencies

to he emi)loyed. This, I consider, is one of the methods described so aptly by Dr.

Mapother in his treatise on sanitary science for the maintenance of the health and

life of communities by agencies in '" common and constant use.'" The princii^les

of physiology, pathology, and biology may be well carried out in this direction,

supporting the cardinal idea of cleanliness. There are other agencies employed
for the i)rotection of the health of the inhabitants of the District of Columbia

relating to sewers, drains, disposal of garbage and dead animals, disposal of the

de id, etc., which may be spoken of as follows: Seventy-two thousand one hun-

dred and thirty-eight healthy and vigorous trees are now growing upon the street

lines of this city, and it is my belief that these trees have an important share in

the healthful conditions surrounding us. We also have a free i)ublic bathing

beach, which is used to the fullest extent whenever the weather will permit.
M(jre than 300 miles of underground sewers have bean laid in the District of Colum-

bia, at an approximate cost of $6,800,000. These afford ample drainage for our

present needs and have much to do with our good sanitary condition. The work is

still progressing and large appropriations have been made for its continuance.

Since the commencement of the large system of improvements 3,500,000 square

yards of various pavements have been laid and the appearance of our streets and

alleys always strikes the eye of the observing visitor with surprise, the miles upon
miles of smooth pavement affording excellent drainage toward the sewer open-

ings. Most of the streets are kept scrupulously clean, and tilth upon any street or

alley is the exception rather than the rule. The condition of our public school

buildings is also about all that could be desired in such structures, the closest atten-

tion being paid to ventilation, heat, closets, etc. They are inspected frecjuently

and anything in the shape of unsanitary matters is speedily abated. As a conse-

quence, the breaking out of epidemics or the spread of diseases throvigh the agency
of the jiublic schools is nearly impossible.

Relative to the vital statistics of the District of Colvimbia, will say that to the

ctisual observer deaths, as they occur m a community, seem to jiresent no order

nor law in regard to age, sex, or social condition. Individuals seem to fall as the

leaves of autumn fall. Old and young, in the alley or on the boulevard, in the

tenement house or Execiitive Mansion, pass away one by one. But when the death

certificates are arranged and classified, either according to age or cause of death,
it will be seen that chance plays no part in this drama, and that fixed and

unchangeable laws govern the whole matter of life and death. Statistics post the

account and strike the balance. They disclose how age and social relation, and
even meteorological conditions, infliience the rate of mortality. They ])oint out

the advent and growth of strange maladies and novel phases of old ones ; how
some seem refractory and incurable, whilst others liiay be met and overcome.

They designate where certain diseases linger for years around certain localities,

and how the taint of blood may sap the fountains of life down through successive

generations. In short, they furnish data from which science may deduce conclu-

sions as wonderful as that by which Jenner enabled mankind to successfully fight

smallpox, or as grand as that of Pasteur or Koch which taught how disease may
be made to abort disease. It is upon the principle that statistics are valuable only
when used as means of comparison that the tables contained in the annual report
of this dei)artment are mostly arranged. They contain, in addition to the results

of the immediate year, serial tables covering groups of -years, arranged conven-

iently for reference. Besides these tabular statements, but deduced therefrom,
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are annually drawn up three maps of the city, upon which are noted the number
of deaths by race that have occurred upon each square. There also may be fotind

the exact square upon which deaths from consumption, typhoid fever, malarial

fevers, diphtheria, scarlet fever, and diarrhceal diseases occurred. These charts

are of great interest in showing the toi)ography of mortality in the city, and are so

highly esteemed by health officers in other cities of this country and in some

European cities that they arc being adojited as mcwiels from which to copy. The
question would naturally arise as to whether these statements and arrangements
of facts and figures show that progress has been made in limiting the death rate in

this District, and has the average of human life been extended? By an examina-
tion of the tables it will bo seen that the annual death rate has been gradually

diminishing since the organization of this department. Commencing in 187G with
a rate of 26.4 i^er 1,000 inhabitants, and then falling in subsequent years to 35 and
to 24, the report for the fiscal year ended on June '3i) last shows a rate of but 22.6,

a gain of 1 ,0t)0 lives per annum. Proceeding further into particular classes, we find

that the zymotic diseases present an almost corresponding improvement. Taking
the last five years, the i)ercentage of deaths from this class of naaladies to the total

mortality has declined from 24.2 in 1888-'89 to 20.5 in 1892-'93. As comi)ared with

the fiscal year 1892, there is an improveaient of 1 per cent in 1893, and that condi-

tion, judging from subsequent reports, would seem to be continiious as to the

immediate future. Mortality from typhoid fever, which has been as high as 208

in the year for two successive years, has decreased to 187 during the last year and
to 188 in the preceding year. In the zymotic class diphtheria holds a prominent

place as to fretpiency of attack and number of the victims and its fatal character.

Until within two years there was no law by which the numlier of cases of this dis-

ease, and the location thereof, as well as deaths therefrom, in the District of Colum-

bia, coiild be ascertained. During the year beft)re last the number of cases

occurring in the District amounted to 533, with 177 deaths therefrom. This was
at a rate of mortality of 32 per cent of cases, or one patient out of every tliree

dying. During the last fiscal year, under the opefation of the same excellent law,

the number of cases was 377, with 128 deaths, showing 49 reduction in the number
of deaths and the large reduction of 156 in the number of cases. This result was
attained by the rigid ai)plication of the law of isolation, which protects tlie i)ublic

schools, the Sabbath congregation, all jj^^blic assemblages, and the neighborhood
from this deadly contagion. The scarlet-fever service comes under the same regu-

lations as does diphtheria. In 1892 there were 385 cases of this disease reported,

with 25 deaths. In the year just ended there were 209 cases, resulting in 7 deaths.

Here was a decrease of 175 in the number of cases and of 18 in the number of

deaths. The laws and regtilations in regard to these diseases provide for complete
isolation of the patient, the placing of warning cards upon the premises where the

case exists, and the burning and disinfection of all material likely to have become

a nidus for the germs. In this same class are included all those maladies embraced in

the general term
' • miasmatic. " In former years the malarial atmosi)here of Wash-

ington afforded ;i fruitfiil theme for newspaper correspondents, and many excuses

for physical conditions brought on by excess in living. Of late there has been a

continued decrease in the number of so-called "malarial fevers" iii fatal form.

For the decade ending within five years ago the deaths from this class of diseases

averaged annually from 110 to 112. Last year they amounted to 90, and in the

year previous there were but 85. Say within the last five years the deaths from

zymotic disorders have fallen from 24 per cent of the total mortality to 20 per
cent.

Passing from the zymotic to the tubercular maladies, consumption deiuands

most attention. Up to tRe great disc<}very of Dr. Koch as to the possible success-

ful treatment of tuberculqsis, the belief that ptilmonary tuberculosis or pulmonary
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phthisis might be arrested in its i)riiiiary stages, or even in the more advanced

conditions, had few if any advocates. Bat latterly the idea seems to have been

gaining gronnd that this dread malady, even if hereditary in its origin, may be

aborted or counteracted, if not cured, after having made serious invasion of the

system. That pleasant and airy surroundings and good sanitation are influences

which overcome a tendency to consumption may no longer be wholly controverted

in view of the statistics of thi« city. The measures resorted to to clean up the

place and its present sanitary condition have already been spoken of. In former

years the deaths from consumption in this District averaged near 750 per annum.

In the year 1884 they reached their highest mark, when they numbered 819. Dur-

ing the year 1892 there were but 714 deaths from consumption, while last fiscal

year the number fell to G81, which is the lowest point since 18T6, seventeen years

ago, when they amounted to 579 out of a population of a little over one-half that

now in the District. In this city the deaths from tubercular diseases have declined

from 18.1 per cent of total mortality to 15.9 since 1889.

An unavoidable limit having been placed upon the extent of human life, the

death rate can not by human agency be brought down 'to zero. While the fore-

going statements go to show that certain diseases may be engendered and propa-

trated by man's disregard of the law of life, there are others which seem to be

inherited to humanity. These last will always claim their own. j^mong these

are the nervous disorders, which cause annually in this city, with but little varia-

tion from year to year, 13 per cent of the total mortality. In the same class,

diseases of the circulatory organs remain in fatal form at an even rate during

the five years past, varying scarcely in that time from 5 per cent of total deaths.

Since the advent of the catarrhal influenza in 1889-'90 the mortality from diseases

of the respiratory organs has been greater than in former years. Previous to the

year named the deaths averaged about 500 per annum, after which time they

increased to 904 in 1891 and to 956 in 1892, and then declined to 905 in the fiscal

year ended in June last, or 14 per cent of the total mortality, with indications of

their return to original figures. The digestive organs were subject to the same

influences. On an average in times i)ast they have claimed 7 per cent of all deaths.

In the past year they increased to 8 per cent, and from 444 in 1892 they rose to 525

in 1893. This increase was mainly attributable to cases of gastritis, gastric and

gastro-intestinal catarrh, and enteric catarrh, many of which were no doubt super-

induced by the expiring influence of the epidemic catarrh.

Among the innumerable new subjects now engaging the attention of the medical

world infantile mortality is jirominent.
" Pediatrics

"
is the term applied to this

branch of science. In this city no subject presents a more fruitful and useful line

of research. Over one-third of all deaths in this District are of children under 5

years of age, and of these two-thirds are infants under 1 year old. During the year

ended on June 30 last 2,301 children under 5 years and 1.770 under 1 year of age
died. What may be the cause or causes and what the remedies for such con-

ditions rest with the scientist and humanitarian. These are the facts as presented

by the current reports

LA EMBRIAGUEZ, SUS CAUSAS, SUS EFECTOS, URGENTE NECESI-
DAD DE DISMINUIRLA, iCUALES SERIAN LOS MEDIOS MAS ADE^
CUADOS PARA OBTENERLO ?

Por el Dr. SALVADOR GARCIADIEGO, Mexico.

Este vicio deplorable que carcome a la sociedad y cuyo incremento la hara sen-

tir cada vez sus terribles consecuencias, merece llaniar la atencion de los higiC'

nistas para ver si es posible detener sus avances y salyar a la, huraani4aKi de lo§

piales sin numero que le acarrea.
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El utilitarismo, el materialismo,,el positivismo y los deiiius dictados con que se

eiigalana el epicureismo inoderno para disfrazar sus tendencias en medio de la

algazara y del entusiasmo frenetico (^ue desarrollan en las masas los adelautos
actuales para liacerlas creer que el lema de la escuela enciclopedica,

" Gozar de
la vida y de sus placeres sin ocuparse de un porvenir desconocido," es el fin j'l qne
deben aspirar y el que seiiala su destino sobre la tierra, nos ha conducido al borde
del precipicio.

Desde que por una aberracion inconcebible se han liniitado lt)s deberes y dere-

chos sociales a disfrutar las coniodidades y ventajas con c^ue nos brinda el pro-

greso material, sin reconocer mas tasa que el perjuicio notorio de tercero y se

profesa que la sociedad esta fundada en la aglomeracion de individuos que por un

pacto tacito 6 expreso lian resuelto vivir en comiin para obtener los beneflcios ({ue

trae consigo la reunion de eleinentos aislados, y (^ue cada uuo de estos debe prestar

contingente al desarrollo y perfectibilidad indefinida :\ qiie esta llamada la hunia-

nidad, so ban erigido i)rincipios absolutamente erroneos conio base de la socit^dad,

de cuya aplicacion ban surgido necesariainente el imx)erio de la fuerza, el valor

del oro y la abolicion de los deberes liacia Dios. Olvidando (lue la sociedad es im

comi^uesto que debe tener de la misma manera que los tienen las partes que la

forman, deberes marcados por una ley superior a las que emanan de las convenien-

cias materiales y cuya observancia es impuesta por el capricho humano y sancio-

nada con una penalidad no relativa a los crlmenes, sino atenuada en proporcion de

sxi frecuencia, y finalniente llevadas a efecto por la fuerza armada, no debemos
extranar qne todos aquellos vicios que danan en primer termino a los intlividuos

que se entregan a ellos, se liayan multiplicado hasta el grado (^ue la sociedad

resienta ya sus funestas consecuencias.

Bajo este punto de vista deben estudiarse las causas y efectos de la embriaguez,
si so pretende disminuirla, supuesto que los medios empleados con ese objeto,

hasta la fecha no han sido coronados con buen exito. Parece que el desarrollo del

progreso material en la sociedad ha venido a entorpecer sus adelautos en el orden

moral, fenomeno que no debe extraiiarnos supviesto que lo mismo acontece en el

individuo considerado aisladamente, y la colectividad tendra que perfeccionar,

que de^arrollar si se quiere, atribu.tos ({ue pudieran pasar casi desajiercibidos en

el
; pero nunca sera capaz de abolir las leyes naturales que lo rigen en su evolucion

noraiaL

Salvo excepciones, que por el solo liecho de serlo jamas constituirtin unaregla

general, el desarrollo excesivo de las facultades motrices, de los sistemas y aparatos

organicos que ponen en juego y de las afectivas retarda y aun suele amenguar la

evolucion de las mentales y vice-versa. Esta ley fisiologica, cuya verdad esta al

alcance de todos, ha servido de norma a los higienistas para recomendar encareci-

damente que en la edvicacion de los niflos y jovenes se procure con empeiio (^ue

haya paralelismo y simultaneidad en el des;irrollo de unas y otras.

Inculcar a la niiiez los deberes del hombre hacia el Ser Supremo, para consigo y

respecto de la sociedad, tijando en su momoria los desastrosos efectos de los vicicjs

por medio de anecdotas e historietitas que impresionan vivamente en esta tierna

edad, representandole en toda su desnudez y repugnancia la "degradacion a que
conduce la embriaguez y que es el semillero de los vicios y desgracias (jue minan

nuestra sociedad actual, para que los ninos le cobren horror desde sus primeros

anos. Seguir un plan analogo para la educacion de la juventud y ser inexorables

los directores de los colegios de instruccion secundaria con los alumnos que des-

graciadamente se inclinen a dicho vicio. y continuar el mismo metodo y una dis-

ciplina severa en los colegios profesionales. Este medio dara excelentes resultados

para el porvenir, siempre (pie se tenga especial cuidado de i)remiar, a la i)ar (lue

lo3 adelantos cieutificos y aiin con preferencia, la buena qonducta de los alumnos.
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Respecto del presente, no sieiido posible educar hombres, si lo es corregirlos, y
la manera mjis adecuada es servirse de la penalidad impuesta a la embriaguez.
Debe tenerse presente que el que se expone voluntariamente a perder su razon y
a entregarse a excesos cuya trascendencia ni el misino puede niedir, es doblemente

culpable, primero, por la falta que coniete privjindose de su razon, y segundo, por
los actos (lue en tal estado puede ejecutar y ejecuta de ordlnario cuando se

embriaga, circunstancia agravante y que debe tenerse en cuenta por el legislador,

pues sabido es que individuos pacificos se tornan pendencieros y aiin asesinos con
los vapores del vino. Que la legislacion .jamas ateniie el delito cometido por un
ebrio de oficio ni del que voluntariamente y a sabiendas de los efectos del alcohol

sobre el cerebro se exceda en la bebida, que la penalidad iinpuesta a los crimenes

perpetrados por individuos en estado de embriaguez, sea mayor y efectiva, y X)uede

asegurarse sin temor de engaiio, que el nuniero de consuetudinarios disminuira.

Habra necesidad de algunos ejemjjlares. (juizfis podra tacharse de severa esta

manera de proceder, pero el resultado practico vendrui ii hacerle justicia. y las ven-

tajas seran reportadas por la sociedad. Si la legislacion moderna es tan indul-

gente con los criminales, buscando razones para excusar hasta cierto grado los

delitos a la sombra de la perversion de instintos, de la degeneracion moral de

ciertos individuos, del estado en que los coloca la embriaguez, la consecuencia

forzosa es que la sociedad esta desarmada delante de los agresores de sus intereses,

so pretexto de no condenar al reo qnn en el acto mismo de perpetrar el crimen no

disfruta del pleno uso de su razon.

Cuando a los degenerado^, epilepticos, locos de impiilsion. etc., se les vigila y se

les segrega de la comunidad para sustraerla de sus tiros, causa i)ena y extraiieza

que no se proceda de igual manera con los ebrios de profesion. Todavia tratan-

dose de estos ultimos, tendria que ventilarse la cuestion de si tienen conciencia del

acto criminal que ejecutan y el vino solamente los priva del temor natural de

ejecutarlo por las penas con que se castiga un hecho de este genero en un cuerdo,

circunstancia que aumenta su audacia con la perspectiva de la inmiinidad relativa,

6 si realmente deben calificarse como privados de razon.

La importancia del asunto demanda algunas consideraciones inedico-legales

sobre los efectos del vino en las facultades que constituyen la razon humana, y la

apreciacion (lue ban hecho de ellos algunas legislaciones vigentes en la actualidad.

Despues de este estudio sucinto, seria del mayor interes para nuestras legisla-

ciones y iiara la sociedad, (^ue se fijaran reglas de conducta para el juez y el perito,

a, fin de poder determinar con precision cuales de los actos cometidos en estado de

embriaguez podian estimarse concientes, y cuales voluntarios en la causa, y por
tal motivo siempre imputables.
Los codigos de Aiistria, Prusia y Baviera dicen (^ue ningun acto puede ser

reputado criminal cuando su autor se encuentre en estado de ebriedad completa

y accidental.

En Ingiaterra, segun Blackstone. la legislacion criminal afirma que la falta de

voluntad en el ebrio en el momento del crimen, lejos de servir de excusa, agra-

vara el delito porque debia no embriagarse y ser dueno de si mismo. Eduardo
Coke ha dicho : '"Un ebrio es un demonio voluntario que es responsable de los

males que pueda causar durante la vehemencia del vino." La legislacion norte-

americana es analoga. La ley de Georgia, sin admitir como excusa la embria-

guez, exceptua el caso de haber sido ocasionada por artificios de un tercero. El

codigo de Wurtemberg establece una distincion entre el ebrio y el consuetudi-

nario ; teniendo indulgencia con aquel y siendo muy severo con este, para castigar

el delito y el vicio. En general se cree que la freciiencia do actos ci'iminales de

tal 6 ciial genero debe suavizar la jjenalidad de los codigos respecto de ellos ; mas
es muy importante tener presente la rigidez de la legislacion inglesa que contrtiria

S. Ex, .30 132^'^'
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esta regla, pues es tan comun en dicho pais la embriaguez, que asegura Taylor,
qne si la estimasen como excusa las tres cuartas partes de los criniinales quedarian
impunes.
La enibriaguez preaenta tres periodos segnn Hoffbauer : (1) Exitacion 6 exalta-

cion de las facultades mentales y de la fuerza fisica. hilaridad, buen humor,
alguna incoherencia en el lenguaje y frases indecentes. integridad de los sentidos

y conciencia i)lena. (2) Depresion. La iniaginacion decrece y se extingiie, la voz
se eleva y aparece la turbulencia, la circulacion cerebral es mas activa, la respira-
cion se acelera, los sentidos se debilitan, y al fin se embotan, los movimientos son

inciertos, la pronunciacion torpe, los raiembros vacilan, la incoherencia del len-

;^uage muy manifiesta, la memoria y la voluntad desaparecen, las pasiones se

encienden y estallan con el mas ligero pretexto produciendo arranques irresis-

tibles, favorecidos por las frecuentes alucinaciones e ilusiones (lue acompanan
este estado. El hombre en tal situacion se asemeja mucho al maniaco, y es tan

peligroso para los denias como para si mismo. (8) Coma. Un sueiio profundo,
apopletico. caracteriza el iiltimo periodo de la ebriedad, el individuo suuiergido
en el, extrano a los objetos que le rodean, inofensivo para la sociedad, aparece
como una bestia (jue resiste al frio y al contagio, como lo ha establecido Double,
por que ha perdido los caracteres propios del hombre y se ha colocado en una
escala inferior. Existe ademas otra forma de enibriaguez : la convulsiva. Al
describirla Percy y Laurent se expresan en estos terminos :

Diez hombres pueden apenas dominar a esta especie de fieras. La mirada es
feroz, los ojos centellantes, los cabellos erizados, los gestos de amenaza, rechi-
nan los dientes, escupen la cara de los circunstantes, miierden a, los qne se les

aproximan, les hincan las unas si tienen las manos libres, escarban la tierra y
prorumpen en ahullidos espantosos. Si por desgracia estan a solas, pueden arro-

jarse por la ventana, herirse, rodandose por el pavimento 6 estrellarse la cabeza
contra las paredes 6 la cama. Hemos visto perecer dos desgraciados de esta
manera.

La duracion de la enibriaguez es muy variable y guarda proporcion con la

aptitud individual, la naturaleza y cantidad de las bebidas espirituosas, la compo-
sicion de las falsificadas, la costumbre de embriagarse, etc., de suerte que es muy
dificil determiliaria, a pesar de ser importantisima esta circunstancia nara el

juicio pericial, porque el juez necesita saber si en el momento de la perpetracion
del delito se encontraba su autor en el segundo periodo de la ebriedad, que seria

el que pudiera excusar parcialmente la responsabilidad de un acto, por hallarse

disminuida la inteligencia y exaltados los sentimientos afectivos ; que los come-
tidos en el primer periodo 6 despues que el segundo habia terminado, deberian ser

imputables, porque en uiio no se pierde aun el uso pleno de la conciencia y des-

pues del otro la razon recobra sus derechos. Omitimos ocuparnos del tercero,

porque es imposible ejecutar actos violentos en el ; el individuo se ha convertido

en cosa y la personalidad ha desaparecido.

Respecto de la embriaguez convulsiva, del i)eriodo de delirium tremens y del

estado de embrutecimiento moral y fisico en que .suelen caer los consuetudinarios,
el primero se relaciona con los accesos furiosos del maniaco, el segundo con los

actos inconcientes de un enfermo delirante y el tercero constituye un estado par-
ticular que nierece nuestra atencion. Bajo el punto de vista medico-legal el abuso
de la bebida, si no viene acompaiiado de delirio, confirmado y i)ermanente, no debe

aumentar ni disminuir las consecuencias del acto cometido, solamente debilitara

6 disipara la sospecha de la embriaguez intencional con fines culi^ables ; tal es el

sentir del distinguido alienista Legrand de Saule, que al ocuparse de la materia

anade :

No puede concebirse que el habito de la enibriaguez alcance de los magistrados
graciosa deferencia, cuando su mision los llaina ji perseguir el escandalo y conde-
iiar la inmoralidad.
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La emhriagiiez ])eri6dica 6 intermitcnte diinana de la iierversion, la sensualidad,
la iiiiitacion y la tlisolucioii de costiimbres. (Marc.)
La accion de la jtisticia contra ella es soberana y sn fallo dependera de la apre-

ciacion dlscreta de la moralidad del hecho. (Legrand de Saiile.)

La historia de las desgracias ocasionadas por la eiubriaguez es un largo y som-
brio martirologio. (Dumesnil de Quatre-Mares. ) Ciiico siglos atras, en 1849, a

proposito de este asunto el prefecto mnnicipal de Rouen dijo : De veinte ban-

didos 6 salteadores, diez y nueve se han formado en las tabernas.

Licurgo embriagaba a los ilotas para inspirar a los ciudadanos horror por la

ebriedad. Aristoteles y Quintiliano afirniaban que agravaba al crimen y que
deberla castigarse con ana pena independiente de la (lue aquel reclamaba, por ser

una degradaci6n voluntaria, la cual nunca podria ser medio de justificacion ni

crear una excusa.

Se mejoran la plantas con el cultivo y el liombre con la educacion. (Rousseau. )

En el dia, la educacion es prodigada con largueza y sin embargo el mal liace pro-

gresos. La sociedad exije (pie se dicten medidas reprensivas ; para tener buen

exito, preciso sera herir el corazon. (Legrand de Saule.)
Los progresos deplorables del alcohol y sus efectos desastrosos conducen a, los

mas eminentes pensadores, no solo a rehiisar a la embriaguez el caracter de excusa

legal (lo cual habia ya proclamado la jurisprudencia del tribunal supremo tiempo
ha, considerandola en sus sentencias como hecho voluntario y reprensible que
jamas podra constituir una excusa capaz de ser acogida por la moral y por la ley),
si que tambien a reputarla circxinstancia agravante del crimen y de la penalidad.
La asamblea nacional en 1871 se ocupo de este punto, y entre los esfuerzos inten-

tados en esta via, los masenergicos y mejor dirigidos fueron presentados por el Dr.

Teotilo Roussel. (Tardieu.)

El codigo frances hace punto omiso del estado de embriaguez, dejando en libertad

a los jueces para calificar la responsabilidad (Briand et Chaude) ,
medida muy sabia

que puede poner a salvo los intereses de la sociedad y los derechos del liombre,

porque el magistrado falla a impulsos de su conciencia y no de la ley es(;rita. La

historia, la legislacion de paises demasiado ilustrados, y la opinion de medicos-legis-

tas, tan eruditos y practicos como los que hemos citado, vienen en apoyo de la moral

y de la filosofia para demostrar una vez mas que el individuo que voluntariamente

se coloca en condiciones que puedan arrastrarlo a cometer actos punibles concientes,

semiconcientes 6 inconcientes, es doblemente responsable por renunciar a la razon

deliberadamente y obedecer a ciegas los instintos de sus iiialos habitos ; que los

delitos cometidos bajo la influencia del alcohol deben ser castigados, y que la em-

briaguez no debe estimarse circunstancia atenuante, ni atenderse al desarrollo

que ha alcanzado en nuestra epoca, porque siempre que los codigos suavicen la

penalidad por tal consideracion, lejos de corregirse, crecera a sus anchas, contando

con la impunidad relativa de ser castigados como faltas, sin calificarse de crimenes

imputables los atentados perpetrados a su sonibra.

Es bien lamentable que la trasgresion de las leyes del deber ejecutada por un

hombre honrado en un momento de desgracia en olvido de sus deberes, sea casti-

gado con la severidad impuesta por la legislacion, al jiaso que delitos mucho mas

repugnantes, llevados a cabo por individuos que corrompen y viciaii las costiimbres

sociales, encuentren una egida que les sirva de amparo, trayendo a colacion en su

defensa y a titulo de excusa, un vicio que corroe a las sociedades modernas, y que
echara mas hoiidas raices toda vez (jue la legislacion lo tolere y aiin lo proteja

indirectamente, atenuando las penas con que se reprimen los actos punibles de sus

adeptos.
Ya hemos referido la opinion de Taylor, en la cual se nota la confesion ingenua

del estado deplorable que ofrece el pueblo ingles por su aficion a la bebida, y que
si fuera admitida la embriaguez como excusa legal ante el jurado, tres cuartas

partes de los criminales gozarian de impunidad.

Que nos sirva de ejemplo esta leccion para que jamas lleguemos a semejantes

extremes ; que nuestros legisladores fijen su atencion sobre cuestion tan impor-

tante y opongan un dique a los avances de un vicio que despues de destruir al
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individuo, disolver la familia y perturbar el orden y decoro social, se perpetua en
la descendencia niarcando sns huellas con lesiones cerel)rales y faltas de desarrollo

fisico y moral; que declareu responsahles de sns actos a los consuetudinarios, para
que si no obtienen la desaparicion de la intemi)t'raiicia, hayan cumplido, por su

parte, la alta mision qxie desempeiian, vigilando por el bienestar de la comunidad

y reprimiendo los actos (jue la trastornan.

PALUDISMO.

Por el Dr. ANTONIO JOSE AMADEO.

Doctor en mcdicina de la UntvemLdad de Pensilvaiiia, M. R. C. S. E.. etc

Prescindirenios del saneamiento de los campos, y lo que pertenece a la higiene

piiblica, para ocupa,rnos de los medios de preservar al individuo. Son raras las

fiebres pahidicas, sienipre que haya buenas viviendas en sitios elevados, secos, ali-

mentos suficientes y vestidos apropiados al clima (telas de algodon), evitando las

fatigas corporales, las mojaduras, los excesos de todo genero y los enfriamientos

repentinos. Cnando existe una endo-epidemia, se deben tomar al acostarse seis u
ocho granos de sulfato de (juinina cada dos 6 tres dias, manteniendo el vientre

libre con el uso de naranjas dulces y algunas tomas de bicarbonato de soda.

Los agricultores no deben salir muy temprano sin desayunarse.
El cafe negro por la luanana y la cerveza con agua al medio dia, cnando hay

muclia sed sientan siempre bien. Lo inismo las fricciones alcoholicoaromaticas

despues de los enfriauiento rejtentinos y mojaduras. El sereno es uno de los

peores enemigos, y las malas noclies pasadas en bailes, orgias, viajando i)roducen
la intermitente. La constipacion debe combatirse con ligeros laxantes.

TRATAMIENTO.

Hay individuos que se curan las intermitentes sin tomar ningun medicamento,

por la sola fueiza de la naturaleza ; su privilegiada organizacion para eliminar

dela economia substancias toxicas, 6 talvez como cree Mr. Laverany sus secuaces,

debido a la fagocitosis destruyendo los liematozoos de la malaria. Bastan para
cortar una pahidica simple tomar quince granos de buen sulfato de quinina al

terminar el acceso ; ocho granos mas al dia siguiente, y doce granos siete dias

despues, dos veces seguidos para evitar las recidivas. Contra los sintomas gastro-

biliosos, un vomitivo de tartrato de potasa y antimonio, seguido de un purgante
de calomelano. El arsenico y demas sucedaneos de las prejiaraciones quinicas,
no son tan eficaces contra las manifestaciones pahidicas. Lis personas de diatesis

artritica tienen aqui calenturas accesionales (simulando el impaludismo) , que
resisten a la quinina y se combaten con el arsenico y las aguas minerales termales.

(
Baiios de Coamo. )

En la remitente con sintomas biliosos ;
un vomitivo de tartaro emetico; un

purgante de calomelano, seguido de otos de aceite de recino son remedios efi(taces.

Las prevenciones contra del antimonio carecen absolutamente de fundamento,
considerandole siempre muy superior a la ipecacuana, que reservamos para las

personas muy debilitadas. Hasta en los niiios produce los mejores .efectos. La

antipirina despues de almndantes sudores rebaja la temperatura y iwepara el orga-
nismo para la administracion pronta de los antiperiodicos por todas las vias. En
toda pirexia reinitente 6 seudo-continua, deben combatirse inmediatamente las

congestiones locales ;
lo mismo que sostener la hipercrinia intestinal para eliminar

sin demora de nuestra fabrica los productos nocivos 6 toxicos. Los infartos croni-

CQS del bazo e higado, requieren los reyulsivos, el yoduro de potasa, y hasta el
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mercuric, cuyo iiltimo medicamento segiin nuestras observaciones, en vez de

empobrecer mas la sangre, mejora sus condiciones y favorece la nutricion. Desde

tiempo inmemorial se emplean aqvii por el vulgo, para curar las intermitentes palu-

dicas, la qiiina caribcea el agenjo {Partenium histerophorus) ,
el quinino del

pasto (PMllantus nicnri), la hedionda (Cassia occidentalis) elCondeamor {Monor-
dica charanta) y otras ijlantas tonicas con la ayuda de ptirgantes drasticos.

La anemia se combate con los buenos alimentos, el cambio de lugar y las aguas
minerales, sodicas y ferrnginosas. El hierro, la mayor parte de las veces, produce
constipacion, i:)erturba las funciones digestivas, y no da los resultados que se espe-
ran. La hidroemia en los niiios, no tiene tanta gravedad como en los adultos, y
se cura con los vegigatorios al bazo, a la region hepatica, pur^^antes drasticos, los

tonicos, y cambio de residencia con una buen alimentacion.

Varias son las hipotesis sobre la accion de la quinina, pero hasta hoy no se

conoce bien su manera de obrar. Creese que triunfa de la intermitente destru-

yendo los liematozooarios de Laveran, mas ya hemos dicho que no siempre se

encuestran estos micro -organismos en lasfiebres paludicas, siendo una teoria como
otra cualquiera, liasta qiie no se haya dicho la ultima palabra sobre la naturaleza

y fuerza infecciosa de estos raros parasitos. Lo que no debe ponerse en duda, es

la accion pronta, fortificante de las sales de la quina sobre el sistema nervioso, por
lo que creemos combaten las pakidicas, estando indicadas en todas las enferme-
dades de esta zona cuando hay intermitencia y periodicidad aunque sean inde-

pendientes del impaludismo. Son un neurostenico poderoso, indispensable, sin

igual, en la terapeutica de estos paises. En los estados adinamicos no tienen

rival.



SECTION XIX-PHARMACOLOGY.

Executive President,

Prof. Jos. P. Remington. Ph. M., F. C. S.

Secretary,

Prof. F. G. Ryan, Ph. G.

Foreign Secretary.

Prof. A. W. MiLLEK.

ADDRESS OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE SECTION, PROF. JOS. P. REM-
INGTON, Ph. M., F. C. S.

Gentlemen : It becomesmy duty, as executive president of the section of materia

niedica and pharmacology of this congress, to address yoii upon this occasion, and

to lay before yoii the reasons which have actuated the executive committee in

establishing this section. The Pan-American Medical Congress, the first to con-

vene in America, has for its mission the establishment of closer relations l)etween

the members of the medical and allied x)rofessions of the Western Continent. "When

we consider the enormoiis advances which have been made in the last century in

all matters pertaining to the development and advancement of the human race, it

is remarkable that so many years have elapsed, and that so many opportunities for

mutual assistance have been permitted to drift away, until they finally rest in that

unfathomable abyss which is filled with lost opportunities and shattered hopes.

The medical and scientific literature of this country, with its wealth of accumu-

lated facts and valuable researches, and the practical resTilts flowing from the

labors of the eminent men who have enriched American medicine and pharmacy
with services which have received recognition in nearly every coimtry, have been

utilized freely all over the world, and yet Ave meet here to-day in the closing years
of the century and find that our brethren to the south are still drawing their sup-

plies, still sending the results of their researches, and still looking to the old coun-

tries across the water for their inspiration and for their intellectual help. The
estal)lishment of closer relations between the members of the profession of the

Western Continent will not bar the communication which has been so long estab-

lished with the mother countries. There is ample room for more. The old truism

still stands, "Knowledge begets knowledge,"' and there is no reason why North

and South America should not join liands, drawing from each other what is best

in each, and in turn gleaning from the older countries all that can be gathered ;

and, although constantly adding to the accumulated stock, forever reaching out

and possessing the resources of each to the fullest extent. Fortunately, the bounds

2102
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for the acquisition of knowledge can not be seltishly limited by any nation. Oppor-
tunities for advancement are all but universal in aijplication, and universities are

established all over the w^orld. A glance at those great storehouses of technical

information, our dictionaries of chemistry and encyclopedias of pharmacological
facts, will disclose the names of scientists from all countries attachadto the various

subjects. Of late years the universality of science has received a wonderful impe-
tus through the marvelous development of electricity, which seems to be destined

to annihilate space and to swallow up the difficulties which stand in the way of the

universal communication of thought and work between man and man. The varied

climate and soil of South America have iiroduced in times past a multitude of

plants having very marked characteristics, and while a number, like cinchona,

coca, jaborandi, ipecac, and others which are well known, have found their way
into commerce, there is little doubt that the unexplored fastnesses would reveal to

the explorer a large number of valuable drugs with which to enrich our materia

medica, while the possibilities of cxiltivatingmany which have already proven their

value gives abundant hopes for the future. Commerce and civilization are to-day
almost synonymous terms. If So^^th America can furnish the crude products from
her soil, North America stands ready, with her marvelous facilities for refining and

manufacturing, to present to the world finished products fitted for the use of the

physicians of both continents. Why should not the north and south join hands
in friendly commercial intercourse ? The barrier which looms up at once is this,

the wide difference in the standards used for medical practice in the two countries.

Until the present time the systems of w^eights and measures were unlike. The adop-
tion of the metric system by the Pharmacopoeia of the United States of America
has effectitally settled one great difficulty, but another remains. The preparations
of the United States Pharmacopcjeia and the preparations used by the i)harmaco-

poeias of South America differ in important particulars, and while it can never be

expected that a Pan-American pharmacopoeia could take the place of the official

standards of the different countries, because these are regulated by law, there

would seem to be no real objection that can be urged against the gathering into a
Pan-American pharmacopoeia of such drugs and preparations as are used in both

countries, establishing standards for identification aiid purity which will aid in

bringing order out of chaos and establishing a basis upon which the practice of

medicine made by the physicians and the dispensing of remedies by tho pharmacist
can be carried on with safety and siiccess. It would probably not be wise to aim
at first at the i)rodiiction of an elaborate work ; only such remedies as have proved
to i>ossess value should receive recognition, and such remedies which are indige-
nous to North America should be incorporated. It would not be desirable to intro-

duce any substance or preparation in such a pharmacopoeia which was controlled

by copyright, trade-mark, or any monopoly ; but after prescribing tests for identity
or purity, every step should be taken to make the manufacture or collection of the

substance as free as possible, so that any citizen in either of the countries should

have the free right to collect or manufacture, provided he furnishes honest prod-
ucts at fair prices. We are here to-day to discuss and possibly to take the first

steps toward the realization of such a project, and the first problem which should
be settled is the desirability of having a Pan-American pharmacopoeia. Then how
shall it be prepared ? What shall be its scope ? What language shall it be pub-
lished in? How shall it be published ? Who shall constitute the committee to

perform the labor? These qiiestions can all be satisfactorily answered at this con-

gress, and upon this section will devolve the imi^ortant duty of inaugurating the

movement, if in its judgment it seems iiroper to do so. In conclusion, gentlemen,
as your presiding officer, I must ask for your kind indulgence, trusting that our
deliberations may prove of service to the great movement in which we hope to

bear successfully such portion of the burden as is laid upon us.
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DISCUSSION.

A. W. Miller. It in comparatively easy to prepare a pharinacopejeia, but it is

infinitely more troiiBlesome to have the same adopted and generally accepted.
We must not overlook the fact that our South and Central American friends are

somewhat conservative, and that they are jealous of anything savoring of dicta-

torial interference in theirhome arrangements. I therefore feel strongly convinced

that no pharmacopoeia prepared solely l)y us will ever meet with general recog-
nition in the countries to the south of us. In my private opinion, the only feasible

plan for the j^reparation of a Pan-American pharmacopoeia will be to follow out the

idea outlined in the president's address, namely, to have official representatives

appointed by each of the Governments of Central and South America, which

gentlemen are to be intrusted with this important subject. I apprehend that this

will be a labor of several years, that the amount of correspondence will be enor-

mous, that mutual concessions will have to be made, but that all this procedure
will be absolutely necessary so as to insvire the uniform acceptance of the new
standard as an official authority in all of North and South America.

Mr. F. B. Kilmer, New Brunswick, N. J. As for the association, I repre-

sent the State of New Jersey, and I indorse the plan of a Pan-American

phannacopoeia. A recent examination of some of the pharmaceutical prepara-
tions of South America, and conversation with pharmacists and physicians is

convincing of the need of the same. The raedical practice of Soiith America is

as progressive as that of other parts of the world, but for various reasons dif-

ferent and older standards than ours are favored. Pharmacy in this section does

not fulfill all modern demands. A Pan-American pharmacopceia would probably
have to be of a much wider scope than our own or even an international pharma-

copceia. it would have to embrace many preparations similar to our national

formulary. In fact, this formulary was recently commended and purchased for

use by a pharmacist in these States. If this section can furnish the initiative and

secure the cooperation of representatives of these countries we may be able to

mutually aid pharmacy in all "the nations by an interchange of pharmaceutical
standards and methods.

PROCEEDINGS.

FIRST SESSION.

Washington, D. C, September 5, 1893.

The section was opened by the executive president. Prof. Joseph P. Remington,
at 3:.^.0 p. m.
The i)resident requested the secretary to read the call for the meeting of the

section, after which the president read his address.

Dr. A. W. Miller moved that the address be received and a committee of two
be appointed to consider the suggestions made therein.

Seconded and carried..

The president appointed Dr. Robert W. Greenleaf, chairman, and Dr. A. W.

Miller, to report at the next session.

On motion of Dr. Miller the section adjourned.
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SECOND SESSION.

Galled to order by the president at 3:30 p. m.

Minutes of the first session read and approved.
Dr. A. W. Miller moved that, as the President of the United States of America

had appointed 5 p. m. as a time to receive the members of the congress, this sec-

tion take a recess at 4:45, and resmne business after the reception.

Seconded and carried.

Dr. Robert W. Greenleaf , chairman of committee on president's address, made

report as follows :

The committee appointed to consider the address of the executive president
respectfully rei^ort that they fully approve of the various suggestions contained
therein for furthering fraternal relations between the American Republics. We
regard with especial favor the proposal for a Pan-American Pharmacopoeia, par-
ticularly since listening to the remarks in the discussion which were brought out

by the reading of the address. We feel very strongly convinced that the earlier

this highly important matter is undertaken the better it will be for all the nations
of North and Soiith America. We therefore recommend that this subject be
taken up for further deliberation at our next meeting.

Report received and adopted.
Dr. H. H. Rusby, New York, reported that the section on therapeutics had

passed a resolution, as follows :

PRO.JRCT FOR THR FORMATION OF A PAN-AMERICAN PHARMACOPCEIA

The advantages which the pharmaceutical and medical professions derive from
the uniformity of medical formuhe are well known

,
and this has led to the.forma-

tion of pliarmaceutical codes. The amount of drugs and preparations of Amer-
ican origin are already so numerous that it becomes necessary to embody them all

in a work that will afford to the medical profession a ready means of consulting a
therapeiTtic guide for their daily i)ractice, the work being an exponent of the
resources that our continent, so rich in natural producttions, affords. The com-
pilation of that pharmacopoeia can be intrusted to medical professors of all the
countries on the American continent, who would hold the character of collabo-

rators, continually forwarding their contributions to the editorial center located in
some one of the American nations. In furtherance of this object, and without
hesitation, we offer with the utmost sincerity the National Medical Institute of

Mexico, where for years past our scientific labors have been carried on v,^itli the
view of acquiring all the necessary data for the pharmacological and therapeu-
tical study of our national products. It is well known that our establishment
contains departments devoted to the study of natural history, chemistry, experi-
mental physiology, therapeutics, climatological and medical geography, and clin-

ics, and that, therefore, it' has at its disposal the best elements for those classes
of studies. Should this project be realized, one of the great advantages to be
derived from it will be that of iilacing in personal contact all the members of the
medical profession throughout America and their interchange of information
with regard to the resources which therapeutics can rely on throughout the conti-
nent will be an efficacioiis aid in fulfilling the duties of our jirofession. To insist

on setting forth the importance of this i)lan would be an offense to the enlightened
and learned body of my honorable colleagues, and I therefore submit to their con-
sideration the following propositions: (1) All the nations of America will adopt
a uniform pharmacopoeia which will be denominated the Pan-American Pharma-
copoeia; (2) a committee of physicians and pharmaceutical chemists of all the
American countries will be appointed, said committee to be intrusted with the
formation of the above-mentioned work, comijiling for this purpose all the

pharmacopoeias of America, and increasing it with the.data that theymay ac(iuire ;

(3) this congress will appoint the central commission as also correspondent
members resident in all the countries of America and will also fix the residence of
the central committee.

This resolution was proposed by Dr. Rusby and seconded by Dr. Cerna in the

section on therapeutics, and carried.
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The following resolution was offered by Prof. Joseph P. Remington •.

Whereas the section on pharmacology of the Pan-American Medical Congress,
believing that there are many drugs, plants, and vegetable substances belonging
to the South American flora which can be profitably added to owe materia medica
whose properties have nevei been investigated, and with the object of aiding in
the development of these valuable resources of the Western Hemisphere : Be it

therefore

Reaolved, That this section recommend to the executive committee of this con-

gress the organization of a Pan-American commission, whose duty it shall be to

encourage the discovery of such drugs and provide for a thorough and exhaustive
examination of the physical, chemical, and therapeutical properties of the same
through the use of the best means known to modern scientific research.

Adopted.
The following resolutions were offered by Dr. H. H. Rusby :

Resolvexl, That this section recommends that stejjs be taken toward the prepara-
tion of a Pan-American pharmacopteia.

Resolved, That a committee of three be appointed by the chair, and that the sec-

tion on therapeiitics be recjuested to appoint a similar committee, the two commit-
tees to act jointly in formulating a general plan for carrying out the above idea;
this plan to be presented, with recommendations by the two sections, to the exec-
utive board of this congress.

Mr. Burroughs moved its adoption.
Carried.

Resolution by Dr. H. H. Rusby :

Whereas the health of the community is a consideration of the highest import
to the commonwealth, and the means for the prevention and cure of sickness
should be brought without impediment within the reach of all members of the

community; and
Whereas any artificial increase in the cost of antiseptic substances, drugs, min-

eral waters, and pharmact)logical i^reparations of known and stated composition
tends directly to interpose such impediments to their use ; and
Whereas the present tax upon medicaments and pharmaceutical substances con-

stitute such an increase which weighs especially hard upon those whose wage-
earning power is, by disablement, impaired and diminished, and inasmuch as arti-

ficial enhancement of cost is especially injurious to the sick i)oor, acts as a tax on
the charitable fvmds of hospitals, and drives many to dispensaries and other pub-
lic charitable institutions who would otherwise be enabled to supply themselves
with the necessary medicine : From these and other considerations it is hereby
Resolved by this pharmacologieal section of the Pan-American Medical Congress,

That it is inexfjedient and contrary to i^ublic i)olicy and injurious to the best inter-

ests of the commui.ity, and especially of the industrial classes and ot the sick

poor, that any tax or duty should be levied upon drugs and pharmaceutical prepa-
rations of known and stated composition; and that Congress is hereby earnestly
and respectfully prayed to remove and remit all such existing taxes and duties, so

that the means of preserving health and of averting and curing sickness may be

placed at the disj^osal of tlie people without any artificial enhancement of cost.

Moved to adopt. Seconded and carried.

The section called to order after a recess of half an hour.

The president appointed t)r. H. H. Rusby and Dr. Adolph Miller a committee on

Pan-American pharmacopoeia, to act with a similar committee representing the

therapeutic section.

Adjourned.

MATERIA MEDICA Y FORMULARIO MEDICO DE VENEZUELA.

Por <4 Dr. ENRIQUE MEIER FLEQEL,

Secretario de In Seccion de. Materia Medica y Farmncologia del CoiujreKo Medico Pan-Americano.

tJsanse en Venezuela, con preferencia, las sustancias inedicamentosas sanciona-

das por los estudios y experiencias de los laboratorios y cllnicas europeas y

americanas, cinendose para su aiilicacion a las prescripciones del Codex y de las

farmacopeas britanica y americana principalmeute, modificando cada medico las
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formulas segun las necesidades de la clinica, como se vera en las formulas que van

al fin de este estudio. Las sustancias de origen vegetal propias del pais, usadas

cientificamente son pocas. a pesar de liaber muchas de un uso popular extenso, y

que no creemos desprovistas de i)ropiedades ; pero que necesitan el estudio fisiologico

y la esperimentacion terapeutica. La mayor parte de los datos aqui recopilados,

que se relacionan con nuestra flora propia, los hemos tornado de la materia medica

de Benitez y el medico botiinico criollo de Grousurdi. El Dr. J. A. Risquez, que
en su continuo anhelo de saber e investigar, habia emprendido yaeste trabajo, nos

suministro gran parte del material, y nuestrosmaestros, los Dres. Elias Rodriguez,
Nicanor Gnardia, J. M. de los Rios y Calixto Gonzalez, eminentes profesores que
nada tienen que envidiar a las notabilidades extrangeras, nos han ayudado con

las luces de sti propia experiencia y las formulas que una larga practica ha sancio-

nado.

Para todos nuestras mas expresivas gracias por su valiaso contingente.

PLANTAS DE VENEZUELA USADAS POR LOS MEDICOS DEL PAIS.

(i) Albahaca {Oxymium bacilicum, Labiadas).—Planta tropical quecrececon
abundancia entre nosotros ; sus hojas tienen un sabor fuerte, picante y agradable.
Se usa en cataplasmas como resolutiva ; aplicada sobre la frente hace arrojar los

gusanos de la nariz y de los senos frontales. El zurao de la planta se usa como
diuretico. Se asegura que algnnas gotas instiladas en los ojos devuelven a la

cornea su trasparencia. Mezclada con mirra se aplica al tratamiento de la ciatica.

Contiene mucho alcanfor y el Dr. Bodard la propone como sucedjinea de el.

(^) Aguacate (Persea gratissivia, Lauras persea, Laurdceas).—Arbol de her-

moso follaje, con hojas ovales y gruesas, flores arracimadas y amarillentas, fruto de

color verde y colgando de grandes pedtinculas. De la fruta se saca un aceite fijo,

amarillo verdoso, algo acre y que contiene laurina
;
las semillas contienen gran

cantidad de tanina, y se aplican machacadas en forma de cataplasmas en los imna-
dizos para abortarlos ; tostadas y pulverizadas, finalmente, se usan para el trata-

miento de las diarreas y disenterias ; este mismo polvo mezclado con aceite se

aplica con resultado para el tratamiento del hidrocele incipiente. El cocimiento

de las hojas se usa para el tratamiento de la bronquitis cronica, y se asegura que
la corteza es util en las fiebres intermitentes.

{3) Algodon (Gossypiun canadensis, Malvdceas).—Ademas de los usos conocidos

en cirugia, recomiendase el ztimo de las hojas como anexosmotico para los niiios

y analgesico jiara los dolores de oido ; las hojas para el reumatismo cronico j car-

bunclos, aplicadas localmente
;
la cajilla del fruto, majada y tierna, destruye los

clavos de la buba ; el aceite de la semilla se emplea en la tos.

(4) Algarraho {Himenea curharil) .
—Contiene una sustancia resinosa que brota

por las contiisiones hechas en el tronco y en laraiz, la cual seusa en fumigaciones

para el tratamiento del asma. Con la resina se prepara un balsamo que se usa en

los dolores reumaticos y en las ulceraciones de mal caracter. La corteza del arbol

es a la vez purgante y carminativa, y se usa tambien como vermifugo. Contiene

una semilla farinacea que puesta en maceracion con aguardiente da una bebida

agradable y algo purgante, i^erdiendo con el tiempo esta tiltima prox)iedad.

Algunos creen que la resina del algarrobo es el bdellium de los antiguos.

(5) Algalius {Abel moschus moschatus) .
—Las semillas de esta planta tienen olor

a almizcle muy proniinciado y contienen un aceite fijo, mucilago, una sustancda

albuminosa y una resina. En Guayana se usa como antiespasmodico para el

tratamiento del tetano. Se conoce tambien con el nombre de almizcle vegetal, y
se usa como sucedaneo del almizcle de Tonquin.

(0) Amapola {Plumieria alba) .
—La infusion de las hojas de esta planta tiene

virtiides pectorales, y se usa en la bronquitis para calmar la tos, y especialmente
en la tosferina.
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(7) Borrajon {Heliotropicum indicum) .—Flaxita, como de media vara de alto, de

la ciial se usa la cataplasma de las hojas como resolutiva y la infusi6n como
sudorifica.

(<s') Brusca {Cassia occidentalism leguminosas) .
—Planta de media a una vara de

alto. Se iisa como antiespasmodico, febrifugo y emenagogo. El cocimiento se

aplica en la dismenorrea, colicos uterinos, supresion de los loquios y el reiimatismo.

{9) Bejuco de eadena {Schenella splendens).
—Se usa como sudorifico y anti-

blenorrjigico. . Entra en la preparacion de casi todos los jarabes depurativos que
se x^reparan aqui.

{10) Calaguala {Planta cryptogama, Polypodmm crasifolium) .
—Se utiliza la

raiz, que es cilindroidea, bermeja, cubierta de fibras largas en cocimiento, como
diuretica y sudorifica. Contiene una siistancia que parece goma, una resina roja,

amarga y acre, una sustancia parecida al almidon, acidos malicos y silicicos,

cloruros de sodio y materias colorantes.

{11) Chiquichique {Cassia indecora, leguminosas).—Se usa el zumo y el coci-

miento de las hojas y flores como febrifiigo, en bebidas y lavativas. Contiene

muclio mucilago y se recomienda especialmente para el tratamiento de las fiebres

biliosas.

{12) Coco {Cocas nucifera).—La cubierta fibrosa de la nuez contiene tanino y
gran cantidad de aceite. El perispermo de la fruta contiene albumina, un aceite

fijo, goma, aziicar no cristilizable, sustancia colorante, fibrina, caseina y agua.
El agua de coco se usa como diuretico, especialmente adicionada de ginebra, con-

tiene a-iiicar, albumina y agua. Del fruto verde se prepara un jarabe de gusto

agi-adable y que recomiendan como pectoral. (Vease la formula.)

{13) Conopia {Rencalmia, sylvestris.)
—El pericarxjio del fruto da una tinta

inorada. Se prepara un aceite usado como resolutivo y calmante.

(/4) Cruceta real.—Arbol mediano que crece con abundancia en todo el oriente

de la reptiblica, donde goza de miicha fama como amargo estomatico y febrifugo.
El Dr. E. Fernandez lo ha usado ep Caracas para el tratamiento de las fiebres

intermitentes inveteradas, con buenos resultadas.

{15) Congrina.—Esta sustancia tiene propiedades antireirmaticas de gran valor,

rnachacada y puesta en maceracion c(m alcohol, obra eficazmente en los dolores

musculares.

{1ft) Dividivc {Cesalpinea coriara, Cesalpinaceas) .
—Los frutos contienen de un

31) a 40 i)or ciento de tanino. El polvo y el cocimiento so usan con ventaja en las

gangrenas, en las cardialgias y dispei^sias, y tiene las demas aplicaciones de los

tanicos.

{17) Durazno.—El cocimiento de las hojas de esta planta se usa en las afecciones

herpeticas y en el exema.

{IS) Eneldo {Fimiicidnm vulgare, Ancthum foenicidinn) .
—En los colicos ventosos

ejerce notable accion la infusion de esta planta, especialmente en los niiios de

pecho, asociado al bicarbonato de soda 6 la magnesia.

{10) Espadilla {Crotalaria stipularia, leguminosas).—Yerba de mas de media
vara de altura, habita sobre las colinas secas, da flores amarillas, sus frutos son

legumbres de algo mas do media i)ulgada de largo, oblongadas, sin divisiones y
con varias semillas de forma semilunar, jirendidas ii la sutura superior de la

legumbre. Se usa como antiflogistica y sudorifica, el zumo do las hojas, en el

tratamiento de las fiebres inflamatorias y en el de las insolaciones.

{20) Esponjilla {Lvffa purgans. cucurhitaceas).—Planta rastrera y abejucada,
habita lugares ciilidos y humedos. EI tegido reticular exterior jjuesto en infusion

con agua caliente, hasta que tome un gusto amargo, es purgante energico. Se

usa como antireumatico, como contraveneno general y en el tratamiento del

tetano.
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{21) Escorzonera (Craniotaria annua).—Plantii con flores muy bellas que
exhalan un olor almizclado bastante fuerte y fastidioso. La raiz perpendicular y

gruesa esta cubierta de una corteza negruzca que se rompe con facilidad, dejando
al descubierto una pelicula amarilla que es la parte mas exterior de la corteza, la

cual es blanca y blanda y de una a dos lineas de espesor ; la parte carnosa de la

raiz tambien es blanca y de un sabor acuoso y dulce. Se usa el zumo, el cocimiento

y un jarabe, recomendandola como laxante, emenagoga y antisifilitica.

(22) Frecfosa {Capraria biflora, escrofularineas) .
—Se usan las liojas en infusion

y cocimiento como sudorifico y el zumo como antidisenterico, sobre todo en ene-

mas. Posee un principio estimulante, analogo por sus efectos a la terna. Tomada
en grandes cantidades produce embriaguez, debilidad general, somnolencia,
debilidad de la memoria y liasta vertigos.

{23) Gudcimo {Ouazama ulmifoUa^hitueridceas).—Su corteza, muy cargada de

mucllago, se usa como emoliente y emenagogo, ^reparada por simple maceracion

en agua.

{24.) Gnataniare Cereipo {Microsperniofrutecens, papilionaceas) .
—Sus frutos son

aromaticos y agradables ;
se usan en tintura y en aceite como anti-espasmodicos

y anti-reumaticos.

(25) Guaritoto {Yatopha urens y Vitifolia).
—Se usa para la urticacion y sus

raices son un poderoso hemostatico.

{20) Gengibre {Zingiber officinale, ziiigiberaceas) .
—La raiz de esta planta nudosa,

tuberosa, de un color amarillo y de iin sabor picante, se usa en infusion como car-

minativo y estimulante de los organos digestivos.

{27)' Guaco {Planta del genero Mikanica).—Se emplean tres especies de guaco,
el raorado {M. radicans), el bianco {M. scandens), el verde {M. Gonoclada), de las

cuales la mas estimada es la primera, en la cual predomina un i^rincipio amargo ;

en la segunda, tmo aromatico, y en la tercera, uno astringente. Se usan las hojas

y los tallos en zumo, cocimiento, tintura, extracto, etc. Es un agente poderoso

preconizado como preservativo y curativo de las mordeduras de culebi'a, y el

tonicode preferencia en los estados supuratorios.

{2S) Llanten {Pldntago major, plantagineas).—Se emplea el cocimiento 6 el

zumo de las hojas como detergente y astringente en las ulceras, flujos sanguineos
serosos y purulentos.

(-^.9) Merey {Anacardium occidentale,anacardicas).—Planta muy cultivadaen

America y en las Indias Orientales. Se emplea el fruto y el pediinculo piriforme,
rico en un jugo muy astringente. Del fruto se extrae por expresion un aceite

esencial contenido en su mesocarpo, y el cual esta dotado de propiedades caus-

ticas que utilize, siempre, el Dr. D. Beauperthin, notible medico del oriente de la

repiiblica dedicado al estudio de nuestras plantas, y que escribio una excelente

monografia sobre la lepra ;
la principal aplicacion que el liacia de este caustico era

para destruir los tuberculos de los leprosos. Dicho aceiteesliquido, trasparente, algo
viscoso, insoluble en la agua, muy soluble en el alcohol sea frio, sea hirviendo, en
el eter, aceites fijos, y grasas. El amoniaco y el agua de sosa 6 potasa caustica lo

disuelven con facilidad, y tratado por un acido mineral se obtiene una sustancia

solida, algo soluble en el agua y acida probablemente el acido anacardico. A la

parte caustica del aceite le ha dado Hoedler el nombre de cardol. Se usa como
caustico y vesicante y reemplazaria con ventajas a las cantaridas. Creemos que
esta stistancia merece que se estudie con detencion.

(30) Mango {Mangifera indica).—Tanto el fruto como las demas partes del

arbol contienen cierta cantidad de tanino, un liquido resinoso, sin color, y con
olor analogo a la trementina, el cual sale por las cortaduras hechas en la corteza

del arbol 6 en los fratos verdes ; sii sabor es quemante ; se espesa expuesto al aire
;

pero no se solidifica. De la corteza usada como febrifuga, asegura el Dr. Dumontel
cle Sarj Tomas, haber extraidp una sustanciij. ti la ci^al le dio el nombre 4e
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mangotina, y la cree siipei-ior a la (iiiiiiina en ol tratamiento ile las fiebres inter-

mitentes. Con cl frnto se prepara un jarabe pectoral, y con las seniillas otro

iniiy encomiaclo para el tratamiento de las diareas cronicas.

(oJ) Oregano {Lixypia micromera).—Esta planta aroniatica, anti-espasniodiea,
as altamente estoinacal, y se usa con ventajas en la disnria espasniodica.

(32) Pasote {Clmnopodimn avibroiiioidefi, sal.s(>lacca.s).—Doiniiiix en esta planta
un principio aromatico, nauseabundo y muy jdcante. Se eniplea el zumo 6 la

infusion de las liojas contra las indigestiones, y se prepara un aceite anti-helmlntico.

En cataplasmas como resolutivo.

(33) Pinon {Jatrapha curcas, euforhiaceas).—La almendra de esta planta
encierra un aceite acre de accion vomiptirgante energica.

(34) Ra'izde viato (Aristoloquia barbata, anHtoloquian).—Seusacon gran ventaja
en todas las liemorragias, principalmente en las que se producen en las fiebres

infectivas, como la remitente hemorragica, uinarilla, distniterica, gangrenosa y
fiebre hematiirica. Tiene propiedades estimulantes y astringentes y un principio
aromatico. Es superior a la trementina y a otros astringentes, segun el Dr. J. M.
de los Rios. De esta planta solo se usa la raiz, bajo la fonna de infusion, tintura

y extracto.

(35) Rosa de montaiia (Brownea, leguminosas) .
—L;i madera del tronco y las

hojas contienen un jjrincipio astringeute que la liacen vitilizable en poh'o y en

cocimiento como astringente y hemostatico.

(3G) Sauco (Sambueos virginiana).
—Las flores de esta i)lanta usadas en infu-

sion son sudorificas, los tallos y las liojas tienen propiedades vomipurgantes, y
entra en la pocion conocida con el nombre do antidisenterica, cuya benefica«acci6n

diariamente explotamos y qvie lia sido vendida i)or tanto tiempo como remedio

secreto con el nombre de "
Especifico del Dr. Laloiibie."

(37) Totumo (Cresentia cryete, cresentiaceas) .
—Se utilizael fruto paralaprepa-

racion de un jarabe muy recomendado en la tisis, abcesos hepaticos, y contu-

siones internas.

(3S) Torco.—El i^olvo de esta planta se usa en la gastralgia y en todas las

fornias do dolores espasmodicas tainbien so aplica en la diarrea atonica.

(39) Tamarindo (Tamarindus indica, leguminosas).
—La pulpa del fruto del

tamarindo se usa como laxante y atemperante. Es de un color rojo oscuro, de un

gusto acido azucarado ; entra en la composicion de la conserva de Vargas, prepa-

racion del celebre medico venezolano de este nombre, y que se aplica con excelente

resultado para el tratamiento de las afecciones hepaticas.

(40) Tuatua (Yatropa gossipifolia, euforbiacea.s).
—Se usa con frecuencia la

infusion de esta planta como laxante, y segiin la cnergia con (lue se quiera obrar

se aumenta la dosis.

(4.1) Verdolaguilla.
—Esta jilanta creceen los tejados, tiene tui principio amargo

lironunciado, y es muy usada como diaforetica y febrifuga en las formas malaricas

no muy intensas.

(4.2) Yerba mora (Solanum nodiflorum, solariaceas) .—Esta planta tiene propie-

dades narcoticas, y se usa en cataplasmas con sustancias grasosas, en todos los

casos en que es necesario atenxiar el dolor con aplicaciones locales, dando muy
buenos resultados en el tratamiento del herpes, zona, erisipelas, etc.

(43) Yagrun (Cerojiia jx'ltata, arfocarj)ca.s),—Se usan las hojas, yemas y i)arte

leriosa del tronco del yagrumo morado, recomendadolo como sucedaneo de la

digital. Esta planta ha sido estudiada especialmente por el eminente Dr. G.

Michelena, el cual refiere haberla usado siemjire con muy buen resultado para

disminuir el numero de los latidos cardiacos. En el asma lo usaba mucho el Dr.

Antonio Rodriguez, catedratico de terapeutica y materia medica, y el Dr. Risquez

lo usa como antiasmatico, cuando hay intolerancia por el yoduro de potasio. La

planta 68 muy mucilaginosa, y no se ha podido encontrar en ella ningun alcaloide.
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(44) Yuca (Manihot utilisima, euforbiaceaa) .
—La raiz de esta planta contiene una

gran caiitidad de tecula, y im principio venenoso (acido ciaiihidrico) qna se separa

l){)r el lavado, el fuego y la ferinentaciou. De ella se extrae el almidon, que reni-

l)laza en Venezuela el almidon de trigo ; y con sus rasuras se jjrepara el pan llamado

cazabe, empleado para cataplasmas.

PREPAKACIONES MAS USADAS.

Los jarabes de las sustancias antes inencionadas se preparan con 400 gramos de

la sustancia madre, 4,(500 de agua y 11,500 de azucar; se pone todo al fuego y se

reduce a la initad. El jarabe de coco se prepara en el fruto niisnio, agregandole
500 gramos de leclie de vaca y 240 gramos de ajiicar ; se tapa bien y se liierve en

baiio niaria j)or media hora. El jarabe de tortumo se prepara introduciendo en el

centro del fruto, previamente dividido a traves de una abertura practicada en la

corteza, dos 6 tres cucharadas de vinagre y otras tantas de miel de abejas. Se pone
a la parilla u homo, y cuando se lia reblandecido el fruto, se sei^ara y esprime fil-

trando.
Conserva anti-icterica de Vargas.

Pulpa do tamariudos . . .

Id. do naranjas
Cremor tartaro _ .

Riiibarbo en polvo flno .

H. S. A. electuario.

8

Hojas do sen pulverizadas.
Agua -...

Azucar

31)

T3()

960

Pocioii anti-dixenterica.

Raiz do ipecacuana machacada :!<•
1 Apua hirviendo - ;M)

Cogollos de oaueo 'M) Tartaro ometico .05

Sulfato de sodio .- 30 I

H. S. A. Ocho cucharadas cada hora hasta ofoi^to citicto-catartico.

Polvon antidispepiicos.

Carhonato de hierro.
Bicarbonato de sodio

2
I

Colombo en polvo...
3

\
Canela pulverizada.

M. Para hacer papeletas de a 1.0. Dr. E. Rodriguez.

Colutorio contra la.s aftas.

(5 1 Glicerina
3

I

M. Dr. I. M. de las Rios.

Agua de rosas . . .

Clorato de sodio

Contra la dinmenorrea dolorosa.

30

A(!etato de amoniaco liquido
Tintura de anis

15
I

Elixir paregorico .

5
1 Agua

M. Dos cucharadas por dosis. Dr E. Rodriguez.

Otra.

Tintura de belladona
Tintura de cdiiaxno indiano

Tintura do azafran
Codeina ,..

M. Diez gotas por dosis. Dr. I. Y. Cardozo.

Pocion antidispeptica.

Sulfato de c^uinina
Acido muriatico diluido .

Cloi'ato de potasio
Infusion de Sorpentaria de Virginia. -

M. Una cucharada cada 3 horas. Dr. J. M. de los Rios.

10
aw

10
.50

3
180

Contra la bronquitis capilar.

Infusion de jaborandi 100

flagaso pocion gomosa y agreguese :

Extracto deaconito. .05

Agua de lavirel cerezo
Jarabe de ipecacuana .

M. Una cucharada cada hora. Dr, B- Moier Flegel.
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Polvoti tunico-rcconntituycntes.

Canela piilv 1 1 Ijactofosfato dj <al 5
Carbonato de hierro _ 5 Hipofosflto de sodio 5

Quina calisaya pulv 5 1 Pepsina 10

M. y h. pptas. de a 3 gramo 1, do > a ouatro i)(jr dia. Dr. A Feo.

Pocion antianvidtica.

loduro de potasio ...gramos.. 15 1 Alcohol de JJO" CO
Infusion de pi )ligala, 5 pof cieiito. (iO Tintura de cochinilla 2
Jarabe diacodio 60

|

M. Una a cuatro cucharadaa i)or dia. Dr. Risquez.

Contra hi cirronis hepdtica.

Posfato do sodio 10 1 Alcoholato do menta - 15

Agua destilada 300
|
Tintura tebaica 3

M. Dos cucharadas por dosis. Dr. E. Rodriguez.

Pildoras antidiaenterican.

Ipecacuana . 10
| Opio .20

Salol 2
I

M. Para 20 pildoras, 1 oada 3 6 1 horas. Dr. J. M. de Ion Rios.

Otra.

Sulfato de qninina- 1 I Exti'acto fl decornezuolo do centeno .. 1

Ipecacuana pulv . T.~)
[

M. Para pildoras on la di.scnti'ria febril con hc]uo)'ragia. Dr E. Meier Flegel.

Otra.

Sulfato de quinina 1
I Extracito gonioso de opio ^.10

Alcanfor .50
|

M. Para 8 ]jildoi-as. Dr. E. Rodriguez.

Poeiini anti-colerica.

Bicarbonato de sodio 2 I Agua destilada de menta 100
.Clorato de potasio 1 Elixir paregorico.. -. 5
Cloruro de sodio .75

I

M. Una cucliaradita 6 cucharada p)r dosis. Dr. Ristiu'jz

Pocion tonico—cutiimdante.

Carbonato do amoniaco 3 1 Sulfato de quinina 3
Mistura alcanforada 180

|
Tintura de digital 3

M. Por cucharadas en la pulmonia. Dr. J. M. do loi Rios.

Contra la hemicrdnea.

o'ulfato de quinina ..- 1
|
Polvos de digital .50

M. Para 10 pildoras ;
una en ayunas. Dr. E. Rodriguciz.

Pocion antiemi'tica.

Oxalato de cerio - 1
1
Jarabo de etcr 6 de azahare.s -10

Muriato de morflna .10 Agiia destilada do laurel cerezo 10

Muriato do cooaina .10!

M. AgStese antes do usarsb. Una cucharadita por dosis. Dr. Ris<(uez.

Pocion fehrifuga,

Muriato do (juinina soluble 3 I Tintura do aconito - 3

Agna destilada 180
|

M. Una cucharada cada 3 horas en la fiebro rcmitento con energia del corazon ; la misma
formula con tintura de digital, ei^ vez de la do aconito, si hay iittuiia do diclio organo. Dr. J. M.
do los Rios,
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INDIGENOUS DRUGS OF CENTRAL AND SOUTH AMERICA.

By ADOLPH W. MILLER, M. D., PH. D.

By far the most important and valuable contribution made for centuries to the

storehouse of materia niedica has been furnished by the primeval forests of South
America. The tree named after the pious and charitable Countess of Chinchon has

proved itself to be a veritable blessing to suffering mankind. It has madehuman
existence possible in the jungles of India, in the fever-stricken Campagna of Italy,
in the lowlands and marshes of Holland, in the territory of the bayous of our

sunny South. Without it, many of the present homes of modern culture and
civilization would inevitably sink back into barbarism. It is recognized as an

indispensable necessity for the explorer of the interminable forests covering
the interior of Africa. Not even the fertile brain of a Rider Haggard dared to send
his hero into "

Africa liorrida sylvarmn
" without an abundant supi^ly of quinine.

Truly it fully merits the title that has been aptly bestowed upon it—" the tree

that is for the healing of the nations." Ipecac root and jaborandi leaves from the

dense forests of Brazil; balsam of Peru from the Costa del Balsamo; jalap root,

the ruybarbo de las Indias, from the Mexican Andes
; sarsaparilla root from Central

America ; and coca leaves from Peru and Bolivia have been accepted into the official

pharmacopoeias of most of the civilized nations. Their therapeutical virtues are

thoroughly recognized and their consumption is enormous. The collection and

preparation of these important drugs naturally adds materially to the wealth of

the countries producing them. The prodigious richness of tiie Central and South
American flora, which has furnished us so many highly valuable therapeutic

agents, unquestionably conceals many further treasures from the discovery of

which the medicine of the future will profit to the glory of science and the welfare

of humanity. When the enormous extent and great fertility of the vast countries

south of the United States are considered, it is somewhat surprising that the med-
ical resources indigenous to them have of late years received comparatively little

attention. It is well known that almost innumerable varieties of medicinal plants
exist there in gi-eat profusion, and that the aborigines have from time immemorial -

made use of them. At rare intervals the attention of the profession has been
directed to a few of these drugs, but the difficulties of obtaining regular supplies in

sufficient quantities have so far proved an almost insurmountable barrier to their

general introduction. It is also quite possible thqt the spirit of commercial enter-

prise which characterized the introduction of some of these new medicinal agents

may have prejudiced many minds'against them. Without a doubt many of these

drugs were extolled far beyond their intrinsic merits, and frequent disappoint-
ment was then a natural sequence. It woiild therefore seem to be an eminently
proper task for the Pan-American Medical Congress to consider the desirability of

the diffusion of more accurate and definite knowledge of those medical produc-
tions of Central and South America that have not so far received the full measure
of attention that they would seem to deserve. The noble and ideal aim of the

American Republics should tend toward the establishment of such reciprocal rela-

tions that the chemical and pharmaceutical productions of our sjalendidly equipped
Northern laboratories could be exchanged for equal values of rude drugs fur-

nished by the virgin soil of Mexico, Honduras, Guatemala, and all of South

America. The siifferers and the afflicted of all nations and climes, the great army
of the lame, the halt, and the fever stricken, would be the true gainers of such

fraternal and equitable traffic. The careful preparation, promulgation, andgeneral

recognition of a Pan-American pharmacopcBia would be a very important step in

this direction. Its acceptance by the members of the medical and pharmaceutical

profession in the sister Republics would be of very great value in fostering feel-

S. Ex. 36 133
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ings of mutual esteem and friendship. Even if such an oflacial publication would
confine itself to the more active and energetic preparations, where uniformity of

strength and dose is highly important, it woixld still he of immense and constantly
increasing value in view of the rapid advances in our modes of travel and commu-
nication.

The following memoranda on a few of the lesser-known drugs of Mexico and Cen-
tral and South America have been collected chiefly for the i)urpose of presenting
in a classified form a synopsis of the recent literature of this branch of the study
of materia medica. The number and extent of these notes, which have been con-

densed as much as possible, may serve as an index of the importance of this sub-

ject. The constant aim in their preparation was to extract only points of interest

to the general practitioner, and to omit details of chemical, microscopical, phar-
maceutical, and botanical investigations. The plants are iiresented in the order
of their botanical relationship according to the arrangement of Prof. Asa Gray.

MAGNOLIACE^.

Goto bark.—Ever since the introduction of coto bark into Europe, in 1873, the

true botanical origin of this valuable drug has been a matter of diligent inquiry.
Dr. Theodor Schuchardt at last succeeded in obtaining the botanical material

;

flowers, fruit, leaves, and branches, necessary for the determination of the source

of the true coto bark. Dr. Karl Schumann announces this to be Driviis Winteri,

Forst., var. granatensis, Eichl. This tree is a native of the Province de los Andes
of Venezuela, growing at altitudes of 2,500 to 3,000 meters, near to the borders of

the United States of Colombia. (Amer. Drugg.,Feb. 1,1891, p. 37.) The tree is

therefore botanically very closely related to the Drimys Winteri which furnishes

Winter's bark. This drvig was first brought to England toward the end of the

sixteenth century by Capt. Winter, who accompanied Drake on his voyage around
the world. At that time it was obtained from the Straits of Magellan, but it was
also met with as far north as Chile. True coto bark appears to be an aromatic

drug of great promise in the treatment of diarrhoea and colic. It has been sub-

jected to very careful chemical examinations by Wittstein, Jobst, and Hesse, who
have succeeded in isolating a number of active principles from it. The most

important of these is cotoin. which has been given in doses of three-foiirths grain

by Dr. Burkart. Its value in the treatment of diarrhoea has been confirmed by
various clinicians. Paracotoin, an analogous active principle extracted from
so-called i)aracoto liark, is claimed to have been successfully used by Prof. Balz, of

Tokio, Japan, in the treatment of Asiatic cholera, for which purpose 3 grains
were injected hypodermically. The crude powdered bark and an alcoholic tinc-

ture prepared from it proved to be specifics for diarrhoea in the hands of Dr. von
Gritte. Based on their physiological experiments. Dr. von Gritte and Dr. Burkart,

however, claim that both the true coto and the paracoto barks are objectionable in

their crude form on account of their secondary action on the stomach, but they con-

firm the specific virtues of cotoin and paracotoin as remedies for diarrhoea. (Liebig's

Annalen, p. 199.) Most of the commercial supplies ol' coto bark are furnished by
Bolivia.

MONIMIACE^.

Boldo: Peumns holdus, Molina, 1782; Rinzia fragrnns, Pav. ; Peiimvs fragrans,
Pers. ;

Doldoa fragrans, Gay ; Boldoafragrans, Sn\. An evergreen shrub found

in the mountain meadows of the Chilean Andes. Its yellowish-green fruit is

edible, its bark is used in tanning, and its wood in the malring of charcoal. The
leaves contain a large amount of volatile oil in special cells, and they are the part
used in medicine. MM. Bourgoin and Verne separated a peculiar alkaloid from

them, which they named boldine. P. Chapoteaut has also obtained a glucoside
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from them, on which he bestowed the title bokloglucin. This is said to act as a

narcotic on tlie lower animals. It was administered with apparent siiccess by Dr.

Rene Jnraviller as a calmative and hyi^notic remedy in a case of insanity. An
essential ojl has also been obtained from boldo by distillation, which produced
warmth in the epigastriiim in doses of 15 minims ; half a dram of it gave rise to

considerable gastric irritation, with pain and vomiting. A strong smell of the

oil was then imparted to the urine. Diijardin-Beaiimetz has employed 5-drop
doses of it advantageously in genito-urinary inflammation. The leaves liave also

been used in France as a tonic in chronic hepatic tori)or and in hepatitis. For

this puri)Ose 8 minims of a 20 per cent alcoholic tincture have been given at a

dose, which was gradvially increased. Large doses are apt to induce emesis and

purgation. In South America the drug is used in gonorrhoea and in chronic

catarrh of the bladder. The commercial supjjlies of boldo leaves are now mostly
obtained from the cultivated districts. The shrub is never found in forests, nor

outside of Chile. It attains a height of 5 or 6 meters, and it has cylindrical,

opposite branchlets. The leaves are reddish brown in color, entire, oval, opposite,

coriaceous, with prominent midrib. They have a fresh aromatic taste and odor,

recalling that of the Lauracece and Labiatce. The Chileans make necklaces and
rosaries of the very hard kernels of the fruit. M. Claude Verne has published
formulas for an extract, sirup, tincture, wine, and elixir of boldo, all of which
have been employed in the Hotel-Dieu and Hotel Beaujon in cases of atony of

various organs, when the patients have been unable to tolerate quinine. Large
doses were, however, followed by vomiting. (Ph. Journ. Transc", Nov. 31, 1874,

p. 405; Am. Joiirn. Pharm., Nov., 1884, p. 580.) Dr. Charles W. Zaremba states

that at a conference of the Sociedad Medica of Santiago de Chile the following

summary of the therai)eutics of boldo was accepted : Boldo is a most useful and

I)rofitable remedy in blenorrhagia. It gives good results in dyspeptic affections,

when these are due to atony or debility of the digestive organs, or when they are

complicated by bilious disorders. The adminisl ration of boldo is often advanta-

geous in catarrh of the bladder. Boldo is an important auxiliary in the treatment

of hepatic abscesses, when the febrile symptoms have been overcome. Powerful
anthelmintic virtues are also claimed for boldo. (Parke, Davis & Co.'s Brochure
No. 8.)

ANONACE^.

Fruto de Burro : Xylopia longifolia, D. C. The long-leaved bitter tree flourishes

throughout the valley of the Orinoco. Its f«ruits enjoy quite a reputation there

as a febrifuge. They possess a distinct peppery taste and odor, faintly recalling
that of allspice. A chemical and microscopical examination of the fruits exhibited

in Vienna that had been obtained from Guiana by way of Venezuela was made by
T. F. Hanausek, and it established the presence of a volatile oil, a soft resin, tan-

nin, and indifferent bodies. It would seem to be valuable as an aromatic tonic, or

a culinary spice. (Zeltschr. d. Oestr., Apoth. Ver., Dec. 10, 1877, p. 571.)

VIOLACE^.

Cipo-zumo : Anchietea salutaris. Dr. Theodor Peckolt describes this as a use-

ful medical plant frequently met with in Brazil. He claims various purgative and

antisyi)liilitic virtues for it.

FRANKENIACE^.

Yerba reuma: Frankenia grandifolia, Cham, and Schlecht. The Spanish name,
meaning flux herb, implies that this jjlant is chiefly used in catarrhal affections.

Yerba reuma is an erect or prostrate leafy undershrub, G to 12 inches high, found
on the seashore from San Francisco to San Diego and southward, also eastward in
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the desert to ^lizona and southern Nevada. It has been subjected to chemical

and microscopical examination by Carl Jnngh, Ph. D., of Detroit, Mich. (New
Preparat. , March, 1879, p. .55. ) It was found to contain a peculiar astringent prin-

ciple, and a remarkably large percentage of sodinm chloride. Its value as a topical

application is largely attribiitable to this combination. Dr. F. C. Herr gives the

results of the use of this drug in a number of cases. (Therap. Gaz., 1888, p. 815.)

He employed a fluid extract and a tincture of yerba reiima with marked success

in the local treatment of nasal catarrh, gonorrhoea, leucorrhcea, coryza, ozoena,

gleet, and chronic inflanamations of the mucous membranes in general. He also

found the fluid extract of yerba reuma to act admirably as a local application in

herijes zoster. (Parke, Davis & Co., Brochure No. 59.)

TAMARISCINE^.

Ocotilla: Fougnieria splendens. This fan-shaped tall shrxib abounds on the

table lands of the Mexican boundary line, where it is known by the Mexican

name of ocotilla. The bark has been chemically examined by Dr. Helen C. De S.

Abbott. A peculiar new wax was obtained, differing in its properties from other

known vegetable waxes. The name of ocotilla wax was proposed for this i)roduct.

A white crystalline substance, a gum resin, and possibly glucosides, were also

indicated. (Am. Journ. Pharm. ,
Feb.

, 1885, 81-85. )

MELIACE^.

Cocillaiia: Ouarea Rusbyi (Britton). Out of several hundred native remedies

examined by Dr. H. H. Rusby during his explorations in South America, this is the

second one that he has so far proposed as meriting the careful attention of the

medical profession. The physiological and clinical investigations made with the

drug indicate a high remedial value for it. Dr. Rusby discovered cocillaiia in

1886 in Bolivia, the drug being the bark of an imdetermined species of Guarea.

Dr. Nathan L. Britton at first erroneously assigned it to the natural order of the

Anacardiacem, and he described it under the name of Sycocarpus Rusbyi. Sub-

sequently it was referred with some doubt to Guarea trichlinoides, Linn. The
tree reaches a height of 30 to 40 feet, with a trunk diameter of nearly 3 feet. It

is low and spreading in its habit, somewhat resembling an apple tree in its general

looks. The therapeutic properties of cocillaiia api^ear to b3 those of an expecto-

rant, tonic, and laxative. Its sphere of action and influence is somewhat similar

to that of ipecac, but it seems to be superior to the latter in certain diseases of the

air passages. Clinical experience has also established the fact that it exerts a

tonic influence on the appetite, and that it reduces the night sweats of chronic

bronchitis and phthisis. The fluid extract is an eligible preparation administered

in doses of 10 to 30 minims. Cocillaiia has been the subject of very careful botan-

ical study by Dr. Nathan L. Britton, of Cohimbia College. (Bulletin of the

Torrey Botanickl Club, July, 1887. ) Joseph Schrenk has published pharmacognos-
tical and microscopical notes on its structure and api^earance. (Drug. Bullet.,

Aug., 1888, p. 222.) Dr. H.H. Rusby has prepared an elaborate account of its

physiological action and therapeutic history. (Therap. Gazette, Aug. , 1888, p. 518. )

Numerous clinical studies of cocillaiia have been recorded by Dr. Reynold W.
Wilcox and other practitioners. The results of these investigations would seem

to warrant the claim that while the action of this drug is in some respects similar

to that of ipecac, it is still sufficiently distinct from that, and from all others, to

constitute a drug of an entirely new action, one which will not fall into line with

any other. (Parke, Davis & Co."s Brochure No. 17.)
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Erythroxylon pulchrum, St. Hil. This near relative of the well-known Ery-

throxylon Coca seems to have received but little attention so far. It is met with

abundantly in the 'mountainol^s region about Rio de Janeiro. Mr, Tlieodor Pec-

kolt has experimented with this Brazilian si^ecies of Erythroxylon, and ^las

obtained from the fresh leaves a very small percentage of cocaine, a strongly bitter

extractive princii)le, and a crystallizable acid. These leaves would seem to deserve

a careful therapeutic study.
SIMABUBE^.

Cedron seed: Simaruba cedron, Planchon. The cedron tree appears to be con-

fined to the United States of Colombia, ranging from the fifth to the tenth degree
of north latitude, and from 75' to 80' of west longitude, but is always rather rare.

The drupaceous fruit is about the size of a swan's egg, and has the appearance of

an unripe peach. Each drupe contains one seed, the cedron of commerce, which is

easily separated into two large cotyledons, resembling blanched almonds, but

larger in size, and plano-convex in contour. Leroy, in 1851, discovered a bit-

ter principle in the seeds which he named ' ' cedrine.
" More recently Tanret

has isolated from them an alkaloid of very great activity, cedronine, the dose of

which is a milligram. Cedrine was also found to be poisonous in large doses.

Cedron seeds have been used extensively by the natives and the physicians of

Mexico and Central America. They are so intensely bitter that a fluid or solid

extract is generally preferred to the crude drug. The dose of the fluid extract is

stated at 1 to 8 minims. The drug is used as a remedy for the bites of insects and

serpents ;
for hydrophobia ; it is of service in intermittent fever, dyspeptic affec-

tions, cholera morbus, colic, facial neuralgia, and gout. Almost incredible reports
have been published of its marvelous effects in the treatment of hydrophobia and
the bites of venomous reptiles, such as rattlesnakes, moccasins, copperheads, and
tarantulas. It is claimed for cedron that it possesses tonic, antiperiodic, and anti-

spasmodic virtues of so decided and pronounced a character that the drug is fully
entitled to a prominent place in the classification of the materia medica of the

fixture. (Parke, Davis & Co.'s Brochure No. 25.)

Cascara amara Picravvnia, s]^ec. indet.; also known as Honduras bark. The

plant furnishing this bark is indigenous to Mexico, Honduras, etc. It has been

chemically examined by F. A. Thompson, who procured an alkaloid from it, for

which he suggested the name of picramnine. (Am. Journ. Pharm., 1884, p. 390.)

This active principle has the peculiar taste of the bark, and is believed to repre-
sent its virtues. Numerous clinical reports on cascara amara tend to confirm its

value as an alterative. It is credited with achieving cures of chronic cases of

syphilitic eruptions, syphilitic tubercles, chronic eczema, and gummy tumors.

Although slow in its action, it is regarded almost as a specific in syphilis. The
assertion is made for it that it eliminates the specific poison from the system.
The fluid extract is given in doses of one-half to 1 dram and the powdered extract

in doses of 5 to 10 grams. An illustration of Honduras bark and a number of

clinical reports on it are given in Parke, Davis & Co.'s Brochure No. 12.

ZYGOPHYLLACE^ .

Creosote wood : Tah-sun-up of the Pah-Ute Indians. Larrea Mexicana, It is

quite common in southern California, Lower California, Arizona, and southern

Utah. An infusion of the plant is used with benefit for open sores on men and
animals. The powdered leaves are said to be valuable as an application to chronic

sores. A i)eculiar gummy substance exudes from the old wood in abundance, and
is u'sed by the Apaches as a styptic. The peculiar odor of the fresh plant has

earned for it the name of creosote wood. (Dr. E. Palmer inAm. Journ. Pharm.,
Dec, 1878.)
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Xanthoxylum Naranjillo, De Cancl., is used in the Argentine Republic as a
sudorific and diuretic. Parodi has found a volatile oil and an alkaloid in it. (Am.
Journ.Phann., 1890, p. 177.

Jahorandi.—Two varieties of this valuable drxig have received the official recog-
nition of the seventh decennial revision of the United States PhannacopfPia,
namely, the leaflets of the Pilocarpus Selloanus, Engler (Rio Janeiro jaborandi),
and those of Pilocarpus Jahorandi, Holmes (Pernambuco Jaborandi). In addi-

tion to the drtagin its crude form, the new xiharmacopoeia also recognizes the fluid

extract, and the hydrochlorate of the active alkaloid, pilocarpine. Jaborandi is

so powerful and so certain in its diaphoretic action that it now ranks as the most
reliable and influential remedy of its class. In fact, so great is its power that it

has very considerably extended the use of diaphoretics. It has rarely occurred

that a new remedy has been so very generally accepted, and so universally intro-

duced in so short a space of time as jaborandi, which was first brought to the

notice of the profession in 1874 by Dr. Coutinho, of Pernambuco.
Brazilian Angustura hark—EsenbecMa fehrifuga, Mart. The bark of a plant

found on the coast range of Brazil. It has been chemically examined by Buchner
and by von Karl am Emde. A nitrogenous base, named Esenbeckina, was
obtained from it in a crystallized form. The pure alkaloid, as well as its hydro-

chlorate, were found to be highly deliquescent when exx)osed to the air. (Arch.

Pharm.,193B., 2 Hft.)

OLACINE^.

Muirapuama. Liriosma ovata, Miers. Brazilian correspondents of Messrs.

Parke, Davis & Co. assure them that this root is more highly esteemed as an

aphrodisiac and nerve stimulant in Brazil than damiana is with us. A fluid

extract is recommended, in doses of i to 1 dram. (Parke, Davis & Co.'s Bro-

chure No. 47) .

ILICINE^.

Yerba mate ; Cha-mate ; Paraguay Tea : Ilex jyaraguayensis, St. Hil. The pre-

pared leaves of this, and most probably also of several other allied species of ilex,

form an important article of the daily food of a vast number of tlie inhabitants of

South America.- Their therapeutic effect is due chiefly to the caffeine which they
contain in relatively large proportion. The infusion of the leaves, used as a

beverage in place of tea or coffee, is regarded as an exhilarant, acting as a cerebral

stimulant, but inducing indolence and drowsiness subsequently. The usual mode
of its preparation consists in pouring boiling water upon the prepared dried

leaves. The infusion while still hot is sucked up, frequently from a common
bowl, through a silver tube known as a " bombilla." This instrument is furnished

at the lower end with a perforated bulb, which prevents the ingress of the coai'sely

crushed leaves by straining them out.

RHAMNACE^.

Zizypkus mistol, Griseb. Indigenous in the Argentine Republic. The fruit is

claimed to have diuretic properties.

Piquillin : Condelia lineata, Griseb. Also met with in the Argentine Republic.

The inspissated juice has been used as a laxative for children.

Quina del Campo : Discaria longispina, Miers. A rare Brazilian bush, covered

with spines, the roots of which have antifebrile properties.
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SAPINDACE^.

Timbo : Paullinia pinnata, Linn. A Brazilian plant closely related to the well-

known tree which fiirnishes guarana. The bark is the only part of the timbo root

used in Brazil. It has an aromatic, agreeable odor, which slightly resembles that

of musk. Poultices made from it with boiling water are applied externally for

affections of the liver. They often prod ace so intense an erui:)tion that it becomes

necessary to discontinue their use. Mr. Martin has isolated an alkaloid fi'om

timbo bark which he has named timbonin. He has also succeeded in crystallizing

the sulphate of tinabonin in white needles. (Bull. Gen. de Tlierap.) Other plants
are also known as timbo.

POLYGALACE^.

Yallhoy : Monninia pohjHtachya. A pretty plant, extensively distributed, grow-
ing near the summits of steep mountains in South America, as well as on the

wooded plains and marshy districts of the same region. Therapeutic virtues have

been attributed to two parts of the plant, the bark of the root and the recent

leaves. The latter are regarded as an expectorant, whilst the former is considered

to be an astringent. The root is of large size, 16 to 18 inches in length and of yel-

lowish color. Its taste is at first sweetish, but afterwards it becomes acrid, bitter,

and exciting the flow of saliva. The infusion is turbid, like soapy water. The

drug can be given in the form of powder or infusion in doses of 10 to 12 grams per

day. A 25 per cent tincture made with alcohol and ether has also been recom-

mended, as well as an ointment made from the extract of monninia. (Etudos
Medicos, No. 4, Practitioner. )

LEGUMINOS^.

Resina d'angelim pedra is used in Brazil as a febrifuge. It is believed to be
obtained from Ferreira spectabilis, and seems to be identical with the so-called

rhatanin found by Dr. Emil Ruge in the South American rhatany extract.

(Zeitschr. d. oestr. Apoth.-Ver. , 1869, 32. )

Araroba {Goa jMwder) .
—The tree from which this powder is obtained is kno^vn

as the Angeli77i aniargoso. It is the Andira araroba of Aguiar. The powder fur-

nishes a neutral principle, the chrysarobinuin, which is officinal in the United
States Pharmacopoeia. It is extensively employed in the treatment of ctitaneous

affections, for which purpose the Unguentum chrysarobini has also been adopted
in the United States Pharmacopoeia.
Chanar: Go^irliea decorticans, Gill. A drug from the Argentine Republic,

where the inspissated juice of the fruit is used in pectoral affections.

Prosopis tintitaco.—Also from the Argentine Republic. The fruit is reputed to

have diuretic properties.
Resina de Angico.—A product of the district of Maranham

; is misnamed a resin,

as it is in reality a gum of deep brownish-red color, translucent, and breaking
with a shining fracture. Chirnoviz assigns it to the Acacia angico, and claims it

to be of value in pectoral complaints. The same tree yields an astringent bark.

With twice its weight of water, the gum forms a thick magma. It dissolves in

proof spirit almost as well as in water. The aqueous solution is rendered turbid

by ammonium oxalate, but it is not affected by ferric chloride, borax, or plumbic
acetate. (Yearbook of Pharmacy, 1882.)

Cumanda viray : Calopogoniiim ccerideum, Benth. An herb met with abundantly
in the Argentine Republic and other parts of South America, where it is employed
as an aperient febrifuge.

Urizuhei : Rhynchosia diversifolia, Mich. Used in the Argentine Republic as

an expectorant, and as a remedy for spasmodic coughs.
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Yerba del toro : Crotalaria incana, A common herb of the Argentine Repub-
lic, where it is used for making an aromatic tonic tea, which is popularly used

for stomach-ache, and also as a perfume.

Mezquite : Algarobia glandulosa. The tree yields a gum, which has frequently
been used as a substitute for gum arable. Mezquite leaves have been employed
with great success in the treatment of inflamed eyes. They are also of value as

a cataplasm for inflamed surfaces. In the form of hot infusion they are given as

a febrifiige in mild fevers. The legumes act as simple laxatives ; they are also of

great value as a food for cattle. The Mexicans prepare a pleasant beverage from

them, called "atole." This is simply an infusion made by throwing the crushed

ripe berries into boiling water, or by boiling them together, and subsequently

straining. A fermented liquor is also made in Mexico from the fruit, which

readily undergoes alcoholic fermentation. The decoction of the heartwood of the

tree is used in diarrhoea, being a valuable remedy in this and similar complaints.

(Am. Journ. Pharm., Feb., 1890, p. 65.)

Panbotano bark.—Prof. Dujardin-Beaumetz calls attention to the panbotano
tree of Mexico as a new specific for the fever and other symptoms of paludism.
No alkaloid or glucoside has so far been found in the bark. Valude administered

an alcoholic tincture and a concentrated decoction, preferring the latter. Seventy

grains of the bruised bark were administered in twenty-four hours. In the 8

paludic cases described by Valude a single dose, or at most two doses, was suffi-

cient to cause the disappearance of well-defined tertian fevers. (Nouveaux Rem.,
Mar. 8, 1890.)

Jamaica dogwood : Piscidia erythrina, Linn. The bark of the root is the part

emx^loyed in medicine. The tree is met with in the West India Islands and on the

adjacent mainland. Attention was first called to the drug in 1844 by Dr. William

Hamilton, who recommended it as a powerful narcotic, capable of producing sleep

and relieving pain to an extraordinary degree. About 1878 it was more carefully
worked up as to its physiological action and therapeutic effects by numerous

experimenters. It is without doubt a very active drug, but its exact practical
value does not yet appear to have been definitely settled. Various practitioners
have reported good results from its use as an anodyne in neuralgia, nervous

insomnia, whooping cough, etc., but in the hands of others the remedy has failed

to be of benefit. The fluid extract seems to be a valuable application for certain

forms of toothache. A very elaborate and carefully i^rejiared monograph on
Jamaica dogwood has been published by Parke, Davis & Co. in their Brochure

No. 25.

ROSACEA.

Quillaja : Quillaja Saponaria, Molina. Soap bark has found official recognition
in the United States pharmacopoeia, together with a tinctvire made from it. The
tree is a native of Peru and Chile, where it is known as Quillay, a term derived

from the Chilean word quillean, to wash. Saponin, quillaiac acid, and sapotoxin
have been isolated from it. At a meeting of German naturalists in Strasburg

soap bark was proposed by Dr. Robert as a substitute for senega root in pulmonary
affections. He claimed that quillaja bark does not irritate the gastro-intestinal

tract, that it quiets cough, increases the discharge of spiita, and that it is for these

reasons even ijreferable to senega, which statements received general approval.
Mr. Dimitry Pachurokow has devoted special attention to the study of the most
active constituent of the drug, namely, the sapotoxin. This is present in the bark
in only a very minute i>roportion, but it is exceedingly powerful. It is very
remarkable for its peculiar action on the red blood corpuscles, which it dissolves

completely, even in a dilution of one part in 10,000. This occurs only when the

sapotoxin is introduced directly into the circulation by hypodermic injection.

When injected in concentrated solution into an involuntary muscle it diminishes
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or even entirely destroys its vitality. In spite of this toxic action, Pachurokow

also defends the use of soap hark in i)lace of senega on the grounds that its active

constituents are more constantly present, and in nearly five times greater quantity.

(Amer. Drugg., Apr., 1888, 72.)

MYRTACE^.

Chekan, Chegnen, or Cheken : Myrtus CheTcen, Molina. The leaves of an ever-

green shruh or tree varying from 5 to 25 feet in height, found abundantly in the

vicinity of Valparaiso, and also extending into Bolivia. It was introduced from

Chile as a remedy of some value in the treatment of chronic catarrhal inflamma-

tion of the respiratory mucous lining. Dr. Murrell, of London, specially recom-

mends it for the annoying and intractable winter cough of elderly people. Dr.

Dessauer, of the German Hospital of Valparaiso ,
has obtained valuable results

from its use in the purulent form of bronchitis. Other practitioners extol it as a

desirable addition to the list of remedies in chronic bronchitis. Dr. F. Weiss, of

Leipzig, Germany, obtained 1 per cent of an aromatic volatile oil from the dry
cheken leaves. This was the only one of numerous constituents isolated by him
that possessed a medical interest. Cheken has long been known and used in Chile

in cases requiring an aromatic astringent of considerable power. The fliiid extract

of the drug seems to be an eligible mode of exhibiting its therapeutic effects. It

is given in doses of 1 to 3 fliiid drams. (Pharm. Centralhalle, 18S2, No. 29.)

Jambul.—The seeds of EugeniaJamholana, Lam. (SizygiumJambolanum,!). C),
a tree native to tropical America, the West Indies, and the East. The bark, leaves,

and fruit are used medicinally in India. The dried and powdered kernels of the

seeds have been highly recommended as a valuable remedy in diabetes. They con-

tain traces of volatile oil, resin, gallic acid, etc. (Pharm. Journ. and Trans.
, 1888. )

MKLASTOMACE^

Sulamita Vitullus? Melastoma Ackermanni. A new antineuralgic drug from

Colombia. It is said to grow abundantly on the eastern spurs of the Cordilleras.

The dried flowers of the plant have been used medicinally. When they were sub-

jected to distillation a heavy essential oil was obtained from them which bore a

marked resemblance in its odor to that of methyl salicylate, the chief constituent

of the oil of wintergreen. (New Rem., Aug., 1883, 241.)

LYTHRACE^.

Icica-j)ere.
—A species of Cuphea. common in the Argentine Republic, where it

is used as a pui'gative, diuretic, and alterative.

PAPAYACE^.

Southern papaw.—The Carica Papaya of tropical America is sometimes classi-

fied among the Passifloracece. It has long been known that the unripe peeled

papaw fruit has the property of rapidly softening the toughest meat when boiled

with it for a short time. In Quito the use of the papaw juice for making meat
more tender is quite general. The juice of the unripe fruit is also reported to be

a powerful vermifuge. An albuminous digestive i^rinciple has been obtained from
the fruit and has been named papain. This is now an article of commerce, and

bears a resemblance to pepsin. Papain is at present used quite extensively as an

internal remedy in dyspepsia and gastric catarrh ; also as a local application for

the destruction of false membranes, warts, tubercles, walls of old sinuses, and even

of epithelioma and tattoo marks. It is neither caustic nor astringent, but it

destroys the part to which it is applied by virtue of its power of dissolving the

rauscular as well as the connective tissue. Jacobi asserts that diphtheritic mem-
branes may be dissolved in a few hours by the hourly application of a mixture of

one part papain with two parts each of water and glycerin.
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CUCUHBITACE.iO.

Tayi(ya or Taynia.
—A new Brazilian drug, which lias been introthiced and

employed in France. It is jjrobably the root of the Bryonia Tayiiya, or Trianos-

penna Taynya. The root is recommended in the treatment of syphilis. In small

doses it acts as an emetic, in larger quantities as a drastic. (L'Union Pharm.,

Oct., 1875.)

Chili Cojote of the Mexicans : Cucurhita perennisi. These large and long roots,

after being macerated in Avater, are used with good eifects in Mexi(H) as an appli-

cation to haemorrhoids. (Dr. E. Palnier, Am. Jonrn. Pharm., Dec, 1S78.)

Night-hlDoming Cereiis: Cirio dc flor grande ; Cereiia groj^diflonis, Hawort]i.

Indigenoiis to the West India Islands. This has been characterized as being the

loveliest of all the cactus family. When in full bloom it has been poetically styled

the "
Queen of the Night." The drug has been highly recommended as a sedative

•and diuretic, with special application in functional diseases of the heart, accom-

panied by irregularity of its action. Benefit has also been derived from its use in

palpitation, rheumatism, valvular disease, and dropsy. The alcoholic tincture is

most frequently employed. Notwithstanding tlie numerous clinical reports in

which the virtues of night-blooming cereus are lauded, some careful investigators

have been unable to observe any effects from it. (Parke, Davis & Co.'s Brochure

No. 14.)

TURNERACE^.

Damiana: TiirneramicropliyUa,'D. C; Turnera aph7^odifiiaca,'L. F. Ward. A
small mint-like herb, bearing a yellowish-white fragrant flower, growing near

the western coast of Mexico. This is claimed to be a powerful aphrodisic, useful

in cases of sexual atony. The natives are said to have made use of it for a long
time as a stimulant to the sexual apparatus. Cholagogue, cathartic, and einmena-

gogtie properties are also attributed to it. The published reports on the drug

vary greatly as to its merits, some experimenters having had great siiccess with

it, while others reject it as being utterly useless. Some of these failures may be

attributable to the frequent substitution of the leaves of Haplopappus discoidens,

D. C, and Bigelovia veneta, Gray, for the true damiana. As early as 1699 the

Spanish missionary Juan Maria de Salvatierra relates in his chronicles that the

native Mexicans were in the habit of using damiana for impotency. An elaborate

resume of the literature of damiana has been published by Parke, Davis & Co. in

their Brochure No. 23.

UMBELLIFER^.

Osha root.—This Mexican umbelliferous root of unknown origin has been

chemically examined by Hermann Haupt, jr. He obtained from it a resin, a

fixed and a volatile oil, and an aromatic acid, resembling angelic acid- As it i)re-

sented jioints of distinction from the latter, the name of oshaic acid was i)roposed

for it.

RUBIACE.^.

Trompetilla.
—The stem and branches of the Rouvardia triphylla, indigenous to

Mexico, where it enjoys a reputation for the prevention and treatment of hydro-

phobia. A description of the drug has been jiublished by Prof. John M. Maisch

in the American Journal of Pharmacy for February, 1874.

Cangai : Relhunhmi Jurtiim, Schumacher. An herb foiind in abundance in the

Argentine Republic, where it is used in the treatment of acute rheumatism.
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COMPOSITE.

Eupatorium Ayapana, Ventenat. This very aromatic Brazilian composite has

a coumarin-like odor, with a slightly bitter and astringent taste. L'Heritier and

Martins report that it is used in Brazil ab an antidote for snake bites, both inter-

nally and as an external fomentation. The leaves are also recommended for indi-

gestion, pectoral affections, and cholera. They appear to have been used in Enropo
for similar purposes in the early part of the i>resent century. (Am. Journ. Pliarm. ,

Mar., 1877.)

Gnaco.—Robert B. White, of Salada, New Grenada, claims that Mikania Guaco

furnishes the giiaco of commerce. Other observers insist that the true origin of

guaco has not yet been definitely determined, as quite a number of species of

Mikania, Eupatorium, and Aristolochia are indifferently known as guaco in Mex-

ico and Central America. The. root is regarded as a specific- in rheumatic affec^

tions in Mexico, a fluid extract of it being used both internally and externally.

The pain and stiffness are said to be often relieved by a single application of the

preparation, provided that the parts are kept well covered with it all night. Mr.
Robert B. White, who has lived in Choco and other snake-infested regions for

many years, testifies that guaco leaves, proijerly and promptly administered, are a

cure for the bites of the most venomous serpents of that country. (Pharm. Journ.

Trans., Nov., 1880.)

Topas aire (botanical name not known) is used in the Argentine Republic in the

treatment of ophthalmia.

Nio, probably identical with mio-mio, from Baccharis cordifolia, Lam, This

shrub is adeadly poison to cattle. According to P. N. Arata, it contains an alkaloid,

baccarine. The plant is indigenous to the Argentine Republic. (Zeitschr. d.

Oestr. Apoth.-Ver., 1881, No. 27.

Raiz del Pipitzahuac : Perezia Dugesii. The root of this plant has been used for

a long time in northern Mexico as a powerful laxative. This action was found by
Prof. Rio de la Liza to be due to a peculiar acid, which he named pipitzahoic acid.

Dr. Weld determined its ultimate composition to be CjoH^uOb. The same acid has

also been obtained from Perezia Wrightii, Gr., and from Perezia nana, Gr. (Am.
Journ. Phar., Apr., 1884.)

Parthenium hysterophorus is much esteemed in the Antilles as a substitute for

quinine. It is found in waste places throughout tropical and subtropical America.
It is characterized by extreme bitterness, due to the presence of aglucoside, which
has been called ' '

parthenine.
" Dr. Torar has found the drug to be decidedly effica-

cious for neuralgia, both intermittent and non-intermittent, especially for the

cranial form, but to be utterly without effect as an antipyretic. (Gaz. Medic.
, May

29, 1886.)

Mutisia -yicioe/oZ ta, Cavanilles. Dr. Saco, of Bolivia, reports this plant to enjoy
the reputation of curing phthisis and all pulmonary diseases. The plant is indig-
enous to the western part of South America from Chile to Peru. It belongs to the

labiatifloral compositse, which are confined chiefly to South America. (Journ,

d'Hygiene, 1886.)

Haplopappus Baylahuen, C. Gay. Used in the province of Coquimbo as an anti-

hysteric remedy, and in veterinary practice in the treatment of wounds. The

plant has been found to contain a volatile oil, a fatty oil having the odor of the

plant, a brown resin of sharp taste, and tannin. The taste of the drug is said to

resemble that of pichi. (Drug. Bull., 1890.)

Zinco or Chinchilla : Tagetes glandulifera, Schrk. A native of the Argentine
Republic, but not found very plentifully there. It is reputed to have tonic

properties.

Carqueza : Baccharis articulata. Found abundantly in the same country. Said

to be useful for indigestion, sterility, tbc.
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Yerba mercurial : Senecio albicaulis. Also an Argentine herb. It possesses the

liroperties of an alterative, diaphoretic, febrifuge, and expectorant.

LOBELIACE^.

Vegetable Kerines : Lobelia Delisseana. Dr. Crescentio Garcia claims the thera-

peutic virtues of this Mexican lobelia to be sui^erior to those of the Lobelia inflata.

The name of vegetable kermes has been bestowed upon it on account of a fancied

similarity in its action to that of antimony. It has been used for twenty years by
several practitioners of Guadalajara in the fomi of tincture. Excellent results

have been obtained from its emplojTnent in nervous affections of the chest, and in

severe cough and asthma. Dr. Garcia lias himself used it with great success in

bronchitis, asthma, whooping cough, and particularly in pneumonia. The root

is without odor, but when pulverized it is sternutatory. When chewed it is at

first sweetish, but this soon changes to a bitter sickly taste. (La Voz de Hipo-

crates, Apr., 1886.)
ERICACE^.

Manzanita : Arctosiaphylos tomentosa, or A. glauca, Lindl. The fruit of this

shrub, which is prodiiced in chisters, resembles a small apple, whence the name
from manzana, the Spanish word for apple. It has an agreeable taste, and is

therefore largely consumed by the Mexicans and Indians, both in the ripe and in

the unripe state. Manzanita leaves are regarded as an astringent tonic, with

special action on the urinary organs. Thej^ have been highly recommended in the

treatment of gleet, vesical catarrh, incontinence of urine, etc. Dr. H. W. Rand
thinks that these leaves may be advantageously used during the stationary or

decreasing stage of gonorrhoea and in long-standing gleet, when the older drugs
have failed or have disturbed the stomach. (Parke, Davis & Co.'s Brochure,
No. 44.)

PLUMBAGINE^.

Ouaycuru.—The root of Statice Brasiliensis, Boissier. Found in the Argentine

Republic. Baycuru joot is sometimes confounded with it, but, according to E.

M. Holmes, the latter is derived from an entirely different plant, which has not

yet been identified. The natives have unlimited faith in the astringent and
absorbent virtues of both of these roots, which they employ freely in the form of

fomentation or vapor for all kinds of glandular swellings and enlargements. Dr.

Landul has sometimes found the drug to fail utterly, but as a rule he believes it

to be reliable, both externally and internally, and to be particularly valuable as a

gargle. The taste of the drug is astringent, slightly salty, and fishy. (Dr. Charles

Symes, in Phann. Journ. and Trans.)

SAPOTACE^.

Lucuma littoralis, Mart. The fruit of this Brazilian plant has a sweetish,

unpleasant, and astringent taste. Dr. Peckolt states that in Brazil it is used as a

remedy for chronic diarrhoea.

Lucuma mammosa, Gartner. Also found in Brazil. The fruit is eaten as a

dessert, a little lemon juice being added to correct its insipidity. The seeds, which

contain 25 per cent of a bland, fixed oil of pleasant flavor and odor, are used in

kidney complaints. The bitter bark is used in intermittent fever in teaspoonful
doses of a 20 per cent tircture.

Lucuma obovata, H. B. Kth. The fruit of this Brazilian species has a very

pleasant, creamy taste. The seeds are roasted and used as a beverage. The decoc-

tion and emulsion of the raw seeds are used in the treatment of catarrh of the

bladder.
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Lncuma rivivoca. Gartner. This fruit has a mucilaginous, agreeable, sweetish

pulp, and constitutes a popular dessert. It is -used medicinally in the form of con-

fection and syruj) in the treatment of dysentery and catarrh of the lung. The

emulsion of the seeds is a popular diuretic.

Lucuma torta, Mart. A syrup is made from the edible fruit, which is used in

bronchitis, catarrh, and affections of the lungs.

Lncuma psamviophUa, A. D. C. The agreeable, sweet fruit is regarded as a

delicacy, and is used in the preparation of a confection. The bark enjoys the

reputation of being a tonic.

Lucuma glijcophloea, Mart, et Eichl. This may be viewed as the most imjiort-

ant of the group, as it is the source of the commercial extract introduced from

Brazil under the name of monesia. The bark of this tree was imported into

Europe as early as 155.5, and it is the part which is now principally exported. Dr.

Peckolt has succeeded in crystallizing monesin from it. (Pharm. Rundschau,
Jan. and Feb., 1888.^

APOCYNACE^.

Thevetia neriifolia. Indigenous to the West Indies, New Granada, and Peru.

The bark and the seeds of this tree are regarded as a powerful febrifuge. Accord-

ing to De Ury, the seeds contain 75 per cent of an almost colorless fixed oil, and a

crystallizable glucoside, thevetine, which can be split up into glucose and theve-

resin. (Journ. de Ph. et Chim., Mai, 1869.)

Thevetia yccotti, D. C. Joyote. Found in the damp, hot regions of the fertile

mountains of the great Mexican Cordillera. The Aztecs believed the seeds to cure

the bite of the rattlesnake. The ancient Mexicans made use of the milky juice of

the tree for curing deafness and cutaneous eruptions. They ai)plied the leaves

topically for toothache and as an emollient and resolvent to tumors. The fruit

was used by them for healing ulcers. At present the fruit is called in Mexico
" huesos 6 codos de fraile,'" bones or friar's elbow, from its resemblance to the human
elbow. The seeds have a high reputation among the people in haemorrhoids. They
are first triturated, then mixed with suet, and applied locally. Prof. Alfonso

Herrera obtained a well-defined glucoside from the seeds, which he named theve-

tosin. Physiological experiments made by Luis Hidalgo Carpia with thevetosin

proved it to be very venomous, acting as a powerfiil emetic and paralyzing the

respiratory organs, and possibly also the general muscular system. (Am. Journ.

Pharm. , Apr. ,
1 877. )

Pao-Pereira : GeissosperTnum laeve,'Boml[on; Picramnia ciliata, Vallesia punc-
tata, Tahcrnoimontana Icevis, Geissosjjcrmum vellosii. A tree native to Brazil,

An alkaloid was discovered in it in 18.-38 by Santos, and named pereirine. About
1830 Prof. Silva made known the febrifuge and antiperiodic properties of the bark.

The alkaloid, which is now sometimes called geissospermum, is used in Brazil in an

impure form. It occm's there as a brownish yellow, amorphous mass of extremely
bitter taste. (Compt. Rend.)

Quebracho.—The bark of Aspidosperma quehracho-blanco, Schlecht. An ever-

green tree. 14 to 20 meters high, growing in the Argentine Republic, in north-

eastern Bolivia, northern Patagonia, and southwestern Brazil. The same name
seems to be also applied to Qiiehrachio morongii, Britton, N. O. Terebinthacece,

which is known to the natives as quebracho Colorado, and is used largely for tan-

ning purposes. Quebracho has been introduced as a sovereign remedy in dysp-
noea. It relieves the cyanosis and the sense of suffocation due to embarrassed

respiration, as in emphysema, capillary bronchitis, phthisis, and chronic pneu-
monic processes, and in asthma. It appears to assist in the oxygenation of the

blood, and at the same time to stimulate the respiratory centers. Quebracho bark

IS said to contain at least six different alkaloids, the most important of these being

aspidospermine, quebrachine, hypoqiiebrachine, and aspidosamine. The com-
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mercial aspidospermine seems to be a mixture of all of the six alkaloids, so that

it fairly well represents the activity of the drug. It is probably the most val-

uable remedy kno\^^l for dyspncea in its various forms. Tlie dose of it is given at

one-fourth to one-half grain. The crude drug and its corresponding fliiid extract

have of late become sufficiently popular to warrant their recognition by the new
United States pharmacopoeia of 1890. which has bestowed the official title of

aspidosperma upon the remedy.
Guachamaca : Malonetia 7iitida. According to Dr. Schiffcr. an axincous extract

of this Venezuelan plant is reputed to have wonderful effects in allaying convul-

sions of the motor apparatus. It contains an alkaloid, guachaniacine, soluble in

water, which in its physiological action resembles curarine. Dr. Schiffer believes

that this remedy may be found to be valuable in diseases involving an exaggerated
action in the motor apparatus, and possibly also as a general hypnotic. (New
Rem., Aug., 1882, 231.)

Yalapa : Echites lovgiflora. A iilant of the Argentine Republic, where it is used

as a purgative. In the powdered form it is also employed in plasters. (Amer.

Drugg., Nov., 1889.)

ASCLEPIADACE^ .

Condurango : Gonolobus condurango, Triana. In 1871 the Government of

Ecuador forwarded some of this drug to the State Department at Washington,
with a request that it be analyzed and tested as to its medicinal value. The parcel
was accompanied bj-

testimonials of Drs. Caesares and Eguiguren, of the Province

of Loja, attributing great medicinal virtues to the drug in the treatment of cancer

fungus haematodes, and constitutional syphilis. The drug was subsequently
introduced into this country in a manner calculated to prejudice the medical pro-
fession against it, so that there has been a disinclination here to give it a fair trial.

It has been much more carefully and persistently experimented with in Germany,
whei'e numerous reports on it have been published. Dr. Wilhelmy, in the Berl,

Klin. Wochenscrift, claims that the pains of patients having cancer of the stomach
became materially reduced by the use of condurango. The appetite was improved,
the i)ainful vomiting was diminished, and an increase of weight took i^lace.

Though all of his patients died except one, he concludes that the drug afforded

them material relief, and he feels encouraged to make further trials with it.

Condurango was even made official in the second edition of the Pharmacopieia
Germanica. A most exhaustive treatise on the therapeutic action of condurango
has been published by Dr. L. Riess, in the Berl. Klin.Wochensch., No. 10, 1887.

It has been translated and i^ublished in Parke, Davis & Co.'s Brochure No. 18.

CONVOLVULACE^.

Cabello de Angel, Icipo ('Inniih.—A species of Cuscuta or dodder, a parasitical

plant of the Argentine Repiiblic. It is regarded there as a gentle laxative, diuretic,

and antiphlogistic. It is used in the form of an infusion for intermittent fevers

and for congestion of the respiratory organs. Also, as a decoction in cases of

haemoi)tysis, inflammation of the throat, and for internal abscesses. The plant is

somewhat rare in its native country. (Brit, and Colon. Drugg.)

SOLANACE^.

Brayo de Preguiga, or Velame: Solanmn juhatnm, Dumal. A Brazilian drug,

consisting of large, brittle leaves of papery texture, about a foot long by 9 inches

wide. Dr. Barnsley states that the leaves Snd root of this i)lant are used as anti-

syphilitics in the form of infusion or extract. According to Martins, the drug is

used as a resolvent in congestion of the bowels, and as an external application for

cleansing and healing wounds and ulcers. (Ph. Journ. Trans., May 15, 1875.)
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Duraznillo: Cesirumpsevdoguina, Mart. The leaves and ri)ot bark are eiui)loyed

in fevers and abdominal complaints in the Argentine Republic.

Pichi: Fabiana ivibricata, R. et P. Indigenous to Chile. A plant with plume-
like sprays of light, bluish-green color, growing on high, dry hilltops. Its appear-

ance resembles that of a conifer very much more than that of a solanaceous plant.

Its medical properties are diuretic, terebinthinate, and tonic. Pichi is very highly

recommended in acute or chronic vesical catarrh, when following a mechanical

cause, such as gravel or a uric-acid diathesis. It seems to induce the expulsion of

the gravel and of those calculi that can be passed through the urethra, and to

modify or cure chronic purulent secretions. It is also useful in icterus, dropsy,

and dyspepsia diie to biliary secretions, but it is contra-indicated where there is

organic kidney disease. The fluid extract of pichi is given in doses of 10 to 40

minims, the solid extract in doses of 2 to 10 grains. Dr. Lyons announced a bit-

ter alkaloid of pichi which he named •' fabianine." Messrs. Niviere and Liotard

were unable to find any trace of such an alkaloid. They attribute the therapeutic

effects to a crystalline, fluorescent glucoside, and this statement has since been

confirmed by Messrs. Trimble and Schroeter. Pichi is one of the most important
of the new drugs secured by Dr. H. H. Rusby in his South American explorations.

A very full report on the literature of this valuable drug has been published by
Parke, Davis & Co. in their Brochure No. 49. The plant is also illustrated in the

Proceedings of the American Pharmaceutical Association for 1886, page 395.

Manaca, Mercurio vegetal: Brunfelsla iiZopeana, Benth.
;
Franciscea uniflora,

Pohl. Indigenous to Brazil and the greater jiortion of equatorial America. The

Brazilian Indians use manaca for rheumatism and syphilis, taking the scrai^ed

root bark in half a tumblerful of rum. Manaca may be regarded as a powerful

alterative, valuable as an antisyphilitic, antiarthritic purgative, and diuretic.

The fluid extract is given in doses of 10 to 60 minims. Prof. G. Dragendorff, of

the Imperial University at Dorpat in Russia, has discovered a very energetic alka-

loid in manaca. A number of highly interesting reports on the chemical comijo-

sition, natural history, x)hysiological action and therapeutic properties of manaca
have been collated and ijublished in Parke, Davis & Co's. Brochure No. 44. The

plant has sometimes been classified among the Scrophulariacece.

OROBANCHACE^.

Crescentia Cuyete, L. The fruit of this plant is used extensively by the Indians

of tropical South America. The piilp is valued medicinally as a laxative. Mr.
Gustav Peckolt prepared an alcoholic extract of it, which he found to be effective

as a gentle laxative in doses of a decigram, while half a gram i)roduced a decidedly
drastic effect, without, however, causing pain or inconvenience. The piilp, boiled

with water until a black, pasty mass is produced, is applied in the form of a plaster
for erysipelas. (Pharm. Rundschau, Aug., 1884.)

GESNERIACEJE.

Martinki montevidensis, Cham. The seeds of this plant are used in the Argen-
tine Republic for diseases of the eye. (Am. Journ. Pharm., March, 1882.)

BIGNONIACE^.

Ipe assii. Pail semto : Tecomia Ipe, Mart. Indigenous to some of the Brazilian

provinces. A decoction of the wood is used in the treatment of the various forms
of scabies. A decoction of the bark is employed both internally and externally in

the ti'eatment of herpetic affections and as a gargle for angina tonsillaris. The

juice and infusion of the leaves are made use of in various ophthalmic affections.

As the wood is often substituted for guaiacuni, it was examined chemically by
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Dr. Th. Peckolt, who found it to contain a large percentage of chrysophanic acid.

(Zeitschr. d. Oestr. Apoth.-Ver., 1873, p. 549.)

Caroba. The leaves of Jacaranda procera, Sprengel. A i^lant indigenoxis to

Brazil. Caroba leaves are inodorous, but they have a bitter and astringent taste.

It is claimed for them that they possess alterative, diuretic, sudorific, and tonic

properties to a marked degree, on account of which they have great value in the

treatment of syphilis in all its forms. When there is much pain in the limbs it is

advised to combine potassium iodide with them. In old syphilitic ulcers caroba

leaves are recommended topically as well as internally. Their use has also been

suggested in other obstinate cutaneous affections. The fluid extract of the leaves

is an eligible preparation, which may be given in doses of one-fourth to 1 fluid-dram.

Dr. Ottokar Alt»of Hamburg, fully confirms the value of this drug for old syphilitic

eruptions. Camillo Weber, ("uring sixteen years' residence in Brazil and other

parts of South America, has seen the caroba leaves employed frequently by the

resident physicians in the treatment of syphilis, and with the happiest results.

Dr. Peckolt claims to have extracted an alkaloid from the leaves, which he names
carobme. This also has been found to be efficacious in syphilitic and scrofulous

affections. (Parke, Davis & Co.'s Brochure No. 11.)

Jacaranda lancifolia.
—A jilant from the United States of Colombia which has

been experimented with by Drs. Murray Smith, Alfred Wright, and Z. Mennell.

The leaves were found to be very useful in cases of gonorrhoea, sjTphilis, and in

vesical affections attended with purulent urine. Prof. John M. Maisch, however,
believes the plant to be identical with the Jacaranda procera noted above.

Cinco folhas : Sparattosperma Leucantha, Mart. Dr. Theodor Peckolt advo-

cates the introduction of the leaves of this handsome, tall Brazilian tree into

European medicine. The leaves of the sparattosperma have powerful diuretic

properties ; they are also extensively used for diseases of the spleen and liver.

They are administered in the form of infusion, tincture, or alcoholic extract. Dr.

Peckolt has obtained from them 2.8 per cent of sparattospermin, which was found
to be a neutral substance and not a glucoside. In its composition it approached

very closely to phloridzin. Dr. Peckolt found it to be a diuretic in doses of 1 to 2

grains. (Zeistchr. d. Oestr. Apothek.-Ver., Aug. 10, 1878.)

VERBENACE^.

Lippia Mexicana.—The plant is indigenous to moist i)laces in southern Mexico.

The leaves have an agreeable taste, which has been compared to that of the lemon
balm. Other observers call the odor pungent, and are reminded by it of penny-

royal and camphor. Dr. Podwissotzki, of Dori)at, Russia, has examined the

leaves and has obtained from them tannin, a volatile oil, and a camphor-like body,
which he named iippiol. Prof. John M. Maisch is of the opinion that Dr. Podwis-

sotzki's researches have reference to the Cedronella Mexicana, Bentham, which has

been admitted into the Mexican pharmacopoeia under the name of toronjil. The
constituents of Lippia Mexicana are free from toxic properties. The therapeutic
virtues have been studied by Saxton, Durant, Blasdale, and Blackerby. The drug
appears to be a good expectorant, useful for reducing the irritable condition of the

mucous membranes of the organs of respiration. It has rendered excellent service

in acute and chronic bronchitis, and in bronchial affections complicated by serious

ii'ritation. (Parke, Davis & Co.'s Working Bulletin on the Drug.)

Lippia graveolens, Kauth, and Lippia dulcis, Treviranus, called in Mexico
"
yerba diilce." These are there used in the form of infusion for their demulcent,

pectoral, and emmenagogue jiroperties. The yerba dulce has been subjected to a

proximate analysis by Rio de la Loza. (Amer. Journ. Pliarm., 1885, ji. 330.)

Yerbon o Menstruz : Stacliytarplui dichotoma. Used by the natives of the Argen-
tine Repiiblic as a tonic, and in bronchitis, coughs, convulsions, colic, paralysis,

contusions, etc. (British and Colon. Druggist.)
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LABIATE.

Yerba buena : Mieromeria Douglasii, Berth. Found on the Pacific coast of North
America. This has long been a favorite medicine among the Mexican population.
It is a gratefiTl aromatic stimulant, and is useful as a carminative and anthelmintic.

It allays nausea and spasmodic pains of the stomach and bowels, and reduces the

force and frequency of the pulse. Yerba buena is also an excellent anthelmintic,

well adapted foK the expulsion of round worms from children. The dose of the

fluid extract is from one-half to two fluid drams. When freshly gathered the

herb has a grateful perfume, peculiarly sweet and aromatic. When dry its strong
scent recalls that of a mixture of peppermint and camphor; by others its odor is

compared to that of pennyroyal. When chewed it excites a moderate flow of

saliva, which it tinges to a deep-green color. It produces an aromatic, pungent,

slightly bitter, and camphoraceous taste in the mouth. Dr. E. Palmer states that

the Western Indians use a tea prepared from it for fevers and colds. (Amer.
Journ. Pharm., Dec, 1878; Parke, Davis & Co. 's Brochure No. 58.)

Albochaca : Ocymum hasilicum. The fresh juice of this labiate is used as an
efificient anthelmintic in Buenos Ayres. Worms in every stage of their develop-
ment rapidly leave their location after the juice reaches them. No injury results

from the administration of the juice, whether worms are present or not, the

medicine acting as a laxative and disinfectant. Fifty grams of the juice are

given, followed in two hours by a dose of castor oil. If any worms were present
there is soon a free discharge of them. (Gaillard's Med. Journ., Mar., 1880.)

Chia : Salvia chian, La Llare
; Salvia Hispanica. This l&biate is met with very

abundantly in the northern States of Mexico. The seeds abound in mucilage and
fixed oil, being in this respect similar to flaxseed. They are highly valued for the

preparation of a refreshing drink for the sick. This is made by. macerating a

tablespoonful of the seeds in a tumblerful of cold water for half an hour, then

sweetening and flavoring it with orange-flower water. This drink is very efficient

in fevers, when great thirst usually distresses the patient. As a demulcent and
emollient the seeds are superior to flaxseed. The mucilage prepared from them
is often used advantageously as a vehicle for mild injections in the earlier stages
of venereal diseases. It is also very useful as a gargle and wash in throat affec-

tions. Chia seeds are small in size, about oiie-sixteenth of an inch in length and
one twenty-fourth of an inch in width. They are oblong-ovate, somewhat flattish,

smooth, and glossy. When immersed in water they readily yield their mucilage
to it, swelling to about twice their natural size. They are inodorous when whole,
but when crushed they have an oily smell similar to that of ground flaxseed.

Salvia chian is quoted in the Farmacopea Mexicana as a new species. Dr.

Edward Palmer claims that Salvia Columbarice, Benth. is the ' ' chia "
of the Mex-

icans and Indians of Arizona and New Mexico. Prof. John M. Maisch concludes

that at least several species of Salvia have fruits resembling very small ricinus

seeds, and that the generic name of chia is indiscriminatelj^ applied to all the

fruits of salvias that have mucilaginous characters. (Amer. Journ. Pharm. , May,
1883.)

Ovechd-cad—The common people of the Argentine Republic apply this title to

several species of Hytis, which are there met with rather frequently, and which
are used in the treatment of syphilis. (Brit, and Colon. Drugg.)

CHENOPODIACE^.

Chenopodium qtdnoa—The seeds of this plant contain nearly 40 per cent of

starch. They have been used for many years as an article of food in Chile and
Peru. Mr. M. C. Cooke describes a bitter seeded variety, known locally as

"amargo," which is there cultivated in gardens and used medicinally. These

S. Ex. 36 134
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seeds are applied to sores and burns in the form of decoction or cataplasm. They
are also given internally as a substitute for quinine. Their bitterness seems to be
confined to the hiisks, or testa of the seeds. It may be removed by digestion in

dilute solution of sodium carbonate, and subsequent washing. (Am. Journ.

Pharm., 1872, p. 557.)

Herba Santa Maria of Brazil is the familiar Cheiiopodinin aiiibfosioides. L.,

where it is also known under the names of niatruz, mentruz. and inastruco,

although these same terms are occasionally bestowed also on several other plants.

The tops of the herb are employed in Brazil as an efficient vermifuge, when made
into an electuary with castor oil. (Ph. J. Trans., Mar., 1879.)

Yerba de Santa Maria, or Caane, are the popular names in the Argentine Republic
for the Cheuopodlnm anthelminticum. It is there used for hysterical fits, indiges-

'

tion, catarrh of the stomach, dysentery, pleurisy, asthma, and particularly for

paralysis of the tongue. (Amer. Drugg., Nov., 1889. )

PHYTOLACCACE^.

Pipi root : Petiveria hexaglochin, Fischer. The genus is confined to tropical

America. Richard refers pipi root to Petiveria alliacea, Linn . , and Martins to Peti-

veria tetrandra, Gomez. Pipi root atti-acted attention in Europe about sixty five

years ago, and its investigation has lately been resuscitated. The root is recom
mended as an emmenagogiie. It has also been used internally and in fomenta-

tions as a diaphoretic, stimulant, expectorant, anthelmintic, and in fevers, tooth

ache, and gonorrhcea. (Am. Journ. Pharm., Aug., 1887.)

Guine 6 pipi is the name applied in the Argentine Republic to the Petiveria

alliacea, where the root is used as a febrifuge and in the treatment of rheuma-

tism, hydrophobia, snake-bites, etc. (British and Colon. Drugg.)

POLYGONACE^.

Raiz del Indico : Runiex hymeiiosepalam, Torrey, A name npplied by the

natives of Mexico to a plant growing abundantly along the Rio Gran de, the root

of which is used by them as an astringent. Several of these fleshy and fusiform

roots grow together from a short head. They are nearly circular, 1 or 2 inches

in diameter and from 2 to 6 inches long. On chemical examination they were

found to contain chrysophanic acid, aporetin, phaeoretin, and several non-impor-

tant principles, with about 23 per cent of tannin. Prof. Henry Trimble reports

more recently that this root is now largely used in tanning, imder the name of

canaigre, on account of the large proportion of tannic acid which it contaius.

(Amer. Journ. of Pharm., Feb., 1876, and Aug., 1889.)

ARISTOLOCHIACE/E.

Milhomen, Jarra, Jarriiilia : Aristolochia cymhifera. Mart. This Brazilian root

consists of pieces aboiit 4 inches long, having a camphoraceous taste resembling

that of serpentaria, and also a bitter, pungent taste. The medical properties are

analogous to those of serpentaria. This root has been repeatedly tried in Europe

during the last century, and has lately again appeared in the European drug
markets. It does not appear to be superior to other well-known remedies of simi

lar character. (Chem. Zeit., 1887, 379.)

PIPERACE^.

Yatebn-caa, the common name of several species of peperomia. which are met

with in abundance in the Argentine Republic, where they are used as febrifuges

and tonics. (Brit, and Colon. Drugg.)
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Yerba mansa, or yerba del manza (mild herb) : Houttuynia Califomica, B. & H.;

AnemopsLs Califomica, Hooker; Anemia Califarnica , Niitt. An lierbindigenoiTS

to California and northern Mexico, where it is nsed as a stimulant and tonic.

The natives employ it in malarial fevers, particularly in the chronic forms. In

diarrhoea and dysentery it is a remedy of pronounced value. The fluid extract is

given in doses of 15 to 60 minims. The general appearance of the growing plant

is very much like that of the common plantain, but the leaves are smaller and

more prostrate. It presents indeed so handsome an appearance that it has been

recommended for ornamental purposes. Dr. H. H. Rusby relates that the natives

and settlers whom he met with in his travels extolled the drug as an excellent

stomachic, and that they also attributed alterative and anti-rheumatic properties

to it. Occasionally they used the plant as a stimulating application to open
wounds and to swellings. Prof. J. T. Rothrock regards it as a diuretic and as

being of service in the form of baths for rheumatic affections. He looks upon it

as a promising plant for future investigation, and he anticipates that in a general

way it will be found to be similar to the ava kava root in its therapeutic effects.

Dr. George states that the native Spanish population look upon yerba mansa as a

panacea. In his vicinity it is used in gonorrhoea and in the same classes of iirinary

difficulties in which cubebs are available. As an anti-emetic he administered one

or two drops of the fluid extract in a teaspoonful of water with good effect. It

is stated that the knowledge of the remedial virtues of this plant was preserved as a

secret of great value by the natives for a very long time. Mr. J. U. Lloyd obtained

a large proportion of a volatile oil from the drug, to the presence of which he

attributes its strong piperaceous odor and taste. (Parke, Davis & Co.'s Brochure

No. 58; Am. Journ.of Pharm., Jan., 1880.)

Jamhu assu.—The root of Piper jaborandi, Veil. ; Serronia jahorandi, Gandie

et Guillemm ; Ottonia anisatum, Spreng. ; Ottonia jaborandi, Kunth. This plant

is called ' '

jaborandi,
"
in common with many others which are employed in popular

medicine, as sudorifics, diuretics, and febrifuges in Brazil, where it is indigenous.

Jambu assu is believed to have a specific action on the uterus, and it is employed
for the relief of painful affections of that organ. The opinion seems to prevail that

in sufficient dose the drug is capable of inducing abortion. (Parke, Davis & Co.'s

Brochure No. 36.)
LAURACE^.

Laurel bianco, or Canela molle.—The leaves of the Ocotea {Strychnodaphne)
suaveolens. indigenous to the Argentine Republic, are recommended for their

diuretic, carminative and emmenagogvie properties. (Amer. Drugg.,Nov., 1889.)

EUPHORBIACE.^.

Anda-assii, IndayuQU, Friietu da Amara, Purga de Gentio.—The fixed oil,

expressed from the seeds of the Anda Brasiliensis, Radde ; Johannesia princeps,
Velloz. This tree is indigenous to Brazil. When its bark is incised a milky juice

exudes, which is used for poisoning or stupefying fish. The fruit is over 3 inches

in diameter, and contains about 50 seeds. A clear, reddish, fixed oil is obtained

from them by expression. Dr. Norris has tried this at the Pennsylvania Hospital,

and he found it to be a prompt purgative in doses of 50 minims. It produces
neither nausea, vomiting, nor irritation of the stomach or intestines. Compared
with castor oil, it is eqiially active in smaller doses, it is more liquid, and it is free

from the disagreeable odor of the latter (Am. Journ. Pharm., Oct., 1881.)

Alveloz.—The milky juice of the Euphorbia heterodoxa, Miill. , indigenoxTS to

Brazil. It was sent by the American consul at Pernambuco to the State Depart-
ment at Washington with the statement that several cases of cancer had been

healed by its external application. A portion of the drug was given by the Sur
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geon-General to Dr. Smith Townsend for trial in a case of lupus of the nose of

nearly forty years' standing. The nicer, which had resisted all previous treatment,
was healed in a few days by the application of alveloz. The action of the juice is

irritating; causing local inflammation. It exhibits the combined action of a caus-

tic and of papine. In cancroid ulceration it promptly destroys the affected tis-

sues layer by layer. A profuse suppuration follows its application to a granular
surface. Dr. Clement Ferreire, of Rezende, Brazil, thinks it is destined to play a
considerable role in the therapeutics of cancroid and syphilitic ulcers. (Proceed,
of the Amer. Phannac. Associat., 1885; Parke, Davis & Co.s Brochure No. 3.)

Euphorbia piluUfera, Linn.—This plant has long been used in tropical countries
in the treatment of asthma, bronchitis, and cardiac dyspnoea. The dose of the
fluid extract is from 30 to 50 minims. The drug has been analyzed by Charles G.

Levison, Ph. G.. of San Francisco, Cal. Dr. C. C. Baker, of New Mexico, has
used the plant in two cases of asthma with prompt and satisfactory results. As
far as he was able to judge from the sensible effects, however, the virtues of the

plant are probably not superior to those of the closely allied indigenous weeds,

Euplwrbia macnlata and Euphorhia hypericifolia. (Therap. Gazette, Jan., 1884.)
PalUllo. Croton morifoUus.—This Mexican jilant has been experimented with

in France by Messrs. Dugees and Armendaris. Two or three drops of the oil

expressed from the seeds acted similarly to a moderate dose of castor oil. The
Mexicans xise an infusion of the leaves of this plant as a remedy for gastralgia and

atony of the stomach. The tincture is of benefit in facial neixralgia, either used
as a liniment or dropped into the ear, or taken in 10 to 15 drop doses with orange
flower water, (Am. Jotirn.Pharm., 1884, 476.)

Velamen : Jitlocroton llontevidensis, Klotz. An herb somewhat rare in the

Argeiatine Republic, where it is prescribed in cases of syphilis and syphilitic

rheumatism. (Amer. Drugg., Nov., 1889.)

Jatropha maerorhiza, Benth. A Mexican plant, said to resemble podophyllum
in its action. Dr. A. H. Noon, of Oro Blanco, Pima County, Ariz., recommends
it as a new hydragogue cathartic, with cholagogue and other properties worthy of

investigation by the medical profession. (Med. World, Oct. 1889, p. 421.)

Balsamo.—The latex obtained by incisions into the Jatropha viultifida. This is

a popular vulnerary employed in Brazil for wounds. An infusion of the seeds of

this Brazilian plant, or the fixed oil obtained from them, is used as a purgative.
The dose of the oil is 10 to 15 drops. (Rev, Pharm. de .Rio de Janeiro, 1886.)

URTICACE.^.

Celtis Tala, Gill. A tree found in the Argentine Republic. In infusion is used

there in pectoral catarrhs, (Zeitschr. d. oestr. Apoth. Ver., 1881.)

PALMACE^.

Carnauba root, Carnahuba: Copemicia cerifera, Martins; Coruplia ccrifera,

Arruda da Camara. This species of fan palm is indigenous to Brazil and Peru.

It is also met with as far south in Paraguay, La Plata, and Chile as the thirty-
first degree of latitude. The tree is ilhistrated in the proceedings of the American
Pharmaceutical Association for 1878. The natives of the extensive plateaus in the

northern provinces of Brazil derive from this palm nearly all their means of sub-

sistence and comfort. The wood, leaves, leaf fibres, leaf stalks, fruit, terminal leaf-

buds, and the hollow stems are all of them used for numerous domestic purposes.
The roasted fruit kernels furnish an agreeable beverage, known as cafe de car-

nauba. The inost valuable product of all is the carnauba, or palm wax, which has
become an important article of commerce. The root of this palm enjoys a high

reputation in its habitat as an efficient alterative and diuretic. Possibly it may at
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some time in the future become equally popular with sarsaparilla, stillingia, etc.

Lescher's "Receut Materia Medica," 1888, mentions carnauba root as an alterative

and diuretic, used as sarsaparilla in decoction of 1 part to 16, in doses of an ounce.

(Parke, Davis & Co.'s Brochure No. 11.)

Oleo de Suhati.—The fixed oil prepared from the pulp of the fruit of the Raphia
vinifera, Beauv., var. toedigera, Mart., a magnificent palm flourishing in the moist

lowlands of equatorial Brazil. Dr. Theodor Peckolt states that this oil has a red-

dish yellow color and a bitter taste. It is used internally as a tonic and externally
as a lubricant for sprains, etc. (Pharm. Rundschau, June, 1888.)

BROMELIACEiE.

Agave Americana.—The discovery of the juice of the "maguey*' plant as an

intoxicating beverage is dated as far back as 1045 to 1050, under the reign of the

eighth king of the Toltec tribe. The diverse properties of the plant were cer-

tainly known many years before the discovery of Mexico by the Spaniards. The

juice of the plant, or pulque, is consumed in enormous quantities, 50,000 bottles

of it being annually introduced into the City of Mexico alone. It has been success-

fully used in the U. S. Army on the Mexican frontier for the prevention of scurvy.
F. M. Murray claims that the plant which furnishes the pulque is distinct from
the Agave Amer^icana, and that it is properly named Agave Mexicana. The juice
is said to have laxative, diuretic, and emmenagogue properties. (Am. Journ.

Pharm.. July, 1867.)

SCITAMINE.E.

Banana root: Masasapientium^lAnxi.; Musaparadisiaca,lAmi. Indigenous to

the tropics of both hemispheres. The root of the familiar banana is recommended
by Dr. F. Frankenstein, of Hillsboro, Kans., as a remedy in bronchocele. (Parke,
Davis & Co.'s Brochure, No. 6.)

CYPERACEJE.

Espartillo : Scirpus capillaris is of fretjuent occurrence in the Argentine Repub-
lic, where it is emi^loyed in pulmonary affections.

EQUISETACE^.

Cola de Caballo.—A rare species of Eqidsetum, indigenous to the Argentine
Republic. It has diuretic and astringent properties, and is used in its habitat in

the treatment of gonorrhoea and diarrhoea. (Brit, and Colon. , Drugg. )

DISCUSSION.

Dr. RusBY. Dr. Miller is deserving of the special gi-atitude of the section for tak-

ing up this important subject, even though the conditions of our present knowl-

edge preclude even comparative completeness. The following points were noted
in passing : Coto : It has been established that Dr, Schuchardt was in error in

referring coto to a variety of Driniys Winteri. A number of barks of Bolivia are

called by this name. I have recently myself received one new one, and four others
are on their way. Boldo : I have evidence of the existence of a second variety of

this drug, having seen a twig with leaves, evidently a species of Peumus, but not
P. Boldo. Violaceoi : Only one medical plant was mentioned as belonging to this

family, whereas it is very rich in them, ipecac-like properties being predominant.
A drug which should not be passed by is the bark of several species of Bocconia,
arborescent plants in the Papaveraceoi, yielding an abundant sanguinarine like
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alkaloid. Jahoraudi: Of tlie two varieties noted, the Rio is very inferior to the

Pernambuco, but the latter is not yet in abundant or steady enough supi)ly to

specify it solely in the United States pharmacopoeia. Rhatany : The drug now
sold for SavaniUa Rhafanif is not genuine. It is a Rhatany, but not the old

Savanilla. Baccharis : There is another species than the Mio-Mio, which yields
an alkaloid, very bitter, and which acts as an anthelmintic.

THE PHARMACOPCEIA AND ITS STUDY.

By ROBERT W. UREEXLEAF, A. M.. M. D., of Boston, Mass..

Profensor of Ma/iria Mcilin, aud llofdin/. Massachuseffy (\>ni-,ji- of riidniuiiii : I'Jiiiaivian, Boston

Dispensary.

Pharmacology, in common with other departments of medicine, is in a transi-

tory stage. We must recognize that a new era is arising in the treatment of

disease, coincident with the advance in knowledge, especially in the department
of histology and pathology. Certain members of our profession, carried away by
their studies in bacteriology, have been tempted to forget that drugs and their

preparations still have a place in the armanientariiim of the jiracticing physician.
On the other hand, gentlemen trained in the encyclopedic methods of the past
find it difficult to realize that many of their treasures from the animal, the vege-
table, and the mineral kingdom are fit only for the departments of some museum
devoted to the history of medicine. Between these extremes the pharmacology of

to-day desires to take its stand. It desires to equip the physician, whose spe-

cialty it is to administer at the bedside of the sick, with a proper knowledge of

the weapons he is to employ. With a consideration of the important classes of

remedial agents other than drugs this section is not occupied. Suffice it to say
that the therapeiitic instruction of to-day is incomplete without full attention to

such agents as electricity, water, food, etc. In regard to that special class of

remedial agents which we designate as drugs while the number in use is much
less numerous, yet the knowledge regarding them is on a far more advanced plane
than hitherto. The time has come when a course of lectures on materia medica
and another somewhat similar but less descriptive course on therapeutics will not

suffice for the needs of the medical student. Our medical schools must provide
instruction in the department of pharmacology corresponding in value to that in

other scientific branches, or their duty is unfulfilled. Courses in pharmacology
must be equipped with facilities for demonstrating practically the effect drugs are

capable of producing in the animal economy, and for investigating the properties of

new drugs as discovered. It is not enough to tell a student that digitalis is the leaf

of such and such a plant, that it contains certain active principles capable of pro-

ducing such and such effects on the circulatory system. The student must at

some time in his course see for himself the sphygmograph inscribing its altered

record. Would a college tolerate a professor m geology or botany Avho confined

his instructions solely to the amenities of the lecture room, however eloquent or

inspiring his words might beV Shall we, as physicians, tolerate or content our-

selves with less from the teachers in our departments of science ? Already our

medical schools are facing this question. Already are our leading schools inau-

gurating successful courses in experimental ])harmac()logy. It is not a part of

this discussion to say what shall or shall not be taught in this department. Let

us limit ourselves still furtlier to the simple ([uestion, How shall the medical stu-

dent become familiar with tlie pharmacopcjeia ? Here again the i)rogressive hand

of science commands us to initiate the student into the mysteries of the drugs lie is

to use just as the chemist or the botanist does in his chosen fields, and here it is
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that we find that our i>rofessioii, in its specializaticjn, has not fully adjusted itself.

Let me briefly indicate the old way which ai)pears to i)ersist in many localities,

and then outline what I conceive to be a wise method of treating this subject.

We all know of instances where the young medical student, too often ignorant of

biological methods and knowledge, moreover, ignorant as yet of the pathology of

disease, is introduced to a jargon of technicalities ;
in the early part of his course

is informed that the pharmacopoeia is the official organ of a learned committee

representing the various medical and pharmaceutical societies and that it is

revised to date every ten years ; is treated to a learned course of descriptive lec-

tures ; is shown from the lecture table a host of bottles or a meaningless array of

lantern slides or gaily colored plates. The wild Indian thought of killing a pho-

tographer because lie found himself represented as a half man, he being unable

to appreciate the effects of light and shade. It is hard to realize that the young
student of science is no better off and must first be taught to read. His early

steps in science are as those of the crawling infant. Is it to be wondered at that

at the close of such a course, however eloquent the teacher, the average student

votes materia medica a bore, throws away his pharmacopoeia, if he ever had

one, and, except for the purposes of an examination, knows absolutely nothing of

that remarkable, erudite, and most useful work, the pharmacopoeia, save in rela-

tion to a dozen or so drugs, which even then he is able to administer only in the

crude, often offensive, ways of his hosx)ital or dispensary experience? Is it any
wonder that in his innate sense of the fitness of things, when he finds his private

patients demanding agreeable-tasting and sightly preparations, he falls an easy

prey to the first maniicacturer who floods his office w^th attractive and plausible

circulars, samples, and other baits of enterprising business greed ? It is extraordi-

nary that this matter has received so little attention at the hands of the profession.

And it is a striking commentary on our carelessness, I may even say on our credu-

lity, when our medical societies, even our great medical congresses, will content

themselves with an exhibition of so-called pharmacy represented solely by the

pretty preparations of a few manufacturing concerns, with here and there a patent
food or water thrown in to vary the scene. The bait of a neat $13 case with

dainty tablets of all the drugs he remembers having heard his jjrofessor laud so

highly is too much for him, and in his ignorance the medical tyro begins his

career regardless of the fact that medicines change their properties with age,

that pills will not always dissolve when wanted, that some may even pass the exit

gate without effect, that the pretty tablets may irritate where soothing was indi-

cated. He is fortunate if in giving two different kinds he does not some day blow

up his patient by some unforeseen explosion ;
or if the unwitting patient, having

been told to dissolve the compounds, has not saved most of the drug for a last,

pei-haps a fatal, dose.

There is no reason, gentlemen, why this subject should not be made as attractive

and as valuable in a medical school as it is in the colleges of pharmacy. In them
a new era has begun. We cannot all teach as Agassiz taught. Such a genius is

one of a century, but any' true teacher can make his student enjoy his study and
come to it and take from it with the zeal and profit of the naturalist. This is done
in our college^ of pharmacy, and can be done in our medical schools as well. The

steps are the same in kind, the only difference being that the pharmacist in his

line of specialization must travel further. Now, let us consider what these steps
are. The young student of pharmacy is required to know enough of elementary

botany and chemistry to understand the main anatomical and chemical features

of the drugs studied. Should the physician be less well prepared? He is then

given actual specimens, not merely lecture-table specimens, but actual hand speci-

mens for his personal study—to taste, smell of, and look at, inside and out, to

examine microscopically as well—then to keep for his private ownership, review,
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and comparison with later specimens, to his heart's content. HaA^ng made his

own observations, sometimes, to be sure, under the guidance of his teacher, he is

then required to compare his data with the descriptions of an authoritative treatise.

Such is our pharmacopoeia. If he chooses to improve his phraseology by adopting
that of those of greater experience than his own, he may do so, but that is of sec-

ondary importance. The fact is what is wanted, and the fact studied in such a

way is the student's own. Instead of passing in one ear and out the other, it has

come to stay, and has come in wisdom's way, which is a way of pleasantness. Our
pharmacopoeia describes all drugs now regarded as of value in language descrip-
tive of results derived from studj^ of such a character. Each student of pharmacj'
must practically make his own pharmacopoeia in precisely the same way. Each
medical student should make his own pharmacopoeia, which of necessity must be

still smaller, according to his special needs, in practically the same way also. Not

having time enough for all he must learn types—for example, as digitalis leaves—
then, though it would be well, he need not carry out every step in the study of other

leaves as belladonna and stramonium. It is not his function to jjurchase fine speci-
mens for the preparation of their active principles, nor to detect adulterants, etc.,

but before understanding the use of tinctures, fluid extracts, pills, etc., he must
know something of the crude drugs from whence they came.

Next as to how he shall masterwhat he should know regarding those preparations ;

and it is jiist at this point that our medical schools are most liable to fail, except-

ing a few who demonstrated, perhaps, a single percolate from their lecture tables.

The older teachers contented themselves for the most part with stating that the

pharmacoijoeia contained specific directions as to how these classes of preparations
should be made. So it does, and soon the student of pharmacy learns to admire
the care and painstaking with which the best methods for making the many prep-
arations of the xjharmacopoeia are presented. It is important for the pharmacist
to be familiar with all. It is not so for the medical student. Nevertheless, he

must know the types, or he will soon be making the needless errors which make
him present so pitiacle a spectacle of ignorance to the pharmacist, and become so

dangerous or obnoxious to his patients. The neglect of instruction in such matters

in our medical schools is a discredit to our profession. If it is worth while using
tinctures, etc., in our practice, it is worth while knowing something about them

;

and, as with every other objective study, there is no better way of learning about
a thing than to see it and study it objectively. I would have every medical student
understand the classes of preparatives of our pharmacopoeia. I would have him
make in the laboratory at least one illustration of each. I would have him blend

them in various ways just as he is to order them blended in his later practice.

Thus he would soon learn the beautiful and nice proportional relations presented
in our pharmacopoeia as existing in the strength of these various preparations.
He would soon learn to avoid incompatible and unsightly mixtures. He would
soon know what he wants to nse and how to direct its preparation. Fancy a captain

ignorant of the manual of arms. That is about the position of many a student of

the old regime regarding the mixing and prescribing of drugs. But a new era is

at hand, and it is noteworthy that those colleges which equip their students in

such a practical, scientific way furnish our profession with men who find their

studies full of interest and have become the foremost physicians and therapeutists
of the country.

DISCUSSION.

Dr. H. H. RusBY. The idea has been advanced that the possession of this knowl-

edge of pharmacy would tend to induce the physician to dispense his own medi-

cine. My own idea has always been that, on the contrary, it would give him an

adequate idea of the importance of the subject, so that they would not "rush in
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where angels fear to tread." I always tell uiy students and inquiring friends that

the University of Pennsylvania has the Lest medical course in the country. The
institution which has the wisdom to introduce this study has good wisdom for

use m other directions.

Dr. A. W. Miller. The paper to which we have just listened reminds me very

forcibly of the remarks which I am in the habit of annually making to the stu-

dents of the University of Pennsylvania. As near as I can recall, I have there for

years advocated the same reforms which he has recommended. It is a part of the

educational plan of the medical department of the University of Pennsylvania to

make the study of jjharmacy obligatory on all of its students, excepting those who
are either graduates of pharmacy or have had several years' practical training in

drug stores. During the first course of medical instruction the student is com-

pelled to devote one whole evening, that is, from 7:30 to about 10 o'clock in each

week, to practical work in the i)harmaceutical laboratory, including practice in

the writing of Latin prescriptions. I have again and again been assured by many
of our graduates that they have found the practical instruction in the pharmaceu-
tical laboratory to be of greater benefit to them than that of many other labora-

tories.
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Although four centuries have elapsed since the discovery of this continent and

i*s>occupancy by the civilized nationalities of the world, now for the first time

since that important event the medical profession of the various governments into

which it is subdivided have, by their delegates duly appointed, assembled this the

."jth day of Septeml>er, 1893, for the purpose of conferring together and discussing

subjects of especial importance not only to themselves but to the communities

they represent. With the end in view that the best results attainable may be
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secured, the committee on organization have arranged for the meeting of sections

for a discussion of special subjects, among which is that of medical .jurispru-

dence, a section of great importance but seemingly a sort of bete noire to both

the profession of law and medicine. The literature of the subject is meager, and

buried for the most part in the intricate labyrinth of medical and law reports, jury

trials, and legal decisions. Our institutions for instruction pay but little atten-

tion to the subject and make but little or no provision for giving their students

even a hint of its importance and bearing upon the happenings and well being of

society. If, as our most distinguished lexicographer asserts, jurisprudence is the

knowledge of the law, customs, and rights of man in a state or community neces-

sary for the due administrrtion of justice, and that its study next to that of theol-

ogy is the most important and useful to mankind, what are we to say of those

schools, whether of law or medicine, claiming to stand in the front rank of all

important teaching in whose curriculum such a term as medical jurisprudence

has no place and whose graduates go forth with as little knowledge of the im])or-

tance of the subject or of their daily liability to be engaged in cases where the prop-

erty, the fi*eedom, the reputation, or the life even of some one or more persons is

involved as the newborn babe has of the alphabet. In the broad catalogue of mur-

ders from whatever cause, there is scarcely ti case in a thousand brought into the

courts bl^t demands the testimony or opinion of a medical witness. A brief

allusion to some of the occurrences which every memberof the medical profession

in his daily walk through life is liable to meet with should convince him of the

importance of the subject and impress upon him the necessity for appropriate

preparation. Insanity, that mysterious, manifold, and ever to be dreaded disease,

is ever present with us. Its form is protean, and in numerous cases it is difficult

to determine its existence. Horrible crimes are committed under its influ-

ence, but others of equal atrocity are actuated by malignity, revenge, avarice,

or some other cause, and the plea of insanity in some of its protean forms

is alleged as justification or excuse. We have not only monomania, dyp-

somania, kleptomania, moral mania, but emotional mania and a host of other

manias so numerous and varied that it seems possible to classify the whole human
race under some form of mania, or in other words to declare that we are all

maniacs. In these days, when the invention of new terms seems to be regarded as

a recommendation of merit and every author upon almost every topic seeks a new

classification, the medical man who is called upon to testify oftentimes finds him-

self in a most embarrassing position if he is not well posted upon the subject at

issue in all its ramifications. Writers upon insanity form no exception. The

classification of Esqurol, who is recognized as standard authority, is modified by

Ray and rendered more complex. Fleniming is still more so. His first divisions

are two : Imbecility and mental confusion. Imbecility he subdivided into origin

and extent; mental confusion into disorders of temperament, disorders of the

understanding, and general depravity, and his subdivisions are run out into

extremely fine points. Wharton and Stille adopt this classification, saying "it is

very valuable both for the delicate precision of its analyses and for the important

aid it affords to the nomenclature of forensic psychology." In looking over these

classifications by such authorities and such divisions and subdivisions we find

such terms as "
anosia,"'

"
oikeiomania,"

"
pyromania,"

"
oideiomania,"

"
pseudo-

mania,"'
" fanaticomania," and hosts of others. The ordinary practitioner might

thinkthat the writers had themselves run mad. Itmustbe remembered, however,

that as these divisions and subdivisions are found in all the books on insanity the

attorney has a right to demand, when a medical witness is placed upon the stand, if

he has given the subject especial attention, that he will be able to assign to each

case its proper class ; and if he fails to do so, as he very likely will if in the hands

of a sharp examiner, he is regarded as an ignoramus or pretender, and leaves the
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witness stand mortified and ashamed and a laughing stock to the gaping crowd
in attendance. The attorney is disgusted, the judge astonished, and the jury in

greater doubt than at the beginning of the investigation. It is therefore of tlie

greatest importance that every man who enters tlie field of i)ractical medicine

should be a man of thorough education in all departments or forms of mental
alienation. It is not to insanity alone, however, that the attention of the physi-
cian is most frequently directed or his opinion demanded in cases involving medico-

legal investigation. Death under suspicious circumstances is of lamentably fre-

quent occurrence. Was it the result of accident, suicide, or crime? Did the

sandbag, the stiletto, strangulation, or the bullet do the deed ? Was anaesthesia or

poison the cause : and if so, which and what ? Was there latent disease of the heart

or other organ to account for death ? To the medical examiner a wide field for

investigation is opened. Science has done wonders in aiding the detection of

crime, but at the same time it may be by no means certain that it has not done

much more in aid of its commission. Hence the importance of thorough work.

The negative as well as the positive must be proved. If such as are more fre-

quently employed are not found, others must be sought for, and the search con-

tinued, having in view the purpose to let no guilty party escape.

Apart from the liability to be connected with medico-legal examinations previ-

ously alluded to, and to which every physician is subject, there are others of great

importance demanding a thorough education of the practical practitioner. In

cases of divorce, protracted gestation, premature labor, and impotency impor-
tant interests are often at stake and the knowledge of the medical witness put to

a severe test. The very earliest work found in looking over the bibliography of

medical jurisprudence is one published in 1612 by Tagereaiix. entitled,
' Discours

sur ITmpuissance de THomme et de Femme."
In 1714 an important case was tried in Paris involving the question of impo-

tence which gave rise to the publication of two volumes entitled "
Impotentia ;

the Case of Impotence Debated in the Late Trial at Paris.
"

Closely allied to this

question are those of protracted births, naissances pretendues tardives. About
1765 a contested case for divorce or inheritance gave' rise to several treatises by
such authors as Bouvart, Barbeaux, Bas, Bertin, and a year or two later a work
in two volumes by A. Petit. I doubt if any better resume upon the subject can

be secured in works of more recent date if such are in existence. In a community
when great wealth and loose morals are frequently allied, when criminal abor-

tions are numerous, and injudicious marriages frequent, divorces easily obtained,

maternity revolting, and attention to the care of a family incompatible with social

life, the dance hall, the theater, the card table, and other amusements, it would
not be surprising if medical men were more frequently summoned to give evidence

in medico-legal trials involving some one of the various crimes to which allusion

has been made.

Enough, however, has been said upon this branch of the subject to give a hint

at least of its importance, and we will pass to the consideration of cases of a dif-

ferent type, but of vast importance to municipalities, corporations, and individuals,

which very frequently require the testimony of medical men to secure settlement.

I allude to those arising from defects in the public highways, railroad accidents,

explosions, want of proper supports or defective hoisting apparatus in mines or

manufactories. In cases of injuries of this nature, whenever the municipal offi-

cers, railroad officials, or agents of corporations refuse to settle upon terms which
the injured party believes to be just, and where there was an absolute defect or

gross carelessness on the part of the corporation, he appeals to the courts, and a

medico-legal investigation becomes a matter of necessity to determine the extent

and nature of the injury. In many instances medical experts, in addition to the

injured party's attending physician, are called upon to give testimony in the case.
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It is now a common practice with our railroad corporations to enter into a con-

tract with one or more surgeons to attend upon cases of injury occurring on their

respective lines, and such is human nature that almost constantly the weight of

their testimony is found to favor the interests of their employers and minimize the

degi-ee of the injury sustained by the sufferer. On the other hand, the injured

party is quite as apt to magnify his suffering, and with the hope of obtaining exces-

sive damages sometimes claims to siiffer from causes not apparent and which are

without foundation. Particularly has this tendency been observed among those

who have brought actions against municipalities. Municipal officers, like railroad

surgeons, have an interest at stake, and oftentimes very iinwisely refuse to do that,

as expectants for future election, which they woxild do as disinterested parties.

They refuse to .make a reasonable compensation, if any. The injured party is

determined to have a pecuniary remuneration not only for injury, but for suffer-

ing endured, lapse of time, and for anticipated infirmity. The attorney is con-

sulted, perhaps a .shyster ever seeking to encourage suits, who advises that no

settlement should be made, but that action be brought at once. This done, the

plaintiff 's difficulties make no improvement. Indeed, they .seem to.increase. He
can not stepwith the same firmness. His spine is now painful. His lower extremi-

ties have lost their feeling, and he feels he is permanently injured and.a confirmed

criiiple for life. The case comes to trial. Experts are consulted. Every physician
who has had aught to do with or examined it is summoned. He goes upon the

witness stand, and with lugubrious countenance details his condition and suffer-

ings. The jury is touched by his narration. The weight of evidence favors his

plea, and a handsome verdict is the result. He leaves the court room with the

sympathy, it may be, of the mass of spectators. In a few weeks a remarkable

change has taken place. His general appearance has improved. He moves with

greater certainty. His cane, or crutches, as the case may be, is laid aside. Some

good lady has recommended a favorable panacea, it may be goose oil, or stork's

oil, or some wonderful plaster, from which he has received great benefit. It is

truly surprising what an effect it has upon him, and he now has great hopes of a

permanent cure. This is no burlesque description of actions of this type, and I

doubt not its parallel has fallen under the observation of every man who has been

an observer of cases of the kind described. Quite a number have occurred under

my OAvn observation during a half century's practice. I trust you will pardon me
if I give a single instance, one of actual occurrence , in all its details and from
which a dedxiction valuable to every medical witness may be drawn :

A minister of the.gospel in regular standing in the society to which he belonged
was thrown from his carriage while crossing a railroad track and received an
injurj'- of the spine, as he alleged, which confined him to his bed and house for

quite a number of months. It was in dead winter and a deep snow lay upon the

ground. The snowplow had thrown quite a ridge of snow upon the side of the

traclc, and as the roads crossed each other at quite an oblique angle sleighs were
quite easily overturned. There was no question as to the defect in the highway,
but a dispute between the town and railroad as to the liability. Both declined to
settle the damages claimed. After a delay of a year, more or less, a suit was
brought against the town. In the meantime the injury did not improve, but grew
apparently worse. Numerous physicians were consulted, but the trouble did not
abate. His crutches were his constant companions, and all medicines failed to
relieve his suffering or restore the action of his limbs. He was sure he was a

cripple for life. He spent much time in hunting up evidence and creating sym-
pathy for his misfortune. At length the case came to trial. When he entered the
court room he could walk only by aid of his crutches, and when xipon the stand
the story of i^ains by day and torment by night was painted in the glowing colors
of an eloquent divine. A minister of the gospel could of course tell nothing but
the truth, and as pain and suffering can be felt only by the sufferer, and the extent
of the injury of the spinal column not always possible to demonstrate, and the

prognosis not by any means certain, an award was rendered the plaintiff in this

case of nearly $3,000. The award was made at the April term of court and the
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plaintiff hobbled from the court room with apparent difficulty. Not more than
three to four months afterwards I was aboard a railroad train on my way to a
neighboring city, and as the train stopped at a way station for the reception of
passengers a gentleman entered the car which I occupied who strongly resembled
the plaintiff I had last seen in court. But as he walked without crutch or cane. I
at first thought he must simply be ''a double," to use a favorite phrase of the late
Prof. Dixy Crosby. Closer scrutiny convinced me tliat I was mistaken, and that
he really was the man in question. Of course my curiosity was aroused to learn
by what means so great a transformation had been so suddenly and so effectually
secured. I seized an opportiinity to speak with him. In answer to my inquiry
he replied : "Thank the Lord, it is the result of prayer. I retired at night after

having prayed long and fervently that I might be restored to health, and when I
awoke a feeling came over me that I should recover, and when I got out of bed I
found that I could stand without the aid of a staff. I then made the attempt to
take a step, which I did. I then tried another and another, until I had walked
to the bureau across the room

; and since that time, praise be to the Lord, my
health and strength have wonderfully improved." I am sorry to add that there
are many familiar with the case who are so very wicked that they put but very
little confidence in the cause of the cure.

In the course of a professional experience of more than half a century I have
had the opportunity of observing the history of nearly a score of medico-legal
trials of this character, and, while no others have attributed their recovery to

the efficacy of prayer,, the larger proportion have recovered very rapidly after

an award of damages in their favor. My advice to jirofessional men who are

summoned to give testimony in a medico-legal, case where a question of damages
is involved is not to be too positive as to their prognosis.

In the early years of my practice I had a patient who received a severe injury
of the spine in consequence of an obstruction of the highway. She was a severe
sufferer for many weeks, and damages were claimed. I advised both parties that a
mutual agreement would be the best for all concerned, especially as there was no
question of the unlawfiil nature of the obstruction or Avant of care on the part of
the plaintiff. At the request of my patient I named a sum which I thoiight to be
small enough in all reason. The municii)al authorities were unyielding, thinking
that my judgment was biased in the lady's favor, and chose to test the case in
the courts. There was living at that time in a distant city a distinguished gentle-
man and surgeon of eminence who was frequently called as an expert and whose
opinion with judge and juries was equivalent to law. His grand personal physique
and dogmatic method of expression gave him a commanding influence. lie was
called by the authorities to give his opinion in the case. He visited the patient,
learned the history and progress, and when he was asked by the town's attorney
as to the prognosis or probability of recovery he very positively declared it to be
unfavorable, with no hope of improvement. He had been familiar with injuries
of like nature and he would not admit of a reasonable hope. Such was the effect

of his testimony that the jury awarded damages about four times what the plain-
tiff would have obtained by my advice. The result was that witliin six months
she was able to go about her house, and in less than a year and a half after that
was able to attend to the ordinary domestic duties of her family, and for many
years has enjoyed excellent health. The "

vis medicatrix naturm " oftentimes pro-
diaces unexpected results, and it is not wise to ignore its possibilities or honest to
attribute to inert prescriptions and panaceas her potent influence.

Let us now i)ass to the consideration of another class of cases, by far the most

frequent which occupy the courts and most especially affect the reputation and

pockets of the practitioner. There is not a member of the profession who is

not liable, justly or unjustly, from malice or jealousy, for the purposes of black-

mail, or for some cause beyond his control, to be summoned into court to answer
to a charge of malpractice. The frequency of suits for damages, as well as for

criminal practices, are alarming both to the profession and to the public. As to

the latter, I am quite sure, frequent as they are, not a tithe are ever exposed to

public gaze and the culprits brought to the bar of justice. There are without

question many men in the ranks of the i)rofession bearing diplomas which qualify
or rather entitle them to rank as members in regular standing, who do not hesi-

tate for filthy lucre to run the risk of exposure and disgrace, and subject them-
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selves to the penalty attached to their crimes, hoping, as all criminals do, to escape

conviction. As to civil actions, they will necessarily occur so long as ignorance

and incapability are prevalent in our ranks. But neither ignorance nor inca-

pacity are the sole groimds of actions of this nature. Men of ability, exj^erience,

and education are sometimes brought into court and subjected to heavy expenses

without fault on their part, owing to the prevalence of the opinion that certain

results are the proof of want of skill. These actions arise mainly as the resiilt

of ampiitations, dislocations, and fractures, but sometimes of incised woitnds

and operations upon the eyes and ither organs. So frequent have been these

actions that some practitioners absolutely refuse to attend upon surgical cases at

all. It is but a few years since the committee upon the subject reported to the

Ohio State Medical Society -'that in their opinion the subject of malpractice

was of more importance to the profession than any other connected with sur-

gery." They say, "There is a standing and accumulative evil—an evil bearing

with the weight of an inciibus upon the profession." The cases reported, with

several not included in the report, were forced upon the attention of a single

member in the past year. Diiring one week, in as many different counties, four

cases were tried.

These statements are all illustrated by several cases, in each of which the alter-

native was presented to the surgeons, all of whom were regarded as well educated

men, either of compromising not only their own reputations but the honor of the

profession by paying damages, or a trial in court, when a verdict in their favor

would be attended by loss of business and heavy expense in carrying on the trial.

It is unquestionable that many cases of this kind occur, but how many will never

be known, as there is no possibility of obtaining a record. But, on the other

hand, there are numerous instances, judging from my own observation, where it

would be simple justice that the incapacity and ignorance of the pretended sur-

geon shovild be exposed by a public trial. Judging from my own observation and

the deformities so frequently noticed, after making all due allowance for unrea-

sonable prosecution, I am convinced that there is a vast amount of ignorance and

incapacity in the treatment of wounds and injuries of the human system, and I

feel equally certain that the average acquirements and natural ability of the great

majority of professional men in the region of my observation will compare favor-

ably with an equal number in any section of the country. The truth is the medical

profession, like that of law and theology, embraces quite too large a proportion

of imbeciles who are unfitted both by nature and ediTcation for the practice of any

profession. A few cases in ilhistration will need no apology :

A little girl of 5 summers received a fractiire of the right femur at or a little

above the junction of the middle with the ui)per third. An uncle of the child was
the physician of the locality, and took charge of the case. After a period of ten

days, the sufferings of the child had so worked upon the feelings of her

parents and grandparents that the latter insisted that counsel should be called,
to which the doctor was decidedly opposed. He was overruled, and my services

were decided iipon. The doctor himself came for me, saying that nothing was to

be done at this stage of the case, and that ossification had probably taken place.

Upon this representation I declined to go with him, but yielded to his solicita-

tions and to the assurances that whatever was necessary might be done. It was
midsummer. The best feather bed in the house had been appropriated for the
comfort of the little sufferer, and it lay ensconsed in its folds. The sheet being
removed I noticed, even before the dressings were removed, that the ui>per and
lower portions of the shaft of the femur formed an angle of not less than 45

degrees. In reaching down to examine a little more critically the kind-hearted,
anxious mother, seizing my arm, exclaimed,

"
Surely, doctor, you will not do any-

thing to the limb! The doctor says she will die if it is disturbed." An examina-
tion disclosed the fact that the only support or dressing applied to the limb con-
sisted of four little splints, 1 inch in width and less than 4 inches in length, applied
to the limb with a roller bandage, and as the fracture was considerably above the
middle of the shaft there was absolutely nothing to prevent the free movement of
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the broken shaft whenever there was a movement of the body. The npper
extremity of the shaft was drawn forward and the limb shortened nearly or quite
2 inches.
A gentleman from a distant State, on a business tour, was thrown from his

carriage, receiving a compound comminuted fracture of one of his legs near
the middle, while passing through a neighboring village, some 20 miles distant
from my residence. The accident occurred directly against the residence of the

village physician, who kindly proffered the use of his house and his attentions in
the treatment of his case. Two weeks later I was called for consultation. The
surroundings were comfortable ; the bed a mattress on which was a bed of

feathers, and across this a folded comforter, so called in New England, the lower
folded edge of which was so placed as to come about on a line with the fracture of
the limb, permitting the heel and lower extremity of the fractured limb to drop
several degrees and causing quite an angle at point of fracture. Two strii>s of
board were used, 2^ inches in width and long enough to extend from upper
extremity of the tibia to the bottom of the foot. Short pieces of red tape were
attached to the top edge of these strips and the apparatus was placed by the
side of the limb and not confined to it in any manner save by tying the strings of

tape together over the top of the leg. A long piece of similar tape was tied in the
middle around the great toe of the fractured limb and the end of the strings were
attached to opposite footposts of the bedstead. A poultice was applied over the
wound, which being removed, a denuded portion of the ui)per extremity was
brought to view, and beneath, a large collection of pus. Two attendants were
present, who stated that they had been in constant attendance from che first

hour of the injury, either one or the other constantly holding the limb to control
its spasmodic action, which was extremely frequent and intensely painful. The
suffering of that fortnight can be imagined quite as well as described.
A lad of 12 or 13 years of age playing with other boys fell from a sidewalk to

the street and both bones of one arm were broken. The doctor of the village,
with some claims as a surgeon, was called to attend the case. He claimed to have
reduced the fracture, bvit as there was a tendency to a little more bulging or

prominence over the region of fracture, he thought to remedy the defect by tightly
applying the bandages over the splints. Notwithstanding the young patient suf-
fered extreme pain, he declined to make any examinatio7i or remove the dressing
before the eighth day, when to his astonishment the entire hand and arm was in
a state of gangrene as high up as the fracture, except a little strip along the under
edge of the ulner to the wrist joint, three-fourths of an inch in width. The
result was an amputated arm. The bones were found overlapping each other,
and without question reduction had never been made. It would seem that noth-

ing short of ignorance could be pleaded as an excuse for such a mistake and a
want of that faculty commonly called " common sense."

I have not cited these as unique or without a parallel, but on the contrary their

type is found in every community, and I have the impression that there are bxit

very few professional men of long experience who have not met their counterpart in

one form or another. And let it not be said that these men were ' ' wicked beyond
all who dwell in Capernaum," for they were all graduates of some reputable
medical college and stood on a par with a large majority of those who annually

go out upon the community with diplomas in their pockets. Nor l6t it be sug-

gested that they were graduates of a bygone generation who had not the facilities

of a medical education in a reputable college. If the report of the qualification

of a graduate given in the Journal of the American Medical Association be true,

as it unquestionably is, no limit can be given to the stolidity that may be rewarded

with the prize of a diploma, even at the present day. The truth is these men, like

thousands of others, had mistaken their calling. They had no mechanical inge-

nuity, and you might as well attempt to make a musician out of a child with a

cleft palate as a surgeon out of a man deficient of mechanical ingenuity. Natural

abilities, supplemented by the best education with assiduous application and per-

severance through a long course of study secure, are absokitely essential to qualify

any young man for the duties and the responsibilities of the practice of medicine,
and with all these can give him he will soon find that he has but just entered upon
the threshold of the temple of knowledge, and when he enters upon thedoniam of

surgery he will find that something more is wanting than a knowledge gathered
from books.
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In the remarks I have thus far made I have endeavored to illnstrate tlie impor-
tance of the subject of medical jurisprudence and its demands ui^on the members
of the medical profession, their responsibilities and liabilities, both as witnesses

and defendants. It is true that as defendants it is almost always in the capacity
of a surgeon that the medical man is called to account, but it is not less true that

there is quite as much more ignorance and malpractice in the treatment of ordinary
diseases as in the management of surgical cases. But dead men tell no tales, and

as a general rule the effects of the incompetency are out of sight and accounted

for on other grounds. It is not to be expected that incompetency and ignorance
will be weeded out of the ranks of the profession, but by united effort a great

advance can be made and "the evil rediiced to a minimum. To accomplish this

result the work must begin at the foundation. The body politic must be educated

to a just appreciation of the importance of furnishing proper means and oppor-
tunities for acquiring a thorough training, throwing such restrictions around the

facilities as will keep at bay all dotards and incompetents. Take away the right

of practicing medicine by virtue of a diploma from medical schools without an

examination by a competent board of medical examiners. To this end the physi-,

cians must cooperate. In fact the work must be done mainly by themselves.

There is already in the field an army of faithful workers. The American Med-
ical Association was started fifty years ago for this very purpose. It has done

much, and yet how little. There are mountains of prejudice to be undermined.*

The great body of the profession is lukewarm toward improvement, and refuses to

cooperate with those who are laboring for the best interests and glory of the world

and the well-being and happiness of the people. Of the 100,000, more or .less,

practitioners of medicine in this country, less than 5,000 are enrolled as members
of the association. There ought to be at least 80,000, marching in solid column to

the halls of Congress, demanding the establishment of a national university such

as the world elsewhere does not furnish the equal, opening its doors freely to all

who could pass the ordeal at the gates of its portals and remaining only so long as an

annual examination certifies to their ability and efficiency. Oifr State organiza-
tions and local societies must press on the work and demand of our State gov-
ernments to require proper qualifications for admission to the ranks of the practi-

tioners of the healing art. Medical colleges organized by State authority should

require a certificate of qualification by the State board of medical examiners

before admission to their halls. The standard of qualification should be fixed by
a national board. Local schools of instruction and individual practitioners in

State and county should require a certificate of qiialification of literary or scien-

tific attainments according to a standard adopted by their resi^ective State soci-

eties. The adoption of such a system would in a few years fill the ranks of the

profession with capable and efficient recruits and relieve it of the incubus under

which it rests. And I am very sure in a comj^aratively short time questions of

medical jurisprudence growing out of malpractice would be relegated to past ages,

and ignorance and stupidity find no standing i)lace in the ranks of a profession
that has no equal in its importance and utility to the suffering of the human
race. Of the status of the subject in our sister Rej^ublics I have no knowledge,
but trust our confreres will enlighten us, and trust that the discussion that follows

will prove of mutual benefit and give us all a higlier appreciation of the impor-
tance and responsibilities of the subject of medical jurisprudence.

S, Ex. 36 135
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PAPERS READ BEFORE THE SECTION.

CHANGES IN THE MANNER OF CONDUCTING CASES OF CRIMINAL
POISONING.

By R. OGDEN DOREMUS, A. M., M. D., LL. D.,

Professor of Chemistry, Toxicology, and Medical Jurisprudence in the BeUevue Hospital Medical

College, of New York.

Having been engaged in studying, teaching, and practicing the subject of toxi-

cology for over forty years, I may be pardoned if I venture to suggest to your
honorable body certain important changes in the manner of condiicting cases of

criminal poisoning. Great discredit to science has resulted from the discrepant

testimony in courts of justice betvs^een experts in pathology and in toxicology.

Both judge and jurors are bewildered. To decide between the learned contestants

is difficult. All who have attended criminal trials involving such scientific testi-

mony, either as witnesses for the prosecution or for the defense or as interested

auditors, are familiar with the efforts often made to impugn the experts. Ques-
tions are asked derogatory and detractive, sometimes almost insulting in their

character, intended to disconcert and annoy the witness. Instead of the calm-

ness and self-possession which should be the privilege of the expert, he is not only
irritated and annoyed, but must exercise his wits in attempting to meet the

attacks of members of the bar, who from constant practice in courts acquire a

skill he rarely possesses. There ace most competent and superior pathologists and
chemists who are debarred from participating in these cases, and the court

deprived of their valuable knowledge and experience, from a dread of being

exposed to ridicule and contempt-by pettifogging lawyers. I respectfully propose
that in a case of •

suspected poisoning the coroner, the district attorney, or the

court allow the arrested party to have his or her representative pathologist

present at the autopsy with the pathologist selected by the prosecution. Also a

toxicologist, who, with the chemical representative of the State, shall decide on

the parts of the body to be removed for analysis, and that the two experts shall

conduct the research together. If the prisoner is unable to bear the expense

necessarily involved, I would insist that the cotirt should provide for the same, as

has long been the custom in appointing legal aid for those whose means deter

them from engaging counsel. Of course the investigations should be conducted

in pathological and in chemical laboratories, to which no one should have access

excepting the experts. Such laboratories should be locked and sealed by each

investigator when leaving, and one should not reenter the laboratories unless

the associate is present, each breaking his own seal. As mere traces of poison
can be detected, it is essential that the chemical laboratory should be provided
with new glass and porcelain vessels and as pure chemicals as can be procured.

In most cases the first duty devolving on the experts would be to i)urify said

chemicals. After consultation the chemists would agree on certain methods of

procedure known to them and which appear in detail in works on toxicology.

They would keep separate records of each step taken in the research. They would

simultaneously witness the changing or evanescent color reactions, as in alkaloidal

poisons, and where doubtful repeat them until their conclusions agree. Where

possible, they should reserve as exhibits in court at least portions of the poison or

poisons discovered in the various organs of the body or from the contents of

certain of them. Neither time nor care should be spared in making the researches

complete and harmonizing in their deductions. The advantages accruing from
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this mode of procedure would be the avoidance of discrepant testimony ;
more-

over, the findings of the pathological and chemical experts would be accepted as

facts. This would not only prevent opprobrium being cast on scientific researches

and restore them to their eminent i^osition with the community ; but as the pro-

longed and tedious wrangling of the opposing litigants in regard to expert testi-

monj' would be avoided, it would diminish the labors of the court, the counsellors,

and the jury, thus facilitating a just decision.

It is painful to consider the manifold duties of the jurors. Taken from their

occupations and from their homes, confined many hours each day in the vitiated

atmosphere of a crowded court room, they must attentively listen to the details of

the circumstantial evidence, to the testimony of various and varying experts in

medical practice, i^athology, and chemistry ;
hear the discussion of scientific mat-

ters, in terms unfamiliar to their ears, by the prosecuting attorney and the legal

defender of the accused, and after instructions from the judge on legal points

attempt intellectual digestion of the incongruous mass and harmoniously unite

on a verdict. What wonder if one or more of them should succumb under this

combination of conflicting considerations. More effectively to impress this sub-

ject, let each one who has patiently followed these considerations suppose that he

was under svispicion or arrest for the cowardly crime of poisoning. No matter

how distinguished the i)athologists and the chemists appointed by the court or by
the prosecuting official, woiTld he not earnestly desire that his own representatives

should be present during the investigations involving his reputation and possibly

his life ? I, for one, most certainly would. I have zealously tavight this doctrine

m my lectures on medical jurisprudence to the students in Bellevue Hospital Med-
ical College.

I woixld respectfully commend another theme for the consideration of your hon-

orable body. 1 have keenly felt great antipathy in being obliged to testify in a

court room open to the public, and always partly filled with those of the gentler

sex, to extraordinary methods of poisoning, even through the genital organs, and

to other matters unfit for ears polite, yet essential in the trial. Testimony has

frequently to be given and discussed of immoral practices of the accused which
afford instruction in evil ways it were better should not be presented to the com-

munity. St. Paul wrote to the Corinthians,
" Evil communications corrupt good

manners." Though nineteea centuries have elapsed since this wise record was
made, human nature has not risen above its applicability. Hence, I would strenu-

ously urge that when such testimony as referred to has to be offered that the

presiding judge shovild allow only the necessary officials and the jury to be present.

Furthermore, that the representatives of the i)ress be excluded at the same time.

There are some journals of extended circulation that boast of publishing accurate

details of every cause celehre.

While the judicial halls can contain but a few lutndred persons, who may listen

to disgusting and demoralizing narrations, the newspapers distribute the same to

millions of readers on,the American and European continents
;
in fact, around the

world ! The strictest scrutiny is conducted forbidding the sale of immoral photo-

graphs ; yet pen pictures of a most indelicate and heinous character are purchas-
able for a trivial sum of m(mey, and read, not only by adults of both sexes, but by
boys and girls, and discussed in the streets, in ptiblic vehicles, and even in the

sacred precincts of home, where purity of thought should never be tarnished.

This proposition may be considered Utopian, and contrary to the principles of

a republican and free government ; yet thirty years ago, when imperial rule

existed in F'rance, this method prevailed of excluding the public and the press, at

certain portions of the trial, wlien testimony of the character described was to be

given. During the years 1863 and 1863, while residing in Paris, I was invited by
members of the French bar to attend certain important criminal trials, and can
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bear personal testimony to witnessing the clearing of , the court room of its

auditors and of reporters, the legal representatives alone being allowed to remain
when themes of an immoral nature, yet essential for the administration of justice,
were to be presented.
A third imx)ortant element in the proper performance of a toxicological research

is a fitting remuneration to the expert for his elaborate work, which may involve
weeks or months of his skill. He must also have frequent consultations with the

coroner and the district attorney. The latter officer he must instruct in the details

of the chemical analysis* to arm and equip him for attacks from the defense and
to protect his own witness. I am proud to say that many eminent members of

the bar, renowned in criminal trials, have honored me by working faithfully in

my laboratory to familiarize themselves with the chemical reactions. The expert
for the State must not only prepare his exhibits for the court, deliver his testi-

mony, and submit to rigorous and sometimes to insulting cross-examination, but
he must also be present to hear and suggest criticisms of the experts for the

accused, involving additional time. The presiding judge and the prosecuting

attorneys, as well as the coroners, are salaried officers. Distingiaished coimselors

for the defense receive generous fees. Up to the year 1858 the well-known toxi-

cologist in New York City, Dr. James R. Chilton, informed me that he received,
two or three years subsequent to his analytical labors in a poison case, the sum of

$25. The same custom jirevailed in Boston even many years after the period men-
tioned, as told me by the eminent chemists. Dr. Charles T. Jackson and Dr.

Augustus A. Hayes, of that city. This small fee did not warrant the expense of

special laboratories and new vessels. The analyses were conducted in their ordi-

nary laboratories, where visitors were daily received. This was manifestly unjust
to the accused. A large majority of the better instructed citizens of the United
States are ashamed of the inadequate compensation given to our public officers.

It applies to the President, to the members of las Cabinet, to officers in our Army
and in our Navy, to our foreign rei)resentatives, and to the judges of the Supreme
Court of our country. It also appears in our institutions of learning. Prof. E.

N. Horsford, when occupying the Rumford professorship in Harvard University,
told me that young men of superior intellectual gifts and gradiiates of that col-

lege had to differentiate between a bvisiness career with marriage, and a possible

l)rofessorship with celibacy. In the summer of 1885 the distinguished chemist, and
one of the authors of the valuable work entitled Forensic Medicine, Prof. C.

Weymott Tidy, while we were discussing the subject of medical jurisprudence at

his residence in London, stated to me that he had abandoned making toxicological

analyses for the Government. I replied
" I think I know the reason for this

decision, so unfortunate for science. To use an American phrase,
'

It don't i)ay.'"

He honestly acknowledged that I was correct. I told him I was proud of having
broken an eciually unjust custom in New York. That in 1858 (now thirty-five

years ago) I declined to undertake an important poison case unless promised proper
remuneration. I explained to the authorities that I should reciuire an esijecial

laboratory and a dissecting room, to be kept private, with doors locked and sealed

dxiring absence thei'efrom; also new glass, jwrcelain, and other vessels; likewise

pure chemicals. That matters might arise involving more time than anticipated
at the outset ; that either the district attorney or one of his associates would have

to be instructed in the actual manipulations involved in the research. My pre-

dictions were verified as to the additional work ; for, besides analyzing the entire

body of the deceased, that had been buried for twelve months, and discovering
arsenic in every part of it, an entire second body was analyzed to determine the

question of normal arsenic, which at that time excited public attention. I was

happy to state to Prof. Tidy that the presentation of the importance of just returns

for such professioiial services was successful, not alone for this particular case,
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bnt for subsequent ones. Thus the ancient, unjust custom was abolished in New
York City. Ere long it spread through the country. I have many times been

solicited by toxicological experts to express my opinion as to the justness of their

charges for services rendered where their bills had been contested. I respectfully

but zealously urge that the medico-legal and toxicological sections of the Pan-

American Medical Congress discuss and ultimately advocate the three features in

criminal jioisoning cases I have taken the liberty to suggest.

THE MEDICO-LEGAL ASPECTS OF FRACTURES FROM A CONSIDERA-
TION OF THEIR ETIOLOGY. DIAGNOSIS, PROGNOSIS, AND TREAT-
MENT.

By THOMAS H. MANLEY, A. M., M. D., New York.

The disorganization of bone from traumatic influence, fractures, belongs to that

category which may be designated as serious surgical lesions. Of all lesions of

this class, fractures are by all odds the most common. Every practitioner of the

healing art sees them, and all, or nearly all, are assumed to be competent to prop-

erly treat the simple types. No age, sex, or condition escapes them. In varying

degrees, according to the age of the patient, general health, and cliaracter of the

lesion, they always leave a defective limb. In early life nature affects her work
of repair so perfectly in many, when appropriate treatment is instituted, that the

patient, after adult years are attained, is scarcely conscious of any impediment
in function or diminutioii in strength in the former injured limb. It is only when
the limb is put on a severe, protracted strain, in the event of sudden changes in the

weather, or as one advances into old age, that he is reminded by a sense of weak-

ness, twinges of pain, and a tender point over the seat of injury that the integ-

rity of the limb was ever damaged. Many types of fractiire in early life, by the

simplest method of treatment, undergo prompt repair, leaving no visible evidence

of their j^resence. Others, regardless of what measures may be instituted or of

what skill and experience may be brought to bear in their management, never

unite by an osseous isthmus, thus shortening or deforming the limb. Although
time and custom have sanctioned the division of fractures into two groups, the

simple and compound, this is but an arbitrary arrangement and tends rather to

confuse than to elucidate, for all fractures are essentially compound or com-

plicated. Not a few so-called simple fractures are more difficult to manage and
leave greater deformities than those designated as compound. It is not infre-

quently quite impossible to definitely diagnose a fracture. Many fractures extend

into the neigboring articulations, or are complicated with more or less luxation.

As the union of a fractured bone is effected by two distinct jjrocesses ; by primary
intention, without a callus; or by extensive homologous cell proliferation, with

a provisional mass encircling the ends of the bones (in a considerable number as

early as the second week) ; it may be quite impossible to say from any physical

examination, without the employment of considerable force, whether or not the

bone had been dissundered. In a general way, it can not be said that the anti-

septic treatment of wounds has in any manner revolutionized or improved on the

principles recognized for ages as appropriate in the management of simple frac-

tures, though since Listerism and cleanliness have been introduced, osteotomy has

been more freely practiced for distortions of bone and non-union, with better

effects, than before they became current with the profession.
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MEDICO-LEGAL QUESTIONS IN THEIR RELATION TO THE ETIOLOGY. DIAGNOSIS, AND
TREATMENT OF FRACTURE.

It might seem on first tliouglit that a question of litigation or jurisprudence
could scarcely enter into the consideration of the causation of a fracture, but there
are many cases on record in which actions in civil and criminal suits have rested

mainly on this feature alone. The situation and extent of injury have not been

disputed by the defense, but they denied their responsibility by alleging that the

plaintiff was injured in another manner than that represented by him or her.

Cases of this description are not uncommon. The inducement, by a little con-

nivance with the unscrupulous, to turn an accident to good account very often is

very great. As individuals and corporations are almost wholly at the mercy of

the surgeon, in these cases it behooves him under all circTimstances, when he has
the least suspicion, to examine the patient critically for surface lesions and demand
from him a full and complete account of how the injury occurred. In many the

physical examination alone will not decide the (uiality and extent ot force sus-

tained; whether it was director indirect; or whether his body came in contact

with an object or whether he was struck by an object. When we remember that

fracture in rare instances may ensue from muscular violence alone, we can the

better appreciate the difficulties which beset us in many of these cases m which
fraud is suspected.

It is always of prime importance in every case of fracture to investigate the

patient's general condition, or at least we can casually make note of it. Is he deal

or nearsighted? Is he a rheumatic, goiaty, or syphilitic subject, or is he in greatly
reduced general health ? Has he ever been injured before ; and it so, in the same

limb, and how many times ? Even an approximate determination as to the precise
manner in which a fracture has been produced is otten extremely difficult to reach.

It is certainly marvelous and often inexplicable how one may at times fall ')0 feet

or more and entirely escape injury while another may fall one-third the distance,

or less, and sustain multiple and grave fractures. But there are fractures which
have quite absolute and unique histories of their own, which, when we are familiar

with them, will not deceive us.

Typical fractures.
—Fractures near the epiphyseal end, at the radio-carpal articu-

lation or the tibio-tarsal articulation, are usually the outcome of indirect violence.

Fractures much removed above these positions are generally the outcome of force

directly applied. This is notoriously the case in fractures of any part of the shafts

of the ulna or fibula, when uncomplicated. The diaphyseal center of the liumerus,
too. is seldom broken except by the application of direct force. This generally holds

good with the same anatomical structure of the femur. Apophyseal fractures are,

with few exceptions, the result of indirect force. The only exception to this gen-
eral rule would be the elbow joint of the youth. The clavicle usually fractures in

consequence of indirect violence. The body of the scapula, the pelvic bones, the

carpus, tarsus, metacarjjus, and phalanges fracture rarely, except through crush-

ing force applied over them. The late Prof. Darling, of New York, used to say

that one should recognize the etiological factors in broken ribs by the direction

which the fragments took after injury. He taught that when the vulnerant force

was applied directly over the costal convexities the ends broken off must needs

penetrate the pleura and perchance damage the pulmonary organ underneath, but

when the force was applied indirectly, as by antero-posterior pressure or by mus-

cular action, then the fractured ends would press outward under the integument,
when the respiratory organs would escape. As fractures of the skull constitute a

unique and independent class of injuries, which in their physical qualities and

clinical phenomena present characteristics peculiar to themselves, they will not

be embraced in this review. Fractures of the spine possess no definite physical or
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clinical characteristics. A current impression prevails that a broken back or frac-

ture of the spine is always a very grave injury, w^hich necessarily must entail a

permanent crippling ; but this is erroneous, as a general rule, as has been

repeatedly demonstrated. It is only when the cord is simultaneously damaged
that paralysis succeeds in consequence of the fracture. Fractures of the spine
follow direct and indirect force ; the latter more frequently. When they occur as

a consequence of direct concussive force, the consequences are more serious.

Fracture of the lingual or hyoid bone is an exceedingly rare lesion. I have never

met w^ith one in more than 3,000 fracture cases.

In modern times, since the rapid and enormous extension of the railroad, very

many are crushed or maimed by the vehicles which are rolled over them. These
fractures are commonly compound when the wheels roll over the limb. But
there are many exceptional cases, in which the integuments are unbroken, yet
the bone has sustained extensive shattering, the neural or vascular trunks being seri-

ously damaged at the same time. The extent of damage to the limb after having
been run over by car wheels will depend on many factors directly connected

with the condition of the patient, but more often with the weight of the car,

whether a street car or a steam railroad car, freight or jiassenger, whether or not

it was loaded or emjity, whether one or both wheels passed over the injured limb,
and whether the car was in rapid or slow motion. So many cases have come
under my observation in which one or both wheels have passed over a limb on a

street railway withoiit destroying its integrity or even causing a fracture, that

we certainly can no longer entertain the view that an accident of this descrip-
tion will always irretrievably destroy the limb. In all cases in which sham-

ming is suspected we should carefully examine the clothing and look for abra-

sions, ecchymoses, or discolorations of the integument. This class of accidents

seldom occurs except to young and heedless children, to those physically incapac-

itated, or to the intoxicated.

Steam railroad injuries of the limbs constitute practically a separate class of

fractures. With these are fixed sets of symptoms seldom associated with tramway
accidents. There is commonly bodily and organic injury as well as the local disor-

ganization. This formermay quite overshadow the latter in imiiortanceand gravity.
It is well in all these cases to determine the extent and degree of bodily injury

present in all cases, if possible, at the first examination. Another element of far-

reaching importance is that of a psychological character, the element of fright
and of nervous shock. It has long been noticed that when those injured on rail-

roads are employed on them, the extent of shock is not so great as when the same

degree of traumatism is borne by a passenger. A limb rim completely over by
the car wheel on a steam railroad of a trunk line must inevitably be greatly

damaged, and in the vast majority of cases completely destroyed. I have no
recollection of having ever seen a limb survive which has been rolled over by
the wheel of one of those freight or passenger cars, though there are records of

such injuries wherein the limb has escaped destruction. It is almost needless to

say that in all this class of injuries the fractures are comi^ound. But it is "well to

note that the living integument is a very tough tissiie
;
and hence in many, while

there may be but a small opening in the integument, the inclosed bone and muscle
are ground to a pulp, while the main arterial trunks and nerves are completely
torn through.

FRACTURE-DISLOCATIONS.

The etiology of fracture-dislocations is generally definite and simple. With the

exception of machinery accidents, they are seldom if ever induced except by indi-

rect force : but at the elbow they more commonly are occasioned through violence

acting immediately over the seat of injury. The causative factors in a CoUes's or

a Pott's fracture are so well understood and so constant that we would regard
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with suspicion a fracture belonging to either of these in which it was alleged that

it had been induced by a blow or by being run over. We will very rarely, if ever,

induce a dislocation by any measures which we will employ in treating a fracture;

but, unhappily, the converse is not the case. The humerus is often fractured

below the surgical neck in the effort to reduce a dislocation of the shoulder. Two
such accidents have occurred in my practice ;

one in a man and one in a woman.

Many years ago I saw this accident happen in Bellevue Hospital while Dr. Frank
Hamilton was assisting in the reduction of the joint. In both of* my cases the

bones remained out of their socket. No case has come to my knowledge in

which a civil action has been brought for damages after this complication has fol-

lowed ; and it is difficult to conceive how ground for action could be reached when

ordinary precautions are observed.

FRACTURES RESULTING FROM THE ATTEMPTED LIBERATION OF ANCHYLOSED JOINTS.

All anchyloses of joints are attended with an atrophy of the muscles which act on

them and the bone substance of the shafts on the iiroximal end of the immobilized

joint. It is quite impossible in many cases to determine the nature, extent, or

situation of the pathological conditions which cause the anc;hylosis. It may be

osseous or ligamentous, intrinsic ; or it may be, what is most common in my expe-

rience, caused by extensive adhesions between the muscle sheaths with degenera-

tion, contraction, or shortening of all the flexormuscles, extrinsic. If the case be not

carefully studied, its pathology fully ajjpreciated, and force skillfully and judi-

ciously applied, much harm may follow manipulation. The femur has fractured

twice in my hands in trying to break up an anchylosis of the knee joint. In attempt-

ing the same procedure on two others I have fractured both iiatelhe, much to the

increased strength of the limbs. In many types of knee-joint anchylosis this

is a procedure which is rather a valuable therapeutic measure than a source of

iiltimate detriment to the limb. In fracture of a femur, when every possible

precaution was employed, particularly were complications to follow the acci-

dent, the question of damages might be raised.

FORENSIC CONSIDERATIONS IN THE ETIOLOGY OF FRACTURE.

On a superficial view of the subject one might assume that the surgeon had

performed his part and fully discharged his duties in a case of fracture when fair

structural and functional restoration had been secured without deformity. As
far as one's legal obligations are concerned, this view is correct. But, in this

country and in our times, when the sanctity of an oath is indifferently regarded

by many, when perjury is rarely punished, and when so many -maintain them-

selves by resort to sharp practices, it behooves the medical attendant in the inter-

ests of justice and science to examine with great caution every case of fracture

or dislocation in which he has the slightest suspicion of the perpetration of fraud.

A designing person may. through a ruse, go through the farce of being injured.

He may Jiave had an old dislocation, an ununited fracture, or a deformity which

may present many of the characters of an impacted fracture. Now, with a few

well-coached, pliant witnesses and the testimony of a reputable practitioner, the

plaintiff is in a fair way for recovering heavy damages if neglect of an individual

or a corporation can be proven. It is, then, of cardinal importance that the causa-

tion be clearly established in every case of fracture which comes under our observa-

tion. But how can we determine the recency or proximate causes of a fracture

in most cases?
MEANS FOR ELUCIDATING CAUSATION.

This may be accomplished by rigorous examination of our patient, both as to

his general condition and as to the local condition of the parts. In every case of

a fracture or dislocation, if seen within twenty-four hours, well-marked constitu-
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tional disturbances are usually present. As a general rule, with very few excep-

tions, in all cases of fracture of the long-bone shafts or dislocation of the major
articulations, the body sustains, simultaneously, inore or less shock. But should

evidence of this be absent, or present in only a mild degree, local phenomena of

reactory inflammation are visible. There is immediately after injury a pallor of

the features
;
the general integument is pale and anaemic ; the pulse is weakened

and quickened ;
and if we observe the patient cautiously we will notice well-

marked diminution in bodily strength. Following immediately after injury con-

stitutional symptoms are more marked a:id accentuated. Now we should find

evidence of surgical fever, elevation of temperature, with a fiill pulse, and an

expression of the countenance which bespeaks bodily suffering. This latter in

simple fracture is not always well defined.

LOCAL CONDITION Ol-' THE PARTS.

The age of a fracture, whether recent or of long existence, can be ordinarily

definitely determined by local conditions. The same will apply to dislocations.

We will first note the state of integument, as to whether it is bruised or lacerated ;

wliether we have evidence of sanguineous extravasation or tumefaction. Abnormal

mobility of the fragments, with crepitation, are unmistakabla evidences of frac-

ture. Mobility in itself gives us but little information with res^ject to acuteness

or chronicity of a fracture. For we may see it in an old fracture and in the recent

fracture it may he. wholly wanting. But bony crepitus is an unerring monitor.

No tongue or pen can adecjuately describe the tangible qualities of this sensation.

That har.sh grating sensatit)n which it transmits to the hand has no x^arallel in

any i)hysical phenomena whatever. It must be felt repeatedly to be fully appre-
ciated. But when we once are acquainted with it, it can never deceive us. In old

fractures or dislocations, atrophic and arthroi)athic changes, when carefully sought

for, will stamp the true character of the lesion. Difficulty is only encountered in

very fat individuals, mostly females, in whom the joints and bone shafts are often

covered in by dense layers of adipose tissue.

ON THE MANNER IN WHICH A FRACTURE HAS BEEN SUSTAINED.

Has the bone been fractvired by muscular action or by extrinsic violence, by direct

or by indirect force? A fracture of bone from muscular action alone can occur

rarely, except when the elements of the bone are the seat of pathological changes,
as cancer or osteomalacia, etc. The only exceiition to this, perhaps, is in the case

of the patella. But, from my own observation, I am inclined to believe that frac-

ture is a lesion rarely attributable to muscular action. In about 30 cases of

this type which have been treated by me in none was fracture wholly attributable

to this cause, but rather to indirect violence. A fracture of a shaft from muscular

action I have never met. In a general way we know that in the great majority of

the most common types of fracture they have a definite etiology.

We know that Colles's fracture at the wrist and Potts 's fracture of the ankle are

always attributable to indirect force, as are alsomany fractures of the lower end of

the tibia, while fracture of the femur, the fibula, and the ulna most commonly occiar

in consequence of direct violence. This is generally true, too, of those fractures

which involve the upi)er third of the tibia or fibula, when separately fractured, the

radius, and ulna, and the humerus in any of its segments. The shafts of bone are

sometimes fractured in xitero, we are informed, but this must be a rare accident.

I have never seen such a case or seen a report of one in the current literature of

surgery within my recollection. Indeed, with the osseous structures yet in a car-

tilaginous condition, it is difficult to conceive the possibility of such a lesion except
in the latter stages of i)regnancy, when should such a traumatism be borne by the

uterus through violence applied over it, it seems inevitable that life itself must be
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seriously imperiled. It is very probable that such few cases as have been reported
were those in which the bones were broken in their passage through the canal ot

emergence at the time of delivery. Fractures of the femur diiring delivery are

not uncommon, but they almost invariably promptly unite and leave no trace of

deformity.
FKACTURE OF BONE IN MORTAL INJURIES.

The qiTestion as to the precise date of fractures which have been found post-

mortem has occupied an important position in many medico-legal cases, but as

they jiertain, in the greater niimber, to skull injuries, an extensive consideration

of them is not now necessary. Ogston (Forensic Medicine, p. 5141) alleges that
' ' the presence or absence of a blood-clot in a fracture detected post-mortem is

of no definite value in determining whether a bone was fractured before or after

death,
" and says that

' ' the only real test is the presence of reparative processes ;

" and
that "this, only, can the medical jurist rely on." He adds, though, that a clot

found between the ends of a fractured shaft is decisive proof that it was of an
ante-mortem character. In this, however, Casper does not concur. Devergie

(Medecine-Legale, Vol. ii. p. 101) tells us that every shaft of bone fractured com-

pletely after adult years are attained, results in a diminution of the volume of

the bone, which, in the living or the dead, is easily appreciable in thin subjects,

but in fat subjects, i)articularly women, it is not easily detected. In the absence

of a well-defined callus, this, he says, is important to remember. In concluding
this part on the etiology of fracture from a forensic standpoint it is weU to

always determine, if ]iossible, by a thorough scrutiny intu the patient's or sub-

ject's history, whether he had a predisposition to fracture, had a preternatural

fragility of the bones, or had previous fracture. On imjuiry in fracture cases

in my hospital service, many instances have come to my knowledge in which the

patient has previously fractured other bones of the skeleton. Many have come
under my care in which the most trifling sort of force had broken the bone.

Ogston (loc. cit., p. 210, Vol. ii) cites the case of a carter who, in jumping from

the shaft of his cart, fractured both of the femora in their centers. He mentions

another case, which ended mortally, in which biit a slight blow on the shoulder

so shivered and shattered the head of the humerus and ui)per third of its shaft

that the man siiccumbed to it. On autopsy it was found that the bone was com-

posed wholly of a fi'iable, spongy tissue, with only a thin shell of compact tissue

to enclose it. In all these cases, on examination, we should sedulously inquire
into the patient's general condition, with a view of learning if he were in any
way invalided by a preexisting local or constitutional infirmity, as anchylosis, the

wearing of an artificial limb, rheumatism, or jiaralysis, or any other infirmity

which would in any manner interfere with locomotion, as these should each and

all be regarded as indirect but important factors in the etiology of many fractures

and other injuries.
DIAGNOSIS.

As previously fr,tated, it is of fundamental importance that a correct diagnosis

be reached, if possible, on the first visit. Many a medical attendant has come to

grief through neglect to rigorously observe this riile. It is true that there are

often many obstacles in the way at one's first visit. First, the fracture, if recent

and close to an articulation, may be of such a character as to defy detection, and

if many hours have elapsed before it is seen inflammatory changes, with intu-

mescence of the adjacent parts, may be so great as to quite completely mask the indu-

bitable symptoms. The bone may have been fractured transversely without any

displacement, and the temporary muscular spasm, always present when reactory

inflammation has set in, holds the fragments in firm apposition. It may be said

that with many fractures their recognition is indispensable rather from a medico-
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legal standpoint than Avith respect to treatment. Many fractures, from their sit-

uation, are extremely difficiilt to recognize without the aid of an anaesthetic and
one or more assistants. This is particularly true of the proximal end of the

femur and fractures which inv^olve the elbow joint. A fracture of the anatomical

neck of the humerus may be mistaken for a dislocation if great care is not exercised.

There are types of luxation and subluxation of the radio-carpal articulation which on

sui)erficialexamination present some of the characteristics of frac;ture
,
and vice versa.

Secondly, we may encounter impediments from the patient and the environment.

The patient, if a female, may, through a sense of modesty, be reluctant to permit
the medical attendant to expose her in his examination. She may allege that she

has but a sprain, and that sucli examination is not necessary. Her word may
be unwisely taken and an examination not insisted on. Such a case occurred in

New York very recently. The patient, an actress, had been kicked by her hus-

band in an altercation, the blows falling on the leg and knee joint. Very great

pain following, a neighboring x>hysician was called in, who hastily examined her

liml) under her garments. He prescribed a liniment and made light of the case.

Later, another physician was called, who detected a fracture of the patella with
some inches of separation of the fragments. I was invited in to verify the diag-
nosis. A civil action was instituted against the first medical attendant, through
which a verdict was found for the plaintiff. One may be called late in the night,
far away from associate medical aid, or to one wholly unable or unwilling to pay the

expenses of a consultation. Our patient may be hypersensitive, intoxicated, bois-

terous, or unmanageable, but the law holds us equally responsible for all. In large
cities and i)opulous towns there is some relief for us in these cases by sending them
to a hospital, but in small villages and scattered coimtry sections Ave generally
can not shift tlie responsibility. Most of our mistakes in fracture diagnoses arise

from haste or an imperfect knowledge of the anatomical and physical qualities of

the lesion. A few years ago a vigorous young laborer came to me to attend

hiin for a fractured clavicle. He had a few hours before been at one of our most
noted dispensaries, and the shoulder was already firmly adjusted by a modified

Sayre's dressing and enveloped in several deep layers of a copious dressing. But
he had great pain and demanded a redressing. I sent him back to the dispensary
from whence he came, reminding him that most public dispensaries are schools

for instrxiction and that what he got for nothing must be generally valued

accordingly. In a little while he returned again, begging me to examine the dis-

trained joint. He had been at the dispensary, but besides nicking the edges of

the dressings with scissors nothing had been done. On removal of all the dress-

ings, I discovered no injury of any description. We can well imagine the conse-

quences to a healthy limb and articulation in such a harness for six or eight
weeks. An elderly woman, out marketing one winter night, slipped on the curb-

stone of a sidewalk and was unable to rise. An ambulance was called, and she

was entered in the surgical ward of one of our principal hospitals. The house

staff, wearied after a heavy afternoon clinic, made a hurried examination, pro-
nounced her case one of fracture of the head of the femur, and put the limb up
in a Buck's extension apparatus. She was informed that she must keep the bed
for six or eight weeks and that she would be lame for the remainder of her life.

Her friends soiight her out, and. in spite of the protests of the doctors, brought
her home the same night. At about midnight I was called, and on examination dis-

covered that there was no fracture of any kind, but a dislocation of the head of

the femur backward on to the dorsum ilii. With the employment of a strong
clothesline and three strong young men, boarders in the house, I was able to

readily reduce the displaced bone. In two weeks she was about as usual with

scarcely a iierceptible limp. In doubtful cases of fracture we should always
insist on a consultation or advise the patient of our doubt. Then, should
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deformity occur? we are not responsible for it or the error through which it

exists. Surgeons and practitioners are •sometimes called in after a case has been
under the care of another practitioner, and in which possibly it may be alleged
that there was no fracture, but that the practitioner had tried to "make a case"

of it with a view of extorting a fee or aiding the patient to secure damages for a-

spurious injury.
In this connection it is important to inquire : Are there any physical evidences

during life by "which we can determine whether or not there has been a fracture

sustained when we can only examine the limb one or more weeks after the alleged

injury? In the case of a fracture of the femur or humerus in an adult, it is

my conviction that imposition is rarely possible. But in any simple fracture in a

growing child, or one which involves the tibia, fibula, radius, or ulna of an adult,

after the first week there are no means known to art by which we can determine

this question with definite certainty. It hcis long beenknown that bones, like the soft

parts, unite by two processes, xirimary union and secondary union. In the latter

we always find a callus ; in the former not necessarily. This has been repeatedly
demonstrated inmy own practice in cases in and out of hospital. Within the past

year a case came under my observation in which a gentleman had injured his

right leg, and the question arose as to whether or not he had a fracture. He had
been injured nine days before I saw him. The attending physician had called in

one of our best-known surgeons, who decided that he had a fracture in the lower

third of his leg. At my request the plaster dressings were removed in order that

I might examine the under limb. The patient persistently protested that he had
no fracture. I could certainly discover no positive evidences of any ; but never-

theless, knowing the respectable character and high attainments of the former

consultant, besides bearing in mind those occasional cases of primary union, prac-

tically non-calloused fractures, advised the family that there had been a fracture

and recommended the removal of the plaster cast, now rendered unnecessary. In

a simple fracture case in a young man, in the event of a litigation over a case, the

defendant is often quite at the mercy of the medical attendant. Therefore the

practitioner who wotild uphold the honor of his profession and refuse to be an

accomplice to a crime must exercise great caution that he does not prematurely

designate a sprain a fracture, and thereby work very serious injury against an inno-

cent party and strike at the very foundation of civilized society by committing a

felony. On the contrary, he must be vigilant ;
that he does not designate a frac-

ture a sprain because there is neither pain, deformity, or loss of motion. It is

an humiliating admission to make, but truth and justice demand it
; and hence it

must be confessed that of late years many cases have come to my knowledge in

which no severe bodily traumatism of any kind had been borne, in which ' ' worked-

up cases
" of fracture had l)een pressed for no other jnirpose than extorting money.

Those heavy accident insurance and tontine societies are great inducements to

dishonesty and extortionate practices. Indeed, a case came to my knowledge
within the past winter (1893) in which a physician was approached by a gentleman
who had been his former patient, and informed by him that he was carrying a heavy
accident policy, which would pay him $50 per week, in the event of accident, for

ten weeks, adding that he was then in straitened circumstances
;
and he had the

audacity to ask the doctor if, for a consideration of $50, he would splint his arm
and treat him for a pretended fracture of it, so that he might raise some money
from the company on a medical certificate.

DIAGNOSIS OF COMPLICATION^ ATTENDING FRACTURE.

It is well to remember that in most fractures resulting from violence simulta-

neously with the bone disorganization there is severe bodily shock, and possibly

other structural organic lesions, resulting from thesame influences. This is partic-
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TTlarly true of railroad and machinery injuries. There may be a dislocation with

the fracture or there may be fracture of other bones, notably of the skull or ribs.

In recent times spinal shock or concussion of the spine is not infrequently said to

attend as a complication of fracture. In all those serious cases, in the interest of

all parties, it is an imperative duty that a minute scrutiny of the entire body be

made at the primary examination or as soon as the patient is in a condition to

safely bear it.
*

PROGNOSIS.

A clear conception of the causes of a fracture, with a comprehensive knowledge
of its type or character, opens the way to a reasonably safe prediction as to imme-
diate and remote results. Very often when called to attend one suffering from a

broken bone we are persistently importuned by the relatives or friends of the

patient for an opinion, or an assurance, as to the ultimate utility of the limb after

treatment is ended. Here we must exercise great tact not to compromise our-

selves by too optimistic promises, nor on the other hand by too somber insinua-

tions to unduly discourage or alarm. To commit the former would be to leave us

open to severe censure or a prosecution in the event of disappointment, and the

latter might cause us the loss of the case, very much to the detriment of our doing
a village or country practice. The succeeding practitioner, though perhaps

fully realizing the serious character of the injury, would inspire his patient and
those about him with hope, and yet hedge in such a way as to escape criticism.

Every one, from the meanest to the highest in this world, by an instinctive

impulse, will invariably endeavor to minimize or conceal their innrmities, and
the fractured invalid is no exception. An intimate familiarity with the clinical

history and sequelae of each individual case will usually warrant us in venturing
an ox^inion after the fracture has been definitely recognized. We will be guided
in the main by the age of the patient, the condition of general health, the

nature and situation of the lesion, the absence or presence of complications, the

facilities for treatment, etc. But in no case can an absolute opinion be voiichsafed,

inasmuch as we know nothing about our patient's peculiarities, for a bone

may fail to unite, the soft parts will not bear protracted pressure, anchylosis,

shortening, deflection, wasting of the limb, gangrene, or persistent weakening
in the limb may follow. These are unusual but possible sequela? in the hands
of the most exi)erienced. No one will be rash enough to i)romise anything
aj)proaching perfect functional or structural restoration in a fracture which
involves an articulation, or one opening into the elbow joint, an intracapsular
fracture at the hip joint, a Pott's or a CoUes's of the ankle or wrist joints, nor

will he forget to remind his patient of a probable shortening in every type of

complete femoral fracture at any age. But we may say in all cases of fracture

of every descrii)tion that a defective limb will always follow any line of treat-

ment. This we may always maintain from the fact that normal, histological

bone, once destroyed by either disease or trauma, is never reprodiiced ; that the

substitute which nature provides for repair, while fulfilling, in a large measure,
the functions of the damaged bone shaft, is yet but a species of ossified cica-

tricial tissue without the vitality, strength, or resiliency of what it has replaced.
We may add, too, that the younger the patient the better the prospect of func-

tional restoration ; while, on the contrary, in those at or past the meridian of life

anything like iierfect restitution is out of the question and permanent weakness
must remain.

TREATMENT.

The surgical therapy of fracture has been the rock which has wrecked many an
unfortunate practitioner. In past years in the United States a considerablenumber
entered at once into active general practice with little or no practical experience
in dealing with traumas. Clinical knowledge was not an essential requirement
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for a medical degree, and hence, when the surgical tyro was called to his first case

of a seriously complicated fracture very nattirally his patient's escape from death,

the loss of his limb, or a deformity might be attributed to good luck as much as

to the skill and experience of his medical attendent. The law does not expect

impossibilities, but it does demand of those who practice the healing art as general

practitioners that they possess a reasonable knowledge of the jjrinciples which
underlie it and their application ; that one is acquainted with the plan of treat-

ment called for in those cases which he assumes to manage. Of the specialist in

any line of practice, whose fees are larger, nauch more is demanded, and his

responsibility is greater. Very naturally when one has confided the management
of his shattered, distorted limb to our care it is presupposed that he authorizes us,

as far as is within our power, to provide every possible resoiirce of art and science

to restore the usefulness of the limb. Therefore, as manj' complicated and serious

fractures possess unique and peculiar features, as a preliminary step of cardinal

importance, in all of these cases, a consultation should be insisted on. The last

thirty years has witnessed a revelation in the treatment of fractured limbs, and

accordingly what were laid down as orthodox measures in the recent past will not

hold now, though it must be admitted that the fundamental principles of fracture

therapy yet remain. Change has been rather in the direction of detail than the

adoption of new principles, except in compound fracture. Tenotomy, the extended

posture with traction weights, the gypsum dressings, resection of bone as a sub-

stitute for primary amputation, all belong to modem times, none of which would

have been possible without the inventions and discoveries of which these are the

legitimate outcome. Accordingly it might be fairly asked if the physician had

done full justice to his patient who had not utilized all the materials and facilities

which modern science has rendered accessible. Right here is wherein the difficul-

ties arise. For it might be inquired. Have all these innovations in fracture-treat-

ment been in advance of measures formerly in vogue ?

It is perfectly rational to inquire if it is a prudent plan to fix a fractured limb in

any sort of immovable dressing immediately after injury.

Is the extended position, with weights or not, a gain over postural treatment, or

muscular relaxation with flexion? Is plaster of Paris, in a general way, more con-

ducive to simplicity of treatment than the older custom of segmented splinting?

Is tenotomy a measure which may be generally adopted in cases of extreme rigidity

and overriding of the fragments? Considerable difference of opinion prevails

among the most eminent authorities at the present day on these questions, which

is an evidence that none of them carry the force of dogma. It is in ones experi-

ence to now and then be called to a case in which, for many reasons, it is inexpe-

dient to call a consultant. The patient injured is in no great pain, but it is

quite impossible to say whether there is a fracture or not. Under these circum-

stances what shoiild be our course of action? Or, should we encounter a case

in which on consultation, no unanimity of opinion can be reached, what shoiild

be our line of conduct? In the former our interests will be better guarded

by always applying some sort of temporary adjustment and watching the case

until time will decide. In the latter the opinions of the majority should prevail,

if there be a third party; at the same time the injured party and relatives should be

candidly informed of the difference of opinion. Many practitioners have come

to grief by an overconfidence in their own capacity and knowledge, by an unskill-

ful, imj)erfect or hasty examination. The classical symptoms of fracture are

wanting ;
the hypersensitive patient resists forcible manipulations, without which

the definite recognition of certain fractures at certain times is utterly impossible.

The patient will vehemently proclaim that he has no fracture, because "he can

move his fingers or toes." A simple lotion is perhaps prescribed and the case dis-

missed. Possibly nothing more is lioard from the case until the first medical
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attendant is served with a notice of a suit
;
when abundant expert and other

testimony is forthcoming to incriminate him for the neglect through which the

patient suffered in consequence of unskilled, protracted treatment, or perhaps now
he has a deformed limb. Malpractice essentially consists of two phases. First,

the passive, in which one's course is not sustained by general authority. Second,

when those measures in treatment are omitted which might have approximated
to secure perfection in results. Very naturally those fractures which lie close to

or involve the joints, and those which engage the major shafts, are the class which

most often are attended with unsatisfactory results; and hence the subject of

malpractice stiits. Fractures when improperly treated, or when they occur in

patients of unsound health, may terminate in (a) non-union
; (b) deformity ; (c)

anchylosis; (d) muscular atrophy ; (e) shortening, or (/) gangrene.
Non-union.—There are no.meansknown to art by which we can predict non-union

or prevent it in many cases ; hence, we can not be censured for failure of union

when our treatment has been on the right lines.

Deformity.—While, as a rule, particularly in the young, deformity can and

shovild be prevented, in the adult, in certain types of fracture, its suppression is

often quite impossible.

Anchylosis.
—Muscular anchylosis is a general sequence of all fractures, and

shortly disappears. Arthritic anchylosis is the phase which most commonly dis-

ables the injured and leads to lawsuits. It is well to bear in mind that in even

the most aggravated types of this, use of the limb and time practically overcome

it ; more so, it is true, in some joints than in others.

Muscular atrophy.
—Atrophic changes in the soft parts follow all fractures.

But it is only when muscular wasting is persistent and permanent that complaint
is heard. But it must be a very rare event, as I have never seen a case of that

exaggerated type of trophic destruction of muscle mentioned in the text-books.

As acute temporary atrophy is always a curable affection after fracture, it is

quite inconceivable how its presence could be made the pretext for litigation.

Shortening.
—Moderate shortening is a usual event in many fractures

;
hence it

is only when the reduction in length is excessive that it can afford a i^retext for

damages, and even then, with young, restive patients, or those ungovernable to

treatment, no fault can attach to the medical attendant.

Gangrene.—But few cases of gangrene have come under my care in fracture

cases; but five, as nearly as I can remenaber, in all. It must be admitted that it

occurred through too tight bandaging. With the exception of one, it occurred

under the gypsum T)andage. In three the limbs had to be sacrificed. This is an

accident which, while the most deijlorable, is fortunately the most rare. My
impression is that a limb is seldom lost in a simple fracture from gangrene or

asphyxiation of the tissues except through ignorance or carelessness on the part
of the medical attendant. In considering the treatment of fracture from a foren-

sic standpoint, a regional division of the body may somewhat simplify its study.

THE UPPER EXTREMITIES.

Shoulder joint.
—Fractures which involve the anatomical neck of the humerus

have been mistaken for dislocation. The epiphyseal disk sinks under the deltoid,

and the shaft is greatly displaced by muscular action. A violent blow on the

shoulder raay paralyze the arm, occasion a fracture or dislocation. Only a most

careful examination will always enable one to differentiate in this event. In any
case, if in doubt, a consultation should be requested and an adjustment applied.

Civil actions seldom arise in consequence of fracture through the center of this

humeral shaft, but as we approach the insertion of the digital muscles and the

anchyloid ridges the case is different.
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Elhoio ^joint.
—As the elbow joint is a coinijlicated articulation, any fracture

which extends through the condyles and opens the humero-ulnar articulation may
be serious in its consequences as far as the future flexibility ana strength of the

joint are concerned. A wide difference of opinion yet prevails in the details of

treatment of this lesion, so that there is a loophole for escape in the event

of suit. Some authors recommend the straight position, the arm extended ; others

want it flexed. Again, one would have passive motion commenced early; others

would have it begun only after union is effected.

Wrist joint.
—As fractures which occupy the middle of the shafts of the radius

and ulna usually unite well under ordinary treatment with the application of gen-
eral principles, those which sunder the bone near the radio-carpal articulation

may be now considered. It can not be said that there is a very wide diversity of

opinion in the treatment of a typical Colles's fracture ; probably for the reason

that in spite of any line of treatment adopted more or less impairment in motion,

deformity, and anchylosis remain. This was my position in an essay read last

October before the New York State Medical Association. But issue was taken

with me, and some went so far as to affirm that by an appropriate therapy good
resiilts should be always secured. Valentine Mott, writing twenty-five years ago
on this, said in a communication which was used as testimony in court in a mal-

practice case (McClelland, on Malpractice, p. 203), "fractures of the radius any-
where from 3 to 3 inches of the wrist joint, even when treated by eminent sur-

geons, are often very difficult of management so as to avoid all deformity ; indeed,

more or less deformity may occur under the treatment of the most eminent."

Nevertheless, of all joints in the body there is none, perhaps, in which good or

indifferent results are more deiiendent on treatment in fracture above it than this.

Not that we can make it perfect, but appropriate treatment will avert many
unpleasant consequences.

LOWER EXTREMITY.

Fractures, intra and extra capsular, at the hip joint.
—Intracapsular fractures

at the hip, as they mostly occur in the old and seldom unite, are not often the

subject of civil actions for malpractice. The fragments rarely unite, not because

there is any good anatomical reason for failure in this direction, but beca^use it

is impossible to rigidly confine the patients in the dorsal decubitus. Extracapsular
fractures are uncommon at the hip, and are usually amenable to ordinary treat-

ment. The battleground has been in cases of fracture of the shaft of the femur.

The femur is a difficult bone to manage in fracture. Its principal musciilar

envelopes hold the distal fragment in a vicious grip, which is only overcome when

dangerous pressure is exercised on the soft parts. Can we secure union here with-

out shortening? Mott again speaks on this subject' (ibid.), and says that "more
or less shortening is imiformly the result after fracture of the thigh under the

most fortunate circumstances." On the same occasion Dr. Alfred C.Post stated

that "the injury of the soft parts would interfere with extension of the limb,"

and that ho had "personal knowledge of two cases in which the attempt to make
extension and counter extension resulted in mortification," and that "the thighs

had to be amputated." Mr. C. B. Keetley, of London, in a recent able contribu-

tion ("On the Prevention of Shortening and Other Forms of Maiunion After

Fracture," London Lancet, June 10, 1893) , says :

It is well known that surgeons of great eminence- and high character have
claimed uniform success in treating fractures of the femur without resultant

shortening ; but I think the trenchant criticism of these claims, given in Hamil-
ton's Treatise on Fractures, that they have not been made out, and are not to be

triTsted, etc., is just.
* * * I will venture to take it for granted that serious

shortening occasionally follows fracture of the femur, treated however carefully
by all methods hitherto described.

1 ——— vs. Oatman.
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Of late years fracture of the femur has been chiefly treated either by the gypsum-
cast or by extension in the United States. Dr. Lewis A. Sayre was a warm parti-
san of the plaster dressing, claiming almost uniform good results without short-

ening. He lays the law down as to the principles of extension, fixation, etc.,

which are all very well in theory, and long known as fundamental in surgery,
but which are utterly impracticable in the majority of cases. Dr. Frederick Hyde
reported 308 cases of fracture of the femur, which were treated in Bellevue Hos-

pital from 1868 to 1873, inclusive, in which the average shortening in all cases (the

perfect and others) was half an inch.

In the years 1873 and 1873 the late Frank Hamilton and Lewis A. Sayre reported
their results separately, Sayre employing jjlaster dressing with almost ho shorten-

ing, if any. Hamilton's cases were treated with Buck's extension. He confessed to

having shortening as a rule. Sayre's tables bear the traces of an enthusiast, for

in the column of results there is an apparent evasiveness of detail as to deformity
or sliortening, while the successes are submitted in detail. (ARecord of Fractures
Treated at Bellevue Hospital with the Plaster Apparatus, from April, 1871, to

April, 1872.) Dr. F. Hamilton's tables of results in fracture treatment, revised

and completed by McClelland, presented to the American Medical Association in

1856, though a unique and exhaustive resume of tlje siibject, is of little or no statis-

tical value, for the reason that they are drawn frona widely scattered sources and
are necessarily inaccurate, because of the difference of interpretation in analysis of

results. For instance, one author may afl&rm that he has a perfect result, after

the fracture of a femoral shaft, if his patient showed no lameness. On the con-

trary, another would fail to realize perfection unless perfect length were restored.

Now, Velpeau taught that there is never any limping when the shortening does

not exceed three-fourths of an inch. (Leyons sur Des Fractures, p. 211.) Liston

said that it should be borne in mind that there have been fractured limbs released

from splintings at the proper time, of the proper length, free from deformity,
which have, nevertheless, soon after become bent and shortened. (Liston's Ele-

ments of Surgery, 555.) It raay then be laid down as a rule that shortening
is the common result after fracture of the femoral shaft, and full restoration of

length the rare exception.
Frachires at the ankle joirt.

—Simple fracture of the sliaft of the tibia or fibula,

or both, is of common occurrence
; and except in unusual instances, from cen-

surable neglect generally, does it become the subject of malpractice suits. But
those oblique fractures in the lower third of the tibia and that tyjie designated
Pott's are difficult to treat, and are often followed by deformity and a defective

joint action, regardless as to how they are managed. I have never seen a genuine
Pott's fracture so treated but some deformity remained. Percival Pott himself, as

well as Dupuytren, both distinguished authorities on fracture, regarded that frac-

ture luxation, with fracture of the internal malleolus at the lower third of the

fibula, with extensive laceration of ligament and tendon, and dislocation, as

always a very serious affair. Certainly in this, as in all other types of fracture,
as a general rule, the results will be commensurate with the skilled attention
bestowed.

THE QUESTION OF DRESSINGS AND MECHANICAL ADJUSTMENT.

Of late years a considerable number of practitioners have had to sustain mal-

practice suits in which the dominant question at issue has had reference to the
materials employed and the time at which definite adjustment is made. Since the

introduction of plaster of Paris the treatment of fracture has undergone a revolu-

tion. That it has greatly simplified its treatment goes without saying ; but that
its employment is safe and the results are as good as treatment by the older

methods is not by any means yet settled. My own experience entirely coincides

with that of a modern author, and I ani in entire ciccord with his views, McClel-.

S. Ex. 36 136
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land (Malpractice Suits, p. 176) says: "Plaster of Paris as a primary dressing

requires large experience, inasmuch as it is likely to be followed by the same bad
results that so frequently follow the use of the primary or initial bandage. It is

not yet the sine qua non so long and anxiously looked for by surgeons in the treat-

ment of fracture. The other forms of so-called immovable dressings are just as

objectionable for the same reasons. As a secondary dressing after the primary
is removed, and as a di-essing for compound fracture, it is highly satisfactory;

and for hospital i)ractice, where it can be seen every few moments, and be under

the eye of the house su.rgeon or a nurse familiar with these injuries, it may be

emjiloyed with good results. The surgeon who applies it to his patient 10 or 13

miles away does so at great peril to his patient and himself."

Dr. Lewis A. Sayre was a warm advocate of primary plaster dressings. In my
own time of interneship, in 1875 and 1876, it was the routine practice to envelop
the freshly fractured bone at once, on entrance, in wet plaster bandage. It was a

vicious, cruel, and destriictive practice, but it was all the rage then, and he who
neglected to employ it thuswise was an "old fogj%" or was not up in jjrogress.

But gangrene so commonly followed, or anchylosis, shortening, and deformity, that

its primary employment is generally discarded now, though the theory died hard

before surgeons would open their eyes to its dangers. Plaster of Paris brought
with it a change in the attitude of the limb and introduced a new principle of

treatment into fractures. With its employment the limb must be extended and
the joints locked immovably. The principle of muscular relaxation and postural

methods were necessarily cast aside. The old-time fracture box was thrown out

as a relic of barbarism. But, with these innovations in simple fracture treatment,

it yet remains an oi^en question whether they have constituted real i)rogress or

not. Every individual case of fracture constitutes an entity in itself
; therefore

to attempt to generalize any form of treatment as applicable to all is worse than

folly. Hence, with the exception of very aggravated and unusual cases, no blame

should attach in a given case because certain special details in treatment were not

carried out by the medical attendant. The treatment of fracture in respect to

the time of "setting'' the bone has been radically changed of late years. In the

beginning of the present century, and for some time after, it was the com-

mon custom to delay splinting the limb for some few days after fracture. John
Hunter taught that splints should not be applied until after all inflammation had

subsided (Hunter's Surgical Lessons, p. 177), while Chelins advised a primary, fixed

dressing only in oblique fractures and those which involve the collar bone, and
directed that for the first three or four days nothing should be done except to lay

the limb on a pillow in such a position as wall give the patient the greatest ease

and soothe the irritable muscles (Chelins, p. 555). I have recently set forth in a

brochure published (At What Date Should Permanent Dressing Be Applied after

Fracture; Practice, Richmond, Va., April, 1893) my views on this question and

cited cases which have come to my knowledge in which siiits for malpractice
have been instituted ;

in one set in which it was alleged permanent fixtures had

been applied too early ;
in another in which judgment had been given because the

medical attendant had been tardy in ai)plying rigid fixtures. The fact is that at

the present time the tendency is to apply permanent fixtures too indiscriminately

as a primary measure. Indeed, there can be scarcely a doubt but that the most

disastrous consequences we ever see in fracture often ensue from rigid, unyielding

dressings over the freshly mutilated parts prematrirely applied. It is better, then,
'

to err on the side of safety : wait until the circulation is reestablished and all vio-

lent inflammatory reaction is past ;
then so adjust the limb that the patient will

secure the greatest comfort wdth the best promise of good results. If the doctrine

of rigid immobilization would hold, there might be some justification for the imme-

diate adjustment in a permanent fixture of all simple fractures ;
but it will not,
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for anyone of exi)erience knows that moderate intermittent motion in a fractured

limb often rather favors than hinders osseous consolidation . It is a mooted question

among many of our most eminent authorities whether in many types of fracture

any sort of splinting is ever of any service, as in intracapsular fracture at the

hip joint and impacted Colles's fracture in old people. From a forensic standpoint
it must necessarily be an extremely difficult question to answer in many instances

as to just what is the most judicious line of treatment to adopt, which is censur-

able or which is not, particularly when one must decide without having seen the

case as an expert.

TREATMENT IN COMPOUND FRACTURES.

So great and rapid have-been the advances in the treatment of compound frac-

ture within the last two decades that, when i^roperly managed, many lives and
limbs are spared which were formerly sacrificed, distortions obviated, inflamma-

tion, necrosis, and mortification prevented. Painless and asei)tic, skillful manip-
ulation of mangled parts, a more intimate knowledge of pathological changes,
with the mechanical aids and perfected dressings at our command, have each and
all contributed toward bringing the treatment of compound fractures to well-

nigh a state of perfection. Any tyro of common sense may treat a simple fracture.

Handy old men have been efficient "bone-setters,"' biit for the intelligent manage-
ment of compound fractures at the present day special skill is imperative. Many
a smashed, temporarily asphyxiated limb, which in years gone by would be

promptly condemned to the amjmtating knife, must now be saved. The medical

attendant should not only be familiar with all the principles of treatment of these

cases on modern lines, but he should also be ready to do such osteoplastic opera-

tions as the case may require during the progress of the cure. To do anything less

is an injiistice to one's patient and leaves us open to a civil action. Statistics tell

us that the mortality in the treatment of compound fractures under modern meth-

ods has fallen from 60 to less than 5 per cent. It may be added that the propor-
tion of limbs spared and made useful is equally large. And along with all this,

one of the most salutary and beneficent features is the enormous diminution of

human suffering. The responsibilities of the surgeon in serious compound frac-

tures are always great; therefore, to do full justice to his patient and protect him-

self, he must redouble his vigilance and throw around his patient and himself such

safeguards as will redound to the welfare of both.

In the foregoing notes extensive reference to the histoi;ical part of the subject

has generally been purposely omitted, my aim having been rather to present
what would seem to be the safest lines on which the whole question of fracture

should be regarded when the question of malpractice may arise and t?he means
which one should employ to protect himself in all cases of this description. There

are fractures of many other bones of the body which often entail lawsuits, par-

ticularly those of the skull, clavicle, and ribs ; but in the present brief notes it was
found impracticable to incorporate them. Members of our profession, as a rule,

shoiild discourage as far as possible suits for malpractice. Without the conni-

vance and encouragement of practitioners their successful prosecution is rarely

possible. So that, unless a case presents evidence of positive criminal carelessness

or total want of skill, we should not give them our support.
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EXPERT AND OPINION EVIDENCE.

By CLARK BELL, Esq., of tbe New York Bar.

There lias been so much confusion and conflict in expert testimony ; so niucu
discussion and difference of opinion as to the true province of tlie medical expert,

especially in homicidal cases, and the subject has become so involved in the minds
of medico-legal jurists that I have felt that a carefully i>repared and reliable

statement of the present state of the law in America and in England would be of

value to both professions of law and medicine. The completely equiiiped medico-

legal jurist, whether a lawyer or a medical man, should be advised of the state of

the law upon the jiarticular specialty upon which he is to be examined, concern-

•ing which he is to give testimony, and I have prepared with care the presentation
of the law as it now exists, with a very full reference to the authorities upon
each branch examined, for the use of lawyers, medical men, and medico-legal

jurists generally, who are called as experts or to give expert opinions or medical

evidence, and to enable them to clearly understand and reliably ascertain tlie real

issues in such cases and the admissibility and bearing of expert testimony upon
them. In editing the American edition of Taylor's Medical Jurisprudence last

year I gave to both professions upon this and similar medico-legal questions the

authorities in our cotintry and in England upon which the law stands, and I draw

upon my labors in this branch of that work for much of the present paiier
•

I.—EXPERTS.

An expert is one who has made the subject upon which he gives his opinion a

matter of particular study, practice, or observation, and he must have a particu-

lar and special knowledge upon the subject concerning which he testifies. (Page
V. Parker, 40 N. H., 59

; Jones v. Tucker, 41 N. H., 134
;
Heald v. Thing, 45 Me.,

392 ; Mobile Life Ins. Co. v. Walker, 58 Ala., 290 ; Slater v. Wilcox, Barb. N. Y.,

608; Dolef. Johnson, 50 N. H., 454 r Hyde v. Woolfolk, 1 Iowa, 159; State v.

Phair, 48Vt., 306; Nelson v. Sun Mutual Ins. Co., 71 N. Y., 453-460; Vander

Denckl v. Helluson, 8 M. G. & S., 813; Bird v. State, 21 Gratt. (Va.), 800; Dick-

inson v. Fitchburgh, 13 Gray (Mass.), 546,553; Nelson t\ Johnson, 18 Ind., 334;

Estate of Toomes, 54 Cal., 514
;
Travis v. Brown, 43 Pa. St., 13

;
Bujffium v. Harris,

5 R. I., 250.)
II.—EXPERT EVIDENCE.

1. Expert evidence is that testimony given by one expert and specially skilled

in the subject to which it relates or is applicable ; concerning information beyond
the range of ordinary observation.

2. The general rule of law is that witnesses must testify to facts and not to

opinions. (Clark v. Fisher, 1 Paige (N. Y.), 171 ; s. c. Am. Dec, 403 ; Neilson c.

Chicago, etc., R. Co., 59 Wis., 516; Watson v. Milwaukee, etc., R. Co., 57 Wis.,

333
;
McNiel v. Davidson, 37 Ind., 336 ;

Pindar v. Kings Co. Fire Ins. Co., 36 N.Y.,

648; Bass Furnace Co. v. Glasscock, 83 Ala., 453; Heath v. Slocum, 115 Pa. St.,

549; Amer. and Eng. Enc. of Law, Vol. 7, p. 495, note 1.)

a. The witness must only state facts and not draw conclusions or inferences

from facts. (Luning v. State, 2 Pin. (Wis.), 215
; s. c. Chand. (Wis.), 178 ; s. c. 2

Pin. (Wis.), 285; s. c. 1 Chand. (Wis.), 364; Abbott v. People, 86 N. Y.,460;

People V. Murphy, 101 N. Y., 126; Sloan v. N. Y. Cen. R. Co., 45 N. Y., 135;

Campbell v. State, 10 Tex. Ct. of Appeals, 560.)

b. It has been held that to allow witnesses to draw conclusions from facts or

inferences is to usurp the province of the court or jury, and is illegal. (Booth v.

Cleveland Rolling Mill Co., 74 N. Y., 15; s. c. 11 Hun, 378; Allen v. Stout. 51

N. Y., 668; Campbell v. State, 10 Texas App., 560; In re Sale of Infant Land, 6

C. a areene(N.J.),92,)
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III.—EXCEPTIONS TO THE GENERAL RULE.

While these are the general riUes of law, there are exceptions where the opin-

ions of skilled experts may be taken as before stated (supra, 3 a-b).
a. In cases of necessity, where it is impossible to make the court and jury under-

stand the matter in controversy without it.

b. To inform the court or jury as to physical laws or phenomena, which prac-
tice dates back to the old Roman law. (L. 8, Sec. 1, xl ;

L. 3, Sec. 4, xi 6. And
this has been followed in France: 2 Beck's Med. Juris., 896. And in England
in analogous cases: 9 Henry, 7,16; 7 Henry, 6,11; Buckley v. Rice, 1 Plow, 125. )

c. To show the results of voluminous facts collated by a competent person who
has examined and is shown to be competent to make the deductions. (Burton v.

Driggs, 20 Wall. (U.S.), 125; Von Sachs v. Kretz, 72 N. Y., 548; s. c. 10 Hun
(N. Y.),95.)

IV.—OPINION AND OPINION EVIDENCE.

Opinion evidence is the conclusions or opinions of witnesses con oerning propo-
sitions based upon ascertained or suiijiosed facts, by one who has had superior

opportunities and greater knowledge than the ordinary person or witness to judge
of the subject-matter of the inquiry, and who, by reason of his especial knowledge
of and experience with the subject, is believed to be capable of arriving at a better

and more reliable conclusion and judgment, from facts within his own knowledge,

concerning the questions involved in the inquiry or controversy.
(/. Any witness not an expert, who personally knows the facts, may give an

opinion in a matter regarding skill, after having stated the facts on which he

bases his opinion ; or as to matters with which he is especially acquainted, or has

personal or peculiar knowledge, l)ut which cannot be exactly or specifically

described to the court or jury. (Indianapolis v. Huffer, 30 Ind., 235
; Doe v. Rea-

gan, 5 Blackf. (Ind.), 217 ; s. c. 33 Am. Dec, 406
; Wilkinson v. Moseley, .30 Ala.,

562; S. &N. Ala. R. Co. r.McLeudou, 63 Ala., 26G
; Chic, etc, R. Co. v. George,

19 m., 510; Willis v. Quimby, 11 Fost. (N. H.), 485; Elliott v. Van Buren, 33

Mich., 49; s. c 20 Am. Rep., 668; Culver r. Dwight, 6 Gray (Mass.), 444; Irish

V. Smith, 8 S. & R. Co. (Pa.), 537; Cole v. State, 75 Ind., 511; Wharton's Evi-

dence, section 512; Stephen's Evidence, 103; Porter v. Requonnoe, etc., Co., 17

Conn., 249; Curtis v. Chic. R. R. Co., 18 Wis., 312; Bennett v. Melian, 83 Ind.,

560
; Ceru v. Doudican, 114 Mass.

, 257 ; State v. Folwell, 14 Kan.
,
105

; Alexander v.

JonquUl & Sterling, 71 111., 366; Blake v. People, 73 N. Y., 586; Bradley r. Sal-

mon Falls Mfg. Co., 30 N. H., 487 ; Ray v. State, 50 Ala., 104 ; Raisler v. Springer,
38 Ala., 703 ; Aulago Co. r. Davis, 32 Ala.

,
703 ;

Pook r. State, 62 Ala., 237 ; State

V. Babb, 76 Mo., 501
; State v. Miller, 53 Iowa, 84.)

b. An expert i)hysician may testify concerning the health of a certain person
whom he knows personally, or has treated, and so may any witness not an expert,
as to facts within his knowledge and observation, regarding the health or phys-
ical condition of another, or whether he was or had been apparently in good health.

(Louisville, etc., R. Co. v. Wood, 12 N. E. Rep., 572 ; same Plif. v. Falery, 104 Ind.,

409
;
Van Deusen v. Newcomer. 40 Mich., 120

; Tierney v. Minneapolis, etc., R. Co.,

24 Amer. L. Reg., 660; Higbie v. Guardian Mut. Life Ins. Co., 53 N. Y., 603;

Smalley v. City of Applettm, 35 N. W. Rep., 729 ; Hanly v. Merrill, 56 N. H., 227;

Cousin i\ Sturtivant, 117 Mass., 122
; s. c. 19 Amer. Rep., 401 ; Wilkinsons. Mose-

ley, 30 Ala., 562; Barker ^\ Coleman, 35 Ala., 221 ; Carthage, etc., Co. t\
,

102 Ind., 138
;
Evans v. People, 12 Mich., 27

;
Irish v. Smith, 8 S. & R. (Pa.), 573;

Elliott V. Van Buren, 33 Mich., 49
; s. c. 20 Amer. Rep., 668.)

c. A i)hysician or surgeon, shown to be competent, may give his opinion as to

the probable effect of wounds and injuries, after, he has viewed the body and
examined the wounds, and as to whether the wounds or injuries would produce
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death. (Montgomery v. Scott, 34 Wis., 338; Batten v. State, 80 Ind., 394; Mc-
Daniel v. State, 76 Ala., 1 ; Noblesville, etc., Gravel Road Co. v. Ganse, 70 Ind.,

142 ; Davis v. State, 38 Md., 15 ; State v. Crenshaw, 32 La. Ann., 406 ; Armstrong
V. Town of Ackley, 71 Iowa, 76; Rash v. State, 61 Ala., 16; Doolittle v. State, 93

Ind., 272.)

d. A non-expert can not testify as to the effect of wounds or injuries.

e. Physicians shown to he qiiahfied may testify and give opinions.

(1) As to the caixse of death of a i)erson. (Boyle v. State, 01 Wis., 349; Eggler
V. People, 50 N. Y., 642; State v. Clark, 15 S. C, 403; Citizens' Gas Light Co. v.

O'Brien, 118 111., 174; Sullivan v. Cowen, 93 Pa. St., 285; Boyd v. State, 14 Lea

(Tenn.), 161; Comin v. Piper, 120 Mass., 188; Eidt v. Cutler, 127 Mass., 523;

State V. Cross, 68 Iowa, 180.)

(2) In malj^ractice cases, as to whether the treatment complained of was proper.

(Qviinn v. Higgins, 63 Wis., 664 ; Kay v. Thompson, 10 Am. L. Reg. (N. Brunsw.),

594; Boydston i\ Gittner, 3 Oregon, 118; Williams r. Poppleton, 3 Oregon, 139;

Wright V. Hardy, 22 Wis., 348; Mertz v. Detweiler, 8 W. & S. (Pa.), 376; Rob-

erts V. Johnson, 58 N. Y., 613.)

(3) In cases of rape, after an inspection and examination of the parts as to

health, physical condition ;
and from the condition, whether there had been an

actual penetration, the capacity of the defendant to resist, and the effect the

crime would produce upon the sexual organs. (State v. Smith, Phill. (N. C. ) , 302 ;

States. Knapp, 45 N.H.,148; Woodin i;. People, 1 Park. Crim. Case (N. Y.),464;

Cook V. State, 24 N. J., 843. See also Com. v. Lynes, 142 Mass., 577, in a case of

alleged incest. )

(4) As to whether an abortion has been jierformed or attempted. (State v.

-Smith, 32 Me., 370; State v. Wood, 53 N. H., 484; Regina r. Still, 30 U. C. (C.

B.), 30; Com. v. Browne, 14 Gray (Mass.), 419.)

(5) As to the nature of a disease with which a persoft is or has been afflicted ;

its continuance ;
its severity and probable duration

;
the probability of its recur-

rence ; its effect upon the general health ; its cause ; the remedy ;
its characteristics,

whether hereditary ; and as to the probable state of health of the person examined.

(Napier ik Ferguson, 2 P. & B. (N. B.), 415 ; Jones v. White, 11 Humph. (Tenn.),

268; Flynt v. Bodenhamer, 80 N. Car., 205; Polk v. State, 36 Ark., 117; Hook v.

Stovel, 26 Ga., 704; Cock v. Potter, 68 Pa, St., 342; Linton v. Hurley, 14 Gray

(Mass.), 191; Cooper tJ. State, 23 Tex., 336; Litch v. McDaniel, 13 Ired. (N.Car.),

485; Edington v. ^tna Life Ins. Co., 77 N. Y., 564; Eckles v. Bates, 26 Ala., 655;

Wiley V. Portsmouth, 35 N. H., 303) ;
Filer v. N. Y. Central R. Co., 49 N. Y., 42;

Pidcock r. Porter, 68 Pa. St., 344; Anthony v. Smith, 4 Bosw. (N.Y.),503; Mat-

teson V. N. Y., etc., R. Co., 62 Barb. (N. Y.), 364; Cooper v. State, 23 Texas,

336; Jones v. Tucker, 41 N. H., 546; Welch v. Brooke, 10 Rich. (S. C), 124;

Lake v. People, 1 Parker's Crim. Cases, 495; Pitts v. State, 43 Miss., 472; U. S. v.

McGlue, 1 Curtis (U. S.), 1
; Napier v. Ferguson, 2 P. & B. (N. B.), 415; Wash-

ington V. Cole, 06 Ala., 212; Janes v. White, 11 Humph. (Tenn.), 268; Moore v.

State, 17 Ohio, 521 ; Morrissey v. Ingham, 111 Mass. 63 ; Sanderson v. Nashua, 44 N,

H., 492.)

/. Experts in the use of the microscope, the micrometer, or familiar with the

scientific chemical tests, may give opinions as to whether blood is human, or that

of animals, birds, or amphibia. (Knoll v. State, 55 Wis., 249
; s. c. 42 A. M. Rep.,

704; Com. v. Sturtivant, 117 Mass., 122
; State v. Knight, 43 Me., 1.)

g. The confusion into which expert testimony in this respect has fallen in

American courts is worthy of notice.

(1) Certain experts affirm that they can discriminate between human blood

and that of all the domestic anjmals, save a dog, and from all mammalian blood,

except the opossum, the guinea pig, the rabbit, the wolf, seal, beaver, monkey.
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and a few others, by the diameters of the red blood corpuscles, under a micro-

scope of very high powers. Others deny this, and assert that, while all mamiha-
lian blood can be distinguished from that of birds, fishes, and the amphibia by
the shape of the red corpuscles and their structure, the extent to which the

expert can go is to state that the blood is mammalian and is consistent with and
similar to human or other mammalian blood. (R. U. Pij^er, in 15 Amer. Law
Register, 561

;
16 Amer. Law Register, 257

;
19 Amer. Law Register, 529 and 593;

10 Central Law Journal, 183
;
26 Amer. Law Register, 20

;
Thomas v. State, 67 Ga.,

460; Reese, Text-Book Med. Jur., 2d Ed., 138; Wormley on Microchemistry of

Poisons, 735-6; 1 Tidy Legal Medicine, Phila. Ed., 231; Prof. Richardson, in Lon-

don Lancet, ii, p. 210, 1875; i, pp. 321 and 700; Prof. M. D. Ewell, of Chicago,
Micrometric Study of the Red Blood Corpuscles, Amer. Practitioner, of Chicago,

1890, pp. 79 and 173 ; Prof. H. F. Formad, of Phila., Studies of Mammalian Blood,

Journal of Compar. Med. and Surgery, July, 1888 ; Clark Bell, Blood and Blood

Stains, Med. Legal Journal, Vol. 10, No. 2.)

(2) A non-expert may testify that certain stains resembled blood. That is a fact

that does not require skilled witnesses to see and recognize. (Thomas v. State,

67 Ga., 460 ; McLain v. Com., 99 Pa. St., 86
;
Dillard v. State, .58 Miss., 368

; People
V. Greenfield, 30 N. Y. Sup. Ct., 462; s. c. 85 N. Y., 75; People v. Gonzalez, 35

N. Y., 49; Rickerson v. State, vol. 1, s. e.. Rep. (Ga.), 178.)

h. Competent experts, after a chemical analysis, may give an opinion as to the

presence of poison in the internal organs of the body.

(1) If a chemist or toxicologist, the witness need not be a physician or surgeon.

(2) A physician, if shown to be competent, may also so testify, and as to the

symptoms of any particular person, and as to whether death resulted from the

effects of any poison. (State v. Bowman, 78 N. Car.
,
500 ; l Crim. Law Mag., 294

;

State V. Cook, 17 Kan., 394; State v. Terrell, 12 Rich. (S. Car.), 321
; People v.

Robinson, 2 Park Crim. Cases (N. Y.), 236; Polk v. State. 36 Ark., 117; Mitchell

V. State, 58 Ala., 448; State v. Slagle, 83 N. Car., 630; Joe v. State, 6 Fla., 591;

State V. Hinkle, 6 Iowa, 380.)

i. A chemist may give his opinions concerning scientific facts or knowledge,
upon scientific or technical facts, which his superior and scientific learning
enables him to understand and elucidate, and which are beyond the reach of per-
sons not skilled or informed in chemical science. Exami)les :

(1) Concerning the probability of the evaporation of spirits in certain casks.

(Turner v. The Black Warrior, 1 McAllister (U. S.), 181.)

(2) Concerning the constituent parts of a mixture. (Allen v. Hunter, 6 McLean
(U.S.), 303.)

(3) Concerning the safety of lamps. (Bierce v. Stocking, 11 Gray (Mass.), 174.)

(4) Concerning the nature of inks. (18 Am. Law Reg., 273
; Goodyear v. Vos-

burgh, 63 Barb. (N. Y.), 154; Clark r. Bruce, 12 Hun (N. Y.), 271; Sheldon v.

Warner, 45 Mich., 638
; Ellingwood v. Bragg, 52 N. H., 448

; People v. Brotherton,

47Cal.,388.)

(5) Concerning noxious gases and their effect upon ground contiguous to a cop-

per mill and the result of experiments therewith. (Lincoln r. Taunton Mfg. Co.,
9 Allen (Mass.), 182

; Salvin v. North Brancepeth Coal Co., L. R. Ch. App., 705.)

(6) Concerning the analysis of dirt drained by a filter basin, as to the practical

utility of the dramage. (Williams i\ Taunton, 125 Mass., 34.)

j. A competent farrier may testify as to whether a horse is sound or not, and a

veterinary surgeon may give his opinion. (Pierson v. Hoag, 47 Barb. (N. Y. ) ,
243 ;

Pinney v. Cahill, 48 Mich., 584
; Spear v. Richardson, 14 N. H., 428.)

(1) One not a farrier, if experienced with horses, is competent to say whether
the eyes are good or bad, and give his opinion as to defects in the eyes. (House v.

Frost, 4 Blackf. (Ind.), 293
;
Slater v. Wilcox, 57 Barb. (N. Y.), 604.)
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(2) Anyone familiar with liorses is competent to state whether a horse seemed
well or sick. (Spear v. Richardson, 34 N. H., 428

; Willis v. Quimby, 11 Fost (N.

H.),489.)

(3) A non-expert can not give an opinion as to the appearance and symptoms of

cattle alleged to be starved to death. (Stonan r. "Waldo, 17 Mo., 489.) Nor as to

certain appearances in horses alleged to have been overdriven or exposed. (Moul-
ton V. Scruton, 39 Me., 288.) Nor as to whether a certain wound is likely to be
fatal. (Harris v. Panama R. Co., 3 Bosw. (N. Y.), 7.)

k. Insanity.
—

(1) The opinions of expert alienists and of medical men who are

shown to be competent,' from knowledge, study, or experience in such cases, are

admissible as to the sanity or insanity of a person at a given time
;
and this evi-

dence can be based iipon their personal knowledge and information, or in answer
to hypothetical questions based iipon the testimony disclosed. (Conn. Mutual Life

Ins. Co. V. Lathrop, 111 U. S., 612; Dexter v. Hall, 15 Wall. (U. S.), 9
; Fairchild

V. Bascomb, 35 Vt., 398; Tulis v. Kidd, 12 Ala., 648; Grant v. Thompson, 4

Conn., 203
;

s. c, 10 Am. Dec, 119
; Rawble v. Tryson, 7 S. & R. (Pa.), 90

;
s. c,

10 Am. Dec, 444
; State v. Feltes, 51 Iowa, 495

; Dejamette i\ Commonwealth, 75

Va., 867; U. S. v. Guiteau, 3 Crim. Law Mag., 347; State v. Baber, 74 Mo., 292;

People V. Hall, 48 Mich., 482 ; People r. Schuyler, 106 N. Y., 298
; Quaife v. Chicago,

etc., R. Co., 48 Wis., 513
;
in the matter of the Will of Blakely, 48 Wis., 294

; Good-
win V. State, 96 Ind., 550; Coryell v. Stone, 62 Ind., 307; Davis v. State, 35 Ind.,

496 ; Buswell on Insanity, section 250
;
Boardman v. Woodjnan, 47 N. H., 120 : Com-

monwealth V. Rogers, 7 Met. (Mass.), 500.)

(2) Non-professional witnesses who are not experts, who have known and been
familiar with the person whose mental condition is in question, may state facts,

conversations, and circumstances within their personal knowledge, and then give
their opinions as to the sanity or insanity of the j^erson. (Cram v. Cram, 33 Vt.,
15 : Charter Oak Life Ins. Co. v. Rodel, 95 U. S. . 232 ; Hardy v. Merril, 56 N. Y.

,
327

(overruling the previous decision of the court upon the point) ; Beaubien v. Cicatte,

12 Mich., 459 ; Grant r. Thompson, 4 Conn., 203; Clark v. The State, 12 Ohio St.,

483; Clary v. Clary, 2 Ired. (N. Car.), 78; Baldwin v. State, 12 Mo., 223
; State v.

Erb, 74 Mo., 199; Walker v. Walker, 14 Ga., 242; Chace v. State, 31 Ga., 424;
Wood !). The State, 58 Miss., 741 ; Webb v. State, 5 Tex. App., 596 (overruling pre-

vious decisions in Texas); Garrison v. Blanton, 48 Tex., 299; Norris t\ State, 16

Ala., 776; Leach v. Prebster, 39 Ind., 492; Schlencker v. State, 9 Neb., 241 ; Kil-

grove V. Cross, 1 McCrary C. C, 144; Pinney's Will, 27 Minn., 280; Conn. Mut.

Life Ins. Co. v. Lathrop, 111 U. S., 612
;
O'Brien r. People, 36 N. Y., 276; s. c, 48

Barb. (N. Y.), 274; s. c. 22 Amer. Rep., 441 (overruling); State r. Pike, 49 N. H.,
399 : s. c.

,
6 Am. Rep. ,

533 ; Pidcock v. Potter, 08 Pa. St. , 342 s. c.
,
40 Am. Dec.

,
481 ;

Sutherland r. Hankins. 56 Ind.. 343
; Eggers v. Eggers, 57 Ind. 461

;
State r. New-

lin, 69 Ind.. 108; Doe r. Reagan, 5 Blackf. (Ind.), 217; s. c. Am. Dec, 466; State

V. Hayden, 51 Vt., 296; Uptone v. People, 109 111., 169; Polin v. State, 14 Neb.,

540; People v. Wreden, 59 Cat, 392; Coles v. State, 75 Ind., 511
; Dejarnette v.

Commonwealth, 75 Va., 867 ;
Dunham's Appeal, 27 Conn., 193; Hathaway r. Ins.

Co., 48 Vt., 335
;
Morse r. Crawford, 17 Vt., 499

;
Potts r. House, 6 Ga., 324 ; Van-

auken"s Case, 2 Stock. Ch. (N. J.), 190; Brooke r. Townshend, 7 Gill (Md.), 10;

Dewitt V. Barley, 17 N. Y., 342 ; Hewlett ?•. Wood, 55 N. Y., 634
; Clapp v. Fuller-

ton, 34 N. Y., 190: Rutherford r. Morris, 77 111., 397; Duffield v. Morris, 2 Harr.

(Del.) ,
375

;
Wilkinson r. Pearson, 23 Pa. St., 119

;
Dove v. State, 3 Heisk. (Tenn.) ,

348
;
Butler r. Ins. Co. , 45 Iowa, 93

; People v. Sanford, 43 Cal. ,
29 ; State v. Klinger,

46 Mo., 229
;
Holcombe v. State, 41 Tex., 125 ; McCla.skley v. State, 5 Tex. App., 320;

Norton v. Moore, 3 Head (Tenn.), 482 ; Powell v. State, 25 Ala., 28.)
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V.

(6) Exceptions to both rules.— (1) The subscribing witnesses to a will may
always give their opinions as to the sanity or insanity of the testator at the time

he signed the will in their presence, whether they are experts or not, and without

reference to who they are. The reason of this lies in the fact that the law pro-

vides that the proof of the will must rest upon their evidence, and in the nature

of things their evidence is competent upon all questions necessary to be established

to prove the will. And this does not depend upon whether they state the facts or

circumstances upon which their opinion is based or not. (Williams v. Lee, 47 Md.
,

321
;
Van Huss v. Rainbolt, 43 Tenn. ,

139
; Hardy v. Merrill, 56 N. H.

,
227 ; Poole v.

Richardson, 3 Mass.
,
330

;
Potts v. House, 6 Ga. , 324 ;

Dewitt v. Barley, 9 N. Y.
,
371 ;

Grant v. Thompson, 4 Conn., 203; Wogan v. Small, 11 S. & R. (Pa.), 141 ; Robin-

son v. Adams, 62 Me., 369; Williams v. Lee, 47 Md.,321; Buswell on Insanity,

sees. 240,265-266.)

(2) In some States the opinions of nonexpert witnesses as to the sanity or insanity

of a person is not received, and have been excluded upon the ground that they are

not proper exceptions to the general rule, which excludes the opinions of witnesses

upon subjects concerning which they haye no special or scientific knowledge.

Notably in Massachusetts, where the courts still adhere to this doctrine. (Hast-

ings u. Rider, 99 Mass., 622; Townsend v. Pepperell, 99 Mass., 40; Phelps v. Hart-

well, 1 Mass., 71 ; Poole r. Richardson, 3 Mass., 330 ; Needham v. Ide, 5 Pick. (Mass. ) ,

510
; Commonwealth v. Wilson, 1 Gray, 337 ; Commonwealth v. Fairbanks, 2 Allen

(Mass.), 511; Buswell on Insanity, sec. 248; Amer. and Eng. Encyclo. of Law,
vol. 7, p. 504

;
Cowles v. Merchants, 140 Mass., 377 ; May v. Bradley, 127 Mass., 414 ;

Commonwealth v. Brayman, 136 Mass. ,
438 ; Baxter v. Abbott, 7 Gray (Mass. ) , 71.)

Also in Maine. (Wyman v. Gould, 47 Maine, 159 ; Heald v. Thing, 45 Me., 392 ;

Inhabitants of Fayette v. Inhabitants of Chesterville, 77 Me., 28
;
s. c. 52 Am. Rep.,

741.)

Also in Texas. (Gehrke v. State, 13 Texas, 508 ;
Hickman v. State, 38 Texas, 191. )

And in Iowa and Mississippi. (State t\ Geddis, 42 Iowa, 268 ; Reed v. State, 62

Miss., 405.)

In New York the early decisions were adverse to the admission of nonexpert
evidence. (Sears v. Shafer, 1 Barb., 408; Dewitt i\ Barley, 9 N. Y., 371 ; Same v.

Same, 17 N. Y., 340
; People v. Lake, 12 N. y., 358

; Gardiner v. Gardiner, 34 N. Y.,

155
; Deshon v. Merchants' Bk.

,
8 Bosw. (N. Y. ) ,

461
; Clapp v. Fullerton, 34 N. Y.,

190, 461 ; approved in O'Brien v. People, 36 N. Y., 276.)

But the doctrine has since been settled in that State that nonexperts may testify

as stated in above subdivision a, in accordance with what may be regarded as now
the well-settled general rule. (Hewlett v. Wood, 55 N. Y., 634 ; Howell v. Taylor,

11 Hun (N. Y.), 214; Arnold's Will, 14 Hun (N. Y.), 525; Sisson v. Conger, 1 T.

& C. (N. Y.), 564
; Goodell v. Harrington, 3 T. & C. (N. Y.), 315

; Real v. People, 55

Barb. (N. Y. ) ,
576 ; s. c. 42 N. Y.

, 270. )

(3) Courts have held that a Roman Catholic priest, who is required by his

priestly office to i)ass upon the sanity or mental state of those who receive the

sacraments at his hands, is a (iiialified expert, and as such may answer a hypo-
thetical question as to the sanity of any individual. (Estate of Toomes, 54 Cal. , 509 ;

s. c. 35 Am. Rep. ,
83 ; Amer. and Eng. Enc. of Law, Vol. 7, p. 504. )

(7) Ti^io is a competent expert in cases of insanity.
—To entitle a person to give

an opinion as an expert the witness must be a person who is conversant with

insanity, who has made the subject of mental diseases a special study, and, as

stated in the rule defining what an expert is, he must be shown to have a particu-

lar and special scientific and technical knowledge upon the subject of insanity.
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(Reese, Med. Juris, and Tox,, 1891, p. 19; Hastings v. Rider, 99 Mass., 622; Bus-
well on Insanity, sec. 248, and cases there cited ; Commonwealth v. Rogers, 7 Met.

(Mass.), 500
;

s. c. 4 Am. Dec, 458
; Commonwealth v. Rich, 14 Gray (Mass.), 355;

Clark V. Bruce, 12 Hun (N. Y.), 271
; Kennedy v. People, 89 N. Y., 245.)

a. An exception is made in case of the family physician, who is assumed to have

superior knowledge and means of information more than ordinary i>ersons, and
who may give an opinion. (Hastings r. Rider, 99 Mass., 025; Dickinson r. Bar-

ber, 9 Mass. ,
225 ; s. c. 6 Am. Dec. ,

58 ; Hathorne t\ King, 8 Mass.
,
371 ; s. c. 5 Am.

Dec, 106.)
VII.

(8) As all persons can testify from their knowledge, based upon facts imder
their own observation, as shown in subdivision a, infra, this embraces not only all

physicians, but all experts, and leaves the question of opinion evidence by skilled

experts narrowed to the true rule of opinion, testimony by skilled witnesses, and
should be confined to hypothetical questions, a fact freqiiently lost sight of by
courts and counsel.

a. Opinions of experts which usurp the functions or province of the .jury are

inadmissible, and should have little weight with courts or juries. For example,
the question of insanity is a question of fact to be shown by evidence. The ques-
tion of whether the accused is resi^onsible is a question of law. The opinions of

a medical expert, who by his opinion passes on the question of responsibility,

usurps the functions of the jury, and such testimony lacks all the elements of evi-

dence, and should have no weight. (Buswell on Insanity, sees. 253 and 254;

Princep v. Dyce Sombre, 10 Mo. P. C, 232
;
Stackhouse v. Horton, 2 McCart, 202;

"Watson V. Anderson, 13 Ala., 202 ; McAllister v. State, 17 Ala.. 434; Slais v. Slais,

9 Mo. App., 90
;
Francke v. His Wife, 29 L. Arm., 302

;
Parnell v. Commonwealth,

86Penn. St., 260; Regina v. Richards, 1 F. & F., 87; Fairchild v. Bascombe, 35

Vt., 398 ; The Province of Medical Expertism, by Judge Charles G. Garrison, Med.

Legal Journal, 1890, p. 486.)

h. It has been held "that the opinions of medical experts upon the subject of

insanity are to be received with peculiar caution, for the reason that while an

expert in the exact sciences, or in mechanics, has tangible or ascertainable facts

on which to base his opinions, those scientists who profess to understand the

quality or emotions of the human mind have in great part to rely upon mere con-

jectures for their inductions, which are often warped or fitted to pet theories or

prejudices. The trend of judicial thought in America and England is that the

mere opinions of medical experts are of little or no value in enlightening courts or

juries as to the facts of the cases which are to be determined. (People v. Lake,
12 N. Y., 358; Buswell on Insanity, sec. 253; Doughty t\ Doughty, 3 Halst. Ch.,

643; People v. Finley, 38 Mich., 482; Regina v. Southey, 4 F. & F., 864.)

And in New York it has been held that where an expert witness has heard all

the testimony and based his opinions upon it, he is not competent to give an

opinion upon the general question of sanity or insanity, because his answer prac-

tically usurped the province of the jury, and that he should only be allowed to

give an opinion as to what the facts proved or claimed to be proved indicated as

to the mental condition of the party. (People v. Lake, 12 N. Y., 358; People v.

Thurston, 2 Parker Cr. (N. Y. ) , 49 ; Sanchez v. The People, 22 N. Y., 147 ; Arnold's

Will, 14 Htm (N. Y.), 525; Hagadorn v. Conn. Mut. Life Ins. Co., 22 Hun (N.

Y.),249.)
VIII.

(9) The dicta of the court in Conn. Mut. Life Ins. Co. v. Lathrop, 111 U. S., 012,

in explaining the reason of the now almost universal rule allowing anyone, and

especially nonexperts, to give an opinion based upon facts within their own per-
sonal knowledge, correctly states the law and the reasons of its general adoption.
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Whether an individual is insane or not is not always best solved by abstruse

metaphysical speculations expressed in the technical langvia^e of medical science.

The common sense, and we may add the natiiral instincts, of mankind reject the

supposition that only experts can approximate certainty upon such a svibject. The
trvith is that the statement of a nonprofessional witness as to the sanity or insan-

ity at a particular time of an individual whose appearance, manner, habits, and
conduct come under his personal observation isnot the expression of a mere opinion.
In form it is opinion, because it expresses an inference or conclusion based upon
observation of the appearance, manner, and motions of another person, of which
a correct idea can not well be commimicated in words to others, without embody-
ing more or less the impressions or judgment of the witness. But in a substan-
tial sense, and for everypurpose essential to a safe conclusion, the mental condition
of an individual as sane or insane is a fact. Not, indeed, a fact established by
direct and positive proof, because in most, if not all, cases, it is impossible to deter-

mine, with absolute certainty, the precise mental condition of another. Yet, being
founded on actual observation, and being consistent with common experience and
the ordinary manifestations of the condition of the mind, it is knowledge so far as

the human intellect can acquire knowledge upon such subjects.

a. As to the disposition, characteristics, or idiosyncrasies of a person any witness

who knows is competent to testify and need not be an expert.

(1) As to whether he was fickle minded. (Mills v. Winter, 94 Ind., 339.)

(2) Whether he was intoxicated. (City of Aurora -?'. Hillman, 90111., 66; State

V. Huxford, 47 Iowa, 16; Stacy v. Portland Put. Co., 68 Me., 279; Pierce v. State,

53 Ga., 365
;
State v. Pike, 49 N. H., 407.)

(3) Whether he was angry at a certain time. (State v. Shelton, 64 Iowa, 333.)

(4) Peculiar affection for a third person, if known to the witness or observed by
him. (McKee v. Nelson, 4 Cow. (N. Y.), 355; s. c. 15 Am. Dec, 384.)

h. Masters of vessels or experienced seamen may give their opinions on qu.estions

pertaining to nautical science or affairs. (Delaware & Co. v. Starrs, 69 Pa. St.
,
36 ;

Baird v. Daily, 63 N. Y., 547; Western Ins. Co. v. Tobin, 32 Ohio, 77 ; Perkins v.

Augusta Ins. Co., 10 Gray (Mass.), 312; Parsons f. Mig., etc., Ore Co., 16 Gray
(Mass.), 463

; Zugasti v. Lainer, 12 Moore P. C, 331 ; Eeed v. Dick & Watts. (Pa.),

479; Jameson v. Drinkald, 12 Moore, 148; Fenwick v. Bell, 1 C. & K., 312; Car-

penter V. Eastern Trans. Co., 71 N. Y., 574 ; Dolz v. Morris, 17 N. Y. Sup. Ct., 202;

Steamboat Clipper Co. v. Logan, 18 Ohio, 375 ;
N. E. Glass Co. v. Lovel, 7 dishing

(Mass.), 319; Eastern Trails, v. Hope, 95 U. S. 297; Walsh v. Walsh, etc., Ins.

Co., 32 N. Y., 427 ; Guiterman v. Liverpool, etc., Ins. Co., 83 N. Y., 358
; Ogden v.

Parsons, 23 Howard (N. S.), 167; Lapham v. Atlas Ins. Co., 24 Pick. (Mass.), 1
;

Paddock v. Con. Ins. Co., 104 Mass., 521
;
Moore v. Westervelt, 7 Bosw. (N. Y.),

558; Price v. Powell, 3 N. Y., 322; Leitch v. Al. Mut. Ins. Co., 66 N. Y., 100.)

c. Opinions may be given by persons skilled therein concerning the running and

management of railway trains, and as to questions concerning railway construction,

repairs, or management. [Beliefontaine, etc.
,
R. Co. v. Bailey, 11 Ohio, 333

;
Seaver

V. Boston, etc., R. Co., 14 Gray (Mass.), 466; Cinn.,etc., R. Co. v. Smith, 22 Ohio,
227 ; Mobile, etc., R. Co. v. Blakely, 59 Ala., 471 ; Jeffersonville R. Co. v. Lanham,
27 Ind., 171 ; Hilton v. Mason, 92 Ind., 157 ; Fitts v. Creon City R. Co., 59 Wis.,

323; Baldwin v. Chic, etc., R. Co., 18 Am. Law Reg., 761, and note; s. c 50

Iowa, 680.)

d. Generally an artisan, mechanic, or person skilled in any pursuit, avocation,
or calling, may be examined as to matters relating to his avocation, concerning
which he is shown to have peculiar and especial knowledge. (Sheldon v. Booth,
50 Iowa, 209; Scattergood v. Wood, 79 N. Y., 263; Burns v. Welch, 8 Yerg.,

(Tenn.), 117; Inpitz v. People, 34 111., 516; Union Pacific R. Co. v. Clopper, 102

(U. S.), 708 ; Woodruff v. Imperial Fire Ins. Co., 83 N. Y., 133
; Ward v. Kilpat-

rick, 85 N. Y., 413
; Campbell v. Russell, 139 (Mass.), 278 ; TerreHautev. Hudnut,

18 Am. and Eng. Corp. Cas., 302; Folkes v. Chadd, 3 Doug. (Mich.), 157; Barnes

V. Ingals, 39 Ala., 193; Davis v. Mason, 4 Peck (Mass.), 156; Knox i'. Clark, 123

Mass., 216; Brantly V. Swift, 24 Ala., 390; Phelps i7.Ten-y, 3 Abb. Dec. (N. Y.),607.)
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e. Competent experts, (jualified by study and experience, may testify as to the

identity or gentiineness of handwriting. (Plunkett v. Bowman, 2 McCord (S.

Car.), 139; Morrison r. Porter, 35 Minn., 435; s. c. 59 Am. Rep., 331; Moore v.

United States, 91 U. S., 270.)

/. Foreign laws can be proved by an expert shown to be competent, if unwritten.

If written, a certified copy is the best evidence. (Talbot v. Seeman, 1 Cranch (U.

S.),l; Drake v. Glover, 30 Ala., 382; Shed r^. Augustine, 14 Kansas, 282; Church
V. Hubbard, 2 Cranch (U. S.), 187; Dougherty r. Snyder, 15 S. & R. (Pa.), 84;
Walker v. Forbes, 31 Ala., 9

; Hoes v. Van Alstine, 20 111., 202 ; Barrows v. Downs,
9 R. I., 446, 453; Roberts's Will, 8 Paige (N. Y.), 446.)

(10) Opinions of witnesses are never received if all the facts can be otherwise

ascertained and made intelligible to the jury, or if the question is one that men in

general can understand and comprehend. (Clark v. Fisher, 1 Paige (N. Y.), 171 ;

s. c. 19 Amer. Dec, 402; Stowe v. Bishop, 58 Vt., 498; Penn Co. v. Conlan, 101

111., 93; Passmore's Appeal, 27 N. W. Rep., 601 ; Hallahan v. N. Y., etc., R Co.,

102N. Y.,104.)
a. Concerning the ordinary affairs of life the jury can form intelligent opinions,

and opinions of experts are inadmissible. (Bemis v. Centr. Vt. R. Co., 58 Vt., 636
;

Milwaukee, etc., R. Co. v. Kellogg. 94 U. S., 469; Schneider v. Barney, 113 U. S.,

645 ; Durrell v. Bederly, 1 Holt, 285 ; Campbell v. Richards, 5 B. & Ad., 846
; Car-

ter V. Boehm, 3 Burr, 1905
; Higgins v. Dewey, 107 Mass., 494

;
Neilson v. Chic,

etc., R. Co., 59 Wis., 516 ; s. c. Watson v. Milwaukee, etc., R. Co., 57 Wis., 332 ;

Gilbert v. Guild, 144 Mass., 361
; Knole v. State, 55 Wis., 249

; s. c 42 Am. Rep.,

704.)
X.

(11) The competency of an expert is a question for the court, and it must be

clearly shown before his testimony can be received as an expert. (-Stennett v. Pa.

Ins. Co. ,
68 Iowa, 674

;
Russell t\ Crittenden, 53 Conn. , 564 ;

Ft. Wayne v. Coombes,
107 Ind., 75 ; Higbee v. Guardian Ins. Co., 53 N. Y., 603 ; Russell v. Crittenden,

53 Conn., .564
;
Hinds v. Harbon, 58 Ind., 121

;
McEwen v. Bigelow, 40 Mich., 215 ;

Dole V. Johnson, 50 N. H., 452 ; Castner v. Sliker, 33 N. J. L., 96 ; Flint v. Boden-

heimer, 80 N. Car., 205 ; Perkins v. Stickney, 132 Mass., 217 ; Wright v. Williams's

Estate, 47 Vt., 222.)
XI.

(12) Hypotlietical questions.
—The rule is that a party is entitled to put his case

hypothetically, as he claims it to have been i^roved, and take the opinion of the

witnesses thereon, leaving the jury to determine whether the question put covers

the case as proved. (Bishop v. Spining, 38 Ind., 143 ; Guetig v. Scate, 66 Ind., 94 ;

Goodwin v. State, 96 Ind., 550 ; Cowley v. People. 83 N. Y., 464
; s. c. 38 Am. Rep.,

464
; Quinn v. Higgins, 63 Wis., 664

; s. c. 53 Am. Rep., 305 ; Page v. State, 61 Ala.,

16; Boardman v. Woodman, 47 N. H., 120; Yardley v. Cuthbertson, 108 Pa. St.,

395; s. c .56 Amer. Rep., 218; Dexter r. Hall, 15 Wall. (U. S.),9; Commonwealth
V. Rogers 7 Met. (Mass.), .500

; s. c.41 Amer. Dec, 4.58; Forsyth r. Doolittle, 120

U. S., 73; State v. Cross, 68 Iowa, 180
; Morrill ('. Tegarden, 19 Neb., 534 ; Ray v.

Ray, 98 N. Car., 566; People v. Augsburgh, 97 N. Y., 501.)

a. The coiirt should allow counsel great latitude in framing a question based

upon the facts as claimed to be jiroved, if evidence tending to show the facts as

claimed to be proved has been given ;
but the court should not allow hypothetical

questions ba.sed on alleged facts which have not been proved, or not within the

range of legitimate evidence, or containing inferences or conclusions, or when

they ask for conjectures ;
nor those omitting material facts that are conclusively
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shown. (Goodwin v. State, 90 Ind.
, 550, disapproving People v. Thurston, 2d Park.

Ci'im. Cases (N. Y.), 49 ; Strong v. Stevens Point, 63 Wis., 255
; Haisle v. Payson,

107 111., 365 ; Cowley v. People, 83 N. Y., 464, and eases there cited; Higbie v.

Guardian, etc., Co., 53 N. Y., 603
; State v. Stanley, 34 Minn., 430.)

XII.

(13) It is the peculiar province of the jury to decide what weight, if any, they
will give to the opinion of an expert. They are not bound by it, and may exer-

cise their own experience upon the subject as to what weight it is entitled to

receive. The court has no power over it, and where jixdges have instructed juries

to give greater weight to the evidence of professional witnesses than to non-expert

evidence, the verdicts have been set aside as illegal. (Congress, etc., Co. v. Edgar,
90 U. S.,645; Schwenger v. Raymond, 105 N. Y., 648 ; Guetig i\ State, 64 Ind.,

94 ; States. Bailey, 4La. Ann. ,
376 ;. Von Valkenburgh v. Von Valkenburgh, 90 Ind.

,

433 ;
Stone v. Chicago, etc., R. Co., 33 N. W. Rep. (Mich.), 24

; Head v. Hargrave,
105 U. S., 45

; Atchison, etc., v. Thul, 33 Kan., 255 ; Davis v. State, 35 Ind., 496
;

McGregor v. Armill, 2 Iowa, 30
;
Tolum v. Mohr, 21 Ark., 349 ; Chandler v. Bar-

rett, 21 La. Ann., 58; Sanders v. State, 94 Ind., 147; Peoj)le v. Montgomery, 13

Abb. Pr. (N. S.), (N. Y.), 207; Cunee t\ Bessorne,.63 Ind., 534; State v. Cole, 63

Iowa, 695; Epps v. State, 103 Ind., 539 ; United States v, MoUoy, 31 Fed. Rep., 19 ;

Templeton v. People, 10 Hun (N. Y.), 357
; Eggers v. Eggers, 57 Ind., 461 ; Good-

win V. State, 96 Ind., 550 ; Humphries v. Johnson, 20 Ind., 190
; Spenaley v. Lan-

cashire Ins. Co., 03 Wis., 443.

XIII.

(14) An expert witness can not be compelled to give his opinion as an expert,

unless he is compensated. He can not be punished for contempt in refusing to

appear or testify as such without he is compensated, but he can be compelled to

appear and testify to facts within his knowledge, the same as any other witness,

without compensation above the statutory fee to which any witness is entitled.

(Buchanan v. State, 59 Ind.
,
1

; s. c. 36 Am. Rep. , 75 ; 17 Alb. Law J. , 343 ; Dillis v.

State, 59 Ind., 15 ; Webb v. Page, 1 E. & K., 23
; Parkinson v. Atkinson, 31 L. J.

(N. S.), C. P., 199; In re Roelker Sprague, 276 ; People v. Montgomery, 13 Abb.
Pr. (N. S.), 207 ; United States v. Howe, 13 Cent., L. J., 193.)

The courts of Alabama and Texas have held that experts are not entitled to

extra compensation. (Ex 2Mrte Dement, 53 Ala., 389; Sumner v. State, 5 Tex.

App., 365.)

But the weight of authority is otherwise. This subject has been exhaustively
treated by Lawson in his work on Expert and Opinion Evidence, and by Rogers on

Expert Evidence. The medico-legal authors all treat it, but in a general way.

(Wharton & Stille, 1883; Dean, 1873; Elwell, 1881,1887; McCleUan, 1873
; Ordro-

naux, 1869, 1878; Medico-Legal Papers, series 1, 3, and 3, N. Y.; Taylor, all

English and Phil, editions; Woodman & Tidy, 1876, 1884; Naquet's Legal Chem-

istry, 1876 ; Taylor on Poisons, 1875 ; Field's Medico-Legal Guide, 1883 ; Reese,
Med. Jur. «feTox., 1884, 1889, 1891

;
Bucknill & Tuke, all editions.)

The law authors on evidence (Wharton, Starkie, Greenleaf, Taylor, Best, Wood)
all treat the subject in their works on evidence, to which the student and the

expert should refer ; vide also Prof. Washburn's paper in 1 Am. Law Review, 63.

For reference to authorities and decisions, the American and English Encyclo-

paedia, Qf Law and Abbott'sNew Dijjest are the best sourpes of informatioQ,
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ADDRESS OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE SECTION, DR. J. COLLINS
WARREN, BOSTON, MASS.

MEDICAL EDUCATION IN THE UNITED STATES.

Gentlemen: The work of this section is of a character which does not usually
form a prominent part in the proceedings of medical gatherings. In almost every

department of education pedagogy, or the science of teaching, is a recognized spe-

cialty. The rapid jjrogress which has been made in medical education in this

country within the last few years has brought about such profound changes in

the methods of instruction and the strides, which medical science is making all

over the civilized globe are bringing into view so many new fields of work that

the teachers of to-day have a far more comjjlex and difficult task than was iire-

sented to their predecessors. The art of teaching medicine has never been taught,
in this country, at least. The time has arrived to take up the subject. In intro-

ducing such a subject as this it seems appropriate to take a brief retrospective

glance at the history of medical education in this country. There lies before me
as I w^rite a quaint little volume entitled A Discourse upon the Institution of

Medical Schools in America, published in 1765*. It bears the following inscrip-

tion :
" To Dr. John Warren, physician in Boston, this copy

* * * is presented by
his respectful and affectionate friend, John Morgan, Philadelphia, February 27,

1783." This book may be safely regarded as the first contribution to the subject
which we are to discuss to-day, and the two dates are memorable

;
the former

indicates the foundation of the medical department of the University of Pennsyl-
vania and the latter the birth of* the medical department of Harvard University.
Dr. Morgan justly remarks that " medicine is a science as important in its object
as it is difficult in its acquisition. It is very extensive in its researches and pre-

supposes the knowledge of many other sciences. The cultivation of it requires no
small ability and demands of those who engage in the arduous pursuit an

enlarged and benevolent mind." It is interesting to note that one whom we
might justly look upon as the father of medical education in this country, and who
"had spent five years in Europe under the most celebrated masters in every
branch of medicine," shorld have taken so optimistic a view of the knowledge
of medicine at that time as to say,

' ' The industry of many centuries has already
been employed to bring physic to that degree of perfection at which it is now
arrived." Fortunately, he adds :

" It will still require a long time to remove the

obscurities which yet veil many parts of it." Three years after this book was
written Pennsylvania held her first medical commencement and the provost justly

remarked, "This may be considered the birthday of medical honors in America."
The men who started this movement had received much encouragement from
across the ocean, and the remark of one of their teachers, Dr. John Fothergill, of

London, is of special interest to those concerned in the work of this congress.

Writing to James Pemberton, in 1762, he recommends Drs. Shippen and Morgan as

men well qualified for the work of teaching,
' ' both of whom,

" he says,
' ' will not only

be useful to the province in their employment, but if suitably countenanced by the

legislature will be able to erect a school of physic amongst you that may draw
students from various parts of America and the West Indies." During the colo-

nial period of our history it was the custom for yoimg men who entered upon the

study of medicine to become regularly apprenticed to some practitioner for a term
of three or four years, during which time the preceptor was entitled to the stu-

dent's services in preparing and dispensing medicines and services as an assistant

in minor surgical operations. As a return for this the physician was obliged to

give the student detailed and thorotigh instruction in all the branches of medi-

cine. Many of the leading men frequently had several students in their offices,
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constituting a small class, who were drilled as regularly in their studies as they
would be in college. In some instances the term of apprenticeship was extended
even to six and seven years.*

When the medical school sprang into existence it was at first intended merely to

supplement the apprentice system, and as means of commiinication of one part of

the country with anotlier were exceedingly limited, it was found desirable to con-

centrate school work into as small a part of the year as possible. Hence the origin
X)f the short tenn of four months which has clung so i)ersistently to the American

system. I will not vmdertake to weary you with a detailed account of the history
of the development of our system of education. Suffice it to say that the close of

the century found schools established not only in Pennsylvania and Massachusetts,
but in New York, Maryland, and Vermont. There were, however, in 1810, only
two medical schools in existence, with an aggregate number of medical students

of about 650, of whom 100 received the degree either of bachelor or doctor of med-
icine. The bachelors' degree was given to those who had attended the fiill course

of college instruction. It was hoped that such stiidents, after a short period of

practice, would eventually return to take the higher degi'ee, but as this expectation
was not fulfilled, the degree of bachelor of medicine was soon wisely abolished. A
noticeable feature of the education of that early period in our medical history was
the requirement for a high standard of general education. Those students who
did not possess a college degree were- expected to pass an examination in Latin,

mathematics, and natural and experimental philosophy. To obtain the degree of

doctor of medicine it was necessary that the applicant should have been a bach-

elor of medicine for at least three years, should have attained the age of 24 years,

and should write and defend a thesis jmblicly in the college.'^ When we consider

how imperfect was the knowledge of chemistry, physiology, and even anatomy,
and many other branches of medical science, and how little of what we now con-

sider the foundation of medical education the.e was to teach, such a coiirse must
be regarded as a very complete and exacting one. " Under these influences the

first thirty years sufficed to cause the bachelor's degree to be abandoned by all the

schools, the number of professors in each school to be doubled, and the length of

the anntial college term to be shortened one-third." (Davis.) Such was the

standard of education with which the present century opened. New schools con-

tinued to be created, not infrequently in connection with some university, as in

1810 at Yale University, in 1817 in Lexington, Ky., in 1820 at Brunswick, Me., in

1825 at Charlottesville, Va., until in 1840 twenty-six new medical colleges had
been added to the list—the whole number of students in tjie country amounting
to 2,500, the population in that year being 17,069,453. A glance at the report of a

committee to the Medical Society of the State of New York in 1833 gives a good
idea of the amoimt of work done by the schools at that period. In the twenty
schools mentioned in this report the number of courses of lectures required was

two, with one exception, that of the University of Virginia, where three courses

were required; and, to the credit of this iiniversity be it said, the length of each

course was ten months, whereas the almost invariable custom of the other schools

was to give a course of four months' duration onlj\ The time of study i)urported,

however, to be in all cases three years, "including the time devoted to lectures,"

as is stated in most of the reports. This straw indicates that at that time the

chief dependence, or nearly so, was placed upon the extra-mural instriiction which

was given to the student. At Yale University there was this additional require-

ment, namely, that the student was required to study four years "if he had not

graduated," which phrase, I presiime, means if he had not already taken the aca-

demic degree. This seems to be the first intimation that a longer term than the

1 N. S. Davis, Med. Ed. and Med. Institutions in the United States of Amex-ica, 1877.

9 William Pepper, Higher Medical Education, 1877.
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standard then set was necessary for a complete equipment for the i^ractice of

medicine.

The Medical Institution of the State of Georgia (incorporated in 1828) gave at

first the bachelor's degree with one year of study, but immediately abandoned it for

the usual curriculum. In the University of Pennsylvania, to which we look for

the standard in these early as well as later days, two full courses were required,

but, as in many other schools, one course only was demanded from those who had
attended a course at some other reputable school. In addition, a course of clinical

instruction in one of the Philadelphia hospitals was required. The course was
then for three years, but as the course of lectures was only four months, it was

expected that during the remaining portion of the first two years the student shotild

receive private instruction. As the period of the school term was so short, it is

interesting to note at what time of the year the various courses of lectures began.

This, it will be seen, varied greatly according to the geographical position of the

institution. At Dartmouth and the University of Vermont the term began in

August; in Bowdoin College, Maine, however, it began in the middle of February,

continuing until the middle of May ;
that is, term time in the far North was in the

sixmmer or spring; at Yale and Harvard, and in Philadelphia and New York, the

term opened at the end of October or the beginning of November, as did also the

schools in South Carolina and Kentucky. The University of Virginia, with its

long course of ten months, began September 10. Although the term time was

exceedingly short in some schools, a large amount of work was crowded into the

daily routine of the students. Five or six systematic lectures a day, with attend-

ance on clinics and dissections when possible, was considered nothing more than

a fair amount of work for the medical student to digest properly. This system of

teaching continued practically iinaltered in 1851, if we may judge from a report
to the committee on medical education of the American Medical Association. • In

regard to the private instruction which was supposed to continue during the

remaining eight months of the year, the report states that a very large proportion of

students simply read medicine under the direction of their preceptors. Anything
like careful instruction upon the part of the teachers did not exist. The student,
neither while attending lectures nor while in his preceptor's office, was encouraged
in anything like faithful and i igid study. To remedy this defect private schools for

teaching medicine were founded by enterprising physicians and surgeons, and these

quiz classes which were here inaugurated became a i^rominent feature of the

national system of teaching. Many a distinguished jjrofessor has won his spurs
in these private schools, and many valuable experiments in medical education

carried on by these men. As the college term has lengthened the necessity for these

accessory courses has diminished, and in many cities the extra course instruction,

whether by private school or teacher, has passed into history. No one will, I i>re-

sume, regret the departure of the year of private teaching "by some respectable

practitioner" whose certificate, i^urchased by a handsome fee, came eventually to

have so little meaning. When this ciistom was first inaugurated it was the sole

method of instrtiction, and during the long period of apprenticeship the student

received a large amount of instruction of the most valuable sort. When the med-
ical school came into existence the attempt was made to combine the two systems..

The practitioner, relieved from the responsibility of giving a complete course of

study to the student, gradually relaxed his efforts as a teacher until this part of

his daily work came to have only a nominal value. According to Davis it consisted

in 1877 in little more than the registry of the student's name in the doctor's office,

permission to read the books of his library, or not, as he chose, and the giving
of a certificate of time of study for the student to take to the medical college where

iW. Horker, M. D.,185L

8, Ex. 36 137
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he expected to graclTiate. At the beginning of this century the successful practi-
tioner gave a prominent place in his household to the medical student. I have
often heard my father, and many other practitioners of his day, tell stories of the

school life of those times. The office in the old homestead where I began the i)rac-

tice of medicine, then a luxurious library, was in those times a plain room with a
sanded floor, occupied during the day by a small band of medical students who all

boarded in the same house. The old room was the scene of many amusing stories

of schoolboy life, and also of thrilling tales of escape from the indignant pursuer of

the hero of some graveyard scrape, which was rendered necessary by the peculiar
laws of that period. This phase of student life has long since passed away, and
the equally agreeable and far more profitable experience of hospital life has taken

its place. "Would that I could add that such experience was now the privilege

of every medical student in the land.

As we approach the middle of the century we find the nation growing rapidly
in iiopulation and prosperity, and a corresponding increase in the numbers and

activity of the medical ijrofession. From 1830 to 1845 the number of medical

schools in the United States had more than doubled. At a meeting of the Medical

Society of the State of New York in 1839, when the subject of medical education

was brought forward, it was i^roposed to hold a national medical convention the

following year in Philadelphia, consisting of representatives from the different

schools and State societies. No response was made to the action of this society ;

but in 1844 Dr. N. S. Davis, then a delegate from Broome County, N. Y.
,
offered

a resolution that a national convention be called in 1846, and the American
Medical Association thus sprang into existence, the fundamental idea which

brought about the formation of the association being the improvement of our sys-

tem of medical education. It was high time that some such movement should

take place, as the rapid increase in the number of medical schools brought with it

a constant increase in the laxity of methods of teaching. The equipment of a new
school was sometimes pathetic in its meagerness, a manikin and a few lecture

rooms often constituting the entire "plant" of the infant institution. It would

not do to question the dean too curiously about the clinical facilities which the

school enjoyed, and as for laboratory work, there were few teachers sufi9.cieutly

advanced in their ideas to think of criticising the absence of such instruction.

There was, indeed, no time for it. Every available space in the tabular view was
filled with lecture hours. Professors were asked to come from neighboring towns

to assist in teaching, and often gave two lectures in the same day. This cram-

ming process, which seems so thoroughly American in its hustling activity, is per-

petuated to the present day in a limited number of schools, chiefly those situated

far from medical centers. As Holmes has said, life at that time was cheap—med-
ical visits in the country were only worth 25 cents apiece—and the ambitious

student could not afford to make an expensive outlay for his fiiture work. The

American Medical Association thereupon justly put on record its opinion "that

the abuses which exist in the modes of medical education pursued iu this country

demand the serious consideration of the profession," and at each meeting it con-

tinued to sound a note of warning on this all-imi)ortant subject. One of the

principal reforms which it proposed to bring aboutwas the lengthening of the term

of each year from, four to six months, and you will doubtless be somewhat sur-

prised to hear that at the second meeting of the association, which was held in

Boston, a paper was presented from the faculty of Harvard University opposing

this proposition. Tempora mutantur, et nos mutamur in illis. If Harvard was

lanwilling to lead in the matter of reform at that time, it is not surprising that

the other schools should not have been persuaded to change their customs. To

the Chicago Medical College, w^hich was founded in 1859, must be given the credit

of having been the first to attempt to lengthen the college course and to establish
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the system of teaching upon the so-called
' '

graded plan.
" ^ The school was in fact

organized for this express purpose. Little change was, however, effected by the

association in the methods of J;eaching at that time, although the discussions

which were constantly held were destined eventually to bring forth good fruit.

During the following decade little was done in the way of reform.

Graduating from the academic department of Harvard in 1863, I had an oppor-

tunity to study personally the methods in vogue at that time, and am the more

competent to express an opinion, as I passed one year of my course of study in

Philadeli)hia. The old system of medical education was then in all its glory, and

presented a striking conti'ast to one who had been subjected for four years to the

strict discipline of a well-conducted university. The course of lectures in Phila-

delphia began about the 1st of November. The day was occupied in abewildering
succession of lectures, on all of which the student felt called uj^on to attend, as he

had been obliged to ' ' take out tickets
"
for the full course. The teachers were able,

conscientious, and in many cases brilliant men, and many a lesson there learned

has been of value in after life. Clinical teaching was, however, largely crowded

aside by the superabundance of systematic lectures. The course came to an end on

the 1st of March, and the class, which was an enormous one, was allowed to scatter

to the four quarters of the country. Many of my classmates retijrned the follow-

ing autumn, and after attendance on a second course of lectures, and having also

handed in the certificate of study from the "
respectable practitioners," were able

to graduate in the following March ; that is, after having been connected with the

school less than eighteen months. This mtiy appear to the younger members of

this section an absurdly short "curriculum," but there were a considerable

number of enterprising young men who did not propose to occupy a long time in

obtaining their education.

You will remember what has already been said about the period of the year

occupied by the school term. At that time there were not only schools who had
their college "year" in the winter, but there were spring

"
years" and summer

"years
"
as well. Several of my friends proposed accordingly, after leaving Phila-

delphia in March, to take a spring
"
year

" at another school, in accordance with a

custom which many at that time followed. Such a student was therefore able, on

July 1, to show to the examining body tickets for two full courses of lectures and
a letter testifying to private instruction. It was notorious that many students at

that time were able to obtain a degree after nine months only of medical study.
The custom of short courses of study at different periods of the year unfortunately
still prevails. This zodiacal paradox has not yet been fully eliminated from the

medical calendar. The condition of teaching at Harvard was practically the
• same as at Philadeljjhia. It is not surprising that the best class of students were
dissatisfied with the opportunities and that the number of them who found it nec-

essary to go to Eurojie to complete their education was constantly increasing.
Two and even three years of study was not considered too long a time to occupy
in this manner. It is true that spring terms of a supplementary nature were organ-
ized by most schools and those students who chose lo remain could receive instruc-

tion throughout the year. The majority of sttidents, however, disappeared, many
of them employing their time in other occupations to earn sufficient money to pay
for a second course of lectures. The class of individuals who studied medicine at

that time seemed far inferior to the medical students of to-day in culture and
refinement. President Eliot says of the students of that period :

" In this univer-

sity until the re-formation of the school in 1870-"71 the medical students were

noticeably inferior in bearing, manners, and discipline to the students of the other

departments; they are now (1888) indistinguishable from other students." The
date which I have just mentioned marks the era of a great change in the history

1 N. S. Davis's Contributions to the History of Med. Ed., etc., 1877.
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of medical education. The rising generation of teachers were not content with
the antiquated methods of a previous century ; they had learned of a new order

of things in the centers of medical learning in Europe, and as the old generation
of teachers went out and a new one came in the modern ways of teaching grew
into a substantial system which had come to stay. Harvard adojjted the graded
course of three years' study, but she also did far more than that—and in this respect
she stands in advance of almost every other school in the country. She length-
ened her course to nine months, so that her two terms corresj^ond with those of

the other departments of the university and represent a full year's work. I will

not undertake to record the history of the reform in medical education since that

time ; it is' farailiar to most of you. The examjile which has been set to the rest

of the country by the University of Pennsylvania and by the College of Physicians
and Surgeons of New York are too well known for me to repeat them here.

While criticising, as I have done, the work of a previoiTS generation, I ought to

remind you that our forefathers accomplished what they did only by individual

efforts. There were no Government endowments, and, as a rule, no liberal bene-

factors to back them in their lindertakings. Their schools had to be conducted

on business principles, with a keen eye to the financial success of their venture.

DiTring the past twenty years, it is true, a number of State universities have been

established. In the University of Michigan, and possibly in one or two other State

universities, the medical professorships, like those of other departments, are sus-

tained by the income from the general endowment, independent of fees derived

from medical students, but, as a rule, the success of the school has depended upon
the patronage which it has received. It may be justly said, therefore, that the

whole system of medical education in this country is the sjiontaneous outgrowth
of the work of the medical profession, and that it is due to their public spirit and
disinterestedness that so important a dejiartment in the educational development
of a great nation has been brought to its present state of excellence. The good
work has, however, but just begun. The reform of medical education is still in

its infancy. If we are to believe all the glowing announcements which we read

in the annual catalogues of the various schools, we might be lulled into a sense of

calm security for the future, biit, unfortunately, the actual practice of many, I

might say a majority, of the schools does not come up to the ideals which are here

set forth.

The essential i)oints in the new scheme of education have been well stated by
our president, Dr. Pepper.' (1) The establishment of a preparatory examination.

(2) The lengthening of the period of study to at least three full years. (3) The
careful grading of courses, (4) The introduction of ample clinical and laboratory
instruction. (5) The establishment of fixed salaries for the teachers.

In a general way we may obtain some notion of the improvement which has

been made by a study of the report of the Illinois State Board of Health for 1891.

According to this report there are now 148 medical schools of all kinds in the

United States and Canada. The number of these requiring certain educational

qualifications for matriculation is 129. The number- of schools requiring attend-

ance on three or more courses of lectures was, in 1882, 22
;
in 1891 the number was

85. There has been also a gradual increase in the duration of the lecture terms

from an average of 23.5 weeks in 1882-'83 to 26.3 weeks in 1890-'91. In 1882-'83

there were 8 colleges that had but sixteen weeks. The number of colleges

having terms of six months or more is now 111. The number of colleges which
have graduated students at the end of the second course of lectures the present

year is less than 10 per cent of the whole number of schools in the country. There

are now in the United States 32 examining and licensing bodies that do not give

> Introductory addresa, Philadelphia, 1877
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instruction. Although the work of these licensing boards is far from uniform, a

great deal has been accomplished by them. There are at the present time fifteen

States with practice acts that require an examination of all persons desiring to

practice medicine in the respective Commonwealths. These States include nearly
50 per cent, of the entire population. In many States the whole comi)lexion of

the medical practice has been changed by the clarifying infliiences of these bodies.

The reports on medical education by the Illinois board, I do not hesitate to say, have

exerted a more powerful influence on the movement in education than any other

publication which our medical literature has produced. The effects of these med-

ical-x)ractice acts, which establish a minumum of time spent at medical lectures

and provide an examination for those who wish tobecome practitioners, areshown in

the statistics which have just been given. At the present time State examinations

are reqiiiredin Minnesota, North Dakota, Montana, Washington, North Carolina,

Alabama, Florida, Virginia, New Jersey, New York, Nebraska, Maryland, and
Utah. Millard,' who has had experience in framing the act of Minnesota, believ-

ing that it would be an improvement upon the medical-practice acts at present in

existence to separate the two functions of the board, the licensing power and the

educational supervision, thinks that the best interests of the public will be sub-

served by assigning the duties of the State licensing power to the various State

boards of health. The regulation of all forms of education should, on the other

hand, be vested in a central power consisting of a single board, to be known as a

State bureau of education, with power to regiilate all edticational institutions

granting degrees, together with the jjower of granting charters.and revoking the

same. Particularly should this apply to all institutions wishing to afford the com-

munity any of the various forms of higher or special edu.cation.

Having thus sketched the progress of medical education up to the present time,
let us now glance at some of the points of the present system in which it is desir-

able that further improvement should be made. The importance of a preliminary

training for the study of medicine is a problem which has occupied the attention

of our most prominent teachers. That the medical student should have received

a fair amount of education goes without saying. The importance of a proper

preliminary education is thus forcibly stated by that most experienced of German
medical teachers, Prof. Billroth. He says in reply to the objection to a prelim-

inary study of the natural sciences as a basis of a medical education :

The educated of all nations should not fail to encourage to their utmost knowl-
edge and study in all countries and stations of life. They should not fail to main-
tain and increase gradually the standard which they have set up both for them-
selves and others. They should not fail to support the Government in all efforts

directed toward this end. The physician, the lawyer, the school-teacher, and the

clergyman form the true nucleus of ciilture in th6 community. They are, espe-
cially in the country and small towns, the representatives of the educated elements
of society. The people seek their advice in time of need, and they are their sole
source of knowledge in many things. To neglect the education of such persons,
to lower their mental and scientific standard, to bring' them up so that they have
no better education than the tradesman, the tailor, and the cobbler, would be, in

my opinion, the suppression of the educational development of a nation, and is a
policy both corrupting and immoral in principle, as it would inevitably ruin a
nation and bring it prematurely to that point of decadence when it would become
the prey of others.

The importance of these views is fully appreciated in Germany, where the pro-
fessional schools are integral parts of the university, and entrance to the profes-
sional schools.depends upon the previous completion of the course in philosophy,
a course which corresponds to that of our academic degree. In Dr. Holmes's sug-

gestive article on this subject'^ it is shown that while the increase in the total num-

1Millard. The Necessity and Best Methods of Regulating the Practice of Medicine. Journal
Amer. Med. Assoc, July 30, 1892.

2 The forthcoming report of the Bureau of Education on professional education in the United
States, Journal American Medical Association, January 14, 1893.
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ber of medical students has been very gi-eat during the last decade, the increase

in the number of college men who have entered the profession has been very
slight, and in some of the more prominent schools the percentage has even slightly
diminished. He says :

It can not, then, be doubted that relatively a smaller number of medical students
have a bachelor's degree than in 1880, though the education of the average medical
student is superior to the average medical student ten years ago.

Although the proportion of medical students to students of law and divinity is

greater in the United States, the relative proportion has diminished in the last ten

years, whereas in Germany in the same period ;
a period during which medicine

has become more of a science and the domain of surgery has increased under anti-

septic methods, the proportion of medical students to the students of other pro-
fessions has greatly increased. The reason for this variation in the proportion of

medical students in the two countries is explained by the imperfection of our sys-

tem of education. Educators have not had proper control, and medicine has not

been placed upon that dignified scientific basis which it enjoys in Germany. Dr.

Holmes complains that the medical department is neglected by every university
in the United States. " It is farmed out or left to shift for itself."

Harvard has recently made an attempt to overcome this difiiculty by a modifica-

tion of the academic course, as Welch points out in an article on this subject.
> If

a young man choose the medical profession he should devote at least four years
to medical studies, including the preliminary sciences. If he supi^lements this

with a year in a hospital and a year or two in study abroad, and all this work has

been preceded by a college academic course, he vv'ould not be able to enter uiion

the practice of his profession much before the age of 80. Dr. H. P. Bowditch,^ dean

of the medical faculty of Harvard, has strongly advocated a change which would
overcome this difficulty. The average age of students who enter the Harvard

academic department, as President Eliot has shown, has been gradually rising

during the whole of this century until it has reached nearly 19 years. The
student who enters the medical school therefore finds himself just beginning the

preparation of the real work of his life at an age when many of his contempo-
raries are already engaged in the productive work of their professions. In Ger-

many the best class of students begin their professional studies at a little earlier

age than that at which our j^oung men enter Harvard College. As the course of

study leading to the degree of doctor of medicine lasts five years, it follows that

the German physician is ready to begin practice before he is 28.V years old. The

average age of matriculants at Oxford is 19 years, and it is perfectly iiossible for

an Oxford student desiring to study medicine to begin liis purely professional

studies before the end of his second year of college life. The dean writes me upon
this subject»as follows:

There are many students in our school who have had one or two years of col-

lege life, either as special or regular stiidents, and .then have entered the medical
school because tliey have felt the necessity of getting started on their life work.
These men would have been glad to take the bachelor of arts degree if it could
have been procured in a shorter time, but they consider it too dearly purchased
when it involves so much delay in beginning their professional life.

It seemed, therefore, reasonable to the medical faculty of Harvard to make the

following proposition, namely : That the academic council should consider the

expediencv of gi-anting the degree of bachelor of arts to all undergraduates who
should stibsequently take the longest course of study offered at the professional

schools after three years' attendance in the academic department, the professional

degree and that of bachelor of arts to be given simultaneously at the end of the

' Some of the Advantages of the Union of Medical School and University, 1888.

" Remarks Made at a Meeting of the Academic Council, 1887.
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professional course. One of the medical studies at least can be obtained in the

usual college curriculum, and general chemistry is frequently "anticipated" by

students who enter the medical school. It is hoped, indeed, that this course will

soon become one of the "preliminary studies" to medicine. It would be a short

step to place one or two more of the scientific medical studies on the list of aca-

demic elections, and a whole year coiild thus be anticipated. The relations of pro-

fessional schools to the university are not appreciated in the same light that they

are in Germany, and the i)roposition of the medical faculty, aftermuch discussion,

was finally declined. The advantages of a more intimate relation between the

medical school and the university are clearly set forth by Welch in the article

referred to. The duplication of laboratories is thus avoided, and men in different

branches of science are broughfmore intimate]y together. The important depart-

ments of botany, zoology, and comparative anatomy can not fail to have an ele-

vating influence upon the work done in a medical school. Howmuch more rapidly

might not original investigation progress when different branches of science work

in a common cause. It is here that the great strength of German science and

progress takes its origin. A movement in the same direction is the establishment

in our colleges and scientific schools of courses of tuition intended specially for

the benefit of those who intend ultimately to study medicine. Such a course has

been planned by Prof. Shaler in the Scientific School of Harvard, and a similar

course is offered by the Institute of Technology. Prof. Shaler"s coxirse preparatory

to medicine consists of two years. In the first yearwe find physics, zoology, botany,

general chemistry, rhetoric and elementary French or German, and free-hand

drawing among the studies required. In the second year there is botany, zoology,

comparative anatomy, geology, comparative osteology, physics, qualitative analy-

sis, and themes. It is certainly to be hoped that the medical teachers of theUnited

States will not remain content with the very elementary examinations which are

now demanded from those students who have not received a college education.

The advantage of a previous college training is shown in some statistics given by

Billings' of examinations conducted by the examining boards of the Army and

Navy. Of those candidates who had a college degree 34 per cent were successful,

and of those who had no such degree 28.9 per cent siicceeded. It is interesting in

this connection to note that, taking the medical schools of Harvard, Yale, the Col-

lege of Physicians and Surgeons, and Bellevue Hospital, of New York, the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania, and the University of Virginia together, 46.1 per cent

succeeded, while for all the rest of the schools in a body 22.3 per cent succeeded.

One of the most prominent features of the new education is the character and

amount of laboratory work which is now required by our medical schools. The

new building of the Harvard Medical School, erected twelve years ago, showed the

importance which its faculty attached to this means of teaching the student.

Already the large addition of the Sears Laboratory has more than doubled the

facilities of this department of the school. The University of'Pennsylvania has

felt the necessity of increasing the facilities for laboratory work, and has received

a munificent endowment for its department of hygiene. The literature of this

part of our educational system is already becoming voluminous. The recent

reports of Vaughan and Holmes, in behalf of the work done at the University of

Michigan and the College of Physicians and Surgeons of Chicago, respectively,

show the interest which is«taken in this subject in many of the Western schools.

General chemistry forms so large a part of the first year's work in the Harvard
Medical School that it is proposed to make room for other valuable work by mak-

ing this study one of the requirements of admission. This course is already

anticipated by most of the college graduates. The course on embryology and his-

tology is at present required and lasts throughout the year. Students are obliged

' Ideals of Medical Education, 1891
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to keep books in which drawings are inade of the specimens studied, and these

books are examined by the teacher. Those who do not possess microscopes are

provided with them by the school, and the equipment of this department enables

it to handle classes of 150 students. Prof. Minot, who conducts this course, urges
the addition of a course on biology to the work of the first year, as it would not

only enable the student to .pursue many of his studies more intelligently, but
would add greatly to the value of all original work done by the student or physi-
cian. The new four years' course has been so arranged that the technique of

bacteriology comes in the first year. This is a time when the student has more
time ^or laboratory work, and it paves the way for special work in the study of

these organisms in connection with pathology, which is jilaced in the second year.
I shall leave a more detailed statement to Prof. Ernst, who will have something to

say upon this subject later. Bacteriology needs no special plea to-day. It can
not even be regarded as a purely scientific study. No practitioner of medicine or

surgery who emerges from one of our schools to-day should be considered properly

equipped for his work unless he has been trained in such a laboratory. No
physician can expect to unravel the secrets of disease without a practical knowl-

edge of the demonstration of certain forms of bacteria, and there is certainly no
better school for aseptic surgery than the bacteriological laboratory. The study of

pathology at the Harvard Medical School ' is conducted by Prof. Councilman, not

only by lectures, but by demonstrations, recitations, and exercises in pathological

histology. The latter course, which has hitherto been optional, is now obligatory.
The relation of bacteria to disease is taught by the study of certain types of disease,

as tuberculosis, suppuration, jmeumonia, etc. Demonstrations are given twice

a week of material obtained from the hospitals and from x^rivate practitioners.
This is a laboratory exercise. Members of the class are called upon to study the

specimens. He then carries around to the other members of the class and demon-
strates and explains to them the lesions. Each student in this way has the

specimen demonstrated to him. In the cotirse- on pathological histology the stu-

dent is required to make drawings of the sections studied, and opportunity is

given to a certain number of men who have gone through with the course in

pathology to act as demonstrators the following year and to assist in teaching.
Places are assigned in the pathological laboratory to a certain number of students

who have done well in their studies, and opportunity is given them for special

study or original investigation.

A type of laboratory course, which I think is peculiar to Harvard, is that on the

application of bandages and surgical apparatus. It is a purely laboratory course, is

given to students at the beginning of their second year, and is confined to a detailed

study and drill in the practical part of such work. Bandaging is taught upon the

living subject and a few wooden models . The feature of this coursewhich isperhaps
most valuable is the preparation and application of all the forms of stiff bandages.
In this way every member of the class learns thoroughly the elementary part of

this work before he begins to practice upon patients in the hospital, and no stu-

dent leaves the school without becoming an adept in the application of the stiff

bandage.
Another subject which is receiving more and more attention yearly is that of

clinical instruction. The weakness of this feature of medical education was one

of the glaring faults of the old system and arose out of the fact that hospitals were

far less numerousthan they are at the present time, and that from the necessities of

the situation the independent origin of the medical school became a custom which
has continued almost unimpaired to the present day. In Boston the medical school

flourished for nearly one-third of a century before its teachers realized the impor-

1 Bulletin of the Harvard Medical School Association, No. 4.
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tance of this problem. A circular was then issued, in 1810, in which the statement

was made that " a hospital is an institution absolutely essential to a medical

school." Would that all teachers of that time had realized sufficiently that fact

and had educated the public to recognize the necessity of such a close relation of

the two. Many of the older members of this congress can remember the old-fash-

ioned prejudice which resented the intrusion of students into the hospital wards.

The theory of the trustee of that time was ' ' this money was given for the cure of

patients and not for the education of physicians." They could not be i^ersuaded

that the two interests were identical. The change of feeling in more enlightened
times was indicated by the benefactor of the great Johns Hopkins Hospital. At
the opening of that hospital in 1889 Dr. Billings showed the advantage of such

an union in the following words:

It is well known to those familiar with the subject that the sick in a hospital
where medical instruction is given receive more constant, careful, and thoiightful
attention than do those in a hospital where no such instruction is given. The
clinical teacher must do his best. Keen eyes will note every error in diagnosis,

every failure in the results of treatment. Moreover, thevery act of teaching clarifies

and crystallizes his own knowledge; in attempting to explain, the dark places
become prominent and demand investigation, and hence it is that those cases which
are lectured on receive the best treatment. I need say nothing here on the other
side of the question, the value of properly-trained physicians to the community
and the necessity for hospital instruction in such training. Johns Hopkins under-
stood all this, and specially directed that "in all your arrangements in relation
to this hospital you will bear constantly in mind that it is my wish and purpose
that the institution shall ultimately form a part of the medical school of the
university."

The reaction in favor of clinical teaching is becoming daily stronger, and no
school can hope to compete with the great schools of the country which does not
have control of what is usually called " clinical facilities." This term must, unfor-

tunately, still be used
;
for the number of schools which have hospitals of their

own is yet exceedingly small. The union between the two is in most of our large
cities becoming a more and more intimate one. Another immense advantage
which the possession of a hospital gives to a faculty is the control of appointments.
Most schools are now obliged to select their teachers from members of the staffs

of hospitals in their city who have services at times of the year which enable them
to teach. These individuals are appointed by laymen who have no knowledge and
no regard for the necessities of medical education. Faculties thus placed are

unable to select teachers of national reputation, as there is no appointing power
which enables them to give such a person the material with which to teach. This
is a grave defect in our system, and one which the leaders in medical education
should not forget to impress upon the profession and the public. But while

applauding the movement in favor of clinical teaching, it is perhaps well at the

present time to consider whether systematic or, as it is usually incorrectly called,
" didactic

"
teaching should be abandoned. The discussion as carried on in the

medical journals appears to lean in this direction. A course of systematic lectures

enables the teacher to cover gi-ound which he would be unable to do even in a
clinic most richly endowed with material. The method of handling the subject
differs entirely from that adopted at the bedside, and in a well-regtilated four-

years' course I believe the systematic lecture should still retain a prominent place.
Clinical instruction should be abundant, and of the most varied kind. Instruction

of the class in small sections is a most desirable feature of this department. It

involves a greater expenditure of time and an increase in the teaching staff and

great ability as an organizer in the head of the department. It is the squad drill,

however, which brings the student in most intimate contact with disease. To

carry out these ideals necessitates a "plant" far in advance of that which the

average school now possesses. No such enterprise can be undertaken without
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that aid which has hitherto been conspicuous by its absence. I refer to endow-
ments. The valuable paper of Dr. Bayard Holmes, already referred to, gives some

interesting data on this subject. He says :

The productive funds in the hands of medical schools, both those connected with
and those independent of universities in the United States, was, in 1889, $249,200,
while at the same time there was in the hands of schools of theology productive
funds to the amount of §11,9.39,681. The value of buildings and grounds used by
medical schools at the same time was $4,047,618. and the theological schools were
accommodated with buildings and gi'ounds valued at $7,762,095.

* * * The
medical schools had, in 1889, 12,238 students, who paid tuitions to the amount of

$768,761, while at the same time the theological schools enrolled 6,989 students.
I am able to reinforce these figures by an abstract of the statistics for medicine,
theology, and technology as reported to the bureau in June, 1892. The medical
schools possessed buildings and grounds in 1892 valued at $7,507,987, and produc-
tive funds amotmting to $611,214. Medical dei^artments of State universities also
received State aid in 1892 amounting to $40,500, which, if capitalized at 5 per cent,
would be equal to an endowment of $810,000 ; making a total endowment of

$1,421,214. There were 16,781 medical students in attendance. The theological
schools report i)roductive funds amounting to $17,599,979, and stated, at the same
time, the value of their biiildings and grounds was $10,720,860. They had 7,672
students in attendance. Technological schools report productive funds amount-
ing to $18,229,940. These institutions received from State appropriations or

municipal aid, in 1891-'92, $747,504, which, if capitalized at 5 per cent, would be
equivalent to an endowment of $14,950,080 ; making a total endowment for schools
of technology of $28,180,020. There were enrolled in the schools of technology
10,931 students, about one-third of whom were in preparatory courses. It will
thus be seen that the endowment of theology is increasing at the rate of about
$2,000,000 a year. The technological schools are well provided for, but medicine
has scarcely raised its endowment, even at the most liberal estimate, to a million
and a half.

Probably the available funds procured by our medical schools are somewhat

larger than these statistics show, but they give the proportions which are needed

to imi)ress upon us how little financial encouragement medicine receives. When
we realize what a valuable factor the medical man is in the rapidly increasing

development of the territory of a vast and prosperous country like ours, it seems

as if his claims to receive encouragement should be listened to. He does not biaild

railroads or organize societies in new lands, but he is in the foremost rank of pio-

neers. With the complete equipment which our teachers can give him to-day he

becomes a most valuable member of society. He protects the young colony from

epidemics ; without him State medicine could not exist, and States could not

be founded on a basis which would insure prosperity. These ideas should be

impressed upon our men of wealth and upon the State governments as well. In

the meantime it is imijortant that we should adopt as a principle in our new

departure in education that the medical faculty should have personal control of

hospital wards and management. Let this work begin in a small way at first, but

with a view to fiiture development. Such a change can only be brought about by
a slow process of evolution. The sooner, therefore, the principle is recognized and

adopted, the better. It is difficult for a prosperous school, which has abundant

opportunities for bedside teaching, to realize this, but it can not develop beyond a

certain point until it has established its own independence. I can not help believ-

ing that in this direction lies one of the greatest avenues of development of our

system of medical education in the future.
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PAPERS READ BEFORE THE SECTION.

THE IMPORTANCE OF PHYSIOLOGICAL CHEMISTRY AS A PART OF
MEDICAL EDUCATION.

By R. H. CHITTENDEN, Ph. D.,

Professor of Physiological Chemistry in the Sheffield Scientific School of Yale University.

In this age of progression, when the attention of the medical profession is being

directed toward a broader and more comprehensive system of medical education,

it is well to consider some of the claims presented by physiological chemistry to

occupy a prominent place in the medical curriculum of the day or, if not as an

integral part of medical study itself, as a fundamental part of that preparatory

training which all jirogressive minds in the medical profession consider as so

important for the most complete and intelligent understanding of the science of

medicine in its broadest sense. There can be, I think, no objection from any

quarter to the general statement that biology, together with chemistry and physics,

constitutes the best and most natural line of preparatory work for the medical

student. Indeed, it may well be questioned, whether physics, chemistry, and a

certain amount of biology should not form a necessary part of the training of any

person seeking a liberal education. To be sure, the intending medical student

may well pursue these subjects much more thoroiighly than one who desires gen-

eral training rather than special knowledge. The biological sciences, however,

so closely underlie the science of medicine, are so plainly the substructure on

which the latter rests, that one can hardly conceive of a broad and intelligent

comprehension of the stibject without a preliminary training in some one or more

of the biological sciences. Just here, however, in order to prevent any possible

misunderstanding, let me at once emphasize the fact that what is required first of

all of a medical student, as well as of a sttident in any department of learning, is

a broad and well-developed mind, trained to habits of thought and observation,

endowed with the power of logical reasoning, and fully alive to the necessity for

broad and liberal culture. This is obviously the first requisite, and it is folly to

assume that a limited biological training, although valuable in itself, can counter-

act the defects or make good the deficiences incidental to the lack of intellectual

development. A boy fresh from the district school, or from the high schools of

our cities, with his mind mostly unformed, is neither fit for the study of medicine

nor of any other profession. What he requires first of all is mental training. We
need not discuss here whether such training should be obtained through classical

studies or through mathematics and the natural sciences. It is sufficient for

present piirposes that the need for general training be widely recognized. Let it

be understood that the medical profession demands men of high intellectual attain-

ments, broad and scholarly, and that there is no short road of preparation for

medical studies, through biological or other channels, any more than for the pro-

fessions of law, theology, art, or literature. Granting all this, as everyone inter-

ested in the future development of medicine must, we come back to our starting

point, viz., that biology constitutes one of the most important, if not the impor-

tant, preparatory study in medical education. Biology treats of the science of

life, of the structure and function of living organisms, high and low in the scale.

What more natural and appropriate, therefore, than that the student, aiming to

make his life work the study and treatment of the diseased human body, should

turn to the study of animal and vegetable forms in order to gain knowledge and

experience of the general laws regulating life in all its phases. It is only by a
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close scrutiny of the simpler forms of life that we obtain the requisite knowledge
to unravel the complexities of structure and function characteristic of the more
highly developed human organism. The broad line of demarcation, formerly
drawn between the life processes of animals and plants, has been gradually

gi-owing narrower and more indistinct, until to-day we are forced to believe in

the existence of essentially the same kind of protoplasm (i. e.
, containing essen-

tially the same chemical substances) in animal and vegetable cells alike, and
without regard to the position they occupy in the scale of life, whether in man
or in the highest or lowest animals and plants. This naturally leads to the

view "that definite fundamental chemical formations and changes are common
to all living beings,"^ and although there are many superficial as well as funda-

mental differences between the different classes and orders of animals and

plants, yet it is evident "that many processes can take place according to a

conformable fundamental type. Further, in the life jirocesses of man these

parallels are again found, whose simplest manifestation we perhaps follow with
the least difficulty in the lowest organisms. We are thus brought to a defi-

nite unity in the original structure and processes of living existence."' "All

living beings, of form and life phenomena the most widely different, appear to

owe their fundamental structure to an original chemical organization, with prop-
erties common to them all,"' from which we can see direct gain to the medical

student in the study of lower forms of animal and vegetable life. Further, as an
indirect gain, it must not be overlooked that in such lines of biological inquiry
the student, while acquiring a fund of useful information more or less directly

applicable to his everyday needs, undergoes a training, the value of which can not

be overestimated. His powers of observation are called into play, the habit of

drawing deductions from observed facts, the noting of resemblances and differ-

ences, all tend to educate him in methods of exact work, and lead eventually to

habits of self-reliance and a freedom from i^rejudice and i^reconceived opinions,

which will prove of inestimable vaUie in his after life of practice by the bedside.

He learns to appreciate the significance of small things, and becomes thereby
well trained in the essentials of accurate diagnosis in a manner which can not be

imitated by text-book instruction in any branch of knowledge. He must be

taught to observe accurately, and being possessed of reasoning powers soon

acquires the habit of close and logical reasoning. All this, -I take it, will be

readily granted by the unprejudiced mind, but the question naturally presents

itself here as to what is meant by or included under the term of "biology." We
need not stop for a scientific definition of biology, for our interest centers rather

in the interpretation of the word as applied to biological courses of instruction.

Judging from the courses offered by most of our institutions of learning under

the head of biology, the latter ordinarily includes more or less zoology and botany,

with a comparatively large amount of dissection of typical forms. This is coupled

with a certain amount of histology, and perhaps embryolgoy, all being intended to

constitute a more or less thorough presentation of the morphological side of

biology. Less thoroughly presented, ordinarily, is the physiological side. To be

sure, physiology is usually found as a part of the curriculum of a biological

course, but seldom is it taught other than by text-book or with that degree of

thoroughness characteristic of morphological instruction. Further, in those

institutions where physiology is given a prominent place in the biological course,

it is xisually a one-sided presentation of the subject. It consists mostly of muscle

and nerve physiology, with demonstrations of blood pressure and kindred experi-

ments, designed to illustrate mainly the mechanical side of physiology. 1 would

not be considered for one moment as saying a single word against such lines of

' Hoppe-Seyler's address on " The Development of Physiological Chemistry and Its Signifi-

cance in Medicine."
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physiological experimentation or instruction ; it is certainly of the highest impor-

tance and, in my judgment, is just what is needed in every course of physiological

study. But what I would like to impress upon my hearers is that there is

another side of i)hysiology which, in this country at least, has not been cultivated

as it should be, viz., the chemical side of physiology, or physiological chemistry.

It deals with quite a different series of problems from those pertaining to so-called

pure physiology, but I venture to say that the phases of physiological study and

investigation it presents to us are as fundamental, if not more so, than any other

single line of physiological work. By physiological chemistry I mean something
more than the mere application of chemical analysis to a determination of compo-
sition. This, to be sure, is important ;

but more valuable still is a proper under-

standing of the processes or lines of functional activity going on in the organs

and fluids of the body, a rightful interpretation of which, however, must depend

greatly upon our knowledge of the composition of the various parts of the body
and upon the chemical constitution of the many organic substances disseminated

through the organism. Physiological function depends largely, if not wholly,

upon chemical nature and constitution, and although there is much that is vague
and incomplete in our knowledge of the chemistry of the body, it is very evident

that such chemical information as is obtainable is a necessary preliminary to aU

physiological study. Indeed, there is hardly a question, either in physiology or in

the science or practice of medicine, which does not draw, to a greater or less

extent, upon physiological chemistry for its solution.

As I am now addressing a body of physicians rather than physiologists, I can

not do better than to repeat a remark of Prof. Hoppe-Seyler's, taken from an

address on the development of jihysiological chemistry, as illustrative of the

important position this well-known authority considers this branch of chemistry
should occupy in the medical curriculum. "I can not understand," he states,
" how at the present day a physician can recognize, follow in their course, and

suitably treat diseases of the stomach and alimentary tract, of the blood, liver,

kidneys, and urinary passages, and the different forms of poisoning ; how he can

. suitably regulate the diet in these and in constitutional diseases without knowl-

edge of the methods of physiological chemistry and of its decisions on questions

offering themselves for solution, and without practical training in their applica-

tion." Again, Leube, the noted clinician, exclaims against the underestimation

of physiological chemistry in medicine, and emphasizes the probability that the

future success of medicine is dependent mainly upon the advancement of this

branch of chemistry. In every medical school in the land there should be a well-

appointed laboratory for the practice and study of physiological chemistry in

every direction bearing on medical science. So, too, in every well-rounded bio-

logical course there should be ample facilities for instruction and experimenta-

tion, not only in pure physiology, but likewise in physiological chemistry, so that

a broader and clearer conception of physiology may be obtained than is i)ossible

by the presentation of a single side of the subject. Obviously, in a course of bio-

logical instruction the morphological side rightly receives the first attention ; form

and structure must be first studied, and thoroughly studied, but chemical com-

position and function are not to be entirely ignored. So, too, in medicine, the

unsymmetrical development, especially of the last twenty years, by which the

sovereignty of morphology has been attained, giving iindue weight to anatomical

methods of investigation, has reached its climax, and the clinicians even are now

looking to physiological chemistry to aid them in unraveling many of the hidden

processes of life, thus hoping to gain clues to clearer methods of diagnosis and

more rational lines of treatment. And yet our medical schools are sadly lacking

in facilities for teaching, as it should be taught, this important branch of science.

Contrast, for example, the time allotted and the facilities afforded for studying
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physiological chemistry with the time and facilities given to anatomy, histology,
and pathology. The difference is appalling, and I say it with all due respect to

the position these three subjects justly occupy in the medical curriculum, and
with, I think, a due appreciation of the great gain accruing to medicine from the

marvelous development of pathological investigation which has been witnessed

during the last two decades. If, however, a small fraction of the time and energy
given to these branches of medicine had been devoted to the simultaneous study
and investigation of the chemical processes of the body in health and disease, I

am sure equally important results would have been obtained, and as a final out-

come a far more satisfactory explanation of many phenomena, for which anatomy,
histology, and pathology alone have thus far given only incomplete or unsatis-

factory explanations. It is from a judicious combination of the results obtain-

able by different lines of inquiry that the broadest and most definite, as well as

the most accurate, deductions are to be drawn. From the very nature of things
no one branch of biology, no one branch of medicine, is capable of affording as

complete and satisfactory answers to the many general (questions constantly

arising as can be furnished by broader and more comprehensive methods of work.
Let us consider now for a moment some of the reasons for our belief that physi-

ology and medicine are greatly indebted to physiological chemistry for their

advancement. Obviously, in the first place, we must remember that our knowl-

edge of the comi)osition of the tissues, organs, and fluids of the organism, whether
animal or vegetable, is derived entirely from chemical study and investigation.

This is plainly self-evident ; but when we consider how far-reaching are the facts

thus obtained in promoting our understanding of the laws of growth of the human
body, of the relationships of the various physiologically active and inactive

tissues, of their development, of the character and extent of their activity, and of

all the variations incidental to pathological conditions, we see at once the great

importance of this knowledge in aiding us to a rightful interpretation of x)hysio-

logical laws. The great progress made of late years in our knowledge of the various

digestive juices of the body, of their mode of action, of the character of the prod-
ucts resulting from the digestion of the various classes of food stuffs, of the con-

ditions favorable and unfavorable to fermentation ; these and many other things
connected with the study of digestion in its broadest sense have all been accom-

plished as the result of long-continued and laborious experimentation in the domain
of physiological chemistry ; results that have not only helped to give us broader

and clearer ideas of the physiology of digestion, but have made possible much of

the advance in the diagnosis and treatment of disorders of the alimentary tract.

Take from us our knowledge of the chemical composition of muscle and nerve

tissue, and of the characteristics of the various substances entering into their

structure, and what a blank would remain. Consider the importance of our ever-

growing knowledge regarding the chemical changes going on in the two master

tissues of the body, with their influence on heat prodiiction and on proteid and

other forms of metabolism, and remember at the same time that, in spite of all

that has been accomplished in the past, we have hardly passed the threshold of the

possibilities opening up before us. Then, too, the whole broad question of nutri-

tion in general, with its bearing on health and disease ; the stiidy of the urine and

faeces, with the rich results such study affords as a means of diagnosis ;
the study

of the liver and its secretion, the bile—all are in great part chemical problems,

partial solution of which has already afforded results of inestimable value. Then
consider for a moment the part chemistry has played in bringing about our present

understanding of the manner in which microorganisms act in the animal body,
with its bearing upon the whole question of infectious diseases, the discovery of

the production of distinct chemical poisons by specific pathogenic bacteria, with

the impetus this fact has given to the search for methods of producing immunity.
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Then, too, we mast not forget to recall the great aid chemistry has lent to thera-

peutics, giving ns not only methods for the preparation of purer and more definite

products, but opening up methods of studying the physiological action of drugs,
which has greatly advanced the growth of scientific pharmacology.
In the brief time allotted for this paper we can not, however, even mention

further specific instances of the way in which physiological chemistry touches and

strengthens almost every department of medicine. I would that I had time to

sketch for you a more detailed picture of this whole matter as it presents itself

to my own mind, for I am sure that by so doing it would be jjossible to impress

you more fully with the great need of broader and more liberal methods of

instruction in this department of science, both as an aid to a better interpreta-

tion of biological laws and as a necessary part of a liberal medical education.

And now allow me to say a word regarding the methods of instruction in physi-

ological chemistry. Hapi)ily, the day is past when a medical student is com-

pelled to obtain his knowledge of medicine from lectures, or even from books alone.

Personal instruction and personal experience in the laboratory are essential requi-

sites in any course of instruction that aims at the highest and best results. So, in

physiological chemistry, there must be a well-equipped laboratory, where each

student is provided with the necessary space and outfit for demonstrating the

fundamental truths of chemical i)hysiology. Instructors, too, must be provided
so that at the most not more than fifteen men shall be under the guidance of one

teacher, who shall thereby have time and opportunity to study and develop the

material committed to his charge to the fullest extent. For men's minds, as you
well know, are not all constructed on the same plan, and personal idiosyncrasies
need to be recognized and dealt with in such a manner that each may receive the

full benefit of the knowledge and training iirovided. A course in physiological

chemistry worthy of the name should extend through at least six months, and

preferably through a whole year, with an average of fifteen hours of laboratory
work per week, interspersed with lectures, recitations, and demonstrations. Such
a course of instrviction as I have in mind can be advantageously taken only by
men who already have knowledge of general, analytical, and organic chemistry,

.physics, anatomy, and histology, together with more or less familiarity with

general physiology. You say, perhaps, that no medical student can afford to

spend such an amount of time on a subject only indirectly connected with medi-

cine. But I believe that to be a grave mistake, one that is in part responsible for

the large number of half-educated nien in the medical profession. As Dr. Bil-

lings, in a recent paper in the Forum on "Medicine as a Career," has well said:
" This country is in no need of men possessing the dii^loma of doctor of medicine

;

it already has at least 20,000 more of them than it requires or can properly suji-

port; but it does need several hundred, say 1,000, more of properly trained

physicians." An experience of eighteen years in a large university in teaching

physiological chemistry as a part of a biological course having for its chief aim
the preparation of yoitng men for the study of medicine has convinced me that

the time spent in such study is well spent, and that such a line of work can be

advantageously made a part of the university or college curriculum, so that the

intending medical student may have a fundamental idea of the scope and aim of

I)hysiological chemistry before he enters upon his medical course proper, just as

he has, or should have, a knowledge of comparative anatomy, physiology, and gen-
eral biology. But the medical school itself can well afford to establish a thorough
course in this subject ; indeed, no medical school at the present day can afford to

to be without such a course of study if it hopes to rank with the leading institu-

tions of the land, or aims to provide instruction of the highest and fullest type.
And now just a word or two regarding the character of a course in physiolog-

ical chemistry. There may obviously be different views upon this subject, lean
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simply present my own. First, I believe that the student should be taught, in the

laboratory, of course, the general reactions and properties of the various albumi-
nous or proteid bodies, studying likewise their more common decomi^osition i^rod-

ucts, their relationship and chemical constitution, so far as known. Next in

order come the various forms of epithelial and connective tissue, the student

separating for himself and studying the various albuminoids which give character

to the respective tissues, as the collagen of white fibrous tissue and the gelatin
derived from it, the elastin of yellow elastic tissue, the so-called chondrin from

cartilage, together with mucin and neuclo-albumin from the mucous tissues.

Adipose tissue naturally comes n ext, and the several fatty acids are separated and

studied, melting points determined, and the differences between the natural fats

noted. This preliminary work, which involves much more chemistry than can be

readily indicated by this short description, is followed by a study of the more

important muscle tissue; the properties of muscle-plasma and muscle-serum are

noted, and the various proteids and crystalline extractives characteristic of this

tissue are prepared and examined. Myosin, the proteid of muscle clot, is especially

studied, and its resemblance to the related globulins of blood-plasma noted.

Again, it must not be forgotten that in order to make such a course as I am out-

lining of the highest value no opportunity should be lost to show the physiolog-
ical bearing of all the results obtained ; to try and instill into the mind of the

student the idea that the facts of physiological chemistry have a wide ai)plication.

Thus, in the chemical study of muscle tissue, for example, many lectures and
recitations may properly be interspersed, sections, for instance, from Foster's

Physiology making an admirable addition to the laborat ory work ; the object

being to teach the student to make use of physiological chemistry as a means
toward a broader and more accurate conception of physiological phenomena.
Muscle tissue is followed by a study of nerve tissue, the various bodies especially

characteristic of this tissue, such as lecithin, myelin, cerebrin, protagon, and

cholesterin, being separated and their general properties and reactions ascer-

tained. The chemical differences between the gray and white matter are also

noted, the neuroglia, neuro-keratin, and brain proteids are studied, while chem-

ical and anatomical relationships are compared in this as in all other tissues-

examined. The study of digestion is taken up next, the various secretions, sali-

vary, gastric, pancreatic, and intestinal, being thoroughly examined. Artificial

digestive juices are prepared, and their action on the various classes of food stuffs

notedand compared, this serving likewise to illustrate the general action of enzymes
orsolublefermentsin distinction from the organized ferments. Themany products
of amylolytic and proteolytic digestion are prepared and separated, their chem-

ical and physiological properties ascertained, and a thorough study made of both

the chemical and physiological side of digestion in its broadest sense, it being the

writer's custom at this point to have the students study and recite, in connection

with their laboratory work, nearly all of Book Second of Foster's Physiology,
which treats especially of the tissues of chemical action with their respective

mechanisms, and of nutrition in general. In a similar manner the liver with its

secretion, the bile, glycogen, and glycogenesis, the spleen, blood, milk, and urine

areall studied, and the proximate principles giving character to the several organs
and secretions separated and examined. Further, the metabolic activity of the

hepatic cells, and likewise of the kidney cells, is demonstrated by appropriate

tests, such as the sjmthetical production of hippuric acid through the agency of

the cells of the tubuli uriniferi. The chemical changes incidental to respiration

are also experimentally studied, and the detection of blood stains by spectroscopic

and othermethods duly considered. To the urine special attention is given , students

being taught not only to make examinations of this important excretion but like-

wisetodetermine quantitatively the urea, uric acid, iihosphates, chlorine, svdphates,
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combined sulphuric acid, hippurie acid, creatinin, indican, sugar, albumin, and
other abnormal constituents. Further, by daily (luantitative examinations of the

twenty-four hours' urine, opportunity is given to demonstrate many of the truths

of nutrition or general metabolism, such as the influence of various forms of diet

on the excretion of urea, uric acid, phosjjhoric acid, and combined sulphuric acid,

the influence of drugs on proteid metabolism, etc.

This outlines very briefly the general character of a course in physiological

chemistry such as I would see open to every student of medicine. To one inter-

ested in this phase of i^hysiological work, such a course of study would naturally
serve as a preliminary to more advanced work, which might readily deal with

many interesting problems bearing directly upon medicine and medical practice.

There is, in fact, almost no limit to the many questions constantly arising which
demand the aid of physiological chemistry for their solution.

METHODS OF TEACHING CLINICAL MEDICINE.

By FREDERICK C. SHATTUCK, M. D., of Boston, Mass.

Whether there is anything perfect in this world, I do not know. That it is

possible to improve the teaching of clinical medicine, in this country at least, I

feel quite sure ;
at the same time also I recognize the advance which is certainly

beingmade, and am convinced that the advance will continue. We believe that the

best is none too good for us, and propose to have it. To hasten and secure progress
in the future it is well to understand and consider the past and the line along which
evolution has worked to bring us where we are. We must also bear in mind the

local conditions, with the advantages and disadvantages which they entail. The

problems are: To make the best of what we have got, to get more, and gradually
to surmount the bars to progress, whether these are accidental or inherent in the

spirit and institutions of the country. It is easy enough to see the advantages of

governmental control of the higher education, as exemplified in European coun-

tries. Professors are government officers ; hospitals and laboratories are built

and maintained by the state. All the parts which go to make a complete medical

school should therefore work together like the parts of a machine, well oiled by
national appropriations. But it is not likely that we shall see any general adop-
tion of this system, or anything similar to it, in this country, even if it were desir-

able that we should. While the town or municipality properly insists on and

provides for i^rimary education with us, intelligent private liberality must in the

futiu'e, as it has done in the past, provide in the main for the endowment of

advanced and professional education. Laboratories of all kinds, including hos-

pitals, cost so much to build and maintain that no medical school can pay its bills

from the tuition fees of its .students, even if a self-denying and devoted faculty is

willing to forego all direct pecuniary returns. It is to the honor of this country
and of American public spirit that there are good medical schools, the teachers in

which have from the start adopted this unselfish plan of devoting every cent of

surplus to improving the facilities for teaching. Without endowment it is imjjos-
sible to provide all that is needed. Endowments will not flow toward proprietary
schools which are exi^osed to more temptation than is desirable toward a lowering
or half enforcement of standards. They will, however, flow to schools which are

really parts of universities ; and I believe that we can rely absolutely on the intel-

ligent private liberality of our citizens to provide all that is required. But we
must make our wants known, and indicate the means by which they can be best

supplied. Everything comes to him who waits,

S. Ex. 30 138
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Allow me bow rapidly to touch on the beginnings of medical education in this

countiy and the manner of its growth. Roughly speaking, a century ago we
became an indei)endent peoiile, full of vital energy, and with ample ojiportunities

for its exercise in the development of a vast and rich territory. During the colo-

nial days we looked to the parent country for i)rofessional education, as well as for

many other things. With independence came an increased stimulus to provide
more fully for ourselves. The medical school of the University of Pennsylvania
had been already started. That of Harvard began in 1783, with three professors.

Other schools gradually followed. Medical education before this was obtained

entirely from a preceptor, whose students compounded his pills and draughts,
read such books as he had, drove about with him on his rounds, and assisted him
in many ways, even to the care of his horse perhaps. For many years after the

establishment of medical schools clinical teaching remained in the hands of the

preceptor. But it marked a distinct advance when opportunities were offered to

enlarge the minds of students by coming to a city and hearing the leading facts

and theories of medicine set forth by men of large and varied experic^nce.

Clinical teaching was then wholly derived from the private practice of the pre-

ceptor ; systematic and didactic teaching formed the lecture course of the medical

school. The number of men who could get their professional education, in whole
or in part, in European capitals was very small. The medical school was a pri-

vate institution, responsible to no one in theory, thoiigh the board of trustees of

eminent laymen, chosen to add respectability and eclat to the enterprise, some-

times proved to be masters where they were intended to be servants. Or afhJin-

tion was sought with some existing university. But this connection was gener-

ally a loose one, the university practically doing nothing but conferingthe degnns
on those recommended by the medical facility. The schools were essentially prt )pri-

etary. This was the case at Harvard until twenty years ago, when the union

became real and organic. It is only two years since the College of Physicians and

Surgeons of New York became really a part of Columbia College. Medical schools

antedated hospitals. The largest cities in the country one hundred years ago were

small, the population was practically native, and there were very few poor rcciuir-

ing hospital treatment. The dcA'-elopment of hospitals in this country practically
is included within fifty years, when the stream of immigration began to change
from a brook to a river. Medical schools being essentially proprietary, and lieing

active only a few months in the year, hospitals were a separate foundation and

grew uj) under separate management, a misfortune which, perhaps, could not have
been avoided under the circumstances ; but a great misfortune nevertheless, and
one which still weighs heavily on the great majority of the schools of the country.
Medical schools were founded by jihysicians, hospitals by benevolent laymen,

always, it is true, with the active cooperation and oftentimes distinctly as a result

of professional influence. But they were under separate management, and itwas

natural enough that laymen should consider the introduction of students in a hos-

pital as a drawback rather than a help to the patients, and that they should be

unwilling to hand over the hosi)itals to a jjroprietary medical school, which could

give no guaranty of permanency or of reasonable freedom from selfish action.

Under this mode of hospital foundation the service was divided up among the

leading or most active medical men of the town or city. If a teacher had a serv-

ice of three or four months, the duration of an old-fashioned lecture term, he

was satisfied. Indeed he, in common with the non-teachei's, jjreferred a short term,
as allowing more time for private i/ractice, the emoluments of which he required,
as those of his teaching position were indirect and uncertain. Thus arose a second

great drawback to clinical teaching ;
a drawback which is more felt now that the

older schoolsundertake to furnish entirely, or in much largermeasurethan formerly,
the bedside instruction of the old preceptor. In a word, then, the two chief difiOLcul-
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ties with which we have to contend in this country in developing first-rate and

siifBcient clinical teaching are the lack of coinjjlete union between medical

schools and hospitals and the system of broken hospital service. Another and

incidental disadvantage is the impossibility of calling clinical teachers from other

places. In the purely scientific branches it is a matter of jiroviding a salary ; ,

but the school which does not own its hospital can not provide the clinical teacher

with a hospital service. It will, of course, be understood that I am speaking

broadly. There are schools in this country which own their own hospitals and

can regulate the terms of service therein. But I think I am safe in stating that

with the possible exception of McGill University, in Montreal, there is not a

single one of the leading schools which absolutely controls sufficient clinical

material for the methods of clinical teaching which prevail at present, much less

for such methods as we should aim to follow in the future. The Johns Hopkins
will start with a clean slate on a proper system, and with every facility for the best

and most thorough clinical instruction. All friends of medical education must

watch its course with the greatest interest. Its success must stimulate other

schools to make more of the advantages which they possess, and must strengthen
their hands in the struggle to secure those which they still lack.

It must be added that in spite of the disadvantages under which we labor in

this country as a whole, the i>ractical working of things is not so bad as might be

expected. The laymenwho manage jirivate and endowed hospitals are intelligent

men as a rule, and are realizing more and more that the interests of their sick

charges, as well as the reputation of their hospitals, are subserved by the instruc-

tion which is carried on within their walls. And I can see a current setting toward

a diminution in the size of the staff and a consequent lengthening of the term of

service. There is much more that might be said, and doubtless better said, on this

broad theme of the relatio'n of medical schools to universities and hospitals. It is

a fundamental question. If we can secure and control further opiiortunities for

clinical teaching, the subsequent details present no special difficulty.

To a brief consideration of these details I must now pass on. I do not know
where and when the first chair of clinical medicine, independent of that of theory
and practice, was established in this country, and this little paper is written far

from any medical center or books. It is rather less than forty years since the

chair was foiinded at Harvard, and my father was its first occupant. Since this

time the increase in the amount of clinical instruction has been, on the whole,

steadily progressive. In the twenty-five years which have passed since the writer

began to study medicine the number of exercises per week in clinical medicine

has been multii>lied several times ; and the four-years' course, the success of which
must depend largely on clinical opportunities of all kinds, is bringing still fur-

ther increase in amount with, it is hoped, some corresponding improvement in

method. The clinical lecture to largo classes in the amphitheater, which marked
the commencement of instruction in clinical medicine, maintains, and alwaj'swill

maintain, a place. Much instruction can be imiiarted in this way, with economy
of time to the student and of teaching force to the school. However careful and

ample the drill of the individual student may be made I believe that the clinical

lecture will survive. During a year a wide range of disease, as well as much of

the variation of individual diseases, can be illustrated by patients, drawn both

from the wards and from the out-patient department. The student is thus shown
methods of diagnosis and treatment, his attention is called to the changes in struc-

ture and function which disease works in the living body, and the particular case

can be made to illustrate general principles. But the work is done for the stu-

dent, and must be done for him, in the main. The limits of an hour, and the

enlistment ot the sustained interest of the class as a whole, do not permit the drill

of one or two individuals whose profit is largely at the expense of the main body.
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Ill many of the schools of this country clinical lectures to a full class are given in

sufficient number and of high quality. What, practically, all the schools need

most is the clinical drill of the individual student and a close contact betw^een

student and patient. This implies a wealth of clinical material and a considerable

number of instructors, among whom the class can be subdivided so that each can

have the precious opportunity of observing and finding out for himself. The ward
visit is a valuable means of instruction in rendering it possible to see and follow

out diseases and cases of disaase which can not well be transported to the amphi-
theater. But it is hard to make a ward visit profitable to more than a dozen stu-

dents at once, and the management of an independent hospital is apt to look

askance at a method which tends to increase and complicate the work in the ward
in ways which it is not necessary to elaborate.

There is one feature in particular of the English system of clinical teaching
which has always seemed to the writer most admirable. Each student must serve

a certain number of months in the ward as clinical clerk, with certain cases, i'( >r the

careof which he is responsible under supervision, and with all the details and course

of which he necessarily becomes familiar. It is thus impossible for him to enter

practice without any practical experience whatever ; and, what is more imi)ortaiit,

he is forced to exercise his powers of observation for himself. The identity of school

and hospital make this system easily possible. And yet it has not been attempted
in European schools to any extent as far as I know. Anatomy can not be learned

without dissection, chemistry without laboratory work. Nor can clinical medi-

cine be learned in the best way without work in a hospital ward and out-patient

room. It is possible that much use could be made of the sick poor at their homes
under the charge of dispensary physicians, though there are practical difficulties

in the way. I believe that along this line lies the first present necessity and opi)or-

tunity for development. The recognition of the necessity is the first step toward

the provision and utilization of the means. There should, again, be primary as

well as advanced clinical instruction. In the new schedule of studies under the

four-years' course now in operation in the Harvard school, this principle receives

full recognition. The course in the second year is entirely separate from that in

the third ; that in the third will be more or less independent of that in the fourth

year. Each student will have in his second year four hours a week ; partly clin-

ical lectures and demonstrations of semeiology and diagnostic methods, partly drill

in small divisions in i^liysical diagnosis, and partly ward visits in the hospital. The

general scheme for the third year is to in-ovide more advanced instruction in the

wards and amphitheater, including therapeutics, as illustrated by the case or cases

in hand. In the fourth year it will be the aim to make the work as practical as

possible, and give the student opportunities to apply and fix the knowledge which

he has already gained at the same time that he increases his stock by more inti-

mate contact with disease.

Many years ago my father introduced an exercise in clinical medicine which has

become popular and been adojjted by other departments in the Harvard school, to

which it is still, so far as I know, peculiar. It is called the "clinical conference."

Each student in his final year is i)rovided with a selected case, usually in a hospital

ward, though sometimes in a disjiensary district. He is exi)ected to visit and fol-

low up this patient, and write a practical paper on the diagnosis, prognosis, and

treatment. A month or six weeks is allowed for the jireparation of the paper,

which is then handed in and which counts a fraction toward the examination for

the degree. From these i)apers a selection is made, according to character and

subject, and every week one is read by its author before the class and a number

of instructors in the department. The reader is then subjected to criticism and

question by his fellow-students and teachers. On the preparation of these cases

much pains is bestowed, and I think there can be no question that the exercise is
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a tiseftil one. It is a matter of honor that the work on the case should be really
that of the stiident himself. Under the fotir years' course, instead of one I hope
that each student may receive a.number of cases to look uj) in this way.

I believe that the future is bright with promise. The progress in a century has
been enormous. At first we depended almost wholly on Europe or Great Britain

for a first-rate medical education. Then students crossed the wsiter for clinical

advantages in hosi)itals, as these were non-existent or small in this country. Then
a prime inducement was the chance for laboratory work—physiological, patho-

logical, histological, and biological. Just as our hospitals have become second to

none, so will our scientific laboratories. It will always be enlarging to the mind
to visit foreign schools and study their methods. But it is no longer necessary
for the attainment of an excellent equipment alike in practical and scientific med-
icine. We should bear in mind the fact that we have many possessors of large
fortunes who can quickly see that in no way can they so usefully and with so much
credit to themselves dispose of their surplus as by promoting medical education

within as well as outside of hospitals. But the matter must be laid before them, as

it can not be expected that they should be familiar with the requirements of clinical

teaching. Who is so fit to explain the matter and can exert more influence than

the family physician ? Even if a teacher himself he can not be considered a spe-

cially interested party if he is an officer of a university, which goes on forever,

and the management of which can be depended on to administer funds intrusted

to it strictly within the purposes and wishes of the donor.

A DEMONSTRATION OF THE CESAREAN AND THE PORRO OPERA-
TIONS.

By GUSTAVE ZINKE, M. D., of Cincinnati, Ohio.

This includes : (a) Preparation of the patient, her bed, and room in which the

operation is to be performed. (&) What anaesthetic shall be employed? (c) What
instruments and other articles are necessary for the operation? (rZ) Best time for

the oi)eration. (e) The operation itself. (/) The after treatment.

(a) Miich will depend upon when, where, and how we find the patient ;
whether

she be in the country, town, or city; whether she is already in labor, and whether
her condition is such as to demand prompt interference, with little or no time left

for preparation. But it should always be remembered that an aseptic condition

of the mother, as well as of the operator, his assistants, and instruments, are most
essential to success. Whatever little time the operator may have at his disposal
should be employed in washing thoroughly, with soap and water, those parts of

the mother "s body which are concerned in the operation. The instruments, too,

as well as the hands of the operator and his assistants, should receive thorough
aseptic treatment. Antiseptics play an all-important part under such circum-

stances. The rest, svich as cleansing the patient's body, changing her clothes on
the bed, and cleaning the room, all may, in an emergency, be postponed until

after the operation. If the case comes under observation at a period of gestation
which gives time for preparation, say a few days, weeks, or a month or more,

nothing should be left undone that may render the patient and her surroundings
most favorable under the circumstances. If she can be removed to a special

hospital, one devoted to abdominal surgery, it should be done. A general,

especially a public, hospital should be avoided; unless it be provided with a

building and an operating-room appointed and set apart especially for work of

this kind. There can be no doubt the chances for recovery are much better in

special hospitals. The patient's home, thoiTgh the humblest in the world, is
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preferable for the performance of the operation to a hospital filled -with patients
of every description and having but one operating room. The question of pre-
mature delivery is hardly to be considered here, since it is self-evident that if the

patient can be safely d-'livered of a seven or eight months' child this procedure
should be adopted in i^reference to Caesarean section. As soon as the performance
of hysterotomy has been determined upon, whether in a hospital or at the home
of the patient, every precaution should be used for the purpose of insuring safety.
Thus it will be well if the i)atient receive a daily vaginal douche (ji/on solution of

bichloride) , a warm bath, and a change of underwear for several days prior to the

operation. Saline cathartics are the best for the purpose of securing free and

daily evacuations. Rectal injections of tepid water will assist in relieving the

bowels of their contents. On the evening before, the abdomen, mons veneris, and
labia should be shaved, and an abdominal binder with perineal pad, antiseptically

prepared, should be applied. The bed which she is to occupy after the operation
should also be absolutely clean, the bedstead taken apart and thoroughly scrubbed,
the mattress and bedclothes fumigated, then well aired, sheets and pillowslips
rendered aseptic and antiseptic by boiling and subsequent dipping into a ^jnr
bichloride solution before drying. If she is in her own home the same ai)artment

may be used for bed and operating room. The room is to be i)repared as follows :

If walls and ceilings are painted they should be washed
;
if pai)ered, wiped; if

neither, whitewashed or whitened. "Windows and frames should also be washed
and the floor thoroughly scrul)bed and subsequently kept sprinkled with a ^^^^^

bichloride solution. The temperature of the room should ])e kept between 60°

and Cj" F. for at least twenty-four hours prior to and between 70° and 75° during
the operation. A temperature of between 80° and 85° is preferable, for the

reason that the patient maintains her own temperature better, and consequently
the breathing continues more regular, and the heart's action is less apt to fail.

The operator, his assistants, and the nurse should be strictly aseptic. This means
a bath and clean clothes in the truest sense of the word. No other patients

ought to l)e attended by them previous to the operation. Instruments, sponges,

dressings, and towels must be rendered aseptic and again sterilized l)efore using.

Operating gowns or jackets and aprons to be worn by the operator, assistants,

and nurse should also be sterilized. An ordinary kitchen table, properly cleaned

and sui)plied with an aseptic l^lanket or comfort, pillow, rubl)er and linen sheet,

is amply sufficient for the purpose of an operating table. The patient should Ije

dressed as "for the night," an undershirt and sleeping gown l^eing all she ought
to wear. On the morning of the operation no food is to be permitted, excei)t,

perhaps, a small cup of very light coffee and a small piece of toast. Some oper-
ators prohibit even this. Before or while the anaesthetic is administered from

one-eighth to one-fourth of a grain of codeine or morphine may be given subcuta-

neously. Placed upon the table, her clothes are rolled up under her shoulders ;

the lower extremities are wrapped up in warmed, clean blankets, and after the

antiseptic abdominal dressing, worn by her during the previous night, has been
removed and her bladder emptied, towels wrung out in a warm bichloride solu-

tion are so placed across and along the sides of her body as to cover her clothes

alxjve and the blankets below. The abdomen remains exposed to the operator.

Enough sterilized water should be on hand for all i)uri)oses. The hands of the

operator and assistants are best rendered aseptic by the method suggested by
Howard Kelly.

(b) The choice of the anaesthetic is left to the operator. After ten years of

experience in operative work, both as assistant and principal, I have come to the

conclusion that it is very satisfactory to begin anaesthesia with the use of chloro-

form, and, after the i)atientis unconscious, to continue with the A. C. E. mixture,

suggested by Reeve, of Dayton, Ohio. When this is followed bya total abstinence
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from food and drink during the twenty-fovir honrs following the oi)eration there

will be bnt little, often no. disturbance from vomiting.

(c) Instruments and other articles necessary for the operation may be briefly

enumerated as follows :
(
1 ) An ordinary scalpel and elbow scissors for the abdomi-

nal incision. (3) A grooved director. (3) A tongue and half a dozen hemo-
static forceps (less may answer the purpose). (4) Ligatures of different sizes

(silver, silk, silkworm-gut or cat-gut). (5) Needle-holder. (6) Sponges (antisep-

tic gauze or cotton may take the place of sponges). (7) Rubber tourniquet to

throw around the uterus before it is incised (not absolutely necessary). (8)

Abdominal irrigator (may not be needed). (9) Iodoform powder; iodoform or

antiseptic gauze for dressing the abdominal wound. (10) Adhesive plaster.

(11) Abdominal bandage and perineal pad. (13) Hypodermic syringe and whisky
or brandy for subciitaneous injections. (18) Hot water bags or bottles.

(d) An all-important question is, "What is the most favorable time for the opera-
tion? Without entering into a discussion of the subjects and citing the different

authors and their reasons for selecting either a jieriod immediately before, dur-

ing, or after dilatation of the os, I will simply state that the most favorable

moment for interference is, in my judgment, when the os is sufficiently dilated to

admit of a ready discharge of the lochia. If the operation is performed before

this stage has been reached the os will have to be dilated artificially. This must

necessarily be deficient, to say nothing of the fact that it prolongs and compli-
cates the operation. Still, there may be good reasons for operating earlier, as in

the cases of convulsions, or haeitorrhage due to placenta previa or malignant dis-

ease of the cervix
; or later, as in cases where the contraction at the inlet suggests

the possibility of spontaneous or forceps delivery. The various steps of the opera-
tion will be shown upon the manikin :

The abdominal incision is made directly in the median line, about G inches in

length, commencing immediately above the umbilicus, and continued toward the

symphysis pubis. It is not absolutely necessary to make the cut directly through
the linea alba. Pean and Tait prefer to penetrate the jjeritoneal cavity just to

one or the other side of it. They claim it is difficult to bring and hold in apposi-
tion the two aponeurotic edges of the cut, and, if this fail, hernia easily results as

a consequence ; this can be obviated, it is said, by entering at one side of the

linea alba. This argument suggests itself as plausible. After the peritoneal

cavity has been reached, the incision is best completed and elongated by the elbow
scissors. If it is the aim to eventrate the uterus before incising it, a 6-inch

abdominal opening will not suffice. But eventration of the uterus prior to

delivery of the child does not commend itself, because it necessitates a very long
abdominal incision

; again, it is difficult to turn out the uterus, even when the

woimd is 8 inches in length, nor is there much to be gained by eventration of the

organ at this stage of the operation. To prevent excessive haemorrhage a rubber

tourniquet may be thrown around the uterus sufficiently low that no part of the

foetus may come within its grasp. The application of the tourniquet, however,

requires the introdiiction of at least one hand into the peritoneal cavity. It is

often difficult, and frequently impossible, to bring the tourniquet into position,

and, after this is accomplished, its purpose may be defeated by that part of the

foetus which presents at the os, especially if the membranes have ruptured previ-

ously. For these reasons, and the loss of valuable time, the tourniquet is not often

employed by experienced operators. Hence, eventration of the uterus, as well as

the application of the tourniquet, may be safely omitted during the progress of the

operation. After all haemorrhage from the abdominal wound has been arrested,
and three or four sutures introduced in the upper angle of the wound, the ends
of which should be fixed by forceps and the loops withdrawn from the wound
and retracted upwardly, the operator is ready for the uterine incision. The
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titerus, now exposed by the abdominal wound, is to be palpated to determine
whether or not the placenta is attached to the anterior uterine wall

; if it is, the
wall will feel thick, and the parts of the foetus will not be so easily outlined
as when the placenta is not situated in this region". If only a section of the

margin of the jilacenta be present, the incision should be made immediately out-
side of it. But when the placenta has its attachment more or less directly upon
the anterior wall the incision should be made as nearly as possible in the median
line, and from above downward. If the placenta is not present, this is easily
done. The womb may first be punctured with a sharp-pointed scalpel and the

opening quickly enlarged with a blunt-pointed, curved bistoury. The haemor-

rhage which follows, though great, is not as excessive as might be supposed; but
when the placenta has been so implanted that even its margin can not be evaded,
there is nothing to be done but to cut through both structures and deliver as

quickly as possible. The extraction of the child is best accomplished by taking
hold of one or the other extremity. Some writers have tried to lay dovsTi the
rule: "Always deliver the headfirst." Experience has shown that this is not

always practicable. In a vertex presentation the hand of the operator would
have to pass down over the head to lift it out of the wound. The instant the
uterus is opened and the hand introduced, it contracts, the amniotic fluid

escapes, and the cavity of the uterus, as well as the wound, rapidly diminishes in

size
; so that, unless the head is promptly and easily liberated before this occurs,

considerable force will be required to deliver in this manner ; so much so that

there is great danger of increasing the length of the wound by rupture in a down-
ward direction, an accident which ought to be avoided for self-evident reasons.

When there is a large amount of liquor amnii in a vertex presentation, delivery of

the head in advance may, perhajis, be free from difficulty ;
without it, or when the

fluid has already drained off, and the uterus is firmly contracted around the child,
no risk should be incurred or time wasted in this direction, but delivery effected

by the feet. In breech presentations, especially dorso-posterior positions, the head

readily finds its way out of the wound ; not so, however, w^hen the back of the child

presents anteriorly, in which case, for similar reasons, it may be better to deliver

by the feet. The only apprehension in a footling Caesarean delivery is that the

uterus may contract around the neck of the child before the head can be removed
and thus the life of the child be sacrificed before it is extracted. When this danger
is borne in mind, however, the uterine opening may be quickly enlarged by scissors

or knife kept ready for the piirpose. The same rules which guide us in the delivery
of the after-coming head per vias naturales should here be observed ; the object
of which is to throw the smallest diameters of the head across the passage. Dur-

ing delivery of the child eventration of tlie uterus may be effected and the three

sutures, previously introduced into the upper angle of the abdominal wound,
closed by an assistant to prevent intestinal iirolapse. The child delivered, the

cord is tied in the ordinary way. The removal of the placenta may bo effected by
gentle traction iipon the cord or, if adherent, the fingers may be introduced into

the cavity and the organ separated from- its attachment. The uterine cavity is

then irrigated and dusted with iodoform powder. Proper sutiiring of the uterine

wound is, next to strict asepsis, the most important features of success in this

operation. It consists of bringing the wound together by both deep and super-
ficial sutures. Silk, silver wire, and catgut may be employed for this purpose.

Catgut, unless absolutely aseptically and antiseptically prepared, is dangerous
for reasons evident to all experienced surgeons ;

silver wire, because It can not be

absorbed, may become a source of irritation and annoyance ; silk is, in the opinion
of most operators, the most satisfactory, because it creates no irritation and its

absorption is only a question of time. The deep sutures should be passed, half an
inch apart, through the peritoneal coat and the musculature only. The inner
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decidual surface must be avoided in every instance. The superficial sutures are

passed between tlie deep sutures and grasp the peritoneal surface only, after the

method of Lambert. The object to be attained is not only to bring the wound
surfaces to close and exact apposition, but to cause its peritoneal edges to dip
down into the wound, and thtis secure a rapid union and jirevent oozing from the

uterine cavity. The uterus is now dropped back into the abdomen, which, if

deemed necessary, may be irrigated with warm, boiled water. The abdominal

incision is closed and the toilet made as in an ordinary ovariotomy. As a rule, no

drainage tube is needed. A hypodermic injection of the fluid extract of ergot is

then made and the patient placed in bed.

The after treatment is very simple : No food or drink during the first twenty-
four hours. If food or stimulants are indicated they shotild be administered per
rectum, because, if introduced into the stomach, vomiting will jirobably ensue,

and this shoxald be avoided, because of its tendency to disturb a favorable progress
of the case. I know of no remedy or precaution which prevents or arrests the

often very disturbing vomiting after an operation other than total abstinence from
food and drink for a reasonable time after the operation. Opiates should never

be given except for severe and continued pain. The bowels should be acted upon
promptly if they do not move spontaneously after forty-eight hours. Saline

cathartics are the best. The vagina should be antiseptically irrigated three or

four times daily during the first few days, and less often thereafter. If all

"goes well " the abdominal wound need not be disturbed nor the sutures removed
until the seventh day after the operation.
In the presence oi a body of medical men, most of whom are general practi-

tioners, it is, I trnst, pardonable to have entered into every detail of the opera-
tion ; and, as many of the specialists and teachers in this department have never

had occasion to see or perform the Cesarean section, I have taken great pains and

spared no expense or time to have a manikin constructed upon which this and
other operations may be satisfactorily demonstrated for the benefit of students,

practitioners, and incipient specialists of obstetrics and gynecology. It is the

only manikin of its kind manufactured in this country, and I do not hesitate to

say that it is eqiial to the best manikin made abroad, and in some respects even

superior. Upon it the various capital, as well as minor, operations may be exe-

cuted in a manner approaching real life. If the presentation of this manikin will

be a help to the teachers of this branch of the jirofession its mission will have been
fulfilled and the author amply repaid for his trouble.'

A CONTRIBUTION TO THE STUDY OF MEDICAL EDUCATION IN THE
UNITED STATES.

By BAYARD HOLMES, B. S., M. D., of Chicago, 111.

An attempt is made to give a brief review of the origin of the American medical

colleges, showing that they sprang from a desire on the part of ambitious medical
men to advance in this way their own financial interests. This is shown to have
been the case especially in a great number of the more recent schools.

The medical schools of the United States are divided into three classes : (1)
Those that are under the exclusive control and support of State tmiversities, (3)
those that are under the control of university corporations or that maintain a
nominal connection with such corporations, and (3) those that maintain no rela-

'To the Arm of P. Goldsmith & Co., of Covington, Ky., who manufactured this manikin, I

wish to express my sincere thanks for the time and patient effort they have so generously
expended in its production. They are ready to supply any number of these manikins now, and
will promptly fill all orders.
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tions whatever to other educational organizations. The advantages and disad-

vantages of each class are considered separately. Illustrative examples of courses

of study and a diagram showing the amount of instruction are presented. The
tendencies of development are shown to have been as follows : (I) Medical theories ;

(2) medical theories plus demonstration of practice in hospitals, dispensaries, and
clinics ; (3) the application of the best educational methods in studying the the-

ories of medicine and the same methods in the study of clinical material. The
schools of the United States are now undergoing development in this last particu-
lar hy the adoption of laboratory methods of stiady in all departments of anatomy,
pathology, and clinical investigation. The needs of medical schools are shown to

lie in improved methods of teacliing rather than in better facilities for clinical

demonstration ; in new laboratories for individual and class instruction rather

than in hosjntals or laboratories for original research ; in j^aid teachers of physi-

ology, pathology, and clinical chemistry rather than in the extension of surgery,

medicine, and obstetrics. Suggestions are made by means of model courses of

study, and by means of rules designed to govern examinations and methods of

measuring work. The possibilities and limitations of some of these methods are

illustrated by the exhibition of class work actually accomplished. The relation

of medical schools to hospitals is shown to be less intimate than the requirements
of education and the needs of the patients demand. The position of medical
courses in all but a few universities, where the control of the medical school is

absolutely in the hands of the university, is shown to l)e less intimate and less

rational than that of other departments in the following respects: (1) Admission

to the medical school is allowed to the untrained and iincultured; (3) the courses

in the medical school do not count in the elective courses for the bachelor's degree
or the doctor's degree, save in a few schools ; (3) there are no fellowships and no

scholarships offered in medicine ; (4) The relation of the professors in the medical

schools to the trustees and to the treasury of the iiniversity are not upon the same
basis as that of professors in other post-graduate departments. Relief is to be

expected oidy in the endowment of medical schools either by private individuals

or by the State. It is urged that the State should manifest as much interest in the

health and food of man as in the health and food of hogs and c^attle. Attention is

called to the fact that at least $750,000 is annually expended by the General Gov-
ernment on the .agricultural experiment stations alone, while not a dollar is spent
in medical education. Attention is called to the advantages of State university
medical schools in their ability to cooperate with free hospitals supjiorted by the

State, the county, and the city, with State boards of health and experiment sta-

tions, with the administration of charities, with the administration of tenement

and factory inspection, with the reformatory and penal institutions, and with all

the many other varied activities of the general and local governments.

THE POSITION OF BACTERIOLOGY IN A MEDICAL EDUCATION AND
THE SCOPE OF THE INSTRUCTION.

BY HAROLD C. ERNST, A. M., M. D.,

Assistant Professor of Bacteriology in Harvard University, Physician to (hit- Patients at the

Massachusetts General Hospital.

In any consideration of the i)Osition that bacteriology should occupy in a course

of medical education there are two points that must be discussed : First, whether

it should come in as a special branch of instruction ; second, how much, and

when—that is, in what part of the course—should this instruction be given ? It is

often said that bacteriology can not be separated from pathology ; by that mean-

ing that any instruction given in this subject must come into close connection with
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and be a part of a course in pathology, and that, in order to a proper understand-

ing of pathology, bacteriology must be taught with it. The same thing may be

said, however, and with equal force, of surgery ; for no surgeon of to-day nas a

proper comprehension of any but the mechanical part of his specialty if he be not

equipped with a knowledge of the properties of the microorganisms and their

activity in the producttion of the infectioiTS wound diseases. Without this knowl-

edge the application of all the modern methods of aseptic and antiseptic surgery
are but the resiilt of rule-of-thumb methods, unworthy of the well-developed

surgical mind. The same thing can be said in regard to clinical medicine ; the

facts that appear to have been developed of late years in regard to many of the

diseases falling under this head render it absolutely impossible to intelligently

understand and recognize individual cases or great epidemics of these diseases

without a proper understanding of their causes, and, as is generally acknowledged,
these causes lie especially in the vital processes of the bacteria. So also in hygiene
or state medicine, the jn'oblems to be studied and solved have to do in many cases

with the activity of the bacteria, and can only be rightly understood after a knowl-

edge of these processes has been obtained. To take concrete instances : It may be

said, and with much truth, that many of the advances in the management of

wounds were made before the present knowledge of the bacteria was obtained.

But they were not made before a theory of what their basis was was formulated,
and they have been constantly amplified, simplified, and strengthened as the

experimental knowledge of the bacteria has increased, so that to-day few of the

younger practitioners have ever seen a case of hospital gangrene, which thirty years

ago was not an uncommon entry upon the records of many a surgical ward. So,

too, has the occurrence of septic diseases following surgical operations dimin-

ished in increasing ratio with the increase and spread of the knowledge of bac-

terial processes, so that it is almost a waste of time to call attention to these

facts ; but everyone knows with what confidence major operations are undertaken

to-day, compared with the feeling of even ten years ago, and everyone knows,
too, that the successful result of these operations justifies the confidence with

which they are undertaken. This confidence is of course born of the knowledge
that the precautions taken as the result of bacteriological research furnish strong

safeguards against infection, which is to-day known to be the result of the

entrance of a vital x:)rinciple that it is, theoretically, possible to exclude at all

times. Indeed, so far is this extended that, speaking theoretically again, it may
be concluded that when infection does occur it is present because of some unseen

loophole in the measures taken to guard against it, and it is no longer ascribed to

climatic or telluric influences, as used to be the case, although, of course., such

influences are not to be entirely excluded. So great, indeed, has been this advance
that few of the yoiinger men in our profession even know what Listerism was in

its original form, and fewer still would know the uses of the elaborate instru-

ments that were constructed to carry otit its principles ; instruments that our hon-

ored president first brought into the amphitheatre of the Massachusetts General

Hospital not so many years ago, and which formed part of the impulse resulting
in the great perfection of surgical methods obtaining there to-day. Here, too,

should be mentioned the great work done by the obstetricians, for by this branch
of the profession were the great principles of infection early applied with tre-

mendous success
;
so much so, indeed, that it is not an uncommon thing now for

a medical student to pass through his instruction in obstetrics without seeing a

single case of puerperal fever
;
and it can never again be said, as did an old writer :

I arrived at that certainty in the matter that I could venture to foretell what
women would be affected with the disease, upon hearing by what midwife they
were to be delivered or by what nurse they were to be attended during their

lying-in ; and almost in every instance my prediction was verified. (Grordon, 1795,

quoted by O. W. Holmes. Medical Essays, Contagiousness of Puerperal Fever.

Houghton, Mifilin & Co., 1888, p. 103.)
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So much for surgery. Less tangible results can be claimed for clinical medicine,
but, as it seems to me, solely because of the infinitely greater complexity of the

problem presented, not because the results thus far gained do not apply as directly
to the management of cases of medical as of surgical disease. It would be absurd
to say that one is not better fitted to manage cases of disease produced by bacteria,
after a knowledge of the action of these bacteria has been gained, imperfect as it

yet is and must continue for years to be, for what we already know is of great
importance, if only it be perfectly applied ;

and the promise of what we shall

know in the near coming years is of greater importance still, for the manage-
ment of individual cases, for treatment, and for self-protection, as well as the pre-
vention of the spreading of infectious diseases. It needs only to mention the
most destructive of these, tuberculosis, to call an illustration to mind. Thirty
years ago the infectious nature of this process was not generally acknowledged,
and even Villemin's experiments failed to make that knowledge general. Since
the discovery and study of the microorganism concerned in its production it has
been possible to give advice and to formulate rules for our patients, based upon
scientific knowledge, that must surely have tended to prevent the spread of the

disease by reason of the careless distribution of the infectious matter coming from
the patient. In other words, we have learned the scientific lesson that the infec-

tious material in this disease, when seated in the lungs, is contained in the sputum;
knowing that, we know how to control its spread. The same thing is true in

regard to many other diseases, and the knowledge thus gained enables us to handle

them with greater confidence and precision than heretofore ; typhoid fever and

cholera, with their infectious material in the intestinal discharges, and pneumonia
and diphtheria, with theirs in the expectoration, are common examples. Indeed, it

is not necessary to go further in the way of illustration, for the slightest thought
given to the matter will call to everyone's mind instances of what is meant. So
far as the treatment of specific diseases in individual cases is concerned, it is true

that, as yet, but little of wide applicability has been obtained. Diagnosis, in cer-

tain most important cases, has been greatly helped, however. It is now possible
to give the patients affected with pulmonary tuberculosis a chance for their return

to health in that most imjjortant jieriod of the disease, the so-called "
pre-tuber-

cular stage," a period extending over weeks or months, in which the physical

signs may not fiirnish a basis for a positive diagnosis, but where doubts may be

set at rest by the microscope. The bacteriological diagnosis of cholera and diph-
theria are extremely important factors in the management of these diseases, and

medico-legal qiiestions demanding settlement by bacteriological methods are

becoming more and more freqiient as the importance of these methods are becoming
known to the legal i)rofession ; also, the possibilitj'^ of treating disease by methods

resulting from and forced upon bacteriological research is becoming more and
more prominent, and certainly these methods and the experiments leading up to

them can not possibly be properly understood without some definite knowledge of

bacteriology. The results obtained in tetanus, both in the laboratory and in the

clinic, in pneumonia, diphtheria, and streptococcus infection, give such promise
as to lead every medical man to desire to know something of the work ripon which

they are based. Even tfiber(;ulin, great as the failure to fulfill unjustifiable expec-

tations was, seems to offer later results, in some of its modifications, that warrant

hopes for the future and more favorable development in regard to it. At the least,

it must be said that in the direction of the study of the l)acteria and their products
lies the greatest promise for advance in our knowledge of the etiology and man-

agement of disease now open to us. Naturally, in a subject of such far-reaching

importance and so new to investigation, dealing with processes tliat are so deli-

cate in nature and complex in completion, mistakes have been made and will be

made again ; but surely the sum total of results for the last ten years is something
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to be proud of and of such value that it can not be neglected in any plan for well-

balanced medical instruction.

Turning from clinical medicine to that branch which has to deal with problems

of the general health of the people at large, the same intimate connection between

bacteriology and many of these problems is then found. The general principles

governing the development of the bacteria must be well understood by public

health officers in order that they may properly discharge their duties, and persons

competent to carry on an effective manipulation of these microorganisms must be at

command for the proper investigation of subjects constantly demanding it. The

volumes of the reports of tlie Massachusetts State board of health bear constant

witness to this, as do those of other States and countries that have appreciated the

importance of the developing facts of scientific investigation. The instances in

which work of importance has been carried out in this direction are almost innu-

merable. That showing that the milk of tuberculous cows may contain the bacilli

of the disease, even if the ladder be apparently unaffected (done under the auspices

of the Massachusetts Society for Promoting Agriculture and supported by parallel

investigations in other countries) ,
is one instance ; the great work being done upon

the filtration of water and sewage, the study of the nitrifying organisms by the

German, French, and Massachusetts boards of health is another ;
and the reports

of the national bureau of animal industry furnish many more. All of these results,

and many others like them, are of necessity spoken of with more or less elabora-

tion in any instruction that may be given in surgery, medicine, hygiene, physiol-

ogy, or pathology, they form a part of all such subjects, but in no one of them is

there a proper place for the fundamental instruction necessary to a proper com-

prehension of what the bacteria are, or what their importance in connection with

disease may be. This is as true in bacteriology as in regard to anatomy, without

a specific knowledge of which no medical curriculum is complete. That bacteri-

ology can not be properly included under any of the present divisions of medical

instruction seems also to be almost self-evident ;
to include it under the head of

pathology shuts out at once a consideration of that part of the subject that relates

to general hygiene and the broader subjects of the fermentations
; while, if it be

included under the head of hygiene; the limitations of the subject are again closer

than its natural scope demands. Biology, from the standpoint of the general sci-

entist, would of course include bacteriology, but here, instead of being too narrow,

the danger would be that the extent of the instruction given would be too broad.

For it is always necessary to remember, in laying out a course of instruction for

medical students, that the important things for them to know are, first of all, those

that can be practically applied in the management of disease in human beings, and

that then should follow whatever may tend to make these practical things easier

of comprehension. The facts of general biology are of great importance for the

sum of human knowledge, but so many of them may be ignored for medical pur-

poses that it would seem to be inappropriate to speak of biology where bacteriol-

ogy alone is what it is desired to teach. Lastly, and perhaps more important from

a practical point of view, the necessity for some sort of systematic training in bac-

teriology is made manifest almost daily in hospital work. The idea that ready
methods of staining are all that are needed to enable the house officer to make bac-

teriological diagnoses is a very common one, and leads constantly to disastrous

failures or mistaken conclusions. Ready methods are meant only for the expert,

and can only be properly applied by him ; to teach them to the beginner is sure to

lead to misinterpretation. Perhaps no better illustration of what is meant can be

given than that of tuberculosis. Rapid methods for demonstrating this organism
are in constant use, and are taught to beginners everywhere, so commonly, in fact,

that no single protest is likely to be of any avail against it ; and yet my own expe-

rience and that of the gentleman working with me have shown conclusively that
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there is no method of staining that may be constantly relied upon except the old

one of Koch. Of course it is true that some of the others will demonstrate the
bacilli in most cases, and when they do no more can be asked. But when the

organism is not shown by these methods one is not justified in saying that it is

absent. Now, this is an exceedingly important point for the patient, and yet it is

one that the student is almost certain to lose unless he has been brought along by
proper gradations to realize the use of what he is doing in attempting to stain the

bacilli of tuberculosis. What sort of instruction, too, can that have been that
will permit a senior house officer to attempt to get middle cultures in gelatine so

hard and dry as to be able to turn the edge of an ordinary scalpel, or to wonder

why a similar fresh medium does not remain solid and show expected peculiarities
of development when planted in a breeding well ? Experience shows universally
that these and similar blunders are the constant results unless the student has a
foundation of systematic training in the best methods of bacteriological work before

being trusted with these shorter methods that should never be employed except
after much training, if at all. Therefore, because the subject seems part of so

many others, and because in no one of these others does there seem to be a fitting

place for systematic instruction in the principles and methods of bacteriology, it

has seemed best, in the minds of many experienced instructors, to set aside a spe-

cial department in the medical course for the special study of this branch
;
and the

example set a few years ago by one or two of the most progressive medical schools

of this coiintry is being rapidly followed, until to-day there is a special depart-
ment of bacteriology, or special instriiction in that subject, offered by a large

majority of those of the better class. So that the question seimis to have been

fairly well settled already that, in the minds of those most competent to judge,
there is a necessity for specific instruction in bacteriology for the complete educa-

tion of the modern medical man ; and this instruction is offered with more or less

completeness.
It has been a matter of some interest to me to see how far this instruction is given

in this country, and to that end I have looked over the published announcements
of a number of medical schools that happened to be in the handt- of the secretary
of the Harvard Medical School and that were kindly loaned by him for the puri)ose.

They are all of them announcements for the year just closed or just ojjening, and

(;ontain, therefore, as recent information as can be obtained. They are also, all

of them, of schools that require a graded course and three terms of instruction

l)reparatory to the conferring of the medical degree ; they represent, therefore,

the better class of medical instruction as given in this country. A summary of

the results obtained in the atudy of these announcements shows the following

interesting facts: There were 68 schools included in the number examined. Of

these, 38 have no special officer of bacteriology, while 30 have an officer of some

sort, ranging in rank from the full professor of bacteriology down to the simple
assistant instructor in the same. Of these 30 schools that have special officers of

instruction there are 19 that have but one, 7 that have two, 2 that have three, 1

that has four, and 1 that has five. When the study of the number of these schools

that offer special instruction in bacteriology is completed we find that it sums up
50, leaving but 18 out of the whole number that do not offer or require some

special instruction in the subject that we are considering ;
and closer search shows

that of these 18, 8 are irregular or women's schools (all but 3 of this sort that were

in the original number). From this it api)ears that there is a rather remark-

able showing ;
that over 72 per cent (without the 8 spolcen of, over 83 per cent) of

these schools should be offering special instruction in this branch of medical

science, when less than ten years ago it was not thought of as even a possible

part of medical education. But further investigation shows even a more impor-
tant point still ; that in this number of schools in which advantages of sj^ecial
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study are offered, 14 of them (a little over 20 per cent of the whole number) make
a regular course and examination in bacteriology a i^art of their course for the

medical degree. Another notable thing about this is that out of the 50 colleges

offering instruction but 3 of them announce lectures alone ; all the remainder

speak of more or less elaborate and prolonged training in special bacteriological

laboratories. This is as it should be, for no real knowledge of the bacteria, such

as the medical man should have, can be given by didactic lectures alone ; actual

maniijulation is the only means by which this branch should be taught. That it

should be taught as a separate branch in all well- balanced courses of medical

instruction seems to be demonstrated. How it should be taught, that is to say,

how much special instruction should be given, and in what part of the course, is

the second branch of our inquiry. It will easily appear, from what has already
been said, that there are two ideas of the subject to be considered: First, in this

branch, as in all others, how much is necessary for the intelligent instruction of the

average medical man ? This much should be given to all medical students. And
second, how much should be taught of the great experimental problems opened up
but still unsettled by results obtained in this branch of medical science ? Under
the first heading falls naturally the study of the facts upon which the principles of

sterilization and disinfection are based, as well as the application of the aniline

dyes and the special adaptation of the microscope to this work. To these are to bo

added certain well-established methods of cultivation, and the study of certain of

the commoner forms of bacteria, both parasitic and saprophytic, both as observed
in the laboratory and in the clinic. In other words, each student should be obliged
to know as much of the life, history, and methods of observation of the bacteria as
will make it possible for him to understand references to them in other parts of his

course, on the one hand, and, on the other, to know the common forms of clinical

application of methods of diagnosis. This much it seems necessary that every
medical student should know. On the other hand, inasmuch as a medical course

may properly have for its object the development of something beyond the aver-

age practitioner, advantages should be offered to such individuals as develop a
taste for the work and a desire to push further in the study. Such advantages as
these can be very well offered in the form of an elective course that the student

may or may not take, according as his taste and impulse guide him, but the elective

should contain much that is manual and should consist largely of laboratory
work carried on by the student himself. In this work should be studied, besides
the more minute investigation of the subjects inchided in the regular course, such

questions as the bacteriological diagnosis of cholera and diphtheria ; questions that
can be detennined only by means of culture methods combined with the micro-

scope, not by the microscope alone. Lastly, there should also be offered to those
few who have time and abiliry opportunities for original research along some one
of the many paths that this new science has opened up ; i^aths as yet untrodden,
but leading with pleasant promise to unknown goals. How this special instruc-
tion may be given may be best illustrated by a short account of what is done in
this line in the department of bacteriology in the Medical School of Harvard Uni-

versity. There are there offered three grades of instruction, and the effort has
been to make these cover, as far as possible, the three grades spoken of above.
There is, first, the required instruction, consisting of a course given in the second
term of the first year and ending with an examination which every student is

obliged to pass before taking the degree of doctor of medicine. This course con-
sists of eighteen hours of lectures and eighteen hours of laboratory work for each
student and, so far as the laboratory work is concerned, is designed especially to
make the student familiar with certain of the simpler methods of manipulation
and staining, such as are m common use and are generally needed being those
selected. The lectures cover a theoretical explan^^tio^ of the processes carried on
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by the bacteria, and a preliminary explanation of their importance in tlie various

changes produced by their activity, and are illustrated by the microscope, cul-

tures, and elaborate lantern slides.

The laboratory course covers the following subjects: (1) Method of making
cover-glass preparations ;

use of the aniline dyes ; cover glasses made and stained.

(3) Explanation of plate cultures and leason for their employment ; importance
of sterilizing the hands and the diiflculties in the way ; the hands are washed as

thoroughly as may be and then plate cultures are made from them. (3) The plate
cultures are examined (colonies are counted); test-tube culttires and cover-glass
preparations are made from some of the colonies. (4) The group of suppurative
bacteria is taken up ; cultures and cover-glass preparations of several of them are
made. (5) Diphtheria, illustrating peculiarities of shape; colonies and staining ;

cultures are shown and cover-glass preparations are made. (6) Cultures and sec-

tions are prepared (these organisms being used to show a class differuig from the
true bacteria). (7) Pneumonia; cultures, cover glasses, and sections (to show the

non-unity of a disease until recently supposed to be of a single origin). (8) Gop-
orrhtea ; cover glasses prepared (illustrating important facts of arrangement and
employment of aniline dyes). (9) Tuberculosis; cultures, sections, and sputum
(illustrating peculiarities of staining).
The principle object sought for in laying out this laboratory work was to bring

in as many practical illustrations of important facts in regard to the bacteria as

the time at command would allow, and the result seems to have shown the success
of this endeavor. The students enjoy the work, and there has not any complaint
been heard, except that there was not enough of it. They came to the course
after a good drill in the ordinary methods of handling the microscope and the

study of normal histology, and before they had come under instruction in gen-
eral pathology or clinical medicine. The next opportunity that this same set of

students will have offered to them will be the elective course that is given in the

first term of the fourth year, meaning from the last week in September until the

first week in February. This course covers the same ground, and more, and con-

sists of lectures combined with the laboratory work ; by that is meant that there

will be no special didactic lectures out of the laboratory. At the beginning of the
exercise enough time will betaken to thoroughly explain the work laid out for the

day, so that the student may understand the principles upon which that work is

based, and then each man will complete the practical work set aside for the day.
The completion of this course will give the student a very good idea of the essen-

tial points in this important branch of investigation and will make him competent
to go on Avith a line of special research, if he desires to do so. This course is

open to graduates in medicine, and a similar one is given during the summer of

each year. Last, and perhaps not the least important, are the facilities offered

for special research. These facilities are in a separate laboratory, consisting of a

large room divided into a number of smaller ones that are set aside for those

desiring to carry on a long series of investigations. There is a special advantage
in this, in that there is no disturbance from beginners, who never work in this

laboratory at all, all of the instruction sjioken of in the two first courses being
carried on in a separate or preparatory laboratory, well removed from this. All

of the best and most recent appliances for scientific work are procured as they
are needed. There are animal rooms and cages for the isolation of inoculated ani-

mals, separate operating, culture, sterilizing, and wash rooms, with a special
chemical room for the study of alkaloids of bacterial origin. The features of the

instruction as given at the Harvard Medical School are: (1 ) The use of two large,

thoroughly equipped laboratories solely for bacteriological work, one of these

laboratories being reserved entirely for advanced students, the other for beginners.

(3) The grading of the work in this department, by means of which the student
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may easily prepare himself; first, with enough knowledge to utilize the clinical

methods learned here; and second, to carry on special investigation if ho wishes.

(3) The special encouragement constantly given to efforts in the direction of

scientific investigation. So far as can be learned from the i^ublic announcements,
there is but one other school in which ecjual attention appears to be given to this

special branch of medical instruction, by that, of course, meaning instruction to

undergraduates, and this is the University of Michigan. In the medical depart-
ment of this institution there are required courses in bacteriology extending over

twelve weeks and every day. Four hours a week are devoted to lectures and
recitations in the first half year. Bacteriological analysis of water is especially

taught. Advanced courses are offered to graduates who have taken these others,

and special courses in the study of the jitomaines and leucomaines are given as

well. Experience has taught that the best time for introductory studies in bac-

teriology is in the earlier part of a medical course, and that more elaborate work
should come late^in that course or after it is completed, and this is precisely what
is done in the two schools in the country that lay most stress upon the matter.

I hope I have made it clear that there certainly api^ears to be a demand as well

as a warrant for special instruction in bacteriology to medical students, aside from

what must come to them in most of the larger branches of uaedical education. The
time when the instruction should be given, and its amount, while necessarily

modified by circumstances » should be about as indicated in the discussion of what
is being done.

DISCUSSION.

Dr. F. G. NovY, of Ann Arbor, Mich. The position of bacteriology in a med-

ical course and the extent of instruction which should be given is a matter of so

much importance that I deem it desirable to briefly touch upon the work as car-

ried on in the medical department of the University of Michigan. The year in

which bacteriological instruction is to be given deserves careful attention. While
in some medical colleges the work in bacteriology is reserved for the senior year,

or even for a post-graduate course, in others it is given in the freshman year.

We have tried the course in each of the four years of our curi'iculum, and have

found that the most satisfactory results are obtained when it is given in the first

year. One great benefit which a student derives, or should derive, from labora-

tory instruction in bacteriology is the habit of cleanliness, patience, and perse-

verance. From his work in the laboratory the student learns of the chances of

contamination and the dangers of infection. The familiarity with methods of

personal disinfection and the sterilization of apparatus and instruments fits him
for his subsequent work in medicine and in sui-gery. The study of bacteriology

by lectures and in the laboratory, therefore, properly belongs to the first part of a

medical course, before the student enters upon the study of diseases and on his

clinical work. The relation which the subject bears to the subsequent work in

medicine is the same as that possessed by chemistry, anatomy, and histology, and it

should therefore be carried on in conjunction with these subjects. The instruction

in bacteriology in this university is twofold. During the first semester of the

year didactic lectures, four times a week, are given on the morphological and

biological properties of bacteria
;
on their chemical products, and on their relation

to fermentation, putrefaction, and disease. The infectious diseases are considered

and so also are the principles of sterilization and disinfection. The course in

laboratory work covers a period of three months and is given three times during

the college year. The entire afternoons of every week is devoted to the work.

Each student therefore spends four hours each day, for three months, in practical

work in bacteriology. The preparation of the various culture media, the study

S, Ex. 36 139
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of a large number of saprophytic bacteria and bacteriological examinations of air,

water, and soil, precede the work with the pathogenic microorganisms. Every
student isolates, cultivates, and studies each microorganism by himself, and in

this way acquires the carefulness in manipulation and the confidence in the meth-
ods which it is necessary to have before entering upon the study of pathogenic
bacteria. I am not in sympathy with the plan of instruction, unfortunately only
too often followed, which on the i)lea of danger removes the study of the patho-

genic bacteria to the senior year, or even later. The place to study the bacteria

of disease is in connection with and subsecjuent to the elementary work on methods
and on the ordinary bacteria, and if this preliminary work is i^roperly done there

need be no fear of infection. The practical value of the laboratory work in bac-

teriology begins with the study of the iiathogenic bacteria, and for that reason

this study sliould be made to follow the preparatory work and should be made as

thorough as possible. In the course as given in this university from six to eight
weeks ai-e devoted to the study of pathogenic bacteria, fungi, and animal iiara-

sites. The students make their own inoculations on animals, perform the post-
mortem examinations, and isolate the pathogenic bacteria from the tissues, thus

demonstrating to themselves the relation of microorganisms to disease. The
detection of bacteria in the fresh tissues and in sections, as well as their isolation

and the study of the pure cultures, is given careful attention. In this way are

studied all of the well-known pathogenic bacteria, including the anaerobic forms,
as those of tetanus, symptomatic anthrax, and malignant edema.

PRELIMINARY MEDICAL EDUCATION IN THE UNITED STATES.

By WILLIAM T. SEDGWICK, Ph. D.,

Professorof Biology, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Boston, Mass.

The fundamental requirements of sound preparation for all kinds of professional

education may be drawn from Galen's admirable saying that ' ' the best physician
is also a philosopher.

" The blending of technical perfection with the philosophic
mind constitutes the ideal of all professional attainment ; and the problem of pre-

liminary medical edrication is simply how to aid the medical schools to the utmost

in their strivings toward this ideal. We shall see that preliminary medical edu-

cation shoiild minister to both of the ends and that it is desirable to establish

the basis of a philosophic mind while laying the foundations for professional

education.

Persons still young have had the opportunity of witnessing a remarkable change
of opinion concerning preliminary medical education in the United States. It

was formerly believed that the only thing to do was to get a good general educa-

tion, and the more general it was the better. Professional education was regarded
as a kind of necessary evil, or at least as something of small value from the edu-

cational i)oint of view and, therefore, to be postponed as long as possible. Accord-

ingly, students who desired the best preparation for medical studies were kept as

long as possible in the college, giving their attention to miscellaneous, and espe-

cially to so-called "disciplinary," studies, most of which were avowedly irrelevant

to all professional subjects, and therefore (so the theory ran), especially desirable

for those who must afterwards be "cabined, cribbed, confined," in professional

studies. But with the advancement of more varied knowledge, the development
of men of culture and capacity outside the colleges,' and especially with the con-

'"Itisnot by academically trained men, as a rule, that the great ])hysical discoveries have

been made. Those who have made these discoveries have broken away, so to speak, from the

traditional life of a student and a scholar ; have quitted the books and betaken themselves to

the study of things." J. Q. Fitch, Lectures on Teaching in the University of Cambridge, Eng-

land, p. 357, 1880.
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quests of science, it has dawned afresh npon educators that there is no royal road

to learning. It is perceived that common sense, order, insight, exactness, imagi-

nation, truthfulness, reverence, and the love of truth, whether old or new—these

and other elements of the philosophic mind can be developed in the same person

(if at all) in any one of many ways. This change in the educational point of

view has gone on until in the present state of opinion the tide is setting power-

fully in the direction of definite and relevant preparation for all kinds of profes-

sional work as opposed to miscellaneous, indefinite, or irrelevant preparation.

Nowhere is this more strikingly evident than in iireliminary medical education.

Some of the prophets, however, cry out that this will result in a set of possibly

deep but inevitably narrow si^ecialists ; that if man's general culture be not cared

for early by others he will never care for It himself, perhaps never get time to

care for it. Culture, on this theory, would seem to be a kind of drug which, if

not administered early, will fail to take effect. For myself, I do not believe in

this theory. As long ago as 1865, Dr. Jacob Bigelow, one of the ablest physicians
of Boston, and one of the most cultivated, advanced, and thoughtful men of his

time, in an address upon the *' Limits of education " before the newly founded

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, dealt with it as follows:

I have dwelt on the importance of a special and well-selected path of study as

leading to siiccess in education and not less in subsequent life. Nevertheless the

necessity of absolute confinement to this path is to be accepted with great modi-
fications. A youth with vigorous and varied powers will not easily restrict him-
self to a beaten track, but as his mind grows he will become discursive in his

aspirations. He will carry along with him not only the adopted or select pursuit
which has enabled him to serve, to impress, or to excel others, but he will also be

prompted, both before and after he has grown iip, to entertain himself and to
extend his relations with those who surround him by devoting his surplus time,
which his very success has given him, to the enlargement of his sphere of

occupation.

Some ijersons, no doubt, on any system of education, will become mere special-

ists, and mere specialists are better than mere dilettanti, for they are usually not

only very happy themselves but extremely useful to the rest of mankind. Many
dry-as-dusts have arisen, on the old system, which in its time has borne much

knotty and unmellow fruit. A still more vigorous denial of the charge that early

specialization in education necessarily means narrowness or failure we owe to

Prof. George H. Palmer, professor of philosophy in Harvard University, in his

important papers on " The New Education" (Boston, 1887) :

The popular distrust of specializing is sure to grow less as our people become
familiar with its effects and see how often narrow and thorough study, under-
taken in early life, leads to ultimate breadth. It is a pretty dream that a man
may start broad and then concentrate, biit nine oat of every ten strong men have
taken the opposite course. They have begun in some one-sided way and have
added other sides as occasion required. Abnost in his teens Shakespeare makes
a specialty of the theater. Napoleon of military science, Beethoven of music,
Hunter of medicine, Hugh Miller of rocks, Faraday of chemistry, Hamilton of

political science. The great body of painters, musicians, poets, novelists, theo-

logians, and i)oliticians are early specialists.

But the best of all answers and the keynote of the whole tendency of education

to-day is Goethe's :

Willst du in's Unendliche schreiten ?

Geh' nur in's Endliche nacli alien Seiten.

There may be always two kinds of preparation for professional studies, one

germane to the future profession, the other foreign to it, or at least irrelevant.

Both kinds, the germane and the irrelevant, are still to be seen. The old-fashioned

college still sends men to the medical schools irrelevantly prepared. The elective

system, itself the chief monument of the new educatioti, suggests and favors but

does not compel relevancy in preparation for professional studies. The group
system compels it.
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The history of special or relevant preparation for medical studies is the history
of heroic attempt of disinterested educators to aid in the improvement of medical
education. Twenty-five years ago candidates for medical schools were entirely
destitute of relevant preparation. Those who came from the higher institutions

of learning were supposed to have well-disciplined minds and much general infor-

mation
;
but they were nearly as ignorant as their fellow-students from the farm,

the factory, or the workshop of any of the subjects germane to medical studies,
such as i)hysics, chemistry, and natural history. Many of them have made excel-

lent physicians, but there is reason to believe that they might have achieved even

greater st-jcess and in greater numbers if they had been better prepared for the

study of medicine. The establishment of sharply defined courses of study pre-

paratory for the professional study of medicine at the Sheffield Scientific School
at Yale, the Johns Hopkins University, Cornell Universit}% the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, the Lawrence Scientific School, and other institutions of

learning in which an effort has been made to fit men expressly for the medical

school, has been an attempt to help on medical education toward the lofty ideal

of Galen ,
and to multiply the number of those physicians Avho shall be philosophers

also. It was because educators saw the raw material whi(^h medical schools had
to work upon and determined to improve it. They saw or believed that they saw
how, by imparting a liberal education of the hand, the eye, and the brain, largely

through subjects more or less germane to medical studies, they might send to the

medical schools candidates, already bachelors of arts or of science, trained in

laboratory ways, informed with respect to nature, including living nature, and

especially human nature, with some loss of breadth perhaps, but with an inmiense

gain of depth. They hoped that the medical profession, which was loudly talking
of the low standard of medical education, would meet them half way and make
some adequate recognition of a difference between men well prepared and men not

well prepared on admission. But in this they were at first disappointed. Too
often the graduate well prepared had no warmer welcome at the medical school

than the graduate not well prepared or even unprepared. One year in some other

medical school even of low grade gave an uneducated man i)recedence over both;
and 80, except in one or two cases, the attempt has languished chiefly for lack of

encouragement on the part of the medical schools. But a change is at hand or has

already come. The better medical schools, in a sincere attempt to compel the

unprepared candidates, who are generally in a large majority, to remain with them

long enoiigh to obtain a sound professional training, within a very few years have

doubled the period of required medical education. But in doing this they have

sacrificed without mercy the candidates who had taken pains to prepare them-

selves well, and also those who had obtained collegiate or scientific education before

beginning their professional studies with no very definite idea of what they were

doing, but with a most XJraiseworthy wish to get a sound preliminary education.

No exception has been made and no provision for these, "the flower of our youth,"

except admission to the medical school by diploma instead of an easy examina-

tion. The result is likely to be, and the danger is, unless some amendment can

be made, and that very soon, that many who might otherwise be more liberally

prepared, and whom it is most desirable to have so prepared, dismayed at tiie

prospect of an excessive cost of time and of money, will avoid both of these by
passing from the secondary school to the professional school. One of the impor-
tant secondary schools in Boston is offering in its i^rospectus the logical alterna-

tive of these conditions, viz., "Preparation for all universities, scientific, law, and

medical schools." It is fair to suppose that the possibility of directly proceeding
to any one of these is kept before the boy, and, what is e(iually important, before

his parents. It must require some argument to convince a doubter that he should

take two of these (usually) four-year courses instead of one, so long as he observes
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that in many medical schools no important difference is recognized between begin-

ners well prepared and beginners ill prepared. It is the difificulties to which this

curions state of affairs leads that have moved Prof. Welch, dean of the Johns

Hopkins Medical School, to remark that there are, in respect to jireliminary med-

ical education, "very serious and important difficulties peculiar to the system of

education in this country."' Prof. Welch believes that the main trouble is with

the colleges
" which keep the students two years after the study of medicine should

begin." This may be true ; but the trouble is not wholly with them. It comes

quite as much from the rapid doubling of the period of required medical educa-

tion from two to four years without due regard to the needs of the most desii'able

studejits. But we must turn from the disease to the remedy. That which Prof.

Welch proposes, as the contribution of the Johns Hopkins Universitj', has the dis-

tinction of compelling the nongraduate to come up to thestandard of the graduate

candidate, and the further immensely important advantage that the candidate

shall not only offer evidence of possessing the philosophic mind, but also a con-

siderable foiindation for professional attainment, inasmuch as he must have had
a thorough, if elementary, training in the natural sciences of physics, chemistry,
and biology, as well as in modern languages. This is not only an interesting con-

cession to the educational Zeitgeist and a great gain for the student who has wisely

prepared himself, but also a graceful recognition of the value of the efforts of those

universities and scientific or technical schools which have so long sought to help
on the higher medical education. The practical difficulty, however, remains and
is even aggravated, namely, the element of time and money. The medical educa-

tion proposed by the Johns Hopkins University, so far as outlined at present, will

inevitably be very long and very costly. Educators may well raise the question
whether it is not unnecessarily long and too costly, and also whether the Johns

Hojikins University, which has already done and still as^iires to do so much for

medical education, is absolved from educational criticism by the bare statement

of its dean, "We fully realize that the number of students who will meet these

rigid requirements is not likely to be large." In the John Hopkins scheme the

greatest hardship falls upon ordinary college students,
" the flower of our youth,"

who during their blossoming have not seen fit to take, or have had no chance to

take, physics, chemistry, ar^d biology as required for admission to the Johns Hopkins
School. These, with diplomas in their hands, must yet be turned away, for fruit,

not "
flower," is wanted. But such will not long be the case ; and sound educators

will rejoice that this has been done, for it will compel the colleges to classify or

even group their courses preparatory to medical studies, and wall in so far give

point and system to their work. If it has now become recognized that the college,

the university, and the scientific school may thus powerfullj" aid the medical

school, may we not hope that the medical schools will themselves take one more

step and encourage their candidates to come prepared not only in the subjects
mentioned for their jirofessional welfare, but also in physiology, general anatomy,
and physiological chemistry to the end that one whole year of time and money
may be saved for the now overburdened medical student ? Of the two years which
need to be cut off from the period of complete medical education, including pre-

liminary education, it is only fair that one shall come from the medical school

and the other either from the colleges (or similar institutions) or from tlie sec-

ondary schools. There are signs that the latter saving will not long be delayed.
The former might easily be accomplished ; is, I believe, already accomplished in

the Harvard Medical School, the pioneer in these reforms, by simply granting
advanced standing to those who can pass off on entrance the first-year subjects.
In the prospectus of the Johns Hopkins Medical School there are no strictly pro-
fessional subjects in the first year ; and if this school should hereafter allow those

' Address before the Johns Hopkins University, June, 1893.
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who are prepared in these to omit that year and to enter the second year of the
medical school a great incentive will be offered to universities, colleges, and scien-

tific or technical schools to save that year for their graduates by allowing them to
take these subjects during some part of their four-years' course. For these insti-

tutions the gain in sharpness of definition, in enthusiasm, in seriousness would be
immense, and the moderate sacrifice of educational idols involved would not be

irreparable. For the medical schools the practice would even then be merely
that which already prevails and works admirably in another group of professional
schools, the scientific or technical schools, namely, to allow graduates of colleges
and other scientific or technical schools to enter by diploma ; to excuse them from
all subjects in which their proficiency is satisfactory and allow and require them
to take whatever professional studies they are prepared for and have not had. In
all essential respects a medical school is a technical school ; that is, a school in

which a practical profession is taught, as Prof. Huxley long ago observed. Is

there any good reason why it should not act accordingly and abandon the idea
that any special halo surrounds the subjects pertaining to medical education,

making it indispensable that physiology, general anatomy, physiological chem-

istry, or even pathology, must needs be taught in technically medical schools if

any virtue is to be in them ? When this state has once been reached the problems
of preliminary medical education can be left to settle themselves by a kind of

natural selection and survival of the fittest.

THE AIMS AND METHODS OF MEDICAL EDUCATION.

By WILLIAM C. DABNEY, M. D.,

Professor of Practi^-e of Medicine, etc., in the University of Virginia, and formerly President of the

State Board, of Medical Examiners of Virginia.

The ultimate aim of medical education is to fit those who enter upon the study
of medicine to prevent and cure disease and to relieve suffering. For the proper

accomplishment of this work several things are necessary. (1) A sufficient

development of the faculty of observation and the reasoning faculty to enable the

person to judge of cause and effect and to draw proper conclusions from ascer-

tained facts ; (3) a knowledge of the work done by others directly or indirectly
connected with medical matters ; (3) an ability and willingness to work ; (4) a

just ajipreciation of the extent and character t)f the work which they undertake
and of the responsibility which they assume.

I propose to consider in this paper the importance of these different subjects—
"avenues of training," if 1 may use such an expression

—and shall endeavor to

show by what methods the mental training and discipline of a medical student

may be best accomplished. Let me say in the beginning, however, that in the

consideration of the requirements of those entering ui>on the study of medicine I

have in view the great numbers who yearly enter our lecture rooms with very
moderate intellectual capacity, scant literary training, and often the most deplora-

ble ignorance of the gravity of the task and the responsibility on which they are

entering. These are the men and women who treat the great masses of our people,

and who need, therefore, the best medical edtication and training which can be

given them. I recognize the fact, so encouraging to all who are interested in

higher medical education, that among those entering upon the study of medicine

there is from year to j-ear a larger and larger number whose minds have been

broadened and enlightened by preliminary training, and who are thoroughly alive

to their own responsibility and the needs of humanity ; but the medical teacher

should always keep in view the needs and requirements of the average medical
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student, and not of the favored few, who, by reason of natural ability or superior

preliminary training, will overcome all obstacles and far outstrip their less favored

associates.

I have stated briefly the chief requisites of those entering upon the study and

practice of medicine. The next qiiestion which presents itself is, What are the

best means of attaining these requisites ? I shall consider this question under the

following headings : (1) The preliminary studies calculated to develop the faculty

of observation; (2) the preliminary studies calculated to develop the reasoning

faculty; (8) the order in which the various branches of medicine should be stud-

ied
; (4) the time which should be given to laboratory woi-k and lectures each

day; (5) the value and importance of the didactic lectures and of daily recita-

tions; (6) the objects and methods of clinical instruction; (7) the imjiortance of

a high standard of graduation in medical colleges, with especial reference to the

character of the work done by the gradiiate in after life.

(1) The Preliminary Studies Calculated to Develop the Faculty of
Observation.

No argument would seem to be necessary to show the importance of a habit of

careful observation of details in the sttidy and practice of medicine, y^t it is sur-

prising to see how many persons well educated in other respects are AvoefuUy
deficient in this. It would take me beyond the scope of this paper to consider,

except in the most cursory manner, the means by which the faculty of observa-

tion is to be developed before the study of medicine is entered upon. Yet it

is a matter of the utmost importance, especially at the present time, when so

many institutions of learning are arranging the studies in their academic courses

with reference to the subsequent professional studies of the student. The aca-

demic studies which seem to me of most importance for this purpose are geology,

zoology, and botany, especially the last of the three. All of these branches of

study necessitate the most careful observation of details, but botany is of especial

value because of its intimate connection with bacteriology. When the study of

medicine itself is entered upon chemistry, anatomy, histology, and bacteriology
are the studies which necessitate careful observation, and are therefore of the

utmost importance, not only on account of their intrinsic value, but as a means
of mental training and discipline as well. There are, of course, other subjects
which necessitate careful observation, indeed all branches of knowledge do, but

those which I have named seem to me the most viseful for developing this faculty
in the medical student.

(2) The Preliminary Studies Calculated to Develop the Reasoning
Faculty.

The academic studies which are valuable for developing the reasoning faculties

and which are of especial value to those who propose to enter upon the study of

medicine are natural philosophy and logic. I do not mean to exclude mathemat-
ics from this list, but I liave not named it specifically because it is a subject studied

by all to some extent at least, and the value of which for purposes of mental disci-

pline is universally recognized. Nor would I underrate the value of the languages,
ancient and modern, not only on account of the wide field which they open np for

instruction and entertainment, but because of the broadening influence which

they exert upon the mental faculties. I am old-fashioned enough even to believe

in the study of Greek, not only for its own sake but for its influence upon the

intellectual facilities as well. Still, it seems to me that no other academic studies

are as useful to develop the reasoning faculties of the student who lu'oposes to

enter upon the study of medicine as those which I firstnamed
; natural philosopny
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and logic. The medical studies proper which are most useful for this purpose are

physiology and pathology viewed in its broader aspect. I shall speak of this more
in detail when I come to consider the value of didactic lectures.

(3) The Order in which the Various Branches of Medicine Should be

Studied.

There is but little difference of opinion nowadays on this point, and it is almost

universally conceded that some knowledge at least of chemistry, anatomy, normal

histology, and physiology is absolutely necessary before the student can profitably

engage in the study of the so-called practical branches. A few colleges, I telieve,

still expect the student to begin his medical studies with the daily attendance upon
lectures on anatomy, chemistry, physiology, materia medica, obstetrics, practice,

surgery, and perhaps a number of special subjects, but the number of these schools

is growing rapidly less, and it is almost certain that in a short time all medical

schools which are worthy of the name vnll adopt a graded course and give the

student some time for study outside of the lecture room.

(4) The Time which Should Be Given to Lectures and Laboratory Work
Each Day.

Not many years ago the students in many if not most medical schools were

expected to attend lectures from 8 or 9 A. M. till 5 or 6 P. M. , with one hour's inter-

mission for dinner, and then to make their dissections at night. It is hard to con-

ceive how the intellectual faculties of a student could be developed by this process.

Mental confusion and physical fatigue would combine to retard rath^ than aid

the development of these faculties. Three hours a day at most, it seems to me, is

all the time that should be required of the student so far as listening to didactic

lectures is concerned, and scarcely any more time should be given to laboratory
instruction if both didactic lectures and laboratory instruction are given the

same day. From four to six hours more, the time depending on the physical

strength and mental training of the student, might be profitably spent in reading

carefully in some good text-books the subjects of the lectures of the day and in

comparing what lias been seen in the laboratory with the teachings of those who
are especially skilled in laboratory work. I do not speak here of clinical instruc-

tion: that subject has already been considered by Dr. Shattuck, and I will allude

to it briefly a little later on. I need only say just now that it seems to me far better

that the undergraduate should see a few cases daily and study those cases well

than that he should have his mind crowded with difficult subjects, none of which
can be properly digested.

(5) The Value and Importance of the Didactic Lectures and of Daily
Recitations.

There is at present a manifest tendency to do away in great part with the old-

fashioned didactic lectures, and to substitute for them laboratory and clinical

work on the one hand and the reading of judicious text-books on the other. Nor
can it be denied that the change has been of immense value to medical education ;

but I am firmly convinced that on many branches of medicine didactic lectures, if

properly given, are of great value as a means of education ; that is, as a means of

making men think and reason for themselves. For example, in the study of prac-

tice of medicine, with all the excellent books on the subject, none of them can or

does explain the connection between causes, morbid anatomy, sjanptoms, etc., as

is done in the didactic lecture ; nor can an author emphasize in a text-book the

points which may be of especial moment without making the book of inordinate

length. I would offer an earnest plea, then, for the retention of the didactic lecture
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as a means of instruction, of teaching men to think, not to the exclusion of other

methods, but as a valuable adjunct thereto. Then there is another means of

instruction which I believe to be of inestimable value, but which, unfortunately,
can not be thoroughly applied in large medical schools

;
1 mean daily recitations

on the subject of the previous lecture. These recitations are a means of instruc-

tion both to teacher and to pupil ; the teacher learns from them what points he

has failed to make clear, and the pupil is tavight not only what he has failed to

catch before, but something far more important than that ; the necessity for care-

ful and thorough study and prejiaration. And miach as I value the didactic lec-

ture as a means of instruction, or rather of ediication, if I were compelled in my
own teaching to abandon it or the daily recitation I would unhesitatingly discard

the didactic lecture, for in the course of the recitations nearly all the explanation
needed could be given.

(6) The Objects and Methods of Clinical Instruction.

There are two objects to be attained by clinical instruction. The first, which is

of great importance to the student, is the method of conducting the examination

of a patient ;
and the second is to learn the sjonptoms and signs of diseased con-

ditions. For the attainment of these objects it is essential that the student should

not only see examinations made by others, but that he should see and hear and
feel for himself. It is equally important, too, that the student should have clear

views of what he does see and hear, and for this reason it seems to me far better

that the undergraduate at least should see but few cases a day, and should be

required to study them thoroughlj', both at the bedside and in the text-books.

Another point seems to me of the greatest importance in connection with clinical

instruction, namely, that the student should have been thoroughly drilled in the

principles of medicine before he begins to study cases, so that he can understand
the significance of the varioiis symptoms and signs and their connection with the

morbid changes in the liody. For example, how can a student understand the

passive hyijersemia and dropsy of advanced cardiac disease who knows nothing of

the anatomy and physiology of the heart and vessels, and how can he apply the

proper treatment unless he has studied the pathology of the process and the action

of drugs ?

(7) The Importance of a High Standard of Graduation in Medical
Schools with Especial Reference to the Character of the Work
Done by the Graduate in After Life.

If I may judge from my own observation and the conversations I have had with a
number of physicians who are interested in medical education, the importance of

a high standard of graduation on the subsequent work of the student is not appre-
ciated as I am satisfied it should be. It goes without saying that a man with very
scant knowledge of medicine is not a suitable person to intrust with the health

and lives of his fellow-creatures ; but it is usually thought and often said that the

defects and deficiencies of early training will be corrected by the experience of sub-

sequent practice. Doubtless this is true in a measure ; but there is another side

of the subject which I believe to be equally true and of vast importance in med-
ical education, namely, that the graduates of a school having a high standard of

graduation will have a higher aim and do better work all through life than those

who have had equal advantages in all other respects, but who have received their

medical training in a school which considers a high standard of graduation unnec-

essary. Of course there are many exceptions to this rule ; but, as I stated at the

beginning of this paper, I am considering the educational needs of the great mass
of medical students and not of the comparatively few of exceptional ability. My
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attention was first called to this matter in 1885, when the graduates of many dif-

ferent medical schools came before me, as a member of the State board of medical
examiners of Virginia, to stand their " State examination." It was a matter of

profound astonishment to me and to my colleagues on that board to see the super-
ficial character of the answers given to many of the questions by men of good
sense, fair general education, and graduates of schools having admirable facilities

for instruction and whose facilities would compare favorably with any in the

worltl . I well remember the surprise depicted on the faces of some of the young
men who were rejected, and the statement made by some of them that they had
never been taught that "all those details were necessary in medicine. " The super-
ficial character of the answers sometimes required may be judged of also by the

questions asked. I remember, for instance, in an examination on anatomy lasting
three or foiir hours one of the six questions given the student to answer in writing
was, "Describe the alimentary canal and its appendages." Now, Mr. President,

how can a young man of average capacity be expected to learn thoroughness
when the questions given him on examination are of sucli a character tliat only
the most superficial answers can be given ? How can earnest, painstaking, care-

ful, and thorough work be expected of him in after life, when his training has

been such as to encourage the reverse, and that training has been received from
men of acknowledged ability and experience ? I need not call attention to the

necessity for a high standard of gradiiation as an evidence of the student's medical

knowledge (or ignorance) when he comes up for examination
; yet when grad-

uates of respectable schools gravely state, as was done to our Virginia board, that
" the post-partum artery should be tied to control post-partum haemorrhage ;

"
that

in case the carotid artery is cut the physician should "
keep the patient quiet and

watch liim close
;

"
that ' ' 60 grains of atropine is the dose bj' the mouth, but 20 grains

will do hypodermically
"—in view, I saj', of these answers, a little more care, it

seems to me, is often desirable in testing the amount of medical knowledge pos-
sessed by the candidate for graduation. In conclusion, then, I would i)lead most

earnestly for a higher standard of graduation, not only because it necessitates

more knowledge of medical matters when the student graduates, but because it

gives liim a keener sense of the gravity of the duties which he has assumed and of

the responsibilities which rest upon him.

LA HIGIENE CEREBRAL Y EL EJERCICIO DE LA INTELIGENCIA.

Por el Dr. LUIS E. RUIZ,

Catedrdtico de Higiene en hi Escuela Nacional de Medicina de Mexico, Director del Hospital

Juarez, Secretario de la Heccion de Medicina Pedagogica, y Representante del Kstado de Hidalgo
en el Congreso Pan-Americano.

La vida con salud es el resultado de la armonica y regular actividad de todas las

funciones, lo cual logicamente advierte, que el ejercicio de las facultades cs indis-

pensable condicion para permanecer sanos ; pero este ejercicio ha de satisfacer dos

condiciones higienicas fundamentales : ser desempeiiado jior todas las funciones y

proporcional en cada una. Solo de esta manera la integridad del ser humano es

comx>leta, jiues a sii bondad estatica se une pu correccion dinamica j de hecho en

la vida se realiza el hermoso apotegma : mens sana in corpore sano.

La observacion y la experiencia de consuno nos atestiguan con la irrefutable

elocuencia de los hechos y su cientifica coordinaci6n, que si malo es el quietismo
de las funciones, i)orque viene la torpeza de las facultades, no es menos nocivo el

exagerado ejercicio de ellas porque acarrea la atrofia. Luego el primero de los

bienes, la salud, exige en nombre de la diosa Higia el moderado funcionamiento
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fisio-psiquico. Pero si de esta consideracion, puramente medica, que nos hace

aconsejar saludable y total ejercicio, pasamos a otro orden de ideas ya del dominio

pedagogico, ya del econ6mico y social, miiy facil es convencerse de que la activi-

dad de nuestras facultades es el linico eficaz medio que poseemos i)ara satisfacer

nuestras necesidades, piiesto que estas solo se cumplimentan con actos, que no son

otro cosa sino variadas intervenciones de nuestras facultades.

Asi pues, si las necesidades economicas de nuestra situacion social, nos obligan
a trabajar, si las exigencias de la salud han menester regularizado movimiento, y
si el deseo del bienestar individual exige el ejercicio corao condicion indispensable
de perfeccionanaiento, tenemos que convenir en que la actividad do nuestras fun-

ciones todas, es condicion precisa y conveniente i)ara nxiestra vida completa.
Pero no basta ver con toda claridad, ii la luz de la higiene y la pedagogia, que el

ejercicio es factor para la salud y requisite de perfeccionamiento, sino que es

indispensable precisar el coino de este ejercicio. Por otra parte, estas considera-

ciones no van a referirse a todas las funciones, cuyo conjunto constituye la vida,

sino especialmente a la mas linmana de nuestro ser, a una de las mas importantes

y mas complexas qtie posee el hombre, a la actividad del cerebro, al ejercicio de la

inteligencia. Esta funcion pslquica, verdadera antorcha de la especie humana,
tiene dos modes fundamentales de actividad : adquirir conocimientos y elaborar-

los. Por esta circunstancia las faciTltades especulativas, mas que ninguna otra

funcion, necesita la correcta actividad de todas las otras. A la inteligencia, mas

que a otra actividad, se aplica el axionia pedagogico expresado asi :

" El correcto

ejercicio de las facultades superiores exige la integridad completa de las infe-

riores;" Si la resijiracion es defectuosa, la inteligencia se entorpece; si la circu-

lacion no se hace bien, los actos intelectuales no se ejecutan correctamente ; y el

concurso de la alimentacion es de tal manera valioso para los fenomenos mentales,

qiie graficamente un inteligente professor ha dicho : "Dime lo que comes y te

dire lo que piensas."' Y a semejanza de esto podriamos ir seiialando el enlace y la

dependencia de la inteligencia ccm las demas funciones
; pero baste saber que si

la inteligencia acumula conocimientos, estos en su mayoria vienen precisamente

por los sentidos, y tan eierto es esto que el incomparable Aristoteles, exagerando
un poco la verdad, dijo : "Nada haj^ en la inteligencia que no haj'a estado antes

en los sentidos."

Por ultimo, los movimientos ya generales, ya parciales, influyen de tal manera
sobre las labores intelectiiales, que en multitud de cases la inactividad muscular
acarrea la pereza mental y por el contrario, el exagerado ejercicio de los miisculos

trae aparejada seiialada tori)eza del intelecto. La inteligencia, como las demas
funciones de relacion, tiene periodos de actividad y pei'iodos de reposo. durante
los cuales, mas que ninguna otra, por la naturaleza de su funcionamiento ha
menester descanso complete, pues solo con este requisite conserva su salud,

aumenta su vigor 5'-
es capaz de agigantar su perfeccionamiento. El sueiio es el

reposo para nuestro espiritu y por lo mismo siemi)re que vayamos a disfrutarlo,
debemos procurar todas las comodidades, ya de silencio y ausencia de luz, ya
requisites higienicos del lecho y ya que antes de entregarnos a el no experimen-
temos por nuestras labores, musculares principalmente, grande fatiga. De esta

manera. y teniendo cuidado de que la duracion del sueiio sea en todos los cases

suficiente para el reposo y descanso cerebral, es indudable que habremos asegurado
la base higienica para el mejor ejercicio de la inteligencia. Mas este ejercicio
tiene su mas valioso cam])o en la escuela, piiesto que la evolucion mental que
vamos a determinar, mediante la enseiianza, para que sea del todo propicia al

exito de nuestra vida comj)leta, es absolutamente necesario que se ajuste tanto a
los preceptos higienicos, que han de censervar incolume su salud, como a las reglas

pedagogicas que aspiran ii perfeccionar facultades y a inculcar conocimientos.

Si la educacion puede y debe empezar desde la cuna, la instruccion jamas ha de
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iniciarse organizada antes de los siete anos, pues quien a. esta fecha so adelante

obliga al cerebro a un trabajo premature, comproinetiendo su salud, y hace
infructuosos los esfuerzos intelectuales, tanto mas esteriles, cuanto mas laboriosos

y abstractos.

La actividad inagotable del nino y su insaciable curioeidad estan demostrando

que sus organos necesitan ejercicio, sus facultades empleo ; pero su volubilidad

caracteristica, la superficialidad de que todos dan pruebas, seiialan al mismo

tiempo el catnino que se debe seguir para enseiiarlos. Es decir, preseiitarles asun-

tos sinteticos, motives que susciten la aplicacion del mayor numero de facultades,
en cada caso, y los estimulen por el placer, dando rienda suelta a su actividad.

Pero ya los conocimientos organizados por la abstraccion, esto es, ya la instruc-

cion debe dejarse para cuando el nino tiene major estructura cerebral, despues de

los siete anos. Y no debe olvidarse, ya sea que se trate de ejercicios educativos,

es decir, de la gimnasia de las facultades, mediante objetos 6 fenomenos presentes,

6 bien despues de la edad seiialada como punto de partida para la instruccion de

retener nociones abstractas cada vez mas generales, no se debe perder de vista,

repito, que las lecciones no deben ser muy largas y que el principio del cansancio

mental debe ser el indicante para tenninar el trabajo. En las labores escolares es

indespensable pasar de un conocimiento a otro ; pues bien, este mismo hecho con-

stituye un descanso, siempre que tanto uno como otro trabajo sean limitados y
suficientemente diversos entre si, pues es claro que entonces las facultades que
toman parte principal en uno, no la tomaran en el otro. La memoria, facultad

preciosisima, y que es en alto grado valiosa cuando nos limitamos a que solo

desempeiie en la actividad mental su magnifico papel, puede llegar a ser nociva

para el regular funcionamiento de la inteligencia, si queremos que, a toda costa,

todo se aprenda de memoria, entiendase 6 no; pero semejante cosa debe dese-

charse por el notorio perjuicio que acarrea al saludable ejercicio de las otras

facultades, que casi deja en la inaccion.

Mas dandole forma preceptiva a los conceptos anteriores, diremos : (1) Deben
cuidarse higienicamente las funciones de nutricion y las facultades de relacion.

(2) Se debe donnir en el mayor reposo, mas en lainfancia queen la edad adulta.

(3) No debe principiar la enseiianza instructiva antes de los siete aiios. (4) Al

principio de la enseiianza deben predominar los ejercicios educativos, elementales,

pero variados ; y siempre en el estudio debe irse de lo concrete a lo abstracto y

especializando lentamente. (5) Debe irse en todo aprendizaje de lo particular a

lo general, de lo conocido a lo desconocido y de lo independiente a lo dependiente.

(6) La duracion del estudio, en cada caso, no debe ir mas alia del instante en que
se inicie cansancio mental. (7) Durante el trabajo intelectual se debe variar el

asunto del estudio y deben ir seguidos los mas disimbolos. (8) Solo debe encar-

garse a la memoria lo que haya sido comprendido por la inteligencia. Tal es en

breve slntesis lo principal que ataiie a la higiene del cerebro y a la pedagogia de

la inteligencia.

METHODS OF MEDICAL EDUCATION.

By VICTOR C. VAUGHAN, Ph. D.. M. D.,

Dean of the Department of Medicine and Surgery in Michigan University.

I will suppose that we require of our students on admission to the medical

school not less than is required of those who enter the scientific department of

oar best universities. Certainly our requirements for admission should not be less

tlian this. Our students have had fair training in English, at least one year in

Latin (though two would be better), a reading knowledge of German or French,

or both, have been well drilled in mathematics through arithmetic, elementary
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algebra, and plane geometry, are fairly well posted in general and national his-

tory, and have received fair instruction in the elements of physics, botany,

zoology, and physiology. I state that I will assume that our medical students

have had the above-mentioned training. Our best high schools do this work, and
do it fairly well. I wish to state here, parenthetically, that an experience of

more than fifteen years has convinced me that the average gi'aduate of our best

high schools does his medical work quite as satisfactorily and intelligently as the

average graduate of a classical course in college ; while the man who has taken a

scientific course in one of our best universities has an advantage over both of the

others. For one, I shall be opposed to requiring of our matriculates the posses-
sion of a bachelor of arts or a bachelor of laws degree until the courses leading to

these degrees in our colleges have undergone some radical changes. With such

requirements and with a medical course covering four years of nine months each

devoted to instruction, what shall we teach and how shall we teach? The first

part of this question is easily answered. There are certain sciences from which
medicine draws all its resources. Without these sciences there would be no

medicine, as we teach and practice it. These sciences are physics, chemistry,

botany, anatomy, physiological chemistry, histology, bacteriolog3% and hygiene.
Our student has had, before admission, a fair drill in jihysics, and it will only be

necessary to develop certain branches of this very broad subject. One semester

of lectures, accompanied by demonstrations and strengthened by text-book reci-

tations on heat, light, sound, and electricity, is at present quite necessary, and
would remain so were all our students bachelors of art. The student will get
additional information on many of these points in other courses. Heat and light

miist be discussed in the course in hygiene. Refraction will be dwelt upon in the

demonstrati(jn course in ophthalmology. Electricity will be investigated in the

laboratory of electro-therapeutics. It would be well if general and analytical

chemistry could be required for admission to the medical school, but unfortu-

nately the instruction given in this science in many of our colleges is so inade-

quate, and in some instances so erroneous, that the student who has had no
instruction has an advantage over the one who has for years memorized formulas
and written equations. Even in our scientific schools the study of chemistry has
been narrowed down to methods of analysis. Lectures and text-book work are

essential, but they should never become the chief reliance in the study of chemis-

try. The student should be supplied with adequate laboratory facilities, then

given a chemical substance, and be requested to ascertain experimentally all he
can concerning its solubilities, imcompatibilities, and decompositions. This

experimental study should be supplemented by properly directed reading. Analyt-
ical tables and schedules should not be placed too early in the hands of a student.

They make of him a mere manipulator of test-tube reactions, which he produces
but fails to understand.

In nearly all of our medical schools anatomy is taught, not as a broad and

important science, but simply for the service which it may render the physician
and surgeon in their work. The embryological development of the various ana-

tomical structures is not considered. Time is spent in memorizing the names of

the smallest muscles, blood vessels, and nerves, and the great wealth of knowledge
which would be opened up to the student by even a short study of comparative

embryology and anatomy is wholly lost. The effect of this method of teaching

anatomy tells upon those who give instruction in this branch as well as upon those

who listen. The professorship of anatomy is made a stepping-stone to that of

surgery, and one can easily see why the number of scientific anatomists, those

who conduct valuable researches in this branch, are so few in this country. The

study of anatomy too frequently means simply a study of osteology and myology,
with a glance at the blood vessels and nerves. The idea that one can understand
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the complicated morphology of the central nervous system of man with the super-
ficial and careless attention given to it by the average medical student is absurd.
Visceral anatomy is another part of this broad subject to which insufficient atten-

tion is given. On the other hand, if the student has had good training in general
biology and has dissected different types of animal life, beginning with some of

the lowest and least complicated in structure, anatomy becomes a most deeply
interesting subject. He now sees the plan of development. Please understand
that I do not suppose that any extensive course in general biology or comparative
anatomy could be or should be included in a four-years medical course, but this

work should be embraced in the preliminary training. Those of us who may have
influence in shaping the lines of study offered in the courses preparatory to medi-
cine by our scientific schools and universities should bear this in mind, and if

these schools fail to ijrovide proper instruction in this and other branches, we
must lengthen our terms of medical study to six or seven years and give such
instruction.

The teaching of bacteriology simply by lectures or recitations without practical

laboratory work is a farce. Some time ago I received a letter from a professor of

bacteriology in one of the prominent medical schools in one of our large cities,

asking me to send him some cultures of pathogenic bacteria. I replied that if he
would send me agar tubes I would inoculate the same and return them to him.
He then wrote me asking what agar is and how such tubes should be prepared-
That certain bacteria bear a specific causal relation to certain diseases has been
demonstrated beyond all peradventure, and yet hundreds of medical students are

given their degrees and thus licensed to treat these diseases without being taught
the methods of detecting and isolating the germs. The lecturer tells his students

that the Liiffler bacillus is the cause of diphtheria and that in many.instances the

recognition of this bacillus is the only method by which a correct diagnosis can
be reached, and yet the student is not instructed in the technique necessary to make
this diagnosis, and he goes forth practically ignorant and helpless on this point.
This is not just to the student. Practical, thorough laboratory instruction in

bacteriology must not only be offered to, but must be required of, every medical

student. Is it any wonder that one of our leading medical journals has lately

complained that the whole field of preventive medicine is likely to be divorced

from medicine ? The trouble is that medical education has not kept abreast of the

recent discoveries in science. The medical man properly instructed should be the

best equipijed sanitarian, and yet I have more than once heard an intelligent lay-

man trying to convince an ignorant doctor that the so-called germ theory is no

longer a mere theory, but is founded ui>on demonstrated facts. If medicine is to

hold its position among the learned i^rofessions our medical schools must teach

bacteriology, not only by lectures, but by weeks of thorcjugh drill of each student

in the bacteriological laboratory. What is true of bacteriology is also true of the

broader subject of hygiene, of which the former is but a part. In talking with a

prominent physician in London a few jx'ars ago I expressed a desire to meet one

of the most eminent sanitarians of that city. "Oh," said my friend, "he is not a

doctor, he is only a sanitary crank." Will the profession thus throw aside its

most worthy possessions ? Is not the man who prevents disease worthy to be

ranked with him who treats typhoid fever or amputates a crushed limb ? Are we
to say that the Jenners, Pasteurs, Pettenkofers, and Kochs do not belong to us?

Yet there are many architects and engineers who know more about the principles

of ventilation, water purification, and sewage disposal than the average doctor

does. It is for us who are engaged in the teachmg of medicine to determine

whether or not the profession of medicine shall possess the rich fields of preventive
medicine. Shall we turn this work over to others ? This certainly must not be

done. Why should not the sanitarian who studies the chemistry and bacteriology
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of drinking water and the adulterations and putrefactive changes in food be a

specialistin medicine as well as the ophtlialniologist or the laryngologist ? Certainly

the medical man who has had broad training is better fitted to do work in pre-

ventive medicine than he who knows nothing of disease. The answer to this

question willdepend upon the facilities which our medical schools offer for instruc-

tion in these branches. I hope to see the time when the possession of a degree in

medicine will indicate that the possessor has had a broad, scientific training. It

is universally admitted that anatomy can not bo taught without practical work
in the dissecting room, but instruction in physiology is generally given exclusively

by lectures, class-room demonstrations, and text-books. Nevertheless it is cer-

tainly triio that the medical practitioner needs to recall his pliysiological knowl-

edge quite as frequently as he does his anatomical learning. Indeed, functional

disturbances constitute probably four-fifths of the cases which come under treat-

ment. It is quite as imijortant for the i)hysician to know something of the

innervation of the heart as it is for him to understand the arrangement of the

valves. Laboratory instruction in physiology is desirable, and in physiological

chemistry it is absolutely essential. Of course histology and the microscopical

study of diseased tissue can be taught onlj^ in properly equipped laboratories, and

gi'oss i)athology in the dead room. Laboratory methods are now carried into

clinical teaching b}^ a few of our best medical schools. This, in my opinion, is

one of the most important advances which has been made in recent years in the

methods of medical instruction. From two to four hours per day for from four

to six weeks are employed by the junior student in the surgical laboratory, where
he makes amputations, ligates blood vessels, and resects the intestines in living

animals, giving all the attention to narcosis, asepsis, and dressing which would
be bestowed upon similar operations in man. The class in methods of medical

diagnosis must now, in addition to the drill in auscult ition and percussion, make
chemical and bacteriological examinations of urine, blood, vomited matter, and

sputa, the hospital containing a room supplied with the facilities necessary for

this work. Demonstrations in obstetrics, ophthalmology, and laryngology are

given on manikins. Methods of detecting and correcting errors of refraction are

taught to each student. The ophthalmoscope, laryngoscope, and other instru-

mental aids to diagnosis are employed by the student under the direction of a

comi)etent instructor. The student now gets all of these demonstrative courses

before or simultaneoiisly with his clinical instruction in the amphitheater, at the

bedside, or in the outdoor dispensary. The methods of medical education might
be grouped in the following manner: (1) Lectures; (2) recitations from text-

books
; (3) laboratory instruction ; (4) amphitheater clinics ; (5) bedside teaching.

All of these methods must be employed to some extent. Lectures iipon many
subjects can not be wholly replaced by text-book instruction. A subject to which
new and imi^ortant contributions are being constantly made can not be fairly

presented exclusively by a text-book, however accurate such a book may have
been ivlien it was written. It certainly is better to use a book a year behind the

times than to listen to a lecturer twenty years behind the times, as some of us

probably did during our medical course. Laboratory methods, as I liave already
stated, are growing in favor, and their application will find a yet wider range.

Spectacular clinical teaching, in which the operator or the lecturer is the center of

interest, is a theory of the past. Ward and bedside teaching, with all the labora-

tory and instrumental aids to diagnosis, afford the greatest instruction to the

student. Certainly medicine grows constantly more scientific and this growth
will continue until our best medical schools will offer better facilities for broad
scientific culture than can be foiind elsewhere.
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THE MEDICAL HISTORY OF CHRISTOPHER COLtJMBUS, AND THE
PART TAKEN BY THE MEDICAL PROFESSION IN THE DISCOVERY
OF AMERICA. '

By A. M. FERNANDEZ DE YBARRA, M. D., of New York.

A7HICUS Plato, .led rncif/is arnica Veritas.—AiiiSTOTLK.

One of the most important events ill the history of hximanity, and perhaps second

only to the birth of Christ in beneficial results, is, without any species of doubt, the

discovery of America by the Spaniards under the leadership of Christoplier Colum-
bus. Willing and unwilling visitors certainly did come from the Old World to the

New a number of times before that date. In the fifth century of the Chi-istian

era a feAv Buddhist missionary priests came, either directly from China to a

country which they called Fusang, and known to us now as Mexico, or they first,

and most probably, settled in Japan and afterwards crossed from there to the

Pacific coast of America ; the voyages of the Northmen in the tenth and eleventh

centuries, the traditional narratives of which tell us of tiie deeds of the daring

sailor, Eric the Red, and the discovery of Helluland, Markland, and Vinland by his

famous son. Lief Ericsson. The story of the Venetian brothers, Nicolo and Antonio

Zeno, the first wrecked in 1390 upon one of the Faroe Islands, his subsequent
visit to Greenland and return, and the second embarking on an unsuccessful voy-

age of discovery in the Atlantic Ocean, about the year 1400, to verify some fisher-

men's reports of the existence of land a thousand miles or more to the west from

the Faroe Islands. The old and often-repeated riimors concerning the fancied

Island of St. Brandan, which several Portuguese and Spanish captains imagined

they had beheld beyond Madeira. The seemingly truthful statement in regard to

the Spanish pilot, Alonzo Sanchez de Huelva, who, sailing in 1484 (which should

be 1474),
" one year more or less,"' from the Canaries to Madeira, had been tempest-

tossed by violent easterly winds upon an unknown island (the Island of Hispaniola
or San Domingo), where he landed, took an altitude, and wrote an account of all

he saw and all that had occurred on the voyage. He succeeded in returning,
arrived at Terceira (one of the Azores) sick and worn out, and soon after died,

leaving Columbus, who had hospitably received him in his house and nursed him,
heir to his papers.
All these, and more, pre-Columbian voyages, legendary reports, and fanciful

descriptions of America are completely divested of true historical importance, and
did not contribute a mite to our geographical knowledge or to the betterment of

mankind. To speak of them as irai)lying, in any sense whatsoever, that they
constitute a discovery of America is jjerfectly absurd. To expatiate about them
with the mental reservation of robbing Columbus of his well-earned title of dis-

coverer of the New World is the height of folly. In 1492 the American continent

was to a certain degree as unknown to the rest of the world as the nebulous Inhab-

itants of the planet Mars are to us to-day.

On the present four hundredth anniversary of that paramount event in history

almost all classes and conditions of men have endeavored to bring forth their rep-

resentatives who, in some way or another, had anything to do with it. Mariners

are still singing the wonderful skill and intrepidity of their seafaring companions
of the fifteenth and sixteenth centimes. The military have spoken of their famous

captains, and with minute details referred to their heroic feats and glorious con-

quests, not always wise or even right. The clergy have told us of the first Ameri-

can bishops, large numbers of pious and lion-hearted missionaries, and the number-
less martyrs sacrificed in our luxtiriant forests. Politicians have pointed out the

> This paper was received too late for insertion in the proper section.
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many examples of good, indifferent, bad, and very bad rulers, together with chief-

tains and leaders totally destitute of diplomatic tact. Lawyers have shown who
were at that time eminent legislators, and put on record the notable judicial con-

tests arising in consequence of the discovery of America. Physicians only have

remained silent ir. this universal revival, when we, as a class, contributed very

largely to the realization of the constant dream of a great genius, thoiight then by
almost everyone but a distinguished Italian physician and a modest Spanish village

doctor to be merely a madman.
If modern anthropological science can justly boast of having made clear the

intimate relations existing between the shape, volume, and minute structure of

the internal organs of man and his outward manifestations, both physical and

psj'chical, it is evident that in speaking of such a profoundly important historical

figure as Christopher Columbus, an humble attemjit to examine his personal

appearance, temperament, physical ailments, and the cause of his untimely death

may greatly help to a more accurate appreciation of his mental characteristics and
moral nature.

First, as to the date of his birth. This is a vexata questio which it would be out

of my power in the limits of this short paper to discuss. Washington Irving,

relying upon the evidence of Andres Bernaldez, a historiographer and intimate

friend of Columbus, states it to be about 1435 or 1436. Don Fernando, the admi-

ral's second son and his most faithful biographer, relates that in a letter written by
his father to the King and Queen of Spain, dated 1501, he declares that he had
then been forty years at sea, and in another letter that he was 14 years old when
he first went to sea

;
so that allowing a year either way for probable inattention

to circumstantial details, we get the date of his birth, fixed by his own hand, at

about 1447. If we take into consideration that he did not go to sea during his

seven years of patient waiting in Spain—from 1485, when for the second time he

entered that country from Portugal, to 1493, when he set sail westward on the

Sea of Darkness—we must then acknowledge that in referring in 1501 to his being

forty years at sea, he did not probably reckon the time spent in surmounting the

difficulties encountered at the court of Ferdinand and Isabella. This would bring
us to 1440 as the date of his birth ; but if we make a calm and philosophical analy-
sis of the expression,

"
being forty years at sea," from a sailor who had the year

before arrived, a prisoner, in fetters, poor, sickly, and dejected, from his third

voyage across an unknown ocean, and bearing in mind his former unequivocal
statement that he had " followed the sea for twenty-three years without being on
shore anj'^ space of time worth accounting," in which period he had been to and fro

upon the Mediterranean, the Grecian Ai'chipelago, France, Flanders, the coast of

Guinea, the Canary Islands, Madeira, Porto Santo, the Azores, Cape Verde

Islands, England, Ireland, Iceland, and sailed a hundred leagues beyond this

"Ultima Thule" of Ptolemy, we will be forced to admit that that phrase only
means a sailor of forty years' experience, the same as any old professor, architect,

lawyer, or physician might express himself in like circumstances, regardless of

the few years spent in traveling, sickness, or some temporary occupation. The

place of his birth was the city of Genoa.
From the accounts of his personal appearance given by his son Fernando, Las

Casas, Andres Bernaldez, Pietro Martire d'Anghiera, the Portuguese historian Joao

de Barros, Agostino Giustiniani, Antonio Gallo, and others who knew him well, I

gather that Columbus was a man of commanding presence, tall and well built,

with fair, ruddy complexion somewhat freckled, oval face with rather prominent
cheek bones, broad and high forehead, medium-size mouth, aquiline nose, grayish-
blue eyes, very light reddish hair, and beard prematurely turned gray. He was of

a genial disposition, courteous and graceful, his conversation agreeable and inter-

esting to such a point that strangers were quickly attracted and felt at ease. An
S. Ex. 36 140
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indefinable air of dignified command surrounded him, and the magnetism of his

noble sold was perceptible in the tender glance of his glowing eyes when his reli-

gious enthusiasm was kindled by the divine spark of genius that abided in him.

Of a great nervous susceptibility, his mind was highly imaginative and poetical.

Naturally religious, he was temiaerate in eating and drinking and puritanical in

his habits.

My search for particulars regarding the life of Columbvis prior to his arrival in

Portugal was far from satisfactory. From the period of his fust going to sea,

which was about 1460, until the year some biographers say his vessel was burned,

near the Portuguese coast not far from tlie city of Lisbon, nowhere in history have

I met with a distinct mention of his name. We have positive evidence, however,

that in 1473 he was in the city of Savona, Italy, from the fact of his signatm-e

being appended as witness to the will of one Nicolo Monleone, under date of

March 20 of that year. It appears very probable that in 14G9 he took part, under

the command of a French vice-admiral of the name of Caseneuve. in a successful

sea fight to capture several Dutch ships returning from the herring fishery in the

Baltic. We find him afterward in a terrible naval engagement between Lisbon

and Cape St. Vincent, trying to get jsossession of four richly laden Venetian gal-

leys on their return from Flanders, the desperate struggle lasting from morning
till evening. The hand grenades and other burning missiles used in the battle

caiised at last a general conflagration among the vessels, which having l)een lashed

together with iron grapplings, could not be separated, and the crews were com-

pelled to leap into the water to escape the fire. Columbus's scm, Fernando, goes

on to say that "his father, who was a good swimmer, finding himself at the dis-

tance of 2 leagues from land, seized an oar, and by its aid succeeded in reaching

the shore." It was close at hand to Lisbon, where he went and there made his

abode. This happened in the year 1470 or 1471 ,
and in 147;} he married the Portu-

guese lady, Philippa Moniz de Perestrelo, and wt'ut to live with her at Porto

Santo, a small island on the Atlantic Ocean, 2.") miles northeast of Madeira. There

his son Diego was born in 1474.

The subject of the medical history of Columbus is a barren one, so barren indeed

that it has never before been touched upon. I asked the present Duke of Veragua,
and such living sterling biographers of the ilhistrious Genoese navigator as

Mr. Henry Harrisse, Mr. Jose M. Asensio y Toledo, Profs. John Fiske and C. K.

Adams, Mr. Justin Winsor, and Mr. Cesareo Fernandez Duro, and they all

answered me that they did not know of anybody who had investigated the medical

aspect of the life of Columbus. I consulted the librarians of the Smithsonian Insti-

tute at Washington, Lenox and Astor libraries of New York, and the Public

Library of the city of Boston ; I searched carefully all the old standard historical

authorities, but little did I find, and here it is embodied. I must, however, acknowl-

edge my indebtedness to a recent monograph of Dr. Calatraveno, of Madrid,

Spain, for many things I say in this paper about the part taken by the medical

profession in the discovery of America. Nearly a year of constant inquiry and

exploration in this unprt)ductive field has resulted in what I ventiire to call my
contribution to this first Columbian Pan-American assemblage of scientific men.

The jnratical character of the seafaring life of Columbus's time, and the peculiar

construction of the vessels, necessarily exposed its followers to unceasing hard-

ships, privations, and many unavoidable dangers to health. The severity of this

early manner of living in a man of such well-marked sanguine temperament as

that of the immortal sailor, must have very insidiously tended to undermine his

naturally strong constitution, after "being at sea twenty-three years, without

remaining on shore any space of time worth accounting," and render him liable

at the age of 46 years to the ailments and sicknesses which he subsequently
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suffered during his four voyages of discovery to America, to which must be added

the grief, disappointment, mental anxiety, and moral depression he endured, all

together combining in the production of the chronic disease that put an end to

his imperishable career at a comparatively prematxire period of life. Regarding
hereditary predisposition to disease, I may safely say he had none. His father

died at an extreme old age (in 1496 or 1498) and his mother a few years before.

He was the eldest of five children, four boys and a girl, and not one of the

others showed hereditary taint. His pai'ents belonged to the healthy, sound,

hearty, and frugal types of the Ligurian peasantry.
On Friday, August 8, 1493, Columbus sailed westward from the little seaport of

Paloa de Moguer, Spain, to plow the sea of darkness in quest of a new world.

On Friday, October 13, of the same year, he discovered America, and also on

Friday, March 15, 1493, he dropped anchor, back from his mission, at the same
little harbor of Palos. He spent two hiindred and twenty-five days in this first

round trip to the Western Hemisphere, in which time I have found no record

whatever of his having sitffered any sickness, except casual references to " sore

eyes." This slight and transitory ocular affection, which he often experienced

afterwards, I consider to have been probably due to blepharitis or styes or to

granular ophthalmia, brought on l>y straining the eyes in search of land in a

diaphanous atmosphere where the rays of light are most intense. Perhaps the

admiral's leaning toward albinoism also contributed to it. His excellent eyesight

at night seems to lend weight to this opinion of mine.

He undoubtedly suffered great anxiety, tribulation, and mental angiiish when
the crews began to murmur and finally became openly impatient and mutinous

at not finding land ; but this prejudicial moral effect on his health must have been

entirely extinguished by the joy, satisfaction, and pride of having succeeded in

his stupendous enterprise. The two shabby tricks of Martin Alonzo Pinzon, cap-

tain of the caravel Pinta—by far the best sailer of the three—when on the 30ih

of November, sailing along the coast of beautiful Cuba, he treacherously
deserted his chief, and on the 13th of February he surreptitiously abandoned him

again to bring the news of the discovery home first, must have also caused Colum-

bus no little pain and dejection.

He put to sea again on his second voyage of discovery, from Cadiz, September

25, 1493, this time with a fleet of three galleons or carracks and fourteen caravels,

carrying 1,500 people on board, instead of the 130 who accompanied him in his

former unparalleled hazardous cruise.

This large number of men, among whom were many aristocratic young fellows,

daring, supercilious, irascible, and obstinate hidalgos, left without occupation at

the end of the war with the Moors, were placed under the medical care of Dr. Diego
Alvarez Chanca, a distinguished practitioner of great rex^utation in the city of

Seville, who was also physician in ordinary to the King and Queen of Spain, and
had attended their firstborn. Princess Isabella (who afterwards became Queen of

Portugal), during her serious illness the year before. Speaking of him in a

memorial addressed to Ferdinand and Isabella, dated January 30, 1494, Columbus
wrote:

You will inform their Highnesses of the continual labor that Dr. Chanca h.is

undergone, from the prodigious number of sick and the scarcity of provisions ;

and that, in spite of all this, he exhibits the greatest zeal and benevolence in every-
thing that relates to his profession. As their Highnesses have intrusted me with
the charge of fixing the salary that is to be paid to him while out here (although
it is certain that he neither receives nor can receive anything from any one, and
does not receive anything from his i^osition equal to what he did receive and could
still get if he were in Spain, where he lived peaceably and at ease, in a very dif-

ferent style from what he does here), I have, nevertheless, not ventured to place
to the credit of his account more than 50,000 maravedis (about §735) per annum,
as the sum which he is to receive for yearly labor during the time of his stay in

this country.
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The letter or report of this learned and magnanimous man to the Chapter of

Seville, from which I quote two passages further on, is the first scientific mono
graph written about America, and worthy of careful i)erusal.

On the 3rth of November the fleet arrived in the harbor of La Navidad, in the

island of San Domingo, and found the little fortress completely destroyed, and
each and every one of the 38 men left there on the first voyage had been mas-
sacred by the native Indians. Columbus caused to be built a neat little town, to

which the name of Isabella was given, and remained in this island until April 24,

1494, when he put to sea again and discovered Jamaica, May ^^, and visited Ciiba

for the third time ; returning from there, he passed by all the southern coast of

Jamaica and Hispaniola and discovered the little islands of Beata, Saona, and
Mona.
The day after leaving this last island, in the i)assage Tjetween San Domingo and

Porto Rico, September 2~>, 1494, worn out with the toil and hardships of a five-

months cruise among people who, though very kind and generous, could not
afford him the relief and comfort he so much needed, and in which time his inces-

sant watching, nervous excitement, and high hopes of finding large (quantities of

gold and spices had sustained him wonderfully, the inevitable reaction at last

overtook him, and his whole system suddenly collapsed. "He lay in a stupor,

knowing little, remembering nothing, his eyes dim and vitality oozing, until the

little fleet sorrowfully, but gladly, entered the harbor of Isabella." Columbus
himself acknowledges that for thirty-three days he had slept next to nothing, when
he began to feel very tired and fell into a- lethargic state which almost deprived
him of his life. He remained sick very nearly five months, under the care of Dr.

Chanca.

In the early part of April of that year he had been seized with intermittent

fever at Isabella, where the same principles of heat, humiditj', porosity of the

soil, and presence of decaying vegetable matter, which gave an extraordinary

fecundity to the uncultivated fields, worked havoc among the Spaniards. Many
of them are also said to have suffered at La Vega under the torments of a disease

called "the scourge" (syphilis?), the origin of which, whether American or

European or Asiatic, has been a svibject of great dispute for over three centuries.

Dr. Chanca, in his letter to the Chapter of Seville, expresses himself on the situa-

tion thus :

" One-third of our people have fallen sick within the last four or five

days, which I think has principally arisen from the toil and privations of the

journey, and another cause has been the variableness of the climate." In another

place he says : "The admiral had at one time determined to leave the search for

the mines until he had first dispatched the ships, which were to return to Spain,
on account of the great sickness which had prevailed among tlie men." Does he

refer here to venereal diseases? I incline to the affirmative, but in the sense of

gonorrha-al and not syphilitic diseases. Concerning his first statement, that one-

third of the colonists had fallen sick in four or five days, I firmly believe it was
due to the bad quality of the provisions brought from Spain, and to malarial infec-

tion, not very well understood in those days. The miraculous puZvis febrifngus
orbis Americani was not yet known to Europeans. The existence and wonderful

virtue of "
quinquina,

" which later on saved the life of Charles II of England,
Louis XIV of France, and Frederick the Great, were then only known to the native

inhabitants of undiscovered Peru.

What was that dangerous disease from which Columbus did not entirely recover

for nearly five months ? Was it a disease of the nervous system ? The only affec-

tions of that kind most likely to have developed are acute softening of the brain

or idiopathic meningitis. But acute softening occurs always in very old persons,

is apt to be preceded by mental confusion, a feeling of numbness, and some slight

impairment of motion
;
and in idiopathic meningitis there are from the beginning
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an intense headache, vertigo, nansea, and vomiting. These two diseases also run

their courses generally in a short time, the usual termination in acute meningitis

being death
;
cerebral softening always leaves behind permanent disorder of the

mental, sensory, or motor functions.

Could it have been scurvy ? Decidedly no, because, although scorbutus was in

those days a very familiar disease among soldiers and sailors, arising from a defi-

ciency of fresh meat or vegetable diet, and sometimes to be found also in badly
ventilated, dark, and damp prisons, owing to the want of proper assimilation of

food, neither insomnia, stupor, nor delirium form a part of the onset of this dis-

ease. Besides, scurvy is so slow and gradual in its development that the patients

do not know when it begins.

In the absence of a clinical history of the case, let us scrutinize a little more the

simple historic;al account of the disease. In going from Mona to Porto Rico,

Columbus's fatigue and weakness and want of proper food "cast him into a dan-

gerous disease between a pestilential fever and lethargy, which deprived him of

his sense and memory."' This is his own way of expressing his malady. It cer-

tainly was, then, one of the following three low-type fevers—typhus, typhoid, or

relapsing.

We must not lose sight of the fact that he had just got over a protracted attack

of paludal poisoning, which consequently left him in an anaemic and debilitated

condition at the time of embarking in this five-months cruise, thus offering an

inviting soil for the favorable incubation of a specific, blood-disorganizing fever

such as the above-named ones.

Not knowing the exact bodily temperature, nor the characteristics of its daily

variations (and for the best of reasons—the clinical thermometer had not yet been

invented), nothing whatever in regard to the peculiarities of the pulse, the actual

condition of the skin, the tongue, the bowels, the presence or absence of eruption,

epistaxis, lung symi)tonis, nausea, or vomiting, the anomalies of the urinary

excretion, etc., we can not make a good differential diagnosis between those three

low specific fevers. As a rule, we find in all of them the same symptoms o'f gen-
eral malaise, weakness, drowsiness, at the beginning of the disease ; but my opin-

ion is, howevfer, that it was typhixs, because of the prolonged convalescence, which

must have been due to some pulmonary complication, partial paralysis, scurvy,

dysentery, suppurative inflammation of parotid, submaxillary, or inguinal glands,

or more probably of the joints. There is another important circumstance which
leads me to make the diagnosis of ship fever, and that is that Columbus, as a gen-
eral rule, very seldom went ashore, but remained on board while waiting at the

different harbors, coves, anchorages, and roadsteads, thus necessarily exposing
himself more to the infection than the average of his companions, whose nervous

systems could not have been in such an unstrung and depressed state as his.

When Columbus recovered consciousness at Isabella he found his dear brother

Bartholomew, whom he had not seen for six years, seated by his bedside and

tenderly nursing him. This happened on the 8th or 9th of October, which shows

that the stupor lasted during the first two weeks of the disease—another diagnos-

tic symptom in favor of ty])hus.

Early in March, 1496, the immortal navigator sailed for Spain; but he did not

arrive there until June 11, having exhausted all his provisions, and the famine

was such that the crews came near eating up some of the thirty or more Indian

caijtives whom they were taking to Spain. The haggard and starving party

dropped anchor in the same harbor of Cadiz from which many of them had joy-

ously set sail with Columbus two years, eight months, and sixteen days previously.

Columbus started on his third voyage of discovery with a fleet of six ships, car-

rying about 200 men besides the sailors, from the little seaport of San Lucar de

Barrameda, on May 30, 1498. On June 21, at the island of Ferro (the most west-
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erly of the Canaries), the admiral divided liis fleet, sending three ships directly to

Hispaniola, while with the other three he steered sonthwest. Prosecuting his

voyage toward the Cape Verde Islands, in the last days of June, and "as he

advanced within the tropics, the change of climate and the close and sultry

weather brought on a severe attack of the gout, followed by a violent fever," says

Washington Irving. On the 31st of July he discovered the island of Trinidad,

and caught a glimpse of terra firma at the delta of the Orinoco River ; coming
out from it through the passage which he named Dragon's Moiith (Boca del

Dragon), during the second week of August, "he suffered a great deal from gout
and ophthalmia,"' says Navarrete.

These two are the first distinct and positive historical references to Columbus

suffering from gout. As for the the transitory ophthalmia. I have already stated

my opinion about it. only adding tliat it is a frequent complication of rheiimatism,
but not of gout. Now I shall endeavor to prove that Christopher Columbus was
never afflicted with gout, which is contrary to the firm belief of all accepted stand-

ard non-professional authorities.

Gout is more decidedly hereditary than rheumatism, and occurs in those who
live high or drink large quantities of malt liquor, or is seen in persons whose sys-

tems have been imi)regnated with lead. The greatest maritime genius of the

fifteenth century was of too humble birth to have inherited the gouty diathesis,

and too frugal in his habits to have acquired a malady the resitlt of overindul-

gence in the i)leasures of the table, especially when cruising with very scanty

I)rovisions ; surely there could not have been much lead in his system. Gout is char-

acterized l)y the occurrence of paroxysms of severe jiainin a small joint—the great

toe usually. Gout in the foot is called podagra ; gout in the hand, chiragra ; and

gout in the knee gonagra. But Columbus suffered pain in several joints, of the

upper as well as the lower extremities, his movement was slow,' rigid, and jerking,

so that it was accomplished with difficulty, and his disorder, therefore, could not

very well be placed under any of these three Latin divisions of gout.

There are yet two very important diagnostic factors against the theory of gout,

viz., the season of the year in which exists the greatest tendency to the occurrence

of the seizures (winter), these two first attacks taking place in the middle of the

summer and, moreover, that we meet in the course of the distemi>er with no car-

diac complication, at least no valvular affection, as so constantly happens in rheu-

matism, and which sequel was the ultimate result of the disease that launched

Columbus into eternity ; and, furthermore, in complete possession of all his mental

faculties, which does not occur in gout where the morbid changes induced in the

kidneys give rise to cerebral symptons at the time of death.

The admiral arrived at Isabella on the JJOtli of Augiist and was immediately put
in irons and thrown into iirison by Bobadilla, who had come from Spain a week
before. While confined in imson and deprived of intercourse with anyone, loaded

with fetters and chains in the fort of the little town, he was sick for several days,

probably with intermittent fever or rheumatic i)ains, improperly called gout. He
was put on board a vessel and sent to Spain early in October, 1500, arriving at

Cadiz on a December day, and as he passed, his stately and venerable figure bur-

dened witli shackles and chains, through the streets of that city he awakened a

great popular outburst of sympathy for him and indignation at his persecutors,

which reproof immediately reechoed in the wealthy cities of Seville and Granada.

Fortunately the passage had been calm and fair and of but moderate duration,

rendered also Ifess disagreeable by the kind treatment of Alonzo de Villejo, to

whom he was given in custody.
While on board the ship he had written a long and eloquent letter, full of pathos,

to Doiia Juana de la Torre, the nurse (ama) of Prince Juan, a lady high in favor

with Queen Isabella, to whom her brother Antonio, a fellow-voyager of Coluro-
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bus, straightway carried tho epistle on landing. In studying the ideas and

wording of this remarkable letter, I find that his reason was just beginning to

lose equipoise under the strain of the great humiliation he was then enduring
and the disordered condition in which his unexpected, unwarranted, and

unworthy arrest had thrown all his private affairs. This clouded state of his

intellect suffered a more aggravated relapse on two or three other occasions,
when in moments of despair and heartrending anguish his religious enthusi-

asm completely overpowered his understanding, and of which I will speak later on.

During the seventeen months elapsing between his arrival from the third voyage
and his departiire again on the fourth not a word, that I know of, is said in his-

tory about Columbus being afflicted with gout, which is a strong argument against
the theory of his siiffering from that malady. When much better fed, in company
of cavaliers and rich men, heshovild have had more paroxysms of that "

eminently
respectable disease," as Sydenham used to call it, than when living as a sailor on

strange seas, short of the most necessary provisions.
The equipment of the fleet on the fourth and last voyage consisted of four small

caravels, with crews numbering, all told, 150 men. Columbus's brother Bartholo-

mew, and his younger son, Fernando, then a boy of 14, accomijanied him. They
sailed from Cadiz on the 11th of May, 1502, and on the 7th of November, 1504,

after a tempestuous voyage and narrow escape from shipwreck, he landed back at

San Lucar de Barrameda, so sick and thoroughly worn out that he could not per-

sonally go to coiirt to give an account of his new discoveries, but had to send in

his place his youthful son, Fernando.

While sailing along the coast of Honduras, in the middle of August, 1503, there

was an incessant tempest, with heavy rains and such thundering and lightning
that "

it seemed as if the end of the world was at hand." The vessels had been so

violently tossed about that their seams oi^ened, and the provisions were damaged by
the rain and by the leakage. During a great part of this time Columbus ' ' suffered

extremely from the gout, aggravated by his watchfulness and anxiety." His

illness did not prevent him, however, from attending to his duties ; he had a small

cabin constructed on the stern of his vessel, from which, even when Ijnng down
on his bed, ho could keep a lookout and direct the course of the ships. Columbus
himself says that many times he was so ill that ho thought his end approaching.
The little fleet at last succeeded in passing the Cape G-racias a Dios, on Septem-

ber 14, after struggling with the wind and the waves and the currents for about

forty days. When on the coast of Veragua (Republic of Costa Rica), in the mid-

dle of October, many days of constant mental disturbance and nights of sleepless

anxiety preyed ui)on a constitution undermined by a slow blood poison, by grief

and disappointment, by hardships, by unhygienic surroundings, and by want of

projjer treatment, finally producing an illusory vision, deemed by Columbus in his

religious conceit of private revelation to bo really God-sent and supernatural. In

a letter to the sovereigns of Spain he gives a very solemn account of this halluci-

nation, in which he heard in the course of a vivid dream a piteous voice remind-

ing him of Scriptural passages to comfort hiin and encourage him to trust in the

Almighty. Such psychical perturbation can easily be explained if we take into

consideration Columbus' highly imaginative cerebration, his exalted religious

conceptions, his daily devotional exercises, and his deeprooted belief that he was
the chosen one from among men to carry the light of the true faith into far distant,

unenlightened, and pagan lands. This favorable field, when well plowed by a

chronic and painful disease and harrowed by the iron teeth of grief, could without

difficulty produce a momentary phonomania. Like the firm trust of all impass-

ioned religious or political reformers, his sublime reliance in his lofty predestina-

tion certainly served him to overcome the multitude of obstacles he found in his

path. And here we find the proof once more of the undiscernible and undefinable

boundary between insanity and genius. While visiting Jamaica in the latter
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part of June, 1503, in which island he was obliged to spend a year, Columbus
sufered another attack of the so-called gout, and malarial fever of long duration,
on the shores of the harbor of Santa Gloria, known to-day as St. Anne's Bay,
which rendered him a cripple.

During all this fourth voyage his mental and physical condition was very much
weakened, though hope, to be sure, had not altogether departed from his ardent

and sanguine nature
;
but it was a hope that had experienced many reverses, and

its pinions were sorely clipped. His voyages of discovery always involved hard-

ships enough to wear out the strongest human frame, having to navigate among
unforeseen dangers, without chart or i)ilot or previous knowledge of the countries,

their inhabitants or language ; to keep a constant and anxious watch at all hours,
in all kinds of weather, subject to the caprices of the wind and without proper food.

Age was already rapidly making itself felt when Columbus undertook this his last

and most disastrous cruise (55 years old), the ultimate ten years of which were
filled with care, physical ailments, and troubles of many sorts. For several weeks
before he landed back at San Lucar de Barrameda his tiny ship was thrown hither

and thither in mid-ocean by violent winds and hill-like waves, combined with

tropical showers. All that time Columbus was suffering the most excruciating

pains from his old malady, until his crazy and shattered little bark anchored in

the harbor, vnth her haggard, emaciated, cripi)led, and almost blind master aboard.

From San Lucar he had himself conveyed to Seville, where he hoped to enjoy
the much-needed rest of mind and body and to recruit his health ; but fortune

continued to frown upon him, for he ascertained on arriving at that city that all

his private affairs were in a state of confusion and entanglement. Since he had
been sent to Spain from San Domingo, shackled like the vilest of culprits, when
his house and effects had been seized and confiscated by order of Bobadilla, his

rents and dues had been unlawfully retained in the possession of Governor Ovando,
the successor of Bobadilla in command of the island. He was therefore in actual

penury. He remained at Seville during the rest of that winter and part of the fol-

lowing spring, a victim of his chronic and painful illness.

At the beginning of May, 1505, feeling a little better, he went with his brotlier

Bartholomew to court, then sojourning at Segovia, to personally plead for his

rights. While there ' ' he was once more confined to his bed by a tormenting attack

of the gout, aggravated by the sorrows and disappointments which preyed upon
his heart." From this couch of anguish he addressed one more pathetic appeal to

the justice of the King, but all in vain 1 He sought consolation in devoutly read-

ing the prophecies of the Holy Scriptures and the writings of the fathers of the

church, and wrote a religious book and a final long letter, full of poetic mj^sticism,

to that selfish and ungrateful King Ferdinand, the noble and magnanimous Queen
Isabella having expired the year before. In making a hurried psychological study
of these two opuscules, I find that for the third time the intellect of Columbus
was clouded with delusion. The extravagances of his overwrought imagination
must not, however, be entirely judged as they appear at the present day. They
were in perfect sympathy with the quintessence of those times, when the spirit

of the Crusaders was still rampant, when the conquest and fanatical expatriation
of the Moslem had just been accomplished, and the Inquisition permeated, en-

slaved, and terrorized the whole Spanish kingdom.
So poor and helpless at last he found himself, after uselessly following the court

from place to place, that he accepted the modest home offered him by kind-

hearted and charitable Gil Garcia, a sailor, at Valladolid, Magdalen street (now
called Colon) , house No. 7. There, propped up in his lowly bed, suffering just as

much from the cardiac complications of chronic rheumatism as from mental

anguish and dejection and want of proper medical attendance, looking a great
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deal older than lie really was, bxit with loftiness of heart, the religious enthusiasm
of an old prophet, and Christ-like forgiveness for all his persecutors, under those

long, curling white hairs of his, and the gray robe of the order of St. Francis, of

whom he had been a great devotee, in which he begged to be clothed and buried,
he was uttering words which, to anybody unacquainted with his life, would have
seemed very strange indeed. For he was speaking to his two sons and his confes-

sor. Fray Gaspar de la Misericordia, of little else but of another world—not the

world of the unknown and unknowable, nor the house not made with hands, eter-

nal in the heavens, to which he was soon to go, but of a new world on this planet
of ours, where he had been,^of which he was the first to give a faithful account,
and to bring from it men of an unheard-of race, and most wonderful specimens
of the animal and vegetable kingdoms ; a world which should be forever associated

with his name, and which will be without any doubt for all coming ages an inex-

haustible field for commerce, for industry, for agriculture, for benevolence, philan-

thropy, and liberty
—a true material salvation of the whole human race.

He took his departure from this life on Ascension day, May 20, 150G, a servant

satisfied with his work and honorably dismissed from the visible terraqueous

globe, which he had very much enlarged, to go to the invisible and everlasting
hereafter, whither all of us are marching on, pronouncing with great unction

these sublime Latin words :

'^ In manus tuas, Domine, commendo spiritum meum.^'

What was the cause of Columbus's death, and what part did the medical profes-
sion take in the discovery of America?

I have just remarked that he died from the cardiac complications of chronic

rheumatism, thus contradicting all the standard historical authorities who assert

he was a victim of gout. My humble opinion is that the chronic form of poly-
articular rheumatism was not developed slowly, but succeeded to an acute attack,
and that this first invasion of the disease occurred on the last days of June, 1498,

after Columbus left the Cape Verde Islands, on his third voyage.
" The atmos-

phere was loaded with clouds and vapors ; neither sun nor stars were to be seen ;

a sultry, depressing temperature prevailed," says Washington Irving. A little

farther along in his narrative the same high historical authority adds that on July
13 the ships

" had entered a region where the whole sea was like a mirror, and the

vessels remained almost motionless, with flapping sails ; the crews panting under
the heat of a vertical sun, unmitigated by any refreshing breeze.

" The sailors lost

all strength and spirits, and there was in the atmosphere, owing to drizzling show-

ers, that combination of heat and moisture so well adapted for a genuine attack

of acute rheumatism, and entirely unfavorable for the development of a parox-

ysm of gout. But the presence of the rheumatic poison was clearly evident in

the accompanying "violent fever." Gout is not ushered in by high fever, and

during the hours of severe suffering the skin usually remains dry, a general sense

of relief being experienced just as soon as a profuse perspiration sets in. A
warm climate exerts for that reason a beneficial effect on the occurrence of the

seizures of gout. As for the peculiarity of the first attack making its aj^ijearance

at night, between the hours of 12 midnight and 5 a. m., I can not say anything,
because the exact time at which it occurred is nowhere recorded.

Those writers who have minutely described the last few months of the life of

Christopher Columbus state that when he was confined in bed his body was

extraordinarily swollen from the chest downwards. Here we have the cardiac

dropsy met with as the final and fatal result of an old inflammation of the endo-

cardium, brought about almost invariably by an attack of acute rheumatism.
The shrinking and induration of the valve curtains of the heart and their tendons,
as a sequel of endocarditis, and the hypertrophy and dilatation of the cardiac

walls to which these pathologic changes give rise, owe their chief importance to

the purely mechanical disturbance of the blood circulation thereby induced, the
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action of the heart becoming more and more feeble every day nntil death at last

closes the scene.

The cardiac complications of rheumatism (endocarditis, pericarditis, myocar-
ditis) are by far the most freqtient, being present in more than 50 per cent of all

cases, and constitute the commonest cause of death in this disease. Bouillaud was
the first to recognize the frequency of such accidents, and his great discovery that
" their occurrence is the rule rather than the exception in rheumatic fever," has
stood the test of all subsequent observers, and remains to-day one of the best

established facts in clinical medicine.

Having finished saying what I had to say about the medical history of the

immortal discoverer of this New World of ours, I will end by putting upon record

the names of those belonging to our noble profession who directly contributed to

the realization of such a momentous event in history. The clear intuitions of

Avicenna, '"the jirince of physicians," as he was called
; the advice and encourage-

ment given to Columbus by the Florentine physician and distinguished cosmogra-

l^her, Paul Toscanelli ; the modest village doctor, Garcia Fernandez, who, as an

improvised expert in mental diseases, won for the perambulating genius the respect
and sympathy of the worthy prior of the monastery of La Rabida ; the very impor-
tant fact that, although it is proved beyond doubt that no priest accompanied
Cohimbus on his first voyage, there were two representatives of our profession

among his followers—Maestro Alonzo and Maestro Juan—two ship surgeons or

fisicos; and last, btit not least, the learned author of the very first scientific report
on America, Dr. Diego Alvarez Chanca, who came over with Columbus on the

second voyage, and saved his life during a protracted and dangerous attack of

typhus fever. All these facts, scattered in many old books and pamphlets, worm-
eaten in dusty archives, are here collected and presented as xneces justificatires

of the noteworthy part taken by the medical profession in the discovery of the

Western Continent.

Almost all those who have wi*itten the life and voyages of the immortal Genoese

navigator—and their name is legion—speak of the probable sources of his infor-

mation about the existence of a western roiite to the East Indies. But none of

them, that I am aware of, refer to the writing of Avicenna as a possible fountain

of suggestion. This eminently successful physician and most wonderfully learned

man was born at the village of Afshend, in the jirovince of Bokhara, Turkestan,

Central Asia, in 980 A. D., and died in 1037. Besides his resplendent medical

knowledge, he was a profound philosopher, a skillful rhetorician, an excellent

geometer, well versed in astronomy and astrology, a shrewd theologian, an accom-

plished naturalist, and a very fine musician. During the last fourteen years of his

life he wrote a considerable number of works on widely different subjects, among
which his treatise entitled "De Complexionibiis," section 1, chapter 1, where he

cites the opinion of Aristotle exi^ressed in his work, "De Causis Proprietatum
Elementorum," is an able speculaticni on the existence of the antipodes.

Paolo del Pozzo Toscanelli was born at Florence in 1397, studied medicine in

his native city and became one of the most famous astronomers and cosmogra-

phers of his time. On account of his great reputation in nautical science he was

constantly consulted by bold navigators from different countries, who unhesitat-

ingly followed his advice and the course marked down for them in the charts

Toscanelli himself drew. He was thoroughly acquainted with the scientific and

geographical literature of the Greek and Latin classics ; became one of the keepers

of the celebrated Florentine Library at the age of 30 j-ears, and erected, about 1468,

the famous gnomon on the uppermost part of the dome of the cathedral at Flor-

ence. He died in that city on the 15th of May, 1483. To this distinguished mem-
ber of our profession Columbus applied, beseeching his opinion and advice in

regard to his contemplated stupendous enterprise, as had also done a few days
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before, on the same subject, the powerful King of Portugal. Like the truly scien-

tific and generoiTS man that he was, not only did he immediately answer the two

letters of the then obscure sailor, confirming him in his views of the figure of the

earth and the practicability of a voyage westward to India, but also sent him a

chart drawn by his own hands, in which was marked and explained the course

Columbus should follow to reach there in safety. This very chart was the one

used by the admiral on his first voyage of discovery. He showed it to Martin

Alonzo Pinzon, captain of the caravel Pinta, while sailing on the mare incognitum,

tenebrosuvi, and both frequently sat on deck discoursing upon it. The historian

Las Casas, a contemporary and friend of Cohimbus, says he saw it and had it in his

possession. But it has been irretrievably lost.

The ancient convent of the Franciscan friars dedicated to Santa Maria de la

Rabida—where Coliunbus halted, a(;companied by his young son Diego, hungry,

thirsty, dressed in tatters, full of dust, and tired from having tramped many miles—
is situated at about half a league from the village of Palos deMoguer, in Andalusia,

Spain. The humble physician of this little maritime town was Dr. Garcia Fer-

nandez, who enjoyecl the friendship and high regard of the respected prior of the

monastery, Juan Perez de Marchena. This patriotic friar detained Columbus
there as his guest, and. diffident of his own jiidgment as to the sanity of the dis-

tinguished-looking foreigner, sent for his scientific friend, the village doctor, to

converse with him and to inquire into his mental state. Dr. Fernandez was equally

struck with the intelligent appearance and entertaining conversation of Columbus.

He discussed with him several geographical and astronomical toincs, and became

convinced that he by no means was talking to a madman but to a genius. His

clear discernment at once detected the possibility of the adventure Columbus was

pursuing, and won for him, with his favorable report to the prior, the good will

and invaluable aid of that influential religious man. What the result would have

been if that unassuming and kind village doctor had given an unfavorable opinion

nobody can tell.

Among the few brave men who dared accompany Columbus on his first voyage
of discovery to America were two representatives of our philanthropic profession.

Maestro Alonzo was the name of one, and Maestro Juan that of the other. The

first seems to have been the better known of the two, and came over in the caravel

Santa Maria, cominanded by Columbus, while the second was more of a friend of

Martin Alonzo Pinzon, and embarked in his vessel, Pinta. Maestro Juan remained

at the little fort of Navidad when Cohmibiis returned to Spain, being one of the

thirty-eight men massacred by the native Indians of San Domingo, thus paying
with his life for his professional devotion. The small band of foolhardy Spanish

colonizers were under his medical care.

I have already referred to Dr. Diego Alvarez Chanca, who came with Columbus

on his second voyage, and saved his life and tliat of many hidalgos at the point of

death in the Island of Hispaniola or San Domingo. The account given by this

distinguished man of science to the municipal council of his native city is undoubt-

edly an unpretentious evidence of the wide range of his scientific knowledge, and

constitutes the first sketch of the flora, the fauna, the ethnology, and climatology

of our dear American Continent. He also wrote, on his return to Spain, a work

entitled "Comentum Novum in Parabolis Divi Arnaldi de Villanova," published

at Seville in 1514.

In conclusion, we, as a class, have sufficient reason to feel proud of the active

part taken by members of the medical profession in the discovery of this beautiful

land of ours, where the "divine right of kings" is no longer possible, and where

the great Chicago World's Columbian Fair has given imperishable existence to the

memory of its discoverer.
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